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"Go, little book, God send thee good passage,

And specially let this be thy prayere

Unto them all that thee will read or hear,

Where thou art wrong, after their help to call,

Thee to correct in any part or all."
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The object of the Handbook to the Eastern Alps is to

describe all that is best worth seeing, to assist the traveller

in planning his tour and disposing of his time to the best ad-
vantage, to render him as independent as possible of the

services of interested parties, and thus to enable him the

more thoroughly to enjoy the magnificent scenery of one of

the most attractive regions in Europe.

The Handbook has been compiled almost entirely from
the personal observation of the Editor, who has repeatedly

visited the Eastern Alps within the last few years for the

purpose of obtaining the most recent and trustworthy in-

formation. As, however, many of the data in the Handbook
relate to matters which are constantly undergoing alteration,

the Editor will highly appreciate any corrections or sugges-

tions with which travellers may favour him. Those already

received, which in many instances have proved most useful,

he gratefully acknowledges.

The present edition of the Handbook corresponds with the

thirty-second German edition. Its contents are divided into

Five Sections (I. Southern Bavaria; II. Salzburg, Salzkam-
mergut, and Hohe Tauern; III. Northern Tyrol ; IV. Southern
Tp'ol; v. Alps of Upper and Lower Austria, Styria, Carin-

thia, and Carniola), each of which may be separately removed
from the book by the mountaineer or pedestrian who desires

to minimise the bulk of his luggage. To each section is pre-

fixed a list of the routes it contains, so that each forms an ap-

proximately complete volume apart from the general table

of contents.

The Maps and Plans, on which the utmost care has been
bestowed, will, it is hoped, render the traveller hardly less

material service than the letter-press.

The Time Tables contained in ' HendscheV s Telegraph',

published at Frankfort on the Main, and issued monthly in

summer, and in the 'Reichs-KurshucK
,
published at Berlin,

and issued eight times a year, will be found satisfactory. The
best Austrian publication of the kind is the ' Osterreichische

Kursbuch', which appears at Vie^jig^aonthly.



vi PREFACE.

Distances by railway and road are given approximately
in English miles, and in the case of mountain-excursions they
are expressed by the time in which they are usually walked.
Heights are given in accordance with the new Austrian Ord-
nance Survey , or from other recent authorities (reduced to
Engl, feet; 1 Engl. ft. = 0.3048 metre). The Populations
are those ascertained by the latest census.

Hotels. The Editor has endeavoured to enumerate, not
only the first-class hotels, but others of a less pretending
kind, which may be safely selected by the 'voyageur en gar-
Qon', with little sacrifice of comfort, and great saving of
expenditure. The asterisks indicate those hotels which the
Editor has reason to believe to be provided with the comforts
and conveniences expected in an up-to-date establishment,
and also to be well managed and with a reasonable scale of
charges. Houses of a more modest character, when good of
their class, are described as 'fair' or 'very fair'. At the same
time he does not doubt that equally comfortable accommo-
dation may often be obtained at hotels which he has not
starred or even mentioned. Hotel- charges, as well as car-

riage-fares and fees to guides, are stated in the Handbook,
either in accordance with the personal experience of the
Editor, or from information furnished by numerous travellers.

They are of course liable to frequent variation, and generally
have an upward tendency ; but those mentioned in the follow-

ing pages will at least afford the traveller an idea of his

probable expenditure.

To hotel-keepers, tradesmen, and others, the Editor begs
to intimate that a character for fair dealing towards tra-

vellers is the sole passport to his commendation, and that
advertisements of every kind are strictly excluded from his

Handbooks. Hotel-keepers are also warned against persons
representing themselves as agents for Baedeker's Handbooks.
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INTRODUCTION.

I. Language. Money.

Language. For travellers purposing to explore the remoter

parts of the Eastern Alps, a slight acquaintance with German is

very desirable ; but those who do not deviate from the beaten track

will generally find that English or French is spoken at the princi-

pal hotels and the usual public resorts.

Money. The new Austrian monetary unit is the Krone {Crown;

\ K. = i/o florin) = iOO Heller (h.)^ though reckonings are still some-

times made in the old Florins (Gulden) and Kreuzers (1 florin =
100 kreuzer = 2 crowns). Large sums are paid in government-notes

(10 and 20 K.) or banknotes (50, 100, and 1000 K.). The average

rate of exchange for a sovereign (or a German gold piece of 20 marks)

is 24 K., and for a Napoleon 19^/2 ^- Those who travel with large

sums should be provided with circular notes, in preference to bank-

notes or gold, the value of the former being recoverable in case of loss.

The cost of a tour among the Alps of Bavaria and Tyrol de-

pends of course on a great variety of circumstances ; but, as a rule,

travelling in S. Germany and among the Austrian mountains is less

expensive than in most other parts of Europe. The pedestrian of

moderate requirements , and tolerably proficient in the language,

may , by avoiding the beaten track as much as possible , succeed

in limiting his expenditure to 6-8s. per diem ; but the traveller who
prefers driving to walking, frequents hotels of the highest class,

and requires the services of guides and commissionnaires, must be

prepared to expend at least 25-305. daily.

II. Passports and Custom Houses.

Passports are not absolutely necessary in Austria or in Ger-

many ; but they are sometimes called for in order to prove the

identity of the traveller, they are not unfrequently serviceable in

procuring admission to collections, and they must be presented at

the post-office before the traveller can obtain delivery of registered

letters. Cyclists should always carry a passport.
Passports may be obtained direct from the Foreign Office (fee 2s.) or,

in London, through C. Smith and Sons^ 23 Craven Street, Charing Cross (charge

4«.): Buss, 4 Adelaide Street, Strand (45.); Thos. Cook <b Son, Ludgate Circus

(fee 35. 6d.) ; and Henry Blacklock db Co. ('Bradshaw's Guides'), 69 Fleet St. (55.).

— In the United States application for passports should be made to the

Passport Bureau, State Department, Washington, D.C.

Custom House formalities are now almost everywhere leni-

ent. As a rule , however, articles purchased during the journey,

which are not destined for personal use , should be declared at the

frontier. At the Austrian frontier playing-cards , almanacks, and
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sealed letters are liable to confiscation. Tobacco and cigars, the

sale of which in Austria is a monopoly of government , are liable to

a duty of about 12 K per pound. According to the strict rule, one
ounce of tobacco and 10 cigars only are exempt from duty. The keys
should be sent along with all luggage forwarded in advance.

Visitors to S. Tyrol who intend to cross the Italian frontier are warned
that the possession of photographic apparatus or weapons feven knives with
spring-blades) exposes them to suspicion or worse. Sketching or photo-
graphing in the neighbourhood of Austrian fortifications also is sometimes
attended by unpleasant consequences.

III. Plan of Tour.
Season of the Year. Companions. Scenery. Headquarters.

Season. The best season for a visit to the mountains of S. Ger-

many and Austria is from the middle of July to the middle of Sep-
tember ; for excursions among the higher Alps, the month of Au-
gust. In these lofty regions snow occasionally falls in the height of

summer, rendering the paths impassable, but such an occurrence is

exceptional. The lower Alps and the lakes may, however, be vis-

ited as early as the end of May, when the waterfalls, moreover,

are seen in perfection.

Companions. A party of two travellers can always be accommo-
dated in a light conveyance , or in the same room at an inn , while

a third would often be found 'de trop'. The larger the party, the

greater , as a rule , is the inconvenience , as well as the certainty

that many of the true objects of travel will be sacrificed. The single

traveller , on the other hand, who has attained some proficiency in

the language of the country , will of course more speedily become
acquainted with the people and their characteristics , and more
readily derive instruction from his tour.

Scenery. The following places in S. Bavaria and the Austrian

Alps are recommended to lovers of the picturesque :
—

In the Bavarian Obeeland : The Lake of Starnberg (p. 30), the Hohe
Peissenberg (p. 32), the Walchensee (p. 51), the Herzogstand (p. 52), Tegern-
see (p. 53), Schliersee (p. 64). the Wendelstein fp. 66), the Chiemsee (p. 70),

Nieder-Aschau (p. 71), the Hochfelln fp. 72), Berchtesgaden (p. 81), the Ko-
nigs-See (p. 87), Partenkirchen (p. 35), Hohenschwangau (p. 17), Linderhof
(p. 43), and Oberstdorf (p. 8).

Salzbdkg and the Salzkammerght : Salzburg (p. 95), the Gaisberg
(p. 102). Golling (Schwarzbach Fall; Salzach-Oefen, p. 107), the Liechten-
stein-Klamm (p. 133), the Kitzloch-Klamm (p. 135), Gastein (p. 141), Fuscher-
Tal (p. 150), Zell am See (p. 136), the Schmittenhohe (p. 137), Kaprun
(Moserboden, p. 155), Krimml (p. 159), the Seisenberg-Klamm (p. 92), the
Vorderkaser-Klamm (p. 208), the Schwarzberg-Klamm (p. 208), Gmunden
(p. 117) and the Traunsee (p. 119), Ischl (p. 121), the Schafberg (p. 115), Hall-
statt (p. 127), Gosau Lakes (p. 129), and the Zwiesel Alp (p. 130).

North Tyrol and the Vorarlbeeg : Kufstein (p. 182), the Hohe Salve

(p. 202), the Kitzbiihler Horn (p. 204), Fieberbrunn (p. 140), the Zillertal

(p. 209), the Achensee (p. 61), Innsbruck (p. 191), the Stubai-Tal (p. 269), the
Oetztal (p. 280). the Pitztal (p. 291), the Fern Pass (p. 24), Landeck (p. 279),

Finstermiinz (p. 296), St. Anton (p. 238), Schruns (p. 250), the Liiner-See
and Scesaplana (p. 233), Bregenz (p. 229), and the Pfander fp. 230).

Central and South Tteol : Gossensass fp. 262). Botzen fp. 310) and
its environs fKlobensteiu, p. 314; Grodeu Valley, p. 375; Schlern, p. 381;
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Karersee Hotel, p. 387; Tierser-Tal, p. 383; Mendel, p. 317), Meran (p. 319),

the Stelvio Pass (Trafoi, p. 328; Piz Umbrail, p. 331), Sulden (p. 335), the
Lago di Garda (p. 372), the Val di Genova (p. 365), Campiglio (p. 359), the
Val Fassa (p. 391), San Martino di Castrozza (p. 396), Primiero (p. 396),
Agordo (p. 435), Caprile (p. 433); Bruneck (p. 405), Taufers (p. 223), the
valley of Prags (p. 416), Schluderbach (p. 420), Cortina (p. 424), Sexten
(Fischeleinboden, p. 418); Windisch-Matrei (Gschloss, p. 165; Venediger,
p. 166), the Kalser-Torl (p. 170), and Kals (Gross-Glockner, p. 170).

LowEK AND Uppek Austeia AND Stteia : The Semmering Railway
(p. 443), the Hollen-Tal (p. 443), the Schneeherg (p. 444), the Raxalpe (p. 445),
Murzzuschlag (p. 447), Mariazell (p. 453), Weichselboden fp. 457), Wild-
alpen (p. 458), the Hochschwab (p. 455), the Oetscher (p. 463), Lunz (p. 463),
Waidhofen an der Ybbs (p. 464), Steyr (p. 466), Eisenerz (p. 46S), the Ge-
sause (Gstatterboden, p. 470; Johnsbach-Tal, p. 470), Admont (p. 471),
Windisch-Garsten (p. 475), Stoder fp. 475), Aussee (Grundlsee, Toplitzsee,

p. 126), Schladming (Ramsau, p. 481), and Gratz (p. 487).

Cabinthia and Gaeniola : Villacti (Dobratsch, p. 503), the Worther-See
(p. 507), Eisenkappel (p. 503), Sulzbach (p. 494), Adelsberg (p. 498), St.

Canzian (p. 500), Veldes (p. 526), Wochein (p. 527), Tarvis (p. 536), Raibl
(p. 541), the Pontebba Railway (p. 532), Millstatt (p. 511), the Malta -Tal
(p. 515), and Heiligenblut (p. 174).

In sketching the plan of a tour, the traveller will find it con-

venient to mark with red pencil, on the map before the title-page

of this volume, all the places he wishes to visit, and then consider

the best means of reaching and connecting them. A few short tours

are subjoined as examples; the places for spending the night are

indicated by italics.

1. Ten oe Twelve Days feom Munich (S. Bavaeia , N. Tyrol). —
Mnnich, Tegernsee (Neureut, Hirschberg) , Achensee (Unnutz) , Jenbach,
Innsbruck (Ambras, Igls, Lanserkopfe, Patscher Kofel), Seefeld (Reither-
spitze), Miltenwald (Leutaschklamm, Kranzberg), Partenkirchm (Partnach-
klamm, Schachen, Eibsee), Linderhof. Plans ee. Reutte, Hohenschwangau Cor
Linderhof, Schiitzensteig, Neu-Schwanstein), Fiissen, Munich.

Or: Munich, Schliersee, Wendelstein, Landl (or Tatzlwurm), Ktcfstein

(Tierberg, Kaiser-Tal, Vorderkaiserfelden, Hintersteiner-See), Worgl (Hohe
Salve), Jenbach, and then as above.

2. A FoETNiGHT in Salzbubg AND THE Salzkammeegut. — Salzbuvg,
Mondsee, Schafberg, Ischl (Gmunden, Aussee), Hallstatt , Gosau (Gosau
Lakes), Zwiesel Alp, Abtenau, Golling (Schwarzbach Fall, Salzach-Oefen),
St. Johann (Liechtenstein-Klamm, Hochgriindeck), Zell am See (Schmitten-
hohe, Moserboden), Saalfelden, Hirschbiihl, Ramsau, Berchtesgaden (Konigs-
See). Reichenhall (or, Saalfelden, Ramseider-Scharte, Kfinigs-See, Berchtes-
gaden, Ramsau, Schwarzbachwacht, Reichenhall), Ohiemsee, Munich.

3. Sixteen oe Eighteen Days in S. Bavaeia, the Oetztal, and the
Sdlden-Tal. — Munich, Lake of Starnberger, Walchensee, Partenkirchen^
Lermoos, Fern Pass, Nassereit, Telfs, Innsbruck^ Stubai-Tal, Bildstockl-Joch,
Solden, Vent, Hochjoch or Niederjoch, Naturns (or Hochjoch, Kurzras,
Taschljoch, Schlanders), Martell, Madritsch-Joch (Schontaufspitze), Sulden^
Finstermiinz, Landeck.

4. Theee Weeks in S. Bavaeia, the Oetztal, and S.W. Tyeol. —
Munich, Fiissen, Hohenschwangau, Reutte, Imst, the Oetztal, Gurgl,
Ramoljoch, Few?, Hochjoch or Niederjoch, Naturns, iferan, Boizen, Mendel
(Penegal), Male, Campiglio (Spinale), Val di Genova, Mandron-Hiitte (Adar
mello), Presena Pass, Ponte di Legno, Gavia Pass, Santa Caterina, Bormio,
Stelvio Pass (Piz Umbrail), Trafoi (or Santa Caterina, Cevedale Pass,
Sulden), Mais, Landeck.

5. Theee Weeks in S. Bavaeia, the Oetztal, and the Oetlee and
Beenta Districts (for experienced mountaineers). — Munich, Oberstdorf
(Nebelhorn, Madelegabel), Hornbach-Joch, Elmen, Hahntenn, Imst, the
Oetztal [or Oberstdorf, Madelejoch, Holzgau, Memminger-Hiitte, Gatschkopf,
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Augsburger-Hiitte Landeck, the Oetztal], Vent, Taufkar-Jocb, Mittelberg,
Olgruben-Joch, Gepatschhaus (or Vent, Wildspitze, Gepatschhaus),Weisssee-
Joch, Langtaufers, Mais, Trafoi, Ortler, gulden, Cevedale, Pejo, Cercen
Pass, Mandron-Hiitte (Adamello), Pinzolo, Campiglio. Bucca di Brenta (Cima
Tosa), Jlolveno, Trent.

6. FOKTKIGHT IN THE ZiLLEKTAL AND TaUEEN DiSTEICT (for experts). —
Jenbach, Zell , Mayrhofen (Ahornspitze) , Breitlahner, Berliner -Hiitte,
Schwarzenstein,Ahrntal, Lenkjochl-Hiitte, Umbaltorl(Rotspitze). Prdgraten^
Johannis-Hiitte, Gross-Venediger, Prager-Hiitte, Gschloss, Windisch-3fatrei,
Kals-Matreier-Torl, Kals, Stiidl -Hiitte, Gross-Glockner (or Berger-Torl),
Glocknerbaus,Pfandel Scharte(orBockkarScharte, 3Iainzer-Hutte),i^eWe»7era
(or Heiligenblut, Sonnblick, Gastein), Salzburg.

7. Thbee Weeks in East Tikol, the Tauern District, and the Dolo-
mites. — Worgl, Kitzbiibel (Kitzbiihlerhorn). Zell am See, Ferleiten. Pfandel-
Scharte, Glocknerhaus (Franz-Josefs-Hohe, Gross-Glockner). Heiligenblut;
or Zell am See, Moserboden, Kesselfall, Gleiwitzer-Hiitte, Ferleiten, Mainzer-
Hiitte, Hofmanns-Hiitte (Gross-Glockner), Heiligenblut. Dolsach, Toblach,
Schluderhach (Monte Pian, Misurina. Diirrenstein), Cortina. Falzarego (or
Giau or Nuvolau). Caprile (Lago d'Alleghe), Fedaja Pass. Campitello, Fi^o,
Karersee Pass, Botzen:, or Campitello, Tierser Alpl. Schlern, Botzen.

8. Three Weeks in East Tyrol, Zillertal, Pustertal. the Dolo-
mites, and the Tauern District. — Munich. Rosenheim. A'«/5fei7i (or Scblier-
see. Kufstein), Jenbach, Zillertal, Breitlahner (Berliner-Hiitte). Pfitscher-
Joch, Sterzing (or Brenner), Franzensfeste, Bvuneck (Kronplatz), Taufers
(Speikboden, Reintal), Niederdorf, Pragser-Tal, Platzwiese (Diirrenstein),
Schluderhach. Cortina, Misurina, Toblach, Innichen (Sexten-Tal). Lienz,
Spitfal (Millstatter-See. Malta-Tal), Villach (Dobratsch),Worther-See, Klagen-
furl, enna; or Lienz,Windisch-Matrei, Gschloss,Venediger, Kiirsinger-Hiitte,
Warnsdorfer-Hiitte. Krimml. Zell am See, Bischofshofen (or Salzburg), Vienna.

9. Three Weeks in the Pcstertal, the Tauern District, and the
DoLOJiiTES. — Vienna, Villach, Dolsach. Winklern. Heiligenblut (orSachsen-
burg, ]Mallnitz. Sonnblick. Heiligenblut), Glocknerhaus (Franz-Josefs-Hohe),
Berger-Torl (or Gross-Gluckner), Kals. Windisch-Matrei. Pragraten, Umbal-
Tori, Lenkjochl-Hiitte, Kasern, Taufers. Bruneck, Kronplatz, St. Vigil, Fodara
Vedla (Seekofel), or Fanes, Cortina (or Bruneck, Xiederdorf, Pragser-Tal,
Platzwiese. Schluderbach, Misurina. Cortina), Giau (or Nuvolau), Caprile,
Agordo, Cereda Pa's. Primiero, San Martina di Castrozza, Predazzo. Botzen.

10. Three or Four Weeks in the Salzkammergut. Salzburg, Tauern,
AND THE Dolomites. — Vienna, Selztal. Aussee (Alt-Aussee, Grundlsee),
Hallsiati [Gos&u. Lakes, Zwiesel Alp), Isc'il. St. Wolfgang, Schafberg. Mond-
see, Salzburg, Berchtesgaden, Konigs-See, Ramsau, Hirschbichl. Saalfelden
(or Konigs-See, Funtensee, Ramseider- Scharte, Saalfelden). Zell am See,

Kapruner-Tal. Rudolfs-Hiitte, Kalser-Tauern, Kals, Berger-Torl (or Gross-
Glockner), Heiligenblut. 'Winkl^vn, Dolsach, Toblach, Cortina, Falzarego, Tra
i Sassi, St. Cassian, Corvara(or Falzarego. Buchenstein, Valparola, Corvara),
St. Ulrich in the Val Gardena. Schlern, Ratzes, Botzen; or Schlern. Tierser-
Alpl, Grasleiten-Hiitte, Vajolet-Hiitte, Kolner-Hiitte, Karersee Hotel, Botzen.

HBADauAETERS. The selection of convenient and comfortable

headquarters, from which excursions and rambles may be made, is

a matter of considerable importance to those who desire to make
more than a merely superficial acquaintance with the country.

Among the spots adapted for this purpose , the following may be

specially mentioned :
—

In Southern Bavaria: Starnberg (1925'; p. 29); Tegernsee (2400'; p. 58)

Schliersee (2570'; p. 64); Kochelsee (1970'; p. 51); Murnau (2265'; p. 3i)

Partenkirchen and Garmisch (2350'. 2295'; p. 35); Mittenwald (3020'; p. 45)

Hohenschwan-au (2690'
; p. 17) ; Pfronten(2660'

; p. 20), Immenstadt(2395'; p. 5)

Oberstdorf (2675'
; p. S) ; Oberstaufen (2595'; p. 6); Hindelang (2790'; p. 26)

Hinterstein (2810'; p. 27); Brannenburg (1550'; p. 68); Oberaudorf (1580'

p. 69); Prien (1740'; p. 70); Nieder-Aschau (2020'; p. 71); Traunstein (1940'
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p. 72); Marquartstein (1775'; p. 73) ;. Reit im Winkel (2240'; p. 74); Ruh-
polding(226()'; p. 75); Siegsdorf (2035'; p. 76) ; BercMesgaden (1875'

; p. 81).

Salzburg and the Salzkammergut : Gmunden (1395'; p. 117); IscW
(1535'; p. 121); Goisern (IGiC; p. 124); Hallstatt (1620*; p. 127) ; St. Wolfgang
(1800'; p. 115); Mondsee (1575*; p. 112); Kammer, Attersee, Weissenbach,
Unterach on the Attersee (1525'; p. Ill); Hallein (1455'; p. 105), Golling
(1530'; p. 107); St. Johann im Pongau (1815'; p. 133); Zell am See (2470';

p. 136); Lofer(2095': p. 207); Unken (1810" ; p. 203); Kauris (3230'; p. 148);
Bad Fusch (4040'; p. 151); Ferleitei (3775'; p. 151); Krimml (3500'; p. 159).

VoRARLBERG AND NoRTH TxROL : Brcgenz (1300'; p. 229) ; Dornbirn (1410'

;

p. 231); Schwarzenberg (2275'
; p. 243); Mellau (2245'; p. 244); Gaflei (5(i55'

;

p. 233) ; Bludenz (1905'
; p. 235) ; Brand (3360' ; p. 236) ; Schruns (2250'

; p 250)

;

Gaschurn (3120' ; p. 253) ; St. Anton (4275'; p. 238) ; Ischgl (4515'
; p 256)

;

Kitzbiihel (2420*; p. 203); Fieberbruna (2565'; p. 140); Waidring (2540';

p. 206); Kufstein (1585'; p. 182); Walchsee (2165'; p. 76); Kossen (1930';

p. 76); Brixlegg (1690'; p. 185); Jenbach (1740'; p. 186); Achensee-Pertisau
(3050'; pp. 61-63): Schwaz (1765'; p. 187); Hall (1835'; p= 189); the Gnaden

;

wald (2<60'; p. 190); Fugen (1785'), Zell (1885'), and Mavrhofen (2065') in the
Zillertal (p. 209); Igls (2900'; p. 201); Mieders (3190'), Fulpmes (3065'), and
Neustift (3260') in the Stubaital (p. 269); Seefeld (3S70'; p. 48); Ehrwald
(3260'; p. 24); Ober-Mieming (2840'; p. '2Q); Imst (2715'; p. 277); Landeck
(•2550'; p. 279); Obladis (4545'; p. 293j ; Oetz (2690'; p. 280)? Umhausen
(3400'

; p. 281) ; Langenfeld (3860' ; p. 281) ; Solden (4465'
; p. 283) ; Vent (62:0'

;

p. 284); Mittelberg (5690'
; p. 292).

Central and South Tyrol: Matrei (3240'; p. 259), Steinach (3520';

p. 259), Gries (4115'; p. 261), Brenner Post (4490'; p. 262), Brennerbad (4390';

p. 262), Gossensass (3610'; p. 262), Sterling (3110'; p. 264), Ridnaun (4495';

p. 266); Brixen (1870'; p. 306). Vahrn (2140'; p. 307), Klausen (1720'; p. 308),
Botzen (860'; p. 310) on the Brenner Railway; Miihlbach (2475'; p. 404),
St. Lorenzen (2665'; p 405), Bruneck (2670'; p. 405), Taufers (2830'; p. 223),
St. Vigil (3940'; p. 412), Prags (4535'; p. 416), Niederdorf (3800'

; p. 407),
Toblach (3965'; p. 408), Landro (4615'; p. 419), Schluderbach (4730'; p. 420),
Cortina (4025'; p. 424), Innichen (3855'; p. 409), Sexten St. Veit (4320*;

p. 417), Lienz (2210'; p. 410), in the Pustertal; Mendel (4475'; p. 317);
Sarnthein (3170'; p. 315); Klobenstein (3770'; p. 814); St. Peter ia VillnGs
(3770'; p. 308); St. Ulrich and Wolkenstein in Groden (4055'; p. 375);
Kastelruth (3590'; p. 380); Seis (3285'

; p. 381); Bad Ratzes (3950'; p. 381);
Trafoi (5055'; p. 328); Hulden (6050'; p. 335) ; Bormio Bad (4380'; p. 332)

;

Santa Caterina (5700'; p. 341); Campiglio (4970'; p. 359); Karersee Hotel
(5270'; p. 387); Weisslahnbad (3870'; p. 3S3); Radein (5120'; p. 889); Pane-
veggio (5035'; p. 395j; San Martino di Castrozza (4740'; p. 396).

Lower and Upper Austria, Sttria, Carinthia, etc. : Gloggnitz (1430'

;

p. 449); Reichenan (15^30'; p. 443); Prein (2260'; p. 445); Semmering (3260;
p. 447), Spital (2520'; p. 447), Miirzzuschlag (2200; p. 447),Krieglach (1970';

p. 448), Kindberg (1880'; p. 448), Frohnleiten (1425'
; p. 450), on the Semmering

Railway; Neuberg (2400'
; p. 451); Oberort in Tragos (2560'; p. 449); Waid-

hofen an der Ybbs (1170'; p. 4(J4); Steyr(990'; p. 466); Gaming (1410'; p. 463);
Lunz (1950'; p. 463); Gostling (1745'; p. 463); Weichselboden (2220'; p. 457);
Wildalpen (2O0O' ; p. 453); Aflen/, (2510'; p. 455); St. Ilgen (2400'; p. 456);
Admont(2105';p.470); Vordernbsrg (2770'; p. 469); Trofajach (2160'; p. 469);
Windisch-Garsten (1970'; p. 475); Spittal am Pyhrn (2120; p. 476); Stoder
(1920*; p. 475); Mauterndorf (3680'; p. 48i); Aussee (2130'; p. 125), Alt-
Aussee (2325'; p. 125). and 'irundlsee (2295'; p. 126); Schladming (2400';

p. 480); Liezen (216J'; p. 470); Gm(ind(2400'; p. 514): Mllstatt (1900'; p. 511);
Portschach, Velden, etc., on the Worther-See (1440'; p. 507); Neumarkt
(2750'; p. 622); Friesach (2090'; p. 523); Fladnitz (4560; p. 523j; Ober-
vellacb (2250'; p. 516); Mallnitz (8890'; p. 517); Heiligenblut (4265'

; p. 174);
Eisenkappel (1830'; p. 503); Cilli (79u'; p. 493); Veldes (1640'; p. 526);
Kotschach (2325'; p. 510); Tarvis (2410'; p. 538); Raibl (2925'; p. 541).

WiNTEB Resorts. Skating, tobogganing, sleighing, and ski-ing

may be enjoyed in winter at numerous places in fhe Bavarian

Highlands, some of which are frequented also as health resorts.
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Among these may be mentioned: Starnberg (p. 29); Murnau (Staffel-

See, p. 34); Bad Kohlgnib (p. 42); 'Garmisch-Partenkirchen (p. 35; Risser-
See, Eibsee); Ober-Ammergau (p. 42); Linderhof (p. 43); Ebenhausen-
Schaftlam (p. 49); Wolfralshausen (p. 50); Kocbelsee and Walchensee
(Herzogsfand, pp. 51, 52); Miesbacb (Stadelberg. p. 6i); Tolz (p. 53);
*Tegernsee (Xeareut, Hirscbberg, Wallberg, pp. 58-60); Schliersee (p. 64);
Bayrisch-Zell (p. 66); Brannenburg (p. 68), Fisclibach (p. 69), and Oberau-
durf (Briinstein, p. 69) in thelnntal; Marquartstein (Hochgern, pp. 73, 74);
Eeichenball (p. 77); 'Berchtesgaden (Hintereck, Vorderbrand, Konigs-See,
p. 81); Immenstadt (p. 5); *Oberstdorf (p. 8); in the Tyrol: *Kufstein
(Vorderkaiserfelden , p. 182), Brixlegg (p. 185), Jenbach (p. 186), Hall
(Salzberg Road, p. 190); Volderbad, p. 190), Innsbruck (p. 191), *Kitzbuhel
(p. 203), *St. Anton on the Arlberg (Arlberg Road, Ulmer Hiitte. p. 238);
Matrei (p. 259), 'Orossensass (p. 262), *Groden (St. Ulrich, Wolkenstein,
Grodner-Joch, and Sella-Joch, p. 375), Kaslelruth (p. 3iO), Bruneck (p. 4C5),

Toblach (p. 408). Near Vienna excellent ski-ing is obtained in the neigh-
bourhood of Miirzzuschlag (p. 447).

IV. Walking Tours. Guides.

Equipment. The greatest drawback to the pleasure of travel-

ling is a superabundance of baggage. To be provided with an actual

sufficiency and no more , may be regarded as one of the golden

rules for travellers. A light 'gibeciere' or 'Reisetasche', such as may
be procured in every town , amply suffices to contain all that is

necessary for a fortnight's excursion. A change of flannel shirts

and worsted stockings , a few pocket-handkerchiefs, a pair of slip-

pers ,
and a small dressing-case may , after the first few days , be

carried with hardly a perceptible increase of fatigue. A piece of

brown gauze or coloured spectacles to protect the eyes from the glare

of the snow, stout gloves, a leathern drinking-cup, and a pocket-

knife with a cork-screw should not be forgotten. Useful, though
less indispensable, are a field-glass or small telescope, sewing
materials, a supply of strong cord, sticking-plaster, a small compass,

a pocket-lantern, a thermometer, and an aneroid barometer. Ladies

should also try to limit their wardrobe as much as possible, and see that

everything is of a plain and serviceable nature. For the pedestrian

a light Scottish plaid is better than a waterproof. Special attention

should be paid to the boots, which must be strong, well-tried, and
thoroughly comfortable, as the slightest tendency to rub or blister

may seriously mar the enjoyment of the walk. For glacier - tours

and mountain-ascents the soles must be supplied with nails, which,

however, may be added on reaching the mountainous district. The
traveller should of course have a more extensive reserve of clothing,

especially if he purposes visiting towns of importance ; but it should

be contained in a valise of moderate size, which he can easily wield

when necessary, and forward from town to town by post. In Austria

each parcel has to be accompanied by a separate stamped 'Postbe-

gleit- Adresse', obtained at the post-office (12 h.'). In Italy the

maximum weight of postal packages is 6 kilogrammes (10 lbs.}.

The traveller who intends to ascend any of the loftier peaks

should be provided with a well-tried Alpenstock , consisting of a
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pole of seasoned ash, 5-6 ft. long, shod with a steel point, and
strong enough, when placed horizontally, with the ends supported,

to bear the whole weight of the body. For the more difficult ascents

an Ice Axe and Rope are also necessary. These articles can gen-
erally be obtained from the guides, but in that case their quality is

not so trustworthy as when the climber has selected them for

himself. The best rope, light and at the same time strong, is made
of silk or Manilla hemp. In crossing a glacier the precaution of

using the rope should never be neglected. It should be securely

tied round the waist of each member of the party , leaving a

length of about 10' between each one and his follower. Ice-axes

are made in various forms, and are usually furnished with a spike

at the end of the handle , so that they can in some measure be
used like an alpenstock. — Shoes with hempen soles are sometimes
used for mountain-climbing.

Rules. The enthusiastic traveller should curb his ardour at

the outset of his excursion , and begin by moderate performances,
as the overtaxing of his strength on a single occasion will some-
times incapacitate him altogether for several days. It often requires
discrimination to determine what degree of fatigue can be borne
with impunity , and when walking should be abandoned for the

ease of a carriage ; but all these experiences will be acquired
without the aid of a guide-book. The first golden rule for the ped-
estrian is to start on his way betimes in the morning. If strength

permits , and a suitable halting-place is to be met with , a two
hours' walk may be accomplished before breakfast. At noon a mod-
erate luncheon is preferable to a regular table-d'hote dinner. Re-
pose should be taken during the hottest hours , and the journey
then continued till 5 or 6 p.m., when a substantial meal (evening
table-d'hote at the principal hotels) may be partaken of. When a

mountain has to be breasted
, the prudent pedestrian will pursue

the 'even tenor of his way' with regular and steady steps C-chi va
piano va sano ; chi va sano va lontano^) ; the novice alone indulges
in 'spurts'. If the traveller desires a further maxim for his guidance,
it may be, 'When fatigue begins, enjoyment ceases'.

To prevent the feet from blistering during a protracted walk-
ing tour , they may be rubbed morning and evening with brandy
and tallow. A warm foot-bath with bran will be found soothing
after a long day's march. Soaping the inside of the stocking is an-
other well-known safeguard against abrasion of the skin.

Excursions among the higher Alps should not be undertaken
before July , nor at any period after a long continuance of rain or

snow. Glaciers should, if possible , be traversed before 10 a. m.,
after which hour the rays of the sun soften the crust of ice formed
over the fissures and crevasses during the night. It is hardly ne-
cessary to state that experienced guides are absolutely indispensable
for such excursions.

Baedeker's Eastern Alps, lith Edit. "5
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The cold glacier-water of the higher regions should not be
drunk except in small quantities, mixed with wine, cognac, or

Kirschwasser. Cold milk is also prejudicial. Experienced moun-
taineers recommend cold tea as a safe remedy for thirst. Good old

wine in small quantities is preferred by others.

Over all the movements of the pedestrian the Weather holds

despotic sway. Those who claim acquaintance with the elements

and their signs will tell him of numberless indications by which
either foul or favourable weather may be predicted, and their advice

will often be found valuable. The barometer, too, should be con-

sulted when an opportunity offers. Mountain-views are generally

clearest in the morning or towards evening.

Guides. Within the last few years the guides among the S.

German and Austrian Alps have greatly improved , chiefly owing
to the exertions of the German and Austrian Alpine Club, and a

tariff of fixed charges has been introduced at most of their head-

quarters. Competent guides can now be obtained in almost every

part of Tyrol; and some of the Tyrolese guides rank with the

best in Switzerland, having occasionally been employed by the most

eminent British and German mountaineers for extensive tours

beyond the limits of their native districts. The names of the best-

known guides are given in the Handbook, and the charges fixed

by tariff for the principal excursions are also mentioned. Each guide

is usually bound to carry 15 lbs. weight of luggage. Glacier- expe-

ditions should never be attempted without a guide, except perhaps

by a party of adepts. When a glacier is entirely free from snow
('aper'3 it may generally be traversed in safety by a party of two

persons ; otherwise the party should consist of three persons at least,

all securely roped together. It need hardly be added that the re-

lations between the traveller and his guide should always be plea-

sant and cordial. For longer tours it is often advisable to engage a

guide by time. If the guide is dismissed at a distance from his

home, he is paid for the time necessary to reach it.

Club Huts. The numerous Club Huts (^Vnterkunfts-EiMen)

erected by the German and Austrian Alpine Club and the Austrian

Tourist Club have done much to increase the pleasures and decrease

the discomforts of the higher ascents. These huts are generally

well fitted up, and contain mattresses or hay-beds, woollen cover-

lets, a small cooking-stove, cooking utensils, plates, and glasses.

A small sum, fixed by tariff, is charged for the accommodation

afforded, which members of Alpine clubs generally obtain at about

half the price paid by ordinary tourists. When the traveller pur-

poses spending the night in one of these huts and starting thence

for the ascent, he should take a good supply of portable provisions

with him (tinned meats, 'Erbswurst', beef- extract, condensed milk,

tea and coffee, etc.); but many of them are now regular inns in

summer. The public-spirited German and Austrian Alpine Club,
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by -wMch most of these huts have been erected, now numbers
upwards of 67,000 members, who belong to 327 different Sections,

about two-thirds of these being German and the other third Austrian.

The usual annual subscription is 10 Jt^ which entitles the sub-
scriber to 24 numbers of the 'Mitteilungen' and to one volume of

the 'Zeitschrift', with maps and illustrations. The Auzirian Tourist

Club (founded in 1869 ; 12,000 members) has also done good work in

building refuge-huts, improving paths, etc.

The accommodation afforded by the Chalets of the Alpine herds-

men is generally very inferior to that of the club-huts. Whatever
poetry there may be theoretically in a bed of hay, the traveller will

find that the cold night-air piercing abundant apertures, the jangl-

ing of the cow-bells , and the grunting of the pigs are little con-
ducive to refreshing slumber.

Health. Tincture of arnica is a good remedy for bruises, and more-
over has a bracing and invigorating effect if rubbed on the limbs after
much fatigue; but it should never be applied to broken skin, as it is apt
to produce erysipelas. Saturnine ointment or oxide of zini ointment is

beneficial in cases of inflammation of the skin, an inconvenience frequently
caused by exposure to the glare of the sun on the snow. Cold cream, and,
for the lips especially, vaseline or glycerine are also recommended.

For Diarrhoea 15 drops of a mixture of equal parts of tincture of opium
and aromatic tincture may be safely taken every two hours until relief is

affoided. The homoeopathic tincture of camphor (5 drops on a lump of
sugar every half-hour or so) is also a good remedy. The homoeopathic
camphor-globules are convenient, but are more apt to loae their strength.

Distress Signals. Alpine tourists who get into difficulties and find
themselves in need of aid may avail themselves of the signal- code agreed
upon for that contingency by the German, Austrian, and other Alpine Clubs.
This consists in giving six signals at regular intervals within the space
of a minute, then pausing for a minute, and then repeating the regular
signals. The answer is given by making three signals at regular intervals
within the space of a minute. The signals may be made by waving a flag

or a handkerchief on the end of an alpenstock, or by shouting, or by whist-
ling, or by flash-lights from a mirror, or with a lantern, etc.

V. Cycling.

(Communicated by W. O'Meara, Manager of C. T. C. Touring Bureau.)

The general precepts that are given for mountainous countries

hold good for the Eastern Alps. Take a machine that you are ac-

customed to in preference to a new one, but before starting on your
tour have it thoroughly overhauled by a reliable and competent
workman. The tyres should be new or nearly so, to minimise the

trouble and annoyance of dealing with punctures en route. Above
all, see that your machine has a brake in the efficacy of which you
can place absolute trust. Rim brakes are far better than those that

act on the tyres. Prudence requires two brakes, as accidents are

not unknown even to the best of them, and the wise rider will xun
no unnecessary risks. The cyclist himself should be in good bodily

trim on starting, and able if necessary to cover considerable dis-

tances at a time.

b*
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The rule of the road in Austria is somewhat complicated. In

Styria, Upper and Lower Austria, Salzhurg, Carniola, Croatia, and
Hungary, we keep to the left, and pass to the right on overtaking

;

in Carinthia, Tyrol, and the Austrian Littoral (Adriatic coast

:

Trieste, Gorizia and Gradisca, Istria and Dalmatia), we keep to the

right and overtake to the left. Troops on the march always keep to

the right side of the road, so in whatever part of the Empire you
meet them, keep to the left. — In Germany we keep to the right in

meeting, and pass on the left in overtaking. Led horses must be
met and passed on the side on which the man is.

In Styria the law allows cyclists to make use of the paths set aside

for foot-passengers on all the government roads (Reichs-Strassen).

On other roads there is generally a strip on one side used by pedes-

trians but not absolutely reserved for them, which can be used
with impunity by cyclists, always on the understanding that they

must make way for people on foot. On the whole, the police are

not nearly so strict in Austria as they are in Germany with regard to

the use of footpaths by cyclists. Every machine must be provided

with a lamp ; coloured glass is not allowed. There is no fixed rule

as to the hour for lighting up. It is sufficient to show a light about

nightfall.

In some localities there are special laws, for instance with

regard to the use of certain streets by cyclists. But these munici-
pal regulations are too numerous and subject to too frequent change

to be quoted here. They are moreover not applied very strictly in

the case of foreign riders. The prudent tourist might perhaps

enquire locally, especially in the larger towns, as to whether there

are any such municipal regulations in force.

The roads of Austria, on the whole, fall considerably short of

the English standard, for the steam-roller is unknown in that coun-

try. The best are those in Tyrol and Carinthia, which are about

equal in quality to middling English roads. The farther east one

goes the worse the roads become. As a rule, the principal roads'in

the neighbourhood of the larger towns are in bad condition owing

to the traffic, and are almost impassable in wet weather. The
roads in the principal Alpine valleys are often very fair and gen-

erally not very steep. When they lead over a pass they are mostly

rideable with comfort up to a certain point; then comes a steep

rise followed by a steep pitch on the other side, and then again a

moderate incline. Their condition is at its worst in early spring

and late autumn, for then the repairs take place ; i. e. loose, sharp-

edged stones are dumped into all the holes on the surface and along

the ruts; the rest is left to the traffic.

Cyclists entering the Austrian Empire have to deposit a duty

of 50 K. in gold (about ll. 10«.), which is refunded when they leave

the country, provided the rather intricate conditions stated (in

German) on the customs receipt are complied with. The tourist
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would do well to join the Cyclists' Tonring Club (chief office.?, 47,
Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W.), whose members are,

on presentation of the special ticket supplied by the Club, exempted
from making this deposit at the frontier. A deposit of 21. iOs.

must, however, be made with the Secretary to cover the Club's re-

sponsibility, but the ticket is issued with such simple and complete
instructions that it becomes an easy matter to comply with the

customs regulations. The deposit is returned to the member on his

sending the customs discharge to the Secretary.

Bicycles accompanied by their owners are carried in all trains

as passenger's luggage. There is no free allowance of luggage on

the state railways. Superfluous luggage should be sent on, pre-

ferably a few days ahead, by parcels post; the service is rather slow.

Before starting on one's journey one should procure the neces-

sary maps and carefully study the proposed route, endeavouring as

far as possible to so arrange it as to ride down the river valleys and
to avoid long toilsome grinds uphill. Suitable maps are supplied

by the Cyclists' Touring Club, and the Touring Bureau of the club

will always assist members in planning their tours. The C. T. C.

issues a Road Book, in which the principal German and Austrian

roads are described. It has concluded a great number of contracts

with hotel-keepers whereby its members are granted special terms
and discounts, and there is a reciprocal agreement between that

body and the Austrian Touring Club and the German Cycling League
('DeutscherRadfahrer-Bund'), in virtue of which C. T. C. members
are entitled to the special terms arranged by the Austrian and German
clubs for their own members with a great many hotel-keepers and
others. The Consuls or local representatives of both clubs are always
pleased to give advice and assistance to C. T. C. members.

This part of Austria is especially rich in touring grounds. There
is some good scenery on the route from Munich to the Lake of

Garda, passing over the Brenner. From Salzburg there are some
fine tours to Reichenhall and Berchtesgaden in the Bavarian Alps.

But perhaps the gem of the whole country is the district in which
lie the Salzkammergut Lakes. Styria has some beautiful scenery
to show, among which we may mention the Semmering, the Gesause
Pass, and the Valley of the Enns. In Carinthia the neighbourhood
of the Worther-See, the Valley of the Drau, and the Lieser-Tal
with the Millstatt Lake are particularly worthy of a visit. In Carniola

the valley of the Save, the Caverns of Adelsberg, and the Lake of

Zirknitz deserve special commendation.

VI. Conveyances.

Railway Tbayelling in Germany is less expensive than in most
other parts of Europe, and the carriages are generally clean and

comfortably fitted up ; but in Austria the fares are somewhat higher,

and the carriages inferior. The second-class carriages
,
provided
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with spring-seats , are often better than those of the first class in

England. The flrst-class carriages, lined with velvet, are compara-

tively little used, but are recommended to the lover of scenery and
of fresh air, as he will be more likely to secure a seat next the win-
dow. The third-class travelling community are generally quiet and
respectable, and the carriages tolerably clean. On a few railways

there is even a fourth class, unprovided with seats. Smoking is al-

lowed in all the carriages, except those ' Fiir Nichtraucher ' and

the coupes for ladies. The average fares for the different classes in

S. Germany are l^/sd., i^/^d. and 4/gd. per Engl. M. respectively.

The speed seldom exceeds 25 M. per hour, and as the railways are

generally well organised and under the supervision of government,

accidents are happily rare. The Circular Tour Tickets issued by the

Austrian and German railways are freely used in the district covered

by this Handbook. Where the 'Zonentarif is in operation (Austrian

State Railways), they, however, rather increase than diminish the

expense of the journey. On some lines 20-50 lbs. of luggage are

free, in addition to smaller articles carried in the hand. Over-weight

is charged for at moderate rates. In all cases the heavier luggage

must be booked, and a ticket procured for it ; and this being done,

the traveller need be under no apprehension, as it will be kept in

safe custody at its destination until he presents his ticket. When a

frontier has to be crossed the traveller is strongly recommended to

keep his luggage with him, and to superintend the custom-house
examination in person. — English money is occasionally refused at

the Austrian ticket-offices, and the traveller should therefore always

be provided with a sufficient store of Austrian or German money.
Diligences, called ^Eilwagen' or ^Mallepostes' in Austria, gen-

erally carry three passengers only , two in the inside, and one in

the coupe. The latter alone affords a tolerable survey of the scenery,

and should if possible be secured. In much-frequented districts it is

frequently engaged several days beforehand. The guards, who are

often retired non-commissioned officers, are generally well-informed

and obliging. The usual quantity of luggage allowed to each pass-

enger by the Eilwagen does not exceed 20 lbs., over-weight being

charged for by tariff. Passengers are sometimes required to book

their luggage two hours before the time of starting, or even on the

previous evening. — The old ^Stellwagen\ formerly the chief means
of transit in Tyrol, has now been superseded by the more comfort-

able Omnibus. On nearly all the chief routes Post Omnibuses or

Mail Coaches now run, with relays of horses at the different stages.

The best places are the cabriolet and the coupe; and travellers should

secure their seats in good time. — Motor Omnibuses also ply on

several routes.

Posting. The usual tariff in Austria for a carriage-and-pair

for four persons with moderate luggage is about 10 K. per stage of

15 kilometres (O^/g Engl. M.). For a party of four persons posting
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is cheaper than travelling by diligence, and of course pleasanter.—
In engaging Private Carriages , the stipulation should always be

made that the fare includes all tolls.

Vn. Maps.

The maps contained in the Handbook wiU meet the requirements

of all ordinary travellers , but the mountaineer and the pedestrian

may occasionally desire to consult others on a larger scale. The best

of these are enumerated below.

Bavaria. Topographischer Atlas von Bayern (1 : 50,000; i^j^J^

per sheet, copper-plate 3^//). The mountain-sheets are Nos. 82-100.
— Topographische Karte von Bayern (1 : 25,000 ; 1 ^ 5 pf. per

sheet). All tho sheets of the Alpine districts have been issued. —
Karte des Deutschen Reiches (1 : 100,000 ; Bavarian territory), 1^2 J^
per sheet (the frontier-sheets contain also the adjoining Austrian

districts).

Austria. The Spezialkarte der dsterreichiscli-ungarischen Mon-
archies published by the Imperial Military-Geographical Institute

of Vienna (1 : 75,000 ; i K. ox i Jl per sheet), embraces not only

the Austrian Alps but also the adjoining parts of Bavaria and Italy,

and is indispensable for the tourist. A number of sheets have been

published with the Marked Paths in colours (1 K. 40 ft.).

Italy. The Carta d'ltalia (1 : 100,000 ; 1 1/2 fr. per sheet), pub-
lished by the Reale Institute Geograflco Militare, resembles the

Austrian map just mentioned, but does not go beyond the Italian

frontier. The original surveys for this map ('Tavolette'; 50 c. per

sheet) may also be obtained.

Other first-class special maps are the following, published by
the German and Austrian Alpine Club (scale 1 : 50,000) : Zillertaler

Alpen (2 sheets, 2J^ each), Venediger-Gruppe (2 Ji), Kaisergebirge

(le//), Berchtesgadener Land(6Ji), Karwendelgruppe(2J/), Gross-

glocknergruppe (2 J^), Ortlergruppe (2 Ji), Sonnblick und TJmge-

hung (1 J'/), OetztalerAlpen (4 sheets, 2 Jl each), Schlern and Rosen-

garteniOiJ/), Ferwallgruppe (2.//), Adamello and Presanella Gruppe

(2 ^), Langkofel and Sella-Gruppe (2.//), Marmolata-Gruppe (2 .#)

.

Also (scale 1 : 1000,000) Dolomiten-Karte (E. and W. sheets 2 Jf
each). The prices given are those for members of Alpine Clubs

;

the booksellers charge double. — Freytag's Spezial Touristenkarten

(1 : 50,000; Vienna, 6 sheets at 2 ^/ 40 or 3 ^ 40 pf. each). —
The Imperial Military Geographical Institute has also begun to

issue a series of Topographical Detail Maps (1 : 40,000), with the

marked paths in colours (each sheet 3 K. 40, mounted 5 K.").

Vni. Hotels.

Little variation occurs in the accommodation and charges of

flrst-class hotels in the principal towns and watering-places through-

out Germany and Austria ; but it frequently happens that in old-
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fashioned hotels of unassuming exterior the traveller finds as much
real comfort as in the modern establishments , while the charges

are much lower. The best houses of both descriptions are therefore

enumerated in the Handbook.
Where the traveller remains for a week or more at an hotel , it

is advisable to pay, or at least call for his account every two or

three days, in order to obviate the risk of erroneous insertions.

Verbal reckonings are objectionable. A waiter's mental arithmetic

is apt to be faulty , and his mistakes are seldom in favour of the

traveller. A habit too often prevails of presenting the bill at the

last moment, when no time is left for the detection of errors or wil-

ful impositions. Those who purpose starting early in the morning
will do well to ask for their bills on the previous evening.

A peculiarity of many of the Austrian inns is that they have a

^ Oastzimmer^ for the humbler classes on the groundfloor, while the

^Salle h Manger for more distinguished visitors is on the first floor.

The viands and liquors supplied in these apartments are gener-

ally the same , while the charges difi'er considerably. Pedestrians

and travellers of moderate requirements will find the country inns

in S. Germany and the German parts of Tyrol very reasonable,

5-6s. a day being generally sufficient to include every item. In
the Italian districts, however, the charges are higher by about one-

half, and larger gratuities are expected by the attendants. Trav-

ellers about to explore very remote districts are recommended to

take a supply of tea, coffee, or chocolate with them. Where there

are no inns, accommodation may generally be obtained at the cure's

on reasonable terms.

The Post Inns are generally good. Those patronised by the

'Stellwagen' are very inferior, although convenient for persons tra-

velling by these vehicles, especially when encumbered with luggage.
Hotel -keepers who wish to commend their houses to British and

American travellers are reminded of the desirability of providing the bed-
rooms with large basins, foot-baths, plenty of water, and an adequate
supply of towels. Great care should be taken to ensure that the sanitary
arrangements are in proper order, including a strong flush of water and
proper toilette-papery and no house that is deficient in this respect can
rank as first-class or receive a star of commendation, whatever may be
its excellencies in other departments.

English travellers often impose considerable trouble by ordering

things almost unknown in German usage , and are apt to become
involved in disputes owing to their ignorance of the language. They
should therefore endeavour to learn enough of the language to render

them intelligible to the servants, and as far as possible to conform
to the habits of the country.
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IX. Vocabulary

Ac/t, Ache (Ger.), brook, to^^en^

Alp, or Alpe (Ger.), a mountain-
pasture, usually with a 'Senn-

hiitte' or chalet.

Alpengliihen (Ger.), glow on the

mountains after sunset.

Arete (Fr. ; Ger. Grat), a sharp

and precipitous ridge.

Bauer (Ger.), peasant ; often ap-

plied to a small mountain-farm,
as well as to its owner.

Dergschrund (Ger.), a cbasm or

gulf between the neve, or snow
at the head of a glacier, and
the snow that remains attach-

ed to the rock itself.

Boden (Ger.), the floor or level

part of a valley.

Cheminee (Fr. ; Ger. Karnin), a

narrow and precipitous guUy.
Cima (Ital.), summit, peak.

Col (Fr.), a depression in a moun-
tain - ridge , the culminating

point of a pass.

Couloir (Fr.), a gully tilled with

snow.

Crampons (Fr. ; Ger. Steigeisen),

climbing-irons, attached to the

feet to facilitate an ascent over

hardened snow.

Crevasse (Fr.), a rift or fissure in

a glacier.

Femer (Ger.), glacier, snow-
mountain.

Firn (Ger. ; Fr. neve), the frozen

snow on the upper part of a

glacier.

Glacier Mill, a vertical opening

in a glacier, with a stream,

formed by the melting of the ice

on the surface, falling into it.

Glacier Tables, slabs of rock on
a glacier, which protect the ice

below them from the influence

of the sun, while the surround-
ing ice dissolves.

of Alpine Terms.

Gletscher (Ger,), glacier.

Gletscherschliff (Ger.), glacior-

action, striation ; also applied
to rock striated, polished, or

furrowed by glacier-action.

Grat, see Arete.

Hof (Ger.), farm-house, hamlet,
/7orn (Ger.), peak, sharp summit.
Hixtte (Ger.), hut, chalet.

Ice-fall (Fr. Serar), the exten-

sive fracture in a glacier occa-

sioned by a sudden change of

level in its bed.

Joch (Ger., 'yoke'], mountain-
pass.

Kamin, tee Cheminee.

Kees (Tyrol), glacier.

Kesi^el (Ger., 'kettle', 'cauldron'),

a mountain-basia.

Klamm (Ger.), a cleft, a gorge.

Klause (Ger,), a defile.

Kofel, Kegel, Kopf (Ger.), moun-
tain-summit.

Lawine (Ger.), avalanche. The
Staub-Lawine ('dust -avalan-

che') is formed of loose, fresh-

fallen snow ; the Grund-La-
wine, which occurs in spring,

is more compact and conse-

quently more destructive.

Loch (Ger., 'hole'), a cavern, a

gorge.

Malga (Ital.), same as Alp.

Massif (Fr.), a mountain-mass,
the solid rock or foundation of

a mountain.
Moraine (Fr.), heaps of rock and

rubble or detritus at the margin

of a glacier. Lateral Moraines,

those on each side of the ice-

stream. Medial Moraines, those

in the middle of large glaciers

formed by the junction of two

smaller ones. Terminal Mor-

aines, the deposits of rubbish

at the foot of a glacier.
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Mulde (Ger., 'trough'), hollow or

basin.

Neve, see Firn.

Sasso (Ital.), rock, rocky moun-
tain.

Sattel (Ger.), saddle, depression

in a ridge (corap. Col and Jock},

Scharte (Ger.), gap, pass.

Schrund (Ger.), same as Crevasse,

Senner (Ger.), Alpine herdsman.
Seniihiitte (Ger.), chalet.

Serac (Fr.l, sec Ice-fall.

Spitze (Get.), a peak, pointed

summit.

Stock, Gehirysdock (Ger.). sab.

as Massif.

Tauern (Ger.), the name of the
principal chain of the E. Alps,

also applied in Tyrol and Styria

to the passes over it.

Tor, Tori (Ger.), the culmin-
ating point of a pass : similar

to Joch.

Tobel (Ger.), a gorge.

Vedretta (Ital.), a glacier.

Wand (Ger., 'wall'), mountain-
slope, precipice.

Abbreviations.

R. = liooiu (ino). light j.iid atten-

dance); also Route.
B. = Breakfast.
D. = Dinner.
S. = Supper.
A. = Attendance.
L. r= Light.
Rfmts. = Refreshments.
Pens. = Board and lodging.
M. = English mile.
N. = North, northern, etc.

S. = South, etc.

E. = East, etc.

W. = West, etc.

r. = Right.

1. = Left.

hr. = Hour.
min. = Minute.
c, ca. = circa, about.
earr. = Carriage.
.// = Mark.
pt'. = Pfennig.
A". = Krone.
h. = Heller,
fr. = Franc.
c. = centime.
G.A.C. = German Alpine Club.
I.A.G. = Italian Alpine Club.
Alh. = Albergo (inn).

Height in feet is indicated by ' after the figures (2050' = 2050 feet).

Distances. The number placed before the name of a place on a high-
road, when at the beginning of a paragraph, indicates its distance in Eng-
lish miles from the starting-point of the route or sub-route. The distances
within the body (if the text are reckoned from place to place. In rail-

way-routes the distances invariably refer to the starting-point.

AsTEKisKs. Objects of special interest, and hotels which arc believed
worthy of special commendation, arc denoted by asterisks.
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1. From Munich to Lindau 3
From Kaufering to Landsberg and Schocgau. From Augs-
burg to Buchloe, 4. — From Kempten to Ulm, 5. — Ex-
cursions from Immenstadt. Immenstadter Horn. Stuiben,

6, 6. — Excursions from Oberstaufen, 6. — From Roten-
bacb to Bregenz via Weiler; via the Pfander, 7. — Excur-
sions from Lindau. Bad Schachen, Lindenbof, Wasser-
burg, Hoierberg. From Lindau to Bregenz 7, 8.

2. From Immenstadt to Oberstdorf. The Algiiu Alps . 8
Griinten, 8. — Excursions from Oberstdorf. Faltenbach
WaterfalL Kiiliberg. Hofmannsrulae. Jaucbenkapf. Was-
acb. Tiefenbacb. Zwingsteg andWalserSchanze. Breitach-
Klamm. Freiberg-See. Spielmannsau. Holltobel and Ger-
strviben. Geisalp Lakes. OytaL Birgsau, 9-12. — Meamtain
Ascents from Oberstdorf. Nebelborn. Sollereck. FeUborn.
Eaubeck. Kreuzeck. Hofats. Gr. Krottenkopf. Hocbvogel.
MadelegabeL Hobe Licbt. Heilbronner Weg. Biberkopf.
Linkerskopf. Hobe Ifen, 12-14. — From Oberstdorf to

Holzgau by the Madele-Joch ; to Elmen over the Hornbacli-
Jocb, 14. — Scbrofen Pass. Haldenwangereck. Grosse
Steinscbarte. Gentschel-Jocb. From Oberstdorf to Hittisaii

via Robrmoos, 15.

3. From Biessenhofen to Fiissen. Hohenschwangau . . 16
Environs of Fiissen, 17. — Neu-Scbwanstein and Environs,
18, 19. — Over the Scbiitzensteig to Linderbof. Tegel-
berg. Sauling. Hocbplatte, 19.

4. From Kempten to Ileutte via Pfronten 19
Wertach. Edelsberg, 20. — Excursions from Pfronten.
AsL'ba-, Fallmiible ; Falkenstein; Edelsberg; Aggenstein,
20, 21. — ReintaL Otto-Mayr-Haus. Scblicke, 21, 22.

5. From Fiissen to Imst or Telfs via Reutte and the

Fern Pass 22
Stuiben Falls. Tauern. Heiterwang-See, 23. — Seeben-See.
Coburger Hiitte. Bibervvierer Scbarte. Griinstein-Scbarte.
Grubigstein. Upsspitze. Zugspitze, 24. — Aelpleskopf.
Wanneck, 25. — From Nassereit to Telfs via Ober-Mie-
ming. Alplbaus, 25, 26.

6. From Immenstadt to Reutte via Tannheim 26
Iseler. Daumen. Hinterstein. Elsenbrecbe. Geisborn.
Hochvogel. From Hinterstein to Oberstdorf over the
Zeiger or the Himmeleck, 27. — From Hinterstein to

Tannheim over the Schafwanne or theKircbdach-Scharte.
Vilsalp-See. Traualp-See. Schochenspitze, 28. — Tann-
heimer Hut, 29.

7. Starnberger See. Hohe Peissenberg. Ammersee. . . 29
Scbloss Berg. Rottmannsbobe, 30. — From Peissenberg
to Saulgrub. Andechs, 32. — From Weilheim to Ble-

ring, 83.

8. From Munich to Partenkirchen 33
Heimgarten. Herzogstand. From Escbenlohe to the
Walchensee through the Eschen-Tal, 34. — Excursions
from Partenkirchen. Partnachklamm. Graseck. Eckbauer.

Baedekek''3 Eastern Alps. 11th Edi
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Badersee. Eibsee. Hollental-Klamm. Wank. Kramer.
Krottenkopf. Kreozeck. Alpspitze. Schachen-Alp. Reintal-

hof. Zugspilze. Schneefernerkopf. Hocll^Yanne^. Dreitor-

spitzen, 36-41. — From Partenkirchen to the Walchensce

;

to Ehrwald. From the Eibsee over the Torlen to Ehr-
wald. From Partenkirchen to Mittenwald via Elmau, 41.

9. From Municli to Ober-Ammergau and via Liuderhof to

Fiissen 42
a. Via Miiruau and Kolilgrub to Ober-Ammergau . , 4'i

b. Via Oberaii to Liuderhof and Fiissen 43
From the Plansee to Partenkirchen, 44.

10. From Partenkirchen via Mittenwald to Zirl (Innsbruck) 45
ExcnrPion.s from Mittenwald. Lautersee. Ferchensee. Leu-
tasch-Klamm. Hohe Kranzherg. Leutasch-Tal. Vereins-
Alpe. Karwendelspil/.e. Schottlkarspitze, etc. 45-47. —
Karvvendel-Tal. Hochalm. Hinterau-Tal. Haller Anger-
Haus, 47. — Gleirseh-Tal. Erl-Sattel. Stempel-Joch.
Reitherspitze. From Seefekl to Ober-Leutasch, 48.

11. From Munich to Mittenwald via Kochel. Walchenseo 49

a. Isartal Railway from Munich to Kochel 49

b. From Munich to Kochel and Mittenwald via Tutzing 50
From Staltach to Murnau over the Aidlinger Hohe, 50. —
Benediktenwand. Schlehdorf, 51. — Kcrzogstand. Heim-
garten. Jochberg, .52. — Barmsee. Schottlkarspitze, 53.

12. From Munich to Bad Tolz and Mittenwald 53
Excursions from Bad Tolz. Blomberg. Zwiesel. Buchberg.
Via Heilbrunn to Bichl, bi. — From Bad Tolz to the Wai-
chensee via Jachenau, 55. — Excursions from Lenggries.

Benediktenwand. Brauneck, etc., 55. — From Fall to

Achenwald. Diirrachklamm. Lerchkogel. Scharfreiter.

Kiss. Schonalpen-Joch. Ladiz and Laliders, 58. — Over
the Plumser Joch to Pertisau. From Vorder-Eiss by the

Soiern Lakes to Mittenwald, 57.

13. From Munich to Tegernsee and to Jenbach via the

Achensee 57
Kaltenbrunn,5S.— Excursions from Tegernsee. Parapluie.

Bauer in der Au. Freihaus. Falls of the Rottach. IS'eureut.

Riederstein. Baumgartenschneid. Hirschberg. Wallberg.
Eisserkogel, 58-60. — Excursions from Kreuth. Wolfs-
schlucht. GaisAlp. Konigs-Alp. Schildenstein. Hochalpe.
Schinder, 60, 61. — Juifen. Steinberg, 61. — Unniitz.

Spieljoch. Seekarspitze, 62. — Hochplatte. Barenkopf.
Sonnjoch. From Pertisau to Hinter-Riss over the Gram-
mai-Joch and to Scliwaz over the Stanser-Joch. Erfurter

Hiitte. Sonnwendgebirgc. 63.

14. From Munich to Kufstein via Schliersee and Bayrisch-

Zell 64
From Miesbach to Gmund and to Birkenstein . 64. —
Schliersberg. From Schliersee to Tegernsee. From Neu-
haus to Falepp. Spitzingsee. Schinder. From Falepp to

Landl by the Elend Alp. Brecherspitze. Bodeuschneid.

Jagerkamp. Rotwand, 65. — Miesing. From Neuhaiis to

Tegernsee by the Kiihzagel. Wendelstein. Traithen. From
Bayrisch-Zell to Oberaudorf or Brannenburg, 66. — From
Landl to Falepp over the AckernAlp. Vcrder-Tiersee, 67.
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15. From Munich to Kufstein via Rosenheim 67
Ebersberg, 67. — From Grafing to Glonn. From Munich
to Rosenheim via Holzkirchen. From Aibling to Fciln-
bach. VVendelstein. Neubeuern. Nus?dorf. Heuberg, 68.

—

Eamhold-Platte. From Brannenburg to the Wendelstein.
Kranzhorn. Briinstein. Traithen, 69.

16. From Munich to Salzhiirg. Chiemsee 70
.'-ichloss Herrenchiemsee, 70. — Seeon. Nieder-Aschau.
Kampenwand. From Prien to Kufstein via Sachrang, 71.
— Wildbad Adelholzen. Maximilians-Hiitte. Hochfelhi.
Hochgern, 72. — From Traunstein to Reichenhall via
Inzell; to Trostbcrg, 72, 73.

17. From Munich to Reit im Winkel, Ruhpolding, and
Kossen 73

ExcuTvSions from Blarquartstein. Hochgern. Hochplatte.
From Marquartstein to Kossen via Schleching. Geigelstein.
Pass Elobenstein, 73, 74. — Excursions from Reit im Win-
kel. Miiser-Alpe, Fellhorn, Winkelmo is Alp, etc. From
Reit im Winkel to Traunstein Aaa Ruhpolding. Excur-
sions from Seehaus, Ruhpolding, and Siegsdorf, 74-76. —
Excursions from Kossen and Walchsee, Heuberg, 76.

18. From Munich to Berchtesgaden via Reichenhall . . 77
Excursions from Reichenhall. St. Zeno. Gross-Gniain.
Nonn. Padinger Alpe. Thumsee. Zwiesel, etc. 79 81.

19. Berchtesgaden and Environs 81
Excursions from Berchtesgaden. Lockstein. Brine Conduit,
83.— AschauerWeiher. Konigs-Weg.Bockl-Weiher. Bosch-
berg. Schlosslhichl. Gern. Au, 84. — Schonau. Obere-
Salzberg. Schellenberg. Almbach-Klamm. Vorderbrand,
85. — Scharitzkehl Alp. Knaufelpitze. Tote Mann. Griin-
stein. Rossfeld. Jenner. Hohe Brett. Kehlstein. Hohe
Goll, 86. — Schneibstein. Kahlersberg, 87. — Gotzen Alp,
88. — From the Konigs-See to Golling across the Tor-
rener Joch. Steinernes Meer. Funtensee-Haus , 89. —
Wimbach-Tal. Hundstod. Watzmann, 90. — Blaueis Gla-
cier. Stadelhorn. Hochkalter. Kammerlinghorn. Seisen-
berg-Klamm, 92.

1. From Munich to Lindau.

138 M. Railway in 4-8 hrs.-, fares 17 J( 70, 11 Ji 80, 7 J4 60 pf. , ex-
press 20 J4 10, 14 Ji 15 pf, 10 JL Best views to the left.

Munich (1705'), see Baedeker's Southern Germany. Soon after

leaving the station we observe on the right the park and chateau of

Nymphenbiirg . 41/2 M. Pasing is the junction for Augsburg, Starn-
berg (p. 29), and Herrsching (p. 32). After crossing the Wilrm
and passing (7 M.) Aubing, the train enters the vs^ide Dachauer
Moos. — 10 M. Puchheim. — 15 M. Bruck bei Miinchen (1730';
Post, R. 1-2 Ji ; Marthabrdu ; Ludwigshbhe), or Furstenfeldbruck,

with 4458 inhab., pleasantly situated on the Amper, is frequented
for its river-baths (66*'-86"Fahr.). To the right, close to the railway,

is the suppressed Cistercian abbey of Filrstenfeld, now a school for

non-commissioned officers, with a handsome church (1716).
A He
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The train crosses the Amper and traverses the Schongeisinger

Wald. 20 M. Grafrath (I860'; Rail. Restaurant); to the left a

glimpse of the Ammersee, with the Wetterstein and Zngspitze in

the background. The village, with a monastery and pilgrimage-
church, lies about 1/2 M. to the S., on the Amper (steamboat to Stegen,

p. 33). About 3/4 M. from the station is the chateau of Hohen-
roth (Hotel, pens. 5,///), with view and a large park.— 24 M. Tilrken-

feld. 26 M. Geltendorf is the junction for the Mering and Weilheim
line (p. 32). 281/2 M. Schwabhausen ; 32 M. Epfenhausen. The train

crosses the Lech. — 35 M. Kaufering (1935').
From Kaufehing to Schongad, 2OV2M., branch-railway in l3/r2 hrs. —

3 M. Landsberg (2075'; ^Goggl; 'Zederbrdu; Post), an ancient town with 6500
inhab. on the Lech. The late-Gothic Liebfvauen-Kirche (15th cent.) has fine

old stained-glass windows in the choir. The Rathatis, which has been
recently restored, is embellished with frescoes by Piloty and Schwoiser
and contains a 'Painting (Magistrates of Landsberg) by Hubert Herkomer,
who was born in 1849 at Waal, 6 M. from Landsberg. The Mittlertuvm^
in the English castellated style, was built by Herkomer beside the house
in which his mother died in Landsberg; it commands charming views of
the town and of the valley of the Lech, which descends a weir, 10 ft.

high, near the town. On the hill is the Bayertor^ a picturesque Gothic
edifice, witii a tower and four turrets (view from the top). The treasury
of the Church of the Maltese Order is interesting. — Beyond Landsberg we
traverse an uninteresting district, passing several unimportant stations, to
(201/2 BI.) Schongau (2330'; Post; Stem), an an-ient little town (2500 inhab.),
very picturesquely situated on a hill rising above the Lech. It possesses an
old castle and a well-equipped bathing-establishment, the Johannishad (hotel).

Near (38 M.) Igling the chateau of that name rises on the left.

— 421/4 M. BucMoe (2127'; Hotel Enslin, near the station; Rail.

Restaurant), the junction of the lines to Augsburg and Memmingen.
From Augsburg to Buchloe (25 M.), railway in 50-70 min. (from

Augsburg to Lindau in 42/4-8 hrs.). The line traverses the Lech/eld, the plain
between the Wertach and Lech, where Emp. Otho I. defeated the Hun-
garians in 955. Near the station of Inningen, to the right, beyond the V/ert-
ach, rises the Wellenburg, a chateau of Prince Fugger. Stations Bobingen
(branch-line to Kaufering, see above), Grossaitingen, Schicabmilnchen (Post),

Westereringen, The line then crosses the Gennach, and reaches Buchloe.

The train now enters the broad valley of the Wertach. 461/2 M.
Beckstetten; 50 M. Pforzen. The background of the landscape is

formed by imposing mountains, among which the Zugspitze, the

Hochplatte, and the Sauling are conspicuous. — The line crosses

the river near (5472 M.) Kaufbeuren (2230'; Sonne ^ Hirsch'), a

picturesque old town (8950 inhab.) still partially surrounded with

walls and towers. The new Rathaus contains frescoes by Llnden-
schmit and Herterich. The municipal Historical Museum, the

Museum of Native Art, and the Chapel of St. Blasius (16th cent.)

are also interesting. — Farther on the train threads its way be-

tween wooded hills. 58 M. Biessenhofen (2295'; Post; branch-line

to Fiissen, see p. 16); 61 M. Ruderatshofen ; 631/2 M. Aitrang. —
691/2 M. Giinzach (2627'; Rail. Restaurant), the highest place on

the line, lies on the watershed between the AVertach and the Iller.

In the Giinztal, to the right, lies Obergilnzburg.

The line descends, at first through wood and then through abroad
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grassy valley with peat-cuttings. 76 M. Wildpoldsried; 77V2 M.
Betzigau. The Iller is crossed.

817.2 M. Kempten (2285'; *Algduer Hof, Railway Hotel, both
at the station ; *Krone^ Post, in the new town ; Hase, in the old

town; wine at De Crigni's and at Fromlefs; Railway Restaurant),

the capital of the Algdu, prettily situated on the Iller, which here

becomes navigable for rafts, was a free town of the empire down to

1803. It contains 20,508 inhab., and consists of the Neustadt, on
the higher ground, and the Altstadt, on the Iller. In the Residenz-
Platz in the Neustadt, which is adorned with a tasteful fountain

(statue of Empress Hildegard), stands the old Palace of the former

Prince-Abbots of Kempten, built in 1656-74; the 'Fiirstensaal' con-

tains portraits of the abbots. Adjoining is the handsome Abbey
Church, with a dome of 1652. In the Altstadt are the Rathaus, lately

restored, and the Protestant Church (in the St. Mang-Platz). Near
the former stands a bronze fountain of the 17th century, and near

the St. Mang-Platz is the tasteful Calgeer Fountain, with a statue

of St, Magnus by Wrba (1905). The Historical Museum contains

some interesting Roman and other antiquities.

To tlie S. of the town, 1/2 M. from the station, rises the *Burghalde,
on the site of the old castle of Hilarmont (restaurant and grounds). Fine
view hence of the town and of the Alps: the Madelegabel, Griinten,
Hochvogel, V»''ertachhorn, SorgschrolTen, Einstein, Aggenstein, Zugspitze,
Siiuling, etc. — A pleasant excursion may be made via Feilberg and
Eggen to Mariaberg (3O0O'; *Inn), a chapel and summer-resort. IV4 hr. to

the W. The (10 min.) Hocheck (3035') commands a charming view of the
Illertal, with Oberstdorf, closed by the imposing iMadelegabel group.
A more extensive view is obtained from the Blender (3540'), IV2 or. to the
W. of the Hocheck, via Ermengerst and Notzen.

From Kejipten to Ulm, railway via. Memmingen in Q'/z-S brs., being the
direct route from Stuttgart to the Algiiu, Hohenschwangau, etc. — From
Kempten to Filssen via Pfronten, see R. 4.

Beyond Kempten (from which the train backs out in the opposite

direction; finest views now to the left) the line follows the left

bank of the Iller. To the right, beyond (85 M.) Waltenhofen (2360'),

at the foot of the Stoffelsberg (3900'), are the Nieder-Sonthofen Lakes
(2240'). 88 M. Oberdorf; 9O1/2 M. Seifen. On the left rises the

sharp-edged Grunten (p. 8).

95 M. Immenstadt. — Railway Bestaurant. — Hotels : *Eaterischer
Hof, opposite the station. E. 2-2'/2, pens. 5-6 Jif; *Post or Keeuz, R. 1V2-3,
pens, from 4'/2 J^; AlgauerHof; Hiksch; Engel; DreiKOnige*, Traube,
with beer-garden. — *Fe1edrichsbad, pens, and hydropathic establishment,
R. IV4-5, board 4 Ji. — »• Swimming Baths in the Vordersee, or Kldnsee
(p. 6; 1/4 hr.).

Jmmensiadf (2395'), a busy town of 4508 inhab., lies pictur-

esquely on both banks of the Steigbach, at the foot of the Immen-
stadter Horn, near the junction of the Konstanzer Ach with the Iller.

Environs. Fine views from the Rijfe Range (V4 hr. ; restaurant) and
the Kalvarienberg (1/4 hr.). Opposite, at the foot of the Horn (V4 hr.),

are shady pleasure-grounds (turn to the right at the entrance to the
Steigbach-Tal ; finger-post). — Pleasant walk to (V2 hr.) Rotenfels. We
follow the road on the right bank of the Ach and after 1/2 M. cross to the
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Konigsgut, on the left bank. Here we ascend by Ibe path to the right

iway-post) to the two farms on the crest of the bill, and then follow the
path to the left to (20 min.) the ruin of Rotenfels (2800'), which commands a
charming view of the Alpsee and the mountains. We may descend through
the gate between the farms, and in 20 min. reach Biihl (Strauss; pretty
view from the garden), at the S.E. end of the Alpsee (see below). Thence
back to (IV2 M.) Immenstadt by the road.

The Immenst&dter Horn (4890': 'View) is ascended in 2 hrs. by an
easy route, mostly through wood, via the Hornkopfl (3828')- Near the top is

the open Ingolstddter Hiitte. — A path diverging to the left from the Stuiben
route after l'/4 hr. leads via the Krumbach Alp to the (IV2 hr. more)
Steineberg (5520') the view from which resembles that from the Stuibec.

The ascent of the * Stuiben (5740':, S'/ahrs.; guide unnecessary) is

recommended. The path crosses the railway immediately to the E. of the
station, and follows the left bank of the Sleigbach, past the twine-factory,
into the Sleigbach-Tcd, a picturesque ravine between the Mittag and the
Immenstadter Horn, through which the brook dashes over its rocky bed
(observe the skilfully-constructed bulwarks and artificial channel). As far
as the (35 min.) wooden Chapel (ca. 2950'), the path is rather steep. Beyond
the (5 min.) finger-post, where we turn to the left, the path is almost level';

10 min., we cross the brook; 1/4 hr., we turn to the right (the path to the
left ascends the Steineberg, see above), and again follow the left bank to the

(V2 hr.) Almagmach Inn (3760'). Hence we may ascend either by the cart-

track to the right, via the Mittelberg Alp (4490'), or by a shady path to the
left across the Mittdberg^ and thence to the left past the Kr&tzenstein to

the (11/2 hr.) Sinibenhaus (5205': Inn, bed i-2 J/) and (V2 hr. farther on) the
pavilion un the summit. Splendid *Vie\v Onountain-indicator). — J'rnm
the Stuiben experts may follow the ridge viii the Sederer Stuiben (5700')

and the Eindalpenhorn (5980') to the top of the Hochgrat (6015'), and thence
descend to Oberstaufen (a long day's walk ; see below).

From Immenstadt to Sonthofen and Obevsldorf^ see E. 2; to the
Gi'iinien, see p. 8. — To Reutte via Hindelang and Tannheim, see K. 6.

The train now turns to the W. into the valley of the Ach, passes

the Vordersee and the village of JBu7iZ(see ahove}, reaches the Alpsee

1^2375' ; 2 M. long), and skirts its N. bank as far as [991/2 M.) Rat-
holz. We next traverse the Konstanzer-Tal to (103 M.) Thalkirch-

dorf (2430'), and ascend, finally threading a short tunnel, beyond
which we obtain a striking view of the profound Weissach-Tal, the

mountains of Vorarlberg, and the snow-clad peaks of Appenzell,

to (1057-2 M.) Oberstaufen (2.595' j Restaurant Keck, at the station,

with rooms; "'Biittner, il. iV2-2, pens. 41/0-5 ^//; Adler ; Krone;
L'6we~), a market -town with 850 inhab., frequented as a summer-
resort, on the watershed between the Danube and the Rhine. Fine
view from the (10 min.) Schloss-Keller. About 1 M. to the N.E. is

the Rainbad, with alkaline sulphur-springs.
From Oberstaufen through the Weissach-Tal to Hitfisau in the Bre-

genzer Wald (diligence daily in 2^4 hrs.), see p. 2-42. — Pleasant excursions
may be made to the (3/4 hr.) Zflp/(3250'), with beautiful view; via Kremler-
had, Ober-Reute (2810'; inn), and Simmei'berg (brewerv) to (6M.) Weiler (p. 7);
via the Eibeles-Muhle and Gschwend-Miihle to (9 'H.) SuUberg (3330'; Engel

;

Bar), a village in a commanding situation; or via Sieibis in 4 hrs. (comp.
p. 242) to the top of the Hochgrat (6015'; refuge-hut) and thence to the
(1 hr.) Rindalphorn (5980'), or via Gelchemcang and Leckner-See to (3 hrs.)

Hittisau (p. 242) ; etc.

The line now descends in numerous curves. Beyond (110 M.)
Jlarhatzhofen (2480') is the Rentershofer Damm, a viaduct 574 yds.

long and 174' high. — 1131/2 M. Rbtenbach (2315'; Railway Inn).
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A picturesque route for pedestrians leads hence to (5 hrs.) Bregenz
VIA Weiler. Branch-railway in 20 min. to (33/4 M.) Weiler (1970'; *Post;
Lamm), a pleasant village in the Rotach - Tal , frequented as a summer-
resort. Beyond Weiler we ascend the right side of the Rotach-Tal past
the unpretending baths of Liebers to (4V2 M.) the customs-station of Neu-
haus, then skirt the slope of the Hirschberg (p. 230) to (3 M.) Langen (2165';
Adler; Hirsch), and proceed past the prettv waterfalls of the Wirta-Tobel
to (31/2 M.) Fluh and (3 Bf.) Brcgem (p. 229).

Another interesting route leads from Rotenbach to (6 hrs.) Bregenz
VIA THE Pfander. Rallwav to Scheidegg, 6 M., in 41 min., via (3 M.)
Gossholz and (41/2 M.) the thriving market-town of Lindenbtrg (2495' ; ""Krone,
R. I-IV2, pens 4-5 JO, with large manufactories ot straw-hats. From (6 M.)
Scheidegg (2635'; PMilwaii Restaurant, with beds; ^Post, pens. 4-5 Jl ; Krone),
a large and picturesquely situated village, a good path ascends to (1 hr.)

Miiggers (3280'; Adler), whence it proceeds along the hills, passing Trogen
and commanding fine views of the Lake of Constance and the Bregenzer
Wald, to (2V2 hrs.) the Pfander Hotel (p. 230).

123 M. Hergatz (1820' ; Weiss; braucli-line to Kisslegg, see Bae-

deker s Southern Germany)-, 127 M. Hergensweiler (1770'); 129 M.
Schlachters (1680'); 132 M. Oberreitnau (1628'}. Tlie line skirts

the Hoierberg (p. 8), and then turns towards the S.E. A "beautiful

view of the Lake of Constance is now obtained: on the left Bregenz,

in the foreground Lindau, and beyond it the green mountains of

St. Gallen and Appenzell, with the Kanior, Hohe Kasten, Altmann,
and Sentis. A long embankment then carries the train across an
arm of the lake to an island on which lies —

138 M. Lindau. — *Hut. de Bavi^re, on the lake, near the station,

R. 3-5, B. 11/4, B. 3V4, pens. 1-10 Jl; — *Hotel Reutemann, R. 2-4, D. 2i
2,

pens. 5-1 Jl; I,indauer Hof; Helvetia, unpretending; "Krone, with baths,
R. 2-2'/2, pens. 5-6 .^/^ these four on the quay; Sonne. — Wine at Joh.

Frey^s, prettily fitted up. Beer at the Krone; fieegarlen Restaurant, near
the Baviere Hotel; Schiitzengarten^ with view; Rail. Restaurant. — Lake
Baths on the N.W. side of the town.

Lindau (1310'), once a free imperial town and fortress, and in

the middle ages an important commercial place, lies on an island in

the Lake of Constance, 350 yds. from the mainland, with which
it is connected by the raihvay-embankment and a wooden bridge.

Pop. 6530. At the harbour is a bronze Statue of King Maximilian II.

(d. 1864), erected in 1856. At the end of the S. pier is a large lion

in marble ; on that opposite rises a Lighthouse. Adjoining the S. pier

is the Alte Schanz, with a mountain-indicator for the view of the

Alps from the Pfander to the Kaien. In the adjacent Reichs-Platz

rises the tasteful Reichsbrunnen , by Thiersch and Riimann (1884).
The handsome Rathaus, built in 1422-36 and restored in 1885-87,
has a painted facade and rear, and contains a Museum of Antiqui-
ties (adm. 9-12 and 3-5; 30 pf.). Beside the 'Landtor' are pleasure-

grounds and a monument in memory of the war of 1870-71.
Excursions. Pleasant walk on the bank of the lake to the W. (cross-

ing the railway-embankment and turning to the left), passing the villas

of Lotzheck, Giebelbach^ and Lingg (*Frescoes by Naue), to the (I1/2 M.)
Bad Schachen CHotel-Pcns., with garden on the lake), charmingly situated,
with mineral and lake-baths. Apartments in the Villa Brodersen (R. 1^/2 Ji),
etc. About 1/4 M. farther on is the Villa Lindenhof, with a beautiful park,
hothouses, etc. (adniissiun on Frid. 2-7 p.m., gratis; on other days 1 Jl, for
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a charitable object). Farther along the bank of the lake, beyond Tegelstein
(to the right Schloss Alicind) and Mitten, lies (2V2 M.) Wasserburg (Inn)^ a
small town with a chateau and church, on a peninsula in the lake. We
may return by steamboat or railway. — Admirable view from the (3/4 hr.)
'•'Hoierberg (1525' ; Ilot.-Pens. Belvedere)^ a vine-clad hill reached by a path
at first parallel with the railway but afterwards crossing it to the hamlet
of Hoiren. We may return by Enzisweiler (Restaurant Schmid) and Schachen
(Zum Schlossle).

Feom Lindao to BKEGENz(p. 229). Steamboat 6-7 times daily in 20-25
minutes. Railway, 6 M., in V4-V2 lir. (fares 76, 46, 26 7i.), via Lochau.

2. From Immenstadt to Oberstdorf. The Algau Alps.

14 M. Railway in 1 hr. 5 min.-l hr. 14 min.i fares 2 JS 40, 1 Jl 70,
IJl 10 pf.

Immenstadt, see p. 5. The Sonthofen line skirts the left bank
of the lller, passes [3 M.) Blaichach (Gemse), a village on the Au-
hach^ with a large spinning-mill, and crosses the liler above its

junction with the Ostcrach. — 5 M. Sonthofen (2435'; ^Deutsches

Ham, at the station, R. 1-2, pens. A-A J^ ; Hirsch ; Engel; Ochs'),

a thriving market-town (3900 inhab.), pleasantly situated in the

broad green Iller-Tal. Fine view of the Algau Alps from the Kal-
varienherg (with a gigantic lime-tree), lOmin. from the 'Engel'. —
Route to Hind'elang and Tannheim, see p. 26.

The ' Griinten (5705') is frequently ascended from Sonthofen. Road to

Ci^/zTil.) Biirgberg (2iSb'; Lowe, Kreuz', moderate), at the S.W. base of the
mountain, I1/2 M. (footpath) from Blaichach (see above). The route from
Burgberg to the summit of the Griinten (2728 hrs.

;
guide, unnecessary,

ij^; horse 12 „//) ascends through the village past the church to (8 min.)
the chapel (2B95') above it. Here we diverge to the left (tinger-post), and
ascend the wooded ravine of the Wustbach, enclosed by the Stuhlwand (right)

and Kretizelspitze (left). In 2 hrs. we reach the GriintenJtatis (5040'; *Inn,
R. IV2-2 J^). From the (25 min.) Hociiwavt (5570') , on which a pavilion
has been erected, a narrov/ arete leads in 10 min. to the Uebelhoni (5705'),

the central and highest peak. Splendid '-View. — The Siechenkopf (5155'),

5 min. to the W. of the ian (shelter-hut), affords another charming, though
less comprehensive view.

Sonthofen is the terminus in this direction, and the train now
backs out, skirts the village in a wide curve, crosses the Immenstadt
line, and hugs the mountains on the E. side of the broad valley of

the lUer. Beyond (71/2 M.) Altstdtten (2480') we cross the lUer.

9 M. Fischen (2495'; Alpenrose; Loice ; Kreuz), a large village,

whence a road leads to the right to Ober-Maiselstein and (41/2 M.)
Tiefenbach (see p. 10). The train then runs through wood to (12 M.)
Langenwang, and crosses the Breitach and the Stillach.

The Old Road from Sonthofen to Oberstdorf leads via AUsilitien to

(3V4 M.) Schollang (2700' 5 Inn)
^

prettily situated on a height above the
Iller; view from the (1/4 hr.) cemetery (Schollanger Burg ; 2950'). Below,
on the lUer, are the small sulphur baths of Au. The road then proceeds
by Jieickenbach and Hubi, crossing the Tretiach, to (4i/2 M.) Oberstdorf.

14m. Oberstdorf. —Hotels: *H6tel Luitpold, with garden, R.2'/2-4,

pens. 7-9 .//,• *Mohk, R. iVz-S, B. 1, D. IV2-2, pens. 5-6 Jl; Wittelsbachee
HoiF, R. IV2-3, pens. 6-7 Ji ; "'Lowe, R. 1V2-2V-.!, I>. 2-272, pens. 5-6 Ji

;

'Sonne, with garden, R. IV2-2V2, D. I3/4, pens. 5-6 Jl ; 'Hot. -Pens.
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Panorama, at Reute (p. 10; ^-z lir.), R. IVa-S, pens. 41/2-6 Jif; Hot. Tbett-
AOH, near the JUiililen-Brucke (see below); Hiesch; Traube ; Adlek; Stern,
near the station. — Pensions: -Villa Rdbihaus or Thdrlings, Q-S J4 ;

*Pens. Villa Schmidt, 5-6'/2 Jl; Villa Waldeck; Jagerhads; J. Heim ;

Pens, zur Veroneser Klause, from 4 Jl. — Apartments abound (enquire
at the Rathaus). — Caf^ Stempfle^ with garden (also rooms and ,B.);

Cafe Lingg; Cafi Knaus.
Guides. Franz Braxmair, Ludwig and Mich. Euher., Moritz Math, Franz

Xaver Steiger, D. Vogler, Wend. Weiienauer, etc.

Oberstdorf (2675'), a thriving village (2500 inhab.) and favour-

ite summer-resort, is beautifully situated in a broad valley in the

midst of the Algau Alps. In front of the handsome church is a war-

monument for 1870-71, consisting of a lion couchant in bronze.

The church and the chapel of St. Nicholas (near the rail, station)

contain altar-pieces by Johann Schraudolph (1808-79), a native of

Oberstdorf. About I72 M. below the village the Trettach, Stillach,

and Breitach unite to form the Iller. The ramifications of the valleys

from which they descend afford a great variety of excursions.
Walks (contribution to the 'Verschonerungs-Verein'' for a stay of 3

days, 1 pers. 2 Jl, a family 5 J(). On the banks of the Trettach, at the
upper end of the village, are the shady promenades of the 'Verein'. Before
the Miihlen-Brucke over the Trettach (lU min. from the church) we ascend
to the right, turn to the left at the guide-post, and proceed through wood
to (0 min.) the Stei'n, a space provided with benches. Here we may
either take the path to the left, leading down to the 'Stoltingsruhe'
and (1/4 hr.) the Trettachsteg (path to Spielmannsau, see p. 11); or ascend
a little and turn either to the right to the Ifofmannsmhe (see below),
or to the left to the (V4 hr.) Rauhenbad (2S85'; open-air swimming-bath
and separate baths, moderate; pleasant peaty water). We may return via
the Alpenrose Inn (see below) and Loretto to (1/2 hr.) Oberstdorf. — Ou
the right bank of the Trettach, below the Miihlcn-Bnicke, we may follow
the Vormittags-Weg to the (IV2 M.) Dumelsmoos Bridge., returning by the
promenades ( Untere and Obere Insel-Anlagen) on the left bank.

I^altenbach Waterfall, in the gorge between the Rubihorn and Schatten-
berg (25 min.). Beyond the Miihlen-Briicke (see above) we pass a lime-
kiln on the left, cross the brook at the end of the ravine, and ascend the
right bank to a platform above the foaming cascade. The return from the
end of the ravine may be made via the Kuhberg (see below) ; through the
ravine to the Nehelhorn., see p. 12.

Kiihberg (2950'), V^ hr. From the Miihlen-Briicke we follow the Oytal
road (p. 11), ascending in a wide bend at the foot of the Schattenberg,
or we may take the shorter foot-path straight on, to the Inn (good and
moderate), commanding a charming view of Oberstdorf and of the Spiel-
mannsau with the Madelegabel.

Hofmannsruiie (2955'; V2 hx.). Pilgrimage-road from the church to

(3/4 M.) the three chapels of St. Loretto., shaded by fine old lime-treea; then
to the left up the hill, on the (V4 hr.) tup of which is a pavilion com-
manding a fine panorama. On the S. summit, 10 min. from Loretto, is the
Alpenrose Inn (footpath thence to the Rauhenbad., V4 M., see above). The
descent may be made through the Trettach-Anlagen to the (20 min.) Muhlen-
Eriicke (see above).

Jauchenkapf (2980'; V2 ^r.). We cross the Stillach by the Jauchen
Bridge (p. 10), diverge to the right beyond the second bend of the road,
and proceed via Jauchen (2815') to the top of the hill, which affords an
excellent view. We may return via (1/4 hr.) Reute (p. 10).

^Wasach, a beautiful M^alk (1 hr.). We follow the Fischen road, cross

the Stillach and the Breitach, and ascend the road to the left, soon gaining
a fine view of the Walser-Tal, to the Wasach Inn (3020'), commanding a

beautiful view (best by evening-light), which is still more extensive from
the (10 min.) "Kapf, 250' higher: from left to right, the Rubihorn, Schatten-
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Panorama, at Reute (p. 10; Vz tr.), R. iV2-3, pens. iyi-GJf; Hot. Tbett-
ACH, near the JJiiihlen-Brucke (see below); Hiesch; Teadbe ; Adlek; Stern,
near the station. — Pensions : ^Villa Rdbihaus or Thdelings, 6-8 Jl

;

*Pens. Villa Schmidt, 5-6',2 Jl\ Villa Waldeck; JIgerhaus; J. Heim ,

Pens, zcr Veeokesek Klause, from 4 Jl. — Apartments abound (enquire
at tbe Rathaus). — Ca/^ Stempfle^ with garden (also rooms and ^B.);

Cafe Lingg; Cafi Knaus.
Guides. Franz Braxmair, Ludwig and Mich. Euber^ Moritz Math, Franz

Xaver Steiger, D. Vogler, Wend. Weiienauer., etc.

Oberstdorf (2675'), a thriving village (2500 inhab.) and favour-

ite summer-resort, is beautifully situated in a broad valley in tbe

midst of tbe Algau Alps. In front of tbe bandsome cburcb is a war-

monument for 1870-71, consisting of a lion coucbant in bronze.

Tbe cburcb and tbe cbapel of St. Nicholas (near tbe rail, station)

contain altar-pieces by Jobann Scbraudolpb (1808-79), a native of

Oberstdorf. About 17-2 ^- helow tbe village tbe Treitach^ Stillach^

and Breitach unite to form tbe Iller. Tbe ramifications of tbe valleys

from wbicb tbey descend afiord a great variety of excursions.
Walks (contribution to the 'Verschonerungs-Verein' for a stay of 3

days, 1 pers. 2 Ji, a family 5 Jf). On the banks of the Trettach, at the
upper end of the village, are the shady promenades of the 'Verein'. Before
the Muhlen-Bvucke over the Trettach (1(J min. from the church) we ascend
to the right, turn to the left at the guide-post, and proceed through wood
to (5 min.) the Stern, a space provided with benches. Here we may
either take the path to the left, leading down to the 'Stoltingsruhe'
and OA hr.) the Treiiachs'eg (path to Spielmannsau, see p. 11); or ascend
a little and turn either to the right to the Hofmannsruhe (see below),
or to the left to the (1/4 hr.) Rauhenbad (2s8o'; open-air swimming-bath
and separate baths, moderate; pleasant peaty water). We may return via
the Alpenrose Inn (see below) and Loretio to (1/2 hr.) Oberstdorf. — On
the right bank of the Trettach, below the Miihlen-Briicke, we may follow
the Vormifiags-Weg to the (IV2 M.) Dumelsmoos Bridge, returning by the
promenades ( Cntere and Obere Insel-Anlagen) on the left bank.

Taltenbach Waterfall, in the gorge between the Rubihorn and Schatten-
berg (25 min.). Beyond the Miihlen-Briicke (see above) we pass a lime-
kiln on the left, cross the brook at the end of the ravine, and ascend the
right bank to a platform above the foaming cascade. The return from the
end of the ravine may be made via the Kiihberg (see below); through the
ravine to the Nebelhoi'n, see p. 12.

Kiihberg (2950'), ^z hr. From the Miihlen-Briicke we follow the Oytal
road (p. 11), ascending in a wide bend at the foot of the Schattenberg,
or we may take the shorter foot-path straight on, to the Inn (good and
moderate), commanding a charming view of Oberstdorf and of the Spiel-
mannsau with the Madelegabel.

Hofmannsruhe (2955'; V2 ^^')- Pilgrimage-road from the church to

(3/4 M.) the three chapels of St. Loretto, shaded by fine old lime-trees; then
to the left up the hill, on the (V4 hr.) tup of which is a pavilion com-
manding a fine panorama. On the S. summit, 10 min. from Loretto, is the
Alpenrose Inn (footpath thence to the Rauhenbad., 1/4 M., see above). The
descent may be made through the Trettach-Anlagen to the (20 min.) Miihlen-
Briicke (see above).

Jauehenkapf (2980'; V'2 ^^O* ^^ cross the Stillach by the Jauchen
Bridge (p. 10), diverge to the right beyond the second bend of the road,
and proceed via Jauchen (2815') to the top of the hill, which affords an
excellent view. We may return via (I/4 hr.) Reute (p. 10).

''Wasach, a beautiful walk (1 hr.). We follow the Fischen road, erpss
the Stillach and the Breitach, and ascend the road to the left, soon gaining
a fine view of the Walser-Tal, to the Wasach Inn (3020'), commanding a

beautiful view (best by evening-light), which is still more extensive from
the (10 min.) "Kapf, 250' higher: from left to right, the Rubihorn, Schatten-
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berg, Hofats, Rauheck, Kreuzeck, Krottenkopf, Kralzer, Himmelschroffen,
Madelegabel, Wilde Mannle, Linkerskopf, Rappenkcipfe, Schlappolt,Widder-
stein, and the sharp crest of the Hohe Ifen. Below lies Oberstdorf. —
From the Kapf in 10 min. (turning to the left beyond the house) to the
Judenkirche, a natural archway in the rock, through which we obtain a
fine view of the Rubihorn, etc. From Wasach to Oberstdorf, returning by
Tiefenhach, 11/4 hr. — From J^gersberg (2960'; SchulVs Inn), to the N.E. of
Wasach (1 hr. from Oberstdorf, diverging to the right beyond the Stillach),
the view is also very line, snd more comprehensive towards the N.

Tiefenbach (1 hr.). The road diverges to the left beyond the Ereitach
bridge (p. 9 ; diligence from Oberstdorf thrice daily). Pedestrians follow
the road to the Walser-Tal to (IV2 M) Eetiie (see below) and by a path
diverging to the right descend through meadows and wood to the Breiiach-
Tal. Crossing the Ereitach (to the left, road to the Breitach-Klamm,
20 min.; see below), we follow the road to the right through wood
to the sulphur-baths of (1/2 hr.) Tiefenbach (2790'; *Hotel, pens. 4V2-5 Ji),
situated in the narrow valley of the Lochbach. Farther on the road
ascends among the scattered houses of the village of Tiefenbach, past the
(2 min.) Alpenrose Inn. From the point (3 min.) where the road divides,
the branch to the right ascends past the church (2900') to (I/4 hr.) Wasach
(p. 9); that to the left leads past the precipitous JVase to the (1 M.)
Hii'scltsprung (2800'), a cutting in the rock which afiords a view of the
lower Iller-Tal and the Griinten (the road goes on to Ober-Maiselstein and
Fischen, p. 8). We may now descend by a plea^^ant path to the right
through wood and meadows to (1/2 hr.) Langenicang (p. 8), or follow the
road straight on via Riedle and Ober-Maiselstein (Hir.-ch) to (1 hr.) Fifchen
(p. 8). Beyond the Hirschsprung a path to the left leads to the (25 min.)
Sturmanns-Hohle, a rocky cleft formed by erosion, 930' in length, recenlly
made accessible and lighted by electricity (adm. for 1-5 pers. 3 M, 6 or
more GO pf. each; restaurant), whence we may proceed via (20 min.) Ober-
3Iaiselsteiu to (1 hr.) Fischen.

Zwingsteg and Walser Schanze (IV2 hr.). Carriage-road from the N.W.
end of Oberstdorf via the Jauchen Bridge ani Retile (see below) in lV2hr.
(one-horse carr. 6, two horse 10^/^; for the wliole day, 9 and IS „//,).

Pedestrians take the road leading due W. from the church to the (V^ hr.)

Schlecfden-Briicke over the Stillach, and then ascend by a short-cut, joining
the carriage-road at the (1/4 hr.) hamlet of Rente (290o' ; 'Hot.-Pens. Pano-
rama, with splendid view, see p. 9; Inn 'Zur Gebirgsaussicht', very fair).

Hence the road ascends to the S.W. over the hill (pretty views), leaving
the hamlet of Kornau to the right, and finally descends through wood into
the Kleine M'alser-l'al, watered by the Ereitach. On the Austrian frontier
is the (2/4 hr.) Walser Schanze {Schdnzle ; 3250'; inn); hence on to Riezlern
and Mittelberg, see p. 15. — We now retrace our steps for 8 min. and
descend through meadows and wood to the right to the ''Zwingsteg ijiOQb'),

an iron bridge 230 ft. above the Ereitach. We may either take the path
descending before the bridge to the left and return through the Breitach-
Klamm (see below); or beyond the bridge ascend in zigzags to (10 min.)
H direction-post, and then descend to the right to the (15 min.) Elamm-
Restaurant (see below) and thence to ('/z hr.) Tiefenbach (see above), or
to (1 hr.) Oberstdorf.

*Breitach - Klamm , IV2-2 hrs. (waterproof or umbrella desirable).
Following the Tiefenbach road for about 2^/2 M., we diverge at the saw-
mill to the left via the Oib and cross the Starzlach to the (l'/4 Jl) Klamm-
Restaurant (omnibus from Oberstdorf thrice daily in 3/4 br., 1 Jl)\ pedes-
trians via Rtute (see above) require about 1 hr. — The deep and picturesque
gorge of the Breitach has been made accessible by a path (adm. 25 pf.)

provided with railings and crossing and reerossing the foaming torrent.
Passing finally under the Zwingsteg (see above), the lower part of the
path ends at a beautiful waterfall (where adm.-tickets must be shown).
A pleasant digression may be made past the Zwingsteg to the (20 min.)
Walser Schanze (see above). — The path, less attractive bey6nd this point
(adm. 20 pf. extra), goes on, on Austrian territory, to Riezlern (p. 15), 1 hr.
from the waterfall.
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-Freiberg- See (3050'; 1 lir.). To (1/4 lir.) Loretto , see p. 9; 4 min.
farther on, by the direction-post, the path leads to the right, traversing
meadows and crossing the Stillach^ and ascends to the (3/4 hr.) saddle of the
Freiberg, beyond which the dark -green lake lies in a beautiful wooded
basin at the foot of the Schlappolt (/7m, R. 2, pens. 6 J/; bathing-house
on the lake; rowing-boat 1 »// per hr.). — Another route (less recommended)
from Oberstdorf to the (1 hr.) lake leads to the W. by the Freiberg-Strasse,
then to the left and across the Stillach by the (1/2 hr.) Ziegelbach-Briicke,

beyond which it ascends through wood. — From the Freiberg-See to

(IV2 hr.) Birgsau, see p. 12.

"Spielmannsau {Tvettach-Tal; carriage-road, 51/2 M. ; omnibns from the
station twice daily in 3/4 hr.), recommended for a morning-excursion. Road
via (3/4 M.) Loretto, see p. 9; V^ ^^- farther on is a finger-post, where the

-

road leads to the left across the N. spur of the Bimmelschroffen to a
(i M.) finger-post (29i0'), showing the way to the left over the Zwing-
Briicke to Gerstruben (see below), and to the right to Spielmannsau. [Pedes-
trians are recommended to turn to the right (guide-post) above the Mlihlen-

Briicle (p. 9), and to follow the generally shady footpath which skirts

the right bank of the Trettach via Gruben (see below) to (i hr.) the Zwing-
Briicke and to Spielmannsau.] From the Zwing-Briicke we may proceed
either straight on, on the right bank, by meadow and woodland paths
via the Becherholz to Spielmannsau, or we may follow the carriage-road
on the left side of the finely-wooded Trettach-Tal, passing the small blue
Christies-See (3()00'; inn, pens. 4V2-5 Jl) and crossing the Trettach and the
Traufbach, to {3 'iil.) Spielmannsau (Soib' •) inn), a small hamlet amid grand
scenery. Fine view of the huge Trettachspitze to the S. :,

on the left the
Kratzer. — To the E. opens the Trauftal (pleasant excursion to the Trauf-
berg-Alp, V2 hr.), from which a toilsome route crosses the Mdrzle (7215'),

between the Kreuzeck and the Krottenspitze, to (7-8 hrs.) Hinter-Hornbach
(p. 14). — A path leads from Spielmannsau through the wild ravine, finally

high on its right side, to the (1 hr.) Sperrbach-Sleg (4045'), in the midst
of a grand rocky wilderness. Thence to the Kemptnev Biitte, see p. 14.

"Holltobel and Gerstruben (2 hrs.). (When time is limited the Holl-
tobel may be included in the Spielmannsau excursion.) Either by the
shady footpath on the right bank of the Trettach (see above) via Oruben
(rfmts. at X. Kappeler's), or by the road to Spielmannsau as far as (2V2 M.)
a direction-post indicating the road to Gerstruben , which descends to the
left and crosses the Trettach by the Zwing-Briicke. At (12 min.) a finger-post
our path diverges to the right, and after V4 ^^' naore we ascend to the left

along the Bieiersbach to the deep rocky cleft of the Holltobel, in which the
brook forms three waterfalls. The path first leads to a bridge over the
lowest fall, then to a platform above the middle fall, and lastly to the
(10 min.) -Upper Fall, which takes a clear leap into a funnel-like basin.
We ascend hence to (20 min.) Gerstruben (3790'; Inn), a hamlet in the
upper part of the valley, at the base of the precipitous Hofats (p. 13).

About 1 hr. farther up the valley is the Bieiersbach Alp (4365'), whence
a steep path (guide 5 Jf) leads across the Aelpele (5835') , between the
Hofats and Rauheck, to the (3 hrs.) Kiiser Alp in the Oytal (see below). —
From Gerstruben an easy road descends in windings to (V2 hr.) the Zwing-
Briicke (see above ; hence to Oberstdorf 1 hr.).

Geisalp Lakes (3 31/2 hrs.
;
guide from the upper lake to the Nebelhorn-

haus advisable, 5 Ji), Road to Schollang (see p. 8) as far as (2V2 M.)
Reichenbach; then up to the right to the (1 hr.) Geisalp (3775' ; inn), and by a

steep and stony path past a fine waterfall of the Reichenbach to the (1 hr.)

Lower Geisalp-See (4955'), picturesquely situated in a basin between the Rubi-
horn (Geisalphorn) on the right, and the Entschenkopf on the left. The small
Upper Geisalp-See (5805') lies V2 hr. farther up; thence to the Nebelhorn-
Hans (p. 12) across the Geisfuss (6490') 2V2 hrs., fatiguing (guide useful).

Oytal (to the Stuiben Fall, 3 hrs.), road as far as the inn (one-horse
carriage 6, two-horse 10 J'/, whole day 9 and 18 JO- By ^^^ lime-kiln
beyond the Miihlen-Brilcke (p. 9), the road ascends to the right, rounding
the base of the Schattenberg, via the Ki'thberg (p. 9). [Or we may follow
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the footpath to Spielmannsau (p. 11) along the right bank of the Trettach
to (26 min.) the Trettach bridge and (5min. farther) the bridge over the
Oybach, before which we ascend to the left.] The valley is at first mono-
tonous. After 40 min. the road crosses the Oybach and enters an open
grassy dale ; on the left are the Seewdnde, with waterfalls, on the right the
wooded Ri^enlopf. Beyond a second bridge we reach O/t hr.) "Eappelers
Inn (36i0'), where the road ends. The valley turns to the S., and a fine

survey of its head, with the Grosse Wilde, Kleine Wilde, Hollhorner,
and Hofats, is disclosed. At the (40 min.) Guten Alp (36(J0') the path returns
to the left bank and ascends steeply to the beautiful (Vc hr.) ""Stuiben

Fall (4130'), a good view of which is obtained from a point 10 min. higher
up. — About V2 hr. farther up is the Kdser Alp (4610'); thence across the
Aelpele (5835') to Ger&lruben, see p. 11; over the Hornbach-Joch (6640') to

the Lechtal, see p. 14. — From the Stuiben Fall through the Geisbach-Tobel
and over the (2V2 hrs.) Himmeleck (6575') to (41/2 hrs.) Hinterstein, see p. 27.

From the Schonberg Alp in the Bdrgilndele (p. 27) a path runs to the right,

skirting the precipitous slopes of the Wilde and Wiedemer. direct to (7 hrs.

from Oberstdorf) the Prim-Luitpold-Eaus on the Jlochvogel (p. 27).

Birgsau (Slillach-Tal), an agreeable afternoon's excursion. Carriage
road to (6 M.) Birgsau (omnibus in the forenoon, 1 Jl ; one-horse carr. 6,

two-horse 10 Jl^ whole day 10 and 20 J() and to (2'/4 M.) Einodsbach.
To Loretto. see p. 9. The road proceeds on the right bank of the Stillach,

via the hamlet of Anatsicald, between the Hiramelschroflen on the left,

and the Schlappolt, and farther on, the Warmatsgundkopf and GriesgTind-

kopf on the right. 6 M. Birgsau (3120': Adler), a solitary hamlet com-
manding a beautiful view to the S. of (from left to right) the Trettach-
spitze , Hochfrottspitze , Bockkarkopf. Wilde Mannle, Linkerskopf, and
Eappenkopfe. A good path now leads at the same level for 10 min..
and then ascends (to the left at the guide-post) the right side of the
wild ravine of the Stillach; 25 min., a platform on the right, with a
good view of the gorge (the Bachergicdnd)^ 5 min. Einodsbach (3660';

/??«, unpretending), a hamlet near the head of the valley (called beyond
this the Rajiipenalpen-Tal). The Backer Loch, a huge gully, ascends hence
to the Madelegabel. After 10 min., by a iingor-post, the path turns to

the left, leads round a stable, and ascends a little. It then follows the
right side of the gorge. In 20 min. we reach a waterfall at the foot of the
Madelegabel, a little below which we pass the finest point in the valley.

From a projecting point beyond the brook a second fall is observed in the
gorge higher up. Edelweiss may be found (by good climbers) on the

slopes above. — Pedestrians should return by the (I1/2 hr.) Freiberg-See
(see p. 11) : the route crosses the Stillach , 20 min. below Birgsau. and
leads chiefly through wood, passing the mouth of the Warmaisgund-Tal
(with interesting structures for intercepting the water) and the houses of

Faislenau, Ringgang, and Schwand (good inn, pens. 4V2 Jl)-

Mountain Ascents (guides, see p. 9). — -Nebelhorn (7295'). an easy
ascent of 4-4V2 hrs. (guide, unnecessary, 5 Ji). We either follow the
shady path through the gorge from the Faltenbach Fall (p. 9); or ascend
to the left in zigzags, from the bridge below the fall, across meadows
and through wood, to (IV2 hr.) the Vordere Seealp (4185'). In 20 min.
more we reach the end of the valley (4460') and ascend a good bridle-path
to the left for 3/4 hr., then turn to the right over pastures to the (3/4 hr.)

Nebelhorn-Haus (633J': *Inn in summer, telephone to Oberstdorfj, com-
manding a fine view. Thence to the left to (3/4 hr.) the summit, a narrow
ridge, descending almost perpendicularly towards the Retterschwang-Tal
(p. 27). Magnificent view. — The descent from the Nebelhorn-Haus to

the Oytal (see above) past the Seealp-See (5340') is steep and r; ther laborious,
but interesting (to Kappelers Inn, 2 hrs. ; the track descending to the lake
should be avoided, as it there comes to an abrupt end). — The desc nt
from the Xebelhorn-Haus by the Geisfuss to the Geisalp Lakes (p. 11) is

fatiguing (guide advisable). — An interesting pass leads from the Kebelhorn-
Ilaus across the Zeiger (6385') and the Wengen Alp to (5 hrs.) Uinter-
siein (p. 27 ;

guide from Oberstdorf 10 Jl). Path to the Prim-Luitpold-Eaus,
see p. 13. — The Daumen (7480'; p. 27) may be ascended in 3V2 hrs. from
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the Nebelhorn - Hau3 via the Zeiger and the Koblat (guide 1.0 Jl, with
descent to Hindelang 12, to Hinterstein 13 Jf).

Sollereck (5595'), SVz hrs., easy and interesting (guide & Jf, not in-
dispensable). From the (V-ilir.) SchUchten-Brucke (p. 10) we ascend the (1 hr.)
Hollrilcken, to the left (fine views) to the (2-21/2 hrs.) summit (admirable
view). An interesting excursion over the arete may be taken hence by
experts, passing the Schlappolt (6445') on the S., to the top of ihe Fellhorn
(see below). — Fellhorn (.6(380'), interesting and not difficult, 5 hrs. (guide,
not indispen.?able, 6 Ji). From (41/2 M.) Aiiatswald^ on the Birgsau road
(p. 12), a path, diverging to ihe right, ascends through wood and meadows
to the Schlappolt Alp and the (3-372 hrs.) summit. Or from AnatswaM we
may ascend the Warmatsgund-Tal, to the S.W., to the Warmatsgund Alp
and the last alp Im Wank (4525') and follow the path to the arete and thence
to the N. to the (372 hrs.) top. Easy descent to Riezlern in the Walser-
Tal (p. 15; 2V2 hrs.). — Rauheck (7885') and Kreuzeck (7855'), not difficult

for mountaineers, in 472 hrs. from Gerstruben (p. 11 ;
guide 8 ^ for each

separately, 10 Jl for both together). The route leads via the Bietersbach-
Alpe and the Aelpele (see p. 11) to the (372 hrs.) Rauheck, and thence to

the S. across the Sattel (7415') to the (3/4 hr.) Kreuzeck. Descent by the
Aldvzle into the Tnmftal (p. 11), to Ihe (2 hrs.) Kemptner Iliitte (p, 14), or
via the March-Sch arte to the Hermann von Earth Hiitte (p. 247). — Hofats
(W. summit, 7410'), in 31/2-4 hrs. from Gerstruben (guide ibji; one for

each traveller required), difficult and nut free from danger owing to the
extremely steep grass-slopes (60-70°), to be attempted only by those quite
free from dizziness (climbing-irons necessary). The Eofatswanne^ on the
S.W. side, is botanically interesting. — Grosse Krottenkopf (8710'), from
the (5 hrs.) Kemptner -Hiitte (p. 14) via the Oler-Mcidele-Joch in 31/2 hrs.

(guide 12 ^//), toilsome. Superb view. Descent through the Hermannskar
to the (2 hrs.) Hermann^ von Earth Hiitte (p. 247). — *Hochvogel (85'J5'),

ascended in 7-8 brs. via the Oytal and the Himmeleck. not difficult, but
fatiguing, see pp. 12, 27 (guide 14 J'/, with descant to Hinterstein 18.//). An-
other attractive ascent, from the Nebelhorn-Haus (guide not indispensable
for experts), passes the Grosse and Kleine Seekopf^ the Schochen, and the
Lachenkopf, and leads via the Laufbachereck (7140') to the SchSnherg-Hutte
in the Bargimdele (p. 27) snd to the (472 hrs) Frim-Luitpold-Haus (^. 27).

•'Mftdelegabel (8675'), not difficult for practised mountaineers (guide
10 Jii with descent to Spielmannsan 12 Jf). From (272 hrs.) Einodsbach
(p. 12) the path ascends the Bacher-Tal (wire-ropes at several points) to

the (2V2 hrs.) Waltenberger-Haus, a club-hut with provision-depot, finely
situated in the Bockkar (6835'). Thence a good path ascends over rocks to
the {V/i hr.) Borkkar-Scha7'ie iS275')., a gap between the Hochfrottspitze and
the Bockkarkopf (^::bo5'), and traverses the small Trettach Glacier and finally
steep slabs of rock to tbe (3/4 hf.) summit. Magnificent panorama. — The
ascent from the N. side is easier and not much longer. From the (5 hrs.)

Kemptner Hiitte (see p. 14) this route ascends to the (25 niin.) Mddelejoch (6665')

and thence round the S. side of the Kratzer via the Kratzer-Joch (7305') and
the Bchwarze MHz to the Trettach Glacier and the (3 hrs.) summit (guide
10 Jl., with descent to Einodsbach 12 Jl). — Heilbronner Weg from the
Bockkar-Scharte to the (3 hrs.) Hohe Licht, see p. 14. — The Hochfrottspitze
(8685' 5 difficult), may be ascended from theWaltenberger-Haus in 2-2^/2 hrs.— The Trettach spitze (8515'), 5-G hrs. from Einodsbach via the Wilden-
gundkopf il3iO'), is very difficult (guide 20 J'/).

*Hohe Licht (Hochalpenspifze, 8705'), 772-8 hrs., usually not difficult

for adepts (guide from Einodsbach 10 Jl). From (272 hrs.) Einodsbach (p. 12)
we proceed eitlier via the Linkers Alp in 3 hrs., or via the Korbertobel,
which diverges to tbe left from the Eappenalpen-Tal farther up, in 37* br^-

to the Rappensee-Hiitte (6860'-, inn in summer), in grand scenery. Thence
the route leads via the Grosse Steinscharte (p. 15) to the upper end of the
Hochalpen-Tal and the (2 hrs.) summit (fine view). The descent may be
made to the (3/4 hr.) iroc/ia/j;e (quarters) and to (172hr.) Lechleiten or Steeg.,

in the Lechtal (p. 248); or from the Rappensee-Hutte by a new path (red

way-marks to (3 hrs.) Lechleiten (p. 248). — A highly interesting path,
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known as the Heilbronner Weg, leads from the Hohe Licht via the Wilde
Mann (8455') and Bockkavkopf (8555') to the (3 hrs.) Bockkar-.Scharte (p. 13),
hut should not be tried except by experts with guide (HJ/). — Biberkopf
(Hundskopf, 8530'), 3-3V2 hrs. from tlie Rappensee- Hutte via the N.W.
shoulder, difficult (guide 14 Jl). — Linkerskopf (8055 '), from the Rappensee
Hut in IV2 hr. (guide 7 J'/), laborious. — Other ascents from the Rappensee
Hut are those of the Rofgundspitze (8150'-, I3/4 hr.), Hochgundspitze (8070';
IV-.! hr.), Rappenseekopf (-'O^o' , 1 hr.), and Hochrappenkopf {l%b' -^ IV* hr.). —
From the Rappensee-Hiitte to Lechleiten (p. 248) via the Upper Biber-Alp,

3V2 hrs. (red way-marks; guide not indispensable for experts).

Hohe Ifen (7315'), an interesting ascent (guide 10 Jl , from Riezlern
9 A'., to Rohrmoos ISiST.). The route leads from (2V2 hrs.) Riezlern (see p. 15;
guide, Karl Wiistner) across the Breiiach and through the Scfncarzwas.ter-
Tal to (11/4 hr.) Alien (4400'; rfmts.; Lay-beds). Hence we continue to the
right to the (.50 min.) Upper Auen Alp, and ascend the Ifenwand by a narrow
path to (2 hrs.) the summit, which affords a splendid view. A toilsome
descent (only for experts with guide) leads across the fissured and un-
dulating Ifcn Plateau^ from which rise the gigantic cliffs of the Goi.tcsacker-
iciinde, past the (2';'2 hrs.) Gotiesacker Alp (6020'), to the Hcho.rle (6445'),
whence we descend steeply via the Ilochalpe and Kessler Alp to (2 hrs.),
the Schrine, or by the Gatter Alp to (2V2 hrs.) Rohrmoos (p. 15). Via Schdne-
bach to (5 hrs.) Au in the Bregenzer Wald, see p. 244.

Passes. Fkom Obekstcopf to Holzgau on the Lech over the Mddele-Joch
(71/2 hrs.

;
guide, not necessary f.)r experts, 10 .,//), an interesting route.

Through the Spielmaiinsau (Trettach-Tal) as far as (8 hrs.) the Sperrbach-
Sleg, see p. 11. Crossing the Sperrbach at the Untere Enie, the path ascends
in windings to the Obere Enie (4500') and the (2V2 hrs.) Kemptner Hiitte
on the Obermadele Alp (6050'; inn in summer), and the (25 min.) Madele-
Joch (6475'), between the Kratzer andMuttler; fine view, to the S., of the
I.echtal mountains and to the E. of the Grosse Krottenkopf. (The Ober-
Mddele-Joch^ 6710', lies a Ittle farther to the E.) V\^e nov7 descend abruptly
(blue marks) to the Rossginnpen Alp in the Hokenbach-Tal, and follow the
'Gesprengte Weg' through the striking ravine to (2 hrs.) Holzgau (p. 248).
Or we may follow the path from the Ober-Madele-Joch along the flanks
of the Grosse Erottenkopf to the Earjoch^ between the Ramstallspitze and
Slrahlkopf, and thence descend through the J5er»A«rds- Ta/ (picturesque
ravine), or (easier) skirt the Strahlkopf to the Gumpen-Sattel and descend
via the Bernhardseck to (3 hrs.) Elbigenalp (p. 247).

From Oberstdokf to Elmen in the Lechtal over the Hornbach-Joch
(10 hrs.), fatiguing, but on the whole repaying (guide to Hinter-Hornbach
10 Jl). The route first leads through the Oytal (p. 11), past the Stuiben
Fall, to the (3V2 hrs.) Edser Alp (4610'; p. 12); it then ascends to the left

to the (3/4 hr.) Guten Alp (5560') and to the (2 hrs.) Hornbach-Joch (6640'),

between the Eollhorner (7050'j and iho, Jochspitze (7330'). Splendid survey
of the Hochvogel and the Lechtal Mts. We now descend rapidly (with
the huge Hochvogel facing us) into the Jochbach-Tal to the (IV4 hr.) Joch
Alp (4215'), and then by a tolerable path to (1 hr.) Hinter-Hornbach (3610'

;

Adler, by the church, rustic, good wine; guide, Jos. Friedle), a village
charmingly situated at the opening of the Jochtal into the Hornbach-Tal.
The ascent hence of the Hochvogel (8505'), in 4 hrs. (with guide), by the
'Baumenheimer Path' through the Rosskar and across the S.W. arete, is

difficult (41/2 hrs., with guide); a better route \ea,is over the Fvchs en-Saitel
(6770') to the small snow-field in the Fuchsenkar and thence to the left to

the Schnur and the (5 hrs.) summit (comp. p. 27). — The Urbeleskarspitze
(S665'), the highest summit of the Hornbach chain, ascended via the Urbeleskar
in 51/2 hrs., with guide, is also arduous; about halfway up, 2V2 hrs. from
Hinter-Hornbach, is the Eaufbeurer Hiitte (6560' ; provision depot). The
ascent of the Bretterspitze (85i0'), 2V2 hrs. from the Kaufbeurer Ktilte, is

not difficult. From the Kaufbeurer Hiitte to the (7 hrs.) Hermann von
Barth Hiitte, see p. 247; to Haselgehr, p. 247. — From Hinter-Hornbach
a good path leads, chiefly through wood, to (V2 hr.) Yorder-Hornbach (3190';

two plain inns) in the broad Lechtal. Below the village we turn to the
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right and cross the Hornbach to the hamlet of Marlinau, then traverse the
bottom of the valley to the left, and cross the Lech to the road which
leads to (1 hr.) Ebnen (p. 246).

To THE Upper Lechtal over the Schrofen Pass, 6V2-7 hrs. to Lech-
leiten (guide not indispensable), the shortest way to the Arlberg. The route
crosses the Stillach beyond (2 hrs.) Bivgsau (see p. 12), and ascends the
left bank to the (V4 hr.) Buchenrain Alp (3675'), commanding a splendid
view of the Bacher-Tal^ to the right, on the flank of the Griesgiindkopf,
is a shooting-box of Prince -Regent Luitpold. The upper Stillach -Tal
(Bappenalpen-Tal) is monotonous and enclosed by wooded mountains;
towards the E. towers the Trettachspitze ; farther up, on the Icff, the Biber-
kopf ; on the right, the Rossgundkopf and Liechelkopf. The path crosses

the Stillach several times before reaching (2 hrs.) the Biber Alp (4300'),

on a hill formed by stony deposits. Beyond it we again cross the (40 min.)
brook and ascend the abrupt slope by a rough, stony path to (I/2 hr.) the
Schrofen Pass (5535'), which commands a fine survey of the Geishorn, Liechl-

kopf, Schafalpenkopfe, and (S.E.) Biberkopf. A good path now descends
(keeping to the left) to (V2 hr.) the Austri?n custom-house at Lechleifen,

a few minutes above which, to the left, lies tlie village (p. 248). Travellers

whose destination ia Worth (p. 249) follow the cart-road to the right.

Over the Haldenvvanger-Eck to Hochkrumbach, 8 hrs. (guide un-
necessary). Through the Rappenalpen- Tal to the (5 hrs.) Biber Alp^ sec

above; then on the left bank of thfe Stillach (the bridge and route to the
Schrofen Pass remaining on the left) to the Haldenwanger Alp (5S40') at

the head of the Rappenalpen-Tal, and to the (2 hrs.) Haldenwanger-Eck
(6220'; fine view). The descent is by the Hirschgehren Alp to (1 hr.) Hoch-
krumbach (p. 245).

Over the Grosse Steinscharte to Lechleiten, 10 hrs. (guide un-
necessary). From the (5 hrs.) Rappe7}see-JIutii3 (p. 13) to the (V4 hr.)

Grosse Steinscharte (7540'), between the Rotgundspitze and the Hochgund-
spitze. Thence we descend into the v/ooded Hochalpen-Tal and follow the
right bank of the brook to the Lechtal (p. 248), where a bridle-path ascends
to the right to (2 hrs.) Lechleiten. A shorter and more interesting path
(red marks) leads from the Eappensee-IJiiite via the upper Biber Alp and
the Bchamle to (81/2 hrs.) Lechleiten.

From Oberstdorf to the Schrocken, through the Kleine Walser-Tal
and over the Gentschel-Joch, 9 hrs., attractive. A post-omnibus plies twice
daily in 4 hrs. to Mittelberg, returning in 33/4 hrs. To the (IV2 hr.) Walser
Schanze (3250'; inn), see p. 10. The road thence ascends the Kleine Walser-
Tal, via (3 M.) Riezlern (3570'; Engel ; Traube; Stern; ascent of the Hohe
Jfen^ see p. 14) and (2V4 M.) Hirschegg (3685'; Hirsch; guide, Engelb.
Schwarzmann), to (IV2M.) Mittelberg (3995'; "Krone; ''V/ielderstein ^ R. 80 pf.-

1 Jl^ pens. 31/2-4 Ji; guides, Jod. Miiller, G. Winkel), the chief place of the
valley, situated on a green hill. From Mittelberg to (3V2-4 hrs.) Hoch-
krumbach over the Gentschel-Joch^ see p. 245 (t^uide 8 K. ; the Widdersteiii

may be conveniently ascended from the Gentschel-Joch in 4 hrs.
;
guide 9 K, ;

comp. p. 245). The road ends 3 M. farther on, at Band (3925'; inn), whence
an easy path leads to the S., through the Bergunter-Tal and across the
Bergunt-Joch (6700') between the Widderstein and Hoferspitz, to (3V2 hrs.)

Hochkrumbach (p. 245). Another, but fatiguing and uninteresting pass
crosses the Starzel-Joch (6130') to (4-5 hrs.) Schoppernau (p. 244).

From Oberstdorf to Hittisad via Rohrmoos, 81/2 hrs., a route some-
what deficient in interest. Cart-road from (1 hr.) Tiefenbach (p. 10) on
the left bank of the Starzlach to (IV2 hr.) Rohrmoos *(3510'

;
good inn),

a large dairy-farm belonging to Prince Waldburg. On the S. are the
Gottesackerwdnde (p. 14). Then by a bad and often marshy path to the

(IV2 hr.) Schrine (3260'; on the left the fine cascade of the Kesselbach),
and down the Hirschgunder Tal (inn), crossing the small gorge of the Fugen-
bach (Austrian frontier), to (372 hrs.) Sibratsgfdll (3040'; inn), whence a
road leads to (21/2 hrs.) Hittisau (p. 242). — A much more interesting route
leads from Tiefenbach through the Lochbach-Tal, past the Freiburger Alp
(4365'), the Gauche?iwdnde, and Bnlderschwang. to (9 hrs.) Hittisau.
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3. From Biessenhofen to Fiissen. Hohenschwangau.
From Biessenhofen to Fiissen, 23 M., Local Railway in 1^/4 hr. (3 J^.

i JfSb pf.)- This railway starts from Kaufbeuren
;
passengers by express

trains which do not stop at Biessenhofen change carriages at Kaufbeuren.
Omnibus (in connection with the trains) from Fiissen to Hohenschwangau
(3/4 hr. ; TO pf., there and back 1 JiJ20pf.); also hotel-omnibuses from the
Hohenschwangau hotels (i Jl). Carriage from Fiissen to Hohenschwangau,
with one horse 4, with two horses Q Jl-^ to Neu-Schwanstein 6 or 9 Jl.

Return-journey in each case one-half more; but an arrangement must be
made as to the length of the halt. Driver's fee 10 per cent of the fare.

Biessenhofen^ see p. 4. The branch-line to Fiissen diverges here

to the left. — IV2 M. Ebenhofen. 4 M. Obeidorf (2390' ; Post), a

market-town with a loftily situated church and an old chateau (branch-

line to the S.E. to Lechbruck^ I31/2M., in 1 hr.). — 7 M. Leuterschach

;

9M. Balteratsried ; a M. Lengenwang ; 141/4 M. Seeg (2680'), a well-

built village on the hill to the right. — Beyond (16 M.) Enzenstetten

the ruin of Falkenstein (p. 21) appears to the right, with the Aggen-
stein behind it (p. 21).— i"i^l2 M. Weizern-Hopferau. 20 M. Beinerts-

hof, on the E. bank of the Hopfensee.

23 M. Fussen. — The Railway Station lies a short distance from the

town, 6-8 min. from the bridge over the Lech. — Hotels. Bateeischeb
HoF (Post), at the station, R. 2-4, B. i Jl, D. 3, pens. Q-S Jl ; 'Hiesch,
R. IV2-4, pens. ^y2-l Jl ; Alte Post 5 Mohe; Neue Post; Lowe; Sonxe

;

Ned-Schvvanstein ; Badmgarten; Schiff. — Guides. Joh. Mich. Kiechle;

Anselm Eichle ; Max Streidl.

Fussen (2615'), a small town (4458 inhab.) charmingly situated

on the Lech, with a castle erected by the bishops of Augsburg in

1322 and restored by King Max II., presents an attractive picture

of a mediaeval town. Below the castle are the suppressed Benedictine

abbey of St. Mang, founded in 629 (now private property), and the

Church of St. Magnus, erected in 1701 on older foundations. The
gate in the town-wall between the castle and the church commands
a fine view. Near the Bayerischer Hof is a bronze Statue of Prince

Regent Luitpold, by Al. Mayer (1903). The rope-works on the

right bank of the Lech employ about 1000 hands.

On the W. side of tbe town is the Baumgai'ten, with pretty promenades.
About V2 M. to the W. is the small sulphur-bath of Faulenbach (Kleber's

Inn, pens. 4 Jl), near the little Faulenhacher See (bath-establishment and
hotel-restaurant); and 2V4 M. farther on lies the pretty Alat-See (2785';

inn in summer), 1/2 hr, from which is the Salober Alp, with charming view
(thence to the Falkenstein. IV-' hr., see p. 21). From the Alat-See a pleasant

route leads back to Fiissen i;i I'/a hr. via the Eobelweg. — On the left bank
of the Lech, above Faulenbach, is the (3 M,) Inn zur Ldnde (p. 22).

On the right bank of the Lech, a few hundred paces above the bridge,

a path (guide-post) with pilgrimage-stations ascends from the church to

the (1/2 hr,) Kalvarienherg (3130'), surmounted by three crosses, and com-
manding a fine view of Fiissen, iiohenschwangau, Neuschwanstein, etc. A
footpath leads hence, skirting the Schwansee, to (1 hr,) Hohenschwangau,

The Road feom Ft^ssEN to Hohenschwangau (3 M.) crosses the

Lech, turns to the left, and descends the right bank of the Lech.

It then turns to the right (to the left the road to Schwangau),

passing the (1/2 ^ir.) Alterschroffen Inn and the Cafe Rupprecht,
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leads through the park, and skirts the Schlossberg to (1/2 hr.) Hohen-
schwangau. — Pedestrians follow the road to Reutte (p. 22), to the

right beyond the bridge, for 5 min., then ascend the path to the left

on the slope of the Kalvarienberg, which leads past the (7 min.)

view-point known as the 'Kanzel', crosses a cart-track, and passes

through wood to (6 min.) the saddle between the Kalvarienberg and
the Schwarzenberg. An approach to the Alpenrosen-Weg (see below)

diverges here to the right, and 2 min. farther on our route joins the

'Konigs-Strasse' (no carriages allowed). We descend this road, to

the left, with a view of Neu-Schwanstein and Hohenscliwangau,

and before reaching the (18 min.) Schivansee take the footpath to

the right across the (25 min.) ridge, where the Alpenrosen-Weg
(see below) joins our route, to (12 min.) the village of Hohen-
schwangau. — A prettier route (I1/2 hr.) is offered by the Alpen-

rosen-Weg, which begins at the Weisshaus (p. 22) and winds along

the slope of the Schwarzenberg, commanding beautiful views. This

route may be joined from the Schwarz-Briicke or from the saddle

between the Kalvarienberg and the Schwarzenberg (see above).

Hohenschwangau. — Hotels. Hotel-Pens. Schwansee, 3/4 m. from
the Alp-See, R. 3-4, D. 4, pens, in July and Aug. 7-10 J( ; Hot. Alpenrose,
pleasantly situated on the Alp-See, E,. 372-5, B. I1/4, D. 31/2, pens, in July
and Aug. 8-10 Jl ; Zur Liesl, R. 2-4 J//. — All these have omnibuses
at the station of Fiissen (i Jl). A railway-omnibus also meets all trains

(70 pf.). — Apartments to be had in summer. — Small bathing-house on
the Alp-See (bath 30 pf.).

The castle of Neu-Schwanstein is open from May 14th to Oct. 15th,

week-days 9-12 and 2-5, Sun. 10-12 and 2-5 (adm. 3 J?); closed on June 13th,
the anniversary of King Louis II. "s death. The chateau of Hohenschwangau
is generally occupied in summer by members of the Bavarian royal family
and is then not accessible: otherwise it is open at the same hours as
Neu-Schwanstein (adm. 50 pf.).

Hohenschwangau (2690') , a small village at the foot of a Mil
crowned by the castle of the same name, is a pleasant summer-resort
with numerous attractive walks in the vicinity. It lies near the

beautiful blue *Alp-See, which is girdled witb fine woods, while

the steep crags of the Pilgerschrofen rise above its S. end. Oppo-
site the Alpenrose Hotel begins the Tiirsten-Strasse' (open to

pedestrians only ), from which (3 min.) a road to the right to Schloss

Hohenschwangau and (8 min.) the above-mentioned footpatb to

Fiissen diverge. About 40 paces farther on a footpath leads to the

left to the 'Pindar-Platz', a rocky projection with a fine view of the

lake (p. 19). Well-made paths make the entire circuit of the lake

(I1/4 hr.). — The footpath to the old Schloss ascends opposite the

Lleslinn (5 min.; adm., see above; duration of visit about 40 min.).

*Schloss Hohenschwangau (2840'), formerly called Schwan-
stein, originally belonged to the house of Gaelpb but in 1567 passed

to the Dukes of Bavaria. It was sold for a trifling sum in 1820 and

in 1832 was purchased by King Max II. of Bavaria (d. 1864), then

crown-prince, who caused the ruin to be entirely reconstructed and

decorated with frescoes from German legend and history by Schwind,

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 2
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Lindenschmit, Ruben, Monten, and otter Munich artists. The castle

commands charming views of the plain, the Alp-See, and Neu-
Schwanstein. It was the favourite residence of Kings Max II. and
Louis II., the latter of whom spent his later years almost exclusively

here. The little garden, to the left of the entrance to the castle,

contains a Marble Bath, cut out of the rock, with two nymphs, by
Schwanthaler, and the Lion Fountain, by the same artist.

Opposite the ascent to Hohenschwangau , near the Liesl Inn,

begins the road to (25-30 min.) Neu-Schwanstein, from which

(5 min.) the road to the Blockenau (p. 19) diverges to the right;

6 min. farther on (opposite the footpath from the Hotel Schwansee)
a steep footpath ascends on the right to the Jugend; and 12 min.
farther on a bridle-path diverges to the right, near a booth on the

left side of the road, for the Jugend and the Marien-Briicke. The
road next passes the Inn zur Neuen Burg (5 rooms, well spoken of)

and in 8 min. reaches the castle of—
*Neu-Schwanstein (3165'), begun by King Louis II. in 1869

on the site of the old castle of Vorder-Hohenschwangau, and beau-
tifully situated on a precipitous rock above the profound ravine

of the Po Hat. The castle, built in the Romanesque style by Von
Dollmann , Riedel, and Hofmann , is planned somewhat after the

style and arrangement of the Wartburg, but on a much b-rger scale.

Through the Gatehouse on the N.E. (adm., see p. 17) we enter the

lirst court, in which to the right (N.W.) is the Palas or main build-

ing, to the left (S.E.) the Kemenate, or women's apartments, and
in the middle the Ritteroau. The visit takes about 1 hr. The castle

is splendidly fitted up, and its windows command beautiful views,

especially of Hohenschwangau and the Alp-See to the S., and of

the gorge of the Pollat and the Marien-Briicke to the E.
The imposing Palas has five stories : the groundfloor contains the

offices, the first floor is occupied by the attendants, the second is unfin-

ished, and the royal apartments are on the third. Visitors ascend to the
third tloor by a staircase of 96 steps in the massive N. tower, 195' high.

The landing at the top of the staircase is adorned with frescoes by Hau-
schild, illustrating the legend of Sigurd. To the left we pass through the
Adjutants Room to the KUu/s Study, with scenes from the story of Tann-
hiiuser by A.igner; and thence through the Stalactite Grotto to the former
Winter Garden., a balcony commanding a fine view of the plain. Next follow
the Sitting Room, with pictures from the Lohengrin legend by Hauschild :

the Dressing Room, with scenes from the lives of Walter von der Vogel-
weide and Hans Sachs by lUe ; the Gothic Bedchamber., with illustrations

of the story of Tristan and Isolde by Spiess; the Oratory, with scenes
from the life of Louis IX. by Hauschild (fine view of the valley of the
Pollat from the balcony). The Dining Ball is embellished with scenes
from the Wartburg under the Landgrave Hermann, by F. Piloty. The
ante-chamber leads back tu the landing, whence we enter the (unfinished)

Throne Room, fitted up in the Byzantine taste, with pictures by Hauschild.
representing the relations of monarchy to religion. It has a mosaic floor

and an open loggia. — Aigner has also adorned the landing at the top of

the staircase on the fourth tloor with a series of 12 pictures from the
story of Gudrun, by Hauschild. On this floor is the 'Festsaal or Sdngersaal
(Minstrels' Hall), 9U' long, with pictures from Wolfram von Eschenbach's
'ParzivaP by Spiess, Munsch, and Piloty.
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A footpath, diverging to the left from the road at the N. angle of the
castle, leads to the W. round the castle to the above-mentioned bridle-
path. [Before the latter is reached (4 min.), a footpath descends to the
left to the Gorge of the Pollat^ where we have a view of the castle and
of the Pollat Waterfall from below] We ascend by the bridle-path and
in 5 min. reach a point whence two footpaths diverge: one, to Ihe right,
leading down to the (1 min.) *Jugend (2950'), a clearing in the wood
commanding a charming view of Hohenschwangau and the Alp-See; the
other, to the left, ascends to the (4 min.) •=Marien-Briicke , a handsome
iron bridge 138' long, which boldly spans the rocky gorge of the Pollat
at a height of 295' above the waterfall and affords the best view of Neu-
Schwanstein. — Returning from the bridge, we take the path to the left,

which brings us in 2 min. to the Blockenau road, at which also the bridle-
path ends (to Hohenschwangau by this road 1/2 br.).

From Hohenschwangau a direct and interesting route leads to Linder-
hof (p. 43) in 6 hrs (guide unnecessary). A road leads through the Pollat-
Tal to the (I1/2 hr.) royal shooting-lodge in the Blockenau^ and thence a
good footpath crosses the Schiitzensteig or Jagersteig (4660') to the (2 hrs.)

Ammerwald Hotel (p. 44; guide unnecessary).

To the Tegelberg Alp (5580'), 3 hrs., a pleasant excursion. We ascend
the hunting-path from the Marien-Briicke (see above) or the road to (3 M.)
the Blockenau (see above), diverging to the left at the 'Verbotener Weg'
placard (permission for either route obtained from the forester) and as-
cending in windings to the (2 hrs.) royal hunting-lodge (closed), which
commands a beautiful view of mountain and plain. Hence to the top of
the Brandschrofen (6170'), marked by a cross, in 25 min. more (steady head
necessary). During the shooting-season, at the end of Aug. and beginning
of Sept., the ascents of the Tegelberg, Sauling, etc., are closed to the public.

The *Sauling (6685') may be ascended from Hohenschwangau by a
marked path via the Aelpele in 3V2-4 hrs., without difficulty (guide 6 Jl^
not indispensable for experts. Fine view from the top. The descent may
be made by a marked path to (2V2 hrs.) Pflach (p. 22; ascent thence in

3V2-4 hrs.) or direct to the Schluxen Inn (see below).

The Hochplatte (6850'; guide necessary), ascended via the Jager-fftitte

on the Schiitzensteig in 41/2-5 hrs. (last hour fatiguing), commands a liner
view than the Sauling.

A pleasant day's excursion may be made from Hohenschwangau to

the ruin of ^Falkensiein (p. 21; carriage with one horse 18, two horses 30 Jf
there and back).

Pedestrians proceeding to Reutte (8 M.) follow the 'Fiirsten-

Strasse' (p. 17; prohibited to carriages and cyclists), high on the

N. bank of the Alp-See, or the good path past the 'Pindar-Platz'

(p. 17), to the end of the lake, and then return to the road. We
pass the (1^4 M.) Austrian frontier-station and descend in wind-
ings, turning to the left at the (I/4 hr.) Schluxen Inn (good wine)
and following the Pinswang road to (3 M.) Pflach (see p. 22).

Another attractive route (marked path) turns to the left before the
Weisshaus (p. 22), near the (22 min.) Austrian frontier, and leads via the

(1 hr.) Rotewand and the (1/4 hr.) Galmeikopf (fine views from both) to

the (1/2 hr.) Schluxen Inn.

4. From Kempten to Reutte via Pfronten.
301/2 M. Railway in 3 hrs.; from Kempten to Pfronten-Ried, 19V2 M.,

in 1^3 hr. (fares 1 Ji 70, 1 Jf, 10 pf.) ; from Pfronten-*Ried to Bentte, 11 M.,
in I-IV4 hr. (1 K. 68 or 1 K. 12 h.).

Kempten (2285'), see p. 5. The local railway (views to the right)

crosses the Iller, diverges to the right from the main line, and leads

2*
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past the manufacturing village of Kottern to (2l/.2M.)Z)wrac/i (2340'

;

Batzer) and up a steep gradient to (41/2 M.) Sulzberg. The village

of Sulzb erg (Zinth), l^/^ M. to the right, has an old church, re-

cently restored, with a good carved altar. The (1/4 hr.) ruined castle

of Sulzberg commands a fine view ; 11 o ^f. to the S.W. is the wood-
girt Sulzberger See (inn). — The line continues to ascend to (5 M.)
iodbad Snlzhrunn (^2080'; Reichsadler) , the station for the well

equipped iodine baths of Sulzbrunn. Theace it runs through wood,
with pretty glimpses of the mountains, via (T^'o M.) Bodelsberg

(P:bi)ig) and (83/4 M.) Zollhaus Peterstal (2920'; Hirsch), descends
into the marshy upper part of the Rottach-Tal, and ascends again

to (llM.)Oy (2980'). The village (Gott; Stach). on a hill to the

right, commands a fine mountain-view (to the E. the Zugspitze and
Sauling, to the W. the graceful outline of the Griinten). Beyond
Oy the railway reaches its highest point (2995') and then gradually

descends in a wide curve round the village of Haslach to (I2V2 ^I-)

Wertach (2920'; Wertacher Hof).
A diligence plies thrice dailv from the station to (3 M. ; in 3/* l^r.)

Wertach (3000': Engel; Adler), a prettily situated village (1300 inhab.),
rebuilt after a tire in 1893, a conAenient starting-point for ascents of the
Griinten (5705': 31/2 hrs.; comp. p. 8), the Wertacher Horn (5o(i0'; 21/2 hrs.),

the Sorgschrofen (5290'; 21/2-3 hrs.), etc. A road leads to the S. through
the Wertach-Tal to (iV2 hr.) Unterjoch. branching there to (1 "hv.)' Oberjoch
to the right, and (l'/4 hr.) Schattwald (p. 28) to the left.

The railway novv' enters the Wertach-Tal to the N.E. and beyond
(13^-2 ^^O ^aria-Rain (2G30') crosses the Wertach, by a handsome
bridge 90' high. — 15 M. Nesselwang (2845'; Post; Krone; Bar;
Rail. Restaurant, with rooms), a pleasant village (1200 inhab.),

frequented as a summer-resort, at the foot of the Alpspiize (5150').
ExccBSioNs maybe made hence to (V2 hr.) the WafevfaU. the (3/4 hr.)

ruins of Nesselbu7-g, the (1 hr.) pilgrimage church of Mai-ia-Trost, or to

(IV2 hr. 5 carriage-road) Wertach (see above). — The 'Edelsberg (5330') is

easily ascended hence by a marked path ia 2 hrs. Immediately below
the top is the open Edelsherg Pavilion; at the top is a mountain-indicator.
Fine view extending to the Sentis and the Lake of Constance. Descent to

Pfvonten, see p. 21.

The Falkenstein comes into sight in front as the train proceeds
;

to the right rise the Brentenjoch and Aggenstein. — IBVo M. Kappel

(2900') is one of the thirteen villages constituting the district of

Ffronten (perhaps Frons Rhaetiae?). 18 M. Pfronten-Weisshach

(2880'; Haf; Post; Hotel at the station). — 19^ 4 M. Pfronten-Ried

(2660'; "^Railway Hotel zum Falkenstein, R. 1-3, pens. 3-5 J/;

Kreuz'), the terminus, is pleasantly situated on the left bank of the

Vils, and is frequented as a summer-resort, like the adjacent villages

of Heitlern [AileT^ pens. 3-3V2 ^//)t I> or/" (Krone), Sleinach (Lowe),

and Berg (Engel ; Hirsch). Swimming-bath in the Vils, in the upper
Weidacli-A'nlagen, near Heltlem, ^ o M. from the station.

Excuiisioxs (guide, E. Eberle of Pfronten). Starting from Ried we cross

the Vils, traverse Heitlern and Dorf, and taking the footpath to the right

200 paces farther on ascend tu the (1/2 hr.) Ascha, on the slope of the
Kienberg, commanding a charming view of the lower valley of the Vils
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(SJiuling, Zugspitze). Eeturn on the W. side through wooil to the O/4 hr.)

Blasles- Muhle and thence along the Weidach to O/2 hr.) Ried. — Fine
views from the 0^0 min.) Cemetery and from the (1/4 hr. farther) EomU
above the village of Berg. — Plea'-'ant walk via Heitlern and Dorf to the
(1 hr.) Fallmiihle (3280'; 'Inn, with shady garden) in the valley of the Diirre

Ach; and thence on to (3/4 hr.) the Koibach or Hohach Fall (1 hr. from Gran
via the Enge^ see p. 28). From the Fallmiihle we may proceed to theW.,
across the ridge between the nearer and the farther Kienberji (Hiinmcl-
reich'), to the (lV2hr.) VilsUil Saw-Mill (inn), and thence back to (3/4 hr.) Ried.

The ascent of the *Falkenstein (4160') is easily made in 11/2 hr. From
the station we cross the Faule Ach and ascend straight on (guide-boards)
to Obej'-Meilingen, thence we follow the carriage-road across the plateau, and
ascend through wood in windings to the Burg Hotel (pens, bji, open in

winter also), with view-terrace. About 2 min. higher are the ruins of a
castle destroyed in 16J6, which King Louis II. proposed to rebuild (model
at Neu-Schwanstein). From this point we enjoy a fine view of the Schwangau
Alps, the Wetteri>tein peaks and Zugspitze, and the Tannheim group, as

well a? of the Bavarian plain. A footpath descends from the inn to (3 min.)
the Marien Grotte^ a lofty niche in the face of the clifFs, with a statue of

the Madonna by Th. Haf. We may descend to the S.E. to (V2 hr.) Schonbichl

(see below), or to the E. by a marked path via the Salober Alp to (2 hrs.)

the Alat-See (p. 16).

The 'Edelsberg (5330') may be ascended in 2V'2-3 hrs. from Ried via

Balden and the Rdjleiter Alp. Descent to Nesselwang, see p. 20.

The *Aggenstein (6520'; 4-4i/2 hrs.) is an easy and attractive ascent
(marked path). Crossing the Achen-Briicke beyond the station ofPfronten-
Steinach we turn to the right towards the ravine of the Reichenhach, pass

the Eeichenbach Fall (2 min. to the left of the path) and the source of the
stream, and via the Bosc Tritt, or 'bad step', reach the (IV2 hr.) Aggenstein-

Hiitte (5740' ; inn in summer) and (3/i hr.) the summit (fine view). Edelweiss
is found on this mountain. The descent may be made to (2 hrs.) Gran
(p. 28) or via the Eeintaler Jdchle (6055') to the (3V2-4 hrs.) Otto-Mayr-Hiitte

(see below). From the Reintaler Jochle the Schlicke (6740') may be ascended
in 3/1 br. (comp. below).

From Pfronten to Fiissen (p. 16) there are two roads. One (to the left)

runs via Meilingen and skirts the Wiissensee (2630') to (8 M.) Fiissen; the

other (IOV2 M., preferable) via Vils and the blrichs-Brilcke (8 M. ; railway
thus far in 43 min.); comp. p. 22.

The railway crosses the Aclie at (21 M.) Pfronten-Steinach and
descends the broad valley of the Vils, crossing the Reichenhaeh (see

above) and the Tyrolese frontier, to (231/2 M.) ScJwnbichl (2755';

inn, good wine), at the S. foot of the precipitous Falkenstein (see

above). It then crosses the Kiihbach before (26 M.) Vils (2715'

;

Post; Grilner Baum), the smallest town in Tyrol (600 inhab.).
Excursions. Through the Kiihbach- Tal, with its pretty waterfalls, an

easy and interesting path leads via the Vilsev Alp (rfmts.) and the Reintaler
Jdchle (6055') to the (4 hrs.) Otto-Mayr-Hiitte. More difficult (wire-rope) is

the ViUer Scharte (6235'), whence experts may ascend the Schlicke (6740')

in 3/4 hr. (better from the Otto-Mayr-Hiitte, see below). — From the Vilser

Alp to the Aggenstein (6520') via the Vilser Jdchle (5415'), 3 hrs. with guide,

attractive and not difficult.

From (27Y2M.) Stat. Vlrichsbrucke, near tbe bridge of that name
(see above ; omnibus in 40 min. to Fiissen) the line, bending to the

S., skirts the left bank of the Lech to (28^/2 M.) Musnu.
To the *Ileintal, a highly interesting excursion (to the Otto-Mayr-Hiitte

21/2 hrs.). A marked path diverging to the right at the upper end of 3Iusau

(flnger-post) ascends steeply via the Achsel into the picturesque Reintal,

and proceeds to the (13/4 hr.) Musauer Alp (4120'), with aishooting-lodge of

Prince Louis of Bavaria, and to the (3/4 hr.) Otto-Mayr-Hiitte of the G. A. C,
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(5250'; inn in sammer) on the Fussener Alp ^ in grand environs. The
•Schlicke (Karetschrofen^ 6740') may be ascended from the Musauer Alp by
a marked path in 2V2 hrs., or from the Ott )-Mayr-Hutte in l'/2 hr. (easy
and iateresting); the t'»p, with a cross and an open refuge-hut, commands
a splendid view, particularly of the neighbouring Tannheira Mts. — The
"Aggenstein (6520'), from the Ottj-Mayr-Hiitte in 41/2-0 hrs. (guide advisable
fiir the less experienced) xia the Reintaler Jochle (^QOoJ'), the Futsener Jochle
(5955') and the Seben Alx>. attractive (see p. 21). — From the Otto-Mayr-
Hiitte to the Tannheimer Hiiite (p. 29) via the Nesselicanjler Scharte (i;56()'),

between the Kellensi'itze and the Kleine GLmpel, 2Y'2-3hrs., marked path,
but guide desirable fur novices. A more laborious route leads from the
Musauer Alp (p. 21) tj the Tannheimer Hiltte over the Babach-Joch (6325')

i

31/2-4 hrs. (guide advisable, 6 Ji).

Farther on tlie railway threads the Rossschlag Pass, crosses the

Lech hy a long bridge near TJnterlelzen, and leads via (29 M.) Pflach

(2750'; Swan) to (301/2 M.) Reutte (see below).

5. From Fiissen to Imst or Teifs via Reutte and the

Fern Pass.
451/2 or 431/2 M. From Fiissen to (9 31.) Reutte, Diligence twice daily

in 13/4 hr. (1 Jl 90 pf.) ; from Reutte to (34 M.) Imst, express diligence in
8-9 hrs. (11 A'. 00 h.) , omnibus in 91/4 hrs. (9 A'. 40 h.); from Reutte to

(42 M.) Tel/s, daily in summer in 10 hrs. (13 K. 40 h.). From Fiissen
(Bayi-ischer Hof) to the Ulrichs-Brucke (station of the Pfronten and Reutte
railway, p. 21), omuibus 4 times daily in 40 minutes. — Carriage from
Fiissen to Reutte, with one horse 8, with two horses 12 Jl ; to Lermoos
20 and 30 Jf ; to Imst Station 59 and 70 J( ; fee 10 per cent of the fare. —
From Garmisch-Partenkirchen (p. 35) via Fhrwald-Kassereit to Imst and to

Telfs, omnibus daily in summer in 11 or 13 hrs., see p. 35.

Fiissen, see p. 16. The Roak to (OV2 ^O Reutte leads up the

right bank of the Lech to (7 min.) a narrow ravine (on the left bank
a bust of King Max 11. ; on the right bank a war-monument). At the

St. Mangtrittthe gorge is spanned by the iron Kbnig Max Steg, afford-

ing a good view of the fall of the Lech, and leading, to the right,

to the (5 min.) sulphur-baths of Faulenbach (p. 16) and, to the left,

to the (3/4 hr.) charmingly situated hm zur Ldnde. We then cross

the (5 min.) Schwarz-Brikke (p. 17) and reach the Austrian frontier

at the (10 min.) Weisshaus (*Inn, good wine). The main road then

crosses the Lech by the (35 min.) Ulrichs-Brucke (rail, station, see

p. 21), passes Musau and Rossscklag, and at TJnterlttzen, shortly

before reaching (l^/^hr.) Pflach (see above), recrosses to the right bank.

Pedestrians will find it shorter and pleasanter to diverge to the left

before reaching the Ulrichs-Briicke, and proceed by Unter-Pinswang
(leaving the Schiuxen Inn, p. 19, to the left) and the Kniepass

(2980'), a rocky barrier narrowly confining the Lech, to (47.2 M.)
Pflach. Beyond Pflach the Arch-Bach, issuing from the Plansee, is

crossed (see p. 23). Then (21/4 M.) —
91/0 M. Reutte (2800'; '^Hirsch, R. 11/2-3, pens. 5-10 A'.; *Post,

R. IV2-6 K.; *Tirol€r Hof, at the station, R. i^/o-^^h, pens. 5-7 K.

;

Adler, plain; Rose; Mohren, well spoken of), a small town (1800
inhab.) in the bed of an ancient lake, intersected by the Lech, and
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surrounded by lofty mountains : N. the Sauling and Diirreberg, E.

the Zwieselberg and Tauern. S. the Axljoch, Thaneller, and Schloss-

berg, S.W. the Schwarzhanskarkopf, W. the Gachtspitze, Gehren-
spitze, and Gimpel. The (5 min.) Wolfsberg, a hill between the

town and the Lech, is a good point of view.
At the church of Breitenwang (Eerber's Inn), '/z M. to the E. of Reutte,

is a monument to the Emp. Lothaire, who died here in 1137, on his return
from Italy. The mortuary chapel contains a Dance of Death in relief.

About 3/4'M. farther on, at the foot of the Tauern, is Bad Krekelmoos, with
mineral springs. — About 1 M. to the N.E., on the Arch-Bach, lies Milhl
(2820' ; inn), with baths and a swimming-basin. In a hollow on the slope

of the Diirreberg, about 1/4 1"". higher, is the small Uri-See, whence we
may proceed by the 'Hermannsteig' (see below) to the Stuiben Falls and
the (li'z hr.) Plansee.

To the -Stuiben Falls, 2-21/2 hrs., there and back. We follow the field-

path, crossing the Arch above Miihl (see above) and recrossing to the left

bank at the (V2 hr.) electricity-works, and then follow the 'Hermannsteig^
along the river (numerous rhododendrons) to the (V2 hr.) "Lower Stuiben

Fall, a cascade 100' in height, finely framed with trees. A footpath (finger-

post) ascends hence to the right to the road to Reutte, which is 3 M. distant.

Those who are bound for the Plansee ascend the left bank of the Arch
to the (V4 hr.) smaller Upper Fall, and turning to the right regain the

(4 min.) road, 1/2 M. from the Little Plansee (p. 44).

From Reutte to 'Linderhof B.-a.&. Partenkivchen, see R. 7. Upper Lechtal,

see p. 246. Pass Gacht, and via Tannheim to Immenstadt,, see p. 29. Thaneller,

see below. — The ascent of the Tauern (5950') may be made from Reutte
in 3 hrs., with guide. The path (way-marks) diverges to the right from
the road to the Plansee at the Rossriicken (p. 43), 2V4 M. from Reutte.

The considerable ruins of Ehrenberg, to the S., above the pass

of that name (see below), crown the pine-clad Schlossberg (3280').

In the background (S.) rises the Thaneller (see below). The castle of

Ehreuberg was stormed in 1552 by Elector Maurice of Saxony, on

his march to attack the Emperor Ch axles V. at|Innsbrnck, and destroy-

ed by the French in 1800.

The road skirts the Schlossberg {Restaurant Neumiihle, with fine

view, 25 mill, from Reutte), passes above the (3/4 hr.) Ehrenberger
Klause (Inn), a defile still entered by a gateway (through which
pedestrians should pass by the old road, which diverges to the right

near the S. end of Reutte), and descends to (1 hr.) Heiterwang

(3255'; Post; Hirsch), in the Hintertoren-Tal.
About 1 M. to the N.E. is the lonely Heiterwang See (3200'), well-

stocked with trout, and connected with "the Plansee (p. 44) by a narrow
channel 1/4 M. long. Boats may be hired from the fisherman : to the Plansee
1/2 hr's. row. Seespitz 3/4 hr., Plansee Hotel IV4 hr. (3 Jl and fee). Footpaths
on the N. and S. bsnks lead to the Hot. Seespitze, in IV4 hr. (comp. p. 44).

From (1 hr.) Bichlbach (3525'; Hirsch, very fair; Traube) a cart-

track leads up the Alpesbach-Tal, to the right, to (1 hr.) Berwang

(p. 246; ascent hence of the '^Thaneller, 3 hrs., see p. 246). — At

(3/4 hr.) Ldhn (3700'; Krone) the road reaches the infant river

Loisach (marked path to the S.W. in 3 hrs, to the top of the Bleispitze,

7305'), and gradually descends into the wide green basin of (1 hr.)—
221/2 M. Lermoos (3265'; *Post; *Drei Mohren; Brduhaus), from

which on the E. rise the barren rocks of the imposing Wetterstein

Chain. To the N. rises the snowy summit of the Zugspitze (9720');
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adjoining it on the S. are the Schneefernerkopf (24:^6') and Wetter-

spitze (9520'), and opposite them, to the S.E., are the Mieminger
Mts., with the Sonnspitze (7920'), Wampeter Schrofen (8260'), and
Marienberg (8335'). A private house near the Post contains a fine

collection of antlers. — At the base of the Wetterstein, Y2 ^'^•

to the E. by footpath through the moor or 2^/4 M. by road, lies the

village of Ehrwald (3260'; Sonnenspitze; Post; Griiner Baum;
Zum Seebensee; Schivarzer Adler ; Stern, all good), a summer-resort

(furnished rooms in the ViUas Guem, Leitner, Salzer, Erika, etc.).

ExcuKsiONS (guides, ifich. Sonnweber, Reinh. Spielmann, and Jos. .S'iemer

at. Ehrwald, Jos. Posch at Lermoos). — To the Cobdkger Hutte, 3V2 hr.-.,

a very interesting excursion (guide 5^., not indispensable). The path
ascends the Gaisbach-Tal to the E., past the picturesque Seebenbach Fall,

to (lV2hr.) the Ehncalde?' Alp (4900'; rfmts.); here it turns to the right,

and leads through wood to the (1 hr.) Seeben Alp (5195') and (V4 hr.) the
Seeben-See (5415'), which lies in a depression between the Sonnspitze and
the Tajakopf (see below). (The direct path from Ehrwald to Ihe Seeben-See
by the Hohe Gang, in 2-2V4 hr'., is advisable for experts only, guide 6 iT.)

About 3/4 hr. higher, above tha rock-girt Drachen-See ((3155'), is the finely

situated Coburger Hiitte (6300'; Inn in summer), the starting-point for the
ascents of the Sonnspitze (7920), Tajakopf (7875'), Griinstein (SloO'). Wampeter
Schrofen (8260'), Marienberg (S335'), and Griesspitzen (9000' and ^050'), all for
experts only. An easy pass leads hence across the Biberwierer Scharte
iSchwarztorl, 6565'), between the Sonnspitze and the Wampeter Schrofen,
to (2V2-3 hrs.) Biberwier (see below); another (trying; guide 12 X) crosses
the Griinstein - Scharte (Tdi'le; 7445'), between the Grtinstein and the
W. Hohe Griesspitze (p. 25), and descends through the Holle to (3^/2 hrs).

Obsteig (p. 25).

The Grubigstein (7275'), ascended from Lermoos or Bieberwier via
the Galt-Hiltte in 4 hrs. (guide 10 5".), ia attractive and not difficult. The
route leads largely through woods. — 'The TJpsspitze(Z)fm/e2,- 7655'), ascended
from Lermoos via the Duftel Alp (4850') in 3V2-i hrs., is interesting and
not difficult; guide 10 E. — The Zugspitze (9720'), ascended from Ehrwald
via the Wiener-Neustadter Hut in 6 hrs., is difficult and should be attempted
only by adepts (guide 12 A'. ; comp. p. 40). An easier ascent leads via the
Ehrwalder Alp, the Gatterl and the Enorr-HV.tte to the (8 hrs.) top (guide
15 K., with descent to Garmiich via the EeintaI-23, via the Bollental 25 A'.)

;

see p. 40.

From Ehrwald by the Ehrwalder Alp (p. 40) and the Pest-Kapelle to

the (4 hrs.) Tillfuss Alp in the Gaistal and to (2'/4hrs.) Ober-Leutasch, see

p. 46. From Tillfuss across the Niedermiinde (6775') to Gber-Mieniing
(p. 26) or Telfs (p. 276) 41/2 hrs. (red marks) ; from Ober-Leutasch to Telfs
3 hrs., to Seefeld (p. 48) 2 hrs.

Omnibus from Lermoos to Parteniirchen via Gviesen daily in summer
in 31/2 hre., see p. 41; one-horse carriage VI Jl. — From Ehrwald via the
Torlen to the Eibsee, 3V2 hrs., see p. 41. — From Bieberwier a marked
path leads over the Marienherg-Joch (5895') to (3^/2 hrs.) Obsteig (p. 25).

The Griinstein (8750'), ascended in 3 hrs. from the Joch (with guide), is

attractive for experts; see above and p. 25.

The road to Nassereit, the finest mountain-pass between Bavaria

and Tyrol, should be traversed on foot (41/4 hrs.) or in an open
carriage (from Lermoos to Nassereit 11 Ki).

About IV4 M. to the S. of Lermoos lies Biberwier (Lowe ; Griin-

stein; Neuwirt), whence the road ascends, with a fine retrospect

of the Wetterstein Mts., past the Weissensee (3560''; left) and the

beautiful dark-blue Blindsee (3625'; right, below the road), to the

(28 M.) Fern Pass (3970'; Fernpass Inn, pens. 5 K.'). The old road
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past the castle of Fernstein to Nassereit is prohibited and is blocked
halfway by a wall. The new road winds round to the E. side of the

valley (a path descending to the right, by telegraph-post 162,
20 min. from the inn, is a short-cut), and then turns back and
descends the W. side of the valley, below the old road. The
picturesque castle of Fernstein., adjoined by a modern chateau of

Baron Ziegler, rises above the road to the right; at its base, 3 M.
from the pass, is the Fernstein Inn (3305'; bed l-li/o^O To the

left, in the deep pine-clad valley, on a rock rising from the dark-

green Fernstein Lake, are the ruins of the Sigmundsburg, once a

hunting-seat of Duke Sigmund of Tyrol (adm. procured through
the landlord of the Fernstein Inn). The road crosses the outlet of

the lake by a stone bridge and leads past the moutli of the Tegestal

(p. 246), on the right, to (2 M.) —
34 M. Nassereit (2740'; '-^Post, with garden, R. from 1 K. 60 h.,

pens. 4-5 K.; Zum GriXnen Baum, Lamm^ both unpretending).

Behind the church is a small lake with a swimming-bath and boats

for hire. The road forks here, the right branch leading to Imst, the

left to Telfs.

Excursions. The ".ffilpleskopf (7410'; 4 hrs.) is reached by a marked
path through the Gaflein-Tal to (IV2 hr.) the lead and zinc mine oi Dirsten-
tritt (4650'), thence to the left across the ridge to the (2V2 hrs.) top (fine

view; comp. p. 278). — The Wanneck (TFanmcr, 8185'; 5 hrs., with guide),
ascended via the Mittenau Alp and the Eohe Warte, presents no difficulty
to experts and commands an imposing view.

The Road fkom Nassereit to Imst (9Y2M. ; driving preferable;

diligence four times dally in 2'/2-3 hrs., 3 K.; one-horse carr. 6 K.)

passes a spinning-factory and traverses the broad, shadeless Gurgler:

Tal] on the left rises the wooded TscUrgant (p. 278). 32/4 M. Bol-
linger Inn. At Tarrenz (2750'; Post ; Sonne), 21/4 M. farther on,

the chateau of Starkenherg (p. 278) stands on a hill to the right.

A fine view of the Pitztal and Oetztal mountains now opens to

the S. — 2 M. —
437.2 M. Imst (p. 277). Then past Brennbichl and across the Inn

to (451/2 M.) the railway- station of Imst (p. 277).

From Nassereit to Telfs, I41/4 M., diligence thrice daily in

summer in 31/2 hrs. (3 K. 60 h.). The road, much preferable to the
slightly shorter one to Imst, ascends to the E. (to the right, beyond
Rossbach, a shorter but steeper route), via H^oizZe/ien (3560'; Traube),
on the saddle between the Wanneck and the Simmering, to (51/2 M.)
Obsteig (2965'; Lowe, E. IV2 K. ; Stern, weU spoken of).

ExcDRsiONs. The *Simmering (6880'; 3 hrs., with guide), an easy and
attractive ascent, commands a fine view of the Oetztal and its glaciers.

—

The Griinstein (8750'; 5 hrs., guide 15 isT.), ascended through the HoUe
(p. 24) or via the^Marienierg Alp, is verv interesting for practised moun-
taineers. — The dstliche and Westliche Hohe Griesspitze (9050* and 9000';

each 6V2hrs., guide iQ K.), though both difficult, are points of view of the
first rank. — Over the Marienherg-Joch to (3'/2 hrs.) Bibencier and over the
Oriinstein-Scharte to the (31/2 hrs.) Cohurger HilUe. see p. 24. — Pedestrians
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bound for the Arll>erg Eailway are recommended to fake the footpath
diverging to the right near the church of Obsteig and leading to (IV4 hr.)

Motz (p. 277).

We proceed over the undulating plateau (Mieminger-Terrasse),

enjoying a series of fine views of the Inntal and its mountains, with

the picturesque ruin of Klimm in a gorge to the right, and the huge
Mieminger chain to the N., via Fronhausen and Barivies (Lowe) to

(91/4 M.) Ober-Mieming (2840'; *Post or Speckbacher)^ a prettily

situated village, frequented as a summer-resort.
Excursions (guide, Joh. Schaber). To the ruin of Klamm (2895'), via

Fronhausen, in 3/4 hi- . (pretty gorge with waterfall at the foot of the hill);

to the Judeyibach- Schlucht (IV2 hr.); via (1 hr ) Wilder - Mieming (Hafele

;

Wackerle) to the (2 hrs.) Alplhaus (4920'; cluh-hut, provision depot), finely

situated, the startinir-point for the ascents of the Eochwand (8935' I and
Hochplattig { Ohcre Platte, 9000'), both difffcnlt, for experts only (each 4-4V2hrs. •,

guide 18 A'.). Over the Medermunde (6775') to the (4 hrs.) Tillfuss Alp,
see pp. 24. 46; adepts mav ascend from the saddle to the top of the Hoch-
mMTJcZe (8730') by the W. arete (3 hrs. -, last part difficult; guide 12, to Leuta5ch
17 K.). Over the Alpl-Scharte (7570'), between the Hochwand and the Hoch-
plattig, to (4-5 hrs.) the Tillfuss Alp, rather difficult.

The road to (3 M.) Motz (p. 277) diverges to the right at Ober-Mieming,
and passes (1 M.) Unter-Miemmg (Neuwirt, with b:\ths) and See. A marked
path leads from See via, Tobland and Zein to (3 M. from Ober-Mieming)
Locherboden (2630'), a pilgrim-resort, commanding a fine view of the valley
of the Inn. From TJnter-Mieming a good footpath (marked) leads via J/m7iZ-

ried and the Oelberg-Kapelle (2520'; charming view) to the ferry over the
Inn at (IV2 M.) Slams (p. 277 ; shortest route from the Mieminger Terrasse
to the Arlberg railway). When the flag is hoisted the ferry-boat does not
ply. — A pleasant path (marked) through wood leads from Unter-Mieming
to (41/2 M.) Telfs, via Ficht (2830'), on the X. slope of the Achberg (3375';

easily ascended from Ficht in '/2 hr. ; fine view).

The road to Telfs finally leads through a cutting in the rock,

and passes a mill. 16 M. Village of Telfs. Then across the Inn to

(171/2 M.) the station of Telfs (p. 276).

6. From Immenstadt to Reutte via Tannheim.
35 M. Railway to (5 M.) Sonthofen in 21 min. (fares 75, 50, 35 pf.).

Motoe-Car from Sonthofen to (5 M.) Hindelang 6-8 times daily in 1/2 hr.

(fare 40 pf.). Diligence dailv in summer from Hindelansr to (5M.) Schattwald
in 11/4 hr. (fare 2 M), and 'from Schattwald to (I81/2 M.) Reiiite daily in

472 hrs. (fare 3 A. 60 h.). One-horse Carriage from Sonthofen to Hindelang
in 3/4 hr.. 5 Jl^ two-horse 1 JH ; to Schattwald 12 and 18, to Reutte 24
and 40 Jl.

To (5 M.) Sonthofen (2435'), see p. 8. The road to Hindelang
leads to the E. hy Binswang through the broad Ostrach-Tal. On
the left, the Griinten (p. 8); at its base, the ruin of Fluhenstein.

To the right, the Tmberger Horn (5430'). The road crosses (21/4 M.)
the Ostrach, and follows the right bank by Vorder-Hindelang to

(21/4 M.l -
10 M. Hindelang (2790'; Sonne, R. 1-2, pens, ^-bjl; Adler

or Post, R. from 1 J^, both very fair; Zum Nordpol, well spoken of;

Cafe-Restaurant Kaufmann, also pension"), a summer-resort, pictur-

esquely situated at the foot of the Hirschberg (4775'). Fine view8
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from the Rifie Range, the Kalvarienberg (2850'), and the (20 min.)

Luitpolds-Hohe (3020').

11 M. Bad Oberdorf(2885'; Prinz-Luitpold-Bad, with sulphur-

spring, R. 1-1 V2, pens. 31/2-4 J^; Hirsch; Bar). About 8/4 M. to

the S. is a fall (Schleier-Fall or 'Veil' fall) of the Ellesbach, in a

picturesque ravine.

Excursions. — "Iseler (6170'), by a marked path in 2V2-3 hra., easy
and interesting. Descent via the Gund Alp to (IV4 hr.) Oberjoch (p. 28). —
*Daumen (7480') , 51/2-6 lirs. (guide 6 J^ , including descent to Hinterstein

7 Jl), somewhat laborious but interesting. From Oberdorf we cross the
Ostrach and ascend the pictuTesfine Retterschwang-Tal to (2hrs.) the Mitterhaus

chalet (3550'; milk, hay-beds); thence by a steep path (guide indispensable)
via the Haseneclc Alp and over the Daumen-Scharte to (S^/z hrs.) the summit.
Magnificent view. — The ascent from Hinterstein (see below) may be made in

41/2-5 hrs. (guide 6 Ji), either via the Mosle-Alpe and the Nicken-Alpe to

the (31/2 hrs.) Tiiv (below us, to the left, the Engeratsgund-See)^ and thence
by a marked path to the arete and (1 hr.) the top ; or from the Obevtal

(see below) past the Engeratsgund-See (6165') or the Laufbichel-See (5 hrs.).

From the Daumen via the Koblat to the JVebelhorn-Haus, 3 hrs. (see pp.12, 13).

To the S.E. of Hindelang, between the Iseler and Imbevger Horn^ opens
the Hintersteiner-Tal, 10 M. in length. The road ascends the right bank
of the Ostrach (passing the hamlet of Bruck at the mo ath of the Rettevschwang-
Tal on the right) to (8 M.) Hinterstein (2840'; Steinadler, Griiner Hut, both
good), a village IV2 M. in length, picturesquely situated among lofty moun-
tains (E. the Geishorn, Rauhhorn. Kugelhorn, Falken ; W. the Breitenberg
and the Daumen). (Guides at Hinterstein : Johann Haberstock, Alois Blenk,
Bened. Biberacher.) The path next passes the Aueleswdnde and ascends
through forest to the (IV2 hr.) Eisenbreche (3035'), a gorge of the Ostrach
380' in depth. (A finger-post points to the right to a platform overhanging
the abyss.) At the foot of the Giebel, V2 hr. farther on, the valley divides
into the Obevtal on the right and the Bdrgiindele on the left. The former
is traversed by an attractive route via the WengeJi Alp and the Zeiger (6385')

to the (4 hrs.) Nehelhorn-Haus (guide to Oberstdorf 10 Ji., not indispensable;
ascent of the Nebelhorn, see p. 12). — The pass from the Bdrgiindele across;

the Himmeleck to Oberstdorf is more fatiguing, but also interesting (9 hrs.

;

guide 10 Jl). From the bifurcation (2V4 hrs. ; see above) we ascend the
valley to the (1 hr.) Pointhiitte (4330'), where we leave the route to the
Hochvogel (see below) to the left, and over steep grass-slopes to the (1 hr.)

ScMnberg-HUtte (5485'), where the path from the Prinz-Luitpold-Haus joins
ours on the left (p. 12), and to the right to fl hr.) the Himmeleck (6575'),

between the Grosse Wilde (7810') and the Schneck (7440'), affording a fine

view of the wild Hofats (p. 13). "We then descend to the Mitteleck (5975')

and thence by a steep club-path to the (1 hr.) Stuiben Fall (p. 12) and
through the Oytal (p. 11) to (2V2 hrs.) Oberstdorf.

From Hinterstein to the Daumen, see above. — The ascent of the
Geishorn (7375'), accomplished in 41/2-5 hrs. via the Willers-Alpe (4725';

beds) and the Vordere Scliafwanne (p. 28) , is laborious but interesting
(guide 6, with descent to Schatlwald 8 Ji). — An interesting High Level
Route CJubilaums-Weg' ; 7-8 hrs., guide 12 M) leads from the Willers Alp
to the Schrecksee (p. 28) and via Schdnzle and Notldnd to the Prinz-Luit-
pold-Haus (see below).

The ascent of the *Hochvogel (8605'; 81/2-9 hrs.) is fatiguing but not
difficult for adepts (guide 10 Ji, with descent to Oberstdorf or to the Horn-
bach-Tal 16 Ji). From the (21/2 hrs.) bifurcation of the valley (see above)
we ascend to the left on the E. side of the Giebel in the Bdrgiindele, near the

(1 hr.) Pointhiitte (see above) cross the brook, to the left, and ascend rapidly,
passing several waterfalls, to the (I1/2 hr.) Bdrgiindele Alp (milk) and the
(I1/2 hr.) Prinz-Luitpold-Haus (6055'; 'Inn ia summer), situated above a little

lake in the Obere Tale at the foot of the Fuchskarspitze (7590'). The path
hence ascends steeply to the E. to the Balken-Scharte (1015'), thence to the
right by the Sdttele. and the snow-field in the M^alie Winkel (sometimes
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melted) to the KaUwinkel-Scharte (7S20') and across rocky ledges (the ^Schnur")
to (2' 2-3 hrs.) the cross on the top. Slagnificent *Vie\v. Steep descent by
the Bdinnenheimer Weg or the Fuchxen-Sattel into the IIovnhach-Tal (p. 14). —
From the Prinz-Luitpold-Hans across the Himmeleck to Oberstdorf, see

pp. 27, 13 ; to the Nehalhorn-Haus, see p. 13.

From Hinterstein to Tannheiji via the Willers-Alpe (see p. 27) and
the Vordere Schafwanne (Geiseck-Joch, 6745'), between the Raiihhorn and
Geiseck, and past the ViUalp-See (see below), 6 hrs. (guide). An easier route
leads past the pretty Zipfelsbach /'(T/^; and crosses the Zip/els Alp (5005'), between
the Iseler and Bschiesser, to (4 hrs.) Schattwald (see below). The ascent of
the Iseler may conveniently be combined with this route; comp. p. 27. —
To THE Leciital a difficult route, suitable for adepts only, with guide,
leads past the picturesque Wildsee or Schrecksee (5915') and across the
Kirchdach-Scharte (6530'), to the S. of the Knappenkopf, and then descends
to the right to the Schtcarzwasser-Tal and (6-7 hrs.) Forchcich (p. 246).

Beyond Hindelang the road ascends the Jocliberg in easy wind-
ings (short-cnt for pedestrians through the romantic gorge of the

Wildhach-ToheV). 3 M. Oberjoch (3725'; inn); 1/4 M. farther on the
road leads to the right [that to the left to JJnterjoch and WertacK)
and, hefore reaching (1/4 M.) the Vorder-Joch. [3770'j, passes the
Bavarian custom-house on the right. We next cross a monotonous
mossy plateau; on the right rises the Iseler (p. 27). Beyond the

(1^2 M.) Hinter-Joch (3810') we descend across the Tyrolese frontier,

pass the Austrian custom-house of Vilsrein, and reach (1 M.) —
16 M. Schattwald (3515'; *Traube, bed 1 ^. 20 ft., pens. 4^.,

good trout; Sonne), with a small sulphur-hath, in the Upper Vilstal

or Tannheimer-Tal. The Vils, the discharge of the Yilsalp-See,
descends hence to the N., and then to the E. hy Pfronten (p. 20),
and falls into the Lech at Vils, above Fiissen (p. 21). — Farther on
the road is good but shadeless, and driving is preferable to walking.

On the left rise the Einstein and Aggenstein, in front, the Gimpcl
and Kelleuspitze.

19 M. Tannheim (3600'; Post or Ochs, very fair; Kreuz)^ the

principal place in the valley.

ExcL-RSioss. To the (1 hr.) Vilsalp-See (3830'; inn) a good path
ascends through the Vilstal, which opens on the S. We then follow
the E. bank to the (V2 hr.) chalet at the head of the valley, which is

bounded by the Geishorn, Rauhhorn . and Kugelhorn. About IV2 hr. to

the S., and higher up. lies the pretty Traualp-See (5350'), at the foot
of the Schochenspitze (^ee below), whence a route leads past the .ffo/ie Traw-
see (58S0'), and across the saddle between the Steinkarspitze and the Lachen-
spitze (6990') to the Schwarzwasser-Tal and to Forchach in the Lechtal (see

p. 246). — To Hinterstein via the Schafwanne (with ascent of the Geishorn),

see above.

To the left lies the village of Gran (3515'; Engel ; ascent of the

Aggenstein, 6520', 3 hrs., with guide, interesting), whence a road

leads to the N. through the Enge to (10 M.) Pfronten (p. 20). At
the village of (2M.) Haldensee we reach the picturesque green lake

of that name (3685'), 1 M. long, overshadowed by the precipitous,

pine-clad Grunspitze (6570').
The *Schochenspitze (6785'), ascended from Haldensee by the 'Saal-

felder Weg' (way-marks) via the Sirindeii Alp and Gappenfeld Alp in 31/2-

4 hrs., is easy and interesting; splendid view. Descent to the Traualp-See
and Vilsalp-See, see above.
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25 M. Nesselwangle (3720' ; Weisses Kreuz, plain), at the tase

of the Kellenspitze. On the left (S.) is the Gachtspitze; opposite us

the Schwarzhanskarkopf.
On the Gimpel-Alpe, I1/2 lir. to the l^.E. of Nesselwangle, is the finely

situated Tannheimer Hut (5900'; provision depot; reached also from the
Otto-Mayr-Hutte in 2V2-3 hrs., via the Nesselwangler-Scharle, see p. 22), the
startinsi'-point for the ascents of the Rote Fltih (6925'; lV2hr.), the Kellen-
spitze (7340' ; 2V2 hrs.), and the Gimpel (7140' ; 2 hrs.)- The first is easy and
interesting; the two last difficult (guides at Flissen, see p. 16; also Franz
Mairhofer at Nesselwangle).

The Tannheimer -Tal terminates here. The road descends,

passes between the hamlets of Eaut and Gacht (with the wooded
Birken-Tal, the Lachenspitze^ and the Leilachspitze on the right),

and enters the Gacht Pass, the profound and beautifully-wooded

ravine of the V/eissenbach. At(29M.) Weissenbach (2QiO'
-^
Lowe;

Lamm), 6 M. from Reutte, we enter the broad and unattractive

Lechtal (one-horse carriage to Reutte 6.^., but not always to be

had"). The picturesque Klauswald-Strasse (p. 24G) is preferable.

35 M. Eeutte, see p. 22.

7. Starnberger See. Hohe Peissenberg. Ammersee.

Railway from Munich to Starnherg (17V2 BI.) in 32-50 min. (2 Jl 30,

1 Jl 50, 1 Ji ; there and back 8 Jl 75, 2 Jl 75, 1 Jl 50 pf.) ; to Weilheim

(33V2 M.) in 13,4-2 hrs. (4 Jl 35, 2 Jl GO, 1 Jl 85); to Peissenberg (38'/2 M.)

in 21/4-21/2 hrs. (5 M 10, 3 Ji 40, 2 Jl 20). — Steamboat (restaurant) from
Starnberg to Seeshcmpt and back (round the whole lake, 2 J'/ 80, 1 Jl 60 pi.),

in connection Avith all trains from Munich , in 3 hrs. Special trips on
Sundays. Steamboat-tickets may be purchased at the Starnberg station in

Munich as v^'ell as on board the steamers. A circular ticket entitles the

holder to break the journey twice.

The train quits the Lindau line (p. 3) at (4'/2 M.) Pasing. 9 M.
Planegg (Schlosswirt, with garden) ; 12 M. Gauting (1970' ; Bahn-

hof-Hotel, with garden; Post, Vs ^^- fro^i the station), with a

sulphur-bath (well equipped Kurhaus, pens, inch baths 4 «//).

141/2 M. Milhltal.

171/2 M. Starnberg. — Hotels. Baxeischee Hof, E. 21/2-31/2, pens.

6-8 J!? .' Bellevue, R. from I'/o, pens, from GJl; Deutscher Kaisek, R. 11/2-3,

pens. 5-7 Jl ; these three on the lake; Zdk Eisenbahn ; *Pellet-Mater,
R. 2-2V'i, pens. 5-7.^; Tutzinger Hok. — Kue-Anstalt Starnberg, on the

Miihlberg, pens. 6-8 Jl. — Restauiants. See-Restaurant, at the Undosa-
Baths; Restaurant Seehof; Riidesheimer WeinHube. — Baths. Seebad Eorner,
with swimming bath ; Undosa- Wellenbad, with artificial waves (300 dressing-

rooms). — Rowing-boat 50 pf.-l Jl per hour.

Starnberg (2025'), a considerable place (3260 inhab.) at the N.

end of the Wiirmsee, commanded by its old castle, is generally

crowded in summer.
Pleasant walks may be taken in the promenades on the lake; to the

Sieben Quellen; to the (iV4 hr.) Max-JosepTis-Eohe (charming view); to the

(1/4 hr.) Grosse Tanne and on to the (1/4 hr.) Pi'inzen-Eiche and by pleasant

woodland - paths to (1 hr.) Pocking (p. 31); to the ScMessstcitte Restaurant,

11/4 M. to the N. on the Miihltal road, etc.
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The *Lake of Starnberg, or Wurmsee (1915'), I21/2 M. long,

11/4-3 M. in width, and 22 sq. M. in area, is enclosed by banks
of moderate height, which are covered with villas and parks, espe-
cially at the N. end. The principal charm of the scenery is the

view of the distant mountains in clear w^eather. The following are

the conspicuous peaks, fromE.toW. : Wendelstein, Brecherspitze,

Kirchstein,Benediktenwand,Karwendel-Gebirge, Jochberg, Herzog-
stand, Helmgarten, Krottenkopf, Wetterstein range with the Zug-
spitze, and Ettaler Mandl.

Steamboat Journey. On the hill to the right, immediately
beyond Starnberg, rises the villa of Count Almeida. On the bank,

farther on, are a number of other villas. Station Niederpocking

.

Possenhofen (^Schauer) lies about V2 M. from the railway-station of

that name (p. 31). Duke Charles Theodore of Bavaria has a chateau

here. The garden, enclosed by a high wall, is not shown ; but the

park, about 2 M. in length, is open to the public. Pleasant walk
through wood, ascending to the right (way -posts), to (1 M.)
Feldapng (p. 81). In the lake below lies the Rosen -Insel, belonging

to the crown (10 min. row ; adm. free).

The first station on the E. bank is ScMoss Berg {*Hotel am See,

with veranda and garden; Hotel ScMoss Berg, 1/4 M. from the lake,

with garden-restaurant and woodland promenades).
About 74 M. from the pier is the royal chateau of Berg (adm. in sum-

mer daily S-11 and 12-7. 5U pf.), with a large park, where King Louis II.

of Bavaria perished in the lake on June loth, 1886. The chateau is plainly
fitted up and contains paintings, etc., representing views of the royal
chateaux and scenes and characters from Wagner s operas. — A road leads
through the park to (1 M.) Leoni (see below), passing a Memorial Chapel
erected by Prince-Regent Luitpold near the spot where the bodies of King
Louis II. and Dr. von Gudden were found.

Farther on, opposite Possenhofen (boat in ^l^\iT., 1 Ji"), lies the

neat little village of Leoni {^Hotel Leoni, 11. 1V2-2, pens. 51/9 «^>"

Hot. Bayerisches Haus, pleasantly situated l^o M. to the S., on the

Ammerland road). On the hill above it rises the church of Aufkirchen.
"Rottmannshbhe (2165': 25 min.). A wire-rope railway ascends in

7-8 min. (fare, up 30, down 10 pf.). At the top is a Hotel-Restaurant, the
veranda of which commands a beautiful survey of the Jake and Alp.«.

On a platform in front stands a simple monument erected by the artists

of Munich to Karl Eottmann (d. 1850), the famous landscape-painter.
About 10 min. to the S. of the hotel is the "Bismarck Monument (2230'j,

erected in 1899, a square tower embellished with sculptures and crowned
by a golden eagle, commanding a splendid view of the lake and Alps.

On the W. bank a number of parks aiid gardens extend from Possen-

hofen to (274M.) Garatshausen (Dusold), with a chateau of the Prince

of Thurn and Taxis. Next stat. Tutzing (*Seehof, on the lake, with

garden, R. from 2, pens. 6-8 J/ ; *Hdt. Simson, at the rail, station,

1/2 M. from the lake, with terrace and garden, R. 1V2-3V2) pens.

51/2-8 .//), with Count Landberg-Hallberger's chateau (no adm.).
Bell w the landing-stage are a bathing-place and swimming-baths. —

The Johanneslnlgel, a grassy hill on the lake, ^ji M. to the S. of the railway-
station, commands a charming view (still finer from the 'Ukahohe, near
Ober-Zeismering , 3/4 hr.).
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Stat. Bernried (Altwirt; Neuwirt), with a chateau of Herr von
Wendland and a fine park, open to the public (beer-garden, prettily

situated, open daily after 2 p.m.). The banks become flatter, and
the mountains more conspicuous. Stat. Seesliaupt (*H6tel Sees-

haupt; *Post, with garden and a monument to King Louis II.} lies

at the S. end of the lake [pleasant walk of 3/4hr. to the Lauterbacher

Muhle, p. 50). The steamer now steers along the E. bank, passing

the pilgrimage-church oiSt. Heinnc/i (Fischerrosl), on the right, to

Ambach (Fischmeister) and Ammerland (Altwirt), with a chateau

of Count Pocci, and thence past the chateaux of Seeburg and AU-
mannshausen, to Leoni and Starnberg.

From Seeshaupt a pretty and well-shaded path leads to (3/4 hr.) Hohen-
herg (inn), at the foot of the chateau of that name (beautiful view from
the tower; key at the inn). We may return past the Frechen Lakes (1 hr.).

— Diligence from Seeshaupt daily to (IV2 M.) St. Heinrich and (4'/2 M.)
Beuerherg (p. 50). To the right of the road lies the Oedbauer (2290';

rfmts. •, 2V-1 M. there and back), which commands an admirable view. —
On the hill above Ambach lies the (V2 hr.) church of Holzhausen (2160'),

another charming point of view (descent to Ammerland 1 hr.). Road
thence to (41/2 M.) Euraslurg (p. 50), via Eapperg. — From Ammerland to

(2 hrs.) Wol/ratshatisen, via Miinsinff, see p. 50.

Railway Journey (views to the left). — l^'/'i M. Starnberg,

see p. 29. 20^2 M. Possenhofen (p. 29; Hot.-Rest. Pocking, 1/4 M,
to the right of the station; Bellevue, in the village of Pocking,

1/4 M. farther on, both with fine views). — 22 M. reldafing(2160';
^Hotel Kaiserin Elisabeth, 1/4 M. from the station, with terrace, R.

372-5, board 4-5 J^ ; *H6t.-Pens. Neuschwanstein ; fine view from
both), 1 M. from the lake (p. 30). Farther on several pleasing

glimpses are obtained. At (25 M.) Tutzing (Rail. Restaurant) pass-

engers for Kochel (p. 51) change carriages. The line turns towards

the S.W. 271/2 M. Diemendorf; 3O1/2 M. Wilzhofen. At (331/2 M.)
Weilheim (1845'; *Brduwastl, with garden, R. IV4-272 «^» Post,

well spoken of; PauWs Rail. Restaurant ^ Inri), a small town
(4900 inhab.) on the Ammer, we change carriages for Peissenberg.

(Route to Murnau and Partenkirchen, see pp. 33-35 ; to the Ammer-
see, p. 33.) Passing Vnter-Peissenberg, the train stops at(39M.)
Peissenberg (1930'), where the railway ends. In the vicinity are

extensive coal-mines. About 1/4 M. from the station is *Bad Sulz

(2020' ; R. 1-3, B. 3/^^ pens. 4-7 ./#), with mineral springs, hydro-

pathic, restaurant, and shady walks.
Routes to the Hoiie Peissenberg. Crossing the railway-line close

to the station, we follow the tree-shaded footpatli skirting the road to

Bad Sulz. Thence we may take the easy footpath (blue and Avhite
marks) diverging to the left from the road behind the restaurant and
leading via the Sulzbach Waterfall, the Quellenhaus, and the Schcne Aussicht
to the top in l'/4 hr. Or we may take the path (red and white marks)
which diverges to the right behind the restaurant and leads via the
Eberlbauer and the Schwabheiss to the top in 1 hr. The latter path is the
steeper. The descent may be made to the S.E., across the ridge (fine views)
past the (20 min.) "Schachen Inn to the Weinbauer (2385' ; Inn, good wine),
and thence either direct by the steep and winding Stangenweg to i^|^ hr.)

the railway-station of Peissenberg ; or (preferable) by the easy path which
skirts the wood to the left below the inn and joins the first-mentioned
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ascent at the Quellenhaus, whence we proceed via Bad Sulz to the (1 hr.)

station. — An omnibus plies twice daily from the station of Peissenberg to

(i^/2hT.)HeUen, at theW. base of the mountain, only 40min. from the summit.

The *Holie Peissenberg (3240'} affords a remarkably extensive

panorama owing to its isolated position opposite the centre of the

Bavarian Alps. On the summit are a pilgrimage-church, a school

(with an observatory on the roof; adm. 20 pf.J, and a plain Inn.
''View. The principal mountains visible are, from E. to W., the Wen-

delstein, Benediktenwand, Jochberg (beyond which in the extreme distance
peeps the snowy Veuediger), Herzogstand, Heimgarten (in front of which
lies the Staffelsee) , Karwendelgebirge , Kistenkopf, Krottenkopf, Dreitor-
spitze, Wetterstein range (with the Zugspitze), Daniel, Hochplatte, Hohe
Bleiche, Gabelschroffen, Sauling, Griinten, and Stuiben. To the N. an ex-
tensive survey of the plain, embracing the Ammersee, Starnberger See,
and innumerable towns and villages as far as Munich and Augsburg.

Fkom Peissenberg to Saulgrub. The road (diligence daily at noon
from the rail, station to Bayersc ien) leads round the E. flank of the Hohe
Peissenberg to Bohing (hydropathic) and (9 M.) liottenbuch (2500'^ *Post),
with its ancient convent- church (14th cent.), picturesquely situated, on
the left bank of the deep Ammer-Tal. Thence past (4^/2 M.) Bayersoien
(inn), near the little Soien Lake (2590'), to (3 M.) Saulgrub (p. 42), on the
railway from Murnau to Ober-Ammergau (p. 42).

Ammersee. — Eailwax from Munich to HerrscUng, 23V2 M., in IV4 hr.

(fares 2^/, lUSf 30pf. ; no 1st cl ). — Yia Weilheim or Gelte?idorf, see p. 33:
via Grafrath^ p. 33. — Steamboat from Herrsching to (V2 hr.) Diessen, and
from Herriching to (IV2 hr.) Utegen, several times daily.

From Munich to (4i/oM.) Fusing^ see p. 3. The railway traverses

a flat region, with the Alps in the distance to the left, l^/o M. Frei-

ham; 91/2 M. Unterpfaffenhofen-Germering (rail, restaurant}; 12 M.
Geisenbrunn, with brick-works; i3M. Gilching-Argelsrkd. Farther

on the country is wooded.— IGi/oM. Wessling (1930'; Post, Seehof,

with gardens; Rail. Restaurant), an attractive village on a little

lake (view from the Dellinger Hohe, 25 min.}. Beyond a deep cut-

ting we reach (I8V2 -^1-} Stelnhach (Plonner} ;
the village lies V2M.

to the W., on the Worth-See (1835'}. On the N. bank, IV2 M. from

the station, is the prettily situated village of Walchstatt (Post, with

garden and view'}. In front of us we obtain a line view of the Alps,

with the Zugspitze, and to the left appears the church of Andechs.
— 201/2 M. Seefeld-Hechendorf. At the well-situated village of

See/eW (*Post}, near the Filsen-See (1745'}, is a castle of Count

Torring, with an interesting armoury and chapel (view from the

terrace). — The railway now skirts the Pilsen-See, traverses the

Herrschinger Moos, and crosses the Fischhach to the terminus at

(23'/2 M.) Herrsching (*Post, at the station; Reiner), 3 min. from

the steamboat-quay (Seehof, with garden}.
A road leads through the romantic ravine of the Kienbach to (3 M.)

Andechs (2335'), once the seat of the powerful counts of that name, and
now a Benedictine monastery, with a favourite pilgrimage-church. The
space in front of the church commands a survey of the mountains (more
extensive from the tov/er, but the ascent is unpleasant). Good beer at

the Brdustilbl y adjoining the church. A little lower down are the An-
dechser Eof, an inn with a shady garden, and the village of ZrZiKS' (Glocke)

;

motiT-car to Feldafing (p. 31).
"
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Tlie Ammersee (1745'), 10 M. long, 88/4 M. wide, and 260' deep,

lias ilat and wooded hanks. Like the Starnberger See it commands
a fine view of tlie Alps from the Watzmann to the Algau group,
with the Zugspitze in the middle.

From Herrsching a steamer plies via Milhlfeld and Wartaweil
(railway from Weilheim, see beloAv) to (^2 ^^-^ Diessen, or Bayer-
diessen (^Gatiinger, M. i-i^j-iJi; Ammersee; Schlosfbrauerei Spann,
with garden; Tutzinger Hof; Pens. Seerichterhaiis , R. 1-2, pens.
4-6 «///; Restaurant Staltacherhof, with garden), a straggling market-
town (1300 inhab.) and summer-resort, at the S.W. end of tlie

lake. A little inland lies the hamlet of St. Georgen, the chapel of

which affords a fine view. Baths in the lake at St. Alban (Speckner),

V2 M. farther to the N.

The steamboat from Herrsching to Stegen (see p. 32) steers

across the lake, leaving the chateau of Rled on the right, to TJtting

{Hot.-Pens. Wittelsbach^ near the quay and the station ; Niedermaier,

in the village), a large village prettily situated on theW. bank. Fine
view from the Restaurant Ludwigshohe (10 min.). The station (see

below; restaurant) is 1/4 M. from the quay. The Jiext station, also

on the W. bank, is -Sc/Kinrfor/" (Rail. Restaurant; Altwirt; Drexlwirt),

for the village of Unter-Schondorf (*Post ; Seehof; Miinchner Kindl;

Pens. Villa Anna), which is charmingly situated among orchards and
is frequented as a summer and bathing resort. The Romanesque
church dates from the 12th century. Schuudorf is the station also

for Greifenherg (see below). We now' recross to the E. bank and
call at Breitbrunn (*Belle) and Buck. The Amper emerges from the

lake near Stegen (*Schreyeggs"s Inn), at the N. end. A small steam-
boat plies on the Amper (I/2 hr. ; fares, 90, CO pf.) to Grafrath

(p. 4 ; omnibus to the railway-station 30 pf.).

Fkoji Weilheim to Mering, 34 M., railway in 21/2 brs. This line diverges
to the left from the Starnherg railway (p. 31) and crosses the Ammer
l)eyond (i^/^ M.) Wielenbach. To the right Jies Fcihl, dominated by a lofty
chatcan. — "We next traverse a viaduct over the Ammermoos and pass
(oVv M) Raisting. hi (S M ) Diessen (see above) the railway reaches the Ammer-
see, and thence it skirts the W. bank, via Riedercm and Ilolzhausen (Hot.
Panorama), fo (13 M.) Utting (Rail. Restaurant, see above), where the lake
is (juitted, 18'/2 31. (Sc/^oji'/w/ (1830'; Rail* Restaurant) lies between Unter-
and Ober-Schondorf. A wide curve now carries us through the Windach-
Tal, pa^t the agreeably situated (I672 M) Theresienbad, with chalybeate
and peat baths, to (17 M.) Greifenherg., 1 M. to the W. of the village of
that name, with a chateau. At (2OV2 M.) Geltendorf our line crosses the
Munich and Lindau railway (p. 4) and at (34 M ) Mering it joins the railway
from Munich to Augsburg.

8. From Munich to Partenkirchen.
62 M. Railway in 274-4 hrs. : fares 2nd class 6 Jl 10, 3rd cl. 3 U'/ 90 pf.,

express 7 Jl 30, 5 Jl 10 pf.

Beyond (3oi/o M.) Weilheim (1845'; p. 31) the train diverges to

the left from the Peissenberg line, and traverses the wide valley of

the Ammer. 357-2 M. Polling ; SS'^ M. Huglfing. Beyond (43 M.)
Baedekee's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 3
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JJffing the line skirts the K. bank of the Staffelsee (^2125'), with its

islands, passing the villages of Rieden and Seehau»en, to —
46 M. Murnau (2265'; Railway Hotel ^^ Restaurant'), at the S.E.

end of the Staffelsee, and 140' above it. (*Kur-H6tel Sta/felsee, with

chalybeate springs, on the lake, V2 ^I* from the station. R. 1V2"3,
pens. 5-7 «//; *8e€rose, pens. 5-6 J/; good baths in the lake.) About

•Y4 M. from the station (omn. 25 pf.) and the lake is the prettily

situated village of Murnau ('Post; Pantlbrdu; Griesbrau; Zacherl-

brdu^ R. 1-1
'/2, pens. 4-5 J/; Angerbrdu), a summer-resort. The

Vier Linden (lime-trees), to the W., and the Asamshohe (with tower
65' high) command a *View of the mountains (E. the Ileimgarten,

Kistenkopf, and Krottenkopf ; W. the Ammergau Mts. ; S., in the

background of the Loisach-Tal, the Wetterstein range).— Electric

railway to Ober-Ammergau, see p. 42.
From Jfurnau to Schlehdorf on the Kochelsee (p. 51) 9 M., carriage-

mad via Sehiceiganger and Grosstceil (one-horse carr. in I1/2 hr., 1 Jf). —
From Murnan to Sialtach (or Bichl) via the Aidlinger Hohe^ see p. 50.

The railway skirts the W. side of Murnau and descends in a

wide curve, affording a fine view of the spacious Loisach valley,

to (48V2 M.) Hechendorf (2040*). It then crosses the Loisach and
reaches (501/2 M.) Ohlstatt (2085'; restaurant).

From the village of Ohlstatt (2180'; Post, plain; guide, Jos. Kolbl),
3/4 M. to the E., the Heimgarten (5870') may be ascended in 3-3V'^ hrs.
by a steep and stony path indicated by marks via the Kdlher-Hutte (guide
thence to the summit advisable; comp. p. 52). — To the 'Herzogstand
(5680') a marked path from Ohlstatt leads in 4 hrs. (guide 5 Jl^ not in-

dispensable for adepts), past the picturesque ruin of Ohlstatt. About
halfway there is a good spring. Striking view of the Karwendel, Walchen-
see, etc., from the arete of the Heimgarten, Vshr. below the top (comp. p. 52).

The train now follows the right bank of the Loisach, with ex-

tensive marshes on the right; it then crosses the river and passes

the Hangende Stein. — At (52 M.) Eschenlohe (2095'; Altwirt;

Brilckenivirt ; Pens. Waldheim) the valley contracts; to the left rise

the roof-shaped Kistenkopf and the Risskopf ; in the background the

imposing Wetterstein ; on the right the Ettaler Mandl.
To THE Walchexsee (p. 51) through the Eschen-Tal (3V2-4 hrs.; marked

route, not advisable in wet weather; guide, not necessary, 4 JiJ). We cross
the Loisach, and then the Eschenlahne, the right bank of which we ascend;
to the right lies a large gully of the Kistenkopf. A bridge (1 hr.) is crossed
and the left bank followed: 20min., the profound gorge called the Gache
Tod opens on the left. The brook is again twice crossed. Descent from
the summit of the pass 'Beim TaferV (2965') to (1 hr.) the village of Walchen-
see by a footpath to the left (the stony track to the right leads to Obeniach,
near the S. end of the lake).

The *Krottenkopf (6840') is ascended from Eschenlohe in 5 hrs. by a
marked path, steep at places (guide desirable; Al. Hornsteiner of Eschen-
lohe). The route leads via the (2V2 hrs.) Pustevtal Alp (4330') and «ho
saddle to the E. of the Kistenkopf {Q^b') to the (2'^ hrs.) Krottenkopf-Hiitte
(6450*) and the (20 min.) summit (see also p. 39).

57 M. Oberau (2165'; Po>it, R. 11/2-2 .//, very fair).

To Oher-Ammergau .y\?k. Ettal on foot", 2 hrs.; to Lindcrhof 4 hrs.

;

omnibus via Linderhof to Fiissen daily. Carriages may be hired at the
Post Inn at Oberau; comp. p. 43.
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Beyond (SOl/g M.) Farchant (2200'; Rail. Restaurant, witli

veranda) the broad basin of Partenkirchen opens to the S. On tl»c

left is the Kuhflucht (p. 36). Fine view of the Wetterstein moun-
tains from the Dreitorspitze to the Zugspitze. The train again

crosses the Loisach. — 62 M. Garmisch-Partenkirchen (2295'), the

terminus, between the villages of those names {^Bayerischer Hof,
R. 2-3, D. IV2-2V2 '^^^ Sotel Stadt Wien, pens, from 6 ^/,- Zum
Werdenfelser Michl, R. 1V2-5, pens. b^/oJ^, all at the station).

Post and telegraph offices at the rail, station, at Garmisch, and at

Partenkirchen.
Caeeiages at the station. One-horse carr. to the Badersee 6, two-horse

10 Ji, Eibsee 10 and 15 (whole day 12 and 18), Mittenwald 18 (returning
via Barmsee 22), Lermoos 20, Walchensee (SVi hrs.) 24, Ober-Ammergau 24,
Reutte via Plansee 35, Hohenschwangau via Linderhof 80, Imst via Ler-
moos 55 JSf. The driver expects a fee of 10 pf. for each mark of the fare.
— Omnibuses to the Badersee and Eibsee (p. 37), to the Partnachklamm
(p. 36), to Linderhof (p. 43), Plansee (p. 44), Mittenwald (p. 45), and Ehrwald-
Nassereit-Telfs (p. 22). — Motok Cabs to the Badersee (p. 37) and to Mitten-
wald-Kochel (pp. 45, 49).

Partenkirchen. — Hotels. *Kainzen-Bad, see below; *Bellevue, in

an open situation above the village, R. 2-5, B. iJl 20 pf., pens. 6-10 J5?; Post,
R. 2ijf, B. 1, pens. 6-9 Ji; Steen, R. 2-5, pens. 6-10 J'/; Baumgartneb,
very fair; Zum Rassen; Melbeb, well spoken of; Webdenfelseb Hof,
R. IV2-2 J(. — Pensions. 'Gibson (English), in an open situation, 572-
10 J(; Villa Panorama, above St. Anton, with cafe and attractive A'iew,
6-7 Jl; Kohle7% Wetterstein-Str. 130, 5-7 Jf; Fens. W&inhold; Villa Germania.
Dr. Wiggers Sanatorium., pens. 6 Jl. — Private Apartments numerous; apply
at the oflicial bureau in the town-hall. — Theatre of the Society for Local
Costumes in the Hotel zum Rassen. — Books and Artists' Materials at
L. WemeVs (also circulating library). — Money changer: Emit Steub.

Guides. Jos. Bergkofer, Franz Dengg, Johann., Quirin.^ and Josef Erhardt.,
Franz Erhardt I and //, Bruno Glatz, Jos. Mayer, Anton Reindl, Joh. Grobl,
Peter Lipf.

Partenkirchen (2350'; 2400 inhab.), a favourite summer and
winter resort, 1/2 ^^- *o the E. of the station, is beautifully situated

at the base of the Eckenberg, a spur of the Krottenkopf. It possesses

a new Protestant church and a small English church (service in

summer). The district school of carving and design is open to

visitors on week-days, 8-11 and 2-6. — About 1 M. to the E., in

the Ranker valley, is the *Kainzenbad (2415'), with alkaline and
iodine springs. It consists of two portions : the old baths (three

houses), in a sequestered situation near the wood, and the new
Kurhotel, a well fitted up establishment in an elevated position

near the Mittenwald road, open the whole year (R. 1^2 -^Vi?
pens, from 6 .//; baths of various kinds).

Garmisch. — Hotels. *Pakk-H6tel Alpenhof, with garden, K. 2V'^-6,

B. ii/4, D. 3, pens. 1-10 Jl; *H6t.-Pens. NEl;-^YEEDENFELs, R. 2-4, pens. 5-8 .^,-

WE.STERMEIEE ZUM HusAEEN, R. 2-i Jf ; PosT, R. 2-4, pens. Q-S Jl ; Deei
MoHEEN, R. IV2-3, pens. 5-6 Jl ; Lamm, pens. 41/2 Jl ; Zue Zugspitze, R. IV2-2,
pens. 5-7 Jl ; Colosseum, with theatre and concert room, R. 1-2V2 Jl;
Kainzenfeanz. — *H6t.-Pens. Sonnenbicul, finely situated on the road to

Murnau. 1 M. to the N. of the station, R. 2-3, D. 272, pens. 6-8 Jl (close by is

a swimming-bath). Wood walks. — *Hot. Risseesee, pens. Q-8JI (see p. 36).

— Pensions. -Villa Bethell (English, 6-8 Jl) ; Villa Saxonia (6-8 J^); Austria
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(from n M) Srfnnid ( Villa Sophia ; 5-7 ^4() ; Villa Tlehelia ; Bdlcme ; Utzfchncider

;

Alpspit-. — Visitors' Tax, for stay of 3 days, 1 J( ; month, 2 J( ; season, 3Jf.
Guides. Ant. Backer, Ant. Grasegger, Jos. Lechner, Jgnaz and Joh. Maurer,

Joh. ami Jos. Ostler, Georg Kleisl, Anton Hofherr. Georg Bacler, Joh. Paul
Buchtcieser, Josef Conner, Joh. Ultl.

Garmisch [2295'); 'i thriving village (2700 inhab.) ^\ith pictur-

esque old houses, lying to the W. of the station, on the left bank of

the Partnach in the wide valley of the Loisach, is anotlier favourite

resort in summer and winter. The sharply -defined Alpspitze is

conspicuous, but of the Zugspit/.e a small part only is seen to the

left of the Waxenstein. On the E. side of the village, in an angle

between the Loisach and Partnach, is the Wittelsbach Park.
Excursions. Finest -View from the pily:rimage-church of St. Anton

(2500'; Caf4), to which a shady path ascends in 10 min. from Partenkirchen.

The peaks, from left to right, are tlie Wettersteinwand, Dreitorspitze,

Alpspitzc, Waxenstein (behind it the Zugspitze), the pointed Upsberg (in

Ihc distance, beyond the Eibsee-Torlen); to the right the Kramer, in the

foreground Garmisch. In the grounds below the chapel is a monument
to King Loiiia II. — A similar view is obtained from the Schutzenhaus

(restaurant), 1 M. to the N. (finger-post; return by the Farchant nad).

Fauken-Schlucht. Beyond Partenkirchen a path ascends to the E. up
the valley to the (20 min!) waterfall of the Faukenhach. The^'Scheiben-
platz-Weg' leads from St. Anton (see above) along the slope via the Fara-
pluie to the (25 min.) beginning of the ravine. Through the Fauken-Sehlucht
to the (3/4 hr.) Lukas Terrasse with the open GamshutU (29rO' ; fine view),

and thence back in 1/2 hr. via the picturesf4ue Schalmei-Schlucht. — From
the Lukas Terrasse we may ascend to the (yshr.) Erevt-Hiitte (3^60'; splendid

view); thence to the top of the Wank, see p. 38.

The Risser-See (2565'), V2 hr. from Garmisch. From the Post Hotel

we cross the meadows towards the vS., in the direction of tlie Risserkopf

(3690'), a wooded height immediately below the Alpspitze. The charming
little Risser-See (boating; baths) lies in a hollow behind the 'Hotel-Pensivn

Rissersee (pens. 6-8 Ji?). Fine view from the (20 min.) Katzenstein (2875').

Maximilianshohe, 20 minutes. Leaving Garmisch, we cross the upper
Loisach bridge and ascend to the left past the rifle-range and through
wood to the Cafe-Restaurant Ahnhiitte. on the S. slope of the Kramer (p. 38).

Beautiful view from the Paraphiie, 10 min. to the E. We may return by
the Kramer Plateau Weg. a pleasant promenade skirting the wooded slope

of the Kramer and afibrding charming views (^/i hr. to the Hot. Sonnen-
bichl, p. 35).

The ruin of Werdenfels (2590') is reached by a path (guide-post) diverging

to the left from the Murnau road, 1 M. from Garmisch, near the Schwaige

Wang (2245'); thence to the top in 20 minutes. View obstructed by trees.

The Pflegersee (2770'), 1 hr. from Garmisch. We ascend the road to

the N. via the Oertel-Promenade (linger-post), with an attractive view of the

valley, and past the Hotel Sonnenbichl (p. 35), to the little Pfiegersee at the

foot of the Sele^wande (to the E., the precipices of the Kramer). We^may
return via the Kellerleiien to the (1 hr.) Bierkeller at Garmisch or via the

Schloss-Wald and (V4 hr.) Werdenfels (see above).

The Kuhflucht (I1/2 hr.), entered from (3 M. ; rail, in 10 min.) Farchant

(p. 35; we turn to the right by the inn, cross the Loisach to the Miihldorfl,

and ascend to the left through pine-wood), is a ravine descending from
the Ilohe Fricken, with pretty waterfalls. A well-shaded path (red marks)
leads from the Miihldorfl to "the (2 hrs.) Esterberg Alp (Krottenkopf. p. 39).

*Partnachklamm and Vorder-Graseck (ii/2 hr. ;
guide quite unneces-

sary : omn. twice daily from the railway station in 1/2 hr. to the Restaurant
Partnachklamm, 1 Jl). After following the new Mittenwald road to the

S. of Partenkirchen for a few paces, we turn to the right at a finger-

post, and in 1/2 hr. reach the first bridge, at the mouth of the Partnach
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valley, which may be reached also from Garmisch station in 40 min. by
a shady path along the Partnach (finger-posts). Beyond the bridge a finger-

post indicates the path (to the right) to the Reintaler-Hof (p. 40). Passing
the electricity works, we reach the (12 min.) Restciwant Pai'tnachklainm, or
Wildenuu, near the second bridge, where the road ends. Beyond the bridge
the direct path to Graseck ascends in gentle curves to the left (20 min.),
while the path to the 'Klamm\ or gorge, leads to the right; Cmin., third
bridge. The (10 min.) fourth (iron) bridge (Klamm-Briicke)^ 50' long and
220' above the Partnach, is the finest point. Beyond this bridge the path
ascends in steps to the (10 min.) forester's house of Vorder-Graseck (2920';

Restaurant^ with beds), where a fine view of the Wetter.steiu range is

enjoyed. From this point to the Eckbauer, see below; to Mittenwahl via
Elmau^ see p. 41. — A narrow path (Triftsteig), constructed for the use of
the 'lumberers' and diverging to the left before tlie third bridge, leads in

74 hr, along the bottom of the gorge, close to the water, revealing the
grandeur of the ravine to great advantage. It is provided at places with
wire-ropes and is quite safe for those reasonably free from giddiness,
while it shortens the walk to the Schachen and the Reintal by 20 min. as
compared with the old path via Graseck. From the end of the gorge we
reach in 5 min. a guide-post, where we turn to the left and ascend in

'/i hr. to Vorder-Graseck. The path to the right at the guide-post leads
to the Pi,eintal and the Schachen (p. 39).

The -Eckbauer (4060'). We may either follow a steep marked path
li-om the Kaliuen-Bad in l'/'i-2 hrs., or take another steep path (also marked

;

usually shady in the afternoon) from Graseck (see above), which turns to

the left at a (1/4 hr.) finger-post, ascends the grassy slopes in windings,
passes through wood, and reaches the (3/4 hr.) Eckhauer (now a health
resort in connection with the Kainzenbad). The Pavilion (restaurant) on
the top of the hill (2 min.) commands an admirable panorama of the
mountains: Karwendel-Gebirge, Wettersteinwand, Dreitorspitzc with the
Schachenalp and Frauenalple, Alpspitze, Zugspitze, Kramer, and Krotten-
kopf ; below lies the deep, wooded valley of the Ferchenbach. The descent
may be made to the N.E. via the village of Wamherg to the Mittenwald road,
then to the left at the guide-post via Hojle to (IV2 hr.) Schlattan (see below)
and through the Hasen-Tal and the Bremstall-Wald to (2/4 hr.) Partenkirchen.

Gschwandner Bauer (1^/4-2 hrs.). From Partenkirchen we ascend to

the right through the ^remsifaW-l-roW (finger-post) to (IV4 hr.) iliQ Schlattaii

Restaurant and the (25 min.) Gschwandner Bauer (3345'; 'Restaurant), which
affords a fine view of the Wetterstein and Karwendel ranges; or (a longer
but liner route) we may ascend via the Schalmei-Schlucht and the Lnkas
Terrasse (p. 36; 2'/2 hrs.). From the Gschwandner Bauer a marked path
leads via the Hduslboden (4540') to the (I3/4 hr.) Esterberg Alp (to the Krotien-
kopf^ see p. 39). — From Schlattan we may return by the old Mittenwald
road (gOi)d tobogganing in winter).

"Badersee (2510' ; 5 M. from the railway-station ; omnibus several times
daily in 1 hr., fare 1 ^i ; motor cars in 1/2 hr; one-horse carriage 6, two-
horse 10 ^). The road diverges to the left from that to the Eibsee '/z M.
beyond Unter-Orainau (see below); preferable route for pedestrians via
Ober-Grainau (see below). The small, clear, emerald-green lake (adm.
50 pf., charged in the hotel-bill), 1 M. round and 60' deep, framed with
trees, is overshadowed by the huge precipices of the Zugspitze. The ' lid i el-

Pension Badersee (pens. 6-8 J^), on its bank, is pleasant for a prolonged stay.

A row on the lake should not be omitted (one person 50 pf., two or more
25 pf. each); on a rock 50' below the surface is the copper figure of a
nixie. Wood walks ascend from the lake to the right to the Eibsee road.

The Eibsee (3190'), 71/2 M. from Garmisch, at the base of the Zugspitze,
is reached by the sunny road (omnibus from Partenkirchen four times
daily in 21/2 hrs., returning in 2 hrs.; fare each way i^jiJl; one-horse
carr. there and back 12 Jl) via the Schmolz (Aigner, with garden, very fair)

and Unler-Grainau (2450'; *Zur Schonen Aussicht, pens, from bM; *Pens.
Koppenstiidter, 5-6^); or, for pedestrians, by the path to the left at the

W. end of Garmisch, which leads across meadows to (I74 hr.) Ober-Grainau
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valley, which may be reached also from Garmisch station in 40 min. by
a shady path along the Partnach (linger-posts). Beyond the bridge a finger-
post indicates the path (to the right) to the Reintalev-Hof (p. 40). Passing
the electricity works, we reach the (12 min.) Restaurant Partnachkla7nm, or
Wildenau, near the second bridge, where the road ends. Beyond the bridge
the direct path to Graseck ascends in gentle curves to the left (20 min.),
while the path to the 'Klamm', or gorge, leads to the right; G min., third
bridge. The (10 min.) fourth (iron) bridge (Klamm-Brucke), 50' long and
220' above the Partnach, is the finest point. Beyond this bridge the path
ascends in steps to the (10 min.) forester's house of Vorder-Graseck (2920';
Restaurant^ with beds), where a fine view of the Wettersteiu range is

enjoyed. From this point to the Eckbauer^ see below; to Mittenwald \idi

Elmau, see p. 41. — A narrow path (Triftsteig), constructed for the use of
the 'lumberers' and diverging to the left before the third bridge, leads in

74 hr. along the bottom of the gorge, close to the water, revealing the
grandeur of the ravine to great advantage. It is provided at places with
wire-ropes and is quite safe for those reasonably free from giddiness,
while it shortens the walk to the Schachen and the Ileintal by 20 min. as
compared with the old path via Graseck. From the end of the gorge we
reach in 5 min. a guide-post, where we turn to the left and ascend in

74 hr. to Vorder-Graseck. The path to the right at the guide-post leads
to the Reintal and the Schachen (p. 39).

The -Eckbauer (4060'). We may either follow a steep marked path
from the Kainzen-Bad in iV'i-2 hrs., or take another steep path (also marked

;

usually shady in the afternoon) from Graseck (see above), which turns to
the left at a (1/4 hr.) finger-post, ascends the grassy slopes in windings,
passes through wood, and reaches the (3/4 hr.) Eckhauer (now a health
resort in connection with the Kainzenbad). The Pavilion (restaurant) on
the top of the hill (2 min.) commands an admirable panorama of the
mountains: Karwendel-Gebirge, Wettersteinwand, Dreitorspitzc with the
Schachenalp and Frauenalple, Alpspitze, Zugspitze, Kramer, and Krotten-
kopf ; below lies the deep, wooded valley of the Ferchenbach. The descent
may be made to the N.E. via the village of Wamherg to the Mittenwald road,
then to the left at the guide-post via Hojle to (I72 hr.) Schlattan (see below)
and through the Hasen-Tal and the Bremstall-Wald to (2/4 hr.) Partenkirchen.

Gschwandner Bauer (1^4-2 hrs.). From Partenkirchen we ascend to
the right through the Bremstall-Wald (finger-post) to (IV4 hr.) the iichlattan
Restaurant and the (25 min.) Gschwandner Bauer (3345'; ' liestaurant), which
affords a fine view of the Wetterstein and Karwendel ranges; or (a longer
but finer route) we may ascend via the Schalmei-Schlucht and the Lnkas
Terrasse (p. 36; 272 hrs.). From the Gschwandner Bauer a marked path
leads via the Hduslboden (4540') to the (I3/4 hr.) Esterberg Alp (to the Krotten-
kopf^ see p. 39). — From Schlattan we may return by the old Mittenwald
road (good tobogganing in winter).

-Badersee (2510'; 5 M. from the railway-station; omnibus several times
daily in 1 hr., fare 1 Jl; motor cars in 1/2 hr; one-horse carriage 6, two-
horse 10 M). The road diverges to the left from that to the Eibsee 72 M.
beyond Unter-Qrainau (see below); preferable route for pedestrians via
Ober-Grainau (see below). The small, clear, emerald-green lake (adm.
50 pf., charged in the hotel-bill), 1 M. round and 60' deep, framed with
trees, is overshadowed by the huge precipices of the Zugspitze. The '\H6tel-
Pension Badersee (pens. 6-8 Ji)^ on its bank, is pleasant for a prolonged stay.
A row on the lake should not be omitted (one person 50 pt'., two or more
25 pf. each); on a rock 50' below the surface is the copper figure of a
nixie. Wood walks ascend from the lake to the right to the Eibsee road.

The 'Eibsee (3190'), 772 M. from Garmisch, at the base of the Zugspitze,
is reached by the sunny road (omnibus from Partenkirchen four times
daily in 21/2 hrs., returning in 2 hrs.; fare each way VjijU; one-horse
carr. there and back 12 Jl) via, the Schmolz (Aigner, with garden, very fair)

and Unter-Grainau (2450'; ^'Zur Schcinen Aussicht, pens, from b Ji ; *Pens.
Koppenstiidter, 5-6 Uif) ; or, for pedestrians, by the path to the left at tlie

\V. end of Garmisch, which leads across meadows to (I74 hr.) Ober-Grainau
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(2510'; "Post, R. 1-2, pens. 5-1 Jf). and thence to (11/4 lir.) the lake. The
Eibsee, 3 M. long, 2 M. wide, and 90' deep, has seven small islands and
is enclosed by wooded hills, above which tower the enormous rocky walls
of the Zugspitze {Ternes Inn, with veranda, boats, and baths, E. from 2.

pens. 6-7 ^). Travellers are rowed (60 pf. each) in 20 min. to the Ludwigs-
liisel in the middle of the lake, where the echoes are awakened by a shut
(5u pf.). The huge Zugspitze is seen to great advantage from this lake,
but on summer afternoons it is often shrouded in clouds. The picturesque
little Frillensee, to the S.E. of the Eibsee, may be reached from the inn
in 5 min. by boat, or in 8 min. by a new road along the bank of the Eib-
see. — Fruna the Eibsee over the fSrlen (5230') to Ehrwald (3 hrs.), see p. 41

;

ascent of the Zugspitze (67'.-7 hrs.), by a path leading via the Tori ridge
to the (4-4V2 hrs.) Wiener-Ifeustadter Hiitte, see p. 40 (guides, see p. 85). —
From the Eibsee to Oriese.n (p. 44), 2'/2 hrs. The route (red marks) skirts

the lake to the right, then ascends to the right, partly through swampy
woods, to the ridge of the Miesingherg (3340'), and linally descends steeply
to the Loisach.

•=Hollental-Klamm, 21/2-3 hrs. from Garmisch (there and back 1/2 day),
very interesting. Omnibus six times daily in 3/4 hr. (fare 80 pf.) to Hammers-
hack (2535'; Hollentalinn), at the mouth of the Hollental, which may be
reached by pedestrians also in I1/4 hr. by a pleasant path diverging to

the left at the W. end of Garmisch. From the inn we ascend by a shady
path on the bank of the Hammersbach. finally in zigzags cut out of the
sheer rocky face below the Stangenwand (see below), to the (1 hr.) Hollental-
klamm-Hiitte (3425'; rfmts.) at the entrance to the Klamm, where tickets
of adm. (50 pf.) are sold. The path through the gorge, built in 1902-5 at

great expense, is protected by railings and quite safe: guide useless, water-
proof desirable. It ascends the Klamm (the lower part also known as
Maxklamrn) by means of numerous galleries and tunnels, skirting the
precipitous rocks by iron bridges, and affording picturesque views of the
cascades of the Hammer.'^baeh. The finest point is below the iron Klamm
Bridge (see below); to the left the Hollentorkopf rises perpendicularly to a

height of nearly 330'. From the (1/2 hr.) exit of the Klamm, beyond which
we join the upper path (see below), we may proceed to the HolientalAnger
with the (3/4 hr.) Hollental Club-Hut (/koSa'--^ inn in summer), in grand envinms.

The Upper Klammweg, now seldom used, ascends from (li2hr.) Oier-
Gvalnau (see above), soon becoming steeper, through the Stangenwald \o ihe

(IV4 hr.) perpendicular rocks of the Waxenstein. The 'Stangensteig' (3 ft.

broad; wire railing) then skirts the precipice, commanding a fine view
towards the plain, and leads to (^4 hr-) the iron Klamm Briicke (3615'),

33 yds. in length and 250' above the Hammersbach. A trying path (guide
nec'Ssary) ascends hence to a (2 hrs.) deserted lead-mine (4720'), from
which another path (for adepts only, with guide) leads via the Hammers-
hacher Alp (5010') and the Hupfleiien to the (2V2 hrs.) Hochalpe (p. 39).— From the bridge the path on the right bank proceeds to a (20 min.)
wooden bridae (3915'), bevond which the two paths unite (see above), and
to the (3/4 hr.) H511ental Club-Hut (see above).

Ascent of the Zugspitze from the Hollental (5-6 hrs.. guide 20 Jif), see

p. 40. — From the Hollental Club-Hut over the Riflfel-'Scharte (7090') to

(4 hrs.) the Eibsee (see above), laborious, for experts only, with guide (9 J/) ;

descent over the Riffelriss, steep and trying.

The *"Wank (5675'; 872 hrs. ; marked path, guide unnecessary) com-
mands an admirable view of the Wetterstein and Karwendel Mts., the
valley of Partenkirchen, etc. The route ('Obere Faukenweg') from Parten-
kirchen leads to the left , above the Fauken-Schlucht, to the (IV3 hr.)

Kreul-Hutte (3460'). then steeply through wood, and finally over the ridge
to the top. The descent mav'be made via the Ameisberg' to the Esterhei-g

Alp (p. 39), or S.E. to the (2" hrs.) Gschwandner Bauer (p. 37j.

The Kramer (6500'). on the left bank of the Loisach, above Garmisch,
affords a good survey of the Wetterstein range. A bridle-path leads via
the Maximilianshuhe (p. 36) to the (2V2 hrs.) Konigsstand (4695'). The foot-

path to the summit (5 hrs. from Garmisch; fatiguing, with guide only.
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4V2 •^) diverges to the left Vz ^'^- before the Konigsstand. — The Hirsch-
bichlkopf (6450'), ascended without difficulty from Garmisch via the Step-
berg Alp in 472*5 hrs. (guide), commands a fine view.

The *Krottenkopf (6840'; 5 hrs. ; guide unnecessary, 5, if a night is spent,
7 Ji ; horse to the Krottenkopf Hut 12 Jl). Marked bridle-path via St. Anton
(p. 36) to the (2 hrs.) Esterherg-Bauer (4055'; rfmts.). Thence through wood
and bv a stony path through the valley between the Bischof (6660') and
the Krottenkopf to the (2V2 hrs.) Krottenkopf Club Hut (6450'; *Inn in
summer), on the saddle between the Krottenkopf and the Risskopf, and
to (20 min.) the top (pavilion ; fine view). — Descent on the N. (marked
path, but very steep; guide advisable) over the ridge to the E. of the
Kistenkopf via the Pustertal Alp to (4 hrs.) Eschenlohe (p. 34); on the E.
(marked path, but guide advisable) via the Kith Alp and the Wildsee (4570')

to (51/2 hrs.) Walchemee (p. 52); on the S. from the Esterherg Alp (marked
path) to the (IV4 hr.) Oschwandner Bauer (p. 37).

*Kreuzeck (5420'; 3 hrs.
;
guide, 5 Jt, useless). The route ascends from

the (V2 hr.) Risser-See (p. 36) for the most part through wood, by the Risser
Moos and past the shooter's hut Bei den Trdgeln to the Kreuzjoch Saddle
(5180') and the (3 hrs.) Kreuzeck (5420'), with the Adolf-Zdppritz-Haus (inn
in summer) and a striking view of the Hollental, with the Waxenstein,
Hollentalfenier, and Zugspitze. The path then leads round the hasin of
the Bodenlahn-Tal to the (^/t hr.) Hochalpe (5595'; rfmts.), commanding an
admirable view of the Wetterstein, Dreitorspitze, Alpspitze (see below;
due S.), and other peaks. The Edllentorkopf (6725'), a splendid point of
view, may be ascended hence via the Hollentor (6560') by experts in 2 hrs.,

with guide (6 Jl). The steep descent by the Hollentor into the Hollen-Tal
should be attempted by experts only, with guide (see p. 38). An easier

path descends via the Bernadein Hut into the Bodenlahn-Tal and to the
(2 hrs.) Reintalev Hof (see p. 40).

Alpspitze (8595'; 7 hrs.; guide 9 .//if), fatiguing. The most interesting
route lor experts ascends from the Hochalpe (see above) via the Schongdnge
(wire rope 220 yds. in length) in 3 hrs. ; or we may ascend from (272 hrs.)

the Reintaler Hof (p. 40) via the Bodenlahn-Tal to the (I72 hr.) Oassen
Alp (4780'), and thence by a poor path past the small Stuiben-See (6300')

to the (3 hrs.) summit, which commands a good survey of the Hochblassen,
Zugspitze, Hollental, etc.

"Konigshaus am Schachen (6125'; 5-5V2hrs. ;
guide, b Jl^ unnecessary;

horse 12 Jl). The ascent from Elmau is easier (6 hrs., see p. 41). From
Partenkirchen we follow the Triftsteig (p. 37) through the Partnachklamm
to the (1 hr.) bridge over the Fevchenbach (2625'), the left bank of which
we skirt to the (7? hr.) Steilenfdlle (insignificant in summer). The path
then ascends rapidly to the right through wood to a small shrine, turns
to the left, and crosses a clearing after a few minutes, from which a path
through wood leads to the (1 hr.) royal bridle-path from Elmau (p. 41).

The route next ascends to the right above the (8/4 hr.) Wetterstein Alp
(4805'; rfmts.) and the (1 hr.) Schachen Alp, with the small Schachen-See,
and leads to (V* hr.) the Konigshaus, built by King Louis II. and containing
a magnificent Moorish saloon (adm. 50 pf. ; restaurant, with 25 beds). The
Pavilion, a few hundred paces to the W., on the brink of the abyss,
commands a splendid *View of the Reintal below us, with the Plattach-
Ferner, Schneefernerkopf, and Wetterspitzen, the Hochblassen to the right,

and (to the S.) the Dreitorspitze and Wetterstein. To the N. stretches
the vast Bavarian plain. The Alpine Garden on the Schachen affords an
interesting survey of the flora of the High Alps (adm. 30 pf.).

A still finer view is commanded by the Frauenalpl (7715'), which may
be ascended hence by experts in 2 hrs. via the Teufelsgesass (6375') and the
Schachenplatte (guide 7 J(). From the Frauenalpl a marked path ascends
steeply to the Q/2 hr.) Meiler-Hiitte, a club-hut on the Dreitorspitz- Gatterl or

Wetterstein- Gatterl {Tdrl ; 7755'), with striking view (ascent of the Dreitor-

spitze, see p. 41). A steep path descends through the grand Berglen-Tal
to (3 hps.) Ober-Leutasch (p. 46). — From Elmau (p. 41) a good bridle-

path (driving practicable but not agreeable; carr. and pair for 2 pers. 10 Jt)

ascends in 3-372 hrs. to the Schachen.
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Tu the Reintaler Hof (3120 'i 2'/:i hrs.). Path either through the
Partnacliklainm and the Reintal, ascending to the right from (2 hrs.) the

linger-post (see below) to (V4 hr.) the farm; or diverging to the right from
the Graseck road at the opening of the Partnachklamm (V2 hr. from Parten-
kirchen) and crossing the Hohe Weg ; or from Garmisch by the Kochelberg
(marked path, marshj^ in wet weather). The farm belongs to Herr Stocker
of Berlin and is fitted up as an 'Inn (20 rooms; pens. 572-61/2 Jl). View
.-similar to that from Gra.seck, but less extensive.

The 'Zugspitze (9720'j, the highest summit of the Bavarian Alps, re-

quires 10-11 hrs. from Partenkirchen (to the Knorr-Hiitte 7-8, thence to

the top 3-1372 hrs.; guide ib Jl, with descent to the Eibsee 15, to Ehrwald
IS Jl). Ascent laborious, but not difficult for tolerable climbers and very
interesting. As above to the (1 hr.) bridge over the Fevchenbach (2625');

at the finger-post we ascend to the right into the Eeintal and cross the

Partnach three times ; 1/2 hr., finger-post pointing to the right to the Reintaler
Hof (see above); 2 min. farther on the path crosses the Bodenlahne (the

Alpspitze and Hochblassen rise on the right), and then ascends to the

right through the monotonous Stuibenicald (the Mitter-Elamm remaining
on the left). After 3/4 hr., at a point where the path again approaches
the Partnach, we obtain a fine view of the wild Hinteve Klamm. We
now descend to the Partnach, and follow its left bank to (V4 hr.) the
Bock-ffiltte (3475')i where the magnificent Hintere Reintal is disclosed to

view. Then past the Sieben Spriinge (a copious spring) to (V4 hr.) the
''VordereBlaue Gi/wj5e (3670'), beautifully situated below the path, to the left.

A hut (closed) on a rocky height at the lower end of the lake commands
a splendid view. The path now ascends the Hintere Reintal, between huge
fragments of rock, the remains of an old landslip; 1/2 hr. farther on lies the

Hintere Blaue Gumpe (3S50'), usually dry in autumn. Farther up the path
ascends across an extensive avalanche track (on the left the imposing
Fall of the Partnach) to the (3/4 hr.) Anger (4495'), the uppermost part of

the valley. Fine view of the imposing head of the valley, and, in the

opposite direction, of the Blaue Gumpen v/ith the pavilion on the Schachen
high above. On the Untere Anger, 8 min. farther on, is the Anger Hut
(4480'; beer); 10 min. to the W. (not easily found without a guide) is the
Partnach-Ursprung (4755')- a gorge filled with the debris of avalanches,
from which the copioiis brook bursts forth. We cross the Partnach to

the Ohere Anger (4735'), and ascend the Brunntal to the right through
creeping pines, past a refuge-hut aud the Veitel-Briinnl, to (2 hrs.) the
Knorr-Hiitte (6730'; ~Inn in summer, with sleeping-house, bed 3, mattress
2 Jl ; telephone; good spring water). From the club-hut we ascend (bridle

path) the rocky .slope of the Plait to the (IV2 hr.) Platt-Hiitte (8285'), a shelter

hut on the margin of the Grosse Sch/iee-Ferner, where horses are dismissed.

We cross the glacier in 2/4 hr., mount a slope of debris (the \Sand-Reisse')

and then by steep rocks (iron pegs aud wii^e ropes) to the Q/2 hr.) arete (b240'),

and thus "reach (V2 hr. I the W. peak (9<25'), on which are the Miinchner
Haus (Inn in summer, mattress for the night 4 M) and a meteorological
station (open throughout the year). The "Panorama is superb. A club-

path (double wire rope) connects the W. with the (1/4 hr.) E. summit (9720'),

which is marked by a cross 16' in height, and affords an extensive view
to the E.. and into the Hollental (p. 38).

A shorter ascent leads from the Eibsee via the Wiener-Nedstautek
HuTTE (6V2-7 hrs.; for expert climbers with steady heads only; guide 15^// 1.

The Torlcn route is followed to (V2 hr.) the finger-post mentioned at

p. 41, whence a steep and laborious path to the left ascends to the (3V2 hrs.)

"Wiener-Neustadter Hiitte in the Oesterreichische Schneekar (7270': inn in

summer); thence a steep and giddy ascent (wire rope and footholds) to

the (IV2-2 hrs.) arete and the (V-i hr.)'W. summit, — From Ehrwald (p. 24)
vlimbers may either (if free from giddiness

;
guide 12 K., with descent to

the Knorr-Hiitte or Eibsee 20 K.) ascend the 'Georsi-Jager-Steig' (red marks)
to the (31/2 hrs.) Wiener-Neustadter Hiitte and as above to the (21/2 hrs.) W.
summit; or (longer but ea''ier) they may proceed by ihQ' Ehricalder Alp,

the Gattei'l (GG40'), and the Plaifsfeig to" the ("5-6 hrs.) Knorr-Hiitte and thence to

the (3 hrs.) summit. — From the n«">i,r.KNTAi.-llLTTi-; (p. 38) to the Zugsidl/e
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5 6hrs. (guide 20 fr.), difficult, but highly interesting and recommended
to active climbers with steady heads. The path, provided with iron pegs
and wire ropes, leads up the steep rocky slopes of the B7-ett to the Hollental-
kar and thence across the Hollental Glacier to the arete and E. summit. —
The shortest route to Innshruck from the Knorr-Hiitte crosses the Oaiterl and
the Feldernjochl (6700') to the (3 hrs.) Tillfuss Alp in the Gaislal (p. 46);
thence either over the Niedermunde (6775') in 5 hrs. (with guide) or via
Leutasch-Platzl (p. 46) in 41/2 hrs. to Telfs (p. 276).

The Schneefernerkopf (9435') may be ascended without difficulty for
adepts from the Knorr-Hiitte (p 4U), in 3 hrs. (guide 12 Ji)^ via the
Schneeferner. The view is little inferior to that from the Zugspitze. — The
Hoehwanner {Kotbachspitze^ 9010') is an interesting ascent for adepts (5 hrs.

from the Knorr-Hiitte; guide \.Q Ji). We ascend across the Qatterl (see

above) to the Feldernjochl (nee above), then to the left over the Kollach-
Sattel nOib') to the (272 hrs.) iSidnerne Huttl Cs^ona hut'; 6430') in the A'o«-

hach-Tal, whither also a path ascends from the Tillfuss Alp (p. 46). Thence
we ascend to the N.E., below the slopes of the A7eine fFa?!ner (8353'), into

the Hochwanner'kar, and across rocks and debris to the (2^/i-S hrs.) summit.
— The Hochblassen (8850'), a difficult ascent, is climbed from the Kreuzeck-
Iliitte (p. 39) in 5 hrs. (guide 20 Jl) via the Stuihen See (p. 39) and the Grieskar.

The Partenkirchener Dreitorspitze (S.W. summit 8640', central summit
8600', N.E. summit 8550') is highly interesting and not very difficult for

experts (guide 18 Ji^ all three summits 20 Jf). Via the Bchachen to the

(7 hrs.) Meile7'-HuUe , see p. 39; thence by a new path (wire ropes and
steps) to the S.W. peak. Good climbers may traverse the three peaks
(interesting). The view is magnificent, particularly of the immediate en-
virons with the savage Oefele-Kopf (8170'), and of the Zugspitze and the
Bavarian plain. — The Leutascher Dreitorspitze (Karlsjntze, 8770'), from
the Meiler-Hiitte in 2V2 hrs. (guide 18 Jl, including the three Parten-
kirchener Dreitorspitzen SO J4)^ is also not difficult for adepts; the view
surpasses that from the Partenkirchener Dreitorspitze. — The Wetter-
steinwand (8143'), the highest summit of the E. Wetterstein range, may be
ascended from the Meiler-Hiitte in 3 hrs. (with guide) and presents no
difficulty for fairly experienced climbers. The view is very fine.

The Walchensee (p. 51) is 18 M. from Partenkirchen (motor car via

Mittenwald 4 times daily in 21/4 hrs). The direct road diverges to the left at

(7M.) Klais (p. 45), and passes near the Barmsee (p. 53): 3 M. Krun; 9 M. the
village of Walchensee. View of the Wetterstein and Karwendel-Gebirge
almost the whole way. — Via Eschenlohe to the Walchensee, see p. 34.

To Ehkwald, 18 M., by a good road through the wooded Loisach-Tal
(omn. twice daily in 3'/.. hrs., 2 Jl 60 pf. ; carr. 10-12, two-horse 20 Jl).
At (IOV2 M.) the frontier-inn at Oriesen (p. 44) we turn to the left (to the
right the road to the Plansee, p. 44), cross the Austrian frontier, and
proceed via the (33/4 M.) old Ehrwalder Schame (2250' ; Inn zur Schanz, well
spoken of) to (3 M.) Ehricald (p. 24).

From the Eibsee ovek the Toelen to Ehkwald, 3 hrs. (guide, 3 »^,
unnecessary). From the Eibsee inn we skirt the lake for 2 min. and then
(finger-post) ascend to the left by a marked path ; 1/2 hr. finger-post indicating
the path to the Wiener-!Neustadter Hiitte (p. 40) ; V2 br. a clearing in the

wood; 1/2 br. Austrian frontier. From the (10 min.) summit of the Torlen
(5230'; crucifix and shelter-hut), we obtain a view of Lermoos. Descent
through wood to the (50 min.) TiJrl Inn and ('/2 hr.) Ehrwald (p. 24).

From Partenkirchen to Mittenwald via Elmau, 41/2-5 hrs., a much
better route for pedestrians than the highroad. From (IV4 hr.) the

forester's house at Vorder-Graseck (p. 36) we ascend the pastures for a

short distance, and then turn to the right. After 20 min. we go straight

on (not to the right to Mittel-Graseck) to (10 min.) Hinter-Graseck-., 3/4 hr.,

bridge over the Ferchenbach (previous bridges should be avoided) ; theu
for 1/4 br. straight through the wood, and down to (7 min.) Elmau (3320';

'/««), whence a road leads past the Ferchensee and Lavtersee to (6 M.)

Mittenwald (p. 45). — From Elmau to the Schachen (31/2 hrg.), see p. 39.
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9. From Munich to Ober-Ammergau and via Linderhof
to Fiissen.

a. Vi&, Murnau and Kohlgrub to Ober-Ammergau.
61 M. From Munich to Mv.rnau. 46V2 M.. raihvav in 2-3^4 hrs. (fares

4 J^ 10, 2 Jl 70 pf., return-tickets 6 Jl 20, 4 Ji 10 pf.) ; iVom .Murnau to Oher-
Ammer(/uu, I41/2 M., electric railway in l-l'/4 Lr. (tares 2 Jf 10 or 1 Ji 20 pf.).

P'roin Munich to (46Y2 M.) Murnau, see p. 34. The line to Ober-
Ammergau describes a wide carve to the W., and skirts the ridge

that divides the StalTel-See from the valley of the Loisach. To the

S. opens a tine mountain-view. — 49 M. Berggelst; 50 M. Grafen-
ascliau; 52 M. Jiiyerhaus. The line now ascends more steeply along

the mountain-slope. 531/2 M. Kohlgrub, station for the village of

that name (2715'; Lehmann's Inn
; Schwarzer Adler). AVe again

ascend and beyond a deep cutting reach (54 M.) Bad Eohlgrub
(2820'). About 1/2 M. to the S. are the prettily situated chalybeate

and peat baths (2940'; *Kurhaus, R. 1V2-5, ^oard 41/2-51/2 J^, with

shady grounds; *H6t.-Pens. Lindenschlosschen, with garden, R. 2-3,

B. 1, pens. 5-8 Ji ; '^Bayrlsclier Hof, R. 1-3, pens. 4 .//). frequented

also as a health-resort, with an Alpine sanatorium.
The Olga-Bohe and Falle?- Aim (^/ohv. •, rfmts.), cnmmand fine views to

the N. of the hills and lakes of Upper Bavaria. — The highly attractive
ascent of the Homle (5080') may be made in 2 hrs. ; inn on the top (open
all the year round) ; splendid view of the Alps, to the S.. and of the Bavarian
plain, with Munich, to the N.

Beyond (oil/o M.) Saulgrub. whence a road leads to the right via

Bayersoien and Rottenbuch to Peissenberg (p. 32), the line reaches

its highest point (2870') and then descends to the S. into the wide
Ammer-Tal. 561/2 M. Alienau (2750'; Limmer), charmingly situated

at the W. base of the Hornle, with the electric generating station

of the railway. 57 M. Scherenau; 58 M. TJnier-Ammergau (2740';

Schuhwirt), where we cross the Ammer.
61 M. Ober-Ammergau. — Hotels. *Wittelsbaohek Hoi, with

garden, 11. 1-3, pens, b-ii Jl ; Bahnhof-Hotel, R. IV2-2, pens. 0-1 J/, well
spoken uf; Alte Post, good; Hot. -Pens. Osterbicul, pens. 5-6^; Pens.
Lamm; Pens. Bold (41/2 Ji); Pens. Hans Matk (5-5V2 J(); Pens. Veit

;

Pens. Villa Edel. — Cafd Eilnstlerheim ; summer -restaurant St. Gregor,
3/4 M. from the station.

Ober-Ammergau (2745'), a large village with 1400 inhab., is

celebrated for the Passion Plays performed here every tenth year

(next in 1910). Wood and ivory carving is the chief occupation of

the inhab. (large store at Georg Lang's Successors, with an interesting

industrial museum). — About V4 ^^^- *o the W. , on the OsterbicJd,

at the base of the Kofel (see below), stands a colossal group of the

*Crucifixion in Kelheim sandstone, executed by Halbig, and pre-

sented by King Louis II. in 1875. Near it is the Morocco chateau
of King Louis, now belonging to Herr Diemer.

ExcuiisiONS. To the Aufacker (5060'), by a marked path in 2 21/2 hrs.,

easy and interesting (no guide required); splendid view. — To the top of
the Ko/el (4105'), l»/2 hr., laborious but free from danger (wire-rope). — To
the Purstling Shooting- Lodge (52?0'), bridle-path in 3 hrs. (good tobogganing
in winter). — From Ober-Ammergau to (71/2 M.) Linderhof, see p. 43.
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b. Vifi, Oberau to Linderhof and Fussen.

Railway to (57 31.) Oberau in 272-3'^ brs. (fares 6 Jl 60, 4 Ji 60, return-
tickets 10 J/ 40, 7 ^/ 20 pf.). Omnibus from Oberau via Zfnder/^o/ (2-2 V-^hrs.,

halt) to Fussen, twice daily in summer (fare 8'/2 Jf ; to Linderhof in 23/4 hrs.,

fare 2 Jl? 70 pf.). From Garniiseh-Partenkirchen to Linderhof, omnibus in
summer daily in 3V4 hrs. (2 ^ 70, return-ticket 4 Jl 50 pf.); from Garmisch
(Hot. Sonneiibichl) to the Plan^ee twice daily in 3 lirs. — One-horse Car-
KiAGE from Oberau to Ober-Ammergau 10, two-horse 15 »//; to Linderhof 18
and 30, to Reutte 30 and 40, to Fiissen-Hohenschwangau 36 and 50j'/;froui
Fiissen to Plansee 12 and 18 ; to Linderhof 20 and 35; to Ober-Ammeriiau
28 and 45; to Oberau 35 and 50 Jf and lOo/o of the fare as driver's fee.

Railway Circular Tickets may be obtained from Munich to Oberau and back
f Munich from Fiissen via Oberdorf ('2nd cl. 11 J( 60, 3rd cl. 7 Jf 30 pf.).

From Munich to (57 M.) Oberau, see p. 34. The road to Linder-

hof leads to the W., passing the Vntermberg Inn. and ascends, at

first in a wide sweep to the right, along the N. side of a wooded
gorge (short-cnts for pedestrians). At the bottom of the valley runs

the steep old road. The upper end of the gorge is closed by the Et-

taler Berg, which the new road circumvents by curving to the left

(short-cut by the old road). — 3^2 M. Ettal (2875'; Landes), a

convent founded by Emp. Louis the Bavarian in 1330, and rebuilt

after a fire in 1744. The church, with its imposing dome, was built

in the Gothic style by Emp. Louis, but was remodelled in the bar-

oque style in the 18th cent.; it contains frescoes by Knoller and a

famous organ. The ascent of the Ettaler Mandl (5360') is difficult

(21/2-3 hrs., with guide).

About 3/4 M. farther on the road forks, the right branch leading

to (2V4 M.) Ober-Ammergau (p. 42). The direct road to (71/2 M.I
Linderhof (driving advisable) unites 2/4 M. farther on with the Ober-

Ammergau and Linderhof road, passes the Pension Dickelschwaige

(left), and reaches (21/4 M.) Graswang (2885'; inn), beyond which
it leads through the verdant Graswang-Tal, or upper valley of the

Ammer. To the left opens the wide Elmauer Gries (p. 44), above

which peeps the Zugspitze. Just beyond the (8^/4 M.) forester's

liouse of Under (Restaurant, It. 172"^ Ji ; vehicle for hire) we cro.^s

a bridge to the right leading to (72 M.) the royal *Scliloss Linderhof
(3080'), erected and splendidly decorated in the rococo stvle by King
Louis II. in 1869-78 (adm. from May 15th to Oct. lOfch daily, 9-12
& 1.30-5

; fee 3 Jl^ including grotto and kiosk, Sun. i^l2tM ; closed

on June 13th). To the left of the entrance are the office and the

Schloss Hotel and Restaurant with 80 beds (1-3 J'/).

The Vestibule (adm. in parties of 12 pers.) contains an equestrian statue
of Louis XIV, after Bosio. On the First Floor is a series of finely fitted

up rooms with paintings of French celebrities and events in the time
of Louis XIV and Louis XV. — The extensive Gardens are embellished
with fountains, statuary, etc., and contain the Monopteros, a small temple
with a figure of Venus (good view), and the Grotto, with a subterranean
lake, which can be illuminated with electric light. Near the grotto is the
Moorish Kiosk^ richly gilded and decorated, with stalactite vaulting, ena-
melled peacocks, etc. Behind the palace are the Cascades, where the foun-
tains play at noon and at 6 p.m. for 15 min. — A visit to the palace and
gardens, including the grotto and the kiosk, takes about 2 hrs.
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Tlie road now ascends gradually through the flnely-wooded Am-
mer-Tal to the (41/2 M.) Grenz-Briicke, or frontier-bridge, about V2^I-
to tlu' left of wliic.h (guide-post) is the Hundinys-Hutte (3640'), a

blockhouse in the old German style (comp. Wagner's opera of the

'Walkyrie'; adm. dally 8-12 and 2-6, 50 pf.; rfmts.). We then skirt

the N. base of the Geierkopf (7095'), traversing the thickly wooded-
^mmeriyaZ(i-Tai, and reach (3 M.) the *7/o/c^P€ns.Am>nent'fi^d (3550';

R. lV2~^j pens. 5-G jS^), whence the 'Schiitzensteig' (p. 19) leads

to the right to (31/2 hrs.) Hohensehwangau. About 3 M. farther on
the road emerges from the wood and reaches the dark-green Flansee
(3200'), a fine sheet of water, 31/2 M. long by '/4-V2 M. broad and
'250 ft, deep, enclosed by wooded mountains. On its bank is the

Austrian Custom House, near which are a monument to King Max II.

of Bavaria, and the *H6tel Plansee or Forelle (pens. 5-7 K.; lake-

baths; boat to Seespitz 21/2-3 K.; also motor-launch).
From thk Plansee to Partenkikchen, 15 M. (omnibus in summer twice

daily in 3 hrs. ; 'l^l-zJl). The road skirts the Phinaee to its E. end (1 M.),
crosses a rocky barrier, and descends in zigzags on the other side to the
'Dvei Wasser' (30-iO'), on the (1 M.) Bavarian fiontier. The old footpath,
diverging to the left at stone 35, is a short-cut to this point. The wooded
Neideniach-Tal is now traversed. On the riglit is (3/4 M.) a broad mud-
stream, with huge masses of detritus. About IV2 M. farther on we enjoy
a fine view of the Zugspitze (p. 40). The road quits the wood V2 M. farther
on, and reaches i'ji M.) the highroad and the Bavarian custom-house at

Griesen (2690'; inn at the forester's). Hence to (TVz M.) Lermoos, see p. 41

;

through the Elmauev Ories to Graswang (p. 43), with guide, in 3 hrs. ; over
the Miesingberg to the (2' /2 hrs.) Eihsee, see p. 38. — The Partenkirchen
road descends the wooded Loisach-Tal, and crosses the Loisach (3^/iM.)-.

1 M. farther on the wood terminates. On the right rises the Waxenstein,
beyond it the Zugspitze. The road to the Hollental-Klamm (p. 33) and
the Eihsee (p. 37) diverges to the right a little on this side of (l^/j M.)
the Schmdlz (p. 37), at the mouth of the Hammershach (p. 38). 3 M. Station
of Oarmisch-Parienkirchen, see p. 35.

The road to Ileutte, shadeless in the morning, skirts the N. bank
of the Plansee, passing the Kaiserbrunnen. From the (31/0 M.)
Hot. Seespitze (pens. 5-7 K. ; lake-baths), at the W. end of the lake,

a footpath leads to the left to (l^/o ^^r.) Heiterwang {j^. 23). Farther

on we pass the Little Plansee. cross the Arcli. which flows out of it,

and reach (1 M.) a chapel, near a good spring.
A footpath descends 1/4 M. farther on to the right, through wood, to

the Upper and (20 min.) ''Lower Stuiben Fall, whence we may either ascend
to the left to (10 min.) the road, or skirt the Arch to Miihl and (1 hr.)

Reuite (eomp. p. 23).

The road crosses the Rossrucken , affording a fine view of the

Lechtal, with the Glimmspitze and Hochvogel in the background.
We then descend the slope of the Tauern (p. 23), where the path
from the lower Stuiben Fall (see above) joins the road at a stone

with an insi^ription. The road afterwards proceeds via the small

bath of Krekelmoos to (4V-2M.) licutle (p. 22). From Reutte to

Filssen and Hohenschuvingnu, see R, 5.
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10. From Partenkirchen via Mittenwald to Zirl

(Innshruck).

28'/2 M. Motor Omnibus to (12 M.) Mittenwald several times dailv in

1 lir. (2V2-3 J'/). Post Omnibus from Mittenwald to Beefeld and (17' M.)
Zirl daily in 5 hrs. Other omnibuses, see p. 49. Carriage from Parten-
kirchen to Mittenwald^ with one horse 10, two horses 14 Jl ; from Mitten-
wald to Zirl^ 17 or lb M ; from Innsbruck via Seefeld to Mittenwald 32 or
50 A'., to Parfenkirchen 40 or 10 K.

The Nr"v\' Eoad to Mittenwald (12 M., a drive of 3 hrs.) passes

near the (II/4 M.) Kainzen-Bad (p. 35), and then ascends steadily

through undulating pastures. The old road, which follows the tele-

graph-posts, is shorter and steeper. Beyond (3 M.) Kaltenbrunn the

bold peaks of the Karwendel range appear in front. 2 M. Gerold;

l'/2 M. Klais (Schiittl's Inn; to the Barmsee and Kriin. see p. 53;
to Elmau^ see p. 41). The road passes the marshy Schwalsee^ and
winds down into the Isar-Tal, where it reaches (4'/4 M. )

—
12 M. Mittenwald. — Hotels. *Post, R. 1'/2-4, pens. 5-8 Ji, with

clever animal-paintings by Paul Meyerheim in the garden ; Teaube, R. I'/'i-S,

pens. 5-Q M ; Hot. -Pens. Wetterstein, R. IVs-S, pens. 5-6 J^ very fair;

ZuM Karvvendei,, Alpenrose, both unpretending. — Pension Villa Neuner.

Mittenwald (3020'), the last Bavarian village (2000 inhab.),

overshadowed by the precipitous Karwendel-Gehirge (p. 46), is a fa-

vourite summer-resort. The manufacture of violins and guitars,

which are chiefly exported to England and x\merica, forms the prin-

cipal occupation of the inhabitants. A bronze statue of Michael

Klotz {di. 1743), who introduced the violin-industry, by F. von

Miller, was erected near the church in 1890. A tablet on one of

the houses next the church commemorates a visit of Goethe (1786).

Good survey of the environs from the Kalvarienberg (8 min.).

Excursions (guides, Geovg Fiitterer, Kaspar and Fram Krinner, Fritz

Ldffler-). — To the 'Lautersee (3315'; V* l"")- We follow the street to theW.
from the Post Inn, and then turn to the left (finger-post) and ascend by the
carriage-road to the lake (restaurant), prettily situated among woods, and
reflecting the jagged cliffs of the Karwendel and Wetterstein-Gebirge (finest

towards evening). The return may be agreeably made through the Laintal,

a rocky gorge with waterfalls, and past the swimming-bath. — About I1/2 M.
above "the Lautersee lies the lonely Ferchensee (3470'), close to the base
of the Wetterstein and Griinkopf (fine echo); thence to (IV4 hr.) Elmau,
and to (2V2 hrs.) Pavtenkii'chen via Graseck^ see p. 41. — From tlie Ferchensee
over the Franzosensteig (4185'), between the Griinkopf and Wetterstein, to
Unter-Leutasch (p. 46), 3 hrs., with guide (3 J():, steep and toilsome. —
To THE KoNiGSHAUS AM ScHACHEN, 6 hrs. : road to (2'/2 hrs.) Elmau (p. 41)
and thence via the Konigsweg (comp. p. 39; guide from Mittenwald 5 J'/).

Leutasch-Klamm, there and back 1 hr. (waterproof desirable). At the
bridge we diverge to the right from the Scharnitz road. (Key at the inn
'Zur Briicke', 80 pf.) In 1/4 hr. we reach the picturesque gorge, which was
rendered accessible in 1880. The path is not continued beyond the water-
fall (4 min.).

The *Hohe Kranzberg (4565'; lV4hr.); marked bridle-path (guide un-
necessary) over the (8 min.) Kalvarienberg (see above) to the summit (inn

in summer
;

pavilion), which commands a fine view of the Wetterstein
and Karwendel-Gebirge. A good path descends through wood to the (V2 hr.)

Lautersee (sec above).
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Leutasch-Tal (to Leutasch-Muhl, 1 hr., to Ober-Leutasch 3 hrs.).

We ascend to the right by the custom-house, before reaching the Isar
bridge, to the shooting-range, and proceed thence through wood, across the
Austrian frontier, and past (25 min.) a chapel. We then descend gradually
into the Leutasch-Tal. which at its mouth is a narrow gorge (see p. 45). but soon
expands into a grassy valley, bounded on the N. by the enormous precipices
of the Wetterstein. In the background are the Oefelekopf, Gehrenspitze,
and Hochmunde. After crossing the (V4 hr.) brook, we reach (8 min.) the
Austrian custom-house (once forming a fortified barrier across the road)
and (10 min.) the Leutasch - Miihl (3340' ; inn). Before reaching Unter-
Leutasch ('"Briickenwirt, E. 50-80 h.) the road crosses to the left bank of
the Ache (to the right is the Fr&nzosensteig^ descending from the Griin-

kopf, see p. 45). Thence it continues past various hamlets to (iV* hr.)
Ober-Leutasch, or Leutasch -Widurn (3695'; Xandermrt; Rossi; guide, Alois
Heiss^ Andr. Rauth). From this point a road leads to the E., passing
Ober-Weidacli and (IV2 M.) Unter - Weidach (*H6tel zum See), prettily
situated near the wood-girt Weidach Lake (3715'), and crossing the Eochmahd
(4105') farther on, to (6 M.) Seefeld (p. 48). By the Berglen-Tal to the
Meiler-Hutte (laborious), see p. 39. — A cart-road, passing (20 min.)
Leuiasch-Platzl (3855'), at the base uf the Hochmunde (see below), leads
through wood to the (8/4 hr.) ridge (4185') dividing this valley from the
Inntal and descends via Buchen (restaurant) to (1^/4 hr.) Telfs (p. 276). —
The toilsome but interesting ascent of the Hochmunde (8730') may be
made from Leutasch-Platzl via the Mooser Alp in 4V'2-5 hr.*. (with guide,
12 A'.,- comp. p. 276). — The Tillfuss Alp (4570'; rfmts. , but no beds) is

situated in the Gaistal, I3/4 hr. above Leutasch-Platzl. Path hence via the
Pest-Kapelle to (5 hrs.) Ehrwald^ see p. 25 (guide % K.); via the Feldern-
Jochl (6700') and the Gatterl (6635') to the (4 hrs.) Knorr-Hutte, see p. 40
(guide 10 JT.) ; across the A^/eciermMnde (6775') to the {Mlxs.) Alplhaus (p. 26)
or (5 hrs.) Telfs, see p. 276 (guide 12 K.).

Vereins Alp (4610'; 31/2 hrs.; guide 372 Jit unnecessary). At the
IIussel-3fuhle, 20 min. below Mitteuwald, the path crosses the Isar and
ascends to the left; by (1 hr.) the Aschauer Chapel it crosses the Seinsbach,
mounts steeply to the right, and reaches a tolerable cart-road, running high
up on the right side of the Seinsgralen , which is joined on the left by
the wild ravines of the Laushevg-Lahn and the Reissende Lahn. Opposite
tower the imposing peaks of the Worner, and behind us the Wetterstein.
On the (2 hrs.) Vereins Alp (4610') stands a shooting-box of the Grand-
Duke of Luxembourg (plain accommodation). — A bridle-path leads hence
via the Jdgersruhe to the (3 hrs.) Soievn (p. 53); then through the Fisch-

bach-Tal (at the bottom of which we cross the bridge to the left, and
reach a finger-post in 10 min.). either to the right to (3 hrs.) Vorder-Riss,
or to the left via the Fischbach Alp to (3 hrs.) Kriin (p. 53). — Fkom the
Vekeins Alp to the Riss there are two routes (guide from Mittenwald
9 or 11 Jf, not indispensable). The preferable route leads through the
densely-woodei Fermersbach-Tal to (1 hr.) the Bran del Alp (3730*). Thence
a good path, high up on the left side of the valley, leads to the Paindel
Alp (3225'), where it descends to the right, and, after crossing the Rissbach,
reaches (3 iirs.) the Oswald-HUtte. halfway between Vorder-Riss and Hinter-
Riss (p. 56). The other route (with blue marks, but guide required) descends
to the right 1/2 hr. from the Vereius Alp. crosses the Fermersbach, and
ascends through swampy wood (impassable after rain) to the Vordersbach-
Au (4190'J and (2 hrs.) Hinter-Riss.

The Vordere Karwendelspitze (7825'; 41/2 hrs.; guide, 6 Jl, not in-

dispensable for experts with steady heads) commands an imposing view.
A marked path (red and white) leads from Mittemvald to the E. over the
Isar and then through wood to the (2 hrs.) Karwendel-Hiitte (4955'; no
accommodation), whence a rocky path, protected by wire, ascends to the

(2V2 hrs.) summit. — The ascent of the Womer (8070') is laborious and
should not be attempted except by experts (;iuide 12 Jl). The easiest route,

from the Karwendel-Tal (p. 47) through the Grosskdr, takes 6 hrs. from
Scharnitz. A more difficult but more interesting route ascends from Mitten-
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wald direct via the Kcilber Alp and the Dammkar in 6-7 hrs. (the final 2-3 hrs.

rock-climbing). — *Schdttlkarspitze (6725'; 5 hrs.; for adepts, with guide,

6 Jl). Frum the Seinsbach valley (p. 46) we ascend the Lausgrabcn to

(4 hrs.) the Feldenikreuz , and thence cross the arete to (IV2 hr.) the
summit (descent to the Soiern Lakes, see p. 53).

From Mittenwald to Walchensee and Kochel, motor omnibus twice daily,

see p. 49.

Beyond Mittenwald the road crosses the Isar and traverses the

level bottom of the valley as far as the (1 hr.) Defile of Scharnitz

(3110'), the boundary between Bavaria and Tyrol. fWalkers should

follow the cart track on the left bank of the Isar as far as Scharnitz.)

During the Thirty Years' War Claudia de' Medici, widow of Arch-

duke Leopold V. , constructed here the strongly fortified Porta

Claudia, which resisted the attacks both of the French and the

Swedes. In 1805 it fell into the hands of the French (13,000 under

Ney against 600 Austrians), and was destroyed by them and the

Bavarians; extensive remains are still extant on the hillside beyond
the Isar. The defenders were commanded by Baron Swinburne, an

English officer in the Austrian service and a member of the same
family as the poet. — Beyond the adjacent village of—

I6V2 M. Scharnitz (3160'; *Adler, R. 1-2, pens. 4-8 K.; Traiibe;

Neuwiri) , on the E., is the mouth of the united Hinterau and
Karwendel Valleys, from which the river Isar issues.

ExcDKSiONS (guide, Joh. Ragg). Fine views may be obtained from the
Kaiser Franz-Josefs-Warte, on the left bank of the Isar ('/i hr.), and from
the Fischler Pavilion^ ^/t hr. from the Adler inn. — Grosse Arnspitze (7205'),

from Scharnitz 4 hrs., with guide (12 K.), an intereresting ascent, for ex-

perts. All the more frequently used paths and passes among the Karwendel
Mts. have l)een marked by the G. A. C. (comp. Maps, pp. 34, 60). — Through
the Karwendel-Tal to (8 hrs.) Hinter-Riss, interesting (guide 15 A'., to the
riochalm 6 A"., not indispensable; provisions should betaken). Road via
the (5 M.) shooting-box Im Larchet (3775'; rfmts.) to (3 M.) the A7iger Alp
(4245'), with a hunting -lodge of the Duke of Coburg , and (41/2 M.) the
Hochalm (5540' ; inn in summer), whence experts may ascend the Birkkar-
spitze (9040'), over the Schlauchkar- Sattel in 5 hrs., with guide (difficult);

the Vogelkarspitze (8275'; 2V2-3 hrs.), the E. Karwendelspitze (8330'; 3 hrs.),

the Oedkavspitze (9010'; 4 hrs.), etc. — Thence we ascend to (1/2 hr.) the
Hochalm-Sattel (5920'), which affords a fine view of the jagged limestone
rocks of the Hinterau range, and descend through wood (bridle-path
shorter) to the (IV4 hr.) Ahornboden (p. 56) and then through the Johannes-
Tal (p. 56) to (2 hrs.) Hinter-Riss (p. 56).

Hinterau-Tal (to Hall, 9 hrs.
;
guide 15 .ff., from Mittenwald 18 J(). A

road leads past (3 M.) the mouth of the Gleirsch - Tal (see p. 48) and
(6 M.) the so-called Source of the Isar^ three brooks descending from the
Heissenkopf on the left, to (1 M.) the hunting-lodge Im Kasten (3950'), in
grand environs, and follow the cart-track (red marks) to the right through
the Lafatscher- Tal to the Lafalscher Alp and the Kohler Alp {5i05'); thence
to the left to the (IV2 hr.) Haller Anger-Haus, a club-hut (5710'; inn in
summer), whence experts may ascend the Suniiger (7380'; IV2 hr., guide
4 a:., easy), the Qamskarlspitz'e (8325'; 2^/2 hrs., guide 6 K. , easy), the
*Speckkarspitze{%%Qib':, via the Lafatscher J och in 3 hrs., guide 6 K., easy);
the Kleine Lafatscher (8612'; 3 hrs.; guide 6 K) and the 'Grosse Lafatscher
(8865'; 4 hr.'?,; guide 8 K.; both trying); the Hiniere Bachofenspitze (8770'),

via the Lafatscher Joch in 5 hrs., guide 10 A"., difficult; the ''Grosse Beiiel-

wurfspitze (8940'; via the Lafatscher Joch and the Bettelwurf-Hiitte in
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5V2hrs., guide 10 E.. not difficult for experts. Longer and more diflicult

ascents: Grubenkarfpitze (8735'), from the (2hT^.) Loch-Hiitie in the Vomper
Tal (p. 18S) by the Gnibenkar in 5 hrs. (guide 14 A'.); Hochkanzel (8450'; 5 hrs.

;

guide 10 A'.); Spritzkarspitze (855U'; 7 hrs.
;
guide 17 K.)\ Eiskarhpitze (8610';

8 hr.^i.; guide 20 A'.)-, Kallwasserkarspiize (8970'; 7 hrs.
;
guide 18 K.)\ Sonnetir

spitzun (8705' and 8775'; 7-8 hrs. : guide 16. Loth peaks 18 K.). — From the
Kohler Alp or the Haller Anj:er-Hau8 a good path ascends the rocky slope

of the Kleine Lafaischer to the (IV4 hr.) Lafatscher Joch (6840'), which
commauds a view of the Zillertaler and Stubaier Ferner. We descend
to the Iss-Anger and via the Oherbera to the (1 hr.J Haller Berghaus (p. 190j,

or to the left through the Spcckkar to the (13/4 hr.) Bettelmirf-Hutte (p. 190). —
From the Haller Angcr-H«us over the Ueberschall to the Vomper Tal see p. 188.

The Inntal is also reached bv several passes leading through the

Gleirsch-Tal (lO-U hrs. ; see p. 47). We follow the Hinterau-Tal road

(p. 47) for 3 M. and diverge from it by a cart- road to the right, cross

the Isar, and ascend the bank of the Gleirschbach to the (6 M.") shooting-
box by the Amtssdge (8960': plain accommodation at the forester's; 6 beds),

in a wild and grand situation at the foot of the Hohe Gleirsch (818U'; ascent

in 4 hrs., with guide, not difficult for experts; splendid view). An inter-

esting pass leads hence to Ziel (6 hrs; guide 12 A"., including ascent of

the Grosse Solstein 20 AT.). The path ascends on the bank of the Kristen-

bach to the S. to the (',2 hr.) Zirler Kristen Alp (4445') and the (IVi- hr.)

Erl-Sattel (5920'). with the Erl Alp, whence the Erlspitze (7895'), to the right,

may be ascended without difficulfy in 2-272 hrs., and the Grosse Solstein

(8340') in 21/2-3 hrs. (comp. p. 276). It then descends to the Soln Alp and
leads high up on the right side of the Ehnbach Gorge to (3 hrs.) Zirl (p. 276).
— In the E. prolongation of the Gleirsch-Tal (called the Samer-Tal) a
bridle-path leads from the Amtssage via the Samer Alp (4935') and (2 hrs.)

the Pfeis Alp (6235') to the (1 hr.) Stempel-Joch (7275'), whence it descends
steeply over de'bris to the {i^/^hr.) Haller Berghaus (^p. 190; guide to Hall
15 AT., "from Mittenwald 14./?). — Other passes tmarked, but guides necess-

ary) cross the Frau-Hiti- Battel (7330' ; *View) or the Arzler-Scharte (7090')

to" Innsbruck (guide 15 K. each).

The road qnits the Isax and ascends (to the right a view of

the Hophmunde and the Wetterstein) to (6 M.) —
211/2 ^i- Seefeld (3870'; "^Post, pens. 5 K. ; Lamm, moderate;

Klosterbrdu), with a Gothic church of the 14th cent., frequented

as a siimmer-resoTt.
ExcuBSioxs (guides, Franz and Josef Haigl of Seefeld). The '-Reither-

spitze (7790' ; 3V2 hrs. : guide 6 A"., not necessary for adepts; path marked)
affords an admirable view of the X. and Central Alps. About V2 hr.

below the top is the Xordlinger-Hutte of the G. A.C (7175': inn in summer).
— From Seefeld to (2 hrs.) Ober-Leittasch by the Boden and Unter-Weidach,

see p. 46; via Mosern (3950'; Inn), with a" splendid view of the valley of

the Inn and the Sellrain peaks, marked path in 3 hrs.

The road leads past the small and marshy Wildsee (fine retro-

spect of the Wetterstein-Gebirge) and the village of Auland to

(3 M.) Reith (3710'; Inn zur Schonen Aussicht, good), beyond which

it descends, YiaLei/en(Hirsch}, in wide curves, affording magnificent

views of the Inntal and the mountains to the S. of the Inn (Alps of

Sellrain and Stubai ). On the last height above the road is the ruin

of Fragenstein (2520'). (Those subject to giddiness should avoid

the 'Schlossbergsteig', a path leading close by the castle, and cut-

ting off the last curve of the road.)

281/2^1- Zirl (2040'; Lowe; Stern), and thence across the

Inn to (30 M. ) the railway-station, see p. 276 (railway to Innsbruck,

9V2 M., in 25 min.).
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11. From Munich to Mittenwald via Kochel.

Walchensee.

a. Isartal Railway from Munich to Kochel.

Go M. Railway to (SGVa M.) Kochel in 21/2 brs. (fares 4 Jt 10, 2 Jl 70 pf.).

From Kochello Mittenwald viil Walchensee^ I8V2 M., Motor Omnihus (generally
crowded) 4 times daily in summer in 2V'-' lirs. (5 Ji) and G-7 times daily
from Mittenwald to Garmisch-Partenkirchen (in i hr.

; p. 45). Ojinibus twice
daily from Mittenwald to Zirl (5 Lrs. -^ ii M &) pf. ; cump. p. 45).

The trains start from the Isartal Station (restaurant), 'reached

from the Farbergraben in 1/4 ^^- t>y electric tramway. — I1/4 M.
Thalkirchen (^Deutsche Eiche, Gierlingtr-Park^ both with garden-

restaurants), with a hydropathic. Beyond (2^2 M.) Maria-EinsiedeL

(Forster's Restaurant) the line ascends through wood to (3 M.) Prinz-

Ludwigs-Hohe (restaurant), with many country-houses, in wooded
environs, and crosses the state-railvv ay near tlie Grosshesselohe

station (p. 53). — 3^/4 M. Grosshesselohe (1710'); foot-path to

the state-railway-station and to the Isar bridge, 8-10 min.; past

the brewery to the restaurant in the wood, \'^ hr. — Farther on we
traverse wood and pass the chateau of Schwaneck. — 41/2 M. Pullach
(1905'; ^Babenwirt, with view-terrace; Zum Isartal, with garden),

charmingly situated on the high left bank of the Isar. The Gothic

church dates from the 15th century. On the Isar, 8 min. below, is

the well-equipped Pullach Hydropathic. — 6^/2^. Hdllrieyelsyreut-

Grunwald (1955'; inn). A road descends from the station to the left

to the Hbllriegelsgreut Inn^ whence a ferry crosses to Grunwald^ with

a chateau. — 8 M. Baierbrunn (2035'; 10 min. to the N.E. is the

*H6tel Konradshohe, with charming view, pens. 4-6 t,M). — 10 M.
Hohenschdftlarn (2150'; Rail. Restaurant), a high -lying village

to the right. — At (11 M.) Ebenhausen-Schaftlarn (2170'; Post)

the railway reaches its highest point. About 12 min. to the N.W.,
above Zell (2250'; Schone Aussicht Inn), is the Roschenauer Ilohe

(2295'), with the well-equipped *Kuranstall Ebenhausen ^ a health

resort with a large park, play-grounds, etc. Splendid view of the

Alps from the Wendelstein to the Zugspitze.
Hence we may descend through Avood in 1/4 ^'r. (or from Holienscbaft-

larn in 20 min.) to the convent of Sch&ftlarn (1840': inn), with an in-

teresting church (I733-G4), whence picturesque paths lead to Baierbrunn
(lV2hr.), Icking (1 br.), and other points. — From Ebenbausen a marked
path leads to (21/2 bra.) Schloss Berg, on the Lake of Siarnberg (p. 29).

Farther on we enjoy a line view of the Isar valley and the moun-
tains. From (13^2 M.) Icking (2135'; inn) a road leads in 1/2 ^r.

to the Schone Aussicht Inn, above Walchstadt, with a lofty belvedere

(10 pf.) and extensive view. — The line descends through deep
cuttings and along the slope of the Schletterleiten. affording a good

survey of the wide valley of the Isar, with its grey sandy and gravelly

islets, and the confluence of the Loisach and the Isar. We then

cross the Loisach and reach the station of —
Baeobkek's Eastern Alps, lltb Edit. 4
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16 M. Wolfratshausen (1886'; Rail. Restaurant), i/o M. from
the prettily-situated village (1970inhab. ; *H6t.-Pens. KronmuhLt,
R. i^l2.-^^12i peus. 41/2-0 V2«'<^; Haderbrdu ; Humplbrdu; Alte Post

;

Bernrieder Hof\ Above, on the Kalvarienbery, are shady walks

affording delightful views.
The Lake of Slarubera: may be reached hence by pleasant routes via

Miinsiitg (inn) to (2 hrs.) Ammerland (p. 31); via Dovftn, Hdhenrain, Auf-
liansen, and Aufkirchen to (21/2 hrs.) Schloss Berg or Leoni ; or direct from
the Kalvarienberg via Buchsee to the (2 hrs.) Rottmamishdhe (p. 30).

The railway rrosses the winding Loisaoh to (18 M.) Degtrndorf
(Bruckmaiers Restaurant) and follows the left bank via (I9V2M.)
Bolzwang (lyOO'). The (i hr.) Hochbreite (2365') and (i/o hr.

farther) the Degerndorfer ndhe(1i60') command flue views.— 21 M,
Eurasburg possesses a chateau on a wooded eminence, near which

(1/4 hr. from the station) is the Eurasburg Beer Garden, with a

picturesque view. — At the prettily situated village of (23 M.)
Beuerberg (2005'; Post) is a conventual school for girls.

A road leads hence to the W. to St. Heinrich and (6 M.) Seeshaupt

(p. 31). To the S. of the road, about 3 M. from Beuerberg (via Buck and
Muierwald)^ are the view-pointa of Hohenleiten and Oedbauer. An attractive
path leads from Hohenleiten tu (21/2 hrs.) Seeshaupt.

Farther on we ascend the wooded left bank of the Loisach, but
cross to the right bank near (26V''o M.) Fietztn. The mountains

I
Benediktenwand, Jochberg, Herzogstand, Heimgarten) approach

nearer to the line. Beyond a swampy district we reach (30 M.)
Bad Heilbrunn (Rail. Restaurant), whence an omnibus plies tlirice

daily to the baths of that name, II/4 M. to the E. (p. .")3). At

(31 1/0 M.) Bichl the Isartal railway unites with the state- liin'.

Thence via Benediktbeuern to (361/0 M.) Kochel, see beUnv. -

b. From Munich to Kochel and Mittenwald vifi. Tutzing.

461/2 M. Railway in 21/4 hrs. (fares 4^ 10, 2 j'/ 70 pf.). — 31otor-Oiinibus
from Kochel to Mittenwald, see p. 49.

From Munich to (25 M.) Tutzing, see p. 31. The railway

skirts the Starnberger See. 28V2 ^^- Bemried; SU/o M. Seeshaupt

(p. 31), both ly -2-3/4 M. from the railway. Farther on the country

is uninteresting. On the right lies the pretty Ostersee (Inn 'Zur

Lauterbacher Miihle). — 351/9 M. Staltach (brewery), with peat-

moors.
Fkom Staltach to Moknau (4 hrs.). This pleasant route leads by

Iffeldorf and Antorf to (2 hrs.) Habach (inn); then over the (1/2 hr.) -Aid-

linger Hohe (2G15'), which aftbrds a beautiful view of the Wettersteiu
and the Karwendel. to Aidling , and finally past the marshy Riegsee (on

the right) to (IV2 hr.) Murnau (p. 34).

38'/2 M. Neu - Penzberg , station for Penzberg (1980'; Bern-

rieder Hof; Zur Eisenbahn), with coal-mines. — The railway to

Kochel crosses the Loisach at (iOfo M.) Schonmiihle (inn) and at

(41 1/2 ^f) Bichl (2040'; Railway Restaurant; '^'Lowe, with baths;

Gri'inerJIut, with garden) joins the Isartal railway (see above;

n\otor-car thrice daily in i;4 hr. to Bad Heilbrunn, p. 54).
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42 M. Benediktbeuern (2025' ; Post; Zum Herzogstand; Zur
Benediktenwand), with a once wealthy and celebrated monastery,

founded in 740 and consecrated by St. Boniface, now containing

a home for veteran soldiers and a stud. To the S.E. rises the

Benediktenwand ; to the S. the Jochberg, Herzogstand, and Heim-
garten

.

The *Benediktenwand (5910') is ascended hence via the KoMstatt Alp
and Hausstatt Alp (rfmts.) in 4'/2 liis. (way-marks; guide, 8 .///, not indis-
pensable for adepts). The route is steep at places; at the top are a cross
and a shelter-hut. Magnificent view as far as the Gross-Glockner and
Veuediger; to the N. the Bavarian plain and six lakes, from Kochel (.^ee

below) to the top of the Benediktenwand via the Mair Alp and Stafft^l

Alp, 4V-' hrs. (with guide). From Lenggries, see p. 55.

Beyond Benediktbeuern the railway skirts an extensive marsh
and the Rohrsee (now dried up) to (46V2M.) Kochel (1980'; *H6t.

PrinzLudwig, 3 min. from the station, with garden, R. 11/2-3, pens.

5-8^//; Stdger''s Hotel S' Restaurant ; Post, both good; Zum Schmied

von Kochel, unpretending; Pens. Gelsler) , the terminus of the

railway. A bronze statue, by Kaindl , of Balthazar Maier , the

'Blacksmith of Kocher, the leader of the peasants in the insurrec-

tion of 1705, was erected liere in 1900. Kochel is separated by a

hill from {^/^M.) the lake (^Kurhotel Bad Kochel, with a chalybeate

spring and grounds on the lake, R. 11/2-3, pens, b-8 ^^). The
picturesque Kochelsee (1970'), 33/4 M. long and 21/2 M. broad, is

fed by the Loisach , and is bounded on the S. by the Jochberg,

Herzogstand, and Heimgarten. The pavilion near Bad Kochel affords

a good view.

At the N.W. end of the lake (3 M. ; omnibus in '/2 hr.) lies the pleasant
village of Schlehdorf (Inn zum Hefzoyemtand ; Htimgarlen). The 'Herzog-
stand (p. 52) may be ascended hence in S'/a-^ ^I'S- ^Y the so-called
Pionier-Weg (bridle-path fromUrfeld, p. 52). — Another fine view is

afforded by the Weilberg (3215'; good accommodation at the forester's),

which may be ascended from Schlehdorf via Kleiaweil in l'/4 hr., or from
Penzberg (p. 50) via Lindelsdorf in 21/2 hrs. — One-horse carriage from
Schlehdorf to OklstacU 6, two-horse 10 ^, to Murnau 8 and 12 J(.

The Road to Mittenwald (motor-omnibus see p. 49), leaving

Bad Kochel (see above) on the right, reaches the lake at (1 1/4 M.) the
*Hotel S€ehof(j^eiis. 5-7 J^] lake-baths) and skirts it, passing the
*Hotel zum Grauen Bdren (pens. 51/2-^ '^^^'•, lake-baths), to the (1 M.)
Kesselberg Inn (V2^^- to the S. is the *Alt-Joch Inn, prettily situated

on the verge of the wood). The new road, constructed in 1893-97
(commemorative tablet near the top of the hill), then ascends in

easy windings to the (31/2 M.) pass of the Kesselberg (2825'). To
the right of the old road are the pretty falls of the Kesselbach,

along which a path ascends. From the culminating point, where
the bridle-path to the Herzogstand diverges to the right (see p. 52),

we obtain a view of the Karwendel and Wetterstein ranges in the

distance, and, below us, of the beautiful, deep-blue *Walclien8ee

(2630'), 4'/4 M. long and 3 M. broad, surrounded by forests and

mountains, the finest of the Bavarian lakes after the Konigs-See.

4*
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to Mittenwald. KOCHEL. 1. Route 11. 51

42 M. Benediktbeuern (^2025' ; Post; Zum Herzogatand; Zur
Benediktenwand), with a once wealthy and celebrated monastery,

founded in 740 and consecrated by St. Boniface, now containing

a home for veteran soldiers and a stud. To the S.E. rises the

Benediktenwand ; to the S. the Jochberg, Herzogstand, and Heim-
garten

.

The ^Benediktenwand (.5910') is ascended hence via the Kohlstatt Alp
and Hauistatt Alp (rfmts.) in 4'/2 his. (way-marks; guide, 8 .//, not indis-
pensable for adepts). The route is steep at places; at the top are a cross
and a shelter-hut. Magnificent view as far as the Gross-Glockner and
Veuediger; to the N. the Bavarian plain and six lakes. From Kochel (.see

below) to the top of the Benediktenwand via the Mair Alp and StaxYel
Alp, d'/i hrs. (with guide). From Lenggries, see p. 55.

Beyond Benediktbeuern the railway skirts an extensive marsh
and the Rohrsee (now dried up) to (461/2 M.) Kochel (1980'; *H6t.

PrinzLiidwig, 3 niin. from the station, with garden, R.l 1/2-3, pens.

5-8 e///; Stoger's Hotel ^^ Restaurant ; Post ^ both good; Zum Schmitd
von Kochel^ unpretending; Pens. Geisler) , the terminus of the

railway. A bronze statue, by Kaindl , of Balthazar Maier , the

'Blacksmith of Kochel', the leader of the peasants in the insurrec-

tion of 1705, was erected here in 1900. Kochel is separated by a

hill from (-^^M.) the lake (*Kurhotel Bad Kochel, with a chalybeate

spring and grounds on the lake, K. 11/.2-3, pens. b-S ^i). The
picturesque Kochelsee (1970'), o^/^ M. long and 2

1/2 M. broad, is

fed by the Loisach , and is bounded on the S. by the Jochberg,

Herzogstand, and Heimgarten. The pavilion near Bad Kochel affords

a good view.

At the N.W. end of the lake (3 M. ; omnibus in '/a hr.) lies the pleasant
village of Schlehdorf (Inn zum Herzoyenstand ; Heimgarten). The 'Herzog-
stand (p. 52) may be ascended hence in 3'/2-4 hrs. by the so-called
Pionier-Weg (bridle-path from Urfeld, p. 52). — Another fine view is

afforded by the Weilberg (3215'; good accommodation at the foresters),
which may be ascended from Schlehdorf via Kleinweil in l'/* hr., or from
Penzberg (p. 50) via Lindelsdorf in 21/2 hrs. — One-borse carriage from
Schlehdorf to Ohlstadt 6, two-horse 10 ^, to Murnaii 8 and 12 Jl.

The Road to Mittenwald (motor-omnibus see p. 49), leaving

Bad Kochel (see above) on the right, reaches the lake at (1 1/4 M.) the
*Hotel Seehof (j^ens. 5-7 J^] lake-baths) and skirts it, passing the
*Hotel zum Grauen Bdren (pens. 51/2-^ «'^/; lake-baths), to the (1 M.)
Kesselberg Inn (V2M. to the S. is the *Alt-Joch Inn, prettily situated

on the verge of the wood). The new road, constructed in 1893-97
(commemorative tablet near the top of the hill), then ascends in

easy windings to the (31/2 M-) pass of the Kesselberg (2825'). To
the right of the old road are the pretty falls of the Kesselbach,

along which a path ascends. From the culminating point, where
the bridle- path to the Herzogstand diverges to the right (see p. 52),
we obtain a view of the Karwendel and Wetterstein ranges in the

distance, and, below us, of the beautiful, deep-blue *Walclien8ee

(2630'), 4'/4 M. long and 3 M. broad, surrounded by forests and

mountains, the finest of the Bavarian lakes after the Konigs-See.

4»
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At the N. end (IV2 M.) are the houses of Urfeld (^Zum Jager am
See, K. IV2-35 pens. 6-8 .i^; Zum Fischer am See, R. 1^/^-2, pens.

4V-2-6 J^ ; both good).
ExcuKsioNS. — The Herzogstand (56S0'), a remarkably line point of

view, is ascended lience in 2V2-3 brs. (guide unnecessary; horse 10, small
one- seat vehicle 12 ^4f). A good bridle-path (see p. 51) diverges to the left

(W.) from the road coming from the Kesselberg, about 8 min. from Urfeld
(or a steep path leading from Urfeld direct to this bridle-track in V* hr.

may be taken). In V4 hr. a pavilion, commanding a beautiful view of the
Walcheusee, is reached. On the opposite side of the path is a bench affording

a survey of the Kochelsee and the plain. The path thence ascends in easy
windings ; in Va br. we see to the right the Schlehdorfer Alpl, where the
path from Schlehdorf issues (see p. 51), and in 1/2 br. more we reach a

hut (spring), at the foot of a large ravine descending from the summit.
On the saddle, 1/2 hr. farther on, are the Herzogstand-Hdmer (5165'),

belonging to the G. A. C. (*Inn with 76 beds at 2-3 J^, members I-IV2 Jl)-
Beyond the inn the path is nearly level to the (10 min.) foot of the
highest peak, which is attained by zigzags in V2 hr. more. On the summit
is a pavilion. Admirable view of the mountains as far as the Oeztal
glaciers , and of the plain with its numerous lakes (panorama 70 pf.).

The Farrenhergkopf (5340' ; 10 min. from the Herzogstand-Hauser) and the
Maviinskopf (5i90'; 20 min.) command a view of the central part of the lake,
which ia not visible from the top. — A narrow arete, protected by a wire
rope at one point, but not advisable for persons subject to giddiness, con-
nects the Herzogstand with the (IV4 hr.) Heimgarten (5870'), to the W.,
from which we may descend (with guide) to Schlehdorf (p. 51), to OhlstuU
(p. 34), or to Walchensee. — From the Herzogstand-Hauser a narrow path to

the right, affording at first a fine view of the Walchensee, and then leading
through wood, descends to the hamlet of Walchensee in IV2 hr. (ascent
of the Herzogstand from Walchensee 2V2-3 hrs.).

Jochberg (5140', from Urfeld 2V2 hrs. ; guide not indispensable) From
the Kesselberg (p. 51) we ascend to the E. to the (IV2 hr.) Jocher Alp (diSO*

:

rfmts.) and the (V2 hr.) summit, which commands a beautiful view.

From Urfeld to Jachenau and Tolz see p. 55. — The Mitten-

wald road skirts the W. bank of the lake to (^3 M.) —
531/2 M. Walchensee (Post, R. ULj-l^j^ M), a hamlet charm-

ingly situated on a bay of the lake, and surrounded with woods.

On the opposite bank are the church and parsonage of the Klosterl.

Carriage from Walchensee to Walgau 6, with two horses 9 Jl ; to

Kochel, Kriin, and Jachenau 8 and 11, to Mittenwald 11 and 16, to Parten-
kirchen 15 and 22 Jl. — It is preferable to proceed from Urfeld to Walchensee
bv boat (3/4 hr. ; fares, for 1. 2, 3, or 4 pers., 1 Jl 20, IJif 80, 2 Jl 10, 2 Jl
40 pf.; toAltlach 2, 3, 4, 41/2 Jl; Oberuach 21/2 Jl, 3^h Jl, ^ Jl 80, b Jl
30 pf.). From the middle of the lake (the 'Weitsee') a fine view is enjoyed.
On the S. bank are the houses of Altlach, whence a good bridle-path ascends
the Hochkopf (4275'; IV2 lir. ; descent to Vorder-Riss, see p. 56). Near the
W. bank lies the wooded islet of Sassau (private ; no adm.). Travellers
bound for 3Iittenwald row from Urfeld (without going to Walchensee)
in 11 2 hr. to Obernach (see below).

The road skirts the bay of Walchensee, ascends the ridge of the

KatzenlcGpf (274:0'), and again descends to the (2V 2 M.) Einsiedl Inn
(R. 1-2, pens. 5 Jl, very fair), near the forester's house of Ober-

nach, at the S. end of the lake (the passage by boat is preferable,

see above"). To the left is the road leading along the S. bank to

Niedernach (p. 55), and to the right the path to (81/2 lirs.) Eschen-

lohe (p. 34) via the Eschen-Tal. We now gradually ascend the pine-

clad valley of the Obernach. To the right lies the small Schmalzer-
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See. At (31/2 M.) Wnlyau (2840'; *Neuner ; Isartal, moderate),
the broad valley of the Isar is reached (to Vorder-Riss and Tolz, see

p. 573. — 11; 2 M. —
60 M. Kriin (2850'; Post, very fair; Zwr Schbttllcarspitze').

From Kriin a road leads to the W., past the picturesquely situated
Barmsee (2905' ; hotel & pens. ; motor-omnibus from Partenkirclien daily),

to (2V2 M.) Klais, on the highroad from Mittenwald to Partenkirchen
(p. 45). — The "Schottlkarspitze (6725') may be ascended from Kriin in

5-5V2 hrp. (guide not indispensable). The road crosses the Isar beside
the forester's lodge, then ascends to the left to (2 hrs.) the Fischbach Alp
(4650'), with a royal shooting-lodge. Thence we descend into the Fischbach-
Tal and ascend again to the right to (I1/2 hr.) the Royal Shooting Box
(5290'), overlooking the two Soiern Lakex (5120'), which are magnificently
situated. Or those with steady heads may follow the Lakaien-Steig, which
leads from the Fischbach Alp round the Fischbach-Tal to (l'/2 hr.) the
royal shooting-box. Thence a good path ascends to the (I1/4 hr.) top of the
Schottlkarspitze (pavilion), which commands a fine view.

On tlie S. the precipitous Karwendel-Gebirge is conspicuous; to

the W. rises the Wetterstein-Gebirge. Opposite the (S^/oM.) mouth
of the Seinsbach (p. 46) the road crosses the Isar twice within a

short distance. Then past the Hussel-Miihle to (3 M.) —
65 M. Mittenwald (p. 45).

12. From Munich to Bad Tolz and Mittenwald.
74 M. Rail^^at to (36 M.) Bad Tolz in 1I/2-2V4 hrs. (3 Jl 20, 2 Jf 10 pf.).

Motor Car from Tolz to (6 H.) Lenggries thrice daily in 4() min. ; to (91/2 W.)
Bichl via Heilbrunn thrice daily in 50 minutes. Diligence from Lenggries to

(12 M.) Jachenau daily in 2V2 hrs, ; to (141/2 M.) Vorder-Riss daily in 4 hrs.,
and thence to (71/2 M.) Hinter-Riss in 2 hrs.

The train soon turns towards the S. The direct line to Rosen-
heim diverges to the left (R. 15). — SVa M. Mittersendling (1785').

At (7 M.) Orosshesselohe (1835') the Isar is crossed by a handsome iron
bridge ; to the left we obtain a view of the deep and gravelly bed
of the river, with Munich in the distance; the Alps are visible to

the right. Then through wood. 11 M. Deisenhofen; 16 M. Sauerlach
(2025'). The Teufelsgraben ('devil's dyke'), a deep, dry hollow,

is crossed, and the train reaches (227-2 M.j Holzkirchen (2240';
*Oberbrdu, R. 1-2 J^ ; Rail. Restaurant), the junction of the lines

to Rosenheim (p. 68) and Schliersee (p. 64). — 26 M. Ober-
Warngau (2345'; marked path to the left to the Taubenberg in

1 hr., see p. 64). — 29 M. Schaftlach (2480'; *Post; Rail.

Restaurant; to Tegernsee, see p. 58). The mountains become
grander; on the left rises the Benediktenwand. 32^/2 M. Reichers-
beuern (2360'), ^yith a handsome chateau. — 36 M. Bad Tolz. The
station (2255' ; Rail . Restaurant ; Bellevue, with fine view, R. IY2-
2 Ji) lies to the N., 1/2 M. from the Isar bridge (omnibus 20 pf.).

Bad Tolz (2155'; Post; Bruckbrdu; Kolberbrdu; Lechner), a

small town (5260 inhab.) prettily situated on a hill on the Isar,

with breweries and a trade in timber. Many of the houses are

frescoed with Biblical subjects. The War Monument for 1870-7 1,
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in the Marktgasse, bears a bronze statue of the imperial general,

Kasper Winzerer, of Tolz (d. 1542), whose tomb is in the hand-
some Parish Church (15th cent.; restored in 190G). The local

HiHorical Museum (adm. Tues. & Frid. 5-7, 20 pf. ; at other times

50 pf.) and Herr F. Staudinger's collection of objects of art and
antiquities are worth visiting. — The garden of the Biirgerbrau

and the *Kalvaricnberg (2320'; 1/4 ^^0 command a fine survey of

the Isar-Tal, stretching far into the distance; in the back-ground, to

the S.AV'., the long Benediktenu-and (p. 65) and the cone of the

Kirchstein (p. 55), to the S. the Juifen (p. 61). On the left bank
of the Isar, 20 min. from the station is Bad Krankenhbil (*Kur-
hotel tV- Kurhaus, R. 3-5, pens. 8-11 J/; *Akti€n-Badhaus, R. 2-5,

pens. 6*,2~8 t^i^'; *H6t. Kaiserhof, pens, from 6 Ji ; Hot. Sedlmair,

11. 2-3, D. 21^2, pens. ^-l^j^Ji; "^Hot.-Ptns. Villa Germania. Pensions

:

Spenger, Q-SJS; Villa Emilia, b^j^-^Ji; Haus Thorstein, 6-71/9 «.//;

Villa Johanna. Villa Bellaria)^ with a Konversations-Haus, Trink-

halle, and Bath House (bath 2-3'/2 M^. The water is conducted in

leaden pipes from the springs, 4 M. distant, and contains natron and
iodine. About 1 1/2 M. to the W. is the Zollhaus (*Jnn, with baths),

on a hill near which is the Alpenhaus Kogel (Restaurant, D. li/2«^)-

The left bank of the Isar, close to the town, is laid out with ex-

tensive woods and promenades. Visitors' tax, 1 pers. 10, 2 pers. 15,

a family 18 Ji.
Excursions (paths all indicated by marks). To P/4 lir.) Gaissach (2430';

inn), with fine view; through the woods to (1/2 hr.) Sigmundsruhe and (1 hr.)

the Schweizer (inn), with fine view; by (1 hr.) Wackersberg ('2550'; Altwirt)
and the (V4 hr.) Pest-K'ipelle to (3/i hr.) the Bau?i Alp (rfmts.). — Beyond
the ZolUiaus (see aboA'c) to the left, before the first bridge, via the (20 min.)
Saversherg and the (1/4 hr.) Sudhmts (rfmts.), to (8 min.) the Krankenheil
Springs, and thence to (IV2 hr.) the top of the Blomberg (4090'; view).
Turning to the right, we skirt the fence for 5 min., then pass through it

to the right, and reach (I/4 hr.) the Satmsberg Alp. Two paths lead hence
to the *Zwiesel (4426'), one direct in 1/2 hr., the other diverging to the
left to (25 min.) the Schnaiiacher Alp, about 10 min. from the summit,
on which there is a shelter-hut. Extensive view. The descent may be made
from the Schnaitacher Alp at a somewhat steep angle, crossing several
grassy expanses, to a footpath, which leads to the left through wood and
finally loses itself in the stony channel of the Steinbnch. We descend
the channel until we come to a path ascending to the left, which leads
past (1 hr.) the Bnun Alp and the Pesf-KnpeUe to (3/^ hr.) Wacbrsherg (sec

above). Thence either direct to (3/4 hr.) Tolz, or via the Dachshohle to the
(40 min) Zollhaus. Or we may descend direct from the Zwiesel ti'the
W. to (2 hrs.) Bi'ilbi'unn (marked path; see p. 55). — The Buchberg
(2815'; splendid view) may be ascended in I1/4 hr. by a new path, to the
rjpht, just short of the Zollhaus. Immediately below the summit is the
Lukas Inn.

[From Bad Tolz to Bichl, 972^1-: motor-car 5 times daily in

50 minutes. The road leads to the W., past the Zollhaus (see above),

Vorder-Stallau, the Stallauer Weiher (2330'), and Hinter-Stallau,

to the Bierhciusl (2250'), and to the right to (6 M.) the baths of

Heilbrunn (2235': Kurhaus ij- Restaurant, R. 7-30 Jf weekly;
Bellevue; Post), with the Adelhcidsquelle, containing bromine and
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iodine. We then proceed to the (7V2 M.) rail, station of Heilbrunn

(p. 50), or via Enzenau and Steinbach to (9^2 M.) Bichl (p. 50).

From Bad Tolz to the Walchbnsee via Jachbnau (23 M.

;

diligence to Lenggriesin summer thrice daily in l3/4hr., to Jachenau

once daily in 4^2 ^i^s. ; one-horse carr. to Urfeld 20, two-horse

30 JO. The road follows the E. side of the broad Isar-Tal to (6 M.)

Lenggries [2230' ; Altwirt, Post, hoth. yery Mv-^ Schiener). [The
footpath over the Wackersberg (p. 54) is recommended to pedes-

trians.] The (I/2 li'"') J^opfl commands a pretty view. About 1 M.
to the S. is the Grand-Duke of Luxembourg's chateau of Hohenburg,

with a large park, brewery, and bath-establishment.
Mountain Ascents (guide, Dionys Greil), The *Benediktenwand (5910')

may be ascended in 572 hrs., with guide, by the Ldngental Alp and
Probst Alp. This ascent is longer but more interesting than that from
Benediktbeuern (p. 51). — The Brauneck (5100') is easily ascended via the
Oarland Alp in 2^/2 hrs., with guide; open shelter-hut on the top. We
may descend to the Brauneck Alp and thence ascend (1 hr.) the Kirchstein
(SSOO*), with a monument to Emp. WiHiam I. and a fine view. — The
Geigerstein (4890'; 3 hrs., with guide) oflers no very great attraction. —
The Fockenstein (5130') and the Kampen (5236'), both of which may be
ascended in 3-372 hrs. via the Hirschhach-Tal and the Eirschtal Alp (4()00'),

are two interesting points. (Descent to the Bauer in der Au and to Tegernsee^

see p. 59.) — The Silberkopf (5eeAar/;7*ew^, 5255') is easily ascended in 3 hrs,

via the Seekar Alp (4380'); thence to the Kampen in 2^/2 hrs. by the are te,

tor adepts only. — A very attractive ascent is that of the 'Kossstein (5570' ;

3-372 hrs.). made via the (2 hrs.) Kaltes Briinnl, (1 hr.) Maria Eck, and
the (72 hr.), Bossstein-Hillten and thence either direct or via, the Btichstein-

Scharte 5575'; shelter-hut); beautiful and extensive view from the top.

From the Buchstein -Scharte the Buchstein (5625'j may be ascended in

12 min. by skilful climbers. Descent to the (272 brs.) .Bawer in der Au, see

p. 59. — A similar view, more open to the W., is commanded by the
Schbnberg (5315'), ascended from Fleck via the Schonherg Alp in 3 hrs.

The road crosses the Isar (to the left, the chateau of Hohenburg,

see above), and reaches (8V2 M.) Wegsclieid (Zum Pfaffensteffl,

rustic). The road now quits the valley of the Isar, skirts the wooded
flanks of the Langenberg, and enters the Jachenan, a secluded

valley, 12 M. in length, watered by the Jachen. I61/9 M. Inn zum
Back [2330'). From the [18 M.) village of Jachenau (2590'; *Post:)

a road to the left leads through the Jachen-Klamm to Niedernach

[rustic inn) and along the S. bank of the Walchensee to Altlach and
( S'/2 M.) Obernach (see p. 52). The road to Urfeld continues to

ascend over the Fieberberg (2900') and then descends through wood
to (211/2 M.) Sachenbach, at the N.E. end of the Walchensee,

whence it follows the N. bank to [23 M.) Urfeld [p. 52).]

From Bad Tolz to Mittenwald (36 M. ; diligence to Hinter-

Riss daily in 6Y2 hrs. ; carr. to Vorder-Riss 18, with two horses

30 c///). To (6 M.) Lenggries, see above. The road then follows the

right bank of the Isar, passing Anger, to (8Y2 M.) Fleck (2275';

*Killer'sInn), with a large cellulose factory. Beyond (10 M.) Winkel

the valley turns to the S.W. ; in the background rises the Scharf-

reiter (p. 56).
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Fnun the Gerblbauer, ^l\ M. from Winkel, a marked path ascenrls to

the left through wood to the (2 hrs.) ^Hochalpe (46S5'), Avhich commands
a fine view. The descent may be made to ihe (172 hr.) Stuhen Alp^ on
tlie road from Kreuth to the Acliensee (p. Gl).

The valley narrows. On the left are abrupt, wooded slopes, on
the right flows the river in its wide and gravelly bed. The road

rounds a juttingrock, crosses the Walchen or Achcn and the Diirrach,

and reaches (I0V2 M.) Fall (2430'; ^Fallerhof, with baths, R. 1-

2V-2, pens. 37-2-5 «.//)• On the right is a rapid of the Tsar, here

hemmed in by a rocky barrier.

On the right bank of the Walchen or Achen , which flows out of the
Achensce, a narrow road leads to (9 M.) Achenwald on the Achensee post-

road (p. 61). — To the S. of Fall is the Diivrach-Klamm, a gorge which
deserves a visit (to the Klamm-Briicke, IV2 hr., with guide). — The easy
ascent of the Jvifen (6620'; see p. 61) takes 4V2 hrs., with guide. — The
Lerchkogel (5535'; 41/2 hrs., with guide; fine view) is an attractive ascent
via the (IV-'lir.) Klamm-Briicke (see above) and the (3 hrs.) Lerchkogel Alp. —
A very fine point of view is the Scharfreiter (6880': 6 hrs. ; marked path,
but guide advisable; provisions should be taken). We diverge to the
left from the road to the Riss after ',2 hr., and ascend (red marks) via
the Grammersherg. the Oriesmann Alp and Ki-otieribuch Alp to the (3V2-4 hrs.j

Moosen Alp (5300') and thence to the left to the (2 hrs.) summit (fine view).
The descent may be made by the Baumgarten-Joch (bridle-path thence)
to (3 hrs.) Hinter-Riss (see below); or from the Moosen Alp to the (2V2 hrs.)

Oswald-Hiitte (see below).

The valley expands. 201/2 M. Vorder-Riss (2650'; Steigenberger^

by the saw-mill), a royal shooting-lodge on a pine-clad hill at the

confluence of the Rissbach with the Isar.

From Vorder-Riss to the Walchensee (p. 52). A marked bridle-

path diverges to the right about 3 M. from Vorder-Riss and, passing to

the right of the Eochkopf (4275'), leads to (4 hrs.) Alilach (p. 52). The
ascent of the Hochkopf, with a royal shooting-lodge and fine view, takes
1 hr. more.

[Through the Riss to the Achensee, 9 hrs. (road as far as the

Hagel-Hiitte ; diligence to Hinter-Riss daily, see p. 53). The valley

contracts at (3 M.) the Osioald-HUtte (2760'; inn), at the mouth of

the Fermersbach- Tal. (To Mittenwald via the Vereins- Alpe, see p. 46.

)

The Scharfreiter (6890') may be ascended hence in 5 hrs., with guide

(easier from Fall, see above). We now cross the Tyrolese frontier.

71/2 M. Hinter-Riss (3055'), a shooting-lodge of the Duke of

Coburg, in a finely-wooded valley. At the foot of the small Gothic

chateau are the low buildings of a Franciscan monastery {KVosterl

Inn., adjoining the monastery; Alpenhof, 1 M. farther on, fair).

Excursions (paths generally marked
;
guide. Alois Norz). To the grand

rocky amphitheatre in the Rhontal (Torkopf, Wankspitze, Steinkarlspitze,
Wechselkiipf), l'/2 hr. as far as the Alp (4150'

;
guide not indispensable).

—

To the S. into the Tortal (IV4 hr. to the Koran, where the valley bends to
the W.). — To the Schonalpen-Joch (6520'). an agreeable and easy expedition
(3 hrs.). — The following are difficult ascents (guides, 15-18 K.) : Rissev
Folk (7925'), Laliderer Falk (7910'), Hochglikk (8450'), Eiskarlspiize (8605'),

Spriizkarspilze (8560'), Gruhenkarspitze (8730'), and Eaihcasserkarspitze (9185').

To Ladiz and Laliders. an attractive excursion for a whole day
(8'/2-li hrs.). A road leads to the S. through the Johannes- Tal (p. 57)
to the (21/2 hrs.) Ahornboden (4585'), with a shooting-box ; thence to the
left (marked path) to the (1 hr.) Ladiz Alp (5155'). which commands a
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striking view of the tremendous clifts of the Birkkarspitze. Kaltwasser-
karspitze, etc.-, then over the Ladiz-Jochl (6000'), between the Ladizkopf
and the Mahnkopf, to the (IV2 hr.) shooting-lodge of Laliders (5005'), the

(V4 hr.) Laliders Alp (6005'). grandly situated, and through the Laliders-
Tal back to (81/4 hrs.) Hinter-Riss. Or we may again ascend from Laliders
to the (1 hr.) Hohljoch (5890'), between the Te^ifelskopf and the KiihkarspUze,
which mav also be rea-ched in 2hrs. direct from Ladiz. via the Spielist-

Joch (5825'), and to the (10 min.) Laliders-Hochleger .4Zp(5820'); thence wc
descend to (1 hr.) the Eng Alp (3990'; Wurzhiitte Inn, plain, V-* lir. farther on),
in a fine situation at the base of the huge Spritzkarspitze (85G0'), and return
to (3' ,'4 hrs.) Hinter-Riss through the Engtal (see below). From the Eng
via Gramai to Pertisau^ see p. 63 (guide 10 iT.); over the Lanisen-Joch to

Schtcaz, see p. 188 (guide 15 K.). — From Hinter-Riss to the Vereins Alp
and to Miltenwald, see p. 46. — Across the Eochalm-Sattel to the Karwendel-
Tal and to Scharnitz^ see p. 47 (guide 15 K.).

From Hinter-Riss (provisions should be taken
;
guide unneces-

sary) the road ascends gently, past the mouths of the Johannes-Tal
and Laliders-Tah to the (2 hrs.) Hagel-Hiltte (3575'), where tlie

Risstal (above this point called the Engtal) turns towards the S.

(see above). The road from the Hagel-Hiitte to the pass is in a

neglected state and not practicable for carriages. We ascend in

windings through wood, passing the Plums Alp (4580') and a closed

shooting-lodge (left), to the (2 hrs. ) Plumser Joch (5410'), which
commands a limited but striking view : to the W. the Risstal, with

the Falken and Gamsjoch, to the E. the Seebergspitze and Seekar-
spitze, near the Achensee. We now descend in zigzags to the (3/4 hr.)

Gem Alp (3845'), and through the wooded Gerntal, past the Pletz-

ach Alp (3360'),' to the (IV2 lir.) Pertisau (p. 63).]

The road to Mittenwald crosses the Isar, and follows the left

side of the secluded valley to (3072 M.) Walgau (p. 53), on the high-

road from the Walchensee to (36 M.) Mittenivald (p. 45).
From Vokdek-Riss bt the Soiern Lakes to Mittenwald, a very attrac-

tive walk (bridle-path. 10-11 hrs.). After crossing the Rissbach, the path
ascends the Fischhach-Tal to the left, passing the Hundstall-Huite (4(fe)'),

to the (5 hrs.) Soiern Lakes (p. 53), above which, to the right, is the royal
shooting-box (ascent of the Scfwttlkarspitze, see p. 53). Before the first lake
is reached a bridle-path ascends to the left to (1 hr.) the saddle of the
Jdgersruh (6225'), between the Krapfenkarspitze and the Soiernspitze. We
descend into the Steinkar, then proceed to the right along the clifis through
the Fritzenkar (fine views of the Achensee and Karwendel mountains) to
the (1 hr.) Jochl (5865'). Thence a winding path leads down to the (1/2 hr..»

Vereins Alp and (2V2 hrs.) Mittenwald (p. 45).

13. From Munich to Tegernsee and to Jenbach

via the Achensee.
6972 M. Railway to (36V2 M.) Tegernsee in 2-2V2 hrs. (2nd cl. 3 Ji 70,

3rd cl. 2 M kQ pf.). Post- Omnibus from Tegernsee to (71/2 M) Wildbad
Kreuth twice daily in 2Y4 hrs., and from Kreuth to the Achensee (Scholastika,
lo M.) daily in 4 hrs. ; also ordinary Omnibus from Tegernsee (Guggemos) to
Achensee daily in 9 hrs. (with 3 hours' halt at Bad Kreuth). — One-horse
carriage from Tegernsee to Kreuth 7, two-horse 12 Jjf, to the Scholastika
16 or 24, to Jenbach 26 or i1 Jl -^

from Scholastika to Kreuth 14 or 22, to

Tegernsee 18 or 30 JST. -, from Jenbach to Kreuth 32 or 42. Tegernsee 34 or 50^.
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(driver's fee and tolls included). — Steamboat on the Acliensee from
Scholastika to Seespitz (and hack) eight times daily in summer in 50 min.
(1 A". 80 or 1 A". 30 A.)- — Railway from Seespitz to Jenbach (in summer
8 trains daily in 3/^ hr.) iu connection with the steamhoat (see pp. 63, 187).

Railway to (29 M.) Schaftlach, see p. 53. The line to Tegenisee
diverges to the left (on the right, the Benediktenwand) and reaches

the Tegernsee (3^/4 M. long, IV4 M. broad) at (34 M.) Gnmnd
(2410'; Rail. Restaurant^ with beds; Bellevue; in tlie village, beyond
the Mangfall, Post or Herzog Max, R. IV4-2V2, pens. 5-7 J/; Ober-

stoger), where the Mangfall emerges from the lake.

Kaltenbrunn (*Restaurant), a farm of Duke Charles Theodore, at the
N.W. end of the lake, 1 M. from Gmund and 41/2 M. from Tegernsee by
land, or reached by electric launch (see below) or by boat in 1 hr. (1 J^
40 pf.), commands the best survey of the lake. Pleasant walk thence by
the road on the W. bank to (6 M.) Egern (see below), via Wiessee (Post).— A path ((blue and white marks) ascends from Gmund to (2 hrs.) the
*Neureut (p. 59).

From Gmund the line leads along the E. bank, via ^'f. Quirin,to—
371/2 ^I- Tegernsee. — Hotels. *Serben-Hotel, E. from 2V2, pens,

from 8 J; *Bahnhof-Hotel Niggl, R. 11/2-4. B. 1, D. 21/2 ^ ; Post, R. li/j-S,

B. 3/4, pens. b'^l-i-l^liJl; Guggemos, R. 1'/2-8V2, pens. b-l^j^Jl; *Steinmetz,
E. 2-4, B. 3/4^ pens. 6-8 Jl; Tegeenseer Hof, R. li 2 Jl; Schandl, un-
pretending. Lodgings may also be procured. — At Rottach: Plendl, R. from
IVs Jt; Hahn (p. 59). — At Egern^ at the S.E. end of the lake, on the road to

Kreuth: Bachmair, moderate; Hoss, R. 1-2 Jif; Gasthof zur Uebebfahrt,
with lake-baths; Cafe Reinhard, with beds. — Beer at the Brdustiibl, in

the ducal chateau; Sommerkeller, with veranda, a little to the N. of the
chateau (open on Sun.,Wed., Frid., & Sat. afternoons). Restaurant Schiitzenhaus

in the Alpbach-Tal (see below); Caf4 am See, with view terrace: Mayer,
cafe and confectioner: Caf^. am Alpbach. — Lake Baths, 1/2 M. to the S.

of the village. — Boat, with rower, for 1-2 pers. 1 Jl per hr., 3-4 per.^.

1 Jl 20, 5-6 pers. 1 Jl 40 pf. — Electric Launch to Egern and Ahwinkel every
V2hr. ; also via Wiessee and St. Quirin to Kaltenbrunn (see above) in con-
nection with the trains (landing-place 5 min. from the Gmund station).

Tegernsee (2400'), a large and charmingly situated village

(1742 inhab.) , attracts numerous visitors in summer and "winter.

Beautiful walks in the environs. The large Schloss, formerly a

Benedictine abbey, said to have been founded in 719, and suppress-

ed in 1803, now belongs to Duke Charles Theodore of Bavaria; the

N. wing contains a brewery. Above the portal of the Church is an

ancient relief in marble (1445), representing the princely founders

of the abbey.
Environs (numerous guide-posts). A favourite point is the (20 min.)

"Grosse Parapluie (2460'), an open summer-house. The path ascends the
right bank of the Alpbach, and in 3 minutes crosses a bridge (to the right)
at the edge of the wood. Or the steps ascending to the left, about V2 M.
to the S. of the S.E. angle of the Schloss, passing a monument to the poet
Karl Stieler (d. 1885), may be followed to the open rotunda, which affords

an admirable view of the lake and the encircling mountains (from left

to right; Bodenschneid, Wallberg, Setzberg, Leonhajdstein, Ringspitzen,
Hirschberg, Kampen, Fockenstein). To the right, 8 min. below the Parapluie,
a path leads to the Leeberger (restaurant); line view of the head of the
lake. Pleasant way back from the Parapluie past the Pftiegelhof (2765'

;

restaurant), 10 min. to the E. (line view) , and thence either direct in 18 min.,
or through the Alpbach-Tal (1/2 br.) past the Schiitzenhaus (restaurant and
garden), a memorial to King Mas, and the Schandl Inn (see above).
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Bauer in der Au. We cross by boat (in 12 min.. 50 pf.) or electric

launch to Abwinkel (Sapplkeller), and then proceed past a saw-mill (inn)

to the (V* hr.) Egern road, which we follow to the right till we cross the
Sollbacfi, and then ascend to the left by a pleasant forest-path to (S/* hr.)

the Bauer in der Au (2695'; rfmts.). A cart-road leads hence via (P/a hr.)

the Schicarzentenn Alp (3375') to (IV2 hr.) Bad Kreuih (p. 60). Ascent of

the Hirschberg (21/4 hrs.), see below. Rossstein (5570'), from theSchwarzentenn
Alp via the Rossstein-ffiitten in 2V2hrs., and Buchxtein (5625'), via the Bucher
Alp in 2 hrs., see p. 55. — A pleasant expedition may be made to Lkxggries
(t hrs.) by a route diverging to the right from the above-mentioned road
about 3 M. from the farm, crossing the brook, and ascending the Stinker-

graheti (sulphur-springs) to the (1 hr.) Hirschstall Alp (4025') between the

Kampen (5235*) and the Fockenstein (51:^0'; each of which may be ascended
from the Alp in 1 hr. ; comp. p. 55), and thence by a good bridle-path

down the picturesque Hirschbach-Tal to (l'/2 hr.) Schlots Hohenbuvg^ 1 M.
from Lenggries (p. 55). — From the Bauer in der Au we may return by a

road to the right, on the slope of the Ringberg; where it emerges from
the wood (1 M.) a footpath descends to the right to (1 hr.) Egern, at the
S.E. end of the lake; thence by boat or by the ferry to Tegernsee (p. 58).

Freihaus (2700'). Electric launch or rowing-boat in 25 min. (1 J() to

Wiestee (p. 58) ; footpath thence across the Zeiselbach and up the valley to the

N,W. to (25 min.) the Freihaus (rfmts ); a charming route, with fine views.

The Falls of the Rottach are situated in a picturesque ravine, 51/4 M.
from Tegernsee. The road leads from (l'/2 M.) Rottach on the left bank
of the Rottach (or footpath on the right bank past the Cafe Angermaier),
passing (1/4 hr.) Hagrain ('Hahn Inn) and Elmau. to (1 hr.) Enter-Rottach

(2590*; inn); '/'-' M. farther on a finger-post shows where the path descends
to the right to the picturesque falls (80-100' in height); the path rejoins

the road [higher up. The Bodenschneid (5475') may be ascended hence in

3 hrs. via the Boden Alp, attractive (see p. 65). — "The road ascends hence
to the Wechsel (3390'), and descends through the picturesque wooded valley

of the Weisse Falepp to (2^/2 hrs.) the forester's house of Falepp (p. 65).

Thence by the Spitzing-See to Schliersee 12 M., and from Schliersee to 'Tegern-

see 10 31. — The whole round forms a pleasant drive of 10 hrs. (carriage

20 Jl, with two horses 30 M).
The 'Neureut (4115'), to the K.E., is ascended from Tegernsee in I3/4 hr.

by a path passing the (1/2 hr.) Wetterhof and XV* ^'^) '^"^ ^".^^ Scherer (3150';

charming view). At the top is the Neureut-Haus ('Inn, open also in winter,
bed l'/2 J'/), with alpine garden and splendid view (to the S. the Venediger).
We may then either descend to (IV2 hr.) Gmund (p. 58) , or keep along
the ridge to the E., without descending, to the {^U hr.) Oindelalm-Srhneid
(1365'), with fine views of the Schliersee, the Kaiser-Gebirge, etc., and
descend by the (10 min.) Gindel Alp (4075'; rfmts.) to (IV^ hr.) Schliersee

(^ec p. 6i).

Riederstein (3960'), IV4 hr. to the S.E. We may ascend either from
tlie Pfliegelhof {^. 58) via the Pfliegeleck , the longer but better route; or

from the Leeberger (p. 5^). From the latter we ascend by a somewhat
rough path, and then by a 'Route de Calvaire' with 14 stations, to the
conspicuous chapel . on a precipitous rock. — A path which can hardly
be missed ascends to the E. along the crest of the hill to the {^l\ hr.)

Baumgarten Alp (4480') and the ('/« hr.) Baumgartenschneid (4750'), whence
an extensive panorama is obtained. A descent (steep at first) leads from
the Alp to the 'Prinzen-Weg (p. 65) and through the Alpbarh-Tal to (2 hrs.)

Tegernsee.
The *Hirschberg (5480'; 4 hrs.) is an admirable and easily reached point

of view. The ascent is best made from Scharliag (Hoegg), on the Kreuth
road, 3 M. from the ferry at Egern (p. 60). Here, or 1/2 M. before, near
the Lohbach Fall, we diverge to the right from the road, and follow a

marked path through wood via the Holzpoint Alp (3705') to the (1^/4 hr.)

Ringberg- Sattel, where the path from the Bauer in der Am is joined on
the right (see above). Thence we ascend the Kratzer (to the left) in zig-

zags to the (»/4 hr.) Hirsehberg-Haus (4950'; *Inn, open also in winter;
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telephone), on Ihc Lticken-Alp, 25 min. below the summit. Splendid view
at the top (panorama by Waltenberger, 50 pf.). Descent via the Waidberg
Alp to (2hrs.) Dorf Kreuth, see below, or from the Ringberg-Sattel to the
(1 hr.) Bauer in der Au (p. 59).

The ''Wallberg (5'o50': 3Vj-1 brs.) is attractive and not difficult. From
Egcrn a carriage-road leads via (V2 br.) Oberach (Glasl Inn) to the (2V4 hrs.)

Wallberg-Hmis (4920'; *Inn, open in winter also), on the saddle between
the Wallberg and Setzberg. Thence we follow a marked path (numerons
steps) via the W. arete to the (3/4 hr.) rocky summit, which commands
a wide Auew and is marked by an iron cross, 25 ft. in height.

The 'llisserkogel (5990'; 6 hrs., with guide) is somewhat fatiguing.
From the (3 hrs.) Wallberg-Haus (see above) a marked path skirts the W.
side of the Setzberg (5600') to the Grubereck, where our route is joined on
the left by the path ascending from Dorf Kreuth. A somewhat steep climb
takes us in 2'/2 hrs. more to the summit, which aflords a splendid view,
embracing the Tauern and Zillertal Ferner, and extending to the Zugspitze
on the W. ; to the N. rises the Plankenstein (5790'; ascent difficult), at the
foot of which are the Rotenstein and Eiedereck lakes. Easv descent by a
good zigzag path via the Riedereck Alp (4830') to (2 hrs.) Enter-Rottach (p. 59).
The descents by the (Vzhr.) Riss Alp and through the Langenau to (2V2 hrs.)
Bad Kreuth; or via the Bernan Alp to (3 hrs.) Falepp (p. 65). are steep at
first, and not advisable for inexperienced walkers.

From Tegernsee to Tolz , railway via Schaftlach, see p. 56. — To
Schliersee, see p. 65; to Neuhaus. see p. 66.

The highroad from Tegernsee to Kreuth passes the Prinzen-

Kapelle (in memory of Prince Charles of Bavaria, d. 1875) and the

baths of Schicaighof, crosses the Rottach, and leads through (1^4 M,)
Rottach [Plendl). with its pretty country-houses. About 1 M, farther

on it crosses the Weissach.
Pedestrians save 20 min. by taking the ferry (5 pf.) across the S.E.

arm of the lake from the (1/4 M.) Kleine Parapluie to Egern (p. 59); the
road on the other side reaches the highroad at (3/* M.) the Weissach bridge.

The road follows the pretty valley of the Weissach via Oberhof
and Pforn. Near (IV2 ^0 Scharling (Hoegg) a footpath diverges

to the right, passing the Pletscher Point and rejoining the road

farther on (ascent of the Eirschherg, see pp. 59, 61). The valley

contracts near the village of (11/2^^.) Kreuth (26S0' ; Lehmann),
to the right of which rises the conical Leonhardstein (4760'). On
the left is (3/^ M.) the prettily-situated */nn zur Rainer Alpe(2bS0'-^

pens. 51/2-7V2 •^O' about ^/^ M. beyond which a road to the left

diverges for the (i/o M.) —
71/2 M. Wildbad Kreuth (2715'J, a large bath-house and *Hotel

(R. 6-36 J^ per week; for passing travellers, R. 21/2-3, D. 3 ..#),

the property of Duke Charles Theodore of Bavaria, situated on a

broad green plateau. The springs, containing salt and sulphur, have
been known since 1500.

Walks in the grounds of the Kurhaus. In a marble niche above a
spring on the slope, V2 M. to the E. of the Kurhaus , is a bust of King
Max I. — The Hohlenstein (3627'), opposite the baths, to the E., commands
a fine view of Tegernsee, etc. (to the cross, 1 hr.).

Wolfsschlucht (8150'; IV4 hr.) , a ravine with two waterfalls. The
path ascends the Felsenweissach-Tal to the Pforner and Oberhof Alps and
turns to the left into the gorge. A giddy path ascends from the Ober-
hof Alp, 'iiber den Pels', to the Schildenstein Alp (p. 61).

Gais Alp (IVzbr.). Descending at the back of the Bad and crossing the
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Felsenweissach , we follow a good path tlirougli wood, which is at first

level, and afterwards ascends to the left on the hillside to the pleasantly
situated Alp (3650'). About 20 min. farther on is the Konigs Alp or Kalten-
brunner Alp (3660'; Rfmts.), which may also be reached in 2 hrs. by a
good road, diverging to the left from the Achental road above the Klamm-
lach Fall (see below), and ascending in zigzags. — The Schildenstein (5290').

a good point of view, is ascended from the Gais Alp or the Konigs Alp
in 2 hrs. ; last part of the ascent steep. The track descending from the
Schildenstein Alp (4845') to (3 hrs.) Achenwald on the S.W., though marked,
is marshy and bad (guide advisable).

•Hochalpe (4685'; 4 hrs.). A road, diverging to the right from the
Achental road at the (21/3 hrs.) Siuben Alp (see below), leads to the (1 hr.)

MitterhiiUen Alp (4325'), whence a path ascends to the N.W. to the (i/^ hr.)

Hochalpe (line view). Descent to (l'/2hr.) Winkel in the Isar-Tal, see p. 55.

The 'Schinder (5930'; b'^j-i'hrs.) is a magnificent point of view. A road
leads to the E. through the Langenau to the (3 hrs.) Baier Alp (35C0'',

uightquarters), whence a marked path ascends to the left by the Ritzlberg

Alp (4970') to (2'/2 hrs.) the summit (Oesterreichischer ScUnder; Traumitz-
berg). Descent to Falepp, see p. 65.

The Risserkogel (5990'), 41/2 hrs., with guide, via the Riss Alp, see

p. 60. — The *Hirschberg (p. 59) is easily ascended from Scharling (path
marked), or from Dorf Kreuth (p. 60) via the Waidberg Alp, in 3 hrs.

The road from Bad Kreuth to the W. crosses the Weissach and
joins the main road. The latter (well adapted for cyclists^ gradually

ascends the wooded Weissach-Tal, passing the pretty Klammhach
Fall and the '^Inn zum Bayerwald, to [2hrs. ; 121/2 M.) Glashiitte

(2925'; Inn), with the Bavarian custom-house of Stuben. Beyond
the Stuben Alp (3085'}, about 1 M. farther on, the road descends

rapidly through narrow valleys, and in the once strongly fortified

defile of Achen (2875') crosses the Tyrolese frontier. (^Below, to the

right, diverges the road through the Achen-Tal to Fall in the Isar-Tal,

p. 56.) The Austrian custom-house is near the village of (1 V4 ^^
)

Achenwald (2695' ; Hagenwirt, good trout).

The ascent of the Juifen (6520') may be made from Achenwald via the
Schultcrbevg Alp in 4 hrs. (not difficult

;
guide advisable). Fine view from

the summit. Descent either by the Roticand Alp to Fall (p. 56), or by
the Joch Alp (p. 63) to Achensee.

The road gradually ascends through pine-woods along the Achen,
or Walchen, the outlet of the Achensee, which rushes noisily in its

deep hed. At (1 hr.) Leiten (Hintner's Inn; Huber) the Ampels-
bach-Tal opens on the left; in the background rise the grotesque

rocky horn of the Guffert and the long ridge of the Unniitz.
A road on the left side of the Ampelsbach-Tal leads over the Obef-

berg (3435') to (3 hrs.) Steinberg (3330' ; Margreiter), a village prettily situated
in a green Alpine valley. Ascent hence of the ''Guffert (or Steinbergev
Spitze, 7190'; marked path in 31/2 hrs.), easy and repaying. Ascent of the
-Unniitz (6815'; 3V2 hrs.), via the Hintere Schonjoch Alp (4200*), not difficult

(see p. 62). Route to the Inntal via Aschau (to Brixlegg 6 hrs.; guide
desirable), see p. 186.

2OV2M. (1 M. from Leiten) Achenkircli (3030'; Kern; Post,

3/4 M. farther on; Adler, all good), a village 27-2 M. long, the scat-

tered houses of which extend almost to the Achensee.
The *Acliensee (3050'), 51/2 M. long, about 1/2 M. broad, and

430' deep, a dark-blue lake, the largest and finest in N. Tyrol, lies
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1300' above the vaUeyof the Inn. At the N. eiid(22V2M. ) is Mayers
/nn, a little beyond which is the HvtelScholastika(R. 2-7, D. 2 K. 80,

board 4 K. 80 h. ), with a bath-house, and the church. About 1 M.
farther on, on a green promontory, is the Hotel Seehof (H. from
2 K. 40ft., D. 3, pens. G-8 K.), with a chapel and a cafe on the lake.

The road, hewn in the rock at some places and built out into the

lake at others, leads on the E. bank to (28'/2 ^^•) J^uchau (^Prantl),

at the S.E. end of the lake, V/^ M. from Maurach (p. 63). Steamer
on the lake (preferable ) from Scholastika eight times daily to See-
spitz in nO min., calling at Seehof, Pertisau. and Kuchau (1 K. 80
or i K. 30 /t.) ; circular trip in II/2 hr. (2 K. 60 or 1 K. 80 h.). Row-
ing-boat from Scholastika to Pertisau in l'/->hr. (^1 pers. 1 ^.40,
2 pers. iK. 60 /i.).

ExcuKSiONS (guide, Barthol. Edenhauser). Pleasant walks in the woods
from the Scholastika to the Aschbacher Hohe and Lom'senruhe (V2 hr.), and
from the Seehof to the Kraxel Fall, the Eremitage, and (8/4 hr.) the Oar/is

Pavilion, commanding a pretty survey of the lake. Boating expeditions
(steamboat to the Kleine Gaisalm twice daily) may be made to Thereaeinruh
on the W. bank, and to the Kleine Gaisalm (Haberrs Inn), a green .slope

at the E. base of the abrupt Seekarspitze. The Maviensteig (quite safe for

those not subject to giddiness) leads round the N. end of the lake to the
(L hr.) Gaisalm; utw path (wire ropes) thence to the Orosse Gaisalm '/< hr.,

to the Breitlahn 55 min., to the Pertisau 20 min. (shade in the afternoon).

The Unnutz (6S15'; Shrs.; guide, unnecessary for experts, Q K. ; pro-
visions should be taken), which commands a magnificent view, presents no
serious difficulty. Good paths (marked with red) lead from the Scholastika,
from Mayer's Inn, and from the Seehof through wood (fine glimpses of the
Achensee), and lastly up steep pastures to the (IV4 hr.) Kogl Alp (.4695';

accommodation). From the highest hut we cross the depression to the
left, then (20 min.) turn to the left, and (1/4 hr.), where the path divides,
ascend rapidly to the right for ^,U hr. through creeping pines, and after-

wards over grassy slopes, to the (20 min.) summit (Vorder-Unniitz^ 6815').

The view embraces on the E. the Steinbergerspitze. and more in the back-
ground the Kaiser- Gebirge, the Loferer Steinberge , and the Steinerne
Meer; S.E. the Kitzbiihel range, and the Tauern; S. the Sonnwendjoch,
Zillertaler Ferner, Tuxer Ferner, Solstein, Oetztaler Ferner, Karwendel-
Gebirge. and Wetterstein-Gebirge: far below lies the Achensee. Attention
should be paid to the guide-boards on the descent.

From the Kogl Alp (see above) paths (red marks) lead to the S. past the
Koyl-Joch (5530') and Ochsenkop/ (5460') to the (IV2 hr.) Mitthre Koth Alp
(see below); to the S.E. to (1 hr.) the Schrnalzklausen Alp (3858'), in the
Grundachen-Tal, and thence vifi the Angern Alp (4840') to the (21/2 hrs.)

top of the Murchspitze (6580'), whence the descent may be made to the
Zireln Alp and (2V2 hrs.) Brixlegg (p. 185).

The Kothalpen-Joch or Spiel-Joch (7065') may also be ascended with no
great difficulty in 3 hrs. from the Seehof (guide 7 K.). A marked path,
to the left of the waterfall, ascends rapidly through wood to the Lower,
Middle^ and (2 hrs.) Upper Koth Alp; then to the left at a spring (38° Fahr.)
across grass (abundant edelweiss) to the (1 hr.) summit. Fine views of
the Achensee, the Steinberger-Tal, Inntal, and Zillertal. — From the
Upper Koth Alp to the Klohen-Joch (6700'; view), marked path in 1/2 hr. ; to

the Hochiss (7540'), marked path in IV2 hr. (guide % K. ; comp. p. 63; de-
.'icent to the Erfurter Hiitte).

The Seekarspitze (6725'; 3V2-4 hrs. ; guide IK.) is difficult near the
top. From Mayer's Inn we proceed to the hamlet of Achensee, at the
mouth of the Oherau-Tal, and thence follow a marked bridle-path to the

(IV2 hr.) Kogl Alp (4180': fine view), whence we ascend in 2-2V2 hrs. to
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the summit. A difficult route (guide necessary) leads hence along the
arete to the Seebergtpitze or Eabenspitze (6835'), and thence down to Per-
tisau. — The Hochplatte (5935'; 3 hrs.; guide 6^.), on the N. side of
the Untei-au-Tal, is an easy and attractive ascent from JIayer's Inn via the
Briindl Alp and the Joch Alp. — Ascent of the Juifen, see p. 61.

On the S.W. bank of tlie lake is the Pertisau, a green pasture

enclosed by mountains and frequented as a summer-resort [Fiirsten-

haus^ on the lake, the property of the Benedictine abbey of Fiecht,

'diner maigre' on Fridays, R. 2-21/2, P- ^^ K. 30 h.,- ^HoteL Stephanie,

with baths, R. 2-5, D. 3-4, pens. Ti/o-lO K. ; *H6t. Alpenhof, R. 31/2-5,

D. 3, board 6 K. ; Post, very fair; rooms at Villa Worndle and Villa

Albrecht; Pfandler, Karl, in the village, Y2 ^- from the lake, un-
pretending). Charming view of the lake; to the S. the mountains
of the Inntal and of the Zillertal.

ExcDKSioNS. The Barenkopf (6520': 3 hrs.
;
guide 5 if."), ascended via

the Rdrenbad-Alpe i(4770'), or from Seespitz through the Weissenbach- Tal,
all'ords an admirable survey of the lake and the environs. — The ascent
of the *Sonnjoch (8060'; 5V2-6 hrs. ; guide \0K.), though somewhat fatiguing,
is remunerative. The Falzturn-Tal is followed to the (3V_> hrs.) Gramai
Hochleger (see below). Then a steep and stony ascent of 2 hrs. to the
summit. Extensive panorama.

Fkom the Pertisau to Hinter-Riss over the Plumser-Joch (7 hrs.), see

p. 57; beyond the Gem Alp a shorter footpath leads to the right through
shady woods. The route via Gramai (9 hrs.; guide 10 A'., not essential) is

preferable. The path (marked) ascends the Falztuni-Tal to the S.W.
;

1 hr. Falzturii Alp (SbUb'), finely situated; 1 hr. Gramai Mederleger (^iUO'):

then a steep ascent to the right to the (ii/z hr.) Gramai Hochleger (5685')

to the S. of the Sonnjoch (see above). Thence across the ('/2 hr.) Gramai-
Joch (6240'), with view of the Karwendel chain, etc., to the S., to the
(3/4 hr.) Bins Alp (4830'), the (V2 hr.) Eng (3930'; Wurzhiitte Inn), and
{^^ilivsA Hinter-Rissi^.b^). — Over the Stanser-Joch(6895') to Schwaz{liivs.

;

t<uide 10 K.), see p. 188; from Pertisau via the Bdrenbad Alp (see above) or
from Seespit/, through the Weissenbach- Tal to the pass (splendid view),
3i/-.'hrs.; descent to St. Georgenberg I1/2 hr.

A steamer plies from the Pertisau in '^j^\n. (road iu 1/2 hr.) to the

Seespitz Hotel (3060'; R. IV2-2V2, Pens. 6-8 .fiT.), at the S. end of

the lake. Thence we either follow the rapidly descending road

through the iras6ac/i-2'ai (334M. ; a shorter footpath diverges to

the right at the Seespitz, rejoining the road in 20 min. at the

Restaurant Kasbach), or proceed by railway (p. 187) via (1 M.)

Maurach (3100'; Huber; Neuwirt) and Eben (p. 187) in 3/4 hr.to—
4 M. (691/2 M. from Munich) Jenbaclifi735'), seep. 186. Rail-

way thence to (21 M.) Innsbruck, see R. 38.

From Maurach (see above; guides, Alois and Ludwig Brugger) a marked
path ascends to the N.E. through the Buchauer Graben past the Lower and
Upper Mauritz Alp to the (3 hrs.) Erfurter-Hiitte (6016'; inn in summer),
on the Matiritzkopf. This is the best starting-point for the ascent of the
peaks of the Sonnwend-Gebirge, which aft'ord splendid views: the 'Hochiss,
or Oamsspitze (7540'), an excellent point of view, in 11/2-2 hrs. (guide 6 A'.);

ih^Rofan (7415'), 2 hrs. (6V2 A'.); the Vovdere Sonnwendjoch (7295'), 2V2 hrs.

(guide 8 A'., with descent viii the Zirein Alp to Brixlegg HA.; see p. 186);
tlie Haidachstellwand (7185'), 2 hrs. (6 A'.); etc.
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14. From Munich to Kufstein via Schliersee

and Bayrisch-Zell.

6S'/-j M. Railway to (cJS 31.) SMiersee in 2V4 lirs. (3 Jl 30, 2 Ji 20 pf.).

From Schliersee to (10 M.) Bayrisch-Zell Diligence in summer twice daily
in 21/4 lirs. (railway under construction) ; thence to (20V2 M) Kufstein carriage-
road , but no public conveyance. Carriages to be had at Schliersee and
Neuhaus (carr. and pair from Schliersee to Kufstein in G-T hrs., 15 Jl).

Railway to [^l^.^^l.) Holzkirchen (change carriages), see p. 53.

The line diverges to the left from the Tulz line, and at (26'/-2^^0

Darching it enters the picturesque MangfaU-Tal. Opposite is

Weyarn, formerly a monastery, now a school. Pleasant excursion

(11/4 tr.) to the Weyrer Lindl ( 2370' j view).

30'/2 M. Thalham (2055'J. On the right rises the Tauhenoerg

(p. 53; l'/4 hr.). The train crosses the Mangfall and traverses the

wooded Schlierach-Tal. — 33\/.2 M. Miesbach (^2245'; Mlesbacher

Hof, R. IV4-21 2 J^; "^Waitunger, R. from 11 o, pens. from 4 Jl

;

*Post; Greidercr ; Alpenrose ; Wendelstein). a prettily situated vil-

lage and summer-resort (4070 iiibab.).

About 11/231. to the N. is the chateau of Wallenhurg (2340'; restaurant,
with garden and view). — A splendid panorama may be enjoyed from the
view-tower on the Stadelberg (3115'; Kaiserhof Inn), M min. from Miesbach
(good tobogganing in winter).

To Gmund (71/2 M.) diligence every afternoon in 2 hrs., \ia, Schweinial
to (3 M.) the Mailer am Baum (inn), where the Mangfall is crossed, and
thence via Festenbach and DUvrenlach to (47^ M.) Gmund (p. 58).

To BiRKENSTEix (12 M.). Diligence from Miesbach dailv in summer, in

272 hrs., via Parsberg, Wornsmiihl, and Hundham, to (S^AJl'.) Ellbach (2590';

inn; ascents oi ih-G. Scltwarzenberg. 3900', I72 hr.. and the i>re»7ensiem, 5325',

23/4 hrs., interesting). Then by (I74 M.) the Marbach Inn and (3/4 M.)
Fischbachau (2530': inn) to (3/4 M.) Birkenstein (2&.':ijf ; Kramerwirt ; Birken-
stein), with a frequented pilgrimage-chapel, at the W. base of the
*Wendelstein (p. 66), which may be ascended hence via the Spitzing-Alpe

in 23/4 hrs. (shortest route, marked with red and green). — Beyond Fisch-
bachau the road crosses the Leitzach and leads via Standen and (274 M.)
Aurach (p. 66) to (2 M.) Neuhaus (shorter route via the Fischeraim Inn.,

marked with blue). Omnibus from Birkenstein to Schliersee 4 times daily
in 2 hrs.

The train crosses the Schlierach twice and passes Agataried. —
361/2 M. Hausham (2495'; Schwarzer Diamant), with coal-mines.

38 m. Schliersee. — Hotels. *Seehaus; *Hot.-Eestaubamt Wittels-
BACU, R. I-272, pens, i-1 Jl ; 'Seerose; Hot. Wendelsteix, R. iyi-2 J/

;

Hot. Bahnhof; Post; Rote Wand ; *Seebad Spitz, with lake-baths; Mess-
NER; Pens. Dr. BRooFuimER, Hofhacs, Villa Kolleb. — Restaurant Kegel-

stein. on the slope of the Schliersbgrg, ^/i M. from the station, with view,
R. 1-2, pens. 3-5 Jl.

Schller&ee (2570'}, wdth 1000 inhah., prettily situated on the

lovely Schliersee (2550'), is much frequented in summer. Peasants'

theatre on Sat., Sun., and holidays in summer at 7 p.m. in the

Seehaus garden. The (5 min.) Weinberg-Kapelle affords the best

view of the environs (from E. to W., the Schliersberg, Rohnberg,

Alpelspitz, Jiigerkamp. Brecherspitz. BaumgartenbeVg, and Kreuz-

berg).
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Pleasant excursion (road in 50 min., shady footpath in 35 min.) to

the Schliersberg (3370'), with the Schliershergalm Inn and beautiful view
(good tobogganing in winter). From the Schliersberg we may proceed'to
the (11/4 hr.) Rhonberg (3955'), whence the view extends to the Zilleital

glaciers and the Tauern.

To Tegernsee (p. 58). The shortest route {Prinzen-Weg ; 3^/2 hrs.) leads
from the railway-station via the wooded Breitenbach-Tal and past the Olas-

hiitte (restaurant), to (3 M.) Htnnerer''s Inn in the Au C-2800'), whence a bridle-

path ascends to the saddle of the Sagfleckl (3786'), between the Baum-
gartenschneid (on the left; p. 59) and the Kreuzberg (on the right), and descends
through the Alpbach-Tal to (2V4 hrs.) Tegernsee. — A more attractive route

(474 hrs. ; guide not indispensable) is afforded by the marked path diverging

to the right from the Prinzen-Weg at Hennerer's Inn and ascending via the

(2 hrs.) Gindel Alj) (4165'; rfmts.) to the (V4 hr.) Gindelalm-Schneid (4365';

see p. 59). The path then runs almost on the crest of the hill (paths

descending to the left to be avoided) to the (1 hr.) Neureut (p. 59), and de-

scends rapidly to the Westerhof 2ind. (lV4hr.) Tegernsee. — Over the Kiihzagel

(4-4V'2 hrs. to Egern), see p. 66; ascent from the Au to the left through
the Tuft-Tal.

The road skirts the E. side of the lake (rowing-boat preferable).

21/4 M. Fischhausen (Hot. Finsterlin, with cafe on the lake) lies at

the S. end of the lake; high up to the left the ruin of Hohen-

waldeck {^060'). At(3/4M.)Neiiliaus(2655'; /nn), an unpretending

summer-resort, the road divides, the right branch leading to Falepp,

the left to Bayrisch-Zell. To the E. rises the finely shaped Wendel-
stein ; to the S. the Brecherspitze and Jagerkamp.

The EoAD to Falepp leads through the Jose/s-Tal, past (1/2 hr.) the

*Bdiel Josefstal, crosses the brook, and ascends in numerous windings,
which the pedestrian may cut off. Beyond the (1 hr.) Spitzing-Sattel (3770'),

between the .Jagerkamp and Brecherspitz, the road descends to the lonely

Spitzing-See (3550'), at the S. end of which is the Wurz-Hiitte, a quaint

inn. The lake is drained by a stream flowing into the Rote Falepp, which
forms a little fall (on the right) 20 min. farther on. 1 M. Waizinger Alp
(3095'); 21/4 M. the forester's house of Falepp orValepp (2860'; //ira), prettily

situated in the midst of wood, below the union of the Rote and Weisse
Falepp. — A marked path leads from Falepp by the Erzherzog-Johanu'
Klaitse and through the Rrandenberger-Tal to Brixlegg (p. 185; 8-9 hrs.).

—

Through the Rottach-Tal to (4 hrs.) Tegernsee^ see p. 59. — The-Schinder
(Trausnitzberg, 5930'; p. 61) is ascended from Falepp in 3-31/2 hrs. via the

Gais Alp and Trausnitz Alp. — To Landl across the Elend Alp (41/2 hr.'?. ;

with guide). This route may conveniently be combined with the ascent of

the Rotwand (see below; 2 hrs.). Keeping to the right from the guide-post,

we reach (1/4 hr.) the Elend Alp (3570'), and continue through the Elend-
Graben to (1 hr.) the Kloascher Alp and in 3/^ hr. more to the road from
Bayrisch-Zell to Landl (to Urspring, IV2M., see p. 67).

Ascents from Neuhaus (routes in most cases indicated by coloured

marks). Brecherspitze C5525'), 3 hrs., via the Aiigerl Alp (fatiguing; guide

necessary). — Bodenschneid (5475'), 31/2 hrs., with guide, via the Raiiier

Alp ani'the Relienback Alp mtO' ;Timts.), not difficult ; admirable view. The
descent to the W. leads via the Boden Alp to (2 hrs.) Enter-Rottach (p. 59).

— Jagerkamp (5725'), 3 hrs., via the Jdgerbauerii Alp, laborious near the top,

but attractive. — -Rotwand (6180'), 4V2-5 hrs., easy and very attractive.

We ascend to the left from the (13/4 hr.) Wurz-Hiitte, on the Spitzing-Sec

(see above), to the (V2 hr.) Holzstube, and thence proceed to the right

over the Klausbach and through wood, skirting the Gleiselsiein, to the

(13/4 hr.) Rotwand-Haus (5380' ; inn in summer), 3/4 hr. below the summit.
Magnificent *View (mountain-indicator). Below the summit is the open
Boeklein Hut (20 pf.). The Rotwand may be ascended also from (2 hrs.)

Geitau (p. 66) via the Schellenherg Alp, the Gatterl (to the left of which
is the picturesque Soinsee., 4785'), the Grosstie/ental Alp, and the Kimp/el-

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 5, 6
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Scharte (.5740'; new Alpiue Inn) in 3 lirs. ; from the (21,2 brs.) Waizinger
Iliitte (p. 65) throupb the Pfanngrdben and via the Eilmpfling Alp in 3 hrs.

;

or from Falepp (p. 65) in S'/z hrs. — Missing (6175'), from Geitau (see below)
by the Grosstiefenial Alp and the saddle between the Rotwand and the
Miesiny; in 4'/2 hrs., interesting. — Auerspitze (5940'), another fine point,
ascended from Geitau by the Ohei'e Soin Alp in 4 hrs. — The shortest ascent
of the "Wendelstein (G025'; see below) from Schliersee leads via Birkenstein
(p. 64; omnibus four times daily in 2 hrs.). Pedestrians follow the Bayrisch-
Zell road as far as Aurach (see below), then diverge to the left, and
beyond Stauden (p. 64) take the marked short-cut to (13/4 hr. from Neuhaus)
Birkenstein (p. 64).

From Neuhaus to Tegerxsee by the Kiihzagel, 3V2-4 hrs. (guide hardly
necessary). A marked path leads through the Z'«rn6ac/i-(rra6en to (ly* hr.)
the saddle to the E. of the Kiihzagel Alp (8490'). whence we descend to
the (3/4 hr.) Kiihzagelhof^ then into the Eottach-Tal to the road from Falepp
to (IV2 hr.) Tegernsee (p. 5S).

The road to Bayriscli-Zell next passes (21/4 M.) Aurach (Fisch.er-

alm Inn, on the road to Birkenstein, seeahoveand p. 64). Between
(^21/4 M.) Geitau (inn) and (IV4 M.) Osterhofen (see below) the

wide Leitzach-Tal is entered. — 48 M. Bayrisch-Zeil (2625';

Wendelstein or Neuwirt ; Post or Altwirt, R. I-IV4) pens. 3-31/2 .//),

a small village, prettily situated in a basin enclosed by the Wendel-
stein, Seeberg, and Traithen.

*"Wendelstein (6025'; 3 hrs.; guide unnecessary; horse to the Wendel-
stein-Haus 8 Jif, if kept overnight 12 Jf), a much frequented and very
fine point of view and not difficult (cable railway from Osterhofen under
construction). "We may either proceed to the N. through meadows to

the foot of the mountain, and ascend by a path (marked with white
and red) past the Tanner-3fiiJde to the farm of Hochkreui, where we turn
to the right to the (1 hr.) JSiegel Alp, the (V4 hr.) Lower Wendelstein Alp^
and the (1/4 hr.) Upper Wendelstein Alp (4950'); or we may follow the
bridle-path, beginning behind the Wendelstein Inn and marked with red,
which ascends via the (20 min.) Lower Zeller Alp to the (IV4 hr.) Upper
Wendelstein Alp, where it joins the above footpath. From the Upper
V/endelstein Alp we proceed to the left , skirting the Gache Blick and
joining the path from Birkenstein (p. 64) above the spring, to the {^U hr.)

Wendelstein-Haus (5655'; -Inn, with 40 beds at 2-3 e.^), at the foot of the
cone (meteorological station; telephone from Bayrisch-Zell; advisable to
secure beds in advance). An easy flight of steps leads from the inn to a
platform on the Gache Blick (fine view). From the inn we ascend by a safe

path protected by railings to the (20 min.) summit, a plateau 6-12 yds", broad
and about 25 yds. in length, on which stand a chapel and a cross. The
*View (panorama to be obtained in the inn) embraces (left to right) the
Untersberg, Watzmann, Kaiser-Gebirge, Tauern Mts. (with the Gross-Vene-
diger and Gross-Glockner), and the Karwendel and Wetterstein ranges
(with the Zugspitze) ; to the X. the extensive plain with the Chiemsee,
Simmsee. and Starnberger See. — On the E. side of the peak, in the 'KesseF,
is a limestone cavern, the entrance to which is covered with ice (there
and back 3 hrs., fatiguing; guide essential). Descent to Birkenstein, see
p. 64; to Brannenhurg, see p. 69; to Feilnbach, see p. 63.

The Traithen (6080' ; fatiguing but interesting) may be ascended from
Bayrisch-Zell in 4 hrs. (with guide) by the Urspring-Tal and the Vovdere
Benebrand Alp (SSICK). The descent may be made by the Steilen Alp to the
Briinsteinhaus and (41/2 hrs.) Oberaudorf (p. 69).

Fkom Batrisch-Zell to Oberaudorf or Braxnenbcrg, 4V2-5 hrs.
(guide unnecessary). The marked path, steep at first, leads by the Tanner
Alp and the Grafenherherg Alp to the Auer-Briicke. and through the Auer-
bach-Tal to the (2V2 hrs.) Tatzelwurm (2510'; -Inn), near a fine fall of
the Auerbach (best viewed from the lower bridge). Then by the deep
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Auerbacli-Tal past Rechenau to (2 hrs.) Oberaudorf (p. 69) ; or to the left

from the Tatzelwurm to the Easier Alp (2565'), descending past the Regau
Alp and through the Forchenbach- Tal to (2 hrs.) Brannenburg (p. 68).

The road (rougli at places) to Kufstein follows the Urspring-
Tal, enclosed by finely -wooded mountains; to the left is the
Traithen (p. 66). We pass a small waterfall of the Sillbach on the

right (3 M.), and then, where the valley expands, the mouth of

the KLoascher-Tal (over the Elend Alp to Falepp, see p. 65). We
reach the Austrian frontier at the (2i/4 M.) Backer Alp (2790'), and
the Vrspring Inn (good wine) 1/2 M. farther on. The road descends

a finely wooded valley. Several glimpses of the Kaiser- Gebirge. At
the (3 M.) village of Landl (2195'; good Inn), in the Tiersee-Tal,

is a shooting-lodge of Archduke Louis Victor.
To Falepp over the Ackeen Alp, 5 hrs., fatiguing and lacking interest.

A cart-road, between the Veitsberg on the left and the Hinter-Sonnwend-
Joch (6555'; ascended from Falepp in 472 hrs.; fine view) on the right,
ascends to the (2V2 hrs.) Ackern Alp (4670'). Descent by a rough path
through wood, high on the right side of the valley, past the (I'/z hr.)
Bdrenbad Alp, and (steep) down into the Enzengraben ; then under a wooden
conduit, after passing which we re-ascend, and finally turn to the right to

the forester's house of Falepp (p. 65).

The road forks 1/2 M. beyond Landl. The branch to the left

descends the valley of the Tierseer Ache (Kiefer-Tal), crosses to

the right bank at (3 M.) Wieshdusle (inn) and ascends rapidly to

(21/4 M.) the Tier-See ox Schrock-See (2040'). Thence it crosses the

Marblinger Hbhe (fine view of the Kaiser-CJebirge), and descends
through wood, passing the dark Ldngsee and the Edachlossl, to Zell

and (6 M.) Kufstein (p. 182).
The more attractive road to the right from the fork ascends to (8/4 hr.)

Hinter-Tiersee (28(X)'; Grasshoff) and (3/4 hr.) Vorder - Tiersee (22C0'-, See-
wirt; Pfarrwirt; Kirchenwirt), where the peasants perform plays nearly
every Sunday in summer (passion-play every tenth year, the last in 1905).
Then to the (V4 M.) Tiersee. — A pleasant route leads from the Tiersee
(diverging to the left from the road before the culminating point is

reached) via the Wachtl (good wine) and Schoffau (Kurzenwirt) to (5 M.)
Kiefersfelden (p. 69).

15. From Munich to Kufstein via Rosenheim.

6IV2 M. Railway in IV2-3V2 hrs. (express- fares 9 Jl 10, 6 Ji 40, 4 Ji
50 pf. •, ordinary fares 8 Jl, 5 Ji 30, 3 Jt 40 pf.).

Munich (Central Station) , see Baedeker s Southern Germany.
The railway skirts the town. Beyond the (3 M.) Munich South
Station the train crosses the Isar. At (6 M.) Munich East Station

the Simbach-Braunau line diverges to the left. Stations Trudering,

Haar, Zorneding, Kirchseeon. — 23 M. Grafing (1780'; Railway
Inn; * W«7d), a considerable place, 1^2 M. from the railway.

Branch Railway (872 M., in24min.) to the N. to the finely-situated town
of Ebersberg (1825' ; Oberwirt, R. 1-2, pens. 3-5 J!?; Eolzerbrdu). The 'Keller',

or summer-garden, of the Schloss brewery commands a magnificent view
of the Alps (still more extensive from the belvedere on the Ludwigshohe,
2125', 11/2 M. to the N.). The church contains a fine marble monument
of the Counts of Ebersberg.

5*
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From Grafing to Glonn, railway in 36 min. through the smiling
Olo7inial, via Taglaching^ Moosach. and Adling. From Glonn (Post ; Neu-
wirt) pleasant excursions may be made to the O/2 hr.) chateau of Zinneberg
(fine view), to the O/2 M.) Olonn-Quelle, to the (I1/2 hr.) Steinsee, etc.

Between (28 M.) Assling and (311/2 M.) Oster-Munchen tlie dale

of fhe Attel is traversed. To the riglit, opposite the traveller, rises

the Wendelstein, to the left the Kaiser-Gebirge, in the background
the Gross-Venediger. — 8672 M. Carolinenfeld.

401/2 M. Eosenheim. — Hotels. -Reltep/s Hotel Wendelsteix,
R. i^k-iy-i Jl ; Deutsches Haus, R. i'^k-1\!2 Ji ; 'BIaiseebad, with garden,
R. 11/2, pens, from b M ; Dedtscher Kaiser, with garden, R. I'/a-S, pens,
from 5 Jt ; Baterisghek Hof ; Konig Otto ; Thaller, R. 1-2 Jl, very fair;

Pens. Rosenheim. — Railway Restaurant; Fortner's Restaurant. — Baths
of all kinds at the Kaiserbad, Bismarckhad, and Dianalad.

Rosenheim (1460'), the junction of the Salzburg line (p. 70), a

town of 15,400 inhab., with salt-works, lies at the influx of the.

Mangfall into the Inn. The municipal museum of local art and
costumes is interesting.

Pretty view of the Tnntal and the Alps from the (1/2 hr.) Schlossierg
(restaurant), on the right hank of the Inn. The Bavaria Fish Breeding
EstaUishment on the (1 hr.) Innleiten is interesting. Close by is Bad
Leonhardspfunzen, with a chalybeate spring.

From Munich to Rosenheim via Holzkirchen, 46 M., in 2V2 hrs. To
(221/2 M.) Holzkirchen, see p. 53. We here diverge from the line to Schlier-

see and enter the Teufelsgrahen (p. 53), which ends at the valley of the
Mangfall. Stations Wesier/iarn , Brvckmiihl , Heufeld (with a chemical
manure manufactory), and (39V2 M.) Aibling (I6OO'; Ludwigshad ; Dvschl;
Schuhbvaii ; Johannisbad; Theresienhad ; Alexanderhad ; Wilhelmshad; all with
baths), a small town on the Glonn, with salt and mud-baths. The Schuh-
hrdu-Keller commands a fine view of the Alps. Pleasant walks in the
Irlach Gardens, on the Glonn; in the park of the chateau of Brandseck;
and to the (20 min.) Milchhdusl. Ellmosen, IV4 M. to the N., commands a

view of the entire Alpine chain with the Gross-Venediger. To Feilnbach, see
below. — On the right the Kaiser-Gebirge, and beyond (43 M.) Xolber-
moor, with a large cotton-factory, the Gross-Venediger become visible. —
46 M. Rosenheim, see above.

FROM-^AiBLiNoVfTO^FEiLNBACH, 7^/2 M., electric railway in 35 min.
(60 pf.). The line runs to the S., passing several small stations. Feilnbach

(1T70'; Hot. Wendelstein ; Obermaier: Schmids, with baths; Eriiuhaus) is

a pleasant village on the Osterbach. The *"Wendelstein (6025'; p. 66) may
be ascended hence in 4 hrs., by a marked path through the wioded Jenhach-
Tal and up*the slope of the Kirchelwand to the (3 hrs.) Reindler Alp (4640*).

Thence the Branneuburg route is taken to the (1 hr.) top (see p. 69).

Beyond Rosenheim the line turns to the S. and follows the left

bank of the Inn. — 45^/2 M. Rauhling (1505' ; Gerer's Eestaurant).
A road leads hence to the E,, crossing the Inn, to (3 M.) Neubeuern

(1570'; Schlotswirt; Hofwiri), commanded by a chateau on a wooded hill

(visitors admitted to the park). A pleasant walk up the valley (S.) brings
us to (3V2 M.) the mineral baths of Nussdorf (1595'; Bad Nussdorf; AU-
wirt; Bc7'nrieder), prettily situated on the Steinbach. The *Heuberg (1390')

is ascended hence in 3 hrs. (guide not indispensable). We ascend the left

bank of the Steinbach to (3/4 hr.) the hermitage of Kirchwald (2240'), and
10 min. farther on take a marked path ascending to the right to the (3,4 hr.)

Mailach Alp, whence we mount rapidly to the (^'4 hr.) saddle of the Ein-

gefallene Wand and (left) to (V2 hr.) the summit (Kitzstein; fine view).

48V2 ^' Brannenburg (1550'; Rail. Restaurant, bed 1^2 «^/)-

The village (*Schlosswirt, moderate), which is frequented as a
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summer-resort, with a chateau and park, lies 1 M, to the W., at the
base of the Sulzberg. Fine view from the Bierkeller, to the S. of

the village, I1/2 ^I- from the station.

ExcuEsioNs (guides, Joh. Georg Estner, Mart. Eolzner, and Jos. Huber).
Schtcarzlack-Eapelle (1910'), V2 lir. to the N.W., with a fine view of the
plain ; Biber (1740' ,* Widmann's inn), a hill with pretty forest-paths and
views, 20 min. to the S.E. ; St. Margareth (21000, at the mouth of the
Reindlev-Tal (3/4 hr. to the S.W.); In den Ovund (valley of the Forchenlach),
with a fine waterfall (IV4 hr. ; thence to the Talzelwurm V-ji hr., see p. 66);
ascent of the Petersherg (2780'). an admirable point of view, 2 hrs. (from
Fischbach I'A hr.). — The -Ramboldplatte (4665'), ascended via the Schlipf-
gruh Alp and the Rambold Alp (rfmts.) in 2V2hrs., commands a fine view
of the Chiemsee, the Kaiser-Gebirge, etc. — *Wendelstein (6025'j, 4V2-5 hrs.
(guide not indispensable; provisions should be taken). From the station we
follow the road to the bridge over the Kirchbach and then a path with red
and yellow marks, which leads to the right, passes St. Margareth (see
above) and enters the Reindler-Tal, ascending through it to (I1/2 hr.) the
Schicarze Ursprung (3045'). Proceeding straight on, we cross the Ijrook and
ascend by an ill-kept path to (1 hr.) ni& Mitter Alp (3810'; to the left) and
to the (3/4 hr.) saddle above the ReAndler Alp (4690'), which we leave to
the right. The path then skirts the W. side of the Wendelstein, and joins
the iHrkenstein route (p. 63) to (3/4 hr.) the Wendelsttin-Hmis (p. G6).

On a rock to the right near (51 M.^ Fischbach (1640' ; Post) is

the ruin of Falkenstein, with a restored tower, and high above it

is the pilgrimage-chapel on the Petersberg (2780'). Opposite rise

the Heuberg and Kranzhorn.— The train crosses the Auerbach (to the
right the baths of Trissl) to (56 M.) Oberaudorf (1580'; ZumBrunn-
sfem, at the station ; t]ieri.\la.ge (Suppenmoser; Lambacker ; Wein-
wirt^ with garden), with the ruined Auerburg on a hill, lies 1/2 M.
to the S.

Excursions (guides, Josef Hen aver and Chris tof Sagmeisier of Fischbach,
Peter Schneider of the Briinsteinhaus). To the Weber an der Wand O/4 hr.)
and past the finely situated (10 min.) Orafenburg Inn (pens. 3V2 Jl) to the
(V2 hr.) Gfalley Miihle, with a small cascade (Wolfschlucht Inn); to the
Tatzelwuvm (fine waterfall), in the Auerbach - Tal., 2V2 hrs. (thence to
BayHsch-Zell. see p. 66). — *E:ranzhorn (4485'), 8-31/2 hrs., easy and attrac-
tive. We cross the Inn to the Q/2'hv.) *Zollhazis Inn; then follow the road
to the left to ('/s M.) Muhlgraben (3/4 M. to the N.E. is the picturesque
gorge of the Trockenbach, with a fine waterfall, now made accessible), and
thence take the marked path via the Bubenau Alp and the Kranzhorn Alp
to (2'/2 hrs.) the summit, marked by an iron cross 16' high (fine view). —
*Briinstein (5310"), an easy ascent of 41/2 hrs. The marked path leads via
the Gfaller Miihl© and Wildgrub to (3V2 hrs.) the BrUnsteinhaus (4460'), a
good Alpine Club inn open all the year round, whence a new club-path
ascends to the right to the (3/4 hr.) chapel on the summit (magnificent
view). — From the Briinsteinhaus to the Tatzelwurm IV2 hr. : we proceed
to the W. to the Seeon Alp and then to the N. over the saddle to the
Baumoos Alp. whence we descend abruptly to the right, latterly through
wood (see p. 66). — The interesting ascent of the Traithen (6080'; guide)
may be made from the Briinsteinhaus in 2V2 hrs., via the Himrnelmoos Alp
and Steilen Alp., whence a stiff climb to the right leads to the arete and
the summit (comp, p. 66). — Route to Kossen, see pp. 77, 76.

The train now crosses the Klausenhach and reaches (59 M.)
Kiefersfelden, 1/2 M. from the village (1590'; *H6t. Konig Otto,

R. IY2) pens. 41/0-6 e//,- Messner Jnn), where the peasants perform
popular dramas every Sun. in summer. Near the Konig-Oito-
Kapelle, erected to commemorate the departure of King Otho of
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Greece (1833), the train crosses the Austrian frontier in the Klause
(see p. 183), a narrow defile, and approaches —

61 1 2 ^^- Kufitein (Railway Restaurant; Austrian and Bavarian
custom-house); see p. 182.— From Kufstein to Inmlmck^ see R. 38.

16. From Munich to Salzburg. Chiemsee.
95 31. Railway in 21/2-5V2 hrs. (ex press -fares 14 J( 2-1 10 ^. 7 .// 10 i-f.,

ordinarv fares 12 Jf 4 J, 8 U^ 20, 5 UT 30 pf.j.

To (iOi 2 ^1-) Bo?€n}i€im^ see p. 68. The Salzburg line crosses

the Inn. passes (44 M.) Siephanskirchen, the pretty ^emrmfe (1540'),

33/4 M. long, with the station of (48 M.) Kroiienr.uhle (two inns),

and (51 M.) Endcrf {^Vozi\ WieserJ, and runs to the .S. to —
56 M. Prien (1740'; *Hotel Chiemsee, at the station, R. 172"-)

pens. 41/2-S ..//,• *H6f. Kampemcand. with the Luitp:ld-Bad. near

the station and also a halting-place on the Chiemsee line, K. IV 0-3,

pens. 4-7 c/^ ; Krcnprinz; Bayrischer Hof, pens. 4-6 U5^, well

spoken of; Bailxcay Bestaurani), a favourite summer-resort, in the

smiling Priental.
From Prien a Steam Tramway runs in 8 min. to (1 31.) Stocl (*Stranii

Hotel, 1/431. to the E., E. 3-6, board 6 UT, first class: Hotel DampfschiSF,
well spokenof; lake-batbs: boats), the landing-place of the steamer on the
Chiemsee, vrbich plies ten times daily in 1/4 hr. to the Herreninsel and eight
limes daily in 1/2 tr- *'' 'he Fraueninsel (return-ticket to the Herreninsel.
1st class 2 Ji 4iJ, 2nd class in the steam-tramwav. 1st class on the steamer,
i. ^ 9/) pf. ; rowing-boat there and back 1 u!f. 'with a star of some time
l'/2 .M). — The Chiemsee flTOO'), li 31. long and 7 31. broadj contains three
islands : the large Herrenimel, with a monastery (now the old castle) and
the new castle: the Fraueninsel ('Hotel), with a nimnery (now a girls'

school) and an interesting chnrch; and the Krautinsel ('vegetable island"),

formerly a kitchen-garden for the monks and nuns. On the extensive
Herreninsel (9 31. in circum^ference) rises the large 'Schlcss Herren-
chiemsee. begun in the style of Loms XIV by King Louis II. after the model
of Versailles, but not completed (adm. daily from 12 ih 3Iay to 14th Oct., 9-5:

fee 3J(, Sun. and holidays IV2.V/; closed on 13th June). A visit to the palace^
including the walk from and to the steamer, takes about 2 hours. A few min.
walk from the pier, where tickets for the new castle are obtained (to the
right), is the Eotel-Rettaurant Artmann, with a veranda and garden. Thence
we proceed through the grounds of the Old Cattk and then through woods
to (10 min.) the yetc Palace, built on three sides of a square (open on the
E ), adjoined on the X. by a wing (unSnished) 49*J' long, and connected
with the lake by a canal 3/^ II. long. In front of the "W. facade are orna-
mental Water Works (without water at present), with the basins of Fortune,
Fame, Latona, etc. The pillared Vestibule, adorned with an enamelled
group of peacocks, opens on a Court, paved with black and white marble,
on the right side of which is the magnificent Staircase, richly adorned
with imitation marble, stucco, and painting. On the first floor, turning
to the right, we enter successively the Salle des Gardes du Roi (hdue and
gold), the Premiere Antichanibre (lilac), the Salon de I'Oeil de Boexif (green;
with an equestrian statue of Louis XIV, by Perron), and the magnificent
*Chambre de Parade, adorned in purple and gold, vrith a lavishly gilded
bed. Of the remaining rooms the chief are the 'Galerie de4 Glactt or
Spiegel- Galerii (24.5' long and illuminated with 8.5 lustres and lYX) candles),
the Salon d< la Guerre and the Stlon de la Paix (opening on the right
and left of the Galerie). the royal Bed Chamber and Study, the Dining
Room (with the table descending and ascending through the floor), the
Small Gallery, the Oral Saloon, and the Bath Room.
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The woods clothing the S. part of the island contain many picturesque
points. The (1/2 hr.) Steinwand (1785') commands a beautiful view : to the
E. in the distance is the Gaisberg near Salzburg, then the conspicuous
Staufen 5 S.E. the Sonntagshorn ; in the foreground, rising abruptly from
the valley, the Hochgern ; S. the Hochplatte, the long, indented Kampen-
wand, and the Miihlhorn; S.W. the Kranzhorn, the pinnacles of the Heu-
berg, the Wendelstein, and the broad Breitenstein.

From Seebruck (inn), at the N. end of the lake at the efiQux of the Alz
(steamer from Stock to Seebruck and Chieming thrice daily), a road leads
to the N.W. to (3 M.) Seeon (1765'), an old monastery on an island in the
small Seeoner-See (good view from the Eohenherg and Weinherg). About
41/2 M. to the E. is the railway-station of Stein an der Traun (p. 73). —
From Chieming (inn) , on the E. bank of the lake, a pleasant footpath
leads to (2 hrs.) Traunstein (p. 72). A diligence also runs daily from See-
bruck to (21/2 hrs.) Traunstein via Chieming.

The prettily situated villages of HilttenMrchen (Heudacher), 3 M. to the S.

of Prien, and Breitbronn (Neuwirt), 4V2 M. to the N.E., are summer-resorts.

A Bkanch Line runs from Prien to the S. through the richly-wooded
Priental, in 33 min., past the chateau of Wildenwart (Duchess of Modena)
and the station of Umratshausen^ to the charmingly-situated village of (6 M.)
Nieder-Aschau (2020'; Rail. Restaurant, bed I-IV2 Jl ; *H6t. Eampenwand,
with baths, R. IV2, pens. A-5 Ji ; "Edi. Rest zur Post, R. IV2, pens. 4-5 Jl),

another summer-resort. About 1 M. to the S., in the middle of the valley,

is the chateau of IIohen-Aschau (2270), situated on an isolated rock (at the
foot a brewery and the '-'Hot. zur Btirg, R. 1V2-3. pens. 5V2-7 jSf, generally
crowded in summer). Pleasant excursions to the Hof Alp (3305'), an ascent
of IV2 hr. to the W., and to the Aschauer-Kopf^ V2 hr. to the N. of it, with
fine view. The Hochries (5145'), 3V4 brs. from Nieder-Aschau, via the Hof
Alp and Riesen Alp, affords a more extensive view. Guides : Alois and
Mich. Oberlechner of Nieder-Aschau, and Alois and Jos. Maier of Hohen-
Aschau. — The "Kampenwand, on the E. side of the valley, is another
very fine point (3 hrs.; good bridle-path, with benches). Charming view
of the Chiemsee and Hohen-Aschau from the 19th bench. Beyond the
Schlechtenberg Alp (rfmts.) we proceed via the Steinling Alp (rfmts.) to the
KampenhOhe (5135'; fine view of the Tauern, etc.). The jagged summit of
the Kampemoand (5505') can be attained by active climbers only, from
the Steinling Alp we reach the arete in 1/2 br. ; thence to the right by a
difficult ascent of 1/4 hr. A marked path leads to the E. from the Steinling-
Alp to the (2 hrs.) Hochplatte (p. 74). Another path leads from the Kampeii-
wand to the Geigelstein (p. 74) via the Thalsen Alp. — An easy pass leads
to Schleching in the Achen-Tal via the Thalsen (41/2 hrs. ; guide unnecessary) :

from (1 hr.) Hainbach (see below) we proceed to the E. through the Klaus-
graben to (2 hrs.) the Thalsen Alp (8385'; rfmts.), and thence descend via
the Steindl Alp to (IV2 hr.) Schleching (p. 74).

The road in the Priental to (22 M.) Kufstein next leads by (2V2 M.)
Hainbach and Huhen, between the Spitzslein (5235'; on the right) and the
Oeigelslein (5930'; on the left; ascent by a marked path from Sachrang via
the Schreck Alp in 31/2 hrs. ; comp. p. 74), to (4 M.) Sachrang (2370'; Neu-
maier), about V* M. beyond which it reaches the summit of the pass (2460'),

crosses the (1 M.) Tyrolese frontier, and descends via (1/4 M.) Wiklbichl
(Inn, good wine; Alpenrose, 2 min. farther on, both very fair), and then
more abruptly (too steep for driving) through the 'Stein'' pass to (3V2 M.)
Sebi, on the road from Walchsee to Kufstein (p. 77; the footpath from the
Alpenrose to Sebi via Reit and Ifoppenberg, 1 hr., is preferable).

The line skirts the S. hank of the Chiemsee. 59 M. Bernau
(Strasser; rooms at Villa Germania); ascent of the Kampenwand and

Hochplatte, see above. From (64 M.) JJebersee [Railway Inn, R. 1 Ji)

a hranch-line runs to Marquortstein (p. 73). The train crosses the

Ache. — 69 M. Bergen (1820'; Restaurant); the village (Post;

Meindl) is prettily situated IV2 M. to the S.
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Carriage-road from ILe railway-station (diligence twice daily in V2 hr.)

via Bernhauptm to the batbs of Adelholzen (2035'; Etirhaus,' R. 2V2-6,
board 3'/2-5 Jif; *'£uransialt Ludwigsbad & Fens. Villa Schmid, R. from IV4,
board 3 Jl)., charmingly situated 2V4 M. to the S.E., with mineral springs,

saline and peat baths, and many pleasant walks. Road to (2 31.) Siegs-

dorf, see p. 76. — The foundries and blast-furnaces at the Maximilians-
Hiitte (2000' 5 "Zum Eisenhammer ; Eiltten-Schenke) ^ in the Weissachen-Tal,
2 31. to the S.W. of Adelholzen (i M. from the village of Bergen), are
worthy of inspection.

The ascent of the '-Hochfelln (5480') is one of the most attractive and
easiest among the Bavarian Alps (from the station of Bergen 31/2 hrs.^
guide unnecessary 5 horse 10, there and back 16. overnight 20 Jl ; vehicle
for 1 person to the Briinnling Alp 8 Jt). From the (2/4 hr.) Maximilians-
Hiitte we ascend the Weissachen-Tal., and beyond the last houses take the
second (marked) path to the left, into the Schicarzachen-Tal, with its woods
of beech and pine. In V-» 1*^. we have below us to the right the romantic
gorge of the Schwarzache, with a pretty waterfall; ^/t hr. another fall

of the Schwarzache; ^/t hr. Briinnlmg Alp (3S00'; inn), finely situated.

Thence we ascend in numerous windings (echo), and at {^ji hr.) the Felln-

Scharte obtain a view of the Tauern. About 65' below the summit is the
Eochfelln-Haus (*Inn, open all the year round, bed 2-^ Jt ; post office and
telephone to Bergen). On the summit is the Tahor - Kapelle. Splendid
*View. The descent may be made to Euhpolding (p. 75) or to Maria Eck
(p. 76). — The *Hochgern (5720'), another fine point, is ascended from the
Maximilians-Hiitte via iht Hintev Alp {^liU

:,
small inn) in 474 hrs. (better

from Marquartstein, p. 74).

To the left lies the picturesquely situated village of Vachendorf

(Post), li;2M. from Bergen station.

731/2 M. Trannstein. — Hotels. *Teacxsteiner Hof, r. 11/2-2 Jf-,

*Railway Hotel or Kroxe, both at the station 5 *Wispauee-, *Post, R. 1-3,

pens. 5Ji.; WocnixGER, R. i-V-J-zJi; Auwirt, unpretending. — Beer. Edll-
brdu; Wochinger; Sailer. — *Bad Teaunstein, with mineral, saline, and mud
baths, a hydropathic establishment, and large garden, I!. 1V2-5, pens. 5-9 Jl;
*Marienbad and Bad Wimmer, with pine-cone, saline, mud, and other
baths. — Swimming Bath, 1/2 M. to the S. of the town.

Traunstein (1940'}, a thriving place with 7400 inhah., on a slope

ahove the Traun, is much frequented as a summer-resort. It con-

tains monuments to King Max II. and Prince-Regent Luitpold, a

marble fountain of 1526, and a historical museum of the Chiemgau.
The extensive salt-works are situated in the suhurh of Au, on the

Traun ; the brine evaporated here is conducted in pipes from
Reichenhall (p. 77), a distance of 2272 M.

ExccRsioxs. "Wildhad Empfing. a well-appointed bath-house (E. from
1, board 4 Jl ; hvdropathic establishment), is charminglv situated on the
left bank of the Traun. 3/4 M. to the N. — The ireJrtZej7e'(Cafe Ettendorf),
20 min. to the N.W., affords a fine view of the town and mountains; more
extensive (marked paths) from the (IV4 hr.) \H'oc7(?)erp' (2535': inn), or from
the ""Hochhorn (2545'), 2 hrs. to the E., via SuiTberg. — The S'oisser Alpe
(4370), via Neukirchen, in 4 hrs. (see p. 80). — Local railway in 48 min.
via Weibhansen to (8 M. to the N.E.) Waging am See, a prettily situated
summer-resort near the Waginger-See (1950').

From Traunstein to Ruhpolding, 8 M., railway in 55 min., see p. 75. —
From Siegsdovf to Adelholzen, Maria-Eck, etc.. see p. 76.

From Tracxsteix to Reichenhall via Jmell, 22^/2 M. (railway in 26 min.
to Siegsdorf and thence post-omnibus daily in l^/j hr. to Inzell). Beyond
Inzell the road will also repay the pedestrian (Maps, pp. 70, 76). To (872 M.)
Siegsdorf, see pp. 75, 76. The road now ascends the broad valley of the
Rote Traun, via Molberting and Eammer, to (772 M.) Inzell (2275'; Post,
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well spoken of), a village in the bed of an ancient lake. [The footpath to

this point via the Hochberg (p. T2) is much preferable; it descends via
St. Johann and Hammer., with a fine view of the entire mountain-chain.]
Various excursions may be made from Inzell : about 3 M. to the E. is the
forester's house of Adlgass (rfmts.), whence the Stoisser Alpe (p. 80) may
be ascended in 2 hrs., and the Zwiesel (SSIC) in 3V2-4 hrs., or direct in

2V2-3 hrs, (laborious, for experts only ; see p. 80). The ascents of the Inzeller

-Kienberg (5565') and the Rauschberg (5485') are also interesting (3 hrs. from
Inzell; marked paths; comp. p. 75). — "The road then passes between the
Falkenstein on the left and the Kienberg on the right, and traverses the
deep WeissbacJi-Tal, passing the village of Weissbach (1995')- Farther on,
the road CNeuweg') is carried along the rocky slope on the left, adjoining
the salt-water conduit, to the Mauthdusl (^p. 80). Thence to (2 hrs.) Reich en-
hall^ see p. 80.

From Tkaunstein to Teostberg, 13 M., local railway in l^/s hr., through
the pretty Trauntal, via Empfing (Wildbad Empfmg, however, is more
conveniently reached from Traunstein; see p. 72), Stein an der Traun
(1780'; Brauhaus Inn), and (11 M.) Altenmarkt. The handsome chateau
(restored) of Count Arco-Zinneberg, at Stein, was once the hold of the
robber-knight Heinz vom Stein. At Altenmarkt is the old convent of
Baumburg (*View). Thence to Seeon, see p. 71. — 13 M. Trostberg an der
Alz (several inns), in charming environs, is frequented as a summer-resort
(fine view from the Siegerts-Hohe., V4 hr.).

The Salzburg train crosses the Traun by a "bridge 75' in height.

To the S., above the lower heights, towers the Staufen, and farther

on, the Untersberg (p. 103). 77 M. Lauter.— 83 M. Teisendorf (1650';

WieTimper, Tost, both good; Rail. Restaurant^, a summer-resort,

with the ruined castle of Raschenberg . Ascent to the Stoisser Alp
on the Teisenberg {S^/2 hrs.), see p. 80. — 9072 M. Freilassing

(1380'; *Fdckerer; *Maffei, 1/3 M. from the statio"n, R. 2-3, pens.

6-10 J^ ; Krone; Rieschen), the junction of the lines on the S. to

Reichenhall (p. 77) and on the N. to Laufen (71/2 M., in 40 min.).

The train crosses the Saalach (the Austrian frontier) ; to the right

is Schloss Klesheim; to the left, Maria-Plain (p. 103). The Salzach

is then crossed ; to the right towers the fortress of Hohen-Salzburg.

95 M. Salzburg (custom-house examination), see p. 95.

17. From Munich to Eeit im Winkel, Ruhpolding,
and Kossen.

Railway to (64 M.) Uebersee in 2-4 hrs., and thence to (5 M.) Marquart-
stein in V2 hr. Diligence from Marquartstein to (9V2 M.) Reit im Winkel,
daily in summer in 2^/4 hrs. (1 Ji 60 pf.). — Kossen is best reached from
Kufstein (p. 182; diligence daily in 5^4 hrs.).

To (64 M.) Uebersee, see pp.70, 71. The railway to Marquartstein

leads to the S. through the broad valley of the Ache, past Mietenkam
and Staudach (1756'; Zum Hochgern), with cement-quarries. Stau-

dach is the station for Orassau (*Post), a summer-resort 1 M. to the

W. — 5 M. Marquartstein (1775'; *Eofwirt, with baths, R. 1-1 1/2-//;

Prinz-Regent, Alpenrose^ both very fair; *Pens. Villa Regina'), pictur-

esquely situated among woods, with a chateau of Baron Tautphoeus.
The Schnappen-Kapelle (3600* ; 11/2-2 hrs.), loftily situated on the Schnap-

pen, a spur of the Hochgern, commands a fine view of the Chiemsee. —
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The *Hochgern (5720'), an excellent point of view, is ascended from Staudacli
via the Standacher Alp in 3V4 hrs., or (preferable) from Marquartstein by a
goci path (marked) via Agergichwend and the Weit-Alm (475o'; inn) in 31/2 hra.
(see p. 72). — A pleasant route leadg from Marquartstein or Staudach via
the Schnappen-Kapelle, the Standacher Alp^ the Vorder Alp, the Hintcr Alp,
and Eschelmoos, to (5-6 hrs.) Ruhpolding (p. 75). — The Hochplatte (5205'),

another fine point, is ascended from Marquartstein in 3-3V2 hrs.. by a

marked path via NiedernfeU and the Flatten-Hochalp. (Path from the Hoch-
platte over the Piesenhauser Hochalp to the Steinling Alp on the Kampen-
wand. 2 hrs., p. 71.)

From Marquartstein to Kossek, 3^4 hrs. The road (beyond Schleching
scarcely suitable for carriages) follow^s the left bank of tlie Ache, passing
Raiten "and Mettenham^ to (2 hrs.) Schleching (1865'; good inn), pleasantly
situated in a broad and smiling valley. On the N. rise the Hochplatte and
Kampenwand, W. the Geigelstein. S.W. the Breitenstein and Rudersburg.
The attractive ascent of the *Geigelstein (5930'; 4 hrs.: provisions should
be taken) is made via Ellenhausen, the Wuhrsiein Alp, and Baumgarten Alp;
beautiful view of the Kaiser-Gebirge and the Glockner group. The descent
may be made on the "W. to (272 hrs.) Sachrang (p. 71); or on the N. via
the Taurcn and the Aschentaler -Wdnde to the Thahen Alp, and to (472-5 hrs.)

Meder-Aschau (p. 71). Blarked path to the Kampenwand, see p. 7i. — The
road now crosses the Ache, passes the Bavarian customs-station of Streichen

(IV4M.). and enters '-'Pass Zlobenstein (2040'), a magnificent gorge of the
Ache (2 M. in length), in which it crosses the Tyrolese frontier. The
road then descends to (3V2 M.) Kossen (p. 76). — The walk from Marquart-
stein to Klobenstein via Unfer-Wessen (see below) and Achberg (continuous
fine views) is preferable to the valley -route. — From Schleching via

Streichen (see above) to the Tauben-See and to Rett im Winkel, 4 hrs. (mark-
ed path).

Pedestrians to Reit im Winkel will find it better to folio ve the

sliady forest-path from the Obere Forstamt at Marquartstein almost

to Ober-Wessen. — The carriage -road runs on the xight bank of the

Ache to (2 M.) Vnter-Wessen (1870'; Engelhardt; Schmidt's Brau-

haus ; ascent of the Hochgern, see above). It then leads to the S.E.,

via Dachsenherg (inn), to (3 M.) Oher-Wessen (2130'; inn; marked
path to the Moser Alp, see below), and thence follows the narrow

valley of the Maserer Bach, skirting the Walmherg, to (4'/2 ^^0 ^ci*

im Winkel (2240'; Oberwirt, Vnterwirt, both good and moderate),

a Bavarian frontier-village and an inexpensive summer-resort, in

a broad, picturesque valley. (Walkers from Ober-Wessen save

V2 lir. by turning to the right at the guide-post, ^/^ hr. beyond that

village, via the Eck-Kapelle, see below.)
ExcuBsioxs. To the (1 M.) Eck-Kapelle (2855'), which aflFords a fine

view of the valley, and thence to the right to O/2 hr.) the top of the

Walmherg (SiSC/ ; view of the Chiemsee). Or we may turn to the left

at the chapel, cross the hill through wood to the Glapfgschwend (3100'),

and return hy Birnbach (IV2 hr. to Reit). — The 'Glocknevschau\ 2/4 hr. to

theW., on the way to the Moser-Alpe, beyond the farms of Glapf and
Birnbach, commands a view of the Gross-Glockner. — The *M6ser-Alpe
(4330' ; 21/2 hrs. ; marked path) affords a fine view of the Tauern (Venediger,
Glockner); descent to the (V2 hr.) Tauben-See (3735'; trout) and thence to

(IV2 hr.) Kossen (p. 76), Schleching, or Ober-Wessen (see above). — The ascent

of the ••'Fellhom'(5790'; 3V2-4 hrs.; not difficult; guide, not indispensable,

4V2 Jf) is recommended. The route leads via Gasteig (good inn), Blindav,
and the Neu Alp to (3 hrs.) the Egg en Alp (5555'; inn), in an open situa-

tion on the crest of the mountain (fine view). The broad summit of the

Fellhorn, covered with rhododendrons and commanding a superb pan-
orama, is easily reached from the inn in 25 min, ; far below lies the
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Tyrolese Achen-Tal. Descent to (3 hrs.) Waidring, see p. 206; to the See-

gutter I (see below) via the Eemmersuppen Alp , 2 hrs., marked path, —
Pleasant route (guide advisable) over the Winkelmoos Alp to (7 hrs.) Unken
(p. 208). From the (IV2 hr.) Seegatterl vv^e ascend to the right by a marked
cart-road along the right bank of the Uiirrenbach to the (IV2 hr.) Winkelmoos
Alp (3810'), whence the route to the lisehbach-Tal leads to the left, and
that to the Kammerkohr Alp to the right (p. 208). We continue in a
straight direction (marshy at place.^^) and then descend to the left to the

(1V4 in") hunters' hut of Schwarzlerg and (10 min.) the Schwarzbergklamm
(p. 203). Thence to Unken 2V2 hrs.

[To RuHPOLBiNG (15 M.). The road, monotonous at first, leads

through the wooded Weisslofer-Tal to the (4 M.) Seegatterl (inn),

and thence past the Weitsee^ Mittel-See, and Loden-See, to the

(51/2^-) Seehaus (2445'; Inn), on the charming little Forchen-See.
The' Seehauser Eienberg (5555') is ascended from the Seehaus via

Brand Alp, Ostertal, and Hochkienbtrg Alp in 31/2 hrs. (attractive; many
chamois). Ihe .summit (Gurntcand or Horndlwand) commands an admirable
view. The ascent may be made also from Ruhpolding via the Brand,
RiJtelmoos , and Hochkienberg Alp in 41/2 hrs. — The *Diirrnbachhorn
(5805'; 4 hrs., with guide) is ascended from the Seegatterl via the Winkel-

moos Alp and DUrrnbach Alp. Ihe descent n.ay be made via Wildalm to

the Staubfall in the Heutal and through the Fischbach-Tal to Laubcm, a
fine round.

The road then follows the See-Traun to (11/4 M.) the hamlet of

Laubau (2216'] rfmts. at the forester's), at the confluence of the

Fischbach and the Traun.
A path (red marks), diverging to the right by a finger-post, ascends

the narrow Fischbach-Tal to (IV2 hr.) the '-Staubfall, precipitated from the

ReiflTelberg on the left, from a height of 650'. This fall is on the Austrian
and Bavarian frontier (2250'). The path, which is rendered safe by an
iron railing, leads behind the fall, and past several other fine cascades of
the Fischbach, to the (1/4 hr.) Schneider Alp (2285') in the Heutal (p. 208).

Thence via G/dll to Unken, IVi hr. ; to the ~Schwarzbergklamm (guide ad-
visable), IV2 hr. — Ascent of the Sonntagshorn (6485') from the Heutal,
21/2-3 hrs., see p. 209.

The road crosses the Traun (helow this point called the Weisse

Traun'), and leads past the hamlets ofFuchsau and Nieder - Vachenau

to (^31/2 M.) Euhpolding (2260'; Seeauer, with garden; Post; Neu-
wirt, all very fair), a favourite summer-resort, prettily situated at

the influx of the VrscUauer Ache into the Traun. Fine view from

the Cemetery.
Excursions. To the S.W. to [i'^jiTA.) Mayergschwend (restaurant), with

swimming baths, on the Brand road (see below); to the S.E. to the (IV4M.)
Brandler (fine view). — Through the Urschlau to Reit im Winkel, a pleasant
walk of 5 hrs. (guide). The road leads by Brand (inn) to the Urschlau (inn),

whence a footpath (marked) leads via the Klause and the marshy Eotel-

moos Alp (2895') to Beit im Winkel (p. 74). From the Rotelmoos a marked
path leads via the Jochberg Alp to (I1/2 hr ) Unter-Wessen (p. 74; 4 hrs.

from Ruhpolding). — A road leads from Ruhpolding to the E., by Zell,

Aschenav, and the small Frosch-See, to (5V2 M.) Inzell (p. 72). A thorter
route to the Mauthdusl (p. 80) is afiorded by the fine forest-path diverging
to the riglt at the Schmelz (rfmts.) and joining the road near (35 min.) the
kilc metre-stone 21.5. — Ascent of the Rauschberg (5485'), 4 hrs., with guide
(for adepts only). — Ascent of the Hochfelln (5480'), via the Hochfelln Alp,
4 hrs., very attractive (see p. 72).

Feom Ruhpolding to Tbaunstein, 8 M., railway in 55 minutes.

[The path skirting the biine-conduit as far as (2 hrs.) Siegsdorf is
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recommended to pedestrians.] The first station is (2^2 M.) Eisen-

drzt. — 4^4 M. Siegsdorf (2034'; *Alte Post, with garden and baths;
*Oberwirt; *Scharrer; Pens. Bavaria, from 37-2 «^0' *^ ^^® <^o^"

fluence of the Weisse and Rote Traun, is a large village frequented
as a summer-resort.

ExcDRSio>'s. A road leads to the W. to (2M.) the baths oi Adelhoke7i
(p. 72), To the top of the Hochberg (2535'; p. 72), 1 hr. — Pleasant walk
(road via the Scharhambevg) to (3 31.) Maria-Eck '^2890'), a pilgrimage-
church and inn, with a line view of the Cbiemgau. A marked path leads
thence round the S:heichenberg to the Hocherh Alp (3390') and on via the
BriinnUng Alp to the (4 hrs.) top of the "''Hochfelln (p. 72). — Another fine

point is the Stoisser Alp (4370') on the Teisenberg, reached via Neukivchen
(3 hrs. ; marked path); descent to stat. Teisendorf (p. 73) or to Anger (p. 80).— A road leads to the S. to Inzell and Reichenhall, p. 72.

The railway now follows the left hank of the Traun
,
passing

Traundorf and Haslach, to (8 M.) Traunstein (p. 72; the route via

the Hochherg is attractive for pedestrians).]

From Rbit im Winkel to Kufstbin, 22 M. A good, road leads

across the Austrian frontier and through the Weisslofer - Tal to

(^41/2 M.) Kossen (1930'; ^Neue Post; Stimpfl; Alte Post; Stadler-

wirt; Auicirt), a large village, prettily situated in the broad valley

of the Grosse Ache. The best view of the valley is obtained from

(6 min.) the Schlechter-Hohe and (12 min.) the Kalvarienberg (S.

the Unterberghorn; S.W. the Kaiser-Gebirge).
Excursions. To the (I3/4 hr.) Tauben-See and (2V2 hrs.) Moser-Alpe, see

p. 74. — The Eggen-Alp and Fdlhorii (4 hrs.), rather arduous, .'ee p. 74.

The easy and attractive ascent of the Unterberghorn (5805') may be made
in 3 hrs.. via the Unterberg Alp (red marks). — Through Pass Klobenstein
to SchlecMng. see p. 74. — A road leads to the S. from Kossen through
the monotonous Achen-Tal., between the Unterberghorn on the right and
the Fellhorn on the left, to (71/2 M.) Erpfendorfiy. 206). A pleasanter route
is the rather longer road via Schwendl (2285'; inn) through the Kohhital,

passing the Hohenkendl Inn. to (2^/2 hrs) Griesenau, at the mouth of the
Eaiserbach-Tal (thence to the Griesner Aim. li/2hr., see p. 184, and via Gasteig

(Todwirt; Vorderjaaer; Mitterjager), with a beautiful view of the Loferer
Steinberge, to the Reiler Inn (short-cut) and (2 hrs.) St. Johann (p. 140).

From Kossen to Kufstein, 17 M., diligence daily in V4 hrs. (3 K.').

The road leads past ^apeZi (Brauhaus) and through the Weissenhach-

Tal to (41/.2 M.J Walchsee (2165'; '^Post or Fischertcirt; *Kram€r-
wirf), a summer-resort, prettily situated on the lake of that name.
On the S. rises the Hintere Kaiser (p, 184).

ExcuESiONS (guide, Peter Schwaiger). The Brennkopf (4425' ; 11/2-2 hrs.),

to the :N., commands a fine view of the Tauem, etc. — The Winkel Alp
(3965'), 2V2 hrs. to the S., via Durchhohen (see below) and the Grosspoiter

Alp, is situated in the imposing Vtlnkelkar, between the cliffs of the Ross-
kaiser and Pyraniiden«pitze. — The Geigelstein (5930'; arduous but attractive)

is reached via the Baumgartsn- Grab en in 81/2-4 hr.?, ; see p. 74. — TheHeu-
berg, or Habberg (5260'), ascended from Duvchholzen (see below) via the
Grosspoiter Alp and the Jochl Alp in 31/2 hrs. with guide, commands a

magnificent view of the Kaiser-Gebirge. Loferer Steinberge. and Tauern. —
From Walchsee to Hinter-Bdrenbad over the Feldalpe (5V2 hrs.

;
guide),

see p. 184.

The road then descends by (2 M.) Durchhohen (2245'; inn),

where a path, more attractive and I74M. shorter, diverges to the left.
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following the hillside to St. Nikolaus and the Schanzl (see below).

The road leads by (21/2 M.) Primau (Weinwirt) , in the narrow

wooded valley of the Jenbach, to (1 M.) Sebi (inn), where it is

joined on the right by the rough road descending from the Priental

through the Stein (p. 71). About 3/^ M. farther on the road divides :

the branch to the right leads by M'edemdor/' (1635'; Gradl; Brau-

haus) to (3 M.) the ZoUhaus (inn), and then across the Inn to (1 1/2 M.)

Oberaudorf {-p- 69); that to the left leads by Ebbs [ibQO' ; Ober-

wirt; Post), Oberndorf, the Schanzl Inn, and Sparchen (p. 183) to

(53/4 M.) Kufstein (p. 182).

18. From Munich to Berchtesgaden via Eeichenhall.

Ill M. Railway to Eeichenhall, 99V4 M., in 31/2-51/2 brs. ffares 8 Jl 60,

bJl 80 pf.; express iiJt 70, 10 Jl 30, 1 Ji 20 rf-); from Reichenhall to

Berchtesgaden (thronsli- carriages by the fast trains), II3/4 M., in I1/4 hr.

(2nd class i Ji 60, 3rd class 1 Jl). — From Salzburg to Berchtesgaden via
St. Leonhard, see p. 104.

To (901/2 M.) Freilassing, see pp. 70-73. The line here diverges

to the left and ascends the left bank of the Saalach ; on the left are

the Gaisberg and Untersberg. From (921/2 ^0 Hcimmerau (Kollerer's

Restaurant) a shady path ascends the (2/4 hr.) St. Johanns-Hogei
(inn), from which a fine view is obtained. On the right, near

(95 M.) Piding^ at the base of the abrupt Hochstauffen (p. 81),

stands the ruin of Stauffeneck. The train then crosses the Saalach to—
99'/4 M. Reichenhall. — Hotels: 'Grand Hotel Bokkeet, R. from 3,

B. 11/2, D. 31/2-4, pens, from 9 Jl ; *Kurhacs Achselmannstein, with garden,
R. from 8, D. 3, board Q Ji ; *Centeal - Hotel . Luitpold-Strasse; ""Hot,

Panorama, well situated, R. from 3, pens, from 8 Ji ; Louisenbad,
R. from 3, pens, from 9j#; "Maximiliansbad ; *Kaiserbad; -Marienbad
(Dr. Hess); *Lilienbad, near St. Zeno; Ludwigsbad, with cafe'-restaurant

;

Kdr-Anstalt and Villa Thalfried ; Rosenhof; Bad Kirchberg (p. 78);
all for a prolonged stay. Apartments with pension : Villas Bdrkert, Carola,
Schader, Mann, Wittelsbach , SchOnheim, Bergfried, Continental,
Cosima, Victoria, Erica, Germania, Christiana, and numerous others
(a detailed list may be obtained from the Royal Baths' Commissioner). —
*Dectsc'HER Kaiser & Goldner Lowe, with garden-restaurant, K. 2-b J^

;

*PoST or Krone, R. 2-4 J^ ; Hot. Habsburg , Babnhof-Strasse. R. 21/2-5,

pens. 6-9 Jf ; Hot. garni Trampedeller; Dedtsches Hacs; Hotel Bahn-
HOF, with garden -restaurant; Russischer Hof, R. i'/2-2i/2, pens, from
bJi; Munchner Hof, R. 11/2-2, pens. 4-5.//; Goldner Hiesch, U. 11/2-4,

D. from 2 Jf ; Schwarzer Adler, R. i-2^/2 Ji, Elaue Tradbe, both plain;
Hofwirt, at St. Zeno (p. 79). — *H6tel Bavaria, at the Reichenhall-Kirch-
berg station (p. 81), R. 2-3, D. 21/2, pens. 61/2-8 JL — *Hotel am Forst, at

Bayvisch-Gmain (p. 79).

Cafes, etc.: Kurhaus (see p. 78); Tivoli, by the Kur-Garten; Oaf4 Thai-
fried, Bahnhof-Strasse; '^Medermei/er, prettily situated 3/4 M. to the N. of
the Gradier-Park, in the direction of the Saalach; Fischerlrau-Kellery with
garden. — Fella, Schiffmann, confectioners.

Visitors' Tax (for a stay of more than a week) 15 M (less in proportion
for members of a family). — Band daily from 7 to 9 a.m. and on Mon.,Wed.,
& Sat. afternoons in the Kurpark; on Sun. & Thurs. afternoons in the Kur-
garten Achselmannstein ; on Tues. & Frid. afternoons at Bad Kirchberg.

Saths (with inhalation and pneumatic cabinets) at the Dianabad, Elisen-

bad, Hygieia, Lilieniad, Katharinaiad, Maximiliansbad, Louisenbad, Kur-Anttalt
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Thalfried^ etc. Reyher's Bydropalhic Eftablishment ; Wilhelmshad ; Elisenbad;
Giselnbad; Ludwigsbad; Wilcke's Inhalatorivm.

Post and Telegraph Office in the colonnade of the Kurhaus and at

the station (poste restante). — Money may be changed at M. Grundner's,
Gradierhaus-Str. 2, and L. Brachter'i, Ludwig-Str. 2C».

Guides. /. Drandmoyer, Jos. Rieth, Franz and Jak. Suft.

English Church Service in summer.

ReichenhdU (155o'), a favourite watering-place on the Saalach

(6076 iiiliab.), is picturesquely bounded on three sides by an amphi-
theatre of mountains (from left to right: the Untersberg, Latten-

Gebirge, Reiter-Alpe, Miillnerhorn, Ristfeichthorn, Sonntagshorn,

Zwiesel, and Ilochstauffen). This is the central point of union of the

four principal Bavarian salt-works, which are connected by conduits

of an aggregate length of 50 M. The surplus brine from the Berchtes-

gaden mines is conducted to Reichenhall. which in its turn supplies

Traunstein (p. 72) and Rosenheim (p. 68). The large Salinen- Gebdude,

or salt-work buildings, in the market-place, contain the offices on the

right, and four Sudhduser ('boiling-houses', from 'sieden' ; comp.
Engl, seethe, suds) on the left, opposite which is the handsome
Hauptbrunnhaus , or pump-house. In the latter (second door to the

left) tickets of admission (80 pf.) to the springs are obtained.
The sources of the saline springs of Reichenhall, fifteen in number,

are about 50* below the surface of the soil, and are reached by a flight

of 72 steps. Five of them are so strongly impregnated (Edelquelle, 25V2
per cent) that they are at once conducted to the salt-pans. The water
of the other ten springs is conducted to the Gradierhaus (fee lelow), and
also supplies the fountain in the Gradier-Park. The fresh-water springs
are conveyed to the Saalach by means of a shaft IV2 M. in length and
8 ft. in height. The pump-house contains the two huge wheels by which
the pumps are worked. On the second floor is a chapel in the Byzantine
style, with stained-glass windows. In the court are two fresh-water foun-
tains adorned with statues of SS. Virgilius and Rupert.

The Parish Church (Rom. Cath.), in the Romanesque style, is

adorned with frescoes by Schwind. The Protestant Church adjoins

the Kur-Garten; beside it is the Bismarck Fountain, by Th. Haf.

The Museum, in the Liebig-Str., contains numerous prehistoric ob-
jects found in the environs of Reichenhall.— Above the town rises

the old castle of Gruttenstein (1680').

Reichenhall is resorted to by patients suffering from general

debility, chronic rheumatism, pulmonary affections, asthma, etc.,

who find relief in the mild and highly ozonized air, as well as from
the salt-baths, saline and pine-needle inhalation, etc. The chief

rallying-point of visitors is the Royal Kur-Park, beside the Gradier-

haus, with the Kurhaus, Trinkhalle, and a salt-water fountain 20'

in height. The Gradierwerk (evaporating-house), 180 yds, long, is

exclusively devoted to the purposes of the inhalation cure. In the

garden of Achselmannstein is a monument commemorating Rink,

the founder of the baths.

Near the station of Reichenhall- Kirchberg (p.,81), a bridge

crosses the Saalach to the Kirchberg Bath House , with salt and
mineral baths and whey-cure.
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Envikons. One of the chief attractions of Eeichenhall for invalids con-
sists in the numerous shady woodland walks in the immediate neighbour-
hood of the town, some level and some gently ascending, e. g. in the iVonner
Wald, Forslplanlagey Kirchholz^ etc. These are all marked with guide-boards
and distance-posts. — On the N. side of the town (about Vs M. from the
rail, station) lies St. Zeno (Ho/wirt, with garden), once an Augustine
monastery, of very ancient origin, but suppressed in 1803, and fitted up in
1853 as a nunnery and school. (Pleasantest way to St. Zeno by the pro-
menade at the foot of the Kirchholz, diverging to the light at the Maxi-
miliansbad.) The church, originally Romanesque and recently restored,
possesses a handsome portal of the 12th cent., an ancient font, and finely-

carved choir-stalls. One of the pillars in the cloisters (12th cent.) bears
an old marble relief of Charlemagne. — The Konigs-Weg, a winding path
among the fine pines of the Kirchholz^ begins behind the monastery and
ascends gradually to ('/z hr.) the Klosterhof {il'db'

:,
restaurant). Descent

hence direct to St. Zeno, 10 min. \ by the Eichen-Allie and past the Moltke
Oak to Reichenhall, 25 min.; or by the Prinz-Regenten-Weg across the hill

either direct in 20 min., or \ia Leopoldstal in 25 min., to Gross-Gmain.
Pleasant walk of 40 min. to Gross-Gmain. The route (footpath by

the Tivoli cafe, or carriage-road past i\xQ Schone Aussicht, crosses the hill,

affording a fine view of the Untersberg and Latten-Gebirge all the way.
The pleasant little village (1710'; Edtel Untersberg ; Kaiser Karl; Pens.
Hillelrand, with swimming-baths) lies on the right bank of the Weissbach,
just beyond the Austrian frontier. The rococo church, with a Gothic tower,
contains four paintings by Zeitblom (?) and a Madonna, in artificial stone,
said to have been executed by Archbishop Thimo of Salzburg in the
lllh century. The picturesque ruined castle of Plain (popularly called
Salzbikhsel; with belvedere) lies IV2 M. to the E., at the base of the
Untersberg. — We may return by the road to (6 min.) the Bachbauer^
whence we ascend to the right to the Stieglbauer. Hence we either con-
tinue to the left over the hill (view of the Hohe GoU, etc.), past the Schone
Aussicht (see above), to (V4 hr.) Reichenhall ; or keep straight on to the
Klosterhof (see above).

On the Berchtesgaden road, IV4 M. fo the E. of Reichenhall (or by train

to Gmain, in V4 hr.), is the prettily situated village of Bayxisch - Gmain
(1700' ; Railway Hotel; Restaurant Alpgarten., 3 min. from the station). About
V4 M. from the stalion is the *H6iel-Restaurant am Forst (R. IV2 S'/^, pens.
b-% Jl), finely situated close to the forest, and 2 min. farther on is the
Restaurant Alpental., at the entrance to the Alpgarten, a rocky gorge, which
we may ascend as far as (10 min.) the 'Klause\ — The road and railway
then lead between the Untersberg on the left and the Latten-Gebirge on the
right, and across the Weissbach., to (3V4 M.) the Pass HaUiurm (p. 81), to
which also a shady and picturesque path leads from the entrance of the
Alpgarten, at first skirting the Reichenhall water-conduit and crossing the
foot-bridge at the pump-house (IV2 hr.). — From Bayrisch- Gmain we may
return to Eeichenhall in 20 min., passing the StreitbUhl (private property,
not open to the public).

To the W. of the Gradier-Park, beyond the (V2 M.) Nonner Steg (bridge
across the Saalach), extends the Nonner Wald

.,
which is intersected by

numerous paths. 'The most frequented leads straight on (where it forks, we
pass through the fence to the right) to (V4 M.) Nonn (1590'; ^Hotel Fuchs;
Restaurant Hohenstaufftn)., a village at the foot of the Hochstauffen, with an
old church containing a Gothic *Altar of the 15th century. The Villa Slauff(n.,
belonging to Dr. Martins, has a fine garden. — The Strailach-Weg leads to
the N. from ;Nonn to the Stauffenbriicke Inn at Piding (p. 17), where we
may cross the Saalach in order to return via St. Zeno. The path to the
left, just beyond the Nonner Steg, leads via Nonn to (IV2 M.) Bad Kirch-
berg (p. 78) Other paths lead past the 'Eichenronder and through the Weit-
wiesen to (21/2 M.) the Kaill (p. hO) ; to the Buchenhof and (ii/zM.) the Poschen-
Muhle (restaurant, with rooms; view), etc. — The Padinger Alpe (2175')

may be reached in I1/4 hr., either via Nonn (see above) or by a zigzag path
from Buchenhof; on the top is a cafe (splendid view of the Reichenhall
valley). — The Listsee (2055'; i hr.), a small lake embosomed among
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woods at the foot of the Zwiesel, is reached by ascending beyond the Buchen-
hof (p. 79), chiefly through wood, passing the (1 hr.) Cafi-Restaurant Listsee.
Return-route by La?igacker to (2V2 M.) Bad Kirchherg (p. 78j.

The Molkenbauer (1625'; Inn)., on the left bank of the Saalach, reached
via Kirchherg in V2 hr.. affords a good view of the Saalach-Tal. The path
(generally in shade) farther on follows the left bank (the road running on the
opposite bank, p. 91) to (IV2 hr.) Fronau, and crosses the bridge to

(20 min.) Jetlenherg (p. 91). — The Biirgermeister Alp C2420' ; 1 hr.) is as-

cended by a zigzag path from the Molkenbauer through wood (or we may
diverge to the left immediately beyond the Saalach bridge), and through
the Teu/elsho/de, to the Kirchierg-Kanzel (view of Reichenhall). We then
retrace our steps through the grotto, and take the path to the left to the
Hintere Aussicht (Latten-Gebirge, Saalach Valley, etc.). — The Kugelbach-
bauer (2110'; V* ^r.), a farm (rfmts.) in a hollow on the Miillnerhorn (hA'ab').

reached by a path ascending to the left beyond Bad Kirchherg, commands
a pretty view. About halfway up, a little to the right, is the Reischelklamm,
a rocky cleft, spanned by a bridge. — To (472 M.) Jettenberg and the
"Stauhfall, and via the SchicarzbachwacM to Ramsau or Hintersee, see p. 91.

An omnibus for Jettenberg leaves the Hotel Achselmannstein daily at
2.30 p.m. (return-fare 2 J^ ; seats 2s'os. 9-14 are the best). The Staubfall is

best visited from Jettenberg, for the path leading from the point indicated
by the drivers before reaching that village is very bad. On the road about
3 M. from Reicheuhall and IV2 M. from Jettenberg is the Baumgarten Inn
(1670'), whence the Karkopf (.o7C0'). in the Latten-Gebirge, mav be ascended
in 4 hrs., via the Rotelbach Alp (3165') and the Schlegel Alp (4840').

To THE *Mautha.usl , 2^/2 hrs. , a very attractive excursion (carr.

with one horse, 6, carr. and pair IOY2 Jf ; omnibus daily in summer at

2.80 p.m. from the Hotel Achselmannstein , returning at 6 p.m. , return-
fare 2 Ji). The old Lofer road (p. 209) leads to the W., passing Bad
Kirchherg, the (IV2 M.) Kaifl Inn (swimming-baths), and the Moser Inn
(with garden), and ascends a wooded ravine. About '/2 M. farther on, by
a mill on the left bank of the Seebach. is a flight of 277 steps ascend-
ing to the right to (20 min.) the Chapel of St. Pancras (1975') , com-
manding an extensive view. On the higher eminence facing it on the
E. stands the ruin of Karlstdn (reached by the first footpath to the right
beyond the steps to St. Pancras), another good point of view. — About
3/4 M. farther on (1 hr. from Reichenhall) we reach the pretty Thurnsee
(1730'), 3/4 M. long and ^/^ M. broad {Restaurant on the opposite bank;
the ferryman is summoned by shouting). The road ascends to the (1/2 hr.)

pump-house of Nesxelgraben (2120'), and Vi ^^- farther on divides. The
left branch descends abruptly to Schneizelreut (reached more conveniently
by the new road via Jettenberg, see p. 209); while the right branch (Neu-
weg) maintains its high level above the valley of the Weissbach (opposite
rises the huge Risffeichthorn. 5130'; to the S.E. the Watzmann), and reaches
the(V2hr.) *Mauthausl (2075'; Inn), in a most picturesque situation above
the profound valley of the Weissbach. A path (steady head necessary) leads
down to the Gorges of the Weissbach and past the Schrainbach Fall to (1 hr.)

Schneizelreut (p. 209). — Beyond the Mauthiiusl the road goes on. past Weiss-
bach and Inzell, to Traunstein (p. 72). — An attractive return-route to

Reichenhall from the Mauthausl leads through the HoUenbach-Tal in 3 hrs.

Anger (1830'; Post; Restaurant & Pension Reiter-)^ a .^ummer-resort 7 M. to

the IN.W. of Eeichenlall, between the Hiigelberg and Teisenberg, is reached
by post-omnibus (thrice daily in summer) in li/'j hr., via Mauthausen (Post)

and Anfham. Fine view from the church; pleasant walk to the (V2 hr.)

Eoglworter-See. — The ^-Stoisser Alpe on the Teisenberg (4370'), easily

ascended from Anger in 3 hrs., is another fine point. Cart-road to Kohl-
hdusly whence a^shady path leads to the chalet near the top (rfmts.). De-
scent to Siegsdorf ip'l^)., Inzell (p. 72), or Teisendorf i^. 73).

Ascents. An admirable point of view near Reichenhall is the 'Zwiesel
(5840'; 31/2-4 hrs.; bridle-path; guide unnecessary), the W. and highest
peak of the Staiiffen-Gehirge. The route leads from the last hou'^e of Bad
Kirchherg (direction-board) through the Weitwiese to (V2 hr.) the farm of
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Langacker (rfmts.), and thence ascends (yellow marks) through wood
to (IV2-2 hrs.) the Kaiser -Wilhelm-Hmis (inn in summer) on the Zioiesel
Alp or Schwaig Alp (4550'), 1 hr. below the summit. A shorter and more
picturesque route leads from Reichenhall via the Nonner Steg (or from
Kirchberg via the Saalach bridge) to (1 M.) Nonn (p. 79) and through the
Oberlandl to (40 min.) the Listsee (p. 79) , whence we reach the Zwiesel
route through a cleft to the left, turning to the right at the (10 min.)
guide-post (see p. 79). The summit (the highest peak is about 10 min. to
the N. of the cross) commands a magnificent *View. — A steep path (blue
marks, but guide advisable), 20 min. below the Zwiesel Alp, ascends to

the Bartlmad, reached also by a path (red marks) from the Padinger Alp.
Thence (red marks) across the Weitscharte in 2V2 hrs. to the Hochstauffen
or Kreuzstauffen (5810'), the E. peak of the StaufFen-Gebirge , marked by
a large cross. The ascent on the N. side from Piding (p. 77) via the Koch
Alp is preferable.

The Berchtesgadbn Railway (see p. 77 ; tickets may be obtained

from the guard) skirts the W. side of the town, crossing the Saalach,

to (1 M.) Reichenhall-Kirchberg and then ascends to the left through

the valley of the Weissbach (4 : 100). To the left is the castle of

Gruttenstein (p. 78). At (2 M.) Gmain (1730'), the station for

Bayrisch-Gmain and Gross-Gmain (p. 79), we obtain a view of the

Untersberg (left) and the Latten-Gebirge (right). To the left lie the

village of Gross-Gmain and the ruin of Plain (p. 79). The train

then steadily ascends along the base of the Latten-Gebirge, crosses

the Weissbach, and proceeds through fine wood to (41/2 M.) Hallturm
(2276',- "^Hot. -Pension Hallturm, R. 2-7, pens. 71/2-12 Ji\ on the

saddle between the Untersberg and the Latten-Gebirge, with an old

tower. We then descend (2 : 100) through a wide green valley (in

front, to the right, the Hochk alter, with the Blaueis glacier, to the

left the Watzmann) to (7 M.) Winkel and then skirt the Bischofswieser

Ache, which descends from the right. In front rises the Hohe Goll,

to the right the Hagen-Gebirge. Before and after (81/2 M.) Bischofs-

wiesen (2016'] Brennerbascht Inn, Neuwirt, p. 84) Ave cross the

Ache and then traverse the wild Tristram Ravine (short tunnel) to the
(IOI/2 M.) Gmund-Briicke (1805'), at the confluence of the Bischofs-

wieser Ache with the Ramsauer Ache. The train runs along the bank
of the latter to (12 M.) Berchtesgaden, the station of which (1770')

lies to the S.W. of the town, near the salt-works (omnibuses for the

large hotels and the Konigs-See in waiting; footpath across the

railway to Berchtesgaden in 6 min., see below).

19. Berchtesgaden and Environs.
The Eailway Station is in the valley of the Ache to the S.W. of the

town on the road to the Konigs-See (p. 87). Omnibuses of the larger hotels
await the arrival of the trains; pedestrians save time by ascending the
steps beyond the station to the Four Seasons Hotel. — Steam - tramway
from Salzburg to Berchtesgaden, see p. 104.

Hotels. *Grand-H6tel (PI. a), finely situated 3/4 M. to the W., on the
Reichenhall road, R. 4-7, board Q J( ; 'Bellevue (PI. b), R. 3-7, B. 1. D. 4,

pens. 8-11 Jl, omn. 60 pf. ; Kuk-Hotel Wittelsbach (PI. c), R. from 21/2,

pens, from 8 Jf; *Leuthads or Post (PI. d), R. 2-4 J^ , B. 80 pf.,

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. Q
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pen?. 6-9, omn, V2 J(; *Vier Jahreszeitkn (Four Seasons-, PI. e), with
garden and view. R. 2-5, B. 1, pens. 6-9 J( ; *Deutsches Hals (PI. f;,

H. 2-3, pens. 6-8 Jf ; Hot. Bahnhof (P). g), at the station, R. 2-3, pens,
6-10 Jl; ScHWABESWiBT (P). b), near the station, on the right bank of the
Ache, R. IV2-2, pens. 6-8 Jl ; Hot. Stiftskellek (PI. i), Bayrjscheb Hof
(Pi )), Krone (PI. k), in the Eahnhof-.^tr.

•,
Watzmann-, Neuhacs; Nonx-

thal; Bar; Hirsch; Triembacher. — Pensions : Geigek, 7 10 ^// per day ;

Berghof, Q-1 Jl; Villa Minerva, with park and view, Z-Vj^Jl; Reinbold,
6-8 Ji; VitTCRiA. from 7 Jl ; Eldorado, 7-8 Jl ; Park-Hotel, 6-7 Ji ; Lcn-
POLD, 6-8.//; Villa Erica; Pens. & CAFfi Waldlli-t, 6-7 Jl; GOiiLSTEiy,
C-7 Jl ; FCrstensteix. — At Schonau (p. 85; l'/v-3 M. from the station):
Pens. Villa Gregort, with cafe'-garden, 6 8 .,//,• Panorai'a, with cofe and
bfautiful view, 5 8 Jl ; Malteklehes; Hals Scuoneck; Hofreit; Hoch-
\saldleiien ; Villa Grcxstein. — Pension's JIoritz {8ii)Jl), Liebig (9-15^1^),

Regixa {G-8 Jl) Steiser, Bcchenheim (4i, 2-6J'/), and Waltenbergerheim
(fn m 6 Jl) on the Upper Salzbtrg (p. 85; VU-V/2 hr.).

Cafes. *Forsiner, near the Post Hcte), with rooms ; Ca/4 Graisl., Cafi
Wiiielsbach, at the S. end of the village; Caf4 Wenig, Nonntal, near the Rat-
haus. Beer at the Krone, Deuisches Haus, Vicr Jahreszeiten, and Unter-Brdu-
haus ('Braustiibr). — Reading Room in the Rathaus (1st floor), adm. free. —
Post Office near the station (poste rettante) and in the village. — Sub-
scripiion to the Terschonerungs-Vei'ein. for a ttay of more than four days
5 Jl, families 8-12 Jl. — Money may be changed at M. Grundner's.

Baths. Fresh and salt-water baths at most of the hotels and pensions;
Wilhelmshad , Maximilian -Str. (also R. & B.); Giseldbad. Maximilian -Str.

Swimming-baihs at the Aschauer Wtiher, 2/4 tir. to the N.W. (p. 84), at the

Bocklweiher in the Strub (p. 84), and near the landing-place at Konigssee.

Carved "Wares in wood, bone, and ivory, for which Berchtesgaden
has been famous for centuries, are kept in great variety by Stefan and
Paul Zechmeistei', A. Kasevev, Walch dk Sens, Wenig, Adalbert Huber. Franz
Grassl, and others. — Extibition of the School of Carving in the Konigs-
seer-Str., daily 8-6; adm. free.

Carriages. From the market-place or the station to any address within
the market-distiitt (Markt-Bezirk) of Berchlefgaden, one-horse cab TO pf.

per 1/4 bi*-, two-horse 1 Jl 20 pf., each 1/4 lir. extra cO pf. and 1 Jl. To
the Konigs-See and back, with stay of 3hrs., one-horse carriage 8 Jif, two-
horse 12 Jl (for each additional hour i Jl ov \. Jl 70 pf. more); to Almbach-
Klamm 8 Jl and 12 Jl; to Vovdereck (Pens. Moritz), with two horses 12 Jl;
to Vovderbrand with two horses 14, there and back 18-20 Jl ; to Ilsank
and back 5 Jl 50 and 8 Jl ; to Wimbach-Klomm 10 and 14.//,- to Ramsau
13 and %^ Jl ; Hintersee 10 and 16, there and back 12' 2 and 18^/, whcle
day 13 and 22 Jl; to Reichen/(all via Schwarzbachwacht , returning via
Halltuim, 18 and 27 Jl. Fees included, but tolls extra. — Omnibus from
the station to the Konigs-See in connection with the trains (1 Jl); to the
Wimbachklamm Hotel (Ramsau), twice daily in summer from the Railway
Station {i^hJl); to the Hintersee thrice daily in July and August from the
Hct'il Bellevue, the Rail. Station, and the Schwabenwirt (2 Jl, there and
back 372 Jl).

Guides. Joh. and Andr. Angertr, Michael Eder. Ma'thias Kastner. Jos.

Kurz. Gregor Trutenbacher, Seb. Walch, ani Kasp or FlOsp, at BeTchte?ga.d.en;
Andr. Amoit, Jos. Angerer. Franz and Jokob Pfniir, i.nd Jos. Hut er, at Salz-
berg ; J/. Amort, B. Graf, J. Grassl, and B. SUingassinger, at Schonau ; Mich.
Brandner, Joh. and Nik. Moderegger, at Konigs-See; Joh. Grill jun. , alias

Koderbacher, Jos. Aschauer, M. Datzmann, Jos. Fegg, Jos. and Ant. Grill,

Jos. Gschossmonn, Jos. Hafner, W. Votz, and Jos. Maltan, at Ramsau.
English Church Service in summer.

Berchtesgaden (1875'), a small Eavarian town with 2(65 iiihab.,

was down to 1803 the seat of an independent priory, or ecclesias-

tical principality, the dominions of which were so mountainous and

so limited in extent (165 sq. M.), that it -svas jestingly said to be
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as Ligh as it was broad (interesting relief-map in the Rathaus).

One-sixth part only is cultivated, the remainder consisting of rock,

forest, and water. The handsome old abbey is now a royal chateau.

The Abbey Church possesses Romanesque cloisters, carved stalls,

marble tombs of the Abbots of Berchtesgadeu, and an interesting

crypt. The Luitpold-Hain, to the S. of the town, in front of the

royal villa, is embellished with a bronze *Statue of Prince Luitpold,

Regent of Bavaria. Fine view : to the left the Schwarzort, Ilohe

G611, and Hohe Brett, in the background the Stuhl-Gebirge and

Schonfeldspitze , to the right the Kleine and Grosse Watzmann
(between tliem the 'Watzmann-Kinder') and the Hochkalter. In

the valley, on the Ache, are extensive Salt Works anci the Station

of the Reichenhall Railway (p. 81). Berchtesgaden is a favourite

resort in summer and winter, and the environs afford an almost

inexhaustible variety of beautiful walks and excursions.

From the market-place, the Bergwerks-Strasse descends to the

Breitwiesen-Briioke across the Ache , whence the Bergwerks-Allee

leads on the right bank in 20 min. to the Salt Mine (1740'; dura-

tion of visit about 1 hr.] ; small restaurant at the entrance.
Ticket for the regular trips (daily, except at Whitsuntide, at 10 a.m.

and 4 p.m.), 2 Ji each; at other hours, from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m., in parties

of not less than 4, also 2 Jf each and 3 Ji exlra. The mine is lighted

by electricity. The temperature is low (50° Fahr.); warm clothes desir-

able (the miners' costumes oflered to visitors are not always clean) The
mine is entered on foot, numerous flights of steps ascended, and an
occasional descent accomplished by means of wooden slides inclined at an
angle of 45° or more. Visitors are preceded by a miner, who acts as a drag
and prevents the risk of a concussion at the bottom of the slide. The
'Salz-See\ illuminated somewhat feebly by miners' lamps, is traversed in

a boat. The party then passes through several other chambers and galleries,

the most interesting of which is the huge Kaiser-Franz chamber, now
deserted, and reaches the tramway by which the mine is quitted. The
miniature train descends on an inclined plane, its speed being regulated
by a brakesman, and finally shoots out into the open air.

Visitors may return by the (5 min.) GoUenbach bridge, whence
the Salzburg road crosses the Oernbach (to the left is the Maler-

hiigel, a huge boulder commanding a charming view) and ascends

through the straggling suburb of Nonntal to the (1 M.) market-

place of Berchtesgaden.
Other Walks. The *Lockstein (2235' ; V'-J hr.) commands an admirable

view of the valley of Berchtesgaden, particularly by evening-light. We turn
to the right by the abbey-church and ascend the Doktorherg by the old
Reichenhall road ; at the former hospital we turn to the right, again keeping
to the right where the path divides at the Villa Weinfeld, and proceeding
through the wood to the restaurant. — A few hundred paces before the
old hospital, opposite the Villa Scheifler, a path to the left skirts the
precipitous Kalberstein by the 'Soolenleitung', or brine conduit, past the

Villa UnterfUrstenstein to the ('A br.) Kalvanenherg (fine view) , and pro-
ceeds thence, passing above the royal villa, to the new Reichenhall road.
Before reaching the Kalvarienberg we may take the Fiirstenstein road,
to the right, and ascend to (Vi br.) the Pension Schloss Fiii'stenstein (for-

merly a summer-resort of the abbots). Hence we may proceed to the
right by the Konigs-Weg (p. 84), or to the left by the road past the Villa
Waldrast and Brandbol/.er back to Berchtesgaden. An interesting detour
from the latter route leads via the Belvedere (fine view).

6*
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Andlher pleasant excursion may be made to (3/4 hr.) the Aschauer
Weiher (2135'), with swimming and otlier baths, by taking a pleasant foot-
path diverging (10 min.) to the right from the old Reichenhall road behind
the hospital and leading through meadows past the Caf^ Rostalm and through
the Rostwald ; or by folhiwing the road as far as the (V4 hr.) Rosthdusl
(2185'), and then proceeding to the right through the Rostwald. About
1/4 M. to the N.E. is the Restaurant Dieifeldkaser, picturesquely situated.
— A pleasant return-route from the Rosthausl to Berchtesgaden is offered
by the Zonigs-Weg. extending for IV2 M. along the wooded slopes of the
Kalberstein, and joins the old Reichenhall rciad at the hospital; or we
may go on as far as the (1/2 hr.) Villa Unterfilrstenstein (p. b3). Another
alternative is to follow the Hermann-Weg (fine views) along the edge of
the wood, to the S. from the Rosthausl, via the Hienleit-Eohe (2295'; '-View)
and Villa Brandholz to the new Reichenhall road and (1 hr.) Berchtesgaden.

A very pleassmt walk may be taken to Bischofswiesen (p. 81) by fol-

lowing the new or old Reichenhall road to the (3 M.) Neuwirt (3/4 M. farther
on, at the station, the Brennerbascht Inn). A fine return-route is by the
Haximilians-Reitweg, which is reached through meadows (marked path)
in about 10 min. from the railway-station of Bischofswiesen, to the left.

This bridle-path traverses the Rosiicald, on the slope of the Tntersberg,
and ends at the (1 hr.) Schlosslbichl (see below). The Kastenstein (2455';

V2 hr. from Bischofswiesen), to the left of the beginning of the Maximilians-
Reitweg, commands a fine view.

Another excursion leads to the (1 hr.) Bockl-Weiher in the Struh (1935';

baths), via the new Reichenhall road as far as (I/2 hr.) Reito/en., then to

the left via Urhanlehen and across the Bischofswieser Ache by the Bachinger-
BrUcke (Tristram-Weg to the left; see below). Rfmts. at the (1/2 hr.) Bockl-
muhle. We may return by the picturesque Tristram-Weg., on the left bank
of the Bischofswieser Ache, to (1 hr.) Berchtesgaden; or we may ascend
the slope of the Sillberg, to the S., via Siissenbrunn to the (35 min.) *Bosch-
berg (2290'; rfmts.) for the sake of the beautiful view, and descend via
DacMlehen to the Gmund-Brucke (p. 89) and to (1 hr.) Berchtesgaden. —
Marked footpaths lead from the Boschberg to the (IV4 hr.) Soldenkopjl (p. 90)
and via Vierradlehen to (V2 hr.) Ilsank (p. 89).

The Schlosslbichl {^|^ hr. ; 2075'), an inn with a pretty view , at the
mouth of the Gerner-Tal., is reached from Nonntal by the Hilgerberg, past
the new hospital and the Rosenhof nursery ; or from the Dietfeldkaser
past the Dietfeldhof in '/4 hr. ; in the vicinity are the Etzerschlossl,, a
villa belonging to Princess Urusofi", and the Etzer-Miihle, with a waterfall.

A road leads hence past the Restaurant and Pens. Kaiser Karl to (20 min.)
the hamlet of Gern (2390' ; Inn), with the pilgrimage-church of Maria Gem
(good ceiling-paintings and old votive tablets). About V^ M. above the
church, near the Seidenlehen, is a pavilion commanding a fine view of the
Watzmann and Untersberg. A path (with red marks) ascends to the right
behind the school. From the (20 min.) fork the right branch leads to the
(3 min.) 'Marxen-Hohe (2565'), affording a splendid view of the Watzmann,
Goll, etc., while the left branch leads to the (25 min.) Gasperl-Lehen, on the
way to the Kniiufelspitze (p. 86), whence we may return to Berchtesgaden
in 11/4 hr. — At the foot of the sheer Untersberg, 1/2 hr. above Gern, lies

Hinter-Gern (2595'), whence a path (red marks) leads via the wooded Steln-

bichl (2685'), passing the Diirrlehen, to the (3/4 hr.) Theresienklause (p. 85).

Hence we may return throuffh the Almbach-Klamm (p. 85; to the Almbach
Hotel, 1 hr.).

Au (I3/4 hr.). We follow the Salzburg road (or the shady Konigs-
AlUe, first on the left, then on the right bank of the Ache) to the (1 hr.)

Laroswacht (p. 85). Thence we ascend to the right (red marks), passing

(20 min.) a chapel (charming view), to (20 min.) the Au Inn (2295'), in a
beautiful situation. Thence to the Diirvnherg (p. 106), 1 hr. ; to Zill (p. 106),

1 hr. ; to Vovdereck (p. 85), IV2 hr. — The route via the Laros Water
Conduit (red marks) is less attractive. From the salt-mine we proceed via

the Mausbichl (3/4 hr.) and skirt the slope of the Salzberg, passing through
two tunnels; then from the end of the conduit we ascend the ravine of
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the Larosbach, to the left, to (iV4 hr.) Au. — Mehlweg and the '-Kleine

Barmstein, see p. 106.

The Kalte Keller, a deep rocky cleft above the Herzogherg (see p. 86),

is reached by a path ascending to the left beside the shooting-range (3/4 hr.

;

small restaurant). The return may be made via the Ottenhohe (fine view)
to the Konigs-See road (V2 hr. to Berchtesgaden).

SchSnau (1970-2130') is a scattered village on the plateau between the
Kcnigsseer Ache and the Ramsauer Ache (pensions, see p. 82). Charming
views of the Hohe Goll, Brett, Kahlersberg, etc. A pleasant walk leads from
the Berchtesgaden railway-station past the chateau of Lustheim and (to the
right at the linger-post), to the (^4 hr.) Pension Panorama (2665'), with cafe-

restaurant and beautiful view ; or we may follow the road straight on to

the ('/2 hr.) Pension Gregory (2000'), with a cafe -garden, and (2 min.) the
KohlMesl (cafe). Return from the Pens. Gregory via the Sulzberg - Hohe
(2200') and by the Unterstein road (p. 87; IV4 hr. to Berchtesgaden), or
from the Pens. Panorama by the Stangersteg to the Ramsau road (1 hr. to

Berchtesgaden).

The Obere-Salzberg (2955-3185'; to Hintereck or Pens. Moritz, IV2 hr.

;

carr. and pair 12 Ji) may be reached by crossing the Ache at the carving-

school, and proceeding bv a road, shaded the greater part of the way, past

the "Pens. Buchenheim (272()') and (IV4 hr.) the Pension Steiner (2790'). Beyond
this point the road divides, the right branch leading to the (1/4 hr.) Pension
d- Restaurant Moritz at Vordereck (3i.Sb'), in a beautiful situation (see p. 82)

-,

the left ascending past the Pension Regina t'^the (V2 hr.) Hintereck Inn. The
pensions on the Upper Salzberg are steadily growing in reputation as health-
resorts. — An interesting path (red marks) leads from Pension Moritz to

the (IVuhr.) Scharitzkehl Alp and (1 hr.) Vorderhrand (see below), running all

the way through wood. — From Pension Moritz to Hintereck 10 min. (see

above); thence a road to the left leads to (IV4 hr.) Au (p. 84), and a
path to the right to the (21/2-3 hrs.) Purtscheller-Haus (p. 86). Ross/eld^
Kehlsiein, and Hohe Goll., see p. 86.

To ScHELLENBERG, 6 M., steam - tramway (opened in 1907) in 28 min.
The line descends the left bank of the Ache via the stations of (}/i W.)
Breitioiesen- Briicke (p. 83) and (IV4 M.) Bergicerk., opposite the salt-mine
(p. 83). Farther on it skirts the high-road at the foot of the Graue Wand,
and crosses the Ache to the (3 M.) station of Rechenberg, where the road to

Hallein via Zill diverges to the right (see p. 106). S^/i M. Station Almbach-
klamm (Hotel, see below). The line now follows the right bank of the
Ache, and crossing it twice, reaches (6 M.) Schellenberg (1570'; -'Forelle,

R. i-6 Jf ; Untersherg). an ancient market- village, the last ia Bavaria. —
Thence to SI. Leonhard-Drachenloch and Salzbttrg, see p. 105.

The '^Almbach-Klaimn, a picturesque gorge through which the Almbach
descends in cascades from the Untersberg, is an interesting ob.iect for an
excursion. Steam tramway to the Almbachklamm station (3V4 M., in

18 min.), see above; carriage to the Almbachklamm Hotel in 1/2 hr. by
the Salzburg road, which leads past the (1 M.) Gollenbach Bridge (p. 83) on
the right, and crosses the Ache by the (1 M.) Freimann-Briicke (Laroswacht
Inn, very fair). Fine retrospective view of the Watzmann. The valley
contracts; at the Laroswacht (p. 84) the Larosbach is crossed. From the

(I'/i M.) Hotel Almbachklamm we diverge to the left to (5 min.) a bridge
over the Ache, descend the left bank for 5 min., and near the Hammerstiel-
Miihle cross the Almbach (adm. 30 pf.) and ascend on the left side of the
gorge. The *'Pionier-Weg, with wire ropes or railings at all dizzy points,

leads through the gorge, passing the picturesque Sulzerfall (refuge-hut),

to the (1 hr.) Theresienklause (2355'), a massive stone dam constructed for

the floating of timber. A good path a'cends to the left before the dam,
via the Steinbichl, to Hintergern (p. 84) and the (1 hr.) church of Gem
(inn; see p. 84). Another path ascends steeply to the right to the (8/4 hr.)

pilgrimage-church of Ettenberg (2730'; rfmts.), whence the Gaiterl-Weg de-

scends to the (V2 hr.) Hamme7'stiel-Miihle (see above).

'Vorderbrand (6 M. ; carr. and pair 14, there and back 18 Jfh The
road diverges to the left from the Konigs-See road near the (V2 M.) Park
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Ilotel and ascends, afl'ording a succession of cliarming views, to (5 M.)
Vorderbrand (3500'; "Inn, pens. i\'-zQJl). Thence in 20 min. to the top
of the "Brandkopf (3795'J, which aflords a magnificent view. From this

point to the SchariUkehl Alp 3/4 hr.-, to the Wasserfall Alp (4210'), 40 min.
;

to the Konigt-See, ^/a hr.-, to the Ootzen Alp (p. 88), 3V2-4 hrs. -, to the Torrener-
Joch Cp. 89), 2V"j-3hr3. ; ascent of the Jenner (see below), 3 hrs., with guide

;

Brett (see below), 4 hrs., with guide.

'Scharitzkehl Alp (2i/2 hrs.
;
guide, unnecessary, 3, donkey and atten-

dant 10 ^l). From the rifle-range we ascend the Herzogberg to the right,

passing the Kalte Keller (p. 85), or to the right between the Schwabenwirt
and the Villa Brandner, and pass the Waldhdusl. The two routes unite near
the Schiedlehen. Or we may follow the road to Vorderbrand, to a point
10 min. short of the inn (p. 85), then, diverging to the left (linger - post),

proceed past the Brilggenlehen (charming view) through wood to (35 min.)
Scharitzkehl. The Alp (3360'; rfmts.) lies in an extensive meadow, sur-
rounded by trees, in an imposing mountain -setting. About 1 - IV4 hr.

farther up is the Endstal, a desolate valley at the W. base of the Hohe
Goll, containing rocky debris and patches of snow. — From the Scharitzkehl
Alp to Vordereck IV2 hr. (see p. 85).

MoDNTAiN ExcuKsioNS. — The Zn&ufelspitze (3900'; 21/2 hrs.), the
highest peak of the Metzenleiten , commands an excellent view (marked
path; guide, unnecessary, i Jf ; donkey with attendant 10^). We either
proceed via Gem (p. 84; the easiest route), or diverge to the left from
the Salzburg road and ascend -past the villas Alpenruhe and Aldefeld ; at

the latter we go either to the left by Kropfleiten or to the right by
Freiglehen, to the (IV4 hr.) Gaspevl-Lehen (2970'), and to (3/4 hr.) the top,

with a small refuge-hut (view of Salzburg 10 min. to the E.).

The Tote Mann (4555'; easy and attractive; guide, unnecessary, 5 Jf),

a spur of the Latten-Gebirge, may be ascended from Bischofswiesen (p. 84) in

2V2-3 hrs. by crossing the Bischofswieser Ache at the station and following
the red-marked path to the Bdrnlehen (2785'); thence through wood to the
top, on which is the open Bezold-Hiitte (fine view). Descent to the S. in
40 min. to the Soldenkopfl (p. 90), and to (V2 hr.) Jlsank, by a marked path ; or
to the S.W. via Schwarzeck to (1 hr.) the Zipfhdusl and Ramsau (comp. p. 91).

The Griinstein (4280'), the N.E. spur of the Watzmann, is a somewhat
laborious ascent (4^2 hrs., with guide). From (IV2 hr.) Unterslein (p. 87) a
marked path leads to the right, via (i/i hr.) the Pens. Hofreit and thence
mainly through wood, along the Klingerwand to the (3 hrs.) top (view of

the Watzmann, etc.). We may descend to the (i^h hr.) Hammerstiel Inn
(p. 90) and (74 hr.) llsank, or to the (1/2 hr.) Pe7is. Panorama (p. 85).

The *Rossfeld {Hennenkopfl 5090', Hahnenkamm 5205', Ahornbiichsenbl^b'),

4.41/2 hrs. (guide necessary for novices only), is an attractive excursion
(comp. p. Iu6). We either ascend from the (iV4 hr.) Au Inn (p. 8i) to the

(IV2 hr.) Pechhaml (p. 106) and via the (1 hr ) Ross/eld Alp (4795'; rfmts.)

to the (1/2 hr.) grassy summit of the Hennenkopfl (5090') ; or from (3 hrs.)

the Ecker-Sattel (see below) we ascend to the left; at the ('/4hr.) bifur-

cation, the path to the left leads to (12 min ) the Upper Ahorn Alp (5005';

rfmts.). while that to the right ascends to the (20 min.) summit of the
'^Ahornbiichse.i (5265'; splendid view). Thence via the Hahnenkamm and the
Hennenkopfl to the (-'/i hr.) Rossfeld Alp and to (2 hrs.) Au. see p. 84.

Ascent of the Jenner (6150'), from Vorderbrand via the Krauikaser Alp
in 3 hrs. (guide 5 Ji) ; or from Konigs-See by the Konigsberg Alp (p. 89)
in 4 hrs., attractive and not diflicult. — Ascent of the Hohe Brett (7670'),

from Vorderbrand via the Mltterkaser Alp in 4 hrs., fatiguing (guide 7 U?)

;

edelweiss abundant. — Kehlstejn, or GoUsiein (6015'). a N.W. spur of the
Hohe Goll, from Eintereck (p. 85) via the Untere and Obere Kehl Alp in 3 hrs.

with guide (5 Jl), an attractive and not difficult expedition (path indicated
by red marks).

The ascent of the 'Hohe Goll (8265'), in 7 hrs. from Berchtesgaden (guide
12 ^), is very interesting and not difficult for experienced climbers. From
(IV2 hr.) Hintereck (p. 85) a marked path ascends to the right via the (IV2 hr.)

Ecker-Sattel (4635') to the (1 hr.) Purtscheller-Uaus on the Eckerfirst (5810';
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inn in summer) ; thence a somewhat steep path mounts over the Oollleiten

to the (3 hrs.) top. Magnificent view. A long and tedious descent leads

via the Brettriedel (76:^5') and the Ho/ie Brett (p. 86) to the Alpel-Tal and
to (4-5 hrs.) Vorderbrand (p. 85); better and shorter via the Brett to the

Mitterkaser Alp (p. 86).

The Schneibstein (7460'), an excellent point of view^, is easily ascended
in 6 hrs., via Vorder'n-and, the Konigsbach Alp, and Ednigsherg Alp (p. 89;
guide 8 M). — The Kahlersberg (7715') is ascended from the Ootzen Alp (p. 88)

via the Regen Alp and the Bdrensteig in 4 hrs. (fatiguing; guide 11 »///).

The descent may be made via the Landial to the (4 hrs.) Obersee (p. 88j. —
The Watzmann,'Hundstod. and Sieinei-ne Meer, see pp. 90, 89; Untersberg
(Berchiesgadener Hochthron), see p. 103.

The gem of this district is the clear, dark-green **K6nigs-See

(1976'), or Lake of St. Bartholomew, 5 M. long and Y2-I M. broad,

the most beautiful lake in Germany, vying in grandeur with

those of Switzerland and Italy. Some of the surrounding mountains,

which rise almost perpendicularly from the water, are 6500' in

height above the lake. The road (omnibuses and carriages see p. 82)

crosses the Ache near the station, gradually ascends past the Wem-
holz, and then continues tolerably level as far as (3 M.) the lake.

At the Wemholz, 1 M. from the Berchtesgaden station, another route
diverges to the right via the Schwob-Briicke, and follows the left bank,
leading past (1/2 hr.) Unterstein (inn), with a chateau and park of Count Arco
(no admission). The roads unite again about Y2 M. from the lake. — Pedes-
trians should take the pleasant and shady path crossing the Eamsauer Ache
near the Hotel Bahnhof, then follow the left bank of the Kcinigsseer Ache,
pait the (2d min.) Resfaurant Waldstein and continue to skirt the stream,
passing linally the lake-dam to (L hr.) the village of Eonigssee.

On the bank of the lake lies the village of Konigssee (Ziim

Konigssee, R. 1V2-5 t£ ; Zum Schlffmeuter ^ Altes Seehaus, Zum
Lowenstein, both unpretending).

A good path on the N.E. bank of the lake leads to the (V2 hr.) pictur-

esque Malerwinkel (*View) and a bad path thence to the (1 hr.) Kessel

(p. 88). — A splendid view of the entire lake is obtained from the (2/4 hr.)

Rabenwand (2985'). The path (red marks) ascends to the right at the Lowen-
stein, a large boulder, 4 min, to the N. of the landing-stage, and threads
its way among rocky de'bris ; farther up it passes above the Villa Beust.

The 'Schiffmeister' Moderegger presides over the rowing-boats and
their crews, and regulates their trips. The fares are paid to him on embark-
ing; the rowers usually receive a small gratuity. The latter are sometimes
stalwart peasant-girls, the sinews of whose arms might well be coveted by
heroes of the Isis or the Cam. From the middle of June to 1st Oct. there
are four or five regular trips daily round the lake, occupying about
4 hrs., including V2 hr. at the Sallet Alp and 1/2 hr. at St. Eartholomii
(fare for each pers. IV2 Jf)- These trips are made in covered boats,

holding 80 passengers ; small boats are much preferable. Small boat

(2 pers.), with one rower, to St. Bartholoma 3 Jl ; with two rowers
(1-4 pers.) to St. Bartholoma 41/2, to the Sallet Alp 71/2 ^; with three
rowers (7 pers.) 7V2 and 12 Jf ; for parties of 10 or upwards 1 Jl and
IV2 Jf each. The best plan is to row direct to the Sallet Alp _(1V2 hr.),

and call at St. Bartholoma in returning. The most favourable light is in

the earlv morning or late in the afternoon. Rugs may be hired at the

inns (25 pf.).

Lake Voyage. To the left, on a promontory, is the Villa Beust

;

in the lake lies the islet of Christlieger, with a statue of St. John

Nepomuk. The boat passes the Falkenstein, a rock with a cross

commemorating the wreck of a boat with a party of pilgrims about
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150 years ago. The lake now becomes visible in its entire extent; in

the background rise the Sagereckicand, the Grilnsee-Tauem, and the
Funtensee-Tauern ^ and adjoining them on the right the Schonfeld-
spitze (8700'). On the E. bank the Konigshach (insignificant in

July and August) falls over a red cliff (about 2526') into the lake.

A little farther on, at the deepest part of the lake (615'), a long,

reverberating echo is awakened by a pistol fired in the direction of

the Brentenwand (50 pf.). In the vicinity, on the E. bank, not
far from the Kessel Fall, is a cavern on a level with the water,

called the Kuclder Loch, from which a streamlet enters the lake

(comp. p. 106). The boat touches at the Kessel, a wooded pro-

montory on the E. bank, whence a good path ascends to the(i0min.)
pretty waterfall of the Kesselbach (bridle-path to the Gotzen Alp,

see below). The boat now proceeds to the S.W. to St. Bartholoma,
a green promontory, with a chapel and a hunting-chateau. At the

restaurant kept by the forester good salmon-trout (Salmo salveliniis^

Ger. Saibling) may be obtained.
The Chapel of SS. John and Paul, s|^ m. from the inn, attracts nu-

merous pilgrims un the festival of St. Bartholomew (24th Aug.), when the
surrounding heights are lighted up with bonfires. — The Eis-Kapelle, a
kind of glacier in a wild gully between the Hachelwand and theWatzmann,
2845' only above the sea-level, hardly merits a visit (there and back IV2-2
hrs. ; fatiguing path, dangerous in warm weather ; guide desirable).

At the S.W. end of the lake the Schrainbach is precipitated into

it from a rocky gorge. The Sallet Alp, a poor pasture ^/o M. in

breadth and strewn with moss-grown rocks, with a chalet of the

Duke of Meiningen, separates the Konigs-See from the beautiful

*Obersee (2005'), a lake II/4 M. long, enclosed on three sides by lofty

precipices of limestone. To the left rises the sheer Kaunerxvand

;

beyond it tower the Teufelshorner (7855'), from which a brook

descends over the Rotwand in several arms from a height of 1800'.

On the E. bank is the Fischunkel Alp, to which a narrow path (not

recommended) leads on the S. bank in ^/2hr. Boating prohibited.

—

A good survey of the imposing Watzmann is obtained in returning.

From the Kessel (see above) a bridle-path in long windings ascends to the
(31/2 hrs.

;
guide, unnecessary, b J() "Gotzen Alp (5530'), opposite St.

Bartholoma. It passes the chalets of (1^2 hr.) Gotzental and (1 hr.) Seeau,
and then ascends in zigzags via the Warteck, where we take the path to the
right (that to the left leads to the Regen Alp) and reach (1 hr.) the Gotzen Alp,
with three chalets, occupied in midsummer only (rustic quarters, with 5
beds, in the Springel Hut). Magnificent view of the Uebergossene Aim,
Steinerne Meer, Watzmann, Hohe GoU, Untersberg, etc. The view towards
the Is^. is imperfect until vre reach the (1/4 hr.) Feuerpalfen (STIO*) on the
N.W. margin of the Alp. Somewhat beyond that point, from the brink
of the rock lower down, the lake and St. Bartholoma are visible 3300'

below us. Descent to the (2 hrs.) Kessel, where a boat (previously ordered)
should be in waiting; or we mav proceed from the (li/a hr.) Gotzental
Alp to the right to the (1/2 br.) Konigshach Alp (3900'), then cross the Konigs-
hach, and descend to the left, following the Hochhahn, to the village of

(IVahr.) Konigssee; or continue along the hills by i\xe Konigsweg past the
Wasserfall Alp to (4 hrs.) Yorderhrand (p. 85).

From the Gotzen Alp to the Sallet Alp, 5-6 hrs., laborious, for
adepts only (guide 8 Jl). The path leads past the Regen Alp to the (1 hr.)
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crest of the Landtalwand (6545') and tlien descends through the Landtal-
Oraben by a narrow, and at places rather steep and giddy path to (272-3 hrs.)
the FiscMinkel Alp (p. 88) and (V2 hr.) the Sallet Alp.' Deer and chamois
are frequently seen in this royal chasse.

From the Konigs-See to Golling (8 hrs.
;
guide 10 Jl, not necessai-y).

Footpath (indicated by red marks) by the Konigsbach Alp (3905') and Konigs-
berg Alp f5310'; whence the Jemier may be ascended in 1 hr.. comp. p. 86)
and (31/2-4 hrs.) the Torrener - Joch (5660'), between the Schneibstein and
the Brett; descent to the Upper and Lower Joch Alp and through the jB/w/i^aw-

Tal with its numerous waterfalls to (4 hrs.) Golling (p. 107).

Excursions in the Steinerne Seer, the wild mountain-region to the
S. of the Konigs-See, are fatiguing (paths indicated by red marks

;
guide,

unnecessary for adepts in clear weather, see p. 82: to the Funtensee through
the Saugasse 9 »//, via Griinsee 10 Ji, over the Steinerne Meer to Saal-
felden 16 Jf). A path leads from St. Bartholoma on the margin of the
lake to the Schrainbach Fall (p. 88) and then ascends through wood to

(1 hr.) the Holzstube (2840') and (1/2 hr.) the Unterlahner Alp (3265'). We
then mount the steep Saugasse in numerous zigzags to (IV4 hr.) the
deserted Oberlahner Alp (4630'). Here a path to Trischubel ascends to the
right (p. 90). Passing the Gjaidkopfe on the right, we now ascend the
Himmelsfiege, and then descend a little to the (IV2 hr.) Funtensee -Haus
(5425'; inn in summer), which lies 5 min. to the W. of the small Funten-Bee
(5250'). — Another path (5 hrs. •, provided with railings, wire ropes, etc.,

and quite safe for adepts) leads from the Sallet Alp (p. 88) up the steep
Sagereckwand, with a fine view of the Konigs-See and Obersee, to (2V2hrs.)
the deserted Sagereck Alp (4505'), and mounts across the (1 hr.) Griinsee-Au
through the finely situated Zirbenau to (IV2 hr.) the Funtensee-Haus. To
the left, below the Zirbenau, lies the pretty Griinsee (4840'). [The Feld
(5585'), an excellent point of view, is easilv ascended from the Funtensee
Haus in IV2 hr. ; the Viehkogl (7075') in 2"'hrs. ; the Schotimalhorn (7800')

in 2V2 hrs.; the Funtensee- Tauern {Stuhlwand
.,

8465'; 3^/2 hrs., fatiguing
but very attractive) ; the Scho7ifeIdspitze (Hochzink, 8'tOO' ; 41/2-5 hrs. ; difficult

and requiring a steady head) via the Buchauer Scharte ; and the Hundslod
(8510'; 5-6 hrs.) via the Diesbach-Scharte (laborious, see p. 90).] — Several
passes (Buchauer., Ramseider., Weissbach, and Diesbach Scharte) lead from
the Funten-See to Saalfelden ; the shortest (6 hrs.) and most interesting is

the Ramseider Scha.rte (6895' ; 3 hrs. from the Funten-See is i^& Riemann-
Haus, comp. p. 138). The descent to Saalfelden requires a steady head
(3 hrs.

;
guide desirable).

From the Fischunkel Alp (p. 88) rough and fatiguing routes (11-12 hrs.;
guide 15 Jf) cross the BlUhnhach-Torl (6670') or the Mauer-Scharte (7140')

to the Bliihnbach-Tal and Werfen (p. 132).

To THE Eamsau a road leads direct from the Konigs-See via Schonau
(p. 85) to (41/2 M.) Ilsank (see below). A somewhat longer route leads
through the woods to the left from Schonau, at the base of the Griin-
stein, to the forester's house of Schapbach. Thence we may proceed either to

the right to Ilsank, or to the left direct to the Winibach-Klamm (p. 90).

From Berchtesgaden to Reichbkhall (12 M,), railway via

HalltuTm in i^j^hx.
; see p. 81. A far preferable route, however, is

the Road by the Ramsau and the Schwarzbachwacht (IT^o ^-

;

omnibus to Ramsau and Hintersee, see p. 82). We follow the new
Reichenhall road to the Grand Hotel, where the Ramsau road descends
to the left, crossing the (II/2M.) Gmiind-Brucke (railway-station,

see p. 81) over the Bischofswieser Ache. — 21/0 M. Ilsank (1935'

;

Hotel Watzmann, pens. 41/2-5 Jf). At the pumping-station of the

same name, V4 M. farther on, a brook descending about 400' works
a pump by which the salt-water from the mines is forced up to the
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Soldenkopfl, 1200 ft. higher, and over the Schwarzbachwacht to

Reichenhall, a distance of 20 M.
A flight of steps ascends from the pump-hotise to the (IV4 hr.) S51den-

kopfl (3110'; rfmts.), whence a good path with fine views leads along the
hrine-conduit to the (IV4 hr.) Zipfhdusl (p. 91) and the (13/4 hr.) Schwarz-
bachwacht (p. 91). — From Berchtes^'aden the best approach to the
Soldenkopfl leads via BoscJiherg (2V4 hrs.

5 p. 84). — From Ilsank via Schonau
to the Konigs-See, 1^/4 hr. (p. 89).

The road now runs along the left bank of the foaming Ache
through the gorge of the Kniepass (short tunnel) ; to the left a grand
view of the Watzmann ; before us rises the broad Steinberg. The
*Kainsau is remarkably picturesque owing to the contrast of the

luxuriant vegetation of the valley with the imposing and pictur-

esquely shaped grey mountains. — On the left [IV2 ^^0 ^ finger-

post indicates the path to the 'Jagdschioss Wimbach'.
A path crossing the bridge (2050': restaurant) to the left, and ascending

to the right by the 'Trinkhalle', leads to the (1/4 hr.) *"Wimbach-Klamm.
The clear blue water of the brook here forms beautiful falls in its rocky-
ravine (about V3 M. in length), into which the sun shines about noon.

A visit to the upper Wimbach- Tal, to a point V2 hr. beyond the
Jagdschioss , or still better to the (2'^/-z hrs.) Gries Alp , is recommended.
A bridle-path leads from the upper end of the gorge, at first on the left,

and then on the right bank of the brook through pine-wood, and after-

wards traversing the broad mass of debris from which the stream issues,

to (11/4 hr.) the hunting-lodge of Wimbach (3080'; rfmts.). In 11/4 hr. more
we reach the Gries Alp r43o0'), and enjoy a full survey of the imposing
mountains at the head of the valley (from left to right. the Watzmann,
Hundstod, Palfelhorn, Alpelhorn, Hocheisspitze, Hochkalter, Steinberg).
— A track, hewn in part in the rocks,pleads to the S. from this point
to the (1^2 hr.) shooting-box of Tnschiibl (5785'; no rfmts.), whence we may
ascend the Hirschwiese (6930': Ihr. •,

guide 8 Jl). which affords an admirable
view of this wild region, including part of the Konigs-See. From Trisch-
iibl we proceed via the deserted Sigeret Alp to (2 hrs.) the Obevlahner
Alp (Steinerne Meer, see p. 89). — The Hundstod (8510') may be ascended
from Trischiibl through the Hundstod-Grube (3 hrs. ; fatiguing, steady head
necessary; guide from Ramsau 14 J'/); better ascent from the Funtensee-
Haus via the Diesbach-Scharte (p. 89).

The ascent of the *Watzmann (8710'; 7-8 hrs.; guide 10 Jl, to the
middle peak 12 Jl, to all three peaks 20 Jl ; to the Watzmann -Haus,
6 J{) is not difficult for experts. We ascend from (1V4 hr.) Ilsank by the

(20 rain.) Hammerstiel-Lehen ('2475'; rfmts.) to the (I3/4 hr.) Mittevkaser-Alpe

(4460'), which may also be reached from the Wimbach bridge in the Ramsau
via the Stuben Alp in 2Vi;hr3., or Qess recommended) from Konigs-See by
the Hervnroint Alp and Kiihroint Alp in 4-4V2 hrs. Thence a good path
ascends in windings to the (40 min.) deserted Falz Alp (5310') and the (3/4 hr.)

Watzmann-Haus on the Falzkopfl (6330' : inn in summer). Thence we ascend
by a club-path over the arete between the Watzmann- Gri/be and the Watz-
mann Glacier to the (2 hrs.) Watzmann-Hocheck (8T1U'), on which is a shelter-

hut. The *View embraces the Tauern (Gross-Glockner not visible), the
vast Bavarian plain, the entire Salzkammergut and district of Berchtes-
gaden, with the Wimbach-Tal below, and the Konigs-See and Obersee to

the S. — From the Hocheck a path, partially provided with iron ropes
(steady head indispensable), leads along the jagged arete in V2-V4 hr. to

the top of the Central Peak (8905'), on which is an iron cross. The
'Panorama from this point is still more extensive, and besides a magni-
ficent view of the Konigs-See, embraces the entire Tauern chain. The
ascent of the Southern Peak^ or Sch^nfeldspitze (8900'), from the central
peak in ^l\-\. hr., and the descent to the (3 hrs.) Gries Alp (see above) in

the Wimbach-Tal are difficult.
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On the road, i/'2 M. above the finger-post (see p. 90), is the Inn
zur Wimbachklamm (pens, 5 .//), and 1/3 M. beyond it the *Inn
zum Hochkalter (R. IV25 pens. 5 J^) and the Pens. Villa Steinberg.

Then (8/4 M.) Ramsau (2190'; Oberwirt, well spoken of).

A pleasant walk (diverging to tlie right from the road at a guide-post
near the Oberwirt) leads hence through wood to O/z hr.) the pilgrimage-
church of Maria-Kunterweg (2495'), and thence on to {}|^ hr.) the Orosse
Linde, whence we ascend to the right to (20 min.) the Zipfhdusl (3270';

inn) , on the brine conduit , i^/t hr. from the Schwarzbachwacht and
11/4 hr. from the Soldenkopfl (p. 90; the path leading straight on up the
hill goes to the Tote Mann, p. 86). — Another route leaves the Reichenhall
road at a guide-post beyond the point where the Hintersee road diverges,
and ascends to the left to (3/4 hr.) the "Wartstein (2900'), which affords a
splendid view of the Hintersee, the Blaueis Glacier, etc. A little below
is the M'igdalenen-Kapelle (2885'), a rocky grotto containing an altar.

Descent to the Hintersee, 1/4 br. — The Mordau Aim (3905'), a pretty mountain
valley at the foot of the Latten-Gebirge, may be ascended from the Tauben-
see in 1^4 hr. ; it commands a charming view of the Hintersee, Hochkalter,
the Eeiter-Alpe, etc. — An attractive footpath leads along the right bank
of the Ache from Ramsau to the Hintersee (see below), crossing the boggy
^ Gleischerquellen'' by means of long narrow bridges with railings. Before
reaching the Hintersee we join the new road.

Beyond Ramsau (3/4 M.) the road divides , the branch to the

Hintersee and Ober-Weissbach (see below) leading to the left. The
Road to Reichenhall ascends straight on (right), past the small

Taubensee (2845') and through beautiful pine-woods, to the (21/4 M.)
Schwarzbachwacht (2910'), a pump-house on the summit of the

pass, beyond which the Brine Conduit (p. 90) runs parallel with the

road. About V4M. farther on is the small Inn zur Schwarzbachwacht
(hence to the Traunsteiner-Hiltte, 5 hrs., see p. 209). The road then
descends into the deep wooded valley between the Reiter-Alpe on
the left and the Latten-Gebirge on the right, and (3 M.) crosses the

Schwar-zbach. At the (1 M.) Jettenberg pump-house (1795'; rfmts.),

at the foot of the imposing Alpenhorn, we again cross the Schwarz-
bach, which forms a fine cascade (*StaubfaU) here and falls into the

Saalach immediately below. [A footpath, diverging to the left before

the bridge, leads under the latter to the fall.] To the left diverges

the road to Schneizelreut (p. 209). Our road skirts the right bank of

the Saalach, passing opposite Fronaw, to (41/2 M.) Reichenhall (p. 77).

The Road to Ober-Weissbach (omnibus to the Hintersee see

p. 82) crosses the Ache and again forks. The old road to the Hinter-
see, now rarely used by carriages , leads to the right. The new
road leads to the left, partly through wood, with fine views of the

Reiter-Alpe, etc., and at the (21/4 M.) Hintersee- Klause reaches the

Hintersee (2590'; ferry to the Post or Gemsbock Inn, 10 pf. ; shout),

which is 3/4 M. in length. About 1/2 M. farther on, 1/4 M. from the

upper end of the lake, are the forester's house of Hintersee (2605')
and the Bavarian custom-house. Opposite is ^Auzingers Inn (pens.

4-41/2 .//). The old road which skirts the W. bank of the lake here
joins the new road on the right; on the former, 3/4 M. to the N.,

are the *Hotel Post (Pens. Wartstein) and the *H6t.-Pen8. Gemsbock
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(at both, pens. 5-6 J^). Fine view of the lake; to the S. rises the

Hochkalter, to the E. the Hohe Goll.

Excursions from the Hintersee (guide, Jcs. Malian). To the Wartsiein

(}/-i hr.), see p. 91. — A visit to the Blaueis, between the Hochkalter
and Steinberg, the northernmost glacier in the German Alps, is fatiguing
but very interesting: to the Eiihoden (6280') at the foot of the glacier
31/2-4 hrs. (guide 1 Jl)\ chamois are sometimes seen on this route. —
Edelweisslahnerkopf (6410'), 4 hrs. (guide 6 J^), fatiguing. —The Stadelhorn
(Gros-^e Miihhturzhorn, 7400"; admirable view of the Tauern) may be climbed
by adepts in 5 hrs. via the Halsgrube and the Wegkar (guide 8 J(). Descent
to' the Traunsteiner-Hutte (p. 209). — Hochkalter (8550'), through the Ofen-Tal
in 5-6 hrs. (guide 15 M)-, difficult, for experts only. The ascent via the
Blaueis (guide 20 Jt) is very difficult and sometimes impossible. The ascent
from the Wimhach-Tal via the Blaueis-Scharte (8145') is still more difficult

(two guides required, 25 Ji each).

Those who desire to proceed to Reichenhall from the Hintersee take
the road to the left at the N. end of the lake, skirting the W. side of
the Wartstein (ascended in 25 min. ; see p. 91), turn to the left again
10 min. farther on, and in 1/2 br. reach the Reichenhall road below the
Taubensee (p. 91).

The beautiful valley between the Hochkalter (left) and the Belter

Alpe (right) is now ascended to the (6 M.) Hirschbichl (3780'

;

Jnn\ with the Austrian custom-house of Mooswacht.
The *Kammerlinghorn (8155'), ascended from the Hirschbichl in 31/2-

4 hrs. (somewhat arduous
;
guide, desirable, 5 JSf, from Ramsau 11 J(), is an

admirable point of view (Steinerne Meer, Tauern, etc.). Experts, with guide
and ropes, may proceed hence to the (1/2 hr.) top of the Eochkainmerlinghorn
(8230'). — The Hocheisspitze (8275'), difficult, is ascended in 4 hrs. from
the Hirschbichl via the Mittereis Alp and the Hocheis Alp ; the ascent from
the Hoohkammerlinghorn should be attempted by experts only (1 hr.). —
To the W. of the Hirschbichl a path (with red marks) crosses the Kleine
or Loferer Hirschbichl (4100'), which afibrds a very fine view, to Wildental
and (I3/4 hr.) St. Martin on the Lofer road (p. 207).

The road ascends a few hundred paces farther to its highest

point (3870'), and then rapidly descends into the Saalach-Tal.

Before us rise the imposing Leoganger Steinlerge. About 3 M.
from the Hirschbichl, near a saw-mill , a finger-post indicates the

way to the *Seisenberg-Klamm, a profound and very narrow gorge,

through which the Weissbach dashes over huge blocks of rock. At
the (3/4 hr.) Binder-Miihle, at the lower end of the ravine, we reach

the Saalach valley ; a road leads hence to (1/2 M.) Ober-Weissbacli

(2140'; Auvogl, R. 11/4-2 .K".), where we rejoin the road from the

Hirschbichl. The Inn zur Frohnwies lies Y2 ^^- to the S.

About 3/4 M. to the W. of Ober-Weissbach, on the Lofer road, is the
Lampredits- 0/enloch (p. 208); about 4V2 M. to the X. (carr. in ^/i hr.) is the

interesting Vorderkaser-Klavim (p. 208).

The Road to Saalfelden (one-horse carr. from Frohnwies in 2 hrs.,

10 .BT. incl. fee; omnibus twice daily in summer in 2 hrs., IK.) traverses
a defile (Hohlicege) ., 6 31. long, on the right bank of the Saalach. IsTear

the mill of JJiesbach, the stream of that name forms a pretty waterfall

(8 min. to the left of the road). A marked path leads hence to the right

to the (81/2 hrs.) Passauer-Hiltte (p. 139). The valley then expands, and
the Tauern chain is seen towards the S. (The Brandlbauer is the only
point in the Pinzgau valley from which the Gross-Glockner is visible.) —
10 M. Saal/elden, on the Salzburg and Tyrol Railway, see p. 138.
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II. SALZBURG AND THE SALZKAMMERGUT.
THE HOHE TAUERN.

20. Salzburg and Environs 95
Aigen. St. Jakob am Thurn. Gaisberg. Nockstein, 102. —
Hellbrunn. Anif. Leopoldskron. Fiirstenbrunnen. Maria-
Plain. Untersberg , 103. — From Salzburg to Bercbtes-
gaden, 104.

'21. From Salzburg to Hallein and Golling 10;'^

Diirrnberg, 105. — Kleine Barmstein. Rossfeld. Hobe
Goll. Schlenken. Scbmittenstein. From Hallein via Zill

toBercbtesgaden. Almbacbstrub. Faistenau, 106.— From
Golling to Bercbtesgaden over tbe Ecker-Sattel or tbe
Rossfeld. Salzacb-Oefen, 107. — Pass Lueg. Scbwarze
Berg, 108.

'22. From Linz to Salzburg 108
From Wels to Griinau, 108. — Almsee. From Lambacb
to Gmunden. Traun Fall. From Attnang to Scbarding.
Wolfsegg, 109. — Tannberg. Mattsee, 110.

23. The Attersee and Mondsee 110
From Steinbach to tbe Langbath Lakes, 111. — Ascent
of the Scbafberg from Unteracb and from Scbarfling,
112. — Excursions from Mondsee. Kulmspitze. Kolomana-
berg. Scbober. Dracbenstein. Hollkar-Scbneid, 113.

24. From Salzburg to Ischl. Abersee. Schafberg . . . 11a
Excursions from St. Gilgen. Falkensteinwand. Zwolfer-
born. Scbafberg. From St. Gilgen to Salzburg. Faistenauer
Schafberg, 114. — Scbwarze See. Ascent of the Schaf-
berg from St. Wolfgang. Scbafberg-Hohlen, 115, 116.

2'). From Attnang to Gmunden and IscW 117
Excursions from Gmunden. Laudachsee, 118. — Trauu-
stein. Almsee. Rotelsee. Kleine Sonnstein, 119. — Excur-
sions from Langbath. Langbath Lakes. Kranabet-Sattel.
Erlakogel. Offensee. Hohe Schrott , 120. — Excursions
from Ischl. Ischl Salt Mine. Hiitteneck-Alp. Zimitz.
Hohe Schrott. Schonberg. Hainzen. Predigtstuhl. Sand-
ling. Rettenkogel, etc., 122, 123. — From Ischl to Alt-

Aussee direct, 123.

2G. From Ischl to Aussee 123
Chorinsky Klause. Hochmut , 123. — Excursions from
Goisern. Hochkalmberg. Gamsfeld. Predigtstuhl. From
Obertraun to Aussee over the Koppen, 124. — Excursions
from Aussee. Alt- Aussee, 125. — Aussee Salt 3Iine. Loser.
Brauningzinken. Grundlsee, Toplitz-See and Kammer-See.
Tressen-Sattel. Sarstein. Rotelstein. Zinken. Tote Ge-
birge, 126. — From Gossl to Stoder, etc., 127.

27. From Ischl to Hallstatt, and to Abtenau and Golling

via Gosau 127
Rudolfsturm. Hallstatt Salt Mine. Waldbach-Strub. Stein-
graben-Schneid. Plassen. Hirlatz. Zwolferkogel. Sarstein.
Kpippenstein. Hohe Gjaidstein, 128. — Dachstein, 129. —
Excursions from Gosau. Dachstein. Torstein. ToFilzmoos
over the Steigl. ZwieselAlp. Donnerkogel,130.— From the
Zwiesel Alp to Hiittau and to Filzmoos. Bleikogel, 131.

28. From Salzburg to Worgl (Innsbruck) 132
Bliibnbach-Tal. Tennen-Gebirge, 132. — Hochkonig.
Hochkeil. Dientner Schneeberg. Liechtenstein-Klamm,
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133. — Hochgriindeck. Sonntagskogel. Grossarl-Tal.
Passes to Gastein, the Gross-Elend-Tal, and the Moritzen-
Tal. The Kleinarl-Tal. 134. — Tappenkar-See. Haslloch.
From Schwarzach to Dienten viii Goldegg. Heukareck.
Kitzlochklamm, 135. — Excursions from Taxenbach and
Brack. Honigkogel. Hundstein. Drei Briider. Imbach-
hurn, 136. — Zeller See. Schmittenhohe. Pinzgauer
Spaziergang, 137.— Sausteigen. Schwalbenwand. Glemm-
tal. Excursions from Saalfelden. Kiibbiihel. Lichtenberg.
Steinerne Meer. Riemannhaus. Breithorn, Schonfeld-
spitz*, etc., 138. — Urslau-Tal. Hochkonig. Hochseilor.
Birnhorn, 139. — Excursions from Fieberbrunn. Hoch-
kogel. Buchensteinwand. Wildseeloder. Gebra-Rankeu.
8pielberghorn. From Fieberbrunn to Waidring via St. Jacob
im Haus, 140.

29. The Gastein Valley 141
Excursions from Hof-Gastein. Gamskarkogel. Tiirehl-

wand. Haseck, 142. — Excursions from Wildbad Gastein.
Kotschach-Tal. Hiittenkogel. Graukogel. Tisch. Kreuz-
kogel, etc., 145. — Bockstein. Anlauf-Tal. Ankogel. Over
the Hohe Tauern to the Hanover Hut. Woigsten-Scharte.
Lainkar-Scharte, 146. — Nassfeld. Herzog Ernst. Schareck.
To Rauris across the Pochhard-Scharte or the Riffel-

Scharte. To Mallnitz over the Mallnitzer Tauern, 146, 147.

30. The Rauris 148
Bernkogel. From Rauris to Heiligenblut over the
lleiligenbluter Tauern, 148. — Excursions from Kolm-
Saigurn, Herzog Ernst, Schareck, Sonnblick, Hocharn,
149. — From Kolm-Saigurn to Fragant by theFraganter-
Scharte ; to Dollach by the Niedere and Zirknitz-Scharf e,

the Windisch-Scharte, or the Brett-Scharte, 150.

ai. The Fuscher-Tal. From Ferleiten to Heiligenblut . 150
Hirzbach-Tal. Gleiwitzer Hiitte. Imbachhorn. Hirz-
bach-Torl. Hochtenn, 150. — Excursions from Bad Fusch.
Kasereck. Kuhkarkopfl. Schwarzkopf. Excursions from
Ferleiten. DurcheckAlp. Hochtenn. Wiesbachhorn,etc.,
151. — From Ferleiten to Heiligenblut over the Pfandel-
Scharte, over the Bockkar-Scharte, or over the lleiligen-

bluter Tauern. Brennkogel, 152, 153.

32. The Kaprun Valley 153
Sigmund-Thun-Klamm, 154. — Moserboden. Imbach-
horn. Kitzsteinhorn. Schmiedinger. Hochtenn. Wies-
bachhorn. Riffltor, 155. — Kapruner Tori. Geral-Scharte.
Brandl-Scharte, 156.

33. From Zell am See to Krimml. Upper Pinzgau . . . 156
From Uttendorf to Kals via the Stubach-Tal, 156. —
Rudolfs-Hiitte. Granatspitze. Sonnblick. Kals-Stubacher
Tauern. Gaisstein. Pihapper Spitze. Hollersbach-Tal,
157. — Over the Plenitz-Scharte, Sandeben-Torl, or the
Weissenecker Scharte to Gschloss. Habach-Tal, 158. —
Wildkogel. Untersulzbach Fall. By the Obersulzbach-
Tal to the Kiirsinger- Hiitte and the Gross -Venediger,
159. — Krimml "Waterfalls. Seekar-See. Gernkogel.
Hiitteltalkopf. Excursions from the Krimmler Tauern-
haus. Rainbach-Scharte. Richter-Hiitte. Gams-Scharte.
Rosskar-Scharte. Krimmler Tauern. Birnliicke. Warns-
dorfer-Hiitte, 160-162.

34. From Llenz to Windisch - Matrei and Pragraten.

Thelsel-Tal. 1G2
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Weisse Wand. Hochschober, 162. — Deferegger-Tal. Vill-

graterJoch. Pfannhorn. Rotspitze and Weissspitze. Degen-
horn. Villgrater Tori. Gsieser Tori , 163. — Excursions
fromWindisch-Matrei. Lukaser-Kreuz. Rottenkogel. Zunig.
Nussingkogel. Gschloss. Rote Siiule. Ascent of the Gross-
Venediger from the Neue Prager-Hiitte. From Windisch-
Matrei to Mittersill over the Felber Tauern, 164, 165. —
Lasorling. Excursions from Pragraten. Bergerkogel.
Gross-Venediger. Ober-Sulzbach-Torl. Krimmler-Torl.
Maurer-Torl. Reggen-Torl. From Pragraten to St. Jakob
in the Deferegger-Tal by theDeferegger-Torl,thePragrater-
Tcirl, or the Bachlenke, 166-168. — Excursions from the
Umbal-Tal. Dreiherrnspitze. Rotspitze. Simonyspitze.
Malhamspitze. Daberspitze. To Kasern over the Vordere
or Hintere Umbal-Torl. Rotenmann-Torl. Schwarze-Torl,
168, 169.

35. From "Windiscli-Matrei to Kals and Heiligenblut . . 169
From Huben to Kals through the Kalser-Tal. Excursions
fromKals. Gross-Glockner, 170.— Stiidlweg. Romariswand-
kopf. Schonleiten, Hochschober, 171. — Roter Knopf.
Muntaniz, etc. To Heiligenblut over the Berger-Torl, 172.

36. From Dolsacli to Heiligenblut 17'2

Geiersbiihl. Ederplan. Stellkopf. Petzeck. Stanziwurten.
Sonnblick, 173. — Excursions from Heiligenblut. Franz-
Josefs-Hohe. Hofmanns-Hiitte. Fuscherkarkopf , 175. —
Sinnabeleck. Barenkopfe. Grosse Burgstall. Wiesbach-
horn. Johannisberg. Hohe RiCfl. Schneewinkelkopf. Eis-
kogele. Gross-Glockner, 176. — Sandkopf. From the
Glocknerhaus over the Riffltor to the Kapruner-Tal v
over the Obere and Untere Oedenwinkel-Scharte to the
Stubach-Tal, 177. — From Heiligenblut to the Seebichl-
Haus and to Kolm Saigurn by the Sonnblick or the Gold-
zech-Scharte. Hocharn, 177, 178.

20. Salzburg and Environs.
The State Railway Station is on the N. side of the town (PI. D, 1)

about a mile from the Stadt-Briicke (steam tramway, see p. 96). There are
two sections (restaurant in each) : to the left, the Austrian Station^ for the
trains to Austria (Vienna, Innsbruck) and to the right the Bavarian Station
(custom-house examination), for those to Bavaria. — The Salzkammergut
Station (p. 113) faces the state-railway-station.

Hotels (often full in summer 5 rooms should be engaged in advance).
'Hotel de l'Eukope (PI. a •, D, 1), at the station, with lift and a large garden,
R. 5-9, B. IK. 60^., D. 4-5, pens, from 12 A'.; -Hotel Bristol (PI. e; D, 3),
Makart-Platz, R. 3-8, pens, from 10 Z^. ; '^'Hotel d'Adtkiche (PI. a; D, 3),
Schwarz-Str., R. 31/2-6, B. 1 K. 20 h., pens, from 9 K. ; *Park Hotel Nelbock
& Villa Savoy (PI. b; D, 1), R. 3-10, B. 1 AT. 20/«., D. 4, pens, from 10 A". —
In the town, on the left bank: Goldnes Schiff (PI. d; E, 4), Residenz-
Platz, R. 3-5 A^.,' Goldene Krone (PI. f; D, 3), Goldnee Hikscu (PI. j^
D, 4), MoDLHAMER (PI. n; D, 4), Goldnes Horn (PI. o; D, 4), Steenbrau
(PI. p; D, 4), all in the Getreidegasse ; Zua Holle (PI. r; E, 4), Juden-
gasse; Stieglbbad (PI. z; C, 3), Gstattengasse , R. from 1 A^. — On the
right bank : -Hotel Pitteb (PI. 1 ; D, 2), Westbahn-Str., R. 3-4 K. ; *H6tel-
Restadrant Mirabell (PI. m; D, 3), with garden, R. 4-6 A^.; Kaiserin
Elisabeth (PI. el; D, 1), near the station, R. 2'/2-0, pens, from 8 A.

;

Hot. Habsblrg, Sattler-Str., R. 2-4 AT.; Hot. Mozart, Franz-Josef-Str. 8;
ZuM Stein (PI. h; D, E, 3), on the Salzach, R. 2-3 A., B, 90 A. ,- Gablerbkau
I PI. i; D, 3), R. 2-3 A., Traube (PI. k; D, 3), Romischer Kaiser (PI. s;
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D, 3), TiGEB (PI. tj E, 3), SCHLAMBEAU (PI. U ; D, 8), SCHWAHZES ROSSL (PI. V
;

D, 3), all near the Stadt-Briicke. moderate ^ Berqerbrau (PI. w; D, 3),
Linzergasse 17, Zum Roten Keebs (PI. x; r>, 2). Jlirabell-Platz, both well
spoken of; Hot.Wolf-Diexrich (PI. y ; E, 2). Wolf-Dietrich-Str. 16; Stein-
lechker, Aigner-Sfr., li/'i M. I'rom the station (tramway), R. V^jo-l^hK.;
Stadt Innsbruck, near the station, E. I1/2-2V2A'., well spoken of; Schwarz,
next the Nelbock, with garden. — Kollek's Hotel Garni (see below),
Dreifaltigkeitsgasse, R. 172-21/2 -£".

5 Pens. Maeienschlossli, Monchsberg
17 (pens. 8 .fi".).

Cafes. Toma.'eW?, Ludwig-Viktor-Platz ; ioftmai'er, Universitats-Platz. On
the right bank: Cafi Corso, Gisela Quay (p. 101); Ca/d Bazar, Cafi Central,
.Schwarz-Str. ; Koller. Dreifaltigkeitsgasse (also rooms, see above); Krimmel,
Westbahn-Strasse. — Confectioner. Fiirst, Ludwig-Viktor-Platz.

Restaurants. Kurhaus (see p. 101 ; concerts in the evening); Eestaii-

rant Mimbell, Schwarz-Str., with garden (evening-concerts); Restaurant
Elevator (p. 100). — Wine in St. Petei-'s Stiftskeller (PI. D, 4; p. 98);
Wachauer Wimer-Keller, Rudolfs Quay; R. Schider, Linzergasse 15; Geissler,

Dreifaltigkeitsgasse 18; Keller., Getreidegasse. — Beer at the Sternbrdu-
Oarten. Getreidegasse; Stieglkeller , Festungsgasse 10, with 'Mozart Room'
and view; <Src/irt«2We?Ze;', outside the Kajetaner-Tor, with view ; Modi/tamer-
ItUer, outside the Klausen-Tor, also with view; Augvstiner Brdustubl , at

Mulln (quaint rooms; not open till 3 p.m.).

Baths. Kurhaus (p. 101), with baths of every kind. Stddtisches Vollhad, in
the Brodhausel-Au, beside the Karolinen-Briicke (p. 101). Swimming Baths,
near Schloss Leopoldskron, 1 1/4 31. to the S.W. (p. 103; omnibus from the
Stadt-Platz at 9.30 and 11.30 a.m., 4.15 and 7 p.m., 30 /j.). Dr. Breyer's Saiia-
toriiim and Oberes Kurhati^ at Parsch (p. 102), with hydropathic, swimming-
bjitha, etc. Mud. Pine-Cone, and Peat baths at the Ludicigsbad and the
Marienhad, IV4 M. from the town (omnibus from the Hut. Krone 4 times
daily, 20ft.); at Bad Kreuzbrilckl, 3/4 M. to the S.W., near Leopoldskron
(omnibus from the Universitats-Platz at 9 a.m. and 2p.m.); and at the
SchaUmoos Moorbdder, beside the Linzer-Tor.

Cabs. From the station into the town, with luggage, 1^. 120 ft. or
(two horses) 2 K. ; at night , i K. 80 ft. or 3 K. 20 ft. By time : 1/4 hr. SO
or !£". 20 ft.; longer drives, the first V4 tr. 80 or 1 ^. 20, everv following
1/4 hr. 4U or 60 ft.; half-a-day 6^. 80 ft. or 10 5:.; whole day 12"or IS ^. —
To Berchtesgaden, see p. 104. — Excursions to Aigen, Jlellbrunn , or Klesheim,
and back 2 K. 60ft. or 4 J.; to Glaneck and back 3^. 60ft. or 5 K. 60ft.;

to Maria-Plain, 3 K. 60 ft. or 5 K. 6'J ft. ; to Parsch, from the town 2 or 3 ^.,

from the station 2 K. 80 ft. or i K. 60 ft., with luggage 3.2". 20 ft. or 5 K.
Waiting, each V* ^^- '^^ or 60ft. — Tolls and fees included in all cases.

Steam Tramway (Lokalbahn) from the railway-station through the town
every 2 hours in the forenoon , hourlv in the afternoon to (45-54 min.)
St. Leonhard (p. 105); fares, 2nd class "l^. 20 ft., 3rd cl. 80 ft. Tickets must
be taken at the booking offices. The stations within the town are: Fiinf-

haus, Kurhaus, Bazar, Stadtbriicke, Mozartsteg, and Aeussere Stein (branch
to Parsch, p. 102), beyond which the line crosses the Karolinen-Briicke to

(2 M.) Kiinstlerhaus-Nonntal. The next part of the line affords a succession
of pretty views. Stations: Aeusseres Nonntal. Cemetery, Klein- Gmain, Morzg.,

(3 M.) Hellbrunn (p. 103), Anif (p. 103j, Orodig (p. 104), and (8 M.) St. Leon-
hard-Drachenloch (p. 105). Thence to Bei'chtesgaden, see pp. 105, 85. — Horse
Tramway every 10 min. from the station to the Ca/i Bazar near the Stadt-
Brucke (p. 100; 20ft.). — Cable Railway to the fortress, see p. 99. — Lift

to the Monchsberg, see p. ICO.

Post and Telegraph Office (PI. 32; E, 4) in the Residenz-Platz, entrance
to the right, by the guard-house. Branch-offices at the railway -station
and in the Makart-Platz.

Theatre (PI. 26; D, 3), Makart-Platz. — Theatre of Varieties in the
garden of the Hot. Mirabell (p. 95).

Art Exhibition in summer at the Kiinstlerhaus (p. 100). — Permanent
Exhibition of Industrial Art in the Mirabell-Schloss (p. 101).
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Money-changers. C. Spdnglei; Schwarz-Str. 1; Berger, Getreidcgasse. —
Strangers'' Enquiry Office (Auskunfts-Bureau), Schwarz-Str. 7, and in Ed.
Hollrigrs bookshop, Sigmund-Haffnergasse 10. — Inclusive Ticket (Kollekiiv-

Karte), admitting to the chief sights and collections, 3 K.
English Church Service in the German Protestant Church (PL 14; C, 3)

on Sun. at li a.m. and 4 p.m.

Salzburg (1350'), the a.ncient Juvavum, was once the capital

of the wealthiest and most powerful ecclesiastical principality in S.

Germany, which was secularised in 1802 and converted into a tem-
poral Electorate. It afterwards became Austrian, then Bavarian,

and finally , in 1816 , Austrian again, and is now the seat of an

archbishop and of the government and law-courts of the district.

Few German towns can compare with Salzburg for beauty of sit-

uation. The town (40,000 inhab.) lies on both banks of the Salzach,

bounded by the abrupt castle-hill and the Monchsberg on the left

bank, and by the Kapuzinerberg on the right bank. Owing to fre-

quent fires and to the building activity of Archbishop Wolf Dietrich

(1587-1611) and other rulers, few mediaeval buildings have been
left. The domed churches and other handsome buildings in the

Italian style invest the town with the characteristic features of a

sumptuous archiepiscopal residence of the 17th and 18th centuries.

The shady promenades on the broad quays afford charming walks

on both banks of the Salzach, from the Ludwig Victor-Briicke to

the Karolinen-Briicke.

The older part of the town is on the left bank of the Salzach, its

central point being the Eesidenz-Platz fPl. E, 4), in the middle of

which is the handsome *Residenz-Brunnen (PI. 3), 46' in height,

executed in 1664 by Antonio Dario. Each of the sea-horses and

figures of Atlas is hewn out of a single block of marble. At the

summit a Triton spouts water out of a horn. On the W. side of

the Platz rises the spacious Residenz-Schloss, or Palace, erected in

1592-1724, and now partly occupied by Grand-Duke Ferdinand of

Tuscany (adm. daily 11-1, 40^.; ceiling-paintings, tapestry, and
furniture of the archiepiscopal era). Opposite to it is the Neugehaude
(PI. 34; E, 31, begun in 1588, including the Government Buildings,

Law Courts, and Post and Telegraph Offices (PI. 32). The small

tower contains a set of chimes, which play at 7, 11, and 6 o'clock

(names of the tunes on a tablet on the Palace). On the S. side is

the *Cathedral, erected in 1614-28 by Santino Solari in the Italian

style, with florid stucco-ornamentation. In the left aisle near the

entrance is a font in bronze, dating from 1321, with a modern
cover; high altar-piece by Mascagni. The interesting treasury is

shown on application at the sacristy in the right transept. — In
the Dom-Platz rises a Column of the rirym(Pl. 26), with allegorical

figures in lead, by Hagenauer (1771),

*Mozart's Statue (PI. 28), in bronze, by Schwanthaler, erected

in 1842, adorns the Mozart-Platz (to the E.). The house in which the

great composer was born (b. 1756, d. 1791), No. 9 Getreidegasse

Baedekke s Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 7
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(P1.27J, contains tlie interesting Mozart Museum on the third floor

(MSS., portraits, piano, Mozart's skull, etc. ; adm. 1 K.').— Mozart's

House is in the Makart-Platz (p. 101).

On the S. side of the cathedral lies the Kapitel-Platz (Pl.E, 4),

with the KapUel-Schwemme (VI. 4), a handsome marble horse-pond,

Aviththe inscription 'Lr.oroLDVs rnixCErs MeeXstrVXIt'I 1732).

On the E. side of the Platz is the Archiepiscopal Palace [PI. E, 4).

In the S.W. corner of the Platz is the entrance to the ancient

Cemetery of St. Peter (PI. 24), adjoining the steep cliff between the

Monchsberg and the citadel. The late-Gothic Chapel of St. Margaret
(PI. 16) in the middle, erected in 1483, restored in 1864, contains

tombstones of the 15th century. In the arcades on the N. side is the

Chapel of St. Veit, containing the tomb of Luther's friend Johann von
Staupitz, who died in 1524 as abbot of the Benedictines in Salzburg.

The Kreuz-Kapelle^ in the S.W. angle, dates from the 12th century.

A little higher is the Chapel of St. Egidius (St. Giles), whence rock-

steps ascend to the Chapel of St. Gertrude and the Hermitage of
St. Maximus, with vaults resembling catacombs and dating as far

back as the 3rd century. The hermitage, the oldest Christian shrine

in Salzburg, occupies the spot whence St. Maximus and his com-
panions were, according to the legend, cast down by the Heruli in

477. The keeper, who opens the closed chapels, lives in the first

small house behind the vaults. — An archway leads to the court of

the Benedictine Abbey of St. Peter (PI. 6; D, E, 4), founded by
St. Rupert in the 7th cent., though the present buildings date only

from the 17-18th centuries. To the left is St. Peters-Siiftskeller

(p. 96). To the right is the Church of St. Peter (PI. 18), a

Romanesque edifice of 1131, badly restored in 1754, which contains

a poor monument to the composer Michael Haydn(A. 1806), brother

of the more celebrated Joseph Haydn (N. aisle, 5th chapel). In

the right aisle is the 15th cent, tombstone of St. Rupert (d. 718).— To the left of the church is the entrance to the old cloisters. At
this gate permission is obtained (generally at 1 p.m.) to inspect the

convent - library (70,000 vols., numerous incunabula and ancient

MSS.), the treasury, and the archives.

In the vicinity is the Franciscan Church (PI. 9; D, 4), of the

13th cent., with a fine Romanesque S. portal and a Gothic tower
restored in 1866. The hexagonal choir borne by columns, with its

net-work vaulting and its series of chapels, dates from the 15th cent-

ury. In the Franciscan Monastery opposite a performance is given
daily at 10.30. a.m. (ladies not admitted) on the 'Pansymphonicon',
an instrument invented by Father Singer, one of the monks (d. 1882).

Adjoining are the stables of the former prince -bishops, now
an artillery-barrack, and the Summer Riding Schopl (PI. 35; adm.
20 ^.), with three galleries hewn in the rock of the Monchsberg in

1693. The Winter Riding School has a ceiling-painting of a round-
about (date 1690).
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On the N. side of the barracks in the Sigmund-Platz is a horse-

pond (PI. 31), with a group of horse-tamers by Mandl (1695). Thence
to the ^. runs the *Neutor, a tunnel 150 yds. long, hewn in

1765-67 through the congfbmerate rock (breccia) of the Monchsberg,
to the suburb of Riedenburg. Beyond it rises a statue of St. Sigis-

mund, by Hagenauer, in memory of Archbp. Sigmund III., the con-

structor of the tunnel, a medallion of whom, with the inscription

*Te saxa loquuntur', has been placed at the end of the tunnel next
the town. There is a small stalactite cavern about 200 yds. to the

left of the Monchsberg entrance (lighted by electricity ; adm. 20 /t.).—
In the Universitats-Platz rises the Collegium-Kirche (PL 22; D, 4),

a handsome baroque edifice with a lofty dome, built in 1696-1707
from plans by Fischer von Erlach.

On the Franz-Josef Quay is the *Museiim Carolino-Augusteum
(PI. D, 3; adm. 1 K., on Sun. 60/<.; daily 9-4 in summer, Sun.

and holidays 1-4 in winter; good light necessary).

Ground Floor. In the Vestibule are a handsome bronze fountain of
the 17th cent, and the arms of several archbishops in stone. The Lapi-
darium contains Roman mosaic floors, milestones, monuments, etc. —
First Floor. In the Hall of Industry are works of the art-handicrafts
and a Guild Room, with masterpieces. Music Room, with a fine collection
of musical instruments of the last three centuries. Mathematical and
Physical Instruments. Weapon Saloon: weapons of the last four centuries.

Mediaeval Kitchen; Study; State Boom of the time of the Thirty Years'
War; Hunting Room; Women's Apartment., with oriel and old stained
glass; Dining Room; Romanesque Chapel and Sacristy, fitted up in the
Gothic style; Gothic Hall; Renaissance Hall; Rococo Room and Emi'
gration Room, containing reminiscences of the emigration of the Salzburg
Protestants in 1731. — Second Floor. Minet's' Room of 1606; Library, with
about 16,000 volumes; Ceramic Collection; Costumes; Antiquities; Natural
History Collecii'.n; Renaissance doors from Salzburg chateaux; Documents,
Seals, and Coins. The Picture Saloon, with original panelling from the
chateau of Goldegg (1603), contains interesting Relief-Maps of Salzburg and
the SalzkammiB jhtao nd cDe erguthstein, by Keil and Pelikan.

The houses of the adjacent Gstdttengasse (PL C, 3; lift to the

Monchsberg, see p. 100) cling to the side of the Monchsberg like

swallows' nests, with rooms and cellars hewn in the conglomerate

rock. The Klausentor was formerly the termination of this part of

the town, lying between the hill and the river. The latter is now
bordered by the broad Franz-Josef Quay, planted with trees. Be-
yond the gate is the iron Franz-Karl-Brucke (foot-bridge).

Above the town, on the S.E. point of the Monchsberg, rises

the fortress of *Hohen-Sal2burg (1780'), now reached in 2 min. by

a Cable Railway, starting in the Festungsgasse, close to St. Peter's

Cemetery (PL E, 4; fare 60, up and down 80 h. ; admission to the

fortress and the view-tower, incl. guide, 40 A.). Halfway up is the

station Monchsberg , adjoining the restaurant Zur Katz (approach to

the Monchsberg, see p. 100). Farther on the train threads a short

tunnel below the wall of the fortress and reaches the upper station

in the Hasengraben (restaurant, with fine view). The View Tower

(82' high; platform 560' above the town) commands a splendid

7*
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panorama. — The fortress, now used as barracks, was founded in

1077 under Archbp. Gebhard and extended at different periods; the

greater part of the present buildings and towers dates from 1496-1519.

Tlie Church of St. George in the castle->'ard, arected in 1502, con-

tains reliefs of the Twelve Apostles in red marble. On the exterior

is a relief commemorating its founder Archbp. Leonhard (d. 1519).

The Filrstenzimmer, restored in 1851, are worth inspection. The
Goldene Stule contains a fine Gothic stove of 1501.

The *M6nchsberg (1645'), a wooded hill about 11/2 M. in

length , bounding the town on the "W. , affords charming walks

with beautiful views. An electric Lift (200'; fare AO h., down
20 ft., up and down 50 /i.) ascends every 10 min. from Gstatten-

gasse 13 (PI. C, 3) to the top of the plateau (^Restaurant, with fre-

quent concerts). The View Tower (20 /».), '6Q0' above the Salzach,

commands a splendid panorama, more picturesque though less ex-

tensive than that from the fortress. The view of the town, overhung

by the castle, is especially attractive. — Forest-paths lead hence to

the S. to the Biirgerwehrsdller (restaurant) and to the Franz Josefs-

Hohe (PI. D, 5); to the W. to the Restaurant St. Hubertu^, below the

St. Johann-Schlosschen (PI. B, C, 3; now the Villa Paschkoffj ; and
to other points.

The easiest approach to the Monchsberg leads from the station Mdnchs-
hcrg., on the cable railway (p. 99), through an archway under the Restau-
rant Katz (fine view, see p. 99) and past the Ludwigs- Fernsicht and the
Villa Freiburg. — The most direct footpath from the town to the Monchs-
berg is by a flight of 283 steps near the Summer Riding School (p. (^8);

an easy carriage-road leads from the suburb of Miilln, past the Augustine
Chvrch (PI. 5: C, 2), to the electric lift and the St. Johann-Schlosschen:
a third route leads from the suburb of Nonntal (Zum Roten Hahn) through
the Scharten-Tor (Tl. D, 5).

The E. spur of the hill, below the fortress, is the Nonnberg
(PI. E, F, 5), so called from a Benedictine nunnery situated here.

The Gothic Convent Church (founded 1009, restored in the 15th

cent.) possesses a fine winged altar with a stained-glass window of

the 15th cent, behind it, a crypt with interesting columns, and

in the tower ancient frescoes. The cloisters, dating from the end

of the 11th cent., are the oldest now extant in Germany (no ad-

mission). Charming view from the parapet. — Above the Karolincn-

Rriicke, on the bank of the Salzach, is the Kiinstlerhaus (PI. F, 4),

for exhibitions of art (p. 96).

To the S.W. of the suburb of Nonntal is the Cemetery (tramway
station Communal-Friedhof), with an obelisk and several monuments of
artistic interest.

The Salzach is crossed in the middle of the town by the iron Franz-

Joseph-Brwke, or Staats-Briicke (PI. D, 3), 300 ft. long and 36 ft. broad.

In the 'Platzl', near the bridge, on the right bank of the Salzach, No. 3,

is the House of Paracelsus (PI. 30; D, 3), the celebrated physician

and empiric (d. 1541), indicated by his effigy. — IntheMakart-Platz,

near the Platzl to the N.W.. is the Theatre (PI. 36; D, 3), a hand-
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Bome rococo building by Fellner &Hellmer (1893), opposite whicli is

MozarVs House (PI. 29 ; p. 98). Behind the theatre, beside the

Restaurant Mirabell, is an entrance to the Mirabell Garden (see below).

The Mirabell- Schloss (P1.D,2), ereoted in 1606 by Archbishop
Wolf Dietrich, rebuilt after a fire in 1818, is now the property of

the town. The staircase is adorned with sculptures by Raph. Donner.
The Mirabell-Schloss contains a geological-mineralogical collection

with many interesting specimens (adm. Sun. 10-1, Wed. 1-4, 40 ft.)

and (to the right of the entrance) a permanent industrial exhibition

(p. 96). Behind the Schloss lies the Mirabell Garden^ laid out in

the old French fashion, with fountains, marble statues, and an
aviary. — Adjoining Schloss Mirabell on the N. is the well-kept

Stadtpark(Pl. C, D, 2), containing a Kurhaus Sind Bath House (reitau-

rant; concerts, see p. 96), several monuments, and, to the E., near the

Westbahn-Str., Saitler^s Cosmorama and Panorama of Salzburg (^SiAm.

40 h.). — Near the station is a marble statue of Empress Elizabeth

(PL I), 1), by E. Hellmer (1901).

On the right bank of the Salzach below the Stadt-Briicke extends

the Elisabeth Quay (PL C, D, 3, 2), with a number of villas and the

Protestant Church (PI. 14), a Romanesque building by Goetz (1867).

Above the Stadt-Briicke is the Gisela Quay (PL E, F, 3, 4), with

its villas and a monument to the stadtholder Count Sigismund Than
(d. 1892), by Breuner. Beyond the Karolinen-Briicke is the Franz-

Josef Park, in the Brodhdusel-Au (PL G, 4), the 'Prater' of Salzburg

(swimming baths, see p. 96).

In the Linzergasse, on the right bank, about 200 paces from the

Stadt-Briicke, a vaulted archway under No. 14 (PI. D, 3), on the

light, is the entrance to the *Kapuzinerberg (2130'). The Capuchin

Monastery (PL 11
; E, 3) is reached in 8 min. by a 'Route de

Calvaire', with 225 steps, or by the Kapuzinerstiege (Steingasse 9;

also with steps). At the top visitors ring at the gate (2 h.') and enter

the park. On the left stands the ^ Mozart-Hduschen' (brought from

Vienna to its present site), in which Mozart completed his 'Zauber-

flote' in 1791 (adm. 20 h.). In front is a bronze bust of Mozart by

E. Hellmer. We ascend hence through the wood by about 500 steps

more. After 1/4 ^r. a finger-post on the left indicates the way
to the 'Aussicht nach Bayern\ whence we survey the new town on

the right bank and the railway-station in the foreground, to the right

Maria-Plain, to the left Miilln, in the centre the Salzach stretching

far into the plains of Bavaria. About 2 min. farther on another

direction-post shows the way (diverging from the straight path to the

restaurant) to the (5 min.) 'Stadt-AussicM (1985'), the finest point

on the Kapuzinerberg (pavilion) : admirable *View of the town and

fortress, the Hochstauffen, Sonntagshorn, Latten-Gebirge, Unters-

berg, Schonfeldspitze, Hohe GoU, Pass Lueg, and Tennen-Gebirge.

In 5 min. more we reach the Francisci-Schlossl, or Kapuziner Schlbssl

(2200'; restaurant). A path leads hence down the hill on the side
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farthest from the town, which we regain through the Linzergasse,

but it is preferable to return via the Capuchin Monastery (p. 101).

Aigen, a chateau and park of Prince Schwarzenberg, at the foot

of the Gaisberg, 33, 4 M. to the S.E. of Salzburg, merits a visit (rail-

way-station, see p. 105 J. At the entrance to the grounds (^/^ M. from

the station) is the *Parlc Hotel ^^ Restaurant (R. 1 K. 20 h.-2K.,
pens. 6-8 /iT.), with a shady terrace. Those who are pressed for time

niay obtain a guide here (6O/1. ). The Kanzel is the finest point.

An easy bridle-path leads trom Aigen to the (IV2 hr.) Zistel Alp
(see below), passing through the park, and then, by the waterfall, to the left,

through the woods, to the Sfeinicandtner Farms, where it merges in a
cart-road. Another route leads from the Kanzel (see above) through fine

woods to the hamlet of Gaisberg, whence a path ascends to the left.

About IV4 hr. above Aigen is Count Platz's chateau of St. Jakob am
Thurn (1700'), an excellent point of view (1/2 hr. from stat. Elshethen^ p. lOoj.

The chateau is occupied by the cure (^Restaurant, with fine view). From
the 'Aussicht', 5 min. from the chateau, we enjoy a view of the moun-
tains and the plain of the Salzach, most picturesquely grouped. The Ten-
nen-Gebirge, the Hohe G611, Watzmann, Hochkalter, Untersberg, andHoch-
stauffen are especially conspicuous. In the background lies Salzburg.

The *Gaisberg (4220') is the finest point of view near Salz-

burg. A Zahneadbahn, or raok-and-pinion railway, ascends to

the summit from Parsch (1410'), reached by railway (p. 105) in

7-8 min., or by steam-tramway in 15-20 min. (p. 96). The Hotel

Post and Pens. Gaisherghahn adjoin the station at Parsch ; farther

up, to the right, are Dr. Breyer's Sanatorium and the Obere Kur-
haus (p. 96). The ascent or descent by the railway, which is 2^/4 M.
In length, with a maximum gradient of 25: 100, takes about ^^hr.
(fares, up or down 3 K., return-ticket, valid for two days, 5 K.).

The line ascends on the S.W. side of the hill, passing the station of

Judenberg Alp (2415'), to (P/^M.) the Zistel Alp (3270'; restaurant),

and then mounts in a wide curve towards the E., through cuttings

in the rock, to the upper terminus (4190'). A little to the "W. of the

terminal station is the Hotel Gaisbergspitze (R. 2-3, pens. 6-8 K.')^

with a view-tower (20 7i.). The *View from the (5 min.) summit
embraces the Salzburg Alps and the plain, in which seven lakes

may be descried (comp. the annexed Panorama). The town of Salz-

burg is seen to advantage from the hotel.

For pedestrians (3 hrs.) the best route (with red way-marks;
shady in the morning) leads from Parsch to (10 min.) the Obere Kur-
haus (see above), at the N.W. foot of the hill. It then ascends to the
left to the (1 hr.) Gersherg (or Zeisherg) Alpe (2615'; inn), and thence

in zigzags through wood on the N. side to the (IV2 ^^^0 summit.
[A marked path leads from Gersberg to the Judenberg Alp in 40 min.,

and another from Gersberg to Guggental in 1/2 hr.] — From Parsch
to the Zistel Alp (see above), on foot, 1 1/2 ^^ > thence to the top, 1 hr.

Route from Aigen to the Zistel Alp, see above.
The Nockstein (3410') a rocky eminence on the N. side of the Gais-

berg, also repays a visit (2V2hrs.; marked path, guide unnecessary). We
follow the Ischl road, past the Kapuzinerberg, to (3V2 M.) Ouggental
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(Hafschek), whence tlie Lamherg-Steig, diverging to the right immediately
behind the inn, ascends in easy windings to the (3/4 hr.) summit (fine

view). Another path ascends from the Gersberg Alp to the top of the
Nockstein in 3/4 hr.

The imperial chateau of Hellbnmn, 3 M. to the S. of Salzburg,

may be reached either by steam- tramway (p. 96; station with

restaurant outside the garden, to the W.), or from the Karolinen-

Briicke via the Hellbrunner Allee, with its magnificent old trees

(one-horse carr. 2 K. 60 /i., two-horse 4 K.'). The garden (*Restau-

rant) is open to visitors ; tickets for the interior of the chateau and
the water-works 20 h. (automatic machine at the entrance). The
chateau was built by Archbp. Marcus Sitticus in 1613 and is adorned

with frescoes by Mascagni and others (1615). There are also a

mechanical theatre (with organ and 154 figures) and fountains in

the taste of the 18th century. The flower-garden is adjoined by
the Park (adm. free). Ascending the wooded hill to the right, we
pass the Monat-Schlosschen (so called because built in a single

month) and arrive at (I/4 hr.) the Stadt-Aussicht, commanding a

view of Salzburg. Thence through wood to (10 min.) the WatznfSemn-

Aussicht on the other side of the hill, from which the Watzmann is

seen to great advantage. On our way back we descend to the right,

after 5 min., to the 'stone theatre', hewn in the rock, and return

by the drive, skirting the hill to the left.

About 11/2 M' to the S. of Hellbrnnn, on the road to Hallein, is

the Gothic chateau of Anif (Countess Sophie Moy), with a fine park

(steam-tramway, see p. 96). — From Hellbrann to Aigen (p. 102)
is a walk of about 3/^ hr.

To the S.W. of Salzburg (II/2 M.) is the chateau of Leopolds-
kron, with a fish-pond Sind. Swimming Bath (p. 96; restaurant; row-
ing and sailing boats). From this point the extensive Leopoldskroner

Moos stretches southwards to the base of the Untersberg. On the

'Moos-Strasse', which traverses the moor to Glaneck, are a group of

200 houses inhabited by peat-cutters, and the 'Moos-Bader' or peat-

baths (omnibus, see p. 96). The Ludwigsbad is 1 M. from Leopolds-
kron, and the Marienbad II/2M.

Fiirstenbrunn and Marble Quarries. From the station Grodig (p. 104

;

steam-tramway in 3/4 hr.) a path (marked) leads at the foot of the Unters-
berg, past the (2 31.) Rosiitemcirt, V2 M. to the S. of the old castle of
Glaneck , to the (IV2 M.) Kugelmiihle Inn. Thence ascending by the
falls of the Glan it leads to (3/4 M.) the Furstenhrunn (1950'), the excellent
water of which (42° Fahr.) is now conducted to Salzburg. In the vicinity
are the Quarries which yield the beautiful Untersberg marble (Inn zum
Fiirstenbrunn).

To the N. (31/2 M.), on the right bank of the Salzach, rises the con-
spicuous pilgrimage-church of Maria-Plain (1845'), erected in 1634. The
view from the parapet is the most extensive in the vicinity of Salzburg
(evening-light most advantageous), but is now obstructed by trees.

The Untersberg, the most conspicuous mountain in the environs of
Salzburg, culminates in the Geiereck (5910'), the Salzhurger Hochthron
(6080'), and the Berchtesgadenev Hochthron (6470'). The paths are indicated
by red marks, so that experienced mountaineers may dispense with a guide
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(Hatschek), whence the Lamherg-Steig^ diverging to the right immediately
behind the inn, ascends in easy windings to the (3/4 hr.) summit (fine

view). Another path ascends from the Gersberg Alp to the top of the
Nockstein in 8/4 hr.

The imperial chateau of Hellbrunn, 3 M. to the S. of Salzburg,

may be reached either by steam - tramway (p. 96; station with

restaurant outside the garden, to the W.), or from the Karolinen-

Briicke via the Hellbrunner Alle'e, with its magnificent old trees

(one-horse carr. 2 K. 60 /i., two-horse 4 K.'). The garden (*Restau-

rant) is open to visitors ; tickets for the interior of the chateau and

the water-works 20 h. (automatic machine at the entrance). The
chateau was built by Archbp. Marcus Sitticus in 1613 and is adorned

with frescoes by Mascagni and others (1615). There are also a

mechanical theatre (with organ and 154 figures) and fountains in

the taste of the 18th century. The flower-garden is adjoined by
the Park (adm. free). Ascending the wooded hill to the right, we
pass the Monat-Schlosschen (so called because built in a single

month) and arrive at (1/4 hr.) the Stadt-Aussicht, commanding a

view of Salzburg. Thence through wood to (10 min.) the WaizTvlfenn-

Aussicht on the other side of the hill, from which the Watzmann is

seen to great advantage. On our way back we descend to the right,

after 5 min., to the 'stone theatre', hewn in the rock, and return

by the drive, skirting the hill to the left.

About 11/2 ^' to the S. of Hellbrnnn, on the road to Hallein, is

the Gothic chateau of Anif (Countess Sophie Moy), with a fine park

(steam-tramway, see p. 96). — From Hellbrunn to Aigen (p. 102)
is a walk of about 3/4 hr.

To the S.W. of Salzburg (I1/2 M.) is the chateau of Leopolds-

kron, with a fish-pond dini Swimming Bath (p. 96; restaurant; row-
ing and sailing boats). From this point the extensive Leopoldskroner

Moos stretches southwards to the base of the Untersberg. On the

'Moos-Strasse', which traverses the moor to Glaneck, are a group of

200 houses inhabited by peat-cutters, and the 'Moos-Bader' or peat-

baths (omnibus, see p. 96). The Ludwigsbad is 1 M. from Leopolds-
kron, and the Marienhad II/2M.

Fiirstenbrunn and Marble Quarries. From the station Grodig (p. 104

;

flfeam-tramway in 3/4 hr.) a path (marked) leads at the foot of the Unters-
berg, past the (2 M.) Rosittenwirt, V2 M. to the S. of the old castle of
Glaneck , to the (IV2 M.) Kugelmiihle Inn. Thence ascending by the
falls of the Glan it leads to (3/4 M.) the Furstenbrunn (1950'), the excellent
water of which (42° Fahr.) is now conducted to Salzburg. In the vicinity
are the Quarries which yield the beautiful Untersberg marble (Inn zum
Fiirstenbrunn).

To the N. (31/2 M.), on the right bank of the Salzach, rises the con-
spicuous pilgrimage-church of Maria-Plain (1845'), erected in 1634. The
view from the parapet is the most extensive in the vicinity of Salzburg
(evening-light most advantageous), but is now obstructed by trees.

The Untersberg, the most conspicuous mountain in the environs of
Salzburg, culminates in the Geiereck (5910'), the Salzburger Hochthron
(6080'), and the Berchtesgadener Hochthron (6470'). The paths are indicated
by red marks, so that experienced mountaineers may dispense with a guide
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in good weather (guides, Jot. Eauzinger^ Jot Kiener, and Andreat Oriin-

backer at Salzburg*, Jot. Russbacher at Glaneck). — For the Salzhuryer
Hochthron (5' 2-6 hrs.) a path leads from OriJdig (see below) to the W. to the

(«/« hr.) Rotittenwirt (p. 103), then to the S. through the prettily wooded
Rositten-Tal to (1 hr.) the Lower Rositten Alp (2655'; deserted), which we
mav also reach from Grodig by a steep path over the Grodiger Tori
(3190' ; IV4 hr). We then ascend to (iVz hr.) the Upper Rositten Alp (4220';

also deserted). A few minutes farther on is a finger-post pointing to the
left to the (3/4 hr.) Schellenberger-Sattel (4700'), whence we may descend
(guide essential) to the left, via the Drachenloch and the Kienberg Alp, to

the Berchtesgaden road (to Schellenberg 3 hrs.). — From the above-
mentioned finger-post the path to the right leads to a second way-post,
pointing (right) via the Kolowrat- Sattel to the (''2 hr.) Zolowrats-Hohle
(4560'), a cavern containing fantastic ice-formations; a flight of steps in
the rock, protected by railings, descends to the bottom of the cavern,
which is 200 ft. deep. Proceeding to the left ('Xach den Gamslochern
und Geiereck"), we reach (5 min.) a third finger-post indicating the position
of the GamsWc/ier, a curious series of grottoes (line view from two openings
in the largest, the 'Halle'), which lie a few paces from the path. We now
ascend to the right by the Dopplevsteig, boldly hewn in the rocks of the
Geiereck (345 yds. long; provided with a railing and free from danger),
to the (IV4 hr. frum the Upper Rositten Alp) Unteraberg-Haus (5410'; inn,
open in winter also), situated on the plateau of the Untersberg, whence
the Geiereck (5910'; iron cross at the top) may be reached in 1/2 hr. The
route hence to the (25 min.) 'Salzburger Hochthron (6080'), the finest

point of view, leads mostly over grass, and passes the Jungfern-Briindl. —
Another path to the top of the Geiereck leads from the Rosittenwirt
(see above) to the S.W. through wood to (l'/2 hr.) the Firmian Alp (3250';

deserted); then up the Steinerne 8tiege and past the Schafieck to the
(21/2 hrs.) Untersberg-Haus. — An interesting descent from the Salzburger
Hochthron leads via the (IV2 hr.) Schweigmiiller-Alpe (4895), then to the
left below the Sausende Wand to the (IV2 hr.) Veitlbruch quarry and to

(1 hr.) Glaneck (see p. 103). About 1/2 hr. after leaving the summit this

route parses within 5 min. (to the right) of the Eiskeller, a large cave
with ice-formations.

The Berchtesgadener Hochthron (6470') is best ascended from the W.
side (Bischofswiesen or Hallturm, p. 81) by the Zehn-Kaser Alp (4975')

and the (4 hrs.) S'.oehrhaus, a club -hut (6095'; inn in summer) near the
Goldbrunnl; thence past the Mittagsloch in 1/2 hr. to the top. Or we may
ascend from Geni (p. 84; way indicated by red marks, but guide advisable,
8 JO via Eintergern, the Gatterl, and the Leiterl (5310') to the (4V2-5 hrs.)

Stoehrhaus (see above). The route from the Salzburger Hochthron to the
Berchtesgadener Hochthron by the Mittag- Scharie takes about 3'/2 hrs.,

and is very trying (guide desirable).

From Salzburg to Berchtesgaden.

16 M. Steam Teamwat (opened in summer, 1907) in about IV2 hr. —
Cakeiage from Salzburg to Berchtesgaden 10 or 16, there and back 13 or
20 E. ; to the Konigs-See and back 16 or 24 K. (visit to the salt-mines in-

cluded in each case; the drive from Salzburg and back, with a visit to

the salt-works, occupies 8 hrs.). A supply of small change in German
money will be found useful.

The Steam Tbamway (p. 96) leads through the suburb of Nonn-
tal (p. 100). passes (41/2 M.) Hellbrunn (p. 103) and (51/2 M.) Anif

(p. 103), and near (7 5l.) Grodiy (Brauhaus; Lowe), at the foot

of the Untersberg (p. 103), crosses the Aim Canal , conducted to

Salzburg from the Ache, which drains the Kouigs-See. On the

hill to the right is the old chateau of Glaneck (p. 103), behind
which towers the pointed Hochstauffen (p. 81); on the left is the
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Schmittenstein (p. 106), resembling a castle. The line skirts the

Aim Canal (cement-works) and reaches the station of (71/2 M.)
St. Leonhard-Gartenau (1485'; Restaurant). On the hill to the

left is Schloss Gartenau, above the prettily-situated village of St.

Leonhard.

From St. Leonhard we may ascend by a marked path, via Gulratherg^

to the top of the (I1/2 hr.) Gotschen (3050'), a good point of view. The
descent may be made via Mehlweg (ascent of the Kleine Barmstein, see p. 106)

to the road from Zill to Berchtesgaden (comp. p. 106).

The railway now ascends the valley of the Ache, passing the

(73/4 M.) station of Drachenloch (restaurant), where, on the right,

high up in the side of the Untersberg, is the curious opening called

the Drachenloch ('dragon's hole'). A narrow defile, between the

Untersberg and the N. spur of the Hohe Goll, leads to the district

of Berchtesgaden. The boundary is beyond the station of (81/4M.)

Hangender Stein (1490'), so called from a cliff rising above the Ache
(Austrian and Bavarian custom-house examination).— About II/4 ^1'

farther on is the village of Schellenberg , see p. 85. Thence to

(6 M.) Berchtesgaden, see p. So.

21. From Salzburg to Hallein and Golling.

18 M. Railwat (comp. R. 27) to (11 M.) Hallein in 20-35 min. -, to (IS M.)
Golling in 50 min. - 1 hr.

The train describes a wide curve round the Kapuzinerberg (p. 101).

On a hill to the left lies the chateau of Neuhaus, belonging to

Count Thun. 3 M. Parsch (^Oaisberg Railway, see p. 102); 33/4 M.
Aigen (p. 102). The Salzach is now approached and the precipitous

Untersberg becomes more prominent, with the Watzmann and Hohe
Goll adjoining it on the left. To the right, on the opposite bank of

the river, is the chateau of An?/ (p. 103). b^/2 M. ELsbethen (Zieglau

Inn), with a chateau, a monastery, and the school of Goldenstein.

St. Jakob am Thurn (p. 102) lies 1 1/2 M. to the S. — Beyond (8V2M.)
Puch, on the left bank of the Salzach, is the large brewery of

Kaltenhausen.

11 M. Hallein. — Hotels. *Stern, with salt-baths, near the station,

R. 1^. QOh.-iK.; Alte Post; Stampflukau, with garden; *Aubock,
K. 1-2^.; ZUK ScaoNEN Aussicht, with terrace and baths; Schondokfek;
TJntebholzer; I Railway Hotel, R. i-i^/2 K.; De. Bekgee's Sanatorium,
with saline and peat baths, R. BE.; Obebalm Hydropathic, 1/2 M. from
the station, with fine view.

Hallein (1450'), an old town (4700 inhab.) on both banks of the

Salzach, is noted for its salt-works and frequented as a health resort.

Pleasant Stadtpark ; saline baths, with inhaling room; swimming
baths ; small museum with Celtic and Roman antiquities. The salt

works produce daily 20 tons of salt (visit in 1/4 1^. ; adm. 40 /t.).

The salt-mines on the Diirrnberg, whence the brine is obtained, lie

about 980' above the valley and are easily reached from Hallein in 3/4 hr. on
foot or hy carriage (two-horse 8 K. and fee of 2 K.). The mode of extracting
the salt from the earthy matter with which it is mingled is described at
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p. 123. About 2CK) miners are employed here. Those who have not yet
explored a salt-mine may avail themselves of this opportunity, and experts
will find several points of great interest. — Visitors are admitted to the
mines daily (including Sun. and holidays): 1 person 5, two or more pcrs.
each o A'. In summer daily at noon a cheap excursion is organized (2 A',

each pers.). Gratuities are forbidden, and the proceeds are devoted to
charitable purposes. Tickets are obtained at the entrance to the mines.
The donning of mining attire and the mode of 'travelling in the interior'
are much the same as already described (p. 83). The visit occupies 1 hr.

Excursions from Hallein (guide, Joh. Ktirz of Diirrnberg). Pretty view
from the naspenfidhe (2935'), 1/2 hr. from the Diirrnberg (marked path). The
Kleine Barmstein (2750') commands a magnificent view of the surrounding
mountains and of the valley of the Salzach. A marked path leads from Hallein
by Theresensvuhe and past the ruins of Dierndl to (IV2 hr.) the summit,
which consists of a narrow plateau, with abrupt precipices on three sides.
The Qrosse Barmstein (2790'), V4 hr. to the ls:.W. of the Kleine Barmstein,
is less interesting. This expedition may also be made from Berchtesgaden
(p. 81; 3 hrs.), following the Zill road (see belovsr) and on the plateau
turning to the left to (2V2 hrs.) the hamlet of Mehlweg (view), which
lies about V2 lir. from the top of the Kleine Barmstein.

The Rossfeld (5090'), the N. spur of the Hohe Goll, may be ascended in
3'/-j hrs. (guide advisable for novices), by a steep path'leading via the
Diirrnberg and through wood to the C^ hrs.) PechMusl Inn (3680') and thence
via the Rossfeld Alp (4705'; rfmts.) to the (IV4 hr.) HennenkSpfl (5090';

splendid view); thence over the HaTinenkomm and iXie. AhornhilcTism to the
(1 hr.) Eclcer- Battel (p. 86). — The ascent of the =Hohe Goll (8275') is very
interesting and not difficult for experts (from Hallein 71/2 hrs.

;
guide 14 K.).

From the church of Diirrnberg (see above) we ascend by a marked path
to the (2 hrs.) Trnckentann Alp and, skirting the E. slope of the Eossfeld,
via the Diirrfeichten Alp (4415'), to the (IV2 hr.) Ecker-Sattel and the (1 hr.)
Purtscheller-Havs on the Eckerjirst (p. 86), 3 hrs. below the top (comp.
p. 107).

The Schlenken (5400') is easily ascended in 41/2 hrs. by a marked path
via Waidnch and Spumberg (Zillreut Inn). The view resembles that from
the Gaisberg. A marked path leads from the Schlenken via the 'Jagernase'
to the (3/4 hr.) Schmittenstein (5555'), commanding a fine panorama.

To Berchtesgaden (7 M.), a pleasant road, recommended to walkers
(steep at the beginning and end and not very suitable for driving). The
route passes the church and leads to the (25min.) Wegscheid Inn (1975'; to
the left, the route to the Diirrnberg). The road here turns to the right,
crosses the (V2M.) Austrian frontier, and reaches the (V4M.) Bavarian
custom-house of Zill C2155'; Inn). We then traverse a hilly plateau, sprinkled
with farms and groups of trees (view of the Untersberg to the right), and
finally descend rapidly through the wooded Kesseltal-Orabeii to the (3 M.)
Salzburg-Berchfesgaden road (p. 81). — Another road runs from the Diirrn-
berg via Alt (p. 84) direct to (9 M.) Berchtesgaden or to (9 M.) Hintereck
(p. m.

To the Almbachstrub. Road by Adnet (Post), with large marble-quarries,
and through the Wiestal (or Almtal) to the (10 M.) Nenhdusl (inn). Then
by the Franz-Reyl-Steig^ high on the right bank, to the ravine of the
Struhhach (discharge of the Hintersee), tlanked with huge precipices (to

the Leopoldinenklause 1 hr.). Road thence to (iV2 M.) Faistenau (2580' ; inn),
2 M. to the S. of which is the Faistenauer Hintevsee (2250'). To the E. of
Faistenau an easy path leads over the (3 hrs.) Faistenauer Schafberg (5110';
fine view) and through the Tiefbrunnau to &I2 hrs.) Fuschl (p. 114).

The train follows the right hank of the Salzach and crosses the

Taugelbach, -which issues from a deep gorge, 3 M. to the E. From
(16 m.) Kuchl (1525'; Neuwirt), an old village with a Gothic
church, a path leads to tlie right across the Salzach direct to the

(21/4 M.) Schwarzbach Fall (p. 107).
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18 M. Gollmg(1530'; ^Hdtel-PensionGoUinger Hof, R. 2-4, pens.

6-10 A'.,- *Hdtel Bahnhof, at tlie station, R. 11/2-3, pens. 5-8 K.;
*Alte Post; Neue Post; Traube; Adler), a village witli 720 inhab.

^4 M. from tlie station, commanded by an old castle (^now occupied

by the district authorities). The cemetery, adjoining the church,

commands an admirable view. On the E. side is the (10 min.)

Bachstatt, a spur of the Rabenstein, with pleasant grounds and
line points of view. The route to the (2^/^ M.) *Gollinger Wasser-
fall or Schwarzbach Fall cannot be mistaken (one-horse carr. for

1-2 pers. 3, 3 pers. 4 A'.). AVe turn to the right from the station,

cross the Salzach near the Gollinger Hof, and follow the road to the

right in the direction of the church oi St, Nikolaus, on a hill, at the

foot of which is the (I72 M.) "^Hotel Torren (R. from 80 ft., pens.

4-6 A'.), with mineral baths and a charming view. Thence in about

1 min. more we reach the Gasthaus zum Amerikaner, and 6 min.

beyond it the Miihlen Inn. An easy path, protected by railings,

leads along the wooded slope of the Kleine GoH to the ('/4hr.)

spot (1900') where the Schxoarzhach issues in a copious stream

from the rocks and is precipitated through an aperture over a cliff

200' high, in two vast leaps. The Schwarzbach is fabled to be one

of the outlets of the Konigs-See (p. 87), which lies about 9 M. to

the S.W. and 76' higher.
From Golling to Berchtesgaden (S'/z hrs. ;

guide, 8Z"., unnecessary
for experts). From the (.2 M.) Mvihlcn Inn a path (red marks) ascends
the N. side of the valley (opposite are the precipices of the Hohe Goll,

forming the Wilde Freithof) to the (21/4 hrs.) Diirrfeichten Alp (4425';

accommodation) and the Q/a hr.) Ecker-Sattel (4635'), between the Eckerfirsl
and Ahot'iibuchse, with a view of the Hohe Goll, Tennen-Gcbirge, Dach-
stein, and Salzach-Tal (to the PuT^tscheller-Hans, 1 hr., see p. 86). From
the Sattel we descend via Hintereck (p. 85) to (2V2 hrs.) Berchtesgaden. A
longer (by I'/z hr.) but finer route from the Diirrfeichten Alp leads to

the right across the (1 hr.) Kossfeld (5090'), which commands a view of the
mountains and of the iSalzach-Tal as far as Salzburg; then down to the
RossfeldAlp and via Au to the Laroswacht (p. 84). — The *Hohe Goll (8275')

may be scaled from the (4 hrs.) Pttrtscheller-Haus in 3 hrs., see pp. 86. 106
(guide 16 K. ; Job. Promok or -Jager-Hansr, and M. Reiter at Golling).

From Golling to the Konigs-See by the Tovrener-Joch., 7-8 hrs.. see p. 89
(marked path, guide not indispensable). In the Bliintaii-Tal (p. 89), IV2 hr.

to the S.W. of Golling. is the picturesque Torrener Waterfall., and farther
up are the Hdllbach and Fischhach Falls, at their best in spring.

The *Salzach-Oefen, 2 M. to the S. of Golling, on the W. side

of the highroad to Werfen (one-horse carr. for 1-2 pers. 3, 3 pers.

A K.; halfway is the Leapolder Inn'), are curious and picturesque

ravines, filled with huge blocks of rock heaped together in wild

confusion, between which the Salzach has forced its passage for

upwards of a mile. These rocks, partly overgrown with wood, and

undermined by the action of the water , are rendered accessible by

paths and bridges in every direction. At the N. and S. entrances to

the Oefen are finger-posts indicating the approach, and not V4M.
apart, whilst the walk through the rocky wilderness occupies 72 hr.

A path leads along the left bank of the Salzach to a point of view
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('der Oefen Ende') commanding the best survey of the Oefen as well

as a glimpse of the Salzach-Tal, and to the (1/4 hr.) Kroaten-Hohle^

a fortified cave on the slope of the Hagen-Gebirge, at the entrance

of the Pass Lneg. — At the S. entrance to the Oefen is the Maria
Brunneck Chapel (see below).

The *Pass Lueg, a grand ravine of the Salzach, 6 M. in length,

between the Tennen-Gehirge on the E. and the Hagen-Gebirge on the

W,, forms a fitting portal from the lower to the higher Alps, (It

should be traversed on foot or in an open carriage as far as Sulzau,

see below; one-horse carr. 9 K.) The pass is frequently men-
tioned in the records of the struggles of 1809, in memory of which

the Struber Monument was erected in 1898 near the chapel of

Maria-Brunmck (1810'). About 1/4 M. from the chapel are forti-

fications constructed in 1836, and 2/4 M. farther on is the bridge of

the Innsbruck railway (see p. 132). The road follows the right

bank, passing (2 M.) the unpretending Stegenwald Inn. to (1 V2 M^O
iSuizau (station, p. 132; Struber's Restaurant).

Eoute from Golling to Abtenau and Oosau, see p. 131 ; the Lammer-
ofen are about 6V2 M. from Golling. and the Aubach Fall about 9 M. (one-

horse carr. for a visit to both and back, in 4-5 hrs., S K., two-horse carr.

12 A'.). — From (3 M.) Scheffau (p. 131) the Schwarze Berg (5190') may
be easily ascended, by the Lehngries Alp, in 3 hrs. (guide useful), or from
Golling by a marked' path via St. Anton and Kellau in 3V2-4 brs, : fine view
from the summit.

22. From Linz to Salzburg.

771/2 M. Railway. Express in 2^4-3 hrs. (fares 15 K. 40, 9 A'. 60. 5 A.

207;.); ordinary trains in 3V2-5 hrs. (10 A. 90, 6 A. 60, 3 A. 70 h.).

Linz, see p. 465. — 6 M, Hbrsching ; 11 M. Marchtrenk. —
15 M. Wels (990'; *(?re?/, R. 2-4 iT.,- ^Hromatkas Railway Hotel.

R. IVo'S ^- y Post; Kaiserin von Oesterreich, at the station; Rail.

Restaurant, with rooms), a town of 12,200 inhab., on the Traun,

has a restored Gothic church and an old castle in which Emp.
Maximilian I. died in 1519. The municipal museum of Roman
antiquities may be visited. The town contains numerous artesian

wells, the gas issuing from which is used to heat and light the

houses, as well as for motive power. The (i
2 hr.) ^Marientmtrte.

on the Reinberg (1280'), commands a wide prospect. Wels is the

junction for Passau (see Baedeker s Southern Germany^
From Wels to Geuxau, 29 M., railway in 2 hrs. (2nd class 2 A. 90,

3rd cl. 1 A. 90 h.). — 3 M. Schauersherg , with an old Gothic pilgrimage-

church ; 5 M. Stdnhaus. From (9V2 M.) Sattledt a branch-line diverges to

the left for Kremsmnnster and Unter-Rohr (p. 474; IOV2 M. in 40 min.).

Beyond (20 M.) Fettenbach the line enters the picturesque and densely
peopled Ahiital and leads via (21 M.) Heiligenleiten to (251/2 M.) Scharn-

stein-Miihldorf (*Lidauer), a thriving village, whence the Hochsalm (4600*)

may easily be ascended in 21/2 hrs. (fine view). Road to (9 M.) Gmunden,
see p. 119! I Thence via Kothmiihle and Traxenbichl to (29 M.) Griinau (1730';

~Schaitenwirt ; Hochhaus), a finelj' situated village, at the foot of the Kas-

berg (5720' ; marked path in 31/2 hrs.). An interesting path leads hence via

the Hauergraben and the Durchgang (3780') to the (4 hrs). Mairalm{^. 119).
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— From Griinau a good road (carriages at the station) gradually ascends
to tlie (9 M.) *Almsee (1930'), grandly situated on the N. margin of the
Tote Gebirge (good accommodation at the ^eeTiavs, belonging to the Abbey
of KremsmiiDster). From the Almsee to Steyrling, the Offensee^ and AU-
Aussee, see pp. 474, 120, and 127 (guides at Griinau),

20M. Gunskirchen.— 231/2^. Lainbach(1200'; Bail. Restaurant,

with rooms; Deisinger), a small town (1700 inliab.) with several

large buildings. Among these is a Benedictine Abbey (founded in

1032), containing a considerable library and nine large altar-pieces

by Sandrart. From a wooded height on the right bank of the Traun,
below the mouth of the Ager, peeps the pilgrimage-church of Paura,
triangular in form, with three towers, and paved with marble of

three different colours, founded in 1722 in honour of the Trinity.

The Alps, especially the massive Traunstein, now become more
and more conspicuous to the S.; in clear weather the snow-fields

of the Dachstein are visible.

From Lambach to Gmunden, 17'/2 3I., branch railway in II/4 hr. The
line crosses the Traun and runs towards the S., in view of the Traun-
stein (p. 119), the outline of which is said to resemble the profile of
Louis XVI. ; to the left beyond it the glaciers of the Dachstein , to the
right the Hollen-Gebirge. 8 M. Roitham; 9V2 M. Traunfall ^ from which a
path descends to the right, through wood, to the (20 min.) -Traun Fall
{Inn)., with electric power works. Along, indented ridge of conglomerate
extends halfway across the river towards the left bank, over and through
which the clear green Traun is precipitated from a height of 43'. The
fall is best seen from the bridge below it, and from the projecting rock
with the railing below the bridge. On the right bank of the river is a
Canal ('Der gute Fall'), 400 yds. in length, constructed in 1573, with a fall

of 50', which carries the salt-barges past the waterfall (in about 1 min.).
For a fee of 40-60 h. one of the miller's men closes this canal and so
causes the whole of the water to be precipitated over the rocks. The
descent from Gmunden to the falls by one of the salt-barges (fare 3 A'.)

is a pleasant trip, quite unattended with danger; the start is usually
made on Thurs. or Frid. at 9 a.m. and on Sat. at 7.30 a.m. and the fall

reached in iVi: hr.
;

passengers (who must give notice the day before at

Schiffslande 4) disembark about V* M. lower down, and return by train.

Special passenger-barges also make occasional trips.

Next stations Aichherg-Steyreymiihle
.,
with a large paper-mill, Laa-

kirchen, Oberweis, and Engelhof. Then Gmunden (Seebahnhof, IV2 M- from
the station of the State Railway; see p. 117).

25 M. Markt Lambach. The line quits the Traun and enters the

valley of the Ager (discharge of the Attersee, p. 111). On the left

are the Priel group, Traunstein, and Hollen-Gebirge ; between these

the Dachstein is visible on a clear day. From (28 M.) Breitenschutzing

a branch-railway runs to the right to Wolfsegg. 30^/2 M^- Schwanen-
stadt.— 34 M. Attnang-Puchheim (1360' ; Rail. Hotel ^ Restaurant),

the junction of the railway to Ischl (R. 26).
From Attxang to Schakding, 41 M., railwayin 2'/2-3hrs., seeBaedeker''s

Southern Germany. From (6 M.) Manning -Wolfsegg., the second station, a
pleasant road leads to the E. to (2 M.) Wolfsegg (2296'; "Eilttl^with view 5 Post),

a small town charmingly situated on the slope of the Eausruck. The park
of Count St. Julien (particularly the 'Schanze') commands a beautiful view
of the hilly environs, with numerous villages, beyond which rise the Alps,

To the left is the ancient chateau oi Puchheim ; in the background
the Hollen-Gebirge (p. 111).— 861/2 M. Vocklabruck (1430'; Rail.
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Restaurant; Post, R. l'/2-5-flr.) is a little town (2000inhab.) on the

Ager, with old gate-towers and remains of walls. On a height to the E.

is the old Gothic church of Schdndorf. To the Attersee. see below.
The train twice crosses the V'ockla, which flows into the Ager

here. 4O1/2 M. Timmelkam; A^^/oM. Neukircheyi-Gampern; 44 M.
i?edi-Zip/"(Traumiiller}, with a large brewery (right) ; 47 M. Vockla-

markt ; 49V2 M. Frankenmarkt (1G75'; buffet). The railway now
quits the Vockla and winds through the wooded hills which form

the watershed between the Trann and the Inn. 54 M. Pondorf.

The highest point (1970') is near (56 M.) Ederhauer. To the left,

above (58'y'2 -^^^0 Rabenschwand- Oberhofen, we observe the over-

hanging summit of the Schafberg and the Schober (p. 112).— 60 M.
Strasswalchen ; 611 .2 M. Steindorf (B.a.i\. Restaurant), the junction

for Braunau; 621/2 M. Neumarkt-Kostendorf (iSOb').
The Tannberg (2570'; Inn, with view-tower), easily ascended from Neu-

markt in V/2 hr., is a splendid point of view (marked path). Descent to
Alattsee (IV2 lir. ; see below).

Beyond (66 M.) Weng the train skirts the pretty Wallerset, or

Lake of Seekirchen (1653'), 8^/4 M. in length. — 67 M. Wallersee ; a

small electric launch plies in connection with the trains to Uenndorf,
on the E. bank of the Wallersee, — 69 M. Seekirchen (1675'; inn).

A diligence plies twice daily in 1^/4 hr. from Seekirchen via Obertrum to

(S M.) Mattsee (1650'; Brdu; Kapitel Inn) . charmingly situated on a head-
laud between the Obei'-Tri/mer See and Nieder-Trumer See (the 'Mattseen').

On the W. bank of the Ober-Trumer See is Seeham (Hot.-Pens. Kohlberger.
with grounds), a summer-resort. About IV2 M, to the X,W. is the smaller
Grabensee. 'The Schlossberg (1855'; V4 hr. from Mattsee) affords a good
survey; and the Buchberg (2610'; 1 hr.) an extensive panorama.

The train then enters a wooded tract and crosses the deep ravine

of the Fischach (outflow of the Wallersee) several times. 711/2 M.
Eugendorf (p. 113) ; 731/2 ^^- HalLwang-Elixhausen. The train now
turns sharply to the S. and runs through a wooded ravine into the

valley of the Salzach (to the left the cone of the Gaisberg, to the

right the Hohe Goll, Tennen- Gebirge, Untersberg, and Stauffen
;

over the last the snow-fields of the Uebergossene Alp). 76 M. Berg-
Maria-Plain (p. 103). — 77'/2 M. Salzburg, see p. 95.

23. The Attersee and Mondsee.
Railwax from Vocklabruck to Kammer, 71/2 M., in 32 minutes. Steam-

boat on the Attersee from Kammer to Unterach six time3 daily in summer in

2'/4 hrs. (fare S^". 40 or 2 K. 30 h.)\ on the 3Iondsee ten times dailv from See
to Mondsee in I-IV4 hr. (fare 1 .ff". 80 or 1 Z^. 20 h. , to Scharfling in 1/2 hr.,

90 or 60 h.). Omxibds from Unterach to See in 25 min. (80 7».), with long halts

at both stations (walking preferable; electric tramway under construction).

Vocklabruck, see p. 109. The Attersee line diverges from the

State Railway a little to the W, of Vocklabruck and skirts the wind-
ing Ager. 21/2 M. Oherthalheim-Timmelkam ; ^M. Pichlwnng. On
the left, beyond the finely wooded hills, rise the Traunstein and tlie

Uiillen-Gebirge, 4'/2 M. Lenxinjr; 6^/2 ^i. Siebenmuhlen, so called
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from the seven mills in the Au, to the left. The train now crosses

the Ager.

71/2 M. Kammer, a pleasant village, with lake-baths and pro-

menades, and a chateau of Herr von Horvath, lies on a promontory

at the N. end of the Attersee (*H6tel Seehof, with garden and baths,

R. 21/2-4, pens. 71/2-IO K.; Hofwirt, R. 11/2-2 -fiT., well spoken of;

Traube^ unpretending ; Schiff; Mittendorfer, at Schorfling, 1/0 M. to

the E.; *Polovschegg^s Hotel at Seewalchen, 1 M. to the N., on the

lake). Lodgings also at the chateau and at several villas. Swim-
ming-baths in the lake.

The Attersee, or Kammersee(1525'), I2V2 M. in length, 1-2M. in

breadth, and 660 ft. in depth, the largest lake in Austria (18 sq. M.),

is bounded by picturesque mountains at the S. end. To the right

the finely-shaped Schafberg rises immediately from the water; to

the S.E. is the broad range of the Hollen-Gebirge, stretching towards

the Traunsee.

The steamer, leaving the quay near the railway-station, skirts

the E. bank to Weyregg (Post), a village on the site of an ancient

Roman settlement, and then crosses the lake diagonally to Attersee

(*H6tel-Pens. Attersee, with baths, R. 2-5, board 4 K.'), charmingly

situated at the foot of the Buchberg (2650'}, with a Roman Catholic and

a Protestant church. On the W. bank we next touch at Morganhof,
Nussdorf (AViesinger), Parschallen, and Stockwinkel, and on the E.

at Steinbach (inn) and at Forstamt Weissenbach, prettily situated at

the foot of the Hollen-Gebirge.
Fkom Steinbach to the Langbath Lakes (31/2 lirs.), a pleasant ex-

cursion in dry weather. A road leads round the N. side of the Hollen-
Gebirge (path via Feuchten preferable in dry weather) to the (3/4 hr.) Kien-
Klause (1940'). Then past a lumber-shed and over the Eraberg-Taferl (2730')

to the (1 hr.) Aurach-Klause ; thence through the Aurach-Tal to the Gross-
Aim (p. 118) and over the Lueg (p. 118 i

yellow way-marks) to the (IV4 hr.)

Hintere Langbath-See (p. 120).

The steamer now steers close to the precipitous rocks at the

upper end of the lake, and touches at Weisseubacli (*Post Hotel,

R. 2-10, board 5 K., often full in summer), whence a good road leads

through the sequestered Weissenbach- Tal, between the Hollen-

Gebirge and the Leonsberg, to (lOM.) Mitter-Weissenbach (^. 120;
omnibus to Ischl daily, see p. 123). The steamer coasts the pine-

clad Breitenberg to Burgau (Loidl's Inn, with an interesting fish-

pond) and —
Unterach {*H6tel am See; Post; Goldnes Schiff; Leitner, with

garden), a summer-resort, beautifully situated at the mouth of the

See-Ache, which descends from the Mondsee.
Excursions (guides, Ed. Beer, Jos. Forstner). A pleasant walk may be

taken along the lake to the (20 min.) Kaiserhrunnen and the Q-jt hr.) Bvrg-
graben-Rechen, and thence to O/2 hr.) Burgau and (V2 hr.) Weissenbach (see

above). A finger-post at the Burggraben-Rechen points out a narrow path,
hewn in the rock and protected by a railing (steady nerves desirable),
which leads to the (20 min.) romantic Burggraben-Klamm, with a waterfall.
— To St. Wolfgang by the Erzhtrzogin-Valerie-Weg , 3 hrs., interesting
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(guide desirable for novices). The path ascends to the right near the
entrance to the Burgau-Klamra and crosses the saddle to the E. of the
Schafberg, passing the Schwarze See (p. 115).

Ascent of the Schafbeug (p. 115) fkom Untekach, 4-4'/2hrs.; guide,
advisable for the inexperienced, &K.y from See on the Mondsee 4 Z^. 80 A.)-

We folloAv the Mondsee road to (Va M.) a guide-post indicating a path
leading over a bridge to the left, and ascending the right bank of the Ache
through fine wood. Where the path forks (3/4 M.), we take the branch
to the left (the footpath to the right leads to the Mondsee, see below), and
follow the red marks to (lV'^-2 hrs.) the Eisenauer Alp (3350'; milk). Hence
in i hr. to the Suissen Alp, above the picturesque little Griinsee (almost dry-

in midsummer) ; we then ascend again for about 5 min. and skirt the rucks
of the Schafberg to the right by an almost level path for 25 min. (fine view
of the Attersee and Mondsee). Finally, beyond the Kaiserquelle, the path
ascends in zigzags and by steps cut in the rock (provided with a railing,

and quite safe) to the Himmelspforte^ a passage hewn through the rocks of

the Schafloch, on emerging from which we have a magnificent view of the
Dachstein and Hochkonig, previously concealed. A few paces farther on
we reach the (V2 hr.) Schafberg Hotel (p. 116). — Those coming from the
M(mdsee do not need to go the whole way to Unterach, but follow a path
ascending direct from the lake, which joins the Unterach route in 1/2 hr.

The road from Unterach to the Mondsee (omnibus, see p. 110;

preferable the beautiful path through the woods on the right bank.

1^4 hr.) follows the left bank of the Ache, through the Au, passes

Ober-Burgaii (Inn zur Wiesenau, on the lake), and reaches (21/4 M.

)

the steamboat -station See (inn), at the E. end of the Mondsee
(1570'). The Schafberg here rises abruptly from the lake; opposite

us is the Drachenstein, and beyond it the Schober. The lake is 7 M.

long and I-IY4M. broad, and is bounded on the N. by wooded hills

of moderate height. A picturesque road skirts the S. bank of the lake

from See to'(l V4^^-) Scharfling, piercing the Kienbergwand by means
of a short tunnel. The steamboat calls at Waldhotel Kreuzstein, at

the foot of the Kienbergwand (S. bank ; *Waldh6tel Kreuzstein

;

to the Altersbach Waterfall, 8 min.), and at Pichl (*H6tel Auhof,

R. 2-8, board 5^.), situated in a small bay on the N. bank, and

then crosses to Scharfling (Hotel Scharfling), on the S. bank, I/2 M,
from the railway- station of the same name (p. 113).

Ascent of the Schafberg (p. 115 •, 4 hrs.; guide 8 E., unnecessary).
We follow the St. Gilgen road (p. 113) to the S., ascending through wood
past the small Eglsee. After 1 M. (finger-post) we take the good bridle-

path to the left, which leads mostly through wood, ^Si&iWit Elisabeth-Hohe
(pretty view of the Mondsee), to the (3/4 hr.) Kessel Alp (rfmts.), where
we haA'e a view of the Krottensee and St. Gilgen. In about 1 hr. more
the path emerges from the wood, and skirts the mountain-slope to the

right to the (V2 hr.) Schafberg Alp (p. 115).

Beyond Scharfling the steamer hugs the S. shore, along which
runs the Salzkammergut railway. After calling at Plomberg {Hotel,

with garden on the lake), which is also a railway-station (see p. 113),

it steers obliquely across the lake. Retrospect (E.) of the imposing

Schafberg, in the background the Hollen-Gebirge; to the left (S.)

the Drachenstein, through which an aperture is seen near the top;

then the double-peaked Schober.

Mondsee(1575'; Post, Krone, R. 21/2"'^ ^-^ both very fair; Traube;

Adler; Weisses Eossl; '^Hoiel Konigsbad, on the lake, V2^^« ^o theE.,
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R, I-^jK.; Dr. Lechner's Sanatorium- Dr. Mullers Hydropathic),

a thriving place (1500 inhab.), with a chateau of Prince Wrede
(formerly a Benelictine abbey), a large church, and two Bath Estab-

lishments, prettily situated at the N.W. end of the lake, attracts num-
erous visitors in summer. Beautiful walks on the banks of the lake.

The Mariahilf Chapel (10 min.) affords the best survey of the lake.

Excursions (guide. Jos. Fink). Ascent of the Kulmspitze (3590'), via

Stabau by a marked patli in 2hrs., easy and interesting; admirable pan-
orama. — Kolomans-Berg (3660'), 31irs., ascended by amarked path crossing

the Gaisherg to the (21/2 hrs.) Sche.nitaner-Bauer (31o5'; rfmts.) ; fine view
of the Alps. — The Sehober (4355'; 3V'2hrs., with guide) requires a steady

head : marked path from the station of Teufelmiihle (see below) through wood
to the left to the (IV2 hr.) ruin of Warteiifels., a good point of view; then
by a steep ascent to the top. The descent may be made to Fuschl (p. 114) or

to St. Gilgen (see p. 114). — Drachenstein (3335'), from Plomberg (p. 112),

in 3 hrs., with guide, rather fatiguing. — The Hollkar-Schneid (3895'),

easy and well worth the eflbrt, may be ascended in 3 hrs. by a marked
path from Plomberg. The descent may be made to the Waller Alp and
Hiittenstein (p. 114).

For the Salzkammergut-Lokalbahn (narrow-gauge railway) from

Mondsee via St. Lorenz to (20 M., in 1^/2^7.) Salzburg), see R. 24.

24. From Salzburg to Ischl. Abersee. Schafberg.

411/2 M.Salzkammeegdt-Lokalbahn (narrow-gauge railway) in 3-372 hrs.

(fares 8^. 50, 4 A^ 30 h.; return-fares 11 AT. 40, 5 A'. 70 h., on Sun. and
holidays single fares 5 no 2nd class). This is an attractive excursion, with
which a visit to the ~Schafberg may easily be combined (4-5 hrs. more)

;

steamboat preferable from station Lueg (p. 115).

Salzburg, see p. 95. The station of the Salzkammergut line is

opposite the State Railway Station (p. 95). For a time the line

runs parallel to the Linz railway, with Maria-Plain to the left and

the Untersberg, Hohe Goll, Gaisberg, and Nockstein to the right.

We then pass under the Linz line and reach (IY4 M.) Itzling

(Kapellenwirt). Farther on we ascend gradually amid wood-clad

hills to (3M.) Sollheim and (6 M.) Eugendorf-Kalham (1830'; to

the left the large village oiEugendorf, p. 110). The train then crosses

the upland plain, with its meadows and farms. 8 M. Kraiwiesen.

At (IOI/2 M.) Enzersberg (2070') we reach the watershed and begin

to descend in windings. Beyond (12 M.) Irlach we cross the Fisch-

bach. — 13 M. Thalgau (1770'; Fuchs, Neuwirt), a pleasant little

town on the Fuschler Ache. To the E. rise the Sehober, Drachenstein,

Schafberg, and Hollen - Gebirge. — The line follov/s the pleasant

valley, passing Vetterbach and Teufelmuhle (Restaurant, with river-

baths).— 171/2 M. St. Lorenz (1600'; Rail. Restaurant) is the j auction

of the branch-line (21/2 M., in 10 min.) to Mondsee (p. 112).

Near (1972 ^•) Plomberg the train reaches the lovely Mondsee

(p. 112), into which the Schafberg descends abruptly on the right.

We ascend gradually (tunnel), first on the open hillside and then

through wood, and turn to the right through a tunnel 105 yds. long,

— 2OV2 M. ScharfUng (1770'). The village (p. 112}, with the small

Baedeker''3 Eastern Alps, llth Edit. 8
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Eglsee, lies to the left, below the line. — Farther on the line is

carried along the hillside by rock-cuttings and two tunnels, one

of which, the Eibenlerg Tunnel (1900'), is 1/4 M. long. Beyond
the -wood-gilt Krottensee we reach (21 '/2M.) Huttenstein (Hotel

Krottensee), with a chateau to the left (ascent of the Schafberg, see

below). We descend, at first through meadows and wood (high up,

to the left, the Schafberg Hotel), and then along the steep face of

the hill (gradient 1 : 4), with a fine view of the Abersee. Beyond
(23 M.) Billroth the line sweeps round and reaches —

24 M. St. Gilgen {Rail. Restaurant; '"^See-Hotel, on the lake,

R. 2-6, pens, l^j^i-ii K. ; '^Post, R. 1V2-3, pens. 7-12 TiT. ; ^Restaurant

zur Post, on the lake, with rooms and baths; Radetzky ; Kendler)^

an attractive village (700 inhab.) at the N.W. end of the Abersee.
Excursions. In the wood, about IV2 31. to the N.W., are the Stein-

kliifle. the remains of an extensive landslip (for paths, etc., see placard
at the entrance). — Falkensteinwand, I-I74 hr. We proceed to Fiirbei'g

(Ebner), either by steamer (10 min.) or on foot round the ^'. end of
the lake via Bvunnicinkel ('/2 hr.). Thence, passing (I/4 hr.) the Scheffel

Monument (a pyramid, 13' high), we ascend to the (V2 hr.) pilgrimage-chapel
aad hermitage of St. Wolfgang. (The path leads on, passing the Villa
Haider, to St. Wolfgang; I1/2 hr.) — A marked path, starting at the pre-
cipice at the beginning of the ascent, leads to the right to (V2 hr.) the
Abersee Panorama and (2 min.) the Scheffel- Blick , on the top of the
Falkensteinwand. — The Zwolferhorn (4985') may be ascended from St. Gilgen
in 21/2-3 hrs. by a marked path via the Saustall Alp (rfmts.); easy and
interesting; picturesque view.

Ascent of the Schafberg from St. Gilgen (see p. 115); bridle-path,

31/2 hrs. The best plan is to take the train (10 min.) to Huttenstein (see

above) and pre ceed to the E. irra the Ki;ottensee Restaurant over meadows,
to the (5 min.) Reithherger Inn. This point may also be reached on foot,

from St. Gilgen via Winkel in 35, or from Fiirberg (see above) in 20 minute.*!.

A few paces farther on we ascend the steep path (with red marks) to the
left. After V4 hr. a glimpse of the Abersee is obtained. Farther on the
path ascends in windings through wood to the (72 hr.) Liechtenstein Alp
(31S0'). We then ascend in a straight direction, and afterwards again in

windings through wood to the (1 hr.) Schafberg Alp (p. 116).

From .^t. Gilgen to Salzburg, 17V2 M. The road passes (4V2 M.)
Fuschl (2195'; Mohr ; Sandwirt), at the E. end of the small Fuschl-See (21/2 M.
long). [From Fuschl through the Tiefbrunnau to the top of the Faistenauer
Schafberg (5110'). 31/2 4 hrs., interesting and not difficult. Descent to Faistenav,
and thence via Wiesfal (Alinbachstrub) to (7 hrs.) Hallein, see p. 106.] Bevoud
Fuschl the road ascends near the S bank of the lake to (91/2 M.) Hof CUib'

;

Post) and then descends, passing the JVocksiein (p. 102), to Guggental (1995';

Hatschek) and (171/2 M.) Salzburg (p. 95).

The Abersee or St. Wolfgang-See, a greenish-blue lake (1800'

;

5 sq. M.), 7 M. long, IV4M. broad, and 374' deep, is bounded on
the N. by the Schafberg, while on the S., beyond the wooded banks,

rise the Sparber, Hohe Zinken, Konigsberghoin, and other pictur-

esquely shaped mountains. The banks approaching each other above

St. Wolfgang divide the lake into an tipper and a Lower Lake. A
Steamboat (preferable to the railway if time allows) plies in summer
8-9 times daily, in 1 hr., from .^t. Gilgen via St. Wolfgang to Strobl,

and vice versa. The boat touches first at Fiirberg (see abovel, on the

E. bank, to the £. of which is the Scheffel Monument (see above).
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It tlien steers round the projecting Falkensteinxvand. On the rocks

are two crosses. The Ochsenkreuz ('ox-cross') commemorates the

exploit of a butcher, whose ox became unmanageable and plunged
into the lake. The bold butcher followed, and grasping the ox by the

tail reached the opposite bank in safety. The Hochzeitskreuz ('wed-
ding-cross'} is to the memory of a wedding party who were amusing
themselves on the frozen surface of the lake and were drowned
through the breaking of the ice. On the S. face of the Falkenstein,

in red letters a yard high, is an inscription in honour of the poet

Victor von Schelfel. The next steamboat-station is at the Erduhaus
Lueg^ on the W. side of the lake (railway-station, see below). The
boat then descends the lake, passing the Frauenstein with the ]'Ula

Haiser (1.), threads the narrows of St. Wolfgang, and calls at the

Station of the Schafberg RaUway and at «Sf. Wolfgang (see helovf).

Thence our track lies across the Uniersee (to the left the Picrglstein)

to Strobl, V-jM. to the W. of the railway-station (p. 116).

The Railway leads from St. Gilgen along the S.W. bank of the

lake to (25 M.) Lueg (restaurant, see above), where the track was
submerged in the lake in March, 1907, and (261/2^-) Gschuandt and
then intersects the flat delta of the Zinkenbnch. At (28 M.) Zinken-
bach we cross the stream. — 29 M. St. Wolfgang (Rail. Restaurant;

*Erzherzog Franz Karl, R. 1 K. 20 h.-i K.), the station for St. Wolf-
gang and the Schafberg Railway (steam-ferry to the village in 5 min.,

to the mountain-railway in 10 min., 80 h. there and back).

St. Wolfgang'. — Hotels. * Hotel-Pension Peter, in an elevated

situation, U. from 2. D. 3, pens. 6-8 E. ; ^ Edhofer zcm Weissen Eossl, with
veranda on the lake, R. 3-6, D. 3, pens. 7-9 K. ; Zum Todkisten, Zimmeebkau,
both well spoken of; Alter Petekerau, R. i^jz-l^j-i K. ; Hotel Cortissen,
at the W. end of the village, with garden, well spoken of 5 Weisser Hibsch,
unpretending ; Bar.

St. Wolfgang is a considerable village (600 inhab.), prettily situ-

ated on the narrow strip of shore at the foot of the Schafberg.

The Gothic church contains a winged *Altar-piece, carved in wood
by M. Packer in 1481. In the court is a fountain with good reliefs

by Lienharl Raunacher of Passau (1515).
Plea,sant walks to the Ci/clamen-Wiese (Stei7is-Rufie ; 1/4 hr.), the Dietlbach-

Wildnis (20 min.), the Villa Haistr on the Frauenstein (.see ahove^ 1 hr.; adm.
to the park on application), etc. — To St. Gilgen via the Falkensieinwand
and Fiirberg, 2 hrs., see p. 114. — A pleasant excursion (3V2-4 hrs.) may
be taken by the Ilolzbauer to the iV/2 hr.) Schwarze See (2330'; Jnn), at

the S.E. base of the Schafberg, then across the moor to the (1 hr.) timber
dams, and thence by \he Erzhersogin- Valerie- Weg to (IV4 hr.) Unterach on the
Attersee (p. HI), or to (I3/4 hr.) Weissenbach (p. HI).

The *Scliafberg (5840'), an isolated mass of Alpine limestone,

rising between the Abersee, the Mondsee, and the Attersee, com-
mands one of the finest and most picturesque views among the

German Alps. A Rack - and - Pinion Railway ascends from St.

Wolfgang to (3V2M.) the top in about 1 hr. (fare 6 K. 30/^., down 4,

up and down QK.iOh.). — The Railway Station (*//oi.-Pens.

Peter zur Schafbergbahn, with garden on the lake, R, from 2 K., D.
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3 K.) lies 1/2 M. to the \V, of the village. Soon after starting, the

train crosses the Dietlbach (to the right the Dietlbach-Wildnis, see

p. 115) by a viaduct 50' high, and then ascends to the W. through

wood, -with an average gradient of 1 : 4, to a (IV2 M.) station for

taking in water. The lake sinks farther and farther beneath us.

r.elow the line, to the left, lies the Dorner Alp (3130'). Magnificent

view to the S.W., embracing the Hochkonig, Hohe Goll, Watzmann,
and Untersberg. Near the (2^/2 M.) Schafbery Alp (4465'

;
good

Inn, 11. 1 K. 20h.-2K. 40 /i.), which commands a splendid view,

the train quits the wood and ascends over grassy and stony slopes.

Below, to the left are seen the Krottensee and parts of the Mond-
see and Zeller-See. Beyond the station of (3 M.) SchafbergJiohlen

(ca. 4920'; see below) and a tunnel 110 yds. long (windows should be

closed) we reach the [3V2 M.) terminus Schafbergspitze (5665'). An
easy path leads hence to (5 min.), the summit (*Hotel^ R. 2-3, pens,

from 7 K,; advisable to order rooms in advance by telephone from

St. Wolfgang). The *View (comp. the adjoining Panorama) com-

mands the mountains and lakes of the Salzkammergut, Upper
Austria as far as the Bohemian Forest, the Alps of Styria and Salz-

burg, and the Bavarian plain as far as the Chiemsee and Waginger

See. The Dachstein group, rising to the S.. is most imposing.
On the S. slope of the Schafberg are the Sehafberg-Hohlen or Wetter-

loch-Hbhlen fadm. iK ), interesting stalactite caverns lighted by electi-icity,

a visit to which may be paid from the station of Schafberghohlen (see above)
in the interval between two trains (on the descent only), or from the Schaf-
berg Alp (see above).

The Eridle Path from St. Wolfgang to the Schafberg (3V2-4 hrs.

;

blue marks) starts at the W. end of the village and in 10 min. ascends to

the right, keeping below the railway. l'/4 hr. Dorner Alp; IV4 hr. Schaf-
herg Alp (see above); 1 hr. (stony path) the summit — Paths also ascend
the Schafberg from St. Gilgen or Huttenstein (see p. 114), from Scharfling

(see p. 112), and from Unterach (see p. 112).

The Railway to Ischl leads from the station of St. Wolfgang

(p. 115) along the Abersee. In front rise the Sparber and Rettenkogel,

in the background the Tote Gebirge. — 31^/2 M. Strobl; the village

(*H6t€l am See, with garden, R. 2 K. 40 /i.,- Brandauer; Aigner)

and steamboat-station (^p. 115; to St. Wolfgang 1/4 hr.) lie V2 M. to

the N., at the E. end of the lake. Farther on we cross the Weisse7i-

boch and pass (331/2 M.) Aiyen-Voglhub (Voglhub Restaurant) and

(35 M.) Wacht (inn), at the mouth of the Schiffau-Tal (p. 123). We
cross the Ischl , flowing from the Abersee, to (36 M.) Aschau and

recross it to (36^/2 M.) Pfancll (inn). The train now sweeps round to

the S. and penetrates the Kalvarienberg by a tunnel 730 yds. long.

At (381/2 M.) Kaltenbach (p. 121), at the S.W. end of Ischl, we pass

over the Kaltenbach Viaduct, 130 yds. lung, immediately afterwards

cross the Traun (bridge 75 yds. long), join the State Railway, and,

recrossing the Traun, enter the station of (411/2 M.) Isfihl (p. 121).
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25. From Attnang to Gmunden and Ischl.

State Railway to (8 M.) Gmnnden in 2540 min. (i K. 54, 92, 52/j.), to
(28 M.) Ischl in 174-2 hrs. (3 ^.82, 2 K. 30, 1 K. 30 h.). — From Salzburg
to Ischl via Attnang (71i/2 M.) in 4-4V2 lirs. ; from Vievna to Ischl via Attnang
(179 M.), express in 6 hrs., via Amstetten and Selztal (191 M.) express in

SV* hrs. — Season Tickets for excursions in the Salzkammergut (State
Railway and Salzkammergut Railway) for 15 davs, 1st class 55, 2nd cl. 38,
3rd cl. 22 K. ; for 30 days, 82, 55, 33 K.

Attnang, see p. 109. The railway crosses the Ager (on the right

Schloss Puchheim, p. 109) and the Aurach, and then follows the

smiling Aurach-Tal via (^i^/^M.') Wankham and (31/2 M.) Aurach-
kirchen (1525') to (6 M.) Pinsdorf (Touristenheim) and (8 M.)
Omunden. The State Railway Station (1575'; buffet) lies ahove
the town to the W., 1 M. from the lake (electric tramway to the

market-place in 1/4 hr., 40 ft.).

Gmunden. — Hotels. *H6tel Austria (PI. a), R. 4-12^., B. 80 A.,

D. 4, pens, from JO ^. ,- -BELLEvnE (PI. b), R. 3-8, board 7 5"., both first-class,

on the lake; *H6tel Mucha (PI. d), on the lake, with garden, R. 4-5 .ff. ;

*GoLDNES ScHiFF (PI. c), R. 3-6 Z^. ; Krone (PI. e), R. from V/'zK.; 'Tost,
R. 2-4 K. ; Goldener Brunnen (PI. f), above the lock of the Traun, good
wine 5 Goldne Sonne (PI. g), R. 2-6A'". ; Schwan (PI. k), Rathaus-Platz

;

GOLDNER HIR9CH (PI. i); GOLDENE KaNONE ; GoLDENER LoWE •, GOLDENEK
Engel. — *BAHNHor-HoTEL, Zdm Grunen Wald, both near the slate rail,

station. — -Kur-Hotel am Kogl (PI. h), Satori-Str. , on the slope of the
Hochkogel, with grounds and fine view, pens, from 8 K. (inhaling-room for
saline and pine-vapour, hydropathic, electric and chalybeate baths, etc.).

Cafes. KurmaliVl. 1), on the lake, with veranda, restaurant, and reading-
rnom (adm. free); Kiosk, Angerer, on the Esplanade; Brandt, Goldenes Schif,
both in the I'athaus-Platz. — Confectioners: Grellinger, Franz Joseph-Platz

;

WoU, in the theatre.
Baths of all kinds at the Bellevne avA Aushia ; FischilVs Baths, ntihe

bridge over the Traun; Theresienhad. Elisabeth-Str. 76; Swimming Baths,
by the Esplanade, for ladies and gentlemen (bath with tovvel, etc., 70 h).

Trinkhalle for mineral waters, whey, etc., on the Esplanade. — ThPMtre
(PI. 2), from June to September. — Visifors'' Tax for a stay of 4 days to

3 weeks each person 2 A", per week; for a longer stay one person 16 A".,

additional members of the same family 6 A'. Afusic Tax, each person 6 K. —
Manhardfs Librar?/, Rathaus-Platz.

Carriages. Drive within the town, one-horse carr. 1, two-horse 1 K.
40 h. ; to the State Station 2 or 8, at night 2 K. 60 h. or 4 A".; to the Satori
Gardens 2 or 3, Altmiinster 3 A". 20 /i. or 5, BaumgMrten 4 or 6, Ebenzweier
3 A. 60 or b K. 60/j. (via Satori Gardens 5 or 7 AT.); Traun Fall 8 or 13,
Kainmer on the Attersee (4 hrs.") 12 or 20, Almsee (6 hrs.) 19 or 30, Lang-
bath Lakes (whole day) 14 or 20 K.; no extra charge for returning, and a
stay of 1 hr. allowed, beyond which 40 or 60 h. per 1/4 hr. is charged for
waiting.

Boats. To Ort or Weyer with one rower 60 A., Griinberger Gut 80 ft.,

Steinhaus 1 K. 20, Altmiinster 1 K. 60, Kleine Ramsau or Ebenzweier 1 K. 80,
Hoisengut 2 A"., Lainaustiege 2 A^. 60 ft. (return -fare included); with two
rowers, one-half more; for waiting. 20 ft. per 1/4 hr. ; boat per hr. with
one rower 1 A. 20, with two rowers 1 A^. 80 ft.

Gmunden (1395'), the capital of the Salzkammergut, is a busy
town (7100 inhab.) and favourite watering-place, charmingly situated

at the efflux of the Traun from the Traunsee. The Parish Church
contains an altar in carved wood by Schwandaler, of 1656. Hand-
some modern Protestant Church in the English Gothic style. The
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shady ^Esplanade (band 8 to 9, 11.30 to 12.30, and 6 to 8; Sundays
11.30 to 1 and 5.30 to 7), on the W. bank, commands a good survey

of the lake: to the left is the -wooded Grilnberg (3295'), then the

Traunstein (5550'), rising almost perpendicularly from the lake,

and the ErlakogelioibO')-, farther to the right, in the background, the

Wilde Kogel (6865') and the Kleine Sonnstein (3030'), apparently

terminating the lake; to the right of it the Sonnsteln-Hbht (3-430'),

then the broad JPa/irnau (3940'), the Kranabet-Sattel(jp. 120), and the

Hbllen-Oebirge (p. 111). Pleasant gardens and villas in tbe environs.

Short Walks (routes all indicated by marks). To the X. the 0/4 hr.)

Kalvarienherg (1575'). witli excellent survey of tlie town and environs;
farther to the W. (10 min.) the ' HocMogel (ITTO'j, with fine view (best

ascended from the Satori-Str. by an easy zigzag path through the irrounds

of the Kur-Hotel); at its W. base (10 min.) the *^Toicn Park (pretty views);
above it the (i 4 hr.) ''Satori Gardens., a charming park with beautiful
points of view ; to the S.W. OH (ii/2 M.), v/ith two chateaux, one on an
island connected with the mainland by a bridge, 140 yds. long. — On the
right bank of the Traun (footpath over the Marien-Briicke) lie the shady
Kronprinz-Rudolf-Anlagen (pleasure-grounds), with a restaurant (V2 hr.J.

To the X.E. is the villa of the Queen of Hanover; on the height to the E.

is the magnificent chateau of the Duke of Cumberland, with fine grounds
(no admission). To the E., Baumgarten (3/4 hr.); to the S.E., Sieherroith

i^li hr.). on the N. slope of the Griinberg (both with a restaurant). Pleasant
promenade on the E. tank of the lake (shady in the morning) past the
restaurants Alpensisig (V4 br.). Echo (20 min.), Grilnberger Gut {}/> hr.), Stein-

haus (40 min.), Kleine Ramsau (50 min.), and Hoisn (70 min.) to the Staininger

(IV2 br. ; the last four are steamboat-station?). From Hoisn a steep path (red

marks) ascends to the (1 hr.) t'berraschung ('surprise'), with splendid view.

LoNGEE Walks. By the Elisabeth-Strasse, past the chateau of Ort and
the villas of the Grand-Duchess of Tuscanv and the Duke of Wurtemberg,
to (2 M.) Altmiinster, (3 31.) Ehemweier, and (71/2 M.) Traunkirchen (p. 119). —
Through the Satori grounds (see above) by a marked path to the (iV2 br.)

Gmundner Berg (2<60'; fine view; inn ai the top); we descend to (1 hr.)

the Reindl-Miihle in the Aurach-Tal (see below) and return via the Dichtl-

MiiMe, or via Ebenzweier to (2 hrs.) Gmunden (41/2 hrs. in all). — Descent
on the left bank of tbe Traun to the Tkeresien-Tal cotton-mill. (2 M.) AU-
muJile, and (47-2 M.) Ohlstor/imTi). — Past the Staats-Bahnhof and via Pinsdorf
to the (IV2 br.) Rahen-Miihle (^Inu); or from Pinsdorf to the W. to the (1 hr.)

^w//i(r/?/« (*Touristenheim) : 5 min. to the N. is the Dichtl-Milhle. From the
Kufhaus we may ascend the Aurach-Tal to the (I1/4 br.) Reindl-Miihle (inn)

and gvQce.dd \\K Xeukirchen iQ the (2V2 br.-.) Gross-Aim (inn); thence either

by a shady path across the Dueg to tbe (IV4 hr.) Hintere Langbath-See (p. 120);
or via the Kraherg-Taferl to (2 hrs.) Steinbach on the Attersee (p. HI). —
From the Pinsdorf station (p. 117) we may ascend the Hongar (3095'; inn),

with view of the Attersee, and proceed over the ridge to (','2 hr.) the Alpen-
berg (3170'). whence a path descends to the right through wood to the
Sickingerbach and to (I3/4 hr.) Rammer., on the Attersee (p. 110). — The 'Traun
Fall may be visited on foot (81/2 hrs.) or by carriage (11/2 br.); better by the
Lambach railway (p. 109) or by one of the salt-barges mentioned at p. 109.

LoNGEE ExcuKSioxs. Across the (IV2 hr.) ZTZ/nweZreicA -TTeese (2590*),

the (1/2 hr.) Schnee-Wiese, and the (V2 hr.) Hochgschirr (8150'). with a
view of the glaciers of the Dachstein, to the (3/4 hr.) Laudach-See (2890'),

picturesquely situated on the E. side of the Traunstein; we return either by
(2 hrs.) Franzl im Eolz (inn), or by (I3/4 br.) the Kleine Ramsau. and take
a small boat or the steamer thence to Gmunden. Finger-posts on this

route, so that a guide (4 K. 60 h.) may be dispensed with. (Shortest route
from the Kleine Ramsau to the Laudach-See: from the' landing-place
we ascend in 1/4 br. to the Waldra^t; then follow the path indicated by red
and yellrw marks, which lead.s to the lake in 2 hours. We return by the
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same route for Valir., cross a meadow to the right and ascend into the
wood, and regain Gmunden by the Hochgschirr, the Schneewiese, and
the Himmelreich-Wiese.)

Traunstein (5550'), 4 hrs. from Lainaustiege, interesting (gnide, ad-
visable, 8^.; if the ascent is made without guide, permission must be
obtained from the Alpen-Verein, the Tourist Club, or in the Forestry Office
at Gmunden). The lake is crossed to the Lainavstiege (to which also the
'Miesweg\ a path constructed by the Austrian Tourist Club and partly
guarded by a wire rail, leads from the Hoisn in 1 hr.), whence we ascend
by steps hewn in the rock (130' high) to the (1 hr.) Kaisersitz in the LainaU'
Tall 20 min. above which is the prettily-situated Mair-Ahn (2526'; rfmts.
and beds.). From the Kaisersitz the path, indicated by red marks, ascends
steeply to the left, past the Tounstenbriinnl. to the (2V2-3hrs.) plateau of the
Traunstein, overgrown with creeping-pines, from which rise the W. peak,
or Fahnenkogel (5450'; stone monument and vane), and the Pyramidenkogel
(5550'; the highest peak; trigonometrical signal). Magnificent view, parti-
cularly of the Priel group and the Dachstein. In the foreground, far

below, lie the Traunsee (W.) and the Laudach-See (N.E.)- — From the
Mair-Alm (see above) to the N. over the Scharte (red marks) to the Laudach-
See 21/2 hrs., laborious; to the E. over the Durchgang to (3V2-4 hrs.) Griinau
(see p. 108).

The Almsee is reached by carriage from Gmunden in 6 hrs. (carr,

with one horse 19, two horses 30 ^ff.). The road leads via Baunigarten

(p. 119), Kranichsteg (inn), and St. Konrad^ to (9 M.) Scharnstein-Miihldorf
in the pretty Almtal, a station on the railway from Wels to (3 M.) Griinau
(thence to the Almsee 3 hrs. more, see p. 109).

From Gmunden to Ischl (steamboat to Ebensee in 1 lir., fares

1 K. 70 and 1 K. 20 h., preferaMe to tlie railway ; tickets are issued

available both for the steamboat and the train ; views to the left).

The train passes the Duke of Wurtemberg's chateau, and at Alt-

milnster approaches the heautiful *Trauiisee (1385'; 71/2 M. long).

— 10^2 M. (from Attnang) Ebenziveier, with a chateau belonging

to Don Alfonso de Bourbon (now partly occupied by a girls' school).

The scenery becomes more severe as the S. end of the lake is ap-

proached, the green slopes gradually giving place to lofty moun-
tains. Behind the Traunstein are the Hochkogel (4865') and the

fine cone of the Erlakogel (p. 120j. I31/2 M. Traunkirchen ; about

74 M. from the station, on a heautiful hay, is the '^'Stein Inn., with

a shady garden and veranda. The train next threads two tunnels

and reaches (14:'/2 M.) Traunkirchen- Ort., the station for the village

of Traunkirchen {^Post, R. 2-5/ir. ; Burgstaller, with a terrace

overlooking the lake, unpretending), charmingly situated on a

peninsula. The church contains a quaintly carved wooden pulpit

in the form of a ship, with nets and fish.

Fine view from the -Kalvarienberg^ especially in the afternoon and
evening. On a rock jutting into the lake is the Johannis-Kirchlein. On the
opposite bank of the lake, in a cave on the slopes of the Erlakogel (p. 120),

is the interesting Rotelsee: boat across the Traunsee from the Karbach-
Miihle 1/2 br. ; then a steep ascent of 1 hr. (guide with torch, necessary,
4 K.). — A direct path leads in 2^/2 hrs. from the Hotel am Stein to the
Kreh, ia the Langbath-Tal (p. 120).

'The Kleine Sonnstein (.3030'; I3/4 hr.
;
guide necessary for novices)

commands a charming view of the lake. From Traunkirchen we follow
the Ebensee road for 3/4 M., then take a marked path to the right to the

(IV2 hr.) top (last 20 min. over rocks).
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The train passes through two short tannels, and then the Sonn-
stein Tunnel, 1570 yds. in length. (The road runs between the

Sonnstein and the lake; its construction is commemorated by a lion

hewn in stone.) The train stops at (16 M.) Ebensee-Landungsplatz

(See-Restaurant; Post, R. 2-bK.; Backerwirt, fair; two bath-

establishments, bath 40 /i.), a steamboat-station, crosses the Traun,

and reaches (IT^/o -^1.) Ebensee-Bahnhof (1395'; Hotel zum Auer-
hahn), a prettily situated place of some importance (58G0 inhab.,

including LanghatK), with salt-works, a watch-factory, and a large

ammonia-factory. The brine evaporated at Ebensee is brought from
Ischl and Hallstatt (p. 127) in pipes. The salt-baths are well fitted

up. Good view from the Kalvarienberg.
ExcDRsioxs. Pleasant walk on the left bank of the Traun , along

the brine-conduit, to (3/4 hr.) the '-Sieinhogl Inn. a fine point of view,
opposite the station of that name (see below), and (1 hr.) the Fall of the

Rinnbach (rfmts. at the mill, halfway). Ferry from Ebensee-Landungsplatz
to Rinnbach, in connection with all trains in July and Aug. (30 A.).

The *Langbath Lakes (2V2 hrs.) deserve a visit (omnibus thrice daily
from Ebensee-Langbath to the Vordere See in 2 hrs., 2 K.^ returning from
the Kreh 1 K. 20 A., there and back 3 K. ; rarr. there and back 9 K.). The
road ascends the Langhath-Tal to (41/2 M.) the Kreh Inn (2130') and (1 M.)
the Vordere Langhath-See (2215'). whence a marked path leads to the smaller
but finer (3/4 hr.) Ilhitere See (2385'), grandly situated at the foot of the
Hollen-Gebirge. In the wood, a little to the X. of the E. end of the Hintere
See, is a spring of excellent water. A narrow 'traiP runs through the
wood all round the Hintere See. — To the Attersee^ see p. 111.

Ascents (guides, Johann Hiidl and Josef Wallner in Langbath). The
Kranabet-Sattel, the E. spur of the Hollen-Gebirge, is easily ascended in

372-4 hrs. (guide 8 A'.). The usual route leads from Langbath or Steinkogl
(sec below) via the Gsoll (4020'), but the ascent may also be made from
the Kreh (see above-, steep and stony). Hh^ Feuerkogel (5325'), the nearer
peak, commands an admirable survey of the Salzkammergut, the Styrian
Alps, and the plains of Austria as far as the Bohemian Forest. The view
from the Alberfeldkogel (5000") is still more extensive. Accommodation at

the chalets near the top.

The Erlakogel (5150' ; 4 hrs.
;

guide, 7 K.), a fine point of view, i.s

ascended from Ebensee past the Spitzstem Alp (steep towards the end).

The line foUows the wide Trauntal to (19 1/2 M.) Steinkogl (1435').

From the station a bridge crosses the Traun to the (10 min.) "Stein-

kogl Inn (see above). From the bridge a good and shady path, joining that
from Ebensee at the Gsoll, leads to the (3 hrs.) Kranaiet-Satiel (see above).

To the Offensee (2135'; 7 M.) a road leads through the Trainmeissen-
bach-Tal and the Offenseebach-Tal. The lake, with an imperial hunting-
seat (no accommodation), lies picturesquely in a green basin, commanded
on the S. by the Tote Gebirge (p. 126). From the Oft'ensee a path leads by
the Weisseneck Alp and the Hochgang (3445') to the (3V2 hrs.) Almsee (p. 109;
red marks

; guide 8 K., needless) ; another (fatiguing) by the Wilde See (51(X)')

and the Wildensee Alp to (l-'6h.TS.) Alt-Aussee (p. 125: guide from Ebensee
15 A'.). From the Wildensee Alp the Grosse Woising (6760') may be ascended
in 2 hrs. (guide 14 A". ; interesting).

The Hohe Schrott (5850') is ascended from Steinkogl by the Gimbach
Alp (road thus far) and the Dielau-Alpe in 41/2 hrs. (fatiguing, guide ^K.;
better from Ischl, comp. p. 123).

The train now crosses the Traumceissenbach. 21^9 ¥• Langwies.
25 M. Muter- Weissenbach (Flill ; Drei Mohren ; road to Weissenbach

on the Attersee, p. 111). Near Ischl the train crosses the Traun.
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271/2 M. Ischl. — Railway Stations. The joint station (Restaurant)

of the State and the Salzkammergut lines lies on the E. side of Ischl.

The station of Kaltenhach on the Salzkammergut line (p. 116) is conveniently
used for the W. side of Ischl and for excursions to St. Wolfgang, the

Mondsee, Salzburg, etc. ;

Hotels. -Kaiseein Elisabeth (PI. 1), R. 5-12, B. IV4, omn. 1 K.
^

''Hotel Badek (PI. 2), charmingly situated on a hill to the W. of Ischl,

toth of the first class; -Post (PI. 3), R. 3-6 K.; -Goldenes Kredz (PI. 5),-

R. 3-6, B. IV4, pens. 10-14 K.; Hotel Austria (PI. 16), Esplanade, R. 3-4 X,
-Victoria (PI. 4), Pfarrgasse, R. 3-5 /T.; Erzheezog Franz Carl (PI. 6);

R. 4-12, pens. 12-20^.; -Kaiserkrone (PI. 8), R. 31/2-672, pens. 10-14 K.
the last live with garden -restaurants. — Second-class: *Stern (PI. 7);
*Batrischer Hof (PI. 9) ; Schwarzer Adler, Drei Mohren, Goldner Ochse,
these three at Gries; Zur Neuen Welt; Sandwirt, Stadt Prag, both
Egelmoosgasse, unpretending; Zum Wilden Mann, Elisabeth-Str. 74. —
Pensions. -Hot. -Pens. Rudolfshohe, with cafe'-restaurant (see p. 121),

finely situated at the end of the Esplanade, with baths, pens. 12-16 K. ; Habs-
burger Hof, Esplanade; Flora, Lindau-Str. — Hotels Gamis : Ramsauek,
Post-Str. ; Athen, Urquell, Edelweiss, Kreuzplatz. — Hydropathic Estab-
lishments : Dv. Hertzlca <& Br. Winiernitz., V2 M. from the end of the Esplanade,
pension from 62 A", per week; Dr. Emil Wiener., Kaltenbach-Str. li.

Cafes, etc. WaUev''s Cafi Esplanade; Kur- Salon (see p. 122); Cafi
liamsauer., opposite the post-office; Rudolfshohe (seeabove).— Confectioners :

Zaimer, Pfarrgasse; Austria, Esplanade. — Swimming Bath, on the left bank
of the Ischl. — Gymnastisehe Ileilanstalt , Esplanade. — Mdnhardt, book-
seller, in the Pfarrgasse. — Theatre (PL 10) during the season.

Visitors' Tax (Kurtaxe). Between June lat and Sept. 30th each visitor

whose stay exceeds 3 days pays a weekly tax of 2Z'. For a stay of 22 days
01- more a 'Kurtaxe' of 16 K. (wife 6, children 2 K.) and a music-tax of

G K. (each addit. member of a family 2 K.) are exacted. — The band plays
in the Rudolfs-Garten (or, in bad weather, in the Trinkhalle) from 7 to

8 am. ; from 8 to 9 in the Kurhaus-Park or Kurhaus-Saal; from 12 to 1 p.m.
(in the Esplanade; and from 5 to 6.30 in the Kurhaus-Park or Saal.

Carriages. From the station to the town or vice versa, with one horse
1 K. 20 /»., two horses 2 K. ; at night 1 K. 60 or 2 K. 80 h. Drive within the
town 80 or 1 K. 60 ft., at night 1 K. 20 or 2 K. iO h. — To Hallstatt (21/2 hrs.),

12 K. 20 h. or 21 .S:. ; Gosau-Schmied (4 hrs.), 16 K. 30 h. or 28 K. 60 h. ; Weissen-
bach on the Atlersee (2V2 hrs.), 18 or 23 K. These fares include the return-
journey and the driver's fee.

English Church Service in the season at 10.30 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Ischl [1535'), the central point of the Salzkammergut, beautifully

situated on a peninsula formed by the Traun and the Isclil, is

a highly fashionable bathing and summer resort. Pop. 2300. Besides
the salt-baths (which contain 25 per cent of salt) there are mud,
sulphur, pine-cone, vapour, and other baths, in addition to the

whey-cure and the saline and sulphurous drinking-springs. Well-
kept walks , with shady resting-places , intersect the beautiful

valley in all directions.

The shady Bahnhof-Strasse leads from the station past the

Rudolf.siad and the Post if Telegraph Office to the Parish Church
(PI. 11), built under Maria Theresa, restored in 1877-80, and
adorned with altar-pieces by Kupelwieser. In the Kaiser-Ferdinands-
Platz, to the S. of the church, are the Trinkhalle (PI. 12), with a

covered promenade, where whey and mineral water are dispensed
in the morning, and beyond it, to the right, the Wirerbad and
the Oiselabad. To the left are the extensive Salt Works (PI. 13)
and the Salt- Water Vapour Bath (PI. 14).
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From the Kaiser-Ferdinaiul.s-Platz tliePfarrgasse leads to the W.
to the Franz-Carl-Platz, which contains a handsome bronze fountain

in memory of the parents of the Emperor Francis Joseph (Archdukes
Francis Charles, d. 1878. and Archduchess Sophie, d. 1872), and
to the Traun Bridge. Oii the left bank of the Traun at this point

begins the Scphien-Esplanade, with its pleasant avenues and cafe'.

(Thence by the Franzens-Alice to Kaltenbach, etc., see below,) —
In the Kur-Park is the Kur-Salon or Casino, with cafe-restaurant,

reading-room, etc. To the E., in the Wirer-Strasse, is a colossal

bust of Dr. Wirer von Rettenbach (d. 1844), who first brought Ischl

into notice. In the grounds to the N.W. of the Casino is a small

Bazaar. Adjoining the swdmming-school is a small Museum (adm,

on Aveek-days 9-12 and 2-5, 40 ft.), with natural history specimens
and other objects from the Salzkammergut.

Walks. The ''Imperial Villa, with its beautiful garden and ground.?
(no admission during the residence of the family, usually from July to Sep-
tember). — The (IV2 M.) Neite Sckmalnau. a cafe to the left of "the road
to Ebensee. aftbrds good views of Ischl; we return by the (1 M.) Gsfdtten Inn
and follow the brine-conduit to {IV2 M.) Ischl. — The "Sophien-Doppel-
hlick (cafe; view of Ischl, the Dachstein, and the Wolfgang- Tal) may
be reached in 1/2 br. This v, alk may be prolonged to the (1/4 br.) Dach-
stein-Ansicht and the Eohenzollevn Waterfall (usually inconsiderable); we
return either to the right by Trenkelbach (2/4 hr.). or to the left through
the Jaimen-Tal and by the Gstatten Inn (1 hr. to Ischl). — Pdght bank
of the Traun: ascent of the *Siriu8kogel or Hundskogel (I960'; V2 br.);

finest view of Ischl and its environs from the Kaiser-Franz-Josefs-Warie
(small restaurant). Across the Steinfeld-Brilcke to the (V2 br.) Rettenbach
Mill (cafe) and the (V4 br.) Eettenbach-Wildnis (a pretty ravine) ; return
through the Huhhansl-Av or bv Sterzen''s Ahendsitz (fine view) to (3/4 hr.) Ischl.

To the W. by the (1/4 br.) Kalvarienberg (1990') to the (1/4 hr.) Ahorn-
biihl (cafe'), and thence past the cafe Zur Schwarzen Kaiz to (2/4 br.) the dairy
(li Lindau, or (turning off to the right 1/4 hr. before the dairy) to (IV2 br.

from Ischl) the pretty little Nussen-See (1970'), with a restaurant and swim-
ming-bath, and thence to Ischl by road through the Kroissenhach-Tal.

From the Esplanade through the Franzens-Allie and past the station
of Kaltenbach (p. 121; to the right is the H6t.-Restaurant Rudolfshbhe. in
the grounds near which are monuments to Emprea Elizabeth and Joh.
Brahms) to the Furst-Metternich-Platz and by the Fiirstemceg to the Villa
Waldeck, where we diverge to the right for the (V2 br.) Kaiser-Franz-
Josefs-Platz; or proceed beyond the Villa Waldeck, via the Franz-Karl-
Promenade and past Dr. Hertzka's Hydropathic (p. 121), to the ruin of (1 hr.)
Wildenstein, on the slope of the Kater-Gebirge. — Through the valley of
the Traun by the shady promenade along the brine conduit ( Kaiser-
Ferdinands-Morgeniceg) to the Erzherzog-Rudolfs-Brnnnen, with pleasure-
grounds, and thence to (IV4 hr.) Laufen (p. 123; 'Eestaurant zum Rossi),
whence the walk may be continued, via Goisern. Steeg, and Gosauzwang,
to Hallstaft (comp. p. 129). — By the Ischl road and" across the Pfandl
Bridge (or by train to Pfandl, p. "116) into the Zimiiz-Tal, with the Zimiiz-
Wildnis (inn) and the Eis-Kapelle (IV4 hr.); returning on the left bank of
the Ischl via Trenkelbach.

To the Ischl Salt Mine {Ischler Salzherg, SITC), ii/2 hr. (one-horse
carr. ^ K). We follow the road io Reiterdorf {B&Q]x\v\vi; Barenwirt). and
then ascend the road to the left in the Sulzbach-Tal, passing the Siilz-

bachstrub (beyond which a path diverges to the Valerie - Blick) , to (3 M.)
Perneck (Cafe zum Salzberg), where permission to visit the mine is procured
at the mining-office (3 persons QK. 90, without carr. 4^. 80 7*.). "rhe (25 min.)
mine, an inspection of which takes IV2 hr. , consists of 12 horizontal
shafts or galleries, one above the other. The brine, which is conducted to
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Ebensee and there evaporated, ia obtained by filling the difterent chambers
with fresh water. After 4-6 weeks it becomes highly saturated with salt,

and is then drawn off. — A marked path (keeping to the right at the
small chapel) leads from the mine via the Reinfalz -4(p(3345') to the (lV4hr.)
"Hiitteneck Alp (4185'; rfmts.), which affords a magnificent view of the
Dachstein, the Lake of Hallstatt, etc. Hence by the Rossmoox Alp to the
Predigtstuhl (sec below) in ^4 hr. Descent by the Lichtenccler Alp to (ly-ihr.)

Goisern (p. 124).

Mountain Excuksions (paths all marked with red; guides, Franz
Fui-tnei; Matth. Rochenhauer, Joseph Bromberger). — Ascent of the Zimitz
{Leonsherg-Zinken, 5720'), through the Zimitz-Orabeii and by the Schiltt Alp
in 41/2-5 hrs. , rather fatiguing (guide 7 K.)\, *View of the Dachstein,
St. Wolfgangs-See, Mondsee, and Attersee. — The Hohe Schrott (5850'),

41/2-5 hrs., interesting but fatiguing (see p. 120; guide 6 A".). — The Schon-
berg {Wilde Kogl, 63'o5'), by the Rettenhach Alp (see below) in 71/2 hrs.,

with guide (12A'.), is laborious but repaying; extensive view. — TheHainzen
(N.E. peak of the Kater-Gebirge ; 5370'), from the Franz-Karl Promenade
in 31/2 hrs. (6 A.) ; back by the Ahornfeld to the Nvssen-See and through
the ScMffau-Tal to the (3 hrs.) Wacht (p. 116^; guide 8 A.). — The Predigt-
stuhl (4195'), from the (I'^hr.) salt-mine via ihe. Rossmoos Alp in li/2hr.,

or by the Hiltfeneck Alp in 2 hrs. (guide 2 K. 60 /«.), easy and attractive.

Descent to Goisern (IV2 hr.
;
guide convenient), see p. 124. — The Sandling

(5630') is ascended by a marked path in 5V2 hrs. (guide 8 A'.), via the Hiltteneck

Alp, Raschbevg Alp, and Vordeve Sandling Alp; the descent may be made to
Alt-Aussee (p. 125). — The 'Hochkalmberg (6010') is ascended from Goisern
in 4-4V2hrs., with guide; seep. 124. — The Rettenkogel (5830'), ascended
from the Wacht (p. 116) through the ScMffau-Tal in 31/2 hrs. (guide 6 A.),

is a curiously shaped mountain commanding a fine view.

Fkom Isciil to Alt-Adssee direct (6 hrs.; [with guide). We ascend
the Rettenhach- Tal (p. 122) to the (3 hrs.) Rettenhach Alp (2090'), at the
S. base of the JFIohe Schrott, and through the Fludergrahen to the Alp of
that name, whence we descend to (3 hrs.) Alt-Aussee (p. 125).

From Ischl to St. Wolfgang and the *Schafherg, a charming ex-
cursion for half-a-day (not to be missed), see p. 116 (return-ticket, 2nd
class 13 K. 80, 3rd class 11 K. 80 ft). — To Aussee, see E. 26; to Hallstatt
and Gosau, see E.. 27. — To Weissenbach on the Attersee (p. Ill) omnibus
daily in summer at 1 p.m. in 2 hrs., via Mitter- Weissenbach.

26. From Ischl to Aussee.

21 M. Austrian State Railway in 1-1 1/4 hr. (3 K. 6, 1 K. 84, 1 A. 2 A.).

Jschl (1556'), see p. 121. The train (views to the right) crosses

to the right bank of the Traun (short tunnel) below the suburb of

Gries, skirts the base of the Siriuskogel (p. 122), and reorosses the
Traun. — 3 M. Laufen. The picturesque village (1570'; *R'6ssl,

with garden; Krone) lies on the opposite bank, V4 M. to the S.

The rapids of the Traun here are called the 'Wilde Laufen'. Foot-
path to Ischl, see p. 122. The Laufener Hohe (2430'; 3/^ hr. ; marked
path) is a good point of view. — The train again crosses the Traun.

5 M. Anzenau (Inn zum Garasfeld). On the opposite bank lies

Ober-Weissenbach (Lahner), with extensive stores of timber
About 11/2 hr. up the Weissenbach- Tal is the Chorinsky-Klause (2055'),

a large dam with three sluice-gates, built to accumulate the water of the
Weissenbach sufficiently to float timber down to the Traun, but now no
longer used for that purpose. — A shady path ascends to the left from
Ober-Weissenbach to (I1/2 hr.) the Hochmut (Jochwand; 2800'), which
affords a charming view,
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The valley expands (comp. the opposite Map). On the right

is the Hochkalmberg, on the left the Sarstein (p. 128). — 6 M.
Goiserii[1640'; *P€tter, li.i^/2-bK.; ^Goiserer Miihle, with swim-
ming-bath and cafe

5
Eameaiur; ZurWartburg; Bdr\ a considerable

village (1200 inhab.) with the largest Protestant community in the

Salzkammergut, frequented as a summer-resort. About 1/2 M. to

the N. is the Erzherzogin-Marie- Valerie-Bad (pens, from 8 K.), with

sulphurous and iodine springs.

Excursions (guide?, Fra7iz Neubacher, Jos. Ellmer). Pretfy walk along
the RamFau road to (1 M.) the Cafi zum Grilnen Baum. — The *IIutteneck
Alp (4185'; p. 123) is ascended hence in 3 hrs. (marked path, Ut the most
part sh;idy); the descent may be made to (2 hrs.) Ischl or (3 hrs.) Ausspe
(guide not, indispensable). — The *Kochkalmberg (6010'j is ascended via
the Rmmau and the Trockerton Alp and Scharten Alp (rfmts.) in 4-472 hrs.

(guide 6 K.). Descent via Iglmoos Alp to Gosau 2-21/2 hrs. Or we may
proceed from the Scharten Alp via the Eohe Enall Alp , and along the
Jdger-Kogel (6040'), to the (31/2 hrs.

;
guide 12 K.) Gamsfeld (6640*), whence

we descend via the Angerkar Alp to (2 hrs.) Russhach-Sag (p. 130). —
Predigtstuhl (41S6'; p. 123), 21/2 hrs. (guide desirable for the inexperienced).
— The excursion through the Leisling-Gruben to (2 hrs.) Ali-Aussee is mt
advisable except in dry weather (guide desirable).

From Siambach, 1 M. to the S. of Goi?ern, the old Pdtschen Road ascends
to the left via St. Agaia and the Potschenhohe {3220') tn (10 M.) Amsee
(footpath to Alt-Aussee to the left, at the Bachwirt., see p. 125).

8 M. Steeg (*Goldnes Schiff ; Zauner's Inn, at Au), at the N. end

of the Lake of Hallstatt (p. 127). The train skirts the E. bank of

the lake, the line, 50' above the water, having been hewn at places

in the precipitous rocks of the Sarstein (p. 128). 11 M. Gosaumilhle,

opposite the hotel of that name (p. 129; ferry 20 h.'). The train

passes through a tunnel, 170 yds. in length, and crosses the deep

Wehrgraben. 13 M. Hallstatt; the station is opposite the village

of that name (p. 127). We then pass to the rear of the small chateau

of Grub, with its four towers. — l-4^/o M. Obertraun (Zum Sarstein),

at the S.E. angle of the Lake of Hallstatt (p. 127).

From Obertraux to Aussee, over the Koppen (2200'; o hrs.), a pleasant
walk, chiefly through wood. A visit to the Koppenbriiller-Hohle (in the
Brilllergraben^ to the left below the road, 4 M. from Obertraun) is interesting

in spring only, when the brook, which rushes in a subterranean course
through the cavern, is swollen by melting snow (guide and torches requisite).

The line, relaid at a higher level after the floods of 1897, runs

througb the wild and narrow Koppen - Tal. It passes through a

tunnel and crosses the foaming Traun three times. The gorge ex-

pands, and we soon reach (21 M.) the station of Aussee (2090';

Hot. Bahnhof, R. 1-3 K.; *Railway Restaurant'^, at Vnter-Kainisch

(salt-works), 1 M. to the S. of the town.

Aussee. — Hotels. *Kaiser von Ostekreicii (Hackinger), R. 3-6, pens.

9-12 K. ; *Erzherzog Franz Karl (Post), E. 3-12 K. ; *Erzherzog Johann,
opposite theKurhaus, R. 3-4V2, pens.8-12 A'.; Sonne ; Wilder 3Iann, R. 2-3^. ;

Hotel Siegel; Hot. Bahnhof, with garden; Hot. zum Tocristen, plain;

Pens. Hursch, I1/2 M. from the station, 11. 3-14, board 8 K ; Pens. Szam-
WALD; Hot. -Pens. Teiohschloss. — Caf4 Vesco, in the Kurhaus-Platz.

KuRHAUs, with restaurant, rep.ding-room, etc. — Visitors'' Tax for a

short stay 40 h. per day, for a stay of more than a fortnight 6, band 5 K.
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Baths of all kinds in the Kaiter-Fram- Jose/- Bad, Kurhaus - Platz

;

Vitzthum, Haupt-Str. 145; in the Kur-Aiistalt Alpenheim (see below), at the
Bade- Hotel Elisabeth^ etc. — Swimming Baths on the Trauu and on the
Grundlsee.

Carriage from the station to the town IK. 60, with two horses 2 K.iOh.;
to the Grundlsee, or to Alt-Aussee, 3 K. 60 h. or 6 E., there and back, with
stay of 1 hr., 6 E. 80 h. or 9 A'. 20 h. (from the station, 7 or 11 E.) ; to Gossl via
Grundlsee and back (p. 126j, with stay of 1 hr., 8 A'. QO h. or 13 A'. 20 h.
(from the station 10 E. bO h. or 16 E. ; each additional hour's stay 1 A". 20 ft.

or 2 E.) These fares include the driver's fee. — Omnibus from'the station
to the town 60 h. ; to Alt-Aussee and Grundlsee, see below.

Aussce (2130'), a Styrian market-town (1600iuliab.), charmingly
situated on the Traun, is much visited as a wateriiig-place (salt-

baths
, etc.) and summer-resort. Close to the town are fine pine-

woods, traversed by pleasant walks. The small Spital-Kirche contains

a good early-German winged altarpiece of 1449. A little to the N.,

on the road to Alt-Aussee (see below), is *Dr. Schreibers Kur-
Anstalt Alpenheim (hydropathic establishment, with various baths

;

R. 21/2-8, board 6-8 7^.), open all the year round, and about 72 ^J-

farther on is the *Bade-H6tel Elisabeth (R. 3-6, board 8 K.).
Excursions (guides, ^^o/s and Mich. Grieshofer, Fram Angerer^ and Matih.

Oasperl or ' Bahnmeister'' at Aussee, Joh. and Alois Wimmer at Alt-Aussee,
Alois Pressl at Grundlsee; key-plan to the system of marked paths ex-
hibited in the Kurhaus). — Shokt Walks. Eur-Park and Mecsiry Promenade,
adjoining the Kurhaus; Widleiten and Schwahenwald Promenade, on the

right bank of the Alt- Aussee -Traun; thence via the Erzherzog-Johann
Promenade to the Sixtleiten (1/4 hr.), which aflords a good survey of the

environs. Elisabeth Promenade and Payer Promenade, on the way to Alt-

Aussee {Cafi Vesco .,
in the Praunfalk , 20 min. to the N.); Fuchsbauer

(fine view), 1 hr. from Aussee, 20 min. from Alt-Aussee. — To the Tau-

scherin and the Dichierruhe, 8/4 M. to the S.; to the N. via the shady Cramer
Promenade to the ('/2 hr.) Caf4 Loitzl on the Obere Tressen, with fine view
of the Dachstein: thence through wood to ihe Bdrenmoos (1/4 hr.) and the

Fuchsstein-Blick (^4 hr.), or to the Grundlsee (1 hr.
; p. 126); to the S.E.

to Oh lir.) St. Leonhard, with its old church (rfmts. from the sacristan);

to the W. to the (1/2 hr.) TeichscMoss Inn and the (1/4 hr.) Wasner, to the

N.W. to the (V2 hr.) Schmidgut, both with cafes and fine views.

To *Alt-Aussek (3 M.), a drive of V2 hr. (carriages, see above); omnibus
thrice daily from the railway-station, in 1 hr. (1 A'. 40 ft.). The road (the

Elisabeth Promenade and Payer Promenade preferable for walking; 1 hr.

10 min.) follows the wooded valley of the Alt-Aussee- Traun , which it

crosses thrice, passing the villa of the Grand-Duke of Luxembourg, to

Alt-Aussee ("Seewirt, or Hotel am See, R. from 3 E. ; Brtinnthaler, with
baths. E. from 1 E.20h.; Eitzerwirt; Griiner Baum), a favourite summer-
resort on the charming Alt-Aussee Lake (2320'; 2 II. long and 1/2 M. broad),

overshadowed by the precipitous Trisselwand on theE., the Tressenstein on
the S., the Loser on the N., and the Sandling on the W. A trip in a small

boat (obtained at the Seewirt) should not be omitted. The Seewiese (on

foot along the N. bank, 3/4 br., by boat V2 hr.), a meadow at the N.E. end
(restaurant), commands a view of the Dachstein. Thence we may pro-

ceed through wood to (1 hr.) the Gaisknechtstein, affording a good view of

the lake and the Dachstein. From the Seewiese we may return by the Erz-

herzog Franz Carl Promenade along the S. bank of the lake to (i'/* hr.) Alt-

Aussee. — From Alt-Aussee to the W. a shady promenade leads to the (V4 hr.)

Fuchsicirt (cafe) and the (4 min.) ''H61. Panorama, with cafe-restaurant and
charming survey of the Alt-Aussee valley, the Dachstein, etc. Thence to

the (3/4 hr.) ruin of Pflintsberg, with a small waterfall (usually dry in

summer), or (preferable) via Lichtersberg to the (3/4 hr.) Bachwirt (*Re-

s taurant) at Lupitsch , and by the Ischl road past the Lenauhiigel ('View)
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to (IV* lir.) Aussee. — To the Aussee Salt Mine on the Sandling, 1 hr. ; adm.
2K. each person, duration of visit 1 hr. The Ilohe Sandling (5630') may
be ascended from the mine in 2V2-3 hrs. with guide (6^.), ty a path pro-
vided with wire ropes at the steepest points (p. 123). — The "*Loser (6020';
31/2 hrs..; guide GjS".), an admirable point of view, presents no difficulty.

From the Seewirt we follow the new road (red mark-^) up the Fktdei'-
graben for 20 miu., then diverge by a path (blue marks) ascending to the
right, past aspring, to the (2 hrs.) Aiujst Alp (4725') and the (1/4 br.)
Loser-Hutte (4500'; inn in summer). The summit (1 hr. mure) commands
an extensive and beautiful view. — The *Brauningzinken (6"^'), reached
in 13/4 hr.from the Loser-Hiitte by a path leading past the little .4z/gr5<-^ee

(5360')- enjoys a still more comprehensive panorama. — From Alt-Aussee
to Ischl, via the Fludergraben and the Rettenbach-Tal, see p. 123; via the
Wildensee to the Offensee and Ebensee, see p. 120.

To THE Geundlsee, 3 M. to the Hotel Schraml (carriages, p. 125;
omnibus 4 times daily, in 1/2 hr., fare 1 K., from the railway-station 2/4 hr.,
iK. AOh.). The road leads for the most part through wood, skirting the
Grundlsee Traun, which it crosses at the (3 M.) Seeklause (*H6tel Bellevue,
with fine view), and then along the lake, passing the steamboat- station
Seeklause, to the (3/4 M.) -ffdiel Schroml (E. 2-5 A'., with salt and lake
baths), a charming point of view. [Walkers should follow the Grundlsee
Promenade on the right bank of the Traun (IV4 hr.), or the shady path
via the Cafe Loitzl, the Cramer Promenade, and Untertressen (IV2 br.).]

The road next leads past the (2 M.) Ladner Inn to (i'Z-i M.) Gossl (see below).
The Grundlsee (2325'), 33/4 m. long and 1/2 M. wide, is enclosed by wooded
mountains and abounds in fish. The E. background is formed by the
bare precipices of the Tole Gebirge. From the Seeklause a small screw-
steamer plies six times dailv in summer to SchramFs Inn (20 h.) and to
Gossl, at the upper end of the lake. From G^oss/ (Wachtler; Veit) a path
skirts the base of the perpendicular Gosslwand to (1 31.) the beautiful
*Toplitz-See (235o'), ii/^ m. long, with two waterfalls (boat across in25 min.,
boatman to be brought from Gossl). About '/i J^I- farther on lies the
sequestered Kanimer-See (2360'), in a grand situation at the base of the Tote
Gebirge. This 'Drei-Seen-Tour'. or tour of the three lakes, makes a very
charming excursion (from the Grundlsee to the Kammer-See and back,
3 hrs.; fare from SchramFs Inn to Gossl and back, including the row
across the Toplitz-See, 2 K. ; small fee to the ferryman).

Fkom Alt-Aussee to the Grundlsee, direct, across the Sattel.

2V2 hrs. (guide 3 K. , not iudispensable). The path (marked) leads to the
right from the Seeklause, at the S.W. end of the Alt-Aussee lake and
ascends (for the most part blasted through the rock, but quite safe) the
Steigwand to the (IV2 hr.) Tressen-Sattel (3140'; fine view). The path then
descends through meadows and wood to the W. end of the Grundlsee, or
direct to the Scbramml. An easy ascent of 2/4 hr. leads from the saddle to

the W. to the Tressenstein (3985'); equally attractive but longer (2^/2 hrs.

;

path marked) is the ascent of the Trisselwand (5815'), to the N.E. — A still

easier route leads from Alt-Aussee via the Cafi Loitzl (p. 125) and the
Cramer Promenade to the (2 hrs.) Grundlsee (see above).

Mountain Ascents (guides, see p. 125). A path, indicated by yellow
marks, ascends via the Wasner (p. 125) in 21/2 hrs, to the Pfeiferin Alp
(3280'), on the E. slope of the Sarstein (guide 2 K., unnecessary). — The
*Sarstein (6470'; 41/2 hrs.; guide 6 K.) is ascended by red-marked paths
leading via the Pfeiferin (see above) or from the Wasner, through the
Knappenicald and over the Scharte between the Falleck and the Loioer Sar-
stein (comp. p. 128). — The Rotelstein (5280') is easily ascended in 3 hrs.

(guide not indispensable); road w'ia. St.Leonhard (p. 125j to the (3M.) Pcadling-
Sattel (p. 479) immediately short of which a path (red marks) diverges to

the left through wood and leads via the Langmoos Alp to the (2 hrs.) top.
-— The Zinken (6090') is an attractive ascent of 3V2 hrs. (red marks) from
Unter-Kainisch (p. 124) via the Handler Alp.

The exploration of the Tote Gebirge is interesting but attended with
fatigue (guide advisable, to the Lahngang-See 6 .ST., to Stoder 20 A'.). From
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Gossl (p. 126) a path indicated by red marks ascends to the (SVz hra.)
Grosse Lahngang-See (5100'), and thence past the Kleiiie LaJingang-See to

(3/4 hr.) the club-hut in the Slmgnibe (5250'; provision-depot), whence the
Wilde Gossl (6660') may be ascended by a marked path in I1/2 hr. From
the dub-hut we may proceed to the (V'2 hr.) Elin-iSee (5480') and thence
via the liotkogel and Ihe Schneetal to (5 hrs.) the summit of the Grosse
Priel (8250'; a fatiguing ascent), and down to (3 hrs.) Sloder (p. 475).

From Gossl to Stoder over the Salzsteig (8-9 hrs.
;
guide 16 K.)^ an

interesting route for experts. We proceed (blue way-marks) via the
Schnecken Alp to the Salza-Tal, ascend the Salzsteig to the Oedern Alp,
cross the Oedeni-Torl (5210') to the Gross-See and the Tauplitz Alp, on the
picturesque Sleyrer See (refuge-hut, see p. 478) and reach the Schwarze See
(see p. 475), where the route joins that from Klachau via Tauplitz.

Railway from Aussee to Stainach and Sehtal, see R. 87.

27. From Ischl to Hallstatt and to Abtenau and
Golling via Gosau.

Railwat to ii3M.) Hallslatl station in 40-45 min. (1 ^. 56, 92, 52;^.).

—

Steamboat between the station and town of Hallstatt in 10 min., in con-
nection with each train (fare 50, return BOA.). Railway-tickets may be
obtained including the ferry to the town of Hallstatt (railway and steamboat
tickets are issued at the post-office in the H(3tel Kaiuz). — Omnibus (9 seats)
between Hallstatt and Gosau-Schmied every morning in summer in 2V2 hrs.,

returning in the afternoon: fare S£., there and back i K. Another om-
nibus plies daily in summer from Gosaumiihl to Gosau-Schmied in I3/4 hr.
(there and back i K.). — One-horse carr. from Ischl to Hallstatt in 2 hrs.,

12 A". 20/*., two-horse carr. 21 K.; to Gosau (Brandwirt) in 31/2 hrs., 14 K. 30
or 24 K. 60 h. : to Gosau-Schmied in 4 hrs., 16 A". 30 or 28 K. 60 h. (driver^s fee
included). Carr. from Hallstatt to Gosau-Schmied and back, 16 A" , with
two horses 24 A"., from Gosaumiihle 12 or 20 A'., from Steeg (Goldnes Schiff)
14 or 22 A', (fee included). — Diligence from Gosau to Abtenau daily in
3 hrs. (3 K. 40 h.) ; from Abtenau to Golling^ daily in 21/4 hrs. (2 K. 60 h.) ;

one-horse carr. from Abtenau to Golling 8 A", and 1 AT. 2.0 h. to the driver;
two-horse 14-16 K..^ and 2 K. to the driver.

Railway from Ischl to {i^M.') Hallstatt station, see pp. 123, 124.

The *Lake of Hallstatt (1620'), whicli is 5 M. long and V2-IV4M.
broad, is bounded on three sides by lofty mountains (E. the Sarstein

;

S. the Krippenstein, Zwolferkogel , and Hirlatz ; W. the Plassen,

Gosauhals, and Ramsauer Gebirge).

Hallstatt [Hotel Kainz, with terrace on the lake, R. from 3 K.;

Griiner Baum, also on the lake, R. from IV2 f^-j ^Tw* Simonyhiitte,

R. 1 K. 20 h.-3 K., well spoken of; Adler, Lamm, unpretending), a

long village (3000 inhab., 1/3 Prot-)) ^^®^ within very narrow limits

between the hillside and the lake. In the middle of the village the

Muhlbach forms a waterfall. The old Parish Church contains an

altar in carved wood of the 15th cent. ; numerous skulls are preserved

in the ossuary. The Protestant Church is modern. In the former 'Ge-

fangnishaus', or prison, an old building partly hewn out of the

solid rock, is a small Museum (open 8-12 and 1-6; adm. 40 /i.),

with two Celtic graves and other local antiquities. A road leads

to the S. to (1/2 M.) the Lahn (inn), a small plain formed by the

alluvial deposits of the Waldbach, with the Salt Works.
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Excursions. — The Rudolfs-Turm (2800'), occupied by the manager of

llie mine, is reached by a good zigzag path in 50 min. (horse 7^., to the
uiine 9 K. 40 h.). An inscription by a bench, halfway up, dated 1504, records
that the mines were visited in that year by Emp. Maximilian. The little

garden in front of the house afl'ords a One view of the lake. Excavations
made since 1816 have brought to light an ancient burial-ground in the vicin-

ity. The graves (of which about QOCHD have been opened) are probably those

ot" Celtic salt-miners of the 3rd or 4th cent.B. C. Numerous relics, especi-

ally bronze ornaments, have been discovered. The most important of

these are now in the Imperial Museum at Vienna, and in the Museum
Francisco-Carolinum at Linz ^ but there are al?o a few in the Hallstatt

Museum (p. 127).

The mining-offices and the entrance to the Hallstatt Salt Mine (3G75')

are reached in 3/4 hr. more. A visit to the interior is more fatiguing than
to that of the Ischl mine (p. 122; tickets of adm. at the ofiices). Robust
walkers may proceed hence (with guide, 2 A'.) across the hill and down the
Oangsteig (steep bat perfectly safe) to the (1 hr.) Waldbach-Strub. — Path
by the brine-conduit to the (1 hr.) Gosau-Zwang. see p. 129. We ascend
to the right by a somewhat steep path beyond the Roman Catholic cemetery
n'4hr.)5 or we mav start from the Rudolfs-Turm.

The Waldbach-Strub (2030'), in the wooded Echera-Tal, 1 hr. to the

S.W. of Hallstatt, is precipitated in three leaps f.-om a height of 305' through
a cleft in the rocks. The path leads to the right from the Lahn (p. 127),

passes (V'i hr.) Croatto''s Inn and the (10 min.) Jnn zur Grunen Wiese, and
linally ascends to the right (straight on, the Dachstein route, gee below)
to (18 min.) a point of view opposite the fall. The Schleier Fall, of about
equal height, descends into the same abyss. — A picturesque path ('Maler-

weg') leads along the right bank of the Waldbach from Croatto's Inn (see

to the Lahn and back to Hallstatt.

A road leads from the Lahn along the S. bank of the lake through
the Eii'schau, passing the Hirschhvunn, to (1 hr.) Ohertraun (p. 124). About
1 hr. above the Hirschbrunn is the EirscJiau Alp^ affording the best view
of the lake.

Mountain Ascents (guides. Jos. Fabei\ A. Untei'lerger^ P. Zaimer^ 6. Grill^

Joh. Seethaler, Franz Fnkne, Joh. Roth). Steingraben-Schneid (or Scli7)eid-

kogel^ 5055'), bridle-path in 3 hrs.
;
guide (6 E.) not indispensable; view

of the Dachstein. the Hallstatter See, Trauntal, etc.

Plassen (6405'). an ascent of 4 hrs. by a blue-marked path passing the

salt-mine and the Bergmeister Alp (guide 8 K., advisable) ; magnificent view
of the Dachstein, the Alps of Salzburg and Styria, and the valleys of the

Traun and the Gosau. The descent may be made by the Schreier Alp to

(2V2 hrs.) Gosau.
The Hirlatz (6505'), ascended via the Wies Alp (p. 129) in 51/2 hrs.,

(guide 8 K.), and the Zwolferkogel (6490'), ascended in 51/4 hrs., command
striking views of the Hallstatter See (guide 10 K.).

The *Sarstein (6470'; 41/2-5 hrs.
;
guide 9 K.) is best ascended from Obev-

traun by the (872 hrs.) Vordere Sarstein Alp (5510') ; we then mount the

broad rounded back of the mountain (SteinhiUtelgrat) to the (1/2 hr.) Hohe
Sai'stein Alp and the (3/4 hr.) summit. View one of the most extensive in

the Salzkammergut. The ascent may also be made from St. Agata (p. 124)

via the Niedere Sarstein Alp or Scharten Alp (inn in summer) in 4 hrs.

(easiest route), or from Aussee (p. 126) in 4'/2 hrs.

Krippenstein (6905'; 5 hrs.; guide 10 A^), an interesting ascent. We
ferrv to Winkel and ascend steeply to the Aiedere Schafeck Alp s.nA the

(2V4'hrs.) Eohe Schafeck Alp (4430'). We then proceed through ihe Krippen-

gasse to the (3/4 hr.) Krippenlrunnen (5085') and the (^/z hr.) Krippeneck

(57(X)'), turn sharply to the left, round the Niedere Krippenstein., and reach

(IV2 hr.) the summ'it of the Hohe Krippenstein., which affords an excellent

survey of the Dachstein range. About 10 min. to the W. of the Krippen-
eck lies the Gjaid Alp (5360'). To the S. of it a path marked with stakes

crosses the limestone plateau , 'Am Stein' and the Feister-Scharte to the

Ramsau (see p. 481; to Schladming, 51/2-6 hrs., guide 20 A".

Hohe Gjaidstein (9140'; 71/2 hrs.
;
guide iSK.), another fine point: ascent
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from the (4 hrs.) Ojaid Alp (p. 12^) via the Tauhenkogel (7545') and Niedere
Gjaidsteiu in 3V2 I'l-s. (or from the Simony Hut, see below, in 13/4-2 hrs.).

The *Dachsteir. (9815') , the highest peak but one uf the N. Limestone Alps
(Pavseier Spitze 9965', Zugspitze 9725'), is asually ascended from Hallstatt

(9-9V2lirs. ; trying; guide 20, with descent to Gosau 24, .o the Austria-Iiiitte

26 K.). Those who are not vigorous enough to make the whole ascent
should, at least, go to the Simony Hut, 5V'2-6 hrs. (guide 8 fi".)- The route
(bridle-path, 71/2 M. long) ascends through the Ec/teni-Tal to the (2 hrs.)

AUe Herd; it here bends to the left, passes the Tropfwav.d and a spring,
and proceeds through the Tiergarten to the (IV2-2 hrs.) Tiergarten-Ilohe.

We then ascend to the right, leaving the Wies Alp and the Oc/isemvies Alp
to the left, to the (IV2 hr.) Oclisenwies-Jlohe (65'20'; line view of the Dach-
stcin) and through the Wildkar to the (1 hr.) Simony Hut (7220' 5 inn in

summer), on the margin of the Hallstatt Glacier. From the hut (steady

heads henceforth necessary) we cross the glacier, which seldom presents

any difficulty, to the (2-272 hrs.) arete (3860'; fine view from the 'Dachstein-
warte"), ascend to the right (wire rope) to the top of the Shoulder^ proceed
high above the 'Eandkluft' (large crevasse) to the foot of the peak, and
finally mount by means of iron pegs driven into the rock and with the aid

of a rope, to the (I-I1/2 hr.) summit of the Hohe Dachstein. Superb view,
extending to the Schneeberg, Terglou, Canin, Tauern. Stubaier Ferner, and
the B(.hemian Forest. Ascent from Gosau. see p. 130; from Seliladminy.,

see p. 481; both much more difficult than the ascent from Hallstatt.

T!ie KoAD FROM Hallstatt to Gosau (omnibus, see p. 127)
skirts the lake to the (2 M.) Gosou-Zwang (see below), V2 ^- ^0

the W. of Gosaumiihle (*Inn, R. *2-2Y2> pens, from 5 K.; ferry to the

station, see p. 124), at the mouth of tlte Gosatibach. [Pedestrians

should take the more interesting Solenleitungs-Weg {}l^^r. longer),

or path by the brine-conduit, which leads from the Rudolfs-Turm
along the mountain-slope, with a constantly varying view of the

lake ; at the Gosau-Zwang it joins the road.] The road now turns

to the "W., passes under the Gosau-Zwang (an aqueduct, 146 yds.

long and 140' high at its highest part, by which the salt-water con-

duit crosses the valley), and ascends the narrow wooded ravine of

tiie Gosau-Bach. Near tlie long village of (8V2 M.) Gosau (2390';

Jirandwirt ; Kirchenwirt) the valley expands. Towards the S. tovrer

the barren pinnacles of the Donnerkogel (6300' and 6730').

An almost level road (omnibus, see p. 127) leads from Gosau to

the (3 M.) Gosaic-Sc]imied(2bA0'-, *Inn), prettily situated. We now
ascend on foot through the wood to the (2/4 hr.) beautiful green

*Vordere Gosau-See (2980'), 1 M. long, 1/4 M. broad, surrounded

by woods (small tavern at the sluice). To the S.E., in the back-

ground, towers the lofty Dachstein with the two Gosau Glaciers;

to the left the Hohe Kreuz, to the right the Torstein and Donner-
kogel (a splendid picture , best by evening - light). Rowing to

the S.E. end of the lake (60 h.), or walking round by the S. bank

(25 min.), we next ascend by a steep and stony path, passing the

GosaulaJce ('tarn'; 3180'), to the (2 hrs.) light-green *Hmtere Gosau-

See (^7W), about half the size of the Vordere See, grandly and

wildly situated. To the left are the rocky walls of the Gschloss-

kogel, to the right the Kopfwand, and in the background the huge
Torstein.

Baedekee's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 9
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ExcuEsiONS (guides, ifatth. Gamsjagei', Daniel Fast, Jos. Sam. Hohenegger,
Joh. Spielbilchler, and Chr. Urstoger). At the upper end of the Hintere See
(ferry, small fee) lies the Hintere Seehiitte. Hence we ascend by a new
path to the (IV2-2 hri.) poor Grolgestein-Hutte (5580') and the (2 hrs.) Adamek-
Hiltte (7220'), built by the Austrian Alpine Club and opened in 1907, near
the Gosau Glacier, the starting-point for the Dachstein and the Tor.'tein
(both difficult). Accent of the Dachstein (9815'), 31/2-4 hrs. (guide 20 K.):
from the hut a laboriuus ascent up the crevassed terraces of the glacier
to the (2 hrs.) Ohtre WindlUcke (8860'), between the Mitterspitze and the
i)achstein, and over the W. arete to the (ii/2-2 hrs.) summit (see above).— Ascent of the Torstein (9665'), 31/2 hrs. from the Adamek Hut (guide
2Q E.): over the Gosau Glacier to the right to the (13/4-2 hrs.) Untere Wind-
lUcke (8990'), where v.'e turn to the right and ascend round the S. side of the
Torstein, by a vertiginous and difficult route, to the ii^/ihr.) summit. *View
remarkably imposing and picturesque. Descent by the Windlegev-Scharte
(about 7550') to Filzmoos or to Eamsau, very steep (conip. p. 481). —
Linzer Weg from the Adamek-Hiitte to the (31/2 hrs.) Hofpiirgl-HiUie. see p. 483.

From the Vordere See a somewhat toilsome but interesting path (6 hrs.,
with guide) leads over the Scharirand-Alpen, the Armkar, and the (8V2 hrs.)
Steigl (690iO'), between ihe Bischofsmiifze and the Gosauer Stein, down to the
(1 l;r.) Hofpiirgl-Eiitte (5585') and (i'/.j hr.) Filzmoos (p. 483).'

From Gosau to Abtexau, IO1/2 M. From Yorder-Gosau the road

ascends for 3 M. to the Pass Gscliutt (3185'; inn), the boundary
between Upper Austria and the district of Salzburg. View of the

Tennen-Gebirge to the W., and of Gosau with the Donnerkogel to

the S.E. The road descends to {lM.~)Russhach-Sag (2660'; two inns),

at the foot of the Gamsfeld (6640'), which may be ascended via the

Angerkar Alp in 31/2 trs. (see p. 124), and leads through the Russ-
bach-Tal to the (4 M.) Lammer-Brilcke (about 1/2 ^1' to the S. is the

Zwieselbad, p. 131) and to (3 M.) Abienau.

A preferable route for pedestrians leads over the *Zwiesel Alp
(5195') : from Gosau to the Zwiesel Alp 3, to Abtenau 6 hrs.; guide

(not indispensable) to the Zwiesel Alp 3 K. 40 /i., to Abtenau 6 K.
The bridle-path, indicated by red marks, diverges to the right from
the road near the church and ascends gradually past the Otscher

Bauer, chiefly through wood. At the foot of the peak, beyond an

enclosure, the path to the right leads to the (21/2 lirs.) Ed Alp
(4470'; inn) and approaches the (I/4 hr.) summit from the N.W.

;

the path to the left, ascending on the E. side, is shorter and steeper.
From the Gosau-Schmied (p. 129) a path ascends to the right through

wood by a finger-post, 20 min. on the way to the Gosau-See, and can
hardly be mistaken (2 hrs.). Or we may a.'^cend direct from the Vordere
See, passing close below the Donnerkogel (2 hrs.; recommended for the
descent). Both these paths also are indicated by red marks.

*ViEW. To the S., in the distance, to the right of the Donnerkogel,
rises the Ilochalpenspitze, then the Tauern chain, and the conspicuous
Gross-Glockner, with its snow-fields: adjoining it is the Wiesbachhorn; to

the right, through an opening, the Gross - Venediger is partly visible.

To the S.W., in the foreground, the Tennen-Gebirge ; more to the left,

the Uebergossene Alp and the Hochkonig. To the W. the Hohe Ciillj to
the right, rather more distant, the long Untersberg. To the E., above the
Gosau-Tal, rises the Dachstein, with the Gosau glaciers; far below lie

the Gosaulake and the small green Hintere Gosau-See. From the slope,

a few hundred paces to the E., we al=o obtain a view of the Vordere
Gosau-See. — The ''Grosse Donnerkogel (6730') may be ascended from the
Zwiesel Alp in 2 hrs., with guide.
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To THE PiNZGAU. Travellers bound for the Pinzgau proceed to the W.
in 1/2 hr. to the three chalets below the summit of the Zwiesel Alp. Marked
path thence in 2 hrs. to Annaberg (2515'; Post; Neuwirt)^ whence a road
(diligence daily) leads by Lnngotz (Penn), (6 M.) St. Martin (*Post), and
BrunnMusl (inn), to (7V2 M.) Huttau (p. 483). — From Lungotz an attract-

ive route (5 hrs.) leads via the Au Alp and the Jockel-Eiedel (5640') to Wer-
fen (p. 132).

To FiLZMoos (5V2-t> hrs.). From the Zwiesel Alp an attractive but
fatiguing path (guide advisable) leads Hinter dem Stein round the W. side
of the Donnerkogel to the (IV2 hr.) Stuhl Alp (4500'), which affords a fine
view of the Tauern. It then crosses the StuhUoch-Hohe (5250') and the
Looseck to the (2 hrs.) Sulzkar-Alpe, whence we proceed via the Hackl-
plaiten (4830') to the (1 hr.) Axi-Alpe and (1 hr.) Filzmoos (p. 483).

Feom the Zwiesel Alp to Abtbnau (3-31/2 lirs.}. The path

(red and white marks) descends from the Ed Alp (p. 130) to the

depression on the N.AV., leaving the fence to the right. Beyond the

meadows straight in front it turns to the left and follows the guide-

posts, passing at first through wood, beyond which (3/^ hr.) we
obtain a fine view of the Lammer-Tal, with the Tennen-Gebirge
and Uebergossene Alp to the W. Then past the hamlet of Ed to a

(3/4 hr.) bridge over the Lammer. We may now either cross the

bridge and follow the Annaberg road to (^y.i M.) Abtenau; or,

without crossing, follow the cart-track to the right to the (IV2 M.)
*Bad Abtenau or Zwieselbad (2335'; R. from 21/2, pens, from 7 K.),

with a bitter spring and baths, and join the Gosau road (p. 130) at

the (10 min.) confluence of the Russbach and Lammer. In 3 M. more
we reach Abtenau (2335'; Post; Oc/is), a large village at the N.E.
base of the Tennen-Oebirge (p. 132).

The Bleikogel (7900), the central summit of the Tennen-Gebirge, may be
ascended from Abtenau via the Tenn-Alpe in 6 hrs., with guide (fatiguing).

Excellent view. The descent may be made via the Pitschenberg Alp to

Werfen (comp. p. 132). Guides, Matth. Guggenbergei' and Jos. Schorn of
Abtenau.

From Abtenau to Golling (12 M.; diligence and carriages,

see p. 127). The road leads to the N.W. to Dbllerhof and (l^/o M.)
Muhlrain and then descends into the deep and well wooded valley

of the Schwarzbach, which it crosses near its junction with the

Lammer (1 1/2 M.). We then follow the left bank of the latter, passing

(1/4 M.) the Voglau Inn, opposite the hamlet of Plchl (right bank).

'The valley contracts and is shut in by lofty wood-clad cliffs. 1/4 M.
Finger-post indicating the way to the right across the Lammer to

the (^2 ^^r.) *Aubach-Fall, which descends over a rocky wall in three

stages from a height of 230'. About II/4 M. farther on, to the right,

below the road, is the St. Veifs Bridge, which affords a fine view of

the wild *Laininerofen (a path descends into the gorge). The road

now descends to (1 M.) the Lammer-Briicke , crosses it (Briicken-

wirt, on the right bank), and follows the right bank to (3 M.) Scheffau

and (3 M.) Oolling (p. 107).
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28. From Salzburg to Worgl (Imishruck).

120 31. Railway in 4V4-OV2 hrs. ; fares 16 K. 70, 10 A'.. 5 K. bOh., express
23 E. 60, 14 A". CO, IK. 80 h. The day express trains have dining-cars
(D. 3 K. 60 /r). Gucd railway-restaurants at Bischofshofen and Saalfelden.

From Salzburg to flSM/J GoUing, see pp. 105-107. Tlie railway

traverses the broad valley towards the S., passing on the right the

entrance to the Bluntau-Tal (p. 89) and on the left that of the

Lammer-Tal (p. 131). It then crosses the Lammcr and Salzach,

passes through a tunnel (1000 yds. long) piercing the Ofenauer Berg,

a spur of the Hagen-Gebirge, and again crosses the Salzach by an

iron bridge of 105 yds. span, beyond which it enters the Pass Lueg
(p. 108), a grand defile flanked with huge walls of rock. 24 M.
Sulzou (1660'; Struber's Restaurant). — 26 M. Concordia-Hiitte

(1700'; *Maltan's Inn), the station for the iron-works of that name
on the left bank, at the entrance to the Blilhnbach-Tal.

A cart-track (right of way refused by the shooting- tenant) leads
through the Bliihnbach - Tal , a favourite haunt of the chamois, on the
left bank of the Bliihnbach between the Imlau-Oebirge on the left and
the Eagen-Gehirge on the right, to the (2 hrs.) Shooting Lodge (2685'; no
accommodation). From the (IV2 hr.) head of the \a\\&\ {Tennhoden. 4225')

fatiguing passes lead to the V7. across the Bliihnbach-Tdrl (6670') or the
Mauer-Scharte (7140') to the (7-8 hrs ) Obersee (p. 88); another to the S..

over the Tor-Scharfe (7400'), to (7 hrs.) Ilintertal. in the upper Urslau-Tal,
and thence either to the right to (3 hrs.) Saalfelden (p. 13S). or to the
left by the Filzen-Sattel (p. 139) to Dienten and (0V2 hrs.) Lend (p. 135).

The line follows the right bank and crosses several torrents. On
the left rises the abrupt Tenneii-Gebirge, with the Raucheck. To
the right, farther on, romantically perched on a rock 345' above the

Salzacli, is the well-preserved castle of Hohenwerfen (2075'), built

in 1076, restored in the 16th cent., and now the property of Archduke
Eugene (visitors admitted). — 2(S M. Werfen (1720'). The village

(*Post; Hirsch ; Lowe; Aupoldl; Zurn Tirolcr), visited as a summer-
resort, lies on the opposite bank, overlooked by the jagged rocks of

the Ewige Schnee HUs. (p. 133).
The "Erzherzog Engen-Klamm., a picturesque gorge with several wafer-

falls, 1 M. to the E., ilc^c;vcs a visit. — The Tennen-G-ebirge, the huge
mountain-ma.'^s between the Salzach, Lammer, and Fritz valleys, 13 31. long
and 12 M. broad, is best visited from this point. From Pf;MT-Werfen (see
below) we proceed to the E., passing the prettily situated village of Werfen-
weng. to (4 hrs.) the V/ti-fcner Hiitte of the Austrian Tourist Club, on the
Elmaver Kamm (':400'). The Raucheck (7965'), the highest summit of the
Teunen-Gebirge, may be ascended hence via th'c- Griss-Scharte (7365') in

2V2 hrs. (guide), while the ascent of the Hintere Fitberhorn (7415') takes
IV2-2 hrs. (both remunerative). From the Rauchcnk we may descend over
rocky slopes, passing the HochvfeiUr (7875'), the Hochkopf (7475'), and the
Tirolerkopf (75&0'; all ascended without much trruble), to the Hintere and.
the Vordere Pitschenberg Alp (06OO'), the latter with a shooting-box (no
accommodation). Thence we descend the Steinerne Stiege to the Pass Lueg
and tbe station of (2^/2 hrs.) Sulzau (see above).

28 '/o M. P/"arr - Wer/'m (Mitterlechner). The valley expands.
The train crosses the Fritzbach (p. 483) and then the Salzach.

33 M. Bischofshofen (1795'; Rail. Restaurant <S' Hotel, V.. 2-6 K.;

Alte Post; Neue Post, K. 1 V2--V2 K., well spoken of; Bocktinger), an
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old village -witli 2000 inhab. and three churches, is the junction for

the Ennstal Railway (R. 87). The (V4 hr.) Fallof the Gainfeldhach

is worth seeing. To the N. rises the Tennen-Gehirge^ to the W. the

Ewige Schnee ['perpetual snow") group of mountains, with the

Wetterwand and Mandlwand.
On the plateau of this hage limestone group lies a glacier (Ewige

Schnee or Uehergossene Alp), about 3V"2 31. long and 2 M. broad, on the
S. side of which towers the -Hochkonig (9640'). The ascent (9-10 hrs. from
Bischof.<hcfen) presents no difficulty to experts (guide 18. from Mitterberg
10 K. ; Ign. and Felix Reich, Joh. Bachler at Bischofshofen, Rupert Deutinger
and Jos. Hutteger at Jltihlbach, or one of the Miihlbach miners; apply to

the manager). A road leads through the narrow Miihlbach-Tal to (7V2 M.)
Muhlbach (2800' ; -Oberwirt), and then ascends, passing some copper-mines,
to (6 M.) Mitterberg (4965'-, inn-, a shorter way from Bischofshofen leads by
Gainfeld, o'/z hrs. ; marked). The mines have been worked from time
immemorial; and various prehistoric discoveries (stone and bronze tools,

etc.) are exhibited in the house of the manager. Thence in 1/2 hr. to the
Mitterfeld Alp (5340'), then by the Oaisnase into the OchseJilar. past the
pinnacled Mandiwand (good echo) and the striking Torsdule (85()0'), and
over the Schrambcuh-Scharte to (Si'-i hrs.) the glacier. Lastly an ascent of
1 hr. over snow and finally over rocks to the summit, on which is the
Kaiser- Jubilciums - Bans of the Austrian Tourist Club (inn in summer).
The Panorama is exteu.sive and magnificent. The descent via the Teufels-

locher to (41/2 hrs.) Hintertal (see p. 139) is not very difficult for experts
with steady heads, but a guide is necessary. The descent to Dienten via
the Schonberg Alp is of a similar description (4 hrs., wita guide; see p. 135).
— Ascent of the Hoclseiler (9125'; 2 hrs. from the Hochkonig), see p. 139. —
The ""Hochkeil (58i35'; ascended from Mitterberg in 1 hr.

;
guide not indis-

pensable) commands an admirable view of the Tauern and (E.) the Dach-
stein. — Another interesting ascent is that of the Dientner Schneeberg
(13290'), from 3Iiihlbach in 3 hrs. (guide 8 K).

The '^Hoch-Griindeck (5990') may be scaled without difficulty in 3V2-4 hrs.

from Bishofshofen by a path, leading to the S.E. via Arzberg (easier ascent
from St. Johann, see p. 134, or from Hiittau, p. 433).

The line traverses the hroad valley, on the left hank of the

Salzach ; fine retrospect of the hare and jagged peaks of the Tennen-
Gehirge, which form the background to the N. 35 M. Ausserfelden

(Abfalter's Inn, with 'slag-baths'), with large copper-works, at the

entrance of the Milhlbach-Tal (see above).

38^2 M. St. Johann im Pongau. — Hotels. 'Pongauer Hof, at

the railway-stai ion, R. 1V-J-3V2. pens. 6-8 K. ; Posr, R. 1^2-2^2 K. ; Lacknke;
Fkanz Pei£M CNevi: Post); Zum Akdeal ; Golunes Krecz, the last two
with garden.'; Schwaiger, near the church; Hik-ch, moderate; Bruckex-
wiRT, plain; Linde, ^jiM-. from the station, unpretending.

St. Johann im Pongau (1845') is a large village (1340 inhab.),

3/4 M. from the station, -with a fine modern Gothic church and a

mineral bath. The situation renders it a suitable place for a stay

of some time. — Pretty view from the Rabenkanzel {J/^ hr.).

ExcuEsiONS. — To the *Liechtenstein-Klamm (on foot there and back
31/2 hrs.; one-horse carr. from the station in 1 hr., there and back, includ-
ing a stay of IV2 hr. , 4 K. 40, two-horse carr. 8 AT. 20 h. ; omnibus to

Plankenau. 1 AT.). The road from the station crosses the Salzach (way-post)
and after 1/4 ^^- ^^^ Wagreiner Bach (to the right), leads along the foot of
the hills to the village of (2 M.) Plankenau, passes the deserted foundry
of Oberarl, and ascends the wooded valley of the GrossarlerAche to (l'/2 M.)

Schiffer''s Klamm- Restaurant , 3 min. from the entrance to the Klamm
{Schartntr's Restaurant, with the ticket office). Pedestrians proceed to the
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old village -with 2000 Inlial). and three churches, is the junction for

the Ennstal Railway (R. 87). The ('^hr.) Fall of the Gainfeldhach

is worth seeing. To the N. rises the Tennen-Gebirge^ to tlie W. the

Ewige Schnee ['perpetual snow") group of mountains, with the

Wetterwand and Mandlwand.
On the plateau of this hage limei^tone group lies a glacier (Ewige

Schnee or Uehergossene Alp), about 31/2 31. long and 2 M. broad, on the
S. side of which towers the *Kochk6nig (9640'). The ascent (9-10 hrs. from
Bischof.'^hofen) presents no difficulty to experts (guide 18. from Mitterberg
10 K. ; Ign. and Felix Reich, Joh. Bachler at Eischofshofen,' Rupert Deutinger
and Jos. Hutteger at Miihlbach, or one of the Miihlbach miners; apply to

the manager). A road leads through the narrow Miihlbach-Tal to (TVz M.)
Miihlbach (2800' ; '-"Oherwirt), and then ascends, passing some copper-mines,
to (6 M.) Mitterherg (4965'-, inn; a shorter way from Eischofshofen leads by
Gainfeld. 3V2 hrs. 5 marked). The mines have been worked from time
immemorial; and various prehistoric discoveries (stone and bronze tools,

etc.) are exhibited in the house of the manager. Thence in 1/2 br. to the
Mittei'feld Alp (5340'), then by the Oaisnase into the Ochsenkar. past the
pinnacled Mandhcand (good echo) and the striking Tovsdute (8500'), and
over the Schrambach-Scharte to (81/2 hrs.) the glacier. Lastly an ascent of
1 hr. over snow and finally over rocks to the summit, on which is the
Kaiser- Juhildums - Haus of "the Austrian Tourist Club (inn in summer).
The "Panorama is exteu.?ive and magnificent. The descent via the Teufels-
locher to (41/2 hrs.) Hintertal (see p. 138) is not very difficult for experts
with steady heads, but a guide is necessary. The descent to Dienten via
the Schonherg Alp is of a similar description (4 hrs., with guide; see p. 135).
— Ascent of the Hoc?:xeiler (9125'; 2 hrs. from the Hochkonig), see p. 139. —
The *Hochkeil (o8:j5'; ascended from Mitterberg in 1 hr.

;
guide not indis-

pensable) commands an admirable view of the Tauern and (E.) the Dach-
stein. — Another interesting ascent is that of the Dientner Schneeberg
(13290'), from jliihlbach in 3 hrs. (guide 8 K.).

The -Eoch-Griindeck (5990') may be scaled without difficulty in 3V2-4 hrs.
from Bishofshofen by a path, leading to the S.E. via Arzherg (easier ascent
from St. Johann, see p. 134, or from Hiittau, p. 4S3).

The line traverses the broad valley, on the left bank of the

Salzach ; line retrospect of the bare and jagged peaks of the Tennen-
Gebirge, which form the background to the N. 35 M. Ausserfelden

(Abfalter's Inn, with 'slag-baths'), with large copper-works, at the

entrance of the Miihlbach-Tal (see above).

381/2 M. St. Johann im Pongau. — Hotels. *Pungauer Hof, at

therailway-sta-.icn, R. IV2-3V2. pens. Q-S K. ; Posr, R. U/o-^yz K. ; Lacknke:
Fkanz Preji (Nedi; Post); Zum Andeal ; Golunes Kreuz, the last two
with gardens; Schwaiger, near the church; Hik-ch, moderate; Bkuckex-
wiRT, plain; LiNDE, V* M-. from the station, unpretending.

St. Johann im Pongau (1845') is a large village (1340 inhab.),

3/4 M. from the station, with a tine modern Gothic church and a

mineral bath. The situation renders it a suitable place for a stay

of some time. — Pretty view from the Babenkanzel ('/4 ^r.).

Excursions. — To the *Liechtenstein-Klamm (on foot there and back
31/2 hrs.; one-horse carr. from the station in 1 hr., there and back, includ-
ing a stay of IV2 hr. , 4 K. 40, two-horse carr. 8 K. 20 h. ; omnibus to

Plankenau. 1 K.). The road from the station crosses the Salzach (way-post)
and after 1/4 M. the Wagreiner Bach (to the right), leads along the foot of
the hills to the village of (2 M.) Planlenaii, passes the deserted foundry
of Oberarl, and ascends the wooded valley of the GrossarlerAche to (l'/2 M.)
8chiffer''s Klamm- Restaurant , 3 min. from the entrance to the Klamm
{Schartntr's Restaurant, with the ticket office). Pedestrians proceed to the
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Jt-ft bcyoud Pkmkenau to (lOmin.) Oberlechner''s Inn and the, Liechtenstein-

klamin Inn (both very fair) and continue either directly or past the Inn
zur Schonen Aussicht to the (20 min.) Klamm. Crossing the Grossarler Ache,
we now enter the wild rjcky gorge by a path constructed by the local
Alpine Club (adm. 60 h. ; waterproof desirable). The Ache descends through
the gorge in a series of cascades. The path, hewn in the rock in many
places, is 970 yds. in length from the entrance of the gorge to the tunnel,
and is perfectly safe, being a yard wide and provided with a railing. At
the end of the first gorge is a huge cauldron with rocky sides, 330' high.
The path winds round a projecting cliff and enters the second ''Gorge,

one of the finest in the Alps, only three or four yards wide, and apparently
closed overhead. The path crosses the Ache and leads through a tunnel,
beyond which the best view of the gully is obtained, to a 'Waterfall,
165' in height, at the end of the gorge (^4 hr.)- From this point the path
(now unattractive) leads in i 2 hr. to the very primitive 'Bad', whence it

ascends in 25 min. by flights of steps ('Sautersteig' ; fine view of another
gorge) to the/«n zur LiecMensteinklamm Holie, on the Grossarl road (see below),
by which we may return to (iV4 br.) St. Johann. — A path to the W. of the
entrance to the Klamm crosses the hill to (1 hr.) stat. Schwarzach (p. 185).

The ''Hoch-Griindeck (5990') may be easily ascended in 3-31/2 hrs. by a
marked bridle-path, most of which is in shade (guide unnecessary; early
start desirable; mule 10, up and down il K.). Refreshments &i iho, Schuv-
zach-Bauer, 1 hr. from St. Johann. The summit {Hoci,griindeck-Haus, open
in summer, 18 beds, V* ^^- below) alTords a splendid view of the entire
chain of the Tauern, the Ueberciossene Alp, the Hagen-Gebir-e, the Tennen-
Gebirge, the Da-hstein, etc. We mav descend either on the 2\.W. to

(21/2 hrs.) Bischofshofen (p. 132), or on the X.E. to (2 hrs.) Euttau (p. 483). —
The accent of the Sonntagskogel (605U'). from St. Johann 37--4hrs., with
guide, is also easy and interest ng. Good accommodation on the Palfner Alp.

The Grossarl-Tal (20M. long), the easternmost of the valleys stretching
down from the Hohe Taueru mountain-chain to the Salzach, is traversed
by a road (diligence to Grossarl daily in 3 hrs , i, K.) leading to the left

from Plankenau (see p. 133), and passing at a considerable elevation above
the Liechtenstein-Klamm, to the (2 hrs.) Inn zur LiecJitensteinklamm-Eo/ie

(very fair), ncai- the defile of Stegenwacht (3tji0'). Thence it descends steeply
to the Ache and continues at first on the left and then on the right bank
to (IV2 hr.) Grossarl (31 '20'; "Linsinger, R. 1V4-2, pens. 3 oK). From Gross-
arl we may easily reach Dorf Gastein by the Arltorl (5910') in 5 hrs.

;

Hof-Gastein in 51/2 hrs., with guide, by the Aigen Alp and the Scltmalz-
Scharte (7 iiO'):, and Bad Gastein in 7-8 hrs. with guide, by the Backer Alp
and the ~Gam$karkogel (p. 142), or by the Toferer AJp and the Throneck-
Sattel (G850'). The ascent of the Gamskarkngel (i hr. from the saddle) may
also be conveniently combined with the latter route. — The road proceeds,
crossing the Ache several times, to the deserted copper-mines of (l'/2 hr.)

Hiiltschlag (3145'; Roller) and to (3/4 hr.) Kardeis (3655'; inn), at the entrance
of the Kardeis Grahen (via the Kardeis-Alp and the Tappenkar-Eohe to the
Tappenkai'-See, 4 hrs., see p. 135). Tnence via Aschait and past the mouth
of VneKreh-Tal (see below) to the (11/4 hr.) Seegut (3410'), a shooting-lodge
on a small lake, where the road ends. We then ascend, to the left, through
the Schoder-Tal to the (IV4 hr.) Schoder Alp or Slockham Alp (4595'). below
the small Schoder-See. Here the valley forks. An interesting path (red
marks, biit sjuide advisable) leads hence thrnigh the Kulmtal and over the
Arl-Scharte''(T385'j to the (4 hrs.) Samsr-EuHe in the Gross-Elend-Tal (p. 514),

Other pa'^ses lead to the S.E. through the Marchkar and over the Marchkar-
Scharte (7775') to the (5 hrs.) Samer-Eiltte; and to the E. over the Moritzen-
Scharte (7800'), to (5 hrs.) Moritzen (p. 4Si), in the Moritzen-Tal. — From
A.^chau via the Kreh Alp and the Mur-Torl (7425') to (6 hrs. ; with guide)
Moritzen, see p. 484.

A road runs to the E. from St. Johann via (7 M.) Wagrein (11iO' ; Neu-
wirt) to (12 M.) Eadsiudt (p. 481). Immediately to the S. of Wagreiu opens
the Kleinarl-Tal, the westernmost valley of the Niedere Tauern. This
valley is traversed by a road leading past (I3/4 hr.) Mitter-Kleinarl (3325';
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inn) to the (11/4 hr.) Jager-See, on which is a shooting-lodge of Baron Imhof
(rfmts.). From the Kerschbach Alp. (3940'), ^li hr, straight on, a bridle-path
ascends steeply to the (1 hr.) Tappenkar Alp, on the ]S^.W. side of the
=-=Tappenkar-See (5780'). A fine panorama is obtained from the Tappenkar-
Hohe (6560'; to Kardeis, see p. 134). — From the Tappenkar Alp an easy
path (guide desirable) crosses to the Lhngau. It ascends over grass to the
Haslloch (6890'), or head of the pass, to the N, of the Klingspitze (7980*;

a.scent iu 1 hr., recommended), and then descends abruptly to (1 hr.) the
KUnigs Alp (5415'), in the Rieding-Tal, and to (4 hrs.) Zederhaus (3985';

inn), 3 hrs. from St. Michael (p. 484).

411/2 M. Schwarzach-St. Veit (1920'; Bail. Restaurant), the

junction of the Tauern Eailway to Gastein (p. 141).
About 1/2 M. to the W., on the left bank of the Salzach, lies the

prettily situated village of Schwarzach (Egger; Schwarzacher Eof). where
the Protestant peasantry and miners held their last meeting in 1731, after

which Leopold, Archbishop of Salzburg, issued a decree banishing no
fewer than 22,151 'heretics' from his dominions. The Egger inn, where
the peasantry solemnly ratified their league by the ancient custom ot

dipping their fingers in salt, still contains the table at which the ceremony
took place, with a rude painting representing the event. A book lying
before one of the men contains the words : 'Dilexerunt tenehras magis quam
lucem. Joan. c. 5, v. 19\

Fine view from the churchyard of St. Veit (2295'i V2 ^^•)- — From
Schwarzach a road leads to (2 M.) Goldegg (2700'; several inns), prettily

situated in a fertile plateau, with a small lake and an old chateau of Count
Galen, containing an interesting room with coats-of-arms. The road then
leads past the Scheibling-See^ and through the ravine of the Dientenhach,
to (10 M.) Dienten (p. 139). Ascent of the Hochkdnig, via the Schonberg Alp
in 6 hra., see p. 133. — The -'Keukareck (6875'), ascended from Schwarzach
via the Thurn Alp in 41/2 hrs., with guide (no difficulty for adepts), com-
mands a superb view of the 'Tauern, etc.

The train crosses the Salzach and follows its narrow valley,

passing through a tunnel and several cuttings in the rock. It soon

crosses the Salzach again and reaches (47 M.) Lend (2070'; Post'),

formerly the station for (jastein (see p. 141). Near the aluminium-
factory below the village (V2 M.) a fine waterfall, 200' in height,

now much injured by the factory, is formed by the Gasteiner Ache

just before it joins the Salzach. The bridge below the fall forms

the boundary between the Pongau and Pinzgau.

Above (5OV2M.} Eschenau the line crosses the Salzach twice, in

order to avoid the Eschenauer Plaike and the Embacher Plaikz (slopes

of rubbish), and then penetrates the Unterstein, a spur of slate-rock

on the left bank, by a tunnel, 352 yds. long. We continue to skirt

the Salzach and reach (52 M.) Bauris-Kitzloch, at the entrance of

the Rauris-Tal (p. 148).
*Kitzloch-Zlamm, li/^ hr. there and back. We cross the Salzach to

the Restaurant Lackner, and then the Rauriser Ache (adm. iOh.), and ascend
the right bank of the latter. At the (1/4 hr.) beginning of the ravine the
path crosses to the left bank and leads past a small stalactite grotto to

the (8 min.) Kessel, into which the Ache is precipitated in four leaps from
a height of 330 ft.' We cross the bridge and ascend in zigzags and by
wooden steps, passing two projecting platforms from which we obtain a

good survey of the seething abyss. At the top we turn to the right and
pass through three tunnels, one of which is 58 yds. long. Between two
of the tunnels is -Embacher's Schreck-Briicke', named after the constructor
of the path. The bridge beyond the long tunnel (3/4 hr. from the station)

commands a striking view of the chasm, and of the Oedwandspitz in front
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(tlience to the Laidsteg i/ah:-., see p. 148j. We uuw return to the upper end of
the wooden steps, where we ascend to the right through two short tunnels,
and then descend by a good path to the (V2 hr.) station of Rauris-Kitzloch.

Immediately beyond Rauris-Kitzloch the train traverses a tunnel

(297 yds.) under the Taxenbach Schlossberg. — 53 M. Taxenbach
(2330' ; Railway Restaurant). The village (Post, Alte Post, both

good), on an eminence 3/^ M. to the E., has two castles, the newer
of -which, below the village, on a rock above the Salzach, is the

seat of the district-court.

The *Hundstein (6940') may be ascended hence in 41/2-5 hr.s. withont
difficulty, via the Brandenau-Tal; on the top is the Statzer-Haus of the
Austrian Tourist Club (inn, open in winter alsu). Splendid view. Descent
to the S. to (3 hrs.) Brtick-Fusch (see below), to the W. to (2 '/a 3 hrs.)

Tfmmersbach (p. 137), or to the N. to (21/2 hrs.) Aim (p. 139).

The valley now expands. To the right, on a hill near (5G M.)
Gries (Gma'^.hl), is the church of St. George.n (2705'), a fine point

of view. On the left the ice-clad. //oc/ifen?? (p. 150) rises from the

Fascher-Tal. The train crosses the Salzach and the Fascher Ache.

581/2 M. Bruck-Fuscli (2475'; *Hotel Kronprinz vcn Osterreich,

at the station, R. 2^2 ^-i *Hotel Lukashansl^ 11, 2-4 K.; *Gmachl.,

R. 1V2"2 K.) lies opposite the entrance to the Fuscher- Tal (see

p. 150). To the N.W. (1/4 hr.) rises Schloss Flschhorn (11th cent.),

the property of Prince Liechtenstein, tastefully restored by Schmidt
of Vienna (not accessible without special permission).

Excursions from Brack (tiuides, Peter Stockl^ Kajetan Schweighofer).
The Honigkogel (60dO'), an attractive ascent, is accomplished easily by a
marked path in 3 hrs. — The *Hundst8in (6940'), ascended by a marked
path in 41/2 hrs., is also easy (see above). — The ascent of the Drei Briider

(7175'; 41/2-5 hrs.), by a marked path leading to the S.E. via the Pichlberg

and the Hevberg Alp, is also attractive. — The Imbachhorn (8110'; 5 hrs.;

with guide) is ascended without difficuliy by a marked path leading to the

S.W, via the Bocklen-Anderl Alp (comp. p. 150).

The train crosses the Salzach, traverses the Brucker Moos and

Zeller Moo-s, which have been brought under cultivation, and reaches

the Zeller See.

62 M. Zell am See. — Hotels. 'Bohm's Hotel am Ske, with a fine

view, R. from 3, B. 1 A'. 20 //. ; *Kaiserin Elisabeth, on the lake, opposite
the station, R. 3-S, B. 1 K. ; Pinzgadeu Hof, near the station, R. 8 6 /i".

;

Krone & Centralbad, on the lake, R. 2-4 K.; Neue Post; Alte Post; Villa
Schmitteniiohe & Metzgek Schwaiger, R. lV'i-3 at. ,- Cafe- Kesxaukant
Seehof, on the lake, R. lV'r2V2 A'-; Lebzelter, R. 2-2y-zK., well spoken of;

Bodingbaur, R. I K. 00 h.-Q, K. ; Hot.-Pestale \nt Elektra; Nedwiut;
GrijnerKadm ; Wagenbichlek's Kestaurant (also rooms), on the Schmitten-
hohe road, moderate. — *Pension Villa Olga (from 7 E.). — Rooms at

the Villa Fill ( Wenzelmiihle)., WisgriU, Tirol, etc. —Confectioner, Pichler.

Guides. For ascents: Joli. Machreich^ Jos. Nusshaumer^ Jos. Andexer;
for shorter expeditions: Joh. Buchner, all of Zell.

Zell am See (2470'), a market-town with IGOOiiihab., beautifully

situated on a peninsula on the W. bank of the lake, is a favourite

summer-resort. During an insurrection in 1526 the Zellers remained
faithful to their archbishop, who as a rew'ard granted thfem an annual

pilgrimage to Salzburg, at the conclusion of which they were regaled

at his expense.
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The *Zeller See (2450'J is 21/2 M. long, 1 M. broad, and 225' deep. The
water is pleasant for bathing (bath-houses; temperature 68° Fahr.). A
small steamer plies on the lake, making the round eiy;ht times a day in
1 hr. (1 K. 20 h.)-, from Zell to Thumersbach thrice daily in 10 min. (fare

40, there and back QOh.). Small boats may be hired (ferry to Thumers-
bach 1 pers. 40, 2 pers. 60, 3 pers. 70, 4 pers. 80 h. ; per hour 80 h., 1 K. 10,
1 K. 40, 1 K. 60 h.). The finest *Vie\v of the environs is obtained from
the middle of the lake: to the S. we obtain a striking survey of the
Tauern (dueS., between Fusch and Kaprun, are the Imbachhorn and the
Hochtenn, to the left of which are the Brennkogel and Schwarzkopf, to

the right the Grieskogel, Hohe Eiser, and, in the foreground, the beautiful
Kitzsteinhorn with the Schmiedinger Kees) ; to the W., above Zell, ex-
tends the broad Schmitten-Hohe; N. the Birnhorn group, the Steinerne
Meer, and, in the background, the three Miihlsturzhorner; E. the Hund-
stein. Evening -light most favourable. On the E. bank of the lake lies

Thumersbach ('Hot.-Pens. Bellevue, R. i. -6, pens. 6-10 K.) and the station

of Kitzsteinhorn-Bestaurant (charming v w), and on the N.W. bank is

Seehdusl (restaurant). — Good views 0. the lake are afforded by the
Alpenrose Inn (R. 1^/2-2 A'.), above the rv, i to Brnck, 1/2 M. from the
station, and from the Restaurant Wimm, about 10 min. above the road to

Schmitten (see below), to the left. — The. Rudolfs-Promenade (ascent from
the Fischhorn road by a fiuser-post on the right) and the Ebenherg Alp
(rfmta.), */4 hr. from the Wimm Eestaurant, are also fine points of view.
A promenitde leads from the Hotel Elisabeth along the banks of the lake
to its S.E. end, and past the Hirsch Inn (coffee, etc.) to Schloss Fischhorn
(p. 136) and Bruck-, another leads through the Public Park, with bust of
Riemann, a prominent Alpinist, to the Villa Freyberg, next the Kalvarien-
berff, and on to Seehdusl (see above), whence there is a carriage-road to

Thumersbach, via Prielau. — The lake and mountains are illuminated on
June 23rd and Aug. 17th (worth seeing).

The *Schmittenh6he (6455') is one of the best and most accessible
points of view in the Austrian Alps (8V2 hrs.; guide 5^., unnecessary;
horse 12 K. ; one-seat vehicle for one pers. 12, there and back, with stop
of 2 hrs. 16, incl. night on top 24 K. ; light luggage may be sent by post
twice a day). The route leads to the W. from Zell through the Schmitten-
Tal to (1/4 hr.) Schmitten (2740'; Stadt Wien). Here we turn to the left, and
follow a somewhat steep bridle-path, practicable for light vehicles (see
above), which ascends in windings, mostly through wood, passing ('/^ hr.)

a bench commanding a good view (to the left is the route to the Ebenberg
Alp, see above), to tlie (1 hr.) Mittelstation Inn (4460') and (3/4 hr.) Brunney''s
Inn zum Gross- Glockner (5215'; fine view of the Glockner group), and
finally mounts the crest of the hill to the broad summit {"Haschke''s Hotel,

80 beds, R. with one bed 3, with two beds in the new house 5-9, in the
old 31/2 K. ; post, telegraph, and telephone office). Tickets securing rooms
may be obtained from Job. Kastner, in the market-place at Zell. — The
superb panorama embraces to the S. the entire Tauern range; to the N.
the Limestone Alps from the Kaiser-Gebirge to the Dachstein ; on the E.
the Kleine Tauern. (Comp. the Panorama.) The flora is very rich. The
'Ranggelfesf (wrestling matches) celebrated on the Schmittenhohe on the
third Sunday of August is accompanied by interesting old customs.

The Pinzgauer Spaziergang, a red-marked path which at places is

rather indistinct, leads from the Schmittenhohe along the crest of the
hill to the (9 hrs.) Gaisstein (p. 204), and commands a series of splendid
views of the Tauern. It is, however, somewhat monotonous and fatiguing.
Provisions and guide necessary (see p. 13G ; from Zell to the Gaisstein
16 K.). From the Schmittenhohe (guide-post 10 min. below the summit)
the path at first descends to the W. into a basin, then ascends, and follows
the crest of the hill (about 5900'), via the (5 6 hrs.) Sommertor (6435'), to the

(IV2 hr.) Murnauer-Scharte (6675'). It then passes above the Burgl-Hiitte

(p. 157) and ascends the (21/2 hrs.) Gaisstein (p. 204) from the S.E. side.

The descent niav be made to (3 hrs.) Mittersill (p. 157), or bv the Sinters-

bach Alp to (3 hrs.) Jockberg (p. 204).
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The 'Zeller See (2450') is 21/2 M. long, 1 M. broad, and 225' deep. The
water is pleasant for bathing (bath-houses; temperature 68° Fahr.). A
small steamer plies on the lake, making the round eight times a day in

1 hr. (1 K. 20 h.) ; from Zell to Thumersbach thrice daily in 10 min. (fare

40, there and back 60 7».). Small boats may be hired (ferry to Thumers-
bach 1 pers. 40, 2 pers. 60, 3 pers. 70, 4 pers. 80 h. ; per hour 80 h., 1 K. 10,

1 K. 40, 1 K. 60 h.). The finest *View of the environs is obtained from
the middle of the lake: to the S. we obtain a sti*iking survey of the
Tauern (dueS., between Fusch and Kaprun, are the Imbachhorn and the
Hochtenn, to the left of which are the Brennkogel and Schwarzkopf, to

the right the Grieskogel, Hohe Eiser, and, in the foreground, the beautiful
Kitzsteinhorn with the Schmiedinger Kees) ; to the W., above Zell, ex-
tends the broad Schmitten-Hohe; N. the Birnhorn group, the Steinerne
3Ieer, and, in the background, the three Miihlsturzhorner; E. the Hund-
stein. Evening -light most favourable. On the E. bank of the lake lies

Thumersbach ("Hot.-Pens. Bellevue, E,. 2-5, pens. 6-10 K.) and the station

of Kitzsteinhorn-Restaurant (charming view), and on the N.W. bank is

Seehdusl (restaurant) — Good views of the lake are afforded by the
Alpenrose Inn (R. 1-/2-2 A'.), above the road to Brnck, 1/2 M- from the

station, and from the Restaurant Wimm, about 10 min. above the road to

Schmitten (see below), to the left. — The Rudolfs-Promenade (ascent from
the Fisehhorn road by a finger-post on the right) and the Ebeaberg Alp
(rfmts.), 3/4 lir. from the Wimm Eestaurant, are also fine points of view.
A promenade leads from the Hotel Elisabeth along the banks of the lake
to its S.E. end, and past the Hirsch Inn (coffee, etc.) to Schloss Fisehhorn

(p. 136) and Bruck: another leads through the Public Park, with bust of
Riemann, a prominent Alpinist, to the Villa Frei/berg, next the Kalvarien-
berg, and on to Seehdusl (see above), whence there is a carriage-road to

Thumersbach, via Prielau. — The lake and mountains are illuminated on
June 23rd and Aug. 17th (worth seeing).

The *Schmittenhohe (6455') is one of the best and most accessible
points of view in the Austrian Alps (SVa hrs.; guide b K., unnecessary,
horse 12A'. ; one-seat vehicle for one pers. 12, there and back, with stop
of 2 hrs. 16, incl. night on top 24 K. ; light luggage may be sent by post
twice a day). The route leads to the W. from Zell through the Schmitten-
Tal to (1/4 hr.) Schmitten (2740'; Stadt Wien). Here we turn to the left, and
follow a somewhat steep bridle-path, practicable for light vehicles (see
above), which ascends in windings, mostly through wood, passing ('/'^ hr.)

a bench commanding a good view (to the left is the route to the Ebenberg
Alp, see above), to the (1 hr.) Mittelstation Inn (4460') and (3/4 hr.) Brunner''s
Inn zum Gross- Glockner (5215'; fine vievv' of the Glockner group), and
finally mounts the crest of the hill to the broad summit i'*IIasc/tke''s Hotel,

80 beds, R. with one bed 3, with two beds in the new house 5-9, in the
old 31/2 K. ; post, telegraph, and telephone office). Tickets securing rooms
may be obtained from Joh. Kastner, in the market-place at Zell. — The
superb panorama embraces to the S. the entire Tauern range; to the N.
the Limestone Alps from the Kaiser-Gebirge to the Dachstein ; on the E.
the Kleine Tauern. (Gomp. the Panorama.) The flora is very rich. The
•Ranggelfesf (wrestling matches) celebrated on the Schmittenhohe on the
third Sunday of August is accompanied by interesting old customs.

The Pinzgauer Spaziergang, a red-marked path which at places is

rather indistinct, leads from the Schmittenhohe along the crest of the
hill to the (9 hrs.) Gaisstein (p. 204), and commands a series of splendid
views of the Tauern. It is, however, somewhat monotonous and fatiguing.
Provisions and guide necessary (see p. 130 ; from Zell to the Gaisstein
16 E.). From the Schmittenhohe (guide-post 10 min. below the summit)
the path at first descends to the W. into a basin, then ascends, and follows
the crest of the hill (about 5900'). via the (5-6 hrs.) Sommertor (6435'), to the

(IV2 hr.) Murnauev-Scharte (6675'). It then passes above the Biirgl-Hiitle

(p. 157) and ascends the (21/2 hrs.) Gaisstein (p. 204) from the S.E. side.

The descent may be made to (3 hrs.) Mittersill (p. 157), or bv the Sinters-

bach Alp to (3 hrs.) Jochberg (p. 204).
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The •Hundstein (0940') may be ascended from Thumersbacli by a
marked path in 4 hrs. (guide 9 A"., not indispensable; horse 20 K,). The
descent may be made to Bruck, Taxenbach, or Aim (pp. 136, 139).

From Zell am See to the ''Kapvuner-Tal. see p. 153; to Kvimml (Oher-
Pinzgau)^ see p. 156.

The train quits the lake at Schloss Prielau^ now occupied by
peasants. 65 M. Maishofen (2495'; --^Post, R. I-IV2 ^O^ ^t the

mouth of the Glcmmtal, from which the Saalach issues.

The Sausteigen (6280'; 3-3 1/2 hrs.) and the Schwalbenwand (6590';

31/2 hrs.), two interesting ascents from Maishofen, command views like
that from the Schmittenliohe.

A road (diligence from Zell to Saalbach daily in 33/4 hrs.) rims through
the monotonous Glemmtal, passing Viehhofen (Oberwirt), to (11 Yi.) Saal-
bach (3595'; Oberwirt; Unterwirt) and (17V2 M.) Lengau f36S5'; inn), whence
the 'Gaisstein (7760') may be easily ascended in 31/2-4 hrs. (comp. p. 204).

A road, practicable for carriages, runs to the N. from Saalbach, via the
Alte Schanze (4270'), to the S.W. of the Spielberghorn (6695'; ascent of
21/2 hrs. via the Spielberg -Tori), to (12 M.) Fieberbrimn (p. 140).

The train crosses the Saalach and traverses the broad grassy

valley of the Mitter-Pinzgau , with a line view of the Steinerne

Meer (see below) on the right. From (671/2 M.l Gerling a marked
path leads in 3 hrs. to the Schwalbenwand (see above). We then
recross the Saalach to —

70 M. Saalfelden (2380'; ^Rail. Restaurant, E. 2K.; Dielcs

Railway Hotel). The village (*Neue Post, with garden, R. 11/2-2 K.

;

Alte Post; Stdckhcirt; Vnierbrciu; Oberbrdu ; Hirscli), with 1800
inhab., is prettily situated on the Vrslauer Ache, 1 M. to the E.

of the railway, in the middle of a broad and sunny valley. Fine
view from the cemetery: N.W. the Leoganger Steinberge, N. the

Steinerne Meer, E. the Hochkonig (Uebergossene Alp), S. the

Hochtenn, Kitzsteinhorn, etc. — About 1/4 hr. to the S. is *Dei

Arttonio's Bath Establishment (peat-water), with swimming-baths,
restaurant, and rooms to let (pens. 4-5 K.).

The Kiihbiihel (2850'), V2 hr. to the S. (marked path
;
pavilion at the

top), commands an extensive view. — To the N., at the base of the towering
Persalhorn^ stands the (1 hr.) castle of Lichtenberg (2995'), with fine view.
About 10 min. higher up are a hermitage (rfmts.), hewn in the rock.
and the Chapel of St. George, with a rock-hewn pulpit. A still finer

view is commanded by the Steinalpe (4105'), on a spur of the Steinerne
Meer, 1/2 hr. farther on (marked path). — About 2 M. to the E. of Saalfelden
are the prettily situated baths of Fiebei-byunn (2780'). — From Saalfelden a

marked path leads to the Schwalbenwand (see above) in 4 hrs. via Almdorf.

The route from Saalfelden to the Steinerne Meer (comp. p. 89) is shorter
but steeper than that from the Konigs-See (guide necessary for those sub-
ject to giddiness, to the Konigs-See 12 A'.; Joh. Mosshammer , Jos. Mayer,
R. Hilzensauer, Joh. Mayrhofer). A marked path, at first partly through
wood, leads past the chateau of Lichtenberg and the (iV2 hr.) Riemanns-
Hohe (fine view) to the (1^/4 hr.) Filrstenbrunnen. Thence a grand mountain-
path, provided with rings and wire rope, ascends to the (^4 hr. ; 4-41/2 brs.

from Saalfelden) Eamseider Scharte (6895'). A little above the Scharte is

the Riemann-Haus (6990'; *Inn in summer, bed 3 A'.), in a picturesque situa-

tion (interesting fossils found in the neighbourhood). From this point the
Sommerstein (7565'J is easily ascended in 1^2 hr., and the "Breithorn (8190';

splendid view) in I1/2 hr. The ascent of the Schonfeldspitze {Ilochzijik.

8700'). 21/2 hrs., is difficult and should be attempted by experienced
mountaineers only, with guide. — From the Riemann-Haus across the
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Steineme Meer to (21/2 hrs.) the Funtensee-Haus and thence to the KGnigs-
/See, see p. 89. — Other passes from Saalfelden to the Konigs-See are the
Weissbach-Scharle (7365'), between the Hollermaishorn and the Achsel-
horn, the Buchauer Scharte (7480'), between the Selbhorn and the Schon-
feldspitze, and the Biesbach-Scharte (QbOQ/), to the S.E. of the Kleine Hunds-
tod (in each case 7-8 hrs. to the Funtensee).

A road ascends the TJrslau-Tal to the E. to (3'/2 M.) ^i»i (2610'^ Alm-
wirt; Bichlerwirt; Unterberg Inn, **/4 M, farther on), whence the Uund-
stein (6950') may be ascended via the Jetzhach-Tal in 3V2-4 hrs. (comp. pp. 136,

138), and the'Selbhorn (8710'; highest summit of the Steineme Meer) via
the Lueg-Scharte in 6 hrs., the latter difficult and only for experts v?ith

guide. About 51/2 M. farther up the valley lies Hintertal (8315'; Boten-
wirt), at the foot of the Steinerne Meer and the Uebergossene Alp. Bad
Hintertal^ 3/4 M. farther on, is now private property. The Hochkonig
(9640') may be ascended hence by a club-path in 6 hrs., via the Schneekar
with the Bertgen Hut and the Teii/elslocher, a fine but difficult route, to

be attempted only by those whose heads are steady (comp. p. 138; guides,

Joh. and Jos. Herzog of Aim). Similar conditions "characterize the ascent
of the Hochseiler (9125'), the N.W. summit of the Uebergossene Alp, by
a club-path, leading via the Torscharie (see below; 5-6 hrs.; splendid
panorama). From the Hochseiler across the glacier (roping necessary) to

the Hochkonig, 2 hrs. — From Hintertal a road leads across the Filzen-

Satlel (4240') to Dienten (3510'^ inns) and (12 M.) 8chwarzach (p. 135). From
Dienten to the Hochkonig via the SchUnberg Alp, 6 hrs., with- guide, see

p. 133. — From Hintertal across the Tovscharte (7490') to the Blilhnbach-
Tal (to the shooting-lodge 7 hrs., with guide, fatiguing), see p. 132.

From Saalfelden via Obcr-Weissbach to Reichenhall, see pp. 92,91; to

Berchtesgaden, see pp. 92-89. Diligence to Lofer twice daily in 3V2 hrs.

(3 K., to Frohnwies 2 K.). One-horse carriage to Frohnwies 8, two-horse
12, to Lofer 12 or 20, including the Vorderkaser-Klamm 16 or 24 K. ; across
the Hirschbichl to Berchtesgaden (including trace-horse) 48 or 80^. (driver
extra). — The '^Seisenberg-Klamm (p. 92) is within a walk of 4 hrs., or
a drive of 2 hrs., from Saalfelden. The LamprecMs-Ofenloch (3*/4 hrs.),

see p. 203; the "^Vorderkaser-Klamm (5 hrs.), P- 208.

The train now turns to the N.W., crosses the Saalach and the

Leogang-Bach^ enters the Leogang-Tal^ and ascends rapidly at the

base of the Leogang Steinberge to (75 M.) Leogaug (2755'). Ahout
3/4 M. to the N. i& Bad Leogang (3050'}, picturesquely situated;

below the line, about V/2 M. to the S.E., lies the village (2600'; two

unpretending inns).
The 'Birnhorn (8630'), the highest point of the Leogang Steinberge, may

be ascended from Bad Leogang in 5V2-6 hrs., with guide (Jos. Oberlader ; lab-

orious). The marked path leads through the Birnbach- Graben to the (3'/2 hrs.)

Fassauer-Hiitte., on the Mittag-Scharte (66(J0'; inn in summer), between the
Hochzint and the Fahnenkopf. Thence a new path ascends via the Kuchel-
nieder (7955') to (2 hrs.) the summit (magnificent view). The descent
(marked path) may be made from the Passauer-Hiitte, via the Grub Alp, to

(21/2-3 hrs.) Diesbach (p. 92).

The train crosses the Weissbach and the Griessenbach, skirts the

marshy Griessen-See, and crosses the Tyrolese frontier. — 81 1/2 M.
Hochfilzen (3170'; Inns at the station and in the village) lies on

the watershed between the Saalach and the Ache.
From Hochfilzen a road leads to the N., past Warming and the little

Wiesensee (3045'), to (9 M.) St. Ulrich (p. 207). — A footpath runs over the
Romer-Satiel (3960") to the Vorderkaser-Klamm in 3 hrs. (comp. p. 208).

The train now descends a sharp gradient (1 : 44) on the N. side

of the Pramdu-Tal, or Pillersee-Achental, crossing several lateral
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lavines. — 87 .M. Fieberbrunn ('2565'; Wicshofer's Inn, at the

station), a picturesquely situated summer-resort. Below, in the

valley, lie Ubermaier's Inn, the Hammerwirt, the Hixllenw'.rl, and
the Auwirt. In the village (2585'; -'^^ M.), with mineral baths, are

the Post, *Sieberer's, and the *Metzyericirl.
Excursions (guide, Franz Miedler). An attractive walk may be taken

Tip the Pillersee-Ache p'St (Vi It.) DanoUr's Inn and through wood to

{3/i hr.) the Inn zur Eisernen Hand, then to the S.W. by the Schwarzachen-
Tal to the {^ji hr.") Drei Scireiende Brvnnen, the water of which (said to

f^ow from the Wildalpsee, see hol'iw) descends in picturesque rapids. —
From the Eiserne Hand to Hochfilzen (p. 139) vii Feistenc'.u , ^/t hr. —
The Hochkogel (34S0') is reached in 1 hr. by ascending from the Auwirt
to the right, thruugh the Fktzer- Graben (good view of the environs;
r;mt-. at the Hochkogel-Bauer). — The Buchenstsin-vrand (4765'; 2 hrs.

;

easy and attractive) is ascended from Dandier" s Inn to the left by a shady
path (red marks) to the hamlet <oi Bu:hau and thence over pastures to the
top (beautiful viev/). — A highly attractive and easy ascent is that of the
*"Wildseeloder (6940': 4hrs.;"guide not indispensable). A ma.ked path
a.-cends from the Auwirt through the Pletzer-iTraben : where the valley
forks, we proceed to the left, via the Zilhta't Alp, t . the (2V2 hr?.) Wild
Alp (rfmt:^.). Another mari-.ed path lead- from Sieberer"s Inn via the
Lerchenfilz Alp and the Griessenboden Alp to the (.21/2 hrs.) Wild Alp. Thence
we as -end' in windings to the (3/4 hr ) Wildseeloder-Baus (6305'; inn in
summer), on the dark green Vuldalpsee (trout), and in 3/4 br. more gain
th^ summit, from which there is a splendid view. — The Gebra-Eanken
(6.55'; 41/2 hrs.; guide advisable), easy. The path leads from the Auwirt
through the Pletzer Graben and via the Falirmanger Alp to the (81/2 hrs.)
iron-mine of Gebra-Lannern (5455'), 1 hr. below the summit. — The ascent
of the Spielberghorn (6695'; 41/2 hrs., with guide) is also repaying. ^ We
ascend the valley to (1 hr.) the Eiserne Hand Inn (see above), then via the
Spielberg Alp and Brdu Alp to the (3V2 hrs.) summit. The descent may be
made into the Leogang-Tal (see p. 139: E.) or to the Al'e Schanze (p. 133;
S.W.). — Kitzbiihler Horn (656U'), via the Bdrfeld Alp and Rheintal Alp
in 5 hrs., fatiguing (better from Kitzbuhel, comp. p. 204).

From the Eiserne Hand a road leads to the •:'. to the Alte Schanze and
to (3 hrs.) Saalbach, in the Giemmtal (comp. p. 138). — From Fieberbrunn
a carriage-road leads to the oS'. to (21/2 M.) St. Jacob im Haus (2800'; Rieger-
uirt), on the lov,- saddle between ti.e Pramau-Tal and the Strubachen-Tal.
Thence it descends via Flecken (Stia^swirt) to (3' '2 51.) St. Ulrich. on the
Pillersee (p. 207), and through the Oe/en to (41/2 31.) Waidri/ig (p. 20S).

Beyond Fieberbrunn we continue to descend rapidly through
the valley of the Pillersee-Ache, past the summer-resort of Reitham
(Fischer's Inn).

92 M. St. Johann in Tirol (2160'; Zuin Hohm Kaiser, at the

station, R. 1-1^/2 -fiT.; *Post, with garden. Bar, R. 1-21/2 K.; Lbxve;

Maut; Oberachner'), a large village (3100 inhab.^ with picturesque

Tyrolese houses, pleasantly situated in the broad Leuken-Tal, or

valley of the Grosse Ache, at the foot of the Kitzbiihler Horn and
the Kaiser-Gebirge, is frequented as a summer-resort. About 2 M.
from the village is the Thtresienhad (restaurant); 1 M. to the W. on
the Soil road

1 p. 206) lies the village of Spitol, with a Gothic chapel

of the 14th century. — To Waidrirtg and Lofer, see pp. 206, 207.
ExcDKSioxs. From St. Johann to the Grieiner Alp in the Kaiser-Gebirge,

31/2 hrs., to Fllmau (Gaudeamus -Hiitte and Grutten-Hiitte), 2 hrs., see

pp. 184, 206, 205.

The *Kitzbiihler Horn (6560') is ascended hence in iJi^-i lirs. by a
marked path (shady early in the m rning), which passes the (2-2V2 hrs.)
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Ruppen Alp (accommodation) and then ascends steeply through the Loch^
or over the Mitte (not recommended) to (IV2 hr.) the summit; see p. 204.

The right hank of the Kitzhuhler Ache is now followed.— 95 M.
Wiesenschxcang-Oherndorf {l^mineY).

98 M. Kitzbiihel, see p. 203; thence to (120 M.) Worgl^ see R.40.

29. The Gastein Valley.
Taueun Railway from 6ch\Yarzach-St. Voit tn Bad Gastein, 25 M., in

I-IV2 br. (foros 3 A'. 40, 2 A., i K. 10ft.)- This line, uniting the valleys
of the Sabach and the Drave and opened in 1905 as far as J^ad Gastein,
is the most N. portion of the great Alpine railway begun in 1901 to form
a direct c<<nnection between Sal/.l>urg and Trieste (comp. the Karawanken
and Wochein Railways (R. 98). The line from Bad Gastein via the great
Tauern tunnel (p. 146) to (10 M.) Mallnitz and (31V2 M.) Spittal is expected
to be opened in 1908 (comp. p. 516).

Schwarzach-St. Veil [1935'; Rail. Restaurant), see p. 135. The
Tauern Railway diverges to the left from the Salzburg and Worgl
line and ascends (1 : 40) along the steep slopes overhanging the

Salzach. soon affording a beautiful view of the valley and of the

massive Hochkonig to the N. The engineering difficulties of this

portion of the line were very considerable; tunnels, cuttings, via-

ducts, and supporting-walls follow each other in rapid succession.

Beyond (37-2 M.) Loibfarn (no passenger-station) the line turns

abruptly to the S. and enters the Lower Klamm Tunnel (795 yds.

long; gradient 26 : 1000), the upper end of which is in the middle of

the imposing OctiteinerKlamm. A bridge, 90 ft. in height, carries us

over the Gasteiner Ache, and the line ascends through the Upper
Klamm Tunnel (812 yds.) to (8^/2 M.) Klammstein (2615'), a station

in the lower part of the verdant Gastein Valley. To the right rise

the twin peaks of the Bernkogel (p. 148). We now gradually ascend

beside the Ache, at first on the right bank, but crossing to the left

bank before Mairhofen. IIV2 M. Dorf-Gasle.n (2700'), the station

for the village (Post) on the right bank. — 15 M. Hof -Gastein
(2755'), IV2 ^1- ^0 tbe N. of the town of that name.

Hof-Gastein. — Hotels: =^'Mosee zcm Goldnen Adlee, R. 2-4, pens.

6 iOA'.; Hot. Mijller, R. 2-3, pens. 5-10 iT. ; Tracbe; Eisl zom Boten;
Tlrri: Gdtenbrunx. Lod^iings at Br. SchueUer's- Iriiberger''s, etc. —
Baths (incl. towel 1 K. 30 Ii.) at the Marktische Badeanstalt, in the hotels,

and in many pi-ivate houses. — Visi(or''s Tax 2-16 K. (live classes) ; music tax
2-10 K. — Reading Rooms at the S. end and in the middle of the village,

in the Kaieer-Platz.

nof-Gastdn(2S60'), the capital ofthe valley r840iuhab.), which

in the 16th cent., when its mines still produced considerable quan-

tities of gold and silver, was the wealthiest place in this district next

to Salzburg. Several of the houses, with decorations of the 16th cent.,

still testify to the ancient prosperity of the place, especially that of

Moser, with arcades on each floor. Near it, in the court of the baker

Embacher, are two richly-ornamented columns of serpentine of the

same period. The Cemetery contains handsome monuments of tlie

Strasser, AVeitmoser, and other families (16th cent.).
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The Kaiser-Platz is adorned v,\t\i agildedbu?tof Emp. Francis I.,

commemorating the construction in 1826 of a conduit, upwards of

3 M. long, which brings the thermal water hither from the springs

at Bad Gastein. The temperature of the water falls during its

transit from 102° to 93° Fahr. Living is less expensive and less

fashionable here than at Bad Gastein. Shady walks in the Kur-
Garten on the Ache and in the Park, a meadow frossedby promen-
ades. Beyond it, on the slope of the W. hills, are three cafe's with
fine views, connected with each other by wood-walks : to the N.W.
(20 min.) the Kaltbrunnen-Mulhe ; to the W. (25 min.) the Pyrlcers

Hohe; and to the S.W, (25 min.) the Weitmoser-Schlosschen (built

in 1545). On the E. side of the valley (20 min.) is the pretty fall

of the Rasteizenbat^h.

ExcuEsioxs (guide. Felix Moises). B.E. to the {i^l2'hT.) PlaniUer Bautr.,
with view of the Sonnblick; N.W. to the (272 hrs.) Biber Alp^ with fine

view of the Ankogel gruup. — The *Gainskarkogel (80S5': 41/2 hrs. ; guide,
8 Z^., unnecessary for the experienced; horse and attendant 21 £". 60 ft.)

is ascended from IIof-Gastein by a good path. After an ascent of 1/2 br.

we leave the chapel to the right, and a few paces beyond it take the less

trodden path to the right, ascending through the woods in the Rastetzen-
Tal, to the (2 hrs.) Rastetzen Alp (5665'; rfmts.). To the summit (refuge-
hut) 2 hrs. more. The snow-covered Ankogel and the mountains round
the Nassfeld (Sonnblick and Hochnarr) are most conspicuous to the S.

;

to the W. the lofty double-peaked pyramid of the Gross-Glockner and the
prominent Wiesbaehhorn ; X. the Uebergosseue Alp; N.E. the Dachstein
and the Hochgolling. Descent io Bad Gastein, see p. 145; to Grossarl, see

p. 134. — The Tiirchlwand (S440'; 5V2 hrs.: guide 12 K.). ascended from
Hof-Gastein by the Anger-Tal (see below) and the Bock/eld Alp, commands
a splendid view (ascent somewhat fatiguing). — An easier ascent is that
of the Haseck (6950'), the top of which is reached from Dorf Gastein in
41/2-5 hrs. by a marked path via Grub and the Mairhofer Alp. — The Bern-
kogel (7645'; guide %K.) is ascended in 4V2hrs. from Dorf Ga-tein (laborious ;

comp. p. 148). — To Grossarl over the Arltorl or the Schmalz - Scharte.,

see p. 134. — To Buchehen through the Anger-Tal and over the Stam
(6 hrs.), see p. 149. — To Rauris over the Seelach-Scharle or Luggauer
Scharte (6550'), 6-7 hrs., path marked with red, but guide advisable.

The railway now ascends at a steeper gradient (25V2 • 1000),

crossing the Wiedeneralp-Bach and the Loidalp-Bach, to (18 M.)
Kaltenhrunn (2985'), lying opposite Hof-Gastein. to the W. (new
road). We enjoy a fine view hence of Hof-Gastein, dominated by

the Gamskarkogel, and, to the S.E., of the Kotschach-Tal, with the

Ankogel and Tischlerkar Glacier. Farther on we cross several via-

ducts, including the Anger Briicke (120 yds. long"), spanning the

Anger-Tal, 92' above the foaming Lafenn-Bach. The railway next

ascends (26 : iOOO; two viaducts) the W. side of the valley, high

above the main road and the Erzherzog-Johann Promenade (p. 144),

and soon commands a magnificent view of Gastein and the Fall of

the Ache. 251 o m. Bad- Gastein (3550'), situated on the W. side

of the Pyrker's Hohe, above the baths. Thence a new road leads

round the Pyrker's Hohe to the Bockstein road and the baths.

Bad Gastein. — Hotels (prices raised at the height of the season,

from 1st July to 15th August). =^=Stkaubinger. E. 5-14 K., with the de-

pendance 'Austeia, R. 6-20 .ff.; *Gasteixeb Hof, R. Q-12K.; *Weismatb,
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adjoining the Kur-Casino ; *F.adeschloss; *Kaiserhof, K. 12-20, B. 1V2-2,
D. 6-10 X, with the dependance Habsbukger Hof ; *Germania, *I-Iirsch,

R. 4-8 X., these three in the Promenade, in an open situation; Hot.
Schernthaner (Grabenwirt), opposite the lower fall of the Ache, R. from
21/2, D. 3 K.; Hot. Bahnhof, near the rail, stalion, R. 2-4, pens. T-11 K. ;

all these with baths. — Lodging Houses, \vith baths (B. generally sup-
plied): Elisabethhof, opposite the Kur-Casino, R. 3-10 E. ; Schwaiger-
HAUs; MosER; Gecber; Lainee; Ienberger ; Villa Imperials; Villa
Dr. Schider: Laura Windischbauer; Matee; Senger; Muhlbeeger;
Villa Dr. Wassing; Villa Ella, Villa Louise, beside the Wandelbahn

;

Ansemheim ; Villa Meran; Bellevde ; Solitude; Villa Hollandia
;

Villa Clara; Erzherzog Johann, at the beginning of the promenade of
that name (p. 144); Angerer ; Sabathil; Echo. Without baths : Villa
Victoria; Waldheim; Paulin; Villa Paula; Alpeneose; Edelweiss;
Mollee; Helenenburg. — Post & Telegraph Office in the Straubinger-
Platz. — Viiitor''s Tax during the season (May-Oct.), for a stay of five

days Or upwards, 16-52 A', according to the class in which the visitor is

ranked; additional members of a family and setvants proportionally less;
for the poor 2 and 1 K. Tourists sometimes receive permission from the
municipal authorities to stay more than five days untaxed.

Carriages. To or from the rail, station, one-horse carr. 2^/2-4, tv/o-

horse 4-6 iT. ,• to Kof-Gastein 8 or 14; Bockstein 8 or 12; thence to the
Xassfeld 12 or 16 K. ; driver's fee included on a half-day's drive, for a whole
day 2-4 K. extra. — Horses. To the Kotschach-Tal as far as Prossau 12 K. ;

Windischgratz-Hohc 3 K. 60; Nassfeld 10 K. 80; Radeck Alp 13 iT. 20; from
Bockstein to the Nassfeld 7 K. 20, the Mallnitzer Tauernhaus 15 K. Qi)h.;

fee included in each case.

Guides (Pet(r Kogler, Joh. Schwaiger, Joh. Klavsner, L. Mayer., Ed. Unter-
ganschnigg^ and Joh. Weinig at Bad Gastein ; Paul Gtigganig and Balth. Mayer
at Bockstein).

Bad Gastein (3480'), a celebrated thermal station (8-9000 visi-

tors annually), is picturesquely situated in the narrow valley of the

Gasteiner Ache, the older and more important part lying on the

right bank. Its modern prosperity, as a fashionable and thriving

place, with numerous handsome houses and villas, is chiefly owing
to the annual visits of the late Emperor William I. (d. 1888). The
rallying-points of visitors are the small Slraubinger-Platz, between
the Straubinger and Badeschloss hotels (music daily 12-1 and

6.30-8, after 1st Aug. 6-7.30 p.m.), and the Wandelbahn (^R.t the

W. end of the bridge), a long glazed gallery, used as a promenade
in wet weather. At the W. end is the Kur-Casino, with reading-

room, cafe, etc. On the right side of the valley are the new Roman
Catholic Church, a handsome Gothic building, and the old church of

St. Nicholas; on the left side is the Protestant Church (see p. 144).

The Ache, which flows through the valley, is precipitated here

through narrow gorges, forming two magnificent * Waterfalls, the

upper 207', the lower 280' high, vying in grandeur with those of

Krimml (p. 160). The upper fall is best viewed from the bridge by

Straubinger's, the lower from a lookout between the Gasteiner Hof
and Irnberger's. In summer the falls are illuminated on Tues. and

Frid. at 8.30 p.m.
The Springs (77° to 120° Fahr.), known as early as the 7th cent,

and most of them the property of the Emp. Francis Joseph, rise on

the slope of the Graukogel, and yield about 880,000 gallons of water
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daily. They are ?hown to visitors in July and Avz. on Tues., Thur?.,

and Sat., at 3-4 p.m.. the round beginning with the Franz-Joseph-
Stollen, behind the Badoschloss. The water, which has neither

taste nor smell, displays marked electric propercies owing to the

radium which it contains, and possesses an invigorating power,
highly beneficial in cases of debility, nenrous affections, gout, «S:c.

Walks. The road to Hof-Gastein on the W. side of the valley

passes the Villa Meran (above, on the left, is the Cafe Bellevue, to

which a path ascends from the Elisabethhof), and reaches the

Solitude (right) and the small Protectant Church. At this point, to

the right, below the road, begin the Schjcarzenbera Grounds, v.ith

various views of Gastein and the waterfalls. Farther on, by the

Er2Aer:o;7-Jo/i'7nn (care and lodgings), to the left, the sli^dy Erzherzog-

Johann Promenade diverges to (1 M.) *StdckVs Restaurant, a fa-

vourite alternoou-resort, with a fine view. — The road to Bockstein

ascends to the left, 3 min. beyond the Protestant Church (a few
paces farther on, to the right, is a finger-post to the 'Gasteiner

Tauibecken', i.e. font, a large glacier - mill), passing the Villa

Hollandia and Cafe Bellevue, and skirting the Pyrkefs Hohe (see

below"), past three large semicircular glacier-mills (on the rightl,

to a ^^-/3 M.) Saw Mill, where it divides : the branch to the left

leads to the Hohe Brucke and on to the Schxcarze Liesl and the

Griiner Baum in the Kotschach-Tal fsee below): that to the right

to the -Echo' lodging-house, and the Echo, resounding from the roar

of the waterfall, then across the Ache to the right bank (to Bock-
stein 3 M., see p. 146). — Near the 'Echo' lodging-house a path

diverges to the right to the (7 min.) Pyrkers Hohe (3710'). which
commands a view of the Bockstein valley. On the S.E. side, three

large glacier-mills were discovered during the constrnction of the

new road to the railway-station (p. 142 ).

On the right (E.) side of the valley a charming walk is afforded

by t'ae *Kaiser Promenade, which follows the slope of the hill above

the Hirsch, Germania, and Kaiserhof Hotels, and leads past a Mem-
orial to the Empercr William I. and the Habsburger Hof to (3/4 hr.)

the Cafe zum Grilnen Baum in the Kotschach-Tal (p. 145). A path

to the left (guide-post), about 10 min. beyond the Habsburger Hof,

crosses the Kotschaeh torrent and ascends through wood to the

(20 min.) Cafe Oamskar, on the slope of the Gamskarkogel (charm-
ing view). — The Schu-arze LiesL a cafe with an admirable view, en
the road to the Kotschach-Tal (p. 145), is reached in 10 min. by a

path diverging to the right near the Kaiserhof. A similar view is

commanded by the Rudolfs-Hohe (3600'), 10 min. farther on. —
Shady paths with steps ascend from the Straubinger-Flatz to the

(6 min.l Hohe Brucke, with a view of the upper fall.,— The best

ascent to the I 5 min.) SchiUer-Hohe is from Gruber's or opposite

the church. — The Windischgrdtz-Hohe (3'4 hr.), on the slope of the

Badberg, affords a good survey of the valleys of Gastein and Bock-
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stein and (N.) of the Hochkbnig. The path to it ascends from the

Hohe Briicke (right hank) , and an easier route leads from the

Patschger Inn (see belo-vr; to the left, by the small chapel). — Past

the church of St. Nicholas to Badbruck and (2/4 hr.) Kotschach (Cafe'

Miesbichl) : cross the Ache below Kotschach and ascend to the Eng-
Usche Kajfeehaus; thence back by the road (2 hrs. in all); or from

Badbruck by a pretty forest-path to the Kaiser -Promenade and

(Y2 l^r-) the Griiner Baum.
The picturesque Kotschach - Tal is reached either by the Kaiser

Promenade (see p. 144), or by the road leading from the Hohe Briicke, past

the Grossreith, the Villa Helenenburg, and the Schwarze Liesl, and round
the Rudolfshohe. The latter then descends between trees to the (2 M.)

Ca/d ziim Gviinen Baum (fine view of the Kessel Glacier), whence a bridle-

path ascends the valley past the precipitous Eimmehoand . atlbrding a good
view of the Bocksteinkogl and Tischlerkarkees, with the considerable

nees Fall on the left, to (iV2 hr.) Pvossan, the last alp (4220': refreshments).

From a point 1 M. farther on ('Carl-iTero-Steii^') we obtain a good view of

the head of the valley. — A new club-path (tine views) leads hence to

the left across the Kessel Alp (5900') and the Klein-Elend-Scharte (8955')

to the Malta-Tal in Carinthia (to the Samer-Hiitte 7 hrs., see p. 515;
guide 24 K.). — Pleasant excursion from the Griiner Baum to the -Reedsee
(5915'; 21/2 hrs. ; with guide). Thence over the Lainlcar-Scharte or Palfner-
Scharte to the Anlauf-Tal, see p. 146.

The =^ Gamskarkogel (8085'; p. 142) is ascended from Bad-Gastein in

4'/2-5 hrs. (guide not indispensable, 8 A'.). Efmts. at the Egger Alp., IV4 hr.

— The Hiittenkogel (7315'), easily ascended by amarked path via the TietAHfeai

Alp in 31/2 hrs.. is a pleasant excursion. About 1 hr. more (4V2 hrs. from
Wildbad

;
guide 8 K.) brings us to the Graukogel (8170'), which affords

a view similar to that from the Gamskarkogel. The glaciers, however,
are much nearer, and at its E. base lie the pretty Reedsee and Palfner-
See. — The view from the Tisch (8075') also repays the ascent. The route
leads to the W. from the Wildbad past the Zitlerauer-HUtte (6130') and
through the Hirschlcar (4-4V2 hrs.

;
guide S K.). — The *Kreuzkogel

(SS(X1'), the highest peak oiihe Rathausherg, commands an extensive pano-
rama. A bridle-path, diverging to the left from the road to the Ifassfeld,

about 250 yds. above Bockstein, leads to the (2 hrs.) gold-mine (6235'). and
thence in 21/2 hrs. to the summit (guide 10 K.). The ascent from the ifass-

feld (p. 146) is easier (3-3V2 hrs., with guide). — The Tischlerkarkopf
(9855'), ascended from the Prossau Alp (see above) by the 'Bcirensteig'

(defective ladders), the Tischlerkar-Glader, anATi'schlerkor-i^charteinl-ShTS.,

is difficult and fit for experts only, with guide. The ascent of the Tischler-
spitze (9370'), which is equally difficult, may be combined with the former
(2 hrs. more; comp. pp. 146, 519).

Bockstein, a village at the head of the Gastein valley, is reached

on foot in 11/4 hr., by the shady Kaiserin-Elisabeth Promenade,
which leads from the Cafe Bellevue over the hill, passes the railway

station, and then follows the left bank of the Ache (on the rocky

face to the right is a fine bronze medallion of the Empress Elizabeth,

by Brenner). The road (3 M. ; carr. in 1/2 hr.) leads from the Hohe
Briicke (p. 144), following first the left, then the right bank of

the Ache, and passes the (1 M.) Patschger Inn (3560'). Opposite

to us rises the Kreuzkogel; to the right, the snow-clad Schareck.

Near the (I/2 M.) Hirschkaar Inn a bridge to the right leads to the

Elisabeth-Promenade (pleasanter for walkers ; to Bockstein 25min.),

and 3/4 M. farther on another footpath diverges to the right, leading

Paedekek's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 10
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to Bockstein in 12min., while the road crosses the Aiilaufbach and
tlien turns to the right, passing the * Cafe-Restaurant zur Tauern-
hahn. — ^4 ^^' Bockstein (3690'; '-^Kurhaus, with garden, pens.

10^.,- *Muhlberger, R. 2-3, pens. S-lO/iT.) is charmingly situated

opposite the mouth of the ^ni(ru/'-Tai(from the hill behind the Kur-
haus fine view of the Ankogel). The round building on the hill is

a church, erected in 1766; nearit Count Czernin has built a chateau.

The picturesque Anlauf-Tal, the lower part of which is marred
by the construction of the Tauern-railway, is reached by a road di-

verging to the left from the Bockstein road beyond the above-men-
tioned bridge over the Anlaufbach [272 M. from Gastein), and
ascending past the workmen's huts and engine-houses for the Tauern
Tunnel [3850'; see p. 141) to the (20 min.) Restaurant zum Anlauftal,

in a pretty situation (view of the Hierkar Fall, high up to the right).

A path leads hence to the right to the (5 min.) Ankogel-Aussicht.

The road here comes to an end. A path, stony at places, ascends
farther on past (1 hr.) the Tauern Fall to the (I1/2 hr.) Upper Radeck Alp
(5il0': refreshments and hay-beds), with a fine view of the Ankogel, Tischler-
spitze, etc. The ascent of the Ankogel (10.670') may be made hence via
the Radeck-Scharte (9435') and the Kleine Ankogel in 51/2-6 hrs., but is

laborious (guide 10 K.) ; much easier from theHannover-Hutte(p. 518).— The
Tischlerspitze (Fai^chnock, 9870'), ascended by the Grubenkar Glacier, the
Grubenkar-Scharte (9640'), and a chimnev on the E. face in 51/2-6 hrs., is

difficult and fit for experts only, with guide (comp. pp. 145, 519). — An easy
and attractive path, preferable to that by the Mallnitzer Tauern, leads over
the Hohe or Korn Tauern to the Hannover-Hiitte, in 71

'2 hrs., or direct
to Mallnitz (p. 517) in 8V2brs. from Bad Gastein (guide 14\S"., unnecessary
in fine weather for experts). Xear the Tauern Fall (sec above) we cross
the bridge to the right and ascend by a path (indicated by stakes) to

the Grosse Tauernsee (6970') and the Hohe Tauern, or Korn-Tauern
(8080'; 41/2 hrs. from Bockstein), whence a fine view is enjoyed. On both
sides of the pass there are considerable remains of an ancient road, ap-
parently of Eoman or even pre-Roman origin. We descend to the ('1/2 hr.)

picturesque Kleine Tauernsee (7530'), below which the path to the (I72 hr.)

Hannover-Hiitte (p. 518) diverges to the left, and then by the Seebach-Tal
to (21/2 hrs.) Mallnitz (p. 517). — From the Korn-Tauern we may proceed
to the right, passing the Griinecker-See and the Gamskarlspitze (S. ; p. 518) and
crossing the Woigsten-Kees. then skirt the S. side of the Tauern crest to the
Woigsten-Scharte (8010'), and descend to the Nassfeld-Haus (see p. 147 ; 6-7 hrs.).

An interesting but laborious path leads from the Anlauf-Tal to the
Kotschach-Tal (p. 145), ascending to the left opposite the Tauern Fall to the
Lainkar-Scharte (7965'), to the W. of the Lainkarkogel, or the Palfener-
Scharte (7660'). to the E. of it; and then descending pastthn small Gamskarl-
See (7365') and the Reedsee (5915') to the Kotschach-Tal (p. 145; from Bock-
stein to Gastein 7-8 hrs.).

The road from Bockstein to the Nassfeld (2 hrs. ; small carriage

there and back 12, twopers. 16 5'.)leads to the (AO min.) Straubinger

Alp [3935'), and then ascends through the Asten, a rocky gorge in

which the Ache forms a series of cascades. At the entrance is the

Kessel Fall, at the end [1 hr.)the Bdren Fall, near both ofwhich new
points of view have been opened. Below the latter the stream

which drains the Pochhard-See [p. 147) falls into the- ravine over

a precipice 330' high, forming the graceful Schleier Fall ['veil-fall').

By the bridge , 10 min. farther on , the road enters the Nassfeld
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(5260'), a green valley 21/2 M. in length, with numerous cattle,

through which winds the Ache, fed by the snow and ice of the sur-

rounding mountains (from left to right, the Geiselkopf, Murauer
Kopf, Sparanger Kopf, Schlapperebenspitze with the Schlappereben-

kees, Strabelebenkopf, and the lofty, pyramidal AS'c/iarccfc,- to the N.W.
the Kolmkarspitze rising over the Siglitz-Tal). About 8 min, from

the bridge, just below the mouth of the Siglitz-Tal, stands the Erz-
herzogin-Marie-Valerie-Haus {_5265'; *Inn in summer, bed 2 K.).

ExcDESioNS. The Herzog Ernst (9t)20'}, ascended from the {2^/* hrs.)

Riffel-Scharte (see below) by the Neunerkogel-Grat (marked path) in I3/4 hr.,

with guide, is easy and ipteresling. — The *Schareck (10,270') may be
ascended either from the Blarie-Valerie-Haus direct, by the 'Neuwirt-Weg'
across the N.E. arete, in 41, 2 hrs. (for experts exempt from giddiness only),
or from the (41/2 hrs.) Herzog Ernst (see above) by the N.W. arete (wire
ropes) in 3/4 hr. (guide 16, with descent to Kolm-Saigum 20, via the
Sonnblick to Heiligenblut 34 K.).

From the Nassfeld to Kolm-Saigurn over the Pochhard-Scharte,
an attractive route of 472 hrs. (guide desirable, from Gastein 11 K.). From
the Valerie-Haus we ascend at the entrance of the Siglitz-Tal to the right
by a winding path (indicated by red marks) to (l'/4 hr.) the Lower Pochhard-See
(6070'; shelter-hut), which we skirt either to the right or left. We then
proceed to the (}|^ hr.) Ohere Pochhard-See (6760'), with deserted silver
mines, and to the (3/4 hr.) Pochhard-Scharte (7490'), marked by a cross,
between the Seekopf (1.) and the 'SiIberpfennig (r.), whence a line view is

obtained of the Rauris glaciers and the Ankogel. [A more extensive view
is obtained from the ^Silbevpfennig (9175'), easily ascended from the pass
in 11/2 hr.] We descend (path well marked) by the Filzen Alp and the
Durchgang Alp to (IV2 hr.) Kolm-Saigurn (p. 149).

Over the Riffel-Scharte to the Rauris Gold Mine (4 hrs.; guide
10^.) OR to the Sonnblick (6-7 hrs.), not difficult. From the ('/4hr.) Moser-
H'dtte (5355'j in the Siglitz-Tal the path ascends rapidly to the (2V2 hrs.)
*Riffel-Scharte (7890'), a magnificent point of view (new club-path to the
left to the Herzog-Ernst and the Schareck, see above). We then descend to
the left by the 'Ferz^^a/^ersie/^' ('manager's path'; improved in 1897) on the
steep slope of the Riffelhbhe to the Neubau (p. 149) and again ascend, to the
(I3/4 hr.) Knappenhaus (p. 149), or direct to (4-4V4 hrs.) the Sonnblick (p. 149;
guide from Gastein to Heiligenblut 32 K.).

From Gastein to Mallnitz over the Mallnitzer Tadeen, 7 hrs., a
fair bridle-path

;
guide unnecessary in fine weather (to the Tauernhaus

10, to Mallnitz 14 K. ; horse from Bockstein to the Tauernhaxis, incl. fee,
15 K. 60 h., to Mallnitz 21 K. 60 h. ; the steep descent beyond the Tauernhaus
is disagreeable on horseback). From the Valerie-Haus io ihe Reckhiitte at
the S. end of the Nassfeld, 3/^ hr. The bridle-path, indicated by stakes
and not to be missed, winds up a steep slope (good spring at the top), and
then ascends less steeply through the Eselkar (retrospect of the Hocharn
and Pochhard-See) to the (2V2-3 hrs.) Mallnitzer, Nassfelder, or Niedere
Tauern (7920'), a depression forming the boundary between Salzburg and
Carinthia, on which are two finger-posts. The bell on the second is rung
by the wind as a guide to travellers in bad weather. The view is limited.
A few hundred paces below the saddle stands the Mallnitzer Tauernliau.s
(7455'; Inn, damp, bed 3 K.). From this point the Geiselkopf (9735') may
be ascended in 2 hrs. (see p. 518; the landlord of the inn acts as guide).
Adepts may continue the walk from the Geiselkopf along the ridge of the
Taueru (see above) to the Schareck (see above & pp. 149, 178; 8-9 hrs.), a
highly interesting excursion. The Sonnblick path (see p. 149) may be
reached from the Tauernhaus in 2-2V2 hrs. by descending from the Geisel-
kopf direct to the S. — Farther down a limited view is obtained to the
S. as far as the Terglou, and to the W. as far as the Glockner, while the
Mallnitz valley lies far below. The path passes the little Grdtz-Kapelle

10*
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(7285'). reaches (1 lir.) ihe MannJiard Al}-) (5910'; good accommodation), and
near (lOmin.) the Jamniger JJut (5735') crosses to the right bank of the brook
(to the right the path to the Feldsee-Scharie and the SonnUick., p. 518). It

then descends, at first steeply, but afterwards more gradually through wood
and meadows, passing the mouth of the Seebach-Tal (fine view of the An-
kogel to the left), to (1 hr.) Mallnitz (p. 518).

30. The Kauris.

The little-visited Rauris Valley, which open? to the S. at Taxen-
bach, is traversed by a monotonous route leading across Xho. Ileiligenhluter

Tauern io{ii hrs.) Heiligenhlut. The head of the Hiiflwinkel-Tal (p. 149),

or S.E. arm of the Kauris, noted for its gold-mines, is enclosed by magni-
ficent glacier-scenery, which mountaineers will find it well worth their
while to explore. The "Sonnblick here commands a magnificent panorama
and may easily be included in a highly interesting passage to Heiligenhlut
(15-lG hrs. : to Kfdm-Saigurn 7'/2 hrs., Sonnblick 4V2-5, Heiligenhlut 5 hrs.).
— A road leads from Taxenbach to Eauris and a narrow road goes on
thence to Bndenhaus. Mail-cart to (jl^/t M.) Eauris in summer twice daily
in 21/4 hrs. (fare 2 K. SO /(.); one-hor.se carriage to Rauris 10, from Rauris
to Bodenh.ius 10 K.

Taccniac/i, see p. 136. The road crosses the Salzach at the railway-

station and ascends in windings to tlie height of the March (3325'),

above the Kitzloch-Klamm. At the (41/2 M.) Landsteg (see below)

it joins the old road from Lend via Embacli. — The shortest and

pleasantest route for pedestrians into the Rauris leads from Raiiris-

Kitzloch station through the KHzloch - KLamm (p. 135). The path

crosses the Ache by the [i hr.) Landsteg (2920'; inn), whence the

road (see above) leads on the left bank (soon affording a view of the

SchareckjHocharn, etc.) to (3 M.) Rauris (3110'; *ZwmAZienZ?raM6r,

with garden and view, R. 80-1 K. 60 h. ; Hofmann, well spol<en of;

Neue Po5i), the chief place in the valley, prettily situated.

Excursions (guides, Maitli. Maiiacher., J. G. Salchegger, Jos. Trigler, and
Sebasi. MuiiWialer). The Eernkogel (7645' ; d'/j hrs.

;
guide , 6 A'., advisable)

commands a fine A'iew of the Tauern, the Uebergossene Alp. etc. From
Eauris the marked path proceeds to the E. into the Gaisbach-Tal, and
ascends the slopes of the Grubereck (6890') to the (31/2 hrs.) Slatin-Sattel

(6890'^ shelter-hut), ^/4 hr. below the summit. Interesting descent (guide
necessary) via the Katzenkopfe to Dorf Gasiein (p. 141). Marked paths also

lead from Dorf Gasiein (p. 141), from Le7ul (p. 135), and from the Kitzloch-

Klamm (see above) to the summit in 472-0 hrs. (guide advisable). — Over
the Seehach-Scharte or Luggauer-Sdiarte to (6-7 hrs.) Eof-Gas(ein, see p. 142.

At(3M.) Wor-i/i (3090': Zembacher; Pfeiffenberger, well spoken

of, with minerals to sell ) the valley divides into the Seidlwinkel

(right) and the HiUtwinkel (left). — Over the Weichseibach-Hohe

to Bad Fusch (5-6 hrs.), see p. 151.
The Taueex Eoute (to Heiligenhlut, 71/2-8 hrs.

;
guide 14 K.) leads

through the Seidl-winkel-Tal, with the scattered village of that name,
and past the Schock-IIiiUen, the Reiterliof^ and the Fall of the Spritzbach.,

to the (3 hrs.) Rauriser Tauernhaus (4965'; rustic inn). It then ascends more
.<=teeply, passing the Litzlhof-Hiitten (5575') and the EinOdei' Alp (G240'), and
crossing tracts of slatey debris and snow, to the (2hvs.) Ftischer Wegscheide
(way-post; 7940'), where the path from the Fuscher-Torl joins ours on
the right (p. 153). Passing a deserted miners' house we n6xt reach the

(3/4 hr.) Hochtor of ihe Heiligenbluter Tauern (8470'). Descent to (2 hrs.)

Heiligenblid, see p. 153; to the Seehjc^l-ffavs, see pp. 178, 177.
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In the Huttwinkel-Tal, 31/2 M. above Worth, is the Frohn
Inn (3476'; fair). To the left on the hillside is Bucheben (3750';

Gessl's Inn, near the church; guide, Jos. Winkler).
A fairly easy path (red marks-, guide 8 K.) leads hence over the

Stanz (6900') and through the Anger-Tal to (5-G hrs.) Hof-Gastein (p. 141).

The route crosses the Ache and then the Krumelbach. In front

of us rises the Ritterkopf, to the left the Herzog Ernst and Schar-

eck. At the (172!^^.) Bodenhaus (4020'; *Seidrs Inn; telephone

to Kolm-Saigurn and to the Zittelhaus) we cross the Hiiltwinkel-

Bach and ascend in windings through wood (farther up line view

of the head of the valley with its glaciers) to (IV2 1^^-) Kolm-
Saigurn (5240'; *Tauernhof Inn, R. 1-3, pens. 4-6 K.; Inn of the

Mining Co.), in a grand situation, with gold-mines worked by an
English company. Telephone to the Zittelhaus, see below. The
former wire-rope railway and the engine-house to which it ascended

are both quite out of repair. The bridle-path (guide unnecessary;

horse 10-12 A'.) ascends to the left to the (2 hrs.) Neubau (7130';

to the left, the 'Verwaltersteig' to the Riffel-Scharte, see p. 147 ; to

the right, the path to the Sonnblick, see below) and to (40 min.) the

Knappenhaus am Holien Goldberg (7680'; no accommodation),
magnificently situated on the moraine of the Goldberg Qiacier^ which
has covered part of the old mines.

Mountain Ascents (guides, Christ. Fkissner, Peter Sauppev). The Herzog
Ernst (9620') may be ascended from the Knappenhaus in 2 hrs. (not difficult

5

guide 6 K.). — The 'Schareck (10.270'), which commands a more extensive
view, may be reached from the Herzog Ernst in 3/4 hr. (comp. p. 147), or
from the Knappenhaus via the Fraganter - Scharte and the Wurten Glaciei'

in 2V2 hrs.

The *Sonnblick (10,190') is ascended from Kolm-Saigurn in 4V2-5hrs.
(guide 8 K.^ to Heiligenblut 20 A'.) by a new path, which diverges to Ihe
right from Ihe route to the Knappenhaus above the Neubau (see above) and
crosses the tongue of the Lotcer ISonnhlick Glacier to the rocks of the S.E.
arete, on which is the Rojacher-Hiitte (9020'). It then leads acro.ss the
somewhat steep Vogelmaier-Ochsenkarkees or (for adepts) by the arete to

the (13/4-2 hr.^.j Zittelhaus CInn, bed 2 K. 40 h.), on the top, with a
meteorological station (the highest in Europe), inhabited throughout the
year. Magnificent 'View (panorama by Siegl). The descent may be made
via the Kleine Fleiss-Kees to the (2V2 hrs.) SeebicM-Haus (p. 177) "and to

(21/2 hrs.) HeiligenUiit (p. 174), or by the Bretl-Bcharte (9190') to the Gross-
Zirknitz - Tat and (4 hrs.) Dollach (p. 173). Another descent leads over the
Niedere Scharte (see p. 150) and the Ft Idsee-Scharte (8790') to Mallnitz (8-9 hrs.)

see p. 513.

The ascent of the Hocharn or Hochnarr (10,690'), the highest of the
Goldberg group, takes 5-6 hrs. (fatiguing; guide 12, with descent to

Heiligenblut 22 K. ; comp. p. 178). We follow the 'Erfurter Weg' to the
Hocharn Glacier, and then ascend to the summit either by the Goldzech-
Schurte (p. 178) or by the snow-ridge extending to the E. from the Hocharn
to the Grieswies-Schuarzkcgel (*View). Descent to the Seebichl-Haus, see

p. 178. The pa.^sage from the Hocharn to the Sonnblick, crossing the Goldzech-
Scharte and skirting the W. side of the Goldzechkopf (10,010') by the steep
upper snow -slope of the Kleine Fleisskees, is difficult (3-4 hrs.-, for ex-
perienced mountaineers only).

Passes. To Fragant by the Fraganter - Scharte {Goldberg - Tauern;
90G5') in 8-9 hrs. (guide 20 K.). We ascend to the left from the (2V2 brs.)

Knappenhaus past some deserted shafts, then cross the Wintergasse to the

(IVihr.) pass, between the Herzog Ernst and the Qoldberg-Tauernkop/ (9090').
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Descent over the Wurten Qlacier into the Wurten-Tal, to the (272 hrs.)
Wttrten Alp (5420') &ni (2 hrs.) Ausser-Fragant (p. 519), or over the feidice-
Scharie (p. 518) to (6-7 hr.s.) Malbiitz.

To Jleiligenblut, crossing the ^Sonnhlick (9-10 hrs.
;
guide 20 K.), strongly

recommended (see pp. 149, 177). — Over the Goldzech-Scharte (8 hrs., Kuide
12 jr.), see p. 178. — To Dollach over the Niedere Scharte (8890') in 8-9 hrs.
(guide 12 A'.). The (3i/-2 hrs.) pass lies to the E. of the Alfeck (9640'). De-
scent to the right over thelVurfen Glacie7', the Klein- Zirknitz-Scharte (8415'), and
the Klein- Zii'knitz-Kees into the Kleine Zirknitz-Tal, and to the right again,
above two small lakes {Gross-See and Kegel-See), to the (2 hrs.) highest
chalets (3630'). The Kleine and Grosse Zirknitz unite at the Untere Kaser
Alp (5210'), about 1/2 hr. lower down. Thence a better ,path (bridle-path)
past the If'eun Brumien (waterfall) crosses the picturesque Zirknitz gorge
by a bridge 100' in height; and the footpath to the left beyond the next
farm descends to (2 hrs.) Dollach (p. 173). — By the Windisch-Scharte
(S946'), between the Windischkopf (9430') and the Tvamerkopf (9200'), or by
the Brett-Scharte, between the Tramerkopf and the Goldhergspitze (10,070'),

descending into the Gross-ZirknUz-Tal And to Dollach, 8-9 hrs. (guide 12 K.)
;

both laborious.
Over the Pochhard- Scharte or the Riffel-Scharte to Gastein^ see p. 147

(guide to the Nassfeld 6 K.).

31. The Fuscher-Tal. FromFerleiten to Heiligenblut.

A visit to the beautiful Fusch Valley is usually combined with one
of the routes over the Tauern (pp. 152, 153). Cahkiage Road from Bruck
to Ferleiten (IOV2 M. ; diligence in summer twice daily in 3 hrs., fare 4 K. ;

omnibus from the Hot. Lebzelter at Zell am See daily; carriage and pair
from Bruck 16, from Zell 30 K.) and to Bad Fusch (71/2 M. , diligence from
Bruck every afternoon in summer in 21/2 hrs., iK. 60 h. ; one-horse carr. 12,

two-horse 10, from Zell am See 30 K.).

Bruck-Fusch (2475'), see p. 136. The road follows the left bank
of the Fuscher Ache via Judendorf to (4^2 M.) the village of Fusch
('2645'; Zum Imbachhorn, with baths, R. 1 A^ 40-2 iT. 80 ft.

;

Embacher). Beyond the church (20 min.) the Hirzbach forms a line

waterfall and 25 min. to the N.E. is the picturesque »St/Zc.6ac/i-iirZa?nm.

Excursions (guides , Georg Schranz^ Jakob Oberhollenzer^ Joh. AUenhuber,
Alois Heugenhauser ; tariff as from Ferleiten, to which the guides carry
wraps, etc., without extra charge). A road ascends the Hirzbach- Tal,

which opens here on the V\.. to the (21/2 hrs.) Hirzbach Alp (5605') and
thence a good bridle-path ascends to the W. to the (IV2 hr.) Gleiwilzer-HUtte
0235'; inn in summer), v/hence the 'Imbachhorn (811U'), a fme point of

view, is ascended in Ihr. via ila.& Brandl-Scharte {llib'). From the Scharte
a bridle-path descends on theW. side, mcstly through wood, to the (31/2 hrs.)

Kesselfall-Alpenhaus (p. 154). — The *Hochtenn (11,080'), 5\2-6 hrs. from
the Gleiwitzer-Hiitte (guide 16 K.), is a very interesting ; scent, not difficult

for mountaineers. The path, level for 1/2 hr., leads to the S. from the hut
and then ascends to the rifiht to the (2 hrs.) ridge of the Fuscher-Kumm
(8830'), to the S. of the Krapfbrachkopf (8920'). Thence we follow the arete to

the S. along the Bauernbrachkopf (10,'255') to the (IV2 hr.) Birzbach-Tdrl (9980')

and ascend to the left via the Kleine Hochtenn and the N.W. arete fwire
ropes) to the (IV2 hr.) Hochtenn-Schneespitze or Gleischergipfel (10,900') and
to the (1/2 hr.) Hochtenn-Bergspitze (11,060'), with a most magnitlcent view.
The descent may be made to ihe N.E. to the Zwingkopfl (9940') and via the
Schmalzgruben Alp to the (31/2 hrs.) Bar Inn (p. 151); or to the E. via the
Schneeleitcn and Walcher Bratschen to the Walcher Alp and (31/2 hrs.) Ferleiten

(p. 151). The descent on the W. side via the Wiesbach-Schartl (9945') to the
Rainer-Hiitte (p. 154) is difficult. A preferable though somewhat laborious
path leads from the Hirzbach- Tori (see above) to the (2V2-3 hrs.) Rainer-
Hiilte.
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[A road (carr. see p. 150) diverges to the left just above tlie

village of Fiisch, crosses the Ache, and gradually ascends on the E.

side of the valley, with fine views of theHochtenn and the Wiesbach-

horn, to (41/0 M.) Bad Fusch, or St. Wolfgangs-Bad (4040';

*H6t€l Weilguni, R. 2-7, board 61/2 ^- ; *IIotel Grimm zur Post,

pens, from 6 K.'), a health-resort, with well-kept promenades.
ExccKSiONS (guides, Feter Gschwandfner, Jo/i. Langegger). Pleasant

walks to the (20 ruin.) Leberbriindl (small restaurant), and to the (I1/2 hr.)

Dierzer-HUtte, via the Thallmayer-Hiitte and the Marien-Hiitte, returning by
the Emhach Alp (rfmts.)- — Another point for a walk is the Loningei- Alp.
— The Kasereck (5200'), ascended in 1 hr. via the Eeiter Alp (rfmts.),

affords a fine view; on the top is the Hilda-Hutte. — A more extensive
panorama, including the N. Limestone Alps, is obtained from the Kiihkar-
kbpfl (7430'; 3-3V2 hrs.

;
guide 5 K.), ascended via the Reiter Alp and

Flatscher Alp frfmts.). Shelter-hut on the top. — The -Schwarzkopf
(9065'; 4 hrs.

;
guide, not indispensable, 8, with descent to Ferleiten 10 K.)

is a superb point of view. The route, which is somewhat fatiguing,

leads to the S.E. to the Rieger Alp, then traverses a defile, roimding the

Schwarzschddel to the left , and ascends over debris and the broad arete

to the summit. Descent to the W. by the Durcheck Alp (see below) to

Fevleiten in 21/2 hrs. — From Bad Fusch across the Weichselbachhohe
(7205') to Worth in the Kauris (p. 148), 4 hrs., an easy and attractive

route (blue markt--, guide not indispensable). — The Furstenweg ^ an easy path
with fine views, leads from Bad Fusch to (IV2 hr ) Ferleiten^ skirting the

wood and ihen running above the right bank of the Ache (numerous way-
posts ; shady before 11 a.m.).!

The road to Ferleiten follows the left bank of the Ache, crosses

it twice, and reaches the (2 M.) Bar Inn (2690'; well spoken of)

whence pedestrians may proceed to (l'/4 hr.) Ferleiten by a well-

kept path through the Bdren-Schiucht (adm. 40 /i.), with its pic-

turesque waterfalls. The new road ('Kaiserin Elisabeth-Strasse'}

ascends the E. side of the valley to (41/2 M.) Ferleiten (3775'

;

* Hotel Lukashansl , in an open situation on the right bank of the

Ache, with post and telegraph office, K. 2-4, pens. 7-10 .K".; Tauern

Inn, on the left bank, R. 172"^ ^-i very fair), a hamlet situated on

the level floor of the valley, commanding a fine view of the imposing

snow-clad mountains at its head.
Excursions (guides: Joh. and Jos. Burgsteiner, O. Emhacher , Jos.

Granitzer, Matth. Holleis, Joh. Hutte)\ Peter and Rupert Mittevicurzer, Georg
Riess., Joh. Laimgriihei\ Egid. Holzl., P. Mitteregger, Jos. Raihgeb, Alois

and Jos. Voithofer, and Jos. Reichholf.) The finest view is obtained from
the (2 hrs.) upper 'Durcheck Alp (5595'; rfmts.

;
guide unnecessary), to which

a good winding path (in shade until 9 a.m.) ascends from Ferleiten on the

E. side of the valley, passing through a gate to the left 5 min. beyond
the Liwer alp (4640'). A good'view of the Steinerne Meer, Watzmann, etc.,

is obtained beside the spring, 2 min. beyond the chalet. — The Schioarzkopf
(see above) may be ascended from the Durcheck Alp in 3 hrs., via the

Griinkar-Scharte {ma.v\.G.A. path). — About 2 M. to the W., on the way to

the Watcher Alp (see below), are the picturesque falls of the /'e;';et7ew6ac^.

— To the (13/4 hr.) Travner Alp, on the way to the Pfandel-Scharte, see

p. 152. — To the Schwarzenherg-Hutte (S'/'i hrs.
;
guide there and backTX,

unnecessary for experts), see p. 152.

Mountain Ascents. The Hochtenn (11,060'), via the Watcher Alp and
the Watcher Bratschen in 7-8 hrs., guide iQ K. ; fatiguing (better from the

Gleiwitzer-Hiitte by the Hirzbach-Torl ; see p. 150). — The Grosse Wies-
bachhorn (11,710'), 10 hrs., guide 20, or with descent to the Moserboden
28 K. ; difficult but very interesting. From the (Si/zhrs.) Schwarzenberg-Eiltte
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(see below) a new club-path crosses the Hochyruher Glacier and ascends (wire
ropes) the steep rocky slopes of the, Bratscltm-Wdnde to the E. arete of the

Vordere Bratschenkopf and the (4 hrs.) Wielinger- Scharte (10,720'), whence
the summit is gained in 1-1 '/j hr. (comp. p. 155). — The Hohe Dock (10,985'),

the Groxfe Bdrenkopf (11,175'), the Glockerin (11,235'), the Vordere Bratschen-

kopf (10,Sib'), and the Hi7Uere Bratschenkopf {i\,y)b') may also be ascended
from the Schvvarzenberg-Hiitte.

From Fbrleitex to the Glocknerhaus oyer the Pfanuel-
ScHARTE, 6-6i/2l>rs. [guide 11 K.'), somewhat fatiguing for novices,

but interesting and not difficult (good accommodation for tlie night

at the Traiiner Alp). Beyond the Lnkashansl Inn we cross (10 min.)

the Ache and follow its right hank, passing the finger-posts point-

ing (20 min.) to the right to the Mainzer-Hiitte (see helow), and

(10 min.) to the left to the Hochtor (p. 153j. About 20 min. farther

on we recross the Ache and ascend rather steeply to the (8/4 hr.)

*Trauner-Alpen Inn (5055'; R. b K.\ telephone), which overlooks

the Kdfer-Tal (the head of the Fuscher-TalJ with its waterfalls and

the majestic mountains of the Fuscher Eiskar surrounding it (from

left to right, Sinnabeleck, Fuscherkarkopf, Hohe Dock, Bratschen-

kopf, Grosses and Kleines Wiesbachhorn, Hochtenn). We now de-

scend a little to the right by a hollow above the Trauner Bach^ and

then ascend abruptly via the Pfandelboden. To the right, far below,

is the Pfandelbach. After 3-31/2 ti^s. we reach the N. Pfandelscharte

Olacier, the lower part of which is steep, and in ^^^ hr. more the

Lower Pfandel-Scharte (8745'), between the Spielmann (9935')

on the left and the -BaVenfeop/" (9420') on the right. We now cross the

S. Pfandelscharte Glacier, and then descend by a bridle-path over

gravelly and grassy slopes to the (1 hr.) Glocknerhaus (p. 175).
In dry weather we may also descend through the Nassfeld to the

Franz- Josefs-Hohe (guide 2 K. extra"), but the better plan is to visit the

latter from the Glocknerhaus.

From Ferleitbn to the Glocknerhaus via the Bockkar-
ScHARTE, 972-lOlirs., a highly interesting glacier expedition, not

difficult for the tolerably expert (guide 16 A'.). A marked club-

path, diverging to the right at (1/2 ^r.) a finger-post from the

Trauner Alp route (see above), ascends past the Vogal Alp (4180')

in easy windings, and finally crosses the moraine of the Hochgruber

Glacier to the (3 hrs.) Schu-arzenberg-HiUte, or Mainzer-Hiitte (7445';

Inn in summer), finely situated at the foot of the Hohe Dock (hence

to the Wiesbachhorn, etc., see above). We then skirt the slopes of

the Remskljpfl (8285'), and ascend by the Hochgang over debris and

rock to the Bockkar Glacier and the (31/2 hrs.) Bockkar- Scharte

(9995'), between the Breitkopf (10,345') and the Eiswandbiihel

(10,500'). Descent by the upper Pasterze Glacier to the (1 V2-2hrs.)

Hofmanns-HiUte (p. 176), the (8/4 hr.) Franz-Josefs-Haus, and the

(1 hr.) Glocknerhaus (p. 175).
From Ferleiten to the Glocknerhaus over the Fuscherkar-Scharte (9245'),

9-10 hrs., difficult, for experts only (guide 10 A'.).

FbOM FkKLEITEX to llEILItiENliLlT OVER TU E HOCHTOK , 81/2-9 hrS.

(guide, 12/1.'., not necessary for experts in settled weather). This route is
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attractive as far a? the Fiischer-Tdr], after which it becomes monotonous
(provisions should be taken). Diverging to the left from the Trauner Alp
route at (40 min.) a finger-post, we cross the Ache to the left, pass the
Tanbach-AIpe, and ascend to the right by a marked path, commanding line

views. The path afterwards turns sharply to the left and leads through
the Untere Nassfeld to the (2V4 hrs.) Pete7'shrundl (6890'), a clear spring,

whence we enjoy a superb *View of an imposing amphitheatre of snow-
clad peaks and glaciers, from the Brennkogel to the Hochtenn. We next
ascend through the Ohere Nassfeld to the (V* hr.) *Fuscher-Tbrl (7890'),

between the Brennkogel (see below) on the right and the Bergerkogel (8435')

on the left, before reaching which the Gross-Glockner suddenly comes into
view to the S.W. We now descend to the right, skirt the base of the

Brennkogel, and then mount again to the (I'/i hr.) i/j^^e/'-To''? (7830'). and
over stony slopes to (3/4 hr.) the Fuscher-Wegscheide (7940' 5 linger-post),

where the path from Kauris comes up on the left (p. 148). The path
here turns to the right and ascends, occasionally over snow, to the (V-i hr.)

Hochtor of the Heiligenbluter Tauern (8440'), the boundary between Salzburg
and Carinthia. View limited. (Hence to the Seehichl-Haus, 4-5 hrs.. see

pp. 178, 177.) A bridle-path descends from the pass to the (1/4 hr.) Samer-
hrunnen (7925'), a good spring, crosses the brook, and skirts the slope to the
left, soon affording a tine view of the Gross-Glockner. At the (Vihr.) X«ser-
eck (6280'), where the Molltal comes into view, the path descends abruptly
to the left by an old chapel to (3/4 hr.) Heiligenlhit (p. 174). — The Brenn-
kogel (9910'), an excellent point of view, may be ascended from the Mitter-

Torl (see above) by the !N.E. arete in 2 hrs." (not difficult for adepts).

Fkom Ferleitkn to Kaprun by the Obere Bockkar-Scharte or Keil-

Scharte (10,250' ; from the Schwarzenberg-Hiitte GV-jhrs.), or by the Bockkar-
Scharte (see above) and the Riffltor (10,220'; p. 178; to the Moserboden Hotel
7 hrs.), two fatiguing routes (guide 20 A'.). A preferable route (new club-
path) leads via the Vordere Bratschenlopf and the Wielinger-Scharte (ascent
of the Wiesbachhoi'ii, see p. 155) to the Heinrich-Schwaiger-Haus and the (7 hrs.)

Moserboden (comp. p. 155).

32. The Kaprun Valley.

A visit to the picturesque Kapruner-Tal from Zell am See is strongly
recommended. The excursion to the Bloserboden and back takes a full

day if the traveller remains until evening at the Kesselfall-Alpenhaus. It

is better to devote IV2 day to the expedition, spending the night at the
Kesselfall-Alpenhaus: leave Zell at 3.30 or 6.10 p.m., visit the Sigmund-
Thun-Klamm, and view the illumination of the Kessel-Fall by electricity
in the evening; next morning, before 6, when the path is in shade,
ascend to the Moserboden. — A good road (Kaiser-Franz-Josef-Strasse)
leads to (11 M.) the Kesselfall-Alpenhaus, and thence a narrow road ('Fiirst-

Liechtenstein-Weg'), practicable for small vehicles, goes on to the (3-

31/2 hrs.) Moserboden. Omnibus from Zell am See (starting from the
market-place) to the Kesselfall-Alpenhaus, thrice dailv from June 1st to
Sept. 15th (5 times daily from July 15th to Aug. 31st), 'in 2-2V2 hrs. (incl.

halt at the Sigmund -Thun-Klamm), returning in 13/4 hr. (fare 3 K. 70,
return 6 ii. 70 /i.). Return- tickets are valid for 5 days. — Omnibus from
Zell to the Sigmund-Thun-Klamm and back, twice daily in 3V4 hr. (incl.

halt at the Klamm); fare each way 1 A'. 70 h. — Cakkiage from Zell to the
Kesselfall-Alpenhaus and back in 1/2 day with one horse 16 K, with two
horses 23 K., whole day 17 or 28 K. Riding-horse from the Kesselfall-Alpen-
haus to the Moserboden and back, with stay of 3 hrs., 16 K., small car-
riage 20 Z^.

Zell am See, see p. 136. The road to Kaprun crosses the Pinzgau
railway and passes the Bruckberg station (to the right, the Kaiser-

Denkmal, with relief-portrait of Emp. Francis Joseph; 1896), and
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then leads due S. across the moor, to the Mayreinvd Bridge (2485';

inn) over the Salzach. It then gradually ascends the mountain-slope,

passes behind the half-ruined Schloss Kaprun, and descends to

(b^:2 M.) the village of Kaprun (2465'; ''"Zum Kitzsteinhorn, with

post and telephone office; Neuwirt Orgler, well spoken of; Mitter-

egger'), prettily situated on both banks of the Kapraner Ache.

The road ('Kaiser-Franz-Josef-Strasse') follows the right bank

of the Ache and winds up the Birkkogel (3225') , which forms a

barrier across the valley. Near the beginning of the ascent (1 V4 ^I«

from Kaprun; 1^ '4-I72 ^r.'s drive from Zell) a notice-board on the

right indicates the path, 150 yds, in length, leading to the *Sig-

mund-Thun-Klamm (adm. 60 /i., including the Kessel Fall 1 K.\
a gorge named after the late Count Thun, Governor of Salzburg (d.

1898). We leave the carriage here and regain it at the upper end
of the gorge (I/4 hr. ; umbrellas should not be forgotten), through

which a well-made path leads. At some points this gorge rivals

the Liechtenstein-Klamm and the Seisenberg-Klamm. — The road,

ascending in windings, crosses the ravine by means of the (1 M.)

Bilinski Bridge, returns 1/4 M. later to the right bank of the Ache
(where the Klamm path is rejoined), and leads through the open

valley to the (11 M.) Hintericaldhofin the Wilstelau (2865'). [To

the light is the club-path to the Salzburger-Hiitte, see p. 155.] After

1/2 M. more, at the Inn zum Kapruner Tori (moderate), we enter the

Ebenwald, and ascend gradually, passing a small grotto called tlie

Kdskeller ('cheese-cellar'), to (i^/o M.) the *Kesselfall-Alpenhaus

(3535'; hotel of the first class, with post and telephone office; R.

2-6, pens. 9-12 K.^, finely situated in a beautifully wooded valley.

Steps descend on the right to the gorge of the *KesseL Fall (adm.

60 /t.; illuminated with electric light at 9-9.30 p.m. ; worth seeing).

The broad road ends here. The narrower road('Furst-Liechten-

stein-Weg') to the (3-31/2 hrs.) Moserboden crosses the Ache and

ascends in windings (at first through wood) along the slope. From
the (11/4 ^J"-) Kbnigsstuhl, at the top of the hill, we obtain a fine

retrospect, extending to the Steinerne Meer and the Hundstod. The
route then follows the left bank of the Ache, running high above

its bed for some distance, to the (20 min.) Limberg Alp (5145';

restaurant), at the beginning of the Wasserfallboden (with the

majestic Wiesbachhorn on the left), and then leads past the Bauern
Alp (on the right bank), Avith a fine view of the mountains enclosing

'the Moserboden, to the (25 min.) Orgler-Hutte (inn) and (6 min.)

the Rainer-Hiltte (5320'; bed 2 if.), both belonging to Orgler of

Kaprun. On the opposite bank is the Wasserfall Alp. Fine view

of the Hochtenn, Wielinger Glacier, Fochezkopf, Glockerin, and

Barenkopfe. To the right, in the background, are the falls of the

Ache and the Ehmatbach.
The road crosses to the right bank of the Ache beyond the

Rainer-Hutte and ascends in a long curve to the (i hr.) ^Moserboden
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Hotel (QS6b'; R.3-7, pens. 10-15^. ,• telephone), at the entrance of

the *Moserbodeii (6465'), or highest level ofthe Kapruner-Tal, II/2 M.
in length. The majestic amphitheatre of mountains and glaciers sur-

rounding the Moserboden , which is watered hy numerous stream-

lets, presents a most impressive spectacle. From left to right are

the Hochtenn, Fochezkopf, Hintere Bratschenkopf , Glockerin,

Barenkopfe, Riffltor, Hohe Riffl, Torkopf, Kapruner Tori, Eiser,

Grieskogel, and Kitzsteinhorn. In the centre is the imposing Kar-
linger Glacier, descending from the Riffltor. A path on the right,

at the foot of the W. slopes, leads past the Kaiserstein (commemorating
a visit of Emp. Francis Joseph in 1893), to the (3/4 hr.) end of the

glacier (6590'), where the Wiesbachhorn becomes visible next to the

Fochezkopf. Visitors may walk on the end of the glacier without

danger. A rich flora adorns the slopes on the W. side of the Moser-

boden (edelweiss, etc.).

A fine survey of the Moserboden is obtained from the *Hohenburg
(6920'), a barrier which separates it from the Wasserfallboden (ascent to

the left from the Moserboden Hotel, V2 br.). The snow-clad Johannisberg
(11,370') is here seen rising over the Riffltor.

Ascents from the Kapkdner-Tal (guides, Jos. Hetz, Thorn, and Jos.

Altenherger., Thorn. Lechner, Joh. Maierhofer., Franz and Kaspar Nusshaumer

,

Joh. Hollwerth., G. Holler., P. Mitleregger, Jos. Schranz, Alois Neumayr., and
O. Mayrhofer). There are guide-stations at Kaprun and at the Kesselfall-
Alpenhaus. — The *Imbachhorn (8110'), a splendid point of view, is easily

ascended from the Kesselfall-Alpenhaus via the Brandl-Scharte in 41/2 hrs.

(guide 8, with descent to Fusch 10 K.). Comp. p. 150. — The *Kitzstein-
horn (10,510'-, T-T'/s hrs.

;
guide 14 K.) is ascended without difficulty by

experts. From the Kesselfall-Alpenhaus, a marked bridle -path ascends
through wood to the (31/2-4 hrs.) Gaisstein (7315') 5 thence to the (3/4 hr.)

ruined Schmiedinc/er SchirmhilUe (8085') on the 7'ristkogel, and lastly across

the extensive Schmiediiiger Glacier (steep path at the end facilitated by a
wire-rope) to the (2V2 hrs.) summit. View very striking. Another club-
path leads from the (IV4 hr.) Wustelau (p. 154) through the Grubbach-Tal
to the (3 hrs.) Salzhurger-Hiltte (6090'; inn in summer) on the upper Eder
Alp; then to the (2 hrs.) Schmiedinger-Hiitte and the (2V2 hrs.) summit (see

above). Descent to the Rainer-Hiitte in 3-31/2 hrs. (guide 18 A'.), verj' steep.
— The Schmiedinger (9710') may be scaled in 31/2 hrs. from the Salzburger
Iliitte (guide 12 A'.), and is also interesting.

The Hochtenn (11,060'), ascended in 6-6V2hrs. (guide i^ K.) from the
Rainer-Hiitte via the Eirzhach-Torl (p. 150), is difficult and suited for

adepts only (preferable from the Gleiwitzer-Hiitte, p. 150).

The '^Grosse "Wiesbachhorn (11,710') is a difficult but highly remuner-
ative ascent of 51/2-6 hrs. from the Moserboden Hotel (guide 20 A'., with
descent to Ferleiten 22, to the Glocknerhaus 28 K.). A club-path ascends
to the (21/2-3 hrs.) Heinrich-Schwaiger-Haus of the Munich Alpine Club (9710';

inn in summer); we then ascend by a new club-palh (wire ropes) via the
Fochezkopf (10,360') and the Kaindlgraf , a sharp arete high above the
Wielinger Glacier (steady head necessary), to the Wielinger-Scharle (10,720'),

and finally mount a steep snow-slope to the (3 hrs.) summit, which is

approached from the W. and commands an imposing view. Descent by
the Bockkar-Scharte to the (5 hrs.) Hofmanns-Hutte (p. 175), or by the Vordere
Bratschenkopf to the (3V2-4 hrs.) Schwarzenberg-Hutte (p. 152).

Passes. To Ferleiten over the Wielinger-Scharte (from the Moserboden
to the Schwarzenberg-Hutte 8 hrs., with guide), laborious but very interest-
ing, see p. 153.

Over the Riffltor (10,220') to the Glocknerhaus (9 hrs. from the Moser-
boden Hotel; guide 24 A.), see p. 177. Over the Riffltor and the Bockkar-
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ScMrle (9995') to Ferleiten (10-11 hrs. : guide 20 Z.), see p. 153. Both these

are imposing glacier-routes, biit difficult, particularly the ascent of the
crevassed Karlinger Olacier (comp. p. 177). The ascents of the Hohe Riffl

(10,980') or the Johaniiisherg (11,3?5') add 1 and 2 hrs. respectively to the

Riffltor route (comp. p. 176).

Over the Kapruner-Tbrl (8645') to the Stubach-Tal (from the Moser-
boden Hotel to the Rudolfs -Hiitte 51/2, to Kals 11-12 hrs.; guide from
Kaprun to the Rudolfs-Hiitte 14, to Uttendorf 20, to Kals 28 K.), not dif-

ficult. Frum the (3/4 hr.) end of the Moserboden we skirt the tongue of
the Karlinger Glacier and proceed through the Wintergasse (formerly a

glacier), covered with debris, to the (2 hrs.) Tori, a depression between
the Tovkopf on the left and the Kleine Eiser on the right (fine view of
the Stubach-Tal with the Granatspitze and retrospect of the Wiesbachhorn,
Hcchtehn, etc.). Descent to the Riffl Glacier; then to the left across its

terminal moraine (glacier-tables) and by a club-path into the valley, across

the stream, and up to the (21/2 hrs.) Rudolfs-Hutte (p. 157). — Over the
Geral-Scharte (9100') to the Stubach-Tal (from the Rainer-Hiitte to the

Schneider-Aim 8 hrs.), fatiguing. — Ascent of the Eocheiser (10,520') from
the Scharte, laborious (2 hrs. •, guide 16 E.). The ascent frona the Moser-
boden by the Seelgrat and the Eiserkees is preferable.

An easy path leads from the Kesselfall-Alpenhaus over the Brandl-
Scharte (7715') to the (41/2 hrs.) Gleiwitzer-Hiitte (p. 150) and thence by the

Hirzhach Valley to (3 hrs.) Dorf Fusch in the Fuscher-Tal. The ascent of

the Jmbachhorn (pp. 150, 155) mav easily be combined with this route

(3/4 hr. more). — The Eirzhach-Torl (9980') is more difficult.

33. From Zell am See to Krimml. Upper Pinzgau.

33M.PINZGAD Railway in 23/4-31/4 hrs. (fare.s5iL.60, 2 ^. 30 /';. ; no 1st cl.).

The opening of this narrow-gauge line has greatly facilitated the visit

to the Krimml Waterfalls (a somewhat long day's excursion from Zell am
See) as well as the approaches to the Venediger and Reichenspitz moun-
tain-groups and to the passes from thePinzgau to the Ziller-Tal and Ahrntal.

Zell am See (2470'), see p. 136. The Pinzgau Railway skirts

the lake for a short distance and then turns to the right. To the

left opens the Fuscher-Tal, with the Drei Briider (p. 136^ rising

above it (left); due S. rises the Imbachhorn, adjoined on the left

by the snowy peak of the Hochtenn. At (2 M.) Bruckherg the

line turns to the W. into the valley of the Salzach, here upwards 01

11/2 M. broad, and swampy at places. To the left, at the entrance

to the wooded valley of Kaprun, are the village and castle of Kaprun

(p. 154), commanded on the right by the Kitzsteinhorn , with the

,Schmiedinger Glacier. From (^4'/2 M.) Fiirth-Kaprun (Touristen-

heim) a road leads to the left to (2M.) the village oi Kaprun (p. 154

;

omnibus from tlie station to the Kesselfall-Alpenhaus, 1 K. 60 Ji.-

2 K.). — 51/2 M. Piesendorf (2495'; Mitterwirt; Neuwirt) ; 7 M.
Walchen. — 91/9 M. NiedernsiU, opposite the village of that name
(Oberwirt; Bachler) on the right bank of the Salzach. IOV2 M.

Lengdorf. At (13 M.) Uttendorf (2535'; Inn at the station; *Bichl-

wirt; Post; Liesenwiri) the Stubach-Tal opens to the S., and in its

background, farther on, appear the Johannisberg and the Eiskbgele.
Feom Uttendokf to Kals through the Stubach-Tal and over the Kaiser

Tauern^ an attractive route of 12 hrs. (to the Rudolfs-Hutte 6V2-7 hrs. ; guide
desirable, to the Tauern 12, to Kals 20 K.; P. MiMhauer of Piesendorf, Jox.

and Franz Griessenauer, and P. Diirnberger of Uttendorf). Road (une-horse
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carr. to the Schneider Alp in l'/2 hr., 10 K.) as far as the (6 M.) Fellerer
Bauer (3140') and the (^/tM.) Schneider Alp (inn; horses for hire), at the
base of the Teufelsmiihle (8230') ; to the right opens the Dorfer Oed, at the
head of which rises the Landeckkopf (9M5'). From this point a bridle-path
(red marks) ascends to the (V/2 hr.) Enzinger Boden (4760') and (1 hr.) the
picturesque Grilnsee (5575'). Farther on it passes the hunting-lodge of
Franzosach (5860') and skirts the slopes of the Schafbilhel (sec below) to
the Weiss-See (7275') and the (IVzbr,) magnificently situated Rudolfs-Hiitte
(7355'-, inn in summer). The Hiniere Schafbiihel (7710'; 20 min.) commands
a superb view of the Oedenwinkel Glacier and its imposing environs, the
Eiskogele, Johannisberg, and Hohe Riffl; to the W. rises the Granatkogl
group with the Sonnblick and Granatspitze. — From the Eudolfs-Hiitte over
the Kapruner Tori to the Moserboden, pee p. 156 ; over the Ohere Oedemcinkel-
Scharte to the Pasterze, see p. 177. — The Granatspitze (10,120') and the
Sonnblick (10,125') may be ascended from the Rudolfs-Hiitte, via the Sonn-
blick Olader and the Granai-Scharte (9735'), without difficulty (each 4 hrs.

;

guide 5-G K.). Descent from the Granat-Scharte over the Prdgrat Glacier
and through the Landeck-Tal to Windisch - Matrei (p. 164), or to the (4 hrs.)

Matreier Tauernhaus (p. 165).

From the Rudolfs-Hiitte the path ascends over rock and a patch of

snow to the (1 hr.) Kals-Stubacher Tauern (8240'); view limited. There
is a fine view of the Glockner and Granatspitz groups from the Tauernkopf
(8765'), V2 br. to the W., but caution is necessary. Then a steep and stony
descent to the Tauernbriindl (7290') and via the Grimd Alp to the (l'/4 hr.)

Dorfer-See (eSBC/); then, beyond the remains of the landslip that formed
the lake, along the left bank of the Kaiser Bach, and across the streams
draining the Laperwilz and Frusnitz Glaciers. The picturesque valley
{Dorfev Tal or upper Kalser-Tal) contains upwards of 50 chalets (rfmts. at

the Schvsshiitte on the Ewnesoi-Eben, P/i hr.). Lower down the brook run.s

through a narrow gorge, and the path ascends the (V4 hr.) Siiegenwand by
stone steps. Descent to Kals (p. 170) in 2 hrs. more, past the mouth of the
Teischnitz Valley., through which a marked path ascends to the (4 hrs.)

SUidlhiltte (p. 171).

Above Uttendorf the whole valley was formerly occupied by the

river and its numerous stony islets, but much of this area has

lately been reclaimed. The railway leads by (15V2 M.) Stuhlfelden

and the small sulphur-baths of (16 M.) Burgwies to —
171/2 M. Mittersill (2590'; Rail. Restaurant; Post, near the

station, on the left bank; *Schwaiger or Brdu-Rup , Gruntner,
Rothbacher, on the right bank), the principal village in the valley

(690 inhab.). The old Schloss, on a height on the left bank, 500'

above the river, commands a view to the S. of the Felber-Tal with
the Tauernkogel (9795').

ExouESioNS (guides, JoJk Brugger and Joh. S(dckl). The 'Gaisstein
(7760') is ascended without difficulty in 4V2-5 hrs. (guide necessary). The
path leads through the Miihltal via the Bilrgl Alp (5575') to the (3V2hrs.)
Bilvgl-Hutte (6560'), IV4 hr. below the summit. Comp. p. 204. — The Pihapper
Spitze (8250'), ascended by the Leitner Alp (p. 158) in 5V2-6 hrs. (guide),
is another fine point. — Road over Pass Tlmrn to Kitzbiihel, see p. 205. —
Over the Felber Tauern to Windisch-Matrei, see p. 165 (a route which may
be shortened by spending a night at the Schosswender Tauernhaus, 2V2 hrs.
from Mittersill, or in the Tauernhaus -Spital, 20 min. farther on, but
travellers must bring guides with them, as none are to be found there).

191/2 M. Rettenbach. — 2OV2 M. Hollersbach. The village of

that name (2630'; inn) lies on the right bank, at the mouth of the
Hollersbach- Tal.

"Thruugb the Hollersbach-TaL a valley about 12 M. long (comp. Map,
p. 164; guide, Franz Gasser of Hollersbach), a marked path ascends on thg
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ri'jjlit hank of the stream, which forms numerous fine waterfalls, to the
Leititer Alp (3510') and the (3 hrs.) Rossgruh Alp (4290'), at the N.E. base
of the Lienzingev Spitze (9055'). After another hour, above the Ofnerhoden
J?p (5020'; accommodation), the valley forks: through the right (W.) branch
a fatiguing route leads past the picturesque Kratzenbevger-See (7U65') and
then divides: to the right over the Plenitz-Scharte (8S35'), to the left (new
club-path) over the Sandeben-Torl (9050'); fine view from both. We may
then descend to the left (steep) to (2 brs.) Iiuier-Gschliiss (p. 165), or to the
right, across the Viltragen Glacier and round the E. side of the Eesselkopf,
to the (31/2 hrs.) Neue Prager-HiUte (p. 165). — In the left (E.) arm of the
valley the path first ascends past the Ochsen Alp over the pastures of
the iVeissenecket' Alp, and then toils over a stonv tract to the (3 hrs.)
Weissenecker-Scharte (8640), between the Dichtenkogel (9270') and the
Fechtehenkogel (9400'). The steep descent leads past the small Dichtensee
(8015') to the Felber Tauern route, where we proceed to the left to the

('2V2 hrs.) Matveier Tauevnhaits (p. 165). — Via the Larmkogel-Scharte to the
Habach-Hiitie, see below.

211 2 M. Dorf-Pass-Thmn. — 23 M. Miihlbach [2265'; OtiVs

Inn; Restaurant at the station), at the mouth of the Milhlbach-Tal

(over the Stangen-Jocli to Kirchberg, 7 hrs., see p. 203 ; footpath to

Pass Thurn, p. 205).

24 M. Bramberg (2700'; *Senmgerbrdu, moderate, quaint old

rooms on the first floor; Pout; Lederer). — 26 M. Hahachtal. To the

right is Weigr/iof (Inn, with old wood-panelling) with the ruined
Weierburg. To the left opens the Habach-Tal, with the Habach
Glacier, the Hohe Filrleg, the Habachkopf, and the Kratzenberg in

the background.
A toilsome pass leads through the wild Habach-Tal to Gschloss

(10-11 hrs. ; guide 14 Z.; G. Schragl of Miihlbach, Karl and Sik. WurniUch
of Bramberg recommended). From Bramberg (where the best night-quarters
are obtained) the path crosses the Salzach and leads through meadows via
the Einodhofe to the (3/4 hr.) entrance of the Habach-Tal. We then ascend
to the left, soon crossing to the left bank of the Habach, and proceed
through wood, with a view of a (i/ahr.) waterfall on the opposite side of
the valley (spring a little farther on). On (20 min.) emerging from the
wood we obtain a view of the Schwarzkopf, and 1/4 hr, farther on we cross
to the right bank (3595') and command a view of the head of the valley
from the Schwarzkopf, on the E., to the Hohe Fiirleg and the Leiter
Glaciers, on the W. ; to the right is the precipitous Fesdmand (7520').

We proceed via the Kramer Alp and the Brosinger Alp to the (IV4 hr. ; 8 hrs.
from Bramberg) Alpenrose Inn on the Madl Alp (4690), beyond which is

the (V2 hr.) Mavr Alp. The valley now contracts. Shortly before its head
the path ascends to the left in numerous zigzags to the Grossweid Alp and
the (3 hrs. ; 6 hrs. from Bramberg) Kabach-Hiitte (7T70'; inn in summer),
finely situated close to the Habach Glacier., of which it commands a magni-
ficent view. The Larmkogel (9535'; 2-21/2 hrs. ; easv), the Kratzenberg (9940';

21/2-3 hrs.). the Plattige Habachkopf (10.560'; 3V2 hi-s.), and the Hohe Filrleg

(10,750'; 472-5 hrs.) may be ascended hence by adepts. — From the hut we
may cross the Habach Glacier to the Schwarzkopf- Scha^He (9410'), between
the Schwarzkopf and the Kratzenberg, or (more difficult) to the Habach-
Schartc (9725'), between the Griine and Plattige Habachkopf, descend to
Ihe Viltragen Glacier and again ascend, skirting the E. slope of the Kessel-

kopf, to the (41/2-5 hrs.) jVeue Prager-Hiltte (p. 165). Another pass (fatiguing)

to the E. of the Habach -Hiitte leads over the Larmkogel-Scharte (9055') to

the Holkrsbach- Tal (31/2 hrs. to the Ofnerboden Alp, see above).

Beyond (271/2 M.) Neukirchen (2800'; Restaurant at the station;

*Schett, orPost; Kammerlander ; BuchmeyerX a considerable village

with an old castle, the railway enters the Rosen-Tal.
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Excursions (guides, Joh. Unterwurzacher, Dom. Kronhichler, Kajetan and
Franz Nussbaumer, Joh. E^ismann, J. G. Schwarzle)\ Alb. Eitsch, and Sig. Stock-

maier). The Eechteckbauer, on the slope oi the Ro-tsberff, 1 hr. totheN.W.,
affords a splendid view of the Venediger and the two branches of the
Sulzbach-Tal. — A far grander view is obtained from the '•Wildkogel
(7290'; 3'/2 hrs. ; road), particularly of the imposing pyramid of the Vene-
diger at the end of the Habach-Tal and the Grosse Rettenstein, towering
immediately to the N. About '/s hr. below the top is the Wildkogel Inn
(6585'; 36 beds, telephone). A fatiguing route leads hence via the Filzen-

Hohe (6980') and the Slangen-Joch (5790') to (5 hrs.) Aschau in the Sperten-
Tal and (2 hrs.) Kh'chberg in Tyrol (p. 203). From the Stangen-Joch the
Grosse Rettenstein (7745') may be ascended in I'/z hr. (comp. p. 203).

30 M. Rosental - Grossvenediger (*Hul)er's Hotel, R. 1-3 K.^,

opposite the junction of the Vnter- and Ob er-Sulzbach-Tal.
ExcuKsioNS (guides see above). To the Unter-Sulzbach Fall (i/2hr.).

The path from the station of Eosental (finger-post) crosses the Salzach,
and ascends along the left bank of the Unter-Sulzbach stream, mostly
through wood, affording three fine views of the waterfall (165' high). —
A steep path ascends through the Unter-Stilzbach-Tal to the (3 hrs.) Ascham
Alp (5230'; poor quarters), 1 hr. below the end of the crevassed Unter-
Sulzbach Glacier. The Venediger (see below) may be ascended from this

point in 7-8 hrs. (arduous). Over the Unter-Sulzbach- Tori (9400') to Gschloss

(p. 165), 8 hrs., difficult.

A tolerable path (at first practicable for riders; to the Kiirsinger-Htitte

7 hrs.
;
guide 9 E.) ascends the Ober-Sulzbach-Tal on the right bank of the

stream, past the Kampriesen Alp (simple rfmts.), the beautiful Seebach Fall,

and the Foissen Alp to the (4 hrs.) Aschani Alp (5390'). Then a steep ascent
by the Stierlahrier Wand and Keeslahner Wand to the (3 hrs.) Kiirsinger-
Hiitte (8390'; inn in summer) in the Keeskar. Magnificent *View of the
huge Ober-Sulzbach Glacier (the ice-fall of which is called the 'Tiirkische
Zeltstadf), surrounded by the peaks of the Venediger group : the Gross-
Venediger , Grosse Geiger, Hintere Maurerkeeskopf

.,
Sonntagskopf, and

Schlie/erspitze. The ascent of the Gross-Venediger (12,010' ; 4-5 hrs.) from
the hut is laborious (guide from Neukirchen 18, with descent to the Neue
Prager-Hiltte 24 K.). The route leads via the Obersulzbach Glacier, the
Zwischensulzbach-Torl (9440'), and the Venediger-Scharte (11,225'), between the
Klein-Venediger and the Gross-Venediger, then bends to the right and
crosses the upper Schlaten Glacier to the summit (p. 167). Over the Ober-
sulzbach- Tori or the Maurer-Torl to Prdgraten, see p. 167; over the Zwischen-
and the Unter- Sulzbach-Torl to Gschloss, see p. 165; over the Krimmler-Torl
to the Warnsdorfer- Hiitte (recommended: guide from Neukirchen 16 Z^.),

see pp. 162, 167.

On the slope to the right is the ruined Hieburg. Passing the

Teufelsstein we next reach (301/2 M.) WaW(2900'; Strasser's Inn),

where the direct route to (13 M.) Gerlos, via Ronach, diverges to

the right (p. 212). The railway turns to the S.W. , crosses the

Salza, which descends from Ronach and here unites with the

Krimmler Ache to form the Salzach, and reaches its terminus at

(33 M.) Krimml (3020'; Railway Hotel), at the foot of the Falken-
stein (3465'), which may be ascended in 20 min. (good inn on the

top; fine view; thence to Ober-Krimml, 1/2 hr.). Omnibuses (1 K.)
here meet the train, to convey travellers to (2 M. farther up) —

Ober-Krimml (3500'; *Hdtel Krimmlerhof, with fine view of the

falls, pens, from bK.; *H6t. Waltl, R. 11/2-3, pens. 5-9 K., with
baths ; Hofer's Inn zum Wasserfall, 1/2 M. farther, well spoken of),

a pleasant village and summer-resort, chiefly visited on account of

its magnificent **Waterfalls, the finest among the German Alps.
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ExcuKsioNS (guides, Joh. Unierwurzacher, Dom. Kronlichler, Kajetan and
Franz Nusshaumer, Joh. Ensmann., J. G. Schwarzlev, Alh. Ritsch, and Sig. Stock-

maier). The Eechteckbatier. on the slope of the Eossherg, 1 hr. to the N.W.,
affords a splendid view of the Venediger and the two branches of the
Snlzbach-Tal. — A far grander view is obtained from the ''Wildkogel
(7290'; 372 hrs. ; road), particularly of the imposing pyramid of the Vene-
diger at the end of the Habach-Tal and the Grosse Eettenstein, towering
immediately to the N. About '/s hr. below the top is the Wildkogel Inn
(6585'; 36 beds, telephone). A fatiguing route leads hence via the Filzen-
Hohe (6880') and the Slangen-Joch (5790') to (5 hrs.) Aschau in the Sperien-
Tal and (2 hrs.) Kh'chberg in Tyrol (p. 203). From the Stangen-Joch the
Grosse Eettenstein (7745') may be ascended in IV2 hr. (comp. p. 203).

30 M. Rosental-Grossvenediger (*Huber's Hotel, R. 1-3 K.),

opposite the junction of the Vnter- and Ober-Sulzbach-Tal.
Excursions (guides see above). To the Unter-Sulzbach Fall (1/2 hr.).

The path from the station of Eosental (finger-post) crosses the Salzach,
and ascends along the left bank of the Unter-Sulzbach stream, mostly
through wood, affording three fine views of the waterfall (165' high). —
A steep path ascends through the Unter-Sulzbach- Tal to the (3 hrs.) Ascham
Alp (5230'; poor quarters). 1 hr. below the end of the crevassed Unter-
Sulzbach Glacier. The Venediger (see below) may be ascended from this

point in 7-8 hrs. (arduous). Over the Unter-Sulzbach- Toi'l (9400') to Gschloss

(p. 165), 8 hrs., difficult.

A tolerable path (at first practicable for riders; to the Kiirsinger-Hutte
7 hrs.

;
guide 9 E.) ascends the Oher-Sulzbach-Tal on the right bank of the

stream, past the Kampriesen Alp (simple rfmts.), the beautiful Seebach Fall,

and the Foissen Alp to the (4 hrs.) Ascham Alp (5890'). Then a steep ascent
by the Stierlahner Wand and Keeslahner Wand to the (3 hrs.) Kiirsinger-
Hiitte (S390'; inn in summer) in the Keeskar. Magnificent -View of the
huge Ober-Sulzbach Glacier (the ice-fall of which is called the "Tiirkische
Zeltstadt'), surrounded by the peaks of the Venediger group : the Gross-
Venediger , Grosse Geiger, Hintere Maurerkeeskopf, Sonntagskopf, and
Schlieferspitze. The ascent of the Gross-Venediger (12.010' ; 4-5 hrs.) from
the hut is laborious (guide from Neukirchen 18, with descent to the Neue
Prager-Hxitte 24 K.). The route leads via the Obersulzbach Glacier, the
Zwischensulzbach-Torl (9440'), and the Venediger-Scharfe (11,225'), between the
Klein-Venediger and the Gross-Venediger, then bends to the right and
crosses the iipper Schlaten Glacier to the summit (p. 167). Over the Ober-
sulzbach-Torl or the Maurer-Torl to Prdgraten, see p. 167; over the Zwischen-
and the Unter-Siilzbacli-Torl to Gschloss, see p. 165; over the Krimmler-Torl
to the Warnsdorfer- Hiitie (recommended; guide from Xeukirchen 16 .£".),

see pp. 162, 167.

On the slope to the right is the ruined Hieburg. Passing the

Teufelsstein we next reach (3OV2 M.) WaW(2900'; Strasser's Inn),

where the direct route to (13 M.) Gerlos, via Ronach, diverges to

the right (p. 212). The railway turns to the S.W., crosses the

Salza, which descends from Ronach and here unites with the

Krimmler Ache to form the Snlzach^ and reaches its terminus at

(33 M.) Krimml (3020'; Railway Hotel), at the foot of the Falken-
stein (3465'), which may be ascended in 20 min. (good inn on the

top; fine view; thence to Ober-Krimml, 1/9 hr.). Omnibuses (1 K.)
here meet the train, to convey travellers to (2 M. farther up) —

'

Ober-Krimml (oOOC; *H6tel Krimmlerhof, with fine view of the

falls, pens, from bK.; *H6t. Walil, R. 1V2-3, pens. 5-9 J^T., with
baths ; Hofer^s Inn zum Wasserfall, 1/2 M. farther, well spoken of),

a pleasant viUage and summer-resort, chiefly visited on account of

its magnificent **WaterfalIs, the finest among the German Alps.
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The Krimmler Ache., the discharge of the great Krimml Glacier, is

precipitated in three falls into the A-alley below, a depth of about 1250'.

The finest points of view (l»cst in the morning) have been rendered
accessible by an e;isy and well-kept path (there and hack 3-3V2hrs.; toll

40 A. ,• small vehicles procurable). Passing the Inn zum Wasscrfall we
reach (25 min.) the first point of view, where we gaze on the ^Lowest Fall
as it thunders into its basin at our feet and bedev\-s us with its spray, in

which the morning sun forms beautiful rainbow hues. Returning a few
paces from this point, we then ascend to the (10 vain.) Regen-Kanzel, _\\-'h\z\\

commands another and still finer survey of the lowest fall, and to (5 min.)

a third and (6 min.) a fourth point of view overlooking the same fall.

We next reach the (6 min.) Riemann Eanzel, a projecting rock with a

parapet and seats above the beginning of the lowest fall. Passing two
points with view of the Central Fall, we reach (Vi hr.) "Hofers Hotel
(4165') on the Schonangerl., with a splendid view of the '^Highest Fall., which
descends in two leaps from a height of about 460', of Krimml, and (from
the adjacent bridge) also of the central fall. From the inn we reach in

10 min. the foot of the highest fall, on the left side of which a winding
path, affording beautiful views, ascends to the (20 min.) top. Here, close

to the brink of the rocks over which the Ache is precipitated, a bridge

CScheit-Brilcke'' ; 4800') crosses the stream to the Tauern path (see below).

Other Excursions from Krimml (guides, Franz and Peter Eofer. Johann
Scharr, Michael Wechselherger., Jos. and Matih. Erahichler^ Jos. Moschl., Joh.

Unterherger., Mich. Rirchler. Fr. Heim., Fr. Lechner of Krimml, and Peter

Gassier of Wald). To the (S'/a hrs.) Seekar-See (7360') and thence to the

(40 min.) Arheskopf (7875'; guide 7 A'.) or the (IVs hr.) Seekarkopf (8595';

guide 10 A'.); fine views from both (from the latter we may descend through
the Wilde Gerlos to Gerlos; 4V2-5 hrs... guide 14 A.). — Gernkogel (7420'),

4-41/2 hrs., easy and attractive (guide 7 A'.); the descent may be made to

Hopfgarten in' the Brixen-Tal (from Krimml 12 hrs.; guide 15 A'.). —
Hiitteltalkopf (9720') , from the Krimmler Tauernhaus 31/2 hrs., also easy

and attractive (guide 10 A.). The descent may be made on the E. side to

the Seebach Alp (6650') and thence to the Obersidzoach-Tal (p. 159).

To Gerlos over the Platte. 4 hrs., bridle-path, guide unnecessary

(horse to the Platte 6. to Gerlos 12, to Zell 52 A'^.); see p. 211. From the

(2V2lirs.) Flatten Inn (p. 212) a path which needs improvement leads to the

(4 hrs.) Zittauer-Hiitte on the Lower Gerlos-See (p. 212). Ascent of the

Plaltenkogel (6695% from Krimml 3-3V2 hrs. (no guide required), seep. 212.

To TOE Krimmler Achen-Tal, as far as the Tauernhaus 31/2 hrs. (guide,

unnecessary, 6, horse 8-10 A'.); to the Warmdorfer - Hiltte 6V2 hrs. (marked
path; guide, unnecessary, 9, horse 14-18 A.). From the (IV2 hr.) Schett-

.6r«cA-e (seeabove)theTauernweg, a bridle-path, leads through the Achen-Tal,
which is monotonous at first, to the (2 hrs.) Krimmler Tauernhaus (5350'

;

Intl., with 34 beds, clean ana moderate), on the left bank of the Ache.

Excursions (tiuides are seldom to be found here and should be brought
from Krimml). — Hohe Schaflkopf (10^045'; 4 hrs. ;

guide from Krimml 14 A'.)

and Trisselkopf (Wildkarkopf, 11,000'; 5 hrs. ;
guide UK.), both fatigu-

ing; Rosskopf idSSo' ; 31/2 hrs.; p. 161); Bchlachtertauirn (9035'; 31/2 hrs.);

Glockenkarkopf (9560'; 41/2 hrs.) ; Keeskarspitze (9o80' ; 5 hrs.), and ZilUr-

plattenspUze (10,320'; 51/2 hrs.). The Ir.st four are ascended from the Windbach-

Tal (p. 161 ; difficult). — Over the Raixbach-Schakte to the Zittauer-

HtJTTE AND TO Gerlos Q'^Jt.S \ivi.., guide 14 A.), attractive, and not difficult

for adepts (marked path). From the (^A hr.) Rainbach Alp (see below)

we ascend to the right, past the Rainbachkar-See (7910'), to the (21/2 hrs.)

Rainbach-Scharte (8965'). between the Hohe Schaflkopf and the Kosskopf,

then descend, parsing the Up2)er Gerlos-See , to the i^/ihT.) Zittauer-Hiitte

on the Lower Oerlos-See (p. 212) and through the Wildgerlos-Tal to (4 hrs.)

Gerlos (p. 21 i) or (6 hrs.) Krimml (p. 159). — Over the Rosskar-Scharte,

see p. 161.

To the Riohter-Hutte, 2V2 hrs., an attractive excursion (guide 9 A'.,

not indispensable). From the Tauernhaus we ascend the Rainbach-Tal

to the W. to the (1 hr.) Rainbach Alp (6165') and then skirt the Rainbach
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or Rambach to (3/4 hr.) the grand head of the valley, surrounded by the

Gabelkopf, Reichenspitze, Zillerspitze, Schwarzkopf, and Ziller-Scharte.

Keeping to the left, we soon reach (3/4 hr.) the finely situated Richter-

Hiitte (7740'; inn in summer, 40 beds), the starting-point for a number
of fine ascents for experienced mountaineers, with good guides (tariff

reckoned from Krimml). Among these are the Bosskopf (2335'
-^ 3 hrs.

;

easy); the Mandlkarkopf (9425'; 3 hrs. ; easy); the Gabelkopf, ov Hohe Gahel

(10,720'; 31/2 hrs.; laborious); the Northern Schwarze Wand (10,070'; 4 hrs.;

very difiicult); the Southern Schwarze Wand (9940'; SVz hrs.; difficult); the

Spatenspitze (9705'; 31/2 hrs.; very difficult); the Nadelspitze (9685'; 3 hrs.;

difficult) ; the Reichenspitze (10,845'; 3-31/2 hrs. ;
guide 20 .ff.), moderately difficult

(comp. p. 214); the Zillerspitze (10,1^0'; 31/2 hrs.; ISA'.), moderately diffi-

cult ; the Richterspitze (10,105' ; 3 hrs.), easy and conveniently combined with
the expedition over the Gams-Scharte (see below); the Schwarzkopf (10,170';

31/2 hrs.; difficult); the Zillerschartenspitze (10,290'; 4 hrs, ; difficult); the

Rainbachspitze (10,035'; 3 hrs.; moderately difficult); the Zillerplattenspitze

(10,320'; 4 hrs.; laborious); the Keeskarspitze (9580'; 41/2 hrs. ; difficult);

the Dreiecker (9490'; 5 hrs.; difficult); the Windbachtalkopf (9395'; 2 hrs.;

easy) ; the Windbachkarkopf (QOSO' ; 3 hrs. ; easy); the Wildgerlosspitze (10,770';

41/2-5 hrs.; guide 22 AT.), difficult; the Kuchelmoosspitze (10.56U'; 4V2-5 hrs.

;

difficult). — Passes. Over theHintere "Windbach-Scharte (8S60') to the upper
Windbach-Tal and via the Krimmler-Tauern to (6 hrs.) Easern, see below
(marked path to the Krimmler Tauern). — Ovek the Gams-Scharte to the
ZiLLEEGEONDL, 31/2-4 hrs. to the Plauener-Hiitte (guide 16 K., advisable),

attractive and not difficult. This is a short and convenient route for mount-
aineers from the Venediger group to the Zillertal group. A marked path

ascends from the Richter-Hiitte to the (2-2V2hr8.) Gams-Scharte (9610' ; shelter-

hut), between the Richterspitze and the N. Schwarze Wand, commanding a

fine view. Descent by a marked path (rope) to the (IV2 hr.) Plauener-Hiitte

in the Kuchelmooskar (p. 214) and via the (2 hrs.) Bdrenbad Alp (inn) to

('/•i hr.) the Jdgerhans in der Jw(4i85'); thence via HdusUng and Brand-
berg to (3'/2 hrs.) Mayrhofen (p. 212). — Ovek the Rosskar-Schaete to
Gerlos, 8 hrs., easy and interesting (new club-path; guide desirable). From
the Richter-Hiitte over the (2 hrs.) Rosskar-Scharte (8830'), between the

Rosskopf and Mandlkarkopf, to the (1 hr.) Zittauer-Hiitte on the Lower Qerlos

Lake (7810'; .see p. 212) and to (4 hrs.) Gerlos, or to the (3V2 hrs.) P^aWera

Inn (p. 212) and (IV2 hr.) Krimml (p. 159).

From the Tauernhaus over the Krimmler-Tadern to Kaseen, 6 hrs.

(guide not necessary for adepts; from Krimml 13 A.). About 1/2 br. from
the Tauernhaus, at the Unlass Alp (5490'; see below), the path turns to the
right and crosses the Ache, with a fine view of the Dreiherrnspitze, the

Simonyspitze, the Maurerkeeskcipfe , and the great Krimml Glacier. We
then ascend (steeply at first) along the Windbach, passing the (3/4 hr.) Wind-
bach Alp (6155'), and at a (IV4 hr.) guide-post turn to the left by a stony
path (marked by stakes and cairns) leading to the (IV4 hr.) pass of the
Krimmler-Tauern (8640'), where a splendid view is obtained, to the S.,

of the Dreiherrnspitze, the Rotspitze, and the Rieserferner. Rapid descent
thence via the Herzogs-Brunnen (good water) to the (1 hr.) Tauern Alp (6640*;

milk) and (1 hr.) Kasern (5135'; Steger, plain), the highest village in the

Ahrntal (see p. 228). — From the Krimmler 'Tauern, a club-path, known
as the LausUztr Weg, leads in 2 hrs. to the Birnliicke (p. 162). On this

path, a few minutes from the Krimmler Tauern, is the Neu-Gersdorfer
mute (65(0'; inn in summer), in a splendid situation, the starting-point
for the ascents of the "Glockenkarkopf (doQU ; IV4 hr., easv), the Ziller-

plattenspitze (10,320'), Dreiecker (9490'), Pfaffenkopf (9575'), etc.

Fkoji the Tauernhaus via the Birnlucke to Kaseen, 7 hrs. (guide

14 K.). an interesting and much frequented route. From the (1/2 hr.)

Unlass Alp (see above) we follow a marked bridle-path on the left bank
of the Ache, passing the Jaidbach Alp and the Ausserkees Alp, to the

(IV4 hr.) Innerkees Alp (5910'). About 20 min. farther on we ascend either

to the left via the Warnsdorfer-Hiltte (p. 162) or to the right (S.W.), by
the direct old path, with a fine view of the great Krimmler Glacier^ and

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 11
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on by a marked path (comp. p. 529) to (2V2 hrs.) the Bimliicke (8765').

Splendid view from the Leitenschneide^ 10 min. to the left. Below the pass,

to the right, diverges the Lausitzer Weg (p. 161). Descent to the

(V2 hr.) Birnliicken-Hiitte (7220'; good inn) and thence by the Lahner Alp and
the Jnnere and Aeussere Ke/iver Alp to (2V2 hrs.) Kusern. — From the
Birnliicken-Hiitte to the Lenkjochl-Hiitte (p. 528) via the Eintere Umhal-
Torl., 4-5 hrs. (guide 6 A'.), not ditl'icult. The ascent of the Z)rei^e/')'?ts^i<2e

(11,500'), from the Birnlucken-Hiitte by the Prettau Glacier in 3V2-4 hrs.,

is laborious but not difficult for experts (guide 13, with descent to the
Klarahiitte 16 K.).

Beyond the (1^4 hr.) Innerkees Alp (p. 161) a bridle-path (marked;
guide unnecessary) ascends to the left to the (I1/2 hr. ; 6-6V2 hrs. from
Krimml) Warnsdorfer-Hiitte (7970'; inn in summer, 24 beds) , in a striking

situation opposite the fine ice-fall of the Krimmler Glacier, surrounded
by a grand semicircle of snowy peaks (the Schlieferspitze, Sonntagskopf,
Maurerkeeskopfe, Simonyspitzen, and Dreiherrnspitze) ; to the W., the
mountains of the Krimmler Achen-Tal and the E. Zillertal Mts. (Reichen-
spitze, etc.). A marked path (guide advisable when there is fresh snow)
leads hence to the (I1/4 hr.) 'Gamsspitzel (9450'; splendid view), be-
side the Krimmler-Torl (see below). — Ascents from the Warnsdorfer-
Hiitte (guides' tariff calculated from Krimml; 2 K. thence to the Warns-
dorfer-Hiitte). Sonntagskopf {10,285'; 21/2 hrs.; guide 16^.) and ''Schliefei'-

spitze (10,795'; 31/2 hrs. ; 17 A'.), both easy; Gross -Venediger (12,010' ; 6-7 hrs.

;

22 A"), via, the Venediger-Scharte, laborious; Grosse Geiger (11,(I40'; 5 hrs.;

20 A.); Maurerkeeskopfe (iO,?-9Q\ 1(1,775', 10,675'; 4-5 hrs. ; 22 A.); Simony-
Spitzen (E. peak 11,485', W. peak 11,445'; 5 hrs.; 22 A.); and Dreiherrn-
spltze (11,500'; 6-7 hrs. ; 24 A.); all difficult. — Passes. From the Warnsdorfer-
Hiitte by the (11/2 hr.) Krimmler-Torl (9230'), or, better, by the Gams-
spitzel (see above) and the Obersulzhach Glacier, to the Kiirsinger-Hiitte (p. 159;

31/2 hrs.; guide 16 A.); over the Gamsspitzel and the Maurer-Torl
(10,185') to Prdgraten (p. 166), 71/2 hrs.j (guide 24 A'.), when the snow is

in good condition, easy and attractive (new club-path from the Maurer-
Torl to the Maurer Glacier and across its moraine). — Across the Bim-
liicke to Kasern (6V2 hrs. ; guide 14 A.), see above and p. 229. The 'Gletscher-

weg', diverging to the left just below the hut, should not be attempted
without a guide; the marked 'Moriinenweg'', diverging from the bridle-

path lower down, is easy.

34. From Lienz to Windisch-Matrei and Pragraten.

The Isel-Tal.

Diligence from Lienz to WindiscJt-Matrci (I8V2 M.) daily at 9.30 a.m.
in 51/2 hrs. (fare 3 A., to Huben 2 A.); also from June 10th to Sept. 20th,

Stellwagen twice daily (same fares). — One-horse carr. to Windisch-Matrei
(4 hrs.) 14, two-horse 24 K.; to Huben 8 or 14, St. Johann im Wald 6 or 10 A.

;

from Windisch-Matrei to Lienz 13 or 23 A".

Lienz (2215'), see p. 410. The road passes Schloss Brack

(p. 410), crosses to the left bank of the Isel. and then leads through

scanty wood, leaving Ober- Lienz on the right (in the background

to the left the Eicham Olacier in the Isel-Tal is visible). Beyond

(41/2 M.) Ainet (Schneeberger; Egger) the road leads straight on

along the Isel, passing Bad Weierburg Sind Unter-Leibnig, to(4Y2M.)
St. Johann im Wald (2400'; '^Vereiner's Inn\ where we recross

the stream.
Excuiisioss (guides, p. 410). The Weisse Wand or Rudnig (7970'), a

good point of A'iew, is ascended bv a path, indicated bv red marks, in

51/2 hrs. (fatiguing; guide lO K.), via. Jilic?dbach. — The Hochschober (10,660';

8 hrs. : laborious; guide 16 A.) commands a superb view. From St. Johann
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we ascend rapidly to the E. through the wooded Leibnitz-Tul to the

<3V:i hrs.) Leibmger Alp or Gwabl Alp (6185') and to the (l'/2 hr.) Nassfeld
(7G05') below the Gartel-Scharte (8570'), and thence to the N. to the (1 hr.)

Schoherlacke and the f2 hrs.) top. The descent may be made to the Lienzer-

Hiiite in the Debant-Tal or through the Lesach-Tal to Kals (see pp. 411, 171).

The road passes the ruined Kienbicrg, II/2 M. beyond which, to

the left, 10 min. ahove the road (guide-hoard), is the *Glockner-

Ansicht, affording a striking ^'iew of the Glockner. We then cross

the Schwarznch to (3 M.; 12 M. from Lienz) In der Huben (2630';

*IIotel, R. 1 K. 20-2 K. 40 k), a hamlet at the mouth of the

Deferegger-Tal. Thence to Kals, see p. 170. Ascent of the Rotten-

kogel, see p. 164.
The road to the Deferegger-Tal (comp. Map, p. 404; omnibus from

Huben to St. Jakob daily in 5 hrs., 2 K. AOh.; one-horse cariiage 10,

two-horse IG K.) ascends in a wide curve on the mountain-slope above
the gorge of the Schwarzach to (I1/4 hr.) Eopfgarten (3620' ; Hintuer, plain).

[From this point, with a guide, through the Zwenewald-Tal and over the
Villgrater-Joch (8570') to the Winkel-Tal, and via Ausser -Villgraten to

Sillian (p. 407), 8-9 hrs. \ the pass affords an'admirable view of the Glockner,
the Venediger, and the Dolomites.]. The road, somewhat monotonous,
enters (1 hr.) a narrow wooded gorge, beyond which we see ('/-j hr.)

St. Veit, above us on the right; in the background appear the peaks of

the Rieserferner. Then (40 min.) Bruggen (4503' ; inn) ; to the left is

St. Leonhai-d^ situated on a mound of debris at the mouth of the Bruggeralp-
Tal, in which tlie Kofspitze and V/eissspitze are visible (see below). —
1 hr. St. Jakob (4545'; 'Santner; Kroll; Oppeneigner), the chief village in

the valley, prettily situated at the mouth of the Ti'ojer- Tal (p. iB8). About
V2 M. to the S.E. lies the small bath of Grunmoos (inn). [Excursions from
St. Jakob (guides, Athanas Troger., Peter Unterkirchei', Matth. Ranaeher).
Ascent ofthe *DefereggerPfannhorn (9250'; 5-51/2 hrs., guide 8 /f.), via the Za/)^-

tal (see below), easy and attractive. — Rotspitze (9705') and Weissspitze (9720')

6-7 hrs. (guide 10 A'.), not difiicult. The ascent leads via the (2'/2hri.) Brugger
Alp (5955'; plain accommodation) to the (3V2-4 hrs.) Rotspitze and thence along
a rocky arete (new path; wire-rope) to the (1 hr.) top of the Weissspitze.,

the highest of the Defereggen mountains, commanding a splendid view. The
descent may be made on the S. to the Oberstaller Alp in the Arntal and
to Inner -Villgraten (p. 409). — The Grosse Degenhorn (8655'), from the
Brugger Alp 4'/2 hrs., with guide (10 -S".), is also attractive. — The
Lasorling (10,165'), from St. Jakob via the Pragrater-Tdrl (p. 168), 6-7 hrs.,

with guide (14 AT.), is laborious (comp. p. 166). — Passes : From St. Jakob to

the N. to Pragraten or Virgen over the Virgner-Torl, the. Frdgrater- Tori, or
the Bachlen/ce (each 8 hrs., with guide), see pp. 168, 167. — To the S. via the
Villgrater-Torl (8235') to Ausser- Villgraten and (10 hrs.) Sillian (p. 409).
— To the S.W. through the Lapptal and over the Gsieser-Torl (7220'),

to the S. of ihe Pfannhorn (see above ; easily ascended in 2 hrs.), to (41/2 hrs.)

St. Magdalena, in the Gsieser-Tal, and thence via St. Mai'tin (p. 407) to

(3 hrs.) Welsbergi^.iOl).
The village of (IV2 hr.) Erlsbach (5145' ; Stvmpfer) is the last in the

valley, which here turns towards the N.W. The cart-track leads past the
mouth (left) of the Staller-Tcd (to Antholz, see p. 406) to the (^4 iii'O Patscher
Alp (5485'), at the mouth of the Patscher-Tal. [A new path ascends the N.
side of the valley to the (3 hrs.) Barmer-Hiitte (8160'; inn in summer),
finely situated near the Patscher (rtoder, the starting-point for the ascents
of the Grosse Lengstein (If'jGlS'; 2V2-3 hrs., guide 10 A".), the Grosse Ohren-
spitze (10,175'; 3 hrs., guide 9 A^), the Fleischbachspitze (10,360'; 31/2 hrs.,

guide 12 a:.), the Hoch gall (11,285'; 4-5 hrs., guide 12, ^o the Casseler Htltte
18 A'.), etc. From the Barmer llutte over the Riepen^^^hart^ or the Jciger-

Scharte to Antholz, see p. 407 ; over the Patscher Schj^gifie or the Lengstein-
Joch to the Casseler Hutle, see p. 225.J — At the (40 mju )

Qig,,ha-us Alp (5S90')

the cart-lrack crosses to the right bank of the Schwarzach and in 35 min.

11*
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more reaches Ihe Seebach Alp (6190'; hay-bed and Alpine fare at the
Plankensteiner-Hiitte). To the W. rises the Fleischbachspitze, to the E.
the Totenkarspitze and the Panargenspitze. About Va hr. farther up
(6385') the valley divides into the Schwarzach-Tal, towards the N. (right),

and the Affen-Tal, to the N.W. (left). [Over the Schwarze-Torl or the
Eotenmann- Tori to the Daber-Tal and Umbal-Tal, see p. 169; another
pass crosses the Rotenmann-Joch (9055'), between the Rotspitze (p. 168) and
ihe Kemetspitze{^%%b')^ and descends across the Rotkees to the Lenkjochl-Hiltte

(p. 22S; 41/2 hrs, from Jagdhaus). These three routes are for adepts only.]

In the Affen-Tal, 20 min. farther up, lies the Jagdhaus Alp (6590';

modest accommodation). Thence over the Klamml-Joch to Rein, see p. 226;
over the Merh-Joch to Pvettan, see p. 229.

The road from Huben (p . 163) to Matrei gradually ascends througli

•wood on the right bank of the Isel, and crosses it to —
I8V2 M. Windisch-Matrei (3200' ; ''Zum Bautter, bed 1 i/o-^ K.

;

Wohlgemut, moderate; Schneeberger ; R. and B. at Fr. Wibmer's), the

chief village (570 inhab.) in the Isel-Tal, the upper part of which

is called the Virgen-Tal, near its junction with the Tauern-Tal

(see below). — To the N. is the (V4 hr.) finely situated chateau of

Weissenstein (3410'; ^Pension, recommended for a stay, 70-84 K.

weekly ; no restaurant for passing tourists).

Excursions (guides : Joli. Untersteiner^ Vine. Gatizer, Jos. and Tob.

Trost, Alex. Wibmer, Joh. and Karl Amoser, Joh. Eder. Peter Stacker, Franz
Niederegger, and Andr. Ohkircher). To the *Prosegg-Klamm (Tauernlach-
Klamm), as far as (IV4 hr.) a view-point below the imposing Steiner Fall

(see below). The path (blue marks) is continued through the gorge and joins

the Tauern path near a chapel farther up (see below). — Past the old church
of Si. Mkolaus and the Guggenberg Farms to the (11/4 hr.) Lukaser Kreuz
(4100'), commanding an admirable view of the Lasorling and the glaciers

at the head of the Virgen-Tal. A more extensive view is obtained from
the Reiterboden (7510'), ascended via Guggenberg and the Arnitz Alp in

4 hrs. (guide).

The Kals - Matreier Tori (7235'; p. 170), a splendid point of view, is

ascended in 8V2-4 hrs.; guide unnecessary (3 K. 60; to Kals b K. 60 /(.).

— The "Rottenkogel (9055'; 5 hrs.; guide 10, to Kals 11 A'.) commands a

beautiful view. We follow the route to the Kalser-Torl for Vz hr., diverge
to the right, and cross the (IV2 hr.) Goldried Alp; then for 2 hrs. over
detritus, fatiguing ; lastly we ascend the rocky Gamsleiten to the (3/4 hr.)

summit. The ascent may be made also from Huben (p. 163), via Mattersberg,
in 6 hrs., and from Kals (p. 170) in 441/2 hrs., with guide. — The Zunig
(9085'; 5 hrs.

;
guide 10 K.), the E. peak of the range separating the valleys

of Defereggen and Virgen, is another fine point. — An excellent view of the
Glockner, Venediger, etc., is obtained from the Nussingkogel (9800' ; 6 hrs.;

guide 10 K.). The route ascends, partly through wood, past Schloss Weissen-
stein and the hamlet of (IV4 hr.) Stein (4545'; sec below) to the (2 hrs.)

Aeussere Steiner Alp (5675; beds). Thence by the S. arete, passing the

Trugenkopfl (8580'). to the (3 hrs.) summit, steep and somewhat fatiguing.

To *Gschloss, 5-51/2 hrs. (guide IK., needless; horse to the Tauern-
haus 14, to Gschloss 18 K.), a fine excursion. A bridle-path ascends through
the Tauern-Tal towards the N., passing Schloss Weissenstein (see above) on
the right, and after 20 min, crosses to the right bank of the Tauernhach,
which here issues from a gorge (see above). Beyond Prosegg (fine retrospect of

Windisch-Matrei; opposite us, on the left bank, the beautiful ^S^eraer i^a//,

and high up the houses of Stein) the path reaches (1/2 hr.) a chapel and,

passing through a fine valley, returns in 1/4 ^"^- to the left bank of the

Ache. About 1/2 hr. farther on. the huts of Gruhen (3725') are seen to the

left at the mouth of the Frossniiz-Tal. Thence the path gradually ascends,

crossing the brook twice, to the (3/4 hr.) hamlet of Raneburg (4215') and the
1/2 hr.) Landeck-Sdge (4365'; plain inn), at the mouth of the (E.) Landeck-
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Tal (p. 157), through which an interesting pass leads across the Granat-
Scharte (9735') to the (7 hrs.) Rudolfs-Hiiite (see p. 157). Then across
the Landeckbach, and up the left bank of the Tauernbach, occasionally-
through wood, passing the Ho/er Alp, to the (V/i hr.) Matreier Tauem-
haus (4925'

^
plain inn). The path to the Gschloss diverges to the left

at the Ganzer Alp, 1/4 ^^- farther on, crosses a bridge (fine fall of the Tauern-
bach, with the Venediger in the background), and reaches the chalets of
(1/2 hr.) Avsser-Gschloss and (3/4 hr.) Inner-Gschloss (5530'; ''Schneeberger''s

Venedigerhaus, E. 1 Z'. 60 ^. -2 K.). The crevassed Schlaten Glacier here
descends into the verdant valley, overshadowed by the Klein-Venediger,
the Gross-Venediger, the Schwarze Wand, and the Krystallwand. To the
right, separated, from this glacier by the Kesselkopf, is the Viltragen Glacier.
The chapel hewn in a huge block of gneiss is interesting.

ExcDKSiONs FEOM GscHLoss. (Guidcs must be brought from Windisch-
Matrei. p. 164.) The Rote (or Hohe) Saule (9825'; 3V2-4 hrs.

;
guide 4^.),

not difficult; good view of the Venediger. The descent may be made to the
HoUershach-Tal (p. 157).

The *Gross- Venediger (12,010'), 6V2-7V2 hrs. from Inner-Gschloss, an
easy ascent for experts (comp. p. 166). Guides (one suffices for 1-3 pers.) from
Windisch-Matrei 24, with descent to Pragraten 25, to the Kiirsinger-Hiitte 28,
to the Warnsdorfer-Hiitte 32 E. Beyond Inner-Gschloss we skirt the right
bank of the Gschlossbach and then ascend by a good path over grassy
slopes and moraines to the (2V2-3 hrs.) Alte Prager Hiitte (8175'; disused)
and thence in 1 hr. to the Neue Prager-Hiitte (9205' ; inn in summer), grandly
situated at the foot of the Hin'ere Kesselkopf (9525'; interesting ascent of
25 min.). A club-path ascends from the hut along the rocky slope of
the Kesselkopf to the Schlaten Glacier, near the (1 hr.) Niedere Zaun (97U0'), a
crest of rock separating it from the Viltragen Glacier. The Klein-
Venediger (11,420') remains on the right. The Rainerhorn (p. 167) soon
becomes visible on the S. ; then, facing us, the rounded crest of the Gross-
Venediger, which is reached on the S.E. side in 3-3V2 hrs. from the Neue
Prager-Hiitte. It is not advisable to go to the extreme and highest
point of the long snow-clad crest on account of the overhanging masses
of snow. The *View is most magnificent and extensive. — Descent to
Pbagraten : we traverse the ne've of the Schlaten Glacier to the Rainer-
Torl, and cross the Rainer Glacier to the (IV2 hr.) Defregger-Hiltte (comp.
p. 167; to Pragraten, 5 hrs.). — To the Obee-Sulzbach-Tal or Krimmler-

. Tal an easy descent by the Venediger-Scharle, the Unter-Sulzbach Glacier,
the Zicischen-Sulzbach-Torl (9440'), and the Ober-Sulzbach Glacier (the last
with some broad crevasses, see p. 160), at first over gentle snow-slopes,
and then (for the last 3/4 hr.) across moraine and rock to the (3 hrs. from
the Gross-Venediger) Kiirsinger-Hiitte (p. 159). Thence we descend by a path
which cannot be missed (guide unnecessary) to the (2 hrs.) Ascham Alp
and (3 hrs.) Neukirchen (p. 158), or over the Krimmler Tdrl (Gamsspitzel)
to the (31/2-4 hrs.) Warnsdorfer-Hiitte (p. 162).

From the Neue Prager-Hiitte over the Kessel-Torl (9360') to the Viltragen
Glacier, and thence over the Schwarzkopf-Scharte or the Eabach-Scharte to
the (5 hTS.)Babach-Hiitte, see p. 158 (guide from Windisch-Matrei 22, to Neu-
kirchen 28 K). — From Gschloss over the Plenitz-Scliarte or the Weissen-
ecker Scharte into the Hollersbach-Tal, see p. 158 (guide to Hollersbach 24 A'.)

;

over the Unter-Sulzbach- Tori to the Kiirsinger-Hiitte, see p. 159 (guide 24 A.).
From the Matreier Tauernhaus to Mittersill in the Pinzgau, 71/2-

8 hrs. (guide, unnecessary for experts, from Windisch-Matrei 18 A.). The
bridle-path (marked, stakes at the head of the pass) diverges from the path
to the Gschloss at the Ganzer Alp (20 min.) ascends steeply to the right,
affording a fine view of the Schlaten Glacier and the Venediger, and then fol-
lows the left bank of the Tauernbach, through a bleak valley and past two
shelter-huts, to the (21/2-3 hrs.) Felber or Velber Tauern (8350'). The view
here is limited, but the Tauernkogel (9795'), to the W. , ascended from the

.

Tanern in I1/2 hr., commands a splendid prospect. The path crosses snow
and debris and descends steeply (leaving the small Plattsee on the left)
to the Nassfeld^ whence we proceed on the right side of the valley. The
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path then runs high on the slope of the Schrankleiten^ passing a shepherd's
hut (the Hlntevsee, 4305', Ijdng below, to the left) to (1 hr.) a cross, where
it descends to the left in steep zigzags to \\ig Felber-Tal., and reaches (li'ohr.)

the Tauenihatis Spital (BSbCf) and the {1/4 hr.) Tauernhaus Schdsswend (3530';

good quarters in both), V* ^^- l^elow which the Animertaler Oed opens
on the right. Thence, crossing the Felber Bach several times, to (IV2 hr.)

Mittersill (p. 157).

From Windisch-Matrei to the Virgen-Tal. A rough road

leads to (11 M.) Pragraten (horse to Virgen 7, to Pragraten 10,

porter 5 /iT.). Driving is not recommended. The road crosses the

Tauernbach and ascends through wood on the left bank of the Isel,

via Mitteldorf, to (5 M.") Virgen (3905'; StaffUr). On the hill to the

right is the ruin of Rabenstein (4625') ; to the left the Lasorling.
The Lasbrling (10,155'; 6-7 hrs.; guides, Alois and Jos. Gasser, F. Ob-

Tcircher^ Paul Resinger., and Joh. Wurnitsch, 14, to St. Jakob ISA'.) is fatiguing,
but very attractive. From (3/4 hr.) Welzelach (see below) we proceed to the S.

through the Mullitz-Tal to the (2 hrs.) Stadler-Eiitie. on the Rainer Alp
(ca. 5y00' ; inn in summer); then round the Fcossleiten-Hohe (8600') to the
right into the rocky valley of the Glaural^ and over a slope of detritus
to the S. base of the peak, which is attained after a laborious ascent of
372-4 hrs. via the S.W. arete. Imposing "View. Descent to Bt. Jakob over
the Frcigrater-Torl, see pp. 163, 168. — The Deferegger-Torl, see p. 165.

The cart-track to (51/4 M.) Pragraten leads on the right bank of

the Isel via (2'/4 M.) Welzelach (3670'). The footpath from Virgen
by (20 min.) Obermauern (4260'), with its old pilgrimage-church,

running high up on the N. slope, and descending through wood to

(50 min.) Bobojach (4170') and (40 min.) Pragraten, is preferable.

3 M. Pragraten (4305'; Steiner ; Ploner, unpretending), a

prettily-situated village.

Excursions (guides: Thomas Berger, Johann and Josejyh Steine)\ Anton
Kroll, Franz Leitner^ and Andr. Mariacher). An attractive short walk may be
taken by ascending to the right beyond the Islitz bridge to (1 hr.) the
'Groderhof (view of the Gross-Venediger), at the entrance to the Kleine
Isel-Tal (see below).

The Bergerkogel (8705' ; 4 hrs.
; guide 7 E.) commands a very fine view,

particularly of the Venediger group. We ascend to the S., through the
Zopatniizen-Tal, to the (21/2 hrs.) Berger See (7130'), and in IV2 hr. more
to the top. — Similar view from the Toinig (8720'; 4 hrs.; guide 7 A'.),

between the Lasnitz-Tal and the Kleinbach-Tal.
The Lasorling (10,155'; GV2-7 hrs.

;
guide 12 A'.) may be ascended from

Pragraten through the Lasnitz-Tal (difficult); better from Welzelach and
through the Mullitz-Tal (see abiA'e).

The '-'Gross-Venediger (12,010'; guide 15, with descent to the Prager
Htitte or Kiirsinger-Hiitte 20, to the Warnsdorfer-Hiitte 26 A.), a most in-

teresting ascent of 8-9 hrs., and not difficult for adepts. We follow the
cart-track through the valley to the W. (p. 168) to (3/i hr.) Hinterbichl (4365'),

then ascend the bridle-path to the right (guide-boards) into the JCleine

Isel-Tal or Dorfer-Tal, which near its mouth forms a deep gully. On the
left, the jn-ecipices of the iSchUisselspiize and the Nillaskopf. The Islitz-

bach, or Kleine Jselbach, with its numerous falls remains on the left, and
farther on rushes through a wild subterranean gorge (the *Gumpach Fall).

Near the Giimpach Cross (6425') a view is suddenly "disclosed of the Gross-
Venediger, Hohe Aderl, Rainerhorn, and the Dorfer, Rainer, and Mullwitz
glaciers. Then past a herdsman's hut to (3 hrs. from Pragraten) the
small Johannis-Hiitte , on the Dor/er ^^jj (6860' ; inn in summer). Beyond
the hut we cross the discharge of the Mullwitz Glacier, ascend over slopes of
turf, detritus, and rock, and skirt the Kapiiniiz-Koj\fl (9195') towards the
right'(the Zettalunite Glacier lies to the right, the extensive Dorfer Glacier
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below, to the left) to the (2V2 hrs.) Defregger-Hiitte (9710' ^ Inn in summer,
bed 3A'. , admission by day 60 A.), finely situated on the Mullwitz Aderl
(10,G35'), a rocky crest between the Mullwitz and Rainer Glaciers. We
now descend to the Rainer Glacier, and ascend across it to the Raine)'-

Torl (11,245'), between the Hohe Aderl (11,546') and the Rainerhorn (11,680'),

whence we obtain a view, to the right, of the Schlafen Glacier., descending
to the Gschloss. We then ascend the upper ne've of the glacier to the (272-

3 hrs.) summit. — Descent by the Schlaten Glacier to the Neve Prager-HUtle.,

see p. 165; to the Kiirsinger-IIiUte or the Warnsdor/er-HUtte, see p. 159

and p. 162.

To THE Obee-Sulzbach-Tal over the Ober-Sulzbach-Torl (to the

Kiirsinger-Hiitte 8, to Neukirchen 12 hrs. ; guide 16 or 24 K.). From the Jo-

hannis-Hiitte (p. 166) we cross the gradually-sloping Dorfer Glacier to the

(3 hrs.) Ober-Sulzbach-Torl (9700') •• admirable view of the N. side of the

Venediger group , to the left the Sonntagskopf and Schlieferspitze, to the

right the Keeskogel. (The attractive excursion from Pragraten to the

Tori and back takes 10 hrs.
;

guide 8 K.) Descent, steep and fatiguing,

over the Oher-Sulzhach Glacier, and then to the right, above its fall ('Tiirk-

ische Zeltstadf), to the (2 hrs!) Kiirsinger-nutte (p. 159).

To Krimml by the Ober-Sdlzbach-Toel and Krimmler-Torl, very
interesting (from the Johanni^-Hiitte 11 hrs., as far as the Warnsdorfer-
Hiitte 6 hrs.

;
guide 17 K). From the (3 hrs.) Ober-Suhbach-Torl (see above)

we descend to the highest neve of the Oher-SuUhach Glacier., describe a

circuit to the right of the Grosse Geiger and the Maurerkeeskopfe, in the

direction of the slopes of the Sonntagskopf, and thus reach the (2 hrs.)

Gamsspitzel (9450) above the Krimmler-Torl (9230') whence we descend to

the (3/4 hr.) Warnsdor/er-IIutte (p. 162).

To Krimml via the Maurer-Torl and Krtmmler-Torl , without
difficulty and highly attractive (from Pragraten to the Warnsdorfer-Hiitte
91/2-10 hrs.; guide 20 K). The -Maurer-Tal, to the W. of the Kleine
Isel-Tal (p. 166) and parallel with it, is well worthy of notice. We
follow the Isel-Tal as far as (IV4 hr.) Streden (4510'), the last farm
(p. 168), cross the Maurerbach, and enter the valley to the right; 8 min.,
the Matirer Alp; cross the brook to the (1/4 hr.) Goriach Alp (4710'); then
ascend gradually on the left bank. As soon as the forest-zone is quitted
a beautiful amphitheatre of snow-mountains and glaciers is disclosed: to

the W., the Malhamspitze and Gubachspitze, between them the Eeggen-
Tdrl; N.W!, the Simonyspitze; N., the Maurerkeeskopfe and Grosse
Geiger ; E. , the Grosse Happ and Kleine Geiger. We next pass a shepherd s hut
and ascend the grass-slopes and moraine-deposits to the (I1/4 hr.) tongue of
the Maurer Glacier. The route to the Maurer-Torl (with guide and rope,

safe) traverses the gradually-ascending Maurer Glacier, and finally mounts
a rocky slope 100' in height, in 3 hrs. (from Streden 6 hrs.) to the Maurer-
Torl (10,185'), between the Hintere Maurerkeeskopf (iO-fiSO') and the Grosse
Geiger (1 1,040'; a difficult ascent from the Maurer Glacier). Then a walk
(to the left) of 1 hr., free from danger, across the gently-sloping snow of

the Oher- Sulzhach Glacier to the Gamsspitzel and the (2 hrs.) Warnsdorfer-Hiitte

(p. 162), or a descent to the right to the (2-21/2 hrs.) Kursinger-Hutte (p. 159).

Reggen-Torl. From the upper part of the Maurer-Tal we ascend to

the left, over the slopes of the Dellacher Keesflecken^ to the Simony Glacier.,

and follow the left margin of the S. arm of the glacier, crossing furrowed
snow-slopes, steep at places, to the (01/2-6 hrs. from Streden) Reggen-Torl
10,030'), a pass between the Malhamspitze and the S. Gubachspitze. Fine
survey of the Dreiherrnspitze and the Umbal Glacier. Gradual descent of

3 hrs. by the latter to the Klara-Hiitte in the Umbal-Tal (p. 168). Those
bound for the Prettau may go direct from the Reggen-Torl to the (IV2 hr.)

Hintere Umbal- Tori (p. 169) and the (IV2 hr.) Lenkjochl-Hutte (p. 228).

The Deferegger-Tal may be reached from Pragraten by the Defer-
egger-Torl, the Prag rater Tori, or the Bachlenke. The path to the first

(to St. Jakob 8 hrs.; guide 11 K.) ascends from (1 hr.) Welzelach (p. 166)

to the S. through the Mullitz-Tal to the (2 hrs.) StadlerSmte (5900'; inn)
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and along the S.E. base of the Lasorling (p. 166). It then turns to the
left, crosses the brook, and ascends abruptly to the (2V2hrs.) Deferegger-
Torl or Virgner-Torl (8585'), whence we obtain a fine view of the
Venediger behind us and of the Lasorling to the right. Descent into the
wooded Froditz-Tal, to (2 hrs.) Bruggen and (1 hr.) St. Jakob (p. 163). —
From Pragraten to St. Jakob over the Pr&grater-Torl (9235'), 8 hrs. (guide
11 A'.), fatiguing. We ascend the Lasnitzen-Tal (the path being finally

lost) to the (5 hrs.) pass, S.W. of the Lasorling (10,155'), which may be
scaled hence by expert? in 2 hrs. (see p. 166); descent into the Togisch-
Tal and to (3 hrs.) St. Jakob (p. 163). — The route over the Bachlenke is

finer (8 hrs. •, marked path
;
guide, not indispensable, 11 A'.). From Pragraten

we ascend the valley to the (iV2 hr.) Pebell Alp (see below), above which
we turn to the left, cross the Isel, and mount through the picturesque
Grossbach-Tal. with its waterfalls, to the Lower Alp. Thence a steep ascent
(on the left a fine waterfall) to the Upper Alp. and over slopes of turf and
debris to the (3V2 hrs.) Bachlenke (or Trojer-Torl; 8860'). Shortly before
reaching the top of the pass we enjoy a beautiful retrospect of the Venediger
Dreiherrnspitze. We descend, at first turning to the i-ight and passing
the small Bodensee on the left, into the upper Trojer-Tal (on the left the
Alplesspitze and Seespitze), follow the steep grassy slopes on the left side
of the valley (path soon improving) to the Upper and Lower Trojer Alp
(5960'), and traverse the picturesque and narrow valley to (3 hrs.) St. Jakob.

The path to the XJmbal-Tal, or highest region of the Isel-Tal

(from Pragraten to the Klara-Hiitte 4 hrs.
;
guide for the inexper-

ienced 6 K.^ leads past the Bichl, crossing the Islitzbach (p. 166)
at the houses of (8/4 hr.) Hinterbichl, to (25 min.) Streden (4600'),

the last farm
, at the mouth of the Maurer-Tal (p. 166 ; in the

background rise the Maurerkeeskopfe). At the Pebell Alp (4975'),

1/2 hr. farther on, the path crosses the Isel (to the left the fall of

the Kleinhacli, 330 ft. high; 10 min. farther on the beautiful fall

of the Grossbach, see above). A steeper ascent, through wood,

passing a fine fall of the Isel on the left , brings us to a higher

region of the valley. After 1 hr. we cross the brook by the Lessensteg

(6120') and follow a narrow path on the steep grassy slopes of the

left bank, passing a (1/2 hr.) stone hut (6240'). To the left opens
the Daber-lal (p. 169), at the head of which rise the Toten-

karspitze and the Panargenspitze, with their glacier ; facing us is

the Rotspitze. The path now crosses a rocky barrier to the (3/4 hr.)

Klara-Hutte of the Prague Alpine Club (6735'; inn in summer).
About 1/2 hr. higher the magnificent *Umbal Glacier (not visible

from the hut) descends into the valley.

Excursions (guides, see p. 166). The Dreiherrnspitze (11, .500'; 51/2-6 hrs.

;

guide 20 A'.) is fatiguing, and fit only for experienced mountaineers. We
first cross the lower and nearly level part of the Umbal Glacier (IV2 hr.),

then ascend the grassy and rocky slopes of the Schlaitner Keesflecken to the
upper region of the glacier, and cross the latter towards the X.E., below
the Althaus-Schneide. Lastly a steep ascent to a rock projecting towards the
S.E., which we mount (with caution owing to its friable nature) to a snowy
plateau immediately below the summit, whence we reach the top by tra-

versing a snowy arete. View extensive, but obstructed towards the K.E.
by the Venediger. The descent mav be made by the Hintere Umbal-Torl to

the Lenkjdchl-Eiiife and to Kasern (p. 223; guide 20 or 24 'AT.), or by the
Preitau Glacier to the BirnlUcken-HuUe (p. 162).

The "Rotspitze (11,470'; 5-6 hrs.
;
guide 17, with descent to the Lenk-

jochl-Hiitte 20, to Kasern or Jagdhaus 24 K.)., a very fine point of view,
is also toilsome. The Isel is crossed to the W. of the Klara-Hiitte, and
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the steep grassy slopes are ascended in zigzags, the end of the Weliiz

Glacier being avoided by keeping to the .left. The neve of the glacier is

then ascended (rather steep) to the arete (10,545') between the Daberspitze
(see belove) on the left and the Rotspitze on the right. We then ascend
the latter, avoiding the 'Scharte', and mount over rock and snow to its

broad rocky summit. View little inferior to that from the Venediger. —
Descent across the KW. arete (wire ropes) and the Rdtkees to the (2V2 hrs.)

Lenljochl-HiUte (p. 228), or to the S.W. across the Welitz-Scharte (10,535')

and the Schwarzach-Kees to the (3V2 hrs.) Jagdhaus Alp (see p. 164; for

experts only).

The Simonyspitze (E. peak 11,485'; W. peak 11,445'; 5-6 hrs.
;
guide iS>K.)

and the Malhamspitze (11,065'; 4-5 hrs.
;
guide 16 K.) may also be ascended

from the Klara-Hiitte. The Daberspitze {Hohe Sdule, 11,180'; 6-7 hrs.

;

18 K.) is more difficult and is better attacked from the Jagdhaus Alp (p. 164).

Passes. Over the Vokdere Umbal-Toel to Kasern in the Prettau,

5V2-6V2hrs., a remarkably fine route, somewhat trying (guide 15, to the
Lenkjochl-Hiitte 12 K.). From the Klara-Hiitte we ascend the Umbal-Tal for

about 1 hr., then (finger-post) turn to the left and traverse the Urnbal Glacier

(7145'; V2-V4 ^^•)i the first part only being somewhat steep. On the W.
side of the glacier we ascend abruptly over debris and rock and finally

over snow to the (2 hrs.) Vordere Umbal-Torl (9605'), to the S. of the
Agner- or Ahrner-Kopf (10,010'; ascended from the Tori in 25 min. ; repay-
ing). During the whole ascent we enjoy magnificent views of the Umbal
Glacier, the Dreiherrnspitze, Simonyspitze, Gubachspitze, and Malham-
spitze; from the top the long chain of the Zillertal Alps becomes visible

to the W. Descent by the Windtal to Kasern (2V2 hrs.), see p. 228; or,

better, over debris and the crevassed Windtal Glacier to the (1^/4 hr.)

Lenkjochl-EUtte (p. 228 ; 3V2 hrs. to Kasern), — The passage of the Hintere
Umbal-Torl (9345') also is free from danger, and presents no difficulty

when the ice is in good condition. "We cross the Umbal Glacier and ascend
a snowy slope, between the Schlaitner Keesflecken and the Ahrner-Kopf., to

the (2Vz hrs.) Tori. Descent by the Windtal, at first steep, to (3 hrs.)

Kasern (p. 228), or (preferable) to the left below the Ahrner-Kopf to the

(2 hrs.) Lenkjochl-EUtte (p. 223). Travellers bound for Krimml proceed
from the Hintere Umbal-Torl via the Althaus-Schneide and the Lahner
and Prettau Glaciers direct to the Birnliicken-Hiitte (p. 162).

Laborious routes (for experts only, with guide, 16 K.) lead through
the wild Daher-Tal (p. 168) and over the Rotenmann-Tbrl (9830'), be-
tween the Rotenmannspitze (10,070') and the Totenkar (10,230'), to the (5 hrs.

from the Klara-Hiitte) Seebach Alp (p. 164), or over the Schwarze Tori
(9650'), to the N., between the Rotenmannspitze and the Torlspitze (10,015'),

to the Schwarzach-Tal and the (5 hrs.) Jagdhaus Alp (p. 164).

35. From Windisch-Matrei to Kals and Heiligenblut.

To Kals from Windisch-Matrei the most attractive route is by the
Kals - Maireier Tori (p. 170; bridle-path, to the Tori 31/2-4, to Kals
51/2-6 hrs.; guide not indispensable; horse to the Tori 12 A'.). — From
Lienz to Kals, 7 hrs. ; road as far as Huben (p. 163) ; then a bridle-path
through the Kaiser- Tal (p. 170). — From Uttendorf in the Pinzgau to

Kals over the Kals-Stubacher Tauern^ 12 hrs., an interesting route (better
in two days, with a night at the Rudolfs-Hiitte, see p. 157). — From
Heiligenblut to Kals by the Berger-Torl, V/2 hrs. (see p. 172).

Windisch-Matrei (3200'), see p. 164. Above the church we
ascend the pilgrimage-path in zigzags through larch-wood, go straight

past the (20 min. J chapel, pass a cross, and ascend to the right at

(1/4 hr.) two houses. Farther on, we pass (40 min.) a guide-post

and continue to ascend through wood and past a small chapel,

keeping above the gorge of the Biirgerbach. In 40 min. we cross
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the Ooldriedbach, and in 25 min. more emerge from the wood, where

the inn at the Tori comes in sight. The incline now becomes

steeper, and the path, crossing two brooks, mounts in zigzags,

partly through wood, to (1 hr.; 31/2-4 hrs. from Windisch-Matrei)

tlie *Kals-Matreier Tori (7235'; Inn, plain). Splendid view of

the Venediger, Glockner, and Schober groups (comp. the annexed

Panorama).
A mucli finer view U obtained from the second height, to the S., with

a ti-igonometrical column, easily reached by following the crest of the

hill for 1 hr. (guide unnecessary).

The path to (1^/4 hr.) Kals descends towards the left and

tlien leads through wood. At the bottom of the valley we avoid the

path to the left which leads first to the Grossdorf, a circuit of

1/4 hr. , and cross the fields straight towards the church at the

lower (S.) end of Kals (better enquire about the way before leaving

the Tori). Then, descending to the Kaiser Bach, we cross the

bridge, and descend along the left bank either to the right to the

Unterwirt, or ascend to the left to the Oberwirt.

Fkom Huben (p. 163) TO Kals through the Kalser-Tal, 31/4 hrs., a

cart-track, hardly suitable for driving. We turn to the right beyond the

inn and traverse'meadows to a (2 min.) bridge over the Isel. Thea through
wood, ascending to the left at a (20 min.) hut, to (1/2 hr.) Ober-Peischlach

(3465'; the village remains to the left), where the route turns into the Kalser-

Tal. Beyond this point the track is generally good , ascending slightly

and at places skirting the profound ravine of the foaming Kaiser-Bach.

Near (40 min.) Straniska (8600'), a magnificent view of the *Gross-Glockner,

with the Glocknerwand and the Kodnitz and Teischnitz Glaciers, is dis-

closed. The valley expands at (40 min.) Haslach (3730'; inn); to the right

a fine waterfall. Farther on we observe numerous traces of the ravages

of mud-torrents, which sometimes destroy the path in rainy weather. To
the right, at the entrance to the Lesach-Tal (p. 171), lies the hamlet of

Lesach (in the background the Glodes and Ganot). Farther on, the path

crosses the deposits of a torrent, and soon reaches (1 hr.) Kals,

Kals (4335'; Unterwirt or Glocknerwirt Groder, with the inter-

esting 'Glocknerbuch', containing accounts of early ascents from

Kals; Oberwirt 'Zum Alpenverein\ near the church), a village

pleasantly situated in a broad basin, is a good starting-point for

expeditions among the Glockner group.

Guides: Josef and Joh. Groder, Johann and Alois Kerer, Sebastian and
Andr. Enter, Lorenz Koller, Thorn. Unterherger, Eup. Entstrasser, Chr.

Jlolaus, Karl Rogl, Joh. Figer, Joh. Pai/r, Joh. Uniericeger, Paul and Stefan

Schnell, Veit Oberlohr. and Pder Schneider. The office of the guides'

society is near Groder's Inn. Tariff, see the separate excursions. An extra

charge of 8 K. is made when a night is spent in the Erzherzog-Johann-
Hiitte on the Adlersruhe, and of 4 A", when a night is spent in the Glockner-

haus o-n the Elisabethruhe, the Hofmanns-IIiitte, or the Eudolfs-Hiitte.

The ascent of the -Gross-Glockner (12.460'; to the Stiidl-Hiitte by a

marked bridle-path 4-4V2 hrs., to the top 31/2 -4 hrs. more; guide 15,

with descent by the Hofmannsweg to the Glocknerhaus 20 A'.) from Kals

is shorter and less difficult than from Heiligenblut (p. 176), but is re-

commended to experts only. Bridle-path to (IV4 hr.) Grodir (bQKf), see

p. 172. Then crossing the Kodnitzbach, we diverge to the left from the

route to the Berger-Torl (p. 172) at (25 min.) a guide-post and ascend the

Kodnitz-Tal (fine view of the Glockner), passing the Jdygen-Hiitte (6425')

and the (1 hr.) Luckner-HuUc (7295'). Hence we may either ascend the
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'Miirztaler Steig', on the slope of the Lange Wund^ above the Kddnitz

Glacier, direct but very steep and laborious, to the (81/2 hi-B.) Adlertruhe

(see below); or (preferable) we may ascend the slope of the Freitcand to

the left to the (ia/4 hr.) Stiidl-Hiitte, on the Vanitscharte i^i^b')-, erected by
Ilr. Stiidl of Prague in 1868 and several times enlarged (inn in summer).
Fine view of the Ampezzo Dolomites to the S.W., beyond the Kalser-

Torl. If we ascend the Freiwand to the S. for a short distance, we
obtain a view of the peak of the Glockner to the N., apparently quite

near; to the N.E. are the Kodnitz Glacier and the Adlersruhe; to the

W. is the Teischnitz-Tal, with the Teischnitz and Graue Glaciers, over-

shadowed by the Gramul, Gamskopf^ and Zollspitze. — From the Stiidl-

Hiitte there' are two routes to the summit. The old route ('Alte Kaiser
Glocknerweg) ascends to the N., over debris, to the Teisclmitz Glacier,

then crosses the ridge of the Louisengrai to the Kodnitz Glacier and up the

latter, which becomes steep towards the end, to the (21/4 hrs.) Erzherzog-
Johann-Hiitte on the Adlevsrulie (11,370'; inn in summer), commanding
a magnificent view. Ascent from the Adlersruhe, over snow and rock,

to the (1 hr.) top of the Eleiii-Glockner (12,350'). On the N.W, side of

this peak we descend steeply about 25' (facilitated by iron pegs and a

wire rope) to the Obere Glockner-Schai^te, a sharp snow ridge, 25' long

and 1-2' wide, between the Little and the Great Glockner (descending to

a depth of about 3900' on the right to the Pasterze, and of 3(X)J' on the left

to the Kodnitz Glacier), the passage of which requires a steady, head, but
is facilitated by wire ropes. Lastly a steep ascent over rock (wire and
pegs, useless when much fresh snow has fallen) to the summit of the

Gross-Glockner (20 min. from the Klein-Glockner).

Another route, the 'Neue Kaiser Glocknerweg'' or Stiidlweg, the most
interesting (crampons necessary) ascends the Louisengrat (see above), be-

tween the Teischnitz and Kddnitz Glaciers, with the aid of wire ropes and
iron stanchions attached to the rocks (to the top 2V2-3 hrs.). This route

avoids the Klein-Glockner and the Scharte, but is impossible in certain

states of the snow and is fit only for experienced climbers with steady heads.

On the summit are a wooden pyramid, used in 1879 in connection with
the measurement of latitude, and an iron cross about 7' high, erected by
the Austrian Alpine Club. The *'View is almost unrivalled in extent

and magnificence (panorama in the Stiidl-Hiitte). Towards theW. it extends
to the Rhfetikon chain and the Silvretta; on the S.W., to the Bernina
and Adamello; S., to the Adriatic Sea, which is sometimes visible as a

bright streak on the horizon; S.E., the Terglou; E., the Carpathians; N.E.,
the Moravian and Bohemian Mts. ; N., the Bavarian plain, as far as Ea-
tisbon. — Descent by the Hofmannsweg to the (8'/2-4 hrs.) Glocknerhaus
(recommended to adepts when the snow is in good condition), or through
the Leiter-Tal to (o hrs.) Eeiligeriblut, see p. 177. — In 1879 the Gross-

Glockner was ascended by Hr. Groger of Vienna for the first time by
theN.W. arete {Untere Glo'cknev-Scharte or Teischnitz-Scharte, about 11,880';

very difficult). The direct ascent from the Pasterze to the Obere Glockner-

Scharie (see above) was for the first time accomplished by the Marquis
Pallavicini- in 1876 (see p. 174).

The '= Romariswandkopf (11,530'; 7 hrs.; guide 13 K.) commands a

splendid view, hardly inferior to that from the Gross-Glockner. From the

(41/2 hrs.) Stiidl-Hiitte we ascend to t\ie Teischnitz Glacier, which we cross

in the direction of the Glocknerwand. We then cross the (1 hr.) Gramul-
Satfel, immediately to the E. of the Gramul (10,730'), to the Frusnitz Glacijr,

and ascend to the (iV2 hr.) top without much difficulty by the snowy arete.

Descent across the Pasterze to the (3 hrs.) Hofmanns-HUite (p. 175).

The Schonleiten (9210'; 41/2 hrs., with guide), the W. spur of the
Schober group, between the Kodnitz -Tal and the Lesach-Tal, which
presents no difficulty, affords a splendid view of the Glockner, Schober, and
Venediger groups. -^ The Hochsehober (10,660'; 7-7V2 hrs. ;

guide 14^.),
is reached by the Lesach-Tal, the (2i/2 hrs.) Lesacher Alp (5865'; night-

quarters), ih^Rolf-Ferner, and \h.Q Schober-Tori {^blb'); fatiguing but inter-

esting (comp. p. 411). — The Glodes (10,515'; 5 hrs.
;
guide 14 A',), ascended
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via the Lesacher Alp and the Kaiser- Tori (9115'), is also difficult. — The
"Rote Kno-pf (Wanschugs ; 10,815'; 51/2 hrs.

;
guide 14 A'.), the highest summit

of the Schober group, is ascended via the Lesacher Alp and the Schartl
(difticult). — *Rottenkogel (9055'; 441/2 hrs. •, guide 8, to Windisch-Matrei
11 A'.), see p. 164. — The Muntaniz (10,600': 6-7 hrs.

;
guide 12 A.), the

highest peak between the Dorfer-Tal and the Tauern-Tal, ascended via
the Oradotz Glacier, is a fine point of view, but fatiguing.

Over the Kals-Matreier Tori (7235') to Windisch-Matrei (4V2-5 hrs.

;

guide, 5 A'., not necessary), see pp. 170. 169. The noble "'View from the Tori
amply repays a visit to it (2-21/2 hrs.), even by those who do not proceed
to Matrei.

To Uttendorf via the Kals - Siubacher Tauern (8240), 12 hrs. (guide
19 A.), see p. 156; to Kaprun via the Stubacher Tauern and the Kapruner
Tori (12 hrs. to the Moserboden Hotel; guide 19 A.), see p. 156.

From Kals to Heiligexblut over the Berger-Tore, T^o hrs.;

patli marked
;
guide (10 A'.) unnecessary for experts. A "bridle-track

leads past the church, and ascends the Kbdnitz-Tal to the (lY4hr.)
hamlet of Groder (5640'); 25 min. farther up the path crosses the

Kodnitzhach, and ascends ahruptly to the right (guide-post
;
path

to the left to the Stiidl-Htitte, p. 171] over Alpine pastures to the

(21/2 hrs.") broad saddle of the Berger-Torl (8695'), on which is the

Olorer-Eutte (inn in summer). Admirable view: S. the Schober,

8.W. the Deferegger Mts. and the Dolomites, W. the Hochgall,

E. the Gastein Mts. -with theHocharn. Sonnblick, etc. In descending

we obtain a view of the Leiter Glacier, Adlersruhe, and Glockner

to the left. The path descends steeply into the Leiter-Tal and crosses

the brook to the (lV-2hr.) Upper and (8 min.) the Lower Leiter Alp

(6615') ; 25 min. farther down it forks (to the left to the Glockner-

haus, see below); here we cross the brook again and ascend to

(20 min.) the Trog Alp (6100'), beyond which the path descends

through wood. In 1 hr. more we cross the Gossnitzbach^ then

{2b min.) the Moll, and ascend again to (I/4 hr.) Heiligenhlut. —
The Peischlach-Torl (8240'), to the S. of the Berger-Torl, is less

interesting and not recommended.
Travellers bound for the Franz-Josefs-Hohe or Ferleiten save a

day by proceeding to the left at the bifurcation 25 min. below the

Leiter Alp (see above), by a good path (guide not indispensable) cross-

ing a natural rock bridge, direct to the (2 hrs.) Glocknerhaiis (see

p. 175; from Kals to this point 7-71/2 hrs.
;
guide 10, to Ferleiten

via the Pfandel-Scharte 20 K.).

36. From Dolsach to Heiligenblut.

From the South, Heiligenhlut is most conveniently reached from
Dolsach in the Pustertal by the road via Winklern (8 hrs.). Diligence

from Dolsach railway-station to Heiligenhlut (25 M.) twice daily in summer
in 8 hrs. (6 A'. 40 h.). One-horse carriage from Dolsach to Heiligenhlut and
back 28, two-horse carr. 40 A". ; from Lienz to Heiligenhlut and back one-

horse carriage in 2 days 36, in 3 days 44 A., two-horse 06 and 72 A^ It

is better to walk as far as Winklern (porter 3 A'.) and take a carriage

from there (one-horse carr. to Heiligenhlut 10-12, to Dollach 6 A.). —
From MollbrUcken via Oher -Vellach to^Winklern, see p. 516; from Kals to

Heiligenhlut over the Berger-Torl^ see above.
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Fkom the North, the most attractive and frequented route to Heiligen-

blut leads through the Fuscher-Tal and over i'h.e.Pfandel-Scharte (p. 152) or

the Bockkar-Scharie (p. 152). — From Rauris over the Hochtor of the

Heiligenhlut-Rauriser Tauern, see pp. 148, 153; over the Sonnblick, see

p. 149.

From Lienz to Dblsach (3 M. ; by railway in 8 min.), see p. 513

(Putzeubacher's Hotel, 6 min. from the station , R. 1-3 A'.). The
village of Dolsach (2350'; *Tirolerhof3 lies IV4 M. to the N. of the

station. The church contains an altar-piece (Holy Family) by

Defregger (born near Dolsach in 1835). — The road (8 M. to

Winklern) ascends in wide curves, which may be shortened by red

marked paths, commanding fine views of the valley of the Drave,

Lienz, and the jagged crests of the Lienz Dolomites, to (3^/4 M.)

the hamlet of Iselsberg (3645'). About IV4 M. farther on, beyond

the Inn zur Wacht, we cross the boundary of Carinthia, and in

3/4 M. more we reach the top of the Iselsberg (3950'; *Edt. Defregger-

hof, 50 beds). Thence the road descends to (V4 M.) the Bad- und
Gasthaus zum Gross - Glockner (very fair), and through wood to

(21/4 M.) Winklern (3160'; '^Post; Geiler, R. 1 K. 40 h.-2 K., well

spoken of), a summer-resort, finely situated high above the Molltal

(p. 519).
Excursions (guide, Jos. Schober). The *Geiersbiihl (6225'), ascended

via St. Benedikt in 27^-3 hrs., commands a view of the Schober group, the

Lienz Dolomites, etc. — A atill finer view is obtained from the "Ederplan
(6500') which is easily ascended in 3 hrs. The bridle-path diverges to the
left, after 1/2 M., from the Iselsberg road and ascends along the E. slope

of the Stronachkopf to the small chapel of Zwischenhergen and the summit,
with the Anna Refuge Hut (inn in summer-, comp. p. 411).

The road from Winklern to (17 M.) Heiligenblut descends into

the valley and crosses the Moll. At (41/2 M.) Mortschach (3160';

Kaponig) the Asten-Tal opens to the right; at (I72 M.) Stampfen,

where we recross the stream, the Wangernitz-Tal (p. 411) diverges

to the left. At (3 M.) Dollach (3360'; *Ortner; Post; Kramser),

at the mouth of the Gross- Zirknitz-Tal (p. 149), the Zirknitz

bursts forth from a wild rocky gorge. A path leads to the (Y2M.)
Alexisklamm, with the fine *Zirknitz Fall, 200' in height.

Excursions (guides, Jos. Eeuschnig, Joh. Schmidt). The *Stellkopf
(9335'), which affords a splendid survey of the Goldberg, Glockner,
and Schober groups, may be easily ascended from this point, via the

chalets in the Astner-Boden, in 5-6 hrs. (with guide). — The Petzeck (10,770'),

the E. summit of the Schober group, ascended hence in 7 hrs. (laborious),

through the Graden-Tal and past the Gi-aden Alp (5595'; hay-beds), or in

71/2 hrs. via the Wangernitz-Tal and the Feseker Alp (7130'), also commands
a magnificent view. The descent may be made to the Wangernitz Lakes and
over the Feld-Scharte, or See-Scharte (8305'), to; the Lienzer-Hiitte (p. 411).^—
An interesting and less fatiguing ascent is that of the Stanziwurten (8870';

41/2-5 hrs., with guide), via the Zirknitziauer, the Eulmer Alp, and the
Riegel Alp. — The -Sonnblick (10,190'; 61/2 hrs., with guide) is not difficult

for experts. A marked path leads through the Gross-Zirknitz-Tal via the
Zirknitz chalets, then to the left via Rupetschkaser (milk) and Bochkaser
to (31/2 hrs.) the cattle-sheds on the Brett (7365'), whence a marked path
leads over the (2 hrs.) Breftscharte (9350') to (1 hr.) the Zittelhaus (p. 149).

— Over the Klein- Zirknitz- Scharte and Niedere Scharte or the Windisch-

Scharte to the Rauris (to the Goldbepg-Knappenhaus 6-7 hrs., with guide),
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see p. 150; over the Schober-Torl (7730') to Ausser-Fiagant Cp. 519), 7-8 lirs.

with guide.

Beyond Dollach the road reaches (li/o M.) Putschall (3470'), at

the entrance to the wild Graden- Tal (p. 173), and crosses to

the right bank of the Moll, returning to the left 11/2 M. farther on.

On the left (3/4 M.) is the Jungfernsprung, a waterfall 425' high.

At (ii/2 M.) the hamlet of Pokhorn [3560'; inn), with a Gothic

church, the MoUtal appears to be terminated by a hill, which the

new road ascends in windings to the right (the old road is shorter).

To the left the Moll forms a fine waterfall [Zlappfall^ now made
accessible). From the top the Gross-Glockner is visible.

2 M. (25 M. from Dolsach) Heiligenblut. — Hotels. 'Ruperti-
HAUs, five houses, comfortable. R. 2-4 Z"., B. i K. 20, S. 2 K. 60 A., pens.
7'/2-10i:., good cuisine; Post, R. i Z^. 60 A.-3 A'., well spoken of, these two
with fine view; Schobek's Inn, near the church, R. iij-j A. ; Ikn of the
Guides' Association-, bed 11/2-2 K.

Heiligenblut (4265'), finely situated in a green Alpine valley,

overlooked by the bold snow-pyramid of the Gross-Glockner, derives

its name from a phial of the 'Holy Blood' said to have been brought

from Constantinople by St. Briccius. This relic is now preserved in

a marble tabernacle, 4^2' i'l height, in the church (erected in 1483),
which also contains a handsome carved altar and the tomb of

St. Briccius (in the crypt). In the churchyard are the graves of

the Marquis Pallavicini (p. 171) and Herr Crommelin, with the

guides Ranggetiner and Rubesoier, who all lost their lives on the

Glocknerwand in 1886.
The Obere Fleiss (4750'), 3/4 hr. to the E. of Heiligenblut, is a finer and

more open point of view. The path ascends to the right from the carriage-
road near the Rupertihaus and proceeds straight on at a nearly uniform
level; 25 min., the houses of the Untere Fleiss. In 5 min. more the path
crosses the Fleissbach (p. 177), and then ascends to the right through wood
to the (10 min.) Inn zur Obevn Fleiss (plain). The Matt Chapel (4725'),

1/2 hr. farther on, is the best point of view. — A direct path (fine views)
leads from the Fleiss along the hills to (2V2 hrs.) Dollach (p. 173), passing
the scattered farms of Apriach and Mitten. The descent is steep.

Excursions (guides, Joseph Tj-ibiiser JI., Veii, Lorenz, An'o/i, ani Alexander
Granogger. Matth. and O^'org Asslaber, Anton., Franz, and Georg Lackne,\
Jos. Bernstein €7'., Jos. Kellner, Jak. and Gecrg Pichler., Joh. and Peter
Rupitsch

.^ Ant. and Matth. Schmiedl , Mich. Aichholzer, Peter Oberdor/er.
An'on and Nik. Wallner). The president of the guides calls every evening at

the inns for the purpose of making arrangements as to guides and porters.
— Horse from Heiligenblut to the Glocknerhaus 12 K. (descent also 12 A.);
to the Pfandelscharte Glacier 18 K. — Ojje-hoese Cakbiage to Dollach 5,

Winklern 10, Dolsach 18 K.

The chief attraction near Heiligenblut is the view from the

Franz-Josefs-Hohb, vying with the most sublime in Switzerland.

Road in 3^ 4 hrs., bridle-path in 3 hrs. to the Glocknerhaus; thence

to the Franz-Josefs-Hohe l'/4 hr. more; descent to Heiligenblut

3 hrs. ; horse 12 K. ; guide (unnecessary) to the Glocknerhaus 4 K.,

to the Franz-Josefs-Hohe and back 6 K. The new road ('Kaiserin

Elisabeth-Hochstrasse'), ascending in numerous windings and cross-

ing the Outtal beyond the Qipper Alp., is finished as far as the
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(2^2 lirs.) Pallik (6560'; inn in summer); footpath thence to the

(3/4 hr.) Glocknerhaus. The hridle-path diverges from the road to

the left at the first bend and gradually ascends along the hillside.

On the saddle (4980'), where the path turns to the right, a fine

retrospect is obtained of the Molltal. A few paces farther on the

Pasterze Glacier comes in sight. The path now ascends over Alpine
pastures to the (IV4 hr.) Briccius Chapel (5290'), opposite the fine

Leiter Fall (330' high). After a rapid ascent of ^/^ hr. we reach

the stone hut on the Base Platte, where the Glockner and the Franz-
Josefs-Haus are disclosed to view. We next mount a rocky saddle

by zigzags to the (1/2 lir.) Brettboden (6880') and proceed by a new
path to the left across pastures to the (1/2 hr.) Glocknerhaus on
the Elisabethruhe (6985'), built by the Austrian Alpine Club, and
affording an excellent view of the Pasterze and the Glockner (/nw,

heA. 2 K. 40/1., separate room with two beds 8^.; admission by
day 40 h.; telephone to Heiligenblut).

From the Glocknerhaus the path crosses the Pfandelschartenbach

(p. 162) and leads along the slope of the Freiwand to the (II/4 hr.)

Kaiser Franz - Josefs - Haus (*Inn in summer, bed 2 K. 40, in

separate room 4 K. 20 h.') and (5 min.) the **Franz-Josefs-H6he

(7935'), which commands a complete survey of the huge Pasterze

Glacier (6 M. in length by 1 M. in width; area nearly 8000 acres).

Immediately before us towers the Gross- Glockner , with its two

peaks ; to the left of it are the Adlersruhe, Hohenwartkopf, Kellers-

berg, Schwerteck, Schwert, and the three Leiterkopfe ; to the right

of the Glockner rise the Hofmann-Spitze, Glocknerwand, Romaris-
wandkopf, Schneewinkelkopf , Eiskogele, Untere Oedenwinkel-
Scharte, Johannisberg, Obere Oedenwinkel-Scharte, and Hohe Riffl

;

the three rocky peaks in the upper basin of the Pasterze are the

Kleine, Mittlere, and Grosse Burgstall. A slab of marble on the

Franz-Josefs-Hohe, protected by an iron door, is to the memory of

Carl Hofmann of Munich, a distinguished mountaineer, who fell at

Sedan in 1870.

Few travellers extend their walk beyond tlie Franz-Josefs-Hohe; but,
if time permit, it is well worth while to proceed to the Hofmanns-Butte
(guide advisable; from the Glocknerhaus, there and back, B K. GO A.). The
path descends a little, skirting and traversing the moraine, then crosses
a nearly level part of the glacier and finally ascends to the (I-IV-J lir.)

Hofmanns-Hiitte (8015'; provision-depot), in the Gamsgrube, a hollow at

the base of the Fuscherkarkopf. The hut, erectedby Archduke John (and
formerly called Johanns-Hiitte), and restored in 18(0 by Hr. Hofmann and
Hr. Stiidl, is the starting-point for a number of fine excursions, although
most travellers now psefer to spend the night at the Franz-Josefs-Haus.

Ascents from the Glockneehaus or from the Kaiser Feanz-Joseis-
Haus (for experts only, with competent guides ; the charges given are from
the Glocknerhaus, where guides are usually to be found; telephone from
Heiligenblut). — The Fuscherkarkopf (10,945' ; guide 9-ff.), affording an
excellent survey of the Glockner group, is ascended from the Glockner-
haus in 41/2 hrs.; rather fatiguing. The route ascends the E. slope of
the Freiwand and crosses the Freiwand Glacier to (81/2 hrs.) the Grvben-
Scharte (10,200'), whence it ascends the S. arete to the (1 hr.) summit. —
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The Sinnabeleck or Sonnenwelleck (10,705'), the E. neighbour of the
Fuscherkarkopf, is ascended from the Glocknerhaus as on p. 175 to the Fyei-
wand Olacier, then to the right to the top in 4 hrs. (not particularly in-

teresting). (From the Fuscherkarkopf to the Sonnenwelleck, by following
the sharp arete, which sinks towards its centre, 1 hr.)

The Barenkopfe are ascended from the (I1/4 br.) Kaiser Franz-Josefs-
Ilaus in 4 and 01/4 hrs. respectively (guide 10 A'.). The route leads across
the arm of the upper Pasterze which descends from the Breitkapf (iO.SW)

,

to the (2Vi brs.) Eiswandhiihel (10,490') and ascends a snow-arete to the

(11/4 br.) Mittlere Birenkopf (11,020). We may then descend to the E. to

the Ohere Bockkw-Scharte or Keilscharte (10,250') and then ascend again to

the (11/4 hr.) Grosse Barenkopf (11,175'). Thence we descend to the Bockkar
Glacier by the gap (10,605') between the Grosse Barenkopf and the Hohe
Dock (10,985'), and return by the Bockkar- Scharie (9995'; see p. 152) to

the Hofmanns-Hiitte. — The Grosse Burgstall (9720'), reached from the
Franz-Josefs-Haus in 3 hrs. by crossing the upper plateau of the Pasterze,
commands a good survey of the glacier. This expedition may be combined
with the preceding, by going direct from the Burgstall "to the (1 hr.)

Eiswandbiihel (see above).

The Grosse "Wiesbachhom (11,710'; from the Franz-Josefs-Haus 7Ve-8 hrs.

;

guide 18, to Ferleiten 24, to the Rainer-Hiitte 28 AT.), a grand but trying
expedition. From the Franz-Josefs-Haus we cross the Bockkar-Scharte (9995')

to the Bockkar Glacier; then ascend to the left to the Obere Bockkar-
Scharte between the Mittlere and the Grosse Barenkopf (see above) and skirt

the latter on its N.W. side to the Gruber-Scharte (10,150*), to the ^.W. of
the Hohe Dock. We then traverse the neve', pass the Glockerin (11,235')

and the depression between the Vordere and the Hiniere Bratschenkopf
(11,165'; 11.205'), and thus reach the Wielinger-Scharte (p. 155), whence we
follow the S.W. arete to the summit. Descent to the Heinrich-Schwaiger-
Haus., see p. 155; to the Schwarzenherg-Hiitte., see pp. 152, 151.

The •Johannisberg (11,375'; from the Franz-Josefs-Haus 6-7 hrs. ; guide
i'i K.) The route ascends across the middle Pasterze basin, in the direction

of the Kleine Burgstall (8925'); then ascends to the left to the highest
Pasterze basin, traverses wide expanses of snow, and lastly ascends some-
what steeply to the summit by the E. arete. On the W. side the mountain
descends in huge precipices to the Oedenwinkel Glacier in the Stubach-
Tal. Splendid survey of the Glockner group, and extensive view towards the
N. (Zeller-See, etc.). This ascent may easily be combined with the route
over the Riffltor (see pp. 177, 155).

The Hohe EifiFl (10,980'), from the Franz-Josefs-Haus in 5V'i brs.

(guide 12 K.). We skirt the E. arete of the Johannisberg (caution neces-
sary) to the Obere Oedenwinkel - Scharte (p. 177), finally ascending a steep
snow-ridge. The descent may be made on the E. to the Riffltor (p. 177).

The Schneewinkelkopf (11,450'), from the Franz-Josefs-Haus in 5 hrs.

(guide 12 E.). As far as the upper basin of the Pasterze Glacier we follow
the Johannisberg route (see above). Then a wide circuit, with the rocks
of the Teufelskamp on the left, to the Schneewinkel- Scharte (ca. 10,830'),

between tlie Romariswandkopf and the Schneewinkelkopf, and thence to

the summit from the S.E. Steep descent to Kals bv the Lapericitz Gla-
cier, 6 hrs. (guide 11 K.). — The Eiskogele (11,285'; "41/2-5 hrs.) and the
Romariswandkopf (11,580'; 5 b^j-z hrs.; comp. p. 171) may also be ascended
from the Franz-Josefs-Haus via the upper basin of the Pasterze Glacier. The
ascents of the Eiskogele, Schneewinkelkopf, and Romariswandkopf may
be combined by robust climbers in one expedition.

The ascent of the -Gross-Glockner (12,460'), 9-10 hrs. fromHeiligenblut,
is fatiguing but not very difficult for practised mountaineers (guide from
the Glocknerhaus 18, with descent to Kals 24 A".). The Klein-Glockner was
ascended for the first time in 1799 by Count Hohenwart,' while the Gross-
Glockner was first ascended the following year by a pastor named Horasch.
The first ascent from Kals (p. 170) was made in 1855.

From Heiligenblut in 3V2 hrs.. or from the Glocknerhavs (p. 175) in

2'/2 hrs. by the Kals path (p. 172) to the Leiter Alp (6615'; p. 172). We then
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ascend to the right to the (2'/2 hrs.) decayed Salm-Hutte (9040'J, on the
Hasetipalfen , and thence across the Leiter Glacier to the (IV2 hr.)

Hohenwart-Scharte (10,445') and the (1 hr.) Erzherzog-Johaim-HiHte on the
Adlersruhe (11,370'), where the route unites with that from Kals (see p. 171),

11/2 hr. from the summit.

The *HoFMANNSWEG is much more interesting tlian this, hut should
be attempted only by experts and only when the snow is in a favourable
condition (6V2-7 hrs. from the Glocknerhaus

; guide 18, with descent to

Kals 23 K.). From the (I'/i hr.) Kaiser-Franz-JosefsHaus (p. 175) we descend
to the left to the Pastevze, cross the glacier, and then climb by a good
path up the Aenssere Glocknerkar and over the serrated Aeussere Glocknerkar
Glacier in the direction of the Hohenwart-Scharte . and thence to the right

along the arete to the (3V2-4 hrs.) Adlersruhe (p. 171).

Other Ascents from Heiligenulut. The Sandkopf (10,120'), easily

ascended in 5 hrs. (with guide), is a fine point of view. From the Fleiss

Inn (p. 174) we ascend across the pastures of the Monchsberg, passing two
crosses (7920' and 9035'). The last part of the ascent is over debris and
rock. — The Brennkogel (9910') is ascended through the GtUtal in 5 hrs.,

with guide (comp. p. 153).

Passes. From the Glocknerhaus to Ferleiten over the Pfandel-Scharte

b^l2-Q hrs., to the Trauner Alp 4-4i/2 hrs. (guide 9, from Heiligenblut 12,

including the Franz-Josefs-Hohe 14, two days 18 K. ; not indispensable for

adepts), see p. 152. The pass is much easier in this direction than from
Ferleiten (horse from the Glocknerhaus to the edge of the glacier 7 A'.). —
Over the Bockkar-Scharte and the Hochgang to the Schwarzenherg-Hiitte and
Ferleiten^ 9 hrs. (guide 19 A'.), a grand glacier-expedition, not difticult for

the moderate expert; see p. 152 (the night may be spent in the Franz
Josefs-Haus, p. 175).

From the Glocknerhaus to Kals over the Berger-Torl (Q^/2-1 hrs., from
Heiligenblut direct 8 hrs.; guide 10 AT.), see p. 172.

Over the Eiffltor to the Kapruner-Tal (7-8 hrs. from the Hofmanna-
Hiitte to the Moserhoden Hotel; guide 18 K), difficult. The RiflEltor

(10,220'), between the Hohe PdffiaO,9SO') and the Vordere Bdrenkopf (10,106%
is reached in 4 hrs. via the upper Pasterze Glacier and past the Johannis-
berg. Descent across the Karlinger Glacier, keeping to the right above the
ice-fall (caution necessary owing to the wide, though not numerous cre-

vasses , which often intersect the whole glacier), to the (3 hrs.) Moser-
hoden Hotel (p. 154).

Over the Obere Oedenwinkel-Scharte to the Stdbach-Tal (10 hrs.
from the Glocknerhaus to the Rudolfs-Hiitte; guide 20 A'.), also difficult.

The route to the Rifiltor (see above) is followed as far as the middle of
the Pasterze basin. Here we turn to the left and ascend to the Obere
Oedenwinkel-Scharte (10,560'), which lies between the Hohe Riffl and the
Johannisberg. The descent to the Oedenwinkel Glacier and the Rttdolfs-Hiiile

(p. 157) is precipitous and difficult. — The Untere Oedenwinkel-Scharte
(10,480'), between the Johannisberg and the Eiskogele, is very difficult and
dangerous.

From Heiligenblut over the Hochtor of the Heiligenbluier Tauern to

Rauris or Ferleiten (8V2-9 hrs.; guide 11 iT., not indispensable), see p. 153.

Over the Sonnbliok to Kolm-Saigorn (Rauris) or to the Nassfeld
(Gastein), not difficult for experts (9-10 hrs., with guide). From Heiligenblut
to (V* lir.) the Fleiss Inn, see p. 174. A bridle-path ascends hence on the
right bank of the Fleisstal, which (1/4 hr. farther) divides into the Grosse
Fleisstal to the N. and the Kleine Fleisstal to the E. We ascend the
latter to the (2V2 hrs.) Seebichl-Haus {hm in summer), near the Zirm-
See (8220'), a small lake in a rocky basin at the foot of the Goldzechkopf
(10,010'). _ The GJaidtroghdhe (9790'), between the Kleine and the Grosse
Fleiss, is easily ascended from this point in 2 hrs. and affords a fine

view of the Glockner and Goldberg groups. From the Seebichl-Haus the
marked Hohenweg (now in bad repair; guide necessary) leads to the W.
round the Gjaidtroghcihe and through the upper end of the Grosse Fleiss-

Bakdeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 12
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ial to the Ross-Scharte (8440') and the (5-6 hrs.) Hochtor of the Heiligen-
bluter Tauern (p. 153). — The Sonnblick route ascends from the Seebichl-
Haus via the Seebichl and the Kleine Fleisskees, latterly climbing a steep
slope of neve, to the (2V2 hr?.) Kleine Fle'ss-Scharte or Sonnhlick-Scharte
(9775') and across the arete to the left to the (1/2 hr.) Zittelhaus (p. 149).

The descent is made by the Vogelmaier- OcJisenkar Glacier to the Neuhau
and (3 hrs.) Eolm-Saigurii (p. 149) , or from the Xeubau via the Rifl'el-

Scharte to (4 hrs.) the Nassfeld (p. 146). A longer and more fatiguing
but for experts highly attractive route leads from the Sonnblick by the
Eerzog Ernst (9620') and the Schareck (10,270') to the (6-7 hrsO Nassfcld-
Haus (comp. pp. 149. 147; guide from Heiligenblut to Gastein via the Sonn-
blick and Riffel-Scharte 32, via the Schareck 34 K.).

OvEK THE GoLDZECH-ScHARTE TO Kolm-Saigukn, 8-9 hrs, (guidc 16^.),
for adepts only. From (3V4 hrs.) the Seebickl-JIaus (p. 177) we pass high
above the S.E. bank of the Zirm-See, then across ice and rock to a deserted
miners'' house and to the (IV4 hr.) Goldzech-Scharte (9220'). lying between
the Hocharn on the N. and the Goldzechkopf on the S. [From the pass
to the summit of the Hocharn or Hochnarr (10,690'). an easy ascent of

IV2 hr. (from Heiligenblut 6 hrs.); view magnificent. To the S. a fatiguing
route leads round the Goldzechkopf and across the Kleine Fleiss-Schavte to

the (2 hrs.) top of the Sonnblick (p. 149).] We descend from the pass
over the Hocharn Glacier (sometimes much crevassed) by the 'Erfurter

Weg' to (3 hrs.) Kolm-Saigurn (p. 149).
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37. Kufsteiu and Environs 182
Tierberg. Duxerkopfl. Kaiser -Tal. Hinter-Barenbad.
Stripsenkopf. Sonneck. Stripsen- Joch. Griesner Alp.
Vorder-Kaiserfelden-Hutte. Naunspitze. Pyramidenspitze.
Hintersteiner See, etc., 183-185.

38. From Kufstein to Innsbruck 185
Mariastein. Haring, 185. — Kramsach. Strass. Reith.
Alpbach-Tal. Galtenberg. Gratlspitze. Marchspitze.
Vorderc Sonnwend-Jocb. Tratzberg, 186. — St. Georgen-
berg. From Jenbach to tbe Acbensee, 187. — Excursions
from Schwaz. Weerberg. Kellerjoch. Lamsen-Joch.
Stanser-Jocb. Vomper-Tal, 187, 188. — Wattens. Geisel-
Joch. Eastkogel. Absam, 189. — Judenstein. Gnaden-
wald, Haller Salzber^. Bettelwurfspitze. Voider -Tal,
190. — NaviserJoch, 191.

39. Innsbruck and Environs 191
Berg Isel, 197. — Weiherburg. Miiblau. Hungerburg,
198. — Kranebitter Klamm. Hafelekar, 199. — Igls. The
Lanserkopfe. Patscher Kofel, 201. — Schoneberg, 202.

40. From Worgl to Mittersill 202
Hobe Salve. Kelchsau-Tal. Over tbe Salzacb-Jocb or
tbe Filzen-Hobe to tbe Pinzgau, 202. — Sperten-Tal.
Grosse Rettenstein, 203. — Schwarzsee. Kitzbiibler Horn.
Steinbergkogel. Kleine Rettenstein. Gaisstein, 201.

41. From Worgl to Reichenhall via Lofer 205
The Gaudeamus -Hiitte and Grutten-Hiitte. Kammer-
kobr Alp. Fellborn, 206. — Pillersee, 207. — Excursions
from Lofer. Loferer Hocbtal. Loferer Alpe. Hinterborn.
Ocbsenborn. Reifhorn. Vorderkaser-Klamm. Lamprecbts-
Ofenloch, 207, 208. — Schwarzberg-Klamm. Staubfall,
208. — Sonntagsbom. Reiteralpe, 209.

42. The Zlllertal 209
Schlittererberg. Kellerjoch. Wilde Krimml, 210. — Ex-
cursions from Zell. Klopfelstaudach. Gerloswand. Marcb-
kopf, 210, 211. — From Zell to Gerlos. Torbelm. Brand-
berger Kolm, 211. — Wildgerlos -Tal. Zittauer- Hiitte.

Over the Platte or the Plattenkogel to Krimml, 212. —
Astegg. Stillup-Klamm. Abornspitze. The Zillergrund.
Grundschartner. Hundskehl-Joch, 213. — Horndl-Joch.
Heiliggeist-.Jochl. Stillup-Tal. Over the Keilbach-Joch,
Wollbach-Joch. or Frankbacb - Joch to the Ahrntal.
Lapen-Scharte. The Tuxer-Tal, 214. — Rastkogel. Span-
nagel-Haus. Riffler-Scbarte, 215. — Excursions from
Ginzling. Floiten-Tal. Greizer-Hiitte. Grosse Loffler.
Gigelitz. Schwarzenstein. Trippacb Saddle. Morcbner
Scbarte. Tristner. The Gunkel. Melcber-Schartl. Ingent.
Feldkopf. RiflQer, 216, 217. — Schwarzensteingrund.
Berliner-Hiitte. Ochsner. Rossrucken. Rotkopf. Feld-
kopf. Morchner. Schwarzenstein. Hornspitzen. Schon-
bicblerborn. Greiner. Tratter-Joch, 218, 219. — Domi-
nikus-Hiitte. Olperer-Hiitte. Olperer, 219. — Riepen-
Scharte. Schlegeis - Tal. Furtschagel - Haus. Alpeiner-
Scharte, 220. — Wiener-Hiitte. Hocbfeiler. Weisszint.
Wilde Kreuzspitze. Pfunders-Joch. Sandjoch, 221.

12*
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43. From Bruneck to Taufcrs. Reintal. Alixntal .... 222
The Muhlbacher-Tal, 222. — The Miihlwalder-Tal and
its passes. Hocht'eiler. Weisszint. Ringelstein. Tristen-

spitze, etc., 222, 223. — E.xcursions from Taufers. Rein-

bach Falls. Schloss Taufers. Speikboden. Mostnock, etc.,

224, 225. — Excursions from Rein. Casseler-Hiitte.

Schneebige Xock. Hocbgall. Wildgall. Stiittennock.

Fleischbacbspitze. Lengstein.ctc. From Rein to Sluhlbach,
Antholz. and Defereggen, 225, 226. — The Weissenbacb-
Tal. Chemnitzer-Hiitte. Mosele. Thurneikamp. Passes

to the Zillertal, 226, 227. — Schwarzenbach- Tal.

Schwarzenstein-Hiitte. Loffler, 227. — Hirbcrnock.
R<)ttal. Lenkjocbl-Hiitte. Rotspitze. Dreiherrnspitzc.

Excursions and passes from Trettap.. 228. 229.

44. From Bregenz to Landeck. The Arlberg Raihvay . . 229
Excursions from Bregenz. Gebhardsberg. Pfander, etc.,

230. — Excursions from Dornbirn. Zanzenberg. Giitle,

231. — Excursions from Hohenems. Hohe Kugel. From
Gotzis -da Klaus and Rotis to Rankweil. The Laternser-

Tal. The Hohe Freschen, 282. — Excursions from
Feldkirch. Margaretcnkapf. Maria-Griin. Aelpele, etc.,

From Feldkirch to Buchs and to Maienfeld. Vaduz.
Gaflei. Drei Schwestern. Lavena Alp, 233, 234. — The
Samina-Tal.. — Schonberg. Galliuakopf. Naaf kopf. The
Gamperton-Tal, 234. — The Grosse Walser-Tal. Over
the Schadona Pass to the Schrocken, 235. — The Hohe
Frassen. Mondspitze. Brandner-Tal. Liiner-See. Scesa-

plana, 236. — Cavell-Joch. Zimbaspitze. From Dalaas
to the Montafon over the Kristberg, 237. — From i^angen

to St. Anton by the Arlberg. Ulmer-Hiit^e, 238. — Ex-
cursions from St. Anton. The Moostal. Darmstadter-
Hiitte. Schneid-Jochl. Seejochl. Kuchen-Joch. Konstanzer-
Htitte, etc., 238-240. — Almejur - Joch. Kaiser -Joch.

Kappl'er-Joch. Rifller, 240. — Eisenspitze. Ansbacher-
Hiitte, 241.

45. From Bregenz to the Schrocken. The Bregenzer Wald 242
From Lingenau via Hittisau to Oberstaufen or Oberstdorf.

Excursions from Egg, 242. — The Bezegg. Hochalpele,
243. — From Bezaa to Bizau. Excursions from Mellau.

Morzelspitze. Canisfluh, etc. From Au to Rankweil via

Damiils. Mittagspitze, 214. — Excursions from the

Schrocken. "Widderstein, Kinzelspitze, etc. From the

Schrocken to Oberstdorf by the Gentschel-Joch. From
the Schrocken to the Arlberg, 245.

46. From Reutte to the Arlberg through the Lechtal . . . 245
From Weissenbach through the Rotlech-Tal to Xasse-

reit. Thaneller. Xamlos-Tal. Wetterspitze. From Elmen
to Imst by the Hahntenn-Joch. Hanauer- Hiitte, 246. —
Lichtspitz'e. Gramais-Tal. Gnfelgras-.loch. Herniann-
vou-Barth-Hutte, 2i7. — Memminger-Hiitte. Seescharte.

Patrol-Scharte. Grossberg-Joch. Alperschon-Joch. Flarsch-

Joch. "Wetterspitze. Kaiser-Tal, 248. — From Lech to

Stuben by the Flexen-Sattel. From Lech via the Formarin-
See to Dalaas.' To Klosterle via the Spuller-See. Schaf-
berg, 249.

47. The Montafon and Patznaun Valleys ....... 249
Excursions from Schruns. Tschagguns. Vandans. Bar-
tholomaberg. Silber-Tal. Monteneii. Itonskopf. Kapell-
Joch. Hochjoch. Mittagspitze. Schwarzhorn. Drusonnuh.
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Dpei Tiirme. Sulzfluli. To the Liiner-See through the
Rellstal or the Gauer-Tal. Lindauer-Hiitte. Passes
to the Pratigau (Schweizer Tor, Drusen-Tor, Gruben
Pass, Plasseggen-Joch). To St. Anton through the Silber-
Tal, 250-25?. — Zamangspitze. The Gargellen-Tal. Rot-

• biihelspitze, 252. — Madrishorn. Madrisa. Heimspitze.
Excursions from Gaschurn. Ganera-Tal. Versailspitze.

Schafl)odenberg. Hochmaderer. Kleinmaderer. By the
Gaschurner WinterJochl to St. Anton, 253. — Valliila.

From Patenen to the Patznaun by the Zeinis-Joch or the
Biclerhohe. — Madleuer Haus. Wiesbadener-Iiiitte.
Hohes Had. Piz Buin. VermuntPass. From the Madlener-
Haus to Klosters over the Fuorcla del Confin, the Kloster
Pass, of the Rote Fui'ka. Ochsenfurkel. Ochsen-Scharte,
Getschner-Scharte, 253-255. — Jamtal-Hiitte. Futschol
Pass. Urezas-Joch. Jamjoch, 255. — Vesulspitze. Biirkel-

kopf. From Ischgl through the Fimber-Tal to Samnaun
and Finstermiinz or Stuben. Heidelberger-Hiitte, 256. —
FimberPass. Blanka-Joch. PetzinerSpitze. Ascher-Hiitte.
Rotpleisskopf. Furgljoch. Furgler. Hexenkopf, 257.

48. From Innsbruck to Franzensfeste by the Brenner . . 268
Maria -Waldrast. Waldraster-Spitze. Blaser. Miesel-
kopf. The Gsohnitztal. 259. — Bremer-Hiitte. Pflerscher
Pinkel. Tribulaun. Schmirner-Tal. Valser-Tal, 260. —
Geraer Hiitte. Obernberg-Tal. Padaunerkogel, 261. —
Wolfendorn. Landshuter-Hiilte. Kraxentrager. Schliissel-

Joch, 262. — Excursions from Gosseu«ass. Hiihnerspiel.
Rosskopf. Pflerschtal. Magdeburger-Hvitte. Elles-Joch.
Magdeburger-Scharte, 263, 264. — Excursions from
Sterzing. Rosskopf, etc. Wilde Kreuzspitze, 265.

49. The Ridnaun-Tal 26G
Gilfeuklamm. Hohe Ferse. Blareiter Stein. Wetterspitze,
266. — Uebeltal Glacier. Grohmann-Hutte. Egetjoch.
Schwarzseespitze. Teplitzer-Hiitte. Elisabeth-Haus, 267.
— Over the Schneeberg to the Passeier, 268.

50. Tlie Stubai-Tal 269
Saile. Ilohe Burgstall, 269. — Kalkkogel. Waldraster-
Spitze. Pinniser-Joch. Habicht. Obei-berg-Tal. Franz-
Seun-Hiitte, 270. — Schwarzenberg-Joch. Brunnenkogel-
Scharte. Holltal-Scharte. Pfandler Alp. Falbeson-Tal.
Ruderhofspitze. Lauterer-Seejoch. Trauljoch, 271. —
Langen-Tal. Kurnberger-Hiitte. Wilde Freiger. Simming-
Jochl. Niirnberger-Scharte. Pflerscher Hochjoch. Teplitzer-

Scharte. Rote-Grat-Scharte. Enges Tiirl. Weite Scharte.
Freiger-Scharte, etc. Sulzenau, 272. — Pfaflfen-Kieder.
Over the Mutterberger Joch to Langenfeld. Dresdner-
Hutte. Eggessen-Grat. Zuckerhiitl. Bildstockl-Joch,273.
— Isidor-Nieder. Schaufelspitze, 274.

51. From Innsbruck to Landeck 274
Sellrain-Tal. Rosskogel. Finstertal-Scharte. Lisenser-
Tal. Feruerkogel. Brunnenkogel. Villerspitzen, 275. —
Winnebach-Joch. Langentaler Joch. Horntaler Joch.
Martinswand. Solstein. Neuburger-Hiitte, 276. — Anich
Hut. Stamser-Alpe, 277. — Exciirsions from Imst. Tschir-
gant. Muttekopf. Laaggers. Aelpleskopf, 278. — Ex-
cursions frqm Landeck. Lotzer Klamm. Thialspitze.
Venetberg. Tarseierspitze. Gatgchkopf, 279, 280.

52. TheOetztal 280
Pipurger-See. Auer Klamm. Wetterkreuz. Acherkogel,
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280. — Stuiben Fall. Kreuzjoch. Fundus-Feiler, 281. —
TheSulztal. Gamskogel. Wiunebachsee-Hutte. Amberger-
Hiitte. Schrankogel. Daunjfich. Atterkar-Jochl. Breit-

lebner-Jochl, 282. — Brunnenkogel. Hildesbeimer-Hutte.
Ivoderkogel, 283. — BreslauerHiitte. Wildspitze. Vernagt-
Hiitte, 284. — Ramolkogel. Taufkar-Joch. Sexten-Joch.
Taschach-Jocb. Tiefenbacb-Jocb. Seiter-Jocbl. Gepatscb-
Jocb. Guslar -Jocb, 285. — Kesselwand- Jocb. Lang-
tauferer Jocb. Steinscblag-Jocb. Kreuzspitze. Sebalf-

kogel. Similaun, etc., 286. — Niederjocb. Gross-Vernagt
Glacier. Hocbjoch. "Weisskugel, 2S7. — Oberettes-Jocb.
Tascbel-Jocbl. Mastaun -Jocb. Pfossen-Tal, 288. — Eis-

jocbl. Excursions from Gurgl. Gurgler Glacier. Karls-
ruber-Hutte. Gaisberg Glacier. Hobe Mutt. Hangerer,
289. — Scbalfkogel. From Gurgl to Vent over tbe
Ramol-Jocb. Passes to tbe Passeier and to tbe Scbnalser-
Tal, 290.

.53. ThePitztal 291
Gacbe Blick. Venetberg. Kofelewand. Wallfabrts-Jocbl.
Excursions from Plangeros. Kaunergrat-Hiitte. Madatscb-
Jocb. Verpeil- Jocb," 291. — Hobe Geige. Puikogel.
Braunscnweiger-Hiitte. Mittagskogel. Wildspitze. Pitz-

taler- Jocbl. " Polles - Jocb, Tascbacb - Haus. Riffelsee,

292. — Oelgruben - Jocb. Rostitz - Jocb. Wurmtaler-
Jocb, 293.

54. From Landeck to Mais and Spondinig (Trafoi, Meran) 293
Obladis. Tbe Kauner-Tal, 293. — Gepatscbbaus. Rauben-
kopf-Hiitte. Oelgrubenspitzen. Weissseespitze. Glock-
turm, 294. — Passes to tbe Pitztal, tbe Oetztal, and tbe
Langtauferer-Tal, 294, 295. — Serfaus. Radurscbel-Tal,
295. — Piz Lat. Scbmalzkopf, 296. — Langtauferer-Tal.
Weisskugel-Hiitie. Weisskugel. Weissseespitze. Frei-

brunnerspitze. Scbafkopf. Danzewell, etc., 297. — Hobes
Jocb. Scblinig-Tal. Pforzbeimer-Hiitte. Glurns. From
Mais to tbe Miinster-Tal, 298. — Matscber-Tal, 299.

55. The Passeier-Tal 300
From St. Leonbard to Sterzing over tbe Jaufen. Pfelders-

Tal, 300. — Zwickauer-Hiitte. Stettiner-Hiitte, 301. —
Stuiber Falls. Essener-Hiitte. To Gurgl over tbe Verwall-
Jocb; to Solden over tbe Timmel-Jocb, 302.

37. Kufstein and Environs.

Tbe Rcdlway Station (see p. 70 5 Restaurant; Austrian and Bavarian
custom-bouse examination) is on the left bank of tbe Inn, 2 min. from
tbe bridge.

Hotels. *AcBACHER, witb view-terrace, R. 2-3V2 E.^ B. 90 Ti. ; *Post, on
tbe Inn, R. 2-55'.; Dkei Kunige ; Eggek-, Steen; Buchauee, R. 1V2-3, pens.
4-6 iT., well spoken of; 2^euwirt; Hiksch, all tbese in tbe town, on tbe

rigbt bank; 'Hotel Gisela, opposite tbe station, R. 1^/2-2^2 E., Tkaube,
botb on tbe left bank; Zellerbueg 0/* br.), Edschlossl (1/2 br.), and
Bad Kienbeegklamm (1/4 br.), see p. 188.

Guides : JoJi. Tavernaro, Michael Eaindl, C Schreii§^ Alois S(rassei\ Jos.

Schiceigho/er, Josef Posch^ and Michael Gschwendtner.

Kufstein (1585'), a small town of 5000 inliab., is frequented as

a summer-resort for tlie sake of its beautiful environs. An inter-
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estlng visit may l)e paid to the deserted fortress of Geroldseck (1990'),

the only frontier-fortress retained by the Bavarians at the end of the

campaign of 1809, and delivered up to Austria in 1814. It lies on

a steep rock above the town (adm. 20 ft.). Fine view from the Kal-
varienberg, V2 M- ^^^^ ^^^ railway-station, on the E. side of the

town. In the cemetery is the tomb of Friedrich List (d. 1846), the

political economist, to whom a monument, by Pfretzschner , was
erected to the E. of the cemetery in 1906. About 1/3 M. above the

cemetery at the mouth of the romantic Kiengrahen^ are the baths of

Kienbergklamm, with shady promenades (pens, from 5 K. 60 h.).

Environs. On tlie left bank of the Inn, V2 M. from tlie station, is the
Hdtel Zellevburg, at the foot of the wooded Zeller Rain (1945'; shady walks
and pretty views). — Crossing the railway at the station we may proceed,
past Zell (Biruberg) and the swimming-baths (well fitted up), to the (1/2 hr.)

i:d-Schlossl ('Inn, R. 1 K. 20-1 K. 80 h.). — Another walk follows the highroad
along the Inn to (V2 hr.) the Elause (p. 70; inn), near the Otho Chapel. —
The "^Tierberg (2370' : i hr.) may be ascended by a carriage-road via, Zell

(see above), passing the villas of Staffng ; from the (^/>'b.v.) Edschldssl (see

above) by a marked path in V2 hr. ; or by a shady path diverging to the
left below the station, past the upper Tievherg Farm. Beautiful view
from the tower on the top, which dates from the 11th cent, (key from the
'hermit'). A forest-path descends hence on the N. to (25 min.) the HecMsee
(1700'), embosomed in wood, and affording an admirable view of the Kaiser-
Gebirge from its W. bank (best light in the evening). From the S. end
of the lake we descend to the Otho Chapel and the (25 min.) Klause (see

above). — Tiersee-Tal., Landl. and Bayrisch-Zell, see pp. 67, 66 (one-horse
carr. from Kufstein to Urspring 24 K.). A marked path leads from (2^/4 hrs.)

Vorder-Tiersee to the top of the Pendling (5135'; 2V2 hrs.). The view is

interfered with by trees, but is still fine. — The Duxerkopfl (2415'; 1 hr.),

with fine view of the Inntal, Kaiser-Gebirge, etc., is a.scended by proceed-
ing to the left at the cemetery and passing the Hochwand. — The Brenten-
Joch (4140'; 2V2 hrs.; easy and attractive) is ascended by a marked path
via the Duxerkopfl (or from Bad Kienbergklamm to the left, over the
Kienberg) to the Duxer Alpl and the saddle, whence we mount the green
summit to the right (rfmts. at the forester's, 2 min. below the top). It is

preferable to ascend from the saddle to the left to the (3/4 hr., or 3 hrs.

from Kufstein) ''Brandkogel, or Gamskogel (4760'), which affords a splendid
survey of the Kaiser-Gebirge and the Inntal. Descent via the Bettlersieig
to f3V2 hrs.) Hinterbdvenbad (p. 184), rather trying (guide, desirable,
5ir.); or by the Steinberg Alp (4325'; inn) and Waller Alp to (2V2 hrs.) the
Hintersteiner See (marked path

;
guide, not indispensable for experts, 6 K.).

*Kaiser-Tal (3 hrs. to Hinter-Barenbad; marked path; guide 4 K.,
unnecessary). A road and a shorter meadow-path (guide-boards) lead to

the N.E. to (11/4 M.) Sparchen- Miihle^ with the Kufsleiu electric power
works, at the narrow mouth of the valley. We ascend the path beyond
the bridge, just behind the mill, and the steps to the right by the cross;
25 min., a bench affording a charming view of Kufstein, overshadowed
by the Pendling, and of the Inn Valley up to the Stubaier Ferner. Thence
by a good path, high above the valley, passing the six 'Kaiserhofe\ the

(V4 hr.) third of which (Veiienhof, 2325'^ is a good inn, while a chapel
near the (1/4 hr.) Ffandlhof (QSQb'-, inn), the fourth farm, affords a fine view
of the huge precipices of the Wilde Kaiser. [From the Veitenhof a marked
path leads to the left to the Tettfehkanzel in 1/2 hr. ; difficult; steady head
necessary.] From the (25 min.) sixth Hinter-Kaiserhof (2875') two paths
lead to Hinter-Barenbad. The usual route, a good bridle-path (IV4 hr.),

descends through wood to the right to the Vordere Triftklause (2480') in the
Kaiser-Tal, crosses the Bdrenbach, proceeds through the Bdrenbad-Klause
to the left bank of the Sparchenbach, and passes the chapel of Mariahilf
auf dem Stein. The other path , less recommended and 1/2 hr. longer,
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ascends to the left via the Biiden Alp, the Hochleit Alp, the Bdren-Tal, and
the Ldngeck, mostly thi'ough wood, to the grandly situated Hinter-B&renbad
or Anton -Karg-Haus (2725'; *Inn, hed 2V2 ^.). The Stripsenkopf (6'j35'),

ascended from this point via. the Stripsen-Jock (see below) in 3 hrs. (marked
path; guide not indispensable), commands an excellent 'survey of the
ivaiser-Gebirge. — An interesting but difficult ascent is that of the 'EU-
mauer Haltspitze (7690'), the highest summit of the Kaiser-Gebirge, which
may be accomplished from Hinter-Biirenbad in 5 hrs. (guide 12 A'.), via the
Untere and Ohere Scharlinger Boden, the Bote Rinnschai'te, and the Achselrinne
(comp. p. 206). On the top are a shelter-hut and an iron cross 10' high. —
Ascent of the Sonneck (7410'), a splendid point of view, from Hinter-Biiren-

bad over the Jdgereck and through the Gamskar in 41/2 hrs. (guide 9, to

Riirnstatt 12 AT.), fatiguing. Descent by the Wiesberg a.nd. the Eaisei'-Hochalp
to (3 hrs.) Bdnistatt (p. iS5), steep at first (wire-rope).

From Hinteb-Baeenbad to St. Johaxn over the Stripsex-Joch, 71/2 hrs.,

a fiue route (guide 14, to Griesner Alp 6 E., not indispensable). A bridle-

path ascends from Hinter-Barenbad to the (2 hrs.) Stripsen-Joch (5185'), with
the Stripsenjoch-Hcms of the local Alpine Club (inn in summer; fine view),
between the Totenkirchl (7195'; ascent very difficult, guide 2i A".) on the
right and the Stripmilopf (see above) on the left, and thence descends to the

(H/i hr.) Griesner Alp (2950'; inn) in the Kaiserbach-Tat. This is a good
starting-point for the ascents of the Ackerlspiize (7660': guide ISA".), Ldrcheck-
spitze (6970'; 13^.), Goinger Halispitzen (7200' and 7-360'; 9 and HE.), and
PredigtsiuM (6890'; very difficult, guide 50-70 A'.), as well as for the passes
leading over the Eleine Tori (6920') or the Ellmauev Tor (6825') to the
Gaudeamus-Hiitte (p. 206; guide 8 A'.). A most enjoyable circular tour
(good marked path), with splendid rocky scenery, leads via the Eleine and
Crosse Griesener Tor to the Griesenerkar (guide 6 A'.). — From the Griesner
Alp a shady route leads to (I'/i hr.) Griesenau, where we may take either the
road to the left leading through the Eohlntal to Schwent and (2^/2 hrs.) Eossen
(p. 76). or that to the right to Gasfeig (p. 76) and (2 hrs.) S(. Johann (p. 140).

From HisterBarexbad to the Gkuttex-Hutte over the Bote Rinn-
scharte (6825') or over the Ecp/'orl (6725'), 4 hrs., for experts only, with guide
(10 E.), interesting but laborious. The ascent of the Ellnumer Ilaltsjnize (see

above) may be combined with this route in 2 hrs. more. — From Hixter-
Barexbad to the Walchsee, 41/2-5 hrs. (guide, 10 A'., not indispensable).

A marked path leads via the Ldngeck (see above) and the (2 hrs.) saddle
(4685') between the Stripsenkopf and the Ropamen (5165'; ascent 1/2 ln".,

recommended) to the (1/4 hr.) Feld Alp (4420'), whence the Peldberg (5950';

line view) is ascended in I1/2 hr. (from the Stripsenkopf to the Feldberg
via Trisiecken IV2 hr., interesting for experts). The descent may be made
via the Scheibenbichlberg to Griesenau (see above). — Descent fromthe Feld-
Alpe through the Habersauer-Tal to (2V4 hrs.) Walchsee (p. 76).

About 10 min. beyond the Veitenhof (p. 183) a path, indicated by red
marks, leads to the left via the Rietz Alp to the (2 hrs.; 3-3'/2 hrs. from
Kufstein) Vorder-Kaiserfelden Hut (4550'; 'Inn), commanding a beautiful
view. Thence we may ascend the Kaunspitze (5355'; easy; guide unnecessary)
in 3/4 hr. (good view of the Inntal as far as the Stubaier Ferner), and the
^Tyramidenspitze (6550'; not difficult; guide 5 A'. ; splendid view), the
highest peak of the Eintere Eaiser, via the Hinterkaiserfelden Alp, in 21/2-3 hrs.

(at the top is a cross 16' high). An interesting, though toilsome path (red
marks; guide advisable, 9 A'.) leads from the Xaunspitze across the plateau
of the Hintere Kaiser and past the Einser, the ZwUlfer, and the Togelbad
to (21/2 hrs.) the Pyramidenspitze. From Vorder-Kaiserfelden to the Hinter-
Barenbad Hut (see above), 2 hrs. (marked path; guide 4 A^., not indispens-
able).

To the Hinterstein Lake, 3 hrs., an attractive route (guide 4 A"., need-
less). A path (red and white marks) leads to the S. via Miiterndorf,
passes beneath the wire-rope railway of the cement-factory, and at (V-'hr.)

a finger-post ascends to the left through wood, passes xhe Locherer-Eapelle
and Haberg, crosses the Gaisbach, and" reaches (1 hr.) the farms of Eiberg
(2205'). "We then follow the footvath to the right, via the -Sfeinerne Stiege,
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a patli liewn in steps in the face of the cliff (without danger), to (3/4 hr.)

Widauer^s Inn (plain), ViJ M. from the W. end of the picturesque wood-girt
•Hintersteiner See (2630'), which is overhung by the steep rocky walls of
the Hintere Kaiser. [Round the N. side of the lake to (3/4 hr.) Bdrns(att,
see p. 2U5.] We may return through the Weissach-Tal via Eiberg (Schmiedl
Inn) to (.2V2-3 hrs.) Kufstein. — From Biirnstatt via Scheffau to EUinau,
marked path in 2 hrs., see p. 205; to the Grutten-HUUe (p. 20o) 44V2 hrs.

38. From Kufstein to Innsbruck.

4572 M. Southern Railway ; express in I1/4 hr. (fares 8 K. 20, 6 ^. 10 /i, 4 A'.),

ordinary trains in 2-2V2 hrs. (fares 6 K. 30, 4 K. 70, 2 K. 10 li.).

Kufstein (1585'), see p. 182. The railway ascends tlie left bank
of the Inn. — 41/2 M. Langkampfen (1805'; Griiner Baum), at the

foot of the Pendling (p. 183).
A road leads from Langkampfen via Nieder-Breitenhach and through

the Moosen-Tal to (3 M.) Mariastein (1895'-, //m), a pilgrimage-resort on a
small lake, with an old chateau and three churches perched one above
another on a lofty rock. Thence we may proceed on foot over the Anger-
herg to (V4 hr.) Angath (1640'-, inn) and cross the Inn to (V2 hr.) Woi-gl;
or follow the ridge of the Angerberg to the S.W. to (iV2 hr.) Klein-Soil
(1945'; inn; good view), descend via Oler-Breitenbach, and cross the Inn to

(V2 hr.) Kundl (see below).

The railway now crosses to the right bank of the Inn. To the

left, near (6 M.) Kirchhichl (1715'; *Drei Grafen ; Oberreiter), is the

Perimoos Cement Factory.
A road leads hence to the E., passing the cement-works, to (2'/4 M.)

HSring (1940'; Neuuirt; Altioirt)^ with the Franziski-Bad (sulphur-spring;
water 102° Fahr.

; pens, 5-6 A".). The attractive ascent of the Jufinger-Jocld
(3885') from this point takes IV2-2 hrs. That of the Kleine Bolven (5130';

3 hrs.), a fine point of view (p. 205), is more fatiguing.

The train now crosses the Brixentaler Ache.

8Y2 M. Worgl (1665'; Rail. Restaurant)., the junction of the

Austrian State Railway (RR. 40, 28). The village (AUe Post; Neue
Post; Rose; Lamm) lies V2 ^^- *^ *^® ^- -^^^^ ^^ ^^ *^® small Bad
Eisenstein with chalybeate springs. — Ascent of the *IIohe Salve,

see p. 202; road to St. Johann via Ellmau, see pp. 205, 206. —
Beyond this point, comp. the Map at p. 60.

To the left beyond (I2V2M.) Kundl (Brauhaus), on the highroad,

is the church of St. Leonhard, said to have been founded by Emp.
Henry II. in 1019. On the N. side of the broad Inntal extends the

long Brandenberger - Joch (4945'). — 171/2 M. Rattenberg (Post or

Sonne; Kramerbrdu ; Ledererirciu ; Platzbrdu ; Krone; Stern; Rail.

Restaurant), a quaint little town (750 inhab.) with a picturesque

ruined castle. Beyond it we thread a tunnel and skirt the Inn for

a short time.

18 M. Brixlegg (1690'; Brlxlegger Hof; Herrenhaus; Juden-
wirt; Gratlspitz; Schreyer ; Wolf, at the station), a large village

(1200 inhab.) at the confluence of the Alpbach and the Inn, with
lead and copper smelting -works, is a favourite summer -resort.

Patriotic plays are performed here in summer, and Passion plays

every ten years.
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ExcDRSioNs (guides, J. 0. Edrhagei\ R. Laimgruher, and Joh. Nussbaumer
of Kramsach), The Hoch-Kapelle, 20 min. N.E. of Brixlegg (ascent to the
right from the Rattenberg road), affords a charming view. — About 3/^ M.
to the S.W. is the Matzen Park, surrounding the chateau of Matzen
(see below; adm. 10-5, on presentation of visiting-card). — To (3/4 hr.)

Kramsach (1755'; 'Geiger zum Glashaus^ pens. 5-6 X), prettily situated on
the left bank of the Inn, at the mouth of the Brandenbevger Ache, with
glass-works and a large timber-boom. On the left bank of the Ache is

Achenrain [Gappenwirt, with garden, well spoken of), with a chateau of
Count Taxis and a brass-foundry. In the Achen-Tal, V4 lir. farther on, is

the convent of Maricttal (Arzberger). A marked path ascends hence to the
right (N.E.), passing the Buchsee and Krummsee (with baths, 30 7i.), to the

(V2 hr.) pretty blue Raintaler See (1820'), at the base of the Bnmdenberger-
Joch (see below). Still farther up (3/4 hr.), embosomed in wood, is the
small Berglsieiner See (fine view of the Inn valley from the hill 1/2 M. from
the E. end of the lake). — To Strass, at the mouth of the Zillertal, V/2 hr. :

the road leads past the chateaux of ifa /^ew s-zid. Lidifenwert to the Inn ztim
Kiihlen Keller, and then crosses the Ziller (fine view up the valley) to

Strass (p. 209). — A pleasant excursion mav be made to (V2 hr.) Keith
(20S0'; StocJcer), and (2 hrs.) the top of the Reitherlcogel (4375"; guide 4 K.).

The summit is overgrown with trees but affords a few pretty peeps. —
Through the Alpbach-Tal to (2V2 hrs.) the prettily-situated village of Alp-
hach (3200'; Knollenwirt), whence the^ ' Galtenberg (7955'), commanding a

splendid view, is easily ascended via the Formkeil Alp in 4V2 hrs.; the
descent may be made on the S. side via the Mcirzengrund to Siumm in the
Zillertal (p." 210). — G-ratlspitze (6200'), by a marked path from Brixlegg
in 31/2-4 hrs. (guide 5 K.. unnecessary), not difficult. Beautiful view. Small
inn on the Holzalp^ I1/4 hr. below the top, on which is a small open shelter-

hut. — The Marchspitze (6565') is ascendel from Kramsach in 41/2 hrs. by
a marked path leading via (2 hrs.) Lipperheide's Ruh (fine view), the Pletzac'h

Alp. and the Ludoi Alp to the (IV2 hr.) magnificently situated Zirein Alp
(5795'), then up to the saddle above the Zireiner See (5870') and to the left

to (1 hr.) the summit (beautiful view). A marked path leads hence to the
Kdgl Alp and the Acliensee, see p. 62. — Other fine points of view are the
"Vordere Sonnwend-Joch (7295') and the Rofan (7415'), ascended from the
Zirein Alp in 1^/4 hr. and 2 hrs. respectively (not difiicult). Descent to the
Erfurter-Hutte, comp. p. 63. — From Kramsach to Sleinberg (6 hrs., via
Aschau; guide advisable), see p. 61. — Through the Brandenbevgey-Tal to

Falepp, 9-10 hrs. , see p. 65. The high-lying church of (2V2 hrs.) Branden-
berg (3000'; 'AscT^er^ commands a fine view. Hence to the Brandenherger-
Joch {Voldepp-Spitze. 4945'), an interesting ascent of 2 hrs., with guide.

The train crosses the Inn. On the right bank, on the rocky hills

between the river and the highroad, rise the chateaux of Matzen and

Lichtenwert., and, farther on, the ruin of Kropfsberg. 21 Y2 ^I- Ziller-

tal (ferry to Strass, p. 209).

24 M. Jeubach. — Hotels. 'Pkantl"s Bahniiotel Toleranz, opposite

the station, R. 2-3, pens. Q-8 K. ; Brauhacs, in the upper village, with
veranda, R. IV2-2, pens, b-1 K.; Alte Toleranz, 3 min. from the station;

Post, R. IV2 E. ; Stern ; Prinz Karl ; In^euwirt ; Eafener
;
good rooms at

Hr. Kastner's. — Stpimming Baths near the village.

Jenhach (station 1740', church 1845'}, a large village with

smelting-works and frequented as a summer-resort, is the station

for the Achensee (p. 187} and the Zillertal (R. 42}.

Excursions. Walks to (1 M.) Bvrgecl\ to (IV4 M.) St. Margareten. on
the right bank of the Inn (ferry), and to (2V4 M.) Buch, with waterfall. —
The handsome chateau of Tratzberg (2080'), on the hillside, 3/4 hr. to the

W., has been tastefully restored by its owner, Count Enzenberg, and
contains a collection of arms (adm. 1 K.). Excellent view of the InntaJ
from the grounds above it. — An attractive excursion (from Jenbach via
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Tratzberg 21/2 bra. ; from Schwaz via Fiecht by road, 6 M.) may be made
to the pilgrimage-cburcb of '-St. Georgenberg (3035'; 7?in), in the Stallen-

Tal, to the W., romantically perched on a rock overhanging a v^ild ravine.

Above it (20min.) is the picturesque Gamsgarten-Klamm^ IV2 M. in length.

We may descend through the Wolfsklamm (key, see below) to (IVzhr.) Stans.

*To THE AcHENSEE, 4 M., natrow-gauge railv^ay (on the rack-and-

pinion system as far as Eben), 8-9 times daily in summer in 86 min. ; a

highly attractive excursion (fare 3 -ff., down 2K.; return-ticket available

for 10 days 4 K.). The railway ascends (10 : 100) in a curve round Jenbach,

with a pretty view on both sides of the Inn valley, and stops at (8/4 M.)

Burgeck^ at the upper end of the village. Thence, with a steeper gradient

(16 : 1()0), it ascends the E. side of the wooded Kasbach Valley (see below),

curves to the right, and passes the Stangelgut. Fine view to the right of

the Inn valley as far as the Kaiser-Gebirge, and of the entrance of the

Zillertal, with the above-mentioned castles; to theN.E. rises the Sonnwend-
Joch. The highest point of the line, where the toothed rail ends, is reached

at (21/4 M.) Eben (aieO*; -Eirchemcirt), a frequented pilgrim-resort, with the

tomb of St. Notburga (d. 1313). In front of us we have a view of the

Achensee. [From Eben a marked path leads to the right to the Astenau

Alp, with fine view, 1 hr.] The line now runs along the level to (3 M.)

Maurach (3150'; Neuwirt) and reaches the (4 M.) terminus Achensee (3030'),

beside the Seespitz Hotels 3 min. from the steamboat -pier (p. 63). The
steamers ply in connection with the trains. The trip round the lake takes

11/2 hr. — The attractive Road to the Achensee (41/2 M. to Seespitz), through

the wooded Kasbach- Tal, may be recommended to walkers. Comp. p. 63.

On the hillside to the right is the chateau of Tratzberg (see

p. 186). — 271/2 M. Stans (1855'; Hotel Kaltenbrunn ; Zum alien

Marschall; Neiiwirt'), a pleasant village with a hydropathic and a

Gothic church.
About 3/4 M. to the N.W. is the picturesque "Wolfsklamm, a gorge of the

Stanser Bach, recently made accessible, with cascades, tunnels, etc. (closed;

key 20 7i., at the last house in Stans, or at St. Georgenberg, see above).

Near Schwaz, to the right (V2 M. from the station), rises the

Benedictine abbey of Fiecht (I860'; inn, good wine), rebuilt after

a fire in 1868.

29 M. Schwaz. — Hotels. *Bkuckenwiet, pens. 5-7 K, "Tost,

RoTER TuRM, R. IV2-2 K., Zdm Freondsberg, all with gardens; Goldner
Stern, well spoken of; Schwarzer Adler; Goldener Adler; Holzl, at

the station. — Pensions Albaneder, Villa Elsbeth. — Wine Rooms : Krippen-

wirt, Mohrenwirt, Grafeneck. Beer: Mondschein, Lendbrau, Eircfibrdu. —
Casino^ with reading-room, open on application.

Schwaz (1765'), an interesting old mining town with 7000 in-

hab., lies on the right bank of the Inn, 8/4 M. from the station. The
Church, roofed with copper, has a fine facade, completed in 1502.

Adjoining the church is a chapel in a rich late-Gothic style. The
cloisters of the Franciscan Church are adorned with old frescoes.

Near the bridge is the old Fugger House, with an oriel window
and a painted facade. The large imperial tobacco factory employs

1200 women. The majolica factory has an interesting show-room.
Excursions. To the (V4 hr.) small chateau oi Friedheim (view); to

the (25 min.) castle of Freundsberg (2320'), the ancestral seat of a fa-mily

celebrated in mediaeval warfare, with a fine view and an interesting visitors'

book (key kept by the attendant).

To Weerberg (2 hrs.). We follow the highroad on the right bank of

the Inn, passing the Heilig-Kreuz-Kirchlein, to (2 M.) Pill (1825'; "Inn),

and then ascend to the left of the church, over the Oswaldhohe, to (IV4 hr.)
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l[itter-Weerberg(2395'5 Inn). Hence via Inner- Weerberg tand the Ge;sel-Joch
(7515') to (6-7 hrs.) Lanersbach, see p. 189. From Weerberg we may return
to Scliwaz via PiUberg, the chateau of Friedheim^ and Firchanger. — Other
attractive excursions on the right bank of the Inn may be made to (1^2 hr.)

Koglmoos and (IV4 hr.) Gallzam (pretty views), and on the left bank to

(I1/2 lir.) the chateau of Tratzherg (p. 18B).

The ascent of the 'Kellerjoch (76G5'; 5 hrs.) is easy and attractive

(guide 8 K., needless). A marked path leads through wood past the chateau
of Frenndsberg to the (SVa hrs.) KeUerJoch-Hiitte of the local Alpine Club
(6055'; inn in summer), whence the summit is attained in I'/j hr. Or beyond
the chateau of Frenndsberg we may proceed to the right (marked path) to

the (31/2 hrs.) Alpine inn on the Loas-Satiel (5520'), between the Gilfert

(8220'; ascended hence by experts in 2V2 hrs.) and the Kellerjoch, the top
of which (refuge hut) is reached in 2 hrs. mure. The extensive *View in-

cludes the valley of the Inn, the N. Dolomites, the Tauern, and the Ziller-

taler, Stubaier, and Oetztaler Ferner. The descent maybe made to the E. via
i\\QFinsing-Tal to Fiigen (p. 210), or via the Damjoch to Schlitterberg (p. 210).

From Sciiwaz to Hinter-Riss over the Lamsen-Joch, an interesting

excursion of JOVa-ii hrs. (guide 15 A'.). The path (white marks) diverges to

the left from the St. Georgenberg route beyond Fieeht, passes the Bauhof.,

and ascends along the right side of the wooded JStcdlen-Tal to (3 hrsj
the Stallen-Alpe (4^360'). Thence we ascend to the left, along the N. base of
the Hocknissl, to (2 hrs.) the E. saddle of the Lamsen-Joch (6370'), between
the Eotwandlspitz and Schafjochl, and to the (10 min.) finely situated
Lamsenjoch-Hiitte (6570'; inn in summer) : thence to the (20 min.) W. Lamsen-
Joch (6340') , between the Lamsenspitze and the Hahnkampl, whence we
descend to the Bins Alp {kim'), the (11/2 hr.) £"7*^ (3990'; inn), and (31/2 hrs.)

Hinter-Riss (p. 56). — Over the Staxser-Joch to the Achensee, 7 hrs.,

laborious (guide 10 E.). From (2 hrs.) St. Georgenberg we mount rapidly
over the Flatten Alp to (3 hrs.) the Stanser-Joch (6895'; *View). Descent
to the Weissenbach Alp (55J5') and via the Bdrenbad Alp to (2 hrs.) Pertisau

(p. 63), or through the Weissenbach- Tal to (2 hrs.) Seespitz (p. 63).

About 3/4 hr. above Schwaz is the mouth (W.) of the Vomper-Tal
(Vomper-Loch), one of the wildest valleys of the N. Limestone Alps. From
the Inn bridge a road runs to the S.W. to (IV2 M.) Vomp (1855' ;

* Vompevhof;
Pelikan), with the chateau of Siginundslusi (see below). Hence a shady
forest-path leads to the (V2 hr.) Pfannschmiede (1975'; inn), in a romantic
rocky gorge traversed by the Vomperbach (see below). Adjacent are im-
portant electric works. Hence we ascend to the left by a marked path
through wood, skirting the WalderJiamm, to C-^'-z hrs.) the deserted Oan-Alp
(3900'), whence the path to the Walder Alp (p. 190) ascends to the left (at first

difficult to distinguish); and then follow the toilsome 'Knappensteig',
through the Bdrenklamm (wire-rope), passsing (IV2 hr.) a bank commanding
a fine view, and finally descending steeply to the (I'/i hr.) Au (3525'),

at the head of the valley, with a hunting-lodge. ["This point may also

be reached from Vomp by "adepts in 6-7 hrs. by a laborious path (red marks)
on the N. side of the valley, leading via the Melanser Alp. the hunting-
lodge in the Zwercliloch (3305'), and the Katzenleiter (wire-rupe).] From
the Au a trying route (guide indispensable) leads via the Ql-i hr.) Loch-
hum (4080') and the Ueberschall (6280') to the (3 hrs.) Eallev Anger-Haus
(p. 47). — The following difficult peaks of the Vomper chain may be
ascended by experts (with guide): Miftagspitze (7665'), from Vomp via
Vomperberg in 5-6 hrs. (guide 10 A'.) ; Hochnissl (8355'), via Vomperberg in
5-6 hrs. (guide 12 E.) ; Lamsenspitze (8205'), from the Zwerchloch Hut in

7-8 hrs. (guide 15 K); Grubenkarspitze (8735'), from the Lochhiittl via the

Qrubenkar in 5 hrs. (guide 18 E.).

To the right appears the charmingly situated village of Vomp
(see ahove), -with the chateau of Sigmundslust. The train crosses the

Vomperbach and approaches the Inn. 33 M. Terfens-Weer (^Arnold,

Neuwirt, both moderate). — 351/2 ^- Fritzens-Wattens (1820';

restaurant).
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A bridge (toll 8 A.) here crosses the Inn to (3/4 M.) Wattens (1860';

*Greiderer; Adler; Neuuii-t)^ a pleasant village and summer-resort at the

entrance to the WaUen-Tcil ^ the stream of which forms a beautiful fall

(35min. from the Fritzens .station). — From Wattens an Alpine path leads

past the (4 brs.) Walchen Inn to the (2 hrs.) finely situated Liztim Alp
(6550'), whence we may either cross the Klammer-Joch (77400, to the- right,

to (3V2hrs.) Navis (p. 259), or the Juntjoch (8165'), to the left, to (41/2 hrs.)

Lanersbach (p. 215). — The E.octe ovek the Geisel-Joch is preferable (to

Lanersbach 8V2 hrs.; guide 16 K.. not indispensable; comp. Map, p. 210).

We ascend above the left bank of tlie Weevbach., passing (1/2 hr.) the chapel
of Lotn-des, the (20 min.) ruin of Rettenhnrg^ and various farms. Farther
on we traverse wood (IV2 hr. plantation), crossing the Krovenzhach and the

Kurpenbach. From the saw-mill we ascend to (3 hrs. from Wattens) the

Innerste Wirt (422U'). From this point a red-marked path leads through
the Krovenz-Tal and past the Nafing Alp to the (31/2 hrs.) Geisel-Joch (7515';

line view) and then down, passing the Geisel Alp, to (2 hrs.) Lanersbach
or Vorder- Tvx (p. 215). — A much more attractive route from the Innerste

Wirt (i.uide 20 A.) leads to the left via the (50 min.) Stalin Alp (5270') and
the Nurpen-Tal^ passing the Nurpen Alp and the Hagl-Hiitten., to the (4 hrs.)

Nvrpen-Joch (82"!5') and thence to the left to the (1 hr.) top of the 'Ilast-

kogel (C055'), which commands a splendid view of the Zillertal Alps. The
descent t') Lanembach (p. 215) takes 2 hrs.

371/2 M. Voiders-Baumkirchen. About ^2 ^I» to tt^e N.E. are the

baths of Baumkirchen (pens. 4 K. 40 ft.). On the xight bank, at the

mouth of the Volder-Tal (p. 190), lies (IV2 M.) Volders (*Post;

Briiuhaus), with the castle of Friedherg.

4OV2M. HalL — Hotels. *Bar, R. iV2-2, pens. 5-6 A'.; Engel, Stern,

with gardens, both very fair; Post^ Pens. Plainer; Tomlschlossl, 1 M.
from the station, pens. 4-5 A'. ; Hirsch; Rossl; Lamm. — *Hot. -Pens.
VoRDERWALDHOF, finely situated 1 M. to the E., on the right bank of the
Inn, pens. 5-8 K.

Hall (1835'), a quaint old town of 6200inhab., with salt-baths

and salt-works, to which the brine is conveyed from a distance

of 6 M. (see p. 190). The evaporating houses and the district-

court are situated in the lower Stadt-Platz, near the station. The
former chateau of Hasegg, behind the court-house, incorporates a

curious old tower called the Miinz-Turm, a relic of the ancient

'mint' established here in the 15th century. The 'kreuzers' and
'zwanzigers' issued by Andreas Hofer in 1809 were coined here. The
Casino (formerly 'Trinkstube') dates from the beginning of the 16th

century. The Eaihaus has a fine portal and interesting rooms (adm.
free on Sun., Tues., & Frid., 10-12 and 2-5). The Gothic Parish

Church.^ of the 15th cent., rebuilt in the rococo style in 1752,
contains line late-Gothic smith's work and tombstones of the 16th

and 17th centuries. On the S. wall is a small monument to Speck-

backer (d. 1820; the companion-in-arms of Andreas Hofer), who in

1809 succeeded three times in storming the bridge over the Inn,

the key to the position of the French and Bavarians. On the river

are well-equipped swimming-baths. — Steam-tramway to Inns-
bruck, see p. 192.

Excursions (guides, Andrei Suitner at Mils and J?if7. Rathgeber at Absam).
To the N.W., beyond (V* M.) the baths oi Heiligkrevz (*Gasser, with salt baths ;

Traube). is the (1 M.) village of Thavr (2075'); fme view from the (V2 br.)

ruined castle (!^625'). — The village of Absam (3070' ; 'Bogner, with garden
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and view; Ebner), situated on a height, IV2 M. to the X.. with a fre-

quented pilgrimage-church , was tlie birthplace of Jacob Stainer (d. 16S3},

the famous violin-maker, to whom a monument was recently erected
near the church. — A road leads to the S. over the Inn bridge to

(4'/.: 51-) Judenstein (,-975'; Inn), a pilgrims' resort commanding a fine

view. [About s/^ M. to the X.E. is the Speckbacher JIo/\ the house of
Speckbacher, marked by a memorial tablet.] Thence the walk may be
pleasantly extended (road) via Rinn (.o025'i Neuwirt; Arche) and Aldrans
(p. 200) to l2V4 hrs.) 3c?iloss Ambras (p. ll-O) and {^ a hr.) Innsbruck. Or we
may diverge to the left about '/* ^'- -^cyond Rinn and proceed via Sisirans
(30io'; Krone), a prettily situated village at the foot of the Ghmgetzer
(8790'; ascended hence in 5 hrs. ; see pp. 191, -01), to (2 hrs.) Lans, whence
we may make our way to Innsbruck either by tramway or on foot (i hr.).

The Gnadenwald, the hilly plateau on the X. bank of the Inn, may
be reached by the omnibus which plios twice daily from Hall to St. Martin
(n/2 A'.; one-horse carr. in l^/i hr.. 6 A'., twv'-horse 8'; A'.). We follow
the road to the Salzborg (see below) for 3 31.. and then ascend to the
risht to the H6'.-rcns. Wiesenhof (R. 2-6, pens. S 12 A.) and throuiih wood
to'f-''4 hr.l St. Martin (2920'; H6t. Gnadentralder IIot\ with baths; Speck-

bacher). Thence via (Vshr.) ^f. J/(V'<(Jt/ C2SS0') to 2 hr.) the Gungl Inn
(2365'), whence we descend to i}!i hr.) the church of St. ilaiHa- Larch
(2230') and (' •_• hr.) Tcrfens (n. ISS): or from St. Martin we may return by
a shadv path (red marks) via Miis to Hall. — A marked path leads from
St. Martin to the (I'V* hr.) Walder Alp (4925'; simple rfmt.^.); the Walder-
/ofZf (5340'), 25 min. to the E., commands a splendid view of the Inn valley,

the "Tux and Stubai glaciers, and the X. Limestone Alps. A similar view
is obtained from the Binterhorn AJp (5CO0'; rfmts.), i/j hr. to the W. of the
"Walder Alp and P/i hr. from St. Martin. Descent from the Walder Alp on
the X.E. side to the {i^.'t hr.) Ocin Alp (p. ISS). and thence via Ummelberg to

(2 hrs.) Terf<ns, or to the (IV2 hr.) r/annschniicde (p. 1S3).

The HaJler Salzberg (5 hrs.) deserves a visit. The road CSalzstrasse")

leads to the N., past (left! Ahsani (the path via Absam. which joins the

road in 1 hr., is preferable), and ascends the HalKal, between the Zunder-
ioj'/(6450) on the left and the 5e.'^e/irf/f/5j>i.'-'f (see below) on the right, to

the (2V<^rs.) little church of 5.'. J/ui; (ia.'«w (42liO'; inn) and to the (^'4 hr.)

Eerrenhdustr. beside the shafts of the Salt Mines (4SiO'; rfmts.. bed only

by special permission). A visit to the mines is interesting (on Mon.,
Tues., Wed., and Thurs. only; duration ii/; hr. : fee SO h.). The Kaiser-

sauU (55S0'), reached by a blue-marked path via the Tori (5520) in IV4 hr..

commands a fine view ; one still more extensive is obtained from the

Zundertopf (6450'; ascended by a club-path in '/< lir. from the Tori). A
steep descent (marked path; suide necessary for novices, S A".) leads from
the Tori to the Th'.nir<:r Alp, Thaur, and (3 hrs.) Hall. — From the salt-mines

a path ascends to the right via the Iss-Jochl (55'>5') to the i\':hT.) Iss-Ang(r.

in a wild situation. An interesting pass leads hence over the Lafatscher-

Joch (6S40) to the (i'/s hrs.) HaUfr-Anger-Haus and through the Hinterau-

Tal to (S-9 hrs.) Scharnitz (comp. p. 47); another (fatiguing) crosses the

Stemptl-Joch (7275') to the Sanicr-Tal (to Scharnitz S-9 hrs. ;
guide in each

case 15 A. ; comp. p. 4S).

The ^Grosse Bettelwurfspitze (8940') is ascended from Hall in 7 hrs. (not

difficult for adepts; guide 12 A.). From the Halltal we ascend to the right

through the Betteltcur/Sor to the (5 hrs.) Btitchmrf-Huiic (738*.''; inn in

summer), whence the summit (grand view) is reached by a steep ascent

of 2 hrs. (wire-ropes). A club-path (wire ropes) leads from the Bettelwurf-

lliitte to the Speckkar and (IVj hr.) the Lafatschir-Joch (see above).

The Volder-Tal. The road leads to the E. across the bridge over the

Inn via Voldfnrald (^Hotel-Pension, see p. 1S9) to (3 M.) Gastcig (21(W).^whence
a cart-road ascends past the Anga\r-Eof and round the Windegg (39Si^') to

the a\: hr.) WUdbad Voldertal, or Voldtrbad (3650'; pens. 4-5 A.), with its

alkaline .-spring, prettily situated in the woods. [The Wildbad may also

be reached irom Volder's (p. 1S9) in 1' ; hr., by a marked path along the

W. side of iho Volder-Tal.] Thi^ Lorg:xt:- Wand O'^'^O' : 8 hrs.; guide 3 A.), the
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Rosenjoch (9025'; 5-6 hsr., guide iO K.), the Haneiurger (iQlQ' ; 4 hrs. ;
guide

6 X), and the Glungeizer (3780' ; 5 hrs.
\
guide 7 K.) are ascended hence

Avithout difficulty. From the Glunget'.er we may proceed (red -marked
path) to the (3 hrs.) Kaiser Franz Josef Jlui on the Patscher Kofel (see p. 201).
— OvEK TUE Navis-.Ioch TO Matrei on the Brenner railway, 8 hrs.,

easy and interesting beyond the pass (comp. Map, p. 210; guide to Ifavis,

\Q K., unnecessary in good weather; Andr. i'osch of Volders recommended).
From the Volderbad we follow a red-marked path up the left bank of

the brook, crossing to the right bank after IV2 hr., to (V2 hr.) the Yorherg
Alp (5585'), at the foot of the Malgriioler (92i0'; ascended by adepts in

4 hrs. ; marked path). We then proceed amS, the (1 hr.) Steinkaser Alp
(6560') to (IV2 hr.) the Navis-Joch (8200'), belween the Sonnenspitze (8450*)

on the left and the Grafmartspitze (8905') on the right, with a fine view of the

Tux and Stubai Alps. Descent over steep pastures to the Navis-Tal, with the

Zehenter and Stipler Alps, and to (lV2hr.) Navis (4405'; quarters at the cure's,

good wine), whence a cart-track leads to (2 hrs.) Matrei or Steinach (p. 259).

The train quits tlie Inn. On the right rise the Zunderkopfe,

with the white Franzens-Pyramidc or Kaisersaule (p. 190); at their

base lie the villages of Thaur (p. 190), Rwn (rail, station), and

Arzl. To the left, on the hills at the foot of the Glungeizer (see

above), is the village of Rinn^ the home of Speckbacher (p. 190).

Farther down is the chateau of Amhras (p. 199). The train crosses

the Inn, above the influx of the Sill^ opposite Miihlau (p. 198), and

traverses the valley on a long viaduct.

451/2 M. Innsbruck.

39. Innsbruck and Environs.

Railway Stations. The Chief Station ('Restaurant) is on the E. side

of the town (PI. D, 4). Porter to the hotel for luggage under 33 lbs., 30 /*. ;

under 1 cwt., 40; above 1 cwt., 80 7^. — Wilten Station (PI. C, 7), first

halt of the ordinary trains to Landeck (R. 51), to ttie S. of the town. —
Stubaital Station (PI. C, 7), see p. 269.

Hotels. *H6tel Tirol (PI. a; D, 4), frequented by English visitors,

R. 4V'-10, B. IV2, D. 5, pens. 10V2-15 (from Oct. to June 8-12) K.; *H6tel
de lEurope (PI. b; D, 4), R. B-'-i, B. IV4, I>. 4, pens. 8-14 A'. ; *Goldene
Sonne (PL c; D, 4), R. 3-6, D. 4-5, pens. 10-12 E. ; these three at the

station. — Second-class: *H6tel Kreid (PI. m; D, 4), Margareten-Platz,

near the station, R. 3-7 K. ; Victoria (PI. n ; D, 4), at the station, R. 3-4, B. 1 K.

;

Hotel Stadt Munciien (PI. e; C, 4), R. from 2V2 A.; Habsbdrger Hof
(PI. k; D, 3), Museum-Str. 21, with garden-restaurant. R. 2V2-4V2, B. 1 A'.;

Hotel Central (PI. f; C, 4), Erler-Str. 11, R. 2-3V2, B. 1 A^. ; Batrisoher
HoF, Gilm-Str. 1, R. 2-3 AT. i Goldner Adler (PI. d ; B, 0, 3), near the Inn
bridge, R. 11/2-2 A". ; Post, Maria-Theresien-Str., with garden-restaurant,
R. 2V2-3 K. ; Innobrucker Hof, Maximilian-Str. la; Krone, by the triumphal
arch, R. 1V2-3A. ,• Alpenrose, Biirger-Str. 10, unpretending; Roter Adler
(PI. g; B, 3), Seilergasse; Grauer Bar, Universitats-Str., with garden,
moderate; Weisses Rossl, Kiebachgassa; Goldne Rose, Herzog-Friedrich-
Str., R. 1-2 A.; Arlbekger Hof, at the station, R. 1V2-3, B. i K., well
spoken of. — On the left bank of the Inn: *H6tel-Pension Katser
(p. 198), charmingly situated V2M. from the bridge, pens. 7-9V2 A". ; Goldner
Stern (PI. h; B, 2'), Inn-Str. , frequented by the Roman Catholic clergy,
moderate; Mondschein (PI. i ; B, 3), by the bridge; Kaiserhof (PI. ; B,3),
Inn-Str. 13, R. 11/2-31/2 K. — Pension Thompson, Falk-Str. 27 (PI. D, 2',

6-8 A'.; Pens. Winter, Clandia-Platz 3 (6-8 A'.); Pens. Kleck, Adolf-
Pichler-Str. 3, R. 2-5, pens. 5-8 A. ; Pens. Junek, Landhaus-Str. 10; *Pens.
Schloss Weiherborg (p. 198), 6-8 A. ; 'Pens. Edelweiss (6-8 A.), in Miihlau

(p. 19-^); *Pens. Schonkuh, near Schloss Ambras (p. 200; pens. 6-8 A.).
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Cafes and Kestaurants. Stadtscile (PL 19, C, 3 ; band in the evening)

;

Deutsches Cafd (concerts in the evening), Iiierhammei\ holli in the Mu-
seum-Str. : Cafi Ventral^ Erler-Str. 11 ; Katzung, Herzog-Friedrich-Str, 16;
C'ifd Maximilian, Anich-Htr., corner of Maria- Theresien- Str. (PI. C, 4);
Andreas Hofer^ by the Inn bridge; in tlie IIof-Garten (p. 194). — Beer.
Breindssl. Jlaria-Thcresien-Str. 12, with garden; Biirgerliches Brauhavs,
Viaduktgasse 5, Bierirastl (PI. w; B, 3), on the Inn; Adambrdu, Adams-
gasse (cafe-chantant); Bierstindl, at the Berg Isel (p. 197), with garden. —
Confectioners. Meisal. Margareten-Platz 14; Munding, Maria - Theresien-
Str. 33 and Kiebachga=se 16; ]Uosei\ Andreas-Hofer-Str. 21; Gfall, Anich-Str.

Carriages (driver's fee included). To or from the station, one-horse 1,
two-horse 2 K,, each trunk 20 h. ; drive in the town, first half hour 1 K.
20 h. or 2 A'., each additional ^t hr. 40 or 60 /;. To Berg Isel and back
(with stav of 1 hr.), one-horse 3 7u, two-horse 4 K 60 h. ; Weiherburg
4 K. 60 or 6 K. 60 h. ; Ambras and back (with stav of 1 hr.) 4 K. 80 or
7 K. 20 k. ; Stefans-Briicke Q K. or 9 A 20 li. ; Igis via Vill 7 or 10 K. —
Carriages and saddle-horses may be obtained from Schallhart at the Post
Office (PI. C, 4).

Steam Tramway from Berg Isel through the town to Hall every V2 hour;
stations: Berg-Isel, Wilten, Triumphal Gate, Maria- Theresien- Strasse^ Inn
Bridge., Inn Foot-Bridge. Sieberer-Str.., Falk-Str., Dollinger(Stsrn, atMiihlau),
Miihlau, Arzl, Rum, Thaur, and Hall (comp. the Plan). The trip from Berg
Isel to Theresien-Str. takes 13 min.; thence to Bollinger 14 min., to Hall
42 minutes. The fares, reckoned in seven zones, vary from 10 to 36 h. (e.g.,

from Theresien-Str. to Berg Isel or Miihlau 16 h.). — Electric Tramway
from the Railicay Station every 71/2 min. via the Museum-Str., Burggraben,
Blaria-Theresien-Slr., Anich-Str., and Andreas Hofer-Str. to the Wilten and
Stubai Stations (pp. 191, 262); and from the Musetim-Slr. by the Viadukt-
Str. and Claudia-Str. to the Falk-Slr. (see above).

Baths. Swimming and other Baths in the Adamgasse, adjoining the Mar-
gareten-Platz (PI. D,"4), well fitted up (first-class baths, incl. dress,l AT. QOh.).
Kaiserkrone, Herzog-Otto-Str. (PI. B, 8) ; Swimming Baths at the Giessen,

on the left bank of the Inn (PI. A, 3), and at BUchsenhausen (p. 198).

Theatre (PI. C, 3), from October to Passion Week. — Summer Theatres
(rustic comedies) at Pradl (p. 199) and at the Lowenhaus Theatre (tramway-
station Falk-Str. ; PI. D, 1).

Relief Model of Tyrol in the garden of the Faedagogium; Fallmerayer-
Str. 11 (PI. B, 4 ; p. 197) by Prof. J. Selmler, covering an area of about 100 sq.

yards (scale: 75C0, vertical scale 1:2500), and reproducing the geological
peculiarities of the different districts (open in snmuier daily from 7 a.m.
to 8 p.m.: adm. 60 h., explanation 10 h.). — Glass Painting and Mosaic
Establishment (PI. 24 ; B, 5), shown to visitors daily, 11-12 and 5-6. —
Tyro'ese Art and Industrial Fxhibifion, Meinhard-Str. 14 (adm. free). —
CoUeclioa of Tyrolese Costumes, Pfarr-Platz 3 (adm. 9-12 and 2-5; 50 h.).

Post and Telegraph Office (P1.C,4), Maria-Theresien-Str. 45; branch-
office at the station. — Art Dealers. Carved wood, photographs, etc., at

F. Unterberger's, Museum-Str., and Czichna's, Herzog-Friedrich-Str. 41,

Maria-Theresien-Str. 81, and Rudolf-Str. 4. — Bankers. Bank fiir Tirol

und Vorarlberg , Erlergasse 9; Osterreichische Credit-Anstalt, Maria-Theresien-
Str. 36. — Goods Agent. 11. Hueber, Margareten-Platz 1. — Photographic
Materials at Fr. Gratts, Maria-Theresien-Str. 30.

English Church Service in the small Stadt-Saal, at 8.30 and 11 a.m.
and 3.3u p.m.

Enquiry Office, Meinhard-Str. 14 (PI. D, 4; week-days 8-12; in winter,
9-12 and 2-5), for information regarding the Tyrolese railways, hotels,

watering-places, and so forth, the sale of international railway-tickets and
Cook's coupons, etc. — Guides for mountain-ascents : Karl Santner, Franz
KriiU, Josef Pantoi, and Joh. Waldburger at Innsbruck, Korbert Foger at Igls.

Innsbruck [1885'}, the capital of Tyrol, witli 44,000 inhab. and

a garrison of 2500 men, is charmingly situated on the Inn, not far

from the influx of the Sill, and next to Salzburg is the most pictur-
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esque town among the Austrian Alps. In every direction, particularly

towards the N., the eye is met by striking groups of bold and fissured

limestone mountains (Brandjoch^ Frau Hitt, Seegrubenspitzen,

Hafelekar, Rumerspitze). towering above the cultivated slopes of the

valley; while towards the S., above the wooded Berg Jsel, rise the

noble outlines of the Waldraster-Spitze and Saile-Spitze. More in

the foreground, to the left above the Lanser Kopfe^ peeps the

rounded summit of the Patscher Kofel. — On account of its protec-

tion from the N. wind and its mild and equable climate, Innsbruck

may be recommended as a winter-resort and also as a transition-

station in spring or autumn.
In front of the station is a fountain in memory of the union of

the suburbs of Wilten and Pradl with Innsbruck in 1906. The
Rudolf- Strasse leads to the right to the Maegaretbn-Platz (PI. C,

D, 4), where the Rudolfs-Brunnen (PI. 2), in red Tyrolese marble,

erected in 1877, commemorates the 500th anniversary of the union
of Tyrol with Austria (1363). At the top is a bronze statue of

Duke Rudolf IV., 10' in height, by Grissemann, and around the

basin below are four water-spouting dragons and four griffins as

shield-bearers.

We next reach the Maria-Thbresibn-Strassb (PI. C, 3, 4),

the chief thoroughfare of the town, which contains the Landhaus
(a baroque structure of 1719-28, with a good staircase), the Post

and Telegraph Office (formerly the palace of Prince Thurn and
Taxis, PI. C, 4], and other handsome buildings of the 17-18th cent.,

and is embellished with the Anna- Sdule (PI. C, 4), a column
erected in 1706 'ob hostes tam Bavarum quam Galium A. 1703
Tyrolim invadentes depulsos'. The court- facade of the Town Hall
(PI. 17), opposite the column, is adorned with frescoes by Ferd.

Wagner.
The Maria-Theresien-Strasse is continued towards the N. by the

Heezog-Fribdrich- Strasse (PI. C, 3), a street flanked with ar-

cades ('Lauben'), which leads direct to the Goldene Dachl.

The 'Goldene Dachl' (PL 4; C, 3), a rich late-Gothic balcony

with a gilded copper roof, adorns the old Fiirstenburg, a palace

built by Count Frederick of Tyrol (d. 1439), nicknamed 'with the

empty pockets', in 1425, when he established his residence at

Innsbruck. According to the inscription, however, the balcony was
not erected until 1500. The reliefs of the upper parapet represent

the Emp. Maximilian and his wife witnessing a dance. The paintings

and the well-executed armorial bearings in marble on the lower

parapet also refer to the emperor.
The Stadtturm or Feuerturm (PI. 22), 235' high, opposite,

commands a fine view (fee). — The Catholic Casino, the corner-

house on the opposite side of the Herzog-Friedrich-Str., is orna-

mented in the rococo style. Adjoining, in the broader part of the

street , nearer the Inn Bridge (p. 198), stands the Goldene Adler

Baedekbe's Eastern Alps, lith Edit. 13
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(PL d), tlie oldest inn in the town, from the window of which Hofer
addressed the citizens on Aug. 15th, 1809.

From the Goldene Daclil and the Stadtturm the Hofgasse leads

to the E. to the Rennplatz (PI. C,3), bounded on the S. by the Hof-
kirche, on the W. by the Hofburg (p. 195), and on the E. by the
Stadtsdle (PI. 19; cafe'-restaurant, p. 192) and the Theatre, built

in 1835. In the centre stands the pretty Leopolds-Brunnen, erected

in 1893, incorporating a small eqiiestrian statue of Archduke Leo-
pold V. (Count of Tyrol in 1609-32) and ten other bronze figures by
C. Gras (1626). To the N. is the pleasant Hof-Garten (p. 192).

The *Franciscan Church, or Hofkirche (PL C, 3), was erected

in 1553-63, in compliance with the will of Emp, Maximilian I.

(d. 1519), for the purpose of worthily enshrining his monument.
The ground-plan is that of a columnar basilica ; the building, which
•was carried out by Andrea Crivelli of Trent, is in the Italian Re-
naissance style. The fine porch and doorway should be noted.

The Interior is open on week-diiys from 9 a.m. on, on Sat. and the eves
of holidays only till 4 p.m. ; on Sun. and holidays and on Jlay 3rd, June 13th,
Sept. 14th, and Oct. 4th 11-5 and after 6.30 p.m. Owing to the wide spacing
of the slender round shafts, which are strengthened with iron braces, the
distinction between nave and aisles is not strongly marked. The reti-

culated Gothic vaulting is richly ornamented with stucco-work. — On the
left of the entrance is a monument to Andreas Eofer (shot at Mantua on
20th Feb., 1810; his bones were brought here in 1823), erected in 1834; at
the sides lie his comrades Jos. Speckbacher (d. 1820) and the Capuchin
Joachim Haspinger (d. 1858). Opposite is a memorial to all the Tyrolese
who fell in the war of liberation.

The 'Monument of the Emperor Maximilian, who, however, is not
interred here, but at Wiener-Xeustadt (p. 441), stands in the nave. In the
middle is a massive marble sarcophagus, and at the sides, between the
round shaft', are 28 bronze statues of the emperor's ancestors and con-
temporaries in the guise of mourners and torch-bearers. The general design
is due to Gilg Sesselschreiher., the court-painter, who was also responsible
for the execution from 1508 to 1518; he was succeeded in the latter year by
Stephan Godl. The statues, which vary greatly in artistic value, represent: —

On the right: 1. Clovis of France; 2. Philip I. of Spain, son of Maximi-
lian ; 3. Emp. Rudolph of Hapsburg; 4. Duke Albert the Wise; *5. Theodo-
ric, King of the Ostrogoths ; 6. Ernest, Duke of Austria and Styria; 7. Theo-
dobert, Duke of Burgundy; *8. Arthur, King of England; 9. Archduke
Sigismuud ; 10. Bianca Maria Sforza, second wife of Maximilian ; 11. Mar-
garet, their daughter; 12. Zimburga, wife of Duke Ernest; 13. Charles the
Bold of Burgundy; 14. Philip le Bon, father of the last. — On the left:

15. Johanna, Queen of Philip I. of Spain ; 16. Ferdinand the Catholic, her
father; 17. Cunigunde , sister of Maximilian; 18. Eleonora of Portugal,
mother of Maximilian; 19. Maria of Burgundy, his first wife; 20. Elisabeth,
wife of Albert II. ; 21. Godfrey de Bouillon, with a crown of thorns ; 22. Emp.
Albert I. ; 23. Frederick IV., Count of Tyrol, 'with the emptv pockets'

(p. 193); 24. Leopold III., the Pious, who fell at Sempach ; 25. Count
Rudolph of Hapsburg, grandfather of the Emperor; 26. Leopold the Saint;
27. Emp. Frederick III., Maximilian's father; 28. Emp. Albert II. — The
figures of Theodoric and Arthur (1513; the latter unquestionably the finest

German statue of the period) are by Peter Vischer. of Nuremberg. The
latest of the series (Clovis) was cast by Gregor Ldffler in 1550.

*The black marble sarcophajius, enclosed by a magnificent iron grille,

is ornamented with reliefs in Carrara marble, designed bv FlotHan Abel
(d. 1565) and executed in 1561-66, principally by Alexander Colins (d. 1612),
the sculptor of the Otto-Heinricbs-Bau in Heidelberg. These are full of
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movement, and represent in picturesque fashion the principal events in

the life of the emperor, whose feat<irep, at the difTerent periods portrayed,
are unmistakeable. The series begins on the end firjt approached by the
spectator, at the top, on the left (Nos. 1-12 upper low, 13-24 lower row):
1. Marriage with Maria of Burgundy, 1477; 2, 3. Wars in the Netherlands
against the French; 4. Coronation at Aix-la-Chapelle; 7, 9. Wars with the
Turks; 10. Alliance with Pope Alexander VI., Venice, and Milan against

Charles VIII. of France; 11, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24. Military and other episodes
in Italy; 12. Marri:ige of his son, Philippe le Bel, with .Joan of Aragon

;

13. Siege of Kufstein, 1504; 15, 16, 19, 20. Military and other episodes in the
Isetherlands (16, League of Cambrai in 1518; 20, Meeting with Henry VIII. of

England at the Siege of Tournai, 1513). — The kneeling figure of the emperor
in his coronation robes on the sarcophagus and the four cardinal virtues

in the upper comers are by Lod. del Duca and were completed in 1584.

The choir-stalls (1568-71) should also be noticed. It was in this church
that Q.ueen Chri.stina of Sweden, daughter of Gastavus Adolphus, formally
embraced the Roman Catholic faith, on Nov. 3rd, 1654.

At the beginning of the right aisle is a staircase leading to the Silberne
Kapelle (adm. on week-days 9-12 and 2-4; 40/;.. including the Hofburg),
so called from a silver statue of the Virgin and embossed representa-

tions in the same metal of the 'Lauretanian Litany' on the altar. On the

left wall are 23 bronze statuettes of saints, cast at Innsbruck, and pro-

bably models for the monument of Maximilian. The tomb of Archduke
Ferdinand II. (d. 1595), execiited by CoHns during the duke's lifetime, is

adorned with four scenes in relief from the life of the deceased. The tomb
of Philippina Welser of Augsburg (d. 1580), firat wife of the archduke
(see p. 199), is embellished with two reliefs by Colins. The old organ is

said to have been a gift of Pope Julius II.

The imperial palace, or Hofburg (PI. C, 3), erected in 1766-70,

contains state-rooms of the period of its completion, notable among
which is the Riesensaal, with paintings by A. F. Maulbertsch. En-
trance from the Hofkirche, through the Silberne Kapelle (see above).

To the N.W., behind the Hofburg, is the Church of St. James
[St. Jakob; PI. C, 3), built in 1717-24. On the high -altar is a

celebrated picture of the Virgin by L. Cranach, forming the centre-

piece in a painting by Schdpf ; and in the choir to the left is the

tomb of Archduke Maximilian, Grand Master of the Teutonic Order

(d. 1618), designed by C. Gras and cast by A. Reinhart.

Next the Hofkirche, in the Universifats-Strasse, is the Staats-

Oymnasium (PI. 5). Farther on is the University (PI. C, D, 3),

founded by Emp. Leopold I. in 1672, but possessing no medical

faculty until 1869. It is attended by about 1000 students. The
Jesuiten- Kirche or University Church (PI. 9), built in 1620-40 in

the baroque style, is crowned with a dome 200' high and has two

towers erected in 1901. Adjoining is the University LibraryiVl.lo),

a collection of 205,000 vols, (open 8-1 and 3-5). — The Botanic
Garden (PI. C, D, 3; entrance in the Angerzellgasse) has a section

containing upwards of 600 species of Alpine plants, with the differ-

ent kinds of rock on which they grow.

The Capuchin Monastery (PI. D, 2, 3), begun in 1592, was

the flrst of this order in Germany. The doorkeeper shows the cell

where Archduke Maximilian (see above) annually spent some time.

— Following the Saggen-Str, we reach the new N.E. suburb, witli

the handsome Orphanage (PI. E, 2), the Offices of the Staatsbahn
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(PJ. E, 1, 2), the Commercial Academy (Pi. D, 1 J, the Protestant

Church, and the Church of the Perpetual Adyratijn (PI. D, 1 ; with
mosaic decorations on the facade ).

Near this point, in the Museum-Str., rises the handsome Re-
naissance building of the *Museum Ferdinandeum (PI. C, D, 3),

dating in its present form from lSS4-^6 (open daily, except Sun.
afternoon, in summer 9-5, in winter 10-3: adm. 1 A'., Sun. 9-12,

free; illustrated guide 80 /i.). The facade is adorned with22bust.^
of eminent Tyrolese artists and scholars.

GKorKD Flooe. Iu tlie corridor are Boman, mediaeval, and modem
monuments in stone and bronze, including the stone coat-of-arms of Duke
Sigmund (14?.2) and the tomlistones of the brass founder Gregor Loffler
(d. 15S53 and hi? vs-ife. — The central Hall is used also for temporary exhibi-
tions. — To the left are the Zoological Collection (noteworthy group of wild
fowl from the Oetztal) and the Geological. Palaeoniological^ and Miieralog-
ical Collections. — On the st.airca^e are cartoons by M. Stadler G. Flatz,
K. Blaa?, etc. — Fie,st Floob. The corridor contains original models of
works by Tyrolese sculptors. — Room I. Cclleciion of Arms ; stained-glass
windows of the 16th and ITth centuries. — E. II. Archaeological Room:
Eha-tian, Roman, and Teutonic antiquities, including ornamented fragments
of sitaloe from Matrei and MoritiLing: articles from the grave of a Longobard
chief at Civezzano. with unique iron coffin-mouniings: and a gilt Mero-
vingian fibula, resembling the fibula of the Frankifh king Childeric I.,

formerly preserved in Paris. — R. III. : Ethnographical Collection (ancient
Oriental weapons: Indian water-coloars). — E. IV.: Geographical Collec-

lion. with Tyrolese maps of the 15-19th cent., including Peter Anich and
Bias. Huebers map of 1774: relief maps. — E. V.: Collections iilustrating

the history of civilization: Tyrolese weights and measures, illustrations of
Tyrolese costumes, etc.

B. VI.. a circular apartment containing memorials of the struggle? of
lS'-»9, including many relics of Andreas ffofer (p. 301: comp. also pp. 194,

19S) and his comrades Speckbacher (1767-1820; comp. p. 194) and Easpinger
(1776-1S5S); also relics of the wars of 1S48 and 1S66. The Radeizkv AFoum.
a memorial of the marshal of that name, contains over 1000 autographs of
the 19th century.

E. Vn.: Sculptures, and plaster- casts of works by mediaeval and
modern Tyrolese artists ; Terpsichore, Venus, by Mahlknechi (1793-1876): re-

liefs by a'. Colins; wooden reliefs by Jos. Self (1739-1532); crucifixes of the
13-lSth centuries; votive statue in wax of Count Leonhard von Gorz (d.

I5u)j. — B. VIII. : Small objects of art: enamels, Venetian and German glass,

stoneware, sacerdotal vestments, lace, watches (pocket sun-dials with mag-
netic needle), porcelain, etc.— E. IX. : Furniture of the 15lh and subsequent
cent.; stained elass; on the end-wall, near the window, an altar of Limoges
enamel (ca. 15SS). — E. X: Objects of art in metal; to the lefi of the
window, gla?s-case with works iu the precious metals, including a jewel-
casket said to have belonged to Philippina Welser : cutlery: ecclesiastical

vessels; objects in tin; smiths work, etc, — E. XI.: Coins and heraldic
emblems.

Secokd Floob. The Picture Gallery here occupies 7 rooms and 10 cabi-
nets. To the right of the staircase. Cab. I-V. : Tvrolese, German, and
Dutch artists of the l4-16th cent.; in Cab. II. M. Packer (d. 1498), Altar-

piece; in Cab. IV., rtilnotrn Master, Portrait; Balivng Grien. Pieta. Ma-
donna: C'^anach. Madonna. St. Jerome; in Cab. V.. Jf. de Vos. Madonna;
Seb. Scheel

(; 1479-1554), Holy FamUy; 5. Elsasser (A. 1587). Portrait. —
Booms I-Ill.: Tyrolese masters of "the 17-19ih centuries (in E. III. land-
scapes by J. A^. Koch, 176S-1839J. — B. IV. ('Defregger Boom"j: Defregger
(p. 173). "3. Speckbacher and his son Anderl : 8- Self-sacrifice of the
Tharer Wirt (who surrendered himself to the French to save the life of
his father, whom they had arrested in his stead); 11. TjTolese heroes;
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six copies of Defregger's chief pictures, partially retouched by himself. —
R, v.: Modern Tyrolese and Austrian masters. — R. VI.: Italian, French,
and Spanish masters of the 17-18th centuries. — R. VII.: Netherlands
masters, including some notable works. Principal wall: Frans ITalty

'Family-portrait; Tei-bwg, Portrait of a Burgomaster of Amsterdam; Van
der Heist, Portrait; Van Dyck, Portrait of a Lady; A. Cuyp, Church-interior;

G. Dou, Portrait; Rembrandt, Portrait of his father; Aavl van der Neer,

Landscapes; A. van Ostade, Old man with newspaper, Man with church-
warden, Woman with beer-jug; D. Teniers the Younger, Kitchen; G. Dou,
Boy playing the flute; A. Brouwer, Man laughing; P. Potter, Animal .'tady

;

2J«6«»«, Soldier. — Cab. VI.: Small Netherlands examples. — Cabinets
VII-X.: Water-colours and drawings by Tyrolese artists (in Cab. VII.

Landscape by Edgar Meyer').

At the S. end of the Maria -Theresien-Strasse is a Triumphal
Gate (PI. C, 5), erected by the citizens in 1765, on the occasion of

the entry of Emp. Francis I. and the Empress Maria Theresa, to

commemorate the marriage of Prince Leopold (afterwards Emp. Leo-

pold IL) with the Infanta Maria Ludovica. The emperor died before

the conclusion of the festivities, hence the emblems of mourning
in the ornamentation of the N. side.

In the new part of the town, to the W. of this gate, are the Im-

perlal Law Courts (PI. B, 4, 5), the Paedagogium (PI. B, C, 4;
relief-model of Tyrol, see p. 192), the Church of the Sacred Heart

(PI. 16; B, 5), completed in 1901, the University Clinical Institu-

tions (PI. A, B, 4, 5), etc.

In the same quarterlies the well-kept Cemetery (PI. A, 5, 6), contain-

ing handsome modern monuments by Natter, Oasser, Grissemann, and
other Tyrolese sculptors, and that of A. Colins, the sculptor (p. 194), in

the Renaissance style, with a marble relief of the Resurrection. In the
vestibule of the chapel are frescoes by Franz Plattner, a pupil of Cornelius
(1863-1873), and sculptures by M. Stolz.

Some of the last-mentioned buildings are not in Innsbruck
proper, but inWilten, a suburb incorporated with the town in

1904, which begins to the S. of the Triumphal Gate and extends

to the foot of the Berg Isel. Near the S. extremity, to the right,

is the Parish Church (PI. D, 7), built in 1751-56 by F. Penz ; it

contains frescoes in the dome and on the walls by M. Giinther (1764),
and stucco-ornamentation in the rococo style. — Nearly opposite is

the baroque Premonstratensian Abbey Church (PI. D, 7), dating from

the end of the 17th cent., the interior of which is also worth a

visit. The abbey is said to have been founded in 1128. In Roman
times this was the site of Veldidena, destroyed during the great

migration period of the Germanic peoples. Not far from the tramway-
terminus is the Bierstindl Restaurant, at the foot of the Berg Isel.

— Stubai Railway Station, see p. 269.

The *Berg Isel (PI. D, 8; 2460'J, reached in 10 min. by an

easy path (the carriage-road diverges from the Brenner road farther

on to the W., comp. PL C, 8), is famous for the series of battles

fought in the year 1809, in the course of which Andreas Hofer and

his brave Tyrolese peasants thrice (April 12th, May 29th, and

August 13th) recaptured the capital from the Bavarians and French.
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The hill has belonged since 1816 to the 'Kaiser-Jager' (Tyrolese

Riflemen), who have their shooting-ranges here (military concert on
Sat. afternoon). The Regimental Museum (adm., in snmmer only,

40 //.,- printed guide 40 /i.) contains many relics, and a Pavilion

at the N.E. angle affords a charming survey of the Inntal and the

town (adjacent, a restaurant with garden). Near the rifle-range is

a *Bronz€ Statue of Andreas Jlofer, by H. Natter (1893).
Following the carriage-road t j the W. almost to the (5 min.) Brenner

road, and then ascending to tlie left by the so-called Hohlweg (comp.
PI. C, 8; way-marks-, short-cut to the Stefana-Briicke, etc.), we reach the
(10 min.) Plateau ('223 3'; '-'Hotel Plateau, with a large garden and charming
view). A more extensive and picturesque view is oLtained from the
Plumeskopfl (2805'), whither a red-marked path, on the farther side of
the Brenner road, leads through woud in 20 minutes. Continuing along
the Brenner road beyond the Plateau, we reach the (41/2 M.) Stefans-Briicke
and (3 M. farther) ^Sdwnberg (p. 202). — To A'atlers and Mutters (l-l'/* hr.),

see p. 269 (Stubai Railway in 17—21 min.).

A fine view of Innsbruck with the high mountain-ranges in the

background may be enjoyed from the N. side of the town.

We cross the handsome Bridge (PI. B, 3), which leads to the

suburbs of St. Nikolaus, Hotting, and Mariahilf on the left bank of

the Inn, and traverse the Inn Park (PI. B, 3, 2, C, 2), with its

barometer-pillar and a zinc statue of Walther von der Vogelweide

(p. 311). Or we may take the steam-tramway to the end of the

Rennweg (PI. 0, 2, 1), and cross to the left bank by a foot-bridge.

Near the Gothic Church of St. Nicholas (PI. 12; C, 1), we turn to

the N. through the Weiherburggasse, and after passing the chateaii

of Biichsenhausen (brewery and swimming-baths) and the Hot.-Pens.

Kayseri^p. 191), reach the (1/2^^^.) Schloss Weilierburg (2210';

pens, and restaurant), with a terrace (mountain indicator) command-
ing a fine view of the valley of the Inn, the Glungetzer, Patscher

Kofel, etc. (hence to the Hungerburg, see below, a steep ascent of

Y2 hr.).— We may return from the Weilierburg by the carriage-road

or by the pretty Schiller- Weg to (20 min.) Muhlau (2025'; ^Pension

Edelweiss; Stern, with garden -restaurant; Badhaus ; Restaurant

Schillerhof), a charmingly situated village, and thence to Innsbruck

either by the steam-tramway in 12 min. or on foot by the handsome
suspension-bridge in 1/2 ^'^- — From Miihlau a marked path leads

past the Innsbruck Electric Works to (1/2 hr.) the 'Hollenkanzel' in

the Avild Milhlauer Klamm (restaurant at the entrance).

To THE HuNGBRBURG, Cable railway every 1/4 hr. from Miihlau

in 10 min. (fare 80 ft., there and back 1 K,). The line, which is

2790' long, starts above the suspension-bridge, crosses the Inn by a

bridge 230' in length, and ascends (gradient 19-55 : 100) to the

plateau of the Hungerburg (_2805'; *Hot.-Restaurant'Maria-Brunn,

R. from 1 K. 60 /;., pens, from 5 ^.), which commands a splendid

view of the Inntal, including the Stubai glaciers. — We may
thence proceed through wood to the ("^^ hr.) Alpenhofel Frau Ilitt
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on the Grammart- Boden and descend to (' o hr.) ndtting, or tra-

verse the Hotiinger Graben to the (i 2hr.) Hottinger Bild (see below),

and descend past the Planotzenhof (see below) to (8/4 hr.) Innsbruck.
The Kranebitter Klamm is well worth a visit. Taking the first turning

to the left in the Hottinger Gasse, which ascends from the bridge over
the Inn, we cross the Hottinger Bach, and continue straight on to the
(3/4 hr.) Planotzenhof (rfmts.), beyond which we follow the Stangensteig
through wood with pretty views to the (IV4 hr.) Kerschiuchhof^ where we
have a view of the Saile, the Kalkkogel, and the Tux Glaciers (Olperer).

The entrance to the Klamm lies about V4 hr. below in the wood (in wet
weather visitors should beware of falling stones). The most picturesque
point is the so-called Eundskirche, V2 hr. farther up. Mountaineers may-
ascend hence in 21/2 hrs. to the Solstein- Hi/tte (p. 276), over the Lange Lahner
(guide 8 £.), or (preferable) by the forester's house of Klammeck {i8i&).

The most convenient return-route is by railway from Vols (p. 274), which
we reach by descending from, the Klamm to the (V4 hr.) inn at Kranebitten
and crossing the Inn by ferry (apply at the inn). — A walk may also be taken
from the Planotzenhof, through wood, to the (V2 hr.) solitary and most
romantically situated Hottinger Bild (2970'; thence to Mariabrunn, see above).

Among the limestone mountains on the N. side of the Inn the Hafele-
kar (7660') is the most interesting (4V2-5 hrs.; guide, unnecessary for adepts,

S K). From the (3/4 hr.) Hungerburg (p. 198) vve ascend by a marked path
past the Titschenbrunnen to the (2 hrs.) Bodenstein- Hiltte (5576') and the
(2 hrs.) summit. Fine view. Good spring 1/4 hr. below the top (36° Fahr.).

Via the Frau-Hitt-Sattel or the Arzler-Schai'te to Scharnitz (guide 15 K.),

see p. 48. ^_^

The road to Schloss Ambras (steam-tramway, see p. 200) leads

by Pradl (PI. F, 3). A shorter footpath leads to the right below the

railway-station and crosses the Sill to the gas-works ; here we go

towards the right for a few hundred paces, then we follow a field-

track to the left (comp. PL E, 4). Another road, via Wilten (PI. D,

7, 8; steam-tramway and electric tramway, see p. 192), passes to

the left under the Brenner Railway, crosses the Sill (to the right

the mouth of the first tunnel of the Brenner line), and then leads

along the 'Fiirstenweg' to (8/4 hr.) the chateau. The best route for

pedestrians is to take the Vill and Igls road beyond the Sill bridge

to the right, past the Bretterkeller, and then to follow the pleasant

path to the left (comp. PL E, F, 8), which leads through wood to the

(3/4 hr.) Tummel-Platz (tournament-ground], used in 1797-1805 as

a burial-place for about 8000 soldiers. A little farther on we emerge
on the 'Fiirstenweg', and, skirting the park-wall, reach the (10 min.

)

entrance to the chateau (Restaurant Schlosskeller^ very fair).

*Scliloss Ambras or Amras (2070'), a fortified place as early

as the Roman era, was rebuilt in the 13th cent., and in 1563 was
presented by Emp. Ferdinand I. to his son Ferdinand, Governor
of Tyrol, the husband of Philippina Welser, daughter of a wealthy
patrician of Augsburg, whom he married in 1557. The archduke
extended the chateau considerably and filled it, after the death of

his wife, with treasures of art, which were transferred to Vienna in

1806 and form the most valuable part of the Imperial Museum of

Weapons. In the warlike times at the end of the 18th and begin-

ning of the 19th cent, the Schloss was used mainly as a barrack and
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military hospital. It was used as a residence in 1855-61 by Arch-
duke Charles Louis (Governor of Tyrol in 1856-58), when it under-
went a thorough restoration. The collection of objects of art which
he amassed was considerably increased by contributions from the

imperial collections in Vienna in 1880-1882, and the chateau was
opened as a museum (open from June to Oct. daily, except Mon.
and the days after holidays, 9-12 and 2-5, in winter 10-12 and 2-4;
adm. 40 /i.. Sun. and holidays free; guide by Dr. A. Ilg, 60 /t.).

In the large court, which is first entered, we see on the right the
Unterschloss, buiit by Archduke Ferdinand, the open colonnade of which
contains S Roman milestones, from the time of Septimias Severus (193-211
A.D.), found on the road over the Brenner. Adjoining are two large rooms
with the valuable Collection of Weapons, from the 15th cent, to the present
time, arranged in chronological order.

At the back of the court is the Hochschloss, the oldest part of the
building, to which Archduke Ferdinand added a second story as well as
the 'Spanish Hall (1570-71 restored in 1856-77) and other enlargements.
The Hall, which we enter first, is 140' long, 33' broad, and 18' high, and
has a marble pavement, a fine wooden ceiling, and artistically inlaid doors

;

on the walls, decorated with stucco-panels and antlers, are portraits of
counts and dukes of Tyrol from 1229 to 1600. The whole is a characteristic

example of the German Eenaissance style. The adjoining Kaiser-Zinwier
contains the continuation of the portrait"?. Also worthy of mention on the
groundfloor are the restored Gothic Chapel, of the 15th cent., with frescoes

by Worndle, and a bath-chamber said to have been used by Philippina
Welser. — First Floor, on the N. side : six rooms with furniture and fittings

of the 16-18th cent, (in R. V. fine antique panels from Meran; in R. VI,
ecclesiastical objects). The eight rooms on the S. side contain small sculp-

tures, models, and various works of art. — The Second Floor (N. side)

contains a historical portrait-gallery in nine rooms. Among the portraits in

RR. III. and IV. are those of Archduke Ferdinand (d. 1595), at various
ages, the alleged portrait of Philippina Welser (1527-1580), and their sons
Andrew (d. 1600 as cardinal), and Charles (d. 1618). Room V. contains a
fine old panelled ceiling (1566-70). The pictures in the last four rooms
are of little value.

The pretty "Park (entrance near the Spanish Hall), laid out in 1856,
affords some fine views. — Above the chateau is the well situated Tens.
Schonruh (p. 191).

From Innsbruck to Igls. — Steam Tramway (Mittelgebirgo-Bahn), in

connection with the tramway mentioned at p. 192 (no change of carriages),

from Berg Isel Station 12 times daily in summer in 20 min. (i K. 20, descent
80 h). — Carriages from Innsbruck by the old road via Vill (Hot. Schlogl)

to Igls, one-horse 7 K., two-horse iO K., incl. fee; via Ambras and Lans
10 K. CO /*. and 16 K.

Steam Tramway to Berg Isel Station see pp. 192, 197. The line

crosses the Sill and the Tiirstenweg' (p. 199) and ascends through

wood to the station of Amhras, 5 min. above the chateau (p. 199). It

then winds up, with glimpses of the Inntal, to Tantegert and Aldrans,

the latter 3^4 M. to the W. of the village of the same name (2495';

Plattner, Aldranser Hof, with view, both very fair). The station of

Lam-Slstrans lies 1/2 M. to the W. of the village of Lans (2835';

Traube; Wilder Mann) and 1 M. from Sistrans (3015'; Krone;
Glungezer). Turning to the right from the station and passing

through the wooden gate, we proceed to the W. to (20-25 min.) the

N.W. top of the *Lansor Kopfe (3050'; trigonometrical signal), com-
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manding a charming view of the valley of the Inn from the Martins-

wand to the Kellerjoch and Kaiser-Gebirge , and of the Stubaier

Ferner, Habicht, Waldrasterspitze, Sails, etc., towards the S.

From the bridge over the Sill at Wilten the Lanser Kopfe may be
ascended by a footpath in i hr. Passing the Breiterkeller we ascend the
wooded Paschberg by the 'Abkiirzungsweg' (comp. p. 199, and PI. E, F, 8),

follow the road for a short distance, and finally take the footpath (white
and yellow marks) to the right.

The next station, Lanser See, lies near the smill and marshy
lake of the same name (2760'; *H6t.-Pens. Lansersee, R. from 2,

board 5 K.; baths).

51/2 M. Igls (2900'; *Iglerhof, first-class, with baths, R. from 31/2,

B. 1^0, D. 4yo, board 7 K.; *H6t. Maximilian, also of the first class,

R. 3-8, pens. 7-13 K.; '-^Hot. Tirol, at the station, R. from 2, board

5-6 -fir.; Altwirt, 5 min. from the station, with garden-restaurant,

pens. 7-10 K.; Stern, unpretending), surrounded by pleasant villas,

lies at the foot of the fir-clad spurs of the Patscher Kofel, and

affords a charming view of the mountains to the S.W. It is a much
frequented summer-resort, crowded during August. Pleasant walks

(numerous benches) in the neighbouring woods.

Excursions. To the N.E. to (I1/2 M.) Lans (p. 200); to the S. in the
direction of Patsch, then to the right to the top of the Rosenhiigel, whence
a fine glimpse of the Stubai Glaciers is obtained; or we may follow the
Elhogener Slrasse to (272 31.) Patsch (3285'; Bar), IV2 M. above the station

on the Brenner railway (p. 258).

From Igls to the "Patscher Kofel (7265'; 4 hrs.
; guide unnecessary).

At the Altwirt (guide-post) we follow the path to Heiligwasser; in 5 min. we
turn to the riiiht across the brook, then ascend by the stations of the Crcsi
through wood, cross the 'Salzstrasse', and climb the red-marked bridle-path

to the small pilgrimage-church of (1 hr.) Jleiligwasser (4070'; inn) and via

the OcJisenAlp (good water), to the (21/4 hrs.) Kaiser-Fvanz- Josefs-8chutzhau$
(6460'; inn in summer, splendid view) and to the (40 min.) summit. Owing
to the formation of the mountain there is no single point from which the
whole panorama can be surveyed, and we must make a complete circuit

of the numerous small elevations of the summit. — From the Schutzhaus
red-marked paths lead to the (2 hrs.) Vicarspitze or Neunerspitze (7575'),

and to the (3V2-4 hrs.) Glungetzer (8790'; 'View). The descent may be
made into the Volder-Tal (p. 190). — The walk from Heiligwasser via the
Steinerne SHege to Sistrans takes 40 min., to Patsch (see above) 3/4 hr.

From Innsbruck to Schonbekg, 91/2 M., an interesting excursion (one-

horse carriage there and back 10^. 40 A., two-horse 16 .ff"., to the Stefans-
Brlicke 6 K. and 9 K. 20 h. , to Falpmes 13 K. CO h. and 22 K). The
Brenner Road ascends in windings (fine views of the Inn valley) to the
Eotel Plateau (p. 198) and then leads high up on the left side of the
deep Silltal (in which, to the left, below us, runs the Brenner Railway
with its tunnels)

,
past the (2V4 M.) Gdrberbach Inn and the Schupfen Inn

(the headquarters of Andreas Hofer in 1809), to the (21/4 M.) Stefans-Briccke,

which in a bold span of 140' crosses the Rutzbach on its descent from
the Stubai-Tal. [A pleasant walk leads from Garberbach through the gorge
oi ihe, Ahren-Tal and past the railway-station of Unterberg to the Stefans-

Briicke, 2/4 hr.] Beyond the bridge, at the Stefan sbriicke Inn, the road
divides. The !New Brenner Road winds to the left round the slope and
ascends in windings through the Silltal to the (41/2 M.) Schdnberger Hof
(3280'), a picturesquely situated bath-establishment, i^Ji 'SI. from Patsch and
5 M. from Matrei. The old road joins this from the right, 7-« ^I- from
Schonberg. The Old Brenner Road (on which there is a marble tablet
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with a Latin inscription giving a history of the road since Roman times)
is shorter and more interesting for the walker. It a-^ccnds somewhat steeply

to ihe right from the Stcfans-Briieke to (3 M.) Schonberg (8325'^ ^HCt.-Pens.
Jager/iof, R. 1V2-2, pens. 6 A' ; 'uSchonachfiof, R. l-lV?i pens. 5-6 K.; 'Domaiiig's
Inn; Alte Post), frequented as a summer resort. From the * Witling- Warte
(3365'), 13' high (with mountain-indicator), we obtain a fine survey of the
Stubai-Tal, with the Sailespitze on the right, the Waldraster-Spitze and
the Habicht on the left, and the ice-crowned background (Apere Freiger,
Wilde PfatT, Zuckerhlitl, Sulzenau Glacier, Schaufelspitze). — Hence fothe
Stubai-Tal, see p. 269 ; to Maria -Waldrasl, p. 259.

40. From Worgl to Mittersill.

4IV2M. Railavay ( OesierreicMsche Sfaatsbalin) from Worgl to (211/2 M.)
Kitzhiihel in 50-75 minutes. — One-hoese Carriage from Kitzbiihel to Pass
Thurn 10 (two-horse 16), Mittersill 14 and 24 K.

Worgl (1665'j, see p. 185. The railway follows the left hank of

the Brlxentaler Ache to (27.1 M.) Soll-Leukental (restaurant at the

station), with large cement-factories. Below Schlcss Itter, which
stands on a spur of the Hohe Salve to the left, the train enters the

Brixentaler Klause, a rocky gorge, in which, beyond a short tunnel,

it crosses the Ache.

51/2 M. Hopfgarten (1930'; *Rose, R. 1-2, pens. 4-5 7i'.,- Post,

with a dependance at the station; Krdmerwirt ; Bad Salve, 1/4 M.
from the station), a large village (1000 inhab.), 2/4 M. from the

station (omnibus 20 /i.), with a handsome rococo church.
The -Hohe Salve (5985'), the Rigi of the Lower Inntal, is one of the

most popular and most easily accessible points of view in the German Alps.
The conspicuous summit of the mountain is covered with turf, and forests

and farm-houses extend more than halfway up its slopes. The ascent
may be made from Hopfgarten, Brixen, Westendorf, Soil, or Itter. but is

easiest from Hopfgarten (872 hrs.
;
guide, unnecessary. 4 K. ; horse 10 E.

;

'chaise-a-porteurs' with 4 bearers 24 A'.). — From the station we follow
the road to the right to (1/4 hr.) the village, then by the (5 min.) finger-

post ascend to the left (red marks) to (iV2 hr.) the Tenn Inn (3820'; very
fair). The path now ascends to the left, and then to the ri^ht (numerous
short-cuts), past the (1 hr.) AaZ6n-5'««e (4935'). to the (1 hr.) */?ui (40 beds),

situated a little' to the S. of the summit, on vrhich stand a chapel and a
cross 26' high. The "View is magnificent, particularly to the S.. where
the complete Tauern chain is visible from the Hochtenn and Wiesbach-
horn to the Zillertaler Ferner. Due S. rises the Gross-Venediger, to the
left of which is the fantastic-looking Grosse Rettenstein in the Sperten-Tal

;

farther to the W. are the Northern Limestone Alps, with the Steinberger-
Spitze, not unlike a church; to the N., the Miesing, Wendelstein, and,
beyond the deep valley of the Inn, the imposing, serrated ridge of the
Kaiser-Gebirge ; E. the Salzburg Alps, the Loferer Steinberge. the Steinerne
Meer, and, in the foreground, the Kitzbiihler Horn (comp. the Panorama).

To the S. of Hopfgarten opens the Kelchsau-Tal (road to KelcTisau,

7^/i M.), traversed by two passes: one to the right leading through the
Lange Qrund and over the saddle (7535'). between the Pollspitze and the
Frommelkopf to (8 hrs.) Gerlos (p. 211): the other and more attractive (club-

path) to the left through the Kiirze Grtind. past the ScJilechenrain-Hiitte (rfmts.)
and over the SaUach-Joch (6485'), to {>^1xt?.) Ronach in the Pinzgau (p. 159:
guide not indispensable; F. Rietzler of Hopfsarten). — The route through
the Windau-Tal (p. 203) and over the Filzen-Eohe (5590') to (9 hrs.) Wald
in the Pinzgau (p. 159) is fatiguing.

Above Hopfgarten, at Haslau (on the right, the ruin of Engels-

berg, at the entrance of the Kelchsau-Tat), the train crosses the
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Brixentaler Ache, whicli here forms a -waterfall, and turns to the

right into the Windau-Tal, on the left side of which it ascends a

steep gradient. Beyond a tunnel, 360 yds. long, the line bends
back, and crosses the valley and brook to the opposite slope by
means of an embankment 60' high and a bridge 75' high. A second

tunnel (220 yds. long) then leads to the upper part of the Brixen-

Tal. The train crosses the Lauterbach and reaches (12 M,") Westen-
dorf (2490'; Hohe Salve Inn; Taxers Inn, with baths, 1/2 M- from

the station). About 2M. from the station lies Bad Westendorf (23Q0'),
with peat-baths and a chalybeate spring. — 1372 M. Lauterbach
is the station for the large village of Brixen im Tal (3560'; Mair-

wirt), with the Maria- LouUen- Bad (chalybeate spring). — 16 M.
Kirchberg (2690'; Rail. Restaurant; Bechlwirt; Kalsivirt; Rainwirt)^

a large village (1800 inhab.), prettily situated at the entrance to

the Sperten-Tal.
Through the Sperten-Tal a cart-track leads past the Rettenstein Inn

to (6 M.) Asehau (3280'; Gredwirt, plain), where the valley forks. The W,
branch is the Untere Grvnd, through which an easy pass leads over the
Geigen-Scharie (6560') to (7 hrs.) XeuUrclieii (p. 158) in the Pinzgau; while
from the E. branch, or Ohere Grundy another easy but uninteresting pass
leads over the Stangen-Joch (5780') to (6 hrs.) Miihlbach (p. 158). From the
Stangen-Joch a club-path crosses the Filzenhohe to the (S'/a hrs.) Wildkogel-
Hau^ (ascent of the "Wildkogel thence in 35 min.) and descends to (1^/4 hr.)
Keukirchen (p. 158). — A fine excursion from Asehau is the ascent of the
Grosse Rettenstein (7745'; 4V2 hrs., with guide). The marked path leads
through the Untere Grund and over the {\yi2^r.) Sonnicend Alp to the(172lir.)
Upper SchSntal Alp (6165'), and thence, past the 'Steinerne Frauen', to

(IV2 hr.) the W. peak, which is marked by a trigonometrical signal
(imposing view). Descent to the (41/2 hrs.) Wildkogel Inn., see p. 159.

A marked path leads from Kirchberg via Kirchanger and the Barstatt
Alp to (2 hrs.) the pilgrimage-resort of Kaarlassanger C/>m^. Hence other
marked paths ascend to the Gampenkogel (6405'), the Fleiding (6200'), and
the Breclihorn (6655'), all with fine views.

At Klausenbach (to the left, fine view of the Kaiser-Gebirge)

the train crosses the Aschauer Ache. I872 ^' Schivarzensee^ to the

S. of the lake of that name (p. 204). We next cross the Kitzbuhler

Ache and the Pass Thurn road, and reach —
2172^1- Kitzbiihel. —Hotels. ' Hotel KiTZBUHEL, in an open situation

to the S. of the town. fir.=t-class. 11. from 2, pens. 8-14 K. ; Tiefenbrdnner;
HiNTEBBRAU: GOLDXEE GrEIF, E. 1 '/2- 1^4 -S". ,* ' PkXSION SCHLOSS LeBENBEKG
(Knglish landlady), 1 M. to the N. (pens. 7-9^.): Pension zum Wildex
Kaiser ;Pen.s.-Eestadrant Hirzinger-, Rossl ; Schwarzer Adler: Amberger,
R. i K. 20-1 A'. 80 7i. ; Eoter Adler; Stern; Hotel Haas, at the station.— Cafe Reisch (also rooms). — Numerous furnished apartments (apply at
the Strangers' Enquiry Office).

Carriage (incl. driver's fee) from or to the station one-horse 1 K. 40,
two-horse 2 E. 80 h., Schwarzsee 2 E. and 3 E. 40 //., Mitteraill 14 and 24 E.

Kitzhiihel (2420'), a small town (2120 inhab.), charmingly sit-

uated on the Kitzbiihler Ache, is much frequented for summer-
quarters and winter sports. About 1 M. to the S. is the Kitzbuhler

Bad (Ji. 11/4"^) pens. 41/2 ^'O: """^^h a chalybeate spring.
ExciTRsioNs. Numerous pleasant walks have been laid out and provided

with way-marks and seats: to the E., past the chateau of Eapshurg, to

(3/4 br.) the Ebnev - Eapelle, with a fine view; thence via Waltenberg
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<o ('/4 hr.) the ScJileier - Fall (veil -fall'), in the Koglev- Gralen, and
back through the Zephivau fl hr.) ; from the Kitzbiihler Bad to the S.E.
through the Nagelwald to (1 hr.) the park-like Buchenwald (beech forest),

and back via Bicheln; both these walks afford good views of the Gross-
Venediger. To the S. to (V2 hr.) the Ehvenhach Falls, in a romantic
ravine, 20 min. above which, on a rockj' bluff, is the Einsiedel Restaurant
(view): hence in 1/2 hr. (or from Kitzbvihel via Picking and Kuselhalde
in 174 hr.) to the Seidl Alp (32G5'), with chalets (rfmts.) and a line view.
— To the N.W. via Ecking and the Hinterhra u-Keller (pleasant detour by
the Waldhof- Ptilverturm). or from Ecking to the right via Hirzing, passing
Schlosx Lebenberg (2'20'; to the right, above; pens., see p. 20'6) and the
Seehichlhof, to ('/2 hr.) the Schwarzsee (2555'; rail, station, see p. 203), with
restaurant, boating, and mineralized mud baths (72-81° Fahr.). — From
the Hinterbrau- Keller a road runs to the N.E., via Brnck\ >'<eebach, and
Miinichau, to (81/2 M. from Kitzbiihel) Reith (2490'; ''Egyd JikhVs Inn), a village
commanding a tine view of the Kaiscr-Gebirge.

The '-Kitzbuhler Horn (6560'; 3'/2 hrs. •, guide, IE., unnecessary; horse
to the Alpenhaus 8, to the top 10. there and back 16-17, small carr
for 1 person 12, there and back with 3 hrs." stay 16, returning the following
day 24 K.) is an admirable and easily reached point of view. From the
station we proceed to the right along the railway or the Ache, turn to the
left at a (4 min.) finger-post, cross the railway, and then ascend by a new
road (benches and several springs) through wood and meadows to the (1 hr).

Restaurant Obholz (3530'), with a charming view of the Jochberg valley and
the Tauern range. Thence the road proceeds to the (IV2-2 hrs.) Alpenhaus
(5475'; Inn, bed''2 K.) above the Tratt Alp, and to the (1 hr.) -Hotel (6465';

bed 2-3, pens. 7 E. ; post office and telephone), 3 min. below the summit,
on which stands a chapel. The *View, particularly of the Tauern, sur-

passes that from the Hohe Salve, and is remarkable for the picturesque
grouping of the valleys: to the N.W. are the imposing Kaiser-Gebirge,
to the N. the Chiemsee, to the N.E. and E. the Loferer and Leoganger
Steinberge. Compare the Panorama. About 10 min. from the Alpenhaus
is a small stalactite cavern. — Descent on the N. side by the Ruppen Alp
to St.Johann(i).UO):, on theE. sideby the Rheintal Alp to {AhTH.)Fieberbrunn
(p. 140; path marked in white and red).

The Steinbergkcgel (6465') is ascended by a marked path in 3V2 hrs.

(guide not indispensable). The first part of the route is by a bridle-path
leading through wood via the Einsiedelei (sec above) and then either via
the Leiiner Alp and the Blaufeld Alp (5550') or via the Ehrenbach Alp and
Sireiteck Alp to the (3 hrs.) Jvfen Alp (6140') and to the left to the (20 min.)
summit (fine view). — Another path (red marks) from the Jufen Alp
leads past the Pengelstein (6465') and Schwarze Kogel (6665') to the (3 hrs.)

Kleine Kettenstein (7275'), which affords a magnificent view of the Tauern.
The descent may be made through the Anbach-Graben to Jochberg, or via
the Trattenbach Alp and Hangler Alp to the Pass T/mrn (p. 205).

Hailwat from Kitzbiihel to Zell am See and Salzburg, see R. 28.

The Mittersill road (191/2^1-) crosses the Ache, and leads hy the

Kitzhiihler Bad (p. 203) and [left) Aurach to V^iesenegg (to the S
the Gross-Venedlger). Then past a deserted copper-stamping mill

across the Jochberger Ache, and up a steeper ascent to (o'/o M.)

Jochberg (3025' ; '^Post or Wagstdtt; Schivarzer Adler, very fair)-

The ascent of the 'Gaisstein (7760'; 4V2 hrs. ; path marked, but guide
advisable for novices) from Jochberg is recommended. The route ascends
through the steep Sintersbach-Graben (fine waterfall) to the Lower and
(3 hrs.) Upper Sintersbach Alp and over the Sintersbach-Scharte (6770') to the
(l'/2 hr.) summit, which commands a magnificent view of the Tauern.
An easier route is the marked club-path from Kitzbiihel via Wiesenegg. Eelch
Alp, and Tor (rich flora) to (51/2-6 hrs.) the summit. — Descent to the Biirgl-

Hiitte (Mittersill), see p. 157; to Saalbach, see p. 138. Pinzgauer Spaziergang
to the (9 hrs.) Schmitlenhbhe , see p. 137 (provisions and guide necessary).
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The road ascends gradually, passing tlie (21/4 M.) Wacht Inn
and crossing the Ache at (1 '/2 M.) Jochhergwald [3490'; inn). It then

runs in long windings through wood (which a path to the left cuts

off) to the (3 M.) Pass Thurn (4180'; Inn), the boundary between
Tyrol and Salzburg. The Elisabeth-Ruhe, 1/2 ^r- to the W., affords

a tine survey of the Tauern ; still finer view from the Resterhohe

(6220'), 11/2 ^^- farther up (path wet in places). — The road now
descends past the (2/4 M.) Inn zum Weissen (4020'), affording a

magnificent "view of the Pinzgau and the Tauern, and the (2 M.)
Hohe Brucke Inn, and winds down (short-cuts for pedestrians) to

(4 M.) Mittersill (p. 157).
Walkers on their way to Krimriil save 1 br. by taking the footpath

(marked) to the right at the bend of the road, about 200 yds. below the
Inn zum Weissen, which descends through pastures and wood direct to

(1 hr.) the station of Dorf-Pass-Thurn (see p. 158).

41. From Worgl to Reichenhall via Lofer.

49V2M. High Road. From Worgl to EUmau no public conveyance ; from
Ellmau to St. Johaun diligence dailv in Ihr iOmin. (railway via Kitzbiihel in

11/2 hr., see RR. 40, 28). From St."johann to (9Vi M.) Waidring diligence
daily in 23/4 hrs. (fare 2 A'.)^ from Waidring to (6 M.) Lofer mail-cart daily
in 11/4 hr. (1 K.) ; from Lofer to (16 M.) Reichenhall omnibus dally in S'/z hrs.

& K.); comp. p. 208.

Worgl (1665'), see p. 185. The road crosses the Brixentaler Ache

near the Grattenbergl, runs along the right bank (opposite is the

railway, with the (Soii-Lewfeenfai station, p. 202), and ascends, in view
of Schloss liter (p. 202), to the low saddle separating the Solland, or

valley of 8611, from the Achen-Tal. To the N. W. rise the Jufinger-

Jochl and the two Bblven.

6 M. Soil (2270' ; Post; Zum Feldwebel ; Egger). Ascent of the

Hohe Salve (3-31/2 lirs.), seep. 202. The ^iemeiJoiwn (51 60') may
be ascended hence yia Reith in 2^/2 lirs. (attractive; comp. p. 185).

Leaving Scheffau to the left, we next reach (3 M.) the Plaiken Inn.
From the Plaiken Inn a marked path leads via Scheffau (2465'

;

two rustic inns) to (1 hr.) Bdrnstatt (3030'; inn), V4 hr. from the E. end
of the beautiful Hinterstein Lake (p. 185; thence by the Steinerne Stiege

to Kufstein, 3 hrs.). The Scheffauer (6930'; 31/2 hrs. ; guide 6 A^), the Sotineck

C7410';4V2 hrs.; guide 9 A.), and the Treffauer (7560'; 5 hrs.; guide 10 A.)
may be ascended from Biirnstatt by adepts (see p. 206). From Barnstatt
to the Grutten-Hiitte (p. 206), 4 hrs. (guide 6 AT.).

11 M. Ellmau (2690'; ""Post; Hochfilzer ; Traube ; Stern) is

prettily situated at the foot of the Wilde Kaiser.
The Kaiser-Gebirge consists of two ranges separated by the Kaiser- Tal

and the Kaiserhach-Tal (p. 184): the N. chain is the Hintere Kaiser ^ while
the S. chain, at the base of which our road runs, is called the Vordere
or Wilde Kaiser. The latter and higher chain culminates in the EUmat/er
Halispitze, Treffauer, Ackerlspitze, and Maukspitze. Most of these peaks
are difficult and should not be attempted except by adepts, but the ascents
from this side are now facilitated by the erection of two club-huts, the
Gaudeamus-Htitte and the Grutten-Hiitte (guides, Josef Schlechter of Ellmau,
Georg Hochfilzer and Seb. Klausner of Going, Jak. Brunner and Job. Rothart
of St. Johann; comp. also p. 182). — From Ellmau a good path ascends to
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the N. via the Wochenbrunner Alp (3555') iu the (2 hrs.) Gaudeamus-Hiitte
(4160'; inn in summer), erected by ihe Berlin Alpine Club in the Kiibel-Kar
and affording a beautiful view of the Tauern. This hut is the starting-
point for the ascent of the Ellmauer Haltspitze (76^0'; 372-4 hrs.), the
Vordere Karlspitze (7505'), the Hintere Karlspitze (153u'), the Goinger Halt-
spitzen (7035' and 72C0'), and the Ackerlspitze (".660'), and for the passes over
the Kopftorl (6625') or tlie Rote Rinnscharte to Hinter-Barenbad{i>. 184) and over
the Ellmauer Tor (6425') or the Kleine Tori (6925') to the Griesner Alp (p. 184).

About 21/2-3 hrs. to the ]S'.W. of Kllauiu (ascending' to the left from the
Wochenbrunner Alp. s&G, above) is the Grutten-Hiitte of the Munich Alpine Club
(5225'; inn in summer), finely situated near the Gr'uttenbriindl (jiood spring),
whence experts may ascend the Treffauer SpHze (7560'; 4 hrs.)r the Ellmauer
Haltspitze (7690'; via the Achselrinne in 2V2-3 hrs.)- tbe Vordere and Ilintere

Karlspitze (7505' and 75S0'), the Hintere Goinger Halt (7200'; marked path,
easy and interesting), the Vordere Goinger Halt (7035'j. the Torlspitzfn, etc. —
FromKufstein the shortest route to the Grutten-Hiitte leads viithe Hiniersiei?i
Lake (p. 185) : to Barn.9tatt 4 hrs., ihence to the Grutten (stony path) 4-4i/-2hrs.

— Passes from the Grutten-Hiitte : via the Gamsanger, Rote Rinnscharte (6^20').

and Scharlinger Boden to (4 hrs.) Hinter-£drenbad ip. 184); over the Kopftdrl
(6125') and the Hotte Winkel (marked pa(h) lo (3 hrs.) Hinter-Bdrenbad or to
the (2V2 hrs.) Stripstnjoch-Haus (p. 184); and over i^ia Ellmauer for (6425')

and the Steinerne Rinne to the (o'/i hrs) Stripsenjoch-Haiis , to the (5 hrs.)
Griesner Alp (p. 184), or to (6'/2hrs.) Hinter-Bdrenbad (marked path, 'Joseph
Egger-Weg\ not difficult and highly interesting).

A good panorama of the Kaiser-Gebirge is obtained from the Hart-
kaserkopfl (5000'), a spur of the Hohe Salve, lV2hr. to the S. of Ellmau. —
The Gamskogerl (50S5'), under the Maukspitze, ascended via, the Reg Alp
in 3 hrs. (guide), commands a fine view of the Tauern, etc.

The road now descends via (11/4 M.) Going to tlie(3/4M.") Stangl

Inn (2395').
To the right is a lane leading via the Rohrerbuhel (once an important

silver mine) to (2V2 BI.) Oberndorf and (6 M.) Kitzbuhel. — A marked path
leads via the Solln to (IVi hr.) Reith (p. 204).

Passing Pramau (2320'), we follow tlie Eeitlier Ache to SpitaL

(p. 140) and then cross the Grosse Ache.

18 M. St. Johann in Tirol (2260'), a station of the Salzburg

and Innsbruck railway (p. 140), at the N. base of the Kitzbiihler

Horn (p. 204).
The following route is more attractive than the monotonous high-

road to Erpfeudorf and Waidring: by railway to Fieberbrunn (p. 140); then
walk by St. Jacob im Haus to Pillersee and (3V2 hrs.) Waidring (see below).
— From St. Johann to Kiissen by Gasteig and Schwendt, see p. 74 ; over the
Stripsen-Joch to Ku/stein, see p. 184.

The road leads from St. Johann to the N.E. through the wide
valley of the Grosse Ache (Leuken- TalJ, quits it at (23 M.)
Erpfendorf (2086'

•,
inn; route to Kossen, see p. 76), and turns to

the E. via Reiterdorf.

271/2 M. Waidring (2540'; *Post; Waidringer Hof, very fair), a

thriving village (SOO inhab.), finely situated on the watershed
between the Achen-Tal and the Saalach-Tal, is a summer-resort.
To the S.E. rise the Loferer Stelnberge.

ExcUKSiONS (guide, Jos. Soder). To the (1 hr.) Ham^berg (3640'). with
view of the Gross-Glockner; to the (IV2 hr.) Dalsen Alp (rfmts.). — By
the Griinwald-Hiitte to the (2 hrs.) Kammerkohr Alp (5405') and through
the Schtcarzberg-Klamm to (4 hr.'^.) Unken, see p. 208 (guide desirable).
Tlie Kammerkohr - Platte or Stein -Platte (6130') may be ascended from the
Alp in 1 hr. ; view very fine. — The Fellhorn (57S(J'; 3-3Vi hrs., with guide)
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is ascended via Reiterdorf. On the N. side, 20 min. below the top, is the
Eygenalp Inn. The descent may be made to lleit im Winkel (p. 74).

Pleasant walk (road; carr. and pair from Lofer and back 12 Z^., incl,

fee) from Waidring to the S. through the Oefen. a gorge of the Orieslbach.,

and past the chapel of <S/;.^<ioZa)"«(2780'i plain inn)t() the (lV4hr.)sequestered
blue Pillersee (2Too'), at the S. end of which lies the (IV2M.) village of

St. Ulrich (Gasthaus am See; Zum Brau; trout at both; guides, L. Horn-
gacher, Klem. Widmoser). To the E. rise the Loferer Steinberge (ascent

of the Hinterhorn., see p. 20S). — From St. Ulrich by St. Jakob im Haus
to (2 hrs.) Fieberbrunn, see p. 140.

The road from Waidring almost all the way to Reichenhall leads

through grand mountain-scenery. The profound and picturesque

valley of the Strubache, between the Hochplatte and the Steinberg,

gradually contracts. In the narrowest part is the Pass iSfraft (2255';

inn), the frontier between Tyrol and Salzburg, which was once

fortified, and was heroically defended by the Tyrolese peasants in

1800, 1805, and 1809 (obelisk erected in 1887). At the end of the

defile is the Hinterhorn Inn. The Saalach-Tal is entered at—
331/2 M. Lofer (2095' ; ''Post, R. 1 V2-2V2 ^<^-

5
*Brau, R. 2-3 K. •

*Zum Schweizer, with bath-house, R. 1^/4-2, pens. 5'/2-6 ^., all

with gardens), a frequented summer-resort, where the Pinzgau road

joins ours. The environs are beautiful, with numerous picturesque

walks. On the E. is the Reiteralpe., to the S.W. the Loferer Stein-

berge (splendid view from the Kalvarienberg, 1/4 ^^O*
One-horse carriage from Lofer to Frohnwies 4, two -horse SK.s to

Saalfelden 13 or 25 E. (diligence twice daily in 31/2 hrs., fare 3 A"".); to

Waidring, 4 K. 60 or 8 K. QOJi.; to St. Johann in Tirol 13 or 25, to Berchtes-
gaden 38 or 64 K. — Diligence (10 seats) from Lofer to Reichenhall daily

in summer in 0V2 hrs. (fare 3 K.) ; mail-gig (2 seats) tu Tnken daily at

9.30 a.m. (1 K.). One-horse carr. from Lofer to Unken 5, carr. and pair

9 K. ; one-horse carr. from Lofer to Reichenhall 12, phaeton 20, landau 24 E.

ExccBsioNs (marked club-paths; guides, Georg Sock\ Jos. Ensmann).
Beautiful walk to the (25 min.) Exenbach-Quelle (Loferer Brundl), a spring to

the 8. of the Waidring road, at the entrance to the 'Loferer Hochtal , a
grand rocky valley (4V2 M. long; fine view about ^4 M. up), enclosed by
the precipitous sides of the Steinberge (at the entrance to the N. the

open Johanna Hut). From the Exenbach-Quelle a path (green marks) leads

to the left across the Wechsel (3610') to (IV4 hr.) Eirchenial (see below),
while another marked path (blue and white) returns via the Carolinen-
Hohe to (1/2 hr.) Lofer. — Other pleasant walks may be taken to the S,

along the Saalfelden road to the (Vz hr.) Eochmoos (inn), with peat baths,
and thence to the right bv the 'Tiroler Steig' to (V4hr.) the pilgrimage-
church of Eirchental (2810'; inn). — To (IV2 hr.) Wildental, on the right

bank of the Saalach, on the path to the Kleine Hirschbichl (p. 92). — To the
IST.E. via the Ttujelssteg to the shady Baierau Park and (3/4 hr.) the village

of Ati (Ensmann), with fine view, returning by the Auer bridge on the

right bank of the Saalach. About 3/4 hr. from Au is the pretty Mairberg-
Elamm. — By the Tyrol road (see above) or by the Augusten-Promenac'e
to the (20 min.) Hinterhorn Inn., at the entrance of the Pass Strub. — The
Loferer Alpe (5045'; Madlkaser, in the 'Obertretf; Braukaser, in the 'Unter-
tretf ) is another fine point, reached by a marked path (red and white) in

21/2-3 hrs. (guide, not indispensable, 6 E.). Fine views from the Schonbiihel

(532U'; 1/2 hr.), the Ganiskopf (5140'; 1/2' hr.), and the Grubhorndl (5780';

11/4 hr.). From the Loferer Alpe via Mitterfusstal to the Schicarzberg-

Klam7nP/i hr. (see p. 208); via Mitterfusstal and the Eamuterkdhr Alp to

Waidring 3 hrs. (comp. p. 206). — Ascent of the ""Hinterhorn or Mitterhorn

(8210'), not difficult for adepts (5V2-6 hrs.
;
guide 9 K.). A marked path
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ascends through Ihe Luferer-Tal pu^t the (2 hrs.) Steinberg Alp (4190';

closed) to the {2 hrs.) Schmidt-Zahitrow-HUtle (6575'; inn in .-summer), en
ihe N. side of the Grosse Wehrgruhe^ and by the Waidringer Aiede-r to

the (IV2 hr.) summit (imposinj^ prospect). We may descend (for steady
heads only) by the Lastal to (SV-' Irs.) St. Ulrich on the Pillcrsee (p. 207).
— The Ochseiihorn (S240'). ascended from ,the Schmidt-Zabierow-Hiitte
through the Kleine Wehrgruhe in 3 hrs., and the Kreuz-Reifhcrn (7970';

3-3V2hrs.) are both difficult; still more difficult is the Grosse Reifhorn
(S105'), scaled from the Kreuz-lLeifhorn via the S. arete in 3/4 hr.

To Obkk-Weissbacu (Saalfelden or Berchtest^aden). The road follows
the Saalach as far as (IV2 M.) St. Martin (Post; Steiner), where the route
via Wildental to the Kleine Hirschbichl, mentioned at p. S2, diverges to

the left, and then leads through the Pass Lvftenstein (2070'; inn), which
was formerly fortified.

About 2" M. to the S. of St. Martin opens the Schiittach-Graben , in

which, 3/i 31. farther up, is the *Vorderkaser-Klamm, a picturesque ravine,

rendered accessible in 1881. This curious gorge, 2' to 20' in width, and
flanked with rocks about 2(J0' high, contains interesting water-worn cavities

and several fine waterfalls. From the highroad a drive of 20-25 min. (on
foot 35-40 min.) brings us to the Vorderkaser Inn., where tickets of ad-

mission (40 ft.) are sold, and whence the entrance to the gorge is reached
on foot in 1()-12 min. more. The passage of the gorge (waterproofs
desirable) takes about 10 min., the whole visit 3/4-i hr. — From the
Vorderkaser-Klamm to Hochfilz'en fp. 208) a marked path leads via the
Dalsen Alp and the Romer-Satiel (3965') in 3'/2 hrs.

About IV2 M. farther on, the highroad passes the entrance to the
*Lamprechts-Ofenloch, a grand cavern recently made accessible by the

Passau Alpine Club and lighted by electricity (adm. l'/2 K.). The large

subterranean chambers formed by erosion and the brilliant eflTects of the

electric light are most interesting.

The highroad now crosses the Saalach to (^/iM.) Ober-Weissbach (Auvogl),
where the Hirschbichl road is joined on the left (about V2 hr. to the N.
is the "Seisenberg-Klamm, p. 92). Thence to (12 M.) Saalfelden, see p. 92.

The Reiclienhall road leads to the N. on the left bank of the

Saalach, passing the Antoni-KapeUe , Maurach, and Uallenstein

(inn). Leaving Relt on the right bank (to the Traunsteiner Hutte.

see p. 209), we then pass through the Knie Pass and beyond (i^/^ hr.)

Oberrain (*Inn), a prettily situated watering-place, reach —
39 M. TJnken [1850'; *Post, R. 1 V2-'2, pens. 41/2-6 K. ; Krdmmer;

Kaltenbach), a favourite summer-resort. To the right is the Reiteralpe.

Excursions (guide. Seb. Wimmer). Attractive excursion to the (2V2 hrs.)

"Sch-warzberg-Klamm (guide, needless, 3, horse 9 K.). A bridle-path ascends
the Unken-Tal to the W. from Unken or Oberrain, and after 3/4 hr., at

the Friedl (inn), mounts rapidly to the left. We pass a small waterfall
in a gorge to the left, and reach the (1/2 hr.) Eibel-Klamm. We next pass
a workmen's hut ('Engsttibr

;
generally closed), and reach the (i hr.)

entrance to the Klamm, or gorge of the Schwarzbach, which was rendered
accessible in 1830 by means of paths and bridges. This is one of the
grandest ravines of the kind among the German Alps, and is especially

remarkable for the spiral contortions of the huge rocky sides, 100' in

height, which nearly meet at places. The gorge, 1/2 ^- ^'J^^S-, is quitted
at the upper end by flights of wooden steps leading to the gamekeeper's hut
of Schicarzberg , where there is an excellent spring. — T'hence over the
KarnmerkUhr Alp (5405') to Waidring (p. 206) in 4 hrs. (guide 7 K.). By
the Loferer Alpe (see p. 207) to Lo/er 4-5 hrs. (guide necessary, 6 K.). By
the Winkelmoot Alp to Rett im Winkel 41/2 hrs. (guide to the Alp desirable;
see p. 73).

The *Staubfall (3 hrs.) is a fine cascade, especially after rain. Same
road as to the Schwarzberg-Klamm for about 3/4 hr. ; we then diverge to

the right by the road into the Hevtal^ with the Sonntagshorn rising on
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the N. \ where the road divides, we ascend the valley to the left, passing
the Schneider Alp (3160'), to the fall (655' in height). The path leads behind
the fall. (Through the Fischbach-Tal to Seehaus and Ruhpolding, see p. 75.)
These two excursions may be combined, but not without a guide (6 K).

'Sonntagshorn (6435'; 5hrs.; guide, not indispensable for adepts, ij K.).

A narrow road leads through the Heuial to the (3 hrs.) Hochalpe (inn in
summer), whence a marked path ascends to the Rosskar-Sattel (5410') and
the (2 hrs.) summit. Superb view. A shorter route, marked with red, leads
from Melleck through the Steinbach-Tal and the Rosskar to (3 hrs.) the
Rosskar-Sattel.

To the Reiteralpe, an interesting excursion. Road from Unken through
the Knie-Pass to (3 M.) Reit (1785'), see p. 208. We cross the Saalach and
ascend the Donnevshach-Tal via the Alpa Alp (4025') and the Guggenhiihl-
Sultel to the (3V2 hrs.) Traumieinev-Hiitte (5250'; inn in summer), finely

situated un the Saurucken above the Reiterirett Alp. Hence we may ascend
the Weitschartenkopf (6495'; 1V4 hr.), the Drei Briider (6100'; 1^4 hv.), the
Hduselhorn (7505'; 21/2 hrs.), the Wagendrischelhorn (7400'; 2V2-3 hrs.), the
Stadelhorn (7505'; 3 hrs.), etc. Descent from the Traunsteiner-Hiitte to the
N. over the Schreck-Sattel (52S0') to Jettenherg (p. 91); to the N.E. via
the Oriinanger Alp and Schwegel Alp to the Schwarzbachwachl (p. 91); to

the S.E. via the }Vegkar and the Halsgrube to the Hintersee (p. 91).

The Austrian and Bavarian frontier below Unken is guarded by

the Stein Pass, a fortifled gateway. The road then ascends rapidly

to (21/4 M.) Melleck (2015' ; Inn, with fine view), the seat of the

Bavarian custom-house. The road now passes Ristfeieht, and de-

scends the Bodenbiihl, where several engagements took place during

the wars of 1800, 1805, and 1809, to (3 M.) Schneizelreut (1670';

*Inn). From this point we may proceed by the new road (better

for carriages) to (21/4 M.) Jettenherg (p. 91) and through the Saalach-

Tal to (41/2 M.) Reichenhall. Or (more interesting for walkers) we
may follow the old road, which rapidly ascends the Weissbach-Tat,

between the MiXllnerhorn on the right and the Ristfeichthorn on the

left; before we reach the (21/0 M.) pump-house of Nesselyraben

(2120'), on the top of the pass, the road to the Mauthausl (p. 80)
diverges to the left. We now descend past the (IV2 ^0 Thumsee
(1730') to —

Ad^o M. (by the new road ; 50>/2 M. by the old road) Reichenhall

(1555'), see p. 77.

42. The Zillertal.

Railway from Jenbach to Mayrfio/en , 20 M., in I3/4 hr. ; fares (no
1st class) 3 K. 80, 2 K. 40 h. — The Zillertal is at first broad and fertile,

enclosed by pine-clad heights and smiling pastures. Towards Zell it con-
tracts and the background is formed by snow-mountains and glaciers. The
clear green Ziller^ seldom visible from the road, flows on the E. side of
the valley. Some of the inner ramifications of the valley ('Griinde'; p. 213),
which have been rendered more accessible by numerous paths and huts
constructed by the German and Austrian Alpine clubs, are well deserving
of a visit. Several of the paths, however, are still capable of improvement.

Jenbach, see p. 186. The line crosses the Inn to (IV4 M.) Rot^
holz (Esterhammer), passes Schloss Turneck (an agricultural in-

stitute), and at (2 M.) Strass (1700'; Post) enters the Zillertal.

To the right, above us, is the Brettfall Chapel (2235'), a good point

P.akdkkek's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 14
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of view (1/2 lir.J. Near (31/2 M.) Schlitters (Jager; Stern) tlie Brand-
berger Kolm, the Torhelm, the Gerloswaud, and the Ahornspitze
become visible in the background of the Zillertal.

A marked bridle-path ascends to the left to the Schlittererberg (3120';

Hot. Schlittcrhergerhof^ very I'air), a partially wooded plateau with charming
views and several farms , which may also be reached from Rotholz
(p. 209) by an easy cart-road (tobot^ganing in winter), and from Strass via
the Brettfall Chapel in 11/2 hr. From the height 1,4 hr. to the N. of the
inn the view comprises the Achensee and the Rufan and Karwendel 3Ifs.

The Kellerjoch (see below) may be ascended hence by a red-marked path
through the wooded Oechseltal and over the Damjoch (5565') in 4 hrs. (guide
desirable).

5 M. Gagering. — GI/4 M. Fugen (1785'; Post, Stern. Aiyner,

Sonne, all very fair"), capital of the lower Zillertal.

The Kellerjoch (7690'; 5-5V2 hrs., not difficult: guide, not necessary
for adepts, 10 A'.) is ascended from Fiigen by a marked path via J*ankraz-
herg and the (3V2 \ws.) Loas-Sa(tel{bb1Q' \ inn) to the (2 hrs.) top. Descent
to (3 hrs.) Schwaz, see p. 188.

71/2 M. Kapfing (Mayer zur Schonen Aussicht; Rose; Huber);
then, beyond the Finsingbach, (8 M.) Uderns (Pachmair; Erzherzog
Johann Inn at Finsing, 2 mln. from the station). Farther on the

line proceeds via (Ot/o M.) Ried (Mayer, Pircher) to (10'/2 M-)

Kaltenbach (1830 ft. ; *Post, R. 1 K. 20 h. ; Briickenuirt), a prettily

situated village.

On the opposite bank of the Ziller ('/4 hr.) lies the pleasant village of
Stumm (iSSO*; Pinzger ; Lindevwiri ; Zum Schiessttand), about 1/2 M. to the
N. of which is the interesting Mdrzen-Grund. — The easy and attractive

ascent i)f the Kreuzjoch (8205') is accomplished from Stumm in 51/2-6 hrs.
(guide 5 A".) via the Kapauns-Alpe ((^i235'). The descent may be made to

the Wilde Krimml and Gerlos (p. 211). — Via the Wilde Krimml tu Gerlos,

7 hrs., a toilsome route (guide 8 A.). We ascend the Miirzen-Grund to the
Hammerer-Scharte (7645'), between the Katzenkopf and Torhelm, and
descend into the Wilde Krimml, following the Krummbach. to Gerlos (p. 211).

We now follow the Ziller via (121/9 M.) Aschau (Lowe) and

(I3Y2 M.) Erlach, finally crossing to the right bank.

15 M. Zell am Ziller. — Hotels. Brad, with reading-room, Welsch-
AviKT, Greiderek, Neuwirt, Tl'scher, Schxeeberger, Stern, on the right

bank; Post, Davites, with garden, on the left bank, all very fair. —
Ca/i Osifteimer, near the Post, with rooms. — Baths at Dengg^s, WeindVs,
and Ho/er^s.

Zell am Ziller (1885'), a well-to-do village (750 inhab.), is the

chief place of the valley, which is here broad and fertile. To the E.

rise the Hainzenberg , with the Marin-Rast Chapel, and the Gerlos-

wand (7105'), resembling a huge wall; S. the blunted pyramid of

the Tristner (9065') and the snow-fields of the Ingent (9570').

Excursions (guides, Franz Schdnherr, Joh. Schwendberger, and Sianislmis

Taurer of Zell). A bridle-path from the Post Hotel ascends to the W. tu

(5/4 hr.) Klopfelstaudach (2490'). a farm-house on a spur of the Zellberg,

with a belvedere commanding an excellent view. — On the right bank
of the Ziller, about 3/^ M. to the S.E. of Zell, is a gold mine. A marked
path ascends hence through the gorge of the Gerlosbach to (IV2 hr.) the
Erzherzog Ferdinand Carl Waterfall, V-' ^^- sliort of which a path to the
Oetschen Inn diverges to the right (see p. 211). — The Gerloswand (7105';

4'/2 hrs., guide 8 A.), reached via the village of Hainzenherg (p. 211) and
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the Gerloistein Alp, is a fine point of view, wliicli presents no difficulty.

A more extensive view is commanded by the Marchkopf (8200'), reached
from Zell to the W. via the Zellberg and the HirschUchl Alp in 5V2 hrs.,

with guide. ^^^__

To tlie E. of Zell opens the Gerlostal, through which a well-

trodden but not very interesting bridle-path leads to the Pinzgau.

To Gerlos 4 hrs., from Gerlos over the Platte to Krimml 4, over the

Plattenkogel 5 hrs. (guide, not indispensable, from Zell to Krimml
over the Platte 11. over the Plattenkogel 12 K.'). The route leads

from Zell to the S.E. to the ( 1/4 hr.) foot of the Hainzenberg, ami

then ascends either through the gorge of the Gerlosbach (see p. 210)
to the (IV2 lii^O Oetschen Inn (see below), or to the right (roughly

paved cart-track), past the (20 min.) Marta-Rast Chapel (2320';

inn), to the village of (I/2 hr.) Hainzenberg, where the better path

from Mayrhofen is joined (see below). At the (Yo l^r-) Oetschen Inn
(3545') a small wooden platform affords a capital view of the lower

Zillertal as far as the mountains beyond the Inn. The hilly path,

leading chiefly through wood, now skirts the Gerlosbach, which flows

through a gorge on the left, passes (1/4 hr.) Marteck (two houses),

and crosses the (10 min.) Schonberg-Bach and the (1/2 hr.) Zaber-

bach. We next cross the (20 min.) Weissbach, the (10 min.)

Schwarzach, beyond which, near the */nn zur KuhlenRast, the path

to the Brandberger Joch diverges to the right (see below), and the

(20 min.) Wimrnerbach, and immediately afterwards the Gerlos-

bach, and reach (5 min.) the hamlet of Gmund (3810'; KroUer),

where the valley expands. The path crosses the Gerlosbach twii-e

more before reaching the (2/4 hr.) long village of Gerlos (4070'; Alpen-

rose, R, 1 K. 20 h., well spoken of; Stockl; Kammerlander, R. 1 K.),

ExcuKsioxs (guide, Jakob Hochstafl). Up the Schonach-Tal tu the
(iy2 hr.) Jss-Asfe i^iO'); fine view of "the head of the vallev (Schonach
Glacier, Zillerkopf, etc.). — The Ebenfeld-Aste (6155'), to the N., easily
reached in i^/4 hr., afl^ords a fine view of the Schonach-Tal, with the Wild-
gerlosspitze and the Zillerkopf. — Ascent of the Torhelm (8175'; 3V2-4 hrs.,

with guide), interesting and not difficult: the route ascends the KrummhacJi-
Tal to the X. to the end of the valley ( Wilde Krimml, p. 210), then turns
to the right to the Edmmerer-Schafte' (p. 210), and mounts the W. side to

the summit (excellent survey of the Zillertal group). — The Kreuzjoch
(8205'), easily ascended by a marked path via the Rieder-Tal in 3V2hrs.,
commands a similar view (see p. 210).

Fkom Geelos to Mayrhofen, 5 hra., by a marked path descending
at the village of Hainzenberg (see above) to the left, along the hillside,
via Hollenzen. A preferable, but lunger and more laborious route leads
over the Brandberger-Joch (7 hrs. ; marked path

;
guide, 10 K., not indispen-

sable for adepts). From the (1 hr.) Inn zur Kiihlen East (see above) we ascend
the Schtearzach-Tal to the left to the Untere and Obere Schwarzach Alp and
to the (IV2-2 hrs.) Brandberger-Joch (TSSO*) between the Brandberger Kolm
and the Torhelm (*View). Then we descend through the Brandberger Ear
to Brandberg (p. 214) and (3 hrs.) Mayrhofen (p. 218). — From the Joth the
Brandberger Kolm (8860'; guide 8^.). with a fine view of the Zillertal
Glaciers, may be ascended by experts in I-IV4 hr. without difficulty.

We next pass the entrance to the Schonach-Tal (see above),

cross the Krummbach (4155'), and ascend through wood to the fl hr.)

14*
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the Oerlotstein Alp, is a fine point of view, which presents no difficulty.

A more extensive view is commanded by the Marchkopf (8200'), reached
from Zell to the W. via the Zellberg and the Hirschbichl Alp in 5V2 hrs.,

with guide.

To the E. of Zell opens the Gerlosta!, through which a well-

trodden but not very interesting bridle-path leads to the Pinzgau.

To Gerlos 4 hrs., from Gerlos over the Platte to Krimml 4, over the

Plattenkogel 5 hrs. (guide, not indispensable, from Zell to Krimml
over the Platte 11, over the Plattenkogel 12 TT.). The route leads

from Zell to the S.E. to the (1/4 hr.) foot of the Hainzenberg, and

then ascends either through the gorge of the Gerlosbach (see p. 210)
to the (^172 hr.) Oetschen Inn (see below), or to the right (roughly

paved cart-track), past the (20 min.) Maria-East Chapel (^2320';

inn), to the village of (I/2 hr.) Hainzenberg, where the better path

from Mayrhofen is joined (see below). At the (i/o
^""O Oetschen Inn

(3545') a small wooden platform affords a capital view of the lower

Zillertal as far as the mountains beyond the Inn. The hilly path,

leading chiefly through wood, now skirts the Gerlosbach, which flows

through a gorge on the left, passes (1/4 hr.) Marteck (two houses),

and crosses the (10 min.) Schbnb erg-Bach and the (Y2 lir.) Zaber-

bach. We next cross the (20 min.) Weissbach, the (10 min.)

Schwarzach, beyond which, near the *7nn zur Kuhlen Rast, the path

to the Brandberger Joch diverges to the right (see below), and the

(20 min.) Wimmerbach, and immediately afterwards the Gerlos-

bach, and reach (5 min.) the hamlet of Qmund (3810'; KroUer),

where the valley expands. The path crosses the Gerlosbach twice

more before reaching the (2/4 hr.) long village of Gerlos (4070'; Alpen-

rose, R, 1 K. 20 h., well spoken of; Stockl; Kammerlander, R. 1 K.).

ExcuEsioNs (guide, Jakob Hochstafl). Up the Schbnach-Tal tu the

(1^2 hr.) Jss-Aste i^iOf); fine view of "the head of the valley (Schunach
Glacier, Zillerkopf, etc.). — The Ebenfeld-Aste (6155'), to the N., easily

reached in I3/4 hr., aff"ords a fine view of the Schonach-Tal, with the Wild-
gerlosspitze and the Zillerkopf. — Ascent of the Torhelm (8175'-, S^/z-i hrs.,

with guide), interesting and not difficult: the route ascends the Krummhach-
Tal to the X. to the end of the valley {Wilde Krimml. p. 210), then turns
to the right to the Hdmm&rer-Scharte' i^. 210), and mounts the W. side to

the summit (excellent survey of the Zillertal group). — The Kreuzjoch
(8205'), easily ascended by a'marked path via the Rieder-Tal in 31/2 hrs.,

commands a similar view (see p. 210).

Fkom Geelos to Matrhofen, 5 hrs., by a marked path descending
at the village of Hainzenberg (see above) to the left, along the hillside,

via Hollenzen. A preferable, but longer and more laborious route leads
over the Brandberger-Joch (7 hrs. ; marked path

;
guide, 10 K., not indispen-

sable for adepts). From the (1 hr.) Inn zur Kuhlen Rast (see above) we ascend
the Schwarzach-Tal to the left to the Uhtere and Obere Schwarzach Alp and
to the (IV2-2 hrs.) Brandberger-Joch (7580') between the Brandberger Kolm
and the Torhelm (*View). Then we descend through the Brandberger Kar
to Brandberg (p. 214) and (3 hrs.) Mayrhofen (p. 213). — From the Joch the
Brandberger Kolm (8860'; guide 8X.). with a fine view of the Zillertal

Glaciers, may be ascended by experts in I-IV4 hr. without difficulty.

We next pass the entrance to the Schbnach-Tal (see above),

cross the Krummbach (4155'), and ascend through wood to the fl hr.)

14*
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Durlasboden (4600'}, with an abandoned timber-dam. The valley

bends to the S. [Wildgerlos-Tal, see below), and the background
is formed by the Reichenspitze, with the Gerios Glacier.

Wildgerlos - Tal. A bridle-path (guide from Zell 10-12^.) ascends
from the Ok hr.) bifurcation (see below) to the right via the Ti-issl Alp
in 3V'^ hrs. to the Zittauer-Hiitte (7645'; Inn in summer), a club-hut finely

situated on the Lower Gerios Lake. The Trisselkopf (Wildkai-kopf, 10,100';

21/2 hrs.), the Rosskopf (9315'; IV2 hr.), the Mandlkarkopf (9'iW \ 2 hrs.),

the Gdbelkopf {Hohe Gabel, 10,720'; 3-3 V2 hrs.),
_

the Reichenspitze (10,845';

31/.J-4 hrs.), and ihe Wildt/erlosspiize (10,770'; 4-4V2 hrs.) may be ascended
lience (the last two are difficult; guide from Zell 20 A'.). Descent from
the Reichenspitze to the Plauener - Hiltte (p. 214) difficult, to the Richter-

Iliitte (p. 161) moderately difficult. Easy and interesting passes lead from
the Zittauer-Hiitte over the Rainbach - Scharle (S965') to the (3'/2 hrs.)

Krimmler Taueriihavs, and over the Rosikar-Scharte (8S70') to the (3 hrs.)

Richter-Hutte (comp. p. 161). — From the Zittauer-Hiitte to the Flatten Inn
(31/2 4 hrs), path in bad repair.

The path continues to follow the N. side of the valley and

crosses tbe (25 min.) HoUenzer Bach, the frontier of Salzburg and
Tyrol. About 7 min. farther on is a finger-post pointing to tbe left

to Ronach and Wald, straight on to Krimml, and to the right to the

Zittauer-Hiitte ( see above). The direct route to the Pinzgau turns

to the left and ascends along the Hollenzer Bach, crossing the

stream twice. It then turns sharply to the N. and reaches (3/4 hr.)

the flat saddle of the Gerios Pass or Pinzyauer Hohe (4875'), beyond

which it descends to (7-7 hr. ) Ronach (4525'
;
plain inn), Wald-

6er^ (3/4 hr. ; 3840'), and"(3/4 hr.) WaZ(i (p. 159).

A more attractive route is the marked bridle-path crossing the

Pinzgauer Platte to Krimml (4 hrs.
;

guide not indispensable).

The path leads straight on by the (IY2 ^r.) finger-post (see above),

and ascends the N.W. slope of the Plattenkogel , then to the left

to (3/4 hr.) *WaltVs Flatten Inn (5560'). Marked path hence to the

(12 min.) Reichenspitz-Ansicht. — Proceeding towards the E., past

the (1/2 hr.) Leitner-Alpe (5570'), we reach (10 min.) the Filzstein

Alp (5380'; inn), with a finger-post, beyond which the Pinzgau

and the Krimmler Tal and its cascades come in sight. We now
descend in zigzags through wood to (1 hr.) Krimml (p. 169).

An even more picturesque route (also marked), though 1 hr. longer,

crosses the Plattenkogel (guide not indispensable). At the (2V4 hrs.) Flatten

Inn (see above) we diverge to the right and ascend in a S.E. direction,

passing (40 min.) three chalets (finger-post) to the (20 min.) green top of
the *Plattenkogel (6690'), which commands a fine view of the Pinzgau,
with the Dreiherrnspitze to the S.E., the Reichenspitze and Gerios Glacier
to the S.W.. and Krimml and its waterfalls far below. We then descend
past the Schwarzenberg Monument.^ the route at first leading in a IN.E.

direction along the edge of a deep precipice (right). At (40 min.) the Filz-

stein Alp we join the Pinzgauer Platte route (see above).

Beyond Zell the railway ascends the right bank of the Ziller, via

(177-2 M.) Ramsberg-Hippach and (18 M.) Bi'ihel (Berger's Inn).

20 M, Mayrhofen. —Hotels. *Nedhaus, R. IV2-2, pens. 5-7 K.; -Nkce
Post ife Stekn, R. VI->-2K; Altk Post, very fair; -'Bkuggek, 4 min. from
the station, ou the left bank of the Ziller, R. 1-2, pens, from 5 K. ; Goldne
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Rose, very fair-, Krammer; Bichl; Geislek, at Slrass, 1/2 M. above Mayr-
liofen (p. 216), R. 80-i A'. 20 7». : Oblasser's Stilldpklamm Inn, 1/2 M. farther,

R. lVi-2, pens. 4V4-5 K., omnibus 60 h., well spoken of.

Mayrhofen (2065'), a village with 1096 inhab., the terminus of

the Zillertal railway, is beautifully situated in a green valley amidst

lofty mountains (Ahornspitze, Filzenberg, Txistner, Griinberg). The
valley divides here into four branches ('Griinde'): E. the Zillergrund,

S.E. the Stillup, S.W. the Zemmtal, W. the Tuxer-Tal.
Guides : Jos. Hausbergei% Michael Maivl. Jos. Wechselberger, Jos. and

Simon Wegscheider, Joh. and Franz Lechner, Georg KroU., and Andr. Zingevle
of Mayrhofen, Andrei PJister, Joh. Dengg., and Joh. Erler of Fiukenberg;
comp. also Ginzling and Rosshag (pp. 216, 217). Tariff: to Ginzling (o hrs.J 4,

Rosshag (4 hrs.) 5, Breitlahner (5 hrs.) 6, the Berliner-Hiitte (S hrs.) 10,

Dominikns-Hutte (7 hrs.) 9. Olperer-Hiitte (10 hrs.) 12. Eiffler-Hiitte (7 hrs.) 9,

Greizer-Hiitte (71/2 hrs.) 9, Planener-Hutte (8 hrs.) 10 K.
An attractive walk, vpith a succession of pretty views (marked path;

there and back 31/2 hrs.) may be taken to the N.W. to (I3/4 hr.) Astegg
(3850'; Eberl's Inn, fair) and back via Fiukenberg. From Astegg we may
ascend the Oschbsswand {i6?>^Q/ \ 2 hrs.) and the. ''Penkenberg (G870'; 2V2 hrs.),

two fine points of view {guides not indispensable for adepts). — Another
pleasant walk of 2 hrs. (there and backj may be taken to the Stillup-

Elamm. A marked path, diverging to the left at the (20 min.) Inn zur
Stillnpklamm (p. 216; finger-post), ascends the right bank of the Stillup-

Bach (see p. 214), passing three fine waterfalls, and joins the (50 min.) old
path (p. 214), by which we return.

The ^Ahornspitze (9750'; 6-6V2 hrs. : guide i2 K. ; not difficult) com-
mands a magnificent view. Beyond the (10 min.) bridge over the Ziller-

bach (see below) a path (red marks) ascends to the left via the Fellenberg-

Alpe (5230*) to the (4-4V2 hrs.) Edel-Eutte in the Fellenbergkar (7340'; inn in

summer) and to (2 hrs.) the top. The descent may be made from the F.del-

Hiitte by a club-path to the Filzen Alp (6250';" fine view of the Stillup

glaciers) and to Jloigg's Inn in the Stillup- Tal (p. 214).

The Zillergrund, which opens to the E. and is drained by the Ziller-

bacTi., is traversed by several fatiguing passes leading to the Ahrntal. The
most frequented of these crosses the HundsJcehl-Joch (11-12 hrs. from Blayr-

hofen to St. Peter; giiide, advisable for novices, \.Q K.). From Mayrhofen
a path (red marks) ascends through wood to (IV2 hr.) Brandberg (3580';

Tanner), a picturesquely situated village (over the Brandberger Joch to

Gerlos, see p. 211), and then proceeds on the right bank of the Zillerbach
to (1 hr.) Hausling (34W; Kroll, plain) and past the Hbheiiberg Alp to the
(l';2 hr.) shooting-lodge In der Au (3660'; good accommodation) , where the
path to the Horndl-Joch diverges to the right (see below). [The Grund-
schartner (10,060'; not difficult for experts) may he ascended hence via the

Koamcn-Hi/tte and the Koanzen Glacier in 6 hrs. (guide 18 K.; splendid
view). The descent may be made to the (2^,2 hrs.) Birberg Alp {p. 214).] —
In the Zillergrund, 1 hr. above the Au Alp, is the Bdrenbad Alp (4700';

Wegscheider's Inn, very fair), where the valley divides : to the right the
Hund^kehl-Grund, to the left (straight on) the Zillcrgriindl (to the Planener
Hiitte see p. 214). We now ascend the Hundskehl-l^rund, past the Sulzen
Alp., Neuhiitien., and Mittev-Hiitten., and, beyond three t^mall lakes, over
debris to the (4 hrs.) Hundskehl- Joch (84C0') , with a view^ of the Eieser-
femer, etc.. and thence descend to (2V2 hrs.) St. Peter (p. 228). — The
Rauchkofel (10,670'; 5V2-6 hrs. from the Barenbad Alp; fatiguing but
interesting) may be ascended by diverging to the left at the first lake in
the Hundskehlgrund and ascending the detritus-slope on the "W. side (guide
necessary, from Mayrhofen 15 K.). Fine view from the top (comp. p. 229).
— The Napfspitze (10,320'; 3 hrs.) , an attractive peak , not difficult for
adepts, is ascended from the lower lake (see above) via the Hundskehl
Glacier (guide 15 K.).

Through the Sondergrund. which opens to the S. at the Au (see above),
a monotonous path (red marks), passing several alps, ascends finally over
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RosK, very fair-, Kkammer; Biohl; Geislek, at Strass, V2 M. above Blayr-

hofcn (p. 216), R. 80-i A", 20 h. ; Oblasser's Stillupklamm Inn, V2 M. farther,

R. 174-2, pens. 474-5 K., omnibus 60 h., well spoken of.

Mayrhofen [2065'), a village with 1096 inhab., the terminus of

the Zillertal railway, is beautifully situated in a green valley amidst

lofty mountains (Ahornspitze, Filzenberg, Tristner, Griinberg). The
valley divides here into four branches ('Griinde'): E. the Zillergrund,

S.E. the Stillup, S.W. the Zemmtal, W. the Tuxer-Tal.
Guides : Jos. ffausberger, Michael Mairl. Jos. Wechselherger., Jos. and

Simon Wegscheider, Joh. and Franz Lechner., Georg Kroll., and Andr. /ingerle

of Mayrbofen, Andrd Pjister, Joh. Beiigg, and Joh. Erler of Finkenberg-,
comp. also Ginzling and Rossbag (pp. 216, 217). Tariff: to Ginzling (3hrs.J 4,

Rossbag (4 hrs.) 5, Breitlabner (5 brs.) 6, tbe Berliner-Hiitte (8 hrs.) 10,

Dominikns-Hutte (7 brs.) 9. Olperer-Hlitte (10 brs.) 12. Riffler-Hiitte (7 brs.) 9,

Greizer-Hutte (772 brs.) 9, Planener-Hiitte (8 brs.) 10 K.
An attractive walk, wOh a succession of pretty views (marked path;

there and back 872 brs.) may be taken to the N.W. to (I3/4 br.) Astegg
(3850'-, Eberl's Inn, fair) and back via Finkenberg. From Astegg we may
ascend the Gschosswand i'oSi^Q' ; 2 brs.) and the ''Fenkenberg (G870'; 272 hrs.),

two fine points of view (guides not indispensable for adepts). — Another
pleasant walk of 2 hrs. (there and backj may be taken to the Stillup-

Klamm. A marked path, diverging to the left at the (20 min.) Inn znr
StiUupklamm {p. 216 5 finger-post), ascends the right bank of the Stillup-

Bach (see p. 214), passing three fine waterfalls, and joins the (50 min.) old
path (p. 214), by which we return.

The *Ahornspitze (9750'-, 6-672 hrs.; guide 12 K. ; not difficult) com-
mands a magnificent view. Beyond the (10 min.) bridge over the Ziller-

bach (see below) a path (red marks) ascends to the left via the Fellenberg-

Alpe (5230') to tbe (4-472 brs.) Edel-IIutte in the Fellenbergkar (7340'; inn in

summer) and to (2 hrs.) the top. The descent may be made from the F.del-

Hiitte by a club-path to the Filzen Alp (6250'; fine view of the Stillup

glaciers) and to Moigg's Inn in the Stillup- Tal (p. 214).

The Zillergrund, which opens to the E. and is drained by the Ziller-

bach., is traversed by several fatiguing passes leading to the Ahrntal. The
most frequented of these crosses tbe HundsJcehl-Joch (11-12 hrs. from Mayr-
hofen to St. Peter

;
guide, advisable for novices, 16 K.). From Mayrhofen

a path (red marks) ascends through wood to (172 br.) Brandberg (3580';

Tanner), a picturesquely situated village (over the Brandberger Joch to

Gerlos, see p. 211), and then proceeds on the right bank of the Zillerbach
to (1 hr.) Hdusling (3450'; Kroll, plain) and past tbe Hohenberg Alp to the
(1\'2 br.) shooting-lodge In der Au (3660'; good accommodation) , where the
path to (he Horndl-Joch diverges to the right (see below). [The Grund-
schartner (10,060'; not difficult for experts) may be ascended hence via tbe

Koanzen-HiHte and tbe Koanzen Glacier in 6 hrs. (guide 18 K.; splendid
view). Tbe descent mav be made to the (272 brs.) Birherg Alp {^. 214).] —
In the Zillergrund, 1 br. above the Au Alp, is the Bdrenbad Alp (4700';

Wegscbeider'a Inn, very fair), where the valley divides : to the right the
Hundskehl-Grund, to the left (straight on) the Zillergriindl (to the Planener
Hiitte see p. 214). We now ascend the Hundskehl-Grund, past the Sulzen
Alp., Neuhiitlen., and Miliey-Hiitten, and, beyond three t^mall lakes, over
debris to the (4 hrs.) Hundskehl- Joch (84C0') , with a view of the Rieser-
ferner, etc., and thence descend to (272 brs.) St. Peter (p. 228). — The
Rauchkofel (10,670'; 51/2-6 hrs. from the Barenbad Alp; fatiguing but
interesting) may be ascended by diverging to the left at the first lake in
the Hundskehlgrund and ascending the detritus-slope on the W. side (guide
necessary, from Mayrhofen 15 K). Fine view from the top (comp. p. 229).
— The Napfspitze (10,320'; 3 hrs.) , an attractive peak , not difficult for

adepts, is ascended from the lower lake (see above) via the Hundskehl
Glacier (guide 15 K.).

Through the Sondergrund, which opens to the S. at the Au (see above),
a monotonous path (red marks), passing several alps, ascends finally over
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debris to (4 hrfl.) the Horndl-Joch (8380' : fine view of the Rieserferncr. etc.):

and then descends through the HoUenz-Tal to (2V2 hrs.) St. Jakob in the
Ahrntal (p. 228).

Above the Barenbad. in the upper part of the Zillergrilndl.,Ar& the Ziller-

platten Alp (5515'), the (1 hr.) ZWerhiiUen Alp (5650';, and the (20 min.)
Knchehnoox Alp (5835'). beyond which the path traverses the sterile head of

the valley, and ascends over rough stones and rocks (fatiguing) to the
(3' '2hrs.)Heiliggeist-J6chl orFeld-Jochl(8720': -View), whence it descends to

(2V2 hrs.) Kasern (comp. p. 229 : guide 16 K.). — In the Kitchebnoos-Kar, 1 '/2 hr.

above the Kuchelmoos Alp (see above; guide from Mayrhofen 10 K.) is

the Plauener-Hiitte of the O. A. C. (7465'; inn in summer), whence the
TLeichenspitze (10.845') may be ascended in 4 hrs. with guide (10 K.). via the
crevassed Knchelmoos Glacier (see pp. 161. 212). Other ascents from the
Plauener-Hiitte (for adepts only) are the Kvchelmoosspitze (10,560'; 31/2 hrs.

;,

guide 9 K.), the Wildgerlosspitze (10,770'; 41/2 hrs. ;
guide 10 A'.), the ZiUer-

plaitenspitze (10,320': 3V2 hrs.
;
guide 10 E.). the ZillerschartenspUze (10,290':

31/2 hrs., guide 10 K.), and the Schwarzkopf (10,170'; 3V2-4 hrs.
;
guide 12 iT).

Comp. p. 161. — From the Plauener-Hiitte over the Gamsscharie (9610') to

the (4 hrs.) Richter-Eutte (p. 161), not difficult for experts (guide 7 K.).

From the pass, the Richierspitze (10,105') may be ascended in 1/2 hr. (guide

2 AT. extra), see p. 161. — From the Plauener-Hiitte a new club-path, much
preferable to the stony track through the bottom of the valley, leads to

the (2-2V2 hrs.) Heiliggeist-Jochl (.«ee above).

The Stillup-Tal, stretching to the S.E.. between the Ahornspitze on the
left and the Tristner on the right, up to the main range at the head of the
Zillertal, will repay a visit, at least as far as Moigg's Inn (ca. 31/2 hrs.

;
guide

unnecessary). At the (20 min.) Inn zur Stillupklamm (p. 216) we diverge to

the left from the main path and ascend through the Stillup-Klamm (p. 213).

cross the (2/4 hr.) Klammsteg (3000') to the left bank, and ascend a wild
ravine to the (^4 hr.) Lacknevhruiin Inn (3410') , in the upper part of the
valley. We continue to follow the left bank, enjoying a fine view of the
head of the valley, and by the (V2 hr.) fourth bridge cross to the right

bank. 1 hr. Vincenz- Jagdhaus (3590': rfmts.): V4hr. farther is Moigg'^s Inn
(3935'; 10 beds), with a fine view of the head of the valley. Ascent of the
Ahornspitze (6 hrs.), see p. 213. — Continuing to follow the right bank of

the Stillup-Bach, we pass the Birherg Alp (4155') and reach the (2 hrs.)

Taxach Alp (4635'). with a shooting-lodge, and the (1 hr.) upper Stapfen
Alp (5465': poor accommodation), in a desolate basin at the head of the
valley. From this point the Stangenspitze (10,630'; 5 hrs.) and the WoUbach-
5i?i7^e (10,500'; 5 hrs.) may be ascended by experts (guides IS K. each). —
From the Stapfen Alp over the Stillvp Glacier and the Keilbach-Joch
(9410'), between the Griine Wand and the Gfallenspitze, to Sfeinhaus in

the Ahrntal (p. 228). a fatiguinsr route of 7-8 hrs. (gxiide from Mayrhofen
18 jr.). The route over the WoUbach-Joch (9315'), between the Wollbach-
gpitze and the Gfallenspitze . to (8 hrs.) St. Jakob, is les.s attractive and
even more fatiguing. The Frankbach-Joch (9040'), between the Grosse
Lciffler and the Keilbachspitze. offers a fine glaoier-tour but is verv trving
(guide 19 A'.). The ascent of the Keilbachspitze (10.160': I1/2 hr.), to the E'.

of the Frankbach Glacier, and that of the Grosse Loffler (11.095'; 2V2 hrs.),

to the W., are difficult (see p. 228). — The route from the Taxach-Hiitte
over the Lapen-Scharte (8800') to the (5V2 hrs.) Greizer-Huite (p. 217) is

toilsome (guide 8 K.). The ascent of the "Gigelitz (p. 217) may be con-
veniently combined with it.

Through the Tuxer-Tal, the most populous of the above valleys,

a well-trodden route leads from Mayrhofen to (11 1/2 hrs.) St. Jodok
on the Brenner Railway (p. 260; to Hinter-Tux 51/2 li^s.

;
guide

6 K., useless). The path crosses the Zemmbach by the (35 min.)

Vntere Steg (see p. 216), and ascends to (3/4 hr.) Finkenberg (2755';

Eberl, Neuwirt, both plain). It then runs high up along the slope,

passing the chalets of Persal (Hauser's Inn), with retrospect of the
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Ahornspitze, etc. (to the Karlsteg by the 'Schumann-AVcg', 40 min.,

see helow). At the (8/4 hr.) Freithof (3440'; Krapfeiiwirt, very fair

)

the path crosses to the right bank of tbe Tuxer Bach, and at (1 hr.)

Vorder-Lanersbach (4120'; Kapellenwirt, good) it recrosses to 'the

left bank. — 1/2 ^ri I-anersbach, or Vorder-Tux (4230'; *Stock;

Briickenwirt ; Jdgerxoirt, all plain).

The ascent of the 'RastkogeJ (9055'-, 41/2 hrs.-, guide S K.), which com-
mands a fine view of the Zillertal mountains, is not difficult. The route
leads via the LdmmerhicM Alp. — Over the Qeisel-Joch or the Junsjoch to

Schwaz, see p. 189.

The Dornauherg-Klamm (p. 216) may be combined with the Tuxer-Tal
hy an addition of IV2 hr. to our walk, if we follow the route described
below to the Karlsteg (from Mayrhofen 1^/4 hr.) and then return along
the W. slope of the valley, ascending the Schumann- Weg (see p. 216), to

the (IV4 hr.) Pevsal- Briicke; beyond the bridge (inn, p. 214), we pro-
ceed either to the right to (10 min.) Finkenberg, or to the left to (2 hrs.)

Lanersbach.

Beyond Lanersbach we cross the brook twice and then ascend

its left bank via Junsberg and Madseit, enjoying a fine view of the

Kasererspitzen, Olperer, Gefrorne Wand, etc. Beyond a wooded
eminence (rough path) we reach (I3/4 hr.) Hinter-Tux (4900';

'^Kirchler's Inn, often crowded in summer), splendidly situated,

with a primitive bath-establishment (water 71° Fahr.).

An interesting visit may be paid (along the left bank) to the three
Tuxer Waterfalls, which precipitate themselves into deep rocky basins,
spanned by natural r> ck-bridges (to the lower fall, 20 min.). The ascent
to the falls and the rock-bridges is difficult and not recommended. From
the (IV4 hr.) top fall a footpath leads to the (1/2 hr.) Sommerherg Alp (see

below). — To obtain a view of the glaciers we must follow the Tuxer-
.Toch route as far as the (V2 hr.) wood, or, better, to the (U/2 hr.) guide-post
(see below), whence we may proceed to the left to the (10 min.) Sommerherg
Alp, or Kaser Alp (6455'), commanding a beautiful view of the Gefrorne
Wand and distinguished by a rich flora. A still finer view is enjoyed
from the 'Frauenwand (8335'), Vi hr. to the S. of the Tuxer-Joch (p. 216;

3V2 hrs. from Hinter-Tux
;
guide 6 K^ unnecessary).

Excursions (guides, Dav. Kirchler, Sim. and Jos. Tipotsch). In a pictur-
esqiie situation on the side of the Gefrorne Wand, 8V2 brs. from Hinter-
Tux (path toilsome , diverging to the left at the Sommerherg Alp

; guide
5 A'.), is the Rudolf Spannagel-Haus (8310') of the Austrian Tourist Club,
serving as a starting-point for the ascent of the Rifler (iOMb'; 21/2-0 hrs.-,

guide 10 A".), the Olperer (11,415'^ 4-5 hrs.; guide 15 K. ; difficult), the
Oefrorne Waiidspitzen (N. peak 10,795', easy; S. peak 10,745', difficult;

3-31/2 hrs.
;
guide 12 A.), the Kleine KasererspUze (10.150'; 2 hrs.

;
guide 9 A'.),

and the Orosse Kasererspiize (10,700'-, 21/2-3 hrs.
;
guide 10 A.). — From

Hinter-Tux a fine route crosses the Riifler-Scharte (9450') and the FederbeU
Olackr to the (6 hrs.) RifflerHiUte and (2 hrs.) Rosshag (p. 217 ;

guide 12 A'.).

With this route may easily be combined ascents of the Riffler (sec above
and p. 217; from the RiflFler-Scharte via the Federbett Glacier, 11/2 hr.)
and the Realspitze (10.000'; 1 hr. from the Federbett). — Over the Riepen-
Scharte (10,045') to the Dominikus-Eiitte (5 hrs. from the Spannagel-Haus

;

guide 12 A.), see pp. 220, 219.

From Hinter-Tux the path (marked
;
guide, not indispensable,

to Kasern 6, to St. Jodok 8 K.^ ascends to the (2/4 hr.) bridge over

the Weitenbach, beyond which we proceed to the left to the (1/2 hr.)

guide-post (fine view), where the route to the Sommerherg Alp and the

.Spannagel-Haus diverges to the left (see above). We, however, keep
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straight on to the right to the (IV4 hr.) Tuxer-Joch, or Schmirner-
Joch (7675'; hence to the Frauemvand, ^/^hr., see p. 215). From
the cross we overlook the bleak Weitcn-Tal to the right, which de-

scends to the E. to Hinter-Tux. Here we turn sharply to the left

(flnger-post) and reach on the saddle a second cross, from which
we descend to the chalet in the basin lying before us, and thence

by numerous zigzags over steep and st«ny slopes into the Schmirner-
Tal. We now descend via (IV2 ^^-^ Kasern (5340'; Ziiigerle) and

(•74 hr.) Inner-Schmirn (4920'), at the mouth of the Wildlahner-

Tal (to' the Geraer-Hutte, see p. 261), to (V2 hr.) Schmirn (35G0';

Eller; Fischer) and (II/4 hr.) St. Jodok (p. 260).

The Zemmtal divides at Breitlahner (5 hrs. from Mayrhofen;
see p. 218) into the Zemmgrund to the left (E. ; in the direction

of the Ahrntal) and the Zamser-Tal to the right (W. ; route over

the Pfltscher-Joch to Sterzing). Beyond Mayrhofen, at the (10 min.)

hamlet of Strass (Geisler's Inn), the road crosses the Zillerbach (to

the left, red-marked path to the Edel-Hutte, p. 213; to the right

to KreidCs large collection of garnets, for sale), and then, at the

(10 min.) Stillvpklamm Inn^ the StiUup-Bach. After 100 paces more
we turn to the left (to the right the path via the Untere Steg to

Finkenberg, p. 214) and reach (1/4 hr.) the covered bridge, known as

the Hochsteg (2340'), crossing the Zemmbach, which here emerges
from a wild ravine (beyond the bridge is the *Hotel Hochsteg^ pictur-

esquely situated). The road then ascends on the left bank across the

pastures of Lindtal, passing (10 min.) the Linde Inn (very fair),

through the *Dornauberg-Klamm, a profound ravine, enclosed by
lofty, pine-clad rocks, between which the Zemmbach is precipitated

in numerous cascades. Finest view from a projecting rock to

the left near the (16 min.) Jochberg Inn. The Karlsteg (2820'),

13/4 hr. from Mayrhofen, crosses the torrent which here dashes wildly

over huge rocks. (The 'Schumann-Weg', ascending by rocky steps

to the right, leads to Finkenberg, see p. 215.) In the background
rises the snow-clad Ingent (9570'). Beyond this point the track

ascends gradually on the right bank of the Zemmbach, passing the

(V'4 hr.) Karlsteg Inn (on the left bank) and (40 miii.) the *SchUff-
stein Inn. AVe then reach (20 min.; II/3 hr. from the Karlsteg) —

Ginzling, or Dornauberg (3280'; *Krdll, R. 1V4-'^-; *Tipot.^ch's

Neu-Ginzling Inn, R. 1-1 V2 ^- : both with baths), prettily situated

at the mouth of the Floiten-Tal.
Excursions (guides, Dav. and Joh. Fankftavser, Franz Hauser, Josef and

Wilhelm Kroll, Franz Lechner, Jak. and Joh. FJister, Josef Bmich, Siegfried
and Stefan Schneeberger

., Alfons Horhager: to the Rifl'ler-Hiitte 5, to the
Greizer-Hiitte 8, to the Berliner-Hiitte 8, to the Dominikus-Hutte 5, to the
Olperer-Hiitte 9 A'.).

To the S.E. opens the Floiten-Tal, which is worthy of a visit (to

the Greizer-Hiitte 41/2 hrs.; guide 8^., not necessary). Good bridle-path
(red marks) to the {fji'hr.) Hohenherg Alp (3930'), a little before reaching
which a view of the Floiten Glacier is obtained, and past the Franzens-
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Jagdhmis (rfmts.) to the (Va hr.) Sulzen Alp (4265'), where we cross to

the right bank. We then pass the ('/z hr.) Bockach Alp (4600; Egger's Inn)
and the (V4 hr.) Batnngavten Alp (49S5') and ascend to the left to the

(2 hrs.) Greizer-Hiitte (7225'; Inn in summer), on the Oriesfeld, commanding
a full survey of the crevassed Floiten Glacier, encircled by the Lofler,
Floifenspitze, and Morchner.— The following ascents may be made from
this hut: '^Grosse LofFler (11,095'), across ih^ Floiten Glacier and the arete

between the Loffler and the Tvippachspiize (10,785'j in 4-5 hrs. (guide 13 A',),

laborious; superb panorama (descent to the Schwnrzen^stein-Eulte, see p. 227).
— •Gigelitz (10,045'), over the Lapen-Scharie (8880') in 3 hrs. (guide 9 if.),

highly interesting but rather fatiguing. The descent may be made through the
Lapenkar into the Stillup-Grund. — -Schwarzenstein (11,055'), via the
crevassed Floiten Glacier and the Trippach-Saitel in S'^/z-i hrs. (guide 12,

with descent to the Berliner-Hiitte 14 K.)., not difficult for experts (comp.
p. 218). — The Lapenspitze (9830'; 21/2 hrs.), Kleine Loffler (9870'; 3 hrs.),

Floifenspitze (10,360'; 31/2 hrs.), Grosse Morchner (10,785'; 31/2 hrs.), and other
peaks mav also be climbed from the Greizer-Hiitte. — Over the Trippach
Saddle (10,020') to the Schwarzenstein-Eiitte (81/2 hrs.

;
guide 10 K.) and

Tau/ers (8 hrs.; guide 16 A".), a fine glacier-route for adepts. The ascent of
the "Schwarzenstein may be easily combined with this route (comp. above
and p. 218). — Over the Morchner-Scharte (9470'), between the Kleine
Morchner and the Feldkopf, to the Berlin er-HUtte (p. 218) in 6-7 hrs. (guide 11 iC.),

fatiguing and dangerous owing to falling stones.
The *Tristner (9065') is ascended from Ginzling in 5-5V2 hrs. (guide 9,

with descent to the Stillup-Grund 11 K.). The route acends in a N.E.
direction to the C2V2 hrs.) beautifully-situated shooting-box of Wandeck
(5830'; rfmts. and beds), from which a steep climb of 2V2-3 hrs. brings us
to the summit (splendid view).

To the Gunkel, 2 hrs. from Ginzling (guide 2 A"., not indispensable).
We follow the right bank of the Zemmbach and then (1/4 hr.) ascend to the
left through wood to the (IV2 hr.) Max-Hiitte (4875'; rfmts.), a shooting-box
which affords a fine view of the'head of the valley (Feldkopf, Rotkopf, etc.).

From the head of the valley an interesting but somewhat difficult pass
leads over the Gunkelplatte and the Melcher-Schartl (9535'), between the
Feldkopf and Rotkopf. to the Schwarze See and the (BY2-7 hrs.) Berliner-
Hiitte (guide from Ginzling 10 AT.). — The Ingent (9570'; 41/2 hrs. from the
Jagdhaus; guide 10 iT.), an attractive ^eak, not difficult for adepts, is

ascended through the Gunkelkar. — The Peldkopf {Zsigmondy-Spitze; 10,120')

may be ascended from the Gunkel via the 3Ielcher-Schartl and the S.E.
areie in 472-5 hrs. (difficult; guide 13, to the Berliner-Hiitte ib K.).

The path (usually in bad condition) crosses the Zemmbach near

the church of Dornaiiherg , and leads past the fall of the Gunkel-
bach (on the left) to (1 hr.) Rosshag [3595'; Frankhauser' s Inn,

R. IV2 K., very fair).

AscKNTS (guides, Stanislaus Tipotsch., Franz., Fried., Rnd Lndw. Wechsel-
berger). Ascent of the • Riffler (10,645'; 61/2-7 hrs.), laborious but very
interesting (guide 10, with descent to Hintcr-Tux 15 A'.). The bridle-
path (red marks) diverges to the right from the path through the valley
about 20 min. above Rosshag and leads via the Gschwantner Alp and the
Birglberg Alp to the (3V2 hrs.) Riffler-Hiltte (7380'; provision- depot), in
the Birglbergkar, picturesquely situated on a small terrace. Thence past
the small Riffler-See (7590') in the Steinkar to the (IV2 hr.) Federbett Glacier,
and across the letter (almost no crevasses) to (2 hrs.) the summit (magni-
ficent view). Descent either to the N. via the (1 hr.) Riffler-Scharte (see
below) to (272 hrs.) Hinter-Ttix (p. 215); or (more difficult) to the W.
to the (2 hrs.) Spannagcl-Eaus bv the Gefrorne Wand Glacier. — From
the Riffler -Htitte over the Riffler -Scharte (9450') to (472 hrs.) Einter-
Tvx, see p. 215 (guide 11 A'.); the ascent of the Realspitze (10,C00'; from
the Riffler-Htitte 31/2 hrs.) may be easily combined with this route. —
The direct descent to Breitlahver, below the Gschwantner Alp, leads to
the right from the guide-post direct to the Kctserle Alp (p. 218).
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Tlie path continues to follow the left bank of the Zemrabacl!,

crossing the Rifflerbach (to the right, red-marked path to the Riffler-

Hiitte, p. 217), to the Kaserle Alp and to (1 hr.) Neu-Breitlahner
(4070'; *Eder'8 Inn^ with baths and telephone, bed 11/2 K.\ at the

junction of the Zemmbach with the Zamserbach.

[To the S.E. here opens the *Zemmgnmd or Schwarzenstein-

grund, a valley rich in minerals, which deserves a visit. (Bridle-path

to the Berliner-Hiitte, 3-31/2 ^^s.; guide IK., unnecessary.) From
Neu-Breitlahner the path, passing the inn of Alt- Breitlahner

(very fair), ascends the right bank of the Zemmhach to the (3/4 hr.)

Schwemm Alp (4465'), situated in a broad basin covered with

debris. To the right rises the Grosse Greiner (p. 219). Ahout
20 min. farther on the path ascends to the left to the (1/2 hr.

)

Grnxcdnd-Hutte (5240'; inn in summer, 12 beds), finely situated at

the base of huge cliffs. Thence we proceed to the [1 hr.) Alpenrose

Inn (6095'), opposite the Waxeck Alp^ situated on the left bank at

the foot of the Waxeck Glacier. In 1/2^1. morewereach the Berliner-

Hiitte (6745' ; *Inn in summer, three houses with 30 rooms and

68 beds at 2 K.-^ K. 20 h. ; telephone to Mayrhofen) , splendidly

situated on the Schwarzenstein Alp. To the S.Pl theSchwarzenstein

Glacier; S. the Horn and Waxeck Glaciers, surrounded by the

Ochsner, Rotkopf, Kleine and Grosse Morchner, Hornspitzen,

Thurnerkamp, Mosele, Schonbichler Horn, Talggenkbpfe, and

Grosse Greiner.
Ahout 5 min. from the liut in the Hor7i Glacier is an artificial ice-

^rotto (adm. 50 A.). Skirting the tongue of the glacier (red mai-ks), we may
thence proceed to the (20 min.) Granat-Hiitten on the Waxeck Glacier. —
The Rossrucken (82C0'; I'/ahr.), between the Horn and Waxeck glaciers,

commands a splendid view (finger-posts
5
guide not indispensable).

An excellent point of view is the Schwarze See (8070'), at the foot of the
Eotkopf, IV2 hr. to the N.E. (path indicated by marks ^ small shelter-hut).

Ascents from the Berliner-Hutte (guides, Joh. Jlitbei; Matt, and Joh.

Fiechtl; guides had better be brought from Ginzling ^ tariff thence to the
Berliner Hiitte 8 K.). The arduous ascent of the Ochsner (10.190'; 3V2-4 hrs.

;

guide 8 A'. ; fine view) may be combined (IV2 hr. additional) with that of the

Rotkopf (9670'; 31/2 hrs.) by practised and expert mountaineers. — The
Feldkopf (Zsigmondy-Spitze 10,120'; 3V2-4 hrs.; guide 10 A'.) is difficult and
should not be attempted except by adepts. The route runs past the

(IV2 lir.) Schwarze See to the (1 hr.) Feldsdiarte, on the S.E., and then
ascends to the left, over steep and smooth rocks, to (1 hr.) the summit
(p. 217). — The *Grosse Morchner (10.785' ; 41/2 biS.

;
guide 9 AT.), via the

Schwarzenstein Glacier., presents no difficulty when the condition of the
snow is favourable (fine view) and may easily be combined with the

ascent of theSchwarzenstein. — The ^Schwarzenstein (11,055'; 41/2-5 hrs.

;

guide 10, to the Schwarzenstein -Hiitte 12, Taufers 19, to the Greizer-
Hcitte 14 AT.), an easy and very attractive ascent, commands a splendid
panorama. "The route ascends the Zemmbach and then crosses it to (li/2hr.)

a cairn on the Saui-ilssel (82('i5'), beyond which it ascends through the

Morchnerkar and across the ScJncarzenstein Glacier, to the (2 hrs.) snowy
saddle (10,180') next the Floiten Glacier, and thence to the right, near the
snow-arete, to the (1 hr.) summit, with a small shelter-hut (wine-depot) and
a trigonometrical pyramid. The descent may be made to (1 hr.) the

Scltwarzenstein-EUtte (p. 227) and (5 hrs.) Taufers (guide indispensable as

far as the Daimer-Hiitte), or from the Trippach-Sattel via the Floiten
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Glacie)- to the (3 hrs.) Greizer-Hiitte (p. 'HI). — The Berliner-Spitze or

Dritte Horiupiize (10,736'; 5 hrs.; guide 10 A'.) presents no great difli-

culty and is repaying. The other Hovnspitzen (first peak 10,610' and se-

cond peak 10,410', above the Schwarzenstein Glacier; fourth peak 10,405, and
fifth peak 10,395', above the Horn Glacier) are less attractive ascents from this

side and are better conabined with the passes to Taufers mentioned below
and at p. 227. — The ascent of the Thurnerkamp (11,225'), via the Horn
Glacier and the Rossrvck-Joch in 5-6 hrs., is very difficult (guide 18, to the

Chenanitzer-Hiitte ^, to Taufers 25 K.). Of a similar description is the

Grosse Mosele (11,435'), which may be climbed via the Eastern Mosele-

Scharie (10,740') in 6 hrs. (guide 14, to Furtschagel 16, to Taufers 25 K.).

Both these are easier from the S. side (Chemnitzer-Hutte, p. 228). — The
•Schonbichler Horn (10,285'; 4 hrs.; iO K.\ fine view) is ascended by the

'Berliner Weg' via the WaxecTc Glacier and the Schonbichler -Orat (not

difficult for experts). Descent to the (li/z hr.) Ftirtschagel-Haus (p. 220;
guide 10 A'.). — The Grosse Greiner (10,510*; 4V2-5 hrs. from the Waxeck
Alp; guide 15 A'.) is an interesting but difficult climb, for adepts only, via

the Schnee-Sattel (8000'); see p. 220.

To THE Chemnitzer-Hctte over the Tratter-Joch (9950'), 7-8 hrs., with
guide (to Taufers 17 A.), very interesting and not difficult for adepts when
the snow is in a favourable condition (new club-paths to the Horn and
Trattenbach Glaciers) The Fifth Bovnspitze (10,395') may be ascended from
the pass in 3/4 hr. — More laborious and less interesting passes to Taufers

are the Schwarzenhach-Scharte ^ the Schicarzenbach-Joch^ Mitterbach-Joch

.

and Rossruck-Joch (see p. 227). Overthe Trippach-Sattel to ihe, Schwarzenstein-

ffiitte, see above and p. 227. Over the Melcher-Schartl to the Gnnkel., and
over the Morchner-Scharte to the Greizer-Eiitie, see p. 217.1

Over the Pfitschbr-Joch to the Beenner, 11-11 1/0 hrs.,

or TO Sterzing, IO-IOI/2 ^^^- frooi Breitlahner, an easy but rather

long route. Guide hardly requisite in settled weather (from Breit-

lahner to St. Jakob 11, from St. Jakob to Sterzing 6 K.; from

Breitlahner yia the Landshuter-Hiitte to the Brenner 17 K.). The
bridle-path from Neu-Breitlahner ascends rapidly on the left bank

of the Zamser Bach over the Zamser Schinder. Farther on it ascends

more gradually, passing the Wesendle Alp and the pretty Friesenherg

Waterfall, to the (2 hrs.) Dominikus-Hutte (5525'; Inn in summer,
36 beds 5 telephone), situated opposite the entrance to the Schlegeis-

Tal , with its glacier-clad background. On the right bank of the

stream is the humble Zamser Alp,
ExcDRSioNs. A good but at first rather steep path (guide convenient

;

8 A.) diverges to the right from the Plitscher-.Toch route, about 5 min.
above the Dominikus-Hutte, crosses the Zamserbach, and ascends to the

(2Vi! hrs.) Olperer-Hiitte (7825'; provision-depot), in the Biepenkar, over-
looking the beautiful Schlegeis-Tal with the Furtschagel and Scblegeis
glaciers, above which, from left to right, rise the Kleine and Grosse
Greiner, the Schonbichler Horn, Mosele, Mutnock, Breitnock, Weisszint,
Hochfeiler, Hochfernerspitze , and Hochsteller. — This hut is the best
starting-point for the ascent of the -Olperer (11,415'; 3V2-4 hrs.). The route
crosses the Riepen Glacier. The last part, surmounting the E. arete,
is a stiff climb, but presents no special difficulty to those who have steady
heads, if the rocks are clear of snow or ice ; stout worsted gloves should
be taken (guide 15, with descent to Hinter-Tux 20 K. ; two guides necessary
for a single traveller). The Olperer-Hiitte is also the best starting-point
for the ascent of the Gefrorne Wandspiizen (N. peak 10,795', S. peak 10.745'),

via ih& Riepen- Scharte (81/2 hrs.
;
guide 10, with descent to Hinter-Tux ISA.),

the Fussstcrn (10,950'; 4 hrs.; difficult; guide 13 JT.), &nd. the Schrammacher
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01,210': 6 hrs.; guide 13, with descent to St. Jakob in Pfitsch UK.). —
From the Olperer-Hiitte over the Riepen-Scharte (10,045'), between the
Olperer and the Gefrorne Wandspitzen. to the Spannagel-Haus (p. 215),

5 hrs. (to Hinter-Tux 71/2 hrs., to the Tuxer-Joch 7-8 hrs.), an attractive
glacier expedition, free from difficulty (guide to Hinter-Tux 12 K.).

The ^Schlegeis-Tal well repays a visit. A good path, indicated by
marks, leads from the Dominikus-Hiitte (guide, not indispensable, 2-3 if.),

via the Schleyeis and Horherger Alps, to (2V2-3 brs.) the Furtschagel-Haus
(7870'; Inn in summer; telephone), at the foot of the Furlschagel and
Schlegeis Olaciert., commanding a magnificent survey of the surrounding
peaks (from W. to E. : Hochsteller, Hochfernerspitze, "Hochfeiler,Weisszint,
Hreitnock, Mutnock, Grosse Musele, Schonbichler Horn, Talggenkopfe

,

Greiner). — Mountain Ascents: ''Schonbichler Horn (10,285'; 3 hrs.; guide
^K.; comp. p. 219), easy and highly attractive; descent to the Berliner-

Hiitie (3 hrs.; guide 9 K.). Talggenkopf {XQ,?>W i, 31/2 brs.; 8 -S".), arduous.
Grosse Oreiner (10,510*; 4-41/2 hrs.; 13 -fi".), ascended through the Reischberg-
kar, the last part difficult (descent toWaxeck. see p. 219). Mdsele (11,435';

41/" hrs. ; 10 A'.), bv the Furlschagel Glacier, not difficult for experts (see

p. 227). Mutnock (1(),110'; 3V2 brs.; 8 A.), and Bveitnock (10,570': 4 hrs. ; 8 A.),

via the Schlegeis Glacier, not difficult. The Hochfeiler (11,560'; 5-6 hrs. : 14 A.)
ascended via the Hochsteller Glacier (steep ice-slope, 1640' high) and the
Oherberg Glacier, and the Weisszini (11,115'; 4V2-5 hrs.; 14 A.), via the
Schlegeis-Scharte (10,115') and the X.E. arete, are both difficult (see pp. 221,

223). — Over the Neves-Sattel (9970*) to the Chemnitzer-Hiitte, 5-6 hra., not
difficult (guide 11 A".), see p. 227. Over the Gries-Scharte (9185'), between
the Hochfernerspitze and the Hochsteller, to the Oberberg-Tal (to .St. .Takob
in Pfitsch 7 hrs.

;
guide 11 A^,), trying.

From the Dominikus-Hutte over the Alpeinee Schabte to the Geeaer
HuTTE (51/2-6 hrs. : guide 10 A.), rather laborious but repaying. A path diverges

to the right from the Pfitscher-Joch route , about 20 min. , above the
Dominikus-Hiitte (finger-pcst) crosses the brook to the Nevka-ser Hnf, and
ascends through the Unter-Schrammach-Tal and up the steep and stony
Uhter-ScJirawmachkar to the (4 hrs.) Alpeiner-Scharte (9710'), between the
Fussstein and the Schrammacher (fine view). Descent on the N. side across
snuw and then by a good club-path to the (IV4 br.) Geraer-HHiie (p. 261).

The path crosses to the right bank above the Dominikus-Hiitte

and, gradually ascending, intersects the highest reach of the valley

(on the right is the Stampfl Glacier, from which issues the Zamser-

bach). We finally ascend the Schinder to the (2^/2 trs.) Pfitscher-

Jocli (7375' 5 *Rainers Inn), which affords a fine view, to tlic

left , of the Rotwand and Hochferner. In the foreground , far

below, are the green Pfitscher-Tal and the serrated ridge which

separates it from the Pfunders-Tal, with the Pletzonhorn. Kotc

Bcil, and Grabspitz ; at the end of the Pfltscher-Tal rises the

Rollspitze; and to the W., in the distance, are seen the Ortlor and

the Octztal Alps. In a basin to the left below the pass lie three

small lakes.

The Roticand or Rotbacher Spitze (9525'; interesting) may be a-^conded

from the Joch in 2V2 hrs. (guide 7 AT.). The Hohe Wandapitze (10,775'; 4 hrs.

;

guide 10 A), the Sdgetcandspitze (10,590'; 4 hrs.; 10 A.)i and the Schrammacher
(11,210'; 5 hrs.; 13 A. ; difficult) may also be ascended hence via the Stampjl
Glacier (comp. pp. 219, 261).

Fkom the Pfitscher-Joch to the Brenner by the Lands-
HTJTER Weg, B'^-*^ hrs., repaying (guide not indispensable). The
path (blue and white marks) descends a little to the right and then

runs along the hillside almost at one level, skirting the precipices
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of tlie Kluppeu and Kraxentrager and affording pretty views of the

putsch mountains from the Hochsteller to the Wilde Kreuzspitze.

Finally it ascends over snow to the (^372 l^rs.) Kraxentrager-Sattel.

where a tine view of the Oetztal and Stubai glaciers is suddenly

disclosed towards the W. About 3 min. to the right above the pass

is the Landshuter-Hiitte (8990'; inn in summer, see p. 262). Ascent

of the *Krax€ntrager^ 1-1 1/4 l»r., see p. 262. The descent from the hut

leads through the Venna-Tal to the (3 hrs.) Brenner station (p. 262).

From thb Pfitschbr-Joch to Sterzing, 5V2-6hrs. (guide

needless). From the Ptitscher-Joch the marked path descends into

the Pfitscher Tal, crossing (3/4 hr.) the Barenbach, and then through

wood to (20 min.) Stein (5015'; plain inn), a prettily situated hamlet,

and to (^3/4 hr.) St. Jakob in Pfitsch (4760'; *Rainer, R. 1 K. 20 h.

;

Hoher).
Ascents (guides, Alois and Chv. Pircher^ Joh. Wechselberger, Joh. Oher-

mulle)\ Jos. Delueg^ Jakob Gratis. Jos. Tdisch., and Jos. Leider). A path (steep

and dizzy at places ; guide advisable, 6 K.) leads to the E. from St. Jakob
through the Unterberg-Tal to the (41/2 hrs.) Wiener-Hiitte of the Austrian
Alpine Club (8745'). finely situated on a rocky knoll above the Glieder-Ferner
and near the S. side of the small but beautiful Weisskar Glacier. From the
hut experienced mountaineers may ascend the *Hochfeiler (11,560'; 3 hrs.),

the highest of the Zillertal Alps, a superb point of view (comp. p. 223;
guide 16, to Lappach 24 A',). About 1/2 hr. below the summit is an open
shelter hut. — The ascent of the Weisszint (N. or highest peak 11,115';

3 hrs.), another fine point of view, via the Olieder-Ferner and the Obere

Weisszint-Scharte (10,675'), is laborious (comp. p. 228). — From the Wiener-
Hiitte to Lappach over the Untere Weisszint-Scharte and the Eisbruck-Joch
(6-6 hrs.; guide 14 A'.), see p. 223. Over the Glieder - Schartl to (7 hrs.)

Pfunders, see p. 405.

Beyond St. Jakob we may proceed through the level floor

of the valley, by the footpath along the right bank of the stream

(unpleasant when the water is high), crossing in 50 min. to the left

bank, and recrossing near (25 min.) Wieden. Or we may follow

the higher-lying track, longer by ^4 hr., which describes a wide
circuit to the right via (1 hr. ) Kematen (4735'; Hofer, rustic) to

(li/2lir.) Wieden (4525'), opposite the entrance to the Grossherg-Tal.
Ascents. The ascent of the •Wilde Kreuzspitze (10,280'; 6-7 hrs.

;

guide 10 K.) is toilsome. From (20 min.) Burgum (see below) we proceed
through the Burgum-Tal to the (3 hrs.) Sterzinger-Hiltte on the Burgum Alp
(7580'), and ascend thence over debris, ice, and rock to the (3-3V2 hrs.) top,

which commands a magnificent view. The descent (trying) may be made to

the S.W., past the finely situated Wilde See (about 8530'), to Freienfeld or Vals
(comp. p. 265); or (difficult) on the E. side to the Fannalpenboden (shelter-

hut) and through the Valser-Tal to MUhlbach (p. 222). — The Kramerspitze
(9665'), easily ascended from the Sterzinger-Hiitte in 2 hrs., is also a fine

point of view. — From "Wieden through the Grossberg-Tal and over the
Pfunders-Joch CS445') to (7 hrs.) Pfunders (p. 404), or over the Sandjoch
(8680') to (8V2 hrs.) Vals (p. 404; marked path), both somewhat toilsome.

The houses of Burgum are seen on the left bank. Near (50 min.)

the Elephant Inn (4265'; very fair) the cart-road crosses to the left

bank and descends steeply through wood, skirting the margin of the

Wbhr^ a grand ravine, through which the Pfltscher-Bach forces its

way in foaming rapids to a lower part of the valley. Below the ravine
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we recross to the right bank ;
i/o ^^- ^fens; on the left bank appear

the houses of Tulfer. Farther on we cross the stream twice. 1 hr.

Wiesen (3110'; Zum Lex; Obermiiller), a village with a handsome
church. The track now turns to the left round a projecting hill,

passes under the Brenner railway, and leads to the right to the

station of {^/o hr. j Sterzing (p. 264).

43. From Bruneck to Taufers. Eeintal. Ahrntal.

The Tauferer-Tal or Ahrntal, 35 M. in length, which opens into the
I'ustertal at Bruneck. extends at first towards the N. to Luttach, and then
N.E., between the Zillertaler Ferner and the Rieserferner, towards the
Taueru chain. The central part of the valley from Luttach to St. Peter
is called the Ahrntal, while the upper end is known as the Preitau. —
Omnibus from Bruneck to {9V2 M.) Taufers thrice daily in summer in

2hrs., fare i K. 40 Ti. ; one-horse carr. 8-10, two-horse 14-16^. — Omnibus
from Sand to St. Peter (13 M.) in summer every afternoon in 31/4 hrs.

(2 K. 40 ft.), to Kasern {IV/ii M.) at 7 a.m. in 51/2 hrs. (3 K.). One-horse
carrias;e from Taufers to Luttach in ^ < hr. (4 K. 60 h.), to Steinhaus in
1' 2 hr. (S A'.), to Kasern in 4 hrs. (16 K.).

Bruneck (2725'), see p. 405. The Taufers road diverges to the

left, just beyond the Rienz bridge, ascends a little, and crosses the

railway. Fine retrospect of Bruneck ; to the S.E. rise the Prags

Dolomites, and to the N. the Frankbach-Sattel and Keilbachspitze.

We then descend to (IV2 M.) St. Georgen (2690'; inn), traverse a

fertile tract, and next reach (1 1/2 M.) Gain (2780'; inn); on the hill

to the right stands Schloss Kehlburg (3930'). View of the Loffler, to

the left of the Frankbach-Sattel; to the S. towers the Peitlerkofel

tp. 413).
About 6 M. up the Miihlbacher-Tal, which opens here to the E., lies

the village of Muhlhach (4855') 1 2V2 M. above which is the unpretending
Bad Mii/tlbach (5560'; "^Inn; guide. Jos. Kiederbacher). A marked path
(not difficult) ascends the ''Grosse Windschar (9970') from the Bad in 4 hrs.

(y;uide 8 K.). Fine view from the top. Descent over the Ortib-Scfiarte to

Taufers, see p. 224 (guide 12 A.). — The Grosse Rauchkofel (9985'; 5 hrs..

guide 15 A.) and the Grosse Feiisterlekofel (10,415'; 51/2 hrs., guide 15 A.)

are both difficult and should be attempted by experienced climbers only.
— To Rein fatiguine routes cross the Grub-Scharte or Zehner-Scharte (9195')

to the Lanehach-Tali-p. 224), or the Gruh-Scharte and Elfer-Scharte (9320')

to the Gelttal (p. 225; 7 hrs. to Rein, guide 10 A.); another rough route
crosses the Miihlbacher-Joch (9715'), between the Morgenkofel (10.070') and
ihe Schicarze W'a«d (10,190'; each ascended from the pass without difficulty

in 1/2 lir.), and descends over the Gelttal Glacier to the (41/2 hrs, ; guide
7 A.) Fiirther-Hiltte (p. 226). Via the Fiirther-Hiitte and the Gansebichl-Joch
to Antholz 8 hrs. (guide 12 A'.); see p. 225.

The road crosses the Ahnibach and leads past the ruin of Neu-
haus on the left to (2(/2 M.) Vttenheim (2790'; Mondschein), with

the ruin of Schlosslberg perched on the rock above (4035'). It then

traverses meadows, dotted with alders, to (2Y2 M.) Muhlen (2790';

inn), at the mouth of the Muhlwalder-Tal.
The entrance to the Miihlwalder-Tal (12 M. long; comp. Maps, pp. 404,

21U) consists of a deep ravine, called the Aussermilhlwalder Klamm (10 min.
from Miihlen is the pretty Miihlener Waterfall., to which a path, protected
with railings and without danger, leads along the water-conduit). Cart-
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roads ascend on both sides of the valley to the (I1/4 hr.) Oriiner-Briicke

(3575'), whence the road on the N. side goes on to (1 hr.) Miihlwald (4066';

Inn, rustic), commanding a view of the Speikboden (p. 224) to the right,

and of the Reisnock and Stechwand in front. About 3/4 hr. farther on the
valley turns towards the N.W. and a fine view is enjoyed of its head with
the snow-clad Weisszint. At (1 hr.) Lappach (4710'; Inn, primitive) the
Zosen-Tal opens to the W. ; above this point the main valley, stretching

to the N., is called the Neves-Tal or Evis-Tal.

Ascents. For most of the following excursions the best starting-points

are the Ochsen-Hiilte on the Neves Alp (5985'), IV2 hr., or the Ghemnitzer-

Ilmte (p. 226), 31/2 hrs. above Lappach. The *Hochfeiler (11,560') is ascended
from the Ochsen-Hiitte via the Eishruck-Joch and the Untere Weisszint-Scharte

(see below) in 6 hrs. without difficulty by adepts (guide from Taufers 120,

with descent to Pfitsch 24 A'.). The more interesting route via the Ohere

Weisszint-Scharte is difficult. — The Weisszint (11,115') is ascended from the

Uchsen-Hiitte via the Obere Weisszint- Scharte in 5-6 hrs. (difficult; guide 18,

with descent to Plitsch 24 K.). Comp. p. 221. — The Ringelstein (8360')

ascended from Lappach via the Lappacher-Jochl (see below) in 'd^l-> hrs.

(6 A'^.), and the Tristenspitze (8915'), ascended (more laborious) from Lappach
by the Rinnshach-Kav in 4 hrs. (guide 8 A.), are also fine points of view. —
The Mosele and the Thurnerkamj) , see p. 227.

Passes fkom Lappach. — To Pfdnders (p. 404): through the Passen-

Tal and over the Passen-Joch (7955'), 5 hrs. (guide from Taufers 12 A^.);

through the Zesen-Tal and over the Zesen-Joch, or Riegler-Joch (7985'),

5 hrs. (14 A'.) ; from the Neves Alp over the Eisbruck-Joch (8355'), 6 hrs.

(14 A.), all unattended with difficulty. — To Pfitsch: over the Eisbruck-

Joch and the "Untere Weisszint-Scharte (9610'), 8 hrs. (to the Vienna Hut
5-6 hrs.), or (more interesting) over the Obere Weisszint-Scharte (10,675'),

y hrs. (to the Vienna Hut 6-7 hrs. ; guide 23 A".). — To the Schlegeis-Tal
(p. 220): over the Sehlegeis-Schafte (10,115'), 7-8 hrs. from the Neves Alp
to the Furtschagel-Haus (guide 20 A.), or (preferable) over the Neves-Sattel
(9970"), between the Mutnock and Mosele, 7-8 hrs. (guide 18 A".), both trying.
— To Weissenbach (p. 226): over the Neveser-Joch (7900'), with the

Chemnitzer-HUtte (p. 226) and fine view of the Rieserferner. etc., 6 hrs. (7 A".);

or through the Rinnihach- Graben and over the Lappacher-Jochl (7760'),

5-6 hrs. (6 K.). From Miihlwald over the Miihlwalder or Mitterberger-Joch
(7715'), 6 hrs. (6 A".), see p. 227 ; the ascent of the Speikboden from the Joch
in 1/2 hr. is attractive (see p. 224).

Beyond Miihlen the Tauferer Boden is entered. To the N.E.,

beyond the mouth of the Reintal, rises the Grosse Mostnock (p. 225),

on the slope of which lies the village of Ahomach (see below); on

the left rises the precipitous Pursteinwand. We next reach (3/^ M.)
the Gothic parish-church of Taufers, of the 16th cent., with the much
more ancient chapel of St. Michael adjoining it. Then (3/^ M.) —

91/2 M. Sand im Tauferer Tal, or Taufers. —Hotels. Post, R. IV-
21/2, D. 2, pens. 5-6 A^. ; *Elephant, R. 1V4-2, D. 2 AT. ; *H6t. Schkottwinkel,
in an open situation, R. 1V4-2V4, pens. 6-7 K. ; Hot. Panoeama, 8 min. above
the village, fine view; Stegee, pens. 41/2-5 A.; Plankensteinek; Lamm. —
Cafi-Restaurant Waldburg (with rooms).

Cruides. Georg Niederwieser ('•Stabeler-Jorgt ), Stef. Kirchler CGrober-
Stef/f), Job. Kirchler CStefele-Hans''), Jos. Auer (-Feuerschw enter''), Jos. Auer
C-Stockmair-SeppV), Joh. Reden CHater-HansV), Mart. Reden CHuter-MartP),
Alois and Elias Niederwieser, Vine. Volgger, F. Winkler, and Franz Leimegger.

Taufers (2805') , consisting of the villages of Sand (post and
telegraph office) on the right, and St. Moritzen on the left bank of the

stream, and commanded by the old castle of Taufers, is a favourite

summer-resort. To the N. rises the Schwarzenstein (p. 227), with the

Trippach Glacier on the right and the Schwarzenbach Glacier on the
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left, while more to the left rise the Hornspitzen. The Schwarzenstein-
Hiitte (p. 227) is distinctly visible hence.

Walks (way-marks everywhere). The Old Schiessstand (ride -range),
5 min. to the K. of the Post Hotel, commands an unimpeded view of the
valley. About 2 min. farther on a path tu the left, crossing the Ahrnbach
and ileiubach, leads to (i/v hr.) ^ad \Yinkel (inn), plainly fitted up, thence
to (10 min.) Kematen ('2795'; Stockmair) and to the {}lz hr.) St. Walburg
Chapel (3403'). an excellent point of view. — The *Reinbach Falls (there
and back 2 hrs.

; guide unnecessary) may be reached from Sand by a path
leading via Bad Winkel. The path then ascends im the left bank of the
Reinbach to the (3/4 hr.) beautiful Lowei- Fall., which issues from a cleft in
the rocks. A path to the right ascends via the Schupfenboden with its huge
rocks to the (10 min.) larger Second Fall, in a wild gorge which we view
from above. We next ascend to the right to the ('/i hr.) bridge near the
Third Fall, beyond which we may ascend to the left to the (10 miu.)
Tobelhof Inn (p. 225) and return thence by the road to (3/4 hr.) Taufers.

Schloss Taufers (3130' ; 20 min.) is reached by a road diverging to the
right beyond the bridge over the Ahrnbach to the N. of Sand. The chateau
(adm. 50 h.) is partly preserved and is now being rebuilt. The chapel is

old. The windows on the S. side overlook the Tauferer Boden. and
those on the N. survey the Zillertaler Ferner.

A pleasant afternoon's walk may be taken by the shaded cart-road
ascending steeply from the bridge over the Ahrn in St. Moritzen to the
(11/4 hr.) village of Ahornach (4375'; Moosmair Inn), which afifords an
admirable survey of the Rieserferner and the Enneberg Dolomites. The
return may be made by the somewhat longer footpath (red marks), which
leads along the slope, commanding beautiful views of the valley, and then
through wood to (1 hr.) Aschbach and ('/4 hr.) Schloss Taufers. As we
emerge from the wood we enjoy a charming view of the Schwarzenbach
Glacier and the Trippach Sattel.

A pleasant walk by the Ahrntal road leads to (1 hr.) Luttach (one-
horse carriage 4 K. 60 ft., comp. p. 226). The finest point is about '/a M.
short of the village. — To Ober-Purstein (4795), IV2 hr. V/e ascend to

the right between the court-house and the bakery, and turn to the left at
the fork beyond Unter-Purstein. The clearing above the chalets atlords a
magnificent view of the glaciers to the N.

Longer Excubsions. Ascent of the *Speikboden (8275'), 4V2-5 hrs.

(guide, unnecessary for experts, S A'., returning by Miihlwald or Weissen-
bach, 9 K.), easy and attractive. The path ('Daimer-Weg', marked with
red and white) diverges to the left from the Luttach road after about
3/4 M. (guide-post), crosses the Ahrnbach, and ascends through pastures
and wood to the (3 hrs.j last hut of the Michelreisser Alp (6155'; good
spring). We now ascend to the right through rhododendrons, and mount
a stony slope to a basin filled with debris. Turning to the left here, we
ascend to the (IV4 hr.) crest of the mountain (7885'), where the path
forks : to the left (W.) to the (20 min.) Sonklar-Hutte (8235'; inn in summer),
1/4 hr. below the top; to the right (N.W.) direct to the sammit. Splendid
panorama: N., the chief range of the Zillertal Alps, from the Weisszint
to the Birnliicke; E., the Tauern. with the Simonyspitze and Dreiherrn-
spit'ze, the Rieserferner; S., the Dolomites; S.W., the Adamello; W.,
part of the Oetztaler Ferner. — Descent from the hut over steep pastures
to the (1^/2 hr.) Mitterberger Alp, in the Miihlwalder-Tal , and then to the left,

chiefly through wood and fina,lly by a cart-track, to (2 hrs.) Taufers; or on
the Jf. side over the Miihlwalder Joch (p. 227) to the MiiMwdlder Alp and
(2 hrs.) Weissenbach (p. 226).

The arduous but interesting ascent of the Wasserfallspitze (8705';

5 hrs.
;
guide 9 K.) mav be made via Kematen (see above) andihe Kofel Alp

(6275'). — Grosse Windschar (99T0'), 7 hrs., for experts only, with guide
(U A'.). The path diverges to the right from the route to Rein bevond
the (I1/4 hr.) Tubel Bridtje (p. 225), ascends the Lanebach-Tal to the

(5 hrs.) Grub - Scharte (p. 222), aud thence to the right to the (?li hr.)

summit (better from Uttenheim via Bad Milhlbach in 6'
•_> hrs., comp. p. 222).
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The Grosse Mostnock or Moosstock (10,045'; 6 hrs.; guide 10 A'.) is

ascended by Ahornach (trying), or by Boien and the (3 hrs.) Boier Alpe
(7810'), where the night is spent; thence on the W. side, chiefly over
debris, to the (3 hrs.) summit. Striking view of the Rieserferner. Zillertal

Alps, etc. Descent to (3 hrs.) Rein (see below: guide 12 K.).

A visit to the Eeintal is recommended (to Rein 3-372 lirs.;

road under construction). Beyond St. Moritzen we ascend gradually

through wood to the (1 hr.) Tobelhof (3510'; plain inn), cross the

Reinhach by the (1/4 hr.) Tobel Bridge (3730'), and ascend through

wood, on the left side of the torrent with its numerous falls. After

1 hr. we cross to the right bank again, and in Y4 hr. reach the

^Sagrer (4955'; plain tavern, no beds), where the new road ends. To the

right opens the Gelttal (see below), between the Putzernock (7870')

on the right and the Gattemock (9480') on the left. The path then

leads through the level valley of the Reiner Au , and crosses two
bridges. At the bifurcation of the path we may turn to the right

and cross the jfiTnuifcnfiacft to the (2V2 Its.) Ca9seler-Hutle{j,e.e. below),

or ascend to the left to the (3/4 hr.) church of Eein or St. Wolfgang
(5250'; Klammlwirt, plain, bed 1 K.^. The village lies most pictur-

esquely at the junction of the (N.) Knutten- Tal with the (E.) Bacher-

Tal, which is encircled by the snow-clad Rieserferner. A good point

of view is at the cross, 5 min. to the N. of the church (from E. to

W., the Stuttennock, Lengsteiu, Riesernock, Hochgall, Wildgall,

and Schneebige Nock).
Ascents (guides, Joh. Auiserhofer . D. Niederwieser., and Peter Willeit).

To the Trisienhach Fall in the Backer- Tal, IV2 hr., guide unnecessary. —
The Stuttennock (8980'; 4 hrs. from Rein via the Kojler Alp ; S K.) is easy
and interesting. — The *Flei8chbachspitze (10,360'), ascended in 3V2-4 hrs.

(guide 12, with descent tn the Barmer-Hiitte 16 K.), is not difficult and
very interesting. — The 'Grosse Lengstein (10,615'), ascended via. the Ur-
sprung Alp in 6 hrs. (guide 11 K.), is fatiguing but commands a most
imposing view. The descent may be made to the Lengstein-Joch (10.145')

and over the Fleischbach Glacier to the Barmer-Entte (p. 163; guide 16 A.).
— The Grosse Mostnock (10,045'j from Rein via the Mayerhofer Alp in

4Y2-5 hrs.; guide 10 /r., with descent to Taufers VI K.) is fatiguing (see
above). — The Durreck (10,275' ; 41/2-5 hrs. ; 12.fi'.), via i\xt Moosmayer Alp,
and the Hirbernock (9S65'; 4-4V2hrs.; 12^.), via the Hirher Alp, are both
easy and attractive. The descent may be made to the Ahmtal (p. 228).

About 221/2 hrs. from Rein at the foot of the Tritten Glacier (good
path via the Untere Ttrner Alp; e;uide unnecessary) is the Casseler-Hutte
(7460'; Inn iu summer). The '' TristennocU (8100') 1/2 hr. to the S. of the
hut (club-path, but guide advisable for novices), commands an excellent
panorama. — The ^Schneebige Nock (Ruthnerhorn ; 11,020'; 31/2-4 hrs.

from the Casseler-Hutte
;
guide 10 K.), a grand point of view, is not difficult

(club-path). — The Hochgall (11.285'; 41/2-5 hrs. from the hut; 14 A'.), a
splendid point of view, and the "Wildgall (10,735' ; 4-5 hrs.; 14 A".) are bfith

difficult. The descent from the Hochgall may be made by the S.E. arete
(wire-rope) to the Riepen-Scharte and thence across the Patscher Glacier to

the (31/2 hrs.) Barmer-Hiitte (p. 163; guide 18 K.'), or from the Riepen-Schartc
by a new path down to the (4 hrs.) Antholz Lake (p. 406; guide 20 A.).

Passes. — From Rein to Muhlbach. Two routes lead from the Gelttal

(where the night is spent at the Innere Gelttal Alp, IVz hr. from Sager)

:

either by the Elfer-Scharte and the Gruh-Scharte (7V2hr8.), or by the
MUhlbacher-Joch (SVzhrs. ; both toilsome), see p. 222. — "To the Antholzek-
Tal over the Ginsebichl-Joch (9170'), 8 hrs. to Mittertal (guide 14 A.),

interesting. A good path ascends the Gelttal, farther up skirting the

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 15
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glacier (wire-ropes in places), to the (4i;'2 hrs.) Fiirther-Hiitte (0O55': inn in

summer), finely situated on the margin of the Gelftal Glacier, 20 niin. short
of the pass. This hut is the starting-point for the ascents of the Morgen-
kofel (10,070'; guide 7 A'.) and the Schmirze Wand (10.190'; guide 5 A'.), each
l-iV4 hr. ; the GeUtalSpitze (10,235') and Wasserkopf (10,305'; gnide 5 AT.),

each 11/2 hr. : the Ifagerstein (10,725'; l^i hr. : guide 7 A^): the Fernerkopfl
(10,670'; 2 hrs.) and the Schneebige Nock (p. 225: 2V2 hrs.; guide 8 A'.).

Descent from the Joch to (3 hrs.) Antholz-Mitfertal, see p. 406.

From the Casseler-Hiitte over the Antholzer-Scharte (9250'; fine view),
6 hrs. to Mittertal, steep descent (guide 12 A'.). The Hochftachkofel (10,155';

11/2 hr. to theE.: guide A'.) and the Magerstein (see above; 2 hrs. to the
W.

;
guide 10 A'.), two attractive peaks, may easily be ascended from the

Scharte. — To the Ahkntal, via the TTetwe Wand ('Fuldaer Weg'), 6 hrs.
to St. Valentin (guide 10 A".), see p. 229.

Over the Klamml to the Defekegger-Tal (to St. Jakob 7 hrs.);
guide unnecessary (to Erlsbach 8 K. ; provisions should be taken). From
the ch^^^ch of Eein the path ascends the Knuiten-Tal (with retrospect of
the Schneebige Nock) to the (IV4 hr.) Knutten Alp (6190'), crosses the
bridge, and mounts to the right, passing the small Klamml-See. to (11/2 hr.)
the Klamml-Joch (7515'). Steep descent (on the left a good spring) over
pastures to the Affen-Tal. or upper Deferegger-Tal. and the (2/4 hr.) Jagd-
haus Alp (6590'; poor quarters). Ascent of the Fleisehbachspifze (10,360';
3i,'2 hrs. from Jagdhaup, with guide), fatiguing but interesting (comp.
p. 225). The Roispitze (11,470'; 5-6 hrs., with guide), ascended over the
Schwarzach Glacier, is difficult (descent over the Rot Olacier to the Lenk-
jochl Hut, p. 228; to the Klara Hut in the Umbal-Tal. p. 168). — From
Jagdhaus to Erlsbach and (31/2 hrs.) St. Jakob, see p. 163; over the Roten-
mann-Torl or the Schwarze Tori to Pragraten, see p. 169; over the Merh-
joch or the Rotenmann-Joch to Pretiau. see p. 229.

From Rein to Taufers, interesting return-route via Ahornach (3 hrs.

;

marked path, but guide desirable, 7 K.). The route turns to the left (N.W.)
at the church of Rein and ascends mountain-pastures for 1 hr,, aflFording

a fine survey of the Rieserferner. We then skirt the slope by a tolerable
path, finally descending by a rough path to (IV4 hr.) Ahornach (p. 224), and
(74 hr.) Taufers.

Above Taufers the Ahrntal contracts (Map, p. 210). The road

gradually ascends on the left bank of the Ahrnbach, below Schloss

Taufers, and then (I74 ^i-) crosses to the right bank, where a path
to the fall of the Bokrbach diverges to the right. We then traverse

the gradually widening valley (with a view of the Hornspitzen and
the Schwarzenstein) to (IV2 M.) Luttach (3180': '^Oberstock Inn,

R. 1-2, pens, from 41/0 K- / Vnterstock Inn, plain). On the W.
opens the Weissenbach-Tal.

A cart-track ascends the Weissenbach-Tal, crossing the brook by the
church and moimting somewhat abruptly on the left bank, finally' over
meadows, to (1 hr.) Weissenbach (4350').

" The church contains a fine old
carved altar (ca. 1500). To the N. opens the Mitterbach-Tal, with the Horn-
spitzen at its head.

Ascents (guides. Karl Avsserhofer, Josef Stifter). The Speikboden (8275')

is ascended in 31/2 hrs. from Weissenbach via the Milhlicalder Joch (guide
6 A".); see p. 224. — The Ringelstein (8370': 4 hrs.; guide 6 A'.), see p. 223.— Interesting excursion to the Chemnitzer-Hiitte (7C'40'; 3'/2-4 hrs. from
Weissenbach), via the Tratter Alp (5990') and the Goge Alp (6655'). The
hut (inn in summer), affording an excellent survey of the Rieserferner,
the Tauern, and the neighbouring Zillertaler Ferner. lies on a' rocky knoll
to the S. of the Neve$er-Joch (790<J'; p. 223), and at the N. base "of the
Schaflahnernock (8855'), which is ascended hence by an easy path in 1 hr,

(striking view). The Gamslahnernock (2130'), another fine point, is ascended
in IV2 hr. From the Gamslahnernock to the summit of the Pfaffennock
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(0765'), V-^lir. ; difficult (guide 7 A".)- — The Grosse Mosele (11,435'; 5hrs.;
piiide 11, with descent to the Furtschagel-Haus 15, to the Berliner-Hiittc
18 K.) is reached from the Chemnitzer-Huttc by the JVeves Olaciet\ without
serious difficulty for experts. Grand *Vie\v. Descent over the E, Mosele-
Scharte (10,735') and the Waxeck Glacier to the Berliner-HUlte^ or over the
Furtschagel Glacier to the Schlegeis-Tal. Comp. p. 219. — The Thurner-
kamp (11,225'; 5-6 hrs. from the Chemnitzer- Hiitte over the Trattenbach
Glacier; guide 13 A'.) is difficult but very attractive for experts. The
descent over the Rossruck-Joch and the Horn Glacier to the Berliner-Hiitte
is difficult (comp. p. 219).

Passes. To Muhlwald over the Miihlwalder-Joch (7715'; 6 hrs. ; 6 A'.),

an interesting route (p. 223). — To Lappach over the Lappacher-Jochl
(7760'; 5 hrs.; 6 A'.), or over the Neveser-Joch (7900'; 6V2 hrs.; IK.), see
p. 223. — To THE Berliner-Hutte (p. 218) over the Tratter-Joch (9950'),

between the Thurnerkamp and Fifth Homspitze (10,395'), in 5-6 hrs. (IDA".),
not difficult for experts; the Fifth Homspitze may be easily ascended
from the Joch in 1/2 hr. Two other routes (difficult and fatiguing) lead
over the Rossruck-Joch (10,650'), between the Thurnerkamp and Rossruck-
spitze (7-8 hrs. to the Berliner-Hiitte; suide 12 A^.), and over the Mitter-
bach-Joch (10,100'), between the Fifth' and Fourth Homspitze (8-9 hrs.;
guide 14 K.). — To the Fdrtschagel-Haus over the Neves-Sattel (9970'),
6-7 hrs. (guide 11 A^.), highly interesting and not difficult. From the pass,
which is reached across the Neves Glacier in 2V2hrs., the Mutnock (10,110')

may be ascended by experts in 1/2 hr. Descent across the Schlegeis Glacier
to the (3 hrs.) Ftirischagel-Haus (p. 220).

We cross the Weisssenbach to (3/4 M. ; 372 M. from Taufers)

Ober-Luttach (3145'). In the ravine of the Schwarzenbach (1 M. to

the W.) is the fine Schwarzenbach Waterfall.
Difficult routes lead through the steep gorge of the Schwarzenbach

and over the Schwarzenhach - Joch (9910'), or over the Schwarzetibach-
Scharte (10,175') to (7-8 hrs.) the Berliner-Hiclfe (p. 218; guide 17 A".). The
First Homspitze (10,610') may be ascended from the Schwarzenbach-.Toch
in 3/4 hr.

To THE Schwaezekstein-Hutte, 5V2-6 hrs., with guide (from Taufers
to the Schwarzenstein 14, with descent to the Berliner-Hiilte or Greizer-
Hiitte 19 A'.). The route leads to the N. from Ober-Luttach through wood
to the Rotbach-TaL and ascends by a marked path to (2^/2 hrs.) the Daimer-
Hiitte (6070'; inn in summer.). Thence a steep club -path leads to the
moraine of the Rolbach Glacier^ and across it to the right to the (3-3V2 hrs.)

Schwarzenstein - Hiitte (9845'; ''Inn in summer), finely situated on the
Trippach-Schneide, V* lir. below the Trippach-Sattel (10,020'). The very fine

and not difficult ascent of the "Schwarzenstein (11,055') is made from this

hut in l'/2 hr. via the Trippach-Sattel, and then to the left up the snow
arete (guide 6 A^. ; comp. p. 218). Descent to the N.W. by the Schwarzen-
stein Glacier to the (3 hrs.) Berliner-Hiitte (p. 218); or from the Trippach-
Sattel to the N.E. over the Floiten Glacier to the (3 hrs.) Greizer -Hiitte

(p. 217). — The W. Floitenspitze (10,565' ; M'A hr.
;
guide 6 A^) and the

Grosse Morchner (10,785' ; 1V2-2 hrs.
;
guide 7 A".) are two easy ascents from

the Schwarzenstein-Hiitte; comp. p. 217. — The *Grosse Loffler (11,095';

3V2-4 hrs. from the Schwarzenstein-Hiitte) is laborious, though not verv
difficult for adepts (guide 10, to the Greizer-Hiitte 13 A'.). The route leads
over the Trippach Glacier to the Floiten-Joch (ca. 9910'), and thence round
the ISf.W. side of the Tripiyachspitze (10,790'; ascended in 20 min. from the
Joch) and via the S.W. arete to the summit. Descent to the Greizer-Hiitte^

see p. 217; over the Loffler Glacier to the Stillup (p. 214), difficult; over
the Frankbach Glacier to Steinhaus (p. 228), also difficult.

The Ahrntal now bends to the N.E. ; and the E. part of the

Zillertal ridge comes into full view. The road traverses the deposits

of the Rotbach and reaches (1^2 M.) St. Martin (3270'; inn), with

an ancient church. It next crosses the deposits of the Trippbach

15*
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(the Trippachferner and Loffler rising on tho left) to {^'/^ M,")

St. Johann in Ahrn (^3315'; Schadienwirt , rustic). Fine view

from the churchyard of the Dreiherrnspitze to the E. The road

now leads past tlic Frankhach - Tal fterminated by the Frank-

bach Glacier and Loffler) to [3 M.) Steinhaus (3450'; *Inn of the

' Oeiverkschaft', Ji. \ K.-i K. 20 //., pens. 41/2-0 K.; Neuwirf), a

village with several substantial honses, -syhlcli lost its former pros-

perity with the failure of the copper-mining industry of the neigh-

bourhood.
From Steinhaus over the Frankbach-Joch or the Keilhach-Joch to the

Sminp (I2V2-I3 hrs. to JIayrhofen; guide 18^.; Martin Nothdiirfter, Ant.
Sieger, and Joh. Innerkofler of Steinhaus), see p. 214. The ascent of the
Grosse Loffler (11,095') via the Frankbach Glacier (71/2-8 hrs.: guide 16 A'.)

is difficult (see p. 227); that of the Keilhachspitze (10,160') is also trying

(6V2 hrs.
;
guide 15 K.). — The Hirbernock (9865'), climbed via the Bdrental

Alp in SVzhrs., is toilsome but repays the exertion. The descent may be
made to (3 hrs.) Rein (p. 225).

Ascending more steeply, crossing the Ahrnbacli twice, and pass-

ing the entrance of the Wollhach- Tal, we next reach (21/4 M.)

St. Jakob (3930'; Inn, plain), which lies on the hill to the left.

Beyond (3 M.l St. Peter (4480' ; Klammlwirt) the valley contracts

to a narrow gorge, in whiich there is barely room for the road and

the stream. At the end of the defile we enter the Prettau, the

highest region of the valley, and ne:s,t reach (41/0 M.) St. Valentin in

Prettau [4480'; Wieser, very fair; from this point comp. Map,

p. 164). Farther on the road passes [11/4 M.) Neuhaus. with deserted

copper-works, and terminates at (2/4 M.) Kasern (5330' ; *Leim-

egger's Inn, R. 1-1 V2 ^'Oj *^® ^^^* hamlet, with the church of

Heiligengeist, 20 min, farther up.
Ascents (guides, Jos. Voppichler, Joh. Sieger, Franz Gatser, and Peter

Griesmair). The Rottal deserves a visit (to the Lenkjochl-Hiitte 31/2-4 hrs. •,

guide 7 K.). By the copper-works, about 1 M. above Prettau, we diverge
to the right from the road, cross the stream, and ascend by a marked
path through wood, past an old copper-mine (the uppermo8t ruined shafts

are Interesting), to the (I5/4 hr.) Inner Rot-Alpe (7100'), which aflfords a

fine view of the grand head of the valley (Rotspitze, with the glacier of

that name, Kemetspitze, and LoCfelspitze). Thence we proceed over the
easy Rot Glacier to the (I3/4 hr.) Lenkjochl-Hiitte (8540'; inn in summer),
tinely situated on the Pferrenkamm above the Lenkjockl (8440'). The Ahrner-

Kopf {10,010':, p. 169) may be easily ascended hence in II/2 hr. (guide 5 if.).

The ascent of the Reinhart (9480'; IV2 hr.), on which grows much edel-

weiss and edelraute, is somewhat more difficult (guide I K). The Loffel-

spitze {10,!i?,b' ; 8 hrs.; guide 9 K.) is not difficult. The •'Rotspitze (11.470'),

a splendid point of view, may be ascended via the Eot Glacier in 81/2 hrs.

(guide necessary, 11 K.; the last IV2 hr.'s climb, over the narrow, ice-

covered arete, is dizzy; descent to the Klara-Hiit/e. see p. 168). — The
ascent of the Dreiherrnspitze (11,500'; 4V2-5 hrs.; guide 13 K.), via the
Hintere Umbal-Torl (p. 169), is laborious (from th& Birnlilcken-Biitte 3V2-4 hrs.

;

comp. p. 168). So also is that of the Simonyspitze (W. peak 10,455'; 5 hrs.;
15 K.) via the Hintere Umbal-Torl and the Umbal Glacier. — Over the
Vordere Umbal-Torl (9605') to (41/2 hrs.) the Klara-Hiiiie and (4 hrs.) Prd-
graten (7 hrs.

; guide 13 K.), see p. 169 ; the route over the fiintere Umbal-
Torl (9345'; p. 169) is more interesting though 1/2 hr. longer. Adepts, with
good guides, may proceed from the (2 hrs.) Hintere Umbal-Torl over the
Umbal Glacier to the (I1/2 hr.) Reggen- Tori {\OSi?iOI)., and descend thence to the
Maurer-Tal via the Simony Glacier (comp. p. 167).
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The Rauchkofel (10,670') maj' be ascended from St, Valentin by the
Wieser Alp (6540') and the Waldner-See (7660') in 5 hrs. (12 K.); admirable
view of the Reichenspitze, the Dreiherrnspitze, and the Venediger.

Passes (comp. Maps, pp. 164, 216). — From Kasern over the Heilig-
geist-Jochl (8720') to the Plauenev Hiitte (5 hrs.; guide 10 K.)^ easy and
repaying. From the Plauenei'-Iiiitte to Mayrhofen G-7 hrs. (guide 10 A'.J;

via the Gamsscharte, Pdchter- Hiitte, and Krimmler Tauernhaus io Krimml
8-9 hrs. (guide 16 K.) ^ interesting (comp. p. 214). — From St. Peter over
the Hundskehl-Joch (8400') to the Ziilergrund (to Mayrhofen 11 hrs.

;
guide

13 A".), see p. 213. — From St. Jakob over the Horndl-Joch (SSSO*) to the
Ziilergrund (12 hrs. to Mayrhofen

5
guide 12 A'.), see p. 214. Over the

Wollbach-Joch (9315') to the Stilliip (13 hrs. to Mayrhofen-, guide 18 A^),

see p. 214. — From St. Peter by the 'Fuldaer Weg' through the Hasen-
Tal and over the Weisse Wand (ca. 8590'; fine view of the Kieserferner
group) to (5-6 hrs.) Rein (p. 225), not diflicult; guide, 10 A"., not indispen-
sable. — From St. Valentin over the Merbjoch (9265') to the Jagdhaus Alp
(p. 164) in the Deferegger-Tal, 6 hrs. (12 A.), a fatiguing route. (From the

S. side of the pass we may proceed to the Klamml and i?em, see p. 226.)
Over the Rotenmann-Joch'(9475'), 6V2 hrs. from Kasern to Jagdhaus (for

experts only, 12 A.) , see pp. 164, 226.

Over the Krimmler Tauern (8640') to Krimml, 9 hrs. (guide, unnecessary
for experts, to Krimml 14 A.), see p. 161. The route ascends the valley

on the right bank to a finger-post pointing the way to the Tauern (straight

on the route to the Birnliicke, see below), and then more abruptly to the
left to the Tauern-Alpe (66 iO'; milk), and past the Herzogshrunnen (a good
spring) to the (81/2 hrs.) summit of the pass (cross). Descent through the

bleak Windhach-Tal to the (2V2 hrs.) Krimmler Tauernhaus and to (3 hrs.)

Krimml (p. 159). —Over the Birnliicke (8765') to the (6 hrs.) Warmdorfer-
Hiitte and (5 hrs.) Krimml^ a marked path, preferable to the Tauern route
(guide to the Warnsdorfer-Hiitte, 10 K.). At the point where the 'lauern

route diverges (see above) our path leads straight on, passing the Aussere
and Innere Kehrer Alps (6060'), and Lahner Alp (6505') to the (8-31/2 hrs.)

Birnliicken-HUite (7870'; inn in summer) and to the (^4 hr.) cross at the top
of the pass. We descend towards the Krimmler Glacier^ enjoying a mag-
nificent view of this glacier, the Maurerkeeskopfe, the Schlieferspitze, etc.

At the first finger-post the shorter 'Gletscher-Weg' diverges to the right,

but this should not be attempted without a guide. We skirt the moraine
and at the second finger-post turn to the right and follow the bridle-path
along the top of the moraine to the (2 hrs.) Warnsdorfer-Hiitte (p. 162).

44. From Bregenz to Landeck. The Arlberg Railway.
9IV2M. Eailway in 3-51/2 hrs. (to Innsbruck, 136V2 M., in 41/2-8 hrs.);

fares 12 A. 60, 7 K. 60, 4 K. 20 h., express 17 K. 70 7i., 11 A'., 5 A. 90 h.

(a dining-car is attached to the midday express). — The *Arlberg Railway
built in 1880-84, is one of the most interesting examples of mountain-
railway engineering. From Bludenz to Langen the best views are to the
right, from St. Anton to Landeck to the left. The steepest gradient on
the W. side (from Bludenz to Langen) is 31:1000 (St. Gotthard railway
26: 1000), and on the E. side (from Landeck to St. Anton) 26: lOGO. — The
luggage of passengers via Lindau (p. 7) to Bregenz is examined at Lindau

;

luggage sent on by rail should be addressed to Lindau, not to Bregenz.

Bregenz. — Hotels. -Hotel Montfokt, R. 2V2-5, B. IV* A'. ; *Hotel
DE i/Edrope, R. 2-4 A'., both at the station; Oesterreichischer Hof, near
the harbour, R. 2-4, B. IV4 A. ; -Weisses Kreuz, Romer-Str., R. 2-4,
B. l'/4 A'. ; -Post; Krone; Schweizerhof; Lowe ; Lamm; Brandle ; Bre-
GENZER HoF, R. 1-2 A. ; Kaiserhof ; Heidelberger Fass, with garden and
wine-room, moderate; Habsburger Hof; Mohren ; Gmeinder. — Pens.
MiRALONGA, Romer-Str.

Restaurants. "Raihoay Restaurant, with view from the terrace; Austria,
with rooms; Central; Weherbeck., on the quay; Veranda am See. Wine at
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F. Kim's, Kirchgasse : 'Old Oerman Wine Room, opposite tlie station ; Omeinder;
Jleidelberger Pass ; Rossle. Beer at the Hivsch; Forster, with garden; Grimer's
Biergarten; Schiilzen- Garten y on the Berg Isel; Zum Engel, see below.

Baths (swimuiing, etc.) at the harbour and on tlie Lindau road.

Bregenz (1300'). the capital of tlie Vorarlberg (district 'before the

Arlberg'), the Brigantium of Strabo and Ptolemy, with 8200iiihab.,

lies at the base of the Pfunder, at the E. end of the Lake of Con-
stance (Ger. Bodensee, Latin Lacus Brigantinus). The OLd, or Vp-
per Town, of irregular quadrilateral shape, situated on a liill, occu-

pies the site of the Roman Castrum, and formerly had two gates, of

which that to the S. has been removed. The handsome Church,

with an ancient tower, is situated on another hill to the S. The
Harbour Promenade commands a good survey of the town and lake.

The Landes-Museum(^3iAm. 50 ft.) contains natural history specimens,

paintings, tapestry, coins, and Roman antiquities found on the CElrain,

a plateau 1/2 M- to the S.W., and at other spots near the town.
ExcuKSioNS. Pleasant walk along the Lindau road, past the Schanz Lm,

to the (1 M.) Bregenzer Klause, the tower of which commands a charming
view (evening light best). Thence to (IV2 M.) Lochau (p. 8; Restaurant
Biiumle; Anker; Pension Thierheimer) and to (3/4 M.) the Traube Inn (known
as the "Zech'), beyond the Bavarian frontier. — To the S. the Gallus-Strasse
leads over the (Elrain to (3,4 M.) Franz Ritier's Restaurant, at the foot of
the Gebhardsberg ; 1/2 31. farther on is the restaurant Zum Engel, at the
bridge over the Ach, near which is the former convent oi Riedenbui-g, now
a girls' school. We may return either by the Romer-Strasse (iV2 M.), which
commands a pretty view of the lake ; or by the village of Rieden, to Vor-

kloster (see below)."— To the W. a walk may be taken" t^) (IV2 M.) Vorklostev
(warm sulphur-baths: omn, from the 'Krone' thrice daily), and to Mehrerau,
a Cistercian abbev, with a handsome new church containing a monument
to Cardinal Hergenrother (d. 1890).

The Gebhardsberg (1970' : ascent '/2 hr. ; carriage and pair 8 K.) is

reached by a good road passing the church and traversing wood. The
summit, on v/hich are the scanty ruins of the castle of ffohen- Bregenz, now
surmounted by a small church, and a restaurant (plain) , commands an
extensive prospect, embracing the Lake of Constance, the valleys of the
Bregenzer Ach and the Rhine, the Alps, and the snow-mountains of Appen-
zell and Glarus; the foreground is formed by picturesque pine-clad hills.

The 'Pfander (3490'), which commands a very striking and extensive
view, is ascended by several routes. The best (I1/2 br.) leads via (20 min.)
Berg Isel, a restaurant and rifle-range, and the farm of Weissenreute, and
then ascends to the right through Avood (white marks) via Hintermoos to

the 'mtel- Pension Pfandev (R. 2-3, B. 1, D. 3, pens. 7 K. ; telephone to Kinz'a
wine-room, see above), 5 min. below the summit. The view from the top
(panorama at the hotel) embraces the Bregenzer Wald, the Algiiu and
Voi-arlberg Alps, the Rhsetikon, the mountains of Glarus and Appenzell,
and the whole of the Lake of Constance. — The carriage-road, which is

longer (2 hrs.), leads through wood to (1 hr.) the hamlet of Fluh (2625';

Haider; Steurer) and (1 hr.) the hotel. — From Lochau (p. 8) the summit
may be reached by a good path (2V2 hrs.) which follows the telegraph-posts
as far as the Hagen-MUhle. and then ascends to the left to the hamlet of
Riese and the hotel. — From the Pfander by Moggers and Scheidegg
to Rotenbach (6 hrs.), see p. 7.

The Hirschberg (3570'), IV2 hr. to the N.E. of the Pfander, aifords a

better survey of the Bregenzer Wald, but the view is otherwise inferior

(ascent from Bregenz in 3V2 hrs., via Fluh, Oesevherg, and Ahornach).
Bregenzerwald Railway from Bregrenz to Bezau, see p. 242. — Steamboat

from Bregenz to Lindau 14 times daily in V4 hr. (see p. 8), via Lindau
and Friedrichshafeu to Constance G times daily in 3'/j-4 hrs.
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The Arlberg Railway crosses the Bregenzer Ach (to the left,

the Gebhardsberg) and at (2^/2 M.) Lauterach (Railway Hotel), the

junction for St. Margarethen, a station on the Coire and Rorschach

Railway (see Baedeker s Switzerland), enters the broad valley of the

Rhine. — 51/2 M. Schwarzach (1420'; Rail. Restaurant; Hotel

Bregenzerwald, at the station; Lowe'), a large village ^2 M. from

the railway.

On a bill about V* lir. to tbe N.E. is Bildstein (2160'), a pilgrim-resort
witb a fine view; tbe road tbitber passes tbe well -equipped batbs of
Ingrune (1970'), prettily situated near tbe woods.

6 M. Haselstauden (Hirsch). Road to Egg, see below.

71/2 M. Dornbirn (1410'; *H6t. Weiss, at the station, R. 2-5,

pens. 5-6 /iT.; *H6t. Rhomberg, Bahnhof-Str. ; *Dornbirner Hof;
Mohren; Hirsch; Krone; Kreuz), a town with 13,100 inhab., is a

busy, well-built place upwards of 2 M. long, situated on the Dorn-
birner Ach. It consists of the four quarters of Markt, Haselstauden

(N.), Oberdorf (S.E.), And Hatlerdorf [S.W .), and has four churches.

"The S.W. horizon is bounded by the Mts. of Appenzell, the Kamor
and Hohe Kasten, the snow-clad Sentis, and the indented Curfirsten.

Excursions (patbs all indicated by marks; comp. tbe opposite Map).
Fine views from tbe 'Zanzenberg (1920'), 1/2 br. to tbe E., witb pavilion
and tavern, and from tbe bamlet of (3 M.) Kehlegg (inn), with a sulpbur-
spring, reacbed tbrougb tbe 8teinebach-Tal. — In tbe valley of tbe Dorn-
birner Acb, 3 M. to tbe S.E. (omnibus at tbe station, 60 h.), lies tbe Giitle

(ITCKy; *7«n), witb a large cotton-mill, and a fountain, wbicb plays to a
beigbt of 185'. About 1/2 M. fartber up is tbe picturesque *Rappenloch
Gorge., tbrougb wbicb dasbes tbe foaming Acb, now made accessible by
a safe patb wbicb leads to tbe (1/4 br.) picturesque Stauffensee (restaurant
and boats); at its end are tbe Alploch (a rocky gorge) and the Dornhirn
Electricity Works. Tbe gorge is spanned at a dizzy beigbt by a covered
bridge over which leads the route to Ebnit (p. 232). From tbe Giitle

the return may be made via tbe Zanzenberg (see above; IV'2 br. to Dorn-
birn). — About 2 M. to the S. of Dornbirn, at the base of \h.& Breitenherg,
lies the small Bad Haslach, 3/4 M. from which is tbe fine Fall of the Fall-
hach. — The ascent of tbe Karren (3280') is easy and interesting (marked
patb, lV2hr.). Extensive view from the belvedere on the top. — A pleasant
patb leads, mostly through wood, via Watzenegg and tbe Lose (4095'), to

the C2 brs.) Hotel Bodele (3675'), a health-resort affording a beautiful view.
Tbence to tbe Hochalpele (4S10'), marked patb in 1 br. (see p. 243). De-
scent to (IV2 br.) Schwarzenherg, see p. 243. — The Morzelspitze (6010'; 5 brs.

;

guide 8 K.) is another fine point (yellow and black marks ; descent to Mellau
3 brs.); comp. p. 244. — Via (3V2 brs.) Ebnit to tbe (2 brs.) Hohe Kugel
(black and yellow marks), see p. 282. — Tbe ascent of tbe Hohe Freschen
(6580' ; 6V2 brs. ; guide 12 K.

;
patb marked red and white) from Dornbirn

via Giitle (see above) requires a steady bead in its upper part (better from
Rankweil, see p. 232).

Fbom Dornbikn to Egg in the Bregenzer Wald, 14V2 M., diligence
daily in 3'/4 brs. Tbe road ascends from Haselstauden (see above) via
Achrain to (8V2 M.) Alberschwende (2350'; Taube; Adler), a prettily situated
village, whence a path (fine views) leads over tbe Lorena (3575') to (2'/2 brs.)

Schwarzenberg (p. 243). Abi>ut 372 M. fartber on, beyond the Kronle Inn, tbe
road divides: tbe left branch leads to (IV2M.) Egg (p. 242); tbe right branch
to (3 M.) Schwarzenberg (p. 243). — Via Giitle and Alp Rohr to Mellau
(p. 244), 472 hrs. (marked patb).

Electric Tramway from Dornbirn in 50 min. to Lustenau, on the Rhine,
opposite tbe Au station of tbe Rorschach and Coire line; see Baedeler''s

Switzerland.
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91/2 M. Hatlerdorf{Kxo\\&).— 12 V2 M. Hohenems (1420' ; '""Post,

R. 11/2-2 K.; Hot. Einfiirst; Lowe; Krone)^ a well-to-do village

(5700 inhab.), lies at the foot of precipitous wooded rocks.

A shady path leads to (40 min.) the ruins of Alt-Hohenems (2340').

Splendid *View from the plateau (small inn), and from the 'Satzle', of the
Rhine Valley, the Vorarlberg Alps, etc. The castle of Neu-Eohenems^ also

called the Tanneriburg (2255'), boldly perched on the precipitous Glopper, is

partly preserved and occupied. Farther to the N., on a plateau affording

tine views, lie the houses of Emser-Reufe. — About V/z M. to the S. of

Hohenems (omnibus thrice daily) is the well-equipped Schwefelbad.
The Hohe Kugel (5390'), a tine point of view, is easily ascended from

Hohenems via Alt-Hohenems., the Ranzenberg Alp, and Fluhereck (4170')

in 4 hrs. ; or (shorter but steeper) via the Weilerberg, the Gsohl Alp, aud
the jElpele (3930') in 372 hrs. The descent may be made via Fraxtrn
(2955*5 inn) and Klaus (see below) to the station of Klaus-Koblach. — From
Fluhereck (see above) a route descends to the E. to (1/2 hr.) Ehnit (3535';

Edelweiss ; Alpenrose), a picturesque mountain-village in an upland valley.

Adepts, with guides, may follow the ridge hence via the Satielspitze aud the

Alpkopf to the (31/2 hrs.) Hohe Freschen (see below), an interesting walk.

The flat alluvial plain of the Rhine is relieved at place.s by rocky

and wooded knolls, the chief of which is the Kuimnenbery (^2i90'J,

on the right. 13V2 M. Altach-Bauern. — Near ( 15'/2 M. ) Gotzis

(1400'; Goldner Adier, R. 1-2 K. ; Montfort, Zur Hohen Kugel,

both at the station; Sonne; Schdfle; Krone; Enyel), a pleasant

village (3000 inhab.) with a modern Romanesque church, is the

mined castle of Neii-Montfort (1/4 hr. ; fine viewj.

The following walk or drive from Gotzis is recommended: past the

ruin of Montfort and the chapel of ^S^ Arbogast. and through a wooded
ravine, to (2^/4 M.) Klaus (16T0'; Krone, Adler: fine view by the church)
and (3/4 M.) Weiler (1640'; Frohsinn-, Hirsch ; Engel), with the small chateau
of Hahnberg, and thence past (2/4 M.) Riiiis (*Bad; Rossle) and (3/4 M.)

Sulz (Freihof, with garden) to (i'/2 M.) Rankweil. The Viklorsberg (2890';

inn), a splendid point of view, may be ascended from Rotis in IV4 hr. ; thence
to the Hohe Kugel 2'/2 hrs. (see above).

Beyond the small stations of Klaus-Koblach and Sulz-Rotls, the

train crosses the Frutzbach to (201/.2 M.) Rankweil (1515'; Hot.

Hornlingen, at the station; Hecht, very fair; Zum Schiitzen, good

cuisine; Goldner Adler; Schwarzer Adler; Traube), a large village

(3300 inhab.) with a picturesquely situated church, at the entrance

to the Laternser-Tal.
A path protected by railings leads up the gorge of the Laternsei'-Bach

to the waterfall oi Hochwuhr (apply at the spinning- mill at the entrance). —
A carriage-road leads to the S.E.' via Rainberg to (iV2 hr.) Uebersachsen
(2955'; Krone; Rossi), a health-resort, whence the ' Mutlkopf (4595') may be
ascended by a marked path in IV2 hr. (fine view). — A cart-road ascends
the Laternser-Tal via Butschuns (1925'; Bachmann) aud the Stocke (fine

view), to (I3/4 hr.) the village of Laterns (2995'; Lowe, moderate; Kreuz),.

situated on the N. side of the valley above the deep sjorge of the Frutz-
bach. At the head of the Laternser-Tal is the (272 hrsO Hinterbad (3610').

Thence over the Furka (5805') to Damiils and (5 hrs.) Au, see p. 244.

The ascent of the -Hohe Freschen (6580' ; 5V2-6 hrs. ;
guide, not indis-

pensable for experts , 10 K.) is a line but somewhat toilsome excursion.
From (13/4 hr.) Laterns (see above) a path (red marks) ascends to the left

to the Alpweg Alp and thence to the E. by the ridge via the alps of Tschuggen
and Saluver to the (372 hrs.) Freschen-Haus (6055'; inn in summer), 72 ^^'

from the top. Magnificent panorama, embracing the mountains of the
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Algau, Lechtal, and Patznaun, the Silvretta, Rhsetikon , Glarus, and
Appenzell Alps , the Bregenzer Wald , and the Lake of Constance. The
descent by the N. arete to £bnit or Dornbirn should be attempted only by
those with steady heads, comp. p. 232 ; to Mellau^ see p. 244.

The train now threads a defile on the E. side of the wooded and

vine-clad Ardetzenberg (2095'), where the line to Buchs diverges

to the right (see below), and soon reaches —
23 M. Feldkirch. — Railivay Restaurant. — Hotels. Post, R. from IVa,

B. 1 K. ; VoRARLEERGER HoF, near the railway-station, R. 2 K. ; Bar, with
l.eer-gardeu, R. 2-4, pens. 6 7 Z. ,- Lowe; Sohafle, well spoken of; Rossl.
— Well equipped Sicitnming- Baths.

Feldkirch (1500'), 1/2 ^^- from the station on the right bank of

the Illj is a well-built town (4800 inhab.), enclosed by mountains

and commanded by the ancient castle of Schattenburg. Many of

the houses have covered arcades in front of them. The Gothic

Churchy erected in 1478, possesses a *Descent from the Cross by

Wolfgang Huber, of Feldkirch (1521) and a fine pulpit (1509).
The terrace in front of the (10 min.) Schattenburg (now a poor-house)

is a good point of view. A pleasant walk may be taken hence along the

Qiijiserweg to the Waldfestplatz and the (25 min.) Kaiizel, in the Steiii-

wald; returning via Stein and the Upper Ill-Klamm to (Va iir.) Feldkirch.

A beautiful view of the valley of the Rhine, from the Alvier to the Lake
of Constance, of the Appenzell Mts. and of the gorge of the 111, is obtained

from the 'Margaretenkapf (1830'), a hill 1/4 hr. to the W., on the left bank
of the 111. with the villa and grounds of the Tschavoll family. (Ascent

to the right beyond the lower bridge over the 111; open free, daily,

except Frid., 8-11 and 3-T. The villa contains excellent pictures by Matth.

Schmid, illustrating local legends.) At the foot of the hill is a cafe-

restaurant. — Similar views from the Veitskapf on the Ardetzenberg, on the

opposite (N.) side of the gorge of the 111 (road ascending to the right on
this side of the bridge; 1/4 hr.), and from Maria -Griin (restaurant with
garden), V2 hr. to the S. , reached by ascending from the lower bridge

over the 111 to the left by the Letze (return by the upper bridge). The Stadt-

schrofen (2005'), 10 min. from Maria-Grriin, affords a pretty glimpse of the town.
A pleasant excursion may be made to theS. to the (Ihr.) prettily situated

village of Amerliigen (2540'; Beck's Inn), which affords a fine view. Thence
we should ascend the (IV2 hr.) Aelpele (4345'; simple fare in the chalets

of Vorder-Aelpele). A more extensive view is obtained from the Roienherg

(Frastanzer Sand; 5400'), reached from the Aelpele via the Sareuen Alp in

IV2 hr. — The Drei Schwestern (p. 234) may be ascended without difficulty

by adepts, with guide (9 Z.), in 4-5 hrs. from Amerliigen (see above), via

the Amerliig Alp., the Sareuen Alp, and the Oarsellen Alp. The descent may
be made by the 'Fiirstensteig' to (lV2ihr.) Oaflei (see below).

From Feldkirch to Buchs, 12 M., railway in V2-V4 ^^- The line skirts

the Ardetzenberg (see above), crosses the III beyond Altenstadt, traverses the

plain of the Rhine to iV/-zM.) Nendeln and (91/2 M.) Schaan {lAni.& ; 2V2JM.
to the S. of which is Vaduz, see below), and near (12 M.) Buchs crosses

the Rhine (comp. Baedeker's Switzerland).

From Feldkirch to Maienfeld (Map, p. 250). About 9 M. to the S.

of Feldkirch (omnibus from Schaan 6 times daily in V2 lir.) lies Vaduz
(1525'; Lowe, Schloss, Engel), the capital of the small principality of

Liechtenstein (42 sq. M. in area), at the base of the Drei Schwestern (see

above). The castle of Liechtenstein., or Vaduz, stands on a (20 min.) hill

which overlooks the picturesque little town and affords a charming view.
On the hills above Vaduz are several unpretending summer resorts. A
road (carr. from Schaan to GafleiloZ'., porter 6 .ff.) ascends past the castle

of Vaduz via (I1/4 hr.) Rotenhoden (3280'; Ilot.-Pens. Samina), where the

road to Siicca diverges to the right (p. 234), and (V4 hr.) Masescha (4100';

plain inn, pens. 4 if.) to (i hr.) Gaflei (5055'; 3 hrs. ; -Kurhaus, pens. 6-8 /f.,
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much visited in summer for its bracing air. From Gaflei the Pilatus (5590')

may be ascended in 1 hr., the Hellwang-Spitze (6610') in l'/2 hr., and the
'Drei Schwestern (highest ijoint, the Kuhgratspitze, 69T0') in 2 hrs. by a

safe and highly interesting path ('Fiirstensteig'), almost entirely hewn in

the rock (guide not indispensable for experts; see p. 233). — The road
Continues to traverse the plain of the Ehine, skirting the mountains, and
at (2 BI.) Triesen (Adler) approaches the river. A picturesque new load,
recalling the "Via Mala, ascends hence through the gorge of the Wilde Tohel
to the (3 hrs.) Lavena Alp (5025'; plain inn), at the foot of the Falknis (S420':

ascent in 3 hrs.). — Beyond (3 M.) Balzevs (-Post ; Engel), by the St. Kathu-
rinen-Brunnen (1605'), the boundary of the Canton of the Orisons is reached.
The road now ascends between the Falknis on the left and the Fliischer-

herg (3730') on the right, to the (3^4 M.) St. Luziensteig (2385'), a fortified

pass. About 3/4 M. farther on is the ancient Church of St. Lucius (2385';

inn), beyond which we descend through wood, latterly with fine views of
the Rhine valley, to (2V4 M.) Maienfeld (1705'; Hotel Bahnhof), a railway-
station opposite Ragatz (see Baedeker's Switzerland).

Above and below Feldkircb the III has forced a passage through

the limestone rocks by means of the Upper and Lower lll-Klamm.
The train passes through a tunnel below the Schattenburg, enters

the Upper Klamm, and crosses the 111. — ^o^jo M. Frastanz (1550';

Kreuz; Post or Lowe), at the entrance to the Samina-Tal, above

which tower the jagged crests of the Drei Schwestern (see above).
The Gurtisspitze (5S40'), ascended via Gurtis and the Bazoren Alp in

4 hrs.. commands an admirable view (guide necessary). — From Frastanz
to Gaflei via Amerliigen and the Drei Schwestern (club-path), see p. 233.

A rough path (not recommended) leads through the wild and narrow
Samina-Tal via Amerliigen (p. 233). to the (4 hrs.) Sieg Alp (4240'). A
much better road leads fr(im Vaduz (see above) via (1 hr.) liotenboden

(see above), (V2 hr.) Triesnerberg, and the (I'/z hr.) Kulm (47S5') to the
same puint in 3'/2 hrs. Beyond the tunnel on the Kulm is the Siicca Alp
(4755'; inn, pens. 4 A'.), a summer-resort affording a survey of the .Samina-
Tal from the Kaafkopf to the Lake of Constance. Thence to the Steg
Alp. V2 hr. To the E. of Steg opens the Malbju-Tal (IV2 hr. to the
Malbun Alp, 5655'), out of which a pass leads to the K. over the Sareiser
Joch to the (31/2 hrs.) Nenzinger Himmel in the Gamperton-Tal (see below).
The easy and attractive ascent of the Schonberg (6905') may be made in

2 hrs. from the Malbun Alp, via the shooting-box oi Sass and the Schaaner
Fiirkele. The Gallinakopf (7225'), ascended in 3 hrs. via the Schaaner
Fiirkele and the Matler Alp, is another interesting point ; the descent may
be made on the E. via the Guschgjiel-Joch to the Oavip Alp, and via Gurtis

ti) (4 hrs.) Frastanz. — A cart-track leads from Steg through the upper
Samina-Tal to the (1 hr.) Valina Alp (45S5'). whence the 'Naafkopf (8445')

may be ascended in 4 hrs., via the Gritsch Alp and the Beiller-Joch (see

p. 235). — From V-d\ina over the Jes-Fiirkele (Samina-Joch,llib') to (7 hrs.)

Seewis in the Pratigau, a fatiguing route.

The valley, called the Inner- Walgau, now expands. 28^/2 M.
Scldins; the village, with the ruined Jagdburg, lies on the right

bank of the III.

30 M. Nenzing (1665' ;*5onne ; Kreuz ; Rbssle ; Zur Gamperdona,
at the station), lies at the mouth of the Gamperton-Tal. On a hill

V-2 hr. to the W. is the ruin ot Eamschwag (2100'; fine view).
ExcvRSioss (guiies, if. Heingdrtner, Chr.Kilng^ Joh.Matirer}. The pictur-

esque Gamperton-Tal (Map, p. 250) will repay a visit. A good path leads
first on the right and then on the left bank of the Mengbach. which flows
through the valley between the precipices of the Exkopf and Ochsenkopf
(in the right and those of the Ftindelkopf on the left, to (41/2 hrs.) the Alpine
village of St. Rochus (4^85'; Hot. Gamperdona, R. 2, pens. U A'.), in a
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beautiful basin called the Nenzinger Himmel. The ascent of ihe Naafkop

f

(8445') from St. Rocbus, over the Bettler-Joeh (3925') in 472-5 brs. (guide

14 K.), is interesting ; so also is that of the Fundelkopf (7890'; 4 brs. \

guide 14 K). The 'Scesaplana (9735') is ascended in 6-7 brs. by the 'Strauss-

weg'' (red marks) via the Spiisagang, skirting the Panuler Schroffen, and over
the Brandner Ferner ^ but should not be attempted except by experts
(guide 24^.); better spend the night at the Strassburger Hiitte (5 hrs.),

whence the summit is gained in 1 br. (comp. p. 236). — Passes: W.
over the Sareiser-Joch to the Malbun-Tal and Sctmina-Tal (5 hrs. to Siicca,

see p. 235); E. over the Matschon- Joch (767U') to (4 hrs.) Bra»d (p. 236),

or by the Spusagang and Zalim- Hiitte to (5 hrs.) Brand; S. over the
Bartiiinmel- Joch (7640'), between the Naafkopf and the Augstenberg, the
Orosse Furka (7765'), between the Augstenberg and the Hornspitze, or the

Kleine Furka \Salaruel-Joch, 7340'), between the Hornspitze and Paniiler-

ScbrofFen, to Seewis (see Baedeker s Sicitzerland).

The train crosses the Menghach and the 111, and reaches (33 M.)
Strassenhaus (1755'; Schmidt, plain), at the foot of the Hoke
Frassen (p. 236).

Through the Grosse Walsee-Tal to the Schrocken, 11-12 hrs., a
fine route on the whole (comp. Map, p. 242). A carriage-road (omnibus from
Bludenz to Bacbboden on Mon., Wed., and Sat., 4V2 A'.) leads from Strassen-

haus over the Lutzbach to (3 M.) Thiiringen (ISOO'\''Eirsch; Sonne; Rossi),

a village with large factories, at the entrance to the valley. Thence
the road ascends on the N. side of the valley, in many windings and
across several streams, to i\}/-z hr.) St. Gerold (rfmts. at the monastery)
and (Va hr.) Blons (2975'; opposite lies Raggal). It then descends past the
mouth of the Garsella-Tobel, crosses the Lutzbach, and remounts to

(iVz hr.) Sonntag (2900'; Lowe or Post; Krone), the capital of the valley.

(Thence by Fontanella and over the Faschina-Joch to Damiils and Au, see

p. 244.) — An interesting route for pedestrians from Bludenz to theWalser-
Tal leads via Latz and Ludescherberg, and round the flank of the Hohe
Frassen, to (2V2 hrs.) Raggal (3330'; Storch; Rossi), at the entrance to

the Marul-Tal\ it then descends into the deep Lasanka-Tobel, whence it

remounts to Platzern, Garsella (where it crosses the Lutzbach), and (2 hrs.)

Sonntag. — From Sonntag we follow the right side of the valley to (iV-* hr.)

Buchboden (2980'; Kreuz. very fair), opposite the entrance to the Hutler-Tal,
in which, 3 31. to the E., is Bad Rotenbrunn (3350'; *Inn, pens, i E.), with
a chalybeate spring. — From Buchboden a marked path (guide desirable)

follows the right bank for 1 hr. more, and then ascends sharply to the
left, to the (21/2 hrs.) Schadona Sattel (6035'), between the Rothorn (7355')

on the right and the Kinzelspitze (7920'; ascent from the pass in '/a hr.)

on the left. Fine retrospect of the Walser-Tal, the Scesaplana to the S.W,,
the Braunarlspitze to the S., and the pyramidal Widderstein to the E. ;

far below us lies the little church of the Schrocken (p. 245). which is

reached from the saddle in about 2 hrs. (path unsafe in places, guide useful

;

finally again ascending for about 3/4 hr.).

35 M. Niiziders (Adler), with baths, and the ruins ofSonnenberg.

To the right appear the abrupt Zimbaspitze and the Scesaplana with

the Brandner Glacier.

361/.2 M. Bludenz (IQOo'j *Bludenzer Hof, R. from % D. 21/2 K.;

Scesaplana; Hotel Arlberg, these three near the station; ^Eisernes

Kreuz, MontavonerHof, Krone, in the town), a prettily situated little

town of 5400 inhab,, dominated by the chateau of Gayenhofen
(now government-offices). To the S. is the picturesque ravine of

the Brandner-Tal, with the Paniiler Schroffen in the background.
Excursions (guides, Fidelius Khuny, Aug. Haag, Jos. Neyer, and Joh.

Obermiiller of Bludenz; Klem. Nessler of Biirs, Leonh. Beck, Jakob Meier,
and Gottfried Fritzsche of Biirserberg, Adam and Jakob Beck, Phil. Bitschi,
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David and Edtiard Meier, Joh. and Paul Meyer, Joh. Kegele. and Heiiw. Netzer
of Brand). — A good survey of the environs is obtained from the (10 min.)
shooting-range above the chateau (restaurant): the view is mure extensive
from the Ferdinands-Hdhe, 20 min. higher up, towards the E. From this

point wood-paths lead over the Montigel to the Hiatere Ebene, whence we
may descend to the W. via Obdorf or to the E. via the Halde and Rungelin
(restaurant), returning to the town (ii/s hr.) past the convent of St. Peter
(p. 237).

The 'Hohe Frassen (Pfannenknecht.^ 6500'; 41/2 hrs. ; marked path;
guide, nut indispensable, 7 K.) affords an admirable view of the Vor-
arlberg Alps (panorama by Waltenberger). The road leads to the N.W.
to the hamlet of Obdorf, then to the left to the bridge at the mouth of
the Galgentobel. Hence a bridle-path ascends in zigzags through meadows
and wood, turning to the left at a small chapel and to the right by a bench
I way -post), and reaches a second chapel. Beyond this it leads to the
left, for a short distance through wood, passes the farms of Muttersberg
(rfmts.). afterwards traverses underwood and pastures, and ascends tu

the (4 hrs.) Frassen-Hiitte on the P/annenknecht Alp (5650*; inn) and to the

(7-j hr.) top. Descent on the W. side via Ludescher-Berg and Latz, p. 235.

The Mondspitze(6465'; 472 hrs.), by a marked path via(2V2hrs.) Tschengla
('Neier's Inn), is not difficult and commands a fine view. Descent on the
N.W. to Nenzing (p. 234).

To THE Lijner-See and the Scesaplana, a very interesting excursion.
Carriage-road to (3 hrs.) Brand (omnibus from the Eludenzer Hof thrice
daily in summer, 3 K. ; carr. and pair 12 E.), thence to the (3V2 hrs.)

Douglass-Hiitte a footpath. From the station we cross the 111 to (20min.)
Biirs (inn) and then either ascend the picturesque 'Blirser- Schlucht. or gorge
of the Alvierbach, direct to (2V-.' hrs.) Brand ; or we cross the Alvierbach, and
ascend the road to the right, through wood, io {V/ihr.) Biirserberg QS>b>J';

Gemse, R. 1^. 20-lir. BO A.), prettily situated on the deep Schesatobel.

The charming Brandner-Tal is now traversed; on our left rise the Wasen-
spiUe (65S8') and Zimbaspitze (8680'); opposite us are the Seekopf, Zirmen-
kopf, and Scetaplaiia , with the Brandner Glacier; to the right, the
PaniUer Schroffen (p. 237). In V/n hr. we reach Brand (3425': 'Beck, 'Scesa-

pluna, pens, at both b-1 K.), finely situated at the base of the Motienkopf.,
and frequented as a summer- resort. (Over the Matschon-Joch to the
Gamp erton- Tal, see p. 235.) The marked path now crosses the stream and
follows its right bank to the (IV2 hr.) Schalten- Lagant Alp (4785'; inn in

summer). On the right are the precipices of the Scesaplana, with several
cascades, and farther on those of the Zirmenkopf, with large masses of

debris at their base; on the left is the Saulenkopf. At the head of the
valley a waterfall, the subterranean discharge of the Liiner-See, issues
from the rock on the left. Here we turn to the right and ascend in

zigzags over slopes of loose stones to the Seebord , the rocky saddle on
the N. side of the blue 'Liiner-See (6465'). On the W. side is the (2 hrs.)

Douglass-Hiitte {Inn in summer, bed 4-5 K.). The lake is about 4 M. in

circumference and 330' deep; the level of the water was at one time much
higher. Near the S. end is an island. Ferry. to the S. bank 20 h. each
person ; those arriving from Schruns via the Ofen Pass, summon the boat
l)y shouting (p. 252).

The ascent of the -Scesaplana (9735'; 3-3V2 hrs.), the highest peak of
the Rhdtikmi chain, is rather fatiguing, but highly interesting. (Guide
from Bludenz, including night-fee, 17, from Brand 12, with descent to

Schruns 25 K.) The club-path from the Douglass Hut ascends over grassy
slopes and debris to the (1 hr.) Toten Alp., once covered by a glacier, and
(wire-rope), to the arete, which we then follow without difficulty to the

(2 hrs.) summit. The magnificent *View embraces the Alps of Tyrol
and E. Switzerland, the Lake of Constance, and the whole of Swabia as far

as TJlm (panorama at the Douglass-Hiitte, 1 A'^. 20 /;.). — A shorter route
(blue marks; guide desirable for novices) ascends froni Brand tu the .S.W.

through the Zalim-Tal to the (2V^ brs.) Oherzaliin-Hiittc (633U' ; inn in summer),
whence a new club-path leads (0 the (2V-2 hrs.) Strassburger-Hiitte (880O'

;

inn in summer), finely situated near the Brandner Feiner, over which the
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summit is gained in 1 hr. mi)re. — The Wildherg (9150'), easily ascended
friim the Strassburger-Hiifte in 25 inin., commands a line view. The ascent
<if the Pannier Bchroffen (9325'; ^l\ hr.) is also interesting. — Descent to

the Gatnperion-Tal, see p. 235; to (4 hrs.) Seewis in the Priitigau, see
Baedeker s Switzerland. — The (IV2 hr.) Cavell-Joch (7340') commands a
splendid view of the Swiss Alps. The route (guide not necessary) ascends
from the S. side of the Liiner-See by steep cattle-paths via the Vera Alp
and then follows a well-trodden smugglers' path to the Joch, close to the
W. Kirchlispitze. — From the Liiner-See through the Rellstal or the
Gauer-Tal to Schruns, see p. 261. A visit to the "Schweizer-Tor (p. 251;
2 hrs. from the Douglass Hut) is very attractive.

The Zimbaspitze (8680'), a difficult climb, is ascended from Bludenz
via the Brandner-Tal and the Sarotla-Tal (club-hut on the Upper Saroila
Alp, 5380'; inn in summer) in 6-7 hrs., or via the Rellstal (p. 251) in about
6 hrs. (guide 30 iT.).

From Bludenz to the Montafon, see p. 250.

At the nunnery of St. Peter the *Arlkerg Railway quits the

111, which here issues from the Montafon (p.250j, enters the Kloster-

Tal, watered by the Alfenz, and ascends along its N. side. To the

right, below, lies Stallehr. A beautiful view up the valley is soon

disclosed; on the left rises the Rogelskopf iJAQO'). 43 M. Bratz
(2310'; Railway Hotel, R. 1-2^.); the village (Trauhe; Hirsch;

Rossi) lies below us, to the right. Viaducts, cuttings, and tunnels

follow each other in rapid succession. Passing under two aqueducts,

traversing four tunnels, and crossing the Schanatobel Bridge (85 yds.

long), the train stops at (4672 M.) Hintergasse (2705'), beyond
which follow a tunnel (230 yds. long) in the Engelwdldchen (to the

right the Fallbachwand, with a waterfall), a bridge over the Brunnen-
tobel, and the Engehvand Tunnel (270 yds. long). A huge viaduct,

135 yds. long and 170' high, next carries the line across the Schmied-
tobel, and, beyond two tunnels, another viaduct, 135 yds. long, spans
the Hollentobel (to the left the Saladinaspitze, 7320').

5OV2 M. Dalaas (3055'; Paradies, at the station), 315' above
the village (Post or Adler, R. from 1 K.; Krone). — To the (3 hrs.)

Formarin-See, see p. 249 (guide J. A. Gantner).
From Dalaas to Schkuns in the Montaion over the Kristberg-Sattel

(4875'), 4 hrs., an interesting route (guide unnecessary). From the Post we
ascend by a steep route through wood, past a chapel, to (2 hrs.) the top
of the pass, with a crucifix ; fine view of the Silber-Tal, Lobspitze, Sulz-
tluh, Scesaplana, etc. Descent to the Gothic Chapel of St. Agata in Krist-
herg (4695'), which contains an interesting 15th cent, altar, and thence either
to (I hr.) Silhertal (p. 252), or by a good path to the right across pastures
to the church of (IV4 hr.) Inner-Bartolomdberg or Innerberg (3770'; rfmts.
at the mill), from which we descend to the left to (V4 hr.) Schruns (p. 250).

Beyond Dalaas the line skirts the hillside at a considerable ele-

vation, commanding a splendid view up the valley (on the left the
Rohnspitze, and on the right the Albonkopf). Then across the pictur-
esque Radona Gorge by a viaduct, 88 yds. long, and over two
smaller torrents (in the valley to the right is Wald) to (641/2 M.)
Danofen (3525' ; to the Spuller-See, 21/2 hrs., see p. 249). We
cross the Streubach (p. 249) ; looking back, we obtain a brief glimpse
of the Scesaplana, adjoining the dark Jtonskopf. Traversing two
snow-sheds, we reach (58 M.) Klosterle (3470'; Lowe; Krone'), at
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the mouth of fhe Nenzignst-Tal. At the head of tlie latter rises the

Kalteherg (9515'), which may be ascended via the Satleinxer Alp
in 6 hrs., with guide (comp. p. 240). The train next crosses the

Wdldlitobel by a single-arched bridge (205' high, 140' wide) and
threads a tunnel, 550 yds. long, passing under the great landslip of

1892. — 591/2 M. Langen (3990'; *RaiL Restaurant ^' Hot. Post,

pens, from 6 K.).
From Langen to St. Anton via the Arlbekg (3V2-4 hrs.), an in-

teresting roate for pedestrians, but quite shadeless. The Arlberg road,
passing the end of the great tunnel (see below), ascends through a wild and
sequestered valley, and crosses the Alfenz four times in rapid succession.
On the left rise the Wasenspitze, Grubenspifze, and Erzbergkopf. IV2 M.
Stuben (4600'; Alte Post; guide, Anton Mathies), the last village in the valley.
— About 2V2 hrs. to the ]S".E., above the Walfagchr Alp (reached also from
St. Anton through the Steissbach-Tal in ?^j-i hrs., or from St. Christoph
on the Arlberg in 2 hrs.) is the Ulmer-Hiitte (7480'; inn in summer),
frecjuented in winter for ski-ing, and the starting-point for the accents of
the Trittkopf (S930'; 13,4 hr., see p. 249), the Valluga (9220'; 2-27^ hrs., see
p. 240), the Schindlerspitze(8'650' \ IV2 hr.), etc. From Stuben, the roadascends
in windings, which aft'ord tine retrospects of the Kloster-Tal as far as the
Scesaplana. with the Trittkopf on the left, and the Peischelkopf on the
right. It then traverses a bleak valley to the (3 M.) Arlberg Pass (5910'),

about 1/4 M. beyond which is the hospice of St. Christoph (5740'; small inn),
with a chapel (ascent of ihe Peischelkopf anA Schindlerspitze, see pp. 239.240).
The road descends to (1 M.) the KaUeneck (5555'), and then turns sharply to

the left. Fine view, on the right, of the Patteriol, the Faselfad Glacier,
the Riffler, etc.; before us rise the mountains of the Stanzer-Tal as far
as the Eisenspitze and Parseier Spitze. Then a winding descent past the
Waldhdusl Inn., and through the Rosanna-Tal. to (3M.) Sf. Anton (see below).

The train now crosses the Alfenzbach and plunges into the

great Arlberg Tunnel. This tunnel, 61/3 M. (or IO74 kilometres)

long, 26' wide, and 23' high (3 M. shorter than the St. Gotthard

Tunnel) was constructed in 1880-83, at a total cost of about

1,300,000/. It ascends at a steep gradient to its highest point

(4300'; 1600' below the Arlberg Pass), and descends thence more
gradually to St. Anton. The transit lasts 15-20 min., and the tem-
perature is 59-64* Fahr. (windows should be closed). An obelisk,

to the left of the E. end of the tunnel, bears a portrait in relief of

Julius Lott (d. 1883), the first chief engineer of the line.

69 M. St. Anton (4275'; *Post, R. 2-7, B. 1, D. 3. S. 2, pens,

7-10 K.; Adler, R. IV2-2, pens. 4-5 K., fair; Kreuz; F.Schuler, un-
pretending) is the highest village in the Rosanna-Tal, which above

St. Anton is called the Fervall-Tal. and below it the Stanzer-Tal.

This beautifully situated village is an excellent centre for excursions

and is frequented as a summer and winter-resort.
ExcuKsioNs AND MOUNTAIN AscENTs (comp. Map, p. 254; guides, Jos.

Lailner., Alois Schtcarzhans, Ferd. and Joh. Wassle, liommi Falch, Jos. Sirolz.

Uttdolf Birkle^ Josef Guem, and Frcmz Pfeiffer). A pleasant walk of 2-2'/2 hrs.

may be taken along the Erzherzog Eugen Weg, which a'^cends through
wood to the E. below St. Anton, skirts the hillside to the, right, with a
succession of fine views of the mountains to the X. of the Rosanna valley,

and then re(le:'Cends, finally joining the path to the Darmstadter-Hiitte and
crossing the Rosanna, to St. Anton. — The Moostal repays a visit (to the
Darmstadter Hiitte. 4 hrs.

;
guide, not indispensable. 8 K.). The route

crosses the Rosanna opposite the E. end of the tunnel, and ascends to the
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right on the right bank of the Moosbach, mostly through wood, to (2 hrs.)

the Vordere Thaia (chalet) of the Ross/all Alp (5850'). Near the poor
llinteve-Thaia {Geisslev-Hiitte; 6400') it crosses to the left hank of the
stream and ascends (good club-path) to the (2V4hrs.) grandly situated Darm-
statlter-Hiitte (7960'; inn in summer). The 'Saumspitze (9955'), ascended
hence vi^ih.Q Schneid-Jochl{se& below) in 272-3 hrs. (guide from St. Anton
12 jBT.), commands a magnificent view. The Seekop/ (10,050'; 31/2 hrs.

;
guide

18 A'.; difficult), the Faselfadspifze (9835'; 2-2V2hrs.; guide 18 .ff. ; trying),

and the 'Scheibler (9S05'; 2 hrs.; guide 12Z. ; not difficult) may also be
climbed from the Darmstadter-Hiitte. The ascents of the Kuchenspitze and
Kiichelspitze (see below) are still harder from this point than from Fasul
(guide 26 A', each). — A fatiguing pass leads hence over the Schneid-Jochl
(9320'). between the Seekopf and the Saumspitze, to (6 hrs.) Ischgl in the
Patznaun (p. 256; guide 18 A. ; descent from the pass through theVergrdsskar
bad). A better route (red marks) crosses the Seejochl (9175'), between the
Seekopf and the Rauteknpf, in 5-6 hrs. (guide il K.) and descends through
the Madlein-Tal. — From the Darmstadter-Hiitte over the Kuchen Glacier

and the Kuchen-Joch (9205') to the Konstanzer-Hiitte (see below; 3 hrs.

;

guide 11, incl. the Scheibler 13 K.). an attractive and fairly easy route.

The Scheibler (see above) may be ascended from the Joch in V* h'r. (with
guide). — The Augstenberglerkopf (9455'; 5 hrs.

;
guide 10 AT.), ascended

from the Vordere Thaia (see above) in 3-3V2 hrs., and the Rendelspitze (9245';

4 hrs.; guide 10 A.) , ascended from St. Anton by the Rendel Alp, are
interesting points, easily accessible.

The Fervall-Tal (to the Konstanzer-Hiitte 31/4 hrs., guide, 6 A., not in-

dispensable) is also worth visiting. A tolerable path, diverging to the left

from the Arlberg road after about IV4 M. (finger-post), ascends along tlie

Rosanna, mostly through wood, and, passing the Q/i hr.) chapel on the
Stiegeneck, crosses the Rosanna near the ('/z hr.) Wagnevhaus (4776') , re-

crossing it beyond the mouth of the Maroi-Tal (p. 240). Farther on the
valley forks: *to the right is the Schdn-Fervall-Tal, to the left the Fasul-
Tal. In the latter lies (2 hrs.) the Konstanzer-Hiitte (5800'; inn in summer),
the starting-point for the ascents of the Paiteriol (10,035'; 5 hrs. ; dangerous
from falling stones in the 'Eisrinne', esp. afternoon; guide 20 A.), Kiichel-

spitze (10,316'; 4V2-5 hrs.; guide 20 A), and 'Kuchenspitze (10,400'; 5 hrs.

;

guide 20 A.), all three difficult and fit only for experts with perfectly steady
heads ; and also for the ascents of the "Scheibler (9805'; 3 hrs.

;
guide 12 A.)

via the Kuchen-Joch (easy; see above), the Vollandspitze (9610'; 41/2 hrs.;
guide 14 K. ; attractive and not difficult for experts), the ScMiibleiskopfe
(9590* and 9625'; guide 12 A.), Pflitnspitze[^^^Qb'; guide 18 A.,- difficult), etc.

From the Konstanzer-Hiitte across the Kuchen-Joch to the (3-4 hrs.) Darm-
stadter-Hiitte (see above), not difficult. — Another marked path leads from the
Konstanzer-Hiitte through the wild Fasul-Tal and over the Schafbiichl-
Joch (8685') to (5V2-6 hrs.) Galtiir in the Patznaun (p. 255; guide from
St. Anton to Galtiir or Ischgl 20 A.); from the pass we have a grand view
of the Fluchthorn. A more laborious but equally interesting path (red
marks

;
guide 18 A.) cresses the Schbnpleis-Joch (9200'), between the N.

and S. Schdnpleis-Kopf. and descends through the Madlein-Tal to (6V2-7hrs.)
Ischgl (p. 256).

From the bifurcation of the valley (see above) the path on the right bank
of the Sanna proceeds to the (10 min.) Vordere Branntwein-Hiitte (5470'),

where the route to the Qofluner Winter-Jochl (p. 252) ascends to the right. —
In the Schbn-Fervall a path leads on the right bank of the Rosanna to
the (V2hr.) Fresch-ffiitte (5975'), where the route to the Silhertaler Winter-
Jochl diverges to the right (7 hrs. to Schruns; guide 20 A". ; see p. 252).
About 3/4 hr. farther up, beyond the Schon-Fervall-Hiitte, the path quits
the Rosanna and ascends to the (1 hr.) Verbellner Winter-Jochl on the
Scheidsee (7460'), grandly situated: to the N.E. is the Patteriol, N. the
Valschavielkopf, W. the Strittkopf. Descent along the Verbellner Bach,
with a fine view of the Hochmaderer and Litzner group, to (2V2 hrs.)
Paienen (p. 253; guide from St. Anton 20 A.).

Route from St. Anton to Stiiben by the Arlberg Pass, see p. 238. —
From the (IV2 hr.) hospice of Si. Christoph the Peischelkopf (7920') is
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easily ascended in 2 Lrs. (marked yiath; guide, not indispen^^able , 8 A'.).

It affords an admirable survey of the Fervall monntains, the Scesaplana,
the Stanzer-Tal with the Valluga, the Parseierspitze, the Eiffler, etc. —
The Galzig (7155'j. to the E. of the Arlberg Pass, is ascended without
difficulty from St. Anton by a marked path through the Steishach - Tal
(numerous flowers), in 2^/2 hrs. (guide unnecessary fur experts): descent
past the Maien-See to St. Christoph, I1/4 hr. — Another easy ascent is that
(if the Schindlerspitze (8650), accomplished from St. Christoph in 2V2-3hrs.,
from theUlmer-Hiitte (p. 238) in l^/z hr., ur from St. Anton, via the Steisbach-
Tal, in 4 hrs. (guide 11 A'.). Fine view: E. the Parseierspitze, W. the Zimba-
spilze and Scesaplana. — Still finer is the panorama from the '-Valluga
(9220'), reached from St. Anton in 5 hrs. The route, which presents no
difficulty to adepts, leads through the Steisbach-Tal and across the iSfc/(n?dfer

Glacier and necessitates some climbing towards the top (guide 10 A'.). The
ascent from the Ulmer-Hiitte (2-2V2 hrs.) is preferable. — The Kalteberg
(9515'; 6 hrs., guide ISA".), a toilsome ascent, from St. Anton through the
Moroi-Tal (p. 239), from Klosterle (p. 237) through the Kenzigast-Tal in 6 hrs..

or from Lnngen (p. 238) through the Alhona-Tal in 5-5V2 hrs.. affords another
magnificent view.

Across the Almejub-Joch into the Lechtal (6V2 hrs. to Steeg; guide,
not indispensable for experts, 12,incl. the Gsteinskogel 14 A'.). From St. Anton
or St. Jakob (see below) a steep marked path ascends through woods and
across grassy slopes to the (3 hrs.) Almejur-Joch (7300'), on the W. side of

the Gsteinskogel (9050'), which may be easily ascended from the pass in

13/4 hr. (fine view). We descend throneh the Almejiir-Tal to (21/2 hrs.)

Kaisers and (i hr.) Steeg (p. 248).

Beyond St. Anton the railway gradually descends through the

Stanzer-Tal and crosses the Rosanna twice. 711/2 M. St. Jakob; the

hamlet of that name (4250'; Lowe) lies above, to the left. In front

we have a fine view of the Eisenspitze (p. 241); to the right is the

Biffler (see helow), with its precipitous glacier. — 74 M. Fettneu

(3925'); the village (3975'; Adler; Hirsch, both fair) lies to the

left, at the foot of the Gsteinskogel (see above).
ExcDKSiONS (guides, L. and /. A. Zangerl., Heinr. Matt. Rudolph Secberger-,

Jakob Orobiiei'). A pleasant and not difficult route leads across the Kaiser-
Joch (7560') to Steeg in the Lechtal (6 hrs. ; route marked, but guide ad-
visable, 10 A", to Kaisers; comp. p. 248). On the top of the pass is the

(2V2 hrs.) Kaisei'joch-Haus (plain). The descent to (2 hrs.) Kaisers is toilsome
and uninteresting.

The route to Kappl in the Patznaun (p. 257), over the Kappler- Joch,
or Blanka-Joch (88IO') . is somewhat arduous (7-8 hrs.; guide 14, incl.

Kiftler 18 A".). We ascend the Malfon-Tal by a red-marked path, bearing
to the left after 2 hrs., to the {i^/2 hr.) Edmund-Graf-Hiltie of the Austrian
Tourist Club on the Kapplerboden (7900'; inn in summer), and thence to the

(3/4 hr.) pass, between the Eiffler and the Weltskogel (9335'). We descend
over debris past the little Blanka Lakes (7910') to the Dvrrich Alp (6235'),

and thence to the left, mostly through wood, to (2V2 hrs.) Kappl (p. 257). —
From the Edmund-Graf-Hutte (.'^ee above) the 'Riffler (10,365') may be
ascended in 3-4 hrs. with guide (uct difficult for experts), via the saddle
between the Kiffler and the Klein-Eifl'ler. The summit afl'ords a magnificent
and extensive panorama. — The Blankahorn (9435'; 2 hrs. from the Edmund-
Graf-Hiitte) is fit for practised climbers only.

The railway now crosses to the right bank of the Eosanna.

76 M. Schnann (3765'; Traube), near the mouth of the Schnanner

Klamm, a gully of the Schnanner Bach. "We cross the'Rosanna twice

more. — 77 V2 M. Flirsch (3795' ; Raikcay Inn)
; the village (*Post,

R. 1-2 K. ,• Lowe, very fair ; Krone, unpretending), '/2 M. to the N.,

is pleasantly situated at the base of the Eisenspitze.
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Excursions (guide, Lecmder Draxl). The Eisenspitze (9400'; 5 hrs.
5

guide 10^.) is ascended without serious difficulty via the Farseter Alp. —
Over the Flarsch-Joch to Bach in the Lechtal (8 hrs.

;
guide 16^.), see p. 248.

Near the pass, about 3 hrs. from Flirsch, is the finely f-ituated Ansbacher
Hiitte (7810'; inn in summer), the starting-point for tbe ascents of the

Samspitze (8610'), Stierkopfl (8325'), and Stierkopf (8505'), each in 1 hr., easy^
tbe Feuerspitze (9365'; 2V2-3 hrs.), RotspUze (9310'; 2-2V2 brs.). Rote Platte

(9295'; 2-21/2 hrs.), GrieselspUze {^286'; 3 hrs.), Stieriochkopf (dlQO' :. 21/2 hrs.),

Schwarzkopf (8510'; 2V2 hrs.), and Griesmutierkopf (9270'; 21/2 hrs.), these

seven moderately difficult; and the Vorderseespiize (9475'; 3 hrs.), Wetterspitze

(9835'; 4 hrs.), and Freispitze (9460'; 4 hrs.), three difficult peaks, but inter-

esting for good climbers. — New path to the Memminger-Hiitte (6 hrs. ; p. 248).

The valley contracts; the rapid and brawling Rosanna forms

several waterfalls. — 81 1/2 M. Strengen (3355'), 125' above the

village ('Posij, which lies to the left. Farther on opens a beautiful

view down the valley as far as the Inntal ; in the foreground are

the castle of Wiesberg and the Trisanna viaduct. Beyond two more

tunnels an imposing *Bridge, 280 yds. long and 280' high (central

span 395'), crosses the Trisanna, which issues from the Patznaun-

Tal (p. 258) and unites with the Rosanna to form the Sanna. —
84V2 M. Wiesberg (3150'), with the old castle of the same name.

To the Fatznaun-Tal, see p. 258. — A highly attractive walk of 1 hr.

leads from the station of Wiesberg to the (8 min.) Zollhaus (Trisannabriicke
Inn), in the Patznaun-Tal, and up the valley to ('/4 hr.) a bridge crossing

the Trisanna in the Gfcill-Schlucht; thence we return to (1/4 hr.) the 'Tri-

sanna Viaduct (which should be viewed from below) and ascend to (V4 hr.)

Wiesberg. The shadeless road to (o M.) the station of Plans is not re-

commended. — A marked path leads from Wiesberg to (I3/4 hr.) Landeck
via the prettily situated mountain-hamlet of Tohadill (3725'; good inn).

The line is now conducted along the Majenwand, high above

the Sanna , by a series of viaducts and cuttings ; it then crosses

the Flathbach, and reaches the station of —
861/2 M. Plans (2990'). Below, to the left, on the other side of

the river, lies the village of Pians (2795'; Alte Post; Neue Post,

both very fair) ; above it, on the verdant Mittelgebirge, is Grins,

at the base of the huge Parseier-Spitze (p. 279).

The line now descends the right bank of the Sanna at a steep

gradient to (89^/2 M.) Landeck-Perfuchs, 1/2 M. to the N.W. of Land-
eck (p. 279; below, to the left, is Bruggen')^ and then crosses the

rapid Inn by a bridge with nine arches (170 yds. long and 60' high).

To the right we obtain a picturesque view of Landeck with its

castle, dominated by the Venetberg ; high up on the left rises the

red church-tower of Stanz, at the base of the Brandjochl; still

farther to the left are the Ochsenberg and the Parseier-Spitze; and
behind us the beautiful pyramid of the Riffler (p. 240). A lofty

embankment now carries the railway over the highroad, and the

train enters the station of —
91 V2 M. Landeck (2550'), situated 1 M. from the town (p. 279).

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 16
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45. From Bregenz to the Schrocken.

The Bregenzer Wald.
From Bregenz <o Bezau^ 213/4 M., Railavat in 21/4 hrs. (fares, 2nd class

2K. 60, 3rd cl. 1 K. 10 h.). — Diligence from Bezau to Schoppernau (I2V2 M.)
twice daily in 3 hrs. (2 K. 30 h ). — The Bregenzer Wald, as the N. part of
the Vorar'lberg is called, is a diversified mountain -region watered by the
Bregenzer Ach, and bounded by the Rhine, the 111, the Lech, and the Uler.
It is rich in beautiful scenery, which will amply repay the pedestrian,
and is now largely visited by summer guests. A distinction is made between
the Vordere Wald, a thickly-peopled hill-country, with moderate heights
covered with grass and wood, and the Hintere or Imiere Wald^ which in

part exhibits the characteristics of an Alpine district. The inhabitants, of
an upright and affable character, still retain many of the ancient costumes
and customs.

Ercpenz (1300'), see p. 229. The narrow-gauge 'Bregenzer-

wald-Bahn' diverges to the left from the Landeck line beyond the

(1 1/4 M.) -Breams Loca? Station a^n^L near(2M.)2^iec?en passes through

a short tunnel. Rounding the hase of the Qebhardsierg (p. 230), to

the left, it then ascends the wooded valley of the Bregenzer Ach.

8 M. Kennelbach (1385'; Krone), an industrious village with large

manufactories. Beyond (p^j2 M.) Langen-Buck the line crosses the

Rotach, and heyond [8 M.) Doren the Weissach, and proceeds via(12M.)

Langenegg, the station for the (2 M.) village of that name (2275';

Adler ; Drei Konlge ; Hirsch), to (13 '/2 M.) Lingenau-Hittisau (1665').
A carriage-road (diligence to Hittisau twice daily in I1/2 hr.) ascends

hence to the E. to (2V4 M.) Lingenau (2250'; Post,'R. l-iV2 ^. ; Sonne;
Adler; Lowe), a village pleasantly situated at the foot of the Roienberg, and
to (3 M.) Hittisau (2595' : 'Hot, Dorner. R. from l^/^, B. 1 K. ; Krone; Adler),

a large village (160J inhab.), beautifully situated on the hill between the
Bolgen-Ach and Subers-Ach. [Excursions: to the Hitlisberg (4390'; 2 hrs.)

and the Hochhddrich (5135'; 2V2 hrs.) with fine views; through the Leckner-
Tal to (IV2 hr.) the small Leckner-See (tavern close by; trout), and via
Scheidwang (quarters) to the top of the (3 hrs.)^ffochgrat (6170'), with
shelter-hut and extensive view. — To Oberstdorf \ia, Sibratsgfall and Rohr-
moos, see p. 15.] — A road (diligence daily in 31/2 hrs.) leads from Hittisau

towards the N. via Riefensberg (Adler; Krone) to (6 M.) Springen (custom-
house) and then follows the Weissach-Tal, past Ach and Weissach. to (11 M.)
Oberstaufen (p. 6). — From Lingenau io Egg (see below) carriage-road (3 M.)

via Grossdorf (Drei Konige). A shorter route for pedestrians, diverges to

the right about 1/2 M. from Lingenau and crosses the gorge of the Subers-
Ach by a tiny suspension bridge (V4 hr. to Egg).

Beyond Lingenau the line crosses the ravine of the Subers-Ach

and ascends high above the Bregenzer Ach. The valley expands

before (14 M.) Egg (1970'; Rail. Restaurant, v/iih. rooms; *Post,

R. 1-11/2-^- / I^owe, R. 80 ft.-l ^. 20/k; Ochse; Taube'), a prettily

situated village (1900 inhab.) with a handsome Gothic church, fre-

quented as a summer-resort (well-sliaded promenades in the vicin-

ity). The school contains a historical collection of local interest.

Charming view from the Franz-Josefs-Hohe (10 min.).
ExcuHSioss. The Niedere (5630'), ascended by a marlsed path via Unter-

bach, Biihel, and Alp Oerach in 3 hrs., is a good point of view. A more
extensive panorama is commanded by the Winterstaude (6160'; 41/2-6 hrs.,

with guide): road to (71/2 M) Almagmach. whence a path (red and white
marks) ascends to the right via the Trieste n (5770') and the Ilasenstrick, a
friable vertical cliff (for experts only), to the (2 hrs.) top.
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From Egg to Dornbirn via Alberschwende, see p. 231. — To the S.W.
a road, crossing the Ach, leads via Wieden and S/angenach to (4Vz M.)
Schwarzenberg (see below). — To Lingencm (1 hr.), see p. 242.

The railway ascends in a wide curve, crosses the Pruhlbach to

(15 M.) Unterbach, and traverses a verdant upland plateau. —
I6V2M. Andelsbucli(2015'; Hot. Konig, at the station, pens. 41/2 K.;

Krone; Taube; Ochs; Lowe; Raihcay Restaurant), a straggling village

of 1400 inhabitants. About ^/^ M. to the N.E. of the station is the

Bad-Hotel Andelsbuch^ with a chalybeate spring and hydropathic

(pens. 4-5^.). — 20 M. Bezegg.
A pleasant path leads hence across the Bezegg (3165') to Bezau in H/jhr.

On the top (halfway) a Gothic colnmn has been erected as a memorial of the
wooden house in which the 'popularly elected Landammann and Council
of the Innere Bregenzer Wald' managed the aflfairs of the community for
several centuries, and which stood here till 1807. — A few min. to the S.

of this point is a fine mountain-view.

The railway again approaches the Bregenzer Ach and proceeds

at a considerable height above its right bank. 18 M. Bersbuch;

18^2 M. Schwarzenberg (Rail. Restaurant, with rooms).

[To the N. a carriage-road (omnibus twice daily in 35 min.,

50 /i.) descends to the Ach and again ascends past the hamlet of

Loch to (21/2 M.) Schwarzenberg (2285' ; *Hirsch, R. IV2-2, D. 2,

pens. 5-6 K. ; Lamm, pens. 4V2-5 K.; Krone ; Adler, bed 1 K., well

spoken ofj, charmingly situated at the foot of the Hochdlpele (see

below), and frequented as a summer-resort. The church contains

an altar-piece (Glorification of the Virgin) by Angelica Kauflfmann

(b. at Coire 1741 , d. at Rome 1807), whose parents lived here,

as a memorial tablet below a marble bust of the artist in the left

aisle of the church records. Charming views from the Angelikahbhe

(10 min.) and from the FroJie Aussicht Inn, I'/o M. to the N.
Excursions (guide, Mich. Berchtold) A pleasant path, affording fine

views, crosses the Lorena (3575') to (1^/4 hr.) Alberschwende (p. 231). — Via
the Bddele to (31/2 hrs.) Dornbirn or (3'/2 hrs.) Schwarzach, see p. 231. The
*Hochalpele (4810'), 1 hr. to the S. of the Br.dele, affords a fine view of

the Bregenzer Wald, the valley of the Rhine, the Lake of Constance, and
the mountains of Appenzell (refuge-hut 5 min. below the top, to the S.E). —
The direct route from Schwarzenberg to the top of the Hochalpele ascends
to the right by the 'Hirsch'; where the road divides we may either take
the bridle-path to the right, or the shorter footpath to the left ; beyond the

last four chalets we take (1/2 hr.) the path to the left, which leads in 20 min.
to two huts just below the wood; at the first of these our path turns to

the right, towards the corner of the wood, and then traverses the wood;
'A hr. Hiitfen Alp; 1/4 ^^- Hochalpele (rfmts). Our route here enters the
wood to the right, and ascends the slope to (3/4 hr.) the grassy summit.!

To the right tower abrupt rocky walls. The line crosses the Ach,
recrosses it beyond (20Y.2 M.) Reuthe, and reaches its terminus at—

213/4 M. Bezau (2135'; Rail. Restaurant, with rooms; *Post,

R. 1-2, pens. 5-6 K.; Gemse; Engel ; *Bar, prettily situated on the

Bezegg route, 1/2 M. from the village, pens. 5-572 ./// Hirsch ;Krone'),

the chief place of the Innere Wald. A private house (Hr. Kaufmann)
contains nine pictures by Angelica Kauffmann, which are shown'to
visitors (fee).

16*
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From Egg to Dornhirn via Alberschwende^ see p. 231. — To the S.W.
a road, crossing the Ach, leads via Wiedea and Stangenach to {i'^j-i M )

Schwarzenherg (see below). — To Lingenau (1 hr.), see p. 242.

The railway ascends in a wide curve, crosses the Pruhlhach to

(15 M.) Unterbach, and traverses a verdant upland plateau. —
I6V2 M. Andelsl)uch(2015'; Hot. Konig, at the station, pens. 41/2 K.

;

Krone; Taube; Ochs; Lowe; Railway Restaurant^ , a straggling village

of 1400 inhahitants. About 3/^ M. to the N.E. of the station is the

Bad-Hotel Andelsbuch^ with a chalybeate spring and hydropathic

(pens. 4-5^.)- — 20M. Bezegg.
A pleasant path leads hence across the Bezegg (3165') to Bezau in I1/2 hr.

On the top (halfway) a Gothic column has been erected as a memorial of the
wooden house in which the 'popularly elected Landammann and Council
of the Innere Bregenzer Wald' managed the affairs of the community for
several centuries, and which stood here till 1807. — A few min. to the S.

of this point is a fine mountain-view.

The railway again approaches the Bregenzer Ach and proceeds

at a considerable height above its right bank. 18 M. Bersbuch;

18^2 M. Schwarzenberg (Rail. Restaurant, with rooms).

[To the N. a carriage-road (omnibus twice daily in 35 min.,

50/1.3 descends to the Ach and again ascends past the hamlet of

Loch to (21/2 M.) Schwarzenberg (2285'; *Hirsch, R. 1 1/3-2, D. 2,

pens. 5-6 K. ; Lamm, pens. 4V2-5 K. ; Krone ; Adler, bed 1 K, well

spoken ofj, charmingly situated at the foot of the HochdlpeLe (see

below), and frequented as a summer-resort. The church contains

an altar-piece (Glorification of the Virgin) by Angelica Kauffmann
(b. at Coire 1741 , d. at Rome 1807), whose parents lived here,

as a memorial tablet below a marble bust of the artist in the left

aisle of the church records. Charming views from the Angelikahohe

(10 min.) and from the Frohe Aussicht Inn, I'/o M. to the N.
ExouESiONS (guide, Mich. Berchtold) A pleasant path, affording fine

views, crosses the Lorena (3575') to (I3/4 hr.) Alberschwende (p. 231). — Via
the Bddele to (3V2 hrs.) Dornhirn or (3'/2 hrs.) Schwarzach^ see p. 231. The
*Hochalpele (4810'), 1 hr. to the S. of the Bodele, affords a fine view of
the Bregenzer Wald, the valley of the Rhine, the Lake of Constance, and
the mountains of Appenzell (refuge-hut 5 min. below the top, to the S.E). —
The direct route from Schwarzenberg to the top of the Hochalpele ascends
to the right by the 'Hirsch''; where the road divides we may either take
the bridle-path to the right, or the shorter footpath to the left; beyond the
last four chalets we take (V2hr.) the path to the left, which leads in 20 min.
to two huts just below the wood ; at the first of these our path turns to

the right, towards the corner of the wood, and then traverses the wood;
'A hr. Hiltten Alp; 1/4 hr. Hochalpele (rfmts). Our route here enters the
wood to the right, and ascends the slope to (3/4 hr.) the grassy summit.!

To the right tower abrupt rocky walls. The line crosses the Ach,
recrosses it beyond (20Y.2 M.) Reuthe, and reaches its terminus at—

213/4 M. Bezau (2135'; Rail. Restaurant, with rooms; *Post,

R. 1-2, pens. 5-6 K.; Gemse; Engel ; *Bdr, prettily situated on the

Bezegg route, 1/2 M. from the village, pens. 5-572 J^; Hirsch ;Krone\
the chief place of the Innere Wald. A private house (Hr. Kaufmann)
contains nine pictures by Angelica Kauffmann, which are shown'to
visitors (fee).
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Fkom Bezau to Bizau, 3 M., diligence twice daily in 40 min. via Ellen-

bogen (see below) and through the smiling Bizauer-Tal. — 2 M. Bad Heuthe
(19;6'; Bath Hotel^ pens. 4-0 A'.), with chalybeate springs and an old church
(12S4). — A path, aflording pretty views, hence crosses the Hehung (2425')

to Binter-Heuthe. and to the Klaus-Briicke over the Ach (to Mellan 1 hr.)- —
From (3 M.) Bizau (22?5'; Sclnvan ; Krone) a shorter path leads to (I1/2 hr.)

Schnept'au, across the Schnepfegg (2915'). At the top, near the St. Wendelins-
Kapelle., we enjoy a sti-iking view.

Fkom Bezau to Schoppernau [il^l^^l. ;
diligence, see p. 242).

The road crosses the Ach near Ellenbogen and ascends the deep and

narrow valley via Klaus to —
33/4 M. Mellau (2245'; *Bar, with chalybeate haths, pens. 5-6 K.

;

Adler, Sonne, pens. 41/2-5^-, hoth very fair), charmingly situated in

a finely-wooded valley, and frequented as a summer-resort. To the

S.E. rises the precipitous Canisfluh [6695'), to the S. the Mittag-

spitze (6860'); on the W. opens the narrow Mellenhach-Talj with

the Hohe Freschen in the background.
ExcDESiONS (guides, Matthias and Joh. Peter Wilstner). Ascent of the

Morzelspitze (6010'), through the Mellenbach-Tal, 4 hrs. (guide SAT.); view
limited towards the S.— The Hohe Freschen (6580'), through the MeUenbach-
Tal via the Lindach Alp (3T65'5 rfmts.) in 6 hrs., with guide (9 AT.), is la-

borious but attractive. Descent to Rankweil(p.232).— The Canisfluh (6715'),

4V2hrs., with guide (8Z^.), via the Eofstditen Alp and TrMr^ac^i ^^^,_^rather

fatiguing (better from Au, see below). — The MWagspitze (6880'j 5 hrs.

;

see below), the Siinser-Joch (6675'^ 4 hrs.), and the Guntenhang (5^35' 5 3 hrs.)

may also be ascended from this point.

The road crosses the Ach and skirts its right bank via Hirschau

to (71/2 M.) Sclmepfau (2415'; Adler; Krone). It then proceeds,

between the Canisfluh on the right and the Mittagsfluh on the left,

to (10 M.) Au (2610'; "Krone, pens. b^/^-Q^K.; *Rbssle, Taube,

very fair, both beyond the bridge), pleasantly situated in a broader

part of the valley.

Ascents. The interesting and not difficult ascent of the Canisfluh (6695';

see above) may be made from Au by a marked path via Argenstein and
the Vorsass-Hiitten (rfmts.) in 4 hrs. (guide not indispensable; shelter-hut

V2 hr. below the top). — A pleasant route leads to the Grosse Walser-Tal,
through the DaniUlser-Tal, w^hich ascends towards the S.W. Following
the road on the right bank of the Argenbach as far as the Hinterbodmen
Alp., we there turn to the left to the Faschina-Joch (4920'), and descend to

Fontanella and (6 hrs.) Sonntag (p. 235). — The path to (10 hrs.) Rankweil
is interesting also. A new road ascends the left bank of the Argenbach
to (21/2 hrs.) JDamills (4695': rustic inn), a loftily -situated village, from
which the "Mittagspitze (6880') maybe ascended in 21/2-8 hrs., with guide
(fatiguing but remunerative). The route then leads via Ober-Damiils (4820')

and the (,21/2 l^rs.) Furka (5805') into the Lateruser- Tal and to (41/2 hrs.)

Rankweil (p. 232). — A pleasant pass to the Kleine Walser-Tal leads first

to the N.E. through wood and across the saddle between the Mittagsfluh
and the Didamsberg to (3 hrs.) Schonebach (*L6we, pens. 5-6 K. ; Rossle), and
thence (with guide) via the Gerach Alp to the (41/2-5 hrs.) tup of the Hohe
Ifen (p. 14) and down to (3 hrs.) Riezlern (p. 15).

The road (short-cut by a path through the meadows to the right)

ends at (I2V2M.) Schoppernau (2810' ; Krone; Adler): To the S.W.
rises the Zitterklapfen (7880'), to the S. the Kinzelspitze (7920'),

ai>d to the S.E. the pyramidal Uenscheller-Spitze (7015'). To Mittel-

herg via the Starzel-Joch, see p. 15.
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A cart-road ascends gradually from this point, past the shooting-

lodge of the late Mr. Maund, on a wooded hill, to the (iV4 ^^r.)

sulphur-baths of Hopfreben (3350' ; inn), and thence more rapidly

to (IV4 hr.) the *Schr6cken (4135'; *Peter's Inn, R. li^-*^, pens.

6-6 K.), a little village in a green basin, surrounded with mountains
which rise to a height of 7000-8000 ft., covered with forest and
pasture at their bases and snow on their summits.

Ascents. =^Widderstein (8320'), 4 hrs. from the Schrocken, not difficult

(guide 5^., not indispensable for experts). Starting from (IV2 lir.) Iloch-

krumbach (see below), we follow the path to the Gmtschel-Joch (see below),
turn to the left V* hr. before the pass, and ascend through a rocky basin
on the S. side of the mountain to the arete and (2 hrs.) the summit. Magni-
ficent '=View. — Kinzelspitze (J^2Q!), 41/2 hrs., with guide, over the Schadona
Sattel (p. 235), i&iig\x.irxg\ Mohnenfluh (8355'), 5 hrs., with guide also fatiguing.
— Bvaunarlspitze (8680'), via the Hoch-Qletscher Alp in 6 hrs., with guide,
difiicult.

Passes. To Oberstdorf over the Gentsohel-Joch (81/2 hrs.), an
interesting route, but rather fatiguing (no guide required). A marked
bridle-path ascends past Nesslegg (4870'; Inn zum Widderstein, very fair)

and the small Korber-See to (IV2 hr.) Hochkvumbach^ or Krutnbach ob Holz
(5590'; Adler, plain), a scattered group of houses in a barren valley, inhabited
in summer only. Hence we ascend to the left by a zigzag path across steep
pastures to (1 hr.) the wooden cross on the Gentschel-Joeh (6480'), at the
S.E. foot of the Widderstein (see above); fine retrospect of the Aarhorn,
Mohnenfluh, etc. Descent to the Upper Gentschel Alp (5560'), beyond which
the route runs high up on the left side of the picturesque Oentschel-Tal (to

the right the precipices of the Liechellcopf and Zwdlferkopf), to the Lower
Gentschel Alp (4180'). The path then crosses the Breitach, passes the hamlet
of Bodmen, and reaches (2 hrs.) Mittelberg (p. 15). Thence to (12 M.) Oberst-

dorf (diligence twice daily in 3V2 hrs.), comp. p. 15. — From Hochkrum-
bach to Oberstdorf via the Haldenwangereck or the Schro/en Pass, see p. 15.

From the Schrocken to the Aklberg (to Stuben 5 hrs. ; blue marks
;

guide unnecessary). A good but steep bridle-path ascends the right side
of the deep defile of the Auenfeld-Tobel, at first through wood. On quitting
the wood (20 min.) we obtain a striking view of the Juppenspitze and
Mohnenfluh, and, farther on, of the lofty Braunarlspitze with its glacier.

After 1/4 hr. we reach the Aelpele (rfmts.), traverse a broad basin between
the Juppenspitze on the right and the Aarhorn on the left, where the
Bregenzer Ach takes its rise, and ascend gradually to the Auenfeld Alp
(5625'). [Travellers in the reverse direction keep to the right as far as the
first chalet, then to the left to the Ach, cross in 5 min. to the right bank,
and descend along it.] We now descend the right bank of the Gaisbach,
cross (V2 hr.) the Kitzbach (4855'), and ascend a wooded hill, on the other
side of which we descend into the Lechtal (our path being joined on the
left by that from Warth, p. 249), and cross the Lech to (40 min.) Lech (p. 249).
Hence to C2V2 hrs.) Stuben, see p. 249.

From the Schrocken to the Upper Lechtal (to Reutte 16 hrs.), see R. 46;
to Bludenz across the Schadona Sattel and through the Orosse Walser-Tal,
see p. 235.

46. From Reutte to the Arlberg through the

Lechtal.

Carriage-road to (42 M.) Lechleiten (diligence to Steeg daily in 9 hrs.;
6 K.); thence to Lech, road under construction. The lower part of the
valley is monotonous (driving preferable), but the uppermost part (Tann-
berg) is picturesque and well worthy of a visit (more conveniently reached
from Stuben, see p. 249).
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Reutte (2790'), see p. 22. The road crosses the Lech to Aschau,

and follows the left bank of the river via [21/2 ^0 Hofen (Krone) to

(51/2 ^^I-) Weissenbach (2910'; Lowe). The road from the Pass

Gacht (p. 29) here joins ours on the right; to the left (E.) is the

Thaneller (see below).
A road ('Klauswaldstrasse') leads to the E. via Rieden (inn) and through

the Elaustcald, then across the saddle (SSW) between the Schlossberg and
Thaneller to (IV'^ hr.) the Ehveiibevger Klause (p. 23). — Through the
Rotlech-Tal to Nassereit (8 hrs.), a fatiguing route. A cart-track (red

marks) runs from Weissenbach through the wooded gorge of the Rotlech-
Tal to (2 hrs.) Rinnen (3935'; Xeuwirt). [To the E., a shady path ascends
hence to (1/2 hr.) Bencang (43G5'; Rose, Kreuz, both plain), whence the
"Thaneller (TG85') may be ascended in 3 hrs. (fine view and open refuge-
hut on the summit; guide 4^.); comp. p. 23.] From Rinnen the route
leads via Brand and (1 hr.) Mitteregg (4380'), the last village, and traverses

the ravine of the Rotlechbach to (13,4 hr.) the Hintere Tarrenton Alp (5050'),

where the valley turns to the E. Crossing the Schweinstein-Joch (5185'), at the
N. base of the imposing Heiterwand (8180'), we then enter the bleak Teges-

Tal, and follow a narrow path (steady head required) along the stream to

(3 hrs.) Nassereit (p. 25)-, or we may ascend to the right from the Schwein-
stein-Joch round the ^Ipleskopf (p. 278), and, passing the pilgrimage-chapel
of Sinneshrunn. reach (41/2 brs.) Imst (p. 277).

91/2 M. Forchach (2985'). About 2^/2 M. farther on, beyond the

narrow opening of the Schwarztvasser- Tal (p. 28), is (12 M.) Stanzach
(3085'; Hirsch or Post, R. 60-80 ^.,- Krone, unpretending).

To the left opens the Namlos-Tal, with the hamlet of (2 hrs.) Namlos
(4140'; two rustic inns), whence the *Namloser "Wetterspitze (8380'; fine

view) may be easily ascended by via Sommerberg- Joch (6725') in A hrs., with
guide (path marked red). The descent may be made to Bschlabs or to the

Grulegg-Joch (see below). — Easy passes lead hence to the E. via Kelmen
(4490') to (2 hrs.) Brand (see above), and to the S. via the Gruhegg-Joch
(5955') and the Sleinjochl (7245') to the Ilahntmn-Joch (p. 247; to Imst 6 hrs.).

On the left bank of the Lech, at the mouth of the Hornbach-Tal

(p. 14), is Vorder-Hornbach , and farther on Martinau, at the foot

of the Glimmspitze (8085'). — IS'/., M. Elmen (3210'; Neue Post,

Krone, Drei Konige, all unpretending).
Across the Hahntenn-Joch to Imst, an expedition of 7' 2-S hrs.

(guide from Boden QK., not needed by proficients). A bridle-path leads

-through the Bschlals-Tal (opening 20 min. to the S.). via Bschlabs (4310';

accommodation at the cure's), to (2^/2 hrs.) Boden (4450'; rustic inn; guides,

Ed. Lechleitner, Isidor Friedl), at the mouth of the Angerle-Tal. On the

Parzinnbiihel, 2 hrs. up this valley (guide from Boden 4 A'.), is the finely-

situated Hanauer-Hiitte (U3(X3'; provision-depot), the starting-point for the

ascent of the Crosse Schlenkerspitze (9255'; 4 hrs. : guide 8 K., with descent

to Imst 16 K. : laborious, for adepts only), the Kleine Schlenkerspitze (9110';

41/2 hrs.
;
guide 8 K. i difficult), the Dremehjntze (9070'; 41/2 hrs.

;
guide 8 K.

;

difficult), the SchneekarlespHze (8695' ; 31/2 hrs. ;
guide 6 K. ; not difficult),

the Parzinnspitze (S590' ; 372 hrs.; guide 8 A.,- difficult), and the Kogelsee-

spitze (S685'; 2'/2 hrs.; guide 4 A. ,• easy), all of which are view-points of

the first rank; also for the more distant Bergwerkskopf {S^il5'-^ guide 10 A'.)

above the Steinsee, and the LeiterspUze (9030'; guide 10 E. ; p. 248).

Passes lead from this hut via the Gufelsee-Joch (7840') and Gramnis to

(6-7 hr.'^.) Haselgehr in the Lechtal: via the Galiseite-Joch (7930') and Mutte-

kopf (p. 278) to (71/2-8 hrs.) Imst (p. 277) in the Inntal: via Boden and the

Hahntenn-Joch (p. 247) to (7 hrs.) Imst; or via the romantic iMrsenn-Tal
to Mils and (8 hrs.) ImH (p. 27T). Also via the Vordere or the Hintere Dremel-

Scharte (7970' and 8105') to the Steinsee (7005') and through the Storkenbach-

Tal to Schonwies or (71/2 hrs.) Zams (p. 279; guide 8 A.). The Memminger-
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ffiitle (p. 248) is reached from the Hanauer-Hiitte in 6 hrs., via the Gu/elsee-

Joch, the Mintsche-Joch, and the Oherlahms-Jochl (hlue marks). High level
route from Imst via the Mutlekopf-Hiitte to the Hanauer, Memminger, and
Augshurger Iliitte., about 15 hrs., laborious but highly interesting (way-
marks). — Beyond Boden the bridle-path ascends steeply to the E. via
Pfafflar to the (2V2 hrs.) Hahntenn-Joch (6215 ), to the N. of the Muttekopf.
We descend via Alp Madon and throut;h the Salvesen-Tal, at the S. base
of the Heiterwand (p. 246), to (3 hrs.) ^Imst (p. 277).

Crossing the Lech at Unterhofen, we next reach (1972^.) Hasel-
gehr (3290'; Alpenrose; Sonne), at the mouth of the Gramais-Tal.

Excursions (guides, Erhart Wolf^ Josef Saurer). The Lichtspitze (7740')

is ascended from Haselgehr in 4-5 hrs. (marked path, but guide advisable,
10 2l.); magnificent view. — To the Eaufbeurer • Hiitte (p. 14) a marked
path crosses the Griesscharte in 4 hrs. , with guide. — In the Gramais-Tal
a marked path leads high above the gorge of the Oitei'bach to (2 hrs.)

Gramais (4325*5 accommodation at the cure's
;
guide, Const. Singer). Thence

we may proceed via Vordergufel to the (4 hrs.) Gufelgras- Joch (7840')

and descend through the Starkenbach-Tal past the Alfutz Alp to Starken-
bach and (3 hrs.; guide 12 K.) Schdnicies (p. 279). — Fkom Gramais to the
Memmisger-Hutte, 5-6 hrs., an interesting route (guide 10 K.). From the
Branntwein- Boden ^ the picturesque head of the valley, a marked path
ascends steeply to the W. over the Alblith-Jochl (7490'), and runs to the
left through the upper Rot-Tal, skirting the Leiterspitze (p. 246), to the
Oberlahms-Jochl (8220'), whence we descend to the Memminger-Hiitte (see

p. 248). — From Gramais to the Hanauer-Hiitte (p. 246) via the Kogelsee
and Kogelsee-Scharte 4 hrs. with guide (9 K.)^ interesting.

Beyond Haselgehr we pass the entrance of the Oriesbachtal, with
its deposits of debris, and then Kbglen. 2272 M. Elbigenalp (3410';

Post, very fair), a large village pleasantly situated at the mouth of

the Bernhards-Tal. Fine view from the Kalvarienberg.
ExcDRSioNs (guide, Joh. Knittel). Through the Bei-nhards-Tal (interesting

gorge) to the Kemptner-HUite (6-7 hrs.; guide 7 K.), see p. 14 — The Bernhards-
eck (5870'), ascended by a marked path in 2 hrs., commands a fine view; and
a more extensive prospect is enjoyed from the Rothornspitze (7845'), 472 hrs.
from Elbigenalp (guide 6 K.). — About 3 hrs. to the N. of Elbigenalp,
in the Wolfebner Ka?', is the finely situated Hermann-von-Barth-Hiitte of the
Munich Alpine Club (7050' ;

provision-depot), a starting-point for the ascents
of the Balschtespitze (8200'; IV2 hr.; guide 7^.; easy), Ilfenspitze {8015'; 2 hrs.;

guide 10 K. ; easy); E. Plattenspitze (8030'; P-ji hr.
;
guide 8^. ; not difficult);

Marchspitze iSbb^' \ 3 hrs.; guide 12 A'.; difficult); Grosse Krottenkopf {Slib'
-^

31/2 hrs.; guide 11, to the Kemplner Hiitte ISA".; not difficult and very
interesting, see p. 13). Marked paths lead hence over the March-Scharte
(7946') and the Marzle to the (9V2 hrs.) Prinz-Luitpold-Haus (guide 20 A'.;

see pp. 12, 27); over the Krottenkopf-Scharte and the Obermddele-Joch to the
(S'/i hrs.) Kempiner-Hiltie (p. 14; guide 9 A.) ; and over the Schdnecker-Scharte
to (472 hrs.) Hinter-Hornbach (guide 11 K.) or to the (6 hrs.) Kaufbeurer-
Hiitte (guide 13 Ai; see p. 14).

Farther on are the hamlets of Unter-Gibeln (Hirsch) and Oher-
Oibeln, where J. A. Koch, the painter, was born in 1768 (tablet).

We cross the Lech once more to reach (25 M.) Bach or Lend (3495';
Traube or Post, plain), at the mouth of the Madau-Tal.

Excursions (guides, Apollonius Scheidle of Ober-Gibeln, Anion Friedle and
Ludwig Moll of Unter-Gibeln, Joh. Kapeller of Bach). To the Memminger-
Hiltle (574 hrs.

; guide 8 A^.). A bridle-path from Lend ascends the left bank
oi fhe Alperschonbach to the (2 hrs.) Eckhofe {liiO' :,

hay-sheds), opposite the
deserted hamlet of Madau, w^here the valley divides into the Rot-Tal to
the E., the Parseier-Tal to the S., and the Alperschon-Tal to the S.W.
We follow the Parseier-Tal to (3/4 hr.) the Ochsen Alp (4750'), whence we
ascend to the left (marked path; shady in the morning) to the (272 hrs.)
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Memminger-Hutte (7370'; inn in summei), in a grand situution above the
Lower Seebi-See. The Seekogel (7915'; V2 hr.), the Vordere Seekopf (8920';

2 hrs.), and the Oberlahmsspitze (8725'; IV2 hr.) may easily be ascended hence.
More difficult is the Leiterspitze (dOSO'; 5 hrs. ; for adepts only; guide 10 K.).

Over the Olerlahms-Jiichl and Alhlith-Jochl to Gramais (guide 7 K.) and to

the Hanauer-Hiitte (7 hrs.; guide 12 Z^.), see p. 247. New path to the (6 hrs.)

Anshacher-Hiitte^ see p. 241. — Two passes lead hence to the valley of the
Inn, the shortest, indicated bv red marks (guide 8 E). to the E. by the

(IV2 hr.) Seescharte (85B5') to the (IV4 hr.) Oberloch Alp (5865') in the Pairol-
Tal and past the (1 hr.) Unterloch Alp (5080') to (3 hrs.) Landeck (p. 279).

More interesting is the way ('Spiehler-Weg') via the Augshurger-Hiitte to

Landeck (9-10 hrs.; to the Augsburger Hiitte 5-6 hrs., for experts only;
guide 10 X). From the Memminger-Hutte we ascend by a rocky path (blue
marks) past the Untere, Mittlere, and Obere Seebi-See to the (IV4 hr.) Weg-
acharte (8435'), to the E. of the Seekopf; then descend over the MiitelrUcken
(8400'; wire- rope) to the Patrol Glacier., and ascend again (falling stones
to be looked out for) by a zigzag path (wire-rope) to the (2V2 hrs.) Patrol-
Scharte (9350'), between the Parseier-Spitze (9970'; ascended hence in 1 hr.

;

comp. p. 279), on the right, and the Gatschkopf {%^10')., on the left. A good
path leads to the (Vi hr.) top of the last ('View, see p. 2S0) and then
descends to the (IV2 hr.) Augsburgei--Hutte and (3V2 hrs.) Pians (p. 241). —
Other marked paths to the valley of the Inn ascend by the Rot-Tal and
the Grossberg-Joeh (8190'), descending through the Patrol-Tal to (9 hrs.)

Landeck (p. 279); and from the Alpei'schon-Tal across the Alperschon-Joch
(Kiifijoch, 7565') to i^ hrs.) Schnann (p. 240), or over the Flarsch-Joch (8115'),

with the Ansbachei'-Hutte (p. 2il) and fine view, to (8 hrs.; guide 10 E)
Flirsch (p. 240).

Above (26 M.) Stockach (Kreuz) we recross to [28 M.) Holzgau
(3620'; Hirsch^ very fair; Post; Brdu; Bar), a thriving village,

picturesquely situated and frequented as a summer-resort.

ExccHSioxs (guides H. Lampert, L. Weissenbach, Joh. Frei of Holzgau,
Anselm and Bernh. Elotz of Stockach). About V2 hr. to the N., in the
Hohenhach-Tal (p. 14), is a fine waterfall in a picturesque gorge. — The
Wetterspitze (9505'; laborious

;
guide 12 E.) is ascended from Holzgau via

the Sulzel-Tal in 5V2-6 hrs. The night may be spent if necessary at the
Sussel Alp (5960'). —

- From Holzgau over the Mddele-Joch to the (3 hrs.)

Eemptner Hiitte, see p. 14. The Mddelegabel (p. 13) and the Eohe Licht (p. 13)
may be ascended hence in 5 hrs. each (marked paths, but guide necessary.
11 E.), and the Grosse Erottenkopf (p. 13) in 4 hrs., with guide (11 E.).

The road next passes Hdgerau and (31 M.) Steeg (3680'; Post,

plain; Stern; guides^ Franz Walch, Ignaz Falger).
To the S. opens the Kaiser-Tal, from which, at the village of (I'/j hr.)

Eaisers (4990'; guides, Ph. Lorenz and K. L. Pfefferkorn), the Almejur-Tal
branches oli' to the S.W. Marked paths lead from Kaisers over the Eaiser-
Joch (7505') to (6 hrs.) Pettneu, or (preferable) over the Almejiir-Joch (7295';

fine view) to (G hrs.) St. Anton, on the Arlberg Railway (p. 238).

The road proceeds on the right bank to (II/2MO Hinter-ELbogen

(Kreuz), and crosses to the left bank beyond (1/4 M.) Prenten.
Marked paths lead to the S.W. from Prenten through the Erabach-Tal

and over the Erabacher - Jochl (7525') to (5 hrs.) Ziirs (see p. 249); and
through the Bockbach-Tal via the Wdster Alp (7145') in 4V2 hrs., or via the
Woster Ochsengiimple (ca. 7550') in 6 hrs. to Lech (see p. 249).

The road, now running high above the profound gorge, of the Lech,

passes the mouth of the Hochalpen-Tal (p. 15), and terminates at

(9 M.) LecMeiten (5045'; HirscK), situated among green meadows
at the foot of the Biberkopf (over the Schrofen Pass to Oberstclorf or

over the Urosse Steinscharte to the Rappensee - Hiitte , see p. 15).
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We now descend rapidly, cross the Krumhach^ and again ascend to

(3/4 hr.) Warih (4900'; Tiroler Hof, very fair). From this point (to

the right, to Hochkrumbach, p. 245, 1 hr.J, we skirt the slope of

the Warthorn, to the left, through the deep gorge of the Lech, to

(11/2 lir-) IJech ox Anger (4:760'-^ Krone^ fair), the chief place in the

Tannberg, or highest part of the Lechtal, picturesquely situated

at the foot of the Omeshorn (8440'; ascent in 3 hrs., not difficult).

— Path hence via the Auenfeld Alp to the Schrocken, see p. 245.

From Lech to Stuben, 71/2 M. A fine road (diligence to Langen
in summer daily in 3 hrs., 3 /C) ascends from Lech along the right

bank of the Zursbach via (3^/4 M.) Zurs (5850'; *Alpenrose, R. 1-2,

pens. 5 K. ; Edelweiss, plain) to (1 V4M.) the Flexen-Sattel (5775'),

which commands a view to the S. of the Stuben valley and the

Kalteberg (p. 240), with its glacier. The road next descends a steep

rocky slope, passing through several tunnels, and then winds down
to the Arlberg road above (3 M.) Stuben (p. 238).

From Ziirs excursions may be made to the {IV2 hr.) picturesque

ZUrser See (7015'; refuge-hut); to the Hasenfluh (8325'; 21/2 hrs.), and to

the -Trittkopf&d'60'-^ by the Ochsenboden 3-3 V2 hrs., with guide). — To the

Lechtal over the Krabacher Jochl^ see p. 248.

From Lech by the Formarin-See to Dalaas, 6V2-7 hrs., interesting

(marked path
;
guide unnecessary). We follow the left bank of the Lech

to (3/4 hr.) the hamlet of Zug, where the path to the Spuller-See via the

Stierloch Alp diverges to the left (see below), and to the (1 hr.) Aelpele

(4165'), whence another path, via the Spullers Alp and the Dalaaser Staffel,

leads to the (2 hrs.) Spuller-See. — To the left rises the Schafberg (see

below), and facing us are the Johanneskopf and Hirschenspitz. After 1/2 hr.

the path crosses the Lech and ascends to (5 min.) the Tannleger Alp (OSSC;
tine retrospect). In 1/4 hr. we recross the stream and ascend its left bank,
passing the Formarin Alp, to the (13/4 hr.) Freiburg ei^-Hiltte (6150'; inn in

summer), on the N.E. bank of the Formarin-See (5880'), at the foot of the

towering Rotwandspitze (8865'), which may be ascended hence by experts

in 31/2 hrs. (club-path, but guide desirable). We then skirt the W. side

of the lake to (25 min.) the Rauhe Joch (6345'), which aflfords a view of

the Rhsetikon, Sulzfluh, etc. The descent (marked path) leads by (1/4 hr.)

the Rauhe Staffel Alp, 5 min. below which is an excellent spring; thence
in numerous windings to (3/4 hr.) the Mostrin Alp, which lies to the right,

and on the left side of the Schana-Tobel to (1 hr.) Dalaas (p. 237).

From Lech to Klosterle via the Spuller-See, 5 hrs,, also interesting.

At (3/4 hr.) Zug (see above) we cross the Lech to the left, and ascend the

bank of the Stierlochbach to the Stierloch Alp, whence we cross the Bratzer

Staffel (6615') and the Klosterle - Staffel to (2V2 hrs.) the grandly -situated

*Spuller-See (5910'). To the N. rises the imposing Schafberg (8780'), easily

ascended in 31/2 hrs. (with guide) ; splendid view. The descent may be
made either to the left through the Wiildli-Tdbel to (IV2 hr.) KlSsterle

(p. 237), or to the right through the Streubach-Tobel (6ne waterfall) to

(2 hrs.) Danofen on the Arlberg railway (p. 237).

47. The Montafon and Patznaun Valleys.

From Bludenz to Schruns. 8 M., Montafon Railway (electric) in 50 min.
(2nd cl. 1 K. 50, 3rd cl. 80 h.). — From Schruns to (91/2 M.) Gaschurn post-

omnibus twice daily in 21/2 hrs. (fare 2 iC. AOh.). One-horse carriage from
Schruns to Gaschurn (I3/4 hr.) 10, two-horse 16 K. ; one-horse carr. from
Schruns to Patenen (21/4 hrs.) 12 K. — Diligence (10 seats) daily at 1 p.m.
from Plans (Alte Post) through the Patznaun Valley to Galtiir in GVihrs.;
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fare 3 K. 50 h. (to Iscligl, I5V2M., in 41/2 hrs.: 2 K. 50 h.). One-horse car-

riage from Ischgl to Pians in 3 hrs., 12 K. ; carr. and pair from Landeck 28,
to Galtiir 32 K. and driver's fee.

The Montafon (davo, behind'), or Upper Illtal. a well-wooded green
valley, separated on the S. from the Pratigau in the Grisons by the
Rhaetikon Chain., affords a number of attractive excursions, for which
Schvuns and Gaschurn are the best headquarters. The Patznaun, a
wild and narrow valley, with beautiful Alpine pastures, is less interest-

ing than the Montafon, but the S. lateral valleys (Jamtal, Fimber-Tal)
deserve a visit.

Bludenz (1905'). see p. 235. The Montafon Railway diverges

to the right from the Arlberg Railway beyond the convent of

St. Peter (p. 237), near the hamlet of (2 M.) Brunnenfeld^ crosses

the Alfenz and the III, and recrosses to the right bank of the latter

beyond (3 M.) Loriins (Hirsch; Adler). To the S. the mountains
of the Montafon are now disclosed to view: the Schv.arzhorn,

Mittagspitze, Gweiljoch; to the left the peaks of the Hochjoch. —
5 M. St. Anton (Schafle; Adler); the village is situated on a hill

to the left. To the right appear the Schafberg and the bold Zimba-
spitze. — 5^2 ^I- yandans, opposite the mouth of the Rellstal (to

the Liinersee, see p. 251). — Beyond (7 M.) Kaltenlrunn (see below)
we pass the monastery of Gauenstein (on the left), and cross the

Litzbac-h to the station of (71/2 M.) Tschayguns (see below) and to —
8 M. SchrunS. — Hotels. *Tacbe, with garden, E. IV2-2, D. 2V2,

pens. 5V2-6V2 ^. ; 'Stern, with baths, pens. 6-8^. ; ~Lowe, pens. 5^/2-Q K.

;

Adlee: Keoxe, good wiue^ Montafon, well spoken of; Post: Schafle;
Krecz. — Numerous private lodgiags. — Swimming-baths.

Schruns (2250'), the chief place in the Montafon (1500 inhab.),

charmingly situated in a broad part of the valley, on the Litzbach^

is a favourite summer-resort.
"Walks. To the N.W. to the O/4 hr.) Capuchin monastery of Gauen-

stein, with a charming view from the garden; to the N. to (lOmin.) Moniiola,
with restaurant and fine view. — To the W. to (V4 hr.) Tschagguns
(2245'; Loice), on the left bank of the 111. at the mouth of the Rasafe ibach,

which descends from the Gauer-Tal. Hence v.e may ascend to the right
to the chapel of (3/* hr.) Landschau (SITO"; plain inn), with a fine view of
the Sulzfluh, Drei Tiirme, Drusentluh, etc. ; or on the right bank of the
Easafeibach to the hamlet of (1 hr.) Ziegerberg, which also offers a good
view. — Vandans (3V2 M.) mav be reached either via Tschagguns and along
the left bank of the 111, or" by following the right bank to (V2 hr.)

Kaltenbi'unn (inn; see above), crossing the 111 there, and taking the
pretty woodland path to (3/4 hr.) Zwischenbach (Sonne), a village prettily

situated at the entrance of the Rellstal, with the church of Vandans. A
pleasant path leads on, chielly through wood, via Biinten to (V4 hr.) the

bridge crossing the 111 near the railway-station of Vandans, returning by rail,

or by the highroad on the right bank (1 hr.) — To (iV4 hr.) Ausser-
Bartholomaberg (3560'): we ascend to the right from the Litz bridge (guide-

board), and then take the first path to the left, leading past the Inn zum
Griinen ^Yald to the church (Adler, plain), which contains a fine carved
Gothic altar of 1526. Good view. Thence to the Rellseck, on the slope of

the Monteneu. in V/t hr.. a pleasant walk (way-marks), t- To (IV2 hr.)

Innerberg and over the Kristbevg to (2'/2 hrs.) Dalaas. see p. 287. — To
the Silber-Tal we follow the road un the left bank of the Lilzbach, which
descends in innumerable cascades, and after about V'2 hr. cross the stream,
passing through the Eolle (restaurant). The village of Silbertal (p. 252)

lies 3/4 hr. farther on. We may return by a pleasant footpath on the left

bank (crossing the brook at the church). — A well-shaded road runs to
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the S.E. into the 111 valley, along the base of the Kapell-Joch, via

Gampvetz, to (^/t hr.) the Land-Brucke, whence we may return across the

meadows on the left bank.

Mountain Ascents (guides, Franz Vergut, Joh. Jak. Boht, Michael Fleisch,

Aurel Steu, Franz Ganahl, Franz Gantner, Jod. Salzgebei\ Alf. Tscho/en,

Victor Zuderell). — "^Monteneu (6110'), an easy and attractive ascent, via

Bartholomaberg in S'/a hrs., vrith guide (8 A'.)."— Itonskopf (683U'
•,
4 hrs.

5

guide 9 A'.), via Innerberg, only slightly more difficult. — Lobspitze (8565'),

7-8 hrs., with guide, via the Krisfberg chapel (p. 237) and the Wasserstuben

Alp^ laborious \ descent to the village of Silbertal or to the Unter-Gajiuna Alp

(4 hrs.
5 p. 2.52). — The Kapell-Joch (7820'^ 5 hrs. ;

guide 9 A.) is not dif-

ficult and commands a highly picturesque view. The route ascends in

windings past the School House to (31/2 hrs.) the Vordere Kapell Alp, and
thence through the depression between the Kapell-Joch and the Hochjoch,

first to the N. peak and then to the slightly higher S. peak. The Hochjoch
(8275'), which aftords a still more extensive view, may be reached via the

Kreuzjoch (8090') in IV2 hr. from the S. peak (guide 14 A.). The descent

may be made on the S.E. side from the Kreuzjoch to the Grasjoch (6480'),

E. of the Zamangspitze (p. 25'2), and thence either on the N. to the Alp
Gieseln in the Silber-Tal (p. 252), or on the S. (steep and toilsome) through
the Zamangtobel to St. Gallenkirch (p. 252). — Mittagspitze (7115'; 41/2 hrs.

;

guide 9 A.), via the Ziegerberg and Alp Alpilla. rather fatiguing; Schwarz-
horn (8015'; from the Tilisuna-Hulte 1 hr., or from Tschagguns 5-6 hrs.,

with guide), toilsome. — The Drusenfluh (9300'), the huge limestone
mountain between the Drusentor and the Schweizertor, ascended from
the (3 hrs.) imdawer-Zfw^^e (see below) in 3V2-4hrs., with guide, is difficult

and should be attempted by adepts only. — Drei Tiirme. The Grosse

Tuvm (9280') and the Miitlere Turm (9235')', ascended (with guide) in 4 hrs.

from the Lindauer-Hiitte, are not difficult; the Kleins Twr^n (9040') is a diffi-

cult climb, fit for experts only.

The ascent of the -Sulzfluh (9200'; 71/2-8 hrs.
;
guide 16, if kept overnight

IS A^.) is very interesting and not difficult. The route leads from Tschagguns
via Ziegerberg to (21/2 hrs.) the Gampadels-Alp (5490'). Beyond the Alp
we turn to the right, ascend the meadow straight on for 10 min. (follow-

ing the red marks) , and again strike a path , leading along the slope of

the Schicarzhorn (below to the left lies the Walser Alpe) to a rocky barrier,

beyond which is the (21/2 hrs.) Tilisuna-Hiitte (7255' ; /n?i in summer), lying

above the small Tilisuna-See (6895'). Thence to the left to the (3/4 hr.)

Verspala-Grat, then over a broad rocky plateau, and lastly across the un-
crevassed Sparer Glacier, to the (2 hrs.) summit, which commands a
magnificent panorama. The descent from the Tilisuna Hut into the Gauer-
Tal is interesting; there is first a steep ascent to the Bilkengrat (8025'),

and then a zigzag descent to the (2 hrs.) Lindauer-Hiitte (see below) ; or we
descend (with guide) direct from the summit through the Eachen, a wild gully

in which snow lies until July, and then by a club-path to the (2V2-3 hrs.)

Lindauer-Hiitte (see below).

The 'Xiiner-See is reached by a route through the Rellstal (from
Vandans a steep ascent on the left bank of the Eellsbach) to the LUner
Alp, and over the Rellstal-Sattel (Liiner Krinne; 7105'), to the lake (6 hrs.

to the Douglass-Hiitte, see p. 236). A far preferable route (7-8 hrs.
;
guide 11,

with the Scesaplana and night out 21, to Bludenz 28 A.) ascends from
Tschagguns via Landschau to the (IV'2 hr.) Vorsporn Alp (3720'; inn), and
thence across the Rasafeibach and along its right bank through the Gauer-
Tal, passing the Mittagspitze and Schwarzhorn on the left, with a fine

view of the imposing head of the valley (Sulzfluh, Drei Tiirme, Drusen-
fluh). We next reach the (IV2 hr.) Lower Sparer Alp (5580'), a group of
forty huts, 1/2 hr. above which is the Lindauer-Hiitte (5790'; inn in

summer), adioined by an Alpine garden, in a basin on the S. side of the
Geisspitze (76i65'). Hence to the Sulzfluh through the Rachen, 4 hrs. with
guide, see above. Then a steeper ascent through the Oefen-Tal to the
(13/4 hr.) Oefen Pass (7520') whence we descend past the (V2 hr.) imposing

' Schweizer-Tor (peep of the Grisons, see p. 252), ascend again to the (3/4 hr.)
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Alp-Vera-J6chl (7550'; fine view of the Scesaplana), and lastly descend to

the left at the foot of the imposing Kirchlispitzen (8380') to the (1 hr.)

Vera Alp and round the S.W. bank of the Liiner-See (ferry, see p. 23'3)

to the (V2 hr.) Douglass-HUtie. Ascent of the ^Scesaplana, and descent
through the Brandner-Tal to Bludenz, see p. 236.

To THE Peatigau, Several passes. Through the Rellstal and over the
Schweizer-Tor (7055') to (9-10 hrs.) Schiers (steep descent). — From Tschag-
guns through the Gauer-Tal and over the Drusen-Tor (7220') to Kiiblis,

10 hrs., toilsome. The pass lies between the Sulzfluh and the Drei Tiirme.
— Through the Gampadels-Tal to the Tilisuna-HuUe and over the Gruben
Pass (7350'), or over the Plasseggen-Joch (7730'), to Kiiblis in 8 hrs., two
attractive routes. On the Pavtnun Staffel IV2 hr. beyond the pass, below
a small lake, is the E6tel Sulzfluh, finely situated (5865') ; see Baedeker's
Switzerland.

From the Tilisuna-Hutte to Gaegellen, 4V2-5 hrs. A marked cluh-
path skirts the foot of the Weissplatten and the Scheienfluh (8680') to the
Plasseggen-Joch (7730'), crosses a slope covered with debris to the Sarotla
Pass (7655), and then descends rapidly to the Rohi Alp and to Gargellen
(see below).

To St. Anton theough the Silbeb-Tal, 11-12 hrs. (guide 25 K.).

We ascend the left and then the right bank of the Litzbach by a good road
to the scattered village of (IV4 hr.) Silbertal (2QW; Hirsch, well spoken
of). On the S. is the Hochjoch (p. 251) and on the E. rises the Lobspitze
(8560'; ascent in 5-6 hrs., see p. 251). 'The valley now contracts; the pa1h
ascends, generally through wood, first on the right and then on the left

bank of the rapid Litzbach to the (2 hrs.) Alp Gieseln (4335'), where the
valley bends to the E., and (V2 hr.) the Alp Unter-Gafluna (4565'), at the
mouth of the Gafluna-Tal (see i)elow). To the right rises the jagged Pizze-

guter Grat, farther on the Klein-Maderer (p. 253). The path through the
Silber-Tal crosses to the right bank of the Litzbach and ascends through
wood to the Fresch-Hiitte and the little Schtcarzensee, and then past the
P/annensee, to the (21/2 hrs.) Silbertaler Winter -Jochl (6540'), between
the Trostberg on the left, and the Wannenkopf on the right; fine view
of the bold Patteriol (p. 239) to the E. Descent to the Schon-Fervall and
(4V2hrs.)>S;. ^n<ow (p. 238). — The route through the G^a/Mna-TaZ (see above),
and over the Gafluner Winter- Jochl (7685') to (11-12 hrs.) St. Anton is

fatiguing and devoid of interest.

Above Schruns tlie valley contracts ; on the left is the Zamang-
spitze (7840'), on the right the Gweiljoch (7900'). The road crosses

the 111 and ascends through the Fratte, a defile which divides the

Montafon into the Ausser- and Inner-Fratte. After 1 V2 hr. a finger-

post indicates the path to the right across a covered bridge to Kreuz-

yasse (Kreuz; Stern), where the route to Gargellen (see below)

diverges to the right. — Y2 ^^- —
5M. St. Gallenkircli (2730'; Adler, R. li/o-^A"., very fair;

R'ossle, moderate; Gemse; Hirsch), situated on a hill at the mouth
of the Zamangtobel. Beyond it, a view of the Valliila, Cresperspitze,

and Schafbodenberg opens to the S.E.

Excursions. Zamangspitze (7840'; 4-5 hrs., guide 10 A'.), by the Livina
Alp, easy and repaying. — From Kreuzgasse (see above) a road (diligence

from Schruns to Gargellen dailv in 32/4 hrs., 3 K. 60 h.) leads through
the smiling Gargellen -Tal to Rente and (l^fi M.) Gargellen (5160'; "Hotel

Madrisa. R. 2-8, B. IV4, 1>. 3, pens. 6-10 K.), a prettily-situated summer-
resort. To the E. is the Schmalzberg, to the S. the Rietzenspitzen, and to

the S.W. the Madrisa (p. 253), with a small glacier. About 1/2 iir.

farther up the valley divides into the Vergaldner-Tal on the left and the
Valza/enz-Tal on the right. — The ascent of the *Eotbiihelspitze (9415'),

via the Vergaldner Alp, in 5 hrs., with guide, is not difficult and highly
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interesting. — The Madrishorn (9285'; 5V2 its. ; with guide), via the

Gargellen Alp, the little Oanda-See, and the stony Gafierplatten, is fatiguing

but repaying. — The Madrisa (9100'; 4V2-5 hrs.) and the Heimspitze (9125'

;

5 hrs.) are fit for experts only, with guide. — Over the Vergaldner-Jochl

(S385') to the Ganera-Tal (see below) and Gaschurn, 7 hrs., rather fatiguing.
— Two easy routes (guide advisable) are those across the St. Antonien-

Joch (7790') to (6 hrs.) Kiiblis, and over the Schlappiner-Joch (7100') to (6 hrs.)

Kloslers in the Pratigau; see Baedeker's Switzerland.

The road follows the right bank, passing Gortipohl (Traube), to

(33/4 M.) Gaschurn (3120'; ^Rdssle or Post, R. IV2A pens. 51/2-6 K.;

*Krone, pens. 5 K. ; Alpenrose, plain but good ; Pens, von Strehle,

well spoken of), a summer-resort, prettily situated at the mouth of

the Ganera-Tal.
Excursions (guides, Rudolf Kleboth.^ Emeran Rudigier). — To the S.,

by a well-kept path ('Vetterweg') through the picturesque gorge of the

Ganera-Tal to the (1 hr.) Viktoria-Platz., at the foot of the large waterfall

in the Fengga-Tohel ; thence via (V4 hr.) the Oaneu Alp., to (1/2 hr.) the

solitary Ganera Lake, whence we may return by the Gundalatsch hill and
across pastures to (2 hrs.) Gaschurn. — About 1 hr. beyond the lake is

the Ganera Alp (rfmts.), whence an arduous route leads over the Ganera-
Joch (8160') to (6 hrs.) Klosters in the Pratigau. From the Ganera-Tal
across the Vergaldner-Jochl to Gargellen, 4 hrs., see above. — Mountain
Ascents. The "'Versailspitze (8065'), ascended via the Ibau Alp in 4-5 hrs.,

with guide, commands a splendid view of the Fervall group (Patteriol),

the Silvretta group (Fluchthorn, Buin, Litzner, etc.), the Sulzfluh, and the

Scesaplana. The descent may be made via the Verhellen Alp to Patenen.
The Schafbodenberg(7680'; 31/2 hrs., via the GaneuAlp), and theMatschuner
Kopf (8075'; 41/2 hrs.) also present no difficulty. — The Hochmaderer (9250';

6-7 hrs., via Ganeu and the Ganera Alp) is trying but very remunerative.
The Klein-llladerer (9090'), ascended by the arete between the Valschaviel

and the Netzen Tal in 6 hrs., should not be attempted except by experts
with steady heads. — Valliila, see below.

Fkom Gaschurn to St. Anton over the Gaschurner Winter-Jochl,
11 hrs., with guide. The route ascends by the Valschavieler Alp and
Mardusm Alp to the (5 hrs.) Gaschurner Winter-Jochl (7645'), between the

Strittkopf and the Alhonakopf, with two lakelets and fine views of the

Patteriol, and descends through the Schon-Fervall to (6 hrs.) Si. Anton. An
easy and attractive route diverges at the Gaschurner Winter-Jochl, and
skirts the Strittkopf to (1 hr.) the Verbellner Winter-Jochl on the Scheidsee

(p. 239); thence back to Patenen.

2V4 M. Patenen or Parthenen (3350'; Sonne, plain but good)

is the last village in the Montafon.
Excursions (suides, Alois Pfefferkorn, Joh. Bernh. and Herni. Tschofen).

The -Valliila, or Flammspitze (9235'; 6 hrs.
;
guide 18 iT.), fit for experts only,

is ascended by the Valliila Alp (or from the Madlener-Haus in 3-3V2hrs.,
see p. 254). View strikingly grand.

From Patenen to St. Anion, on the Arlberg Railway, over the Verbellner

Winter-Jochl (10-11 hrs.; guide 26 K.), see p. 239.

From Patenen to the Patznadn, two passes. The shorter crosses

the Zeinis-Joch (4V2 hrs. to Galtiir; red marks; guide, not indispensable,

9 K.). Beyond the last houses we ascend to the left, following the right

bank of the Zeinis-Bach, enjoving a view of the Gross -Vermunt-Tal, with
the Litzner group. After 3/4 "hr. we cross to the left bank, on which a
steep ascent leads to (1 hr.) Ausser-Ganifer (4735'), where we recross the
stream. At (20 min.) the last house of Inner-Ganifer (4980') we cross the

Verbella-Bach (on the left a fine waterfall) and ascend in steep zigzags,

through the Hdcheln, a number of curiously weather-worn crags, to the
(i hr.) Inn on the Zeinis Alp (6050'), between the Fluhspitzen (9270') and
Fadnerspitze (8945') on the N., and the Ballunspiize (8755') on the S. side.

(The Fadner-Spitze, with a fine view, may be ascended from the inn
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by a club-path iu 3 hrs. •, guide desirable.) We now pruceed by a level
path, which skirts the foot of the hills to the left, to the (20 min.) Zeinis-
Joch (6095'), whence we descend to Wirl and (IV* hr.) Galtur (p. 255).

A longer but more interesting route leads ovee the Eielerhohe (7 hrs.
to Galtur; path marked; guide, 13 £"., scarcely necessary). Above Patenen
(10 min.) we cross the 111, in 10 min. more return to the right bank, and
then ascend the Gross -Vevmunt-Tal to a steep rocky barrier (Cai'datscha),
over which the 111 is precipitated in an imposing double fall ('Stiiber
Fall or Holle). To visit the fall (path indicated by marks), we cross to
the left bank, 40 min. from the second bridge mentioned above, and
ascend rapidly to the (35 min.) top of the rocky barrier, from which we
may look down into the abyss (guarded by a railing). The path returns
to the right bank V4 hr. farther up, and regains the direct route to the
pa.ss near the ('/z hr.) huts of Schweizev -Vermunt. View hence of the
picturesque Litznev group (Plattenspitze, Gross-Seehorn, Gross-Litzner) and
Lohspitzen to the .S., the Hochmadertr to the W., and the Cresperspitze to

the E. The path ascends gradually through the upper Vermunt-Tal, which
soon tiirns to the E. (view, to the right, of the Cromev-Tal with the Litzner
glacier>). passes the Alp Gross - Vevniunt . and reaches the (l'/2hr. ; 4 hrs.
from Patenen) Madlener-Haus (6515'; inn in summer), 20 min. below the
Bielerhohe (6630'). which atYords a survey of the grand environs (best on
this side of the cross). On the right rises the Lobspitze, on the left

the pyramidal Hohe Ead; between the two lies the Ochsen-Tal with the
Gross -Vermunt Glacier and the source of the 111: beyond, the Grosse and
Kleine Buin, to the right the Eckhorn, Silvrettahom, and Signalhorn.
Descent on the left bank of the Fermuntbach through the wild Klein-
Vermunt-Tal (to the left the Vallula. to the right the Bochnorderer), and
past two small lakes to (2V2 hrs.) Wirl and (1/2 hr.) Galtiir (p. 255).

From the Madlener-Haus, a club-path leads up the Ochsenfal, passing
above the Source of the 111, to the (2V2-3 hrs.) Wiesbadener-Hiitte (8235';

Inn in summer), which is finely situated close to the Gross -Vermunt Glacier.
Good survey of the environs from the Dreikaiser-Spitze (£020'), ^ji hr. to

the E. (marked path, guide useless).

Mountain Ascents. The *Hohe Rad (9555'), affording an excellent
view, may be ascended without difficulty in 3 hrs. from the Wiesbadener-
Hiitte or in 4 hrs. from the Madlener-Haus (guide from Gaschurn 15 E.).
— The *Piz Buin {Gross-Buin; lOjSSCj, the highest peak in the Vorarl-
berg, a fatiguing but highly repaying climb, is ascended from the Wies-
badener-Hiitte in 372 hrs., with guide (from Gaschurn 26, with descent
to the Jamtal-Hiitte, 28 A'.). We cross the Vermunt Glacier and the Wies-

hadener Grdtchen (a rocky arete) to the (2^2 hrs.) Buin-LUcke (10,010'), be-

tween the Kleine and the Grosse Buin. Thence we ascend to the N.E.,
over rock and snow, to the arete and (1^4 hr.) the summit. The 'View
is magnificent. We may descend to the Jamtal-Eiitte (p. 255), or over
the Fnorcla del Confin to 'the Siliretta-Eutte (see below). — The A7ei«e Buin
(10,695'; 4-5 hrs.; difficult). Silvretlahorn (10,655'; 3-4 hrs.), Eckhorn (iO.SQQf

;

4-5 hrs.), Signalhorn (i0,5i0'; 4-5 his.), Dreildnderspiize (10,540'; 3-3'/2 hrs.),

and Tiroler Aoji/(ll,050'; 3-3V2 hrs.) are also ascended from the Wiesbadener-
Hiitte (the last five not difficult for experts). — Valliila (9235'; 3V2-4 hrs. from
the Bladlenerhaus), see p. 253. — Gi'oss-Litzner (10.205'), through the Elosier-

Tal and over the Glotter Glacier in 6-7 hrs. (very hard). — The Gross-Seehorn

(10,245'), 5'/2-6 hrs., through the Cromer- Tal\n^ over the Litzner Glacier

and See Glacier, is difficult.

OvEE the Vehmunt Pass to Guaeda, in the Engodine, 6V2 hrs. (with
guide), a fine route. From the (2^/2 hrs.) Wiesbadener-Hiitte we ascend over
the Vermunt Glacier to the (IV2 hr.) Vermunt Pass (9190'), between the Brei-

Idnderspitze (10,540') on the E. and Piz Buin (see above) to the W. De-
scent through the Val Ttioi to (2'/2hrs.) Guarda; see Baedeker's Switzerland.

Ovee the Fcoecla del Confin to Klosters, 8-9 hrs. from the Wies-
badener-Hutte, with guide, a fine gl&cier expedition, with which the ascent

of the Piz Buin mav easilv be combined. We ascend the Vermunt Glacier

to the (21/2-3 hrs.) Fuorcla del Confin (10,030'), between the Kleine Buin
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and the Signalhorn, proceed to the W. to the (1/2 hr.) Silvretta Pass (9895'),

and descend the Sihretta-Glacier to the (1V2-2 hrs.) Silvretta- Hiitte (inn in

summer) and (3 hrs.) Klostevs; see Baedekers Switzerland. — Over the
Klostek Pass to Klosters in the Pratigau, 8-9 hrs. from the Madlener-
Haus, with guide, not diflicnlt for adepts. We ascend the ^os^ej'-Ta^ and
cross the Olotter Glacier to the (4 hrs.) Kloster Pass (9150'), between the
Gross-Litzner and the ThiiUhorn. A steep descent takes us in 3-4 hrs.

past the Silvretta Alp and Sardasca to (4-5 hrs.) Klosters. — Over the
Rote Fueka to Klosters, 9-10 hrs., laborious. We cross the Klosterial

Olacier, and in 5 hrs. reach the Rote Furka (8780'), between the Kloster-

talerhorn and the Rothorn; descent in 4-5 hrs. to Klosters, across the Sil-

vretta Glacier and past the Silvretta Club Hut.
To the Jamtal-Hutte, from the Wiesbadener-Hiitte (p. 254) the shortest

route (3V2 hrs. ; with guide) leads via the Ochsenfurkel (ca. 9845') and the

Jamtal Glacier. A preferable though laborious route (5 hrs., with guide)

leads over the Ochsen-Scharte (9730'), between the Ochsenkopf and the Drei-

landerspitze. — Via the Getschner-Scharte (9600'), 41/2-5 hrs., with guide,

not diflicult (free from ice) and interesting. From the Mad]ener-Haus or
from the Wiesbadener-Hiitte we skirt the slope of the Hohe Rad tu the

(272 hrs.) pass (fine view), whence the Hintere Getschnerspitze (9940') may-

be easily ascended in V2 hr. ; descent over rocks, de'bris, and pastures,

finally crossing the Jambach by a natural bridge, to the (2-2V2 hrs.)

Jamtal-Hiitte (see below).

From Wirl (inn) , the highest village in the Patznann-Tal, a

bridle-path leads through the sequestered valley, surrounded with

lofty mountains, and across the Vermuntbach to (I/2 hr.) Galtiir

(5190'; Rossle or Post, very fair), at the entrance to the Jamtal.
Excursions (guides, Gottlieb, Ignatz^ Ignatz Alois, Benedikt, Albert, Franz

Martin, and Wilhelm Lorenz^ Alois Walter, Alois and Christ. Zangerle). A
good path (marked; guide, not indispensable, 6 K.) leads through the
narrow Jamtal, passing the Sclinapfenthaia , to the QB^Iz hrs.) Jamtal-
Hiitte (7095'; inn in summer), in a picturesque situation above the junction
of the Futscholhach and the Jambach, commanding a magnificent view of
the great Jamtal Glacier, surrounded by the Dreilanderspitze, the Jam-
spitzen, the Augstenberg, and (E.) the majestic Fluchthorn. 'The hut is

the starting-point for the Gamshorn (10,105'; marked path, in 2V2-3 hrs.;
guide from Galtiir 9 K.), easy and attractive; the Gemsspitze (10,215'; 4hrs.^
guide 10^.). via ths Jamtal Glacier, and the ''Dreilanderspitze (10,5i0';

31/2-4 hrs.; 12 K.) via the Jamtal Glacier and the Ochsen-Scharte (see

below), both easy; the Hintere (10,395') and Vordere (10,415') Jamspitze, via
the Jamjoch (see below) in 4-41/2 hrs. (guide 10 K.) ; the 'Fluchthorn (11,120'),

by the Fluchthorn Glacier in 5 hrs. , fatiguing but not difficult for ex-
perts (guide iQ K., with descent to the Heidelberger-Hiitte 18 Z'.) ; the
Rennerspitze or Mittlere Fluchthorn (11,160'), in 61/2 hrs. (two guides at 24 K.
each), very difficult; the ''Augstenberg (10,595'; over the Chalaus-Scharte in
41/2-5 hrs. ; 12^.); and the (7re«^ec/tA-oj9/ (10.430'; via the i^«<scA67 Pas5 in 3 hrs.

;

9 K.). — The ascent of the *Piz Buin (10,880'; 6V2-7 hrs. ;
guide 20 K.) is

trying but not difficult for experts (comp. p. 254). The route crosses the
crevassed Jamtal Glacier (steep) to the (3 hrs.) Ochsen-Scharte (see above),
and then traverses the Vermunt Glacier, passing the Wieshadener Grdtchen, to

the Buin-LUcke and to (31/2-4 hrs.) the summit. Descent to the Wiesbadener-
Hiitte, see p. 254.

Passes. From the Jamtal-Hiitte over the Futschbl Pass (/am?rtZer-Joc7j^,-

9100'), between the Augstenberg and the Grenzeckkopf, to Ardetz or Fetan
in the Lower Engadine, 6-7 hrs., with guide (IG K.). The descent is through
the Val Urschai and Val Tasna. A more interesting pass leads over the
great Jamtal Glacier and the (3 hrs.) TJrezas-Joch (9565'; splendid view),
between the Gemsspitze and the Hintere Jamspitze; descending thence via
the little Vadrei d' Urezas into the Val cTUrezas, and thence by the Val
Tasna to (4 hrs.) Ardetz. — A similar pass leads from the Jamtal Glacier
vxev the (31/2 hrs.) Jamjoch (10,110') between the Vordere and Hintere Jam-
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spitze (see p. 255; either easily climbed from the pass in ^ji hr.)-, de-
scending thence to the Val Tuoi and to (4 hrs.) Guarda (guide 18 K.). —
To the (7-8 hrs.) Heidelberger-Eiiite , via, the Kronen and Finiber Glaciers,

see below. — To the Wieshadener-Hiltte over the OcMen-Furkel. the Ochsen-
Scharte, or the Oeischner-Scharte. see p. 255.

From Galtiir over the Schafbiichl-Joch to the (6 hrs.) Konstanzer Hiitte,

see p. 239.

The road through the Patznaun descends gradually along the

Trisanna^ past Tschaffein , to [3 M.) Mathon [4760'; Kathrein's

Inn, very fair), opposite the mouth of the Larain-Tal (p. 257), with

its glaciers. At the hamlet of Patznaun (4470') we cross the stream

to (3 M.) Ischgl [4515'; *Post; WdLschwirt or Sonne, very fair;

Adlef), a summer-resort, situated on a green hill at the entrance to

the Fimber-Tal. The best view-point is the Kalvarienberg [10 min.).

To the N. is the Madlein-Tal, with the Seekopf (2970').

Excursions (guides, H. Gcmahl^ W. Walsev). The Vesulspitze (10,145';

5-6 hrs.; guide 9 K.), from Ischgl via the Velill Alp, is a difficult ascent,

fit for experts only. Fine view. — The Biirkelkopf (4Vi' hrs. ; 8 K.), from
the PUrschtig Alp (see below) via the Id Alp, is fatiguing but interesting.
— VesiUpitze, see p. 257.

OvEE THE Zebles-Joch TO Stuben, 11 hrs., an attractive route (provis-

ions should be taken
;

guide, advisable for novices, to Compatsch 10, to

Finstermiinz or Stuben 16 K.). The path ascends the steep Kalvarienberg,
and then through the wooded Fimber-Tal, after 3/4 hr. crossing the Fimher-
hach and passing two chapels. By the (1/4 hr.) PUrschtig Alp the huge Flucht-

horn (see below) comes into sight at the head of the valley: on the right is

the Miltag slcop>f (7185'). In 3/^ hr. more we reach Im Boden (6060'; plain

inn), a meadow on the left bank of the stream, where we cross the Fimber-
bach and ascend to the E. through the Vesil-Tal, leaving the Gampen Alp
to the right above us and keeping to the right bank of the Vesilbach.
At the head of the valley, the path turns sharply to the left and leads

over grass to the (2V4 hrs.) Samnauner Joch, or Zebles-Joch (8350'; Swiss
frontier), between the Vesilspiize (Piz Roz. see p. 257) on the right and
the Pellinkopf (9400') on the left. Fine *View of the Oetztal Glaciers,

the Fluchthorn (to the S.W.), the Stammerspitze (S.E.), and (as we descend)
the Muttler and the Piz Mondin. We descend rapidly (keeping to the left)

over a patch of snow, loose stones, and turf, cross the brook after V2hr.,
and follow the left side of the valley. At the bottom of the valley we
return to the right bank and cross pastures to (IV4 hr.) Samnaun (6010';

Jenars Inn), the first village in the Samnaun-Tal, a Swiss valley. To the

S. rise the Stammerspitze (10,690') and the Muttler (10,820'), which may be
ascended by experienced climbers in 5-6 hrs. , with guide (magnificent

views). Then on the left bank of the Schergenhach or Schalkhach via

Raveisch and Plan, and past the villages of Laret and (1 hr.) Compatsch
(5630'; -Piz Urezza Inn) to the (V2 hr.) Spisser Muhle H^W), the boundary
of Tyrol, with the Austrian custom-house. (Hence over the Anti-Rhaetikon

to the Ascher-Hntte, see p. 257.) The valley now becomes a wild, wooded
ravine, in which the Schalkbach forms a series of cascades. 'The path
crosses the stream repeatedly, then ascends on the left bank through wood
to the (lV2hr.) hamlet oi Noggls (rfmts.), opposite the imposing Piz Mondin
(10,325'; a difficult ascent of 4V2-5 hrs., for experts), and descends to the
left to (IV2 hr.) Stuben (p. 295). Or we may descend abruptly through
wood on the right bank of the Schalkbach ti> the Inn, then ascend to the

right to the bridge oi Alt-Finstermilnz. below (IV4 hr. ) Hoch-Finsie/'miinz (p. 296).

In the Fimber-Tal, 21/2 hrs. from the Boden Inn (see above), is the
Heidelberger-Hiitte (7430'; hm in summer), a starting-point for the "Flucht-

horn (11,120'), over the Fimber Glacier and the Schneejoch (9710') in 41/2-5 hrs.

(guide from Ischgl 16 K.):, the Rennerspitze or Mittleres Fluchthorn (11,160';

4 hrs.
J

difficult); the Zahnspiize (10,185'; 3 hrs.); the Krone (10,465'; 3V2"br8.

5
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frvinp;); the Gem.ipleiskopf (9S25'), via the EUzm-Joch in 3 hrs. (guide 12 K^\
arid the Vesilspifze {Piz Roz, iO.VSy), via the Roz-Sattel in 3V- hrs. (guide
lU A'.; l)etter tmni the Zebles-Joch route through the Vetil-Tal, see p. 256).— Interesting glacier- routes (7-8 hrs.; guide 12 K.) lead to the Jamfal-
Hiitte over the saddle betvs'een the Fluchthorn and Zahnspifze (see p. 256),
and over that between the Zahnspitze and Krone. — Easy routes lead from
the Heidelberger-Hiitte over the Fimber Pass (Remuser Joch, S&70') to (61/2 hrs.)

Remiis, or over the Tasna Pass {Feianer Joch, 937U') to (8-9 hrs.) Ardez or
Fetan, in the Lower Engadine (guide 16 E.).

From Ischgl over the Seejochl (9175') or over the Schiuidjochl (9320')

tf> the (7 hrs.) Darmstddter-Hiltte, see p. 239; (wer the Schdnpleiss-Joch (9200')

to the (6V2-7 hrs.) Konstanzer-Hiltte^ p. 239.

Below Ischgl the road recrosses to the left bank, and passes the

hamlets of Piatt, Vlmich, Sinsen, and Wiesen. To the left, above

the road, is (6 M.j Kappl (4125'; Adler ; Krone; Hirsch, on the

roadside), the chief place in the Aiisser-Patznaun.
From Kappl over the Blanka-Joch (8810') to Pettnev (p. 240), 7-8 hrs.

(guide 14 A'.: Gottfr. Schranz or Jos. Kleinheinz of Kappl), a toilsome
route. The "Rifflei' (10,365') may be ascended from Kappl by experts in
6-7 hrs., with guide, over the saddle between the Riffler and Blankahom
(wire-ropes in places), but is difficult from this side (preferable from the
Edmund Graf-Hiitte, p. 240). — The Petziner-Spitze (8370'), ascended from
Kappl via Langestei (4890' j rustic inn) in 4 hrs. (guide 6 A".), is easy.

Fatiguing passes lead to the S. from Kappl through the Visnitz- Tal »n(\.

the Griibele-Tal to (9 hrs.) Compatsch in the Samnaun (p. 256; guide 16 AT.).

About 2'/4 M. farther on the road crosses to the right bank of

the Trisanna. On the slope of the Petziner-Spitze, to the left, lies

the village of Langestei (see above). On the right are passed the

mouths of the Flath-Tal (with the *Rdssle im Wald Inn} and the

htalanz-Tal. Then (3 M.) See (3370'; *Weisses Lamm), birth-

place of Matthias Schmid, the painter (memorial tablet).

Excursions (guides, Leopold Tschiderer and Adalbert Zangerl). A path,
indicated by red and white marks, leads to the S.E.. passing (10 min.) a
pretty waterfall on the Schallerbach and affording (1 hr.) a beautiful view
of the Patznaun Valley and Parseier chain, to the (4 hrs.) Ascher-Hiitte
(ca. 8085'; inn in summer), situated at the source of the Schallerbach in
the Kilbelgrvnd. From this point the easy and attractive ascent of the
Rotpleisskopf (9640'; 2 hrs.; guide from See 9 A'.) may be made to the E.
The descent may be made by the N.E. arete, over the Gams-Scharte, and
past the Spinn Lakes to the"(lhr.) Urg Alp (9165'), and thence either to
the left via Hoch-Gallmig to (3 hrs.) Landeck, or to the right (white marks)
through wood via Obladis and Ladis to (3 hrs.) Prutz (p. 293). — A path
(red and white marks) leads to the S. from the Ascher-Hiitfe over the
Medrig-Sattel (8380') to the (IV2 hr.) Furgljoch (9000'), between Xha Blankn-
Icopf (9500') and the Furgle.r (see below), commanding a view of the Oetztal
glaciers. Thence we descend to (2 hrs.) Serfaus and (IV2 hr.) Ried (guide
12 A".). — From the Furgljoch a marked path (but guide advisable; from
See 9 AT.) ascends the N.E. arete to (1 hr.) the summit of the 'Turgler (9865'),

commanding a magnificent view, extending, in clear weather, to the Bernese
Oberland. From this point mountaineers (with guide) may follow the ridge
to^ the S.E. via the (3/4 hr.) Arrezkopf (9340') to the ('A hr.) Masner-Joch
{Felsenloch, 8840'). and thence ascend (fatiguing but without danger) the
(13/4hr.) *Hexenkopf (9965'; guide 12 E., to Samnaun 20 AT.), the highest
summit of the Anti-Rhaetikon, commanding a naagnificent view of the Oetz-
tal mountains, the Ortler, Silvretta, etc. The descent may be made via
the S. arete and down steep slopes of debris to the Ochsenberg Alp, with
its tarn, then over the (IV2 hr.) Zanders-Joch (9190') and down through
the Zanders -Tal to (3 hrs.) Spiss in the Samnaun Valley (p. 256). Or from
the Arrezkopf we may descend to the S. via the Arrez-Joch (8495') to Ser/aus

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 17
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(comp. p. 295), The descent on the N. to the Patynaun is better accoinplished

via the Istalanz-Tal than via the Flath-Tal, which is strewn with rocks

(see p. 257).

Beyond See the road recrosses to the left bank, descends through

the wild *GfdU-Schlucht to the (II/2 M.) Gfall Inn (3265'),

crosses the Trisanna opposite the castle of Wiesbenj, and reaches

the (7-2 ^^•) ZoUhaus (inn), close to the huge '"^Trisanna Via-

duct (p. 241). A footpath ascends hence to the (V4 hr.) railway-

station of Wiesberg (p. 241). We pass under the viaduct, and along

the right hank of the Sanna^ until the road divides : to the left

across the river to the (3 M.) village of Pians (from here to Landeck

by the Arlberg road, 3^Y4 ^O? to the right up the hill to the (3 M.)
railway-station of Pians (p. 241).

48. From Innsbruck to Franzensfeste (Botzen) by the

Brenner.
52 M. Railway. Express in 21/2 hrs. (7 K. 65, 5 K. 65, 4 K. 85 A.),

ordinary trains in 3-3V2 hrs. (5 E. 90, 4 K. 40 h., 3 A'.). To Botzen, express
in 372-41/4 hrs., ordinary trains in 41/2-6 hrs. Best views to the right.

The Brenner (4490*), the lowest pass over the main chain of the Alps, is

traversed by the oldest of the Alpine routes, once nsed by the Romans
and rendered practicable for carriages in 1772. The railway, built in

1864-67 at a total cost of about 2,600,000;., ranks among the grandest works
of the kind (21 tunnels-, 60 large, and many smaller bridges). The slcepest

gradient between Innsbruck and the summit is 1 : 40, and thence to Ster-

ling 1 : 44. The most interesting parts of the line are between Innsbruck
and Gossensass, whence Hochwieden should be visited (p. 263). — A Walk
from Innsbruck to Sterzing by the Brenner road is also repaying.

Innsbruck (1885'), see p. 191. The train passes the abbey of

Wilten (right), traverses a tunnel 720 yds. long under Berg Isel,

and then the Sonnenburg Tunnel (270 yds.), and crosses the Sill by
a stone bridge, 79' in height. Further on it runs through the nar-

row Wipptal, high above the brawling river. On the left bank is

the highroad; to the S. rises the beautifully- formed Waldraster-

Spitze (p. 259). Two more tunnels follow before (41/2 M.) Vnter-

berg (2350'); opposite is the bold Stefans-Briicke (p. 201). Beyond
three other tunnels we reach (6 M.) Patsch (2570'; Restaurant at

the station); the village (3285'; p. 201) lies on the hill to the left,

3/4 hr. above the line.

Fkom Patsch to the Stubai-Tal (comp. E. 50). We descend from the
station to the Sill, which is crossed by a bridge and ascend the steep left

bank (good path) to the Brenner ruad (2935'). We then either follow this

road to the left almost as far as the (I3/4 M.) Schonherger Hof (p. 201) and
proceed to the right by the old road tn (1/2 M.) Oher-Schonherg (comp.
p. 202). Or we may cross the Brenner road and ascend the forest-path
in a straight direction (1/2 hr. ; keep to the right at the top). Schonberg,
on the Brenner road, is most conveniently reached from Matrei (p. 259

;

mules for hire).

Three more tunnels, including the Mi'ihlbach Tunnel (1040 yds.),

the longest on the line. Near Matrei the line penetrates the Matreier

Schlossberg and crosses the Sill.
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12 M. Matrei, or Deutsch-Matrei (3240'; Krone, Rose, Kreuz^
Lamm, all very fair ; Re»tai(rant, beside the station), a beautifully

situated village, with the chateau of Traufso??, the property of Prince

Auersperg. On the castle-hill is a belvedere. At Arnholz, II/4 M.
to the N.E., is the *P€nsion Kraft (3610'; R. 2-5, pens. 7-10^.),
near the small Debern-See (swimming-baths).

ExGUEsroxs (guide, Christof Delesclav). An easy route (red marks) leads
from Matrei to the W., either through the village (the prettier route; guide
unnecessary) or direct from the station (not recommended), to (2 hrs.) the
pi]grim;ige-church of St. Maria-Waldrast (5355'; Inn), charmingly situated
on the N.E. flank of the Waldraster-Spjtze. A more extensive view is

obtained from the Waldrast or Gleinser Jochl (6080'). to the N., ascended by
a marked path past a chapel in 8/4 hr. — The Waldraster-Spitze or Serles-
Spitze (8920'; 3-3V2 hr.= .; guide 8 A".) is ascended from Maria-Waldrast by
a marked path via the Serlet-Jochl (7845'), without difficulty. From the
Jochl we may descend on the W. to ('i^/2 hrs.) Ftilpmes (p. 269 ;

guide 12 K.).
— A bridle-path (blue marks) leads from Maria-Waldrast through wood to

(IV'2 hr.) Mieders in the Stubai-Tal; about V2 hr. from Maria-Waldrast a
footpath, parts of which are steep and marshy, diverges to the left and
leads to Schdnberg (p. 202} via the Gleinser Eofe.

The Blaser (7360') is easily ascended from Matrei (marked path) in

31/2 brs. (guide 7 K.. not indispensable). — The Mieselkopf (8610'), ascended
via Pfons in 41/2 hrs., with guide, is also interesting. — Through the
Navis-Tal to the (8 hrs.) Volderer Bad, see p. 191.

The railway and the road ascend the valley of the Sill. To the

left is the church of St. Kathrein, at the mouth of the Navis-Tal

(p. 191). The Sill is again crossed.

151/2 M. Steinach. — Hotels. 'Steinacher-Hof, at the station, with
baths, R. 2-2V2, pens. 5 K. 60-7 K. 20 />.. ; *Steinbock, pens. 5V2-7 K. ; -Tost,
pens. 5V4-6V2 AT. ; Wilder Mann; Johann Hoetnagel; Rossl, Rose, both
unpretending. — Furnished rooms at Jos. Peer^s and at Wildner's. — Karlsbad,
with mineral spring and garden-restaurant.

Steinach (3430'), with 720 inhab., charmingly situated at the

mouth of the Gschnitztal, with a fine view of the Kirchdachspitze

and Habicht, is much frequented as a summer-resort. The church
contains frescoes by Mader and an altar-piece by Knoller.

ExcuESioxs (guides, Sebastian Auer of Steinach, J/oisand/oA. Piftracher,
Markus Leitner, Jos. and Fidel Mader, Yal. and Joh. Salchner of Gschnitz).
Walks to the Lourdes Chapel (10 min. to the S.), the Kalvarienberg (10 min.
to theE.); to Plon (Schiitzen Inn, 1/4 lir. to the S.W.) and to the (20 min.)
Cafi-Restaurani Steidlhof. with view of the Valser-Tal ; to Gschwend C/i hr.
to the W. ; restaurant) and on to the Herrenwasserl (V4 hr.); to (1/4 hr.)

Mauern (inn) and (40 min.) Tienzens (3735'; pretty view); to the Padaster-
Ta? (to the upper alp 3 hrs.) ; via (IV4 hr.) A'o.^j^acTi (4730' ; Touristenruhc)
to (1/2 hr.) Gries (p. 261) or (11/4 hr.) Vinaders (see p. 261 ; shady ascent,
view nf the Schmirner-Tal and Valser-Tal). — TheNosslacher orSteinacher
Jochl (7325'; 3'/2 hrs.) is easy and attractive (marked path). Another
path (red marks) leads to the E. to the top of the Bendelstein (7945' ; 4 hrs.)
and thence (guide advisable) to (8/4 hr.) the top of the Schafseitenspitze
(8545'; splendid view). Descent on the S. to (21/2 hrs.) Schmirn(p. 260), or
on the N. to (3 hrs.) JVavis (p. 191).

The Gschnitztal is worthy of a visit (to the Bremer-Hiitte 7 hrs., guide
12^.; shortest approach to the Stubai-Tal from the N.E. ; comp. Map,
p. 268). From Steinach we may follow either the road along the hillside
(stony and sunnv, but commanding beautiful views) or the 'Moosweg'
through the valley, to (3 M.) Trins (3885'; Post, II. 1 E. 20 h. ; Zum Wiener),
a pleasant village at the S, base of the Blaser (see above; ascended from
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12 M. Matrei, or Deutsch-Matrei (3240'; Krone, Rose, Kreuz^
Lamm, all very fair ; Restaurant, beside the station), a beautifully

situated village, with the chateau of Trautson, the property of Prince

Auersperg. On the castle-hill is a belvedere. At Arnholz, IY4 M.
to the N.E., is the '*Pension Kraft (3610'; R. 2-5, pens. 7-10 Z.),

near the small Debern-See (swimming-baths).
Excursions (guide, Christof Delesclav). An easy route (red marks) leads

from Matrei to the W., either through the village (the prettier route
;
guide

unnecessary) or direct from the station (not recommended), to (2 hrs.) the
pilgrimage-church of St. Maria-Waldrast (5355'; Inn), charmingly situated
on the !N.E. flank of the Waldrasfer-Spitze. A more extensive view is

obtained from the Waldrast or Gleinser Jochl (6080'). to the N., ascended by
a marked path past a chapel in 3/4 hr. — The Waldraster-Spitze or Serles-
Spitze (8920'; 3-3V2 hr=,: guide 8 A".) is ascended from Maria-Waldrast by
a marked path via the Serles-Jochl (7845'), without difficulty. From the
Jochl we may descend on the W. to (-'V2 hrs.) Fulptnes (p. 269 ;

guide 12 K.).
— A bridle-p;ith (blue marks) leads from Maria-Waldrast through wood to

(IV2 hr.) Mieders in the Stubai-Tal; about V2 hr. from Maria-Waldrast a
footpath, parts of which are steep and marshy, diverges to the left and
leads to Schdnberg (p. 202) via the Gleinser Hofe.

The Blaser (7360') is easily ascended from Matrei (marked path) in

31/2 hrs. (guide 7 K.. not indispensable). — The Mieselkopf (8610'), ascended
via Pfons in 4^/2 hrs , with guide, is also interesting. — Through the
Navis-Tal to the (8 hrs.) Volderer Bad, see p. 191.

The railway and the road ascend the valley of the Sill. To the

left is the church of St. Kathrein, at the mouth of the Navis-Tal

(p. 191). The Sill is again crossed.

151/2 M. Steinach. — Hotels. *Steinacheu-Hof, at the station, with
baths, R. 2-2 Vz, pens. 5 K. 60-7 K. 20 />. ; "Steinbock, pens. 5V2-7 K. ; -Tost,
pens. o^/i-Qy^K.; Wildek Mann; .Tohann Hoktnagel; Rossl, Rose, both
unpretending. — Furnished rooms at Jos. Peeves and at Wildner's. — Karlsbad,
with mineral spring and garden-restaurant.

Steinach (3430'), with 720 inhab., charmingly situated at the

mouth of the Gschnitztal, with a fine view of the Kirchdachspitze

and Habicht, is much frequented as a summer-resort. The church
contains frescoes by Mader and an altar-piece by Knoller.

ExcuKSiONS (guides, Sebastian Auer of Steinach, ^Zoisand/oA. Pittracher,
Markus Leitner, Jos. and Fidel Mader, Val. and Joh. Salchner of Gschnitz).
Walks to the Lourdes Chapel (10 min. to the 8.), the Kalvarienberg (10 min.
to theE.); to Plan (Schiitzen Inn, 1/4 lir, to the S.W.) and to the (20 min.)
Cafi-Restaurani Steidlhof, with view of the Valser-Tal; to Gschwend C/i hr.
to the W. ; restaurant) and on to the Herrenwasserl (1/4 hr.); to (1/4 hr.)

Mauern (inn) and (40 min.) Tienzens (3735'; pretty view); to the Padaster-
Tal (to the upper alp 3 hrs.) ; via (IV4 hr.) JVosslach (4730'; Touristenruhe)
to (1/2 hr.) Gries (p. 261) or (IV4 hr.) Vinaders (see p. 261; shady ascent,
view of the Schmirner-Tal and Valser-Tal). — TheNosslacher orSteinacher
Jochl (7325'; 3^/2 hrs.) is easy and attractive (marked path). Another
path (red marks) leads to the E. to the top of the Bendelstein (7945' ; 4 hrs.)
and thence (guide advisable) to (3/4 hr.) the top of the Schafseitenspitze
(8546' ; splendid view). Descent on the S. fo (21/2 hrs.) Schmirn (p. 260), nr
on the N. to (3 hrs.) Navis (p. 191).

The Gschnitztal is worthy of a visit (to the Bremer-Hiitte 7 hrs., guide
i2 K.; shortest approach to the Stubai-Tal from the N.E. ; comp. Map,
p. 268). From Steinach we may follow either the road along the hillside
(stony and sunny, but commanding beautiful views) or the 'Moosweg'
through the valley, to (3 M.) Trins (3885'; Post, R. 1 A". 20 h.; Zum Wiener),
a pleasant village at the S. base of the Blaser (see above; ascended from
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this point in 3 hrs). The (5 min.) Kalvarienherg cnminands a fine view
of the glacierH at tlie head <if the valley. A marked path leads to the S.

over the Truna-Joch (7IC)5') and past the small Licht-See to (4 hrs.) Obernberg
(p. 261). — Beyond Trins we proceed, passing the picturesque chateau
of Schneehurg or follovs'ing the meadow-path on the right bank of theAche,
to (I3/4 hr.1 Gschnitz (4075'; good quarters at the cure's), at the base of
the sheer Kirchdachspitze (9315'; ascended in 5-6 hrs., with guide; trying).

The pilgrimage-church of St. Magdalena is worth visiting (5465' ; IV4 hr.).

From Gschnitz to Neiistift via ihe Pinniser-Joch (7-8 hrs.; guide, not necessary
for adepts, 8 A'.) and ascent of the Eabicht, see p. 270. — A marked path
leads up the valley from Gschnitz, passing the mouth of the Sandes-Tal
(?ee below), to the (1 V2 hr.) Lapones Alp (488U'). and thence, past a fine water-
fall, to the (2^/2-3 hrs.) Bremer-Hiitte (7840'; Inn in summer), situated at the
fi^ot of the Innere Wetterspitze, with a fine view of the Simming Glacier,
Pflerscher Hochjoch, Schneespitze, Apere Feuerslein, etc. The following
ascents are made from this hut: Innere Wetterspitze (10,055'; 2-2V2 hrs.);

Aeussere Wetterspitze (10,(80'; 2V2 hrs.
;
guide, 6^. each); OstUcher Fevers!ein

(10,745'; 4 hrs.) and WeslUcher Feuerstein (10,740'; 4-4V2 hrs.), via the
Pflerscher Hochjoch (guide 6 A. each, IK. for both); Schneespitze (10.420';

31/2 hrs.; guide 6, to the ^"ii^nberge^-Hutte or Magdeburger-Hiitte 10 A.); to

the Innsbrvcker-Hiitte on the Finnis-Joch (p. 270). 4-5 hrs. (fatiguing, passing
the Lauferer-See). From 1he Bremer-Hiitte over the Simming- Jocld to the
Niirnberger-HUtte (p. 272), 3 hr.-^. (guide 6 A.); over the NiirnbergerScharte
and the Weite-Scharte (9470') to the Teplitzer-IHltte (p. 267) 31/2 hrs. (guide
9 A.); over the Niirnberger-Scharte, the GrUhlferner., and the Wilde Freiger
to the Elisabeth-Ham on the Bechev (p. 267; 7-8 hrs.; guide 16 A.), a line

glacier- expedition, without serious difficulty. Over the Bremer-Schnrte
(ca.9515') or the Pflerscher- Hochjoch (10.380') to the Mogdebrirger-Eiitte (p. 264)
5-6 hrs. (guide 9 A.). — Over the Trauljoch (guide 7 A".) or the Lanterer-
Seejoch (guide 9 A.) to (4V2-5 hrs.) Banalt in the Stubai-Tal, see p. 271.

A toilsome but repaying route leads from Gschnitz to the S. through
the Sandes-Tal and over the Pflerscher Pinkel (9120'), to the W. of the
Goldkappel (9195'). to the Tribulavn-Hiitte (p. 263) and to (7 hrs.

;
guide 13 A.)

Inner-PJJersch (p. 263). — The Pflerscher Tribulaun (Schnrer; 10,175') may
be ascended from Gschnitz via the Sandes-Joch (9200') in 71/2-8 hrs. (guide
-0 A'. ; very difficult); descent to the Tribulaun-EUtte, see p. 263. The ascent
of the Gschnitzer Tribulaun (9700'), 5-6 hrs. from Gschnitz, via the Schneetnl-
Scharte (8695'), is easier (guide 12 A.).

The train now begins to ascend rapidly on the E. side of the

valley and then, near the village of Stafflach (361G'; Lamm ; rooms
atYilla Gatterer), which lies on the Brenner road below, to the right,

it enters the Schmirner-Tal. (Above us, on the other side of the

valley, is seen the mouth of a tunnel through which the train after-

wards passes.) To the right opens the Valser-Tal, with the glaciers

of the Tux Alps in the background. — I8V2 M. St. Jodok, the

station for the village of that name (3695'; Larnm, very fair; Post;

Zum Schmied; guide, Jos. Neunerj, which lies to the right.

Schmiener-Tal anu Valseu-Tal. a cart-track (blue marks) leads
through the Schmirner-Tal via (IV4 br.) Ai/.^ser-Schmivn (4665'; Fischer)
And Inner- Scfimirn (4750'; Eller) to (3 hrs.) Kasern (5340'; Zingerle's Inn).

From Inner-Schirm a view is obtained, to the right, of the Olperer (p. 219),

rising from the Wildlahner-Tal (path to the Geraer-Hiitte over the Steinerne

Lamm., 4 hrs., see p. 261). — From Kasern over the (2 hrs.) Tuxer-Joch
(7670') to (IV4 br.) Einter- T'.ia: (mav'ked. path; guide not indispensable), see

p. 216. To reach the Spannagel-Eaus (p. 215) we turn to the right at a
guide-post below the pass (to the hut 3 hrs.). From the Spannagel-Haus
over the Biepen-Scharte to the Dominikus-Eiitte (6-7 hrs.), see p. 220. —
In the Valser-Tal a path (red marks; guide, 6 A., unnecessary) ascends
via Atisser-Vals and Inner- Vols, beyond which (2 hrs.) the valley forks,
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tlie branch to the right being known as the Tscheisch. Hence through the
Alpeiner-Tal and past the Ellev-Kaser Alp {l^\0'

-^
rimts.) to the (QV'z hrs.

;

41/2 hrs. from St. Jodok) Geraer-Kiitte (7645';; Inn in summer), a good
starting-point for the ascents of the Olperer (11,415'; 41/2-5 hrs.; guide 18,
with descent to the Dominikus- Hiitte 20, to Hinter-Tux 22 if.); the
Schrammacher (11,21U'; 6-7 hrs.; guide 16 A^); the Fussstein (10,950';
4>/2-5 hrs.; guide UK.); and the Gafrorne Wandspitze (L0,795'; 3V2-4 hrs.;
guide 12, with descent to the Dominikus-Hiitte 15 K.)\ all difficult and
lit for experts only. Easier are the Kahle Wandkopf (.S360'), with the HuJm
Warte (S820'), and the two Kaserei- (10,730' and 10,loO'J. — From the Geraer-
Hiitte over the Alpdnei- - Hcharte (9710'J to the (5 hrs.) Dominikus- Hiitte

(p. 219), club -path, but guide advisable & K.). A new path leads from
the Alpeiner-Scharte to the Pfitscher-Joch p. 220; 51/2 hrs. from the Geraer
Hi.tte (guide 9 A'.).

The train sweeps round the village, crosses the Schmmier Bach,

penetrates the hill between Schmirn and Vals hy means of a curved

tunnel, and crosses the Valser Bach. The train next ascends the S.

slope of the valley (to the right, 200' helow, lies the route already

traversed), regains the Silltal through another curved tunnel, and

runs towards the S., high on the slope of the Padaunerkogel. After

another tunnel —
211/2 M. Gries (4115'). The village (3810'; *Kurbad Grieser Hof;

Rose, very fair; Post; Adier; Sprenger), a sunnuer-resort, lies below,

at the mouth of the Obernherg-Tal, with the massive Tribulaiin

group in the background,
ExouKSioNs (guides, Karl Vetter of Gries, Joh. BeikircJier of Obernberg).

A highly attractive walk may be taken to (3 M.) NdssLach (4730'; Touristeu-
ruhe), whence we may descend to Steinach (p. 259) or Vinaders (see beluw).— A ruad leads through the picturesque Obernberg-Tal, skirting the
Seebach and passing (I/2 hr.) Vinaders (4190'; Strickner's Inn), to (I hr.)

Obernherg (4570' ; Sporr. very fair), a prettily situated village (over the Truna-
Joch to Trins, see p. 260). From Obernherg a footpath (red marks) runs
via the Rains-Alpen to the (1 hr.) beautifully situated "Obernberger-See (5220';
unpretending inn). The Grosse Obernbei-ger Tribulaun (3090'), may be
ascended by experts without difficulty in 4 hrs. (guide 11 A.); the ascent of
the Schwarze Wand (9550'; 5 hrs.

;
guide 15 K.) is more difficult. — An easy

and attractive path (red marks) leads from the lake over the Sand-Jochl
or Santig-Jochl (709U') to (3V2-4 hrs.) Schelleberg (p. 262); a more toilsome
route, indicated by blue marks, but guide advisable (9 A".), leads over
the Fort-Jochl (7020') to the (4V2 hrs.) station of Pflersch (see p. 262). The
Rotspitze {Gruben-Joch, 7690'), commanding a fine view of the Stubai and
Zillertal glaciers, is easily ascended in ^/i hr. from the Port-Jochl.

The Padaunerkogel (6785'), a splendid point of view, is ascended from
Gries (or from Stafflach) without difficulty in 3 hrs. (guide, not indispen-
sable for adepts. 6 A., with descent to Vals 8 A".). From Gries we follow
the Brenner road for ^/t hr. and then ascend to the left to the (1 hr.)

Padauner Battel (5180'; view of the Olperer, etc.); thence to the (IV4 hr.)
top, over moss-grown rocks and steep grassy slopes. The descent may be
easily made from the saddle to (V* hr.) Ausser-Yals (p.260) and(l hr.) St. Jodok.

The line describes a long curve, high above the Silltal, passing
the green Brenner-See (4300') and crossing the Vennabach (in the

Venna-Tal, to the left, rises the Kraxentrayer, with a small glacier;

see p. 262). The Sill is crossed for the last time, and we reach the

station of (25 M.) Brenner (4495' ; Buffet) , in a valley devoid of

view, forming the watershed between the Black Sea and the Adria-

tic. At the railway-station is a memorial to K. von Etzel((\. 1865),
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builder of the Brenner Railway. On tLe road opposite is the *Post

Hotel (100 rooms, pens. 7-9 ^.3, a summer-resort, with a tahlet to

commemorate the visit of Goethe in 1786 and a marble relief of

the poet by J. Kopf of Rome ( d. 1903).
ExcuEsioNS (guide, Anton Lapper). (>n botli sides of the valley are

several level or slightly inclined walks, provided vrith benches. Pleasant
walks may be made to the (V2 hr.) Brenner Lake to the Wolfen Inn and
the (40 min.) Brennerhad; to the Venna-lal, as far as (3/4 hr.) Fe;m (47C5';

guod inn), with marble-cutting works (thence to the Landshuter-Hutte^ see

below). — An easy pass leads to the N.E. from the Venna-Tal over the
Saxalpen-Sattel (ca." 7550') to the Oeraer-Hiitte in the Valser-Tal (p. 261).
— The ascent of the ""Wolfendorn (9005') by a marked path via the Fost
Alp in 4hrs., cr via, xhe Lueger Alp and ilie Brennermduerle in 41/2 hrs., is

interesting and free from difficulty (guide 8 iY., unnecessary for experts).

Frdm the Wolfeudurn the 'Landshuter Weg' (red and yellow marks) leads

to the S.W. over the Flatscftspitze (8il5') to the (3 hrs!) Schliissel-Joch (see

below), and to the N.E., skirtini£ the Wildseespiize (S965'), to the (3 hrs.)

Landshuter Hiitte (see below). — The '-Kraxentrager (9.S45': SV-i-G hrs. : guide
8 iC., not essential for adepts) is highly remunerative and not difficult.

The bridle-path (blue and white marks ; steep in places) ascends the Venna-
Tal to the (4V2-5 his.) Landshuter-Hiitte (8990'"; inn in summer), above the
Kraxentrager-Saitel, with a beautiful view, particularly from the (5 min.)
Friedrichshohe (9040'); thence via the S.W. arete to the (1 hr.) summit
(splendid view). — Landshuter Weg from the Kraxentrager-Sattel to (3 hrs.)

the FJitscher-Joch, see p. 221.

The Eisak descends from the hillside on the right, forming sev-

eral cascades. The train follows its course, traversing a level, grassy

valley, to the (271/9 M.l Brennerbad (4390'; *Grand-H6tel Brenner-

bad, R. 3-11, B. IV2, I>. 5, pens. IOV2-I8 K. ; Hot. Geizkoflerhaus,

less pretending; Vetters Inn, very fair; Grobner, V2 ^^- from the

station), with indifl'erent thermal springs (68° Fahr.).
From the Brennerbad over the Schliissel-Joch (7315') to Kematen in the

Ptitsch valley (p. 221), 41/2 hrs., easy (path insufficiently marked, guide
advisable). 'Ihe Schliissel-Joch (3 hrs.) may also be made the goal of a
special excursion from the Brennerbad, as it commands a splendid view
of the Plitschtal, with the Hochfeiler , Wilde Kreuzspitze, and (in the
other direction) of the Habicht, Tribulaun, Pflerschtal, etc. A good path
leads to (3/4 hr.) the Bad Alp (5262'), whence the saddle is easily reached
in 13/4-2 hrs. via the Leitner Alp or Flatsch Alp. Rich tlora. — By the
'Landshuter-Weg' (red and yellow marks) from the Schliissel-Joch to the

(372 hrs.) Eiihnerspiel^ or over the (3 hrs.) Wolfendorn to the (3 hrs.) Lands-
huter-Hiitte., see p. 263 and above.

The train now descends rapidly by means of a long embankment
and two tunnels to (301/2 M.] Schelleberg (4070'j. The line turns

to the W. into the Pflerschtal (p. 263), which opens here, gradually

descends on its N. slope, enters the side of the valley by the

curved Aster Tunnel, 835 yds. long, and emerges lower down, but

in an opposite direction. A fine view of the Pflerschtal glaciers

is obtained to the right on emerging from the tunnel. 33l/o M.
Pflersch (3760').

36 M. Gossensass. — Hotels. *Hotel Gkobnek, R. 3-5, D. 4, S. 3.

pens. 9-12^. ; "IIot.-Pens. Wielandhof, R. 2-5, pens. 8-12 5:.; *HGt.-Pen8.
AuKENTHALEK, R. 2-3, pcns. 6-9 iT. ; Lamm, Rose, both unpretending. —
Pensions: Gudkunuaosen, with hydropathic (R. 2'/2-5, board 5K.):
Leopoldhok; Raspenstein; Villa Maenkek (6-9 .ST.); Villa Skidner (6 8 7i ),
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all very fair. — Private lodgings abound 5 apply to the 'Kurvorstehung',
— Visitors' Tax 2 K. per week, children 1 K. 20 h. — Resident physician
and chemiat.

Oossensass (3495'), a charmingly situated health-resort, is often

crowded with summer-visitors and has recently been frequented

also in winter (not by invalids). The small Barbara-Kapelle above

the parish-church, dating from the early 16th cent., deserves a visit.

Near the station is an open-air swimming-bath (63° Fahr.).
Excursions (iiuides, Dav. Seidner. Jos. Teissl, and Simon Wurzer of

Gossensa s, /o/;., Leopold., and Bud. Teissl., Ant. and Alois Miihlsteiger, Joh.

Rainer, Dav. Aukenthaler, and ^1/0/5 Fleckinger of Pfler.sch). On both banlcs
of the Kisak are several well-kept foofpaths, indicated by marks :, left bank
shady in the morning, right bank in the afternoon. Across the bridge to the

(V4 hr.) Redioitz-Platz (rfmts.), with a bust of Oskar von Redwitz, the poet,

and the (20 min.) Schone Aussicht, whence we may return via the Wolfenboden
in 1/2 hr., or proceed by the blue -marked Gottschalck-Weg to the right

(with views of the Pflerschtal and the Tribulaun), to the (20 min.) point where
it joins the Vallming-Weg (yellow marks), 40 min. from Gossensass. Other
walks on the right bank : to the (V2 hr.) Maderbauer and (V2 hr.) Achenbuuer.,

with fine views of the Sterzing basin 5 by the Vallming-Weg (see above) to

the Valhning-Tal (see below), returning by the red-marked FUtmr-Weg (3 hrs.) •,

along the bank of the Pflerschbach to the Ibsen-Platz; and via Silbergasser
to (11/4 hr.) Pflersch (see below). — On the left bank : to the (V4 hr.) pavilion
on the "Fram-Joseph -Hohe., with views of the valleys of the Eisak and
Pflersch ; to the (3/4 hr.) ruin of Strassberg (3790') and thence by the Larch-
steg to (1 hr.) Ried (p. 264). — To the E. via the Dittel-Platz to (40 min.)
Hochwieden (4590'; Restaurant)., commanding a fine view of the glaciers
of the Pflerfch-Tal. A path (blue and red marks) leads hence to the N.,
ascending slightly along the hillside, through wood, to ('/2 hr.) the bridle-
path leading to the Hiihnerspiel (see below; fine views; recommended
for the return). — The *Hiihnerspiel (Amthorspitze., 9025'; 41/2 hrs.; guide
unnecessary ; horse 10 K.) is easy and attractive. From Pontigl (Alpenverein
Inn), on the Brenner Road, IV4 M. above Gossensass, a bridle-path (blue
marks) ascends to the right through wood to (2 hrs.) the Amthor-HUtte (6000';

inn in summer), whence the ascent continues over turf and slopes of slate

to the (2-2V2 hrs.) summit. Splendid -View (panorama by Gatt). — A rocky
path ('Landshuter Weg\ see p. 262; red and yellow mark,s) leads to the N.
from the Hiihnerspiel over an arete about 3' wide (guide necessary tor

novices) to the (1/2 hr.) Rollspitze (9185'), commanding an unimpeded view
of the central Zillertal peaks, which are not seen from the Hiihnerspiel.
From the Rollspitze the path descends in windings on theW. slope, traverses
the head of the Gamsgrube, and passes beneath the E. precipices of the
Daxspitze (8690'), over debris (fatiguing), to a broad ridge, whence a good
path ascends to the (3 hrs.) SchlUssel - Joch (p. 262). From the Joch we
may proceed via the Flatschspitze (8415') to the (3 hrs.) Wolfendorn (p. 262)
and the (3 hrs) Landshuter-Eiltte (p. 262).

The *Ilosskopf (7190'; 31/2 hrs. ; guide, 6 A'., not indispensable) is

ascended from Gossensass through the Vallming-Tal by the Vallming-Weg
(yellow marks; see above), from which, before reaching the (IV4 hr.)

Bildstock, we diverge to the left by the Flaner-Weg (red marks), leading
to the (IV4 hr.) Rosskopf-HUtte (p. 265), 3/4 ^r. below the summit. Or we
may continue to follow the Vallming-Weg to the (IV4 hr.) Vallming Alp
(5950') and ascend thence by a path indicated by red marks to the

(V4 hr.) hut.
In the Pflerschtal a road (carr. 8 K. per 1/2 day, 10 K. whole day ; with

two horses 12 or 18 K.) leads from Gossensass via Aniclten to (2V4 hrs.)
Inner- Pflersch or Boden (4100'; good quarters at the cure's), at the foot
of the imposing Pflerscher Tribulaun (10,175'), which may be ascended
hence in 71/2-8 hrs. (difficult; guide 20 Z.). From Slein (p. 264) we ascend
to the right to the (31/2 hrs.) Tribtilaun- Hiltte (7545'; inn in sumnier),
splendidly situated on the small Sonnes-See, whence we climb over the
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Sandet-Joch (Tp.2&)) to the (441/2 lira.) summit.— A bridle-path, crossing the
brook at Erl, leads to (V4 hr.) the hamlet of Stein (4465') and then ascends
steeplv past the Holle (grand waterfall) to the (1 hr.) Ochsen-HUtte on the
Furt Alp (5420') and past the Schaf-Hutte to the (2V2 hrs.) Magdeburger-
Hiitte (7945'; inn in summer), on the verge of the plateau next the Stuben
Glacier^ and near the small Rocholl-See^ commanding a magnificent view.
The ascent of the 'ScJmeespUze {10,420'; 2V2 hrs.

;
guide 6 K.) from this

point by the Stuben Glacier is easy (the descent may be made to the
JBremer-Hiitte, Niirnberger-Hiitte, or Teplitzer-Hiitte; guide 10 K.). — The
Weisswandspitze (9885'), by the Schneesiimpf inShra., is fatiguing (guide OjST.).

Descent to the Tribulmm-Hiitte (marked path), see p. 263. — The Oaslliche

Feuersttin (10,745'; 4 hrs.), over the Pflerscher Kochjoch, and the Wesllicfie

Feuersleiii (10,740'; 4 hrs), over the Magdebarger-Scharte (see below), are
both laborious (guide 8 K. each). Good climbers may pass from the former
to the latter in 25 min. via the arete between them (guide 10 K.). — The
Aglsspitze (10.440' ; 3V2-4 hrs.), via the Magdeburger-Scharte, and the Rocholl-

spitze (10,0(30'; 3-3V-J hrs.), via the Feuersteiu Glacier, are both without
difficulty (guide 8 K. each). — From Inner-PJlersch to (5 hrs.) Ridiiaun over
the Ellea-Joch (8265'), between the Wetterspitze (8915') and the Maurerspitze
(8630'), an easy route (guide 9 K). — From the Magdeburger-Hiitte over the
Stuben Glacier, the Feuerstein Glacier, the Magdeburger-Scharte (10,235'),

and the Eangende Ferner tu the (4 hrs.) Teplitzer-Hiitte (p. 267) and thence
to the (3 hrs.) Becherhaus ; or from the Magdeburger-Scharte via the Hangende
Ferner, the Rote-Grat-Scharte, and the Freiger-Scharte to the (6-7 hrs.) ^ecA«r-

hatis (comp. p. 267; guide U A'.). Robust walkers may include (2 hrs. extra)

the ascent of the two Feuersteine or of the Wilde Freiger with the above
rtiutes. — Via the Pflersctier Hochjoch to the (5-6 hrs.) Bremer-Hutte (guide 8 iT.)

or the (6-7 hrs.) Nuniherger-HUtte (guide 9 K.), see pp. 260, 272; via the

Pflerscher Pinkel to Gschnitz (guide 9 K.), see p. 260.

The train crosses the Eisak at the influx of the Pflerschhach,

follows the old hed of the river for some distance, while a tunnel

now conducts the river through the projecting rocks, and then de-

scends the narrow wooded valley. To the left, above, is the ruin of

Strassberg (p. 263); below, the village of Ried.

39^2 M. Sterzing. — Hotels. *Stoettek. at the station, R. I'/a-S,

pens, from 6 K., with swimming and warm baths. In the town: 'Sterzixgkk-
HoF or GoLDiiNE Rose, R. IV2-2V2. pens. Q-Qy-> K. ; 'Cen-teal-Hutel Altk
Post, R. 1V4-3, board 5 E. ; 'Neue Post, R. 1^2-2, pens. 6-7 A'. ; 'Krone,
moderate; 'Mondschein; Schwakzer Adlek, R.IV2A. ; Rossl; Hirsoh. —
Baths near the station (see above) and at Villa Maibad, on the Gossensass road.

Sterzing (3115'), the Roman Vipiienum, a clean little town (1700
inhab.), with picturesque old houses, arcades, balconies, and tur-

rets, lies ^3 M. from the station, in a broad basin enclosed by flnely

shaped mountains, on the right bank of the Eisak. The town owes
its prosperous appearance to the mines formerly worked here

;

marble-polishing is still actively carried on. The late-Gothic Rat-

haus contains an ancient *Altar-piece (1456-58; restored) and some
good wood-carvings; the Tax Office has a finely carved ceiling; and
the interesting *Church (16th cent.), 8 min. outside the town, has

a Gothic choir and nave and aisles restored in the' rococo style,

adorned with ceiling-paintings by Adam Molckh (1753).
Excursions (guides, Gaorg KraUnger, Jakob RieJerer). At the N. end

of the town is the Jungwald, with promenade-walks. A good view of the
valley is obtained from the hill to the W., behind the Capuchin Monastery
(tluc old stone-pines in the gardenj and from the castles of Thumberg (1/4 hr.),
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Sprecftenstein (*/4 lir-), and Rei/enstein (V4 hr.), all well-preserved and worth
visiting (fee). — The *Rosskopf (JiW\ 81/2 hrs.

;
guide, unnecessary,

6 K.) is ascended without difficulty by a marked path via Thuins and the

(2V8 lirs.) Rosskopf-Hiilte (ca. 6160'; *Iun in summer). The (^4 hr.) summit
affords a splendid view of the Dolomites, the Tribulaun, the Oetztal and
Ortler groups, etc. — A more extensive panorama is commanded by the
Telfer Weisse (8495'), reached from the Rosskopf-Hutte in 2'/2 hrs., with
guide {^ K.). — The -Zinseler {Stilfeser-Joch ; 7945'), ascended via Gupp in

41/2 hrs. (red-marked path; guide 8 Z^.), is easy and highly remunerative.
The descent may be madd to the Penser-Joch (p. 315). — The Hiihnerspiel
(9025') may be ascended frum Sterzing by a red-marked path in 5-6 hrs.
(guide 8 A'.); better from Gossensass, see p. 263. — Wilde Kreuzspitze, see

p. 221 and below. — Over the Pfitscher-Joch to the Zillertal, see p. 220 (to

ilayrhofen 14 hrs. ; one-horse carriage to St. Jakob 16, to tlie Wiibr Inn
UK.) — Over the Jau/en to Meran, see p. SCO (to St. Leonhard 8V2hrs.).
Another interesting route to the upper Pusseier Valley (guide desirable)
leads through the Gilfenklamm (p. 266) to (172 br.) Inner-PuUschings (4475';

Seber; Eeser) and over the (374 hrs.) Schlotter-Joch (7460'). with fine view,
to the picturesquely situated village of (2 hrs.) Svuls (4335'; quarters at the
cure's). Thence we proceed by a narrow and rocky path to (2/4 hr.) Moos
(p. 301). — Over the Penser-Joch to Botzen, see p. 815.

Beyond Sterzing the train crosses the Pfitscher Bach (p. 222),
and runs between river and rock, close under the castle of Sprechen-

stein. On the opposite hank rise the castles of Thumberg and Reifen-
stein (see above), at the mouth of the Ridnaun-Tal (p. 266), at the

head of which rise the lofty snow-peaks of the Botzer, Sonklarspitze,

and Freiger. — 43 M. Freienfeld [3060'; ^Neuhaus, pens. 4-5 K.

;

Lener, with garden, well spoken of). On the hillside to the left

lies the pilgrim-resort of Trens, and on the other side5f«7/es(Wieser,

pens. 472-^ K.) and Wildbad Moders (2950' ; *Kur- und Badhaus,
R. from 2, board 4 K.), with alkaline springs.

The ascent of the •'Wilde Kreuzspitze (10,230'; 6V2-7 hrs.
;
guide 12 E.)

from Freienfeld is toilsome (better from the Plitschtal, p. 221). We
proceed via Valgenein and through the Senges-Tal to the (272 hrs.) Senges
Alp (5470*) and the crest facing the Valser-Tal, behind which nestles the
picturesque Wilde See (S530'). Thence a steep ascent brings us to the
(4-4^2 hrs.) summit (fine view).

The train crosses the Eisak and the Eygerhach and passes the

recently rebuilt castle of Welfenstein. 441/2 M. Mauls (2940'); the

village (Stafler's Inn) lies on the opposite bank (over the Valser-Joch

to Vals, see p. 404). The train now enters a narrow defile, in which
lie (47 M.) Grasstein (2745'; *H6t. Sachsenklemme, 1/9 M. to the

S.E., pens. 4V2-5V2 K.), and (491/2 M.) Mittewald (2625'; Post).

Marshal Lefebvre was defeated here by the Tyrolese under Haspinger
and Speckbacher in 1809. At Oberau (2480') 550 of his Saxon troops

were taken prisoners, and the pass is still called the Sachsenklemme
(new monument). The mouth of the defile, called the Brixener
/(Tiawse (2510'), is closed by the Franzensfeste, a strong fortress built

in 1833-38, which commands the Brenner route and the entrance to

the Pustertal. 52 M. Franzensfeste Station (2450'; *RaU. Restau-
rant, with rooms; Hot. Bahnhof; Unterau Inn, 1/2 ^I- from the

station) lies upwards of 1 M. to the N. of the fortress. For the rail-

way to Botzen, see R. 56 ; for the Pustertal Railway, see R. 74.
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Sprec?tenste%n (3/4 hr.), and Rei/enstein (3/4 hr.), all well-preserved and worth
visiting (fee). — The *Ilosskopf (7190'; S^/z hrs.

;
guide, unnecessary,

6 K.) is ascended without difficulty by a marked path via Thuins and the

(2V2 hrs.) Eosskopf-Bulle (ca. 6160'; *Iun in summer). The (^4 hr.) summit
affords a splendid view of the Dolomites, the Tribulaun, the Oetztal and
Ortler groups, etc. — A more extensive panorama is commanded by the
Telfer Weisse (8495'), reached from the Rosskopf-Hiitte in 2V2 hrs., with
guide (S K.). — The -Zinseler {Stilfeser-Joch ; 7945'), ascended via Gupp in

41/2 hrs. (red-marked path; guide S ^.), is easy and highly remunerative.
The descent may be madd to the Fenser-Joch (p. 315). — The Hiihnerspiel
(9025') may be ascended from Sterzing by a red-marked path in 5-6 hrs.
(guide 8 K.) ; better from Gossensass, see p. 263. — Wilde Kreuzspitze, see

p. 221 and below. — Over the Pfitscher-Joch to the Zillertal, see p. 22U (to

3Iayrhofen 14 hrs. ; one-horse carriage to St. Jakob 16, to the Wuhr Inn
8 K.) — Over the Jau/en to Meran, see p. 300 (to St. Leonhard 81/2 hrs.).

Another interesting route to the upper Passeier Valley (guide desirable)
leads through the Gilfenklamm (p. 266) to (I72 br.) Inner-PMtschings (4475';

Seber; Reser) and over the (3V4 hrs.) Schlotter-Joch (7460'). with fine view,
to the picturesquely situated village "f (2 hrs.) Stuls (4335'; quarters at the
cure's). Thence we proceed by a narrow and rocky path to (3/4 hr.) Moos
(p. 301). — Over the Fenser-Joch to Botzen, see p. 315.

Beyond Sterzing the train crosses the Pfiischer Bach (p. 222),
and runs between river and rock, close under the castle ot Sprechen-
stein. On the opposite hank rise the castles of Thumherg and Reifen-
stein (see above), at the mouth of the Ridnaun-Tal fp. 266), at tlie

head of which rise the lofty snow-peaks of the Botzer, Sonklarspitze,

and Freiger. — 43 M. Freienfeld (3030'; ^Neuhaus, pens. 4-5 K.

;

Lener, witli garden, well spoken of). On the hillside to the left

lies the pilgrim-resort of Trens, and on the other side5t«i/'es(Wieser,

pens. 472-^ ^0 and Wildbad Moders (2950' ; *Kur- und Badhaus,
R. from 2, board 4 K.), with alkaline springs.

The ascent of the "Wilde Kreuzspitze (10,230'; 6V2-7 hrs, ; guide 12 A'.)

from Freienfeld is toilsome (better from the Piitschtal, p. 221). We
proceed via Valgenein and through the Senges-Tal to the (2V2 hrs.) Senges
Alp (5470') and the crest facing the Valser-Tal, behind which nestles the
picturesque Wilde See (8530'). Thence a steep ascent brings us to the
(4-41/2 hrs.) summit (fine view).

The train crosses the Eisak and the Eygerhach and passes the

recently rebuilt castle of Welfenstein. 441/2 M. Mauls (2940'); the

village (Stafler's Inn) lies on the opposite bank (over the Valser-Joch

to Vals, see p. 404). The train now enters a narrow defile, in which
lie (47 M.) Grasstein (2745'; *H6t. Sachsenklemme,

V<) M. to the

S.E., pens. 41/2-51/2 ^0, and (491/2 M.) Afi«ett?aid (2625'; Post).

Marshal Lefebvre was defeated here by the Tyrolese under Haspinger
and Speckbacher in 1809. At Oberau (2480') 550 of his Saxon troops

were taken prisoners, and the pass is still called the Sachsenklemme
(new monument). 'The mouth of the defile, called the Brixener
Klause{1biQ'\ is closed by the Franzensfeste, a strong fortress built

in 1833-38, which commands the Brenner route and the entrance to

the Pustertal. 52 M. Franzensfeste Station (2450'; *Rail. Restau-
rant, with rooms; Hot. Bahnhof; Unterau Inn, 1/2 M. from the

station) lies upwards of 1 M. to the N. of the fortress. For the rail-

way to Botzen, see R. 56 ; for the Pustertal Railway, see R. 74.
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49. The Eidnaun-Tal.
The Ridnaun-Tal, which diverges from the Eisak-Tal at Sterzing

and is closed on the W. by the huge Ueheltal Glacier^ oilers to the moun-
taineer a number of interesting ascents and passes (guides at Ridnaun:
Josef Koflei\ Josef and Peter Kotler, Jos. and Stef. Mader., Joh. Fassnatier,

Joh. Htlfei\ Joh. Wurzei-,, Josef, Leopold, and Benedikt Kruselburger, Josef
and Leop. Rainer, and Joh. Parigger). The chief starting-point for these
expeditions is the Kaiserin-Elisaheth-Haus, on the Becher (p. 267), which
may be reached in 71/2-8 hrs. from Ridnaun, in about the same time from
Solden, in 4-41/2 hrs. from >S7. Martin am Schneeherg, and in 5-6 hrs. fr(im the
Breiner-Hutle, the Mageburger-Eutte, or the Dresdnar-Hiitie. A visit to the
(Jebeltal Qlacier (guide necessary) and the passage of the Kaindl to Sduiee-
herg will repay even those who are not climbers. — Carriage road to

(51/4 M.) Mareit (omnibus in summer thrice daily in 11/4 hr., fare 1 K., there
and back 1 K. 60 h. ; to Stange 80 h., there and back 1 K. 20h.):> bridle-

path thence to Ridnaun and Schneeberg.

Sterzing (3115'), see p. 264. — The road to the Ridnaun-Tal
(pleasant path also on the left bank of the Ridnaunbach to Mareit,

li/o hr.) leads via (i^/i M.) Gasteig (Heidegger) and (S'/q M.) Stange

(*Gilfenklamm Inn, R. 1 K. 40 h.-2 K., pens. 5-6 K. ; Pens. & Restau-

rant Villa Reifenegg; Stoetter's Restaurant, near the Klamm) to

(51/4 M.) Mareit (3525'; Stern, Traube, both plain), with the pictur-

esque chateau of Wolfsthurn.
In the Gilf (mouth of the Ratschings-Tal, p. 265), 1/-' ^^- to the S. of

Stange, is the interesting Gilfenklamm or Harmorklamm (adm. 50 h.).

Visitors may proceed through the gorge to the Jaufensteg (1/4 hr.) and thence
descend to Mareit, sending their luggage by omnibus. Pleasant footpath
to the gorge from Sterzing (red and white marks).

From Mareit a marked bridle-path, passing the little church of

St. Magdalena (4660'; fine view of the head of the valley, with the

Botzer, Sonklarspitze, and Freiger), ascends to (1 Y4 hr.) Eidnaun
(4430'; *SonMarhof, pens. 5-6 K.). A pleasant walk may he enjoyed

on the well-made Erzstrasse ('ore road'; 9 M. long), which begins

about 330 yds. above Mareit and is connected with it by a 'Brems-

bahn' (inclined railway) for the transport of the ore. The Erzstrasse

ends at Maiern (see below; thence to St. Martin am Schneeberg,

see p. 268).
Excursions. The Hohe Ferse (8750') is ascended from Ridnaun through

the Valligel-Tal in 4 hrs. (guide 8JS".); the last 1/4 In*- presents a tolerably
difficult scramble. The descent may be made to the E. via the Hochspitze
(7970') and the Wurzer Alp to the Erzstrasse, or to the X.W. through the
Staudenherg Grahen to Maiern. — The Mareiter Stein (7165'), ascended via
the Wurzer Alp in 3 hrs. (guide 6 A'.), is easy and interesting. — The
ascent of the Wetterspitze (8880'), which commands a grand view of the
Pllerschtal and the Tribulaun, is more trying (41/2 hrs. ;

guide 8 A'.).

^To THE Uebeltal Glaciek, a very interesting excursion (comp.

Map, p. 268): to the Grohmann-Hiltte 3V2 lii'S-» Teplitzer-Hiitte

41/2 lirs., Becherhaus 71/2-8 hrs.; guide 8, 9, and' 14 K.). We
proceed to (34 hr.) Maiern (4560'; tavern) either by the Erzstrasse

(see above) or across the meadows. From the (I/4 hr.) stamping-

mill (shown to visitors on application) a marked path ascends to the

right througli i\\Q Burgslall-Wald and the picturesque Burkhard
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Klamm to the end of tlie desolate Agls-Boden. We tlien ascend on
the left side of a deep gorge, through which dashes the torrent

descending from the Uebeltal Glaoier, to the Upper Ayls Alp { 6905')

and the (2'/2 hrs.) Grolimann - Hutte (7275'; provision -depot),

splendidly situated opposite the end of the great *Ueieltal-Fern€r,

the largest glacier of the Stuhai group.

Best survey of the grand environs from the Ippeleskogel (7T80'; ^jt hr.

;

guide 3^.). The Bolzer (10,695'; 31/2-4 hrs.; guide 11^.), Hochgewcind
(10,525' ; 4 hrs.

;
guide 11 K.), Moarer Spitze (9740'), Schicarzseetpitze (see

below), etc., may be ascended from here. — Fkom the Gkohmann-Hutte
OVEK THE Eget-Joch TO ScHNEEBERG 4 hrs., Or, including the Schwarzsee-
spit'/e, 51/4 hrs., a fine route and not difficult for adepts (guide 7, with the
Schwarzseespitze 11 K). The track passes below the flat tongue of the
Uebeltal Glacier (^6«ne/* i^e/'ner^ and leads through the Egeten-Tal, passing
the Truben-See, to the (21/2 hrs.) Eget-Joch (S835'). We descend past the
Egeten-See (7980') to the Kaindl (p. 268) and (l'/2 hr.) Schneeberg (p. 268);
or to the right of the Egeten-See over the Schwarzsee - Scharte (9160') to

(2 hrs.) Schneeberg. Or we may ascend to the right from the Eget-Joch,
over the Schwarzsee Ferner, to the (i^/i hr.) ^Schwarzseespitze (9865'

;

splendid view), and descend thence, past the Schwarzsee {SijQO'), to (lV2hr.)
Schneeberg.

From the Grohmann-Hiitte a steep club -path ascends to the

(1-1 1/4 hr.) Teplitzer-Hiitte (8665'; Inn in summer), finely situated

on the Beistein^ near the Hangende Ferner.
This hut is the starting-point for the Aglsspitze (10,440'; 2^/2 hrs.

;
guide

4 K.\ the Oesiliche Fetterstein (10,745'), Wesiliche Fetierstein (li t,740'
; each

372 hra. ; guide 7 K. each, both 9 E.), Oeisswandspitze (9755' ; l'/4 hr. ;
guide

3 K.\ Boizer (10,695'; 31/2 hrs.; guide 10 K.\ Wilde Freiger (11,240';

3'/2 hrs.; guide 9^.), etc. Passes lead to the Numberger-Hiltte (p. 272)
over the Teplitzer- Scharte (9875'; 8V2 hrs.; guide 10 A'.), the Rote-Grat-
Scharfe (9580'; 41/2 hrs.; guide iOK), the Enge Turl (i)47o'; 372 hrs.; guide
\Q K.\ or the Weite Scharie (9470'; 31/2 hrs. ; guide 10^.); tu the Alagde-
burger-Hiitte (p. 264) over the Magdeburger-Scharte (4hrs. ; guide iO E.) or
the Feuersteine (p. 264; 61/2 hrs.; guide 14 E.); to the Becherhaus (see
below) over the Hangende Ferner, the Rote-Grat-Scharte^ and the Wilde
Freiger (easiest route, 4-4V2 hrs.

;
guide 9Z".); to Schonau (p. 302) over the

Schwarzwand-Scharte (10,155'; p. 268; guide 12 Z".); to Schneeberg over the
Botzer-Scharte (9775'; p. 268; guide 9 E.).

From the Teplitzer Hiitte a laborious route (guide necessary)

leads over the Hangende Ferner, and follows the Carl Vogl-Weg
(passing near an open shelter-hut on the Rote Grat) to the (3-3 1/2 ^irs.)

Kaiserin-Elisabetli-Haus (10,410'; Inn in summer, 68 beds),

situated on the Becker, and commanding a magnificent *View.
ExcDKSiONs. To the ''Wilde Freiger (11,240'; club-path in Ihr. ;

guide
from the Becherhaus 3 E.) ; '-Sonklarspitze (11,405'; 2 hrs.

;
guide 8 E.) ; Wilde

-P/«^ (11,390'; lV:ihr.; guide GiT.); ^'Zuckerhiitl (11,520'; 2-2V2 hrs. ; guide
10 A^; for experts with steady heads); Botzer (10,695'; 3 hrs.

;
guide 8 A'.);

Eiinigshofspitze (10,315'; 21/2 "hrs.
;

guide 8 A'.) ; Hofmannspitze (10,230';

21/2 his.
; guide 8 A'.); Schwarzwandspitze (11,025'; 3 hrs. ; guide 8 A^.). —

Passes. To Solden. The route leads via the Wilde Pfaff (club-path),
the Pfaffen-Joch (10,600'), and the Pfaffen Glacier to the (4 hrs.) Hildeshelmer-
Hiitte (p. 283) and through the Windach-Tal to (3-4 hrs.) Solden (guide 15 E.).
The route via the Sonklarspitze or the Sonklar-Sckurie (10,915') and the
Triebenkurles Glacier is longer and more difficult (8-10 hrs. ; guide 17 AT.). —
To Gdbgl through the Saber-Tal, 10 hrs., with guide (20 E.), interesting.
To the Schwarzmmd-Schurte (10,155') IV4 hr. ; end of the glacier V2 hr.

;

then by a club-path to the Timmels-Alp, V-j-i hr. ; Banker Alp, 1/2 l^r. Thence
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we proceed on the N. side of the Saber- Tal to the (2 hrs.) Essener-Huttt
(jj. 302) and, ascending to the ri;^ht, cross the Apere Verwall-Joch to (4 hrs.)

Ourgl (p. 2S9). — To Schneeberg (4hrs. ; guide 9^.)= ^d ^^^^ pass leads
via the (iV'2 hr.) Botzer-Scharte (9775'), then follows the Otlo-Dreyer-Weg
via the Hochfevner and the Schwarzspitz Glacier to the (I'/z hr.) saddle (9165')

between the Schwarzseespitze and the Karlweisse (9750'), and descends to

(1 hr.) St. Martin. From the Botzer-Scharte the Botzer (10,095'^ p. 267)
may easily be ascended in 1 hr., and the Hochgewdnd (10,545') in 3/4 hr.
via the Hangende Ferner. The Schwarzseespitze (9865'; see p. 2ii7) may also
be ascended from the Otto-Dreyer-Weg (to the left on the Hochferner). —
From the Kaiserin- Elisabeth -Haus to Mekan tukuugh the Passeiei:,
9-10 hrs. (guide to Schonau 11 A'.). The route leads over the Botzer-Scharte
or the Schwarzwand-Scharte (p. 267) to the Timmels Alp (7385') and to

(4 hrs.) Schonau (p. 302). — £0 the Nurnbekgeu-Hutte over the Wilde
Freiger (3V2 hrs.), easy; or over the upper Ueheltal Glacier and the Freiger-
Scharte^ move difficult (seep. 272; guide 8 A'.). — To the Dresonek-HOtte
over the Pfaff'en- Nieder (p. 273), the Freiger Glacier^ and the Peiljoch

(p. 272) 4-41/2 hrs. (guide 12 A'.); via the Wilde Pfaff, Zuckerhutl, Ffaffen-
Joch, and Schaufel-Nieder^ 6-7 hrs. (guide 16 A'.) ; or via the Wilde Freiger,

Griibl Glacier^ Sulzenau^ tini Peiljoch (p. 272; about 7 hrs.
;
guide 12 A.). —

To THE Bremek-Hutte via the Wilde Freiger, Griibl Glacier, and Niirnberger-
Scharte 7 hrs. (guide 16 K. ; see p. 260). — To the Magdebuegek-Hutte via
the Uebeltal Glacier, the Hangende Ferner, and the Magdeburger- Scharte
5-6 hrs. (guide 10 A'. ; see p. 264). From the Magdeburger-Scharte moun-
taineers may ascend the Westliche Feuersiein (10,740') in ^/^ hr., proceed
across the arete in 1/2 hr. to the Oestliche Feuerstein (10,746'), and descend
thence to the Magdeburger-Hiitte (guide 13 K.). — On the Pfajfen-Nieder
(p. 273), 1/2 lir. to the W. of the Becherhaus, is the small Miilley-Hiitte

(9970*), available in winter when the Elisabeth-Haus is closed.

From Ridnaun to Schneeberg, 4-41/2 l^^s. (guide not indis-

pensable). By the (1 lir.) stamping-mill above Maiern (p. 260} a

bridle-path ascends to the left through the Lazzacher-Tal, passing

four 'Bremsberge' ('brake-hills') used for the transport of ore, to the

(2 V2 hrs.) Kasten Inn (8265'
;
poor), and the (1 hr.) Kaindl (7610'),

a shaft 800 yds. long pierced through the crest of the Schneeberg.

A light is necessary for the passage of this tunnel (10 min.). When
the mine is being worked the shaft is not passable, in which case

the traveller must cross the Sdineeberg-Scharte{S82'y -^ ^Alir- longer),

but the *View repays the trouble. From the shaft we follow the

cable-tramway to (1/2 ^^•) St. Martin am Sclineeberg (7730'; Inn.

9 beds, telephone), grandly situated. The mines (zinc and lead),

which were known in the 15th cent., are again actively -worked.
Excursions (no guides procurable here). The Schwarzseespitze {9865';

2'|(2hrs.; guide 4 X) and the Botzer (10,695'; 81/2-4 hrs.; guide 8 A. ; best
via the Botzer-Scharte, see above), two fine points of view, may be ascended
from St. Martin. — From Schneeberg a path leads along the slope of the
Gilrtelwand to (IV2-2 hrs.) Schonau; thence to the (3 hrs.) Essener-HUtte or
to the (3 hrs.) Timmel-Joch, see p. 302. Or (a finer route) we mav ascend
from Schneeberg to the N.W. to the (1 hr.) Gurtel-Scharte (8635'j, which
afibrds a survey of the Timmler Mulde and its grand surroundings. We
then descend to the Timmels Alp (7385') and cross the Schimauer Alp to the
(31/2 hrs.) Timmel-Joch. From Schneeberg we may follow the valley down
to (I1/2 hr.) Rabenstein (p. 302; guide desirable). — A grand and not over-
fatiguing route leads by the Otto-Dreyer-Weg over the Botzer-Scharte to the
(4-5 hrs.) Kaiterin-Elisabeth-Haus (p. 267; guide 10 A".).
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50. The Stubai-Tal.

Stcbaital-Bahn (electric narrow-gauge railway) from Itinabruck to

Fvlpmes (11 M.) in 65 min.; faros 2nd class 3^., 3r(l. cl. 2 A". ; return-
tickets, valid for 3 days, 5 .ff. 60 or 3 AT. 80 A. — One-horse carriage from
Innsbruck to Fnlpmes 14, two-horse 20, to Nenstift 18 or 26 K. — The
Stubai-Tal presents a series of superb Alpine scenes and with the frequented
Bildftockl-Joch olTcrs the shortest route from Innsbruck to the upper Oetztal.

a. Stubaital KArLT\AY. — Innsbruck, see p. 191 ; the station

is to the S.E. of the town, about 1 M. from the centra] station, near

the "Wilten cemetery (PI. C, 7; electric tramway, see p. 1921. The
line ascends helow the Brenner road (^p. QOl), with charming views

of the Inn valley, threads a short tunnel, and reaches the (1^/2 M.)
station oi Plateau (1575'; hotel, see p. 198). It then diverges to

the right fiom the F.renner road and gradually ascends (maxim^im
41/2 • iOO)> affording a succession of views of the Sill valley and its

mountains, past the station of (2 M.) Gdrherbach (p. 201) to (3 M.)
Natters, below the prettily situated village (2570'; Stern; Scheerer),

and (31/2 M.) Mutters (2720'; Altenburg; Stauder; Pens. Mutterer

Hof), pleasantly situated at the foot of the Saile.

Natters and Mutters are frequented as summer-rePort<;. Near Natters
is the Bleichbrunnl, an excellent spring; close by is a monument to Her-
mann von Gilm, the Tyrolese poet. — Ihe Saile or Nockspitze (7880') may
be ascended from Matters by a marked path via the Nockhofe and the
MnVerer Alp in 5 hrs., with guide (8 A"); laborious, view inferior to that
from the Patscber Kofel (p. 201).

Farther on the line threads a short tunnel, crosses the Mutterer

Grahen by a viaduct 125' in height, and passes the stations of (5 M.)

Raitis and (6'/4 ^1-) Auiserkreit. Beyond (6^ 4 M.) Kreit it crosses

the Kreiter Grahen by another viaduct 1Q5' in height, and then leads

through wood and meadows, where a view of the Stubaital mountains
is disclosed (Waldraster-Spitze, Habicht, Sulzenau-Ferner, etc.). to

(10 M.) Tci/'g.'! (3290'; Hot-Pens. Series; Leitgeb: Roth), whence
it descends in rapid curves to (11 M.) Fulpmes (see below).

b. Carriage Road (to Fulpmes 15V2 ^l-)- Brenner road to

(91/2 M.) Schanberg, see p. 202. The Stubaital road gradually des-

cend's hence to the W. to (11 M.) Mieders (3190';' ^Hot.-Pens.

Lerchenhof, R. 2-5, pens. 6-9 K., omnibus from Fulpmes twice

daily in V2 I^^m 1 ^^-
; *^^'« Post, with baths, R. 1-2, pens. 5-6 K.

;

Kreuter ; Seevald), prettily situated at the foot of the Waldraster-
Spitze (to Maria -Waldrast, 2 hrs., see p. 259).

Crossing the Muhlbach and the Rutzbach, we reach (2y^'M.') —
151/2 M. Fulpmes or Vulpmes (3065'; *Stub ai Hotel, &t the sta-

tion, flrst-class, 90 R. at 3-7, B. 11/2, !>• 4:, pens. 9-14^.,- Lutz.

Pfurtscheller, both very fair; Platzwirt; Wiedner; Post; Neuxcirt'),

a village of 1160 inhab., on the Schlickerbach^ with busy iron-forges
(good ice-axes at Joh. Hofer^s\

ExcuBSiONs (guides, Andr. ffup/avf, Ignaz Eofer, David P/urtscheller,
Joh. Gleirseher, Heinr. Hochrainer, and Frz. Gruber). The Hohe Burgstall
(8770'; 5 hrs. ; guide 8^.), an admirable point of view, is ascended without
difficulty either via the (1 hr.) Froneben Alp (4390': rfmts., fine view) and
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50. The Stubai-Tal.

Stubaital-Bahn (electric narrow-gauge railway) from Innsbruck to

Fvlpmes (11 M.) in 65 min.; fares 2nd class 3^., 3rd. cl. 2 A'. : return-
tickets, valid for 3 days, ^K.W or ^ K. 80 /». — One-horse carriage from
Innsbruck to Fnlpmes 14, two-horse 20, to Neustift 18 or 26 K. ~ The
Stubai-Tal presents a series of superb Alpine scenes and with the frequented
Bildstockl-Joch offers the shortest route from Innsbruck to the upper Oetztal.

a. Stubaitax Eailway. — Innsbruck, see p. 191 : the station

is to the S.E, of the town, ahout 1 M. from the central station, near

the Wilten cemetery (PL C, 7; electric tramway, see p. 192). The
line ascends below the Brenner road (p. 201), with charming views

of the Inn valley, threads a short tunnel, and reaches the (IV2 M.)
station oi Plateau (1575'; hotel, see p. 1981. It then diverges to

the right fiom the P-renner road and gradually ascends (maximum
41/2 • ^00), affording a succession of views of the Sill valley and its

mountains, past the station of (2 M.) Gdrherbach (p. 201) to (3 M.)
Natters, below the prettily situated village (2570'; Stern; Scheerer),

and (31/2 M.) Mutters (2720'; Altenburg; Staudcr; Pens. Mutterer

Hof), pleasantly situated at the foot of the Saile.

Natters and Mutters are frequented as summer-resorts. Near Natters
is the Bleichhriinnl, an excellent spring; close by is a monument to Her-
mann von Gilm, the Tyrolese poet. — The Saile or Nockspitze (7880') may
be ascended from Mutters by a marked path via the Nockhofe and the
MuVerer Alp in 5 hrs., with guide (8 A"); laborious, view inferior to that
from the Patscber Kofel (p. 201).

Farther on the line threads a short tunnel, crosses the Mutterer

Grahen by a viaduct 125' in height, and passes the stations of (5 M.)

Raitis and (6'/4 M.) Au^serkreit. Beyond (Q^/i M.) Kreit it crosses

the Kreiter Groben by another viaduct 125' in height, and then leads

through wood and meadows, where a view of the Stubaital mountains
is disclosed (Waldraster-Spitze, Habicht, Sulzenau-Ferner, etc.). to

(10 M.) Tci/'cs (3290'; Hot.-Pens. Series; Leitgeb: Roth), whence
it descends in rapid curves to (11 M.) Fulpmes (see below-).

b. Carriage Road (to Fulpmes 15V2 ^^O- Brenner road to

(91/2 M.) Schonberg, see p. 202. The Stubaital road gradually des-

cend's hence to the W. to (11 M.) Mieders (31^0';" *n6t.-Pens.

Lerchenhof, R. 2-5, pens. 6-9 K., omnibus from Fulpmes twice

daily in 1/2 i>r., 1 K. ,• *Alte Post, with baths, R. 1-2, pens. 5-6 K.

;

Krenter ; Seevald), prettily situated at the foot of the Waldraster-

Spitze (to Maria -Waldrast, 2 hrs., see p. 259).

Crossing the Muhlbach and the Rutzbach, we reach (21/4 M.) —
151/2 M. Fulpmes or Vulpwes (3065'; '^Stuhai Hotel, at the sta-

tion, flrst-class, 90 R. at 3-7, B. IV2, I>- ^r, pens. 9-14 A'.; Lutz.

Pfurtscheller, both very fair; Platzwirt; Wiedner; Post; Neuxfirt),

a village of 1160 inhab., on the Schlickerbach^ with busy iron-forges

(good ice-axes at Joh. Hofer's).
ExcuKsiONs (guides, Andr. Hup/au/, Ignaz Hofer, David Pfurtscheller,

Joh. Gleirscher, Heinr. Hochrainer, and Frz. Grvher). The *Hohe Burgstall
(8770'; 5 hrs. ; guide 8 .K.), an admirable point of view, is ascended without
difficulty either via the (1 hr.) Fronebm Alp (4390'; rfmts.. fine view) aud
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the (1 hr.) Schlicker Alp (SSOC ; hay-beds, Alpine fare), finely situated at

the foot of the Kalkkcigel (see below), and thence from the N.E. over the
saddle between the Kleine and the Hohe Burgstall in 3 hrs. ; or from
Fulpmes by a good path Cguide 6 A'., un-necessary) via the Froneben Alp
and the Kaserstatt Alp (6180'; rfmts.) to the (4 hrs.) Starkenhurger-Hiitte in
the Haslergrvbe (7310'; inn in summer), and then from the S. by a steep
ascent to the summit (IV4 hr.). Descent to the Bdrenbad., or from the
Starkenburger-Hiitte direct to Neusii/i (see below).

On the W. and N. the Schlicker-Tal is fenced by the rugged chain
of the Kalkkogel. Most of the ascents are difficult and should be tried

by experts only. The most remunerative is that of the Marcfireisens2nfze

(H605' ; 51/2-6 hrs.; guide 12 A.) , accomplished from Fulpmes by a path
leading through the vSchlicker-Tal and up the Marchreise^ between the
Marchreisenspitze and the Ampferstein. — The Sc/ilicker Seespitze (9210'),

ascended from the Schlicker Alp (see above) via the Seejochl (8285') in

441/2 hrs., is laborious (guide 12, vpith descent lo the Adolf Ptchler-Eiitle

UK.; see p. 274).

The Waldraster-Spitze or Series (8920'), ascended from Medratz or

Ncder via the Series-Jochl (7845') in 5-6 hrs., with guide (8 E.), is not
difficult and very interesting (comp. p. 259).

The road to Neustift [32/4 M.; diligence daily in 1 hr.) skirts the

left bank of the Rutzbach. Another road (preferable for pedestrians)

follows the right bank, passing the small baths of Medratz (_3020';

*Willi's Inn) and the hamlet of Neder (inn), at the entrance to the

Pinnis-Tal (see below), to —
41/2 M' Neustift (3255'; *Zum Salzburger ; *Hofer; Volderauer\

the last village in the valley. At Milders, 1 M. farther up, the

valley forks into the Oberberg-Tal on the right and the Vnterbery-

Tal on the left.

Excursions (guides: Andr. Pfurtschellev., /ose/ and Joh. Kindly Wendelin

Siller, And, and Jos. Gumpold. Jos. and Robert Miiller, Andreas and Martin
Metz, Joh. and Peter Ferchl, Andrd Gratl. Joh. and Ajiton Eofer, G. Salchner,

Ign. Planer, Joh. Greier, Joh. and Al. Daiiler, Frz. Knoflach. Alois Schonfierr,

Joh. Mair, and Jos. Haas). — The '^ffohe Btirgstall (8770') is ascended from
Neustift via the Starkenburger Hiitte in 4-4V2 hrs. (marked path), see above.
— The Brennerspitze (9455'; 5 hrs., with guide, 9 A.) is remunerative and
not difficult.

Over thePinnisek-Joch to Gschnitz, an easy pass (6V2hrs.; guide \.2K.).

From (20min.) Neder (see above) we ascend the Pinnis-Tal (picturesque only

at the beginning), passing the Herzeben (4165'), Issenanger (4360'), and Pinnis

Alps (5115'), to the (21/2 hrs.) Kar Alp (5600'; accomnndation), whence a path
ascends to the (IV2 hr.) Pinniser-Joch or Alfach-Joch (7770'), with fine view
of the Tribulaun, etc. On the S. side is the Innsbrucker-Butte of the Austrian
Tourist Club (7740'; inn in summer). Descent to (2 hrs.) Gschnitz (p. 260)

or to the (4 hrs.) Bremer-HiiUe (p. 260). — The ascent of the *Habicht (10,760'),

a famous point of view, may be accomplished from the Innsbrucker-Hiitte

by experts in 3-31/2 hrs. (guide 12, with descent to Gschnitz LQ K.).

The Oberberg-Tal is worthy of a visit (to the Franz-Senn-Hiilte 31/2-

4 hrs.; guide, unnecessary, 8 A'.). From (1 M.) Milders (see above) the path

ascends the right bank of the Oberbergbach to the (1 hr.) Bdrenhad (4105';

inn), whence the Hohe Burgsiall (see above) may be ascended in 4 hrs.

It then leads past the Seduk Alp to the (I1/2 hr.) Stocklen Alp (5220'; small
inn, 4 beds), finely situated (over the Horntaler-Joch to the Lisenser-Tal,

see p. 276), and via the Upper Jsse Alp and up the Aee]) Schinder, with the

wild gorge of the Oberbergbarh (waterfalls) on the left, to the (I1/4 hr.)

Alpeiner Alp (6755') and the (20 min.) Franz - Senn - Hiitte (7120'; Inn in

summer), finely situated 3/4 hr. from the end of the grand Alpeiner Glacier.

A good survey of the magniticent environs is obtained from the Sommer-
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wand {dbQCf; 2V2hr?.; marked path, l)ut guide desirable). From the Franz-
Senn-Hiitte expert mountaineers may ascend the OestUche Seespiize (11,220';

6hrs.; guide 16 A'.), ^ntiderhofspitze (11,390'; 61/2 hrs.; guide ISA'.; see below),
-Schrankoael (11.480'; 6V'2-7hrs.; guide ibK.; see p. 282), SchrandeU (11,145';

5 hrs.; guide ISA.), Wilde Turm (10,775'; 4Vz hrs.
;
guide 10 A^), Wilde Hinter-

bergl (11,070'; 4V2 hrs.; guide 12 AT.), -Hintere Brunnenkogel (10,910'; 5 hrs.;

guide 13A^. ; not difficult), Fernerkogel (10,825'; 41/2-5 hrs., via the Einnen-
Nieder. not difficult for experts; guide lOAT. ; see p. 275), Hohe VillerspUze

(10,180'; 5 hrs.
;

guide 15, to Praxmar 20 A.), etc. — From the Franz-
vSenn-Hiitte to Xh-Q Falbeson Alp over ihe, Schrimmen-Nieder {Q^QQ')^ 4\'^hrs.,

marked path, guide (8 A".) not indispensable ; sec below. — A fine, but
toilsome route (guide necessary, 11 K.) leads hence over the W. lateral

moraine of the Alpeiner Glacier to the Verhorgene Bergfernei\ and then
over that glacier and the neve of the Alpeiner Glacier to the (3V2-4 hrs.)

Schwarzenberg- Joch (10.260'), whence a steep path descends via the
Schwarzenherg Glacier to the (2 hrs.) Amberger-Hiitte (p. 282) in the Sulztal.

Another, more difficult but equally attractive (guide 17-18 A.), leads via the
Einnen-Nieder (8560') and i^x^ Lisenser Glacier to the (4 hrs.) Brunnenkogel-
Scharte (10,565'), between the Wilde Ilinferhergl and the Hintere Brunnen-
kogel. and descends either to the left into the Schranlar and to the (3 hrs.)

Ambergtr Eiitte, or to the right, crossing the Bachfallcn-Scharte and the
Bach/alien Glacier, to the (4 hrs.) Wirmehachsce-Hiltte (p. 282). — A fatiguing

but highly remunerative route leads from the Franz -Senn-Hiitte to the
Mniterherger Alp (71/2 hrs.; guide 12 A'.), via the Alpeiner Glacier and the
Holltal-Scharte (Eicderhof-Meder, 10,405'), between the Ruderhofspitze and
the Schwarzenberg. From the pass a steep descent to the Holltal Glacier

and to the Mutterberger Alp (p. 272).

Through the TJnterberg-Tal, or main valley, the road ascends

on the right bank of the Rutzbach, passing Krossbach and Gasteig,

to (372 M.) Volderau (3695'; inn); to the left the pretty fall of the

Mischbach. We then cross the Rutzbach, recross it near Falbeson,

and round a projecting rock to (372^^0 Ranalt (4130'; Inn), the last

hamlet in the valley, finely situated.

Excursions (guides, see p. 270; not ahvays to be mot with at Ranalt).
Interesting excursion to the W. via the (2V2 hrs.) Pfandler Alp (7035';

rfmts.), to the top of the (8/4 hv.) ''Daunbiihel (8055'), aflbrding a superb
view of the Wilde Freiger, Sonklarspitze, Zuckerhiitl, etc.; directly
opposite is the Sulzenau waterfall (p. 272j. We may descend to the (1/4 hr.)
Schellegriihl Alp (7360'), and thence either to the \&iiio ih-Q Schongelar Ali>

(p. 272) or to the right, via the Scheckbiihel Alp and Grabanock Alp to the
(23/4 hrs.) Mutterberger Alp (p. 272).

The Falbeson-Tal also deserves a visit. On the right bank of the
Greybach the path ascends rapidly, passing the (I3/4 hr.) Ochsen-Eiitte
(5965'), where the path to the Schrimmen-Nieder diverges to the right
(see above), to the (IV4 hr.) Hohe Moos Alp (7500'), with a fine view of
the head of the valley (Hohe Moos-Ferner. Ruderhofspitze , Seespitzen,
Kraulspitzen, Knotenspitze, etc.). Keeping to the right and skirting the
marshy ground to the right (guide necessary), we next cross the Hohe Moos
Glacier (crevasses; caution necessary), and ascend rapidly to the (2V2 hrs.)
Grdbagrulen-Nieder (9450'), where we obtain a fine view of the Pfaffen
group, etc. Descent to the left to the Schellegriihl Alp and via the Pfandler
Alp to (2 hrs.) Ranalt. — The = Ruderhofspitze (11,380'), ascended from
Ranalt via the Hohe Moos Alp and the Hohe Moos Glacier in 7 hrs. (difficult

;

guide 15 a.), commands a magnificent view. The descent may be made
to the Franz-Senn-Hijtte (p. 270), or, on the W. side, past the Hdllial-Scharte
to the Mutterberger Alp (p. 273).

From Ranalt to Gschnitz (p. 260) over the Lauterer-Seejoch (9115').

between the Innere and Aeus.'^ere Wetterspitze , or over the Trauljoch
(9140'). between the Aeussere Wetterspitze and Siidliche Rotenspitze, both
fatiguing (10 hrs.

; guide 13 K-^.
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QAbout 20 min. above Ranalt diverges the Langen-Tal, which

is well worthy of a visit (to the Niirnberger-Hiitte 3-31/4 hrs. ). A
marked path ascends on the left side of the valley, high above the

Langenbnch^ here flowing in a deep ravine, to the (3/4 hr.) Bsiich

Alp (5130') and then on the left bank to the (2^4 hrs.) Niirnberger-

Hiitte (7535'; inn in summer), beautifully situated 8/4 hr. from the

end of the Griibl Glacier.

Ascents and Passes (guides, see p. 270 ; from Netistift to the Niirn-
bcrper-Hiitte 9 K.). A marked club-path (wire-ropes

;
guide desirable)

ascends steeply to (1^/4 br.) the outlook ('Aussichts-Bank'; 9020') on the
Maierspitze (9125'), which afTords an excellent view of the main Stubai
range. — From the "Nurnp.erger-Hdtte to the Dresdner-Hutte, 6-7 br.-:.

(guide 7 K.). From the Aussichts-Bank (see above) a marked path descends
to the Gvilnau-. it then passes below the Freiger Glacier., crosses the tongue
of the Snlzenau Glacier to the Feiljoch (8785'), and descends thence to the
Dresdner-Hiitte (p. 273). — The *Wilde Freiger (11,240'j, ascended via the
Griibl Glacier and the E. arete in 3V2-4 hrs., presents no difficulty to adepts
(guide 6 K.). Descent to the (V2 l»r.) Elisaheth-Haus, see p. 267.

"

To THE Bremer-Hutte over the Simming-Jochl (8115'), 2^/2 hrs. (guide

10 a:.), not difficult. About 10 min. to the 8. of the Xiirnberger-HiUte
(finger-post) we descend by a marked path to the (20 min.) Langenbach
and ascend (wire-ropes in places), finally steeply, to the (1 hr.) pass, on
the S. of the Jnnere Wetterspitze (10,050'; e-isily ascended in 3/4 hr. ;

guide
2 K. extra). Descent to the (1 hr.) Bremer-Hvitte (p. 260). — A longer but
more interesting route leads over the Ntimberger-Scharte (9345'; 4 hrs. to

the Bremer-Hutte ;
guide 10 K.). A club-path ascends to the Griibl Glacier,

which we cross to the (2-272 hrs.) saddle between the Westliche and the

Apere Feversfein (9560'). Thence we descend across the Simminger Glacier

to the Simminger Griibl (9010'), and then over rocks, de'bris, and turf to the

(2 lirs.) Bremer-Hutte (p. 260). — To the Pflerschtal over the Pflerscher
Hochjoch (10,380'), grand but trying (guide i2 K.). From the Niirnberger-
Hiitte to the (2 hrs.) Nurnberger- Scharte (see above), then to the right round
the Oestliche Feuerstein to the (1 hr.) pass (superb view), and descent
thence via the FJlerscher Niedirjoch (ca. 9680') to the Stubenferner and the
(21/2 hrs.) Magdeburg er-Hiitte (p. 264). The OestUche Feverstein (10,745') may
be ascended from the Hochjoch in V2 hr. — To Eidnaun (p. 266), an easy
route crosses the Teplitzer-Scharte (9875'), to the W. of the Hoch-Grindl
(9980'), and descends to the (3V2-4hrs.) Teplitzer-Hiitte (p. 267). — The passage
of the'llote-Grat-Scharte (9580'). immediately to the E. of the Rote Grat.,

is likewise easy. The Enge Tiirl (9470') and the Weite Scharte (9490"),

between the Wesiliche Feverstein and the Eohe Wand., are both trying (guide
10 K. each). — Over the Freiger-Scharte (9990'), between the Rote Grot and
the Wilde Freiger., to the (5-5^-z hr r. ) Elisabeth-Eaiu^, see p. 268 (guide8.fi'.).

From the Scharte we descend by the Uebeltal Glacier, keeping as high up
to the right as possible, in the directicn of the saddle between the Becher
and the Freiger, and then ascend direct by the cliffs of the Becher to the
(I-I1/2 hr.) Elisabeth-Haus. This route, longer and more fatiguing than that

via the Wilde Freiger (see above and p. 268). is suited for adepts only. —
To the Passeier. Over the Uebeltal Glacier and the Botzer-Scharte or the

Sclmarzwand-Scharte to (8-9 hrs. •, guide 16 K.) Schonau or St. Martin am
Schneeberg., a grand glacier-tour, see p. 268 (Elisabeth-Haus).!

The main valley bends to the W. The path crosses to the left

bank near the Schongelar Alp (4585') and leads past,the (IV4 ^^-1

Graba Alp (5030'; opposite the imposing Sulzenau Fall., 425' high)

to the (3/4 hr.) Mutterberger Alp (5670'; rfmts. and beds).
The Sulzenau. From the Graba Alp (see above) a steep path ascends

the wooded slope to the W. of the waterfall to the (1 hr.) Sulzenau Alp
(6060'), in a rock-girt basin (on the left the Apere Freiger., on the right

the Apere Pfaff). In the background two glacier-streams form cascades. —
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A trying route leads, hence over the Sulzenau-Ferner and Freiyei'-Ferner

(large crevasse at the upper end, not difficult for adepts, see p. 274) and the
PfaflFen-Nieder (10,400'; above, to the left, the Miiller-Hiitte) to the Uebeltal-

Fernerib hrs. to the Elisabeth-Haus, p. 267; guide from Neustift m K.).

Over theMotterberger-Joch to Langenfeld, SVahrs., toilsome (guide
19 Z.). From theMutterberg Alp we ascend abruptly to theW. to the Mutler-
herger OherUiger (6795') and through the Olammergrube (the small Mutter-
bergei'-See, 8145', lying above us on the right) ; we then mount a fatiguing

slope of debris and snow to the (4 hrs.) Mutterberger-Joch (9895'), between
the Mutterherger Seespilze (10,820') on the right and the Nordliche Daunkogel
(10,095') on the left. View limited. We now descend a steep icy slope to a
large expanse of detritus and cross the Sitlztal Glacier (in view of the
magnificent Schrankogel, p. 282), whence a path leads down the left lateral

moraine into the Sulztal, to (2 hrs.) the Amberger-Hiitte, (IV2 hr.) Gries,

and (1 hr.) Langenfeld (p. 281).

Beyond the Mutterberg Alp a marked bridle-path (guide un-
necessary, 9 K. from Neustift) ascends to the (1^/4 br.) Dresdner-

Hutte, finely situated in the Ohere Fernau (7570'; *Inn in summer

;

two houses).
The 'Eggessen Grat (8635'), to the N.W. of the hut, easily ascended

by a marked path in 1 hr. (guide 3 K.), commands the best survey of the
magnificent environs. To the S. is the Pfaffenkamm with the Wilde
Pfatr and Zuckerhiitl, more to the right the Schaufelspitze, W. the Bild-
stockl-Joch, Stubaier Wildspitze, and Daunkopf, N. the Holltalspitzen,
Ruderhofspitze, etc. — A much finer view is disclosed from the *Hintere
Daxmkopf (10,590') , ascended from the Dresdner-Hlitte via the Vaunjcch
(p. 282) in 3-3V2hrs. (not difficult; guide 9, to the Amberger-Hiitfe UK.).

The ^Zuckerhiitl (11,520'), the highest peak of the Stubai Alps, may be
scaled from the Dresdner-Hiitte in 5-6 hrs. ; a laborious ascent, fit for ex-
perts with steady heads only (guide 14, from Neustift 20 E. ; better from
the Kaiserin-EUsaheth-Haus., p. 267). The route leads over the Fernau Glacier
and the Lange Pfaffen-Nieder (10,015'), in the Apere Pfaffengrat, to the Upper
Sulzenau Glacier, and to the Pfaffen-Sattel (ll,()50'), between the Zuckerhiitl
and the Wilde Pfaff ; then a steep climb to the left to the top. *View very
imposing. [The Wilde Pfaff (11,390') is easily ascended from the Pfaffen-
Sattel in 1/2 hr.]. Another route leads from the Dresdner-Hiitte over the
Fernau Glacier to the Schaufelnieder {Fernau-Joch^ 9975'), between the Schau-
felspitze and the Apere Pfaff (see below), and thence over the Geisskar and
Pfaffen Glaciers to the Pfaffen-Joch (10,595') between the Apere P/c/if (10,995';

easily ascended hence in V2 hr.) and the Pfaffenschneide. We then ascend
the Sulzenau Glacier to the Pfaffen-Sattel. and thence to the top as above.
Descent to the (iV? hr.) Kaiserin-EUsaheth-Haus, see p. 267. — A fine 'high-
lever walk, which may be accomplished by adepts in favourable conditions
of the snow in 11-12 hrs., may be taken from the Dresdner-Hiitte via the
Zuckerhiitl and Wilde Pfaff to the Elisaheih-IIaus, and thence over the Wilde
Freiger to the Niirnlerger-Hutte (from Neustift two days, guide 30 K.).

Over the Bildstockl-Joch to Soldbn, 7 hrs., a very interest-

ing pass, and not difficult (guide from Neustift 20, via the Schaufel-

spitze21 K.^. Theroute ascends from the Dresdner-Hiitte to the right

over grassy slopes, and farther up over moraine-deposits and rocky

de'bris to the Daunkogel Glacier, then crosses this and the Schaufel
Glacier., and ascends steeply to the (3 hrs.) *Bildst6ckl-Joch (10,290')
a rock-strewn ridge at the S.E. base of the Stubaier Wildspitze {iO,2Q6'\

ascended hence in 1 hr. by proficients). Farther to the left is the

Isidor-Nieder, at tbe foot of the Schaufelspitze (p. 274). Fine retro-

spect of the N. Stubai group, the Ruderhofspitze, Schwarzenberg, etc.;

below, the Mutterberger-See. We now descend slightly to the left,

Baedekee's Eastern Alps. Uth Edit. 18
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passing a small ice-tarn, to the W. side of the pass (the best resting-

place), affording a striking view of the central Oetztal group (Wild-
spitze, Weisskugel, Hintere Schwarze, etc.). The route next descends
to and crosses the Windach Glacier (in l/o hr. ; caution necessary on
account of the crevasses; the rope should be used), and then leads

down a steep w^ater-course, through the Warnskar, and lastly over
grassy slopes to the (21/2 hrs.) Windach Alp (6500' ; Fiegl's Inn), in

the Windach-Tal, and to (IV2 ln'-) Sdlden (p. 283).
A more interesting route leads via the Schavfel Glacier and the Isidor-

Nieder (Schaufel-Joch. 10,2dO'j, or via the Schaufel-Nieder (Fernau-Joch,
'JS75'; see p. 273) and the Geisskar Glacier, to the (4 hrs.) Eildesheimer-Hutte
(p. 283) and thence to (4 hrs.) Sdlden (guide 20 K.; see p. 2S8). — The
*Schaufelspitze (10,935') may be ascended without much difficulty in lV2hr.
from the Bildstockl-Joch, or in 1 hr. from the (3 hrs.) Isidor-Nieder. Superb
view. Descent to the (1 hr.) Eildesheimer-Hiltte (p. 283).

From theDresdner-Hiitte to ih.Q Nilrnherger-HuUe (6 hrs., guide 6 £".), see

pp. 273, 272. — Over th.Q Daunjoch (iO,110') to the Sulztal (5-6 hrs. to the Am-
berger Hiiite, guide 11 A'.), and ascent of the ''Hintere Daunkopf ilO^bdO'), see

p. 282. — To the Kaiserin-Flisaheth-IIaus the shortest route (4V2-5 hrs.
;
guide

12 A'.), not difticult under favorable conditions of the snow, leads from the
Dresdner-Hiitte over the Peiljoch (p. 272). the Fernersttiben Glacier, the
Pfaffen-Nieder and Miiller-Hiitte to the Elisabeth-Haus. The crevasse near
the PfalTen-I^ieder may be crossed without difficulty (wire ladder).

51. From Innsbruck to Landeck.
451/2 M. Railway in IV2-2V2 hrs. (express -fares 9 A". 40, 5A:. 90 7j.,

4 K. ; ordinary (rains G K. 70, 4 K. 10, 2 K. 30 h.). Best views to the right.

Innshruck, see p. 191. The line diverges to the right from the

Brenner railway, passes (11/4 M.) Wilten (p. 197), and approaches

the Inn in a wide curve. On the slope to the left rises Schloss

Mentelberg, the property of the Duke of Alenron. 41/2 M. Vols, among
orchards, with the church of St. Blasius on a projecting hill (to the

Kranebitter Klamm, see p. 199). Then across meadows, with a view
of the huge Martinswand (p. 276) to the right. Before we reach

(7 M.)Keinaten(l945'; Restaurant Buchauer, at the station; Tiefen-

thaler s Inn, V2 M. from the station), the Sellrain-Tal, with the

Lisenser Glacier in the background, opens on the left.

About IV2 31. to the S.E. of the station are the ^Kaiser Ferdinand
Waterfalls, formed by the Sendersbach, in a picturesque gorge made acces-

sible by the Austrian Tourist Club.
A pleasant excursion may be made to (1 hr.) Ober-Perfuss (2630'; Klotz

;

Neuwirt), a health-resort, the church of which contains the tomb of Peter
Anich (d. 1766), the famous Tyrolese mathematician, prettily situated, with
fine views; from here to Sellrain IV4 hr., via Kammerland. From Ober-
Perfuss a marked path ascends the Rosskogel (see p. 275), in 5 hrs.

Feom Kematen to Fulpmes in the Stubai (6 hrs. ; guide 12 K.). A marked
path ascends via Azams (2S80'; Neuwirt) to the (3 hrs.) lAzum Alp (5360')

and over the (1 hr.) Halsl (6555'), between the Saile and Ampferstein, to

(2 hrs.) Fulpmes (p. 269).
To the S. of Kematen, a marked path ascends the Senders • Tal via

Orinzens and the Eemalener Alp to the (33/4 hrs.) Adolf-Pichler-Hiitte (6330';

Inn in summer), finely situated near the foot of the Kalkkogel, the highest
of which, the SchlickerSeespitze (9210'), mav be ascended hence by experts
in 3 hrs. (guide 12 A'.). Over the (I'/z hr.) 'SeejUchl (3230') to the (IV2 hr.)
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Bdrenbad Inn (p. 270) and (8/4 hr.) NeusUft^ see p. 270 (marked path; guide
14 K.). — From the Seejochl (red marks) via the Schlicker Schartl (^^355')

to the Schlicker Alp and to Fulpmes (guide 14^.), or to the Eohe Burgstall

(p. 269) and descent thence to the Starkenbitrger Hiitte (p. 270; guide \\k.).
The shortest way for pedestrians into the lower Oetztal leads through

the Sellrain-Tal (via Kiihtai to Oetz lli/'ihrs.-, guide 12 Z., unnecessary;
more interesting, but also more fatiguing over the Winnebach - Joch to

Langenfeld, 13 hrs., guide 15 K.). A carriage-road leads irom Kematen
through the picturesque ravine of the Melach to (6M.) Sellrain (2y80'), beside
Bad Rotenbrunn, with a chalybeate spring (accommodation at the Baths

;

two other inns farther on). At a considerable elevation to the N. is the
(1 hr.) SI. Quirinus-Kapelle (408U'; fine view), whence the Rosskogel (8670')

maybe ascended by a marked path in 4 hrs. (guide desirable for novices, 8 7i.).

At (4V2 M.) Gries (4060'; Holzer; Neuwirt) the valley divides into the
Lisenser-Tal (see below) to the left and the Sellrainer Obertal to the right.

A cart-road ascends the latter to (IV4 hr.) St. Sigmund (4915'; rfmts. at the
cure's) ; thence through the Gleirsch-Tal and over the Gleirscher-Jochl (8975'j

to Umhausen in the Oetztal, 8 hrs., fatig^uing (guide 10 K.). Beyond St. Sig-

mund the path in the Obertal leads via Haggen (5400'; inn) and the Zirtn-

hacher Alp (6200'), at the junction of the path from the Kreuzjoch (p. 277),

to the saddle of the Stockacher Alp (6615'), a little beyond which is (2^/2 hrs.)

Kiihtai (6450'; "Inn, R. IV2, pens. 4-5 A'.), finely situated, with an imperial
shooting-box.- Excursions hence to the Finsiertal Lakes (7330' and 7410'),

1 hr. ; the Plenderle Lakes (7635'), 1 hr. (both containing trout); and ascents
of the ' Biix/ikogel (^285'; fine view; 3 hrs., with guide; see p. 277), Acher-
kogel (9875'; 51/2 hrs., with guide; trying), etc. — We descend via (2 hrs.)

Ochsengarten or Wald (5040'; accommodation at the cure's; Neurauter,
plain) and by a path along the Stuibenbach, in the liedei'-Tal, as far as the

(IV'^hr.) saw-mill, where the path divides: to the left direct by Au to (3/4hr.)

Oetz, to the right to the Auer Klamm or gorge (p. 280) and by Ebe7ie to

(1 hr.) Oetz. — Another path (7-8 hrs., interesting; guide 10 A".) ascends
from Kiihtai past the Finsiertal Lakes and across the glacier of the same
name to (3 hrs.) the Finstertal-Scharte (9425'), to the W. of the Kraspes-
spitze f9695'), with a view of the Sulztal glaciers. Descent by a steep path
through the Weite Kaar to (IV2 hr.) the Zwieselbacher Alp (6315') and along
the Hairlachbach to (IVzhr.) Niedertai (4480'; see p. 281). Thence we either
proceed to the right, passing the Stuiben Fall (p. 281), to (1 hr.) Umhausen,
or to the left, via Lehen and Wiesle to Au and (2V2 hrs.) Langenfeld (p. 281). —
A third path (guide necessary, 10 K.) leads to the S.W. from Kiihtai through
the Langen-Tal and over the glacier-clad Niederreich-Scharte (901u'; fine

view), and down via the Reich Alp to (6 hrs.) Umhausen.
Ascending along the Melach through the Lisenser-Tal (see above) from

Gries, we pass Juifenau (4530'; Alpenverein Inn, well spoken of) and reach
(2 hrs.) Praxmar (5555'; Alpenclnb Inn) and (V2 hr., to the right) the finely

situated Lisenser Alp (St. Maria Magdalena; 5375'), the property of the
convent of Wilten (rfmts., but no beds). At the head of the valley is the
imposing Lisenser Glacier, commanded by the Fernerkogel (see below) ; at

its N. foot, 2 hrs. above Praxmar, lies the Ldngentaler Alp (6500'; club-
hut under construclion). — Mountain Ascents. The 'Fernerkogel (10,825'),

which may be ascended by experts from Praxmar in 7 hrs. (laborious; guide
from Praxmar 12, with descent to the Franz-Senn-Hiitte 15 A".), commands
a superb view. — The Hohe Sebleskogel (10,625'), 41/2 hrs. from the Langen-
taler Alp. via the Oriine Tatzen Glacitr, is trying (guide 12, to the Winne-
bachsee- Hiitte 14 K ; see p. 262). — The Hintere Brunnenkogel (10,910'),

ascended from the Langentaler Alp by the Ldngentaler - Joch (p. 276) in
41/2 hrs. (guide 13 A".), presents no difficulty. — The Lisenser Villerspitze
(10,180'), from Praxmar via the Hochgrafl-Joch (8930') in 4 hrs. (guide 9 A'^.),

is not difficult. — The Hohe Villerspitze (10,180'), from Praxmar in 6 hrs.
via the Horntaler-Joch, a difficult climb (guide 14, with descent to the
Franz-Senn-Hiitte 18 Z., see p. 271). — The Zischkeles-Spitze (9865') from
Praxmar in 4 hrs. over the Sattel-Loch, and the Schontaler Spitze (10,275'),

41/2-5 hrs., via the Schontal Alp, are both easy and interesting (guide 6 K.). —
Passks. The route across the Winnebach Glacier and the (2 hrs.) Griesjoch

18*
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or Winnebach-Joch (9216'), and down past the Winnelach - See - Hiitte to

(2V2 lirs.) G'nes (p. 282), is attractive and not difficult (marked path; guide
14 A'.). A more fatiguing route leads over the Langentaler-Joch (1)810'),

between the Hinfere Brunnenkogel and the Weisse Kogel, and descends
through the wild Schrankar to the (4 hrs.) Aniberger HilUe (p. 282). — A
marked path leads to the y.E. from Lisens to the Horntaler-Joch (Fiiiter-

gruben-Nieder, 9220'; fine view), and then descends abruptly to the (6 hrs.

;

guide 8 K.) Franz-Semi-HuUe in the Alpeiner-Tal (p. 270).

The train crosses the Melach near (8 M.) Unter-Perfuss. To the

right rises the Martinswand; straight on we have a view of the broad

valley of the Inn, with the Hochmunde in the background.

91/2 M. Zirl (1955'; Zur Martinswand^ at the station ; Regen-

bogen^ on the road to the village). The village (2040'; *Ldiue, R.

i-i^l^K.; Post or Stern; Steinbock), is picturesquely situated on
the left bank of the Inn, 1 M. to the N. High above is the ruin of

Fragenstein (route to Scharnitz, see p. 48).
Excursions (guide, Frz. Schnaiter^ called Hieser). Beautiful view from

the (I/2 hr.) Kalvarienherg : to the S. are the jagged peaks of the Sellrain,

Tuxer Ferner (Olperer, Fusstein), etc. ; to the N. is the huge gorge ('Zirler

Klamm'; inaccessible) of the Ehnoach^ descending from the Solstein.

About 1 M. to the E. of Zirl is the Martinswand (3650'), celebrated in
connection with an alleged hunting adventure of the Emp. Maximilian in

1484, for which, however, there is no historical foundation. The emperor
is said to have nearly fallen over the precipice, but to have been rescued
by an angel in the guise of a chamois-hunter. The cavern, where the accident
happened, 850' above the Inn, now contains the emperor's bust and is

accessible by a safe path protected by wire-ropes (1^ '4 hr. from the station).

The 'Grosse Solstein (8340'; 6-7 hrs.; guide 12 A".) is ascended from Zirl

by the Erl-Sattel (p. 48) without much difficulty. The direct ascent from
Innsbruck (77'.' hrs.) is fatiguing; a marked path leads through the Z)'ane-

hitter Klamm (p. 199) to the (4 hrs.) Solstein- Hiitte on the Zirler Mdhder
(5355'; inn in summer), then (wire-rope in places) to the (3-3V2 hrs.) summit.
— The ascent of the higher Kleine Solstein (8665'; 4 hrs. from the Solsteiu-
Hiitte, guide 15 K.) is more difficult.

At (IO1/2 M.) Inzing (Klotz) the Hundstal opens on the left,

with the Paiderspitze , Koflerspitze, and Rosskogel in the back-

ground. 121/2 M. Hatting. 13V2 M. Flaurling; 1 M. to the W. lies

the village (2000'; Post), at the entrance of the valley of the same
name, above which rises the Grieskogel (9470').

17 M. Telfs(2045'; /Se^ser, at the station, R. IV4-2, pens. 41/2-5 /T.,

very fair); the village (*Post; Loive; Traube, well spoken o{; Rossi;

Schbpfers Inn, prettily situated near the bridge, R. 1-2, pens.

4-6 -fir.), with 2800 inhab. and large cotton -mills, lies ^/^ M. to

the N., on the left bank of the Inn.
Excursions (guides. Ant. Gvedler, Karl StaudacJier) . The chapel of

St. Moritz on the Kalvarienherg, V2 br. to the W., affords a beautiful view.
Other fine points are the pilgrimage-church on the Bivkenherg (2625'), 3/4 hr.

to the N., and the ruin of Hortenberg^ 40 min. from the station, beyond
P/affenhofen (Seiser). — From the station a marked path leads by Ober-
fiofen and the Obei'hofnev Alp to the (4 hrs.) Neuburger-Hiitte (6070'; inn
in summer), a fine point of view, and the starting-point for the "Hocheder
(9175'; 3 hrs.

; guide 10 K.^ and the Rietzer Grieskogel (9470'; 31/2 hrs.
;
guide

11 K.; see p. 277). Over the Flaurlinger-Scharte (7875') to Haggen (p. 275)
33/4 hrs., or to Kilhtai (p. 275) 4 hrs.; guide advisable (10 A'.).

The Hochmunde (8730'; 61/2 hrs.
;
guide 12 K.) is ascended on the E. side

from Telfs via Buc/ien and the Mooser Alp (laborious; comp. p. 46).
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From Telfs to ^'assereit, see p. 25 (carr. and pair 00 K, with fee of
2 K. ; also recommended to pedestrians). Omnibus via Nassereit and
Ehrwald to Gavmisch-Partenkirchen daily in summer in 11 hrs. (see p. 22). —
Marked paths lead to the N. from Telfs via Bitchen to (3 hrs.) Leutasch,
and (uninteresting) via Mosern to (3 hra.) See/eld (p. 48). — Over the
Niedevmunde (6775') to the (4'/2 hrs.) Tillfuss-Alpe in the Gaistal, and thence
to (5 hrs.) Ehrwald (guide 12 K.), see p. 26. — To the top of the Zugspitze
(10-11 hrs. from Telfs, with night at the Knorr-Hiitte; guide ib K.), see
p. 41. The Alplhaus (p. 26) is reached from Telfs in 4 hrs. (guide 6 K.).

20 M. Rietz; on the slope to the left is the village (Alte Post;

Schweigl) and above rises the Church of St. Anthony, with a charm-
ing view.

An easy route (blue marks) leads through the Klauswald to (4 hrs.)

the Peter Anich Hut of the Austrian Tourist Club (6290'; provision depot),
whence the Hocheder (9175') may be ascended in 2V2hrs., and the Ories-

kogel (9470") in 3 hrs., with guide (9 K. each). Descent to the Neuburger-
Hiitte, see p. 276.

211/2 M. Stams. In the village, 1 M. to the S. (2190'; Speck-
hacher, very fair; Staudacher; Kluibenschadl), is a large Cistercian

monastery, founded in 1271 by Elizabeth, mother of Conradin, the

last of the Hohenstaufen. The library contains manuscripts, in-

cunabula, coins, etc.

ExccKsioNs (guide, Joh. Fraxmarer). The Stamser Alp (6145'; inn),

ascended from Stams by a bridle-path in 3V2 hrs., affords a good view of
the Inn Valley and of the N. Limestone Alps. "Thence to the'^Birchkogel (9285';

3 hrs.; guide 10 A".), easy and attractive (descent to Kiihtai, see p. 275); to
the Grieskogel (9470'; S'/z hrs.), via the Kreuzjoch (8450'; pass hence to Haggen,
p. 275), another easy expedition (guide 10 A'.). A good path leads to the S.

from the .Stamser-Alpe to (IVz hr.) Uchsengarten (p. 275), via the Feldringer-
Boden (6855').

From (23 M.) Motz a bridge leads across the Inn (Inn zum
Romisch-Deutschen Kaiser) to the village of Motz (Kreuz; Stern)

and to Ober-Mieming (footpath to Obsteig, seep. 25). — 24 M. Silz

(2130'; Railway Inn; *Post ox Steinbock, Loife, both in the village,

Y4 M. distant). To the left is the chateau of Petersberg; to the right

rise the abrupt slopes of the Tschirgant (p. 278). Beyond (26V2M.)
Haiming (inn) we traverse sparse fir-woods to —

28V2 M. Oetztal (2270'; *Oetztaler Hof, at the station, R. IV2-
21/2) pens. 5-6^.; carriages for hire), the station for the Oetztal

(R. 51). The line Is carried by a long embankment over the huge
masses of debris with which the Oetztaler Ache has here strewn

the valley of the Inn, and crosses the Ache by a bridge, 65' high
(central span 260' wide). To the left, fine view of the Oetztal with
the Acherkogel; to the right the Weisse Wand, descending from
the Tschirgant, with its masses of debris.

Beyond (31 M.) Roppen (2315'; Klocker; carr. to the Oetztal,

see p. 280) the line is carried along the sheer precipices of the

S. bank by means of galleries and by embankments projecting into

the river. The train crosses the Pitzbach ; to the right, the high-
lying village of Karres, with its slender Gothic church-tower.

34 M. Imst (2310'; Rail. Restaurant), the station for the Pitztal

(p. 291). The little town of Imst (2715'; *Post, R. 11/2-'^, pens.
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from 6 K. ; *Sonne, R. 1-2, pens. 5 K.; Eggerhrliu; Lamm ; Hirsch),

with 2600 inhab., situated 2 M. to the N., on a terrace on the "W.

side of the Gurgler-Tal, is divided by the Malchbach into the Ober-

markt and Untermarkt. — Swimming-bath (40 h.).

The road from the station to the town (omn. CO h.) crosses the Inn
by an iron bridge and passes (1 M.) Brennbichl, where, at "Mayr's Inn,
Frederick Augustus, King of Saxony, died on 9th Aug., 1854. The spot
where the king was thrown from his carriage and received a fatal kick
from one of the horses is marked by a small chapel on the old road just
beyond the bridge.

Excursions (guides, Martin Walch, Joh. Bock, Joh. Fliir, and Alois
Tangl). The (1/4 hr.) Kalvarienberg affords the best view of the neigh-
bourhood: to the N. the Muttekopf, Platteinkogel, Heiterwand, Rauchberg,
and Wanneck; to the E. the Tschirgant ^ to the S. the Oetztal mountains,
and the Pit/tal, lying between the Wildgrat and the Venetberg. Good views
are obtained also from the Sirebi'it, from the pavilion at the shooting
ran^ie (25 min.) to the S.W., and from the chapel of Gimglgriin, above the
Landeck road, 3/4 hr. — To the Rosengartl Gorge, beyond the Kalvarien-
berg, to the W. Passing the Johannis-Eirche we follov,- the path, partly
hewn in the rock, over four bridges to (10 min.) a waterfall (30' high);
thence to (20 min.) the Katzenbodele (2920'), a fine point of view, returning
by Sirebiiit (see above). — To the N. via (3/4 hr.) Tarrenz (p. 25-, Post;
Sonne) to (1/4 hr.) Schloss Starkenberg (3280'; Pension, E. from 1 K. 60 ^i.,

pens. 6-8 A'.), with fine woods and a small lake (bathing) ; from here through
wood on the right bank of the Salvesenbach, the valley of which soon con-
tracts to a wild gorge, to the (1 hr.) Klamm Bridge, 330' above the narro-w
rocky channel of the stream ; returning on the left bank past the ruins of
Oehratstein and Alt- Starkenberg to (1 hr.) Tarrenz. or (better) on the right
bank to Neu-Starkenberg and (ii/2 hr.) Imst.

The ''Tschirgant (7770': 0-51/2 hrs. : guide 8 AT.) is fatiguing but repaying.
A marked path ascends from Imst Station (p. 277) to the (2 hrs.) Karroster
Alp (4210'): thence to the summit 3-3V2 hrs. more (no water on the route
except a scanty spring, 20 min. above the Karroster Alp). The striking
view comprises the Oetztal and the N. Limestone Alps, and the Inntal
from Landeck to Innsbruck. — The *Muttekopf (9110'; 5'/2-6hrs.; marked
path

; guide, desirable after freshly fallen snow, 10 A'.) is another very fine

point of view. We ascend the Malchbach to the (2 hrs.) finelv situated
i77i<ermrtrA-<-^i!j?e (4730'; rfmts.) and the (IV- hr.) Mvttekopf-HUtte (6200'; inn
in summer), near the Beiselstein; thence over turf and rocks (wire-ropes
at several places) to the (2V2 hrs.) top. An interesting paih (Tmster Hohen-
weg". recommended for the descent) leads from Imst over the (4 hrs.)
Laaggers f7645'). with fine view, and the Larsenn-Gral, pa^t the Odkarls-
kopf (8435') and Gamspleiskopf (8465'), to the (3 hrs.) JIuttekopf-Hutte. — Steep
descent on the N. side of the Muttekopf along the rocky face of the Kiibel
(wire-rope) to the (I74 hr.) Fundeis Alp and (^2 hrs.) Bo'den (p. 246: guide
14 A.), or over the Galtseite-Joch to the (4 hrs.) Eanauer - HUtte (p. 246;
guide 15 A.). — The Platteinkopf (8930'), ascended from the Muttekopf-
Hiitte in 5 hrs. (guide 12-14 A.), is a difticult but interesting,' climb for ex-
perts. — The '-^Ipleskopf (^410") may be ascended in 5-5V2 hrs. (guide
9 A., desirable) vaa Tarrenz (see above). Ober- Tarrenz (I'A hr.), and the
pilgrimage-chapel of (IV4 hr.) Sinnesbrunn. Thence we cross the Gaflein-
Tal and ascend to the (21/2-3 hrs.) summit. View extensive and picturesque.

From Imst to Nassereit (omnibus from the station 3 A.) and over
the Fern Pass to Reutte, see K. 5; over the Hahntenn to Elinen in the
Lechlal (guide 10 AT.), see p. 246. — Walkers from Imst to the Oetztal (p. 280)
follow the Innsbruck road to Brennbichl and (2V4 M.) Karres, whence a
footpath leads to the right to (IV2 M.) Roppen (p. 277).

The train now traverses alder -grown meadows to (371/2 M.)
Imsterberg. Opposite, on the left bank of the Inn, lies Mils, at the

mouth of the wild Larsenn-Tal (to the Hanauer-Hiitte, see p. 246).
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— Beyond (39 M.^ Schonwies (2385'; inn), on the right, opens the

Starkenbach-Tal, through which a path leads over the Gufelgras-

Joch (7840'} to Gramais and (9-10 hrs.) Hdselgehr in the Lechtal

(see p. 247; guide 16^.). Then througli a defile, and beneath the

ruins otKronburg (3485'), situated on a high cliff (1 hr. from Schon-

wies ; at the top, a pilgrimage-chapel and a rustic inn), to (44 M.)

Zams (2540'; Gemse), with a large nunnery of Sisters of Charity.

451/9 M. Landeck (2670'; *Rail. Restaurant, R. 21/2 K.^. The
little town (2665'; *Post, R. 3-5 K., B. 1 K. 20 h., pens, from 7 K.;

Goldner Adler, R. 174-'^) pens.) from 5 K.; Schwarzer Adler, well

spoken of; Zum Schrofenstein, Lowe, plain), 1 M. to the S.W,, is

picturesquely situated on both banks of the Inn, commanded by the

ancient Schloss Landeck. Pop. 3000. The river here forms several

rapids. Fine views from the loftily-situated Parish Church, which

dates from 1471, and from (10 min.) the castle: to the N. the

Brandjoch and Silberspitze ; to the N.W. the Parseierspitze; to

the W. the Riffler ; to the S.W. the Thialspitze ; to the E. the slopes

of the Venetberg.
Excursions (comp. Map, p. 22). A pleasant walk may be taken

up the Inn (see p. 293). — The Lotzer Klamm (3/4 hr. ; carriage there and
back 5 K.) may be reached by following the left bank of the Inn, crossing
the Sanna, and then turning to the right; or we may turn to the left just
before reaching the (1 M.) station, and cross the Inn to Perjen (Inn zum
Nussbaum). Thence a path leads along the left bank of the Inn to (IV4 M.)
the hamlet of Lijtz, at the back of which, in a wild ravine, is the pictur-

esque fall of the Lochbach (key at the mill, 20 h.). An alternative way
back O^/i hr. longer) leads via the village of Zams (see above). — The
Lotzer-Tal CZammer Loch'' is the name given to the deep gorge at its

mouth) divides at the (2V2 hrs.) Unterloch Alp (5090') into the Medriol-Tal
to the right and the Pairol-Tal to the left (routes across the Seescharte to the
Memminger-Hiitte or over the Grossierg-Joch to Lend in theLechtal, seep. 247).

The village of Stanz (3495'; Lowe; Schrofenstein), beautifully situated
at the foot of the Brandjoch, commands a splendid view. The path thither
ascends to the left from the Lotz road beyond Perjen (II/4 hr. from Landeck),
or we may reach it via Bruggen in 1 hr. ; from Stanz to the ruin of ScJirofen-

slein (3655') V2 hr., to Ovins (see below) 3/4 hr.

Ascents (guides, Anton Zangerle of Landeck, Isidor Kndbl and Joh. Reich
of Flies). Thialspitze (7855'; 41/2 hrs.; guide 9 -ff.), easy and attractive. —
The *Venetberg (8245' ; 5 hrs.

;
guide % K., not indispensable), a line point,

is easily ascended hy a good bridle-path (most of it shady in the morning)
via the (3 hrs.) Fliessev Alp and thence along the arete to the (2 hrs.) top.

The descent may be made to the S. via the Gogles-Alpe to (IV2 hr.) Filler

(p. 291), or along the crest to the Wonnejochl (81£0') and then down to (2V2hrs.)
Wenns, or (red-marked path, guide 10 K.) via the Kreuzjoch (7820') and the
Oamsstein (6410') to (3 hrs.) Arzl, in the Pitztal (p. 291). — The *Rotplei8S-
kopf (9640'), ascended by a marked path, via Hochgallmig and the Urgtal,
and over the Gamsscharte, in 7 hrs. (guide 14 JT.), is not difficult and highly
remunerative (much visited for ski-ing in winter); descent to the (1 hr.)

Ascher-Hutte, see p. 257.

The Parseierspitze (9970' ; 7-8 hrs. ;
guide 16, with descent to the Mem-

minger-Hiitte 20 K. ; Nic. Waldner and Al. Staggl of Grins, Karl Reich and
Vine. Piatt of Plans), the highest peak of the N. Limestone Alps, is difficult

and fit only for experts with steady heads. We ascend from Plans (p. 241)
in 25 min., or from Bruggen (see above) in II/2 hr., to Grins (3320'; Hirsch),
a picturesque village with quaint timber-houses, whence a club-path (guide
^ K., not indispensable) leads to the (3V2-4 hrs.) Augsburger-Hiitte (7690':
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inn in summer), in a grand situation. Thence the path leads via the Gatsch-

kopf, the I'ati'ol-Scharte, and the Dawin Glacier^ climbing over abrupt rocks
for the last hour, to the (3 hrs.) summit. Very striking view. — The view
from the *Gatschkopf (9670'), reached from the Augsburger-Hiitte by a marked
path in 1^/4 hr. (guide 12 AT.), is similar fo that from the Parseierspitze.
From the Augsburger-Hiitte to the Memminger-Hiitte (p. 248) 5V2 hrs., an
interesting route for adepts (guide 20 K.).

From Landeck to Wenns in the Pitztal via Fliess and the Piller-Hohe
(5110'), 5 hrs. (guide S E., not indispensable), see p. 291.

From Landeck over the Arlberg to Bregenz , see R. 44 ; via

Finstermunz to Mais (Meran or Trafoi), see RR. 54 and 59.

52. The Oetztal.

Diligence from Oetztal station in summer twice dailv to Oetz (in 50 min.

:

80 h.), to Umhausen;(2V2-3V4 hrs.-, IV2-2 E.), to (15 M.) Langenfeld (4-5 hrs. •

3-31/4^0, and to Solden (6-8 hrs. ; 5 ^.-5 E. 80 h.}. — Carkiage with one
horse from Oetztal station to Oetz 4 E. 60 h., with two horses 8 E. 20, to

Umhausen 10 E. 20 and 18 E. 40, Langenfeld 15 A'. 80 and 27 E. 60, Solden
22 E. 40 and 42 E. 80 h. ; driver's fee 10 per cent of the tariff (similar charges
from Roppen). — Distances. From Oetztal station to Oetz 4V2 M. (from
Eoppen 5 M.) , Umhausen 9'/2, Langenfeld 15, Solden 24, Zwieselstein
2772 M.; from Zwieselstein to Vent 4, to Gurgl 3 hrs. (from Gurgl over
the Ramol-Joch to Vent 7 hrs.); from Vent over the Hochjoch to Unser
Frau 8, over the Niederjoch 7 hrs.: from Unser Frau to Naturns 4 hrs.
— Guides, see the different excursions; from Umhausen to Gurgl or Vent
(unnecessary) 13 A'.; 20 lbs. of luggage free, overweight 4 h. per kilo-

gramme (about 2 h. per lb.) for each Krone (crown) of the fee.

The '-'Oetztal, the longest lateral valley of the Inn, well watered,
and remarkable for the varied charms of its scenery, is broad and fertile

in the lower part , contracts higher up to a number of wild ravines,
and in its highest region branches off in several arms towards the S.,

terminating in a vast expanse of snow and glacier. Fields of flax and
maize alternate with fine larch-woods, and near Oetz chestnuts and even
vines flourish. Where there are no inns, accommodation may be procured
at the houses of the cure's.

Oetztal Station (2270'; *Oetztaler Hof), see p. 277. The road

ascends through fir-wood, approaches the Oetztaler Ache, and leads

via (1^/4 M.) Eiene and across the Stuibenbach, which here issues

from the Auer Klamm (see p. 275 ; the lowest fall 5 min. from the

road), to (4 M.) Oetz (2690'; *Hut. Kassl, R. 1V2-3, pens. 51/2-

7 K. ; Schuler, well spoken of), a thriving village, visited as a

summer-resort, at the base of the Acherkogel (9875').
Before reaching Oetz this road is joined by the carriage-road from

Roppen (p. 277) via Sauiens (5 M.-, the best route for walkers entering
the Oetztal from Imst). — Walks from Oetz (guides, Peler Paul Jdger,
Franz Griesser): to Hlq Schlossl (20 min.); to the Eohhtatt- Quelle (3/4 hr.);
to Ober-Schlatl (3/4 hr.); to Fipurg and on to the Haderbach Fall and the
Eitzlerbauer (1 hr.). An easy path leads to the (3/4 hr.) Pipurger-See (3C(X)'),

on a plateau on the left bank of the Ache (restaurant; boats; bath iOh.).
A round may be made via Hahichen to the lake, passing the falls of the
Ache, traversing groves of lime-trees, and leading back to' Oetz in about
3 hrs. — Another pleasant excursion may be made to the (2/4 hr.) Auer
Klamm, at the mouth of the Neder-Tal (p. 275), in which the Stuibenbach
forms a series of cascades (club-paths). — The attractive ascent of the
Wetterkreuz (8440') may be made by the Acherberger Alp (marked path)
in 4-5 hrs. (guide 8 A'.). Descent through the Worg-Tal to Eiihtai (p. 275j.
— The ascent of the Acherkogel (9b7o') via the Mittertaler Scharte (7-8 hrs.;
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guide 10 K.) is long and fatiguing ^ shorter but more difficult from Kiihtai

(p. 275; 51/2 hrs.)- — Via Kiihtai to Sellrain (9'/2 hrs.
;

guide, needless,

12 K.), see p. 275.

Near (1 M.) Habichen (2770') the road crosses the Ache and
ascends in windings along the Gsteig ; opposite, on the right bank,

rises the imposing Achenvand (6500'). — 1^/4 M. Tumpen [3070';

*Acherkogl Inn, R. 1-1^/2? pens. 4-472 ^0? ^ prettily situated village.

Shady walks may be taken to the Muldbach Waterfall (V4 hr.), the
Elisabeth- IldJie (20 min.), the Tumpen Lakes (V2 hr.), the Habicher See (1/2 hr.),

the Pipurger-See (1 hr. : see p. 280), and other points. Fine view from the
Kaarkopf (8240' ; 4V2-5 hrs. ; marked path, but guide desirable, 9 K.).

The road ascends the left bank, passing opposite the sheer rocky

walls of the Engelswand (4985'), and then (I1/2 M.) recrosses to

the right bank to (21/4 M.) —
91/2 M. TJmhausen (3400'; *Krone, R. IV2-2, pens. 5-7 K.;

Adler, fair), a straggling village, visited as a summer-resort.
ExcLKsiONS (guide, Matth. Schmid). Pleasant walk to the (V4 hr.)

' Stuiben Fall (guide unnecessarj). We ascend the right bank of the
Horlachhach from the church (marked path), after V2 hr. cross the stream
(fine larch-wood), ascend for V4 hr. more, and arrive opposite the imposing
cascade, which is precipitated from beneath a natural bridge of rock in
two vast leaps, together 460' in height. A marked path ascends on the left

side of the waterfall, crosses the brook above it by the (1/2 hr.) Frischmann-
Briicke , and returns to (3/4 hr.) Umhausen. — Travellers proceeding to

Langenfeld may descend (path marked blue and white), at the bridge
below the fall, to the left by the conduit in windings to the road on the
bank of the Ache. Or from the Frischmann-Briicke they may proceed to

the right to (1/4 hr.) Niedei'tai (5045' ; accommodation at the cure's) : then
by a marked path via Wiesle^ beyond which a steep descent leads down to

the (1 hr.) road, at the end of the Maurach, and (1 hr.) Langenfeld. — Over
the Gleivscher-Jochl to >S''. Sigmitnd or over the Ftnstei'tal-Scharte or Nieder-
reich-Scharte to Kiihtai, see p. 275 (guide 10-12 K).

The Kreuzjoch (8780'), ascended through the Leiers-Tal by a marked
club-path in 5V2 hrs. (guide desirable), affords a fine view of the Sellrainer
and Stubaier Ferner. — In the Fnndtts-Tal, 4 hrs. to the S.W. of Umhausen,
above the small Fundus See (6425'). is the Frischmann-Hiitte (7085'; inn in
summer), whence the *Fundus-Feiler (10,105'), a splendid point of view, is

ascended in 2V2-3 hrs. (marked path; guide 10 A".). The descent may be
made over the Lehner-Joch (8240') to Zaunhof in the Pitztal (p. 291).

We now enter the wild defile of Maurach (2 M. long), an old

moraine with dreary slopes of clay and rubbish , and cross the

Ache twice. After a short ascent between blocks of rock, scantily

clothed with pines, the road enters a broad green plateau of the

valley, in which lie the hamlets of Au (3780' ; Lamm) and Dorf.
In the foreground (S.W.) rises the Hauerkogel (8180 ') ; farther back
the Hallkogel (8717'), Perlerkogel (8880'), and (to the left) Gams-
kogel (9235'). By a chapel at the end of the Maurach a short-cut

diverges to the left, which rejoins the road beyond Au.
15 M. Langenfeld (3860'; *Gstrein's Hotel - Pension zum

Hirschen, R. 11/2-3, pens. 5V2-'7 K. ; Stern, R. 1 K. 20 h.
,
pens.

4-41/2 J^-, Hose, both very fair), prettily situated at the mouth of

the Sulztal^ from which the rapid Fischbach issues, is visited as a

health resort. About 1/4 M. from the Hirsch is the *Kurbad Langen-
feld (R. 11/2-3, pens. 5-7 K.'), with a sulphureous spring.
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Excursions (guides, Sigm. and Valentin Gu/ler, Frz. and Jos. Karlinger,
Christ. Nossig, Adalbert and Oswald Schopf, Alois and Quirin Rimmel, Jos.

and Ludwig Kupriaji, and Zachdiu Holzknecht of Langenfeld, Rud. Santer,
Ehrenreich Euen, and Franz Jos. Griiner of Huben, Quir. Gritsch, Ferd. and
Friedr. Schopf, and Ed. Worz of Gries). — A pleasant walk may be made by
ascending from Ober-Langenfeld to the E. through wood via Brand (4535')

to (IV2 hr.) Burgstein (4670'), and descending thence to the road near Huben
(to Langenfeld IV2 hr.)- From Burgstein to the Magdalenenicand (edelweiss
abundant) 3-3V2, descent 2 hrs.

The *Sulztal is worthy of a visit. Good footpaths ascend from Langen-
feld on both banks of the deep ravine of the Fischbach and unite after

about 1 hr. (good view of the Schrankogel from the bridge). The path
finally becomes level and reaches the village of (20 min.) Gries (4960' ; Inn
'Zum guten Tropfen at the 'Widum' or parsonage), finely situated at the

foot of the Winnebachspitze, beside which towers the Schrankogel. The
"Gamskogel (9255'), a fine point of view, is easily ascended by adepts from
Gries in 4 hrs. (guide 9 K.). A red-marked path ascends the vallev of

the Winnebach to the N.E. to the (2 hrs.) Winnebachsee-Hiitte (TTSC^'/zm
in summer), on the small Winnebach-See., surrounded by ice-clad mountains
(good survev from the Paulshohe}, the starting-point for the ascents of the
Gdiisekrageri i%Q6' ; 2 hrs. ;

guide 6 K.), the Breite Grieskogel (10,805'; 4 hrs.

guide 9 E.), the Winnebachspitze (10,495'; 2V2-3 hrs.; guide 10 A'.), the
Hohe Sebleskoge /(10,625' ; 8'/2 hrs.; guide 8 A'.), and the Grosse Gaislenkogel

(10,555'; 4 hrs.; guide 10 A'.). Over the Winnebach -Joch to Sellrain (guide
11 A.), see p. 276. — Above Gries we cross to the left bank and ascend
along the Fischbach through wood to the (1 hr.) Vordere Sulztal Alp (6225'),

on the right bank. Crossing the brook twice more and passing the (Vihr.)
IJintere Sulztal Alp (6535'), we reach the (V4br.) Amberger-Hiitte (7035';

inn in summer), which commands a fine view of the Grosse Sulztal-Ferner
at the head of the valley. The *Schrankogel (11.485' ; 41/2-5 hrs.

;
guide 13,

with descent to the Franz-Senn-Hiitte 18 A.) is ascended from this point
by a club-path (laborious, but not difficult for experts ; magnificent view).

The Ruderhofspitze (11.390'; 5'/2-6 hrs., via the Schwarzenberg-Joch; guide
14 A.; comp. p. 271) and the Mutterberger Seespitze (10,820'; 5 hrs., via the

Bockkogel Glacier) may both be ascended from the Amberger-Hiitte, and
are also toilsome. The'^ffintere Daunkopf (4^/2 hrs. ;

guide 12 A'.), see below.
— From the Sulztal over the Mutterb erg er-Joch to the Stubai-Tal (guide
to Mutterberg 13 A.), see p. 273 ; over the Schwarzenberg-Joch or the Brunnen-
kogel-Scharte (guide to the Franz-Senn-Hiitte 14 or 15 A.), see p. 271. ~
Over the Daunjoch (10,110') to the Dresden Hut, 6-7 hrs. with guide
(14 A.), interesting but fatiguing; over the Sulztal-Ferner to the (3V2 hrs.)

pass, to the S. of the Hintere i)a?mioji/ (10,590' ; easily ascended in 1/2 hr.

;

guide 2 A. extra; magnificent view), descending by the Daunkogel-Ferner
to the (2 hrs.) Dresden Hut (p. 274). — A club -path fmm the Amberger-
Hiitte leads through the Rosskar and over the Atterkar-Jochl (9665') to the
Kaisers Alp and to (6 hrs.) Solden (guide desirable, il A.).

From Langenfeld or Huben to the Pitztal a somewhat laborious
route crosses the Hundsbacher or Breitlehner Jbchl (8660') to Trenkwald
(p. 291) in 7 hrs.

;
guide 10 A. From the pass the Hohe Geige (11,140') may be

ascended by experts in 3 hrs., with guide (13 A. ; see p. 292).

At (171/2 M.)Hnl)en (3915' ; Inn ziim Guten Hirten, at the cure's)

the Hohe Geige (see above) appears on the right, beyond the Hallkogel.
Pedestrians may follow the field-path which diverges to the left IV2M.

beyond Langenfeld and, leaving Huben to the right, follows the right bank
of the Ache to the second bridge beyond Huben, where it rejoins the
road. — From Huben to the Braunschweiger-HUtte (p. 292), an interesting

club-path leads through the Polles-Tal and over the Polles-Joch in 7 hrs.,

with guide (8V2 A.; comp. p. 292).

The valley now contracts. Beyond the (20Vo M.) Aschbach Inn

(4110'), at the Brand, we cross the Ache and ascend through wood

;

we then descend again, cross the river twice, and reach —
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24m. S61den(4465'; *Griin€r zum Alpenverein^ near the church,

R. 1-2, pens. 5-6 K.; *Unterwirt Gstrein zur Sonne, pens. 5-6 K. ;

Oherwirt Rival zur Trauhe, R. 1-1 V-2) pens.4l/2-5V2-^-)j ^ charmingly

situated village, frequented as a summer-resort.
ExcDKSiONS (guides, Alois and Ehrenveich Falkner^ Anton Fender, Kaspar

and Franz Klotz, Zachdus, Wendelin, Josef Alois, and Johann Alois Gstrein,
Vine, Goitfr., and Alois Riml, Josef and Alois Kneissl, Simon Plorer, Franz
Alois Scheiber, Alois Pult). — To the Edelweisswand, via the Leiten Alp in
2hrs.; guide necessary (4^.). — The ascent of the ^Brunnenkogel (9515';

441/2 hrs.
;
guide, 8 K., desirable for the final ascent) is easy and interesting.

A red-marked path crosses the Oetztaler Ache and the Windach and ascends
steeply through wood to (1V2-2 hrs.) the Falkner Inn (Qil5' ; unpretending);
thence over pastures, detritus, and rocks to the (2 hrs.) Erzherzog Etigen-
Schutzham (9000' ; inn in summer), whence a laborious climb along the arete
brings us to the (3/4 hr.) summit. Splendid panorama. — The Grieskogel
(9550'; 41/2 hrs.; guide 8 K.) and the Geislacher Kogel (10,010'; 41/2-5 hrs.;
guide 8 E., with descent to Heiligkreuz 10 K.) are also interesting points.

Through the Windach-Tal, which opens to the E., a good path (guide
71/2 A"., not indispensable) leads along the N. side of the Windachbach to

(2 hrs.) Fiegl's Inn (6505'), whence a club-path ascends to the left to the
(3 hrs.) Hildesheimer-Hiitte (9020'; Inn in summer), grandly situated over
the junction of the Geisskar Glacier with the crevassed Pfaffen Glacier, at

the S.E. base of the Schussgruben-Kogel (see below). The fine view includes
the Wildspitze, Weisskugel, etc. to the W., the Schaufelspitze to the N.,
the Apere Pfaffengrat to theN.E., the Pfafienschneide to the E., the Geiss-
kogel to the S.E., and the mountains between the Windach-Tal and the
Timmel-Tal to the S. This hut is the starting-point for the ascents of
i\\.& Schussgruben-Kogel {X0,b2,ri' ; lV4hr. ; guide 6 A.), Schaufelspitze (10,935';

2V2 hrs.
;
guide 7 A.), Apere Pfaff (10,995'; 21/2 hrs. ; guide 8 A'.), Zuckerhiitl

(11,520'; 3 hrs.; guide 13 A.), and Wilde Pfaff (11,380^ 3 hrs.; guide 9 A'.).

Via the /sjrfor-A'ie<i«' (10,290'
; p. 274) or the Schaufel-Nieder {Feniav-Joch

;

9875') to the Dresdner-Hutte (p. 273), 3 hrs.; by the Pfaffen-Joch (10,595'),
Sulzenau-Ferner, and Peiljoch (p. 272) to the Dresdner-Hiitte, 4 hrs.; by the
Pfaffen-Schneide, Zuckerhiitl, and Wilde Pfaff to the Kaiserin-Elisabeth-Haus
(p. 267), 5 hrs., a grand expedition for expert climbers.

From Solden to the Stuhai-Tal over the Bildstockl-Joch (8 hrs. to the
Dresdner-Hiitte, guide 15 A.), see p. 273. A longer but pleasanter route leads
via the Hildesheimer-Hiitte and the Isidor-Nieder (see above and p. 274). — To
the Pitztal via the Pitztaler Jochl (9825') by a club-path (to the Braun-
schweiger-Hiitte, 6 hrs.), see p. 292 (guide 10, to Mittelberg 13 A.).

Beyond Solden the road crosses the Ache and the Windachbach
(see above} and then ascends through a rocky ravine of the Ache,
called the Kilhtreien. At the [3 M.) hamlet of Zwieselstein (4830'

;

Trauhe, moderate ; Vnterwirt Prantl), at the foot of the Noderkogel,

the valley divides into the Gurgler-Tal (p. 289), which ascends to

the left, and the Venter-Tal to the right.
Besides the cart-track through the valley, another path, about Ihr. longer

but commanding a series of fine views, leads from Solden to Heiligkreuz
via the Geislacher Alp (6490') and the village of Oeislach (6560'). Over the
Geislacher Kogel (7-8 hrs. to Heiligkreuz), see above. — Ascent of the
Noderkogel (10,385'; 4-5 hrs. from Zwieselstein; guide 10 A.; Alois and
Bern. Santer and Peter Paul Praxmarer), fatiguing. Descent to (2 hrs.)
Heiligkreuz (p. 284) steep and toilsome (guide 12 A.). — From Zwieselstein
to Schonau over the Timmel-Joch (8230'), 5 hrs. with guide (9 A.j, fatiguing
and devoid of interest (see p. 302).

The path into the Venter-Tal turns to the right, by a finger-

post, before the first houses of Zwieselstein are reached, crosses the
Ache, and follows a stony slope on the left bank of the Venter
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Ache to (IV2 lir-) Heiligkreuz (5375'; accommodation at the cure's),

the white church of which rises conspicuously on a precipitous

height. Fine retrospect of the Soldenkogel and Nebelkogel, with

the Stubai glaciers. Beyond Heiligkreuz we cross the brook by the

second bridge to the hamlet of Winterstall (6680'3 on the right bank,

and soon return to the left bank, which we follow to —
2 hrs. Vent (6250'; Tappeiner's Inn, R. 1 ^.20-1 K. 60 /i.),

an Alpine hamlet at the foot of the TaUeitapitze (11,175'), which
divides the valley into two branches. The route to the Hochjoch

leads through the Rofen- Tal or W. arm, that to the Niederjoch

through the Nieder-Tal or E. arm.
Excursions. (Guides: JoJi, FctUner, Josef Gampei\ tSiegfried Gstrein,

Jos., Joh., and Val. Scheiber, Josef Klotz, Alois and Gottfr. Schojif, Nikodem
Fiegl, Jos. Raffl.; the other Oetztal guides are also usually to be found at

Vent.) — Fine view from the Feldkogele (6895'), 1/2 hr. to the N.

An interesting excursion (guide 4^2 ^^m not indispensable) may
be made to the W. by a red -marked path over steep mountain-

pastures (bearing to the left farther up) to the (3 hrs.) Breslauer

Hutte (9345'; inn in summer), in a magnificent situation at the foot

of the Oetztaler Vrkund.
Ascents. The Wilde Mannle (9855'), reached by the path to the Taufkar-

.Toch in 3/4 hr., is easy and repaying. — The *Urkund-Kulm (11,485 j, ascended
by the Partschweg (see below) in 11/2 hr., with guide, is not difficult; mag-
nificent view. — The Hintere Brochkogel (11,930'), via the Mitterkar-Joch
(see below) in 3 hrs. (guide 13 A'.), is not difiicult for experts.

The *Wildspitze (Northern 12,380', Southern^ 12,365'; 6-7 hrs. from Vent

;

guide 14 A.), the highest peak of the Oetztal Alps , presents no unusual
difficulty to experts. From the (3 hrs.) Breslauer Hvitte a club-path crosses

the Mitterkar-Ferner (the last part steep) to the (2-2V2 hrs.) Mitterkar-Joch
(11,360'), between the Wildspitze and the Hintere Brochkogel, and ascends
by the uppermost ice-slopes of the Taschach Glacier from the W. side to

the (1-11/4 lir.) S. peak, which is connected with the (6 min.) N. peak by
a narrow arete (where the overhanging masses of snow necessitate caution).

Another route ('Partschweg'; for adepts with steady heads only, guide
15'/2 A'.) from the Breslauer-Hiitte ascends to the Urkund-Kulm (see above)
and thence by the rugged arete and the ice- clad saddle between the
Mitterkar and Eofenkar glaciers to the S. peak. The *View is most
magnificent. — Descent on the N. side to the (3Vj hrs.) Braunschweiger-
Hiltte (p. 292; guide 22 A'.), or to the N.W. along the steep slopes of the
Brunnenkarkopf (10,755') on the right side of the Taschach Glacier (avoiding
the seracs of the glacier), and across the lower part of it to the (3'/2hrs.)

Taschach-Eaus (p. 292; guide 21 A.); or to the S.W. to the Vernagi-Hiitte

(see below ; guide 16 A'.). — To the Gepaisch-Haus (p. 294), via the Broch-
kogel-Joch, Vernagi Glacier, Taschach - Joch, Taschach Glacier, Sechsegerten
Glacier, and Oelgruben-Joch, a fine glacier-excursion, advisable only when
the snow is in good condition (71/2 hrs. from the Wildspitze; 2 guides
necessary, from Vent to Gepatsch 30 A", each). Via the Brochkogtl-Joch
and the Gepatsch-Joch to the Rauhenkopf-HUtte, see p. 21'4.

From the Breslauer-Hiitte to the Vevnagt-Hiltte, club -path ('SeufTert-

Weg') via Plattei in 2 hrs. (guide 2 A^). — Over the Wilde-Mannl-Scharie
to the (IV2 hr.) Taufkar-Joch, see p. 285.

Another red-marked path (guide 5 /iT.) from Vent ascends to the

W. via Rofen (p. 287) and the Plattei (8940'), and then traverses

the tongue of the Gross- Vernagt Glacier to the (31/2 trs.) Vernagt-
Htitte (9075'; inn in summer) , finely situated on the Hintergrasl.
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From the Vernagt-Hutle the '''FUicTitkogel (11,530') may be ascended in

2'/2-3 hrs. with guide (10 A'.), via the Gitslar-Joch ; also the Schwai'zwand
spitze (11,495'-, 3Lrs.; guiae 10 AT.); X\iQ Hochrernagtsintze {XUmb' ; SV'.' brs.

;

guide 13 a:.); i\iQ IIintergrash2)itze (10,570'; 2 hrs.
; guide 10 A'.); tht Ilintere

Brochkogel (11,930'), over the Klein- Vevnagt Glacier in 3-31/2 hrs. (guide
13 A'.); and the Wildspiize (12,380'), via the Brochkogel-Joch in 31/2-4 hrs.
(guide 16 K. ; see p. 284). — StJeuflert-Weg^ to the (2 hrs.) Breslauer-Hiitte,
see p. 2':4. — From the Vemagt-Hutte a new club-path leads via Rofenberg
to the (I'/--' hr.

;
guide 2 AT.) Eochjoch-Hosjyiz (p. 287 ; shortest route from

the Taufkar-Joch or the Wildspitze to the Schnalser-Tal).
The Grosse or Vordere Ramolkogel (11,650' ; 5 hrs.

;
guide 10, with

descent to Gurgl 16 AT.), another magniticent point of view, is toilsome but
highly interesting. From the Ramol-Joch route (p. 290) we diverge to the
left, after 2 hrs., into the Rote Kaarle, whence a club -path a=cends over
debris and rock, and lastly over the ice-clad arete to the (3 hrs.) summit.
View similar to that from" the Kreuzspitze, but more open towards the E.
Descent (for adepts only) via the arete to the Mittlere Ramolkogel (Anich-
spitze, 11,200') and thence to the Ramol Glacier and Ramolhaus (p. 290).

Other ascents (Kreiizspitze, Sc/ialfkogel, Similavn, Weisskugel^ etc.), see
Sammoar-Hiitte (p. 286) and Hochjoch-Hospiz (p. 287).

Passes. From Vent over the '-Ramol-Joch to (T-8 hrs.) Gurgl, see p. 290
(guide 12 K.).

Over the Taufkae-Joch to Mittelbeeg in the Pitztal, 9 hrs., guide
15 A'.), a rather fatiguing route, but free from danger and very grand. A
marked club-path path leads via Stablein to the (2V2 hrs.) Taufkar Glacier,

which we cross ; lastly a steeper ascent to the left to the (1 1/4 hr.)

*Taufkar.Joch (10,530'). between the Taufkarkogel (11,030') on the left and
the Weisse Kegel (11,195') on the right (ascended from the pass in 1 hr.). Ad-
mirable view of the E. Oetztal Mts. (Ptamolkogel, Firmisanschneide, Schalf-

kogel, Hintere Schwiirze, Talleitspitze ; immediately to the left the im-
posing Wildspitze). [The Taufkar-Joch may be reached also from the

(3 hrs.) Breslauev - Hiltte (p. 284) in I1/2 hr. , by a club-path crossing the
Rofenkar Glacier, the Wilde-Mannl-Scharte (9340'), and the Taufkar Glacier.]

We descend across the extensiye snow-tields at the head of the large
-Mittelberg Glacier (on the left the Hohe Wdnde, Schuchtkogel, and Rechte
Fernerkogel), then skirt the Linke Fernerkogel and traverse the crevassed
lower part of the glacier. Above the ice-fall we cross it to the right to

the Kaarles Glacier (observing on the right the Hangende Ferner, with its

fantastic ice-formations), and reach the (21/2 hrs.) Braunschweiger -Hiltte,

(p. 292) ; thence to (2 hrs.) Mittelherg, see p. 292.

To the Pitztal over the Grossvernagt Glacier and the Sexegerten-
Joch, or Sexten-Joch (10,635'; 9 hrs. to the Taschach Hans; two guides at

18 E.), a fatiguing route. 'The pass lies between the Hochvernagtspitze
(11,585'; ascent from the pass inl-li/ohr., see above) and the Hochverimgt-
wand (11,245'). The descent may be made to the Sexegerten-Ferner , and
then to the right to the (31/2 hrs.) Taschach-Haus (p. 292), or we may ascend
to the left to the Oelgruben-Joch and descend to the (6 hrs.) Gepatsch-
.ffaws (.p. 294). — The Taschaeh-Joch (10,660'; 9 hrs. to the Taschach Hans;
two guides at 16 A".), between the Eochvernagttcand and the Peiersenspitzen

(11,525'), is difficult but very fine. — The Tiefenbach-Joch (10,640'; 7-8 hrs.

to Mittelberg; guide 15 A".), between the Innere Schtcarze Schneide and the
Tiefenhachkogel, is fatiguing. An attractive but toilsome route leads over
the Seiter-Jochl (10,030'; from Heiligkreuz to Mittelberg 8 hrs. ; two guides
at 15 A'.), between the Innere and the Aeussere Schwarze Schneide, to the
Rettenbach-Ferner, and thence by the Fitztaler Jdchl (9825'), the Kaarles-
Ferner, and the Braunschweiger-HUtte.

To THE Kauner-Tal over the Gepatsch-Joch (10,640': 10-11 hrs. to the
Gepatsch-Haus, spending the night at the Vernagt-Hiitte; two guides at

23 K.), a difficult route ; better over the Kesselwand-Joch (10-11 hrs.

;

two guides at 23 A".). From the (31/2 hrs.) Vernagt-Hiitte (p. 284) we ascend
on the slope of the Hintergraslspitze and across the Guslar Glacier to the

(2 hrs.) Guslar-Joch (10,910'), between the Fluchtkogel (see above ; ascended
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from the pass in V2 hr.) and the Kesselwandspitze (11.200'); thence across
the Kesselwand Glacier to the ('/•_• hr.) Kesselwand-Joch (10,665'; club-hut
under construction), between the Vordere Hintereisspitze (11,290') and the
Kesselwande (11,245'), where we obtain a survey of the huge Gepatsch-
Ferner. [Another route, longer and more laborious, ascends from the (3 hrs. I

HocJijoch-Hospiz (p. 28.) across the Hmtereis and Kesselwand Glaciers to the
(3 hrs.) Kesselwand-Joch.] The direct descent over the 'Sumpf, or fissured
central part of the glacier, is hazardous ; we therefore make a circuit to the
left, in the direction of the Weissseespitze^ and then turn to the right to
the (2^/t-o hrs.) Rauhenkopf-Hixtte (S2Q0'); from here to the (2 hrs.) Gepatsch-
ffaus, see p. 294.

To Langtaufers over the Langtauferer-Joch (10,390'), difficult (to

Hinterkirch 9-10 hrs. : two guides at 23 K.). From the (3 hrs.) Hochjoch-
Hospiz we cross the Hintereis Ferner and the Langtaufever-Joch-Ferner to
the (3 hrs.) pass, which lies between the Vernagelwand (11,025') and the
Langfauferer Spitze (11,630'; ascent in IV4 hr. from the pass). Descent
over the cvtviisstd. Langtaufever Ferner io the Weisskugel-Eutte and (3 hrs.)
Hinterkirch (p. 297).

To KnEZRAs over the Steinschlag-Joch (10,675'), 6-7 hrs. from the
Hochjoch-Hospiz (two guides at 15 iiT.), a fine glacier-route. We cross
the Hintereis] Glacier to the Joch, to the E. of the Innere Quellspitze

;

descent to the Schone Aussicht Inn (p. 288) and to Kurzras (p. 2J8).*

The Route ovee the Niedbr-Joch (to Unser-Frau 7 hrs.
;
guide

12 K.; mule to the Sammoar-Hiitte 10 K.') crosses the Niedertaler

Ache and ascends its left hank, passing the (II/4 hr.) Ochsen-Hutte

(7000'), to the (1/2 hr.) Schcifer-HiHte or Klotz-HiUte (7370'). It

then mounts ahove the tongue of the Marzell-Ferner to the (1 hr.)

Sammoar-Hutte (8280'; inn in summer), splendidly situated op-

posite the Schalf-Ferner and Mutmal-Ferner^ which unite with the

Marzell - Ferner, encircled by the Marzellspitzen, Mutmalspitze,

Schalfkogel^ and Diemkogel.
Mountain Ascents. The *Kreuzspitze (11,335'; 2V2-3 hrs.

;
guide 10 E.)

is very attractive and not difficult (except in deep snow). From the
Sammoar-Hiitte we ascend steep grassy slopes to the (IV4 hr.) small Brizzi-
Hiitte (9610'; no accommodation), and thence over debris, rocks, and
snow to the (iy2 hr.) summit. Magnificent panorama of the Oetztal Alps,
with a distant view of the Zillertaler Ferner, Tauern, Dolomites, Adamello,
Ortler, Bernina. Silvretta, etc. The descent may be made to the Hochjoch-
Hospiz (p. 287; 2 hrs.), across the Kreuz Glacier (much crevassed, caution
advisable

; guides and rope necessarv).
The ^Schalfkogel (11,515'), 41/2 hrs. (guide 12. to Gurgl 16 K.), is not

verv difficult for experts. We ascend the N. side of the Schalf-Ferner to

the (31/2 hrs.) Schalfkogel-Joch (ca. 11,000), between the Schalfkogel and
the Kleinleitenspitze (11,425'), and then mount by the narrow arete to the
(3/4 hr.) summit. A shorter but steeper ascent is over the Diem -Joch
(10,830') between the Hintere Diemkogel (11,160') and the Schalfkogel (the
direct ascent from Vent over the Diem-Ferner also crosses the Diem-
Joch; 6 hrs. to the summit). — The -Similaun (11,835'; 4-4i 2 hrs. from
the Sammoar-Hiitte, or 2-21/2 hrs. from the Similaun-Hiitte -. guide 12, with
descent to Unser Frau 16 K.) also offers no difficulty to adepts. We cross
the Nieder-Joch Glacier in the direction of the jVieder-Joch, but ascend to

the left before reaching it and traverse the snowy arete to the summit.
The superb view extends on the E. to the Gross-Glockner, on the S. to

the plain of Lombardy. and on the W. to the Bernese Alps.
Other ascents from the Sammoar-Hutte are the Mutmalspitze (11,520':

31/2 hrs.; guide 12 K.) -. the Karlesspitze (11.390'; 5 hrs.; tiuide 13^.), toil-

some (better from the Karlsruher-Hutte, in4hrs.); the Finailspitze (11.53/),
over the Hauslab-Joch (10,825') in 41/2 hrs. (guide 12 K), difficult (better
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from the ScLone Aussicht Inn, in 3V2-4 hrs.); and the Hintere Schwftrze
(11,920') over the crevassed Marzell-Ferner and the Murzell - Joch^ or over
the K. arete in 5 hrs. (guide 16 A'.); difficult,

Ai y^Q j^Q^ traverse turf, debris, and the Niederjoch Ferner to the

(I3/4 hr.) Niederjocli(9990'), between the Finailspitze and the Simi-

laun (p. 286); on the S. side is the Similaun - Hutie (inn in

summer), affording a fine view of the Schnals mountains and the

Ortler chain. We then descend by a club-path, over steep rocky

slopes, into the Tisen-Tal, to the (IV2 lir-) Tisener Hof{6%0'] good
wine) and (1 hr.) Vnser-Frau (p. 288).

Other passes from the Sammoar Hut to the Schnalser-Tal (all toilsome
and fit for proficients only) are the Similaun-Joch (11,130'), between the Si-

milaun and the W. Marzellspitze ; the Marzell-Joch (11,155') between the
W. and the E. Marzellspitze

•,
the Rossherg-Joch {ll.ibb'), between the Hin-

tere Schwarze and the Rotenspitze ; the Fanat-Joch (10,575'), between the

Rotenspitze and the Fanatspitze; and the Karles-Joch (10,795'), between
the Fanatspitze and the Karlesspitze (shortest route to the Stettiner-Huiie

and to Meran^ see p. 301).

From "Vent to Unser-Frau over the Hochjoch [81/2 hrs.
;
guide

to Kurzras 11, to Unser-Frau 13 K. 40 h. ; horse to the Hochjoch-

Hospiz 12 K.y From Vent we traverse pastures to the (1/2 ^r.) Rofen-

hofe (6605'), where 'Frederick with the Empty Pockets' (p. 193)

found an asylum with the families of Klotz and Gstrein. Above
the Rofenhofe (8 min.) the path crosses the Ache and ascends slowly

on the right bank, passing (1/4 hr.) a pretty fall of the Eisferner-

Bach (to the left). In 1/2 ^^' i^ore we reach the old moraine of

the Gross -Vernagi- Ferner, which we cross (path to the right) in

20 minutes. On the opposite side is the old bed of the glacier,

covered with debris.

The Gross -Vernagt Glacier has frequently advanced rapidly so as to

fill the whole valley and dam up the discharge of the Hintereis and Hoch-
joch glaciers. A lake called the Rofensee was thus formed, the overflow
of which caused great devastation on several occasions, the last time
in 1848.

An ascent of 1 hr. more (with view of the Hintereisspitzen,

Langtauferer Spitze, and Weisskugel) brings us to the Hochjoch.-

Hospiz (8030'; Inn, bed 2-21/2 K.\ situated on the brink of the

Hochjoch Glacier. To the right are the Hintereis and Kesselwand

Glaciers, with large moraines.
The 'Weisskugel (12,290'; toilsome but repaying), the second of the

Oetztal Alps, is ascended from the Hochjoch-Hospiz in 51/2-6 hrs. (guide 20,

with descent to Kurzras 22, to Matsch or Langtaufers 26 K.). The route
first crosses the steep tongue of the Hochjoch Olacier, rounds the Obere
Berg, and crosses the Hintereis Glacier (to the right the Hintereisspitzen,
the Hochvernagelwand, and the Langtauferer -Spitze) to the (41/2 hrs.)

Hinteveis-Joch (11,370), between the Inner e Quellspifze (11,885') ,and the
Weisskugel. Thence to the right by the snowy arete (wire-rope) of the
Weisskugelfcamm to the (I-IV2 hr.) summit. [A preferable route (club-

path) ascends from the Schone Aussicht Inn (p. 288^ where the night is spent!

along the slopes of the Teufelseck (leaving the Steinschlag Glacier to the left)

to the (21/2 hrs.) Steinschlag-Joch (10,675'), beyond which it skirts the Innere
Quellspitze to the (3/4 hr.j Hintereis- Joch and the (I-IV2 hr.) summit.] The
*''=View is of surpassing grandeur. Descent to the (372 hrs.) HoUer-HiMe
(p. 299), or to the (4 hrs.) Weisskugel-Hiitte (p. 297).
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Ascent of the Kreuzspitze (3-3'/2 hrs.), see p. 286 (better from the
Sammoar-Hiitte); Finailspitze (4-5 hrs.), see p. 286; Kesselwand-Joch. Lang-
taiifever-Joch^ Hintereis-Joch. Sleinschlag-Joch, see p. 286. Over the Finail-
Joch (10,255') to rnser-Fran^ 51/2 hrs., laborious (guide 13 A'.). — Over the
Eauslab-Joch (10,825') to the (8V2-4 hrs.) Similaun-Huite (p. 237j, an inter-
esting glacier expedition (guide 10 A'.).

Beyond the hospice Ave cross the moraine for 25 niin. and reach

the glacier, which is traversed without difficulty to the (IV2 ^^0
Hochjoch (9465'). Retrospect of the Wildspitze; to the N.E. the

Stubai Glaciers; to the E. the Kreuzspitze and Finailspitze; to the

S. the Schwarze Wand and Graue Wand ; to the S.W. the Schnalser-

Tal with the Salurnspitze, Schwemser, and (left) part of the Ortler

chain. We reach the end of the glacier in 1/4 hr. more and descend

along the rocks to the (1/4 hr.) Schone Aussicht Inn (8950'; poor),

finely situated high above the Schnalser-Tal. The guide should not

be dismissed here, but kept to Kurzras.
Excursions. The 'Weisskugel (12,290'), ascended from the Schone

Aussicht Inn in 4 hrs. (guide 18 A.), via the Steinschlag-Joch and Hintereis-

Joch^ is toilsome but hiihlv interesting (shortest route : comp. pp. 287, 299).— The Grcmand (10,665': beautiful view of the Ortler), Finailspitze (p. 286),
and Bchwemser (p. 299), may also be ascended hence. — To the Matschee-
Tal over the Oberettes-Joch (10,665), 4V2 hrs. to the Holler-Hiitte (guide
from Vent 16 A), not difilcult (shortest route from Vent to the upper
Vintschgau). A marked path ascends along the TeufelsecJc (7305') to the
Steinschiag-Fernei', which it crosses to the (3V2 hrs.) Joch (p. 299), and
descends across the Oherettes-Ftrner to the (1 hr.) EoUer-Hiiite (p. 299).

We descend on the right side of the Oberberg-TaL by a stony

path (sometimes over snow), to (1^2 ^^0 Kurzras (6590'; *Jnn,

horses for hire), the highest cluster of houses in the Schnalser-Tal.
ExcuEsioxs (guides, Ant. and Wend. Mschler. Joliann and Seraphin

Gurschlei\ Thomas Pdtz, Josef and Xai'l Gamper). Over the Langgruh-Joch
(9990') or the Bildstockl Joch (10,225') to the Matscher-Tal (to the Holler-
Hiitte 6 hrs.), see p. 299 (guide 10 A".). — From Kurzras an easy route
(7>/2 hrs. ; bridle-path, marked

;
guide 12 A., desirable for the inexperienced;

horse to the pass 4 A. 80 h.) leads to the S. over the (2^/2 hrs.) Taschel-
Jochl (9080'), affording a fine view of the Ortler group, and then descends,
passing the Kortscher-See (8270'; chalets) to the (I1/2 hr.) Eortscher Alp and
through the Schlandernaun-Tal to (3V-.i lirs.) Schlanders (p. 327; shortest
way from the Oetztal-Hochjoch to the Martell-Tal).

A cart-road leads from Kurzras on the left bank of the Schnalser

Bach, through meadows and larch-wood, affording a fine retrospect

of the Weisskugel, to (IV2 tr.) Ober-Vernagt (5330'; Edelweiss
Inn), where it unites with the Niederjoch route (p. 286), and to

(1/2 tr.) Unser-Frau (4755'; Ac/^er, well spoken of ; Kreuz; Hirsch).
From rn?er-Frau a marked club-path leads via the Mastaun-Joch (9610')

to the (51/2 hrs.) Eortscher Alp (see above), forming the shortest route from
the Oetztal-Niederjoch to Schlanders (guide 11 A.).

The valley contracts. After 1 hr. the path crosses to the right

bank of the brook, and ascends to (10 min.) Karthaa&(4355'; Eose,

Kreuz, both unpretending), an old monastery. To the E., far below,

is the mouth of the Pfossen-Tal. The church of St. Katharina is

seen on a steep rock on the opposite bank.
A bridle-path leads through the deep Pfossen-Tal, passing the chalets

of Vorderkaser^ Mitterkaser, and Rableit (rfmts.), to the (3V2 hrs.) Eishofe
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(6810'; plain accommodation), at the foot of the Falschungspitz e (over

the Ourgler Eisjoch to Gurgl, see p. 210). An interesting pass (guide 12 K.)

leads hence over the (3 hrs.) Eisjbchl am Bild (9640'), between the Hoch-
wilde (11,405') and the Hohe Weisse (10,770'), to the (10 min.) Btettiner-HUUe

(p. 301) and (3 hrs.) Pfelders (p. 301).

From Karthaus we proceed aloug the slope, passing the churcli

and traversing a larch-wood, and then descend to (1 hr.) Neu-Batteis

(3085'; Flora's Inn), where the carriage-road begins (omnibus to

Schnalstal daily in 3/^ hr., fare 1 K. ; one-horse carr. 5 K. ; driving

unpleasant for the nervous). It crosses the stream below (1 M.)
AU-Ratteis (2645'; inn) and leads through the wild and pictur-

esque defile, where it is frequently hewn iu the rock or supported

by embankments of masonry, to the {0^/2 M.) Schnalstal station on

the Vinschgau railway (Hotel Schnalstal). Thence to (I272 M.)
Meran railway in V2hr. ; one-horse carriage 7-8, two-horse 12-14 K.

The Gurgler-Tal, beginning at Zwieselstein (p. 283), is the

E. ramification of the Oetztal. Crossing the Gurgler Ache at the

church of Zwieselstein, the path ascends abruptly on the left bank,

leaving the church to the right, and (1 hr.) above the mouth of the

Tirnmelbach (p. 302) returns to the right bank. "We again cross the

stream twice, pass the chalets of Pillberg and Angern or Unter-Ourgl

(5890'; Griiner's Inn), and reach (2 hrs.) Ober-Gurgl (6265';

Scheibers Inn, 24 beds; good quarters also at the cure's), the

loftiest village in Tyrol, situated in the midst of imposing scenery.
ExcDKSioNS (guides, Jakob and Josef Gstrein, Joh. and Alois Klotz,

Wendelin and Alois Sanier, Alois, Josef, Martin, Rupert, and Valentin
Scheiber).

To THE Langtaler Eck, 2V2-3 hrs. (guide, not indispensable, 4 K.).

The path ascends to the left, crossing the Gaisbach and the Eotmoosbach,
to the Gurgler Gross-Alpe (7400'; occupied by cattle from Schnals), and
to the (2V2-3 hrs.) Langtaler Eck (8040'), at the edge of the Langtal, high
above the tongue of the glacier. The Grosse Gurgler Femer (3580 acres

in area) until lately formed a barrier across the mouth of the Langtal
and dammed up the discharge of the Langtal Glacier. A lake 1650 yds.

long and 660 yds. broad was thus formed, the Gurgler Eissee^ which, like

the Rofensee (p. 287), formerly caused disastrous inundations. Owing to

the receding of the glacier the lake has now disappeared. A small part
only of the glacier is seen from this point; a better view is obtained by
following the Ramol route (p. 290) for about 2 hrs. (finger-post), and then
cro>sing the glacier to the left (guide necessary, 6 K.) to the (IV2 hr.)

Karlsruher-Hiitte Fidelitas, finely situated near the Sieinerne Tisch (9460';

inn in summer). The Schwdrzenkamm (9845'; V-* hr.), Behalfkogel (11,515';

21/2 hrs.), Karlesspitze (11,390'; 4 hrs.), and Hochwilde (11,405'; 3-4 hrs.) may
all be ascended hence (see pp. 290, 301). To the Stettiner-HHtte, see p. 301.

A walk to the Gaisberg-Ferner is recommended (3V2-4 hrs. there and
back

;
guide 4 K.). Beyond the bridge over the Gaisbach (see above) we

ascend a marked path to the left to the (IV2 hr.) glacier (7750'), which
may be safely explored from the N. lateral moraine (garnets are found
here). — The" Hohe Mutt (8735'; 2 hrs.

;
guide 4 K.\ between the Gaisberg-

Tal and the Rotmoos-Tal, affords an excellent survey of these valleys
with their glaciers. The marked path ascends the grassy slope on the
left bank of the Gaisbach. — The Hangerer (9900'; 4 hrs., via the Gurgler
Alp; rather troublesome; guide 6 K.), between the Rotmoos-Tal and the
Langtal, commands a much more extensive prospect.

Bakuekkk's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 19
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The ascent of the *Schalfkogel (11,515' ; 6-6V2 hrs. ; two guides, 12 K.
each, with descent to Vent 16 A'.) is recommended to good walkers. From
the (3V2 hrs.) Ramol-Haus (see below) we ascend to the left over debris
and snow, passing under the Hintere Spiegelkogel and the Finnisan-Schneide
(11,485'), to tbe (IV2 hr.) Firmitan-Joch (10,^95'), between the Firmisan-
Schneide and the Schalfkogel. Hence we climb the snowj- arete to (I-IV2 hr.)

the summit. Admirable survey of the Oetztal Alps. The ascent from the
Karlsruher-HUUe is shorter (2Vs hrs.). Descent to the W. across the Schalf-
Fernev to the (272 hrs.) Samvioar-Hutte (p. 286); or via the Diem-Joch
(p. 286) to (41/2 hrs.) Vent.

The Grosse Ramolkogel (11,650'), from the (81/2 hrs.) Ramol-Haus (see

below) In 2-2V2hrs. (guide 1'2, to Vent 16 E.; comp. p. 285); the Hochwilde
(11,4U5'), from the Karlsruher- Hiitte (p. 289) in 3-4 hrs. (guide 14, to the
Stettiner-Hiitte 16 A'.); the Hohe First (11,195'), from Gurgl across the
Gaisherg Glacier and the Gaisbtvg-Joch in 5-6 hrs. (iwu guides at 1-i A'. ,•

difficult-, comp. p. 302): the Liebener-Spitze (14,160': from Gurgl across the
Botmoos and Gaisberg Glacier's in 5-6 hrs.; guide 12 A'.) ; tbe Kirchenkogel
(10,440'; 51/2 hrs.

;
guide 12 A.); and tbe Granatenkogel (10,850' ; 4V2-5 bra.

;

guide 12, to the Essener-Hiitte 15 A.; see p. 302) are all lit for adepts only.

"^OvER THE Ramol-Joch TO Vent, a magnificent route, free from
difficulty, but somewhat fatiguing if there is much snow (7-7V2 hrs.; guide
12 A".). Crossing the Ache about 10 min. above Gurgl, we ascend by a
tolerable bridle-path (shady in the early morning) on the left side of the
valley, enjoying an admirable view of the Gxirgl and Langfal glaciers

and of the bed of the Eissee (p. 289). We then mount more rapidly
over debris to the (3^/2 hrs.) Ramol-Haus on the Kopfle (10,105'; plain
inn), and over the small Ramol Glacier to the (^i hr.) ""Ramol-Joch (lOjISC),

between the Kleine Ramolkogel (10,935') on the right and the Hintere Spiegel-
kogel (11,255') on the left. Splendid view towards the E. of the Gurgl
and Langtal glaciers, over which tower the Langtaler- Jochspitze, the
Hochwilde, Falschungspitze, etc., and to the W. of the majestic Wild-
spitze. We descend over the Spiegel Glacier and the moraine on its right
side, and then by a better path over grassy slopes high up on the right
side of the Nieder-Tal. Fine view, to the left, of the Niederjoch Glacier,
as far as the Niederjoch, and, to the right, of the dazzling Similaun ; more
to the right is the Kreuzspitze, and facing us is the Talleitspitze. The
l>ath then descends in zigzags to the Ramol Alp (7265'), and through pine-
wood, finally crossing the Venter Ache, to (3 hrs.) Vent (p. 28i).

To THE Essener-Hutte over tbe Verwall-Joch (9690'), 4-4i/; hrs. (guide
8 A'.) and thence in 3 hrs. to Schonau or in 6 hrs. to the Kaisei'in-Elisdbeth-

Haus (p. 267), see p. 302. — To Pfelders over the Kotmoos-Joch (10.285').

between the Rotmooskogel and Scheiberkogel, 6'/2 hrs.. laborious (guide
12 A.). On tbe S. side, V2 br- beyond the pass, is the Zwickaxier - Hiitte

(p. 301). — Another fine and not difficult route leads over the Langtaler-
Joch (996U') to Pfelders (8V2 hrs. ; two guides at iO K. each). We may either
cross the Langtal Glacier from tbe (21/2 hrs.) Langtaler Eck (p. 289) to the

C31/2 hrs.) pass; or we may proceed from the (4 hrs.) Karlsruher - Hiitte

(p. 289) over the Schwdrzenkamm (steep) and then across the Langtaler
Ferner to (2 \x.v5.) Wxt Langtaler-Joch^ \ie.i\\e&nih.e, Langtaler-Jochspitze {i^^^bb')

and the Hochwilde (11,405'). Thence we may either skirt the arete to the S.
to the E. foot of the Hochwilde (ascended hence in 3/4 hr.

-,
see p. 301) and to

the (2 hrs.) Stettiner-Hutte (p. 301), or we may from the pass descend steeplv
to the E. to Lazins and (31/2 ^its.) Pfelders (p. 301).

To the Peossen-Tal over the Gurgler Eisjoch (10,290'). a fatiguing
route (to Karthaus 10-11 hrs. ; two guides at 16 A.). From the (4 hrs.) Karls-
ruher -HUtte (p. 289) we ascend tbe Gurgler Glacier to the (2 hrs.) pass,
between the Falschungspitze and the Hochwilde. View limited. Descent,
steep and disagreeable, to ('2V2-3 hrs.) Eishdfe (6810') in the Pfossen - Tal
(p. 288), or to the left to the (SVa hrs.) Stettiner-Hutte (p. 301).
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53. The Pitztal.

The *Pitztal, a valley running parallel to the Oetztal on the W.,
deserves a visit for the sake of the splendid glaciers and mountains at its

head. A cart-track, practicable for small carriages, leads as iavVisMittelbei'g',

about 30 M. from Imst (walking preferable:, guide or porter 141/2 A"".). A
mail-cart (2 seats) runs daily from Imst toWenns (in 21/4 hr., fare 2 K. 60 /<.),

and every other day to Mittelberg (10 K).

Station Imst (2350'), 2^/4 M. to the S. of the town, see p. 277.

A narrow road leads hence to the S.E. to (IY2 M.) Arzi [2895';

Unterwirt, Oberwirt, both fair), picturesquely situated at the foot of

the Burgstall (3440'). We then ascend the valley, enlivened by

numerous farms, past (3 M.) the little Bad Steinhof (*lnn, pens.

4 A'.), which lies 1/4 M. to the right of the road, to (11/2 M.)
Wenns (3195'; *n6t. Pitztal, R. IV2-2V2, pens. 6-8 K.; Post, well

spoken of, R. 11/2-2 -K".; Ad^er, moderate), a prettily situated village.

OvEK THE PiLLEE-HoHE TO THE Inntal, S'^-^Vz hrs., an easy route
(guide 8 A"., not indispensable). Good path via the village of PUler (4425';

Hirsch, clean) to the (1 hr.) Pillar-Hohe on the Gache Blick (5110'), on
the brtnk of the deep Inntal. Descent by Fliess to the (i hr.), Neueazoll or
to (2 hrs.) Landeck (p. 279). — The*Venetberg (5245') may be easily ascended
from Wenns in 41/2 hrs., with guide (comp. p. 279). The red-marked path
leads via the Hochastner Alp, the Gamsstein, the Kreuzjoch, and the Wonne-
Jochl. Guides, Joh. Heiseler and Joh. Kathrein of Wenns.

The road now descends, crosses the Pillerbach, and ascends the

narrow valley of the Pitzbach (passing Jerzens, on the left, above)

to the (3 M.) *Auf der Schon Inn (to the left the Stuibenbach

forms a picturesque fall). We again cross the brook several times

and pass the hamlets of Ritzenried, Wiese (Gastl), Zaunhof, and
Hairlach to(9 M.) St. Leonhard (4585'; Sonne or Liesele, R. 1 1/4 A'.),

the chief place in the valley (576 inhab.).
The Rofelewand (10,995'-, 5-6 hrs., with guide, 16 K.; difficult), ascended

via the Avzler Alp and the Totenkar-Ferner, commands a striking view. —
From St. Leonhard to Kaltenbrunn or Feuchten in the Kauner-Tal (p. 293)
over the Wallfahrts-Jochl (Oallruier-Scharte, 9145'), between the Peuschel-
kopf and Tristkopf, Ti/zhrs., with guide (iOK.), laborious.

Beyond (8/4 M.) Pibsmos (Alte Post) we pass several waterfalls

and the hamlets of Neurur and Trenkwald, to (6M.) Plangeros
(5800'; Franz Kirschner's Inn, very fair), the last village.

ExcDRsioNS (guides, see p. 292). To the W. of Plangeros a marked
path ascends via the Plangeros Alp to the (3 hrs.) Kaunergrat-Hiitte (9380';

provision-depot), whence adepts may ascend the Watzespitze (11,615'; 21/2 hrs.

;

guide 14 A".), the Vei-peilspitze (11,245'; 2-2'/2 hrs.
;
guide 12 A:.), and the

Schicabenkopf (11,085'; 21/2 hrs. ; guide il K.)s all difficult. The ascent of
the Rostitzkogel (11,180'), over the Plangeros and Seekarle Glaciers in 4 hrs.,

with guide (10 A".), is an attractive glacier expedition; descent on the 8.

side to the Rostitz-Joch. and the Riffelsee (p. 292). — Over the Madalsch-Joch
to Feuchten, from Plangeros 7-8 hrs. (guide 12 K.), not difficult. From the
(3 hrs.) Kaunergrat-Hiitte across the Plangeros Glacier to the (1/2 hr.)
Madatsch-Joch (9895'), to the N. of the Watzespitze; descent over the
Madalsch Glacier and through the steep Madatsch-Tal to Wolfkehr (p. 294);
or (preferable) from the Madatsch Glacier over the arete between the
Madatschspitze (9485' ; easily ascended in 1/2 br.) and Schwabenkopf to the

(2 hrs.) Verpeil-Hutte (p. 292), and through the Verpeil-Tal to (I'A hr.)

Feuchten (p. 2?4). — From Trenkwald (see above) over the Verpeil-Joch
(9280') to Feuchten, 71/2 hrs. (guide 12 A".), fatiguing. Ascent over the

19*
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Nenrurer Glacier to the (4 hrs.) pass, with a splendid view; descent to
the (2 hrs.) Verpeil-Hiiile (65G0'; provision-depot) and (IV2 hr.) Feuchten.

The *Hohe Geige (11,140'), ascended from Plangeros fo the E. by a
club-palh via tht Weissmaurach-Kar in 51/2-6 hrs. (guide 12 K.)^ is laborious
but very interesting (see p. 282). — Puikogel (10,975'), from Tieflehn via
the Wassertal and the 8. arete in 6 hrs. (guide 10 K.)^ trying.

From Trenkwald to Huben in the Oetztal over the Breitlehner-Jochl
(S6G0'), 7-8 hrs., ;j;uide 10 -ST., see p. 282. — From Piangeros to Huben over
the Weissmawach-Joc/i (9590'), 6 hrs., guide 12 K., repaying.

Beyond Plangeros, we pass the houses of Tieflehn and Montarfen,
and reach (3 M.) Mittelberg (5690',- ^Kirschner's Inn, R. 11/.,,

pens. 5 K.\ the last hamlet, beantifully situated within view of

the imposing *Mittelberg Glacier (1^. 285). A visit to the glacier is

interesting (to the end of it, at a height of 6290', ^/^ hr.).

Excursions (guides, Johann and Alois Eiter I and //, Heinrich and
Sera,nn Qundolf\ and Rochus Walser of Zaunhof ; Johann Dobler , Rochus
Moderle, JoseJ Neururer^ Josef Ranch, Joh. Rimml, Joh. Santeler, and Paul
Schram of St. Leor.hard; Heinrich Dobler^ Hieron. and Josef Eiter, Ser.
Schram, Jos. Neurxirer, and Josef Fiirrutter of Plangeros; Engelbevt Kirsch-
ner of Mittelberg.

A club-path (guide, 5 K., not indispensable) ascends along the

right side of the Mittelberg Glacier to (3 hrs.) the *Braunscliweiger
Hutte on the Kaarleskdpfe{90b0'; inn in summer), which commands
a splendid view of the Mittelberg Glacier, the Wildspitze, etc.

Ascents (tariff from the Braunschweiger-Hiitte). The Mittagskogel
(10,375'; guide 5-6 E.\ ascended hence in 2-2 '/j hrs., or from Mittelberg by
a direct path in 41/2 lii'S., alTords the best survey of the Mittelberg Glacier
and its environs. — The Hintere Brunnenlcogel (11,225'; 4 hr.?.

;
guide 9 A'.),

the Rechte Fernerkogel (10,830') and Linke Fernerkogel (10,755'; each 3-4 hrs.;
guide 7 ^.j, the Innere Schwarze Schneide (11,055'; 27-2-3 hrs.

;
guide IK.),

the Kaarleskogel (10,180'; IV2 hr. ; guide IK.), and the Southern Polleskogel
(9965'; 11/2 lir.: auide IK.) are the chief ascents from this point.

The -Wildspitze (12.380') from the Braunschweiger-Hiitte by the Mittel-

berg Glacier, the Mittelberg-Joch, and the neve of the 'Taschach Glacier,
takes 3 hrs., or from the Taschach-Haus (see below) by the Taschach
Glacier 41/2-5 hrs. (two guides at 13, to Vent 19 A'^.). Descent to the (31/2 hrs.)

Breslauer-Hiitte, see p. 284 (guide 16 AT.); to the (3 hrs.) Vernagt-Hiitte
(guide 18 K. ; shortest route to the Schnalsertal), see p. 285.

Passes. To Solden over the Pitztaler-Jochl (9830'), 7 hrs. (guide
from Mittelberg 12 K.), not difficult. From the (3 hrs.) Braunschweiger-
Hiitte club-path to the (1 hr.) pass, between the Polleskogel and Kaarles-
kogel. Grand view. We descend (wire-rope) by the N. margin of the Retten-
bach Glacier to the Rettenbach- Tal and (3 hrs.) Solden (p. 283). — A some-
what more fatiguing route crosses the Polles-Joch (9635'). to the N.E. ofthe
Pitztaler-Jochl, and descends over the Polles-Ferner to (7V2hrs.).&w6e» (p. 282).
— To Heiligkreuz over the Pitztaler-Jochl and Seiler-Jochl (9965'), 7-8 hrs.

(guide 15 A'.), laborious; see p. 285. A preferable route leads to Vent
over the ''Taufkar-Joch (p. "285; 8-9 hrs.; two guides at 15 A^.).

To THE Taschach-Haus, 3 hrs. (guide 5 K., not indispensable).

From Mittelberg we ascend to the S.^^\ on the right bank of the

Taschach-Bach to the (1^4 l^r.) end of the Taschach Glacier, and to

the right over the moraine and grassy slopes tothe(li/4hj.) Taschach-
Haus (7986' j inn in summer), affording a fine view of the Taschach
Glacier, with its imposing ice-falls and its glistening snow-peaks.

To the Riffelsee (7320' ; from Mittelberg IV2 hv. ; guide 3 K.), attractive,

by a marked path diverging to the right from the Taschach route. Tlie

Miiltenkopf {T70^'), to the E. of the lake (marked path; 1/2 lii"-) aftords a

line survey of the Mittelberg and Taschach glaciers. We may descend
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from the Riffelsee into the Taschach-Tal , where we join the path to the
Taschach-Haus (p. 292) near the end of the glacier. — The Blickxpitzeiii.iib')

and the Eiskastenspitze (10,060'J, each ascended from the Taschach-IIaus by
the Eiskasten Glacier in 4 hrs. (guide 12 A'.), are laborious. — Wildspitze, see

pp. 292, 284. — Rostitzkogel (11,180'), from the Riffelsee 41/2 hrs., with
guide (10 jr.), see p. 291.

To THE Gepatsoh-Haus over the Oelgbuben-Joch, 71/2 hrs., a fine

route, and not difficult (guide 14 5"., incl. the Hintere Oelgrubenspitze
16^.). To the (2V2 hrs.) Taschach-Haus, see p. 292. We descend on the W.
side of the hill to the left to the Sexegerten Glacier, which we ascend
without difficulty (enjoying, farther up, a fine retrospect of the Wildspitze)
to the (21/2 hrs.) Oelgruben-Joch (9885'), between the Vordere (r.) and the
Hintere Oelgrubenspitze (11,T10'5 ascended by experts from the Jocli in 1 hr.,

.•^ee p. 294). View from the pass limited ; to the left, below, is the Hintere
Oelgriihen Glacier, with its huge moraines. Descent over debris and grassy
slopes to the (2 hrs.) Gepatsch-Haus (p. 294). — Two other passes into the
Kauner-Tal are the Rostitz-Joch (11,005'), between the Rostitzkogel (see

above) and the Locherkogel (10,900'), 8 hrs. from Mittelberg to Riejenhof;
and the Wurmtaler-Joch (10,230'), between the Habmeskopfe and Wurm-
taler Kopf (9 hrs. to Gepatsch); both fatiguing (guide 12 K).

54. From Landeck to Mais and Spondinig

(Trafoi, Me^-an).

48V2 M. Mail Coach (11 seats) to Mais in summer twice daily in

8V2 hrs. (fare 13 JT. 80, box-seats 16 K. 50 h.); to Spondinig in 10 hrs.

(16 A', or 19 K. iO h.). Tourists' Coach (18 seats) to Mais twice daily in

91/3 hrs. (13-14 AT.); Diligence (unlimited number of seats) twice daily in

9 hrs. (iO K. Q'i h.). Extra-Post with two horses, without changing
carriages, from Landeck to Mais 71 A". 72 h. Private carriages from Landeck
to Nauders with one horse 26, with two horses 45 A"., to Mais 40 and 70 K.
and 10 per cent for driver's fee. — From Mais to Spondinig, 5 M;, railway
in 24 min. ; thence to Meran, 31V2 M,, railway in 2 hrs. (see R.'59). —
The Mail Coach and the Tourist Coach starting from Landeck at 6 or 7 a.m.
proceed directly to Trafoi (arrival about 7.30 p.m.).

Landeck (2670'}, see p. 279.— The road skirts the right bank of

the Inn, which here forces its way through a narrow defile. To the left

are Fliess (over the Oache Blick to the Pitztal, see p. 291) and the

ruined castle of Piedenegg. The road ascends past the Neuen Zoll

Inn to the (61/2 M.) Pontlatzer-Briicke (2820'), where the Tyroleso

'Landsturm' nearly annihilated the Bavarian invaders in 1703 and
1809 (monument, erected in 1904). Before Prutz, by the road-side,

is an open basin with chalybeate water.

7^2 M. Prutz (2840'; '^'Post or Rose; Oemse; ZumOrtler; guides,

Jos. and Alois Kathrein), where the road returns to the right bank,
lies at the entrance to the Kauner-Tal.

From the bridge a footpath ascends in 40 min., and a narrow road
(for small vehicles) in 1 hr. to Ladis (3935'; *Kur-Hotel, R. IV2-2V2, pens.
b^n-1 K.), a sulphur-bath on a small lake, which may also be reached from
Ried (p. 2P5) by a new road in IV4 hr. About 2 M. farther up (carriage-
road) is Obladis (4545'), a well-equipped establishment with mineral and
sulphur springs (R. 2-5, board 41/2 A'.), finely situated near the wood at the
base of the Schonjochl (8180'; easily ascended in 3V2 hrs. ; shelter-hut 10 min.
below the top). — To the Rolpleisskopf and the Ascher-HUtte see p. 257.

From Prdtz to the Gepatsch-Haus, a fine excursion of 6-7hrs. (diligence
to Feuchten in summer daily in 2 hrs., 1 K. 20 h. ; carriage and pair from
Prutz 12 A^,, from Landeck 24 A. ; letters delivered daily at the Gepatsch-
Haus in summer). The Kauner-Tal runs to the E. as far as Kaltenbrunn,
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then towards the S., parallel with the Pitztal, to the central mass of the
Oetztal Mts,. The road ascends through the wooded valley, at first on the
left bank of the Faggenbach and then on the right, past the {i^/zhv.) Alpen7-ose

Inn (1 '4 hr. farther a footpath diverges to the left to Kaltenbrunn). At 0/2 hr.

J

NvfeU (4155') the road joins the bridle-path. The latter, which i8 20min,
longer but affords much freer views, diverges to the left from the road,
about '/4 M. from Prutz, crosses the Faggenbach near the church of Faggen.
and ascends on the right bank to (3/4 hr.) Kauns (3455') and (IV4 hr.) Kalten-
brunn (4140': EckJiard/), a prettily-situated resort of pilgrims (over the
Wallfahrts-Jochl U\ the Pitztal. seep. 291)-, Ihence to (20 min.) Nufels. The
road goes on via Vergotschen (on the left the nine falls of the Gsalilhacli)

to (1 hr.) Feuchten (4175': 'Hirscfi). the last village in tbe valley, situated

at the mouth of the Verpeil- Tal.' [The Rote Schrofen (8875'; *View) is

easilv ascended hence in 3V'2 hrs. (guide 8^., desirable). A club-path
descends to the left to the (2 hrs.) Verpcil-HUfte (p. 292). The ascents of
the Schwabenkopf ([i,08o'\ the Ro.felewand (10,995'), and the Grieskogel (10,715')

are all difficult (two guides necessary. 16 JT. each). Over ih.&Vevpeil-Joch.^

the Madatsch-Joc/i, the Bostitz-Joc/i^ or the Wurniialer Joch to the Pitztal

(guides 12-14 .ST.), see p. 293.] — Farther up the bridle-path crosses the
brook twice, and then follows the right bank, passing the farms of Wolf-
kehi\ Piatt, Riefenhof\ and Am See. Above the Rostitz Alp we cross to the
left bank, then return to the right by the second bridge, and ascend by
the Gepatfchloch to the (3V2-4 hrs.) Gepatsch-Haus (6325' ; /nn in summer,
32 beds), picturesquely situated opposite the imposing Gepatsch Glacier
(.upwards of 6 M. long). Adjacent is the chapel oi Maria im Schnee. About
20 min. to the S.W.. on the left bank of the Faggenbach., which forms
three falls farther up, is the Gejiafsch Alp (6230').

ExcDKsiONS (guides. Jos. Alois Praxmarer, Sen. and Jvn., Joh. Pra.x-

marer, Albert, Johann, Earl, and Rudolf Mark, Franz Gfall, Franz Lentsch.

J. J. and Karl Penz, Daniel Wolf, and /. A. Maas of Feuchten). — To the
Rauhenkopf-HUlte (3 hrs.

;
guide 6 K.). From the Gepatsch-Haus we proceed

towards the S. to the (2/4 hr.) end of the glacier, and thence by a club-
path to the left via the Schaf Alp and along the slope of the Wonnelkopf
(10,190'). until in about 1 hr. we are opposite the Kleine Raiihe Kopf (R24(y).

We then cross the glacier, which presents no difficulty here, to (3/4 hr.)

the Rauhenkopf -Hiitte (8960': provision depot), with a fine view of the
imposing environment (grander still is the view from the Grosse Ravhe
Kopf, 9810', easily reached from the hut in 3/* hr.). — The *Vordere or
Aeussere Oelgrubenspitze (11,135'; 4'/2-5 hrs.; guide 11 .fi'. ,• arduous), a
splendid point of view, is ascended by adepts by following the route to the
Oelgruben-Joch (p. 293) for lV2hr., then diverging to the left by a narrow
path, farther on traversing de'bris, snow (steep at places), and finally rocks
to the C2'/-2-3 hrs.) summit. Magnificent panorama of the Oetztal mountains.
The Hintere or Innere Oelgrubenspitze (10,710'), ascended via the Oel-

gruhen-Jocfi in 41/2 hrs. (guide 10^.; comp. p. 293). is easier but also fit

for experts only. The descent may be made via the S.E. arete to the
Wonnet Glacier and the path to the Rauhenkopf-Hiitte (see above; to the
Gepatsclihaus 3 hrs.). — The '"Weissseespitze (11,595') is ascended from the
(3 hrs ) Rauhenkopf-Hiitte (see above) in 3 hrs. over the Grosse Ravhe
Kopf (9810') and the Gepatsch G Iac>er (nnt difficult for experts; guide 12, to

Hinterkirch IS K.). The descent mav be made on the W. side across the
Falgin-Joch (10,185') and through the Falgin-Tal, or to the S. over the Muhl-
hanscn Glacier (difficult) to the (21/2-3 hrs.) Weisskngel-Hiifte (p. 297). — The
Glockturm (11,010'; 41,2-5 hrs.

;
guide \.2 K.), toilsome. Ascent through the

Riffltal and across the Riffl Glacier. Descent by the Riffl-Joch (10,310') tf»

Radurschel (p. 295; guide \6 K.), or over the Krvmgampen -Glacier and the
Kruingampen- Schartl (9870') to Langtaufers (guide 16 A'.).

Passes (comp. Map. p. 282). To Mittelberg in the Pitztal over the
Oelgruben-Joch (9885'). 7-S hrs. (guide 14 K.), see p. 293. — To the Braun-
scHWEiGER-HiJTTE (p. 292) via the Rauhenkopf-Hiitte (where the night may
be spent), the Gepatsch-Joch (10,640"), the Gross -Vernagt Glacier, the Broch-

kogel-Joch (ca. 11,150'), between' the Petersen-Spitzen (11,525') and the Hintere
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Brochkogel (11,930'), the crevassed Taschach Glacier, the Mittelberg - Jock
(10,400'), and the Mittelberg Glacier, a magnificent glacier-tour of 10-12 hrs.,

not difficult it the snow be in good condition. The ascent of the Wild-
tpitze mav be combined with it (comp. p. 284). — To Vent (p. 284) over
the Gepa'tsch-Joch, 9-10 hrs., difficult (two guides at 20^.; see p. 285)-,

better over the Kesselwand- Joch and Guslar-Joch (two guides at 20^.;
p. 285). The night may be spent in the Ranhenkopf-Hiitte (p. 294) or the
Vernagt-Hiitte (p. 284). — To Langtaufers over the Weisssee-Joch (6-7 hrs.;

guide 10 A'., to the Weisskugel-Hiitte 12 A'.), a fine ro^ite. From the Gepatsch
Alp we ascend to the right of the Noderberg and through the Krumgampen-
Tal, and traverse the moraine of the Weisssee Glacier to the (2 hrs.) Wei$.tsee

(8515'), at the foot of the beautiful Weissseespifze (ii,b26'). Our route now
ascends abruptly to the right over turf, debris, and snow to the iron
cross on the (IV2 hr.) Weisssee-Joch (9745'), to the N.W. of the Wiesjackels-

kopf (10,265'). We descend by a steep path over rocks, debris, and turf

(3/4 br., a good spring) into the Malag-Tal, commanding a good survey of
the mountains enclosing the Langtauferer-Tal (p. 297). Above the hamlet
of (2 hrs.) Malag we either proceed to the left to (iV2 br.) the Weisskugel-
Hiitte (p. 297) or descend to the right to (IV2 br.) Hinterkirch , in the
Langtauferer-Tal (p. 297), and to (2 hrs.) Graun (p. 296). — To Radurschel
over the Kaiser-Joch (9660'), laborious and unattractive (to the Radurschel-
ffaus. see below, 6 hrs.; guide 12 E.). The Riffl-Joch (10,310'), to the N.
of the Glockturm, and the Glockturm-Joch (10,040'), to the S. of it, are both
fatiguing (6-7 hrs.

-,
guide 14.^. each; see below).

10 M. Ried (2875': *Post; Krone; Kreuz), a thriving village,

with the castle of Sigmundsried, the seat of a district-court.

Excursions. A fine view is obtained from the Belvedere (3/4 hr.), whence
we may go on by a forest-path to the (3/4 br.) Wiener-HUtte, and back
direct to (V2 br.) Ried. Pleasant walks also (paths marked) to (IV2 hr.)

Fendels (4450'), to the (3/4 hr.) Burgschroffen (5295'), to the (1 hr.) Schneiderloch
(interesting cave), and other points. — To Ladis and Obladis, see p. 293.

A steep bridle-path on the left bank of the Inn ascends via Frauns.,
behind which opens the gorge of the Beutelbach, to (IV2 br.) Serfaus (468*3';

Inn), a high-lying village with an old church, and (1 hr.) Fiss (4710'; Kofler).
From Fiss we may return via (1 hr.) Ladis to (3/4 hr.) Ried. From Serfaus
we may ascend the Hexenkopf (9965'), via the Arrez-Joch (8495') and the
Masner-Joch (8840'), in 5 hrs. (guide; interesting but fatiguing). Over the
Furgl-Joch (9000') to the (5 hrs.) Ascher-Hiitte, see p. 257.

The road now ascends gradually over the alluvial deposits at the

mouth of the Stalanzer-Bach to (I31/2M.] Tosms (3055'), crosses

the Inn at (14M.)Brwygfm, passes the TschupachJnn, and reaches—
191/4 M. Pfunds (3185'), picturesquely situated at the entrance

to the Radurschel- Tal, and consisting of two villages : Stuben (Post,

R. i-2K.; Kreuz, well spoken of; Traube), on the highroad on
the left bank of the Inn, and Pfunds, on the right bank.

Excursions (guides, Frz. Jennetcein and Aug. Oberhofer of Pfunds). The
Radurschel-Tal (comp. Map, p. 282), at first a narrow ravine, expands
higher up into a beautiful Alpine valley with luxuriant pasturage and
wooded slopes. In the background to the S.E. rises the lofty Glockturm
(see below). A cart-road, steep at the beginning only, leads through wood on
the left side of the valley, past the months of the Pfiindser-Tscheytal {\ei{)
and the (l'/2 hr.) Saderer-Tal {rig^i); then on the right bank (passing after
^/4 hr. a shooting-lodge on the left bank, at the entrance to the Jfauderer-
Tscheytal) to (1 hr.) the beautifully situated Radurschel-Haus (6365' ; inn
in summer). About V2 hr. farther up is the fine Alpl Fall, formed by the
Kadurschelbach. — From the Radurschel-Haus to the top of the Glockturm
(11,010'; 6 hrs.; guide UK.), over the Riffl-Joch, very laborious (comp.
p. 294). The night may be spent in the Alpl- Hiltte (7640'), l'/* hr. from
the Radurschel-Haus. — From the Radurschel-Haus over the Kaiser-Joch
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(OeW) to the (10 hrs.
;
guide 15 K.) Gepatxch-Havs. see p. 295. Other passes

load from the head of the valley to the S. over the Kadurschel - Schartl
(9420') to Hinievlcirch in Langtaiifers (see p. 297; guide 14^.); from the
Naude7-ev-Tscheytal to the S. over the Tscheyer-Schartl (gQCO*) to Lang-
tanfers (guide 13 £".), and to the W. over the Tschey-Joch (8535') to Zanders
(guide 11 K.)., and from the Saderer-Tal over the Saderer or Labauner-Joch
(7905') to Xauders (6 hrs. from Pfunds, guide 8 E.). The ascent of the Schmalz-
kopf (see belove) may easily be combined with this pass.

From Pfunds to Samnaiin and across the Zehles-Joch to Ischgl in the
Pai:iiaun valley (10 hrs.

^
guide 16 £".), see p. 256.

About 11/2 ^^- above Pfunds the road crosses the Inn by the

Cajetnn-Briicke, and gradually ascends on the right bank, being

hewn in the perpendicular rotik at places, and passing through three

tunnels and two avalanche-galleries. Picturesque views of the narrow
valley of the Inn. One of the finest points is at (23 M.) Hoch-
Finstermiinz (3730'; "^Hotel, R. 21/2-6, B. 1 TT. 20 7i., D. AK.,
pens. 8-12^.), a cluster of houses on the roadside, 480' below which
is Alt-Finstermunz, with its old tower and bridge over the Inn.

The road now quits the Inn and enters (to the left) the valley

of the Stille Bach, passing the small Fort Nauders. It then ascends

in a long bend (old road shorter for walkers) to —
271/2 M. Nauders (4480'; Post, R. 1V2-^, pens. 5-8 ^., very fair;

Adler, Mondschein, both well spoken of; Loice), a large village

(1100 inhab.). with the old Schloss Naudersberg, the seat of the

local authorities. The Cemetery, on a hill about V4 ^1- to the E.,

commands a line view of the Ortler.

Highroad to the "W. to the Engadine via Martinsbruck, see Baedeker's
Switzerland. From the highest point of this road (4620'), and from the
No^vhertshdhe (4S10'-, V2 hr. from Nauders), just to the left of it. we have
line views of the Lower Engadine. A more extensive view is afTorded by
the Piz Lat (92a)'; 4hrs.

;
guide 8 5".), to the W.. and by the Schmalzkopf

or Labauner Kopf (SgSCX; 4 hrs.; guide %K.; Alois Salzgeber of Nauders),
to the K.E. (see above).

The road gradually ascends on the right bank of the Stille Bach
to (31 M.) the Reschen-Scheideck (4900'), its culminating point,

the watershed between the Inn and the Adige. A little beyond tlie

village of (321/2 M.) Eeschen (4890' ; Hot. Stern, Reschen-Scheideck,

both very fair; Alpenrose; Adler^. which lies near the small green

Reschen-See, a striking **View of the Ortler chain is disclosed: on

the left the Laaser Spitze and the Tschenglser Hochwand, farther

distant the Cevedale, then the lofty pyramid of the Kdr\igsspitze, and
lastly, to the right, the Ortler (p. 3391, forming the central point

of the imposing picture the whole way to St. Valentin.
Through the wooded Rojen-Tal, which opens here on the W., a

marked path leads over the Massas-iScharte (89(X)'), between the Griankopf
and the Piz Craiatalta, to the (5-6 hrs.

;
guide 7 A'.) Pforzheimer-Hiitte (p. 298).

The ascents of the Griankopf (9515'), IPiz Craistalta (9490'), and Rassasspitz
(9C>6o') may be easily combined with this route.

The FAsch, Ital. Ad1.ge, rises near Reschen , flows through the

lake of Reschen, and afterwards through the Mittersee and Haider-

see. We next reach {33\l.2 M.) Graun (4880' ; '^Hotel-Pens. Wenter,

R. 2-6, board 5 K. ; Zum Ortler, pens. 5-6 A^, very fair; Traube
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or Post ; Adler ; Lamm; guide, Jak. Noggler), a village at tlie entrance

to the Langtnuferer-Tal (in the background tlie Weissseespitze).

A pleasant excursion (guide desirable, 6 K.) may be made to the S.E.,

over pastures and through woods, up to the (2V2 hrs.) Grauner Alp and to

the (3 hrs.) Jickl (9515'). the highest point of the arete, commanding a

magnificent view of the Oetztal, Engadine, and Ortler Alps.

The Langtauferer-Tal is traversed by a good cart-road (practicable

for small vehicles as far as Hinterkirch; guide to the Weisskugel-Hiitte 8,

porter 6V2 A'.) on the right bank of the Carlinbach, passing Bedross and
Kapron, to (2 hrs.) Pratzen or Hinterkirch (6060'; Noggler's Inn, rustic).

At the hamlet oi Malag (6260'; *H6t. Joos), 1/2 br. farther up, the magni-
ficent glacier-girt head of the valley is disclosed to view. Beyond the hotel

we cross the Malag brook and ascend to the left to the (iV4 hr.) Schaf Alp

and across the Falginbach to the (8/4 hr.) "Weisskugel-Hiitte (8225'; provision-

depot), finely situated above the tongue of theLangtaufer Glacier. — Ascents
(guides, Christian and Fried. Hohenegger., Johann and .4??^. Btecher., Johann
Kvppelwieser., Christ, and Joh. Thoni, Josef Blaas). The *Weisskugel (12,290';

two guides at 18 iT., with descent to the Holler-Hiitte 25, to the Hochjoch-
Hospiz or to Kurzras 27 A") may be scaled in 51/2-6 hrs. from the Weisskugel-

Hiitte by the Lnngtaufer Glacier, the Weisskugel-Joch (11,000'), and the

Hintereis-Joch (11,370'), a laborious ascent (comp. p. 287). — The ascent of the

*Wei8Sseespitze (11,595'), from the Weisskugel-Hiitte via the Miihlhansen

Glacier in 4 hrs., or over the Falgin Glacier 41/2 hrs., is highly attractive and
not hard for experts (2 guides at 13 A.). The descent may be made to the

Rauhenkopf-IIutte and the Gepafsch-Haus (comp. p. 294). — The Freibrunner-
spitze (11,060'). ascended from Hinterkirch in 5-6 hrs. by the Malager Alp and
the Langgriih Glacier (guide 14, to the Holler-Hiitte 21 A.), is laborious

;

magnificent view. — Schafkopf (9845'), to the N.W. of Hinterkirch 31/2 hrs.

(guide 5, with descent to Kauders 10 A.), repaying and not difficult. —
DanzebeU (10,315'), from Kapron through the Kiihtal in 5-6 hrs. (guide 12 A.),

fatiguing. The descent may be made to the S.W. over the Zevzerkdpfl (9770')

and through the Planeil-Tal to (4 hrs.) Mais. — Passes. Over the Weisssee-

Joch to Gepatsch (7 hrs. from Hinterkirch, guide 10 A'.), see p. 294. — Over
the Lungtavferer-Joch to the Hochjoch-Hospiz (5-6 hrs. from the Weisskugel-
Hiitte; two guides at 23 A^. ; fatiguing), see p. 286. — To the Matscher-Tal
over the Planeil-Scharte (10,145') and the Matscher-Joch (10,455'), between
the Freibrnnnerspitze and the Rabenkopf (guide 17 A.), or over the

Bdrenbart-Joch (10,790'), 8 hrs. to the Holler-Hiitte (guide 20 A.), trying
glacier-tours (p. 299). — To Eadiirschel, see p. 296.

The road crosses the Carlinbach, here confined by embankments,

and leads past the Mittersee to —
371/2 M. St. Valentin auf der Haide (4820' ; Post, 1/2 M. to the

S., very fair; Lamm; guide, Heinrich Stecher), formerly a hospice,

situated between the Mittersee and the Haidersee.
The Pforzheimer-Hiitte (see p. 298) may be reached hence by a marked path

in 4 hrs. (guide 6 A.). To the S. of the' Haidersee we diverge to the right

and, skirting the slope of the Schafherg., ascend the wooded Zerzer-Tal to the

(2 hrs.) Oberdor/cr Alp (6600') and (1 hr.) the saddle (7660') to the S. of the
Vernungspitze (p. 298), whence we descend to the (lV2hr.) Pforzheimer-Hutte.

Below the Haidersee begins the monotonous Malser Haide, which
the road traverses, still commanding a view of the majestic Ortler,

To the right lies the village of Burgeis (3985'; Kreuz), with its red

spire and the castle of Fiirstenburg, once a summer-seat of the bishops

of Coire and now a conventual brewery. The white Benedictine abbey

of Marienberg , with its many windows, lies on the hill to the right.

48 M. Mais (3435'; Post or Adler, R. Vj^-^, B. 1 K.; Bar,

Kaiserkrone ; Einliorn; Hirsch; Lamm), a village
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of Roman origin, in the Upper Vinschgau. The church contains a good
picture by Knoller, representing the Death of Joseph.

Excursions (guide, Anton Schdpf). The mountain -slope to the E.
(5-10 min. ascent) has been laid out as Pleasure. Orounds^ with benches, etc.,

and commands a tine view of the Vinschgau and the Ortler. — The Bpitzige
Lun (7625') and the Hohe Joch (8500'), ascended by club-paths in 3 or 4 hrs.
respectively (guide ^-10 A'.), command superb views of the Ortler Alps.
The descent may be made to Matsch (p. 299).

About 1 M. to the W. of Mais lies Schleis, at the entrance of the
Schlinig-Tal. which here forms a deep gorge. Visitors may either ascend
by a marked path from Schleis, passing the Polsterhof, on the S. side of
the valley; or (preferable) they may proceed via Burgeis (p. 297) and the
convent oi Marienherg^ on the N. side, to (2 hrs.) the village of Schlinig (5660*;

Stadt Pforzheim ; Edelweiss; guides, Matth. Bernhart and Josef Patscheider).
About 2V2 hrs. farther up, above the Schicarze Wand^ is the Pforzheimer
Hiitte (7380' ; Inn in summer), commanding a fine view of the Ortler. This
club-hut is the starting-point for the ascents of the Follevkopf (9490';

2'A-3 hrs.), Fernerspilze (9700' ; 3 hrs), Schadler (9680' ; 3 hrs.), Vernungspitze
(9210'; 2V2 hrs.). 'Rassasspiiz (9665'; magnificent view; 2V2-3 hrs.), Piz

Crahtalta (94P0' ; 2-2V2 hrs.), Griankopf (9515': 2V2-3 hrs.: guide for each
of these 9 ^.); Piz Rims (9105'; 2 hrs.

;
guide 8 K.) ; -Piz Sesvenna (10,570';

4-5 hrs.), Piz Maipitsch or Montpifschen (10.380'; 4-5 hrs.). Forratrida
(10,i60'; 4-5 hrs.), Piz Plazer (10,190'; 3V2-4 hrs.), Piz Cristannes (10.235';

31/2-4 hrs.), Piz Cornet (9950'; 3'/2-4 hrs!), Piz Lischann a (lO^QOO' -. 5-5V2 hrs.),

Piz Triazza (9995'; 5 hrs; guide for each of the last eight 10 K.. with
descent to Scarll4A:.); Piz Schalambert (9955'; 5-6 hrs. ; guide 14, to Schuls
18 K.); and Piz Madlain (10,175'; 6-7 hrs. ; difficult; guide UK.). — From
the Pforzheim Hut over the Schlmig Pass (Svr Sass ; 754U') into the Swiss
Val d'Ulna and to Schuls. 51/2-6 hrs., with guide (the direct descent to the
upper Uina Alp is difficult and fit for experienced climbers only ; better
by a circuit via Piz Mezdi). — Over the Furcla Sesvenna (ca. 9090') to (4 hrs.)

Scarl, easy (marked path, guide 4 iT.); see Baedeker''s Switzerland.

Pedestrians on their way to Prad and Trafoi may avoid the sunny
and fatiguing route through the valley of the Adige "from Mais to Prad
via Spondinig by proceeding southwards from Mais to (IV2 M.) Olnrns
(see below), crossing the artificial bed of the Adige., and skirting the base
of the mountains to (3 M.) Lichienherg (inn), charmingly situated amidst
fruit-trees, and commanded by a castle of the same name (p. 299) , to

flV2 31-) Agums. a village with a ruined castle, and lastly to (^/i M.) Prad.
— Glurns (2975'; Krone; Sonne; Ch'iiner Baum, well spoken of, R. 1 K.-

1 AT. 60 A.), a small town enclosed by walls and gate-towers, with an ancient
church, and an old castle, partly restored and occupied, is frequented as

a summer-resort (new walks and pleasure-grounds). It is the starting-point

for several interesting excursions fguide, Jos. Plangger). To the " Glurnser
Kopfl (7880'; 4 hrs. ;

guide, 6 K.., not indispensable), easy and attractive

(marked path) ; splendid view of the Vinschgau, the Ortler. and the Oetz-
tal snow-mountains. The Ciavalatsch (Obere Kopf; 9065*), via the Glurnser
Kopfl in 5-51/2 hrs. (marked path; guide 10, with descent to Gomagoi or
Trafoi 12 K.^. affords a striking view of the Ortler. The Piz Montpitschen
(10,380': 71/2 hrs. ; 10 K.) and Piz Sesvenna (10,570'; S-9 hrs. ; 12 K.) are better
ascended from the Pforzheimer-Hiitte (see above).

To THE Munster-Tal. a good road leads from Mais (diligence to

MVmster twice dailv in 2 hrs.) via Laaisch, on the left bank of the Rambach.
to (5 M.) Tavfers (4040': Adler, Tiroler Hof, both very fair), a loftily-situated

village with three churches and overlooked by three ruined castles. About
'/4 M. farther on is the Swiss frontier and beyond it (3/4 M.) Mtinster,
Rom. Miistair (4100'; Hot.-Pens. Miinsterhof; Piz Ciavalatsch; Hirseh). the
first Swiss village, with a large Benedictine nunnery (now a school for

girls). The road now descends and crosses the Kambach, passes the Aiia

da Pisch, a fine waterfall in a wooded ravine on the left, and leads via
Sielva to (IV2 M.) Santa Maria (4650"; "Schweizerhof; "Hotel Stelvio ; Weissei

Kreuz; Piz Umbrail), a large village at the entrance to the Val Muranza,
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which is traversed by the new -Umbrail Road to the Canioniera Santa Maria
on the Stelvio (diligence in summer twice daily in 3 hrs., see p. 331). —
From Santa Maria over theO/ew Pass to Zernetz or through the Val da Scarl

to Schtds^ see Baedeker's Switzerland.

The station of the Vinschgau Railroad (p. 327) is abont 1/2 M.

to the S., below the village. On the hillside to the left rises the

venerable tower of the Frolichsburg . The railway skirts the hill of

Tartsch (3375'; Hilpold) and, leaving Glurns (p. 298) on the

right, leads to (4572^.) ScMuderns (3015'; Schweizerhof, very

fair; Post; Rossi; Ortler; Kreuz)^ at the mouth of the Matscher-Tal.

To the left rises the Churburg (3265'), a chateau of Count Trapp,

containing a collection of armour (not always accessible).

The Matscher-Tal (comp. Map, p. 282). Fair cart-roads lead from
Tartsch (see above, IV2 hr.) and from Mais or Schluderns (2 hrs. ; porter to

Matsch 3, to the Holler-Hiitte 8 K.) to Matsch (5160':, Zur Weisskugel, R. 1 K.
60 h. ; guides, Mat. Tschiggfrei, Jos. and Matth. Heinisch, Ser. Thanei, Mich.

Telser. J. J. Renner., and Alois Frank)., prettily situated on a mountain-
terrace, with a fine view of the Vinschgau, Ortler, etc. About 1 M. below,
on a rocky knoll above the ravine of the Salurnbach. are the ruins of Oher-

Matsch and Unter-Matsch (descent hence along the aqueduct to Schluderns
not advisable). Easy ascents made from Matsch are the Eohe Joch (850C)';

3 hrs. ;
guide 8 K. ; comp. p. 298), the Remsspitze (10,515'; 5 hrs. ; 11 K.).,

the Litznerspitze (10,510'; 5 hrs.; 11 5".), and the Hohe Kreiizjoch (9790';

4V2 hrs. ; 8 K.). The ascent of the Hochalt (10,770'), accomplished from the
Glieshofe in 5 hrs. (guide 14 K.)., is fatiguing but interesting. — From
Matsch the track traverses pastures to the (2 hrs.) prettily situated Glies-

hofe (5930'; Inn, very fair), whence a bridle-path ('Hollerweg') leads via
the (V4 hr.) Innere Matscher Alp (6560') , where a good view of the
grand head of the valley is obtained, to the (2 hrs.) Holler- Hiitte (8700';

Inn in summer), at the foot of the Oberettes Glacier.

Ascents (tariff from the Holler-Hutte). The 'Weisskugel (12,290'), over
the Oberettes Glacier, the Holler-Schartl (10,810'), the Matscher Glacier, and
the Hintereis-Joch in 4-5 hrs. (guide 15, with descent to Kurzras 20, to the
Hochjoch-Hospiz or to Langtaufers 22 K.); toilsome (comp. p. 287). —
Freibrtinnerspitz e (11,060'; S'/a hrs.; guide 12, with descent to Langtaufers
21 K.)\ Schwemser (11,340'), over the Oberettes Glacier in S'/s hrs. (guide 8,

with descent to Kurzras 12 A'.) ; Innere Quellspitze {ii.b^^ ; 3Vz hrs. ; guide
10 jr.); Aeussere Quellspitze (11,010'; 3 hrs.

;
guide SK.);Salurnspitze (11,270'),

over the Langgrub and Salurn Glaciers, 3 hrs. (guide 8 A".); Lagaunspitze
(11,280'; 31/2 hrs.

;
guide i2K.); six laborious ascents, fit for adepts only.

Passes. Over the Matscher-Joch or the Barenbart-Joch to Langtaufers,
see p. 297; over the Hintereis-Joch to Vent, see p. 287 (to the Hochjoch
Hospice 6 hrs.

;
guide 15 A".). — Over the Langgrub-Joch (9990') to Kurzras

in the Schnalser-Tal (51/2 hrs.; guide 10 A.), a fatiguing route. A prefer-

able route leads from the Holler-Hiitte over the Bildstockl-Joch (10,225'),

to the S. of the Schwemser (from the H(>ller-Hutte to Kurzras 5 hrs., guide
10 K.). The shortest route from the Holler-Hutte to the Hochjoch leads
over the Oberettes-Joch (10,665'), between the Aeussere Quellspitze and the
Schwemser ; descent across the Steinschlag Glacier, whence a path to the
left leads along the Teufelseck to the Schcine Aussicht Inn (comp. p. 288;
to the Hochjoch-Hospiz 6 hrs.; guide 12 A^).

In the distance to the right, beyond the Adige, rises the mined
castle of Lkhtenberg (^. 298). At (48 M.) Spondinig-Prad (2900';

^Hirscli), the Stelvio road (p. 327) diverges to the right. To the
S.E. are the glaciers of the N. Ortler range. — Vinschgau Railway
thence to (31 1/2 M.) Meran, see pp. 327, 326.
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55. The Passeier-Tal.

Diligence from Meran to (13 M.) St. Leonhavd twice daily in summer
in 3V2 hrs. C2A'. 40/i.); Stellwagen (omnibus) in summer twice daily (from
the Raffl and Sonne inns); one-hnrse carriage 14, two-horse l"^ K. — Frum
St. Leonhard over theJaufen to Sterzing 8-8V2 hrs. ; over the Verwall-Joch
to Gurgl 11 hrs. ; over the Timmel-Joch to Solden 11 hrs.; to the Stottinerr
Hi'itte (via Piatt or Moos) 8V2-9 hrs. — Walkers should choose the route
from Obermais along; the left bank of the Passer, which passes below
Schenna and crosses the stream about V2 M. beyond Saltans.

Meran (1050'), see p. 319. The road, partly hewn in the

rock, begins at the Passeier Gate and passes the Zeno&ur^ (p. B'22).

Describing a wide bend to the left, it then crosses the Finelebach

(p. 322), passes the ^uenser/io/" (inn), and reaches (31/0 M.) Ri/fian

(1640'; Kreuz; Lowe), a pilgrim- resort. Thence it proceeds

through wood via (2 M.J Saltans (1620'; inn), where th-e vine-

yards terminate, to the (ll/oM.) Quellenhof (i&26' :,
inn). The new

road, from which after about II/2 M. a marked path diverges to the
(I/4 tr.) picturesque Kalben-Tal, with its waterfall, now gradually

ascends the right bank of the Passer to —
3M. St. Martin (1930'; Vnierxvirt; Mitterwirt; Oberxvirt), with

quaint and picturesque houses. Opposite, high up in the wood, lies

(1 hr.) the Pfandl-Hutte^ Hofer's asylum, where he was captured

in 1810 (memorial tablet). We next reach the (IV2 M-) Sandhof
(2095'; Inn), in which Andreas Hofer, the 'Sandwirt of Passeier'

(see pp. 194, 197, 320), was born, and mementoes of him are shown.

Adjacent is the Hofer-Kapelle, erected in 1899, with frescoes from

the Tyrolese war of 1809 by E. von Worndle (adm. 20 h.).

13 M. St. Leonhard (2230'; Theistvirt; Stroblwirt, with baths,

R. 1-1^2 -^-j l>oth very fair; Edelweiss; Brduhaus; Frickwirt; BriXh-

xvirt), the chief village in the valley (1600 inhab.), is picturesquely

situated at the influx of the Waltenbach into the Passer. Above it

rises the ruined Jaufenburg , on a green hill (2660'; view). About
3/4 M. to the N. are the small baths of Fallenbach (chalybeate spring).

Passes (guides, Jos. Dandier, Alois Oetil, Joh. Bacher. and Tine. ScTiiceigl

of St. Leonhard, Matt. Schwienbacher of Schonau, Paul Pfitscher of Raben-
stein). — Over the Jadfen to Stekzing, SVahrs., stony bridle-path (guide
unnecessary, Vi K. ; riding not recommended). The path leads through the
Walten-Tal, to the E., to (2 hrs.) the hamlet of Walteti (4140'-, poor inn)
and ascends rapidly to the (2V2 hrs.) Jaufen Pass (6870'; Passcirer Jaufen-
Jiatis, poor; Sterzingev JaufenJiaus, a good inn on the E. side of the pass).

The Jaufenspitze (8145') may be ascended from the pass in 2 hrs., with
guide (laborious; fine view). Descent through the Jaufen-Tal, or by the
regular Jaufen route on the S. slope of the Kafschmns-Tal via Kalk (inn)

and Gasieiy to (3V2 hrs.) Sterzing (p. 264).

Feom St. Leonhari) to Pfelders, 41/2-5 hrs., road and bridle-

path, either via Moos (p. 301) and through the Pfelders- Tal, or

(preferable) direct via Piatt. The new road (opened as far as Piatt)

crosses the Passer and ascends through wood, with pretty glimpses

of the N. side of the valley with its waterfalls and the high-lying

church of Stuls (p. 265), to (IV2 ^^O Hinterhruck (Waldheim Inn)

and (3 M.) Breiteben (3350'; Kofler). It then crosses the gorge of
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the Salderen-Bach to (2V4M,) Piatt (3760'; Hofer), a finely situated

little village (lience along tbe Stuiber Falls to Moos, 40 min., see

p. 302). We now ascend gradually by a good bridle-path, passing

the farms of Unier-Wies and Oher-Wies, and crossing the ravine of

the Varmazon near a saw-mill (4100'}, to tlie (l'V4 l^r.) chapel of

InnerhiUt (4595'; rustic inn) and to (I/4 hr.) Sefnar (4755'), where
we join the path from Moos on the left bank of the Pfeldersbacb

(see below). Towards the W, a view is disclosed of the Eisjocbl and
the Hochwilde. We now ascend on the right bank ofthe torrent, which
here dashes through a narrow gorge, to the (}/.2hr.) Kressbilhl (5340')

and, crossing the Valtmarhach, proceed to (1/2 hr.) Pfelders, or Plan
(5460'; Planerhof, Edelweiss, both plain), grandly situated.

ExouKSioNs (guides, Jos. Pixner, Joh. Hofer, Alois Pfitschev, Jos. Reich).

To the W., 3V2-4 lirs. ribove Pfelders (guide 6 K., advisable for novices),

is the Zwickauer-Hiitte (9810'; Inn in summer), on the Weisse Knott near
the Sand/eld Glacier, with admirable view. This is the starting-point for

the -Hintere Seelenkogel (11,415' ; IV2-2 hrs.
;
guide 6 K. ; not difficult for

experts), Rotmooskogel (10,635'; 1 hr. ; 3 /r.), Scheiherkogel (10,185'; V* br.

;

4 K.), Trinkerkogel (10,390'; 1 hr. ; 5 K.), Heuflerkogel (10,565'; IV/2 hr. ; G A'. ;

all easy; interesting high-level route across the last three), L'ebenerspitze

(11,140'; 2-2'/2 hrs.; 6 A'.), Sahevspitze (10,855'; 3 hrs.; G K.), etc. Over the
Rotmoos-Joch (10,285') to Gurgl (3-4 hrs.

;
guide 10 ii.), see p. 290. — To the

Stettiner-liiitte, an interesting route of 7-8 hrs., not difficult for adepts
(guide 10 K.). — To the Essener-Hiitte, see p. 302.

From Pfelders to the Stettiner-Hutte, 3V2-4 hrs. (guide, 6 K., not
indispensable). About 3/4 hr. above Pfelders is Lazins (5680' ; rustic inn),

the last hamlet. A red-marked path ascends hence, at first (V2 hr.) gradually
across meadows, and then rapidly over rocky slopes, passing a spring (V2 hr.),

before which the path to the Lazinser-Tal (see below) diverges to the left,

and finally traversing the rocky wilderness of the Putz, above the Qraf-
Ferner. The (1V2-2 hrs.) Stettiner-Hiitte (9440'; Inn in summer), situated
about 100' below the Eisjochl am Bild (p. 289), commands a striking view
of the Hochwilde, the Hohe Weisse, and a part of the Stubai and Zillertal

Alps beyond the Pfelders-Tal, while in the distance rise the Dolomites, from
the Peitlerkof.il to the Rosengarten (a more extensive view is enjoyed from
the Griitzmachers-Ruh, 1/2 hr. to the W. of the hut on the Griitzmacher-Weg;
guide unnecessary). "The hut is the starting-point for the ascents of the
''Hochwilde (11,405'; 2V4 hrs., by a new club-path called the 'Griitzmacher-
Weg''; very interesting and not difficult; guide 9 A".), Hohe Weisse (10,770';

2V2-3hrs. ; 9ir.), Kleine Weisse (10,090'), Falschungspitze [iO,2QO'), Karlesspitze

(11,390'), Langtaler - Jochspitze {iO;dW) , and Zocfner (10,620'). — From the
Stettiner Hiitte to Gurgl, VI-> hrs. (guide 13 K.), interesting. We follow the

Griitzmacher-Weg (see above) for IV2 hr. and then proceed to the E. over the
Langtal Glacier and the Schwdrzenjoch to the Gurgl Glacier (4-5 hrs. to the
Karlsruher-HUtte, p. 289 ; thence to Gurgl 3 hrs.). — Other routes lead to the W.
over ih.'i. Eisjdchl\WiO') to Karthaiis (3V2-4 hrs. ; guide 9 A'.); to the S. over
the Kleinweiss-iScharte (9840') or over the Grub-Joch (9595') to the Lodner-Hiitte

(p. 324 ; 4 hrs. ; guide 10 K.) ; to the S.W. across the Graf-Ferner to the (2 hrs.)

Andels Alp in the Lazinser-Tal and thence over the Spronser-Joch (8460') or over
the Langsee-Joch (8460') to Meran (8 hrs. ; guide 13 K.). Comp. p. 324.

From St. Leonhaed to Schonau (5 hrs.) , a stony bridle-path

skirts the left bank of the Passer, past the (3/4 hr.) Silbernagel Inn,
and then ascends through wood, with fine views of the valley, finally

by a good road, to (I3/4 hr.) Moos (3345'; Hofer).
From Moos to Pfelders, 3 hrs., by a bridle-path which crosses the

Passer and then ascends the left bank of the Ffelders-Bach via Pill, Gross-
stein, and Brack. Near (fs/jhr.) Zagl it crosses to the right bank ;.ud at C/ihr.)
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Sefnar it joins the path from Piatt (p. 3Ul). — For the *Stixiber Falls a path
diverges to the left, at a finger-post, 10 min. from Moos; from the Loictr
iJrtdi^e (3115') we enjoy the bei^t survey of the lower fall; farther up is an
outlook aflording a good view of the upper fall and the gorge. Thence we
may ascend to (1 hr.) Piatt (p. 3(X0, past the small sulphur-baths of Sand.

From Moos to SchiJnau over the Saber-Joch (8795'), 6-7 hrs. (guide S K.),
see below; to Gurgl by the Sdbef-Joch, Eeseney-Butte, and Yerwall-Joch.
S hrs. (guide 15 ^.), see below. — To Sterzing via Stuls and the Schlotltr-
Joch, see p. 285.

Beyond Moos the path traverses a stony chaos, then crosses to the

right bank, ascends a steep slope, and descends to the (1 hr.) Gasi-
haus am See (3930'), on what was formerly the bottom of a lake,

now a pasture. The next villages are (3/4 br.) Rabenstein (4495';

plain inn; via Schneeberg to Ridnaun, see p. 268) and (1 hr.) Schonau
(5520'; plain inn), at the mouth of tbe^afcer-Ta^ (guides, see p. 300).

Over the Schwa7'zwand-Scharte or the Botzer-Scharte to the Elisaheth-
Baus, 7 hrs. (guide 11, including ascent of the Botzer 13 K.), see p. 268. —
To ;S^ Martin am Schneeberg (p. 263) marked path (guide desirable) skirting
the Griirtelwand in 2-2i,2 hrs.

To Gdegl through the Saber-Tal, 7 hrs., interesting (guide desirable,
10 A'.). About 5 min. from the Schonau Inn, above the influx of the Sdber-
bach, we cross the Passer and ascend by a marked path to the W.. soon
joining the club-path from the Becher mentioned at p. 267, to the (3-3V4hrs.)
Essener-Hiitte (8290'; mn in summer), on the Miesbiihel., above the small Siiber-

See. Or from Schuuau we may ascend to the left by a rough path to the
(40 min ) Kleinegg Alp (o6S5'), and proceed thence to the (274 hrs.) Essener-
Eiilte. Thence to Gurgl a marked club-path leads over the Apere Verwall-
Joch (969U') in 3V2-4 hrs. (from the pass the Eonigskogel , 9930*, is easily

ascended in ^/i hr.; splendid view); descent through the Vericall-Tal to

Ourgl (p. 289j.

From the Essener-Hiitte to Gurgl over the Vereiste Verwall-Joch
(9725'), 472-5 hrs., with guide, interesting, but lit for experts onlv. — Over
the Granatenkogel-Scharte (10,365'), to the S.E. of the Granatenkogel (10,850';

ascent from the pass in Vz hr.), descending by the Gaisbei-g-Tal to (>urgi

(5-6 hrs., with guide), a grand expedition, without danger for experts. — To
the Zwickauer-Hiitte (p. 301; 8-9 hrs.; guide 12 K.; very interesting). We
proceed from the Gaisberg-Joch over the Hohe Mutt to the Rotmoos-Tal and
thence ascend to the Rotmoos-Joch (p. 290). — The Hohe First (11,195'),

ascended via the Saber Glacier and the Gaisberg-Joch in 4-5 hrs. (guide 13,

to Gurgl 17 K.), is not difficult for adepts under favorable conditions of
the snow. Magnificent view. — Over the Hohe First., Sabertpitze, Liebener-

spitze, and Rotmoos-Joch to the (8-10 hrs.) Zwickauer-Hiitte (p. 301), a grand
glacier-expedition (gaide 22 K.).

From.the Essener-Hiitte to Moos over the Saber-Joch. or Grub-Joch (8795'),

5-6 hrs., attractive (guide 8 A'.); to Pfelders over the Rauhe Joch (9260'), 5-6 hrs.,

guide 10 AT., not diffictilt (shortest route to the Stettiner-Hiitte).

Fbom Schonau to Solden over the Timmel-Joch, 572-6 hrs. (guide to

Zwieselstein 9 A^.), fatiguing and not very interesting. The bridle path
ascends on the left bank of the Passer, finally crossing to the right bank,
to the (72 hr.) Schonauer Alp (5910'), where the route from the Timmels
Alp (p. 267) is joined, and to the (2 hrs.) Timmel-Joch (8230'; view limited).

Descent at first steep, over rock. Alter 2/4 hr. we cross to the left bank
of the Timmelbach (6730'). recross to the right bank 7* br. farther on. and
then follow the hillside above the Gurgler Ache to (•*/4 hr.) Zwietelstein and
(1 hr.) Solden (p. 283).
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56. From Franzensfeste to Botzen 306
Excursions from Brixen. Vahrn. Schalderer-Tal. Vel-
thurns. PJose. The Villnos-Tal, 307. — Excursions from
Klausen. Kassianspitze, 308, 309. — Lajen. Bad Drei-
kirchen. Rittnerliorn. From Atzwang to Seis, 309.

57. Botzen and Environs 310
Virglwarte. KalVarienberg. Haselburg. Badl. Kolileru.
Cries, 312. — Jenesien. Glaning. Ritten, 313. — Ober-
Botzen. Klobenstein. Rittnerhorn. Sarntal. Runkelstein,
314. — Sarnthein. Over the Auen-Joch to Meran ; over
the Putzen-Joch to Jenesien. Darnholzer-Tul. Penser-
Tal. Over tlie Penser-Jocli to Sterzing, 315. — Ueberetscli.
Hocb-Eppan. Gantkofel. Montiggl Lakes. Kaltern. Men-
del. Penegal. Monte Roen, 316, 317.

58. From Botzen to Meran 318
From Botzen to Meran via Nals, Tisens, and Lana, 318.
— Excursions frum Meran. Fragsburg. Hchloss Tirol.
Scbenna. Lebenberg, etc., 321-323. — Vigiljoch. Rotstein-
kogel. Mutspitze. Spronser-Tal. Lodner Club Hut. Gfall-

M^and. Ifinger. Hirzer. Laugenspitze, 324, 325. — From
Meran to the Baths of Rabbi through the Ulten-Tal, 325.

59. From Meran to the Baths of Bormio via the Stelvio

Pass 320
The Laaser-Tal, 327. — Excursions from Trafoi. The
Three Holy Springs. Kleinboden. Tartscber Aim. Kor-
spitze. Ortler. Bergl-Hiitte. Hochleitenspitze and over
the Hochleiten-Joch to Sulden, 328, 329. — Excursions and
Passes from Franzenshohe, 330. — Excursions from the
Stelvio Pass. Umbrail Pass. Piz Umbrail, 331. — Monte
delle Scale, 332.

60. The Martell-Tal 332
Cevedale. Innere Pederspitze. Zufrittspitze. Venezia-
spitze, etc, 333. — From Martell to Pejo over the ilohen-
ferner-Joch or the Fiirkele-Scbarte; to Rabbi over the
Salient-Joch ; to St. Gertraud in the Ulten-Tal over the
Zufritt-Joch, Soy-Joch, or Flim-Joch •, to Santa Caterina
over the Langenferner-Joch. From Martell to Sulden over
the Madritsch-Joch or the Eissee Pass, 334.

61. The Sulden-Tal 334
Rosimboden. Schaubach-Hiitte. Dvisseldorf Hut. Bseck-
mann Hut, 336. — Payer-Hutte. Tabarettaspitze. Hoch-
leitenspitze. Schoneck. Vertainspitze. Tschenglser Hoch-
vpand. Hohe Angelus. Hochofenwand. Hintere Schun-
taufspitze. Pederspitzen. Plattenspitze, etc. Cevedale,
337. — Konigsspitze. Monte Zebrii. Suldenspitze, etc.

Ortler, 339. — From Sulden to Santa Caterina over the
Eissee Pass and Langenferner-Joch. Passes to Martell,
Trafoi, and the Laaser-Tal. Hochjoch-Hiitte, 340, 341.

62. From the Baths of Bormio to Colico through the Val
Tellina 341

From Bormio to Santa Caterina. Forno Glacier, 341. —
Monte Confinale. Val Zebrii, etc., 342. — From Santa
Caterina to Ponte di Legno by the Gavia Pass; to Pejo
over the Sforcellina Pass or the Col degli Orsi. Passo di
Verva. Casa d'Eita. Dosde Hut, 343. — Corno Stella.
Val Malenco. Monte della Dis'/razia. Val Masino, 345.
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63. From Botzen to Verona 345
Excursions from Trent. Selva. Marzola. Becco di Fila-
donna. Calisberg. Monte Bondone. Monte Stivo, 348. —
Schio, 349.

G4. From San Micliele to Tresenda in the Val Tellina. Val
di Non. Val di Sole. Tonale Pass. Passo d'Aprica . 349

Coredo. From Cles to Campiglio by Gruste, 35t>. — From
the Baths of Rabbi to Pejo over the Cercena Pa.'^s. From
Pejo to Santa Oaterina and to the Martell-Tal. Cevedale
Hut, 351. — Passo di Cercen. Rifiisio Denza. Val d'Avio.
Rifugio Garibaldi, 352. — Monte Aviolo. Passo del Morti-
rolo, 353.

65. From Edolo to Brescia. Val Camonica. Lago d'Iseo . 353
Rifugio del Baitone. Cima di Plem, etc. Passo Premas-
sone. Forcella Bombia. Piano della Regina. Val Miller.

Rifugio Salarno. Val di Saviore. Val Adame. 354. —
Lago d'Arno. Mte. Frisozzo. From Capo di Ponte tu

Schilpario and Vilminure. Passo di Mezzamalga. Pizzo
Badile. Mte. Frerone. Case Paghera, 355. — Val Seriana.
Presolana. Cascata del Serio. Rifugio Antonio Curo. Ri-
fugio della Brunone, 356.

66. From San Michele or from the Mendel to Madonna di

Campiglio 357
San Romedio. Laurein and Proveis. From Fondo to Meran
over the Gampen-Joch, 358. — Excursions from Madonna
di Campiglio, 359-361.

67. From Trent to Pinzolo (Campiglio^. Giiidicaria . . . 36'2

From Terlago over the 3Ionte Gazza to Molveno, 362. —
From Sarche to Arco ; to Riva via Comano. From
Mezzolombardo to Stenico via Molveno. Val Dalgoue,
363. — From Riva to Tione by the Durone Pass, 364. —
Sabione. From Pinzolo to Campiglio. Val di Genova, 365.— Busazza. Mandron Hut. Adamello, 366. — From the
Mandron Hut to Ponte di Legno by the Passo del Lago-
scuro, the Passo Pisgana, or Passo di Presena. Rifugio
di Lares. Presanella, Rifugio Segantini. 367. — Valle
di Daone. Cima Spessa. Val Caffaro, 368.

68. From Mori to Riva. Lago di Garda 369
Excursions from Arco, 370. — Fall of the Ponale. Gorge
of Varone. Monte Baldo , 371. — Valle di Ledro. Val
Ampola, 372. ^ Excursions from Gardone, 374.

69. The Groden Valley 375
Excursions from St. Ulrich. Raschotz. Sece'da. Pitzberg.
Puflatsch. Schlern, 376. — Langkofel - Hiitte. Over the
Langkofel-Joch to the Sella-Joch. Langkofel, etc., 377. —
Regensburger-Hiitte. Cieislerspitzen. Ciamp Pinoi, 378. —
To Corvara via the Grodner Joch, Crespeina, or the Puz-
Hutte, 37S, 379. — To Campitello via the Sella-Joch.
Rodella. Sella Group. Boe, 379.

70. Schlern. Tierser-Tal. Eggen-Tal 380
a. Schlern 380

Puflatsch, 380. — Seiser Alp, 381. — From Ratzes, Vols,
or the Weisslahn-Bad to the Schlern. From the Schlern
to the Tierser-Alpl and the Grasleiten-Hiitte, or to Cam-
pitello. Roterd-Spitze, 381, 382.
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b. The Tierser-Tal. From the Grasleiten-Hiitte to

the Val di Fassa via Vajolet 383
From Tiers to Welschnofen via Wolfsgruben , or to the
Karersee Hotel by the Niger, 383. — Ascents from the Gras-
leiten and Vajolet Huts. Kesselkogel. Rosengartenspitze.
Vajolet-Tiirme, etc. Tierser-Alpl. Molignon Pass. Gras-
leiten Pass. Antermoja Pass. Vajolet Pass, etc., 5S4-386.

c. The Eggen-Tal. From Botzen to Vigo over the

Rarer P'ass 386
Reiterjoch. Satteljoch,386.— Deutschnofen. Weissenstein.
Weisshorn. Grimmjoch. Schwarzhorn, 3S7. — Excursions
from the Karersee Hotel. Latemar. Rotwand. Tscheiner-
spitze. Kolner-Hiitte , 387, 388. — Ostertag-Hutte, 388.

71. The Fiemme and Fassa Valleys 388
Radein, 389. — From Moena to Cencenighe by the Passo
di San Pellegrino; to Paneveggio over the Lusia Paa.?,

390. — Ciampedie. Sass da Dam. Punta Vallaccia. Cima
Malinverno. Cima Allochet. Excursions from Campitello.
Rodella. Langkofel. Plattkofel. Boe, 391. — From Campi-
tello to the Seiser Alp. to Groden, and to Tiers. From
Penia to Caprile by the Fedaja Pass. Marmolata, 392. —
Vemel. Serai di Sottoguda. Contrin Hut. Passo Ombretta.
Passo Ombrettola, 393 — Cirelle Pass, etc. From Canazei
to Buchenstein via the Pordoi-Joch. Bindelweg, 394.

72. From Piedazzo via San Martino di Castrozza and Pri-

miero to Tezze (Trent) or to Feltre (Venice). . . . 396
Cima di Bocche. Valles Pass. Colbricon Pass, 395. —
Excursions from San Martino. Tognola. Rosetta. Cimone
della Pala. Pala di San JIartino. Sass Maor, etc., 396. —
Excursions from Primiero. Calaita Lake. ValdiXoana.
Monte Pa\-ione. Canali and Pravitale Huts, 397, 398.

73. From Trent to Bassano through the Val Sugana. . . 399
Val di Pine, 399. — Val Fierozzo. Lavarone and Luserna,
400, 401. — To Asiago via Vezzena. Vetriolo, 401. — Val
di Sella. Cima Dodici. From Borgo to Primiero by Castel
Tesino and the Brocon Pass, 4^. — Sette Comuni.
Grottoes of Oliero. 403.

74. From Franzensfeste to Lienz. Pustertal 404
AlteKapl. Astjoch. Gitsch. Valser-Tal. Pfunders-Tal,404.
— Eidexspitze, 405. — Excursions from Bruneck. Kron-
platz. Rammelstein. Sambock, 405. 406. — Antholzer-Tal.
Over the Staller-Sattel to the Deferegger-Tal, 406. —
Gsieser-Tal, 407. — Pfannhorn. Bonner Hohenweg. Sarl-

kofel, 408. — Villgraten-Tal. From Sillian to Kotschach.
Paralba, 409. — Excursions from Lienz. Schonbichele.
Bose Weible. Kerschbaumer Alp. Spitzkofel. Laserts-
Tal. Ederplan. Zietenkopf. Schleinitz. Hochschoher.
Petzeck. etc., 410. 411.

75. The Enneberg Valley or Gader-Tal 412
Passes from St.Vigil to 01ang,Prag8,and St. Cassian. Ritt-

joch, 412.— To the Val Ampezzo by the Fodara Vedla or by
the Fanes Alp. Seekofel. Peitlerkofel, 413. — Heiligkreuz-
kofel. Zehner. LaVarella. From St. Cassian to Andraz over
the Valparola Joch; to Cortina via Trai Sassi or the Col
Lodgia; to Buchenstein A-ia Prelongie, 414. — Puz Hut.
From Corvara to Buchenstein over the Campolungo and
Incisa saddles. From Corvara to the Val Fassa by the
Grodner-Joch and Sella Pass, 415.
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76. The Pragser-Tal . 416
Sarlkofel. Rosskofel. Kiihwiesenkopf. Seekofel. Passes
to Ampezzo and Enneberg, 416, 417.

77. The Sexten-Tal 417
"Helm. Innerfeld - Tal . 417. — Fischeltinboden. Zsig-

mondy-Hiitte. Passes to the Ampezzo and Auronzo, 418.

78. From Toblach to Cortina. Val Ampezzo 419
Excursions from Landro and Schlnderbach. Monte Pian,
To Cortina via Blisurina and Tre Croci, 420. — Diirrenstein.
Flodige. PJenztal and Toblinger Riedel. Patern-Sattel,

421. — Cristallino. Munte Cristallo. Hobe Gaisl. Drei
Zinnen. Hochebenkofel. Cadini, 422. — Excursions from
Ospitale. Over Sonforca to Cortina , 423. — Excursions
from Cortina. Belvedere on the Crepa. Grotte di Valpera.
Gbedina Lakes. LagodaLago. Zumeles. Faloria. Pfalz-
gau Hut. Sorapis. Nuvolau. Val Travenanzes. Seekofel.
Tofana. Becco di Mezzodi. Cristallo, 424-426.

79. From Cortina to Pieve di Cadore and Belluno (Venice).

Comelico and Auronzo Valleys 427
Excursions from San Vito. Antelao. Pelmo, 427. — Cadore,
Comelico, and Auronzo Valleys, 428, 429. — Val di Zoldo
and its passes, 430. — From Capo di Ponte to Yittorio,
431. — From Belluno to Primolano in the Val Sugana, 432.

80. From Cortina to Caprile and via Agordo to Belluno.

Cordevole Valley 432
Monte Pore. Pieve di Livinallongo. Passo di Padon. Col
di Lana, 433. — Monte Migogn. Monte Fernazza. From
Cortina to Caprile over the Giau Pass, the Kuvolau Saddle,
or the Forcella da Lago. From Caprile to Borca over the
Forcella Forada or Col della Poina, 434. — Passo Coldai.
Val Biois. Cima di Pape. Monte Alto di Pelsa, 435. —
From Agordo to Primiero over the Cereda Pass; to Zoldo
over the Duran or Moscbesin Pass, 436.

56. From Franzensfeste to Botzen.
31 M. Express train in 1 hr. 8 min. - 1 hr. 25 min. (4 E. 5U. 3 K. 40 h.) -,

ordinary train in 1V2-2 hrs. (3 K 50, 2 K. 60, 1 E. 75 h.).

Franzensfeste (2450'), see p. 265. The train stops at the (1 V4 ^^0
jVilitary Station of Franzensfeste (p. 265), where the Pustertal Rail-

way (R. 74) diverges to the left, and then rapidly descends on the

right bank of the Eisak. To the left in the valley below, beyond the

hill, is the Augustine monastery of Neustift, founded in 1141. To the

right, near (41/2 M.) Vahrn (stat.), opens the Schalderer-Tal (p. 370).

7 M. Brixen. — Hotels: 'Elephant, ^/i M. from the station, E. 2-4.

pens. 7-9.fi'.; Hot. Bahnhof; Goldenes Kkelz
,
pens. 4-6 A'. , moderate;

f^ONNE ; Stkassek; Steen : SciiLussEL : Adler. — Pensions: Villa Edel-
weiss; Villa Alexandka (6-10 Z^.) ; Villa Gassek (5-6 £".) ; Pens. Gusuhl-
BAiER & Villa Rddolfsheiu: Villa Dk. Pirciiek, Villa Naithaimb. —
Dk. von Guggenbekg"s Hydropathic (pens. 8-14 A'.) — Wine at Mayr's ; Cafi
Pirchei; Caf6 Central, both with rooms. — Swimming-bath outside the town.

Brixen (1835'), for nine centuries the capital of a spiritual prin-

cipality, which was suppressed in 1803, and now an episcopal see,

still exhibits traces of its ecclesiastical period. Pop. 5400. The
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Cathedral, with its two copper-roofed towers of tlic 15th cent., was
rebuilt in 1745 and well restored in 1896-97. To the right are the
cloisters, containing old nniral paintings and tombstones (the best

preserved of which are under the main portal), and the 11th cent.

Chapel of St. John, with frescoes of the 13-15th centuries. In the

inner court, between the Cathedral and the Church of St. Michael,

is the tombstone of the minstrel Oswald von Wolkenstein (d. 1445).
At the S.W. end of the town is the Episcopal Palace, with a colon-

naded court and an extensive garden, to which visitors are admitted.
Excursions (a list of tlie marked paths, each indicated by a number,

may be obtained at any of the hotels
^
guide, Alois Ohwexer). A good view

is obtained from the Villa Osiheimer (iO min.) and from the garden of the
Villa Seehurg (2000'; Dr. von Guggenberg), reached via Kralcofel in 25 min. ;

the return may be made by a path along the Rienz. Another good view
is obtained from Kostlan (Braiihaus). an ascent of 1/2 hr. to the E.^ more
extensive from (IV4 hr.) St. Andrd (3230'; Gasser). — Pleasant walk to the
N. to (3/4 hr. ; railway in 11 min.) the charmingly-situated village of Vahrn
{2141/; -Pens. Villa Mayr. 7-9 A''.; -Waldsacker, pens. 6-7^.,- Lamm, Adle7\
unpretending), with its line old chestnuts, commanded by the ruin of
Salem, and through the richly-wooded Schalderer-Tal to the (IV2 hr.)

Schalderer Bad (3635'; inn, very fair). Thence over the Schalderer Scharte
(7665') to Durnholz, 51/2 hrs., see p. 315. — Interesting excursion to the S.W.
(red marks), via TscM^sc/i (2460'), to j;2 hrs.) Velthurns or Feldthurns {Tlib';

Unterwirt) , with an interesting chateau of the former prince-bishops of
Brixen (rooms with fine panelling in the Renaissance style, of 15S0); thence
by a marked path (guide unnecessary) via the convent of Sdben to {11/2 hr.)
Klausen (p. 308). — The "Plose (8220'; 57^ hrs.; guide, 8 K., not indis-
pensable) commands an admirable survey of the Oetztal and Ortler Alps,
the Dolomites, etc. The easy and interesting ascent (marked path No. 4,
shaded in the morning) leads by (IV4 hr.) St. Andi\i (see above) to (1 hr.)

the farm of Platzhon (4330'; fine view) and through the Trametsch-Tal to

the (3 hrs.) Plose-Eiitte (8035'; inn in summer), and (20 min.) the summit
{FrblUpitze or Telegraph; 8220'). A more extensive view towards the S.

and S.E. is enjoyed from the Gabler (8400'), which may be reached from
the Plose-Hiitte in 1 hr. by a marked path, via the Pfannberg (8360'). Easy
descent from the Plose-Hiitte to (IV4 hr.) Afers or St. Georg (4940'; accom-
modation at the cure's) and thence by a path (red marks) via St. Jakob,
Klerant, and Miihland to (2V2 hrs.) Brixen. From St. Georg the ''Peitler-

kofel (9440') may be ascended via the Kofel-Joch (6120') and the Msener-Joch
{Pettier-Scharte, 7745') in 5 hrs. (guide 8, with descent to the Schliiter-Hiitte

10 £".), comp. pp. 308, 413. — From the Plose-Hiitte we may also descend
to the N. to (3 hrs.) LUsen (3190': Unterwirt) and thence proceed by the
Lvsener Alp (6665') to (7 hrs.) St. Lorenzen in the Pusterfal (p. 405); or from
the Plose to the S.E. across the Gampen-Wiesen to the Kofel-Joch (p. 308),
and thence either to the E. over the Wiirzjoch (6120') to (5 hrs.) Untermoi in
the Gader-Tal (p. 413; guide ^ K.), or to the S.E. over the Peitler-Scharte
(see above) to the (4V2 hrs.) Fram-Schlilter-Hiitte (p. 308; guide IK.).

To the left, as the train proceeds, rises the chateau of Pallaus;
to the right, on the hill, lies Tschotsch [see above). The Eisak and
the Afersbach are crossed. To the left, at the entrance to the Aferer
Tnl, stands the church of (8V2M.) Albeins (2025'; Obermayr ; Unter-
mayr). In the background rise the rugged Geislerspitzen (p. 378).
At (12 M.) Villnbs (1770'; Rossi, poor) opens the Villnbs-Tal.

The 'Villnbs-Tal, 15 M. in length, deserves a visit for the sake of
its Dolomites (comp. Map, p. 376). The road (diligence from Klausen to
St. Peter daily in summer), passing the Schmelz, ascends the ravine (with
Gufidaun and the chateau of Sommerburg on the right, above us) to (3 M.)

20*
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Milleins (2630'-, Kreuzwirf). It tlien leads via Pardell (the Flitztal, with a

mineral spring, opening to the right) to (33/4 M.) St. Peter (3770': 'Kabis-
wirt^ near the church, bed 1 K. 20 /(., pens, b K.; Zellenwirt, Lamm, both
unpretending 1

guides, Gottfr. Munter and P. Michaeler), the chief place
in the valley, frequented as a tummer-resort. At the (12 min.) Pett-Bildstockl

(1630) and the (10 min.) Gsaihof chapel we command a fine view of the
Geislerspitzen (evening-light be^t). Pleasant wood-walks may be made to

the N.W. above St. Jacob (4225'). — A path (No. 5; red marks) leads to the
N. to (2 hrs.) St. Georg in Afers (see p. 307), whence the Plote (p. 307) may
be ascended in 3V2 hrs. — Easv and attractive passes (marked) lead from
St. Peter to the N.E. over the Kofel-Joch, or Haiti (6120'), and the Wurz-Joch
(HSSCj to (5V2 hrs.) Untermoi (p. 413), and to the S. over the Flitzer-Scharte
(6Sf 0*) to (41/2 hrs.) St. Ulrich in Groden (p. 375). The Inner-Ratchbtz a655')
mav be ascended from the Flitzer-Scharte in 1/2 hr. (fine view). — The road
in "the Villnos-Tal ends at (3V2 M.) St.^ Johann (4435*). grandly situated.

An easy bridle-path ascends hence via the Zannser Alp and the Zellen-

Schwaige to the (2V2-3 hrs.) Franz-Schliiter-Hiitte (7510'^ inn in summer),
finely situated 5 min. short of the Ereuzkofel-Joch (76t'0')5 and descends
to (2* hrs.) Campill in the Enneberg valley (p. 413). — The "Feitlerko/el

(9440'5 magnificent view) may be ascended by a club-path from the hut
in 2V2-3 hrs. (guide 5^.; comp. p. 413). Beautiful vie%vs may be en-
joyed also from the Sass Bronsoi (7S90')

, V* hr., and the Sobuts'ch (8070'),

V2 hr. to the S., and from the Zendleser Kofel (7950'), 40 min. to the N.
of the Schliiter-Hiitte. — From the Schluter-Hiitte marked paths lead
over the ForceUa da VEga (8655') in 4-4', 2 hrs., or over the Forcella della

Boa (8810') in 41/2-5 hrs. to the Eegensbvrger Eutte (p. 378). A new club-

path ('Adolf Munkel Weg'), skirting the X. slopes of the Geislerspitzen,
leads from the Schliiter-Hiitte to the (2t/2-3 hrs.) Brogles Alp (see below

;

shortest route to St. Ulrich in Groden, 5-6 hrs.). From the Weisthvunnen-
Eck (6140"), 1 hr. short of the Brogles Alp, a marked path crosses the Joch-
Scharte (8035') to the (3 hrs.) Regensburger-Hiitte. — From the Franz-
Schluter-Hiitte to the Puz-Hiitte over the Forcella della Boa and Forcella
de Smies (p. 378), 51/2-6 hrs. (guide desirable).

From St. Johann (see above) an attractive route leads via the Brogles Alp
(6705') to St. Ulrich (p. 3(5; marked path; 5 hrs.). From the Brogles Alp over
the Seceda to the Joch-Scharte and to the Pi.egensburger-Hiitte, see p. 378.

13 M. Klausen (1715; *Lamm, a quaint old house, with baths,

R. ll^-*^) pens. 4-5 A".,- Krone, at the station; Alte Post, Traube,

both well spoken of ; Pens. Villa Sabiona; Cafe Kreuz, with 'artist's

room'}, consisting of a single narrow street, lies in a defile, as its

name imports. Above it rises the ruined castle of Branzoll and still

higher is the (i/2tir.) Benedictine nunnery otSdben (2350'). formerly

a baronial castle. A painted crucifix on the tower projecting to the N.

was placed there in memory of a nun who was pursued by invaders

and threw herself from the battlements. The Capuchin Monastery
in the hamlet of Frag, adjoining Klausen on the S., contains a collec-

tion of ecclesiastical treasures . presented by Queen Maria Anna of

Spain in 1699.
ExccRsioNs. Pleasant walks on the left bank of the Eisak to (1 hr.)

the chateau oi Fonieklaus. a fine point of view; thence through wood via

(V2 hr.) Gufidaun (2400'; 'Stern; Turmwirt; Baumgarten). with the pictur-
esque chateau of Somm^burg, to the (1 hr.) Hof Gnoll and to the (25 min )

*Gttamer Hof (3810), four summer -resorts. About 10 min. beyond the
last is the telseneck Inn (3620*: horse from Klausen thus far 8 ".ff.) , and
10 min. farther on, amidst wood, is the small Bad Froi (3695'), with chaly-
beate springs. Thence a shady path, continued by a road beyond Pardell,
leads to (IV2 hr.) Si. Peter in Villnos (see above) : another (red marks) leads
to the S. over the Tschanberg (6590') to (3V2 hrs.) St. Peter in Groden, or to
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to Botzen. ATZWANG. IV. Route 56. 309

the (3 hrs.) Raschdh Alp (p. 376). — On the right bank of the Eisak we
may walk to (1 hr.) Villanders (rustic inn) and thence on to (I1/4 hr.) Bad
Dreikivchen (see below), by a picturesque route. Via Verdings to (2 hrs.)
Velthurns, see p. 307. — The *Kassian8pitze (tf475'; 6-6'

'2 hrs.-, guide 8 K.,
not indispensable), easy and remunerative, may be ascended either by a
path (marked) leading up to the right via Verdings (3145') to (2 hrs.) Latz-
fons ; or by a new road leading through the ravine of the Thinnehach to
the (lV2hr.) Garnstein Pochwerk (stamping-mill), with the restored chateau
of Gerstein, and mounting rapidly thence to (1 hr.) Latzfons (3815'; Hirsch,
with fine view from the terrace), whence a marked path ascends to (3 hrs.)
the Latzfonser Kreuz (7550'; pilgrimage chapel and plain inn) and (3/4 hr.)
the summit of the Kassianspitze, an admirable point of view. Descent from
the Latzfonser Kreuz over the Liickl (779O0 to Reinswald and (2 hrs.) Ast-
feld., in the Sarntal (p. 315; guide 14 K.).

17 M. Waidbruck (1545'; *8onne; *Krone; Lamm) lies at the

mouth of the Grodner-Tal (p. 375). To the left, high ahove it, rises

the Trostburg (2040'), the property of Count Wolkenstein.
Pleasant walk uphill to the E. to the (I'A hr.) Vogelweidhof (05^5'), said

to have been the home of the poet Walther von der Vogelweide (p. 311),
and to (1 hr.) the village of Lajen (3610'; Schlussel, with veranda; Sontie)^

commanding a fine view of the Groden Dolomites. Thence we may skirt
the hillside by a pleasant path to (IV4 hr.) St. Peter- (p. 376) and (2 hrs.)
St. Ulrich (p. 375). — To Kastelruth and Ratzes (Schlern), see pp. 380, 381.

A stony road, crossing the Eisak and affording preity views, leads from
Waidbruck via (3 M.) Barhian (2740') to (274 M.) Bad Dreikirchen (3630';
'Pension d- Restaurant^ E. 2V2-3, D, 3, pens. 5V2-7 ^.), charmingly situated
amidst wood. Walks may be taken hence to the (25 min.) Bvioler Hof (4195';

Hotel-Pensiun. R. 3-31/2, pens. 6V2-' -ST.), with a slill more open view; to
Sauerbvunn (V2hr.): and to Krossbrunn (I hr.). The 'Rittnerhorn (7420; p. 314)
is ascended hence (red and white marks) via Briol and Suss-Kaser in 31/2 hrs.,
or via Krossbrunn in 3V2-4 hrs. The ' Kassianspitze (see above) is ascended
(marked path) via the Villanders Alp and the (5 hrs.) Latzfonser Kreuz (7550'),

^4 hr. from the summit. — To (IV2 hr.) Klausen, see above. Another path
(red marks) leads to the S. from Dreikirchen along the hillside, with a good
view of the Schleru, via Saubach to the (2 hrs.) Penzl Inn (2805'), which lies

Vz hr. from the railway station oi Kastelruth, I1/2 hr. from Atzwang, and 2 hrs.
from Klobenstein via Lengstein (comp. p. 314: from Waidbruck to Klobenstein
via KoUmann and Penzl, 4 hrs,).

The train crosses the Grodner-Bach, and then the Eisak, in

a defile of porphyry rock. I91/2 M. Kastelruth (1405'), the station

for the village of that name, situated high up on the left bank
fp. 380; 2 hrs.).

The -Eittnerhom (7420' ; 4V2-5 hrs.) is ascended from the station of
Kastelruth via (1 hr.) the Penzl Inn (.see above) and thence by a club-path
passing the (2 hrs.) refuge-hut at the foot of the Hundeck to the (IV2 hr.)
summit (p. 314). This is the shortest route from the Eisak-Tal.

From (221/2 >1.) Atzwang (1220'; Restaurant near the station

;

*Post, in Unter-Atzwang), a steep route ascends to the right to

(21/2 hrs.) Klobenstein on the Ritten (p. 314).
From Atzwang to Skis. A bridle-path, turning to the left after 3/4 hr.

(the path to the right goes to Vols, see p. 382), leads to (IV2 hr.) St. Con-
stanlin (2980'; Hot. -Pens. Santnerspitze), an unpretending summer-resort (in
the woods is the V61ser-Wether), and thence to (I1/4 hr.) Sets. — Travellers
bound for Eatzes need not go as far as Seis . but ascend to the right
through the Hauenstein Wood'by a finger-post, 55 min. from St. Cunatantin
and 50 min. from Bad Ratzes (p. 381).

Again crossing the Eisak, passing through four tunnels, and
crossing the Miihlbach at (24 M.) Steg, to the left of which, high
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to Botzen. ATZWANG. IV. Route 56. 309

the (3 hrs.) Raschstz Alp (p. 376). — On the right bank of the Eisak we
maj' walk to (1 hr.) Villanders (rustic inn) and thence on to (I1/4 hr.) Bad
Dreikirchen (see below), by a picturesque route. Via Verdings to (2 hrs.)
Velthurns, see p. 307. — The 'Kassianspitze (8475'; 6-6'/2 hrs.-, guide 8 -ST.,

not indispensable), easy and remunerative, may be ascended either by a
path (marked) leading up to the right via Verdings (3145') to (2 hrs.) Latz-
fons ; or by a new road leading through the ravine of the Thinnebach to
the (IV2 hr.) Garnstein Pochwerk (stamping-mill), with the restored chateau
of Gerttein, and mounting rapidly thence to (1 hr.) Latzfons (3815'; Hirsch,
with fine view from the terrace), whence a marked path ascends to (3 hrs.)
the Latzfonser Kreuz (7550'; pilgrimage chapel and plain inn) and (3/4 hr.)

the summit of the Kassianspiize, an admirable point of view. Descent from
the Latzfonser Kreuz over the Liickl (7790") to Reinswald and (2 hrs.) .44^-

feld, in the Sarntal (p. 315; guide 14 K.).

17 M. Waidbruck (1545'; *8onne; *Krone; Lamm) lies at the

mouth of the Grodner-Tal (p. 375). To the left, high atove it, rises

the Trostburg (2040'), the property of Count Wolkenstein.
Pleasant walk uphill to the E. to the (IV4 hr.) Vogelweidhof (2545'), said

to have been the home of the poet Walther von der Vogelweide (p. 311),
and to (1 hr.) the village of Lajen (3610'; Schlmsel, with veranda; Sonne),
commanding a fine view of the Groden Dolomites. Thence we may skirt
the hillside by a pleasant path to (IV4 hr.) St. Pete?' (p. 376) and (2 hrs.)

St. Ulrich (p. 375). — To Kastelruth and Ratzes (Schlern), see pp. 380, 3S1.
A stony road, crossing the Eisak and affording pretty views, leads from

Waidbruck via (3 M.) Barbian (2740') to (2V4 M.) Bad Dreikirchen (3630';

"Pension & Restaurant., E. 2V2-3, D. 3, pens. 5V2-7 K.)., charmingly situated
amidst wood. Walks may be taken hence to the (25 min.) Bvioler Hof (4195';

Hotel-Pensiun. E. 3-3V2, pens. 6V2-7 ^.) , with a still more open view; to

Sauerbrunn (1/2 hr.): and to Krossbrunn (Ihr.). The ^Riitnerhorn (7420'; p. 314)
is ascended hence (red and white marks) via Briol and Suss-Kaser in 372 hrs.,

or via Krdsshrunn in 31/2-i hrs. The 'Kassianspitze (see above) is ascended
(marked path) via the Villanders Alp and the (5 hrs.) Latzfonser Kreuz (7550'),

^4 hr. from the summit. — To (IV2 hr.) Klausen, see above. Another path
(red marks) leads to the S. from Dreikirchen along the hillside, with a good
view of the Schlern, via Saubach to the (2 hrs.) Penzl Inn (2805'), which lies

V2hr. from the railway station oi Kastelruth., I1/2 hr. from Atzwang^ and 2 hrs.
from Klobenstein via Lengstein (couiTp. p. 314; from Waidbruck to Klobenstein
via Kollmann and Penzl, 4 hrs.).

The train crosses the Grodner-Bach, and then the Eisak, in

a defile of porphyry rock. 1972 M. Kastelruth (1405'), the station

for the village of that name, situated high up on the left bank

(p. 380; 2 hrs.).

The -Rittnerhom (7420'; 4V2-5 hrs.) is ascended from the station of
Kastelruth via (i hr.) the Penzl Inn (?ee above) and thence by a club-path
passing the (2 hrs.) refuge-hut at the foot of the Hundeck to the (11/2 hr.)

summit (p. 314). This is the shortest route from the Eisak-Tal.

From (221/2 M.) Atzwang (1220'; Restaurant near the station

;

*Post^ in Unter-Atzwang), a steep route ascends to the right to

(272 hrs.) Klobenstein on the Ritten (p. 314).
From Atzwang to Seis. A bridle-path, turning to the left after ^/t hr.

(the path to the right goes to Vols, see p. 382), leads to (IV2 hr.) St. Con-
stantin (2980'; Hot.-Pens. Santnerspitze), an unpretending summer-resort (in
the woods is the Volser-Weiher), and thence to (IV4 hr.) Seis. — Travellers
bound for Ratzes need not go as far as Seis , but ascend to the right
through the Hauenstein Wood by a finger-post, 55 min. from St. Conatantin
and 50 min. from Bad Ratzes (p. 381).

Again crossing the Eisak, passing through four tunnels, and
crossing the Miihlbach at (24 M.) Steg, to the left of which, high
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up, is the cliatean of Prossls (2845'; in the background the Schlern)^

we next reach (_26 M.) Blumau (1020'; Tierser Hof; Brnuhaus
Blumau\ at the mouth of the Tierser-Tal (p. 383). On the right

hank, beyond the next tunnel, begin the vine-clad slopes of the
Botzener Leite. 29 M. Kardaun (950'; Post), at the mouth of the
Eggen-Tal (p. 386; to the left, the castle of Karneid). The train

now crosses the Eisak, and enters the broad and luxuriant basin of

Botzen (Botzener Boden), which resembles a vast vineyard.

31 M. Botzen, see below.

57. Botzen and Environs.

Hotels. 'Hotel Bristol (PI. a), Kaiser-Franz-Josef-Str. 1, 2 min. from
the station. fir.^t-cla.'s, R. 5-7, B. IV2. de'j. 4, I). 6, S. 31/2, pena. 10-16 K.;
-Hotel Victoria (PI. b). at the station, R. 3-5, E. i K. 20h., dej. 3, D. 5,

pens. 8-12 E.-^ *Kaisekkrone (PI. c), Erzherzog-Rainer-Str., R. from 27-2,

B. i-i^/iK.; *Greif(P1. d), Walter-Platz, with swimming and other baths,
R. 8-5, B. 11/2^.; -Hot. de lEdrope (PI. e), Walter-Platz, R. 2-4, B. U/tK. ;

'Walter von der Vogelweide (PI. f), Walter-Platz, R. 2-5, B. 11/4, pens,
from 8^.; Hot. Schgraffer, Walter-Platz, with garden; 'Eezhebzog
Heinrich (PI. k), Goethe-Str.. R. 2-3^.; Hotel Tirol (PI. ir), Obsfmarkt,
R. 2-21/2 K.; Nedstadteu Hof, Adolf-Pichler-Str. 14: Mondschein (PI. 1),

Bindergasse; *Riesen (PI. i). Kaiser- Josefs -Platz , E. 11/4-2 E.; 'Stikgl
(PI. h), 1/3 M. to the N. of the station, with shady garden and large 'depen-
dance' for winter residents. R. 2-3 E.; Roter Adler, Goethe-Str. ; Rosen-
r.ARTEN (PI. m) , Miihlgasse; RossL, unpretending; Traube. — Pension
Westend Villa, near the station (6-9 .£".). — Lodgings at Josef Amplatz's,
Kirchebner-Str. 4 (R. 2-4 E.). — Badl and others at Gries, see p. 312.

Restaurants. Bristol, opposite the hotel (see above; D. 6, S.4^.);
Greif, Erdiitner, both ia the Walter-Platz, with numerous tables in the
open air; Walter von dey Vogelweide, with garden, at the corner of Walter-
Platz and Park-Str. ; Schgraffer (see above): Forsterbrdu , Goethe-Str. 10;
Burgersaal, Pfarrgasse ; EnoU, Franz-Josef-Str. : Schonblick, Wassermauer-
Promenade : Railway Restaurant. — Wine. Batzenhdiisl (PI. s; interesting
paintings). Lowengruhe (with rooms), both in the Kirchebner-Str.; P/aw,
Bindergasse (with rooms); Torggel-Haus. Obstmarkt (view from the tower);
Afagdalener Weinkeller and Besenhinderhof ('old German' room), at Zwolf-
malgreien; Lamm, at Rentseh (p. 3i6), 1 M. frf^m the station.

Cafes. A"?/S5e//?, Erzherzog-Rainer-Str.; Tschvgguel, Goethe-Str.; Znr
Post, Pfarr-Platz 10.

Baths at the Hotel Greif ; at the Badl at Gries (p. 31'2), etc. — Swimming
Baths at Gries, below the Talfer bridge.

Post and Telegraph Office, Pfarr-Platz 8.

Preserved Meats, Pruits, etc. Eonserven-Aktiengesellschaft, Lauben 7;
Al. Tschurtschen Iftaler, Oh^tmav'kt. Fresh fruit (a staple commoditv): Anion
Steinleller, Kaiser-Franz-Josef-Str. 1: H. Culligari. Walter-Platz 16.

Photographs : Moser, Gugler, Walter-Platz. — Dried Alpine plants (edel-

weiss, etc.): Santner. Bindergasse 31.

Money Changers. Credit -Anstalt , Walter-Platz 10; Fr. Tschitrtschen-

thaler, Erzherzog-Rainer-Str. ; A. Decorona, Laubengasse.
Carriages. Drive of 1/4 hr., one-horse carr. 1 E. , tAvo-horse 1 E. 60,

every 1/4 lir. more 50 or 80 h. To Gries, one-horse 1 E. , two -horse
ZE.; there and back, stopping 1 hr., 3 and bE.; to Runkelstein, 3 and 5,

there and back with 1 hr.'s halt, 5 and IE.; to the waterfall in the Eggen-
Tal and back 10, to Birchabruck 14, there and back 16, Welschnofen 18,

there and back 20, Karersee Hotel (two-horse) 28-34, there and back 36-40 A".

Strangers' Enquiry Office, Walter-Platz 6 (dailv. except Sun. & holida\s,
9-12 and 2-5, Sat. iU-3).
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Church., BOTZEN. IV. Route 57. 311

Botzen, Ital. Bolzano (880'), a town with 13,900 inhab., was
the chief depot of the traflic between Venice and the North in the
middle ages, and is now the busiest commercial town in Tyrol. It

is charmingly situated at the confluence of the Talfer, which de-
scends from the Sarntal on the N., and the Eisak, which falls into

the Adige 3 M. below the town. The E. background, beyond the
Eisak-Tal, is formed by the picturesque and fantastic dolomite peaks
of the Schlern and the Rosengarten, while to the W. the view is

bounded by the long ridge of the Mendel, stretching from Mte. Roen
to the Gantkofel and rising above the castled hills of Ueberetsch.

Best view of the environs from the Erzherzog Heinrich Promenade
(p. 313). In summer, when the heat in the basin of Botzen is some-
times oppressive, the Botzener Wassermauer-Promenade on the left

bank of the Talfer (Restaurant Schbnblick , see p. 310), and the

Orieser Wassermauer-Promenade, on the right bank at Gries (p. 313),
afford cool walks after sunset.

In the Town Park, near the station, is a marble bust of H. Noe
(d. 1896), the Alpine author, by Kompatscher. The shady Park-
Strasse leads hence to the Walter -Platz, in which is a monument,
by H. Natter, to the poet Walter von der Vogelweide (probably born
about 1160 at the Vogelweidhof near Lajen, see p. 309).

The Gothic Parisli Churcli, of the 14-15th cent., has a W. portal

with two lions of red marble, in the Lombard style, and an elegant

open tower (205'), completed in 1519. On the pulpit are inter-

esting reliefs (1513-14). The marble altar dates from 1710; the

altar-piece (Assumption) is by Lazzarini, a pupil of Titian. — To
the S. of the church, opposite the old parsonage, is a monument
to Peter Mayr, the 'Wirt an der Mahr', one of the heroes of the war
of 1809. — On the E. side of the church is the Cemetery.

The traffic of the town centres in the Laubengasse, with its ar-

cades, and the adjoining Obstmarkt. In the former the chief build-
ings are the Rathaus and the Chamber of Commerce, with a hand-
some hall (on the groundfloor is a permanent industrial exhibition).

The Municipal Museum in the Museum-Str. (open daily 9-12,

2-5 ; 1 K.') contains a miscellaneous collection of curiosities, natural

history and ethnographical objects, Tyrolese costumes, and pictures,

including an original portrait of Andreas Hofer by x^ltmutter. —
The Franciscan Monastery contains a finely-carved old German altar

of about 1500 (in a chapel to the N. of the choir). Fine cloisters;

in the fore-court (to the right) is a reproduction of the grotto of

Lourdes. — Horticulturists should visit the gardens of Prince
Campofranco and of Dr. Streiter, on the Ober-Botzener Berg, and
of Count Toggenburg, Franziskanergasse 2.

Environs. — With the exception of the highroad in the bottom of

the Eisak valley, the roads in the neighbourhood of Botzen and Meran
are little better than bridle-paths, and can be used only by low-built carioles
('Sarntalwagen' or 'Frischfuhrwerke''), which cannot be recommended for
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A beautiful view of Botzen and its environs is obtained from the

Virglberg, on the left bank of the Eisak: cable-tramway in 4 min.

(return-fare 1 K.). The station is beyond the Eisak bridge , to the

right, near the Botzener Hof. The line [370 yds. in length") crosses

the S. railway and ascends, with an average gradient of 66-70:100,
mostly through cuttings in the porphyry rock, to the *Virglwarte
(1510'; large restaurant with covered terrace). Near it are ih.Q*Hotel-

Restaurant Hof Weinegg with view-terrace (pens, from 5 K.^ and a little

higher the J^o/iier/io/'( restaurant). A new and easy path leads hence
to Kampenn (see below). — The carriage road diverges to the left

from the Trent highroad beyond the Botzener Hof and ascends past

14 chapels containing curious life-size groups in wood, to the (Yihr.)
church on the Kalvarienberg (950'), which also commands a tine

view, and to (20 min.) Virgl. — Another walk follows the road to

the right of the Eisak bridge, turning off to the left immediately
after crossing the (1/4 hr.) railway by a new road and ascending via

Haslach to the (V2 ^^•) partly preserved *Haselburg, or chateau of

Kuhhach (1365'; restaurant), picturesquely situated on the brink of

a precipice, and commanding an excellent view (best from the rocky

knoll 2 min. beyond the chateau).

The footpath proceeds to the S. beyond the Haselburg and in 1/4 hr.
divides at a moss-grown rock (1570'). The right branch leads to the

0/4 hr.) Stallerhof (rfmts.) and descends via St. Jakoh to O/4 hr.) the high-
road, beside which it runs through meadows to (I74 hr.) Botzen; the left

branch rapidly ascends the Lange Wand to (1 hr.) Seit (2815'), crosses the
ridge of the Kohlerer Berg, and leads through fine wood to (l*/* hr.)
Bauemkohlern (3740'; *Klaus), and thence via Badl back to (2 hrs.) Botzen.
— A carriage-road leads from Botzen to Badl {Bad St. Isidor; 2990') via
the Kalvarienberg (see above) in 21/2 hrs. The direct path (red and while
way-marks) ascends the left bank of the Eisak beyond the Eisak bridge
(see above), turning to the right at the cross-roads, and mounting to (IV4 hr.)
Kampenn (2(X)5'), with a small chateau. Thence it again ascends to the
right to (1/4 hr.) a finger-post indicating the way to the 'BadF, which it

reaches in 1/2 hr. more ('Inn, pens. 41/2-0 A'.). St. Isidor and Kohlern (Herren-
kohlern 3870', Bauemkohlern 3740'), situated 3 4 hr. farther up, are favourite
summer-quarters (horse from Botzen to Badl 8, to Kohlern 12 AT.). Marked
paths ascend hence to (IV4 hr.) the Tiischen (Stadlegg ; 5310') and (IV2 hr.)

the Rottcand (4945'), both commanding splendid views. A red-marked path
continues to follow the height to (2 hrs.) Deutschnofen (p. 387). — A descent
may be made direct from Badl to the Baden-Muhle in the Eggen • Tal
(p. 386), but it is necessary to proceed on the same level for some time,
as the first paths diverging to the left lead only to impracticable rocks (it

is advisable to have a boy to show the way).

Gries. — Hotels (generally closed in summer). *Acstkia, R. 3-6 K., B.

\K. 20 7»., D. 4, S. 21/2, pens. 8-14, omn. 1 E. 20ft. ; *Sonnenhof, 'Belle-
vUE, 'Grieser Hof, these three also first-class (pens. 7-14 A^.), with gardens

;

*Badl, beyond the Talfer bridge, with baths, R. 2-3. pens. 1-?,K.; *Ger-
MANiA, on the Heinrich Promenade (p. 313), pens. 6-8 K.; 'Keedz. —
Pensions. Ilabsburg; Quisisana; Villa Wickenburg ; JuUenliof; Schoneck

;

Bavaria; Villa Erika: Vielanders ; Villa Antonia : Trafoier ; Gruber., etc.

pens, generally from 6 A'.). — Dr. Malftr's Sanatorium, with garden, pens.
8-11 A^. — Cafe-Restaurant Villa Victoria. — Kurhans, with cafe-restaurant,
reading-room, and park (band 3.30 5.50 p.m.). — Carriages from Botzen,
see p. 310. — Visitors'' Ta.v , 4 A. for the first week, 2 A", each following
week, 20 A. per season.
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Ories [895'), a village on the right bank of the Talfer, lies 3/4 M.
to the W. of Botzen, in a sheltered situation at the base of the

Ountschna-Berg, and is frequented by persons with delicate chests

as a winter-resort and by convalescents from warmer health-resorts

as a transition- station. On the right bank of the Talfer is the Grieser

Wassermauer-Promenade (line view). The Gothic Alte Pfarrkirche

(15th cent.) contains a carved altar by Mich. Pacher (1471-75). The
Stiftskirche is embellished with frescoes by Knoller (1772). Admi-
rable view of the Dolomites from the *Erzherzog Heinrich Promenade,

which begins near the Sonnenhof, and ascends the slope of the

Guiitselma-Berg in easy windings. At the foot is a marble bust

of the late Archduke Heinrich, and 10 min. farther up is the Hotel

Germania (p. 312), with a large terrace and cafe'-restaurant.

The promenade ascends for fully i/.^ hr. beyond the Hotel Germania,
commanding a series of splendid views, and finally joins the road ascend-
ing from St. Georgen (650' above Gries), by which we may return past
the Gescheibte Turm (see below) to the cotton-mill of St. Anton (p. 314)
and via the Botzener Wassermauer (p. 311) to Botzen , or direct to Gries.

The G2iTitsckna-Berg, the S. buttress of an extensive plateau similar
to the Ritten, lies between the valleys of the Talfer and Adige and extends
nearly as far as Meran. A path marked in red and white leads from
Gries to the N.E. , crossing the Fagenbach , to Troyenstein

,
passes the

Oescheibte Turm (i. e. 'round' tower ^ dating from the Roman period),

to the left , and ascends in windings to the (1 hr.) village of St. Qeorgen
(1930'; charming view near the church). A paved path runs thence to

(IV2 lir.) Jenesien (3570'; 'Rosst), a summer-resort of the Botzeners, in

a lofty and pleasant situation. A little before reaching Jenesien we pass
a barren hill on the left (the 'Krumme Biihel') which commands a splendid
view of the Dolomites. From Jenesien to Sarnthein over the Putzen-Joch
(6 hrs. ; blue -marked path), see p. 315. — An excursion to Qlaning and
Qreifenstein is also interesting. From the old parish-church of Gries we
ascend by a steep track to the village of (IV2 hr.) Unter-Glaning (2200';

Messner Inn), lying on a spur of the Glaning (see below) and afifording a

picturesque view. We then descend to the (1/2 hr.) ruin of Qreifenstein
or Sauschloss (2420')

,
perched on a rock high above the Adige, and then

either return as we came, or descend (very steep and rough) to (3/4 hr.)

Siebeneick and thence return by railway, or follow the Meran road (p. 318)
to Moritzing and (41/2 M.) Botzen. — The *Glaning or Alten (4020') is easily

ascended from Unter-Glaning in l>/2-2 hrs., from Gries by a path (red

and white marks) via the Drahtnerhof in 3 hrs., or from Jenesien (see

above) in IV2 hr. The view is interrupted by trees.

The Kitten, a lofty and extensive plateau to the N.E. ofBotzen,

between the Talfer and the Eisak , is a favourite summer-resort.

The chief villages are Oberbotzen and Klobenstein. Rack-and-Pinion
Railway, opened in 1907, from Botzen to Klobenstein, 71/4 M., in

1 hr. 10 min. (return-fare 5 K.). — Starting from the Walter-Platz

(p. 311), the line leads past the railway-station to the (V2 M.) goods

station, beyond which the rack-and-pinion system begins. The
railway ascends (maximum gradient 25 %) through the rich vine-

yards of St. Magdalena ; affording charming retrospects ofBotzen,
and farther up over massive walls and through wood, threading a

short tunnel. At the station of (3 M.) Mariae HimmelfaJirt we reach

the smiling plateau of the Ritten , where the rack-and-pinion line
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ends, and proceed by electric tramway to (33/4M.) Oberbot2en(4000';
*H6t. Oberbotzen, at the station, with restaurant, R. 2-5, boar<l 6-

7 K.
; Hofer. with terrace and restaurant, R. 1 V2'4: K.), commanding

a splendid *Panorama of the Dolomites : in the foreground the
Geislerspitzen, Schlein, Rosengarten, and Lateraar, farther back the

Cimone della Pala, the Weisshorn and Schwarzhorn, to the S. the

Adamello and Presanella , the long ridge of the Mendel, and the

Ortier chain.

From Oberbotzen the line continues in windings , with varying

views of the Schlern, etc., past (5 iAT.) Wolfsyruben (3945'), with
its small lake, through wood and meadows to (774 M.) Klobenstein
(3770'; *Mayr's Hot. Post, pens. 6 K.) , the largest village on the

Kitten, frequented as a summer -resort, with a magnificent view of

the long cbain of the Dolomites.
The best point of view is the Belvedere, 10 min. to the N,, to the left

of the road to Lengmoos, which is now almost a part of Klobenstein (pretty
wood-walk). — About 1/2 hr. farther to the X., in the valley of the Finsier-
lach, are numerous '"Earth Pyramids, columns of the remains of an old
movaine, worn into their present shapes by the action of rain-water,
and preserved from farther destruction by stones or trees on their sum-
mits. A road from Lengmoos crosses the ravine and leads via Mittelberg
and ie/?gr5ton (3195'; Schweiger) to (I3/4 hr.) the station oi Atzwang (p. 309).
or, diverging to the left below Lengstein, via the Peml Inn and Koll-
mann to (21/2 hrs.) Waidlrwk (p. 309).

The ' Rittnerhorn (7420'; guide unnecessary; horse 8 AT.), ascended from
Oberbotzen or Klobenstein by a marked path in 31/2 hrs., is an admirable
point of view. The route from Klobenstein ascends via woods and pastures
to the (IV2 hr.) Pemmern Inn (5025'; poor), and thence by the Rittner Alp
to the (2 hrs.) summit, on which is the spacious Rittnerfiorn-Haui (*Inu
in summer). Extensive *View (panorama by Walther) : to the E. the Dolo-
mites from the Peitlerkofel to the Latemar; to the S. the Alps of Trent,
Monte Baldo, Brenta, Adamello, Presanella Alps; to the W. the Ortler,
and Oetztal Alps ; to the jS^. the Stubai and Zillertal snow-mountains, and
the Tauern as far as the Gross-Glockner. — The descent may be made to
the Penzl Inn and (3 hrs.) Eastelruth Station (p. 309), or via Bad Dreikirchen
and Villanders to (31/2 hrs.) Klausen (p. 308); or via Barhiaa to (3 hrs.) Waid-
Iruck (p. 309). To Sarntheiu (p. 315) through the Tanzhach-Tal or over the
Sarnev-Sdiarte, see p. 315. — An attractive high-level walk for robust
walkers leads from the Rittnerhorn over the Gasteiger-Sattel (6750') and the
Villandever Moos to the (3 hrs.) Latzfonser Kreuz (7550') and thence to the
top of the (1 hr.) -Kassianspitze (S475'); see p. 309.

To the N. of Botzen opens the Sarntal, a deep valley inter-

secting the porphyry mountains, watered by the Talfer, and some-
times contracting to a wild ravine. The road (to Sarnthein, 121/2^^-;

omnibus twice daily in summer from the Hotel Greif at Botzen in

41/25 descent in 3 hrs., there and back 5 /T.) leads from the

Obstmarkt through the Franziskanergasse to the (1 M.l spinning-
mill of St. Anton and Schloss Klebenstein. On the right, above, is

the church of St. Peter, and on the left the Gescheibte Turm
(p. 313). The road to the left over the bridge leads to Gries (p. 312).

Our road keeps to the right, following the left bank of the Talfer,

and passes below (1 M.) *Runkelstein (1350': rfmts.), a castle built

in 1237, restored in 1884-88, and presented in 1893 to Botzen
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by the Emperor of Austria. It is adorned with interesting frescoes

dating from the 14th century. Crossing the Talfer, we next pass

(1/2 M.) SchlossRled (garden-restaurant), beyond which is the(Y4M.j
inn Zum Zoll (toll 4 h.'). On an abrupt rock to the left rises the

ruined castle of Eafcnstein [2130'; 1 hr. from St. Anton). We
again cross to the left bank of the Talfer and ascend its narrow

gorge (above, on the right, the ruin of Langegg), past the (1 M.)
Sarnerschludit Inn and (1/3 M.) the Inn zum Sarner Toni, and enter

the Mackner Kessel (1405'), a wild rocky chaos, beyond which rises

the Johanneskofel, a porphyry rock, 820' high, on which is perched

the Chapel of St. John (reached by a blue-marked path in 40 min.).

A red-marked path leads hence via Oberinn to the RUtnerhorn ^ in

51/2 lirs. ; comp. p. 314. — Farther on we reach (1 M. ) the /nn zum
Moarerhi'iusl^ at the mouth of the Afinger-Tal (via Aflng to Jenesien

2 hrs., see p. 313), and (2 M. ; about 7 M. from Botzen) the Inn zur

Post Halbwegs , beyond which the scenery loses in interest. The
road proceeds past the Tourist Inn (2200') and via Bundschen-
Dick, leaving the little Bad Schorgau below to the left, to (5 M.)

Sarnthein (ai70'; *Sehiveizerhof, R. 1-3, pens. 5-7 ^. ,• *Gans-
bacher zur Post^ pens. 4-6 K.-^ Mondschein ; Rossi; Cafe Hollrieyl)^

the chief place in the valley, pleasantly situated, and much visited

in summer. Extensive wood-walks near the village ; to the E. rise

the chateaux of Reineck (restaurant) and Kranzelstein.

Excursions {g\i\A.&^ Joh. Aichner jun.). Attractive passes lead from Sarn-
thein to the W. (red marks

;
guide 14 K.) via the Auen-Joch (6245') and

Hafling (p. 324) to (6 hrs.) Meraii ^ and to the S.W. (blue marks; guide
10 K.) over the Futzen-Joch (5990') and the Salten (4805') to (6 hrs.) Jenesien

(p. 313). — Rittnerhorn (p. 314), 6 hrs., with guide (10, to Eotzen 14 K.),

rather fatiguing. A marked path ascends to (4 hrs.) the Sarner- Bcharte
7895'), and thence proceeds via, the Gasteiger-battel (6750') on the N. side
to the (2 hrs.) Kittnerhorn-Haus. Another route leads from (1 hr.) Bundschen-
Dick (see above) up the Tambach-Tal, and ascends via Eggerhansl and
Giessmann to the (4V2-5 hrs.) Rittnerhorn-Hems (p. 314).

At Astfeld (3290'; inn), 21/4 M. above Sarnthein, the valley divides : the
right (N.E.) branch is named the Durnholzer-Tal, the left (N.W.) branch
the Penser-Tal. In the former (uninteresting) lies (3 hrs.) the hamlet of

Durnholz (5150'; quarters at the cure's), with a small lake; the route to

it passes Reinswald, on the slope to the right, by which the path from
the Latzfonser Joch descends (p. 309 ; from Durnholz over the Schalderer-
Scharte to Vahrn, see p. 307). — A tolerable road ascends the monotonous
Penser-Tal, passing Aberstiickl (4010'), situated in a side-valley to the left,

at the base of the Hirzer (p. 325), and (7 M.j Rabenstein (4090'; inn), with
deserted lead-mines, to (2 M.) Weissenbach (4310' ; inn) and (3 M.) Pens
(4780'; poor inn). From Pens a marked path leads hy Asten to the Penser-
Joch (7250') and through the Seitenberg - Tal and Jaufen-Tal to (6 hrs.)

Sterzing, or (preferable) through the Egger-Tal to Stilfes and (5 hrs.) Freien-

feld (p. 265; guide from Sarnthein 14 .ff., not indispensable).

Ueberetsch. Saltern. Mendel. — To Eaitem, 12 M., Uebkretsoh
Railway in 44 min. (1st class 2 K. 48, 3rd cl. 1 K. 24 h., return-tickets 4 and
2 K.). — From Kaltern to the Mendel Pass, 2^/4 M., electric cable railway
in 37-46 min. (31/2 and 2V^ K., return-tickets 5 and 4 K.). Through car-

riages to St. Anton. Tickets securing a seat in the cable railway (generally
crowded) are ijjsued gratis at the Botzen station.
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The narrow-gauge Uebebetsch Railway diverges from the Meran
Railway near Sigmundskron fp. 318) and crosses the Adige to (3 M.)

the station of Veberetsch (785' ; *Ueberetscher Hof). On a rock to

the left (marked path, 20 min.) rises the conspicuous and still partly-

preserved castle oi Sigmundskron (1155'), founded in the 9th cent.,

rehuilt by Duke Sigmund in the 15th cent., and now partly occupied

by a powder-magazine (adm. to the military part only by permit from
the military authorities at Botzen; good view). The line threads a

short tunnel and ascends, past the liamlet of Frangart, in a^wide

sweep, affording a charming view of the valley of the Adige and
its mountains, passing the ruined chateaux of Warth and Alten-

hurg and threading another short tunnel. On the hill to the right

(II/2 M. from station Eppan), is the large village of St. Pauls (128!')';

Adler), with a handsome Gothic church.
Pleasant walk (path marked with blue and white) past the castle of

Korb (left), the ruin of Boimont (left), and the picturesque FirmcUein Fall,

to the beautifully-situated ruin of (11/2 hr.) Hoch-Eppan (2075'), the remains
of a fortress originally dating perhaps from Roman times. In the ll-13th

cent, it was the ancestral seat of the Knights of Eppan. — Ascent of the
Gantkofel (6120') from St. Pauls, via the Buchho/e and Kemet-Scharte (5870'),

steep and fatiguing (5 hrs. ; with guide); the view from the tup resembles
that from the Monte Been (p. 317).

The railway now leads to the S. across a lofty and fertile plain

to (8V2 M.) Stat. Eppan-Girlan (1310'; Buffet; Sanatorium Hoch-
Eppan, R. 3-10, pens. incl. medical attendance 16 K., in an open and

sunny situation). About 1/4 M. to the W. lies Eppan or St. Michael
(1365'; *Eppaner Hof, pens. 5-7^.; Sonne, moderate; Rossi;

Traube^, a thriving village, frequented in autumn for the grape-

care. The village of Girlan (Rossi), about 1 M. to the N.E. of the

station, is famed for its wine.
From Eppan to the Mendel Pass, 8 M. A carriage-road, constructed

in 1880-84, ascends the Oondberg. passing the small baths of Pigeno and
the village of Oher- Planiizing , to the (33/4 M.) MalscTiacTier Hof (2965' ; tavern),

with a villa of Baron Dipauli, and thence winds up along the precipitous
slopes of the Mendel (short-cuts for walkers), with a magnificent view of
the Dolomites, Ueberetsch, and Kaltern with its lake far below. — About
13/4 M. from St. Michael, a few min. to the right of the Mendel road, are
the Eisgruben (1895'), on the Gondherg. These 'ice-caverns', formed by
ovei--thrown masses of rock, are remarkable for the lowness of their tem-
perature (rhododendrons in the neighbourhood).

The "^Gleifkapelle (1810'), 1/2 lir. above Eppan, to the W., commands
an admirable survey of the valleys of the Adige and the Eisak. — The
Penegal (5700'; p. 317) may be ascended from Eppan in 4 hrs. by a steep
club-path through the Furglan Gorge, near the Gleifkapelle (red and white
marks; fatiguing, but no guide required by proficients).

Pleasant excursion from the Eppan station to the S.E. (red way-marksl
to the (1 hr.) Montiggl Lakes. We descend through wood past the Small
Lake to the Great Montiggl Lake (1675'; restaurant), picturesquely situated

at the foot of the wooded ridge separating the Eppan plateau from the

valley of the Adige. From the S. end of the lake a marked path leads

to the village of Montiggl (1625') and (50 min.) Kaltern.

The line next leads by (IOY2 M.) Montiggl-Planitziny to (12 M.)

Kaltern (1320'; Rail. Restaurant; Rossi; Stern; Mondschein),

the capital of Ueberetsch. with 1420 inhabitants. Tlie churchyard-
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wall at the back of the church, and the terrace of Baron Dipauli's

villa of Windegg (admittance on application), command a charming
view of the Kalterer See and the environs. Count Enzenberg's old

chateau of Campan contains a small collection of antiquities.

To THE TiiENT Railway the shortest route for pedestrians leads via
Montiggl (p. 316) and Pfatten to (13/4 hr.) Bramoll (p. 345). The carriage-

road (preferable) follows the E. bank of the Kalterer-See (710'), passing
the ruin of Levchienberg (1S(X)') on the hill to the left, to (2 hrs.) Gmund,
where the Adige is crossed by a ferry to (20 min.) stat. Auer (p. 346).

From Kaltebn to the Mendel Pass [3 M.). The Botzen line

is continued (electric cars) to (IV2 M.) St. Anton (1676'), where
carriages are changed for the cable railway, l*^^- i^^ length, which

ascends rapidly (maximum gradient 62:100) through the wooded
gorge of the Pfusserlahn^ traversing a long viaduct and threading

two short tunnels, to the (3 M.) station of Mendel (4475')- The
terrace adjoining it (good restaurant) commands a magnificent *View
of Kaltern and the valley of the Adige as far as Botzen, situated

far below^, of the Dolomites (Latemar, Rosengarten, Langkofel,

Schlern, to the right of the Latemar the Weisshorn, Schwarzhom,
and Marmolata), and to the S.E. of the Trent Alps.

The *Mendel Pass (4460'), in well-wooded environs, with a cool

and bracing air even at the height of summer, is much frequented

as a summer- resort. From the station we reach in 1 min. the Mendel
road, on which to the right is the Hot. Kalterer Hof (U. from 2,

pens, from 7 K.), and to the left, 3 min. farther on, the large

hotels: on the left, the *Mendelhof Hotel {Sjpreters, 210 R. at

2-9, B. 11/2, D- 4 pens. 8-16^.), and on the right the *Grand-
Hotel Penegal (220 R. at 3-7, dej. 3, D. 4, pens. 10-14 K.), both

with cheaper inns and restaurants for tourists. Fine view of the

Brenta, Presanella, and Southern Ortler peaks. About 1/2 M. to

the W., on the Fondo road, is the *Pens. Villa Maria [S-iO K.') and
a little farther on the *Aquila Nera Inn (pens. 7 K.').

ExcuBSiONS. Charming views maybe enjoyed from the Franz-Ferdinands-

Hohe Qji hr. to the N. of the Kalterer Hof), from the Kleine Penegal (20 min.

;

see below), and from the Mendelblick (20 min. to the S.E. cf the rail, station,

by the shady path to the Mte. Roen). A more extensive view is commanded
by the Toval (4730'), to the W. of the Gr.-Hot. Penegal (marked path,

V2 hr.). — From the Gr.-Hot. Penegal the -Penegal (5700'; IV2 ir.) may be
ascended by a well-kept path, or (less recommended) from the Mendel Pass
via the Little Penegal (shelter hut and view) ; on the top is an Inn (R. 2-3 E.).

Admirable view. Descent to Eppan, see p. 316. A marked path descends also

to (IV2 hr.) Fondo (p. 358). — *Monte Roen (6940'), the highest point of the
Mendel, maybe ascended by theRomener Alp (5805') in 3-31/2 hrs. (marked path

:

guide IE., not necessary, mule iOE.); shelter-hut on the top. Magnificent
view. — From the Monte Roen we may descend via the Malga di Smarano
by a stony and somewhat indistinct path (guide 10 E.) through the ravine
of the Rio Verde to (31/2 hrs.) San Romedio (p. 358), joining the highroad
from Cles to the Mendel at (8/4 hr.) San Zeno (p. 358). A shorter return-
route to the Mendel from San Romedio leads via Salter to (1 hr.) Romeno
and (20 min.) Cavareno; diligence thence to the Mendel daily at 3.15 p.m.,
arriving at 4.50.

To Cavakkno from the Mendel Pass there is a direct footpath (IVa hr))
turning to the left from the road at the inn, and descending to (3/4 hr.)
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wall at the back of the church, and the terrace of Baron Dipauli's

villa of Windegg [admittance on application), command a charming

view of the Kalterer See and the environs. Count Enzenberg's old

chateau of Campan contains a small collection of antiquities.

To THE Tkent Railway the shortest route for pedestrians leads via

Montiggl (p. 316) and Pfatten to (13/4 hr.) Bramoll (p. 345). The carriage-

road (preferable) follows the E. bank of the Kalterer-See (710'), passing
the ruin of Leuchtenlerg (ISOC) on the hill to the left, to (2 hrs.) Gmund,
where the Adige is crossed by a ferry to (20 min.) stat. Auer (p. 346).

From Kaltebn to the Mendel Pass (3 M.). The Botzen line

is continued (electric cars) to (II/2 M.) St. Anton (1676'), where
carriages are changed for the cable railway, 1^2^- ^^ length, which
ascends rapidly (maximum gradient 62:100) through the wooded
gorge of the Pfusserlahn^ traversing a long viaduct and threading

two short tunnels, to the (3 M.) station of Mendel (4475')- The
terrace adjoining it (good restaurant) commands a magnificent *View
of Kaltern and the valley of the Adige as far as Botzen, situated

far below, of the Dolomites (Latemar, Rosengarten, Langkofel,

Schlern, to the right of the Latemar the Weisshorn, Schwarzhorn,

and Marmolata), and to the S.E. of the Trent Alps.

The *Meiidel Pass (4460'), in well-wooded environs, with a <'ool

and bracing air even at the height of summer, is much frequented

as a summer- resort. From the station we reach in 1 min. the Mendel
road, on which to the right is the Hot. Kalterer Hof (R. from 2,

pens, from 7 K.), and to the left, 3 min. farther on, the large

hotels: on the left, the *Mendelhof Hotel {Spreters, 210 R. at

2-9, B. 11/9, D. 4, pens. 8-16^.), and on the right the *Grand-
Hotel Penegal (220 R. at 3-7, de'j. 3, D. 4, pens. 10-14 K.), both

with cheaper inns and restaurants for tourists. Fine view of the

Brenta, Presanella, and Southern Ortler peaks. About I/2 M- *o

the W., on the Fondo road, is the *Pens. Villa Maria (8-10 K^ and
a little farther on the *Aquila Nera Inn (pens. 7 K.).

ExcufisiONS. Charming views maybe enjoyed from the tYanz-Ferdinands-
Hohe Qji hr. to the N. of the Kalterer Hof), from the Eleine Penegal (20 min.

;

see below), and from the MendelbUck (20 min. to the S.E. (f the rail, station,

by the shady path to the Mte. Roen). A more extensive view is commanded
by the Toval (4730'), to the W. of the Gr.-H6t. Penegal (marked path,

V2 hr.). — From the Gr.-Hot. Penegal the *Penegal (5700' ; IV2 br.) may be
ascended by a well-kept path, or (less recommended) from the Mendel Pass
via the Little Penegal (shelter hut and view) ; on the top is an Inn (R. 2-8 E.).

Admirable view. Descent to Eppan, see p. 316. A marked path descends also

to (IV2 hr.) Fondo (p. 358). — *Monte Roen (6940*), the highest point of the
Mendel, maybe ascended by theRomener Alp (5805') in 3-31/2 hrs. (marked path

:

guide IK., not necessary, mule iOE.); shelter-hut on the top. Magniiicent
view. — From the Monte Roen we may descend via the Malga di Smarano
by a stony and somewhat indistinct path (guide 10 K.) through the ravine
of the Rio Verde to (31/2 hrs.) San Romedio (p. 358), joining the highroad
from Cles to the Mendel at f 3/4 hr.) San Zeno (p. 358). A "shorter return-
route to the Mendel from San Romedio leads via Salter to (i hr.) Romeno
and (20 min.) Cavareno ; diligence thence to the Mendel daily at 3.15 p.m..
arriving at 4.50.

To Cavaeeno from the Mendel Pass there is a direct footpath (li/s hr.),

turning to the left from the road at the inn, and descending to (V4 hr.)
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Rufffi, just before which a narrow path descends to the left to a (10 min.)
paw-inill, then across the stream, and alon^ the riyht side of the valley
through the woods to (V'i hr.) Cavareno (p. 358). — Marked club -paths
(but guide useful) lead from the Mendelhof to St. Felix (p. 358) either via
tho Malga di Salomp in 5 hrs. or (the lower route) via Regola, Valle Sedruna,
and Ci'ozze in 41/2 hrs.

From the Mendel to Cles or via Fondo to Male and Madonna di

Campiglio, see pp, 357-369.

58. From Botzen to Meran.
20 M. Railway in i-V/t hr. (1st class 3 K. 40, 3rd cl. 2 K. 10 h.; return-

tickets, valid for 3 days, 5 K. GO or 3 K. 50 h.).

Pedestrians who prefer the picturesque route to Jleran over the hills

on the right bank of the Adige (8-9 hrs.) should take the train (see behiw)
to (10 M.) Vil2)ian, there cross the Adige to (IV2 M.) Nals (1085'; Sonne),
and ascend above the ravine of the Prissianer-Bach (waterfalls), passing
the chateau of Fahlburg, to (3/4 hr.) Prissian (2020'; Mohr), charmingly
situated, and (20 min.) Tisens {20S0':, Lowe; Adler). lying amidst fruit-tree's

at the foot of the wooded Gall (5350')- Fine view from the little church of
St. Christoph (1970'), on the brow of the hill, 1/4 hr. to the E. 5 still more
extensive from the chapel of St. Hippolyt (2480'), 2/4 hr, to the N., on a
conspicuous rocky hill. From Tisens a bridle -path gradually descends
past Navaun. the ruin of Leoniurg, and the chateaux of Alt- and Neu-Brandi$,
and through a beautiful chestnut-grove, to (1^4 hr.) Niederlana (895'), with
its interesting Gothic church. We may now regain the railway at (IV2 M.)
stat. Lana (p. 319); or we may follow the Brandis conduit on the hillside

(red-marked path), passing the Schwarze Vt^and and the ruin of Braunsberg,
to (I1/2 M.) Ober-Lana (p. 323). — The pleasant route via Vollan is 1 M.
longer: from Tisens it crosses the plateau to the IN.W,, leaving the chapel
of St. Hippolyt (see above) on the right, to (2V4 M.) Vdlla7i (2355'; with
the ruined Mayenburg on the right), from which we descend by a roughly
paved road to (3 M.) Ober-Lana (p. 323; electric tramway in 25 min. to Meran j.

Botzen^ see p. 310. Tlie train crosses the Talfer and follows the

right bank of the Eisak through vineyards and orchards and then

through wooded lowlands to (3M.) Sigmundskron (Hot. Sigmunds-
kron ; Mendelhof, very fair). We next follow the left side of the

Adige or Etsch. On the hillside to the left art; the ruins of Boimont
and Hoch-Eppan (p. 316), dominated by the Ciantkofel{^. 316). To
tlie right, on a precipitous rock, rises the ruined Greifenstein (p, 313).

Beyond (6 M.) Siebeneich, on a low rocky liill to the right, is the

ruined castle of Maultasch, which once commanded the valley. To
the left, beyond the Adige, lies the village of Andrian with the ruin

of Festenstein.

8 M. Terlan (805'; *H6t.-Pens. Steindlhof, pens. 5-7 K. ; Oher-

liauser, R. l'/4-2^., unpretending; apartments at Dr. Bederlunger's,

1 K.'), fanions for its wine, lias a (lOthic church of the llth cent,

with a modern tower. — 10 M, Vilpian (835' ; Post ; Rail. Restaurant),

on the Moltner-Bach. Beyond the Adige are the village of Nals (see

above) and the hills of Tisens, overtopped by the wooded summit
of the Gall (5350') and the Laugenspitze (p. 325). The train next

traverses maize-lields and wood on the bank of the Adige. Beyond

(121/2 M.) Gargazon wc cross the Aschler-Bach. which by the Treaty

of Verdun (843) was constituted the boundary between Germany
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and Italy. From (15 M.) Lana-Burgstall (restaurant) a road crosses

the Adige to the left to [21/2 M.) Ober-Lana (p. 323). The line

traverses the old bed of tlie river. To the right, the cliateau o(Katzen-

stein and the lofty Fragshurg (p. 321) ; to the left rises Schloss Lcben-

berg (p. 323); straight on is Schloss Tirol. — I8V2 M. Vntermais

(955'; p. 321). The train quits the Adige, traverses a high embank-
ment and crosses the Passer.

20 M. Meran. — Hotels (some closed in summer). *Gband-H6tkl
Meraner-Hof (PI. a), Franz-Ferdinand-Quai 2, with garden, R. 4-10, B. l'/--;,

dcj. 4, D. 5, pens. 11-17, omnibus IV2 -ST. ; -'Palace Hotel (PI. P), Herzog-
Carl-Theodor-Str., with the dependance Schloss Mauer and a fine park,
R. 4-8, B. IV2, dej. 31/2, D. 5, pens. 10-20 A', (tliese two atUntermais on the left

bank of the Passer); *Erzhekzog Johann (PI. b), Sand-Platz, a family hotel,

with garden, R. 4-10, D. 41/2, pens. 8-16 A'.; -Kaiseehof (PI, c), R. 3-6, pens.
9-18 A'.; -Habsburgior Hof (PI. d), 11. 2V2-5, pens. 8-10 A".; -Tiroler Hof,
R. 3-6, pens. 8-10 A"., these three near the station; *Savoy Hotel (PI. g),

R. 4-8, pens, from 10 AT., 'Hotel-Pension Finstermunz (PI. h), R. 2V2-IO,
pens. 9-15 AT., both in the Stefanie Promenade, not far from the station;

*Graf von Meran (PI. i), Rennweg, R. 2-6, B. 1, D. 2^/iE.; ''Victoria
(PI. k), Rennweg, R. 2V2-3, pens. 8'/2-ll E. ; *Hassfurther (PI. 1), near
the Lower Winter -Anlage, R. 2-3, pens. 9-11 A'., good cuisine; Stadt
Monchen (PI. m), Burggrafen-Str., near the station, R. 2-6, pens. 7-10 A'.;

*Hotel Europa (PI. n), pens. 9-12 A^, Hotel Central (PI. o), both in the
Habsburger-Str. ; Hotel Forsterbrau (PI. p), with garden-restaurant. R.

2V2-3, pens. 7-10 A. ; Andreas Hofek (PI. r), Meinhard-Str., R. IV2-2V2 K. —
At Ohermais: Park Hotel (PI. s), R. 3-5, pens. 8-11 K.; *Adstria (PI. u),

R. 3-4, pens. 9-10 A'.; "^'Erzherzog Rainer (Pl.t), R. 3-5, pens. 7-10 A'.;

''Hotel M^kdlhof (PI. v), with hydropathic, R. 3-6, pens. 9-12 K. ; Hot,
Imperial (PI. w); Hot. Bavaria. — '-'Maiser-Hof (PI. x), at Untcrmais.

—

*Hot.-Pens. Ortenstein (PI. y), above the Gilf-Promenade (p. 321), R. 2-4,

pens. 6-8 K — "Sonne (PI. z), R. from 2 A'., Stern (PI. a), Kkeuz, Rossl,
Tral'be, in the inner town.

Pensions. In the Gisela and Stefanie Promenades: Windsor (PI. f

;

pens. 8-10 A".), Passerhof(6-11 A".), Neuhaus, Aurora, Radetzkt; Deutsches
Haus, in the Winter-Anlage ; Kessler, Meinhard-Str.. near the station. At
Ohermais (see p. 321) : Villa Warmegg, Weinhart (8-12 A:.), Aders (9-12 A^.),

Mazegger, Petersburg (7-9 A".), Rolandin, Villa Ifinger, Tannheim, Frei-
HOF, LiCHTENEGG, Leichterhof. At Untermais : Villa Maja, Sonnenhof
(from 6 A'.), Fernstein, 31argot, Miravalle, Schonau (6-8,'A:.), Wolf (7-10 A".),

Edelweiss, Gluckauf, Tschoner. Pension at these generally 6-10 K. ; R.
with a S. aspect, without board, from 40 A', a month (R. to the E. or W.
26-40 E.). The chateaux of Labers, Fragsburg, Josefsberg, etc., are also fitted

up as pensions, usually open in spring and autumn only. — Hdtel-Pension
Eggerhof., 3 hrs. from Meran, see p. 323. — A number of villas are let to

families. When a stay of some time is contemplated it is of importance
to have all the arrangements with the landlord reduced to writing. For
information apply to the 'Kur-Vorstehung'' or at the book-shops of Potzel-

berger and Plant "^(p. 320).
Cafes. Eurhaus (see below); Caf^ Gilf, on the GilfPromenade ; Ortenstein,

Kaiser-Str. 5, with pretty view; Paris, Wieser, Laubengasse; Central, Rufin-
Platz; Eiiropa, Eronprinz, Habsburger-Str.; Schonbrunn., Habsburgcr-Strasse.

Bestaurants, at the above-mentioned hotels. Wine at Jos. Marchettis,
Berglauhen 84; Eofler, Berglauben 32. Beer: EurJtaus (see below; on the
groundfloor); RaffI, Pfarr-Platz ; Forsterbrau (see above), with garden;
Maiserhof (see above) and Sonnenhof at Untermais.

Kurhaus (closed in summer) in the Gisela Promenade, with cafe-

restaurant, reading-room, baths, pneumatic apparatus, etc. ; subscription 2 A^.

per week, 4 A', per month, 10 E. per quarter, 18 E. per half-year; members
of a family at reduced rates (tickets sold by the attendant at the casino). —'

Visitors" Tax 35-70 h. daily, according to class.
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Post and Telegraph Offices in (he Sand-Platz and at Obermais.
Medical Establishments : Dr. B cillmann s Hydropathic, at Obermais, Hot.

Waendlhof (pen^^. 9-12 A'.); Eyge'ci {Dr. J. Schreiber ; PI. H) at Obermai.s
(pens. %-\'2K.)\ Sanatorium Waldpark\ at Obermais 5 Sanatorium Martinshrunn
(for nervous patients) and Sonnenheil. at Gratsch; Dr. Binder's Sanatorium
Stephanie., Hungaria (for consumptive patients), both at Untermais •, Medico-
Gymnastic Institute., Andreas Hofer-Str. 4. — Public Baths, with swimming-
ba.'^in, at the end of the Stefanie Promenade, open June 1st to Sept. 30tb.

Carriage, in the town (including Untermais, Obermais, and Gratscb)
fur each zone with one horse 60 7i., two horses 1 K. ; from or to the station
] '/2 and 2V2 ^' By time, V2 lir. 1 K. 60 h. and 3 K., the two following 1/4 hr.^.

60 h. and 1 E.y above 1 hr, each 1/4 hr. 40 and 60 ft. (at night half fare more).
To Forst, Rametz, Trautmannsdorff one-horse carr. 3, two-horse 4, there
and back incl. 1/2 hr.'s waiting 4 and Q K.\ to Labers 4 and 6, return 6
and 8 K. ; to Marling 51/2 and 9, Toll, Tscherms 7 and 11, Lana 9 and 13,
Scbenna, Dorf Tirol, Partschins 10 and 15 K. (2 hrs.' waiting included). —
Horse to Schloss Tirol, Scbenna, Goyen, Lebenberg, Josefsberg, Trill,

Partschins, or Hallbauer, 4 K. ; fee to attendant 80 h.

Electric Tramway from the rail. stat. through the town to the Sand-Platz
(10 ft.) ; from the Eufin-Platz via the Pi.ennweg to Forst (20 ft.); and from the
Eufin-Platz to iaraa, 41/2 M., in 25min. (40ft.); stations Sportplatz,Veysorgun>js-
haus, Untermais (IV4M., in 7min. ; 20ft.), Marling, Tscherms, aniLana (p.b23).

Books and Photographs. Potzelberger, Pfarr-Platz
•,

Fr. Plant., Gisela
Promenade. — Money Changers. Eeifferscheidt d- Co., Winter -Promenade
(international tourist agents); D. tt J. Biedermann, opposite the post-office

(agents of Th. Cook db Son).

Theatre.) Rafin-Platz (in winter only). — Popular Dramas, outside the
Vinschgauer Tor, in spring and autumn. — Race Course at Untermais.

English Church Service in the Church of the Resurrection, Kronprinz-
Str., at 11 a.m. and 3.30 p.m.

Meran (1050'), with 10,000 inhab., the ancient capital of Tyrol,

occupies a delightful and sheltered situation at the base of the vine-

clad Kilchelberg, on the right bank of the Passer, ^2 M. above its

confluence vrith the Adige, and is much frequented in winter by

persons with pulmonary complaints on account of its mild climate.

There are also a whey-cure in spring and a grape-cure in autumn.
Good drinking-water is provided by an aqueduct from the Spronser-

Tal. On the opposite bank of the Passer lie Untermais (4960 inhab.

;

p. 321) and Obermais (3700 inhab.; p. 321).

Within the last twenty years a new quarter has grown up near

the railway-station, the main thoroughfare of which, the Hahshurger-

Strasse, is continued on the S. of the old town to the Sand-Platz

(p. 321). The Eennwey, diverging to the N. opposite the Theatre

(1900), defines the W. boundary of the old town. A tablet on No. 28
in this street ('Graf von Meran') marks the house in which Andreas
Hofer was examined as a prisoner before he was taken to Mantua
(1810). — The business-quarter of Meran is the Laubengasse, a long

street intersecting the town from E. to W., flanked with arcades
( 'Wasser-Lauben' on the S., 'Berg-Lauben' on theN.). In this street,

in the court of No. 74, is situated the Burg, once the' residence of

the Counts of Tyrol, dating from the 15th cent., and containing

old frescoes, furniture, portraits, etc. ; it has been restored and de-

serves a visit (adm. 60 h.). For the Tappeiner-Weg, see p. 322. •

—

The Gothic Church (14-15th cent.) near the E. end of the Lauben-
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gasse, has been restored; on the exterior are a bronze relief of the

Crucifixion (1586) and other remarkable sepulchral tablets. — To
the S., beyond the Botzener-Tor, is the Sand-Platz (see p. 320),
with a Column of the Virgin.

The Promenades, on the broad embankment beside the Passer,

with their fine old poplars, enjoy a full S. aspect and command
a good view of the mountains of the Adige valley. The Gisela

Promenade^ with the Kurhaus (p. 319), is the chief rallying-point

of visitors, and is adjoined on the W. by the Stefanie Promenade,
with the Protestant Church, while to the E. is the sheltered Winter-
Anlage, with a covered walk. Not far off is the Municipal Museum
(adm. bO h. ; 10-12 and 3-5), containing antiquarian collec-

tions, etc. The Spital - Brilcke crosses hence to the late-Gothic

Spital- Kirche in Vntermais and to the Marie-Valerie Anlage, which
is continued by the Sommer- Anlage and is connected with the

Winter-Anlage by the Tappeiner-Steg. These grounds extend along
both banks to the Steinerne Steg, and, on the right bank, via the

Gilf Promenade, with its luxuriant vegetation and the Cafe Gilf^

to the gorge of the Passer, at the foot of the Zenoburg (p. 322).
A beautiful view of Meran and the Adige valley is afforded by

the *Tappeiner Weg, a path on the slope of the Kiichelberg, be-
ginning at the Hot. Ortenstein and reached from the Steinerne Steg

by flights of steps ox from the Gilf-Anlage by easy walks. The
finest point of view is the terrace beside the mediasval Powder Tower.
The path goes on past a marble bust of Dr. Tappeiner, and finally

descends in windings to the Burghof{j^. 320), in the Laubengasse.

Obermais , on the hill on the left bank of the Passer, consists

almost exclusively of chateaux and villas (some of which are to

let), surrounded by gardens. Here are also the Elisabeth- Garten,
with a covered promenade and a bust of the poet Oskar von Redwitz
(d. 1894), and the new Franz-Josefs-Anlage. — Among the inter-

esting old chateaux of Obermais are the ivy-clad Schloss Greifen or

Planta (1350'), Schloss Rottenstein, belonging to the Archduke
Francis Ferdinand (garden generally open to the public), and Schloss

Rubein, with its cypress-avenue and picturesque court-yard.
Obermais is bounded on the E. by the gorge of the iVai/, spanned by

several bridges. An attractive walk (2V2 hrs. from Meran) leads from the
Schenna road over the 'Upper Rametz Bridge', then up the Fragsburg
road (see below), leaving the roads to Schloss Rametz and to Schloss Labers
(p. 319) on the right and left respectively, then after 8-10 min. to the
right, past the (restored) Chapel of St. Valentine to the Valentiner ffof (inn),
at the Valentiner Briicke. Farther to the S. is Schloss Traittmannsdorff
(1220'; restaurant at the foot), with a park and a view -terrace at the
back, whence we return to Meran via the Trautmannsdorffer Briicke and
the Winkel-Weg.

The new road to the Fragsburg (2 hrs.; omnibus daily) from Meran
gradually ascends via the Stegerhof (inn), Weissplatter (inn), 'Gofferhof, and
Lacherhof to the (1 hr.) Hallhauer, and then describes a wide curve round
the S. side of the castle-hill to the (3/jhr.)*Pragsburg(2405'; -^d/e^/^e5towmw^
pens, from 7 Z^.), which commands a splendid view, About H/sM. farther on
the Siaich-Bach forms a pretty waterfall. — In returning we may descend to

Baedekee's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 21
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the left past (20 min.) Schloss Katzenstein (1525' ; rfmts.), then to (V2 hr.) the
Lower Eametz-Bridge, and follow the Botzen road to (3/4 hr.) Meran.

Excursion to Schloss Tirol (there and back ca. 31/2 hrs.

;

carriages see p. 320). The road (272 M.) leads through the N.E.
town-gate (Passeirer Tor), past the Zenoburg, with its interesting

Romanesque portal, and then ascends to the left over the Kuchelherg.

Pedestrians follow the Tappeiner Weg (p. 321) from the Burghof

(p. 320) to the top of the SegenbiJhel, and thence ascend to the left

by the Tiroler - Steig to the carriage - road , which they follow to

(1-1 1/4 tr.) Dorf Tirol (I960' ; Zum Rimmele, with a terrace afford-

ing a beautiful view ; Schloss Tirol; Sonne). We next (1/4 hr.) pass

through the 'Knappenloch', a tunnel 100 paces long (passing the

picturesque ruin of the Brunnenhurg and several earth-pyramids in

the ravine to the left), and in a few minutes more reach the en-

trance to the castle.

*Schloss Tirol (2095'; adm. 50 h.), situated on the N.W. side of

the Kiichelberg, was the earliest residence of the Counts of Tyrol,

who possessed considerable power as early as the 12th cent, and
gave their name to the whole country. Having been partly destroyed

by a landslip, it was for centuries in a dilapidated condition, but is

now kept under repair. The only ancient parts are a porch and the

two interesting marble portals of the Rittersaal and of the chapel,

the latter with a representation of the Fall of Man. Magnificent

*View from the windows of the Kaisersaal, best by evening-light,

embracing the valley of the Adige and the mountains, with the

Laaser Ferner to the S.W. — An agreeable alternative route for

the return leads via the old church of St. Peter and the chateau of

Durnstein (1810'; retrospect of Schloss Tirol) and thence down by
a rough path via Gratsch (Restaurants Wessobrunn, Kircher) to

(1 1/4 hr.) Meran.
About IV2M. to the N.E. of Dorf Tirol is the well-preserved old chateau

oiAuer, below which the Finelebach issues from the deep Spronser-Tal (p. 324).

Among the numerous old castles visible from Meran that of

*Schenna (1925'), at the entrance to the Passeier-Tal, built in the

12th cent., and containing a collection of old weapons and other

curiosities, is one of the most interesting and picturesque. The
carriage-road thither leads via Obermais (p. 321) and then ascends

to the W., below the height on which stands Schloss Goyen. Beyond
the stone bridge at Obermais pedestrians may follow the Lazag-Steig

to the left for 10 min., then ascend the steep lane to the right to

(1 hr.) Dor/" -Sc/ignna (Schennaer Hof; Brunner's Inn; Schlosswirt).

The Gothic Mausoleum, on a platform of masonry near the church,

contains the tomb of Archduke John (d. 1869) and commands as fine

a *View as the castle itself (fee to the steward).
A path, parsing between the castle and the mausoleum, descends to

the N. to the bridge at Riffian (p. 300).
The return to Meran (l'/4 hr.) from the castle may be pleasantly made

as follows. From Dorf Schenna we return by the road to the (10 min.)
Unierdorf, then ascend to the left to the (5 min.) Oberdorf, and follow
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the hillside, shaded by fine chestnuts and affording charming views of
Meran, to the beautifully-situated chateau of (V2 hr.) Goyen (1990' ; no ad-
mittance). We next descend by a long curve into the JVaif-Tal, beyond which
we remount through wood, passing Sc/iloss Labers (p. 321), to the Upper
Rametz Bridge at Obermais (p. 321) and (i hr.) Meran.

The chateau of *Lebenberg (1740'), a large edifice with a

massive square keep, charmingly situated in the midst of rich vege-

tation on a hill 41/2 M. to the S. of Meran, is still in excellent pre-

servation (now a pension, 6 K. per day; rfmts.). We take the electric

tramway (see below) to (IY2 M., in 10 min.) Marling, and thence
follow the road to the left to the (1 M.) bridge over the Lebenberger

Graben, ascend on the other side by the field-path past several mills,

and then by the road to the (3/^ hr.) castle.

In returning we may choose the charming route along the hillside by
St. Anton, v/ith the Schiickeriburg (rfmts.), and Marling. — A footpath, at

first ascending, then gradually descending, leads to the S. from Schloss
Lebenberg to (3/4 hr.) Oher-Lana.

Another pleasant excursion may be made (electric tramway, see

p. 320), to Ober-Lana (980'; *H6tel Royal; Hot. -Pens. Theiss,

pens, from 6^.,- Rose; Adler, well spoken of; Weisses Kreuz),

picturesquely situated at the mouth of the Ulten-Tal (p. 325).

Attractive walk (40 min. there and back) to the *Oaul, the romantic

gorge of the Falschauer, which descends from the Ulten-Tal.
From Ober-Lana to Tisens via Vollan, see p. 318; ascent of the Laugen-

spitze via Vollan and Platzers, see p. 326.

The Vinschgau road (railway, sec p. 326) leads from Meran to

the N.W. (or outside the gate we may follow a pleasant path to the

left, along the brook, via Doblhof and Algund) to the (2 M.) bridge

over the Adige, immediately beyond which, on the right, is the

chateau of Forst or Vorst (1175') , recently restored and tastefully

decorated (visitors admitted by the proprietor Mr. Cross on Tues. and
Frid. at 12-4, on presenting their card). The road gradually as-

cends, passing the (I/2 M.) Forster Brewery and the Meran Electric

Works, to the (IV2M.) saddle of the Toll (1660'; Inn), from which
the Adige descends in a series of rapids (p. 326). — A road ascends

to the left from Forst to the (25 min.) small chateau of Josefsberg

(I860'; ^Restaurant, pens. 5-6 A".).

Bridle-path from the Toll to the (IV2 hr.) * Partschins Waterfall,
passing Partschins (2055'; Kronenwirt; Zur Stiege), and ascending the Ziel-

tal by a somewhat steep path (above the falls is the Nassereit Inn;, hence
to the Lodner-Hiitte, see p. 324). — From the Toll we may return to Meran
by the picturesque Old Road ('View of the falls of the Adige), or along the
Plars Aqueduct on the hillside to (1 hr.) Algund and (3/4 hr.) Meran.

High up on the slope of the Marlinger Berg lies the finely situated
*H6tel-Pension Eggerhof (4200'; R. 2-4, pens. 6-8 K.), commanding a splendid
A'iew and surrounded with pleasant wood-walks, and the starting-point
for several ascents (see below). Carriages from Meran follow the Vinsch-
gau road as far as the Toll (see above) , then ascend to the left to the
Quadrat-Eo/e (2740' ; restaurant) and the (3 hrs.) Eggerhof (omn. from the
Hotel Sonne at Meran at 9 a.m. on Mon., Wed., Frid., & Sat., in 3 hrs., fare
i E., return-ticket Q E.; carr. and pair 24 JT.). Pedestrians reach it in the
same time via Marling (see above) and St. Felix, or via Forst and Josefs-
berg (see above).

21*
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Ascents feom Meran (guides, Joh. Almberger and Alois Ootsch at Meran,
Jos. Kofier and Seb. Moosmiiller at Partschins). The finest expedition for a
whole day is the ascent of the -Vigiljoch (5870'; guide, not indispensable,

7^.)- To \\i& Efjgerhof^ see p. 323. The path thence ascends to the S.W.,
through wood, to the (11/2-2 hrs.) old Vigil-Kapelle. adjoining the Jocher-

hauer (5S70'; rfmts. ; better night-quarters at the Gamplhof^ 5 min. farther
to the S.E.). Splendid view of the Vinschgau, the Dolomites, etc. A more
extensive view is obtained from the Larchhilhel (5975'), 1/4 hr. to the E..

and from the Rauhe Biihel (6390'), 3/^ hr. to the S.W. The ascent of the
Hochwart (8550') from the Rauhe Biihel will amply repay the fatigue

(2 hrs.; guide from Meran 12 A'.). — We mav return to the N.W. \idb Asch-
bach (4M0') and Bad Egard to (2 hrs.) the 'Toll (p. 823), or to the E. via
the Lebenberger Alp and Schloss Lebenberg (3V2 hrs. to Meran); or by
the longer route past the scattered village of Pawigl, with the picturesque
church of St. Oswald^ to (1^/4 br.) Aitsserhof in the Ulten-Tal (p. 325), and
thence by Tscherms (p. 325) to (2'/2 hrs.) Meran.

The Rotsteinkogel (Roielsfein, 5160') is interesting (4 hrs.
;
guide IK,

not indispensable). We ascend (marked path) by Katzenstein (p. 322) and
across the SinicTibach, past the Fragsburg Waterfall, to the (IV2 br.) Hoch-
platter (2265'; rfmts.), beyond which we diverge to the left from the path
to Voran, and soon reach the summit, distinguished by its girdle of sand-

stone. The view embraces the valley of the Adige, the Dolomites, the

Ortler, etc. We return either by Voran (3970'; Lercher's Inn) and Burgstall

(p. 319), or by Hafling and St. Kathavina in der Schart (see below).

The Ittutspitze (7300'; 5-6 hrs.; guide S K.) is less interesting: from
Dorf Tirol to the Muthofe (3820'; poor accommodation), then a fatiguing

ascent, partly through wood. Descent to the Spronser-Tal, see below.

To the Spronser-Tal, with its twelve lakes, a fatiguing but attractive

expedition (there and back 9-10 hrs.
;
guide 9, with descent to Pfelders

12 A'.). The path ascends by Dorf Tirol and Schloss Auer (p. 322) to the

(3 hrs.) farm of Longval or Lang/all (3570') in the Spronser-Tal; thence
over the Lang/all Alp (4820') to the (31/2 hrs.) Kasersee (7210'; to the left

of which is the Pfitschsee) and the (20 min.) Meraner-Hiitte (7605'), in a
fine situation, and past the GrUnsee (7580') to the (1/2 br.) Langsee (8045'),

the largest of the lakes (I1/2 31. in circumference). — From the Meran Hut
we may ascend to the N.W. to the (3/4 hr.) Spronser-Joch (8460'; *View of
the Gurgl glaciers) and thence descend via the Ziel-Jochl (8040') and through
the Valtschnal-Tal to (3 hrs.) Pfelders (p. 301); or from the Langsee we may
proceed to the W. over the Langsee-Joch (8820'), the Halsel Glacier^ and the
Halsel-Joch (9305') to the (3 hrs.) Lodner-Hutte (see below).

Texel Group. From (13/4 hr.) Partschins (p. 353j a bridle-path ascends
the Zieltal, on the left side of the waterfall, to the (2V2 hrs.) saw-mill of
Nassereit (4920'; inn) and thence via the Gingl Alp and Upper Kiih Alp to

the (2 hrs.) Lodner-Hiitte on the Rossleiten (7220'; inn in summer). The
Gfallwand (10,430'), the finest of the loftier peaks near Meran, may be
ascended hence in 3 hrs. (guide 12 A".) via the Grubplatien-Tal and across
the Gfalleit Glacier. On the summit is a shelter-hut; magnificent view.
— The Lodner Hut is also a starting-point for the ascents of the Tschi-

gatspitze (P835'; 3 hrs.; guide 12 A.), Lazinser Roiehpitze (9965'; 21/2 hrs.;
guide 11 A.), Lodner (10.720'; 31/2 hrs.; guide 14 A.), Hohe Weisse (10,765';

5hrs. ; 15 A.), Triibwand (10,395'; 4 hrs.; 13 A.), Rote Wand (10,680'; 4 hrs.

;

14 A.), Roteck (10,930'), highest summit of the Texel group (41/2 hrs. ; 14 A.),

and Texelspitze (10.890'; 41/2 brs. ; 13 A.); all for adepts only. Over the
Kleinweiss-Schavte (Johannes- Weg) to the (3V2 hrs.) Stettiner-HUtte, see p. 301

;

over the Halsel-Joch to the Spronser-Tal, see above.

The Ifinger (8275'; 6V2-7 hrs.
;
guide 7-8 A.). The path (red marks)

leads by Goi/en nnd Alfreid to the (3 hrs.) Gsteirer-Hof (''i526':, Alpine fare);

thence to the (2 hrs.) ^'aifer Pass (6670') and to the left to the (IV2 hr.)

summit of the Vordere or Kleine Ifinger, a fine point of view. [The ascent
of the Grosse Ifinger, 1/2 hr. from the Kleine, is difficult and fit for expert
climbers only ; euide 12 A'.] Descent from the Kaifer Pass either to the
S.W. to (IV2 br.) St. Katharina in der Schart (4080'; Sulfner Inn), and by
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the Eggerbauer and Rametz to (2 hrs.) Meran, or to the N.E. by the Missen-
stein-Joch (QQSOf) to (3 hrs.) Aberstuckl in the Penser-Tal (p. 315 ;

pleasant
detour bv the Eratzherg-See) ; or to the S.E. by the Schai'thoden and through
the Oettenhach-Tal to (3i/2 hrs.) Sarnthein (p. 315).

The ascent of the *Hirzer (9135'; 8V2-9 hrs.: guide i1 K.) is a much
liner excursion. A good bridle-track leads via Schenna through fragrant

woods to (2 hrs.) Verdins (2690'-, inn), a small 'Bad\ Crossing the romantic
Masul-Schlucht at the Ilmer Sage (2930' ^ rfmts.), it next leads to (IV2 hr.)

Ohertall or Prenn (4595'; rustic inn) and ascends to the (21/2 hrs.) Hivzev-
Hiiite on the Tallner Alp (6510'; rfmts. at the neighbouring chalet), from
which a somewhat toilsome path leads to the (2V2-3 hrs.) summit. Superb
"View (panorama by F. Plant). Steep descent to Aberstiickl (p. 315) in the
Penser-'Tal ; better by Videgg (5010') to Schenna, or by a marked path by
the Ffandl-EiiUe to St. Martin in Passeier (p. 3C0; ascent thence to the
Hirzer Hut, 41/2 hrs.).

The ' Laugenspitze (7980') is best scaled from the Ultner Mitierbad
(see below ; bridle-path, 4^/2-5 hrs. ; guide 7 JT., not essential), or from Unsere
Frau im Walde (p. 858; 3 hrs.). About 10 min. below the summit is the
Laugen Club Hut (7900'; now left unfitted in the interior, in consequence of
repeated robberies). Splendid and extensive view (panorama by Plant).

A toilsome but interesting descent (red marks; guide not indispensable for

adepts) leads past the Laugen-See and via (3 hrs.) Platzers . the {^U hr.)

Vollaner Badl (plain inn), and (1/2 hr.) Vollan to (IV2 hr.) Ober-Lana (p. 323).

Feom Mekan to the Baths of Rabbi, through the Ulten-Tal (15-16 hrs.),

an attractive route. At (4^/2 M. ; electric tramway in 18 min.) Tschenns
(p. 324) the ascent begins with the. Aichberg ; Ober-Lana (p. 8.^3) lies below,
to the left. The road passes beautiful groups of old chestnuts, and commands
fine views of the Adige valley and the opposite heights, the Fragsburg, the
Ifinger, etc. The first house in the Ulten-Tal is (iV4 hr.) Ausserho/ (resichei

direct from Ober-Lana in 3/4 hr.) ; 5 min. farther on is the Forsthof. The
route now ascends along the N. slupe bounding the valley, and passes
through pine and fir woods to the farm of Klaus, beyond which it descends
via the farm of Altbreit and the ruins of Eschenloh (on the left) to the valley
of the Kirchenhach. IV2 hr. St. Pankraz (2^115'; Inner -Wirt; guide, Matth.
Gamper), a picturesquely situated village with a pretty Gothic church. We
then skirt the left bank of the Falschauer. Across the (3/4 hr,) third bridge
{Mavaun-Briicke; 2510'), a path ascends the Maratm-Tal to the (40 min.)
Mitterbad (3190'), a little watering-place with a chalybeate spring and a
good bathrhouse, whence the "Laugenspitze (see above) may be ascended
in 4'/2hrs. Over the Eofmahd (5850') to Proveis, 4 hrs., see p. 358. — The
route in the Ulten-Tal leads from the Maraun-Briicke past the Innevbad
OT Lotterbad to (IV2 hr.) St. Wallburg (Ec]s. Inn) ; then via (I1/4 hr.) Kiippel-

wies (3720' ; inn) and (8/4 hr.) St. Nikolaus (4125') to (IV2 hr.) St. Gertraud
(4820'; plain inn; accommodation nt the cure's). (Passes to the Martell,
see p. 334; guide, Johann Gamper at St. Gertraud.) Thence by a bridle-
path to the S.W. through the Kirchberger-Tal to the (2 hrs.) Lack Alp (7090')

and the (1 hr.) Kirchberger-Joch or Rabbi-Joch (8130'), near the Corvo Lake,
where a view of the mountains of the Val di Sole is disclosed. Descent
by a stony path to the (3/4 hr.) Malga Palii de Caldes. the path to the right
before which must be avoided. Lastly via Piazzola di Rabbi to the (I1/4 hr.)
Baths of Rabbi (see p. 351). — The alternative route via the Falachauer-
Joch or Schwarzer-Joch (9285') is preferable, though about l'/2 hr. longer.
A bridle-path leads to the W. from St. Gertraud through the Falschauer-
Tal, passing the Weissbrunner Alp and the Lang-See (7745'), and finally
ascends steeply to the (4 hrs.) pass, which commands an impressive view
of the S. Ortler group. The ^Gleckspitze (9695'), to the S. of the pass (ascent
in 3/4 hr.), commands a still finer view, comprising the Adamello and
Presanella. Descent to the Saent Alp and the Baths of Rabbi, or to the
E. from the Gleckspitze to the Rabbi-Joch (see above; 21/2 hrs. to the
Baths of Rabbi).

From Meran over the Gampen-Joch to Fondo, see p. 358} over the
Auen-Joch to Sarnthein, see p. 315-
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59. From Meran to the Baths of Bormio via the

Stelvio Pass.

6IV2 M. ViNsCHGAU Bailavay to Sponditiig-Prad^ 31'/2 M., in 2^/4 hrs.

(1st cl. 5 E. 90, 3rd cl. 2 K. 60 h.). — Omnibus from Spondinig to Trafoi,

corresponding with the trains, several times daily in 21/2-8 hrs. (4 K.).

From Spondinig to the Baths of Bormio over the Stelvio, diligence in

summer daily in 11 1/2 hrs. (15^. 20 A., comfortable open landaus)-, mail-

coach from Trafoi to Bormio daily in 10 hrs. (12 K.). — Careiage from
Spondinig to Gomagoi, one-horse 12, two-horse 16 K.. to Trafoi 18 and
^i K. (extra horse for the ascent, if there are more than 66 lbs. of luggage,

9 K. 20 h.) \ carriage and pair from Trafoi to Franzenshohe 15, Ferdinands-
hohe 30, Bormio 60 K.

Meran (1050'}, see p. 319. The Vinscligau Railway, beyond the

station of (I3/4M.) Algund (p. 323), described a wide curve to the S.,

crosses the Adige, and ascends through wood and vineyards on the

slope of the Marlinger Berg to (2^2 M.) Marling, 3/4 M. to the N. of

the village of that name (p. 323). It then doubles back by a long

loop and beyond the Marlinger Tunnel (650 yds. long) runs towards

the N.W., commanding beautiful views of the Meran valley. We
pass through the Josefsberg Tunnel (640 yds.) above Forst (p. 323)

and then the Toll Tunnel (740 yds.) and reach (61/4 M.) Tdll (1675')

on the right bank of the Adige, 3/^ M. to the S.W. of the saddle of

the Toll (p. 323). Close to the station are the little baths of Egard,

and on the left bank of the river, 11/4 M. to the N., lies the large

village of Partschins (p. 323), at the base of the Tschigatspitze. —
Farther on the railway traverses the lower Vinschgau, with theLaas

Mts. in the background, and runs along an embankment on the right

bank of the Adige, via Plans, dominated by the castle otBornsierg,

on the left, to —
107-2 M. Naturns (1855'; *Post; Adler), with a restored castle.

Near(12Y2M.)Schnalstal(jRai7.Be«fawrant,with rooms jHof.Sc/inaZs-

tal, on the right bank, R. 1-2, pens. 5-10 -fiT.) the narrow -ScftnaZser-Tai

opens on the right (road to Neu-Ratteis, see pp. 288, 289). To the

right, on a barren hill high above 5fa&en, is the ruined castle of Jw/*a/ii

(2995') ; on a mound of debris to the left lies the village of Tabland.

The line passes Bad Kochenmoos, with a sulphur-spring, and ascends

the left bank of the Adige to (151/2 M.) Kastelbell (I960'; Mond-
schein). On a rock to the right rises the picturesque ruined castle

of Kastelbell. Above Kastelbell the valley contracts; the road runs

high above the narrow and rocky bed of the river and finally re-

crosses to the right bank near —
18 M. Latscli(2095'; *Hirsch; Rossi; Weisses Lamm, well spoken

of). Opposite, on the N. slope, is the ruin of Annaherg (3465'), high

above which stands the pilgrimage- church of St. Martin am Vorberg

(5695'). Near (20 M.) Goldrain the line crosses the rapid Plima,

which descends from the Martell-Tal (p. 332; at its mouth is the

village of Morttr; in the background the Zufrittspitze, 11,270'). We
again cross to the left bank of the Adige near Ooflan, with marble-

quarries, and ascend to —
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231/2 M. Schlanders (2315'; Post, very fair, R. 1-2 K.; Kreuz;
Widder; Base; Rose), a large village with a handsome Gothic
church, at the entrance to the Schlandernaun-Tal (p. 288; guides,

Joh. Gruber and Engelbert Nollet), where the vineyards cease. We
now ascend in a wide bend on the slope of a large alluvial mound,
which divides the Upper and Lower Vinschgau, past Kortsch (on

the right), and again approach the Adige.

28 M. Laas (2850'; Hirsch, very fair ; *Scnne ,• Adler; Krone), with
important marble-works, in which the fine marbles of Laas are pre-

pared for sculptors and architects. The Laaser-Tal opens here on
the S. To the S.rise the Pederspitzen and Hohe Angelus, with the

Angelus and Ofenwand glaciers.

To visit the Laaser-Tal (comp. Map, p. 334; guides, Joh. Tscholl,

Georg Rieder, and Franz Tappeiner), we cross the Adige and at the mills
ascend to the right, passing the chapel of *S^. Martin (3355'). After 1 hr.
we cross to the right bank of the Laaser Bach (above, to the left, are the
marble-quarries, at the N. base of the Jennewand, 9580') and ascend along
it to (1 hr.) the Lower Laaser Alp (5855') and the (i hr.) Troppauer-Hiitte
(6890'; provision-depot), the starting-point for the ascents of the Laaser-
spifze or Orgelspitze (10,835'), accomplished via the Schluder-Scharte (see

below) in 3V2-4 hrs. (guide 10, with descent to Gand HE.); Schluderspitze
(10,600'; 4 hrs.; guide 10^.); Lyfispitze (10,990'; 5 hrs.

;
guide 12 iT.);

Aeussere Pederspitze (11,170') and Mittlere Pederspitze (11,275'; each 5^/2 brs.

;

guide 12 K.); Tschenglser Hochwand (11,080'; 6V2-7 hrs.: guide 14, to the
Diisseldorf Hut 16 K.). — Passes. To Sulden over the Zayjoch (ca. 10,660'),

4-41/2 brs. to the Diisseldorf Hut, not difficult for adepts and very interesting
(guide 16 Z.); over the Angelus-Scharte (10,990*), 6-7 hrs. to the DiisseldorfHut
(guide 16 iT.), or over the Rosim-Joch (10,620'; to Sulden 7 hrs.; guide 16 ZT.),

two fatiguing routes, with vphich the ascents of the Hohe Angelus (li,600'j

and of the Vertainspitze (11,615') may be combined (comp. p. 341). — The
route to Marten (p. 333) over the Schluder-Scharte (9825'; to Gand 6 hrs.

;

guide i^ K.) is not difficult (ascent of the Laaserspitze, see above); that
over the Laaser-Scharte (10,260'; to Gand 71/2 hrs. ; guide 13 K.) is toilsome;
the ascent of the Lyfispitze (see above; from the pass in 3/4 br.

;
guide 3 K.

extra) may be incorporated with this route.

On the S. side of the broad and marshy valley of the Adige are

the small bath of Schgums, with sulphureous and chalybeate springs,

and the village of Tschengls (Lowe, very fair), commanded by the

Tschenglser Hochwand (see above). 3OI/2 M. Eyrs (2960'), Vs^. to

the S of the village (*Post; Lamm); then —
31 1/2 M. Spondinig-Prad (2900'; *Hirsch, R. from 11/2, D. 3 K.),

where omnibuses and carriages for Trafoi and Sulden are waiting.
The Vinschgau Railway proceeds hence in 22 min. via (35 M.) Schluderns-

Glurns to (371/2 M.) Mais (mail-coach to Landeck and diligence over the
Ofen Pass to Zernetz, see E. 54).

Here, diverging to the left from the Vinschgau, begins the
*Stelvio Road, built by the Austrian government in 1820-24, the

highest carriage-road in Europe. It crosses the Adige, and leads

straight through the valley, which is largely covered with debris or

rendered swampy by the inundations of the Trafoier Bach.
At (I3/4M.) Prad (2950'; Post, R. I-II/2, pens. 4-5 K.; Prader

Uof, both very fair), a village at the entrance to the Trafoier -Tal,

the road is joined on the right by the direct route from Mais via
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Glurns andLichtenberg (pp.298, 299). At the 8chmelz{^ObO'; Adler)
the road begins to ascend, the valley contracts, and the brawling Tra-
foier Bach forms several waterfalls. On the slope to the right lies the
village of Stilfs (4300'). A little farther on we cross the stream,

and soon obtain a fine view of the Trafoi snow -mountains (see

below). To the N. towers the broad snowy pyramid of the Weisskugel

(p. 287). Near —
61/4 M. Gomagoi, Ger. Beidewasser (4175'; Post, R. 1^/^-2 K.,

very fair), with a small fort (sketching and photographing for-

bidden), to the S.E., opens the Sulden-Tal (p. 335).
Guides: Paul Reinstadler, Josef Pichler, Jos. and Joh. Pinggera II.,

Jos. Moser, Friedr. and Alois Schopf, Josef Angerer., Joh. Jos. Zischg, Peter
Pinggera, Albert Ortler, Anselm Gallia, and Alois Tembl at Gomagoi; Ant.
Pichler at Stilfs 5 comp. also p. 336. — A direct club-path leads from Gomagoi
to the (5V'j brs.) Payer-Hiitte (p. 340j. This route diverges to the right from
the Suiden road immediately beyond the bridge over the Trafoier-Bach,
lead mostly through wood, and joins the Trafoi path near the (4 hrs.) Edel-
weiss-Hiitte (p. 329).

The road ascends more rapidly and crosses the Trafoier-Bach
four times. As we approach (3 M.) Trafoi, the broad Monte Livrio

(10,225') first becomes visible, and adjoining it on the right the

Naglerspitze (10,740'). A magnificent panorama is soon disclosed:

to the left the huge Ortler (the summit itself is not visible) ; to

the right of it the Lower Ortler Glacier and the Trafoi Glacier,

separated by the Nashornspitze (8810'), and crowned by the Tra-

foier Eiswand (11,660'); farther to the right, the black Vordere

Madatschspitze {i0,i76'^, the Madatsch Glacier, and the Geisterspitze

(11,405'). Before the last bridge, the 'Grottenweg' to the Trafoi

Hotel diverges to the left.

91/4 M. Trafoi (5055'; ^Post-Hotel, R. 2-3, B. 1 K.; Zur ScKunen
Aussicht, Alte Post, both well spoken of; Edelweiss, plain), a small

village, grandly situated, with a handsome new church. Beyond the

Alte Post a road diverging to the left (shorter footpath from the

Schone Aussicht Inn, past the church) leads to the (1 M.) *Trafoi

Hotel (5950'), a large modern first-class house (R. 3-15, B. l^/o?

de'j. 4, D. 5 -fir.), generally crowded in summer (rooms should be
secured beforehand). Pleasant promenades, provided with finger-

posts and benches, traverse the woods on both sides of the valley.
Excursions and Ascknts (guides, Paul and Jos. Mazzag., Joh. Jos.,

Anton, Jak,, Matth., Peter Jos.^ Josef, and Franz Thiini, Jos. Platzer, Joh.
Angerer, Lor.. Joh. Josef., and Ludwig Ortler., Anton Thoma, Corn. Schopf, and
Joh. Jos. Asper of Trafoi). Interesting walk (guide unnecessary) from the
Trafoi Hotel to the (V-jhr.) Heilige Dkei Brunnen. The path leads through
wood, crosses the three arms of the brook, which afterwards unite, to

the Waldheim Restaurant, and reaches the 'Three Holy Springs' (5240'j,

beside which are an inn and a pilgrimage chapel. Under a wooden roof
are three rude figures representing Christ, the Virgin, and St. John, from
whose breasts flows the ice-cold 'holy water'. Beyond the chapel (to the
left, the path to the Bergl-Hiitte, see p. 329) we may proceed to the right,

cross the brook, ascend a slope covered with debris, and, passing the
Waterfalls, return by the opposite bank (a round of I1/4 hr.). From the
Waldheim (see above), a path to the right leads to the (20 min.) Bdren-
Briicke, across the deep ravine of the Klammbach, whence a zigzag path
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ascends to the (1 hr.) Weisse Knott (p. 330). — The *Kleinboden (6890'-, IVa hr.

to the N. of Trafoi; club-path; guide, 4 K.^ not necessary) aflfords an
admirable view of the Ortler. Stelvio, Oetztaler Ferner, etc. ; still better
from the (1 2 hr.) top of the Schafteck (7435'). — Another excellent survey
of the Ortler group is obtained from the Tartscher Aim (6305'; IV4 hr.

;

guide, unnecessary, 3 JST.), reached by a path ascending to the right,

20 min. from the Weisse Knott (p. 330). Still more extensive views are

afforded by the Schicarze Wand (7855'), 21/2 hrs., and by the Korspitze

(9615'), 4 hrs. from Trafoi (guide 7 K.). — From the Korspitze via the
Seejoch (9555'; a toilsome pass leading to the Miinster-Tal, less attractive

than the Wormser-.Toch) to the Monte Pressura (9940') 3/4 br., and descent
to the Stelvio Pass 1/2 br., very interesting, see p. 331.

The ascent of the -Ortler (12,800'; 71/2-8 hrs. ; guide, including a night
in the Payer-Hiitte, 20 K.^ with descent to Sulden 23 K.) is not difficult

for experts when the snow is in a favourable condition (comp. p. 339).

The bridle-path crosses the Trafoier-Bach at the (1/4 hr.) mill (4955') and
ascends through wood, and then over grass to the (3 hrs.) Edelw&iss-Hutte

(8320'; inn in summer), short of which it is joined on the left by the club-
path from Gomagoi (p. 328). Thence we proceed over debris through the

Taharetta-Tal to the Tabaretta-Joch, where we join the path from Sulden
(p. 339), and to the (IV2 hr.) Payer-Hiitte (9940'; p. 340). Hence to the
summit (3-31/2 hrs.) see p. 340. — The first ascent of the Ortler (comp. p. 340)

was made in 18C4 from Trafoi, by 'Passeirer Josele' (see p. 330), via the

Untere Ortlev-Ferner and the Hintere Wandlen, a route followed in 1884 by
Dr. Tauscher, accompanied by his wife. In 1864 Mr. F. F. Tuckett and Mr.
Buxton made the ascent from the Heilige Drei Brunnen via the Hohe Eisrinne
and the Obere Ortle7'-Ferner, and in 1872 M. von Dechy chose the route, first

attempted by Ruthner in 1859, via the steep snow- couloir known as the
Stickle Pleiss. The starting-point for these difficult ascents is the Bergl-
Hiitte (7260'; Inn in summer), I1/2 hr. above the Holy Springs, 21/4 hrs.

from Trafoi. The former ascent led up the ice-coated S. side of the Pleiss-

horn, exposed to danger from avalanches, but the new route, constructed
by Dr. Christomannos, ascends through the rocks above the Bergl-Hiitte
direct to the Stickle Pleiss, and thence along the snow-arete (above the
region of avalanches) to the Pleisshorn (10,345') and the Upper Ortler Glacier

(to the summit from the hut, 5-6 hrs.; guide 22, with descent to Sulden
29 K.). - Thurwieserspitze (11,945' ;

guide 34 A'.), very difficult, see pp. 330, 339.
— A club-path, recently repaired (guide desirable, 16 A'.), leads from the
Bergl-Hiitte via the Lower Ortler, Trafoi, and Madatsch Glaciers to (21/2 hrs.)

Franzenshohe (p. 330). — Other ascents are described under Franzen?hohe
and the Stelvio Pass, pp. 330, 331.

Over the Hochleiten-Joch to Sulden, with the ascent of the Hoch-
leitenspitze (9175'), 61 2-7 hrs., laborious (guide 11 K). We follow the Payer-
Hiitte route to the (3 hrs.) Edelweiss-Hiiiie (see above), whence we ascend to

the left over abrupt slopes of grass and debris to the (1/2 hr.) Hochleiten-

Joch (8805') and by the rocky arete to the left to the (20 min.) summit.
Magnificent view of the Sulden Alps : from left to right, Tschengelser
Hochwand, Kleine and Hohe Angelusspitze, Vertainspitze, Plattenspitze,
Pederspitzen , Schontaufspitze, Madritschspitze. Cevedale , Suldenspitze,
Schrotterhorn, Kreilspitze, and finally the huge Ortler, which seems quite
near. Far below, to the E., is the Sulden-Tal; to the W. the Trafoi-
Tal, with the Stelvio road and the sombre Madatsch; N. the Upper-
Vinschgau, with Mais and the lakes of the Adige. — Descent (fatiguing)
partly over steep and crumbling rocks, overgrown with creeping-pines,
and lastlv through wood and meadows to (21/2-3 hrs.) Sulden (p. 335).

Via the Payer Hiitte to Sulden (6 hrs. ; guide 11 A".), see pp. 337, 340.

Over the Ortler Pass to Santa Caterina, 10 hrs. from the Bergl-Hiitte to

the Oapanna Milano, difficult (guide 22 A'.); over the Ortler Pass and the
Eochjoch to Sulden, 14 hrs. (guide 28 A'.), very difficult (comp. p. 341 ; better
in the opposite direction).

The road ascends in bold windings on the left side of "^^he valley,

and is to be preferred to the various short-cuts for pedestrians on
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account of its finer views. The finest point is (1 hr.) the *Weisse
Knott (6110'; restaurant^, a platform with a marble obelisk erected

to the memory of Josef Pichler ('Passeirer Josele'), who, in 1804,
made the first ascent of the Ortler. Facing us is the sombre
Madatsch, to the right the Madatsch Glacier, and to the left the

Trafoi and Untere Ortler Glaciers, separated by the Nashornspitze

and overlooked by the snowy summits of the Eiskogel, Thurwieser-
spitze, Trafoier Eiswand, and Schneeglocke. More to the left, in the

foreground, is the Pleisshorn with the Stickle Pleiss and Hohe
Eisrinne (p. 329), above which rise the snowy slopes of the Ortler.

Far below, amid dark pine-trees, lies the chapel of the Three

Holy Springs (p. 328). About 10 min. farther on is the spot (^indi-

cated by a marble tablet) where Madeleine de Tourville, an English

lady, was thrown down the slope and murdered by her husband, a

Walloon, on 16th July, 1876. Farther on, opposite the superb

Madatsch Glacier, is the (25 min.) Cantoniera del Bosco. The zone

of trees is now quitted and stunted dwarfpines only are seen. At

(3Ahr.)-
141/4 M. Franzenshohe (7180'; Post-Alpen-Hotel , R. IV2-2,

D. 4, pens, from 6 K., fair), the highest peak of the Ortler becomes
visible for the first time. Austrian custom-house examination.

An easy path ascends, to the S.E., on the slope of the Vordere-Grat,
in IV2 hr. to the Madatsch Glacier, which may be traversed higher up
without danger. A splendid view, particularly striking by evening-
light, is obtained hence of the precipitous glacier with the Ortler above
it, the Trafoi -Tal, and the Oetztal glaciers. The view is still finer

from the Untere Signalkitppe (8205'; 'A hr. from the inn) and from the
Signalkogel (9090'; IV-.'hr., with guide). Over the Madatsch^ Trafoi^ and
Lower Ortler Glaciers to the Bergl-BUtte, see p. 329. — Franzenshohe is one
of the best headquarters for Mountain Ascents in the W. Ortler district

(guides, Alois and Joh. Theiaer of Prad; tariff from Trafoi, 2 K. less from
Frauzenshohe). Geisterspitze (11,405'; 4 hrs.), see p. 331. Other easy peaks
are the Grosse Naglerspitze {Cima Vitelli. 10,690'; 4 hrs.; guide d K), the
Payerspitze (11,140'; 4V.2 hrs.; guide 9 £".) , and the Tuckettspitze (11,885';

5 hrs.
; guide 9 K.'). Adepts only should attempt the Madatschspitzen ( Vordere,

10,175', 4-5 hrs.; Mittlere, 10,855', 4-5 hrs. ;
guide 11 Z". ; Hintere, 11,2G0',

51/2-61/2 hrs., guide 12 X.), the Cristallospitze (11,360'; 51/2 hrs.
;
guide 14 iT.),

the Grosse Schneeglocke (11,215'; 6 hrs. ;
guide 11 K.) . the Hohe JSchiieide

(10,64U'; 41/- hrs.; guide 12^.), and the Grosse Eiskogel (11,710'; 7 hrs.

;

guide 12 jr.). Very difficult are the Trafoier Eiswand (11,660'; 8-9 hrs.

via the Tuckett-Joch and the S. flank; guide 28 Z'.), and the T/mrwieserspitz

e

(11,945'; 8-9 hrs.
;
guide 28 K). ascended from the Bergl-Hiitte (p. 329) via

the Lower Ortler Glacier and the Thurwieser-Joch.^ The Trafoier Eiswand
and the Thurwiesergpitze are connected by an arete called the Baeckmann
Grat (extremely difficult).

Passes (all very difficult, except the last). To Santa Caterina (p. 341)
over the Glocken-Joch (10,990'), between the Trafoier Eiswand and the
Grosse Schneeglocke, 9 hrs. to the Milaii Hut or to the Malga Prato Beghino
in the Val Zebrii (guide 20 iT.); the Trafoier-Joch (10,840'),' between the
Kleine Schneeglocke and the Hintere Madatschspitze (8 hrs. ; guide 20 Z'.),';

the Tuckett-Joch (10,985'), between the Hintere Madatschspitze and the
Tuckettspitze (8 hrs.

;
guide 20 iT.) ; the Madatsch-Joch (10,980'), between

the Tuckettspitze and the Cristallospitze (8 hrs.
;
guide 20 E.)\ and the

Geister Pass (Passo di Sasso Rotondo, 10,685'), between the Geisterspitze

and the Payerspitze (8 hrs.
;
guide 20£".).
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The road ascends in long windings, passing the 'Casetta', a road-

menders' hut (8290'), to the —
171/2 M. Stelvio Pass {Stilfser-Joch; 9055'), with the *E6tel

Ferdinandshohe (R. 2-5 K. ;
Austrian post-office in summer). A

column to the left marks the boundary betvv een Austria and Italy.

A path, traversing mica-slate, ascends to the right in steep zigzags to

the (10 min.) ^Dreisprachenspitze (9325' -, 'Hotel Dreisprachenspitpe, R. 2-3,

D. 5, pens. 8-10 K.), a rocky spur which commands an imposing view, par-

ticularly of the Ortler, the snowy dome of which appears quite near. —
The barren red Monte Pressura (Kotelspitze, 9940') may be ascended in ^/t hr.

more, with guide (from Franzenshohe direct in 21/2 brs. ; view similar to

that from the Umbrail).
The 'Geisterspitze (11,405'), a very fine point, may be ascended from

the pass in 2V2-3 hrs. (guide from Trafoi 12 K). The route ascends gradually
across the £ben Glacier, between Monte Livrio on the left and the Naglerspitze

on the right, to the N.W. base of the snow-clad ridge. Then a steep

ascent to the narrow arete at the top (steady head necessary), which
commands an admirable view of the Ortler, etc. Far below lies the green
Val Furva.

To the left is the Eben Glacier. The road, which is seldom

entirely free from snow except in warm seasons, descends in windings,

which may he avoided by short-cuts, to (1/2 hr.) —
I83/4 M. Santa Maria (8160'; Inn^ tolerable), the fourth Can-

toniera and the Italian custom-house.
An excellent road (diligence twice daily in summer in 1 hr. ; ascent

3V2 hrs.) diverges from the Stelvio route to the right near the Cantoniera
Sta. Maria, crosses the Umbrail-Pass (8240'), or Wormser-Joch, and descends
through the Muranza Valley to (8M.) St. Maria in the Miinster-Tal (p. 298).

The ascent of the -Tiz Umbrail (9945'; 1^4-2 hrs. from Santa Maria;
guide, not indispensable in settled weather, 5-6 fr.) is recommended. We
diverge by the Dogana to the left from the road into the Miinster-Tal,
and ascend first a grassy slope and then a stony zigzag path to the jagged
summit (the Umbrail Glacier remains to our right). Magnificent *View (good
panorama by Faller). — Those approaching from Bormio ascend the Umbrail
from the third cantoniera (see below)-, the route (no path) diverges to

the left from the road, near a post on the right, about V* M. above
the cantoniera, and ascends the hillside to (1 hr.) a small lake, whence
it climbs over rocks to the (1 hr.) top. Descent to the 4th Cantoniera.

We next reach the (1 M.) third Cantoniera al Piano del Braulio

(7590'; Inn, well spoken of), near a chapel, and then the Casino dei

Rotteri di Spondalonga (7100'), a house occupied by road-menders.

The road descends in numerous windings, which the pedestrian

can generally cut off. (In the gorge to the right are the *Falls of

the Braulio, precipitated over rocky terraces.) "We cross by the

Ponte Alto the brook descending on the left from the Val Vitelli,

and reach the (second) Cantoniera Bruciato (6495'). To the right

rises the abrupt Mte. Braulio (9775') and Mte. Radisca (9745').

The road skirts the mountain -slope and is carried through the

Diroccamento (Wormser Loch) by covered galleries. Farther on is

the (first) Cantoniera di Piatta Martina (5585'), beyond which
the Adda dashes forth from the wild Val Fraele on the right and
unites with the Braulio. Beyond the last gallery but one the valley

and the road turn towards the S., and a beautiful view is disclosed

of the valley of Bormio as far as Ceppina, especially fine towards
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evening. To the S.W. rise the Corno di San Colombano (9915'), the

Cima di Piazzi (11,280'), and the Cima Redasco (10,300'); to the

S.E. are the Monte Sobretta (10,715') and the ice-pyramid of Piz

Tresero (11,820'). The Bagni Vecdd (4760'), or Old Baths of Bormio,

now come into view, perched on the rocks below the road. Before

the last tunnel (Galleria dei Bagni) is reached a road descends to

them direct (good accommodation; R. 2-3'/25 B- 1) pens. 7-8 fr.).

About i/o ^^- farther down are the —
291/2"^. New Baths of Bormio, or Bagni Nuovi (4380'; *Hotel,

R. 3-8, B. 172, D. 5, pens. 91/2-16 fr.
;
post and telegraph office),

a handsome building on a terrace, commanding a fine view of the

valley of Bormio and the surrounding mountains. About 1^/4 M.
farther on is the town of Bormio (p. 341).

The baths include two swimming-baths, mud-baths, etc. (plunge-bath

172? swimming-bath 2 fr.) and are frequented mainly for rheumatism, gout,
feminine ailments, etc. The water (slightly impregnated with lime; ICO-
106° Fahr.) is brought in pipes from the old baths, to which shady foot-

paths and a shorter carriage-road lead, in addition to the Stelvio road.

The seven springs, mentioned by Pliny and Cassiodorus. rise in the Do-
lomite rocks above the gorge of the Adda, and yield about 220 gallons per
minute. Behind the old baths is the entrance to the shaft (100' long) of

the St. Martin's Therme^ used for heat-cures (82-102° Fahr.). A visit should
be paid to the old Roman Baths (Piscine)., at the efflux of the Erzherzogin
Spring and of the Plinius Born (Fonte; used internally only), dominated
by the towering cliffs of the Adda ravine. A path leads thither in 10 miu.
from the New Baths, passing a waterfall of hot water. Near the springs
the maiden -hair (Adiantum capillus Veneris), edelweiss, and other rare
Alpine plants are found.

The ascent of the Monte delle Scale (8210*; 3V2-4 hrs. ; with guide) is

recommended. The route descends to the W. from the Baths, crosses the

Adda at Premadio, and ascends by a good bridle-path on the N. slope of
the Val Viola (edelweiss abundant) to the two towers of the (2 hrs.) Scale

di Fraele (6370'), a well-known pass in the middle ages, commanding a

fine view of the Piz Tresero, Cima di Piazzi , etc. About V* ^*'- farther

on is the beautiful little Xa^o delle Scale iQ3i& ; chalet; rfmts.), where the
bridle-track ends. From this point a climb of 174 hr., the last 72 l"".

steep, brings us to the plateau of the Mte. delle Scale, with its two peaks.
Magnificent view from the E. peak of the Ortler group, the Val Viola, "Val

Furva, and Valle di Sotto, while far below us are the gorge of the xVdda

and the Baths of Bormio.

60. The MarteU-Tal.
The Martell-Tal, or Mortell-Tal, the longest valley in the Ortler Alps

(25 M.), aflords the shortest route from the lower Vinschgau to Sulden.
The lower part of the valley is rather monotonous, but the glacier-scenery

at its head is magnificent. In the years 18?8, 1889, and 1891 the valley

was devastated by the outburst of the lake formed by the Zufall Glacier

(comp. p. 333). — Guides: Joh. Gampper of Salt, Matth. Kobald, Joh., Jos.,

Matth., and Hein. Eherhofer, and Jos. Gluderer of Gand, Martin Holzknecht

of Martell (see also the Sulden guides, p. 336).

If the night has been spent at Salt, the long ascent through the valley

to the Joch is fatiguing, the more so as the steeper portions must be
faced during the midday heat. The traveller may therefore prefer to

spread the walk over two days, spending a night in the Zufall-Hiitte. —
In the reverse direction (from Sulden, and still more easily from the

Schaubach-Hiilte) a good walker may cross the Madritsch-Joch, climb the

Schontaufspitze, and reach Latsch (p. 326) in one day.
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At the moiitli of the valley lies the village of Morter (2285';

Adler), reached in 20 min. from Goldrain (p. 326), or in 40 min.

from Latsch (p. 326). On a hill to the left are the ruined castles

of Vnter- and Ober-Montan (2750') and the ancient Chapel of

St. Stephen. The road (10 min.) crosses the hrook and begins to

ascend rapidly. Beyond some large marble -quarries we reach

(il/2 hr.) Bad Salt (3765'; good accommodation at the bath-house;

Eberhbfer, well spoken of). To the right, on the hillside, lies

Martell, or Thai (4330'), a scattered village, with a church. We next

cross the FUmbach to (3/4 hr. ; 3 hrs. from Latsch) the long village of

Gand(4125'; Eberhofer, unpretending), traverse wood (on the right

the precipitous Schluderhom, 9030'), and pass Unterhblderle and

the solitary chapel of (IV4 tr.) Maria-Schmelz (5100'). We then

(72 t^r.) recross the stream and traverse pastures, with numerous
chalets and hay-sheds. High up, on the left, is the JJntere Zufritt-

Ferner. At the end of the Alp (1/4 hr.) the path again enters

the wood and ascends, skirting a projecting spur, beyond which
the two snowy peaks of the Cevedale are suddenly disclosed ; this

magnificent picture, however, soon disappears. We next reach the

(Y2 lir.) Lower Martell Alp (5955'), on the right bank, and the

(10 min.) Upper Martell Alp (5995'), finely situated on the left bank.

The path now undulates through wood on the left bank, crosses

the (1 hr.) Pederbach, and ascends abruptly to the right. On the

first buttress of the mountain (where the route to the Madritsch-

Joch diverges; seep. 334), we turn to the left, cross the Madr itsch-

bach, and ascend to the (2/4 hr. ; 4V2brs. from Gand) Zufall-Hiitte

(7455'; Inn in summer), prettily situated on a grassy hill. To the

W. the imposing Zufall Glacier descends in two arms into the valley

(left, the Filrkele-Ferner ; right, the Langen-Ferner). On the left is the

Hohe Ferner with iheVeneziaspitze (^iifiOO') a.nd Schranspitze (9635').

About 20 min. above the hut are an embankment and tunnel, con-
structed in 1892-93 to prevent a recurrence of the inundations.

Ascents (guides, see p. 332; the charges given are from the Zu-
fall-Hiitte; guide from Gand to the hut 8 A'.). The ascent of the ''Ceve-
dale (12,380'; 6 hrs. from the Zufall-Hiitte; guide 12, with descent to
Sulden 20, to Santa Caterina 22^.) is troublesome, but highly interest-
ing (comp. p. 337). From the hut we proceed to the S., crossing the
Plima and passing the Untere Konzenlacke (8()00') and ascend over scree
and moraine-deposits to the Zufall Glacier and the summit. Or (preferable)
we may ascend from the Zufall-Hutte to the (31/2 hrs.) Halle sche Hiitie on the
Eissee Pass (p. 337) and spend the night there (to the summit, 2V2-3 hrs.
more). Descent to Svlden or Santa Caterina, see pp. 337, 340. — The Innere
Pederspitze (10.775'; 4 hrs.; guide 7. with descent to Sulden 13 A'^.), the
Plattenspitze (11.210'; 41/2 hrs. ; guide 7 AT.), the Aevssere Pederspitze (11.170;
5 hrs.), the Mittlere Pederspitze (11340'; 5 hrs.; guide 8 A', each), and the
Scbildspitze (10,380'; 41/2 hrs. ; 8 A.) may also be ascended from the Zufall-
Hutte. — "Hintere Schontaufspitze. see p. 334. — The ascent rf the Zufritt-
spitze (11.270') from the Upper Martell Alp via the Zufritt Glacier is

laborious but interesting (5 hrs.
;
guide 14 K.). The same remark applies

to the Veneziaspitze (11,000'), ascended from the Zufall-Hutte via the
Hohen-Ferner in 4 hrs., and to the Hintere Rotspitze' (10.975',) reached
from the Zufall-Hiitte by the Gramsen-Ferner in 4 hrs. (guide 12 A:, each,
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with descent over the Saeni Glacier to the Rifugio Doriyoni and to the Rabbi
Baths 24 K.). — The Laaserspitze (10,835'} and the Sckluderspitze (10,600')
are both comparatively ea>5y (from Gand 5-6 hrs.

;
guide 10 and 11, with

descent to Laas 16 and 17ir.)i comp. p. 327.
Passes. To Pejo (p. 351). from the Zufall-Hiitte over the Hohen-

ferner-Joch (10.470'), on the W. side of the Cima MarmoUa (10.950'), and
down across the Marmotta Glacier and past the Lago Lungo to the Val della
Mare and (9-10 hrs.) Pejo (guide 24 K.) . fatiguing but interesting. The
ascent of the Veneziaspitze or of the Cima Marmotta may easily be com-
bined with this route. — The route over the Fiirkele-Scharte"(9945'), to
the E. of the Cevedale (10 hrs. to Pejo; guide 24 A'.), is less attractive,
the ascent across the crevassed Fiirkele Glacier being very tedious. Descent
over slopes of debris to the Cevedale Club Hut (p. 351). — To the Baths of
Rabbi (p. 351) from the lower Martell Alp over the Sillent-Joch (9810').

between the Grams en spitze and ihe Sallentspifze. 8-9 hrs., laborious (guide
18 K.). About 1 hr. below the pass, in the Valle di Saent, is the Rifugio
Dorigoni of the Trent Alpine Society (p. 851). — To St. Gekteaud in the
Ulten-Tal (p. 325). several passes. From the lower Alp over the Zufritt-
Joch (10.030'), between the Zufrittfpifze (p. 338) and the TVeissirnnner-
spitze (10,680'), down the rocky slope called 'In der Neuen WeW, and
past the Griinsee to the Weissbrtmner Alp. laborious but interesting
(8-9 hrs.

;
guide 18 K). From Gand to St. Gertraud over the Soyjoch

(9215'), to the IN.E. of the Zufrittspitze, 9 hrs.. or over the Flimjoch (9460'),

between the Tuferspitze and the Hasenohr, 8 hrs.. two fatiguing routes
(guide 14 E.). — To Santa Caterixa over the Langenferner-Joch {Cevedale
Pass; 10.730'), a grand glacier-tour of 8 hrs. from the Zufall-Hiitte (guide
21 K.). with which the ascent of the Cevedale may be combined (3-4 hrs.

more; comp. pp. 337, 840).
To ScLDEN ovEE THE Madeitsch-Joch, 6-7 hrs. from the Zufall-Hiitte,

a somewhat fatiguing route, but highly interesting when combined with
the ascent of the Hintere Schdntai/fspifze\gnid.e 12, including the Schontauf-
spitze 14 K.). From the Zufall-Hiitte we follow a club-path, skirting a

steep rocky slope, and (10 min.) cross the Madritschbach (7375'). We then
ascend to the left across pastures, and lastly over a steep slope of de'bris

to the (3 hrs.) Madritsch-Joch (10,230'), where a splendid view is disclosed
of the mountain-giants of Sulden. "The 'Hin'-^e Schontaufspitze (10,905'),

to the right of the pass, and easily ascended in 1/2 hr., commands a still

grander and more extensive panorama (see pp. 337, 33?). Descent from the
pass over snow and de'bris to the (1' 4 hr.) Schaubach-HUtte and to (IV2 br.)

Sulden (p. 335).

To Sulden by the Eissee Pass, a grand glacier-expedition (from the
Zufall-Hiitte 6V2-7 hrs.

;
guide 15 A'.), with which the ascent of the Cevedale

may conveniently be combined (comp. pp. 333, 337). From the hut we ascend
to the W. on the slope of t^e Mutspiize to the foot of the Hintere Wandlen,
then across de'bris and over the Langen-Ferner to the (S'/z lirs.) Halle'sc/ie

Hiiite, on the Eissee Pass (10.290'-. pp. 337, 340). Descent to the (1' j hr.)

Schaubach-HUtte and (1' /.) hr.) Sulden.

61. The Sulden- Tal.

Mail Coach from Spondinig-Prad (rail, station, p. 327) in summer 4 times
daily, to the Sulden Hotel in 41/2 hrs. (descent 2V2-3 hrs.)-, fare 6 A'.;

10 lbs. of luggage free, each lb. more 5 h. — Diligence from Trafoi to

the SuMen Hntel twice daily in 31/2 hrs. (3 E. 20 h.]. — Cakeiage with
one horse from Spondinig to Sulden 20, with two horses 30-40 A., and
10 per cent driver's fee; from Gomagoi to Sulden 10 or 16, from Trafoi 14

or 30, from Landeck (two days) 72 or 120 A'. Porter from Gomagoi 4 A.
The imposing "^Ortler Group, situated between the sources of the Adige

and the Adda, and notable for their boldness of form, great height, and
magnificent glacier-scenery, presents a most interesting field to the moun-
taineer. The best starting-point for excursions is Sulden (St. Gertraud).,

beautifully sitaated 21/4 hrs. from Gomagoi; but the hotels are generally
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crowded at the height of summer. — Robust and practised Pedkstrians
may reach the Sulden-Tal in 5 days from Innsbruck as follows : through the

Stubai-Tal and over the Bildstockl-Joch to Solden, over the Niederjoch (ir

the Hochjoch to Unsere-Frau, via Naturns to Latsch, and through the

Martell-Tal and over the Madritsch-Joch to Sulden.

Gomagoi (4176'), see p. 328. The road (built by the G. A. C.

in 1891-92) descends to the left by the Post Hotel, crosses the

Trafoier-Bach in its narrow gorge, and then ascends again into

the wooded Sulden-Tal (to the right the 'Prager-Weg' to the Payer-

Hiitte, p. 328), passing an obelisk in memory of L, von Hofmann,
the promoter of the road. In ^4 ^^- more we cross the Suldenbach

(4280'), beyond which the road ascends in a wide curve through

wood (a footpath to the right saves Y2 ^O? ^^^^ ^^ *^® ^P®^ ^il^"

side. We soon come in sight of part of the Konigspitze and of the

majestic pyramid of the Ortler (to the right), which remains in

view for the rest of the way ; on the top of the Tabaretta ridge the

Payer Hut (p. 340) is visible. At the (40 min.) Unterthurn Inn

(5205') the road makes another bend (short-cut to the right), and

farther on it passes the Oberthurnhof to the right, and the Gand-

hof with its chapel (5330'), above us, to the left. Crossing the

Razoibach we reach (20 min) the Laganda Inn (5520'), where a

toll of 8 h. is levied (incl. return) , and in 10 min. more cross the

Suldenbach (5640'). The road ascends sharply on the left bank,

traversing wood and crossing the old moraine of the Marlt Glacier

(^p. 339), and commands a beautiful view of the mountains bounding
the Sulden-Tal on the E. (from right to left : Vordere and Hintere

Schontaufspitze, Pederspitze, Plattenspitze, Sohildspitze, Vertain-

spitze). On quitting the wood (25 min.) we come in sight of the

houses of Sulden. At a gate, 3 min. farther on, a footpath diverges

to the left to the Ortlerhof and the Sulden Hotel, but the road

goes on past a memorial tablet to Joh. Stiidl, where the path to the

Payer Hxitte (p. 340) diverges to the right, to (I/4 hr. ; 272 ^rs.

from Gomagoi) —
51/2 M. Sulden or St. Gertraud (6050'; *iIof. Eller, R. 1 K 60-3 K.,

I>.2 K. 40, pens. 6 K.-7 K. 40 h.\ with a handsome new church,

containing a marble monument to the meritorious cure Eller (d. 1901).

To the right, in the wood, is a memorial to Julius Payer, the ex-

plorer of the Ortler district, with a relief-portrait ; a little higher up
is a chapel among the rocks.

The road descends past the Villa Flora (rooms to let; small ba-

zaar), crosses the Suldenbach, and re-ascends (short-cut to the right)

to the (8 min.) Post Hotel zum Ortler (R. 11/2-3 ^.) and the (5 min.)

Hot. Tembel (R. i^/2-2K.^, beyond which the road is almost level.

We cross the Zaybach, pass the Hot. Alpenrose (R. i^j-i-l^j^i pens.

6 K. 20 h.') and at the Gampenhofe ascend to the left past Ping-

gera's aiiiiReinstadler^s Lodging Houses to the (}/2'iiT^.^ *Sulden Hotel
(6235'; R. 3-10, B. 11/2, de'j. 3, D. 4, pens. 10-16 K.'), a large first-

class establishment, finely situated at the edge of the wood. The
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crowded at the height of summer. — Robust and practised Pedestrians
may reach the Sulden-Tal in 5 days from Innsbruck as follows : through the

Stubai-Tal and over the Bildstdckl-Joch to Solden, over the Niederjoch <ir

the Hochjoch to Unsere-Frau, via Naturns to Latsch, and through the

Martell-Tal and over the Madritsch-Joch to Sulden.

Gomagoi (4176'), see p. 328. The road (built by the G. A. C.

ill 1891-92) descends to the left by the Post Hotel, crosses the

Trafoier-Baeh In its narrow gorge, and then ascends again into

the wooded Sulden-Tal (to the right the 'Prager-Weg' to the Payer-

Hiltte, p. 328), passing an obelisk in memory of L. von Hofmann,

the promoter of the road. In ^4 ^^- niore we cross the Suldenbach

(4280'), beyond which the road ascends in a wide curve through

wood (a footpath to the right saves 1/2 M.), then on the open hill-

side. We soon come in sight of part of the Konigspitze and of the

majestic pyramid of the Ortler (to the right), which remains in

view for the rest of the way ; on the top of the Tabaretta ridge the

Payer Hut (p. 340) is visible. At the (40 min.) Unterthurn Inn

(5205') the road makes another bend (short-cut to the right), and

farther on it passes the Oberthurnhof to the right, and the Gand-

hof with its chapel (5330'), above us, to the left. Crossing the

Razoibach we reach (20 min) the Laganda Inn (5520'), where a

toll of 8 h. is levied (incl. return) , and in 10 min. more cross the

Suldenbach (5640'). The road ascends sharply on the left bank,

traversing wood and crossing the old moraine of the Marlt Glacier

(p. 339), and commands a beautiful view of the mountains bounding

the Sulden-Tal on the E. (from right to left : Vordere and Hintere

Schontaufspitze, Pederspitze, Plattenspitze, Schildspitze, Vertain-

spitze). On quitting the wood (25 min.) we come in sight of the

houses of Sulden. At a gate, 3 min. farther on, a footpath diverges

to the left to the Ortlerhof and the Sulden Hotel, but the road

goes on past a memorial tablet to Joh. Stiidl, where the path to the

Payer Hutte (p. 340) diverges to the right, to (1/4 lir- ; ^72 ^^rs.

from Gomagoi) —
51/2 M. Stdden or St. Gertraud(6050'; *Hdt. Filer,RAK 60-3 K.,

D. 2 K. 40, pens. 6 K.-7 K. 40 h.\ with a handsome new church,

containing a marble monument to the meritorious cure Eller (d. 1 901).

To the right, in the wood, is a memorial to Julius Payer, the ex-

plorer of the Ortler district, with a relief-portrait ; a little higher up
is a chapel among the rocks.

The road descends past the Villa Flora (rooms to let ; small ba-

zaar), crosses the Suldenbach, and re-ascends (short-cut to the right)

to the (8 min.) Post Hotel zum Ortler (R. 1 V2-3 K.) and the (5 min.)

Hot. Tembel (R. 172-2 -K".), beyond which the road is almost level.

We cross the Zaybach, pass the Hot. Alpenrose (R. 1V2"2V2) pens.

6 K. 20 h.) and at the Gampenhofe ascend to the left past Ping-

gera's and Reinstadlers Lodging Houses to the (1/2 ^^-^ *Sulden Hotel

(6235'; R. 3-10, B. 11/2, dej. 3, D. 4, pens. 10-16 ^.), a large first-

class establishment, finely situated at the edge of the wood. The
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Sulden Glacier is scarcely visible from the valley ; but the imposing
amphitheatre of mountains that encloses it is now full in view (from
left to right: Suldenspitze, Schrotterhorn, Kreilspitze, Konigspitze,

Zebru, and Ortler). English Church service in summer at the hotel.

Excursions. Guides: Peter Dangl Ben. and /wra., Joh. Dangl at Unter-
stockhof^ Jos. Angerer at Trushof; Christ. Mazzagg at Hofelhof; Friedr.
and Ludicig AngereVj Lndicig Mazzagg at Lagandahof; Jos. Zischg I and //
at Rumsoldhof-, Friedr. and Joh. Jos. lieinstadler at Vollensteinhof •, Jo/>.

Reinstadler., Frz. Zischg. Joh. Jos. Zischg I. and //. , Joh. Kuntner at Pichl-

hof; Jos. and Engelbert Kossler, Frz. Ortler, Joh. Jos. (Hans Sepp), Franz,
Johann, and Friedr. Pinggera, Joh. Pinggera I., and Fidel Reinstadler at

Gampenhof ; Christian, Josef, and Peter Wieser at Gandhof. Comp. p. 32S,

On Sundays the Sulden guides do not start before mass (6.30 a.m.).g

Pleasant promenades, provided witli linger-posts and benches, abound
on both sides of the valley, the most convenient being the ^ Waldweg", on
the W. side (^4 ^^)i which begins opposite the Hotel Eller and may be
reached from the Sulden Hotel via the Gampenhofe across the meadows.
From bi th ends of the Waldweg good paths ('Morosini-Weg) ascend the
wooded slope of the Kuhberg to the (^4 hr.) Kaser-Enott and via the (V2hr.)
Schreibach-Boden to the (i/z br.) Lange Stein (beautiful view), 'i hence an
almost level path leads to the (20 min.) Kuhboden (7875'), at the foot of

the precipitous Marltgrat, whence we may return over the Schmalzboden
to the (1 hr.) Hotel Eller. — 'Schererweg' to the Tabaretta-Hiitte , see

p. 340. — From the Hot. Eller an easy path ('Faulenzer-Weg'') to the right

ascends, crossing the path to the Payer-Hiitte, to the (3/4 hr.) Wassereck,
with a fine view down the valley. — On the E. side of the valley marked
paths, which soon unite, ascend to the (IV4 hr.) ^Kanzel (T80(/), a projecting
height above the woods, commanding a magnificent view of the Konigsspitze
and Ortler, and thence to the Qji hr.) Rosimboden ; descent via the Eosim-
Tal to the (1 hr.) Sulden Hotel.

To the *Schaubach-Hiitte (8440'; 2 hrs.
;
guide, 8 K., unnecessary: horse

and attendant li K.). The bridle-path diverges to the left from the
road below the Sulden Hotel at kilometre-stone 11.^, leads to the S. over
the Rosimbach, and ascends the Legerwand; to the right are the huge
moraines of the Sulden Glacier. After about 1 hr. the path mounts the old

E. lateral moraine, and finally, bending to the left, ascends in zigzags over
grassy slopes, to the Schanbach-Hiitte, on the Ebenwand, splendidly situated

in view of the Sulden Glacier. Opposite to us rises the imposing Konigs-
spitze ; to the right are the Zebrii and Ortler. to the left the Konigsjoch,
Kreilspitze, Forno Pass. Schrotterhorn, and Suldenspitze. The hut (inn in

summer, bed 2-3, S. 2X.) is the best starting-point for the Konigsspitze,
the Cevedale. Schontaufspitze, etc. An interesting glacier-walk leads from
the Schaubach-Hlitte across the Sulden Glacier to the (lV-.;-2 hrs., with
guide) Baeckman-HUtte (see below).

To the Diisseldorf Hut (8S80'; 2-2'/2 hrs. ; guide, 8 K., unnecessary;
horse and attendant 14 K.). An easy bridle-path leads from the Sulden
Hotel, at first through wood, and then through the Zaytal (where our
route is joined by a steep path leading from St. Gertraud via the Vollen-

steinhof) fo the Diisseldorfer-Hiitte ( Tnn in summer), which commands a
striking view of the Ortler. Zebrii, Konig.=spitze, etc. Ascents from the hut
(Tschenglser Hochwand, Hohe Angelus, Vertainspitze, etc.), see p. 337. —
Interesting return-route via Schdneck (to Sulden 3 hrs.), see p. 337.

To the Baeckmann Hut (8760'-, 21/2 hrs.; guide 8 K. , desirable for

novices). We follow the Schaubach-Hiitte route to the top of the (1 hr.)

Legerwand (jee above), whence an easy path, constructed by the Sulden
guides, leads diagonally across the front-moraine of the Sulden glacier,

and then up stony and grassy slopes to the (iVz hr.) small Grat-See (8730').

On the N. bank of this lake is the small but well-fitted hut, built in 1892
by Herr Bseckmann and presented to the Sulden guides (keys at the hotels;

night-quarters 2 K.). Fine view of the Sulden Glacier, Konigsspitze, etc.;

better from the E. spur of the Hintere Grat (9150'), 20 min. above the hut
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(cairn). This hut is the starting-point for the ascents of the Ortler via the

Hintere Grat and via the Hochjoch (p. 341), the Mte. Zebrii, Thurwieser-
spitze, etc.

To the Tabaretta-Hiitte (8860'; 2-21/2 hrs.
5
path marked with red), see

p. 339. — To the Payer-Hiitte (9940' ; 3-3V2 hrs.
;
path marked with red ;

guide 9 K.), see p. 840; recommended even to those who do not intend
to ascend the Ortler. Descent to Trafoi (guide 11 K.), see p. 329. —
Tabarettaspitze (10,260'), from the Payer -Hiitte in 1/2 hr. (guide from
Sulden 10 A'.) ; strikingly grand view of the Ortler. — Hochleitenspitze
(9175'; 31/2-4 hrs.

;
guide 8, with descent to Trafoi 10 A.), a fatiguing ascent

owing to the precipitous slopes covered with loose stones and creeping-firs,

leading to the Hochleiten-Joch (20 min. from the summit). See p. 329.

To the Vorder-Schoneck (9005'), 23/4 hrs., easy and interesting (guide

not indispensable). From the Post Hotel we ascend by a shady path (red

marks) to the (1 hr.) Alp, and thence over grassy slopes to the (13/4 hr.)

tup, which commands a beautiful view of the Sulden Mts. From Vurder-
Schoneck a club-path (guide desirable, 9 K.) leads via Hinter-Schoneck
(10,295'; magnificent view) to the (2 hrs.) Dusseldorf Hut (see p. 336).

The ascent of the Vertainapitze (11,615' ; 81/2 hrs. from the Dusseldorf
Hut; guide 14 K.) is laborious, but highly interesting for experts. We
may ascend either via the (2 hrs.) Angelut-Scharte (10,990') and the N.E.
arete and then by a narrow snow-ridge to the (IV2 hr.) summit; or by the

direct route via "the N.W. arete and the HarpprecM-Kuppe (about 31/2 hrs.

;

difficult, perfectly steady head necessary). The ascent via the Rosim-
boden and Rosim-Wiincle is also difficult. — Descent to the Troppauer-Hiitte

(guide 19 K.), see p. 327.

The *Tschenglser Hochwand (11,080'), ascended in 2V2 hrs. by a club-

path from the Dusseldorf Hut, is not difficult, but a guide is necessary (12 K.).

The fine view from the top embraces the Ortler group, and the Etschtal,

Engadine, and Oetztal Alps. — The Hohe Angelus (11,600'; 3-3V2 hrs.
;
guide

13 A".), ascended from the Dusseldorf Hut via the Angelus-Scharte, is fatiguing

but attractive (more difficult by the arete between the Angelus and Hoch-
ofenwand, 3V2-4 hrs.). — The Hochofenwand (11,260'; 3 hrs. from the
Diisseldorf Hut; guide 16 5^.) offers an interesting climb for adepts free

from dizziness. We cross the Zay-Ferner to the S. base, then ascend by
a long couloir to the N. side, and finally follow the N. arete to the top

(splendid view).

The -Hintere Schontaufspitze (10,905'; 4-4V2 hrs.
;

guide 9 iT., un-
necessary for experts) is another admirable point, free from difficulty.

The route leads from the (2 hrs.) Schaubach - Hiitte (p. 338) over grass,

de'bris, and snow to the (IV2 hr.) Madritsch-Joch (10,230'), and thence to

the left by the arete to the (1/2 hr.) summit. Magnificent 'View (comp.
the Panorama, p. 33S). Descent to the Martell-Tal, see p. 334. — The
Innere Pederspitze (10,775'; 5 hrs.

;
guide 10 K.), the Plattenspitze (11,210';

5 hrs.; 10 A.), the Madrifschspitze (10,720'; 4'/'-' hrs.; 2 K.), the Schildspitze

(11,380'; 5 hrs. ; 12 K.), and the Mittlere Pederspitze (11,340' ; 5-6 hrs. ; 12 K.)
are also occasionally ascended.

The *Monte Cevedale (Zufallspitze, 12,380'; 71/2-8 hrs.; guide 16 iT.), a

magnificent point, is not difficult for climbers of some experience. From
the (2 hrs.) Schaubach-Hiitte (p. 336) we either descend to the left over grassy
slopes and debris to the Sulden Glacier, which we ascend to the left (ad-

visable early in the morning only) to the (2V2 hrs.) Eissee Pass; or we
ascend from" the hut to the left by a serpentine club-path, provided with
wire-ropes, to the (2-2V2 hrs.) ' Eisseespitze (10,650'), which commands a
splendid view (the huge Kdnigspitze immediately to the right seems to

dwarf the Ortler). We now descend the snowy arete to the (20 min.)
Halle'sche Hiitte {Inn in summer) on the Eissee Pass (10,290'; pp. 334, 840).

From the hut we ascend gradually across the Langen-Ferner and Zufall-

Ferner, leaving the Suldenspitze and Langenferner-Joch to the right, and
mount the steep Cevedale ridge to the saddle between the central and the

S. peak, whence we follow the arete to the (2V2-3 hrs.) S. and highest

peak. (The Cevedale has three peaks: the N. 12,200', the central 12,342',

Bakdkkkk's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 2'2
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and the S. 12,380'.) The *View vies with that from the Ortler, and is by
many preferred, the Ortler group itself being seen to much greater ad-

vantage. To the S.W. the Adamello, Presanella, and Brenta Alps are

conspicuous. At our feet lie the Val Furva. Val della Mare, the Martell-

Tal. and the Upper Vinschgau. — Adepts free from dizziness may ascend
the three peaks of the Cevedale in one expedition (guide 24 K.). — Descent
bv the Langenferner-Joch to Santa Caterina (p. 341) in 5 hrs. (guide 26 K.)\

by the Zufall-Fernev to Martell (4i,2 hrs. to the Zufall-Hiitte; guide 20 £".),

see p. 333. Bv the Vedretta la Mare, or over the Fiirkele-Scharte to the

Cevedale Hut (p. 351) and to Pejo (7-8 hrs. ; toilsome ; two guides at 30 K.).

— Interesting high-level route from the Halle'sche Hiitte via the Eissee-

spitze^ Butzenspitze, and Madritschspitze to the Hintert Schontaufsjntze, with
descent thence to the Schaubach-Butle (4i,2-5 hrs. ; guide 15 E.).

The ascent of the Konigsspitze (12,655'). the highest peak of the Eastern
Alps next to the Ortler, is difficult, and lit for experts only (5-6 hrs. from
the Schaubach-Hutte ;

guide 24 5^., with descent to Santa Caterina 34 A'.).

From the (2 hrs.) Schaubach-Hiitte we cross the Sulden Glacier to (l'/2-2hrs.)

the foot of the Konigs-Joch (10,810'). which we ascend in 3/4-1 hr. (very

steep and difficult). This is the worst part of the route
:,
caution necessary

on account of the falling stones ; wait until any preceding party has passed

the Schulter. At the top we turn to the right to ihe, Schulter, a projection

of the S.E. arete, whence a stiff climb over snow and ice. and finally over

rocks and detritus, brings us to the (2V2 hrs.) summit. The *View is

magnificent, particularly of the Ortler. and towards the S. — The Konigs-
spitze may he ascended also from the Halle'sche Hiitte (p. 337) via the

Suldenspitze and Sch7-otterhorn, beyond which the N. slope of the Kreil-

spitze is traversed to the (3V2-4 hrs.) Konigs-Joch. — The ascent on the

S. side is rather easier. From the Capanna del Cedeh (3V2 hrs. from Santa
Caterina, p. 342) we ascend across the N.W. arm of the Cedeh Glacier to the

Schulter (see above); thence to the left to the (4 hrs.) summit. — A more
difficult ascent leads from the Capanna Milano (p. 342). We cross the

Zebrii and Miniera Glaciers to the (2V2 hrs.) Colle Pale Rosae (10,930'), and
then ascend direct to the (2-2' 2 hrs.) summit by a chimney, ice-covered

near the top (tedious step-cutting sometimes necessary). — The Konigs-
spitze was apparently first ascended by Steinberger in 1854, from the

Stelvio Pass. In 1864 the ascent was made by Tuckett and Buxton from
the Cedeh Glacier via the Schulter; in the same year Specht of Vienna
ascended the E. side from the Sulden Glacier ; in 1878 Meurer and
Pallavicini reached the summit from the W. via the Suldengrat, and in

1879 and 1881 Minnigerode ascended on the S.E. and N.E. sides.

The ascent of the Monte Zebrii (12.255'), from the (BV2 hrs.) Hoch-
joch-Hiitte (||. 341) in 1 hr. (guide 30 ^.), is difficult, but interesting

;

the descent may be made to the Capanna Milano (p. 342). — The Sulden-
spitze (11,100'), from the Halle'sche Hiitte across the N.E. arete in 1 hr.,

or from the Langenferner-Joch across the S. arete in 1/2 hr. (see p. 340),

the Schrotterhorn (11,090'), and the Kreilspitze (11,120'; both ascended from
the Schaubach-Hiitte via the Forno Pass in 31/2 hrs.) are three ascents of
which only the last presents any difficulty (guide 12, to Santa Caterina 22 K.).
— The Thurwieserspitze (11,945-), from the (6V2 hrs.) Hochjoch- Hutte
(p. 341) over the Zebrii Glacier and the Thurwieser-Joch (11,385') in 3-4 hrs.

(guide 23, to Trafoi 40 E.), is very difficult (comp. pp. 330, 342).

The -Ortler (12,800'), the highest of the Eastern Alps, may be as-

cended in 61/2-7 hrs. (31/2 hrs. from the Payer-Hiitte
;
guide 2J, with descent

to Trafoi 23 .ff.). The ascent is laborious, but when the snow is in good
condition presents no great difficulty to experienced mountaineers. About
3 min. from the Hotel Eller by the Stiidl memorial (p. 335) the path to

the Payer-Hiitte (3-31/2 hrs.; red marks, but guide desirable for novices;
riding practicable to the Tabaretta-Hiitte) diverges to the left from the
road and ascends gradually through wood; after '/^ hr. it crosses the
broad moraine of the Marlt Glacier, turns sharply to the left, and ascends
in steep zigzags through wood, afterwards over debris and (to the right)

over slopes of turf, tu the (IV2 hr.) Tabaretta-Hiitte (inn in summer) on

22*
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the Marlt-Schneid (8860'), a grassy arete on the left side of the Marlttal.

[A preferable route to this point is the shady 'Schererweg', which diverges
from the MorosiniJ-Weg (p. 336) to the right and ascends in a wide
circuit, finally crossing the Marlt Glacier, to the (21/2 hrs.) Tabaretta-
Hiitte.] Here we turn to the right, cross a steep slope of ddbris, and
ascend the apparently vertical rocks of the Tabaretta-WdndehY ^ narrow
path, which fmallv leads up a flight of steps in the rock (wire-rope) to

the (i hr.) Tabaretia-Joch (giBC). between the Biirenkopf and Tabaretta-
spitze, where our route is joined by the path from Trafoi (p. 329; splendid
•View to the W. and N.). We then follow the crest to the left to the
(20 min.) Payer-Hiitte (9940'; Inn in summer, accommodating 40 persons),
with a view to the E. as well as to the W. From the hut we cross the
Taharetta Glacier to the right to the (1/4 br.) 'Scharte' below the Tabaretta-
spitze, whence a magnificent view is obtained of the Ortler, on this (N.)

side entirely covered with snow. We now round the shoulder uf the
Tabarettaspitze, and follow a steep club-path {'Hamburger TTe/), skirting

a precipitous ice-wall, to the (V4 tr.) Upper Ortler Glacier, which de-
scends to the right into the valley of the Hohe Eisrinne. Here we ascend
to the left over the glacier, at first steep (beware of the stones which
occasionally fall), to the Tschier/eck; then over the crest of neve, steep at

places, to the highest plateau, passing to the right of the peak, and after-

wards ascending it to the left, from the S. side. The summit lies at the N.
and highest point of a sharp arete of snow, 60 yds. long. The *View is most
imposing, embracing the Ortler group, the Tauern chain, the Alps of the
Zillertal, Stubai, and Oetztal; E. the Dolomites with the Marmolata and
Pala di San Martino ; W. the Silvretta, Bernina, and Valais (Weisshorn)
groups, the Bernese Alps, and the Tddi; S. the Adamello and Presanella.

The Ortler was ascended for the first time by the Passeier hunter Josef
Pichler (see p. 330) from Trafoi in 1804; in the following year Dr. Gebhard
scaled it from Sulden via the Hintere Grat; in 1826 M. Schebelka, an officer

of engineers, and in 1834 Thurwieser again made the ascent from Trafoi.
No successful ascent was again made till the summit was attained in 1864 by
Messrs. Tuckett and Buxton, also from Trafoi. In 1865, Dr. von Mojsisovics
and Julius Payer discovered the easier route from Sulden, which is now
generally followed, — The Ortler was also scaled in 1873 by Harpprecht
from the Sulden Glacier via the Havpprecht-Rinne ; in 1875 by Otto Schiick
via the Hoehjoch (p. 341) and the Hochjoch- Grat; in 1879 by Schiick
from the End-der-Welt Glacier via the Schuck-Rinne ; in 1878 by Prof.
Minnigerode from the Sulden Glacier via the Second, and in 1881 via the
First Lawinert -Rinne; and in 1889 by a party from Vienna, via the Marlt-
Orat. All these ascents are difficult and even dangerous. The finest are
that via the Hintere Grat (4-5 hrs. from the Bseckmann-Hiil^ ; guide 30,

with descent to Trafoi 33 K.) and still more so that via the Hochjoch
(4-5 hrs. from the Hochjoch-Hutte; guide 47, with descent to Trafoi 50 JS".).

Passes. To the Martell-Tal over the Madbitsch-Joch (5V2-6 hrs.

to the Zufall-Hiitte), see p. 334. The route from this side is less fatiguing,
but in the reverse direction it is more striking, the view of the Ortler
group being then new to the traveller. Guide to the Zufall-Hiitte 12, to

Gand or Salt 15, to Latsch l^K.; with ascent of the Schontaufspitze or
Madritschspitze I K. more. — Over the Eissee Pass (8-9 hrs. to the Zufall-
Hiitte; guide 15 K), see p. 334.

From Sulden over the Eissee Pass and the Langenfebneb-Joch to
Santa Caterina in the Val Fdrva. 9 hrs., a most interesting expedition
(guide 24. including the Gevedale 30 K.). To the (4V2-5 hrs.) Halle"sche Hutte
on the Eissee Pass (10,290'), see p. 337. Beyond the pass ,we cross the
n^ve of the Langen-Ferner and reach the (3/4 hr.) Langenferner- Joch or
Gevedale Pass (10,730'), from which a view of the S. part of the Ortler
group and of the Bernina and Val Tellina Alps to the W. is enjoyed.
(The Gevedale may be ascended hence in 2 hrs., see p. 337.) Descent over
a steep slope of debris and across the Gedeh Glacier, passing the small
Lagfii di Cedeh (9030'), to the (IV2-2 hrs.) Capanna Cedeh (8220"; inn in

summer); thence to the (1 hr.) Alhergo del Forno (p. 342) and (IV4 hr.,
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Santa Caterina (see below). — To the Milan Hut over the Hochjoch (6-7 hrs.

from the Baeckmann Hut-, guide 30 K.), difficult; see below and p. 342.

To Pejo ovek the Eissee Pass and the Furkele-Scharte (8-9 hrs.

to the Cevedale Hut), a fine glacier-expedition, not difficult, when the
snow is in good condition; see p. 351. This is the shortest route from
Sulden toCampiglio (guide to Pejo, 26 E.). — Over the Cevedale, see p. 337.

To Trafoi over the Tabaretta-Joch (6V2-7 hrs.; guide UK.), see

p. 329. — Over the Hochjoch and the Ortler Pass, 11-12 hrs. (guide

26 K.), a very difficult route, and exposed to avalanches, advisable only
when the glacier is in a favourable condition. On the Hochjoch (11,600'),

4 hrs. from the Bseckmann- Hiitte , across the Sulden Glacier, is the
Hochjoch- Hiitte (provision-depot), a starting-point for the ascents of the
Ortler, the Zebrii, and the Thurwieserspitze (see pp. 340, 339). From
the Hochjoch the neve of the Zebrii Glacier is crossed to the Ortler Pass
(11,000'), whence a hazardous descent over the crevassed Lower Ortler

Glacier leads down to the Bergl-Hutte (p. 329).

To the Laaser-Tal over the Zatjoch (8-9 hrs. to Laas; guide 16 5".),

attractive and not difficult. From the (2 hrs.) Diisseldorfer-Hiitte we skirt

the Zay Glacier, or pass over it to the (2V2 hrs.) Zayjoch (ca. 10,660')

between the Kleine Angelus and the Hochofenwand, and thence descend
over rocks (wire-ropes), debris, and grass to the (2V2 hrs.) Troppauer-
Hutte (p. 327). — Over the Angelus-Scharte (lO-ggO"), between the Hohe
Angelus and the Vertainspitze (51/2 hrs. from the Diisseldorf Hut to the
Troppauer-Hiitte; guide ib K.) , also fatiguing. — Over the Rosim-Joch
(10,620'), between the Vertainspitze and the Schildspitze, 9 hrs. to the

Troppauer-Hiitte (guide ib K.)., difficult. The descent is made over the
Laaser Glacier and Ofenwand Glacier. The ascents of the Vertainspitze and
Hohe Angelus may be combined with the last two routes (p. 337 ;

guide 18 K.).

62. From the Baths of Bormio to Colico through the

Val Tellina.

67'/2 M. From Bormio to Tirana, 25V2 M., Motor Omnibus twice daily

in 2V4 hrs. (fare 6 fr. ; ascent 2^/4 hrs., fare 9 fr.). — From Tirano to Colico^

42 M., Railway in 2V2 hrs. (fares 7 fr. 75, 4 fr. 45, 3 fr. 50 c).

Bad Bormio (4380'), see p. 332. — The Stelvio road descends

in windings to (I3/4M.) Bormio, Ger. Worms (4020'; Posta or Leone

d'Oro; Hot, Pola; Alb. della Torre, moderate), a quaint little town

at the entrance to the Val Furva, with many dilapidated towers.

Excursions (guides, Mass. Longa, Lodovico CancUni). The Corno di San
Colomhano (9915'; 5 hrs.) and the Monte Vallaccetta (10,326'; 6V2 hrs.) are both
interesting ascents, presenting no difficulty. The difficult ascent of the
Cima di Piazzi (11,280'; 7-8 hrs.) should be attempted by adepts only (p. 343).

From Bormio to Santa Caterina, 9-10 M. (diligence twice daily in
2 hrs.; one-horse carr. 10, two-horse 18 fr.). The road leads through the
pretty but monotonous Val Furva, along the Frodolfo, via Uzza, San Niccolb,

and (31/2 M.) Sanf Antonio (4890'), at the mouth of the Val Zebrii, (p. 342),
to (6 M.) Santa Caterina (5700'; "StahiUmento Glemmti, R. 2V2-5V2, B. IV2,
D- 41/2, pens. 10-12 fr., generally full of permanent Italian guests in summer;
''H6t. Milano, R. 272-3, D. 4, pens. 8-9 fr. ; Edt. Tresero-Savoy; Alb. Compagnoni;
Cafi-Rettaurant Bormio ; Gafi Cavour), a bath of some repute, with a chaly-
beate spring. Santa Caterina is very finely situated between the Monte
Confinale on the N., the Bite. Tresero on the E., and the Mte. Sobretta on
the S., and is a good starting-point for exploring the S. side of the Ortler.

Excursions (guides, Pietro , Oiov. Batt., Giov. Gius., and Valentino
Compagnoni, L. Bonetti, Batt. Confortola, Fil. Cola, P. Pietrogiovanna, and
B. Pedranzini; fees should be arranged before starting). To the Forno
Glacier, a beautiful walk (3 hrs. there and back; bridle-path; guide un-
necessary). We follow the right bank of the Frodolfo, the path being level
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at first, and then ascend the wild Val Forno. which contains remarkably
fine Alpine cedars, to the (I1/2 hr.) Alhergo al Ohiacciaio del Forno, kept
by R. Buzzi (7220'), opposite the huge "Forno Glacier^ which descends to

the valley in an imposing ice-fall. The glacier is surrounded by the finely

shaped Piz Tresero, Punta San Matteo, Punta Taviela, etc. To the Val
di Cedeh and the (IV2 hr.) Cedeh Hut of the I.A.C. (8200"; inn in summer),
see below. Over the Forno Olacier to the Col degli Orti, see p. 343.

Very interesting and moderately easy is the ascent of 'Monte Con-
finale (11,055'; 5hrs. ; with guide), to the N. of Santa Caterina, via the Val
Fasquale. The summit commands an admirable survey of the Ortler chain ;

W. the Bernina and Piz Linard, S.W. the Monte della Disgrazia, S. the
Presanella. The descent (guide necessary) may be made on the E., past

the small Lago della Manzina (9155'), to the (21/2-8 hrs.) Alh. del Forno. —
The Monte Sobretta (10,715'), to theW. of Sta. Caterina, ascended in 5 hrs.

via the Val Sclanera, finally over scree and snow, is not difficult and com-
mands a view resembling that from the Confinale. — The *Monte Cevedale
(12,380') may be ascended from the (3'/4 hrs.) Cedeh Hut (see above) via the
Vedretta di Cedeh and the Cevedale Fass in 41/2 hrs., with guide (not dif-

ficult; comp. p. 338). — The Konigsspitze (12,655'; guide), 5 hrs. from the
Cedeh Hut via the Schulter; see p. 339. — The Pizzo Tresero (11,820') is

ascended from Sta. Caterina via the Val Oavia and over the Tresero Glacier
in 51/2 hrs., or from the Alb. del Forno via the Forno Glacier in 4V2-5 hrs.

;

the Punta San Matteo (12,110' ; 6 hrs.) via the Val G-avia and over the
Hosegii Glacier (more difficult over the Forno Glacier , see above) ; the
Falon della Mare (12,155' ; highest summit of the S. Ortler group) is ascended
in 5-6 hrs. from the Alb. del Forno over the Rosole Glacier and the Col

della Mare (11,315'). All these ascents should be attempted by experts only.

From Santa Caterina to the Val Zebk6 (11 hrs. there and back;
guide necessary), attractive. From the (1^/4 hr.) Alb. del Forno (see above)
we ascend on the W. side of the Val del Cedeh, over grass, debris, and
snow, to the (3 hrs.) Passo del Zehrii (9925'). Fine view of the Konigs-
spitze, Zebrii, Thurwieserspitzc. and Mte. Cristallo. Descent over the Castelli

Glacier to the (IV2 hr.) Baito del Pasfore (7265') in the Val del Zebrii, and
thence to the (3,4 hr.) Malga Prato Beghino (63i5'), and via (2 hrs.) SanC
Antonio back to (2 hrs.) Santa Caterina. On the edge of the Zehrii Glacier,

2 hrs. above the Pasture Alp (61/2 hrs. from Santa Caterina), is the Milan
Hut {Capanna Milano, 9440') of the Italian Alpine Club, the starting-point
for the ascents of the Mte. Zehrii (12,255'; over the Hochjoch in 4-5 hrs.), the
Thurwieserspitze (11,945'; 5-6 hrs. ; very difficult; either from the S. or via
the Thurwieser-Joch), the Konigsspitze (12,655' ; over the Colle Pale Roue in

31/2-4 hrs. ; sec p. 339), and the Ortler (12,800"; by the Hochjoch in 7-8 hrs.
;

see p. 339). From the Capanna Milano to the Hochjoch-Hiitte (p. 341),

21/2-3 hrs. All these ascents should be attempted only by experienced
mountaineers, with steady heads and good guides.

From Santa Caterina over the Langenferner-Joch to Sulden, and ascent
of the Cevedale, see R. 61 ; to the Martell-Tal. see p. 334; over the Madatsch-
Joch, Ortler Pass, etc., to Trafoi. see pp. 329, 330.

From Santa Caterina to Ponte di Legno, over the Gavia Pass, 71/2 hrs.,

easy and interesting (marked path; iiuide not indispensable in settled

weather, but, in the opposite direction, advisable to the top of the pass).

The patlx ascends rapidly on the W. side of the Val Gavia , crosses the
stream by the (ii/4 hr.) Ponte delle Vacche (6690'). and again ascends to

(1 hr.) the top of the E. side of the valley. On the left are the precipices
of the Pizzo Tresero (see above). Farther on, the path crosses, by the Ponte
di Pietra (7890'), the discharge of the Dosegii Glacier, which, descends on
the left from the Punta San Matteo (good view of the glacier from the hill

to the left beyond the bridge). We then traverse a more level valley,

following the right bank of the stream to the (IV2 hr.) Refuge Hut on the
Pian Bormino (8465'; provision-depot; key kept by Italian guides only), and
skirt the (1/2 hr.) Lago Bianco to the (lOmin.) Gavia Pass (8465'), between
the Corno dei Tre Signori and the Monte Gavia (10,675'); fine retrospect
of the Ortler group. The Corno dei Tre Signori (11,020') may be ascended
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by experts from the pass in 21/2 hrs. (difficult but repaying) On the other
side of the pass the Lago Nero (7865') lies on the right. The path descends
to the left, past a spring ('Acqua Benedetta''; marble tablet with inscription
of 1691), to the (2 hrs.) small baths of SanV Apollonia (5180'; *Hotel, R.
from 2, pens. 8 fr.), in the Val delle Messi^ from which a carriage-road
follows the bank of the Oglio^ passing Silitsi to the right and Pezzo on
the hill to the left, to (3 M.) Ponte di Legno (p. 352).

From Santa Caterina to Pejo, over the Sforcellina Pass (98fiO'; 9 hrs.;

with guide), rather fatiguing. The route is at first identical with that to

the Gavia Pass ; above the Ponte di Pietra, where the more level valley
begins, we diverge to the left, and cross loose stones and the small Sfor-
cellina Glacier to the (2 hrs., from Santa Caterina 6 hrs.) pass between
the Funta delta Sforcellina (10,128') on the left, and the Corno dei Tre Signori

(see above) on the right. The summit of the pass aftords little view. Then
a rapid descent into the small Val Bormina, watered by the Noce, a rough
walk of 2 hrs. through the valley to the prettily wooded Val del Monte,
and thence to Pejo (p. 351) in 2 hrs. more.

To Pejo over the Col degli Orsi, 12-13 hrs., a fine but difficult

glacier-expedition, which should be attempted only by experts with guide.

From the Alb. del Forno (p. 342) the route leads over the Cedeh brook to

the (IV4 hr.) humble Malga del Forno (7600'), and thence across the Forno
Glacier to the (4-5 hrs.) Col degli Orsi (10,840'), whence the Mte. Giumella
(11,810*) may be ascended in i^ft hr., the Punta San Matteo (12,110*; see

p. 342) in 2 hrs., and the Punta Cadini (11,550') in 1 hr. (three attractive

ascents). Descent from the pass over the Vedretta degli Orsi into the Val
del Monte and to (5-6 hrs.) Pejo (p. 351). — From the Cedeh Hut across

the Col della Mare (11,315') to the Cevedale Hut (p. 361), 6V2-7 hrs., difficult.

From Bormio over the Val Viola Pass to Pontresina^ and over the
Foscagno Pass to Livigno^ see Baedeker's Switzerland. — An easy and at-

tractive expedition may be made through the Val Viola to the mouth of

the Val Verva, and up the latter to the (6 hrs.) Passo di Verva (7590'),

between the Cima di Piazzi (11,280') and the Pizzo Bosdi (10,760'), then
down to (1 hr.) Eita (5575'; club-hut near the chiirch), and through the
picturesque Val Grosina to (3 hrs.) Grosio (see p. 344). The Casa d'Eita
is the starting-point for the ascents of the Sasso di Conca (10,310'), Punta
Sassi Rossi (10,255'), Pizzo Dosd^ (10,760'), Cima di Piazzi (11,280'), Cima
Redasco (10,300'), etc. — Farther up the Val di Bosdd diverges to the left

from the Val Viola. Through this valley and crossing a small glacier we
reach (7-8 hrs. from Bormio) the Dosde Club Hut (Capanna Bosdi) of
the I. A. C, on the Passo di Bosdh (9350'), from which we descend through
the Val Vermolera and Val Grosina to (6 hrs.) Grosio. The Capanna
Dosde is the starting-point for the ascents of the Cima Saoseo (10,720';

2 hrs.; descent to Poschiavo 5 hrs.), Cima Occidentale di Lago Spalmo or
Cima Viola (11.000': 3 hrs.), Corno di Bosdh (10.605'; 3V2 hrs.), etc.

At (1 V4 M.) Santa Lucia the road, which -will repay pedestrians

as far as Bolladore, crosses the greyish Frodolfo, which fails into

the Adda below the bridge, and then turns towards the S. The broad

green valley (Piano) of Bormio ends at (3M.) Ceppina (Hot. -Pens.

Ceppina, R. II/2, pens. 6 fr.), beyond which we pass the hamlet of

SanC Antonio, and then Morignone, in the green Valle di Sotto,

with its church on the hill above. The Serra di Morignone, a defile

3^2 M. in length, here separates the district of Bormio, the ^Paese

Freddo\ or 'cold region', from the Val Tellina, which belonged to

the Grisons down to 1797, then to Austria, and since 1859 has been
united to Italy. The broad valley is watered by the Adda, the in-

undations of which often cause great damage, and its slopes yield

excellent red wine. Beyond the defile, on the left, lies Le Prese

(3100'), at the mouth of the Val di Rezzo ; then Mondadizza, with
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a turious old church. On the slope to the N. rises the church of

So7idalo. — 71/4 M. —
131/2 M. BoUadore (2840'; Posta or Angela; Hotel des Alpes).

Below (II/.2 M.) Tiolo the road crosses to the right bank of the Adda.
At (21/4 M^} Orosio (2170'; Gilardi, well spoken of) a bridle-path

diverges to the left and leads over the Passo del Mortirolo to Edolo

(p. 353). Between Grosio and (IV2 M.) Grosotto (2035'; Albergo

Pini) the attractive Val Grosina opens on the left (to the Casa

d'Eita^ 31/2 hrs., Capanna Dosde , 7-8 hrs., see p. 343); at the

entrance to this valley, on the left, are the conspicuous and well-

preserved ruins of the castle of Venosta.

At (IV2 ^^0 Mazzo (1840') the road recrosses the Adda. To the

W. rises the precipitous Mte. Masuccio (9140'), a landslip from

which in 1807 blocked up the narrow channel of the Adda , and
converted the populous and fertile valley into a large lake. The
road then descends by Tovo, Lovero, and Sernio to (IOI/2 M.) —

251/2 M. Tirano (1475'; Posta; Italia; Stelvio], a small town

(3052 inhab.) which has also often suffered from the inundations of

the Adda, with old mansions of the Visconti, Pallavicini, and Salis

families. The railway station (*Grand Hotel Tirano, R. 21/2-6, D. 4,

pens. 9 fr.J; Hot. de la Gare, very fair) is on the right bank of the Adda.
About 1 M. to the N.W. of Tirano, on the right bank of the Adda,

lies Madonna di Tirano (Alb. San Michele), a small village with a large
and handsome pilgrimage-church of the 16th century. The road which
diverges here to the right leads to Poschiavo, and then across the Bernina
Pass to the Upper Engadine (see Baedeker's Switzerland).

The Railway (comp. p. 341) crosses the Poschiavino, which
descends from the Bernina glaciers. 21/2 M. Villa; 31/2 M. Eiansone.

At (51/2 M.) Tresenda (1220'; *H6t. Ambrosini) the AprTca road

diverges to the left (comp. p. 353). On a hill to the right lies the

small and ancient town of Teglio (2860'; Alb. Combola), which gave

its name to the valley, with a ruined castle, the handsome Renais-

sance Palazzo Berta (16th cent.), and the church of San Lorenzo,

with frescoes by Fermo Stella of Caravaggio (1528). — 8 M. San
Giacomo; 10 M. Chiuro. About IV2 M. to the N. of (11 M.) Ponte
is the village of that name, with a Madonna in fresco, by B. Luini,

over the W. door of the church.
To the N, here opens the Val Fontana, in which about 7 hrs. from

Chiuro is the Rifugio Antonio Cederna of the I.A.C. (8860'), the starting-

point for the ascents of the Pizzo Canciano (10,195'; 2 hrs.), the Pizzo
Scalina (10,900' \ 2 hrs. ; splendid view), etc. Easy passes hence lead to

Poschiavo over the Pasto delta Saline (8435') or the Passo di Gardh (8530'),

and to the Val Malenco over the Passo Foraine (9360').

Beyond (13 M.) Tresivio the churches of Pendolasco and Montagna
rise on the right.

16 M. Sondrio (1140' ; *Pos<a, with garden, R. 3-5, pens. 7-10 fr.

;

Alb. delta Ferrovia, opposite the station, well spoken of), the capital

(7000 inhab.) of the Val Tellina, with a considerable wine-trade, is

prettily situated on the Mallero, an impetuous torrent.
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The easy ascent of the Corno Stella (7955'; 6V2-7 hrs. ; with guide)
is made from Sondric via Albosaggio., San Salvatore, and the Publino Alp;
fine view from the top.

The beautiful Val Malenco, which opens here to the N., deserves a
visit. A good road leads on the right bank of the Mallero via Torre to

(10 M.) Ghiesa (3155'-, ''Grand-Hot. Slalenco 5 *H6tel01ivo; guides, Enrico,
Michele, and Silvio Schenatti), the chief place in the valley, very finely

situated (N. the Bernina, W. Monte della Disgrazia). Thence over the
Muretto Pass (S390') to the Maloja (8 hrs.), or over the Canciano Pass (8360')

to Poschiavo (9-10 hrs.), see Baedeker's Switzerland. Picturesque walks
in the vicinity: to the Lago di Palil (6315'), beautifully situated; via
Lanzada to the waterfall at the head of the Val Lanterna; to the Pirola
Lake (6890"). etc. - The Monte della Disgrazia (12,065') may be scaled
from Chiesa in 11-12 hrs. (laborious and fit for adepts only

;
guide 30 fr.).

We ascend over the (7 hrs.) Passo di Corna Rossa (93150, with a dilapidated
refuge-hut, to the (V2 hr.) Gapanna Cecilia of the I. A. C. (8440'), whence
the top (Pizzo Bella) is reached in 4-5 hrs. (guide 30 fr.). The ascent from
the Val Blasino (see below) is preferable. "The route leads from Gataeggio,

IV2 hr. from the Bagni del Masino, via the Val di Sasso Bissolo and the
Preda Rossa Alp to the (51/2 hrs.) Capanna Cecilia. The descent through
the Val di Mello to the (7 hrs.) Bagni del Masino is easy.

The train crosses the Mallero and skirts the hill of Sassella,

which produces a well-known wine. 20 M. Qastione. — 22 M. San
Pietro-Berbenno. — 27V2 M. Ardenno-Masino.

"Val Masino (guides, Pietj'o Scetti atCataeggio; Ant. Baroni, Giov., Oiulio,

and Pietro Fiorelli, at San Martino). The road (diligence to Bagni del
Masino thrice daily in 3 hrs. ; fare 7 fr.) ascends via Masino, Pioda, and
Cataeggio, at the mouth of the Val di Sasso Bissolo (see above), to (71/2 M.)
San Martino (3755'), where the valley divides: to the right is the Valle
di Mello, to the left the Valle dei Bagni. In the latter lie (IV4 M.) the
Bagni del Masino, with a *Bath House (3830'). The valley, called the Val
Porcellizzo above this point, now turns to the N. At its head (3V2-4 hrs.
from the Bagni), and at the base of the precipitous Badile group, is the
Badile Hut ^280*). The E. peak (Piz Gengalo, 11,070'; 3 hrs.) presents no
difficulty to experts with good guides. The central peak iPiz Badile, 10,860')

is very difficult. — Passes to the Val Bregaglia (Bondo Pass, Passo di Zocca,
etc.), see Baedeker's Switzerland.

The train crosses the Adda above its junction with the Masino.

31 V2 M. Morbegno (850'; Alb. Centrale), noted for its silk-culture,

lies at the mouth of the Val del Bitto, through which a bridle-path

leads over the Passo di San Marco (5995') to the Val Brembana. —
34 M. Cosio-Traona ; 37 M. Delebio.

42 M. Colico (700'; Railway Restaurant, with beds) is situated

at the N.E. end of the Lake of Como ; see Baedeker s Northern Italy

^

or Baedeker s Switzerland.

63. From Botzen to Verona.
89 M. Railway. Express in 3-4 hrs. (17 K. 20, 12 K. 80 h.), ordinary

trains in 51/2 hrs. (14 K. 80, 10 K. 12, 7 K. 20 h.).\

Botzen (870'), see p. 310. The train crosses the Eisak, which falls

into the Etsch, or Adige, 3 M. lower down. — 41/2 M. Leifers. The
village of that name lies to the left, at the mouth of the Branten-
Tal (to Deutschnofen, see p. 387). — We approach the Adige
near (6 M.) Branzoll (Adler), where the river becomes navigable.
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On the right stretches the long porphyry ridge of the Mittelhcrg^

which separates the Eppan plateau from the Adige valley, with the

ruins of Laimburg and Leuehtenberg. At Gmund
.^
beyond (10 M.)

Auer (Elephant ; Post), the train crosses the river ; to the right is the

Kalterer-See, with Kaltern (p. 316) above it. — 13 M. Neumarkt-
Tramin (700'). The village of Neumarkt (Post; Krone), with
2000 inhab., lies on the left bank of the Adige, 1 M. from the rail-

May. Road to the Val Fiemme, see p. 389. On the slopes to the

right lie the villages of Tramin (915'; Adler; Lowe), KurtaUch
(Rose), and Margreid (Hirsch). — 15V2 M. Margreid Station. —
19Y2 M. Salurn (735'; Adler; Kaiserkrone), the last German-speak-
ing village, lies onjthe left bank. Behind the church is a picturesque

waterfall, below the ruined Haderburg, situated on an abrupt rock.

231/2 M. San Michele (750'; Adler), with an old Augustinian
monastery, is the station for the Val di Non, which opens on the

right (p. 350).

The line recrosses the Adige. Near (27 M.) Nave San Felice is a

very ancient ferry over the Adige, crossing to the road from the Val
di Non. — 28 M. Lavis. The village lies 1 M. to the E., on the

Avisio, a torrent descending from the Val di Cembra (p. 400), which
with its ramifications is crossed above its influx into the Adige by a

curved bridge 1000 yds. long. — 32 M. Gardolo.

34 M. Trent. — Hotels. At the station: 'Imperial Hotel Tkento
(PI. a; B, 1), a large first-class house, R. 4-8. B. IV2, dej. 31/2, D. 5. pens.
10-14 K., with garden and restaurant. — In the town: * Hotel Cabloni
(PI. b; C, 2), Via Lunga, with restaurant, R. 2V2 - 10 K. Second-class:
Agnello d'Oro (PI. c; C, 3), Via degli Orbi; Cornetta, Via San Marco
(PI. C. 2), unpretending. — Restaurants. Rail. Restaurant, with garden;
Citth di Venezia, Via Larga ; /sola Nuova, near the station, with garden. —
Cafes. Europa, Via Lunga ; Trento, near the cathedral; Porta Xvova; Alia
Terrazza, on the left bank of the Adige, with pretty view. — Post and
Telegraph Office (PI. C, 3), Piazza della Posta. — Sieimming and other Baths
at Albertini''s,Y\s, JIacello; Paor, Piazza d'Armi. — English Church Service
in the Hotel Trento.

Trenf (640'), or Trento., Lat. Tridentum, with 25,000 inhab.,

once the wealthiest town in Tyrol, founded according to tradition

by the Etruscans , and mentioned by Strabo, Pliny, and Ptolemy,
possesses numerous towers, marble palaces, and broad streets, and,

despite many traces of dilapidation, still presents all the charac-

teristics of an important Italian town.

A large ^Monument to Dante, 57' in height, designed by Zocclii,

was erected in the Piazza Dante, the square outside the station, in

1896. Near it are busts of Giovanni Prati, the poet, and of Giov.

Canestrini, the naturalist.

The ^Cathedral (PI. B, C, 3), begun in the early Uth cent.,

completed in 1212, and recently restored, is a Romanesque basilica,

surmounted by two domes. At the N. portal, as at Botzen, is a pair

of lions (p. 311). The ornamental arcades and windows with twisted

columns supported by winged griffins at the back of the choir, on
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the outside, deserve notice. The flights of steps in the aisles are

peculiar. In the S. transept (by the wall) is the porphyry tombstone

of the Venetian general Sauseverino, whom the Tyrolese defeated

at Galliano in 1487. — In the Piazza del Duomo (Piazza Grande;

PI. B, C, 3), which is embellished with the pretty Neptune Fountain

(1769), are the Palazzo Pretorio (now military offices) and the Torre

Grande or Clock Tower (PI. 11).

Santa Maria Maggiore (PI. B, 3; early 16th cent.), where the

celebrated Council of Trent sat in 1545-63, contains a picture on tlie

N. wall of the choir with portraits of the members : 7 cardinals, 3

patriarchs, 33 archbishops, and 235 bishops. The fine Renaissance

organ-loft contains an excellent organ. Adjoining the S. side of

the choir a column dedicated to the Virgin was erected in 1855.

The finest of the old palaces, whose elaborate facades conceal

but imperfectly their dilapidated interiors, are the Palazzo Oalasso^

Via Lunga (now Zambelli and occupied by a bank ; PI. 4, C 2), built in

1581; the Casa Geremia (now Podelti; PI. 8; B 2, 3), Via Larga 29;

the Palazzo Taharelli (PI. 7; C, 3). Via Paolo Oss Mazurana 4,

of the 16th cent., with an upper story added in the 18th; and the

Palazzo Sardagna (PI. 6; C. 3), Via Calepina, near the post-office.

— The Museo Comunale (open free 9-12 and 3-6, Sun. 9-12 ; closed

in July and Aug.), in the Palazzo Municipale (PI. 2; B, 2, 3), Via

Larga, contains Roman and other antiquities, natural history objects,

coins, etc. The Library^ in the same building, has 46,000 volumes.
— The Archiepiscopal Seminary (PI. B, 2) contains some highly

valuable Flemish tapestry (adm. on application; fee).

On the E. side of the town rises the Castello del Buon Consiglio

(PI. D 1, 2), erected in 1474-84, and finished in the Italian style

after 1525. Once the residence of the Prince-Bishops, it is now a

barrack (adm. 9-11 and 2-4, on application to the officer in com-

mand). The elegant Renaissance loggia in the fountain-court, the

earlier court with its arcades in several stories, and the clever

paintings by Romanino and others should be noticed. The huge
circular Torre di Augusto (not of Roman origin) affords a fine view.

— There is also a good view of the town from the terrace of the

Capuchin Monastery (PI. D, 1), above the castle.

To the S. of the town the old town-wall, referred to the reign

of Theodoric the Great, is in good preservation. Here also are the

new Law Courts (PI. D, 4).

On the right bank of the Adige (here spanned by the handsome
new Ponte San Lorenzo) rises the fortified rocky hill of Verruca or

Doss Trento (950'; no admission).
A pleasant promenade, affording picturesque views, leads along the

Val Sugana road (carriage in 1/2 hr., there and back 4 K. ; or by rail, in

27 min., see p. 4C0) to (2/4 hr.) Ponte Alto, with a fine *Fa]l of the Fersina
(140' high), in a sombre rocky gorge to the right, which supplies the power
for the electric lighting of the town. From the garden of the Osteria 'alia

Gran Cascata' a path cut out of the rock and partly underground leads to

a platform facing the fall (60 ft.).
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Mountain Excdrsions (guides, Oius. Scoz^ etc.). On the left hank of

the Adige: the Monte Selva (3275'), ascended via Povo (p. 399) and the
Roncogno Saddle in 272 hrs. (path indicated by yellow marks); magnificent
view of the Brenta group. Descent from the saddle to (V2 hr.) Roncogno
(p. 399) and (35 min.) Pergine (p. 400). — The *Marzola (5700'), to the
8.E., via Villazzano and the Maranza (path indicated by red marks) in

4'/2 hrs., easy and attractive ; admirable view of the Brenta group and the
mountains of the Val Sugana. An interesting walk may be taken along
the ridge to the N. to the ('/* hr.) Terrarossa (5695') and the (3/4 hr.) Chegol
(4825') 1 and thence down through wood to the (1/2 hr.) Roncogno Saddle
(see above). — The Becco di Filadonna (7055'), via Valsorda and Col delta

Caura (path indicated by red and white marks) in 6V2 hrs. with guide,

fatiguing. Descent via the Cornetto or Hornherg (10,030') to Folgaria (p. 400).
— Kalisberg {Mte. Cah's, 3585'), to the N.E., by Martignano and Lo Specchio

(red way-marks) or by Villamoritagna (blue wa,y-iii&Tks) in 3 hrs., easy and
attractive. — On the right bank of the Adige: Monte Bondone (Palon;
6855'), to the S.W., either by Sardagna (blue marks) in 5 hrs., or more
easily by Sopramonte (yellow marks) in 6 hrs., with guide, fatiguing.

Splendid view. — Cornetto di Bondone (7150'), by Ravina and Oarniga
Vecchia in 6 hrs. with guide (red and white marks), difficult ; also from
Rovereto via CeJ and the Becca (yellow marks) in 9 hrs. — Monte Gazza,

see p. 362.

From Trent to Venice through the Val Sugana , see R. 73 •, through
the Val Sarca to Riva^ and to Pinzolo (Giudicaria), see R. 67. — Via Pergine
to Lavarone and Luserna, see p. 400. — To the Val Pink (drive of 3 hrs.

to La Varda, back in 172hr. •, carr. and pair 10 K.), see p. 399.

Below Trent, on the right bank, is the village of Sardagna,

with a waterfall. To the left is the long viaduct of the Val Sugana
railway (p. 399). Then Ravina, at the mouth of a gorge descending

from Mte. Bondone, Romagnano, and Aldeno. 39 M. Matarello. On
a hill to the left near (44 M.) Galliano (610'; Aquila ; Posta) rises the

large chateau of Beseno (1420'), the property of Count Trapp (route

to Lavarone, see p. 401). The lower valley of the Adige, rich in

fruit, and yielding excellent red wine, is called Val Lagarina as far

as the Italian frontier. On the hillside to the left is the ancient

Castel Pietra (785'). — 46 M. Volano; 47 M. Villa Lagarina.

49 M. Rovereto (690'; Rail. Restaurant; *Orand-Hdtel, R. 3-6,

pens, from 9 K. ,• *H6t. Central, R. from 11/2? pens, from 6 K. ; Hot.

Trafoier, Corso San Rocco, very fair), a busy town with 10,475

inhab., is commanded by an old castle (now a barrack ; visitors

admitted). The Orammar School contains natural history and anti-

quarian collections. In the Piazza Kosmini is the handsome Savings

Bank, formerly a palace of the Counts of Arco, well restored^in 1905

after old designs, with a fine aroaded court. Charming views from

the Madonna del Monte (I/2 hr.) and from the promenades Viale

Lomhardi (Restaurant alle Porte) and Miravalle. — Sacco, 1 M. to

the W., has a large tobacco-factory (1500 hands).
"Monte Stivo {Zobiana; 6750") may be ascended from Rovereto in 7 hrs.,

via Villa Lagarina., Castellano, and the Spiazine. The summit (refuge-hut)

commands a magnificent view of the Lago di Garda, the valleys of the Sarca
and the Adige, the Tredici Comuni, Adamello, Presanella, Dolomites, etc.

Descent to Arco (3i/o-4 hrs.). see p. 370. — Cornetto di Bondone, see above. —
From Rovereto via Folgaria to Lavarone (181/2 M. ; see p. 401), diligence in

summer daily in 7 hrs. (Q E.):, from Lavarone via Monterovere and Vezena,

to Aiiago (28 M. ; see p. 403), diligence 4 times weekly in 4V2 hr».
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A good road (motor-car daily in summer in 3 hrs.; one-borse carriage 13j
two horse 18 K.) leads to the S.E. from Rovereto through the Vallarsa via
Chiesa (2670'; inn) and the Pian della Fugazza (3880'; -Hot. Dolomiti, pens.
7-10 fr.), the Italian frontier, to (28 M.) Schio (630'; Croce cTOro), an in-

dustrialjitown with 7400 inhab. on the Leogra. Railway from Schio (in

^/4 hr.) to (20 M.) Vicenza^ see Baedeker^s Northern Italy. — From Schio
to Asiago, I91/2 M. Railway in 3/4 br. to (6 M.) Roccheite HIS'), in the Val
d'Astico; carriage-road thence to the N.E., crossing the Astico, to (2 M.)
Follon (990'), then ascending in wide curves (short-cuts for pedestrians) to

the (41/2 M.) Barricata (2725'; inn), and finally traversing the undulating
plateau via Osteria di Campiello, Fondly and Canove to (7 M.) Asiago (p. 403).

The railway crosses the Leno. On the right bank of the Adige
is Isera (Aquila), with a waterfall. On the left bank, to the E. of

the railway, near Lizzana, is a castle (1005') in which Dante resided

about the year 1302, when banished from Florence.

511/2 M. Mori (570'; Buffet; Railxvay Hotel, Italian, R. 1V2-3,
D. 3-4 K.^ is the junction for Arco and Riva (see p. 369).

Near (53 M. ) Marco are the Slavini di Marco., probably deposited

by a glacier in the ice-age, but according to some, the remains of a

vast landslip, which overwhelmed a town in 883, and is described

by Dante (^Inferno xii., 4-9). At (55 M.) Serravalle^ the ancient

fort guarding the defile, the valley contracts.

59 M. Ala (415'; Corona; Rail. Restaurant'), a considerable place

(4933 inhab.), where luggage is examined. — 61 1/2 M. Avio (Due
Spade), with a picturesque chateau of Count Castelbarco, is the last

Austrian station.

67 M. Peri (410'), the first Italian station, is the starting-point

for the ascent of the Monte Baldo (p. 371), which separates the

valley of the Adige from the Lago di Garda. On a height on the

right bank, a little short of (73 M.) Ceraino, lies RivoU, which was
stormed several times by the French in 1796 and 1797 under Mas-
sena, who derived his ducal title from this village in 1807. The
train now enters the celebrated Chiusa di Verona, a rocky defile

commanded by two forts on lofty rocks and by the fortress of Incanale

in the valley. 8OI/2 M. Domegliarh, also a station on the Verona
and Caprino line (p. 372); 82 M. Pescantina; 85 M. Parona. The
train crosses the Adige.

89 M. Verona, see Baedeker s Northern Italy.

64. From San Michele to Tresenda in the Val Tellina.

ValdiNon. Val di Sole. TonalePass. Passo d'Aprica.

84 M. From San Michele to Mezzolombardo {P/i M.) steam-tramway in
11 minutes. From Mezzolombardo to MaU (23 M.) Diligence via Tajo'uuA
Cles twice daily in 53/4 hrs. (3 K. 80, coupe 4 ^. 60 A.); also once daily via
Denno to Cles (16 M., in 41/4 hrs.). — One-borse carriage from Mezzo-
lombardo to Cles 12-lG K. ; carriage-and-pair to Rabbi 48, to Pejo 60 K. —
From Male to (59 M.) Tresenda Diligence daily in summer in 12 hrs.

(13^.); to Fucine and Pejo (18 M.), twice daily in 43/4 hrs. (4 K.).
The Val di Non and Val di Sole, the Anaunia of the Romans, are

among the most interesting valleys in S. Tyrol. Although bearing different
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names, they are in reality a single valley, about 30 M. in length, watered
by the Noce, and occasionally broken by narrow ravines. The language and
character of the natives are Italian, except in a few German communities
in the extreme N. ramifications of the valley fUnsere Frau im Walde,
Proveis. Laurein, and St. Felix).

San Michele, see p. 346. The tramway crosses the broad valley

of the Adige to the W. to (I3/4 M. ) Mezzolombardo (865'; *Hdtel

Victoria, R. II/2 K.; Corona), a large village (4600 inhab.) on the

right bank of the Noce. (Route to Fai and Molveno, see p. 363.) On
the opposite bank is Mezzotedesco or Mezzocorona (Alb. Martinelli I,

at the foot of huge cliffs, in which, in a large cavity, is the ruined

castle of Kron-Metz. Below is a modern chateau of Count Firmian.

Above Mezzolombardo the rocks ?oon approach each other so as

to form (6 M.) a defile, called the Eocclietta, protected by a fort

built in 1880, through which the road passes. To the left diverges

the old road to (15 M. from San Michele) Cles, via Denno, Flavon,

Terres, and Tuenno. We gradually ascend on the left bank of the

'Noce, past the chateau of Thun (1645'), on the right, and reach
(IOI/2 M.) Tajo (1700'; Posta; Corona), a prettily situated village.

From Tajo t ) Fondo (p. 353), 11 M., diligence twice daily in 3'/-^ hrs.

(fare 2 E.). via Sunzeno and Cavareno (p. 35S). — About 31/2 ^l'- to the N.E.
of Tajo lies Coredo ('28(K)'; Pavone), frequented in summer by Italians; iine

views.

Above (12 M.) DermuUo, where the road to Fondo diverges to

the right (p. 358), our road turns to the left, crosses the deep rocky

chasm of the Noce by the (131, o m/) bold *Santa Giustina Bridge

(1740'; 470' above the stream), and ascends in windings to —
15 M. Cles (2150'; Aquila Nera; Corona; Cafe Bertolasi, oppo-

site the post-office), the capital of the Val di Non (2100 inhab.),

situated high above the confluence of the Novella and the Noce.

The Doss Fez, 5 min. to the N., is the best point of view. On the

slope below the village stands the well-preserved chateau of Cles,

built in the 16th century. Cles possesses a school for lace-making,

the products of which are not expensive.
Excursions. From Cles the Monte Peller (7600'; 5'/2 hrs.) and the Sasso

Rosso (8695'; 6V2 hrs.), both remunerative, may be ascended by marked
paths (guide desirable).

To Campiglio via GROSTfe, IIV2 hrs. (marked path, but guide advisable;
16 K.). From Cles via Tuenno and the Val di Tovel, watered by the
Teresenga, to the (4 hrs.) little Lago di Tovel (SSIC); then through the
Val Flavona, and by a long and fatiguing ascent to the W. to the (5 hrs.)

Passo del Groste (8()05'), on which is the Rifugio Stoppani (p. 360). We then
descend past the Mte. Spinale (p. 360) to (2i;2 hrs.) Campiglio (p. 359).

The road ascends to the (I53/4M.) hamlet of Dres, and descends
to the (191/2 M.) Mostizzol Bridge, high above the foaming Noce,

where we join the Mendel road (p. 359). We then continue to

follow the left bank of the Noce, through the rather monotonous
valley of the Sulzberg or Val di Sole , by Bozzana ,

Bordiana,

Tozzaga, and Cassana. Beyond (23V2 M-) Caldes (Fattarsi's Inn),

with two old castles, we cross the Rabbies Brook to —
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25 M. Male (2420'; *Hdt€l Male; Hdtel Onestlnghel, R. from IV2,

B. 1 K.; Gaffe della Posta; carriages to be had of G. Cristoforetti

and Fr. Zorzi), the chief village in the Val di Sole.

In the Val di Rabbi, to the N.W., 8 M. from Male (diligence daily in

summer in 2V2 hrs., via Pracorno and San Bernardo), are the Baths of

Rabbi (4000'; Grand-Hdtel & Hotel Rabbi, pens. 8-9 K. ; Hdtel Roma; Hotel

Fangrazi; Corona), the water of which, strongly impregnated with iron,

resembles that of Selters (season 15th June to 15th Sept.). — From the Baths
(guides, Ant., Gius., and Bern. Dallaserra, Sim. Pangrazi, and A. Mengont)
through the Ulten-Tal to Meran, see p. 325 i

over the Sdllent-Joch (9SiO') to

the Martell-Tal, see p. 334. About 5 hrs. from the Batha, in the Valle di

Suent, near the lowest Sternal Lake (!»/•> hr. below the Siillent-Joch
;
guide

8 K.), is the Rifugio Dorigoni of the Trent Alpine Club (82uO'), a starting-

point for the ascents of the Nonnenspilze (10,650'; guide 6 K.)., Hintere Rot-

spiize (10,955'; guide 6 K.), SciUentspiize (10,540'; 7 K.), Eggenspitze (11,105';

10 A'.), Hintere Eggenspitze or Cima Sterna'i (11,275': 10 A'.), etc. — An attractive

route leads over the Cercena Pass (8600') to Pejo in 6-7 hrs. (guide 10 A.).

The pass (4V2 hrs.) commands a splendid view. Descent through the Val

della Mare to Pejo (see below).

From Male the road runs at nearly the same level through the

broad valley via Crovlana and Presson , crosses the Noce , and then

recrosses it. Before the latter bridge a road diverges to the left,

leading to Dimaro and Campiglio (p. 359). — Farther on the valley

is wilder. On the S.W. rise the lofty granite buttresses of the Pre-

sanella. We next pass (34 M.) Mezzana (Alb. Alpino) and Castello,

both on the right, high above the road, and reach (36^/4 M.) Cusiano

(3090'); to the right a beautiful glimpse of the Val di Pejo, with

lofty peaks covered with ice in the background (Mte. Taviela, Vioz,

Cevedale, etc.). The road then crosses the Noce to —
371,2 M. Fucine (3135'; Posta, Zanella, both unpretending;

carriages to be had of C. Zanella and Fr. Zorzi). To the left lies

Ossana, with its ruined castle.

The Val di Pejo (Map, p. 334), from which the Jf^oce issues, is traversed
by a road as far as Pejo (diligence twice daily in summer in 2^/4 hrs.)

and divides at (4 M.) Cogolo (3760*; Moreschini; Monari). To the W. runs the

Val del Monte, at the mouth of which (IV4 M.) lie the small baths of Pejo
(4430'; Hdtel Antica Fonte; Oliva; Ravelli; Caterotti; Zanella; at all these

R. 2-3, pens. 7-8 A'.), with chalybeate springs (closed after Sept. 1st.). The
baths are in the valley ; the village (5195') on the N. slope, 1/2 hr. higher.

Guides, O. and M. Groaz, Antonio Veneri, of Cogolo. The ^Cima di Boai
(8790'), ascended without difficulty from the Baths via the Val Comasine
in 4-41/2 hrs., and the *Redival (9750'), on the S. side of the Val del Monte,
ascended from the Baths via the Sorgente Minerale and the Malga Palu
in 51/2-6 hrs. (guide 10 E.), afford a good survey of the grand environs.
More difficult are the Punta San Matteo (12,110'; 9 hrs.

;
guide 16 A.), the

Punta Gadini (11,550'; 7 hrs.; guide 11 A.), the Punta Taviela (11,880';

7 hrs.; guide 12 A.), and the Moyite Vioz (11,955'; 7 hrs. ;
guide 12 A.). Via

the Monte Vioz, Palon della Mare, and Monte Cevedale to the HalWscfie Hiitte

on the Eissee-Pass (p. 340), a grand high-level route for experts (15 hrs.

;

guide 30 A.). — Over the Sforcellina Pass or the Col degli Orsi (difficult)

to Santa Gaterina, see p. 343. — To the N. is the Val della Mare, through
which a tolerable route leads from Cogolo (guide to the Cevedale Hut 8 A.)
past (2V2 hrs.) the Malga Ponte Vecchio (5785') to the (1 hr.) Malga la Mare
(6695'; 2 hrs. direct from the village of Pejo), thence ascending the steep

Scala di Venezia in the bleak Val di Venezia to the (2 hrs.) Cevedale Club
Hut (a^SO*), a good starting-point for the Cevedale (12,380' ; 5-6 hrs. ;

guide 12,

with descent to the Schaubach- Hiitte 20 A".; p. 339), Palon della Mare
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(12.155'-, 5 hrs. ;
guide 12 K.), Cima Venezia (11,100'; 5 hrs.

;
guide 10 Z.). etc.

Across the Furlcele-Scharte or the Hohenfevner-Joch to the Zufall Hut^ see

p. 334. We may also cross the Eissee Pass to Stilden from the Fiirkele-

Scharte, or descend across the Langen/erner-Joch to Santa Caterina\ comp.
p. 334. — A trying glacier-route leads over the Col della Mare (11,315'),

between the Mte. Rosole and the Palon della Mare, to Santa Caterina in

12 hrs. (guide 20 K. ; see p. 3i3).

From Fucine to Campiglio over the Fatso Nambino^ Passo di Lago
Nero, or Passo Scarpacd, see p. 360.

Near Fucine tlie road quits tlie Noce, and ascends to the S.W.
through the Val Vermiglio in long windings. Towards the S. we
enjoy a series of splendid views of the jagged and ice-girt crests of tbe

Presanella (p. 367}. — 401/2 M. Pizzano (4000'; Alb. Bertolini,

very fair; Alb. Panizza, plain), the Austrian custom-house.
From Pizzano to the Mandron Hut over the Passo di Cercen (9985'),

10 hrs. with guide (16 X.), toilsome but interesting. From Pizzano we
ascend the Val Stavel by a marked path to the (41/2 hrs.) Rifugio Francesco

Dema of the Trent Alpine Club (8210'; provision depot) and thence cross

the Presanella Glacier to the (2 hrs.) pass, between Mte. Cercen (10,665')

and Mte. Gabbiol (11,400') ; descent to the (1 hr.) shepherd's refuge in the

Val Cercen and by the Migotti Path to the (2V4 hrs.) Mandron Hut (p. 366).
— From the Rifugio Denza the Cima Presanella (11,690*) may be ascended
via the Freshfield Saddle in 4-5 hrs., with guide (11 iT.; Dom. and Def.

Kessler at Vermiglio); see p. 367.

Beyond (43 M.) Strino (5110'), an Austrian fort built in 18CG,

the road ascends past a poor Cantoniera to the (46 M.) Albergo

Locatori (6065'; plain) and to the broad saddle of the —
461/2 M. Tonale Pass (6180'), the boundary between Tyrol and

Italy. — Over the Presena Pass to the (6 hrs.) Mandron Hut, see

p. 367 (marked path).

The road descends, passing the Albergo Faustinelli, opposite the

mouth of the Val Narcane (left; p. 367), and then forming several

long bends to the right (steep short-cut to the left), to —
531/2 M. Ponte di Legno (4140'; Hot. Tonale, R. 2\2, P'- 1V4»

dej. 21/2, 0.31/2, pens. Sfr.; Alb. delle Alpi, R. 2-21/2 fr.; Alb.

Battistazza; Alb. Baratieri, R. 2 fr.), in the Val Camonica, which is

watered by the Oglio. Italian custom-house.
Over the Oavia Pass to Santa Caterina (guide advisable, 12 fr.), see

p. 342; over the Passo di Presena to the Mandron Hut, see p. 367. — To
the N. an easy path crosses the Passo di Montozzo (85S5') to (7 hrs.) Pejo

(p. 351).

At Temii (p. 353), 3 M. below Ponte di Legno, the attractive Val
d'Avio diverges to the S. A bridle-path, steep at first but afterwards
more gradual, ascends this valley to the Malga Caldea (5195'), and past

three pretty waterfalls and the picturesque Lago d^Avio (6170') to the

(3'/2 hrs.) Malga Lavedole (6700; hay-beds), which commands a splendid
view of the impressive head of the valley (from right to left: Mte. Avio,

Corno Baitone, Corni di Premassone, Cima di Plem, Corno Miller, Adamello).
Thence a path leads to the left through the Valle del Vemrocolo to the

(IV2 hr.) Rifugio Garibaldi of the Italian Alpine Club (8335'), beneath the

small Venerocolo Lake, the starting-point for the ascent of the Adamello

(p. 366; 572-6 hrs.; difficult) via the Passo di Mandrone (10,330'). A fine

glacier-expedition, presenting little difficulty to experts, leads over the

Passo di Mandrone. or over the Passo Venerocolo (10,430') and the Passo

Tredicesima (10,56U'), to the (6-7 hrs.) Mandron Hut (p. 366); the ascent of

the Mte. Venerocolo (10,885) may easily be combined with this expedition.
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— The Paniano d^Avio, or highest part of the Val d'Avio, IV4 lir. from
Lavedole, was formerly the bed of a lake. Thence over the Passo Pre-
inassone (9340) to the (5 hrs.) Rifugio del Baitone, see p. 354. — Guides,
Martino Baslamini, Giov. Cresseri, and Em. Sozzi at Ponte di Legno.

From Ponte di Legno (one-horse carriage to Edolo 10 fr.) tlie

road follows the Oglio via Pontayna, Temu (Trattoria Pasina, plain,

with beds), beyond which the summit of the Adamello is visible on
tlie left for a short time, Stadolina, Vezza (4045'; Gaffe della Posta),

and Incudine, to —
66 M. Edolo (2265'; Gallo, R. 21/2 fr.; beer at Carminati's^

in the market-place), a picturesquely situated little town (1700
inhab.), commanded on the E. by Mte. Aviolo.

_ ExcuKSioNs. The toilsome but interesting ascent of the Monte Aviolo
(9450'; 6 hrs. ; with guide) is made via the Val Moia and the Conca della
Foppa (6560'). Fine view of the Adamello, Bernina, Disgrazia, Ortler, etc.

To THE Val Tellina over the Passo del Mortirolo (6235'; 61/2 hrs. to

Grosio; guide not required by adepts, but advisable in the opposite
direction as far as the pass), an easy and attractive expedition. A bridle-
track, diverging to the left 50 min. above Edolo, ascends the Val Mor-
tirolo past Monno to the (3 hrs.) modest Osteria della Fontana (5965'), 20 min.
short of the pass. Descent, with fine view of the Val Tellina, to (2V4 hrs.)

Grosio, 33/4 M. below Bolladore (p. 344).

From Edolo to Brescia through the Val Camonica, see E.. 65.

The KoAD TO Tresenda (18 M.) ascends gradually on the N. side

of the Val di Corteno^ commanding fine retrospects of the Val Camo-
nica, with the snowy peaks of the Adamello in the background. It

passes (3 M.) C'ortenedolo (29750, Corteno (41/2 M. ; 3295'}, whence
a toilsome path leads over the Mte. Padrio (7065') to (6-7 hrs.)

Tirano, and the hamlet of San Pietro, and reaches the (10 M.) Passo
d'Aprica (3875'). About 1/2 ^1- heyond the pass, near the prettily-

situated village of Aprica, stands the *H6tel Negri (R. 3-6, D. 4,

pens. 8-12 fr.), with a post and telegraph office (over the Passo di

VenerOcolo to Schilpario, see p. 355). A view of the Val Tellina,

with Sondrio in the background, is soon disclosed. The broad gravelly

bed of the Adda (p. 343), with traces of the devastation caused
by the river, is well surveyed. Several of the snowy peaks of the

Bernina come into view towards the N. ; below, on the hills above
Tresenda, rises the square tower of Teglio (p. 344). On the road is

the Belvedere d'Aprica (3010'; poor inn; fine view). The road now
descends through chestnut groves, describes a wide circuit by Motta,
and penetrates the rock by two cuttings. Before (18 M.) Tresenda
(railway-station, see p. 344) the Adda is crossed.

65. FromEdolo to Brescia. Val Camonica. Lagod'Iseo.
To Cividaie, 21 M., Diligence twice daily in 4 hrs.; from Gividate to

Lovere, 13V2 M., Steam Tijamwat 4 times daily in I3/4 hr. ; from Lovere
to Iseo, Steamboat in iV2-2V2 hrs.; from Iseo to Brescia, 15 M., Railway
in 1 hr. — The Val Camonica is watered by the Oglio. The upper part is

narrow and enclosed by chestnut-clad slopes ; the lower part is fertile and
well-cultivated, and its chief products are silk and iron-wares. The valley
is visited by mountaineers on account of the easy excursions to be made
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thence to the S.W. side of the Adamello region and to the Bergamasque
Alps. The snow-peaks of the Adamello group are not seen from the valley,
but are visible from the Lago d'lseo, which adjoins it on the S.

Edolo (2265'), see p. 353. — The road runs to the S.E., skirting

the chestnut-clad slopes of Mte. Aviolo (p. 353), to (1 1/2 M.) Sonico,

where it crosses to the right bank of the Oglio.
From Eino (2105'; Osteria Muiinelli , very fair), IV4 M. to the S. of

Sonico, a pleasant excursion may be made to' the E. up the Val Malga,
via, the (3 hrs.) Malga Premassone (5215'J, and thence to the left past the
Malga Baitone to the r2V2 hrs.) beautiful Lago di Baitone (7370') and the
(3/4 hr.) Rifugio del Baitone (7960'), on the little Lago Rotondo. This
clab-hut is a starting-point for the ascent of the Cima di Plem (10,465';

3 hrs.) via the Passo del Cristallo (9450') and the S. slope ; also for the
ascents of the Cima delle Granate (10.390'; 3 hrs.), Roccia Baitone (10.950';

4 hrs.; difficult), Corno Baitone (10,930'; 4 hrs.), Corni di Premassone (10,070'

and 10,090'; 21/2-3 hrs.), etc. — A somewhat fatiguing route leads to the N.E.
over the Passo Premassone (9340'), to (6 hrs.) the Malga Lavedole (p. 352)
in the Val d'Avio. Easv and attractive routes lead to the W. over the
Foi-cella Bombia (9125') or the Passo delle Granate (10,020') to the Val Bomhia
and (6-7 hrs.) Rino.

To the E. in the Val Malga, 20 min. above the Premassone Alp, lies

the Malga Frino (55S0'), whence we may ascend the Piano della Regina
(8620'; 4 hrs.; fine view), to the S.W., via the Passo del Coppetto (8290';

or from Rino or Malonno via Garda in about 6 hrs.). — From Frino a
steep path ascends to the E. the Scale del Miller to the high-lying Val
Miller, in which are situated the Malga Miller (6790') and the (2"hrs.) Ca
di Cevo (7220'; poor), at the foot of the glacier-girt Corno Miller (11,070').

Thence we mav ascend the Adamello (p. 366; 5-6 hrs.. with guide), via
the Passo delV Adamello (10,630'), difficult. Over the Passo del Miller (9270')

to the Rifugio Salarno (see below), 4 hrs., with guide, fatiguing.

Below (5 M.) Malonno (1770') the road crosses to the left bank.

It then passes the Forno Nuovo^ a large iron-foundry at the mouth
of the steep Val Paisco^ and, leaving Demo on the left, descends to

(972 M.) Cedegolo (J 335'; Albergo all' Adamello ; Osteria Sanguinis

well spoken of; Caffe della Posta, with rooms, fair). To the E. opens

the Val di Saviore^ watered by the Poglia or Poia.
In the Val di Saviore a road ascends in numerous windings via Cevo

(3115') to (21/2 hrs.) Saviore (SdlO' ; Alb. degli Alpinisti, plain; guide, G. To-
maselli), whence a stony path leads to the N.E. up the Val di Brate to

the picturesque Lago di Salarno (6685') and the (5 hrs.) Rifugio Salarno
(7400'; dilapidated; new hut building), grandly situated at the foot of the
Corno Miller and the Adamello Glacier. The Adamello (11,640'; 5 hrs.; guide
20 fr.; see p. 363), the Corno Miller (11,070'), etc., may be ascended hence.
A fine but fatiguing glacier-expedition, suitable for adepts only, with
guide, leads from the Rifugio over the PassQ di Solarno, the Passo della

Lohhia .<4;/a(9960'), and the Passo di Cavento (10,480') to the (8-9;hrs.) Lares Hut
(p. 367). The ascent of the Corno di Cavento (11,155') may be conveniently
made en route. — Over the Passo del Miller to the Val Miller and Rino.,

see above; over the Passo di Poglia to the Val Adami. see below.
A bridle-path from Cedegolo ascends the Val di Saviore via (1^/4 hr.)

Fresine (wine at the Casa Zitti) to the (1/2 hr.) village of Valsaviore (3640';

inn, below the church, tolerable) and the (I1/2 hr.) Malga Lincino (5260'),

beyond which a footpath mounts the steep Scale di Adamh to the (I1/4 hr.)

Malga Adame (6630'), whence the laborious Forcella Rossa (8885') leads
into the Val di Daone (p. 368). Several passes lead out of the Val Adame,
which is closed by the beautiful Adam^ Glacier: to the N.W. over the
Passo di Poglia (9220') to the Rifugio Salarno (see above); to the Is", over
the Adamello and Mandron Glaciers to the Mandron Hnt (p. 366); to the E.
over the Passo della Porta (9215') to the Val di Fumo (p. 368).
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Tlie very attractive excursion to the •Lago d'Arno (5880') is best made
(vom. Paspardo, above Capo di Ponte (see below), whence an unmistakable
path leads thither round the Monte Colomhe (7065') in 4-5 hrs. Other routes (good
guides essential) lead from Cedegolo via Grevo in 5-6 hrs., or via Fresine

(see p. 354) and Jsola in 5-6 hrs. Accommodation may, if necessary, be
obtained in the Casa della Finanza, at the W. end of the beautiful Ir.ke,

which resembles a fjord. Thence over the Passo della Forccllina to the Val

di Daone, see p. 368. — The ascent of Monte Frisozzo (^510'; not difficult

for adepts, with guide) is made in 4V2 hrs. from the Casa della Finanza.

The road then crosses the Poglia and the Oglio and leads past

Sellero, on the slope to the right, through a hroad pastoral valley,

returning to the left bank of the Oglio over the Ponte San Rocco.

— 13 M. Capo di Ponte (1185' ; Alhergo Ceseretti; Alb. Sant'An-
tonio, plain; ApoUonio's Osteria, very fair).

A bridle-path ascends hence to the W. through the Val Glegna, steep

and shadeless (mule to Schilpario, 9 fr.), to the (5 hrs.) Passo di Campelli
(6200'), between the Gima Baione (7730') on the S. and the Jilte. Campione
(7130') on the N., with view of the Adamello and Care Alto to the E.

Descent by the V^alle di Scalve, watered by the Dezzo, to (2 hrs.) Schilpario

(3725*; Alb. Alpino, Prudenza, both plain; guides, Tomaso Bonaldi and Tom.
Mai), with iron -works; in the church is a monument to Cardinal Mai,
the well-known polyglot scholar, who was born here (d. 1855). The Monte
Tornello (8820'), to the N.W., may be ascended hence in i^/-> hrs., with
guide, and the Cima di Camino (8120'), to the S.E,, via the Passo di Coma
Busa (6570') by experts in 4 hrs., with guide (both interesting). — From
Schilpario a badly-kept path leads over the Passo del Venerocolo (7590')

and through the monotonous Valle di Belviso to (8 hrs.) Aprica (see p. 353).
— About 33/4 M. down the valley by carriage-road (diligence daily at 7 a.m.
to Lovere in 3 hrs., from Lovere to Vilminore at 2p.m. in 6 hrs.; fare

4 fr.) lies "Vilminore (3340'; Alb. Albricci, good wine; Alb. Bonicelli; guide.
Am. Bonicelli), whence an easy path leads over the Passo della Manina
(5895') to (5 hrs.) Bondione (p. 356). The road descends in windings to

Dezzo (2640'; Franceschetti's Inn), where on the right the road from Clusone

(p. 356) comes in, and by the interesting ravine of the Valle d'Angolo,
through which the Dezzo flows, passing Angola and Gorzone, to the (91/2 M.
from Dezzo) Casino Boario (p. 356).

Another attractive detour leads to the E. from Capo di Ponte via Pas-
pardo (accommodation at the cure's; to the Lago d'Arno, see above) or via
Cimbergo to the Malga Tredenus (6320') in the Val Tredenus, then over the
Passo di Mezzamalga (7870') to the Case Paghera in the Valle di Dois, whence
we proceed through the Val Pallobia to (10 hrs.) Breno.

The Pizzo Badile (7990') may be ascended from Ceto (1436'; Osteria
Beatrici), 3 M. from Capo di Ponte, in 6-7 hrs., with guide, but is difficult

and fit for adepts only.

The road continues to follow the left hank of the Oglio, leaving

Ceto to the left, at the foot of the Pizzo Badile (see above), and
reaches (191/2 M.) Breno (1080'; '^Italia; Trattoria del Fumo ; Caffe

Leonardi, with rooms), with a ruined castle and several churches.
ExcDESioNS (guide, Apol. Bettoni). The Monte Frerone (8770'; 71/2-8 hrs.,

with guide), difficult, is ascended from Breno via Ponte di Degna, Pian
d'Astrio, and the Malghe Stabio di Soito and di Sopra. Splendid view.

At the head of the Val Pallobia, about 4 hrs. to the N.E. of Breno,
are the humble Case Paghera (3740'; Alpine fare, hay-beds). Laborious
routes lead hence over the Passo della Rossola (8515'), the Passo Monoccola
(8530'), or the Passo Listino (8645'), to (5-6 hrs.) the Malga Boazzo (Alpine
fare, hay-beds) in the Val di Baone (p. 368), and over the Passo di Lajone
(8315') to the (5 hrs.) Lago della Vacca (p. 368). Over the Passo Mezzamalga
to Paspardo, see above.

The Oglio here flows through a rocky defile. The road crosses

23*
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to tlie right bank. To tlic E. tov.ers tlie Pizzo Badile (p. 355).

Beyond tlie defile, on the left bank, lies the village of (21 M.) Civi-

date (855'; Albergo Stazione Tram, poor), tlie terminus of the steam-
tramway to Lovere (comp. p. 353), commanded by a ruined monastery.

From Cividate via Bienno and the Croce Domini Pass to (9 hrs.) Bagolinv,
see p. 36S. Over the Croce Domini Pass and through the Valle di Cadino
to the Lago della Vacca., 7-8 hrs., see p. 3j8.

At the (261/2 M.) Casino di Boario (740'; *Grand-H6iel des

Tlicrmes; Alb. degli Alpinisti, R. 2-2V25 ^- 3, pens. 6-8 fr.) the road

to Vilminore (p. 355) diverges to the right, and 3/^ M. farther on,

at Coma, a road to the left leads via Darfo to (34^ 2 M.) Pisogne

(p. 357).

35 M. Lovere (*H6t. Lovere, Swiss landlady ; Alb. Sant' Antonio

;

Ancora), a busy harbour (3400 inhab.), prettily situated at the

N.W. end of the Lago d'Isco, near the influx of the Oglio. Tlie hand-
some church of Santa Maria in Valvendra, built in 1473 and restored

in 1888, contains frescoes by Ferramola, Moretto, and Andrea da

Manerbio, and an altar-piece by Fr. Morone. In the Ptdazzo Tadini

is a valuable collection of ancient paintings ('''Madonna by Jac.

Bellini; portrait by Parmigianino, etc.). The Gregorini Iron Foundry
employs 1600 workmen.

A picturesque excursion may be made from Lovere to the Val Seriana,
the easternmost of the main valleys of the Bekgamasquk or Orobian Alps.
A carriage road leads through the Val Borlezza by Sovere and Cerete to

(S'/a M.) Clusone (2125'; '^Gambero; Alb. Reale), the chief locality 01 the
lower Seriana valley, with 4100 inhah., 3 M. to the IS.E. of Poitie della

Selva ('Albergo Bifli; *Alb. della Fonte, IV4 M. farther ou), the terminus
of the railway to Bergamo (IT M., in 1^/4 hr.). From iiere a road to the E.
leads by Rovetta, Castione, and the Giogo di Scalve (4225'; line view into

the grand ravine of the Dezzo), at the S.E. foot of the imposing Presolana
(82i0'; ascent by adepts in 4V2-5hrs., with guide, from the Cautoniera near
the summit of the pass), to the Vallc d^Angola and (5 hrs.) Dezzo (p. 355). —
From Clusone the road continues by Ogna and Ardesio to the (4V-2 M.) Ponie
di Briolfa (1870'), where it joins the road from Ponte della Selva (sec

above) on the left bank of the Serio ; then by (272 M.) Groi7io (2220";

Osteria dei Terzi). and (03/4 M.) Fiumeiiero (2560*; modest inn) to (3 M.)
Bondione (2920'; Albergo della Cascaia , above the village, fair; guide, S.

Bouac ir^i), the last place in the Val Seriana (to Vilminore over the Manina
Pass, see p. 355). A bridle-path leads from here on the left bank of the
Serio. past some fine gorges and waterfalls (Goi di Fonc, Goi del Ca) to

the (2 hrs.) grand *Cascata del Serio (about ICOO* in height), which is

broken iuto three parts. Above the falls on the Forcella del Barbellino,

3 hrs. from Bondione, is the Rifugio Antonio Curb of the Ital. Alpine Club
(6220' ; inn in summer), in a splendid situation. The best view of the
falls is obtained from the 'Belvedere, protected bv iron railings (3/4 hr. from
the club-hut). From the Rifugio Cure, the Pizzo Ee Castello (9475') may
be ascended in 31/2 brs., the Mte. Gleno (9460') in 3'/2-4 hrs., the Monie
Torma (9550') in 4 hrs., the Pizzo di Coca (10,010') in 5 hrs., and the Pizzo
del Diavolo (9600') in 4 hrs. From here over the Passo della^Malginu (9065')

and through the w^ooded Val Malgina to San Giacomo and (7-8 hrs.) Teglio

(p. 344) in the Val Tellina, an attractive route; or to the N.E. past the
small Barbellino Lake (7000') and the source of the Serio to the (3 hrs.)

Passo di Caronella (8585'), descending through the Valle di Garonella to (3 hrs.)

Carona (3S70'; accommodation at the cure's) and (IV2 hr.) Tresenda (p. 344).

From Fiumenero (see above) a path, steep at first, a«cends theAvooded
valley of the Fiume Nero to the (4 hrs.) Rifugio della Brunone of the Ital.
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Alpine Club (7545'), whence the Pizzo Redorta (9965'; splendid view) may
be ascended by experts in 3 hrs., with guide. — An interesting path leads

over the Passo della Brimone (8:3c'5') to the (2V2 hrp.) Rifugio Enrico Otiic-

ciardi (4810'), near the chalets of Seeds, and thence th:-ough the Vnl d'^Agneda

to (4 hr?.) Sondrio (p. 3i4).

The *Lago d'Iseo (Laciis Sehivus, 620'), 15 M. long, 1-3 M.
brofid, and 985' deep in the middle, vies with the Lago di Garda

in the loveliness of its banks, which are luxuriantly clotlied with

vegetation, while to the N. rises the snow-clad Adamello group.

In the middle of the lake lies a picturesque rocky island, 134 M.

long, culminating in the Mont' Isola (1965'), with the fishing-

villages of Peschiera Maragllo and Siviono. Steamboat twice daily

from Lovere to Sarnico (Alb. del Cappello), at the S.W. end, in

23/4 hrs.; stations, Pisogne (Croce Verde), Riva di SgUo (W.),

Marcne (Albergo Monte Guglielmo; Due Spade; E.), Sale Marasino

(Posta ; lE.),Sulziino, Peschiera Maraglio^ Tavernolt (W.), heo (Leone

d'Oro; railway-station for the line to Brescia, see below), Preclore,

and Sarnico (admirable view from the Villa MonteccUo).
Railway from Iseo^ in 1 hr., to (15 M.) Brescia^ and from Paralico

(on the left bank uf the Oglio, opposite Sarnico), in 25 min., to Palazzolo,

a station on the railway from Lecco to P.reKcia (to Bergamo about 1 hr.)

;

comp. Baedeker''s Northern Italy.

66. From San Micliele or from the Mendel to Madonna
di Campiglio.

Since the opening of the road from Diinaro the shortest route to

Madonna di Campiglio (38- '2 M.) begins at the railway-station of 8an Michele

(p. 3i6). DiLiGKNCE (four-horse vehicle with 9 seats,' changing horses thrice)

in summer daily in 10 hrs. (10 K. 20 ^.) , starting from San Michele at

7.45 a.m. and reacliing Campiglio at 5.50 p.m., with 1/4 hr.'s stay at Cles and
'/2hr.'s halt for dinner at Male; returning from Campiglio at 7.15a.m., and
reaching San Michule at 2.30 p.m. — Carriage-axd-Pair (previously ordered
from post-master i/ogrgrto in Mezzolombardo) in 71/2-8 hrs., 52 A'', and fee.

From the Mendel (reached from Botzen vi;l Kaltern by railway and
cable line in l'/2hr.) to Campiglio 3;V2M. : Diligence (four-hcrse vehicle
with 9 ?eats) via, Carareno and Cles daily in summer in 91/2 hrs. (fare

11 A'. 40 ft.), chani^ing horses thrice; starting at 7.15 a.m., reaching Cam-
piglio at 5.50 p.m.-, returning from Campiglio at 8.30 a.m., reaching the

Mendel at 4 50 p.m. At Cles this diligence corresponds with the above
mentioned diligence from San Michele; at Male there is a midday-haU of
•,'2 hr. — Carriage and pair from the Mendel to Campiglio in 8 hrs., T0-(5 K.
and fee.

From San Micliele via Mezzolombardo and Tajo to (15 M.) Cles,

where the two diligence routes to Campiglio unite, seep. 350.

From Botzen via Kaltern to the (14V2 M.) Mendel, see p. 315.

The ridge of the Mendel is the boundary between the two lang\iages;

almost all the places beyond are Italian. The road descends past

(*/2 M.) the Pension Villa Maria and the Aquila d'Oro Inn (p. 317)
along wooded slopes (below lies Ruffre) and divides about 3/4 M.
beyond (372 M.) Ronzano (3555'; Hot. Belvedere): to the right
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to Fondo (see below); to the leftto(V2M.)Cavareno (3190'; *;irronc;

Schlussel), with a handsome church.
The road from (21/2 W.) Fondo via Sarnonico (see below) here joins our

route on the N., anrl the direct path from the (IV2 hr.) Mendel via Ruffrk
(see p. 357) on the E. — From Cavareno to Male (p. 351) the shortest
route for walkers leads to the W. via Damhel, crosses the gorge of the
Novella, and re-ascends to (IV2 hr.) Revb (p. 359).

The road winds downs via Romeno (Corona; Alb. Anaunia) and
Malgolo, with its castle, to (51/2 M.) —

11 M. (from the Mendel) San Zeno (2100'; Albergo Rizzi, R.

11/2 K- ; ^^^- 'S'o^ Zeno'), with a large church in the Romanesque and
Gothic styles.

About 3/4 br. to the E , in the wild Eomedio Ravine, is the pilgrims'
resort of *San Romedio (2520') with its far-famed Santuario, picturesquely
situated on a precipitous rock, with five chapels, one above the other,
connected by steps, and a hermitage (rfmts.). Hence to the Monte Rocn or
via Romeno to the Mendel, see p. 317.

Describing a wide bend, the road crosses the Romedio torrent

and descends to (21/4 M.) Dermullo (p. 350), on the road from San
Michele to (3 M. ; 16 M. from the Mendel) Cles (p. 350; stay of

15-20 min. ; horses changed here, and sometimes carriages also).

Thence via (26 M.) Male and (30 M.) Dimaro to (39V2 M.) Madonna
di Campiglio, see pp. 350, 361, 359.

The Road from the Mbndel to Fonbo, to the right at the

(45/4 M.) bifurcation beyond Ronzano (see p. 357), leads via Sar-

nonico and Malosco (Giro Nessler's Inn, fair), with its castle, to —
7 M. Fondo (3240'; Pasta, very fair; Albergo Fondo}, a market-

town with 1700 inhab., on both banks of the Rivo di Fondo, which
here forms a sombre ravine, 130' deep, known as the *Burone del

Sasso (V2 M. from the Piazza del Municipio ; adm. 40 /i.). An ad-

mirable view of theVal di Non and Val di Sole as far as the Presanella

may be obtained from the garden of the Post Inn, or from the

chapel of Santa Lucia (3315'), 1/2 M. to the W.
From Fondo an interesting excursion may be made to Laurein and

Proveis, two German- speaking villages. From (IV2 M.) Castelfondo (see

p. 359) a marked bridle -track (guide not indispensable) leads over the
Jijchl (4590') to (2 hrs.) Laurein (3300'), and thence crosses the wooded Pescara
valley to (IV2 hr.) Proveis (4025'; Inn, rustic; quarters at the cure's), a
village with G37 German inhabitants, finely situated on the hillside. There
is a school for lace-making at Proveis, where cheap specimens of the work
may be bought. The following ascents may be made from Proveis : the
''Laugenspitz e (79S0'; 41/2 hrs.), by a bridlepath over the Hofmahd (see below,
and comp. p. 325) ; the Ilmenspitze (8710': 4 hrs. ; with guide), a rocky climb,
for experts only; the Hochicart (8G20'; 4 hrs.; with guide); etc. — About
3 M. to the S. of Proveis lies Lanza, with the small baths oi Mocenigo
(3445'), whence a road runs via Livo to the (2V2 hrs.) Mostizzol Bridge
(p. 359). A footpath leads from Proveis over the Laureiner 'Alp (5700') to

(3 hrs., with guide) Vhsere Frau im Walde; and to the N. a bridle-path
leads over the Hofmahd (5930') to (3 hrs.) the Wiener Mitterbad (p. 325).

Feom Fondo to Mekan ovek the Gampen-Joch, 9 hrs., attractive. A
cart-track leads via Tret and St. Felix (4115'; rustic inn) to (3 hrs.) Unsere
Liebe' Frau im Walde, or Frauenwald, Ital. Senate (4405'; Kross, plain),
whence the Laugenspiize (see above) may be easily ascended in 3 hrs.
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A rather difficult pass (steep descent) leads hence to the E. over the Gaidner-

Scharte (5270') to (6 hrs.) Prissian (p. 318). The ascent of the Gantkofel (6120')

may be conveniently combined with this route. — Another marked path

from Unsere Frau ascends to the (3/4 br.) Gampen-Joch (5060'), whence we
may descend either to the left via, Platzers (p. 325) and Vollan (p. 318) or

to the right via Bad Gfrill (3465'; inn), Tisens (p. 318), and Lana (p. 323)

to (51/2 hrs.) Meran.
From Fondo by San Zeno to Mezzolomhardo, see p. 353 i

diligence to

Tajo twice daily in 2 hrs., from Tajo to Mezzolombardo in 1 hr. 20 min.

The road from Fondo to Male (no diligence) descends in wide

curves, leaving Castelfondo with its chateau to the right, crosses

the picturesque ravine of the Novella (490' deep), and winds

gradually down the slope of the Osol (4975') by Brez, Arsio, Cloz,

and Romallo, to —
141/2 M. Revo (2375'; Alb. Revb^ clean), a prettily situated vil-

lage. To the left, on the hill, is Cles, with its chateau (p. 350). We
now descend to the right to (15V2 M.) Cagno (Rosa, well spoken of)

and thence in windings to the Pescara Valley, where we cross the

Ponte Schiava. On the other side we ascend again, skirt the valley

of the Noce high above the river and finally once more descend in

windings through the stony Val Bresimo to the (20 M.) Mostizzol

Bridge across the Noce, where we join the road from Cles (p. 350).

The road now follows the valley of the Noce via (26 M.) Male (p. 351)

to (30 M.) Dimaro (2660'; '€orona, R. 1^. 60/i.,- Martinelli),

whence a new road ascends the wooded Val Meledrio in numerous
windings (short-cuts by the old bridle-path). Above the pine-clad

hills on the roadside the Dolomite peaks of the N. Brenta group

(Mte. Peller, Sasso Rosso, Sasso Alto, Mondifra, and Pietra Grande)

gradually become visible. After a steady uphill drive of 3 hrs. we
reach the Campo di Carlo Magno (5580'; Hot. Campo Carlomagno,

a large new house, R. 5-10^.), to the right of the broad Mte. Spinale

(p. 360). Far below in the valley are the hotels of Madonna di

Campiglio, to which the road descends in 1/2 ^^- more.

391/2 M. Madonna di Campiglio (4970'), an old monastery, now
the *Grand-H6t€l des Alpes (R. 5-10, board 8 K.; electric light; post

and telegraph office), a pleasant summer-resort (usually crowded in

July and August), situated on a grassy plateau among fine fir-woods.

A little above the Grand-Hotel is the * Hotel -Pension Rainalter

(pens. 10-12 K.} and '^Slaninas Dolomiten-Hotel (pens. 8-12 iT.),

and 1/2 M. below it are the Hotel-Pension Brenta (pens. 9-12 K.),

the Krone (well spoken of), *H6t.-Pens. Neumann, Edelweiss, and
the Posta (plain). Rooms and breakfast may be obtained also at

Dr. Kuntze's Alpenhaus, 4 min. from the Grand-Hotel.
ExcUEsioNs. Pretty walks provided with way-marks lead through the

woods in all directions; e.g. the Archduke Albert Walk along the E. slopes,

commanding beautiful views of the Brenta chain and the Lares group, to

(IV4-2 hrs.) the ^Waterfalls in the Vallesinella, and back by the Pfeiffer
Walk^ or from the Upper Vallesinella Alp near the third waterfall (5525') by
the Bear Walk (Giro delV Orso) running higher up on the slope of the

Spinale; opposite is the level Promenaden-Weg (splendid view in the evening).

To the N.W. up the Val Namhino to the (IV2 hr.) Lago di Namhino (5800"),
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A rather difficult pass (steep descent) leads hence to the E. over the Gaidner-
Scharte (5270') to (6 hrs.) Prissian (p. 318). The ascent of the Gantkofel (6120')

may be conveniently combined with this route. — Another marked path
from Unsere Frau ascends to the (3/^ hr.) Gampen-Joch (5060'), whence we
may descend either to the left via Platzers (p. 325) and Vollctn (p. 318) or

to the right via Bad Gfrill (3465'; inn), Tisens (p. 318), and Lana (p. 323)

to (0V2 hrs.) Meran.
From Fondo by San Zeno to Mezzolonibardo. see p. 353; diligence to

Tajo twice daily in 2 hrs., from Tajo to Mezzolombardo in 1 hr. 20 min.

The road from Fondo to Male (no diligence) descends in wide
curves, leaving Castelfondo with its chateau to the right, crosses

the picturesque ravine of the Novella (490' deep), and winds

gradually down the slope of the Osol (4975') by Brez, Arsio, Cloz,

and Romallo, to —
1472^1- Revo (2375'; Alb. Revo, clean), a prettily situated vil-

lage. To the left, on the hill, is Cles, with its chateau (p. 350). We
now descend to the right to (15V2 M.) Cagnb (Rosa, well spoken of)

and thence in windings to the Pescara Valley, where we cross the

Ponte Schiava. On the other side we ascend again, skirt the valley

of the Noce high above the river and finally once more descend in

windings through the stony Val Bresimo to the (20 M.) Mostizzol

Bridge across the Noce, where we join the road from Oles (p. 350).

The road now follows the valley of the Noce via (26 M.) Male (p. 351)
to (30 M.) Dimaro (2660'; ^€orona, R. 1^. 60/i.; Martinelli),

whence a new road ascends the wooded Val Meledrio in numerous
windings (short-cuts by the old bridle-path). Above the pine-clad

hills on the roadside the Dolomite peaks of the N. Brenta group

(Mte. Peller, Sasso Rosso, Sasso Alto, Mondifra, and Pietra Grande)
gradually become visible. After a steady uphill drive of 3 hrs. we
reach the Campo di Carlo Magno (6580'; Hot. Campo Carlomagno,

a large new house, R. 5-10 -ST.), to the right of the broad Mte. Spinale

(p. 360). Far below in the valley are the hotels of Madonna di

Campiglio, to which the road descends in 1/2 l^''- niore.

391/2 M. Madonna di Campiglio (4970'), an old monastery, now
the * Grand-Hotel des Alpes (R. 5-10, board 8 K.; electric light; post

and telegraph office), a pleasant summer-resort (usually crowded in

July and August), situated on a grassy plateau among fine fir-woods.

A little above the Grand-Hotel is the * Hotel - Pension Rainalter

(pens. 10-12 K.) and *Slanina's Dolomiten-Hotel (pens. 8-12 K.'),

and V2M. below it are the Hotel-Pension Brenta (pens. 9-12 K.^,

the Krone (well spoken of), *H6t.-Pens. Neumann, Edelweiss, and
the Posta (plain). Rooms and breakfast may be obtained also at

Dr. Kuntzt's Alpenhaus, 4 min. from the Grand-Hotel.
ExcuEsiONs. Pretty walks provided with way-marks lead through the

woods in all directions; e.g. the Archduke Albert Walk along the E. slopes,
commanding beautiful views of the Brenta chain and the Lares group, to

(IV4-2 hrs.) the ^Waterfalls in the VaUesinella, and back by the Pfeiffer
Walk, or from the Upper VaUesinella Alp near the third waterfall (5525') by
the Bear Walk (Giro delV Orso) running higher up on the slope of the
Spinale; opposite is the level Promenaden-Weg (splendid view in the evening).
To the N.W. up the Val NamUno to the (IV2 hr.) Lago di Namiino (OSOC),
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from the W. end of which we enjoy a fine view of the Brenta group
(best in the afternoon). — The *Monte Spinale (6560-6935'), an extensive
niduntain-mass with several peaks, to the E. of Campiglio, commands a
splendid view of the Brenta and Care Alto. We ascend to the IN.E. by a
marked path to the (I'/i hr.) Tilly-Hiitte (6430'; rfmts.), with a fine view
of the Brenta chain, and thence in 35 min. to the \\^. peak (6900'), with
the Hofer-Hil'te (rfmts.) and splendid view. — The Vier - Wenzel - Spitze
Wima Vagliana, 6880') is easily ascended via Campo and the Lili-Wiese in

2 hrs. ; on the summit (fine vieAv) is the Schindler-Hillte. The descent
may be made to Pozzo di Boc^ on the Groste route (see below). — Another
pleasant walk leads over the hills to the W. : we cross the Sarca and ascend
a winding path to the (35 min.) Malga Patascos (5625') and thence follow
the height to the S. to the (50 min.) Malga Pdtorio (5790'; fine views).
Return via Pra Maniam., 1 hr. ; via MaJga Milenia and the Panorama- Weg.,

11/2 hr, — Longer walks lead to the Lngo Ritovto (6750'; 2'/2 hrs.); to the
Lago di Malghetto (6550'; 272 hrs.); and over the Campo Carlo Maizno (see

p. 859) to the (3V2 hrs.; guide 8 K.) 'Passo del Groste (8005), with the
Eifugio Stoppani (inn in summer). Fine view from the Signal, 20 min. to

the S. Ascent of the Cima del Groste, see below; to Cles, 8 hrs.. see p. 3:0.
— To the Tuckett Pass-Hiitte, 31/2 hrs., guide not indispensable. From
the (1^2 hr.) Upper VallesineUa Alp (see p. 859) we ascend by a path marked
with red and yellow to the (^4 hr.) Malga Grasso d" Ovno (6235') and
thence somewhat steeply to the left to the (IV4 br.) refuge hut of the
Berlin Alpine Club (7545'), near the tongue of the Brenta Glacier, with a
magnificent view of the Adamello, Presanella and Ortler Mts. (hence to

the Tuckett Pass, see p. 361). Adjacent is the Rifiigio Tuckett of the Trent
Alpine Club. — To the Fridolins- Joch, 3 hrs., guide not indispensable.
From the (2V4 hrs.) Grasso d'Ovno (see above) we ascend either by a path
skirting the hillside to the right, or (shorter and steeper) to the left to

the (50 min.) FridoUns-Joch (7(X)5'), where we enjoy a highly picturesque
view of the Torre di P.renta, Crozzon, Cima Tosa, etc.

Ascents (guides, Ant. Dalla Giacoma or ^Ltision\Ant. Dalla Giacoma jtin.,

B. Lorenzetti, Angelo AUmonfa). Mte. Ritorto (7905'; 4 hrs.; guide 7 K.);
Mte. Namhino (8770'; 5 hrs.; guide 8^.); "Mte. Serodoli (9155'; 4V2-5 hrs.;
guide 8 K.); Cima del Groste ('Marie-Valerie Spitze', 9505'), from the Rifugio
Stoppani {see above) 0-31/2 hrs. (guide 12 -fi".), an interesting climb, not dif-

ficult. From the Rifugio Stoppani the following peaks also mav be ascended :

Pieira Grande (9630';^ 31/2 4 hrs.; guide 16 K.) , Rocca di VallesineUa {Cima
Falkner, 9805'; 41/2-0 hrs.

;
guide 12 ii.), i\nd Rocchetta della Val Persa {Cima

Roma, 9275'; 4 hrs.; guide iQ K.); see p. 361. — Corno di Flavona (9545'),

to the S.E. of Campiglio, by the Passo Gelada (8570') in 5 -51/2 hrs., not
difficult for adepis and highly interesting (guide 20 E.). — Den'e di Sella

(9370'), from the Tuckett PassHut (see above) in 31/2-4 hrs., an interesting
climb for experts (guide 18 K.). — Cima di Brenta ('10,350'), from the Tuckett
Pass Hut 41/2-5 hrs. (guide 16 K.), difficult (see p. 361).

Fkom Campiglio to Fccixe over the Passo delle Malghette (7010';

8V2hrs. ; guide 14 JT.), easy and attractive. From the Campo Carlo Magno
a marked path ascends via" the Malga Malghetto di Sopra (5S75') to (21,2 hrs.)

the beautiful Lago di Malghetto (6115'), 1 hr. from the Passo del'.e Malghette,
which afibrds a striking view of the S. Ortler chain and of the Val di Sole.
The descent leads past the two small Ometto Lakes to the Malga Malghetia
and through the wooded Val Leores to (81/2 hrs.) Mezzana (p. 351), I1/3 hr.

from Fucine. — To Fucine over the Passo Namhino (8260'; 81/2 hrs.;
guide 16 K.), fatiguing but repaying. Passing the Lago di Nambino (see

above), we ascend to the (4 hrs.) pass, between the 3Ite. Nambino and the
Cima Gelata, and descend through the Val Gelaiaund Val Fazzcnio Pelizzano
and (4I/2 hrs.) Fucine (p. 351). — To Fucixe over the Passo di Lago Nero
(&590';8V2 hrs. ; guide 16 K.), to the S.W. of the Cima Gelata, fatiguing. —
To Fucine over the Passo Scarpaco (S5S0' ; 10 hrs.

;
guide 18^. I, laborious.

From (I3/4 hr.) Sanf Antonio di Mavignola (p. 365) we ascend the Val
Nambrone to the Is. to the (3 hrs.) Laghi di Cornisello (6755' and 6?35'),

and thence to the (1^/4 hr.) pass, which lies to the N.W. of the Cima Giner
(9685'). We descend through the Val Plana to Ossana and (31/2 hrs.) Fucine.
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To MoLVENo OVEK THE BoccA Di Bkenta, 9 lirs. (from Pinzolo 10 hrs.),

a fatiguing but grand route (guide 20, to the Tosa Hut 10 Z^., from Pinzolo
21 and 12 A'.). From Campiglio we descend via the Kaiserin-Friedrich-Platz
(4200') to the bridge across the Vallesinella and on the left bank re-ascend
to the (IV2 hr.) Lotoer Brenta Alp (4160'), where we join the path ascending
from Pinzolo via Sant'' Anionic di Mavignola (3 hrS.

; p. 365). The pictur-
esque and beautifully-wooded Val Brenta consists of three terraces, which
the path to the Bocca ascends. The lower region of the valley (Brenta
Bassa) ends in a basin enclosed by precipices which seem to defy farther
progress. A steep and narrow path ascends hence on the left side of the
valley, behind a rocky slope, to the {X^l2^^-) Malga Brenta Alta {()XW)^ on
a well-watered and partly wooded plateau enclosed by huge rocky peaks :

to the left the Torre di Brenta (9920'). the massive Campanile Alio (9635'),

and the tooth-like Guglia di Brenta {Campanile Basso, 9540'), to the right
the immense rocky mass of the Crozzon di Brenta (10,245'), and behind it

the Cima Tosa (see below). From the end of the terrace we make our waj''

with difficulty through the remains of a landslip of 1882 to a rock-girt
basin, filled with debris, beyond which we mount a steep and fatiguing
snow-slope to the (272 hrs.) Bocca di Brenta (8375'), a gap between the Cima
Brenta Alia (9735'; ascended in I'/y hr. from the Tosa Hut) on the left and
the Cima Brenta Bassa (9210') on the right. View to the E. limited-, to the
N. the Ortler chain is visible. — We descend over snow (behind the rocky
saddle to the right is the Tosa Hut, see below), and by a rough path
over steep slopes of de'bris and grass, to the Baito dei Massodi (6910'), a
poor shepherd's hut, then through the Val delle Seghe, passing imposing
rocks, especially the Croz Altissimo (7735') at the entrance to the Val Persa
(see below), on the left. Farther down we enter the wood. The path
improves, crosses the Massodi brook, and ascends high above its deep ravine
on the left. It then descends (in view of the Lago di Molveno) and again
ascends to the left to (3^2 hrs.) Molveno (p. 363).

From the snow-field at the E. base of the Bocca (see above) we ascend
to the right to the (10 min. ; from the Bocca 20 min.) Rifugio della Tosa
(7965'

j
poor inn in summer), situated on a broad rocky saddle, above the

hollow known as the Pozza Tramontana. From here the ''Cima Tosa
(10,420'), the highest peak of the Brenta group, may be ascended by ex-
perts (31/2-4 hrs. ; fatigiiing; guide 12 K. ; single travellers should have two
guides). The path leads to. the right from the hut, skirts the inner side
of the Pozza "Tramontana, and then crosses the Tosa Olacier, mounting
from the lower to the upper glacier by means of a chimney (about 100'

high; not difficult for experts). The summit commands a magnificent
view, particularly of the huge rocky pinnacles of the Brenta group; to
theW. are the Adamello and Presanella groups, the Bernina, and Silvretta;
to the N. the Ortler and the Oetztal and Stubai Alps; to the N.E. the
Zillertal Alps and Tauern; to the E. the Dolomites; and to the S. part
of the Lago di Garda and the Italian plain.

The Cima di Brenta {Kaiser -Franz- Josef-Spitte; 10,350') is ascended
from the Tosa Hut in 5-6 hrs. (difficult, for adepts only; guide 12. with
descent to Campiglio 19 K.) , via the Bocchetta dei Arn'ii (S050') and the
Vedretta dei Fulmini. Comp. p. 360.

From Campiglio to Molveno over the Tuckett Pass (8715'; 9-10 hrs.

;

guide 18 ^.), laborious. From the (31/2 brs.) Tuckett Pass Hut (p. 360) we
ascend steeply over debris and the Brenta Glacier to ihe (1 hr.) pass,
between the Cima di Brenta and the Dente di Sella, and descend through
the Val Persa to (4 hrs.) Molveno. — Over the Passo del Qrosti (8005',

p. 360) and the Bocca della Vallazza (8000'), between the Rocchetta della
Val Persa and the Gagliarda, or via the Passo della Gagliarda (7435'),
the Malga Spora Grande (6125'), and the Passo del Clamer (7100'), 9-10 hrs.
(guide 15^.), fatiguing. The ascent of the Cima del Grosti (9505,), Bocca
di Vallesinella (9805'; attractive), Rocchetta della Val Persa {Cima Roma, 9275'),
and Cima Gagliarda (8635') may be combined with the latter route.

From Campiglio to Pinzolo (*Val di Genova) and via Tione to

Trent or to the Lago di Oarda, see R. 67.
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67. From Trent to Pinzolo (CampigUo). Giudicaria.

Diligence from Trent (railway-station) to (38 M.) Pin'^olo, thrice daily

in summer in 91/2 h.vs.^ fare 5 K. 40, coupe 6 K. 60 h.\ from Pinzolo to

(8 M.) Campiglio, twice daily in 3 hrs., fare 4 K. Cakriage and pair

from Trent to Campiglio in 10-11 hrs. (change of horses at Comano and
Pinzolo), 60 Z^. and fee. — Campiglio may be reached in less time (9V2-10hrs.)

from San Michele or the Mendel Pass via. Dimaro (see R. 66). — Diligence
from Tione to (121/2 ^I.) Condino daily in 2V2 hrs. (fare 2 K.) \ from Condino
to (11 M.) Anfo in 2 hrs. (1 fr. 75 c.)- Steam Tramway from Vestone to

Brescia via Tormini and Gavardo, and from Tormini to Salo (p. 374).

The Sarca Valley, to the S. of and parallel with the Val di ?ioce (R. 64),

consists of four different regions. The lowest , from Sarche to the

mouth of the Sarca near Torbole, is broad, and in its lower half luxuri-

antly fertile. At Sarche the valley turns to the W. \ the Sarca emerges
from a profound ravine, which expands above Comano and contracts

again at Stenico. This is the second region. The third begins at Tione,

where the valley turns to the N. ; it is fertile and well-peopled, and
called Valle di Re'ndena. Lastly, near Pinzolo, the valley turns again to the

W., being here named Val di Genova, and assumes a very imposing Alpine
character, terminating among the rocky wilds of the Adamello-Presanella
Alps. — The short valley of the Arno, the upper Val Chiese, and the Valle
di Ledro, with their ramifications, also belong to Giudicaria.

Trent, see p. 346. The road crosses the Adige, skirts the S.W.

side of the Doss Trento (p. 347), and ascends through a series of

wild ravines, called the Bus di Vela, at the (3 M.) upper end of

w^hich is a fort. The road now ascends in a wide curve past Cadine

(1555') to the (1 M.) summit of the pass [1640'J, and then, turning

sharply to the S.W., gradually descends. To the right in the valley

lies Terlago, with its little lake, at the base of Monte Gazza.

Over the Monte Gazza to 3Iolveno, 51/2-6 hrs., an attractive route,

presenting no difficulty (guide, 8^., not indispensable). A carriage-road,

diverging to the right about 5 min. beyond the summit of the pass, leads

round the S. end of the lake to Terla'go (1485')- Thence a bridle -track

(red marks) leads via (Vi hr.) Covelo {i^iO' \
guide, G. Povoli) to the (3 hrs.)

Passo di San Giovanni (8580') on the S.W. side of Monte Gazza (6530';

easily ascended from the pass in 3/4 hr.), where a magnificent 'View of the

Lago" di Molveno and the striking Brenta group is unfolded. Descent to

the N.W. (keep to the right) through meadows and wood to (i'/e hr.)

Molveno (p. 363). Water is scarce all the way. — The Monte Paganella
(7295'), the N. and highest summit of Mte. Gazza, may be ascended from
Terlago (red way-marks) via Monte Terlago, Val delle Caore, and Bocca di

Sant" Antonio in' 5 hrs., with guide (refuge-hut on the top). Descent to

(2 hrs.) Andalo (p. 363).

The road descends past (I72 M.) Vigolo to (3 M.) Vezzano

(1245'; Croce d'Oro ; Stella d'Oro) and (I72 ^^O Padergnone, at the

entrance to the Val Cavedine, and then crosses the narrow strait

between the little Lago di Santa Massenza (to the right) and the

Lago di Toblino. The picturesque Castel Toblino, the property of

Count Wolkenstein, stands on a tongue of land in the Utter (Signer

Clementi, the castellan, keeps good 'vino santo'). On the hillside to

the S.E. rises the partially well preserved Castel Madruzzo. — At
(21/., M.) -

121/2 M. Alle Sarche (860'; SomadossPs Inn) the Sarca emerges

from a deep gorge.
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The Road fkom Sarche to Arco (11 M. ; omnibus daily in 2 hrs.)
crosses to the right bank of the Sarca and runs between the mountains
and the river, traversing the debris of old landslips. Beyond (2i/4 M.)
Pietra Murata we pass the electric power-station of Arcalina; on a rocky
eminence to the left rises the ruined castle of Drena. Near (6 M.) Drb
(inn, good wine) we again cross the Sarca and proceed via Ceniga (p. 370)
to (3 M.) Arco (p. 369). — Pedestrians to Riva are recommended to avoid
the somewhat monotonous road through the lower Val Sarca by taking the
road from Sarche to Giudicaria (see below) as far as (5 M.) Comano, and pro-
ceeding thence to the left through the charming mountain-scenery of Giu-
dicaria, via Campo, Fiave, Ballino (p. 364), and Pranzo, to (6-7 hrs.) Riva.

The road crosses the Sarca and ascends in long windings, com-
manding a retrospect of the lake of Tohlino. The road follows the
windings of the gorge of the Sarca, high above it, on the S. slope,

and then descends to (5'/2 J^^O the thermal baths of Comano (1160';
Hotel^ D. 4 KS)^ frequented by Italians. Thence it follows the right

bank and crosses the Duina to (1 M.)—
191/2 M. Ponte delle Arche (1315'

;
plain inn).

To the right a road ascends in windings to (3 M.) Stenico (2190';
H61, Simmonini^ well spoken of), the chief village of Lower Giudicaria,
finely situated, and commanded by a chateau of the same name (*VJew).
Near it is a picturesque waterfall. On the W. side a steep bridle-path
ascends to the highroad, I'/a M. from the Ponte delle Arche. — From
Stenico to Molveno, see below.

From Mezzolombardo to Stenico, 11 hrs., a fine route on the whole
;

an early start should be made on account of the heat. About 1 M. to
the N. of Mezzolombardo (p. 350) the road diverges to the left from the
Val di Non road and ascends in windings (at the S. end of the village
is a steep short-cut through a wooded gorge, to the left by the cemetery),
affording fine retrospects. Beyond (71/2 M.) Fai (3150'; Alb. Cima Tosa),
prettily situated in a fertile plain, the road goes on for a short distance
towards the S. and then bends to the right, skirting the deep ravine of
the Valnianara and affording a beautiful view of the valley of the Adige
as far as Trent. Traversing a wooded defile and passing (IV2 M.) the
Santel chapel (3360') on the left, the road again skirts the slope of the
Paganella (p. 362), now affording a beautiful view of the Val di Non,
lying far below, with its numerous villages, and of the huge rocky peaks
of the Brenta to the W. We next reach (31/2 M.) Andalo (3420'; inn),
with the small lake of that name below us on the right (dry in summer).
The road descends a little, crosses the Lambin brook, and leads through
wood. As we approach (3 M.) Molveno (2835'; ''H6t. Moheno, finely situated
on the E. bank of the lake; Alb. alle Dolomiii, at the end of the village;
Alb. Aquila Neva e Cima Tosa, both unpretending), a charming view is

suddenly disclosed of the considerable -Lago di Molveno (2695'), beautifully
situated between the Brenta and Mte. Gazza, and enclosed by picturesquely-
shaped mountains. (The churchyard-wall is an excellent point of view.)
Thence over the Monte Oazza to (41/2-5 hrs.) Terlago, see p. 362 ; over the
Bocca di Brenta to Pinzolo, 10 hrs. (guide 13 K.) , a grand but fatiguing
route, see p. 361. Bonif., Mateo, Giov. Batt., and Enrico Mcolussi, and
Ca7'lo Giordani of Molveno are good guides. — Beyond Molveno a cart-
xoad leads round the W. side of the lake in 11/4 hr. (boat across in 3/4 hr.,
preferable), passing farther on the small Logo di NemUa (2555'), and divides
at (1 hr.) the mills of San Lorenzo. On the right bank of the brook the
road leads via Dorsino, Tavodo, and Villa di Banale, to (10 M.) Comano or
(12 M.) Stenico (see above) in the Val Sarca; on the left bank a foot-path
(guide advisable) leads along the mountain-slopes, soon high above the
Sarca, via the Passo del Morte to Ranzo and then descends abruptly through
vineyards, finally passing through a gorge, to (2V2hrs.) Castel Toblino (p. 362).

From Stenico to Campiglio , 6V2-7 hrs. A bridle-path ascends
rapidly through the wooded Val Salgone, passing a glass-work, to (4 hrs.)
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the saddle (6055') to the S.E. of the Sabione(QSdO'). We then either cross

the latter (ascent from the pass in 3/4-I hr., see p. 365), or proceed through
the Valagola., past the small lake of that name (5195'; milk at the chalet),

and descend into the Vol NamUno and to (2'/2-3 hrs.) Ccmpiglio (p. 359).

The Tione road ascends the right bank of the Sarca, passes below

Stenico, and enters a deep and romantic gorge, where it crosses the

river twice (tunnel). The valley expands. On the opposite bank
opens the steep Val Dalgone (see p. 363), and farther on are the

villages of Ragoli and Preore. We pass through Saone, and cross

the Arno to —
2772 M. Tione (1850'; Posta; Cavallo Bianco^ prettily situated

at the confluence of the Arno and the Sarca (1800 inhab.). To the

Lago d'Jdro, see pp. 367, 368.
From Eiva to Tione by the Durone Pass (6V2-7 hrs.), a beautiful

route (driving practicable nearly all the way). The road (good way-marks)
leaves the town by the Porta San Marco on the N., and gradually ascends

a luxuriantly fertile slope (short-cuts for walkers). To the right we enjoy

a fine survey of the extensive and fruitful valley of Arco, and at intervals

a charming retrospect of the Lago di Garda. Farther on, the road bends
into the Val Varojie (p. 3T1 ; high on the opposite slope of which lies

Tenno, with its castle), ascends rapidly to (4 M.) Pranzo (^IbW)-, and skirts

the deep ravine of the Varone. Near" the (IV4 M.) pretty Lago di Tenno a

road diverges on the right to the (3/4 M.) hamlet of Yille del Monle, whence
the ''ilcnte Misone (5920'; magnificent view) may be easily ascended in

31/2-4 hrs. — The village of (3 M.) Ballino (2460'; Inn, unpretending) is

situated on the watershed. About 1 M. farther on the direct route to

Tione diverges to the left from the road to Fiave and Ponte delle Avche

(p. 363), and skirts the slope, at the same level. After 3/,, hr. we descend,

cross the Btiina, ascend again to (20 min.) Cavrasto (2335') and (keeping to

the left) to the (1 hr.) Durone Pass (3390'), which commands an admirable
view of the S.E. peaks of the Adamello : to the right is the lofty Care
Alto with the Vedretta di Lares; at our feet lies the Val Sarca. The
path now descends gently to (3/4 hr.) Zudo and (1/4 br.) Bolbeno, and
crosses the Arno to (V2 br.) Tione.

The Val Sarca here turns towards the N., and this part of it is

called the Val Eendena. At (21/2 M.) Villa Revdena the Val di

San Valentino opens on the left, through which a fatiguing route

leads over the Passo di San Valentino (9080') into the Val di Fumo
(conip. p. 368). Javre, Dare, and Vigo-Rendena, the next villages,

are close together; then (3 M.) Pelugo (2155'), at the mouth of the

Val di Borzago, at the head of which the Vedretta di Lares (p. 367)

is visible for a short time. The road passes the mortuary chapel of

SanV Antonio with old frescoes, and beyond the villages oi Spiazza,

Mortaso, Stremio, and Caderzone crosses the Sarca and leads by

Giustino to (5 M.) —
38 M. Pinzolo (2525'; *H6telPimolo, with baths, R. 2-3, pens.

6-7 K.; * Corona, B.AK.GO-2 K. 40 h., pens. 6 K.; Aquila Nera\
The valley of the Sarca here divides into two branches', the Val di

Genova (p. 365) to the N.W., and the Val Nambino to the N.E.
Excursions (guides: Libera and Amamio Colh'ni , Cosiant. and Ridolfo

Pedri, Lodovico Caola, and Quintilio Bonapace of Pinzolo; VM., Franc,
and Pacijico Clementi of Roncone). — On the road to Campiglio (p. 365),

3/4 I.I. to the N. of Pinzolo, is the interesting mortuary chapel of San
Vigilio (2590'j. On the exterior of the S. wall is a Dance of Death of 1560,
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with Italian verse?. In the choir are scenes from the life of St. Vigil, etc.,

bordered with arabesques in the best Renaissance style. — The *Sabione
(6890'i 3V2 hrs.

;
guide, advisable, 8 E.), ascended either by the direct path

via Alp Cioca, or (preferable) by a marlced path via Oiustino (p. 364) and
Mezzana^ aflbrds a splendid survey of the Brenta, Adamello, and Presanella
Alp.s. On the top is a club-hut (generally closed). The descent may be
made into the Val Dalgone or on the 1^. side to the Malga Gruale (5875')

and through the Valagola to Campiglio (p. 359; hence to the top 3-3V2hrs.,
easiest ascent).

From Pinzolo to Campiglio, 8V2 ^'^> carriage -road (diligence

twice daily in 3 hrs. , ^ K.; one-horse carr. 1 pers. 7, 2 pers. 9,

two -horse iA K. and fee). The road, passing the chapel of San
VigUio (p. 364; Carisolo lies to the left), ascends the Val Nambino
to the N.E., and follows the left hank of the Sarca di Campiglio to

the (2 M.) hridge above the mouth of the Val Namhrone (2830'; to

the Rifugio Segantini, see p. 367). It then ascends (footpaths

shorter) to (2 M.) Saiii' Antonio di Mavignola (3700' ; inn). Still

gradually ascending, we folloAv theN. side of the Val Nambino (oppo-

site rises the imposing Brenta chain, hehind us the Lares Glacier),

to (2 hrs.) Madonna di Campiglio (p. 359).

The *Val di Geneva, a beautiful Alpine valley, 13 M. in length,

ascends from Pinzolo (p. 364) to the W. into the heart of the

Adamello-Presanella Alps: to Bedole 5 hrs., thence to the Mandron
Hut l^/ohrs. (guide, unnecessary, to Bedole 8, to the Mandron Hut
10 K.'). Driving is not recommended on account of the roughness

of the road (one-horse carr. to Ponte di Lares 8, two-horse 16 K.
and fee). The narrow road leads from Pinzolo to the N.W. through

the broad valley to the (25 min.) chapel of Santa Maria de' Poveri.

Here we ascend to the right, by a paved pilgrimage-path, to the

(10 min.) church of Santo Stefano (2815'), on a hill commanding
a fine view. The exterior and interior are embellished with in-

teresting frescoes of 1519 and 1534. We next reach (10 min.) a

saw-mill at the beginning of the lowest part of the valley. To the

right are massive boulders, with the cliffs of the Presanella rising

above them ; in front is the Crozzon di Lares, with the Corno di

Cavento and (farther on) the Crozzon del Diavolo adjoining it on

the left. To the right (V2lir.) is the *Cascata di Nardis^ 330' high,

the discharge of the Vedretta di Nardis (to the Presanella Hut, see

p. 367). The road now ascends to a higher part of the valley. On
the left opens the narrow Val Seniciaga, with a small cascade de-

scending from the little Lago San Giuliano (6335'), where St. Julian

is said to have once done penance. The Sarca forms some foaming
rapids at this point. We proceed past the Fontana Buona (good

spring) to the (8/4 hr.) Albergo Fontana Buona (bed i K.IO-i K.
40 h.; well spoken of), 17 min. beyond which is a bridge over the

Sarca (3585'; marked path to the Lares But, 2^/2 hrs., see p. 367).

We do not cross this bridge, but cross to the right bank 6 min. farther

on, beyond the mouth of the Lares torrent, where the carriage-road
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ends. The l)ridle-patli then ascends rapidly through wood to

(25 min.) the huts of Ragdda (^A\\). Ragada, very fair), whence a

splendid *View of the Brenta chain and the Busazza is obtained.

To the left is the Fargorida Fall. The Sarca is again crossed to the

(Q min.) Alpine hamlet of Tedesca [4130'), beyond which we once

more ascend to (Y2 ^^0 ^^^® Malya Caret [4625'), with a large saw-
mill. Our path now rounds the wooded Mte. Menicigolo [8560'); on

the right tower the formidable precipices of the Presanella. To the

left is the Cascata del Pedrnc, another fine waterfall formed by the

Sarca. Beyond the corner a view is disclosed of the line Mandron
Glacier. In 174hr. we reach the broad grassy basin of Bedole[5145'),

at the (I/4 hr.) farther end of which is the Casina Bolognini of the

Trent Alpine Club [5280'; Inn in summer, 18 beds).

A fine view of the Mandron and Lobbia glaciers is obtained from tbe

path to the Mandron Hut (see below), above the limits of the wood ('/2 hr.).

— A pleasant walk may be taken by a path (red marks), diverging from
the bridle-path to the Mandron Hut, to the (20 min.) point where the

Sarca, issuing from the above-mentioned glaciers, descends through a

rocky cleft. The path goes on via the Venezia Alp to (V4 hr.) the Matterot

Alp (5555'), at the base of the Lobbia Glacier. — The Busazza (10,920')

may be ascended from the Casina Bolognini in 7-8 hrs. with guide (24 Z^,),

but only by practised climbers (better from the Mandron Hut).

A good bridle-path [guide unnecessary) ascends from the Casina

Bolognini, atfirstthrough wood, and then above the Ronchina Ravine,

to (21/2 lirs.) the Mandron Hut of the Leipzig Alpine Club [8010';

*Jnn in summer), grandly situated above the small Mandron Lakes

[7900'). Facing it are the Mandron and Lobbia Glaciers, above which

tower the Lobbia Bassa and Lobbia Alta, the Crozzon di Fargorida,

the Crozzon di Lares, the Corno di Cavento, and the Mte. Mandrone.
Excursions (guides should be brought from Pin/olo). The ='Adamello

(11,640') may be ascended with no great difficulty by active mountaineers
from the Mandron Hut, via the Mandron Glacier and the K.E. side in

5-6 hrs., or via the Corno Bianco (10,l360') in 6-7 hrs. (guide from the

Mandron Hut 12 K.). Superb view from the top. The descent may be
made on the S. to the (3 hrs.) Rifugio Salarno (7300') and (5 hrs.) Cedegolo

(p. 354; guide 33 -ST.); on the E. from the Mandron Glacier over the Passo

della Lobbia Alta and Passo di Lares or Passo di Cavento to the (5-6 hrs.)

Lares Hut (p. 367 -., guide 24 K.) ; or on the N.W. round the Corno Bianco

to the Passo di Mandrone {Passo d'Avio or Passo di Brisio, 10,330'), a gap
in the Corni del Confine^ and then by a steep descent over the Vt::/(erocolo

Glacier and its moraine to the (4 hrs.) Rifugio Garibaldi in the Yal Venerocolo

and through the Val d''Avio to {5 hvs.) Ponte di Legno (p. 352: guide 29 A''.)

;

or on the N. over the Passo della Tredicesima (10,5G0') to the Vedretta di

Pisgana, and down through the Val Narcane to (8-9 hrs.) Ponte di Legno.
— The "Lobbia Alta (10,485'; 4-5 hrs.; guide 10 A.); the Cima di Presena

(10,070'; 2V< hrs. ; 8 K. ; tee p. 367); the Corno del Lagoscuro (10,3SO'; 3 hrs.

;

10 A.); the Cima del Segnale (9950'; 2V2 hrs.; 8 A'.); the Cima di Lipsia

(Punta del Lago Inghiacciato, 10,100'; 2^/4 hrs.; 8 A.); the Mte. Pisgana
(10,170'; 21/2 hrs.; 8 A'.); the Cima Payer (10,005'; 21/2 hrs.-; 8 A.); the

Dosson di Getiova (11,255'; 6V2 hrs.; 10 A.); the Monte Mandrone (10,795';

4 hrs.; 10 A.); the 3fon(e Venerocolo (10,885'; 31/2 hrs.; 10 A.) ; the Bmazza
(10,920'; 6-7 hrs. ; 24 A.); and the PreaaneZto (11,690' ; see p. 367; 6V2-7hrs.;
guide with descent to the Rifugio Presanella 22, to Pizzano 25 A.) may also

be ascended from the Mandron Hut.
Passes. Over the Passo del Lago Scuro (9785') to Ponte di Legno,

6 hrs. (guide 22 A.), laborious. The route ascends from the Mandron Hut,
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past the small and sombre Logo Scuro (8785'), to tlie (iV2-2 hrs.) top of the
pass, between the Corno del Lagoscuro (10,380') on the right and the Cima
di Payer (10,005') on the left, where we enjoy a striking view. We then
descend through steep and difficult snow-couloirs and over extensive slopes
of detritus into the Val Narcane, which we follow to (4 hrs.) Ponte di
Legno (p. 352). — The Passo Pisgana {Passo del Lago Inghiacciato, 9625'),
between the Pisgana (10,170') on the right and the Corno di Bedole (10,755')
on the left, is equally laborious (to Ponte di Legno 51/2-6 hrs.

; guide 20 K.).
On the E. side is the small Lago Inghiaceiato. — A fine glacier-tour for
experts leads over the Passo di Mandrone (10,330' ; see p. 363) to the Rifugio
Garibaldi and down the Val d'Avio to (8V2 hrs.) Ponte di Legno (p. 352;
guide 23 K.).

A preferable and less troublesome route (not difficult for experts) is

the -Passo di Presena (9760'; from the hut to the Tonale Pass 51/2-6 hrs.

;

guide 21 E.). We ascend (marked path) from the Mandron Hut to the N.E.,
up the slope of the Cima del Cigolon (9975'), latterly over steep slopes of
detritus, either to the (2 hrs.) Passo di Marocaro (9760'), to the W., of the
pass proper, or in the same time to the Passo Presena itself (98S0'), close to

the Cima di Presena (10,070' 5 20 min. from the pass, well worth the ascent).
It then descends across the easily passable Presena Glacier to the Laghi
di Presena (8590' and 8455') and either to the right (marked path) via
Monticelli to the (31/2 hrs.) Tonale Pass, or to the left over a steep rocky
slope (where a steady head is required) to the W. slope of the Tonale and
f4 hrs.) Ponte di Legno. — Over the Passo di Cercen (9985') to Pizzano in the
Val Vermiglio 9-10 hrs. (guide 23 A'.), toilsome, see p. 352.

For the E. peaks of the Adamello the best starting-point is the Ri-
fugio di Lares of the Trent Alpine Club (6920'; provision depot), at the
foot of the Vedretfa di Lares, 6 hrs. from Pinzolo (guide 10 A.), 21/2 hrs.

from the Alhergo Fontana Buona (p. 365). The ascents made hence include
the Crozzon di Lares (ll,0tO'; 4-5 hrs.; guide 12 A.), fatiguing; the Crozzon
del Biavolo (9890'; 4 hrs. ; 12 A'.); the Corno di Cavento (11,155; 4 hrs. ; 12 A.),

easy; and the Care Alto (11,370'; 5 hrs. ; 18 A'.), fatiguing. Over the Passo
di Cavento (10,480') or the Passo di Lares (10,49()') and the Passo della Lohbia
Alia (9960*) to the Mandron Hut (8 hrs.

;
guide 12 A.), a fine glacier-excursion,

with which the ascent of the Corno di Cavento may easily be combined.
Over the Passo di Lares, Passo della Lobbia Alta, and Passo di Salarno to
the Rifugio Salarno (8-9 hrs.

;
guide 20 A.), see p. 354.

Towards the N. a high ridge of rock connects the Adamello with the
lofty •Presanella range. The ascent of the highest peak , the Cima Pre-
sanella (11,690'; 9-91/2 hrs. from Pinzolo

;
guide 22 A.) presents no difficulty

to experts (first ascent by Freshfleld in 1864). From Pinzolo we proceed
to (1 hr.) the guide-post, 5 min. before the Nardis Fall (p. 365), then ascend
to the right through wood and past the (I1/2 hr.) Malga di Nardis (4850*)

and (I1/4 hr.) Malga dei Fiori (6440') to the (y* hr.) Rifugio Presanella
(7230'; provision depot). Thence we reach the summit in 4-41/2 hrs., finally

crossing the Nardis Glacier (or in late summer, when the crevasses are
numerous, up the S.E. arete). Imposing -View of the Adamello, Ortler,
and Beraina groups. The descent may be made by the Freshfield Saddle
(from which the Mte. Gabbiolo, ll,40(y, may be ascended in 1/2 hr.) to the
Presanella Glacier, then either to the N. to the (3-4 hrs.) Rifugio Denza in
the Val StavU (p. 352; guide 33 A.), or to the W. over the Passo di Cercen
(see above) to the (5-6 hrs.) Mandron Hut (p. 366; guide 27 A.). A more
difficult descent leads to the E. over the S.E. arete and the Bocchetta di

Monte Nero (10,095') to the Amola Glacier and to the Rifugio Giovanni
Segantini of the Trent Alpine Club (8260'; provision depot) in the Val
d"Amola, whence we proceed through wood (several chalets) into the Val
Namhrone, to Carisolo and Pinzolo (from Pinzolo to the Segantini Hut 5-6 hrs.,

thence to the top of the Presanella 4-5 hrs.
;
guide 22 A.).

The road through Southern Giudicakia ascends from Tione

(p. 364) on the left bank of the Arno, and crosses the river near
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(3 M.) Bondo (27G0'), -where it issues from the Val dl Breguzzo,

opening on the right. An attractive path leads hence to the E.
through the Val Gavardina, and over the Passo Gavardina(JdlAO')to
Lenzumo and Pieve di Ledro (p. 372). The Monte Gavardina (6750')

is easily ascended from the pass in 1 hr.— Beyond (11/2^1-) Poncone
(2760') we descend via Fontanedo, Lardaro (beyond which are two
small forts), Agrone, and Strada to (S^/o M.) Creto (1685'; Stella, fair

;

Croce d"Oro), on the CJiiese, which issues from the ValLe di Daone (W.),
The only village in tlie Valle di Daone is Baone (2515' ^ Osteria del

Tirus, tolerable), s/^ lir. from Strada. About 11/4 hr. farther up is Precul
(modest inn), and I1/4 hr. hit;her is the Malga Boazzo (3S85'; hay-beds). The
highest part of the valley, enclosed by huge mountains and glaciers, is

called the Val di Fiimo. Over the Passo di San Valenfino to Val Rendena,
see p. 364. To the Val Camonica an attractive route leads from Boazzo by
the Lago di Camjyo (6410') over the Passo della Forcellina (Passo del Campo

;

7545'), between the 3Ite. Castello (948U') and the Mte. CampelUo (9215), and
descends past the picturesque Lago tZ'^rwo (5dS0'

; p. 355) to Paspa7'do and
(7-8 hrs.) Capo di Ponte (p. 355). — Over the Passo della Rossola, Posso della

Monoccola, etc., to Breno. see p. 355; over the Forcella Rossa or the Passo
della Porta to the Val Adamh. see p. 354.

The road next leads to Cimego and (41/2 M.) —
121/2 M. Condino (1445'; Hotel Condino, Agnello d'Oro, both

very fair), the chief village in the Val Buona, or upper valley of

the Chiese. About 3 M. farther on a road crosses the river to Store

(Agnello), prettily situated on the left bank, whence a road leads

through the Val Ampola to the Valle di Ledro and Riva (see p. 372).
— The valley expands; 1 M. Darzo (*Ancora; Alb. Ciappana); 1 M.
Lodrone (1245'), with a picturesque ruined castle; 1/2 ^^- Caffaro^

with a handsome chateau of Count Lodron, situated on the Caffaro,

which forms the Italian frontier (small inn, on the right bank).
The Cima Spessa (5950'), on the E. side of the valley, easily ascended

in 4V2 hrs., alioi'ds a fine survey of the environs. — About 8 M. up the
Val Caffaro., which forms an inaccessible ravine at its mouth, lies the

large village of Bagolino (2395'; Alb. Alpino, very fair). A pleasant route
leads hence over the Colle Maniva (5745') to (5" hrs.) Collio (2700'; *H6t.
^lella ; Alb. Tabladino), a large village in the Val Trompia., whence a

road and a branch-railway run via Rovegno and Gardone to Brescia. The
interesting ascents of the Dosso Alto (6775'; 1 hr.), to the S., and the Monte
Colombiiie (7265'; 2 hrs.), to the N.W., may easily be made from the Colle
Maniva. — From Bagolino a cart-track ascends the Val Caftaro to (l'/2 hr.)

^Vmf Antonio (3G75'; poor inn). Thence we may proceed to the left through
the Val Sanguinera and over the Croce Domini Pass (6215') to the (5 hrs.)

Albergo Fonte (3610'), with a chalybeate spring, and to (3 hrs.) Cividaie

in the Val Camonica (p. 356); or through the Val Sanguinera and the Valle

di Cadino to the (41/2 hrs.) Lago della Vacca (7695'; accommodation in the
chalets). The Cornone di Blumone (9285') and the Monte Frerone (8770'),

neither diflicult for adepts, maybe ascended from this point (comp. p. 355).

Over the Passo di Lajone (8317') to the Case Paghera, see p. 355.

About 1 M. lower down, the road reaches the, Lago d'Idro

(1200'), 6M. in length, I-I74M. in width, and skirts its W. bank.

Above, to the left, lies Bondone (to the Val Vestino, see p. 372).

Then (3^/2 M.) Anfo, with the picturesque mountain-castle of Pocca

d^Anfo and new fortifications extending down to the lake. At (3 M.)

Lavenone begins the Val Sabbia, of which the chief village is (3 M.)
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Vestone i^iOW \ Agnello; Italia). The tramway-line begins here.

At (3 M.) Barghe the road divides : the branch to the S.W. leads by

Preseglie and through the Val Garza to (15 M.y Brescia; that to the

S.E. by Sabbio, Vobarno, and Tormini (junction of the Brescia line),

to (12 M.) Salh, on the Lago di Garda (p. 374).

68. From Mori to Riva. Lago di Garda.

15V2 M, Local Railway in IVi hr. (fares 1st cl. S K. 20/(., 3rd cl.

1 K. 60 A.; return-ticket 5 K. 10 or 2 E. 90 ft.). — The road, which is shade-
less and dusty but very picturesque, affords a pleasant drive in an open
carriage (with two horses UK.). Pedestrians from Nago may proceed hy
the old road via Torbole (p. 373) to Kiva.

Station of Mori (570'), see p. 349. — The railway crosses the

Adige to (2 M.) Mori-Borgata, the station for the long gind strag-

gling village of Mori (635'; Alb. Mori). It then traverses the ver-

dant valley to (4^2 ^^•) Loppio, with a chateau of Count Castelbarco,

passes the pretty Lago di Loppio (720') with its rocky islands, and
ascends in windings amid rocky debris to the summit of the pass

beside the Chapel of San Giovanni (915'). The line then descends,

amidst rich vegetation, to (8 M.) Nago (710'; Aquila, plain), a

village situated on the brink of a ravine, with the ruins of the

castle oi Penede (950'), on a bare rock to the left, ^/^'hr. from Nago
(fine view of the Lago di Garda). In a garden near the station are

some interesting glacier mills (small fee). Road to Riva via Torbole,

8 M., see p. 873. — The line now descends to the right along the

hillside, affording line *'Views of the Lago di Garda, with the mouth
of the Sarca, and of Arco and the broad, fertile Sarca valley, with

its imposing mountains. Beyond (11 M.) Oltresarca we cross the

Sarca to —
121/2 M. Arco. — Hotels (the larger open only from October to

May). *Grand-H6tel Xelbock, with covered promenade, R. 3-10, B. IV4,
D. 4, pens. 10-15 Z^.; Kcr-Casino (C on the Plan), with covered promenade,
cafe-restaurant, etc., R. from 3, pens, from 2 K. — *H6tel Olivo, R. 2-3V2,
pens. 5-SK.; Hotel-Pension Stkasser, R. 2V2-5, pens. 7-10 Z^. ; these two
in the prettily laid out Kur-Platz. "Hotel -Pension Bellevue, near the
station, R. 2-6, pens. 6-11 Z.; *Hotel-Pension Victoria, 1/2 M. to the W.
of the Kur-Platz, pens. 7-12 E. ; Hot. de l'Edrope, in the Kur-Promenade

;

'Hotel-Pension Olivenhain, in a lofty situation at the edge of the olive-
wood, with view-terrace, pens. 7-9 E. — Hot.-Pens. Arciduca Alberto,
at Chiarano (p. 370), pens. 5-7.2". — Open all the year round: Hotel-
Pension Austria, Kur-Promenade, pens. 61/2-7 E.; Kaiserkrone, with
garden, pens. b-QE.; Hotel Hoder, at the station, pens. 5-1 E. — Boarders
are taken 'en pension' at the hotels, and in the Pensions Quisisana, Alten-
burg, Romarzolo, Rainalier, Aurora, and Monrepos; pens, at these 5-10 .S".,

L. and heating extra. — Private Apartments in various villas (R. 40-100 Z.
per month, according to the aspect). — Well-appointed Eur-Anstalt to the
S. of the Kur-Casino, with saline-inhalation and hydropathic appliances.

Carriage to Riva and back 3, with two horses 6 E. ; to Castel Toblino
and back 7 or 12; to Trent 16 or 24 if. — Donkeys, i E. the first hr., 60 Tj.

each additional hour.
Visitors' Tax 2 E. per week after the first three days; music tax, 5 E.

for the whole season. — English Church Service in the Protestant Church,
near the railway station.
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Area (300'), an ancient town of 2500 inhab., situated on the

right bank of the Sarca, forms a semicircle at the S. base of a pre-
cipitous rock (930'), which is crowned by the Castle of Arco
(views), destroyed by the French in 1703 during the War of the

Spanish Succession. Almost entirely shut in on the N., E., and
W. by lofty mountains, the town is frequented as a winter-resort

by consumptive and nervous patients. The climate resembles that

of Gardone (p. 374), but Arco has fewer showers and is somewhat
less moist (relative moisture 71 per cent) and cooler in winter. The
Ora (p. 373) is sometimes troublesome , especially at the begin-
ning of spring. The vegetation is thoroughly southern in character;

numerous olive-groves. The most frequented resorts of the visitors

are in the neighbourhood of the two largest hotels and the new
Salone Municipale, and the Kur-Platz, a little to the E. To the N.
of the last are the Collegiate Church (1603-18) and the old town-
palace of the Counts of Arco, with faded frescoes. — The magnolia
avenue between the two chief hotels is continued to the W. by a

road, passing numerous villas, to Chiarano (see below). A side-road

at the W. end of the avenue leads to the right to the Villa of
Archduke Frederick (adm. to the garden on application to the

steward).

ExcDESioNs. To the 1^. by sunny paths to the Casa Bianco, Veduta
Maria, and the Live Oaks (in all ^{t-l hr. ; guide-posts). The Castle of Arco
is reached from the Kur-PIatz in less than '/2 hr. (gate opened by a boy

;

fee). — The romantic Via alia Sega e Prabi, diverging to the left on
this side of the bridge, between the castle-rock and the Sarca, traverses
the imposing remains of a huge landslip to (1 hr.) Ceniga (inn), whence
we may return by a stony path through the Laghel Valley, passing the
small Lake Laghel, which is dry in summer (I3/4 hr.).

Pleasant walk to the W. to the hamlet of (3/4 M.) Chiarano (hotel, see

p. 369), with the Villa Angerer (rich Mediterranean flora in the garden).
Thence we proceed either by the road to the left, via the convent of
Santa Maria delle Orazie to (3 M.) Varone (p. 371), or to the right via Vigne
to (3/4 M.) Varignano and thence ascend to the right by a rough path,

affording beautiful views, to (IV4 hr.) Tenno (p. 371). From Tenno we
descend by Cologna to (40 min.) Varone, and return across the plain to

(3 M.) Arco.
MocxTAiN AsoEKTS. Monte Stivo (6750'; 6 hrs. ; guide not required

by adepts), via Bolognano, San Qiacomo, aud the Stivo Alp (5765'), attractive

and not difficult; comp. p. 348. — Cima Pichia (7010'). from Arco in 7 hrs.,

by Campi and the Bocca di Trat, see p. 372. — MU. Baldo (6790'), see p. 371.

The railway now runs through the broad and fertile valley,

Mte. Brione being visible to the S., and Tenno (p. 371) on the hill

to the right, via (13'/2 M.) San Tomaso, to —
IS'/o M. Biva. — The Kailway Station (-Restaurant) lies about V2M.

to the E. of the harbour. — Steamboat Piers : Riva Ciiiil, at the harbour

;

Riva Ferrovia, at the railway-station.

Hotels. Palast-Hotel Lido, in an open situation to the E. of the
station, with lift, hot-air heating, and large garden, R. 3-71/2, B. IV2, dej.

31/2-4, D. 5-6, board 8-10 K. ; Hot. Impekial del Sole (marked S on the
map), at the harbour, with terrace on the lake, R. 2-4, B. 1, D. 3, pens.
6-9 K.; •Hot. -Pens, du Lac, with large garden and lake-baths, R. 2-3, B. 1,

D. 3, S. 2, pens. IK.; Hot. -Pens. See-Villa, three villas with a park,
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3/4 M. to the E. of the station, R. 2^/o4, B. 1, D. 3, S. 2, pens. 7-9 A'.; Hot.
Pens. Riva, Piazza Giardino, R. 2-3 K., B. 90 h., D. 3, S. 2, pens. 6V2-S K.-,

*Bucher's Hotel, near the Porta San Michele, R. frona i^f-zK.; "^^Bohm's

Hotel, Piazza Dante, R. 1 K. 40 h. - 3, pens, from 5 K. ; Hot.-Pens. Jolanda,
on the lake, with terrace and garden ^ Hot. Central, at the harbour,
B. IV2-3, pens. 6-8 .ST.; Hut. de la Gare, E. 2-4, pens. 5 .fiT. ; Alb. San
Marco, Corso Inviolata, K. IVz-'^, pens. 5-6 A"., Italian ; Hot. Baviera,
R. IV2-2V2, pens. 5-6 K. ; Mdsch, Viale Dante, pens. 5-6 K., unpretending.
Board and medical attendance for invalids at Dr. von Hariungen s Rekon-
valescentenheim, 240-280 K. monthly.

Lake Baths beside the Palast-Hotel, and below the Ponale Road, to

the S. of the abattoir (macello). — Motor Boats from the Piazza Catena
to the S. of the harbour 3-4 times daily in 20 min. to the Ponale Fall and
to Torbole (50 h.). — Rowing Boats (4 pers.)? per hr. with 1 rower 2 K. ;

to the Ponale Fall 3, there and back i K. — Sailing Boat 3 K. per hour.
English Church Service in a chapel at the Hotel du Lac.

Riva (230'), a busy harbour with 3750 inhab., is charmingly

situated at the N.W. end of the lake, here resembling a fjord, at

the base of the precipitous Rocchetta [5010'). On the hillside, high

above the town, a decayed tower (Ba$tione) recalls the period of the

Venetian dominion. Riva is a sheltered and healthy place, afford-

ing pleasant summer-quarters ; the heat is tempered by the lake,

and in the afternoon the town lies in the shadow of the hills. —
The centre of traffic is the piazza at the harbour. The houses have
arcades on the groundfloor. At the E. corner is a massive old

clock-tower. Farther to the E. lie the small Piazza Giardino and the

barracks of La Rocca, surrounded by a moat, on the site of a castle

of the Scaligers. To the N. of the Rocca is the Piazza Brolo, whence
an avenue of palms and magnolias leads to the E. to the station, and
a narrow street to the N., past the Parish Church, to the Corso In-

violata, in which is the church of the Inviolata, a late-Renaissance

edifice of 1603. Thence the road goes on to Arco.
Excursions. The Fall of the Ponale is best visited by motor boat (see

above), landing at the modest restaurant below the fall. Through the
house (adm. 20 h.) we proceed to the lowest fall, and then ascend past the
Riva electric works and three smaller waterfalls to the (25-30 min.)
"Ponale Road (950': see p. 372), by which we may return to (7* hr.) Riva.
This road is carried along the precipitoiia face of the rocks by means of
tunnels and galleries and affords, particularly in the afternoon (shady
after 3 p.m.), a succession of magnificent views.

Monte Brione (1235'), a fortified hill to the E. of Riva, is accessible
as far as the (1 hr.) Belvedere only, near the S. battery. Splendid view
over the whole lake. The path, which diverges near the Fort San Niecolo
from the Torbole road, is indicated by a tinger-post.

A road (omnibus 4 times daily) leads from the Porta San Marco towards
the N.W. to (3 M.) Varone (405'), with a fine waterfall in a grand rocky
gorge (adm. M) h., with electric light 1 A". ; cloak desirable on account of
the spray). Thence we may proceed either by road to (3 M.) Arco (p. 369)
or on foot to (3/4 hr.) Tenno (1415'), with an old castle (destroyed in 1703)
and charming view, and through richly cultivated uplands via Cologna
and Varignano to (1 hr.) Arco (p. 369). — Another pleasant excursion may
be made from Riva to (2V2 hrs.) Campi (2185'; inn, good wine), returning
by (V2 hr.) Pranzo (p. 371) to (IV2 hr.) Riva. From Campi the Monte Pari
(6530') maybe ascended in 4 hrs., and the Gima PicUa (7010'; pp. 370, 372)
via the Bocca di Trat (SISC) in 41/2 hrs. Descent to the Ledro valley,
see p. 372.

The ascent of the *Monte Baldo, a range 25 M. long, between the Lake

04*
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of Garda and the valley of the Adige, is interesting but rather fatiguing.

It consists of two distinct ranges separated by the depression of the Bocca
di Navene (4(380'), one culminating in the Altisgimo on the N. and the other
in the Cima Val Dritta (T2T5') and the Punta del Telegrafo (7220') on the S.

(Monte Maggiore). The easiest route to the Altissimo (6790') ascends on
the E. side from Mori (p. 349) to (2 hrs.) Brentonico (2275'; Albergo Mte.
Baldo) ; thence with guide over the Alidne pastures of (1 i/u hr.) San Giacomo
(3825'; inn) to the (2V2-3 hrs.) summit (refuge-hut). Magnificent view of the
mountains, the Val Sarca, Kiva, and the N. end of the Lago di Garda. The
Altissimo may also be ascended from A'ago (guide, G. Civettini surnamed
Piimella) via the Malga Casina in 5-6 hrs., with guide. About 5 min. beyond
the Alp is the only spring in the neighbourhood. — We may go on from
the Altissimo via the Bocca di Navene and the Artilone Alp (5160') to the
(4-5 hrs.) Monte Maggiore. The direct descent from the Bocca to Navene
is very steep ; it is better to proceed farther S. to the Bocca Tratta Spini
(56i0') and descend thence via the finely-situated Malga Piombi (3800) to

Malcesine (p. 373).

The ascent of the *Monte Maggiore (7220') is best made from the S.E.
side. From the railway-station of Peri (p. 349) we proceed by a steep path
(in shade in the afternoon) to the (2-21/2 hrs.) pilgrimage-church of Madonna
della Corona, and thence via Spiazzi (2660'; Albergo Zanotti), a village

commanding a splendid view of the 8. end of the Lago di Garda, the
plain of the Po, and the Apennine.=, to (1 hr.) Ferrara di Monte Baldo
(2800'; fair inn kept by the 'Sindaco'; guides, Giov. and Bern. Tonini).
'This point may also be reached by a good road from Garda (p. 373) lead-
ing via Costermano, Pesina, and Caprino (three stations on the Verona and
Caprino railway) to Pazzon, whence the road ascends in steep windings
to Spiazzi (see above). From Ferrara a bridle-path leads to the (2V2-3 hrs.)

top of the S. peak or Punta del Telegrafo^ (7220'), on which is the Rifugio
del Telegrafo of the Ital. Alpine Club (7055'^ provision depot). The ascent
may also be made from San Zeno di Montagna (Hot. Jolanda), on the S.W.
side, 3 hrs. above Garda (road via Castione), whence the summit is

reached in 4-5 hrs. The **View, one of the grandest in the S. Alps, em-
braces almost the whole of S. Tyrol, the Italian and Swiss Alps as far as

Mte. Eosa, the plain of the Po, and the Apennines; in clear weather the
Adriatic is visible to the W.

To the Valle di Ledro, another beautiful excursion (one-horse carriage
to Pieve and back 8, two -horse i^K.; diligence daily to Pieve in 31/2,

to Condino in 6 hrs.). Beginning of the road as far as the fall of the Ponale,
see p. 371. It then turns a corner high above the waterfall, enters the
valley to the W., and leads via Biacesa and Molino to the pretty Logo di
Ledro (2150'), on the N. side of which is Mezzolago and (8 M. from Riva)
Pieve di Ledro (2165'; Albergo Alpino, R. IV2-2V2 N.). The Monte Pari (6530';

fine view) is easily ascended hence in 4-4y2 hrs. At Bezzeca (inn), V2 j^L

beymd Pieve, the Val dei Concei, in which lie the villages of (1 M.) Enguiso
and (1/2 M.) Lenzuvio ('2570'), opens to the N. From Lenzumo the '^Cima
Pichia (7010'; 4'/2 hrs., with guide) may be ascended for the sake of the
splendid view (see pp. 370, 371 ; from Lenzumo to Bondo over the Oavardina
Pass, see p. 363). From Bezzeca the road leads to (IOY2 M.) Tiarno, and
through the sequestered Val Ampola to (I9V2 M.) Store (1340'; AgneUo) in the
Chiese valley and to (231/2 M.) Condino (p. 368). — Xear the Fort Ampola,
which was destroyed in 1866 (3 M. before Storo is reached), the wild Val
Lorina opens on the left; through this valley a route leads to the top of
the Cima Tom^m (6395' ; fine views) in 41/2 hrs. The descent may be made
to the E. to the Bocca di Lorina (4690") and through the Val Negrini to
San Michele and Tremoshie on the Lago di Garda (p. 374); or to the S. to

Magasa in the Val Vestino, surrounded by lofty mountains, and over the
Bocca della Valle (4565') to Bondone (p. 368).

From Riva to Tione, in Giudicaria, see p. 364.

The *Lago di Gavda (215'), tbe Lams Benacus of the Romans,
34 M. long, and 3-11 M. broad, is almost entirely in Italy, a small
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part near Riva alone belonging to Tyrol. The lake is rarely per-

fectly calm, and Virgil's description (Gear. II., 160J, 'Fluctibus

et fremitu adsurgens Benace marino\ is sometimes vividly recalled.

In fine vreather the S. wind usually makes the water rough in

the afternoon, so that the morning is the best time for boating.

The mountains at the N. end are lofty and abrupt, but slope

gradually towards the S. until they are lost in the great plain of

Upper Italy. The water of the lake is of a striking azure blue. The
fish include the Carpione fsalmon-trout), Trota [trout; sometimes
25lbs. in weight), Anguilla (eel), and Luccio (pike).

Steamboats. 1. West Bask (the finer side). From Desenzano to Eica^
thrice daily in 4-5V2 hrs. (fares 4 fr. 45, 2 fr. 60 c, plus the duty of 10 c.

per ticket)'. Stations: Sirmione, ifanerba, San Felice., Said, Gardone-Riviefa,

Maderno, Gargnano, Tignale, Campione, Tremosine, Limone, and Riva. The
morning steamer from Desenzano touches also at Castelletto and Malcesine,

the afternoon steamer from Eiva at Torhole and Malcesine (both on the

E. bank). — 2. East Bank. From Riva to Feschiera, daily in 41/2 hrs. (fares

4 fr. 60, 2 fr. 50 c.), via Torbole, Malcesine. Assenza. Macugnano, Castelletto,

Oargnano (W. bank), Toj-ri, Garda, Bardolino, Lazise, and Feschiera. —
On Sun. in summer pleasure-steamers ply from Eiva along both banks. —
The lake is sometimes rough enough to make the motion of the boats un-
pleasant, and when a strong IN", wind COra") blows the intermediate stations

must sometimes be left unvisited. Tickets are issued at the harbour in

Riva and on board the steamers, where fares are paid in Italian currency.

Steamboat Trip. — E. Bank. The first station is Torbole

(^Grand-Hotel Torbole, a large new house, R. from 27-2^ pens, from

8 K.; *H6t. Garda-Sce, with view-terrace, pens. 6-7 K.; Ancora,

good wine; motor boat and omnibus to Riva, see p. 371), prettily

situated 2^/4 M. to the E. of Riva, on the road to Mori (p. 369).

The vessel then skirts the base of the precipitous Mte. Baldo to

Malcesine (Albergo d^Italia; Hot. Malcesine), with a picturesque

(Jd castle, recently restored (view from the tower; fee). Ascent of

Mte. Baldo, see p. 372. — Beyond it lie two rocky islets : Isola delV

Olivo and Trimelone. The next stations are Assenza, Macugnano,
CasteUetto di Brenzone (Alb. al Sole), and Torri del Benaco (inn),

with an imposing ruined castle and large quarries of yellow marble.

The promontory of *San Vigilio (Hot. -Pens. San Yigilio, R. IV'2"^,

pens, from 6 fr.), with the neglected Villa Brenzoni, extends far into

the lake, and is the finest point on the E. bank. In the beautiful

Bay of Garda, sheltered from the N. by Monte Baldo, lie the villas

of Marchese Carlotti and Count Albertini of Verona, both with fine

parks. The picturesque old town of Garda (Hot. Terminus, R. from

21/2- pens, from 8 fr. ; Alb. al Monte Baldo), at the influx of the

Tesino, gives the lake its name. Fine view from the (^/^hr.) Rocca
di Garda (965'), with a ruined castle; on a wooded hill opposite are

the hermits' cells of Sant" Eremo. — The next places on the E. bank
are Bardolino (Alb. Bardolino) and Lazise, with a picturesque ruined

castle. The steamer finally stops at the small fortress of Feschiera

{Hot.-Pension Mcntresor, clean), at the efflux of the Mincio. at the

S.E. angle of the lake, 72 M. from the railway-station.
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To the W. of Peschiera, extending into the lake from the S. bank,

is the narrow promontory of Sirmione, 21/2 M. in length. Farther

on, at the S.W. angle of the lake, lies the little town (4300 in-

hab.) of Desenzano sul Lago {Hotel Royal Mayer, R. 2-5, B. l'/4,

dej. 3-31/2, D.4fr. ; Hotel Splendide, R. 2-3, D. 3 fr. ; Due Colombe,

with garden on the lake; Hot. Trento ; Caffe-Ristorante al Lido, at

the pier ; Rail. Restaurant'), another station on the Milan and Verona
railway (see Baedeker's Northern Italy ; tramway from the pier to the

station).

W. Bank. The first station after leaving Desenzano is Sirmione
(Hotel Regie Terme, pens. 7-8 fr. ; Hot. Sirmione; Hot. Eden, yeiy

fair), a fishing-village near the N. end of the peninsula of that name.

Visits may be paid hence to the Grotte di Caiullo, with traces of

Roman substructures; to the Sorgente, a warm sulphur-spring rising

in the lake ; and to the ancient castle built by the Scaligers (view

from the tower ; fee). The next stations, Manerba and San Felice

di Scovolo, are only occasionally touched at. In the lake, opposite

the promontory of San Vigilio (p. 373), lies the beautiful crescent-

shaped Isola di Garda, with a chateau of the Principessa Borghese.

In a bay to the W. lies Salo (*Hotel Salb, on the lake, R. 31/2-4,

D. 4, S. 3, pens, from 8fr. ; Hot. -Pens. Daheim, pens, from 71/2 fr.

;

Hot.- Pens. Victoria; Pensions Villa Bettina, Villa Halkyone. Villa

Garda), a town with 5000 inhab., in a luxuriantly fertile district,

with several manufactories of Acqua di Cedro, a good liqueur.

Charming prospect by evening -light from the Monte San Bartolomeo
(1865'), the shortest way (IV2 hr.) to which diverges immediately behind
the Hotel Salo, beside the orphanage (gaide-post); descent to Gardone,

IV2 hr. — Steam-tramway to Tormini and Brescia 5 times daily in 2^/2 hrs.

;

to Vestone (change cars at Tormini), see p. 369.

At this point begins the Riviera, a part of the banks distin-

guished for its warm climate and the luxuriance of its vegetation,

and dotted with numerous villages and country-houses. Gardone-
'RrvieT&{* Grand-Hotel, pens. 8-15 fr., frequented as a winter health-

resort, closed in summer; *Hdt. Savoy, pens. 8-12 fr. ; *H6t. Roma,
pens, from 8 fr. ; Hot. Monte Baldo, pens. 7^/2-^ fr., well spoken

of; Hot.-Pens. Seehof, pens, from 7 fr. — At Fasano, 3/4-IV4M.
totheN.E. : Hot.-Pens. Fasano, pens. 8-12 fr. ; Hot. Rosenhof, pens,

from 71/2 fr.; Hot. Bellevue, pens. 71/2-12 fr.; Hot. Bellariva, pens.

G1/2-IO fr. — Pensions Eden Riviera, Villa Nationale, Villa Sonnen-
biirg, Atirora, Villa Goldstrand, etc.), in a sunny and sheltered

situation, at the foot of the hills and close to the lake, is a favourite

autumn and winter resort. The luxuriant vegetation is wholly southern

in character. Groves of olives, cypresses, and laurels flourish, and
camelias, magnolias, and palms grow unprotected in the gardens.

ExcDKsioNS. To Morgnaga and the '•Little Rigi (640'), returning by
the Barharana Ravine, I'/z hr. — To Oardane di Sopra (425'; pretty view
from beyond the church), vs^ith the fine garden of the Villa Cargnacco,
and from the latter to the left by the 'laurel-walk' to Fasano di Sopra
(525'), with descent through the Bornico Ravine to Fasano di Sotto (1 hr.). —
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To San Michele (1325'), a high-lying church, affording a fine view of the
lake, IV4 hr. •, in returning we may skirt the Mte. Lavino, via Sopiane (920')

and Gardone di Scpra (1^2 hr.). — Via Maderno to the romantic and pro-
found "Toscolano Ravnie^Mviih. its paper-mills (cartiere) and large electricity
works , the return being made via Gaino (1(XX)'), the church of which com-
mands an excellent view (3V2-4 hrs.)- — By boat (IV2 hr. ; 7 fr.) to the
promontory of Manerba (view of the whole lake). — By steam-tramway to

Tormini (p. 369) and the Lago dUdro (p. 368).

Ascents. "Monte San Bartolomeo (1865'), ascended in 2 hrs., see p. 374.— Other good points of view are Mte. Roccolo (1600'; I'/z hr.), Monte Lavino
(2975'; 21/2-3 hrs.), and Monte Pizzocolo (5195'; 4-5 hrs., with guide).

Fasano (Hotels, seep. 374) lies 3/4-IV4M. to theN.E. of Gardone.

On a promontory at the base of the Monte Pizzocolo (see above) lies

Maderno (^ Hot. -Pens. Lignet, pens. 6-7 fr.; Albergo San Marco,
pens. 5^2-6 fr.), with the old church oi Sant' Andrea. The following

villages, Toscolano., Cecina., and Bogliaco (Grand-Hotel, pens, from
8 fr.), with a large chateau of Count Bettoni, are not steamer-

stations. — Garguauo (Hot. Gargnano; Cervo), a large village

amidst lemon and orange plantations, marks the N. limit of the

Riviera.

The mountains now become loftier. Tignale is the station for

Piovere, Gardola. and other mountain-villages not visible from the

lake. The steamer then steers past the steep Monte Castello (2550')
to Campione, with its large cotton-spinnery (cotoniflcio). — Tremo-
sine (1355'), with its little church, lies high above the lake; the

path to it, ascending a precipitous rock, is not easily distinguished.

Farther on, in a bay, appear the white houses of Limone, amid
lemon and olive plantations. We next pass the mouth of the Ledro
Valley^ with the Ponale Fall, and at length reach Riva (p. 370).

69. The Groden Valley.
Diligence from Waidbruck to (3 M.) St. Ulrich, thrice daily in summer,

in 31/4 hrs. (fare 2 K. 60 h.); une-hor.-e carr. 7 K. 60, carr. and pair 13 K. 60 h.

From St. Ulrich to (7 M.) Plan Omnibus thrice daily in summer in 2 hrs.

(1 K. 60 h). One-horse carr. from St. Ulrich to St. Christina 3, two-horse 6,
to Wolkenstein 6 and 10, to Plan 7 and 12 K. — The Grodner-Tal (Ladin
Gherdelna, Ital. Gardena), io^J-z M. in length, is a narrow valley with bright
green meadows, flanked with dark pine-forests. The upper part, enclosed
by huge Dolomites, is highly picturesque and well deserves a visit. The
dialect of the valley as far as St. Ulrich is German, beyond that 'Ladin'
(comp. p. 412).

Waidbruck., see p. 309. — The road ascends the narrow valley

at first on the left, then (after 1/2 1"*.) on the right bank of the Qrod-
ner-Bach. On the height to the N. is Lajen, with the Vogelweidhof

(p. 309). Near the (6 M.) Brduhaus St. Peter (3085'; inn), the
Langkofel comes into sight. Farther on we pass Pontives (where the
Sella group appears in the background) and the ravine of the Pufler
Bach to the right, above which is the village of Pufels (p. 376), at

the foot of the Puflatsch, and reach —
8 M. St. TJlrich. — Hotels: *Rossl or Post, R.2, pens. Q-IK.; 'Adleb,

R. 2, pens. 6-7^.; *Mabien-Gasthof, R. 1V2-3, pens. 6-7 Z^.; *Dolomixen-
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Hotel Madonna, R. IVs-S'/i, pens. &-1 K. ; *Mondschein, R. I1/2, pens. 4V2-5 K.

;

Engkl, very fair; Sonne; Traube. — Ca/d Vinaizer^ opposite the Adler;
Restaurants Waldrand., Rnngger, 1 M. to the S., on the slope of the Pitz-
berg. — Lodgings at Villa Adler^ Rosenheim., etc. (bed l-lV2-ff.). — Wood
Carvings (see below) at Moroder''s., Insam dk PrinotKs., Mauroner^s., etc.

;

Rosa Yinatzer, Villa Rosenheim (travelling requisites, etc.). — Visitors'' Tax
for a stay of a week or more, 2 K. each person.

St. Vlrich (4055'), Ladin Vrtise'i, the chief village (1800 inhah.)

ill the valley, is much frequented as a summer-resort. The interior of

the Church (1793-96) is beautifully decorated and contains some
good wood-carvings (to the left of the entrance. Mater Dolorosa by
Moroder). In the sacristy is a Madonna in marble by Andrea Colli,

a pupil of Canova (sacristan 40 /t.). The tastefully restored Chapel

of St. Anthony contains a line altar-piece by Deschwanden. In the

Grodner-Tal as many as 2500 persons are employed in wood-carving
(figures of Christ, toys, etc.; see above).

Excursions (guides, Franz Fisiil, EusiachDapunt. Jos. Adang. J. Pescosta,
Al. Siuflesser, Engelb. and Josef Nogler., J. A. Rifeser., Chr. Runggaldier,
Franz Pitscheider of St. Ulrich ; Wendelin and Vine. Kaslatter, Al. Rudiferia,
Malth. Rtmggaldier, Alois and Josef Senoner^ Engelhert Comploi ofWolken-
stein). A marked route (shorter the steep 'Kranichsteig', with 330 steps)

ascends to the E. to (1-1'A hr.) St. Jakob (5140'), with an old church and
a splendid view of the Langkofel. (By St. Jakob to St. Christina, I3/4 hr.,

a far finer route than the road in the valley.) A path (red marks) hence
ascends the Pitschberg (7780' ; 2^/2 hrs. ; fine view).; descent on the N. via
the Euka Saddle to Oberwinkel (see below). A picturesque route leads to

the (2V2 hrs.) Regenshurger-Hutte (p. 378). — A pleasant walk may be taken
from St. Ulrich by the 'Nevel-Weg', diver^'ing to the right near the Mond-
schein Inn and skirting the wooded hillside (line views) to the (2 hrs.)

village of St. Peter (3945'; Inn., good wine); beautiful view from the
cemetery. About V* lir. farther on is the Bad St. Peter (R. 1, pens. 4 ^.),
which may also be reached from the Brauhaus St. Peter (p. 375) by a cart-road
in 1 hr. From St. Peter we may proceed to (1 hr.) Lajen and thence descend
either^to the left to (1 hr.) Waidbruck, or to the right via Albions to (l'/4 hr.)

Klausen (p. 308).

The ''Ausser-Raschotz (7490') may be ascended in 3-3'/2 hrs. (guide 5 .K".,

unnecessary), from the church over the bridge to the N., and thence to the
left by a good bridle-path (red marks) through wood to the (272 hrs.)

Rascltotz-Haus of the Groden Alpine Club (7220'; inn in summer), situated

above the limit of trees, and past the Heiligkreuz-Kapelle {121(H) to the

(25 min.) summit, from which there is a splendid view. — Another marked
path (guide advisable, 5 K.) leads by the St. Anna-Tal via Obencinkel and
the (3 hrs.) Kuka Saddle (7155'; ascent of the Pitschberg, 3/* ^^-i see above)
to the Aschglei'-Alpe and the (1 hr.) 'Seceda (8270'; splendid view; best

point above the cross). A marked path skirts the arete to the E. from the
Sece'da to the (1/4 hr.) Joch-Scharte (to Villnos, see pp. 308,307) and descends,
past the immense rocky boulder of the Piera Longia (7605'), to the (3/4 hr.)

Regcnsburgcr-HUtte (p. 378).

The *Pit2berg (6020'), easily ascended in 2^/4 hrs., is another admirable
point of view. From St. Ulrich we ascend rapidly to the S. to the (3/4 hr.)

farm of Pilat., and thence by the (35 min.) Col da Vettes and the (40 min.)
Schgagul Alp to the (V* hr.) summit. Descent to the S.W. to the (3/4 hr.)

Heissbaeck-Schicaige (p. 377) and to (l'/4 hr.) St. Ulrich. — The 'Puflatsch
(7140') may be ascended in 3 hrs. via (1 hr.) Piifels (4860' ; two rustic inns)

and thence by a bridle-path (Schniirlsteig) leading to the cross (7035"), and
along the arete to the (2 hrs.) top (guide, advisable for novices, 5, with
descent to Kastelruth 8^.) ; return by the MoadlSchwaige and the Heissbaeck-

Schicaige (p. 377). Descent to the (1 hr.) Frommer-Haus (inn) and thence to

(IV2 hr.) Kastelruth, or (3/4 hr.) Rattes, .see p. 331. — The *Schlern (8415')
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may be ascended from St. Ulrich ia 6 hrs. (guide 9 A'. •, not difficult). A
stony path ascends the ravine of the Pufler Bach to the plateau of the
Seiser Alp, diverging to the right at the road -side shrine for the (2 hrs.)

Eeisthaeck-Schwaige (5865'; good inn, bed IV4 A'.). Thence we proceed to

the right through meadows to the (3/4 hr.) Frormner-Eaus (p. 381), cross the
Frommbach to the left, and skirt the Spitzhiichel (6326') to the (1 hr.)

Prossliner Schwaige (p. 381), whence the summit is gained bv the 'Touristen-
Steig' in 21/2 hrs. — From St. Ulrich to Kastelruth (p. 380), 3 hrs. The
easy path, crossing the Groduer-Bach near the junction of the Pufler-Bach
and then skirting the slopes of the Puflatsch, leads via the Lakorter-Hof
(rfmts.) and St. Michael.

To THE Laxgkofel-Htjtte, 3-31/2 hrs., with guide, interesting. From
St. Ulrich we proceed to the S.E., crossing the brook and following the
left bank; at the chapel near the mouth of the Jender-Tal-we mount to the
right through wood (red marks), and after about i^jx hr. we turn to left, cross
the brook, and ascend past the Confin Springs to the (3/4 hr.) Conf.n-Boden
(ca. 5870'). [At this point our route is joined by a bridle-path (red marks)
leading from (I1/2 hr.) St. ChrUti7ia via the Christiner-Weiden; while another
red-marked path leads to the S. to the Fassajoch (see below) in lV2hr.] From
the Confin-Boden the 'Santner-Weg' ascends in zig/.ags over scree to the

(IV4 hr.) Langkofel-Hiitte (7435'; inn in summer), situated in the imposing
Langkofelkar, at the foot of the I.angkofelkarspitze. From the hut a club-
path leads over delji-is to the (IV2 hr.) Langkofel-Joch (8790'), between the
Langkofel and the Fiinffingerspitze, and thence descends to the (Yihr.) Sella-

joch-Hmis (p. 379). — The " Plattkofelkar
.,
with its rugged rocky scenery,

may be visited from the Langkofel-Hiitte by a club -path (V2-3/4 hr.). —
The Langkofel {Sag Long ; 10,425') may be ascended from the Langkofel-
Hiitte in 41/2-5 hrs. (very difficult, for experts only; guide 33 A.). We
ascend rapidly to the (2-2i/2hrs.) small Langkofel Glacier, traverse the 'Untere
Eisrinne' to the (^4 hr.) Scharte and the (2 hrs.) summit (the old route
through the 'Obere Eisrinne' is very dangerous owing to falling stones and
is now seldom taken). — The S. p"eaks^of the Langkofel group are still

more difficult: viz. the Fiinffingerspitze (9830'), from the Langkofelkar via
the Daumen-Scharie, or from the Sella-Joch via the Fiinffinger-Scharte (guide
50 A.); the Grohmannspitze (10,205'), via the W. flank or frum the N.E. via
the Fiinffinger-Scharte (guide 36 A.,); and the ZaJmkofel (9825'; guide 2S A.).
The Innerkoflertur/n {Funta de Pian deSas; 10,07(y), ascended in 3-31/2 hrs.
via the Zahnkofel-Scharte (ca. 9085'), is not very difficult for adepts (guide
23 A.). — The Plattkofel {Sas Plat; 9740'; 51/2-6 hrs. from St. Christina;
guide 8, with descent to Campitello 12 A.) is laborious but not difficult.

From the (ii/2 hr.) Confin-Boden (see above) we follow a red-marked path
to the (I1/2 hr.) Fassa-Joch (7535'

; p. 392), near which to the left is the
Plattkofel'Hiitte (rfmts.), and then ascend to the left, across the sloping
rocky plateau, to the (2V2hrs.) summit. The ascent from the Plattkofelkar (see
above) is shorter, but should be tried by experienced climbers only (3 hrs.
from the Langkofel Hut, guide 16 A.)-

From St. Ulrich to (4-5 hrs.) Villnos via the Flitzer-Scharte or the Brogles
Alp, or to the (5-6 hrs.) Schluter -Eutte by the 'Adolf Munkel-Weg", see
p. 308. — Over the Mahlknecht-Joch to Campitello or Tiers (Grasleiten-Eutte),
see p. 383.

The road (to Plan 7 M. ; omnibus thrice daily in 2 hrs. ; one-horse
carr. in I'/o hr., 7 K. and fee) next reaches ['i'/sM.) St. Christina,
Ladin Dla-ite; the village (4685'; Uridell, very "fair; Duiir) lies on
the hill to the left ; below, on the road, are the Vnterkofel and Runy-
L/atsch Inns and, 3/^ M. farther on, the Dosses Inn (fair). To the S.

tower the huge Langkofel, to the S.E. the Sella, and to the E., at

the head of the valley, the Rotspitzen and Tschierspitzen fp. 378J.
The mountain-pastures above St. Christina to the N. afford a good

survey of the grand environs: to theN. the Raschdtz, Seceda, Geislerspitzen;
E. the Col delle Pieres and the Rotspitzen : S.E. the Sella (Mesules) group;
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S. the Langkofel and Plattkofel; S.W. the Pitzberg, the Puflatsch, and the

more distant Rosengarten and Schlern.

A pleasant path, marked with red, ascends the Cisles-Tal, to the N.
of St. Christina, to the (2 hrs.) Regensburger-Hiitte (6725'; inn in summer),
linely situated at the base of the rugged Geislerspitzen (see below). The
return may be made by ascending to the S.W. from the hut (red marks) to

the top of the hill (6900'; line view of the Langkofel, Marmolata, etc.),

and thence descending steeply, across the Aschklerbach, and along the

slope of the Pitschherg (fine views) to St. Jakob (p. 376) and (cj hrs.) St. Ulrich.
— The Geislerspitzen (highest peak, Sag RIgais, 9930'), a laborious ascent

but not very difficult for experts, is made from the Regensburger-Hiitte
over the Mittagscharte (8570') and the S.W. face (wire-ropes) in 3 hrs. (guide

11 A'.), or over the arete between the Furchetta and Sas Rigais and the

E. face (wire-ropes) in 41/2 hrs. (guide 12 A.). More difficult ascents, fit

for thoroughly experienced mountaineers only, are offered by the Grosse

Furchetta {Gahel; 9930'; guide 16 A'.), the Kleine Furchetta (9930'; guide

16 A.), the Fermeda-Turm (9440*; guide 26 A'.), the Villnoser-Turm (Campanil
di Funess; 9285'; guide 28 A.), and the Gi-an Odla [Grosse A'adel; 9250';

guide 23 A.). — The Col delle Pieres (9055') is an easy and attractive ascent

of 2V2 hrs. from the Regensburger-Hutte via La Pizza (8195'; red marks),

or of 31/2 hrs. from Wolkenstein via the Schnatsch Alp and Stevia Alp. —
Over the Jochscharte or Panascharte (8035') to Villnos., 41/2-5 hrs. from the

Regensburger-Hiitte to St. Peter (p. 308), marked club-path (comp. p. 308;
'Adolf Munkel-Weg' to the Schliiter-Hiitte, 5-51/2 hrs. from the Re^ensburger
Hiitte, see p. 308). — Over the Forcella da VEga (Wassevscharte, 8655') or the

Forcella della Roa (Cainpilljoch, SSiCf) to the Franz-Schlilter-Hiitte, 41/2-5 hrs.,

see p. 308. — From the Regensburger-Hiitte over the Forcella de Forces de

smiles (8250') to the Puez-Hutte fp. 415), 4 hrs. with guide, somewhat laborious.
— To Campitello over the Fassa-Joch^ 5-51/2 hrs. from St. Christina (red

marks), see p. 392.

In addition to the route via Plan, a club-path leads from St. Christina

to the Sella-Jock (p. 379) in 3i/2-4 hrs., ascending the valley of the Ampezzan-
Bach through fine rock-acenery (fatiguing; better for the descent, 3 hrs.).

Beyond St. Christina, to tlie right at the foot of the Langkofel, is

the Fischburg (4920'J, now inhabited by poor families. The road

crosses the Cislesbach near the *H6t. Wolkenstein (4725'; R. i^/o-^,

pens. 6I/0-8 A'.) and leads over a hill (line glimpse of the head of

the valley) to (21/2 M.) Wolkenstein, locally known as Selva (*Hirsch

^ Pens. Oswald, R. from 2'/.2, pens. 71/2-8 K.; Mondschein, un-

pretending), picturesquely situated at the mouth of the Lange-Tal,

and continues past the church of St. Maria and the hotels Krone and

-Stern to (IV2 M.) Plan (5290'; plain inn), at the head of the valley.

The Ciamp Pinoi (7405'), easily ascended in fi/-^ 2 hrs. from Wolken-
stein, commands a very attractive panorama. The descent may be made
to (1 hr.) Plan.

From Wolkenstein to Corvara over the Grodner-Joch, an

easy and pleasant route (3-31/2 hrs.; guide, unnecessary, 5, horse

12^.). From Plan we follow a marked path to the E., skirting the

Freabach, at first steeply through wood, and then more gradually

across pastures, with the huge rocky walls of the Sella on the right,

and the Rotspitzen and Tschierspitzen on the left, to the (II/2 hr.)

Grodner-Joch (6970'; Hospice, R. IV2-2 K.). Descent to (1 hr.)

Colfosco (p. 415) and (1/9 hr.) Corvara (p. 415).
The Hochste Tschierspitze (8530') may be ascended without difficulty

in 11/4 hr. from the Grodnei--Joch (wire rope; guide 3 A.).

From Wolkenstein to Cokvara via Chespeina (5-51/2 hrs.; guide, from
St. Ulrich 8-10 A'., convenient, though the path is marked), more attractive
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than the preceding route, though also more fatiguing. Passing below the
church of St. Maria, we enter the Lange-Tal, on a clilf to the left in which
is the scanty ruin of Wolkenstein, birthplace of Oswald von Wolkenstein
(p. 307). At the (20 min.) Chapel of St. Sylvester (5325') we ascend steeply
to the right to the upland valley of Kedul and proceed between the Rot-
spitzen and Tschierspitzen on the riyht and the Mt. de Soura on the left

to the (2V4 hrs.) Crespeina-Joch {Scfioeuf de Cvespelna ; 8340'), which com-
mands the best view of the curiously rifted plateau of the Crespeina and
Piiez Alps. To the W. is a good retrospect of the Ortler and Oetztal Alps.
The descent leads past the little Crespeina Lake to (1 hr.) the rocky saddle
of the Gahel (Chiampatsch-Joch ; 7835'), where our route is joined by the
paths from the Lange-Tal and the Puez-Hiitte (see below). Beyond the saddle
the path descends steeply to the small Chiampatsch Lake (7210'; almost dry
in summer), at the base of the Sas Songher (p. 415), whence we reach Col-

fosco and (IV2 hr.) Corvara (p. 415).

From Wolkessteix to Cokvaea via the Pdez-Hotte (51/2 hrs., with
guide), less interesting than the preceding route. We ascend the Lange-
Tal as far as (1 hr.) Pra da Ri (5925'), where we diverge by a steep marked
path, to the left, to the Puez Alp and the (2 hrs.) Pim-Hutte (SOTO'

; p. 415)

;

or from Pra da Pii we may follow the Lange-'Tal to its head, whence a

steep and laborious ascent over debris and rocks leads to the Chiampatsch-
Joch (see above).

To Campitello over the Sella-Joch (41/2 hrs.j path marked;
guide unnecessary; horse to the pass 8 K. and fee). From Plan

(p. 378) the bridle-path ascends to the right to the (I3/4 hr.)

Sellajoch-Haus (7150'; *Inn in summer, R. 3-4^.), at the foot of

the Langkofel, and to the (6 min.) Sella-Joch. (7276'), with a

splendid view of the Marmolata on the S.E., the Sella group on
the E., and the Langkofel, Fiinffingerspitze, and Grohmannspitze
on the W. (to the S., 1 min. helow the pass, is ValentinVs /nn.,very

fair). A still liner view may he enjoyed from the *Eodella (8155'),

easily ascended from the Sella-Joch in 3/^ hr., via the Forcella di

Rodella (7570'). On the top, which is enclosed by a fence (adm.
20 /i.), stands Dialer s Rodella-Haus (R. 2-3 K,)^ with view-terrace

on the roof. — From the Forcella (see above) we may descend to

the right by a somewhat steep but well-kept path (red marks) to

(IY2 lir.) Campitello; or from Valentini's Inn we may descend the

grassy valley of the Salei via the Mortitz Alp to (I'/i ^ii'O Canazei,

3/4 hr. from Campitello (p. 391).

Those who are bound for the Pordoi-Joch (to Ampezzo, see p. 394)
turn to the left (guide-post) about 100 paces below the Alp Mortitz, almost
on the floor of the valley, cross the brook, and follow the well-marked old
bridle-track, which ascends through wood, frequentlv crossing the new road,
to the Hotel Pordoi (p. 394). — From the Sella-Joch back to St. Christian
through the Ampezzan Valley, see p. 378. — A path (red way-marks), runn-
ing below the Grohmann-Spitze and the Plattkofel, leads from the Sella-
Joch to the (2 hrs.) Plattkofel - Hiitte (wine and milk) near the Fassa-Joch
(pp. 377, 392), and thence goes on via the Pala'-cia (7685') to the (IV2-2 hrs.)
Seiser Alpenhaiis (p. 383; shortest route to the Schlern).

Among the ascents made from the Sella-Joch are those of the Sella-
Tiirme (1st, 8310'-, guide 6^.; 2nd, 8510', guide 8/1.); Grosse Murfrait-2\irm
(8935': 24 K.) ; Innerkofler-Ttirm (10,070'; 24 K.) ; Zahnkofel (9835'; 22 A^^.) ; and
Langkofel (10,425'; 30 A:.). — Via the Langkofel-Joch to the Langkofel-Hiitte
(21/2 hrs.; guide 6 A:.), see p 377.

The ascent of the -Boe (10,340'), the highest summit of the Sella group,
is attractive and not difficult for mountaineers. From Wolkenstein (6-6V2 hrs.

;
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guide 16 K.) we may proceed to the (2 hrs.) Orodner-Jock and thence ascend
to the right through the Val Culea by the 'Bamberger Steig' (wire-rope),
turning at the top either to the left to reach the (2 hrs.) Pisciadusee-Hiltte
(see below), or (less advisable , guide essential) to the right to mount over the
Gamsscharte (9575': usually ?now-cavered) direct to the (3V2 hrs.) Bamberger-
Hiltte. Or from the Sella-Joch we may take the marked path to the left,

below Valentini's Inn, to the Val Lasties and thence ascend, finally by the
'Coburger-Weg' (see below) to the (4 hrs.) hut. The latter is the easiest route
(guide, 8 A"). — From Colfosco (p. 415) the direct route (red luarks) leads
through the wild Val de Mesdi and finally up a steep ice-couloir to the

(4 hrs.) Bamberger -Hiitte; another path (blue marks), diverging to the
right halfway through the Val de Mesdi (I1/2 hr. from Culfosco), ascends to

the (2 hrs.) Fisciadusee-Hiitte (8475': provision-depot), finely situated on the
little Pisciadu - ;S'ee, whence we proceed through the Val de Tita via the
Bamberger- Sattel (94'?5') and ascend the 'Coburger-Weg'' (wire-rope) to the
(2 hrs.) Bamberger-Hiitte (9425'^ provision-depot, with keeper). The summit
of the Boe (magnificent view) is reached in ^a hr. more across the glacier

(no crevasses) and up a path amid loose stones passing the Jdgerscharte
(10,240'). — FrOQi Corvara (p. 416) a route (red way-marks) leads direct to

the (6-7 hrs.) summit, passing the Boe-See (7435') and the Eis-See (9345'). —
The Bamberger-Hutte may be reached from the S. in 41/2-0 hrs. from Canazei
(p. 392) via the Val Lasties (see above), or in 3-3V2 hrs. from the Pordoi-
Joch (p. 394) by a route ascending a scree -slope (fatiguiag) and over the
Pordoi-Scharte (9345'). — From the Pisciadusee-Hiitte or the Bamberger-
Hiitte the Pisciadu (9795'; guide 6 K.) and the Mesules West Peak (98^5'; 8 K.)
may be ascended without difficulty. More difficult are the Pisciadusee-Kofel
(Sas dal Lee : 9630': 15 AT.), Gamsburg (9825'; 20 A.), Mesules East Peak (9830';

20 K.), Bamberger-Spitze (9725'; 12 A.), Mittagszahn (Daint de Mesdi; 9475';

24 K.), and Zehner (9565'; 25 K.).

70. Schlern. Tierser-Tal. Eggen-Tal.

a. Schlern.

From Waidbruck to (5 M.) Kastelruth, Diligence twice daily in sum-
mer in 21/4 hrs. (fare 2 AT.), returning in IV4 hr. (1 K. 60 h.); from Kastelruth
to (5 M.) Ratzes, thrice daily in 1^/4 hr, (1 K. 20 h.). One-horse carriage
from Waidbruck to Kastelruth 6 K. 60 h., two-horse 11 K. — Foot-paths
from the railway-station of Kastelruth to Kastelruth and from Atzwang to

Seis or Ratzes, see p. 309. — The "Schlern, one of the finest and most easily

accessible view-points in Southern Tyrol, is usually and most conveniently
ascended from Ratzes, but may be climbed also from Vols (p. 382), "Weiss-

lahnbad (p. 383), St. Ulrlch (p. 376). or Campitello (p. 391). A favourite
high-level route leads from the Schlern via the Tierser-Alpl to the Gras-
leiten-Hiitte and thence via the Vajolet -Hiitte and Kolner-Hiitte to the
(8-9 hrs.) Karersee Hotel.

Waidbruck (1545'j, see p. 309. — The road gradually ascends

along the E. slope of the Eisak valley, passes a Toll House and Inn
(toll 4 ft.), traverses a tunnel (100 yds. long) "below Tisens, and finally

leads in windings through wood to (5 M.) Kastelruth (3590'

;

*Lamm, R. 1V2-2, pens. 6-Q K. ; Rossi, very fair; Dr. Mayrs
Sanatorium, for consumptives, open in winter also, pens.^from 6 AT.),

a health-resort in a fine open situation.

Excursions (guides, see p. 381). The Kofel (Kalvarienberg), 5 min.
above the village, to the N., olTers shady seats and a fine view. — A path
(blue marks) diverging to the right from the Seis road at the beginning
of the wood, leads to the (Vi hr.) top of the Vallneisch (view). — Another
path diverging to the right from the Seis road at a guide-post leads through
the Laranzer Wald, with attractive views. — The Puflatsch (7140') may be
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ascended from Kastelruth in 3V2 brs. (guide, not indispensable, 6, to St. Ulrich
9 K.) by a rough cart-track, leading to the (2V4 hr.-.J Frommer- Hmis (see

below) ; footpath thence via, the Puflatsch Alp to the (!', 4 hr.) summit, which
commands a picturesque view : to the N. the Groden Valley, to the W. the
Ritten and Eittnerhorn, in the distance the Ortler, the Zillertal Alps, and
the Dolomites of the Enneberg and the Fassa. Descent to (2 hrs.) St. Ulrich,
see p. 377.

From Kastelruth to St. Ulrich in the Grdden-Tal a pleasant walk (marked)
leads in 3 hrs., via St. Michael and Lakorter-Hof (rfmts.). See p. 377.

The road Talso footpath via St. Valentin) goes on from Kastelruth

to (21/2 M.) Seis(3295'; *Seiser Hof, R. 2-3, pens. 61/2-81/2^-/

*Dolomitenhof, pens. 6-8^.; *H6t. Laurin, pens. l-^^j^K.; Vnter-

wirt, R. 11/2-"^? pens. b^f^-QK.; Enzian; Oherwirt; lodgings at

Heufler's and at Villa Bonomi}, a favourite summer-resort, beauti-

fully situated opposite the majestic Schlern. On the slope of the

latter is the extensive Hauenstein Forest^ on the margin of which,

3/4 M. to the S. of Seis (by road), is the *Hotel- Pension Salegg (R.

from 2, pens. 7^/2-^ K., with veranda and baths), admirably situated,

but generally crowded in summer. Above the hotel rises the ruin

of Salegg, and 20 min. farther to tlie E., in the forest, is the ruin

of Hauenstein, once the home of the Minnesinger Oswald von
Wolkenstein (d. 1445; memorial tablet). The road then ascends to

the left to (2V2 M.) Bad Ratzes (3935'; *Prossliners Hot., pens. 6-

6 1/2 K'. ; post-office in summer), in the wild and wooded ravine of the

Frotschbach, with springs containing iron and sulphur.
Excursions (guides, M. Gnggenherg, of Kastelruth; Paul Scherer, Jos.

and Bern. Meissner, Martin Perm, and Heinrich Mulser, of Seis; Jak. Fill.,

alias Larmjockel, and Vine. Earhon, alias Missner, of Ratzes). — Bad Ratzes
is situated at the W. foot of the Seiser Alp, a lofty and undulating grassy
plateau, 12 M. long and 8-9 M. broad, bounded by the Eisak-Tal on the W.,
the Grodner-Tal on the N., the Schlern and Rosszahne on the S., and the
Langkofel and Plattkofel on the E. It is the largest pasture in Tyrol, and
is sprinkled with about 70 chalets and 4(X) hay-sheds. About IV4 hr. above
Ratzes, to the E., on the right bank of the Fromm and at the S. base of
the Puflat-sch, is the Frommer-Haus (5575'; inn), surrounded by wood and
commanding a line view of the Schlern. Ascent hence of the Puflatsch

(IV4 hr.), see above: to the Prossliner Schwaige (1 hr.), see p. 377 and below;
to St. Ulrich (2 brs.), see p. 377. ~ From Ratzes over the Seiser Alp to

Campitello (p. 391), 6 hrs. (guide, 12.5"., desirable before the hay-harvest).
To the (IV4 hr.) Frommer-Haus, see above; to the (11/2 hr.) Prossliner-
Schwaige, see below. Thence the path ascends gradually to the S.E., rounding
the Griinser Buhel (7785') and the Rosszahne (8070'), to the (2 hrs.) Mahlknecht-
Schicaige (6735') and the (20 min.) Seiser Alpenhaus (p. 383). Thence to the
Mahlknecht-Joch, etc., see p. 383.

From Ratzes to the Schlern, 41/2-5 hrs. (easiest route; guide,

7-8 K., not indispensable). We ascend by the Tcuristensteig (bridle-

path; straight on at the tin placard, 1/2 hr. farther on) through the

ravine of the Frotschbach, passing the mineral springs supplying the

baths, to (3 hrs.) the Schlern plateau and (I/2 hr.) the Schlern-

Hauser (p. 382); or, diverging to the left from this route at the

tin placard (see above) and crossing the Frotschbach, we may
ascend the 'Prossliner-Steig' through wood to the (1 hr.) Prossliner-

Schwaige (QibO'; 26 beds, good accommodation); thence to the top

in 2-21/2 hrs. — The huge dolomite mass of the *Sclilern is com-
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posed of tlie grassy and undulating Schlern plateau and several rocky

peaks surrounding it. In the middle is the highest summit, called

the Alt- Schlern or Petz (8405'); to the N.W. the Gabels (7830')

and the Junge-Schlern (7435'); to the N. are the Burgstall (8240')

and the rocky pinnacles of the Euringer - Spitie (7860') and the

Santner-Spitze (7920'). On the slope of the Alt-Schlern above the

plateau (8040') are the *Schl€rn-Hduser of the Botzen Alpine Club
(three houses -with accommodation for about 100 persons; bed 4 K.).

An easy path leads hence in 20 min. to the summit, vrhich commands
a magnificent panorama, comprising the Dolomites to the E. and the

snowy chain of the High Alps from the Adamello, on the S.W., to

the Hohe Tauern, on the N.E.
On the W., far below us, is the valley of the Adigc with the long ridge

of the Mendel, beyond which rises the Ortler group ; to the right (N.W.)
are the Oetztal, Stubai, Zillertal (N.), and Rieser Ferner. and the Tauern
(Venediger) ; N.E. the extensive Seiser Alp, and the wild Geislerspitzen and
other Enneberg Dolomites towering over the pine-forests of the Grodner-
Tal ; E. the Plattkofel, Langkofel, and Boe, and farther back the Antelao
and Pelmo ; in the foreground the serrated Rosszahne, above which are seen
the snow-fields of the Marmolata; S.E. the Rosengarten chain with the
Kesselkogel, Rosengartenspitze, and Rotwand; S. the Latemar, Zangen,
Weisshorn, and Trentine Alps, the Brenta, Adamello, and Presanella

(panorama by Siegl). — A few paces to the W. of the summit we get a

view of the wild Seiser Klamm^ with the rocky walls of the Schlern Alp
on the left.

The shortest way from Atzwang (better for the descent) leads via

(13/4 hr.) the finely situated village of Vols (29S0'-, 'Post or Krexiz, bed
from 1, pens, from 4 ^. , Wenzei'wirt; guiAes^ Franz Bmimyariner &n<i Flor.

Pichler}. Thence a marked path (for adepts with steady heads only; guide 6,

with descent to Kastelruth, Tiers, the Grasleiten-Hiitte, or Groden 8, to

Campitello 10 K.) leads through M'ood, passing the VoUerweUier (3400'), to

the (IV4 hr.) Chalet am Duft (4190'; Alpine fare), whence a vertiginous path

ascends to the right through the ravine of the Volserbach, skirting the pre-

cipices of the Schlern Alp on the S.W. and S., to the (2 hrs.) Loicer Schlern

Alp (Sessel, 6495') and to the plateau, near the UV^ br.) Chapel of Si. Cassian

(7680'), whence an easy walk of 20 min. brings us to the Schlern-Havser.

FiioM THE Weisslahn-Bad (3/4 hr. from Tiers
; p. 383), several routes

ascend to the Schlern: one by tlie Barenfalle., another by the Jungbrunn-

Tal, and a third by the Bletschen-Tal (each 4-4V2 hrs. to the Schlern-Hiiuser,

toilsome; guide 7, with descent via Ratzes to Waidbruck 10 K.). Most
travellers prefer the path through the wild and picturesque Jungbrunn-

Tal, which diverges from the Tschamin-Tal 3/4 hr. above the Weisslahn-

Bad (p. 383; guide-board). We cross the Tschamin-Bach and ascend the

gorge by a club-path (ladders at the steepest points), finally mounting by
a zigzag path to the plateau. — The route via the Barenloch (see below)

is about 1 hr. longer and scarcely less fatiguing.

From the Schlern to the GRASLEiTEN-HtJTTE (via the Barenloch 31/2 hrs.,

or over the Molignon Pass 4 hrs.) or to Campitello (5 hrs.), very attractive

(guide not indispensable in settled weather). About 5 min. to the E. of the

Schlern-Hauser we diverge from the 'Touristensteig' (p. 381) to the right

and traverse the Schlei'/i Alp, following the cairns on the slope' to the right

in the direction of the Roterdspiize {8700'; about 2 M. distant), to the right

of which we reach (i hr.) the top of the pass (8410'), with a beautiful view
(finer and more extensive from the summit of the Roterdspitze, IV2 hr.

from the Schlern-Hauser). Descending by a stony path below the steep

slope of the Roterdspitze, we then traverse the Tierser-Alpl (1625'), onwhicli

(Vzhr.) the path forks : to the right, a steep descent to the Barenloch (I'/z hr.

to the Grasleiten-EuUe, p. 384) ; to the left, slightly ascending, to the (20 min.)
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Tierser-Alpl-Joch (8040'), where the path to the Molignon Pass diverges to

the right (2 hrs. to the Qrasleiten-Hiitte, see p. 384. On the left rise the
serrated RosszUhne (8695'), FollowiDg the path straight on and skirting the
head of the Duron Valley (see below) to the left, we descend to the (1/2 hr.)

Seiser Alpenhaus (7025'; *Inn in summer, bed 2V2-3, D. 3, pens, from 7 A'.),

pleasantly situated, with a chapel and Alpine garden. (Thence to the

JJahlknecht-Schwaige a,ni over the Seiser Alp to Ratzes or St.Ulrich, seep. 381.)

We now re-ascend to the S.E. to the (10 min.) Mahlknecht-Joch (7110'),

whence we descend to the Soricia Alp and by the Duron Valley (fine views
of the Fassa Dolomites) to (2V2 hrs.) Campitello (p. 391).

b. The Tierser-Tal. From the Grasleiten-Hutte to the

Val di Fassa vi&, Vajolet.

Perhaps the most impressive scenery among the W. Dolomites is to

he found at the head of the -Tierser-Tal, which stretches up towards the
Rosengarten (comp. Map, p. 380). A carriage-road (diligence from Blumau
to the Weisslahn-Bad daily at noon in summer, in 4 hrs., fare BiT., de-

scent 3 K. 20 h. ; carriage and pair 20 K.) extends as far as (3 hrs.) Weisslahn-

Bad, whence a club-path goes on to the (3-3V2 hrs.) Grasleiten-Eutte. Highly
interesting passes lead from the her.d of the Tierser-Tal to the Fassa-Tal
and the Grodner-Tal.

Blumau (1035'), see p, 310. The road ascends along the Brei-

bach to the (3 M.) Zoll Inn, and then to the left to the [31/2 M.)
village of Tiers (3340'; *Eose; Krone, Lowe, both very fair), a.

pleasantly situated village. The road thence leads high above the

Breihach to the (II/2 M-) ^^^P®^ ^^ '^^' Cyprian (3560'; fine view of

the Rosengarten chain), and then ascends the Tschamin~Tal, to the

left, to the (3/4 M.) Weisslahn-Bad (3870'; Hotel, R. 2-3, D. 3,

S. 2, pens. 6-8 K.), well situated near the wood, and frequented

as a summer-resort.
ExcuEsioxs (guides, Joh. Villgrattner or ^LdwenhansV , Georg Aiehner,

Josef Pattis^ Joh. and Franz Schroffenegger., and Franz Wenter, for difficult

ascents; also -4;ois Villgrattner or '•Ldwenlois\ Joh. Lamian or ''Messnerfian sl\
Alois Ratschigler, and Christ. Pernev at Tiers). A marked path (guide un-
necessary) leads via Wolfsgruhen (4955') to (2V2-3 hrs.) Welschnofen (p. 387)

;

another (guide not indispensable, 6 A'., horse 12 A.) leads over ih.e Niger to

the (41/2-5 hrs.) Karersee Hotel. The latter descends to the right across the
Breibach at St. Cyprian (see above), and ascends through wood beneath the
cliffs of the Rosengarten to the hotel (p. 387). The Kdlner-Hiltte (p. 388)
may be reached in 2 hrs. from the Weisslahn-Bad. — The Tschavon (5680)
and the Volseck (6015') may be ascended from Tiers or Weisslahn-Bad in
2-272 hrs. (guide convenient).

From the Weisslahn-Bad to the Gbasleiten - Hutte ,
3-

31/2 hrs. (marked club-path; guide, 5^., not indispensable; horse

10 K.'). The path crosses the Tschaminbach and ascends steeply

through wood, with the Mittagkofel and Tschafatsch opposite (to

the N.) and, farther on, past the narrow mouth of the Jungbrunn-
Tal (see p. 382). The path recrosses to the right bank and reaches

(IV2 lir.) the hut of the Rechte Leger (5220'), at the mouth of the
wild Bletschen-Tal (p. 382), where we obtain a fine view of the

Grasleitenturm, Valbuonkopfe, etc. Ascending through wood to the

wild cauldron of the Bdrenloch, we reach (1 hr.) a point (8230'; guide-

post) where the path forks, the left branch ascending steeply to the

Tierscr-Alpl (see above), the right branch, running along the slope
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of the Grasleitenturm, high above the ravine, to the (3/4 hr.) Gras-

leiten-Hutte of the Leipzig Alpine Club (7100'; *Inn in summer),

finely situated, with a striking view of the imposing dolomite crags

in the immediate environs and of the Presanella and Ortler group

to the W.
Ascents (guides, see p. 383J. The *Kesselkogel (9845'; guide 8, with

descent to the Vajolet Hut 10, to Carapitello 14^.), <he highest peak of

the Rosengarten group, may be ascended from the Grasleiten-Hiitte in

3-3V2 brs. via the Grasleiten Pass (see below), on the S.W. side of the moun-
tain, and thence over rocky ledges to the S.W. arete and the summit ; not

very difficult for experts (more difficult from the Antermoja-Tal by the

E. "arete in 21/2-3 hr?.). Admirable vierr. — The Molignon (N.W. peak,

9120', 2V2 brs., guide 5 A'., easy; central peak 9355', 5 hrs., guide 12 AT.,

laborious), ih^ Antermcja-Kogel' &i%(y
-^

5 hrs.
;
guide 8 A.), iht Fallicand

(9180'; 6 hrs., difficult: guide 16 A), the Grosse Valbuonkogd (9255'; 31/2 hr?.

;

guide 12 A.), the Kleine Valbuovkogel (0170'; 2V2 hrs.; guide 6 A'.), the Western

(8765') and Central or Highest Grasleitenspit:e (8875'; both very difficult,

guide 14 A.), the North-Eastevn GrasJeitenspitze (85iO' : via the Molignon Pass,

not difficult; guide 6 A.), the Grasleitenturm (83S0' ; very difficult; guide

24 A.), the Cima di Lausa (9440'), the Ci?na di Larsec (9490'), and the

Scalieretfpitze (9480' ; these three not difficult; guide 6 K. each) may also be

ascended from the Grasleitea-Hiitte. Ascent of the Roterdspitze (31/4 brs.)

and of the 'ScMern (41/2 hrs.; guide 7, with descent to Katzes or Groden
14 A.), see p. 382.

Passes. From Tiees to Fassa or to Gkoden via the Tieeser-Alpl

(to Campitello 7-71/2, to St. Ukich 8 brs.), attractive; guide (12-14 A.) ad-

visable for the less experienced. To the (31/4 brs.) bifurcation in the Bdren-

loch, see p. 383. We take the marked path to the left and mount by the

Stiege, a steep natural rock-stairway, to the (1 hr.) Tierser-Alpl. Thence to

the Mahlknecht-Joch, etc., see p. 383.

From the Geasleiten-Hutte to Campitello via the Molignon Pass,

5-51/2 brs., club-path (guide 10 A., not indispensable for adepts when there

is no fresh snow). The path ascends to the left from the Grasleiten- Kessel

(see below) to the (I1/2 hr.) Molignon Pass (8-530'), between the Molignon

and the N.E. Grasleitenspitze, and thence descends steeply to the Tierser-

Alpl (see above).

To THE VAJOLET-HtJTTE OVER THE GeASLEITEN PaSS ,
l^j^ hrS.

(marked path; guide 3, to Yigo 8, Campitello 9^., unnecessary

for the moderately expert). The route ascends to the E. from the

hut, traversing the imposing Grasleiten- Kessel and mounting to the

right over debris and a snow-field to the (IY2 ^r.) Grasleiten Pass

(8520'), between the Kesselkogel (left; see above) and the Kleine

Valbuonkogel (right), with a striking view (to the right the Vajolet-

Tiirme and Rosengartenspitze, to the left the Scalieretspitze and

Cima di Lausa). From the pass we descend to the (8/4 hr.) Vajolet-

Hiitte of the Leipzig Alpine Club (7430'; Inn in summer), finely

situated at the foot of the Vajolet-Tiirme. in the wild Vajolet-Tal.

Excursions (guides, see p. 383). The Rosengartenspitze (9780'; 31/2-4 brs.

;

guide 12 A'.) is difficult and should be attempted by steady climbers only.

From the Vajolet-Hiitte we ascend, under the precipitous E. flank of the

Vajolet-Tiirme . through a ravine filled with debris, to the (IV2 br.) Rosen-

gartl, a scree-slope, usually covered with snow, between the Laurinswand

(9250') and the Rosengarten, to the ('/j br.) Santner Pass (8880') and finally

by a very steep ,'^cramble to ih^ (IV2 br.) summit. The ascent from Tiers

or from the Kolaer-Hiitte (on the W. side) to the Santner Pass is much
more laborious (guide from Tiers to the Rosengartenspitze, with descent to

the Grasleiten-Hiitte, 20, to Vigo 22 A.). The ascent via the S. arete or the
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E. face is very difficult. — The Vajolet-Turme (in the N. group : Hauptturm,
9255'; Nordturm, 9220'; Ostturm, 9230'-, in the S.W. group : Stahelerturm, 9205';

Delagoturm, 9120'; Winklerturm, 9185') are (with the exceplion of the Nord-
turm) very difficult and should be attempted only by thoroughly expert
climbers with steady heads (the Delagoturm and Winklerturm are the
most difficult).

The Kesselkogel (9845'; 3 hrs. i guide 8 JT.), Cima di Lausa (9440'; 3 hrs.

;

guide 5 K.), and Scaliereispiize (9480'; S'/s brs.
;
guide 5 K.) may also be as-

cended from the Vajolet-Hiitte (comp. p. 384). — The Citna delle Pope (9125'),

over the Passo delle Pope in 2-3 hrs. (guide 6 -£".). is not difdcult. — Gran
Cront (highest peak of the Dirupi di Larsec, 9140') , via the Vol Larsec iu
31/2 hrs. (guide 10 K.), toilsome but interesting. — Coronelle (9165' ; 4 hrs.

;

guide 8 K.), via the Tschagerjoch or the Mugoni Pass, easy and attractive.
Feom the Vajolet - HiJTTE TO THE KoLNER - HiJTTE, 2-21/2 hrs. (to the

Karersee Hotel 4Vi! hrs.), a fine and easy route (marked club-path; guide
4 jr., unnecessary for moderately expert climbers). Near the Vajolet-Hiitte

(p. 384) we diverge to the right from the Fassa route and ascend over
stony and grassy slopes, debris, and rocks to the (IV2-2 hrs.) Tschagerjoch
(8675'), to the N. of the Coronelle (see above), whence a steep descent leads
down through a couloir usually filled with snow and then by a club-path
to the Q/-Z hr.) Kdlner-Hiltte (p. 388).

From the Vajolet-Hiitte to the Ostertag - Hiiite via the Gigolade Pass
(3 hrs.

;
guide 4 A'.) or via the Mugoni Pass (4 hrs. ; 10 K.), see p. 388 (to

the Karer Pass, IV2 hr. more).

Fbom the Vajolet-Hutte to Vigo (2^/2 hrs.) or to Oampitello

(3^2 trs.; guide 5 K., not necessary). From the hut a good path
descends between the dark rocks of the Porte Neigre and through a

desolate valley strewn with boulders (to the right, the sheer rocky
walls of the Rosengartenspitze ; to the left, the serrated cliffs of

the Dirupi di Larsec) to the (1/2 l^r.) Gardecia or Sojal Alp (6445'),

where the routes separate (guide-post). The branch to the right

ascends slightly and then leads to the left through wood and pastures

to the (1 hr.) top of the Ciampedie (6530' ; Rizzi's Inn ; fine view)
and to (1 hr.) Vigo (p. 391). The branch to the left crosses the

brook to the Oardecia-Hutte (6440'; inn in summer) and descends
the wooded Vajolet valley to the (1 hr.) poor houses of Sojal (5135'),
beyond which the route again forks : to the right, a footpath de-
scends the wild ravine of the Sojal to (1/2 lir.) Perra (p. 391); to the

left, a cart-road leads via Monzon (4950') to Mazzin in the Val di

Fassa, 3 M. from Campitello (p. 391).
Fbom the Grasleiten-Hijtte via Antermoja to Campitello, 6-7 hrs.,

a more interesting, but also more toilsome route (marked path; guide QK.,
not indispensable for adepts unless there is much snow). From the (IV2 hr.)
Grasleiten Pass we skirt the S. side of the Kesselkogel to the (V4 hr.) Anter-
moja Pass (8115') , whence the Scaliei-etspitze (9480') may be ascended in

V2 hr., and the Cima di Larsec (9490') and Cima di Lausa (9440') in 20 min.
each, and thence descend over scree into the wild Antermoja-Tal, which
is enclosed by the Kesselkogel, Seekogel, Antermojakogel, and Fallwand,
and to the (3/4 hr.) charming Antermoja Lake (816'J'), at the base of the
Fallwand (9180'). Skirting the latter to the E., we next cross the (20 min.)
Donna Pass {Forcella del Mantello, 8180') and thence proceed to the N. along
the slope of the Donnakogel (8860') to (1/2 hr.) the grassy saddle of the Duron
Pass (7875'), whence we descend to the (3/4 hr.) Soricia Alp (p. 392) and
through the Duron-Tal to (IV2 hr.) Campitello (p. 391).

From Tiers to the Vajolet-Hutte over the Vajolet Pass, 51/2-6 hrs.,

laborious (guide 8 K.). We turn to the right at the (1/2 hr.) chapel of
St. Cyprian (p. 383), cross the Tschaminbach, and ascend through wood to

Baedekeb's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 25
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the (IV2 lir.) Eanicker-Schioaige. Steep stretches of dchris lie between this

point and the (2V2 hrs.) Vajolet Pass (8360'), between the Lummerkdpfe
and the Vajolet-Tiirme. Macnificent view. Thence a steep descent to (I hr.)

the Vajolet Hut (p. 384).

c. The Eggen-Tal. From Botzen to Vigo di Fassa via the

Earer Pass.

BiLiGENCK from Eotzen to the Karersee Hotel (21 M.) twice daily in
summer in 61/4 hrs. (6 A'. 40 A.). Omnibds from Botzen (Hotel Greif, Hotel
Eun.pa, Hotel Mondscheiu) to the (21 M.) Karersee Hotel, several times daily

in summer, in 71/2 hrs., returning in 4 hrs. (fares: to Birchabruck 3 A'. 60,

Welschnofen 4 K. 30, Karersee Hotel 6 K. 40 h. ; return-ticket 6, 8, and
11 A.). Carriage with one horse from Botzen to the waterfall and back 10,

to Birchabruck 14, Welschnofen 20 AT. ; two-horse carriage to Karersee Hotel
32-36 A. and fee. — Omnibls from the Karersee Hotel via Vigo to Predazzo
daily in summer in 4^/4 hrs. (4 A'. 10 h.); Stellwagen via Vigo and Campitello
to Canazei twice daily in summer in 5 hrs. (5 A'. CO ft.).

From Botzen we follow the Brixen road to (IV2 M.) Renisch

(Lamm), and, after crossing the Elsak and the railway, to (3/4 M.)

Kardaun (p. 3101. Here we turn to the right across the railroad

and through a gateway and ascend a steep road, crossing the torrent

twice, into the narrow ravine of the Eggen-Tal, watered by the

Kameidbach. On a precipitous rock to the left rises the picturesque

castle of Kar 716 id (1565'), at the foot of which is the Pens. ($- Restau-

rant Karneider-Hof [very fair). Farther on, to the left of the road,

is the Eggentaler Hof(mu, well spoken of), to the right the Flor-

keller (beer). After II/2 M. the road passes through a tunnel ; under

the bridge before it the Karneidbach forms a picturesque fall, now
made accessible. Beyond two other short tunnels the valley expands.

About 2 M. farther on is the WasserfaU Inn, beyond which is the

Baden-Muhle (p. 312). The valley once more contracts to form a

narrow gorge, beyond wliich, however, it becomes somewhat mono-
tonous. Passing the Lowe and Stern inns, we reach (6 M.) —

12 M. Birchabrack (2895'; Post; Lamm'), a charmingly situated

little village, with a superb view of the Latemar to the right and

the Rotwand and Rosengarten to the left. The valley ramifies here,

the Welschnofener Tal diverging to the left, and the Eggen-Tal to

the right.

The Eggen-Tal divides at the Stenck Inn (3030'), 1 M. above Birchabruck,
into the Unier-Eggental, to the left, and the Ober-Eggenial, to the right.

In the former a road ascends to (1^/2 hr.) the Upper Church (4440'; hence to

the Bewaller-Hof and via the 'Tembl-Weg' to the Karersee Hotels 2^l\ hrs.,

see p. 38Tj. Thence a bridle-path (by the saw-mill, 5 min. below the church,
to the right) leads to the (2'/4 hrs.) Reiier-Joch (see below). — In the Ober-

Eggental a road leads to (41/2 M. from Birchabruck) Kauth (4265'; ^TourisCs
Hotel, R. l-lV4^ pens. 5-6 K.), a prettily situated village, with view of the
Latemar and Rosengarten, whence a marked path ascends the valley of
the Zangm^>ach to the (2 hrs.) Reiter-Joch (6530'), with remains of old
trenches, between the ReiterjochspUze or Cima della Val Sorda (9145') on
the left, and the Zangetibevg or Pala di Santa (8180') on the right, the latter

(splendid view) ascended in 2 hrs. We then either descend to the right

through the Val di Stava to (2V2 hrs.) Tesevo, or ascend to the left to the

0/2 hr.) Sattel-Joch {Passo Feodo; (1965'), and descend thence by the Val
Oardeno to (IV2 hr.) Predazzo (p. 390).
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On the plateau between the Eggen-Tal and the Adige valley, 2 hrs. to

the S.W. of Birchabruck, lies Deutschnofen (4445'-, Lamm; Rossi; Sierji), a
considerable village, prettily situated. It may be reached also from stat.

Leifers ip. 345) in 31/2 hrs., via ihe Branten-Tal. Charming excursion from
Deutschnofen to the beautifully-situated monastery and pilgrimage-church
of (13/4 hr.) Weissenstein (4985'; /nw), and thence down to the S.W. , either
through the woods direct or (preferable) via Petersberg (4555'), with views
of the valley of the Adige and the mountains beyond it, to {i^/i'^v.) Aldein
(4030'; Krone) and (IV2 hr.) stat. Branzoll (p. 345). — The ^Weisshorn (7590'),

an excellent point of view, may be ascended without difficulty from Weissen-
stein in 3 hrs. (guide not indispensable). Bridle-path past the (1 hr.) Neulditt
Inn (5910') to the (1 hr.) Grimmjoch (6550'; two inns, much visited for
their 'hay-baths'), between the Schwarzliorn and Weisshorn, and up grassy
slopes to the N.W. to the (1 hr.) samniit. — The Schwarzhorn {Cima di
Rocca; 8005') commands a more extensive view (from the Grimmjoch,
11/2 hr., trying ; from Cavalese by the Val Gamlds, 41/2 hrs., comp. p. 389). —
Descent from the Grimmjoch to the W. via Radein (p. 389) to (3 hrs.) Fontane
Fredde (p. 389), or to the E. to the Lavace-Joch (5950'; Albergo Larad)
and thence to the N. through wood to (li/i hr.) Ranth (p. 3-'6), or to the
S. through the Val Gambis (road) to (21/2 hrs.) Cavalese (p. 889).

The road ascends from Birchabruck along the Welschnofener Bach
to (4 M. ; 16 M. from Botzen) Welsclinofen (3850': *Rdssl; *Kreuz

;

*Krone; Engel; Welschnofener Hof ; Sonnenhof; Stern, etcl, a

summer-resort, in a fine situation. To the right rises the serrated

ridge of the Latemar, to the left the imposing Rosengarten, behind
us the Ortler group (best survey from the Zischgl Alp, II/4 hr., by a

marked path). The road then ascends gradually on the N. side of the

Petal past several inns (see above). Crossing the Pukelin Bach beyond
the (2 M.) Adler Inn (4550'), we ascend in windings through wood
(marked path V2 ^r. shorter), passing the (2M.) beautiful green
Karer-See (5030'), picturesquely situated at the base of the Latemar,
to the (1 M.; 21 M. from Botzen) *Karersee Hotel (5415'; a large

house of the first class, R. 3-15, B. I1/2, D- or S. 4, board 8^.; post
and telegraph office; English Church Service in summer), a summer-
resort amidst pine -woods, above which tower the Rotwand (left)

and Latemar (right). Near the hotel is Dr. Huher's Waldhaus (hy-
dropathic establishment).

Walks (numerous guide-board.s). Past the chapel to the ('/2 hr.) Dairy
(5675'; rfmts.) and farther to the N.E. to the (V2 hr.) Kaiserstein; by the
high-road or by wood-walks down to the (25 min.) Karer-See (see above)
or uphill to the (40 min.) Karer Pass (p. 388) ; to the (1/2 hr.) Latemar
Landslip and on to the (V4 hr.) Latemar Meadow (6235'; view) and the
(IV2 hr.) *Popa-Kanzel Clbib'), with striking view of the Latemar, Rotwand,
Ortler, Oetztal and Stubai Alps. Diverging to Ihe left from the highroad
below the Karer-See, we may follow the shady 'Tembl-Weg' to Ihe (2 hrs.)
Bewaller Hof (4880'; rfmts.) in the Eggtn-Tal, 20 min. from the Upper
Church (p. 386). Thence to the Val di Fassa over the Reiter-Joch or the
Lavack-Joch, see p. 386.

Ascents (guides: Joh.^ Jos., and Georg Kaufmann, Anton and. Alois Plank,
Bon. Pattis. Alois Pardeller, Joh. Putzer, Al. Erschbavmtr, and Georg See-
hauser, of Welschnofen). — Latemar, E. summit (9165'), 41/2-5 hrs., not verv
difficult for experts (guide 12 A'.). We ascend (club-path) via the Klein'e
Latemar-Scharte (8035') to the (3^/2 hrs.) Kleine Latemar or Col Canon (8990')
and thence along the S. side of the arete to the (I-IV2 hr.) E. summit.
The central snmvciii {Diamantidi-Turm, 9395') may be ascended from the E.
summit via the Grosse Latemar Scharle (8640') in 2-21/2 hrs., or (very
difficult) direct by the N. face (6-7 hrs.; guide 16 A".); the ascent from the

25*
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S. side through the Val Sorda (p. 390) is less difficult. — The "Rotwand
{Roda di Vael^ 9215'; 4 hrs.

;
guide 8, with descent to the Kolner-Hutte or

Ostertag-Hiitle 8, to Vajolet 12 A'.), not difficult for adepts, is ascended
from the hotel by the (3 hrs.) Vajolon Pass (8360'), between the Rotwand
and Tscheinerspitze, and thence to the right by the N. arete to the (1 hr.)
summit. — The Tscheinerspitze {Cima delta Sforcella, 9155'; 5 hrs., guide
16 K.) is more difficult and requires a perfectly steady head. — From the
Vajolon Pass an interesting route (4 hrs.; guide 8 A'.) leads to the Vajolet-
Hiitte (p. 38i) via the Mugoni Pass (8885'j. The ascent of the Mugoni-
spilze (9080') or of the Coronelle (9165') may be combined with this passage
(guide 10 A'.).

About 21/2 hrs. to the N.E. of the Karersee Hotel (marked path diverging
to the right from the Tiers path after IV4 hr., or by the easy Hirzelweg,
diverging to the right near the Kaiserstein, p. 387), is the Kolner-Hiitte
(7630'; Inn in summer), splendidly situated near the Tschagei'Joch, at the
foot of the S.W. precipices of the Rosengarten. and commanding an ad-
mirable view. This hut is Ihe starting-point for ascents of the Rosengarten-
spitze (9780'), via the Santner Pass in 41/2 hrs. (difficult; guide ISA".,- see

p. 384), Coronelle (9165'; 2 hrs.
;
guide 6 A'. , not difficult), Mugonispitze (9080';

2'/2hrs.; guide 10 a:.; easv), Tscheinerspitze (9155'; 4-5 hrs.; guide IGA". ;

difficult), and Rotwand (9215'; 4 hrs.
; guide 8 K. ; not difficult; see above). —

Over the Tschagerjoch (8675') to the Vajolet-Hiitte (21/2 hrs.; guide 5 A"., not
indispensable), see p. 385.

From the Karersee Hotel to the Weisslahn-Bad in the Tierser-Tal
over the Niger (5540'), 3V2-4 hrs., a pleasant walk affording fine views
(guide unnecessary; see p. 383).

Beyond tlie hotel the road gradually ascends through wood and
across meadows past the *H6t. Latemar (5575'; R. 2-6, pens. 9-

15 K.) to the (2 M.) Karer Pass or Costalunga Pass (5765'; Hot.

Rosengartenhof, R. 2-5, pens. 8-IOY2 -K". ; Tourists' Hotel Karerpasa,

same proprietor), between the Latemar on the right and the Rot-

wand on the left. Opposite are seen the Dolomites of the Fassa;

to the "W., in the distance, are the Ortler and Oetztal Alps.
From the pass a bridle-path (marked) descends to the right, through

the Costalunga Vallet/, to (IV2 hr.) Mo'ena (p. 390 ; shortest route from Botzen
to Primiero, see R. 72). — From the Karer Pass a marked path to the left,

skirting the Punta del Masare (8360') and the Teufelswand (see below),
leads to the (2 hra.) Ostertag-Hiitte (7680'; Inn in summer), at the head
of the Vajolon-Tal (2V2-3 hrs. from Vigo, p. 391), a starting-point for the
ascents of the Rotwand (9215'; 21/2 hrs.; guide 7 A".; not difficult for ex-

perts, see above); the Teufelswa^idspitze (8935'; 2 hrs.; guide 7 AT.); the
Tscheinerspitze (9155'; 3-4 hrs.

;
guide 14 K. ; difficult) ; the Coronelle (9165';

3 hrs.
;
guide 5 A'.); the Mugonispitze (9080'; 3-4 hrs.

;
guide 7 A'.), etc. From

the Ostertag-Hiitte to the Kolner-Hiitte via the Vajolon Pass^ 3 hrs. (guide
4 A".), see above; to the Vajolet-Hiitte via the Cigolade Pass (8405'; 3 hrs. •,

guide 4 A".) or via the Mugoni Pass (8685'; 4 hrs. ; guide 10 K.), see p. 385.

The road winds down to the left (views of the Langkofel group

and the Marmolata) to Vallonga and (37-2 M.) —
271/2 M. Vigo di Fassa (p. 391).

71. The Fiemme and Fassa Valleys.
The Valley of the Avisio, 60 M. long . consists of three sections : the

lowest, from Lavis to Val Floriana (21 M.). called the Cembra (or Zim-
mers)\ the central part, as far as Moena (24 M.), the Fiemme (or Fleims}\
and the highest region, extending to Penia (15 M.), the Fassa (Evas),
which is famed for its Dolomites (comp. p. 419).

The Val Fassa is most easily and quickly reached from Botzen by
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road via the Eggen-Tal and the Karer Pass (see p. 388). Routes for ped-
estrians lead also via the Seiser Alp (p. 381), through the Tierser- Tal (p. 383),
or through the Grodner-Tal and via the Sella-Joch (p^ 379). — The Val di

Cemhra is seldom visited (diligence from Trent via Cembra to Cavalese
daily in 8V2 hrs.)- — The Val Fiemme is usually approached from the
railway-stations of Auer or Neumarkt (p. 346). Diligence from Neumarkt
and from Auer to (15 M.) Cavalese daily in 43/4-572 hrs. (fare 3 K.) \, from
Neumavkt to (24 M.) Predazzo twice daily in 7 hrs., fare 3 K. 56 h. (from
Predazzo to Neumarkt in 5 hrs.). Omnibus from the Karersce Hotel via
the Pordoi-Joch to Pieve di Livinallongo in summer daily in IOV2 hrs. (11 K.)

5

from Pieve to Falzarego in 31/2 hrs. (4 A'.). Omnibus from Cavalese to Vigo
daily in 5 hrs., returning in 372 hrs.; from Vigo via Campitello to Penia
twice daily in 31/2 hrs. — Carriage -and -pair from Neumarkt or Auer
to Cavalese 24 , to Predazzo 40 K. ; one-horse carriage from Cavalese to

Moena 10 , from Predazzo to Vigo 10 , to Campitello 14 (carr. and pair
16 and 24 A'.); one-horse carr. from Vigo to Campitello 6, to Predazzo 8,

to Cavalese 12 E. ; carr. and pair from Vigo to the Karersee Hotel in 2 hrs.

(9 K.). — From Predazzo via Primiero to Fellre, or via Tezze by the
Valsugana Railway to Trent^ see RB. 72, 73.

Neumarkt (700'), see p. 346. The road at first ascends rather

rapidly, and on the first plateau of the mountain, above the ruined
Castell Feder (1330'), unites with the road coming from Auer

(p. 346). 3 M. Montan, the post-station for the village of that name
(1636'; Lowe), situated on the slope to the right, with the hand-
somely restored old chateau of Enn (walkers should follow the old

road through the village). The new road ascends in long windings,
affording fine views of the valley of the Adige with the Kalterer

See, Ueberetsch, the Mendel, and the Oetztal glaciers, and then
bends round the N. slope of the wooded Cislon (5130') into a green
valley, through which the Hohlenbach has cut itself a deep rocky
channel. We first reach (4 M.) Kalditsch (inn), prettily situated

;

then (3 M.) Fontane Fredde or Kaltenbrunn (3115'; good inn),

where a road to the right diverges to the village of (2 M.) Truden
(3770'; TrudenerHof ; Post; Lowe), an inexpensive summer resort.

A steep forest -path (red marks) ascends to the N.E. from Fontane
Fredde to (lV2hr.) Radein (5120' ; "Zirmerhof, R. 2-3, pens. 6-7 A".), pleasantly
situated amid wood and commanding a view of the Brenta, Preaanella,
Ortler, and Oetztal Alps. Attractive excursions may be made to the
convent of Weissenstein (p. 387; 2 hrs.), the Grimmjoch (p. 387; IV2 hr.),
the Weisshorn (p. 387;. 21/2 hrs.), the Schwarzhorn (see p. 387 and below;
3 hrs.), the Cugola (6820*; 21/2 hrs.), etc.

From the (I'/s M.) culminating point of the road, near A^an

Lugano (3610'), a view is obtained of the Fiemme mountains.
The road now descends to the left, passing the sulphur-baths of

Carano, to the left, and Castello, to the right, into the Val Fiemme,
or Fleimser-Tal, watered by the Avisio, to (31/2 M.) —

15 M. Cavalese (3260'; Ancora, R. 1 1/2-4 .fiT. ,• Corona; Trauhe;
Edelweiss), the principal place (2100 inhab.) in the valley. The
ancient palace of the Bishops of Trent, with a painted facade, is now
a prison. The Gothic parish-church, with its old marble portal and
pictures by native artists, stands on a hill to the S.E.

The Schwarzhorn {_Cima di Rocca, 8005') may be ascended from Cavalese
either direct or via the Val Gambis in 41/2 hrs., with guide (somewhat
trying; comp. p. 387). — Over the Passo di Lagorai to Caoria, see p. 897.
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The road ascends the N. side of the valley in a series of curves.

33/4 M. Tesero. From (IV2 M.) Panchia (3220') a road (omnibus
daily at 2 p.m., except Wed. and Thurs.) to the S. leads to (41/2 M.)
the baths of Cavelonte (4275'). — ^/^ M. Ziano. — 3 M. —

231/2 M. Predazzo (3390' ; Nave d'Oro, well spoken of; Rosa:
Ancora)^ a large village (3500 inhab.) with a new church and a

lace-making school, is an excellent field for the mineralogist. The
visitors' book at the 'Nave d'Oro' contains autographs of many
eminent men of science. The local museum is interesting. To the

E. opens the Vol Travfgnolo (p. 395} ; in the background rise the

Cimon della Pala and the Cima di Vezzana.
A pleasant excursion may be taken in the *Sottosassa Bavine of the

Trarignolo^ by a road diverging to the right from the Paneveggio road, as

far as the Va'lone Wood and back, 3 hrs. — Over the Sattel-Joch to Eggen-
tal, see p. 386.

The last part of the Fiemme is a narrow, sequestered dale. The
road leads by (3 M.) Forno (3720' ; Sole), at the mouth of the Val

Sorda, to (3 M.) Moena (3935'; Corona; Alb. Alpino, well spoken

of; Cavalletto, Cervo, both plain), the first village in the Val Fassa.
ExcDRsioNs (guides, Gius. Zanoner, P. Degiampietvo^. The Feodasjntze

(8630') and Cavignon (876o'J, ascended via the Val Sorda, each in 5-6 hrs.

(guide 10-12 A'.), are both fatiguing. — Latemaj', Central Peak {Diamantidi-

Turm., 9385'), through the Val Sorda in 7 hrs. (guide 15 JT., to the Karersee
Hotel, 20 A'.), laborious; see p-. 387.

From MoiiNA to Cencenighe (7 hrs.). A road (carriage-and-pair to

San Pellegrino 20 K.) leads E. through the Val San Pellegrino to the (9 M.)
church of San Pellegrino {BiOX.'iilomo-ai., R. 2, D. 3, pens, from 6 A".; Alb.

San Pelleerino), on the Passo di San Pellegrino (6270'); descent by a
bridle-path to (IV2 hr.) Falcade (p. 435) and &jt hrs.) Cencenighe (p. 485).
— From San Pellegrino passes lead to Paneveggio (p. 395) over the

Forcella di Juribrutto (7825'), or over the Passo del Zinghen (7285'), 4 hrs.

;

both routes marked with red, but guide advisable (12 K. to Moena). —
From San Pellegrino to Caprile over the Forca Rossa (8155') and
through the Val di Franzedas.^ an attractive route of 8 hrs. (guide 16 A'.). The
route to the Contrin Hut over the Cirelle Pass (8800') is also interesting

(4V'-5 hrs.
;
guide 12 AT. ; see p. 894). — To Vigo over the Passo delle Selle

(83()5'), 7 hrs., with guide, see p. 391.
From MoiiNA over the Lusia Pass to Paneveggio, 41/2 brs., easy and

repaying (guide 8 A^., not necessary). We ascend by a good cart-road

through pastures and wood, passing a nevv' fort, via the (2 hrs.) Rezila

Alp (inn), to the (1 hr.) Lusia Pass (6745; Hot. Lusia), which affords a

fine view (Cimon della Pala, Cima di Vezzana, the Colbricon, etc., as

far as the Rosengarten and Marmolata ; in the background, the Oetztal

Alps). A more extensive view is commanded by the grassy Piavac (7450'),

ascended in 35 min. from the inn, to the right. The cart-road terminates

1/2 hr. beyond the pass; descent thence either liy a marked path to the

right through wood, or to the lett via the (3/4 hr.) Lusia Alp (6240") to

(1 hr.) Paneveggio (p. 395). A marked path also leads from the Lusia Pass
to the (3 hrs.) "Cima di Bocche (guide to Paneveggio 14 A".), 5ee p. 395.

Bridle-path from Moena to the Rarer Pass, see p. 388.

The road now skirts the left bank of the Avisio. To the W.
rise the dolomite rocks of the Rotwand and Rosengarten, to the N.

the Langkofel and Plattkofel, to the E. the Punta Yallaccia. At
(I1/2 ^^0 Soraga (3945') the road recrosses the stream. We next

reach (2 M.) San Giovanni (4350'), with the church of (V2 M.) —
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34 M. Vigo di Fassa (4565'; Hot. Vigo; Corona; Rosa), the

chief village in tlie Val Fassa, situated 1/2 M. higher up, to the left,

on the road to Botzen over the Karer Pass (p. 388).
Excursions (guides, Ant. and Oius. Dacchiesa, 0. B. Delmonego, Fr.

Desilvestro, and Giov. Bait. Rizzi). The Ciampedie (6590'; Rizzi's Inn), the
E. spur of the Mugoni, between the valleys of Vajolon and Vajolet, may
be easily ascended in 2 hrs. (guide unnecessary). Passing near the church
of Santa OiuUana (4950'), we cross the Eio di Chiesa and ascend to the
N.W. by a zigzag path through pine-woods. From the summit we obtain
a magnificent view of the wild Vajolet valley and of the lofty pinnacles
of the Rosengarten ; to the right are the rugged Dirupi di Larsec; farther
to the N. the Plattkofel, Langkofel, Sella, and Marmolata; S.E. the Punta
Vallaccia, the Pala group, and the Cima d'Asta. We may descend to the
N.W. to the (2 hrs.) Vajolet Hut (p. 384). — The -Sass da Dam (7995'), on the
E. side of the valley, ascended from (25min.) Pozza (see below) via. Btiffaure in

3'/2 hrs. (guide 8 AT.), commands a more extensive prospect: to the S. is the
Val Monzoni, terminated by the syenite mass of the Rizzoni, to the E. rise

the Marmolata, Sasso Vernale, etc. — The Punta Vallaccia (8665'), the Cima
Malinverno (8635'), and the Cima AUochet (8470') are easy and remunerative
ascents of 5 hrs. each (guide 8 iC.), made from Pozza through the Val i^an

Nicolo and the Val Monzoni (rare minerals found here). In the Val Mon-
zoni, 3 hrs. from Pozza, is the Rifugio Taramelli of the I.A.C. (6740'). An
attractive route leads to the E. over the Passo delle Selle (8305') to (T hrs.

from Vigo, guide 12 K.) San Pellegrino (p. 390) ; another route, easy and
attractive (guide 12 K.), leads through the Val San Nicolo and via the
Paxso di Contrin (7675') to the (7-8 hrs.) Contrin Hut (p. 394).

From Vigo through thk Vajolet Valley to the Grasleiten Hut
(5-5V2 brs.

;
guide 8 A".) or to Campitello (9 hrs. ; guide 10 A'.), see p. 385.

We ascend via Ciampedie to the (3V2 hrs.) VaJolet-Hi/tte (p. 384), and thence
cither to the N. over the Grasleiten Pass to the (2Y4 hrs.) Grasleiten Hut
(p. 334), or to the E. over the Antevmoja Pass (p. 3P5) to the Antermoja
Lake and (6 hrs.) Campitello (see below). — About 3 hrs. from Vigo at the
head of the Vajolon-Tal is the Ostertag-Hiitte (p. 388), the starting-point for
tlie ascents of the Rotwand, Mugonispitze, etc.

From Vigo to Botzen over the Karer Pass (diligence daily in summer
in 11 hrs.), see p. 383.

The road descends via Pozza (4305'; Lowe) to (I72 M.) Perra

(4300' ; *Ant. Rizzi; hence to the Vajolet Hut, 3 hrs., see p. 385).
At (I/2 M.) Monzon we cross the Sojal and proceed via (1 M.)
Mazzin (4490' ; to the Vajolet Hut , see p. 385), Campestrin (Alb.

Fassa) and Fontanazzo to (3 M.) —
401/2 M. CampiteUo (4730'; Hot. Mulino, well spoken of; Valen-

tini, plain), at the influx of the Duron into the Avisio.
Excursions (guides, Antonio, Giorgio, and Luigi Bernard, A. G. Riz,

Sim., Luigi, Giov., and Franc. Rizzi, Gius. Davarda, and G. B. Lazzer ; also
M. Lagnol of Gries, Giov. and Sim. Micheluzzi of Canazei, A. Brunner of
Alba, Sim. Verra, Crist. Jori, and Ant. Dantone of Penia). The ascent of
the 'Hodella (8155'; inn), via the Forcella di Rodella in S'/z hrs. (guide
6 K., not indispensable for adepts), is best combined with the passage of
the Sella- Joch (see p. 379). Fine view of the Langkofel group, Sella,
Marmolata, Pala group, Rosengarten, etc. — The Langkofel (10,425'),

from the (SVz hrs.) Sella?och-Haus (p. 379) via the Langkofel- Joch in 5-6 hrs.
(guide 35 K.), is very difficult; comp. p. 377. — The Plattkofel (9710';

5 hrs.
;

guide 10 K.), ascended by a marked path via the Fassa-Joch, is

laborious but not difficult (comp. p. 377). — The Schlern (8410') is ascended
via the Tierser-Alpl and Roterde (p. 382) in 6-7 hrs. (guide 10 K.). — The
Boe (10,340'), ascended in 6-7 hrs. (guide 12-14 A.) from Canazei (p. 392)
through the Val Lasties (p. 380), or over the Pordoi-Joch (p. 394) and the
Pordoi-Scharte, is not difficult for adepts (comp. p. 380).
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From Campitello to the Seiser Alp (guide advisable; to the Seiser
Alpenhaus 5, to Ratzes or Kastelrath 9 K.). A bridle -track ascends the
Duron Valley to the W., past the (IV4 hr.) Duron Alp (5980') to the (1 hr.)
Soricia Alp (6425'). Here the path ascends to the right, in the direction
of the pinnacles of the Rosszdhne (8703'), over the Mahlknecht-Joch (7110')

to the (1 hr.) Setter Alpenhaut (p. 383). Thence across the Setter Alp to

(3 hrs.) Ratzes, (S'/a hrs.) St. Ulrich, or (41/2 hrs.) Kastelrutk (p. 380). — From
Campitello to Groden over the Fassa-Joch (7535'; 5'/2 hrs.). We ascend
(marked path) to the right at the (P/i hr.) Duron Alp (see above) and
proceed across the Laris Alp to the (2V2 hrs.) pass, immediately to the W.
of the Plattkofel (ascent , see pp. 377, 391). We descend to the Confin-
Boden and thence via the Christiner-Weiden to (2i/2 hrs.) St. Christina (p. 377).— To Groden or Enneherg over the Sella-Joch, see pp. 379, 415; to Arabba
over the Pordoi-Joch, see p. 394. — To Tiers across the Mahlknecht-Joch and
the Tierser Alpl, 8-9 hrs. (guide 14 K.), see p. 383. To the Grasleiten Hut
via the Tierter-Alpl and the Barenloch (5 hrs.), or over the Molignon Pass
(G hrs.; guide 10 K.)

.,
see p. 384. — From Campitello to the (4 hrs.)

Antermoja Lake, and over the Antermoja Pass to the (3 hrs.) Vajolet-Eiitte

(guide 9 K.)., or over the Grasleiten Pass to the (3 hrs.) Grasleiten-Hiitte (guide
11 K.), see p. 38i.

The Val Fassa now turns to the E.; the scenery is attractive and
imposing. IV2M. G'ries (8020'; Dantone, very fair; Alh.Marmolata);

3/4 M. Canazei (4790'; Weisses Kreuz; Sonne; Edelweiss), where
the path to the Sella-Joch (p. 379) and the Pordoi road (p. 394)
diverge to the left. [A short-cut leads to the right across the bridge,

5 min. from Campitello, whence we follow a pleasant path (red

marks) direct to Alba, without touching Gries or Canazei.] — The
valley now bends to the S.E. 1 M. Alba (^4980'; A. Jori's Inn); then

(1/4 M.) Pallua (Contrin and Fedaja Pass Inn), where the path to

the Contrin-Haus diverges to the right (see p. 393), and (3/4 M.)
Penfa (5060'; Verra's Inn; Jori's Inn zur Sage), the last village

in the Fassa.

From Penia to Caprile by the Fedaja Pass (6-6*/2 hrs.), a

most attractive route (red way-marks
; guide not indispensable,

from Campitello 12 K.; porter 6-8 /iT.). The bridle-track ascends

on the right bank of the Avisio, passing a waterfall after 74^^-5
at first gradually through the broad valley , and afterwards more
abruptly on the margin of a wooded ravine, from which rise the

colossal rocky walls of the Punta di Cornate and the Vernel (see

p. 393), to the (2 hrs.) Bamberger Haus auf Fedaja (6700'; *Inn in

summer, bed 4 K.), finely situated on the Fedaja Alp, with a

splendid view of the Marmolata, Vernel, Rosengarten, etc.

Excursions (guide, Sim. Rizzi). The '-'Belvedere (8680'), IV2 hr. to the
N.W. (guide, 3 AT., needless for adepts), affords a fine view of the Marmolata,
Langkofel, and Civetta. The descent may be made via the Porta Vescovo
to Arabba (2 hrs.

;
guide 8 K ; see p. 394). — By the Passo di Padon to

Pieve di Lirinallongo, see p. 433. — Bindelweg io i\\Q Pordoi-Joch, seep. 394.
The *Marmolata, the highest of the Dolomites, is a huge group vs'ith

several peaks: to the W., the Ptinta di Penia (10,970') ; to the E., the Punta
di Rocca (10,855'). The N. slope is gradual, and is covered with a vast
mantle of snow, while the S. side descends in huge and almost vertical

precipices. The ascent from the Fedaja Pass, in 4V2-5 hrs., is trying and
fit for adepts only (guide 12, from Campitello 11 K., from Caprile 15 fr.).

From the Bamberger Haus we ascend, at first through wood, to La Mandra
(6965'), whence we proceed along the Col de Bout (8180'), over debris and
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rocks, to the (IV2-2 hrs.) glacier, cross the latter first in a S,, then (beyond
the crev^asses) in a S.W. direction to the N. arete and to the (3 hrs.) W.
peak. Another route (fit only for experts with steady heads, with guide)
ascends from the Bamberger Haus to the (3 hrs.) Marmolata-Scharte (9550'),

to the W. between the Marmolata and the Kleine Vernel, and thence
follows the W. arete (iron steps and wire-ropes) to the (lV'2-2 hrs.) summit.
The 'View is one of the finest in the Alps. The descent from the Jlarmo-
lata-Scharte to the Contrin Hut has been facilitated by iron steps , ropes,

etc., and is not extraordinarily difficult for adepts (see below).

The ascent of the Grosse Vernel (10,515'; 5-6 hrs.; guide 20 K.) from
the Fcdaja Pass, over the Passo di Vevnel (9830'), is difficult. The descent
jrom the Passo di Vernel to the Contrin Hut, leading first through a very
steep snow-chimney and then over debris and scree-slopes, is very diffi-

cult (guide 35 K.; see below).

From the Bamberger Haus we proceed through a level valley,

overshadowed on the- right by the snow-clad Marmolata, to [^2 ^^•)

Valentini's Inn (plain), and, passing the small Fedaja Lake, reach

the (I/4 hr.) Fedaja Pass (6710'), the frontier between Tyrol and
Italy (view limited). We descend, at first rapidly over pastures,

skirting the huge white precipices of the Punta Serauta (10,530'),

into the Val Pettcrina, on the bottom of which is the (I1/4 hr.) Malga
Ciapela (4720'; inn; over the Ombretta Pass to the Contrin Hut
see below). The path then enters the *Serai di Sottoguda, a ravine

with huge perpendicular walls, 1 M. long and so narrow at places

that the path has to be carried on wooden galleries above the brawl-

ing stream. At the end of the ravine lies the village of (i/o hr.)

Sottoguda (A170' ] Biasio's Inn). The valley expands. We proceed

past Pallue to (1 hr.) Rocca Pietore (3760'; Posta, moderate), whence
a carriage-road (short-cut for pedestrians to the right before Rocca)

descends to the bottom of the Cordevole valley and crosses the river

to (V2 hr.) Caprile (p. 433).

From Alba and Penia marked paths (guide, b K., needless) ascend the
Contrin Valley to the (2V2 hrs.) finely situated Contrin Hut (6585'; Inn in
summer), which is the starting-point for several interesting ascents: to the
W. the Varos (7910'; 1 hr.), via the Contrin Alp, the last bit not easy; to
the N.W. the Col Laz (8900'; 3 hrs.; guide 8 K.), moderately difficult; to

the S.W. the Col Omhert (8760' ; 21/2 hrs.; guide 5 Z.), and to the S. the Cima
Cadina (9450'; 3 hrs.: snide 6 K.). both without difficulty; the Ptmta del
Uomo (98551, by the N.W, side in 5 hrs. (guide 20 K.), 'difficult; to the
S.E. the Sasso Vernale (10,345'), via the Passo Ombrettola in 4 hrs. (guide
10 K.), not difficult; the Sasso di Valfredda (9835'), over the Passo Om-
brettola and the Forcella Baccetto in 5 hrs. (guide 20 K.), difficult; to the
E. the Cima Ombretta (9870'; 3V2-4 hrs.). via the Ombretta Pass, not difficult

for experts (guide 8 5".); to the N. the' Marmolata (11,020'; 3V2-4 hrs.), via
the Marmolata-Scharte and the W. arete (for experts only; guide 20 ^.);
and to the N.E. the Vernel (10,520'; guide 35 K.) and Punta di Cornate
(9930'; guide 16 K.), two difficult climbs, fit for adepts only. — Passes
from the Contrin Hut. To the E. to Caprile over the Passo Ombretta
(8870'), between the Marmolata and the Cima Ombretta, and down through
the Val Ombretta to the Malga Ombretta, and thence via the Scalore Ombretta
to the Malga Ciapela (see above), laborious (6-7 hrs. to Caprile

;
guide 12 K.).— Another route, trying but remunerative, leads farther to the S. from the

Contrin Valley to the Ombretta Valley via the Passo Ombrettola (9385'),

between the Sasso Vernale and the Sasso di Valfredda (guide 13 K.). An
interesting high-level route leads from the Ombretta Pass via the Cima
Ombretta and the Sasso Vernale to the Passo Ombrettola (guide 15 X.). —
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To San Pellegrino over the Cirelle Pass (Forcella Selva; 8410'), an easy
and repaying route (4 hrs.

;
guide 12 A'.). From Ihe Contrin Hut we ascend

rapidly to the Ciampo de la Selva, then skirt the W. base of the Sasso
Vernale (p. 393) to the (I1/2 hr.) pass, between the Cima Cadina (9450';

see p. 393) and the Punta Cigole (92'20'). We then descend via Fuccliiade

and Gherghele to (2V2 hrs.) San Pellegrino (p. 390). Or from Fucchiade
we may proceed to the left, past the Col di Mezzo, to Falcade (p. 435;
guide 14 A'.). — To Pozza in the Val Fa?sa (p. 391), an easy and attractive

route (marked path) leads over the pastures of Pra di Contrin and the
Passo di Contrin (76^0'), between the Sasso di Rocca and Col Ombert, and
down through the beautiful Val San Nicolo. in 4 hrs. (guide 8 A,). From
the pass, which commands a fine view, the ascent of the Varos or Col

Ombert (p. 393) may be made.

From Canazei to Pieve di Livinallongo via the Pordoi-Jocii,
7 hrs., attractive. The fine new road [Dolomiten-Strasse ; diligence

from Vigo to Buchenstein, see p. 389) ascends through wood in wide

curves [short-cuts for pedestrians) to the (1^/2 hrs.) Hotel Pordoi

(7020', an Italian house of the first class, pens. 8-11 K.), in view of

the Rosengarten, the Langkofel, and the Sella group, and thence to

the (25 min.) Pordoi-Joch (7380'; unpretending hospice). To the

right rises the snow-clad Marmolata and straight in front the Dolo-

mites of Ampezzo and Cadore.
A still more extensive view (including the Marmolata, etc.) is C"m-

raanded by the Cima di Rossi (T790'), easily ascended from the Hotel Pordoi
in 3/4 hr., and by the Sasso Beccie. (8325'), 1 hr. from the Pordoi-Joch (guide

6 A.). — Ascent of the Bob (10,340'; 4 hrs.; guide 10 A.) from the Pordoi-

Joch via the Pordoi- Scharte, see pp. 3S0, 391. — To the Fedaja Pass (p. 393).

2'/2 hrs., very attractive (guide, 5 A., unnecessary), by the *Bindelweg,
a club-path diverging to the right at the hospice, following the E. slope

of the Sasso Beccie and then passing the Sasso di Cappello. In about

'/•i hr. from the Joch we command a beautiful view of the Marmolata
and, on the X., beyond the Langkofel, of the Zillertal glaciers. An agree-

able digression may be made to the Belvedere (1 hr. there and back), see

below and p. 392.

From the Joch the road descends in numerous curves (short-cuts

for walkers) through Alpine pastures on the right hank of the Corde-

vole, with the curious -Sasso di Cappello and the Sasso di Mezzodi

rising on our right. Crossing the stream we reach (21 2hrs.) Arabha
(5255'; Hot. Araba, good; Pordoi Inn), a small village prettily

situated at the foot of the Sella, at the junction of the road from

Corvara via Campolongo (see p. 415).
From the (1 hr.) Campolongo Saddle (6165'; Dander's Inn) the Boi (see

above) may be ascended in 5 hrs. with guide (comp. p, 3S0). — A new
club-path leads to the S. from Arabba, through wood and pastures, finally

ascending in zigzags over detritus to the (3 hrs.) Porta Vescovo (8395'),

between the Belvedere (8695'; ascent in 20 min.), on the right, and the Sasso
di Mezzodi (S965': ^i hr.), on the left. We may descend through the Val
di Fedaja, or proceed from the Belvedere by the Bindel-Weg to the (1 hr.)

Bamberger Haus on the Fedaja Pass (p. 392).

Beyond Arabba we follow the "W. side of the Buchenstein or

Livinallongo Valley, with a view of the massive Civetta to the S.E.

and a retrospect of the Sella group with the Boe. II/4 hr. Pieve di

Livinallongo or Buchenstein (p. 433). Thence via Andraz and the

Falzarego Pass to Cortina in 5 hrs., see p. 433.
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72. From Predazzo via San Martino di Gastrozza and
Primiero to Tezze (Trent) or to Feltre ( Venice).

52 or 46 M. From Predazzo to Primiero (26V2 M.) Diligence in summer
twice daily in 11 hrs. (fare 6^.)i omnibus from Predazzo to San Martino
every afternoon in summer in 51/2 hrs. (7 A'.). From Primiero to (19V2 M.)
Feltre in 4 hrs., and to (Q^Vz^O Tezze in 63/4 hrs., diligence in summer daily

(open one-liorse carriage preferable). One-horse carriage from Predazzo to

Paneveggio (in 2 hrs.) 8, to Primiero (in 8 hrs.) 24, carr. and pair 40 K.
Carr. and pair from Aner (Elefant) to Paneveggio (8 hrs.) kA K. ; from
Cavalese to Paneveggio (3 hrs.) 2i, from Paneveggio to San Martino di

Castrozza (3 hrs.) 'iAK.; one-horse carr. from S. Martino to Feltre (4 hrs.)

26, two-horse 40 5". Eailway from Feltre to Venice in 3V2 brs.

From Neumarkt to (23V2 M.; diligence in 7 hrs.) Predazzo

(3340'), see p. 390. The road follows the right bank of the Tra-

vigndlOj at first level and afterwards ascending to the left (short-

cut for walkers), to (3^/2 M.) the village of Bellamonte (4495';

two rustic inns), with the chapel of Madonna della Neve. We cross

(1 M.) the Val Valazza, descending from the left, and then ascend

through wood, round the rock-strewn flanks of the Dossaccio (6025'),

which is crowned by a new fort, to (4 M.) —
8 M. Paneveggio (5055'; *H6t. Paneveggio, pens. 71/2-8 -K".,

generally crowded in July and Aug.), a frequented summer-resort,

near fine woods. To the E. the Cimone della Pala and Cima di Vez-

zana (p. 396) tower majestically over the intervening green hills.

The ascent of the 'Cima di Bocche (9015'; 3V2-4 hrs.-, guide QS K.}
forms an interesting excursion via the Malga di Bocche; magnificent
panorama of the Dolomites of the Fassa and Primiero from the top. —
To Moena over the Lusia Pass, see p. 380 (marked path also from the Cima
di Bncche to the Lusia Pass).

Fbom Paneveggio to Cencenighe oveb the Vall^s Pass, 6 hrs., not
very attractive (guide as far as the pass convenient). A road follows
the right bank of the Travignolo, and passes on the right (without cross-

ing) the (40 min.) bridge leading to the Val Venegia and the Rolle Pass
(comp. p. 435). About 1^2 M. farther on the red-marked path via the Ju7'i-

hrutt Pass to San Pellegrino (p. 390) diverges to the left. We, however,
keep to the right and beyond the Piano di Gasoni (5635') ascend more rapidly
to the Malga Valazza (6245') and the (1 hr.) Valles Pass (6665'; Italian fron-

tier), between the Cima Valles (7565') on the right and the Mte. Pradazzo (7475')

on the left. We descend bv a steep and stony cart-road through the Val
di Vallis to (2 hrs.) Falcade'i^dO'). in the Val Biois, and thence via (IV4 hr.)

Forno di Canale to (1 hr.) Cencenighe (p. 435).

The route to San Martino over the Colbricon Pass (6240'), between the
Cavallazza (7630*; ascended from the pass in IV2 hr. ; comp. p. 396) and
the Colhricon (8530'), and then down past the Ces Alp (3 hrs.), is likewise
interesting.

The road to San Martino (3-372 l^rs. on foot) crosses the Tra-

vignolo, and ascends in long windings (short-cuts following the

telegraph-poles), through beautiful woods and afterwards over poor

pastures, to the (41/2 M.) Rolle Pass (6510'; good inn), the water-

shed between the Adige and Brenta. The pass commands an im-
posing view of the Cimone della Pala (10,450'), a huge rocky pin-

nacle, the 'Matterhorn of the Dolomites', and of the jagged chain

which extends to the Sass Maor.
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The Monte Castellazzo (7655'; 1 hr. from the inn; guide desirable), to

the E., aflfords the best survey of the Cimon della Pala and the Cima di
Vezzana; farther to the N. tower the rocky Cima dei Bureloni (10,245')

and Cima di Fiocobon (10,025')-

The road now descends gradually to the Campo Fosse di Sopra^

winds down a harrier of rock, crosses the Cismone, and leads through
wood in windings (short-cuts by the old bridle-path), to (5'/2M.) —

18 M. San Martino di Castrozza (4740'J, originally a mon-
astery, beautifully situated in a richly wooded basin at the foot of

the Dolomites (*Pan2€/8Z)oZomifcn-i7ofeZ,R. from 3, pens. 11-12 -fif.,

generally crowded in the height of summer, rooms should be ordered

in advance; *Alpenrose^ R. 3-5, pens. 8-12 A'.; *V. ToffoVs Hotel^

R. 2-4, pens. 8-12 K.; Hot. Cimone, kept by Oiov. Toffol, R. 2-3,

pens. 7-8 if., fair; Alb.Rosetta-Bonetti, R.2, pens. 7 K.). Towards
the S. a striking view is obtained of the Pritniero valley, with the

chain of the Vette di Feltre; to the W. are the Cavallazza, Cima
di Colbricon, and Tognola, to the N. the Cimone della Pala, to the

E. the Pala di S. Martino, the Cima di Ball and Sass Maor, which
are bathed at sunset in a bright red glow. Rich flora.

Walks, mostly leading through wood, and well provided with way-
marks, guide-posts, and benches. — From the bridge across the Cismone to

the W. of the Dolomites Hotel and by the 'Via Cigolera'' to the ravine of
CigoUro ; returning via the Alp Fratazza to the highroad and back to San
Martino (1V2-2 hrs.). — From the Cismone bridge to the right through
meadows and wood to the Alp Ces (5415'), commanding a striking view of

the Rosetta, Cima di Ball, and Sass Maor (finest by evening-light; there
and back 2 hrs.). — By the Eolle Pass road to the (1/2 hr.) Madonna-Bank,
returning by the Jagrej'5<eigr {Via Cacciatore., 5600-5900') high up on the slope
of the Rosetta (2V2-3 hrs., including the Kaiserweg 41/2 hrs.). — Beyond the

passage through the old monastery across meadows to the Villa Crescini

and the Villa ^Koch and thence to the Val di Roda (keeping on the right

bank), there and back 3 hrs.

Mountain Ascents (guides, Mich. Bettega, Antonio, Matteo, and Giov.

Tavernai'o, Giac. Faoro, Bart. Zagonel, Dom. Scalet, Giac. Fradell, Fort.
Broch, Gioacchino Marin., and Gitis. Zecchini; comp. p. 397). To the W. are
the Cavallazza (7630'; 3 hrs.; guide 6 A'.), the Tognazza (7240'; 3 hrs.;
guide 6 AT.), and the Tognola (7900'; 3V2 hrs.

;
guide 6 iT.), all three easily

ascended. — To the E. are the 'Rosetta (8990'), ascended via the Rosetta

Pass (see below) in 3^/2-4 hrs. (guide 10 £".), or from the (3 hrs.) Rifugio
Rosetta in Vz'V^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ *Cima di Fradusta (9610'), from the Rifugio
Rosetta in 3 hrs. (guide 12 A'.), neither difficult. — "The * Cimone della
Pala (10,450'; first ascended by Mr. Whitwell in 1870), from the Rifugio
Rosetta in 41/2 -5 hrs. (or direct from San Martino by the Fasso Bettega

in 6-7 hrs., a difficult climb, to be attempted by thoroughly experienced
mountaineers only (guide 24 A'.). — The higher Cima di Vezzana (10,465';

4 hrs.; guide 16 A".), from the Rifugio via the Trangnolo Fass (c 9185'),

is less difficult. — The Cima di Ball (9195') is ascended by the Val di Roda
and the Fasso di Ball (see below) in 5-6 hrs. (difficult; guide 14 A'.). — The
Pala di San Martino (9830') may be scaled from San Martino through the
Val di Roda and by the Fala Glacier in 5-6 hrs. (guide 28'Ar. ; very difficult).

— The Sass Maor {Sasso Maggiore., 9240' ; 6 hrs.
; guide 22 A".), ascended

via the Val della Verchia, is very difficult. The Cima della Madonna, the
W. peak (9025') of the latter, is considered the hardest ascent of the Pala
group (guide 24 A. ; both peaks 30 AT.).

Passes from San Martino. To the Pkavitale Hut (p. 398), 6-7 hrs.

(guide to Primiero 14 A".). An easy and highly attractive route leads over
the Rosetta Pass (8375'), a little above which lies the Rifugio Rosetta (8530';
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inn in summer), and the Fradusta or Pravitale Pass (8365'). The ascent
of the Fradusta (p. 396) may be combined with this expedition (IV2 hr.

more). Descent from the Pravitale Hut to Primiero, 3 hrs. — Another route
(41/2 hrs.-, guide 8^.) leads over the arduous Passo di Ball (8040'; for

adepts only), between the Cima Pravitale and the Cima di Ball. — To the
Canali Hut (p. 398), l^l-z hrs. (guide to Primiero 17 A'.), very attractive.

We proceed over the Rosetta Pass and the interesting Pala Plateau, crossing
the Forcella di Miel (8325') and Forcella dei Canali (8190') to the Canali
Hut. — To Agordo, we cross the Pala Plateau as above; thence down
either via Forcella di Miel and the Val di San Lucano to Taibon and (10 hrs.

;

with guide) Agordo (p. 435); or via the Forcella Cesurette (5930') to the Val
di San Lucano (or to Gares). — To Fokno di Canale, 8-9 hrs. (guide 18 A'.),

via the Rosetta Pass, the Comelle Pass (8335'), and the Val delle Comelle,

a grand but difficult route, for adepts only.

A bridle-path (guide desirable, 10 K.) leads from San Martino to the W.
via the Tognola Alp (fobW) and through the Val Sorda to (6 hrs.) Gaoria
(2680'; Inn, dirty), in the Val di Canale, watered by the Vanoi^ at the N.E.
base of the Cima d'Asta (9340'). The last may be ascended via the Forcella

di Val Regana (6705') in 6V2-7 hrs. (guide 14 A".,- Tabarro of Caoria) ; easy

descent to Pieve Tesino (p. 402). A cart-track leads through the Val Cia,

or upper valley of the Vanoi, via (1 hr.) Capriolo , whence easy passes (For-

cella di Sadole,' 7 hrs.; Forcella di Coldose, 8 hrs.) lead to the N. to Pre-

dazzo (p. 890), to the (2 hrs.) Malga Sotiede Bassa (5020'), whence we may
proceed to the W. over the Passo di Lagorai (7770) to (7 hrs.) Tesero

(p. 390), or to the S.W. over the Pasw Cinque Croci (6635') to the (3 hrs.)

Rifugio al Cenone (good inn), in the Val Campelle, and on to (4 hrs.) Borgo
(p. 401), or to the S.E. over the S/orcella Magna (6965') to the Grigno
Valley and (5 hrs.) Pieve Tesino (p. 402). — A road descends the valley

from Caoria, on the left bank of the Vanoi, to (33/4 M.) Canale San Bovo
(2485'; Stella, well spoken of). Thence over the Brecon Pass (mule IE.)
to Castel Tesino, see p. 402 ; to Jmer in the Primiero Valley (p. 398) over
the saddle of Gobbera (3245'; bad inn), cart-road in 2 hrs. The valley
farther down (Val Cortello) contracts into an impassable ravine, and joins

the Val di Cismone below Pontet (p. 898).

The road follows the W. side of the Cismone valley, at first

through wood, and then descends on the shadeless hillside, high

above the river, into the beautiful *Val Primiero. To the E. tower

the rocky pinnacles of the Rosetta, the Cima di Ball, and the Sass

Maor (Sasso Maggiore); to the S. the Vette di Feltre and Monte
Pavione. Finally we cross the Cismone to (J^/^ M.) Siror and [1 M.)—

26V2M. Fiera di Primiero (2350' ; *H6t. Qilli, R. 2 K. ; *Aquila

Nera, R? 11/2-2, pens, d-7 K.;~*H6t. Orsingher, R. i^k-'^^/i, 'board

41/2 -E^Oj *^6 capital of the valley, with an early-Gothic church.

The environs are rendered extremely picturesque by the contrast

between the rich southern vegetation (maize, chestnuts, mulberries,

etc. ) and the huge barren peaks of the Dolomites on the N.
Excellent surveys of the charming valley are obtained from a cross,

10 min. above the village, to the W. (ascent to the right by the church)
and from the Belvedere (4290*), 2 hrs. to the N.E., beyond Transacqua.

ExcDRsioNs (guides : Enrico Taitfer, Girol. Trotter, Ernesto Turd, and
Saverio Zorzi; comp. also p. 396). To the X.W. via Siror (see above) to the

(2V2 hrs.) picturesque Calaita Lake (5220'), and thence in 2V2 hrs. to the

top of the Cima d'Avzon (7980'). a splendid point of view. — To the S.E.
to (IV2 hr.) San Giovanni (3870') and thence to the (25 min.) top of the

Cordogne (4865'), the culminating point of the ridge between the l^oana
and the Cismone; fine view over the deep Val Noana towards the Vette
di Feltre. — The Val di Noana, a wild and imposing ravine, which joins

the valley of the Cismone at Imer (p. 398), is sufficiently seen by ascending
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the cart-^rack through it for 1 hr. Farther on it forks into the V'al Nagaoni
on the right, through which a route leads over the Passo di Finestra (5800')

to Feltre (p. 432), and the Val Asinozza on the left, at the head of which
rise the Sasso di Miir {Monte Cimonega. 8365'; 9 hrs. from Primiero; guide
24 A^) and the Piz di Sagron (8165'; 8 hrs.; guide 16 K.) ; see p. 436. — The
Monte Pavione (7665'), the highest summit of the Vette di Feltre^ may he
ascended from Imer ov Montecroce (see below) via ihe. AgneroUa Alp (5165')

in 5 hrs. (guide 10 K.'). Superb view and rich flora.

To the (3/4hr.) Castel La Pietra (3410'). see p. 436 Thence a route ascends
the imposing Val Canali, passing the Villa Iff ?s^er<7 (*View) and the ifa/g'a

Canali, to the (2V2 hrs.) Canali Hut (5640'; */n« in summer), grandly
situated at the precipitous head of the valley. This hut is the starting-

point for the Cima di Sedole (7935'), Cima de'lle Lede (814o'), and Cima di

Zas/ei (9350'). Ihese three moderately difficult; Cima di Fradusta (9610'),

Cima Manstorna (9345'). not difficult; Cima delV AlbergheUo{9>2M)'), AiiiicvM;

ama dei Coro (8880'), very difficult; Croda Grande (9215') and Sasso d Ortiga

(8680'), neither very difficult; Pala delta Madonna (8340') and Sasso Cavallera

{Cima d'Oltro, 7925'), both very difticult. — Passes from the Canali Hut.
Over the Forcella dei Canali (8190') and Forcella di Miel (83250 to the Val di

San Lucano and (7 hrs.) Agordo (p. 436; guide 20 iT.); or from the Forcella
di Miel to the W. across the plateau to the Rosetta Pass (p. 396) and (6 hrs.)

San Martina. — The shortest routes to Agordo (6 hrs.; guide iO K) lead

either over the Forcella delle Afughe (747()'), between the Sasso d'Ortiga

and the Pala della Madonna, and over the Passo di Luna (5640') to (4 hrs.)

Frassem (p. 436); or over the Forcella dOltro (6910'), between the Pala
della Madonna and the Cima d'Oltro, to (3 hrs.) Qosaldo (p. 436) and (3 hrs.)

Agordo (p. 435).

To the left from the Val Canali (see above) diverges the Val Pravitale

or Pradidale, a wild ^len containing a small lake surrounded by lofty lime-

stone peaks. A good path ascends this valley to the (4-4V2 hrs. from
Primiero) Pravitale Hut (7665'; provision-depot)", the starting-point for the
following ascents: Cima dei C«?iaZt (9335') and CVjHa TFtVma (9070'), both very
difficult; Cima di Fradusta (9610'), not difficult; Pala di San Martino (9330'),

very dilficult; Cima Immink (9475'), moderately difficult; Cima di Pravitale

(8080'), difficult; Cima di Val di Roda (9105') and Cima di Ball (9490'),

neither difficult; Sass Maor (!i240'), very difficult. — An easy route (marked)
leads from the Pravitale Hut over the Fradusta or Pravitale Pass (7365')

to the Rosetta Hut and (5 hrs.) San Martino. Over the Passo di Ball (8040')

to (31/2 hrs.) San Martino, descent diflicult, not advisable for any but experts

(comp. p. 897). From the Pravitale Hat to Agordo, 8 hrs. (with guide), via
the Fradusta Pass, Forcella di Miel. and Val di San Lucano; comp. p. 436.

Over the Fradusta Pass and the Forcella Cesurette (p. 397) to Gares and
Forno di Canale (p. 435), 7 hrs. (with guide).

Fkom Primiero to the Val Scgana, I2V2 hrs. Carriage-road via l7ner

and the Gobhera Saddle to (872 hrs. ; diligence daily in 3 hrs.) Canale San
Bovo (p. 397); thence via Ronco to the (872 hrs.) Brocon Pass (p. 402), and
descend to (3 hrs.) Pieve di Tesino and (272 hrs.) Strigno on the \al Sugana
Railway (p. 402). — Over the Cereda Pass to Agordo (7 hrs.

;
guide 12 K.),

see p, 436.

The road to Feltre and Tezze leads along the right bank of the

Cismone, via Mezzano, Imer (2200'), opposite the mouth of the Val
di Noana (p. 397), and Masi d'/mer (where the bridle-path to Canale
San Bovo via Gobbera ascends to the right), to the (41/4 M.) Ponte
San Silvestro (1930'). Here we cross to the left bank and follow

the romantic gorge of the Val Schenero to the (21/4 M.) custom-house
of Monte Croce or Pontet (1830'; Inn), on the Italian frontier.

To the left, built into the rock, is an Italian fort. Thence a fine

road, in many places hewn in the rock, high above the Cismone,
leads past the mouth of the Vanoi (p. 397) and below the old Castell
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Schenero (to the left). Beyond (41/4 M.) Le Moline we cross to the

right bank by the Ponte d'Oltra (1345'); 23/4 M. farther on we
recross by the Ponte della Serra (1240' ; small Italian fort), and
descend to (21/4 M.) —

40^2 M. Fonzaso (1080'; Albergo Sant' Antonio, mediocre;

Angela), a small town situated at the foot of Mte. Avena (4775') in

a wide valley strewn with debris. Here the road forks, the left

branch leading via Arten to (S'^M. ; 46 M.) Feltre (p. 432); while

the right branch descends the valley of the Cismone, crosses the river,

and ascends to Arsie and Fastro. Farther on it passes through some
extensive fortifications, descends in long windings to Primolano

(p. 402), and crosses the Austrian frontier to the railway-station

of (11 1/2 M. ; 52 M.) Tezze (p. 402).

73. From Trent to Bassano through the Val Sugana.
711/2 M. Val Sugana Railway from Trent to Tezze, 48V-2 M., in 272-

31/2 lirs. (fares 6 K. 70, 4 K. 50, 2 K. 30 h.) ; Diligence from Tezze to Bassano,
23 M., twice daily in 4 hrs. (3 fr. 75 c. 5 carr. and pair 16 fr.); also motor-
cars in 174 br. Railway from Bassano to Venice^ 53 M., in 2V2-3V2 hrs.

Trent (640'), see p. 346. For about 11/4 M. the line follows the

S. Railway, with the lofty Sardagna Waterfall to the right, then it

turns towards the E., and crosses the fertile valley of the Adige by
means of a viaduct, 1 M. in length, with 122 arches, which ascends

slightly in a double curve. Fine view to the N. and S, of the valley

with its picturesque mountain-boundaries, and of Trent nestling at

the base of the Kalisberg. The line turns to the S. at the end of

the viaduct, and, ascending more rapidly (2:100) on the slope of

the Marzola, describes a wide loop and enters the spiral tunnel of

San Rocco (400 yds. long), from which it emerges in a N. direction.

— 51/2 M. Villazzano (920'), below the village of that name (p. 347),

with numerous villas. A series of cuttings now carries the line along

the slope, and, traversing lofty embankments over the Valnigra and
Sale streams, we reach (8 M.) Povo (1080'), where the line enters

the lower Fersina Valley. 91/2 M- Ponte Alto (1156'), near the water-

fall mentioned at p. 347. The valley contracts to a wild ravine, in

which four tunnels are traversed. Between the third and fourth is

the station of (11 M.) Civezzano; above, to the left, are the village

with its Gothic church and the forts of Cantanghel and Civezzano. —
13 M. Roncogno (1390' ; Stella), the first place in the upper level

of the valley, is situated opposite the entrance of the Val di Pine.
The pretty Val di Pine, formerly inhabited by Germans, is worth a visit

(a day's trip from Trent ; carr. and pair there and back 20 K.). The road
passes CtW and Maso Bariselli (to the left the road to Civezzano, see above),
and ascends the left bank in windings to (3 M.) JVogari (.2225')- Farther
on it passes Fornace (left) and the old charch of San Mauro and leads via
Tresilla and Baselga to the (4 M.) pretty Lago della Serraia (3195'; "Alb.

al Pavone and Alb. alia Tea, in Serraia, at the lower end). Passing the

(IV2M.) smaller Za^o delle Piazze (iSQO'), we next reach (IV2 M.) the hamlet of

La Varda (3346'; two inns), at the mouth of the Val di Regnano (p. 400).
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From this point an easy pass leads to tlie S.E. over the Fasso del Redebus
(iSOO') to (2hrs.) Palai (see below). — A cart-track leads to theN.W. along
the N. side of the Val di Regnano to (2 hrs.) Segonzano, with its interesting
clay-pyramids (inn at <S<edro), whence we cross the Avisio to (Vz hr). i^orer.
Eoad hence via Cembra f217U'; Lanzinger), Litignago. and Verla to (9 M.)
Lavis (p. 346).

The railway proceeds in the broad and fertile valley, enclosed

by finely formed mountains, to —
151/2 M.Pergine (1555'; Buffet; Hot.Pergine, pens. from3V2^.)>

on the watershed between the Adige and the Brenta. The village

(1575'; Hotel Voltolini ; Al Ponte Marcatello, CavaUetto, both un-
pretending), with 3000 inhab., is charmingly situated, Y.2J^-fro'^

the station, at the mouth of the Val Fierozzo. It is commanded by
the old Castel Pergine, or Persen (2215'; fine view from the tower).

In Montagnaga' (2890' ; Co7-ona; Alb. Tollej-), 6 M. to the N. ofPergine,
is the frequented pilgrimage-church of Madonna di Pin^ or di Caravaggio
(2 M. from Kogare, see p. 399 \ o M. from Serraia).

The Val Fierozzo or Val Fersina (in the local dialect Val dei Mdcheni),
which here stretches to the N.E., contains several German-speaking com-
munities in the midst of an Italian population: Gereut^ £ichleit, St. Franz.,
St. Felix., and Palai. A visit to this pretty valley is recommended. The
road ascends to (3 M.) Canezza (1975'), crosses the stream, and reaches
(I1/2 M.) Oereut. Ital. Frassilongo (2790'; Holzer). Thence mostly through
wood, past St. Franz., with its charmingly situated little church (opposite
the iprettilv situated Sanf Orsola or Eichberg), and St. Felix (36S0'), two
hamlets of the parish of Floruz {Fierozzo), to (41/2 M.) Palai or Palii (4600';

accommodation at the cure's), at the head of the valley. Thence to the
top of the Schrumspitze (7860'; 3^/2 hrs.), attractive. From Palai to (IV2 hr.)

La Varda in the Val Pinh. see above.
The road from Pergine to Levico (6 M.) skirts the Lago di Levico

(1445'), but the footpath along the ridge between this lake and the Lago
di Caldonazzo, via Ischia., Tenna, and the ruined castle of Brenta, to

(21/2 hrs.) Levico, is far preferable and commands charming views.

The railway now gradually descends to the S. through a fertile

region, once the bed of a lake but reclaimed for agriculture at

the beginning of the 19th century. To the right appears the village

of Susa, on the slope of the Chegol (p. 348), and in the back-

ground behind us rise the Brenta peaks. At (171/2 M.) San Cristoforo

(1485'; *Paoli's Inn, pens, 5-6 K.'), with its venerable little church,

the line reaches the Lago di Caldonazzo (1470'; 21/2 M. long),

surrounded by woods. It then skirts its W. bank to (20 M.) Cal-

ceranica (1480'), at its S.W. end. The village of that name (Alb.

al Pesce), with the oldest church in the valley, lies 1/2 M. to the S.

From Calceranica a steep path descends by Vigolo-Vattaro (2380'; inn)
and Valsorda to (3 hrs.) the station of Matarello (p. 348); a good cart-

track (yellow marks), with fine views of the valley of the Adige, also de-

scends to the right from Valsorda to (3'/2 hrs.) Trent.

Quitting the lake the railway slightly ascends to (21^2 M.) Cal-

donazzo (1530' ; buffet), a station 3/^ M. to the N. of the village

(1605'; Hotel Caldonazzo ; Due Spade), with a ruined castle.

To Lavarone and Luseena, a pleasant excursion (diligence from Cal-
donazzo to Lavarone daily in 3 hrs., 2 K.; carr. from Caldonazzo to

Lavarone, incl. fee, 12-13 K.). From Caldonazzo we ascend the Val Centa
bv a good winding road, often hewn through the rock, to the (33/4 M.)
S'tanga Inn (2705'; toll 6 h.) and to C^^A M., 1^2 M. from Caldonazzo)
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Lavarone, Ger. Lo/rann (3S40'; * Grand-Hdtel Lavarone, R. 2-6, pens. 9-12 K.;
'Hoi. du Lac, R. 2-5, B. IV4, D. X K. ; H6t. Alpino; Leon d'Oro), with a
small lake, finely situated on the watershed between the Brenta and Asticn,
and frequented as a summer-resort. We then follow the new road, passing
Gionghi and Oaspari, both belonging to Cappella (Albergo Caneppele ; Alb.
Nazionale), which lies to the right, and skirt the W. side of the deep
Riotorto ravine to (4V2 M.) the Monte Rovere Inn (Ger. Eichberg ; 4145'),

whence we follow the E^ side of the gorge, chiefly through wood, to (3 M.)
Luserna, Ger. Lusarn (4370'; Andreas Eofer Inn), situated on a bleak plateau
(1000 inhab. ; lace-making school). [From this point a mule-track descends
to the H.E. along the wooded slope of the Oberleiten and through the
Val Torra to (2 hrs.) Casotio, the Austrian frontier-village, in the Val
d^Astico, whence a i;oad runs via San Pietro Val d'Attico to (31/2 M.) Pedes-
cala (to Asiago, see p. 403).] — From Luserna we return to (1 hr.) Monte
Rovere (see above), and descend a steep bridle-path on the slope of the
Cimone (5(XX)'; ascended from Monte Rovere in 3/4 hr.) to the Val delta Zetta
and (2 hrs.) Caldonazzo. Or from Lavarone we may descend by a new
road (diligence to Rovereto daily in 3 hrs.) to the S'.W. to (3V2 M.) San
Sebasiiano (4270'; inn) and via the charming village of Co«<a (inn) to (3 M.)
Folgaria (3770'; Hot. Folgaria; Albergo Alpino), in a verdant basin ; thence in
windings (short-cuts for walkers) to (6 M.) the station of Calliano (p. 348).
The Cometto {Hornberg, 6730'; fine view) may be ascended from Folgaria
in 3, or from San Sebastiano in 2V2 hrs. (thence in ^/t hr. to the top of
the Becco di Filadonna; see p. 348). — A bridle-path leads to the S. from
Folgaria to (i^/* hr.) Serrada (4080' ; Cacciatore, fair), on the margin of the
deep Val TerragnolOy through which a path (steep at first) descends to

(2V2 hrs.) Rovereto (p. 348). The ascent of Mte. FinoccMo (5260') from Serrada
is attractive (I'/l' hr.). — To Asiago (5V2-6 hrs. ; diligence from Lavarone
4 times weekly in 5 hrs.). From Monte Rovere (see above) a fine road
leads to (3 M.) Vezena (4600'; Inn)., beautifully situated amid luxuriant
Alpine meadows. [Excursions may be made hence to the Cima di Vezena
or Pizzo di Levico (6260'; IV4 hr.), the Gima Mandriola (6715'; 2 hrs.), Mte.
Ver4»a (6625'; 2V2 hrs.), and Luserna (IV2 hr.).] Beyond Vezzena we
proceed through the Val d'Assa, via the Osteria del Termine (4305'; Italian
frontier), Osteria del Ghertele (3710'), and Camporovere, to (13 M.) Asiago
(p. 403).

The railway runs to the N.E. from Caldonazzo and crosses the
Brenta, the discharge of the Lago di Caldonazzo. Above us, to the

left, lies Tenna (p. 400).

24 M. Levico (1040'; 5000 inhab.), with the Baths of the same
nnme (*Grand-Hotel Kurhaus, pens. 12-14 K.; *Eden Hotel, pens.
7-8 K.; Hot, Bellevue et de Russie, pens. 7-8 K. ; Alb. Voltolini;

*Germania, pens. 7 K. ; Concordia; Corona; Pens. Villa Pruner

;

Villa BoscoJ, with springs containing arsenic, much patronized by
Italians in summer. Visitor's tax 6 K., for a stay of more than 4 days.

The springs rise at the baths of Vetriolo (4675'; " Grand -Hdtel des
Alpes, R. 8-6, board 8 K. ; Grand-Hdtel Milan, R. 3-6, board 7 A'.; Hdtel
Monte Fronte, recommended to passing tourists; Alb. Trento; Alb. alV
Arvenire), situated on a terrace of the Mte. Fronte, to the N. (road, 3 hrs.;
footpath, 2-21/2 hrs. ; carriage and pair from Levico station 20, there and
back 28 E. ; small mountain-carriage 7 or 10, mule 4 or 7 K.). Pretty walks
and views. The ascents of the Semperspifz (6080*; 1 hr.), Cima Panarotta
(6570'; 11/2 hr.), and Cima Fravort (7330'; 3 hrs.) are interesting. A pleasant
path through pine-woods descends from Vetriolo via Vignola to (2 hrs.)
Pergine (p. 400).

At this point begins the fertile Val Sugana proper, with its

vineyards and mulberry-trees. The railway skirts the left bank of

the Brenta as it descends the valley. To the left is the ruined castle

Baedekeb's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 26
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of Selvd, and above it appears Vetriolo (p. 401). — 26 M. Barco,

wlience a pleasant excursion may be made into the Val di Sella (sec

below ; to the Baths, 21/2 brs.). Beyond (28 M.) Novaledo the Brenta

is crossed twice. 30 M. Roncegno-Marter (1365') is the station (om-
nibus) for Boncegno (1655'; *0rand-H6tel des Bains ^' Park Hotel,

with a large park, pens. 11-14 K., resident physician; Stella ^- Moro,

R. 2-3, pens. 6V2-8 K^.), with arsenical springs. — "We then cross

the Brenta to —
33 M. Borgo di Val Sugana (1245'; Rail. Restaurant; Hot. Val

Sugana, R. IV2-2V2, pens. 6-8 K.; Croce Bianta), with 4400 in-

hab., the Roman Ausugum. On a height to the N. are the ruins

of Custel Telvana, high above which are the remains of the Castello

di San Pietro. To the S. are the Cima Dieci (7270') and the Cima
Dodici (see below).

A road leads from Borgo to the S. to (l'/4 M.) Olle (1585'), at the
entrance to the Val di Sella, in which (6 M.) lies a *Stahilimento Subalpino
(2855'), vi'ith lime and magnesia waters •, near it is a large stalactite cavern,
the Orotta di Cosialia (3 hrs. there and back). The Cima Dodici (7670').

fatiguing, is ascended from Olle in 6 hrs. with guide.

From Borgo over the Passo Cinque Croci to Cacria. see p. 397.

Beyond Borgo the railway returns to the left bank of the Brenta

and crosses the broad gravelly channel of the Ceggio. 36 M. Castel-

nuovo. The Maso and the Chieppena are crossed. 3672 M. ViW
Agnedo-Strigno (1146'; Aquila). Above, to the N.. is the handsome
chateau of Ivano, belonging to Count Wolkenstein.

Feom Strigno to Pkimiero (11 hrs.). The road (omnibus to Pieve
Tesino, 2 K.) leads via Strigno and Bieno, in the Val Chieppena, to (6 M.)
Pieve Tesino (2925'; 'Hot. Tesino, R. IV2-2, pens, from 5 E. ; Sole; guide,

Seb. Marchetto). It then descends into the Val Tesino, crosses the Origno,
and remounts to (2 31.) Castel Tesino (2950'; M. Braiis), where the women
wear a picturesque costume. — From Pieve Tesino a bridle-track leads
round the W. slopes of the Mte. Agaro (6780') to the (3 hrs.) Brocon Pass
(5305' ; poor inn), descends (steep and shadeless) by the (3/4 hr.) Pian dei

Cavalli (rfnits.) and Ronco to (2 hrs.) Canale San Bovo (p. 397), and then
crosses the Gobbera Saddle (p. 397) to (3 hrs.) Frimiero (p. 397). — The Cima
d'Asta (9345') may be ascended from Pieve Tesino in 5-6 hrs., with guide,
via Val Tolva and the Forcella di Val Regana (67C0'); fatiguing, but devoid
of danger; descent to Caoria (p. 397).

39 M. Ospedaletto. Skirting the base of the Cima Laste (5505'j,

on which, high up, is the curious natural bridge known as Ponte

dell' Oreo, we next reach (43^2 M.) Grigno (755'j, where the Grigno

issues from the Val Tesino. — 48V2 M. Tezze (740'1, 1/4 M. to the

S. of tlie village of that name (inn), is the present terminus of the

railway, with the Austrian custom-house.
The Road to Bassano (carriages, see p. 399; railway under

construction) crosses the Italian frontier (custom-house) to —
3 M. Primolano (710'; Posta, unpretending), a poor village,

remarkable for its confined situation. A road to the N., on which is

a large new fort, ascends in windings to Frimiero and Feltre (pp. 397,

432), while the Bassano road enters the *Canale di Brenta, a wild

and imposing ravine, bounded by lofty precipices. In a rocky grotto,
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100' above the road, are tlie ruins of the old fortress of Covolo, now
inaccessihle. On the opposite height (41/2 M. from Primolano) lies

the village of Enego [2580'; Tre Pini ; Aquila), whence a bridle-

path leads to (6I/2 hrs.) Asiago (see below]. About 3 M. farther on
the road crosses the Cismone, descending from the Val Primiero

(p. 397). The village of Cismone is 3/^ M. lower down.

131/2 M. Carpane (485'; Cavallino). Opposite, at the mouth of the

Val Frenzela, lies Valstagna^ with straw-hat factories.

A bridle-path ascends the wild and romantic Val Frenzela via B7/.10

(with a church and inn), Bonc/;i (road beyond this point), and GaZ?io (3675'),

to (5 hrs.) Asiago (3275'-, "Croce Bianco ; Alb. alle Alpi; Eosa). the chief place
(20C0 inhab.) of the Sette Comuni, with two churches, a number of hand-
some buildings, and a museum of prehistoric and other antiquities. The
Sette Comuni are seven isolated German parishes in the midst of an Italian
population. By the Italian savants of the 16th cent, the inhabitants were
considered to be descendants of the Cimbri, who were defeated by Marius
at Vercellfe in the year 101 B.C. Down to 1797 the Sette Comuni formed a
small republic under the protection of Venice. Most of the 30,000 inhab-
itants of this bleak upland plain now speak Italian only. — The nearest
railway-station to A«iago is (15 M.) Arsfero (inO*: Colonna d'Oro ; Alb. Bnr-
tolan), the terminus of the line to Schio (p. 349; 12 M., in 70 min.) and
(3IV2 M.) Vicenza (see Baedekei'"s NortTiern Italy). To reach it we proceed to

the S.W. to Canove, cross the deep Val d'Assa, and, beyond (li 2 hr.) Roana,
descend via Eotzo and Catfellefto to (2 hrs.) Pedescala, in the Val d''AsUco

(p. 401). Here we turn to the left for (I1/4 hr.) Arsiero. — An interesting
route leads to the S.E. of Asiago over the Campo di Mezzavia (8350'), at the
N. base of the ifie. Bertiaga (4455'; ascent recommended; IV4 hr., through
the Val de" Bonaii)., to (6 hrs.) Bassano (see below).

From Carpane to (8V2 M.) Bassano (see below) there is a road on the
right bank of the Brenta also, via Oliero, Campolongo., and Campese. — An
interesting visit may be paid to the Grottoes of Oliero, from which the
Oliero issues shortly before it falls into the Brenta (tickets of admission
at the Cartoleria Righetti at Bassano; guide, Giov. Bonato).

Beyond (lO^/o M.) Solagna (430') the ravine at length expands,

and we obtain a view of the extensive olive-clad plain of (372 ^0—
23 M. (711/2 M. from Trent) Bassano (420'; Albergo SanV

Antonio, near the chief piazza, R. It/o fr. ; Mondo^ both very fair),

a finely-situated town (7600 inhab,), with old ivy-clad walls. The
Municipal Museum contains several pictures by the Da Ponte family

of artists, who are usually surnamed Bassano, after their native

place. The Cathedral contains pictures by Jacopo Bassano. Near
the N,W. gate is the old castle of the Ghibelline tyrant Ezzelino,

part of which is now occupied by the *arciprete' (view). The
promenades surrounding the town afford fine views of the Alps and
of the foaming Brenta, which is spanned by a picturesque wooden
bridge. — The Villa Parolini, in the suburb of Rorgo Leone, stands
in a beautiful park.

Railway from Bassano via (9V2 W.) Cittaddla to (30 Bl.) Padua and
(53 M.) Venice^ see Baedeker^s Northern Italy.

26*
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74. From Franzensfeste to Lienz. Pustertal.

66V2 M. Railway in 2\'t-i hrs. (fares 8 K. 60, 6 K. 50, 4 K. 20 h. ; express

11 K. 20, 8 K. 40, 5 A'. 50 h.). — The Pustertal, one of the longest valleys

in Tyro), consists of the valleys of the Riem and the upper Drove or Drau^
r-eparated by the low saddle of Toblach. The scenery is pleasing, hut has
no claim to grandeur except at a few points. Between Niederdorf and Lienz
the hold crags of the Dolomites are visible from time to time beyond the

green hills enclosing the valley. The Ampezzo- Tal, Ahrntal. Isel-Tal,

31olltal, and other lateral valleys afford many beautiful excursions.

Franzensfeste (2460'), see p. 265. The train passes through the

fortifications (rail, station) and crosses the Eisak by an iron bridge

supported by six piers of granite, 200 yds. in length and 260' above

the impetuous torrent in the gorge beneath (below, to the left, is

the old Ladritsch Bridge). Beyond Aicha is a tunnel 285 yds. long,

at the exit from which we obtain a view of the Plo?e to the S.,

with the Schlern in the background (p. 381). At (3 M.) Schabs

the line passes through several cuttings, and turns to the left into

the Pustertal, watered by the Rienz. On the right is the castle of

Rodeneck (see below).

5 M. Miihlbach (2475'; *Sonn€, with garden, R. 2, D. 2V2,
pens. 570-'^ ^' ) Linde, unpretending), a considerable village in a

sheltered situation at the mouth of the Valser-Tal, is a summer-
resort. On the left bank of the Rienz, IY2 M. to the E., are the

small baths of Bachgart (3020'; *Inn, pens. 5-6 K.).

ExcDRSioNS (guides, W. Eausberger of Miihlbach and B. Graf of Vals).
— Pretty views may be enjoyed from the Strasshof (1 M. to the W.), from
the Linerhof (IV2 M. to the S.), from (3 M.) Spinges (3625'), a village known
from the battle in 1797, and from (3 M.) the castle of Rodeneck (2920';

Hirsch). — An easy and attractive ascent is that of the Alte Karl (6695';

4 hrs. via Spinges and the Villa Defregger; guide not indispensable), which
commands an excellent view of the Dolomites. — Another is that of the
Astjoch ((rrafcwer&erp', 7210'; 5 hrs. ; guide 8 iT., via ilie, Lilsener Alp), which
commands a view of the Tauern, the Dolomites, etc. (comp. p. 406). —
The Gitsch (8230'), easily ascended via (IV2 hr.) Meranten (4655'; rustic inn)

in 3-31/2 hrs. (guide 8 K.), is also interesting; fine view to the S.

A road leads through the Valser-Tal, past (3 M.) Bad Vals, to

(2V4 M.) Vals (4440' ; inn), whence the Wilde Kreuzspitze (10,280'; 51/2-6 hrs.)

may be ascended (guide 10, with descent to Pfitsch 16 K. ; comp. p. 221).

We proceed via the Fann Alp (5625') to the (2 hrs.) point where the valley

forks (6310'), and thence either ascend to the left via the (2 hrs.) Wilde See
to the (IV2-2 hrs.) top, or follow the Vals stream farther up to the (IV4 hr.)

shelter-hut on the Fannalpenhoden (7570'), whence a steep climb to the left

brings us to the (3 hrs.) top. — An easv but uninteresting pass leads from
Vals over the Valser-Joch (6340*) to (4 hrs.

;
guide 7 E.) Mauls (p. 265).

Over the Sandjochl (8680') to (9 hrs. ;
guide 12 K.) Kematen in the Pfitscher-

Tal, see p. 221.

Beyond Miihlbach the valley contracts to a narrow ravine called

the Miihlbacher Klause, once defended by fortifications, which were

destroyed by the French in 1809. — 10 M. Vintl (2495'), near the

village of Nieder-Vintl (*Post, pens. 4-5 K.), at the mouth of the

Pfunders-Tal.
A road leads through the picturesque Pfunders-Tal to (3/4 hr.) Weiten-

ial (2820; inn) and (IV4 hr.) P/unders (3790'; Unterwirt, unpretending;
guides Leo Ruber, Franz Knollseisen), a prettily-situated village. Thence
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via Dan (5020'; inn), the Weitenherg Alp (6690'), and the Pfunders-Joch (8445')

to (6-7 hrs.) Kematen in the Pjitscfier-Tal, see p. 221 (guide 10 A'.) ; via Daw,
Engberg Alp, and OHeder- Sehartl (S64U'), or via Dan, Eisbrugg Alp, and Untere
Weisszint-Scharte (SeW), to the Wiener-HUtie (p. 221), 7 hrs., guide iO K.

;

to Lappach by the Passen-Joch. Riegler-Joch, or Eisbruck-Joch^ see p. 223.
The Hochfeiler (11.560') is ascended via i)a«, the Obere Weisszint-Scharte, and
Wiener-Eiitte in 97^ hrs. (trying ; guide 16, v?ith descent to Pfitsch 20 A". ;

comp. p. 221).

The '-Eidechsspitze (8960'), ascended from Vintl in 6 hrs., ia very
attractive. From the road to Ober-Vintl the route diverges (1/4 hr.) to the
left, passes (40 min.) the green hill seen from Vintl, and reaches (I'/'j hr.) the
prettily situated village of Teventen (3940'-, Hasenwirt). Thence we ascend
through the Terenten-Tal (marked path; guide 10 A"., not indispensable for

adepts) to the (4-41/2 hrs.) summit, which commands a splendid view.

The train crosses the Rienz. To the left are the villages of Qber-

Vinll^ St. Sigmund (where some trains stop), and Kiens (26G0';

Stemherger); to the right lie the small sulphur-baths of Ilstern.

14 M. Ehrenhurg (2580'; Burger), with a chateau of Count Kiinigl.

Several deep cuttings. Near (18 M.) St. Lorenzen or St. Laurenzen
(2665'; *Rose, R. 1-2, pens. 4-5 K. ; Mondschein; Post; Sonne;
Schi/feregger ; Rossi; Pens. Villa Wildberg, with baths), a summer-
resort, the train crosses the Gader (p. 412). To the right is the dila-

pidated convent of Sonnenburg ; on a rock to the left the ruined

Michaelsburg.

20 M. Bruneck(2725'; '^Post, R. 21/2-3^.; ''Hot. Tirol, R. 2-3,

pens, from 71/2 ^-i *H6t. Bruneck, near the station, pens. 5-8 K.;

Niederhacher , at the station ; Hirsch ; Adler , clean
;
Lamm ; Re^

staurant Blltzburg, beside the station, with garden; MahVs Cafe,

Stadtgasse 77), the chief place in the W. Pustertal (2600 inhab.),

charmingly situated at the mouth of the Tauferer-Tal (p. 222), is

much frequented in summer. The old Castle (2905') of the Bishop

of Brixen was recently restored; the tower (fee) afl'ords a fine survey

of the environs'. The Church, destroyed by a fire in 1850, and rebuilt

in the Romanesque style, contains frescoes by Mader and altar-

pieces by Hellweger. Bruneck was the home of the famous painter

and wood-carver Michael Packer (d. 1498).
Walks (paths nearly all marked in red). To the S.W., through the

grounds on the Kiihbergl, to the (25 min.) Waldheim Restaurant and (V2 hr.)

St. Loremen (see above; good inns), and back by the promenade on the left

bank of the Rienz (2 M.). The Kaiserwarte, a wooden view-tower on the top
of the Kuhbergl (3295'; '/a hr.), commands a fine panorama. — To the S.E.
by (2 M.) Reischach (3135'; Kapplerwirt, with garden; Messnerwirt) to the
(25 min.) Lamprechtsburg (3130'j, picturesquely situated above the gorge
of the Rienz, and now occupied by peasants; back by the promenade on
the left bank of the Rienz (1/2 hr.). — To the W. past (1/4 hi-.) Stegen and
through wood to the (1/2 hr.) Kaprabriinnl , then to the right (E.), via
St. Georgen on the Taufers road, to (I72 hr.) Bruneck. Or we may go on
from the Kaprabrunnl farther to the W., through wood, to (2/4 hr.) P/alzen
(3350'; inn), then via Issing and the Hexenplatz to (1 hr.) Kiens (see above),
and finally back to (2 hrs.) Bruneck via St. Lorenzen. — On the right bank
of the Rienz to (V4 hr.) Dietenheim (2820'; Niedermayer : Bock, near the
church), art'ording a fine view of Bruneck (from the crucifix); to ('/a hr.)

Aufhofen (2795'); to the (1'/-^ hr.) hill of Ameten, with fine views; to the
(l>/4 hr.) castle of Keftlburg (3930'), etc. — About 21/2 hrs. to the S.W. of
Bruneck (13/4 hr. from St. Lorenzen ; marked path via Afontal) is the
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prettily situated Bad Ramwald (4310'; plain quarters), whence the Atijoch

{Grabnei-berg^ 7210') may easily be ascended in 2V2-3 hrs. (see p. 404).

Mountain Ascents (guides. Georg Engl and Ign. Moser <.A Bruneck).

The ascent of the *Kronplatz (7455'; 4-4V2 hrs.; guide 7 A'., unnecessary)

is very attractive. The route (red marks) leads via (3/4 hr.) Reischach

(p.405)', ascends to the right through wood beyond the church (guide-post),

and in 2V2 hrs. more, avoiding the path on the left to the Ochsen Alp,

ascends to the right (guide-post) lo the (1 hr.) KronpJatz Haus (7360'; Inn
in summer), 3 min. below the summit, on which there is a belvedere

tower 20' in height commanding a magnificent view (good panorama by
Siegl, 80 7i.). — The ascent is also often made from Olang (see below;
31/2-4 hrs.)- This route leads from the railway-station over the ridge to

(1/4 hi") Niedev-Olang (3355'; Pfarrwirt, pens, from bK.)^ where we turn

to the left. At the fork, 10 min. farther on, the left branch leads to

Geiselsberg (see below), while the right (marked path) ascends through

wood to (1 hr.) the beautifully situated little baths of Schartl (4745'). About
20 min. farther, on the Schartl (4810'), our route (point of divergence not

very distinct) leads to the left to the Kappler Alp and. the (2 hrs.) summit.
Or we may ascend to the left from Xieder-Olang to (1 hr.) the charmingly
situated village of Geiselsberg (3760': *Brunner's Inn, horses for hire), and
thence, mainly through wood, to the (3 hrs.) summit. Descent to (2 hrs.)

St. Vigil in the Enneberg-Tal,' see p. 412.

The Rammelstein (8150') may be easily a.5cended from Oberwielenbach

(4465'; Mayr), ii/o hr. to theN.E.'of Bruneck, in 3 hrs., via the Aschbacher

Alp (guide" 7 A".). From Oberwielenbach, a club-path leads via the Gelttal-

Qlacier (9160') to the Further-Hiitte (5 hrs.
;
guide 7 K. ; see p. 226). — The

Sambock (7865'), a grand point of view, is ascended from Bruneck by a

marked path leading to the ]S\W. via Stegen and Greinwalden, or (steeper)

via St. Georgen (41/2 hrs.; guide 7 A".). — The Grosse Windschar (9970*;

l\'-2 hrs.), via Bad Miihlbach", see p. 222.

The train crosses the Rienz, describes a wide curve round the

town (line glimpse of the Tauferer-Tal with the Loffler, Frankbach-

Sattel, and Keilbachspitze) , and passes through a tunnel 350 yds.

long, opposite the Lamprechtsburg (p. 405), At Percha (3060' ) it

recrosses to the left bank of the Rienz. Beyond two tunnels we

cross the Furkelbach and reach 1 281/2 M.) Olang (3380'; Inn), the

station for the villages of Nieder-, Mitter-, and Ober-Olang. Ascent

of the Kronplatz, see above; over the Furkel to St. Vigil, see p. 412.

To the N. opens the Anthoher-Tal, from which rise several peaks

of the Rieserferner ; to the S. are the Enneberg Dolomites.
Antholzer-Tal, attractive (to Erlsbach 71/2 hrs.). Road as far as the

Antholzer-See (omnibus from Welsberg in Julv and August daily in 4 hrs.,

4 K.; diligence from Olang to Mittertal in 3 hrs., 2V2 K.). From the station

at Olang we cross the Rienz to the (1 M.) Windschnur Inn (carriages).

Thence a road leads bv (2/4 M.) Nieder-Rasen (3380') and (1 M.) Ober-Rasen

(358U'; Lechner; Troger) to the (3 M.) unpretending Antholzer Bad, or

Salomon sbrunn (3600'). The road goes on to (I M.) Niedertal (3640*; inn)

and (21/4 ^1.) Antholz-Mittertal or Gassen (4055': Brugger, fair; guide.% Josef

Leitgcb and (Gottfried Hofer). The ascent of the Ampersp'ize (8S15'), 5 hrs.

from Niedertal (guide 8 A.), is attractive. From Mittertal over the Antholzer

Scharte to the Cas.'^eler-Hutte (red way-marks
;
guide 10 A'), see p. 226. The

Further-Hutte (p. 226) is most conveniently reached from this side (5 hrs.

;

guide 8 A.). Following the path to the Casseler-Hiitte through wood for

11/2 hr., we diverge to the left by a finger-post, and ascend over slopes

covered with debris to the (374 hrs.) Gdnsebichl-Joch and the (20 min.)

FUrther-Hiltte. — Bevond Mittertal, we proceed over meadows and through
wood via Obertal or St. Josef (4645'; Steinkaserers Inn) to the dVi' hr.)

beautiful ''Antholzer-See (5375'; -Schwitzers Inn, R. 3 A.), at the base of

the Rieserferner (p. 225). To the S.E. rises the *Rote ITand (9250'), ascended
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via the Montal Alp in 3V2-4 hrs. (trying; guide 8 K.). From the Antholzer-
See a club-path (guide 10 K.., not indispensable) leads over the Riepenscfiai'te

(9185') and \lie PatscJier Glacier to the Barmer-HiiUe {p. 163; 3V2-4 hrs. ; easy
and interesting). — The path skirts the S. side of the lake for 20 niin",

ascends to the (PA hr.) Staller-Sattel (6740'), and then descends past (5 min.)
the small Ober-See (6610') into the Staller-Alpental, the S.W. ramification

of the Beferegger-Tal, and to (IV2 hr.) Erlsbach (5060'; Stumpfer) and
(IV4 hr.) St. Jakob (see p. 163). The path to Jagdhaus diverges to the left

at a guide-post, beyond a bridge, V* hr. short of Erlsbach (see p. 163).

Beyond Olang the train runs in numerous windings high up on

the left side of the Rienz, and passes through a short tunnel. —
321/2 M- Welsherg (3555'; Lamm., Lowe, Rose., all very fair, pens,

5-6 -ST.), pleasantly situated at the mouth of the Gsieser-Tal. To
the N. rise the ruins of Welsberg and Thurn; Y2 M* ^^ t^^ S. are

the baths of Waldbrunn (3770'; Hotel-Pension, pens. 6-9 K.).
Walks. A path, ascending the left bank of the Gsieser-Bach towards

the E. and turning to the right at a guide-post near the ruin of Welsberg,
leads to the (IV4 hr.) Aussicht on the Eggerbevg (4600'} w^ith a fine view
of the Prags and Hohlenstein Dolomites. This path goes on to Niederdorf
(see below). — A marked path leads to the N. on the right bank to (V2 hr.)

Taisten (3975'; Toldt's Inn), with an interesting church. The Taistner or
Schindelholzer Riedl (8035'; fine view) may be ascended hence in 3V2 hrs.

(blue-marked path, but guide useful; Jos. Karbacher of Welsberg).
The Gsieser-Tal, which stretches N.E. towards the Deferegger moun-

tains, is traversed by a road (carr. to St. Martin 6, St. Magdalena 7 K.) on
the left bank of the stream, leading via Z)urrtwc/M, Unier-Planken, and 06er-
Planken to (9 M.) ^7. ifariin (3955'; Kahn) and (21/4 M.) ;S'i!. Magdalena (4585';

Hofmann). Easy passes lead hence to the N. (red marks) over the Osieter-

Torl (7220') to (5 hrs.) St. Jakob in the Deferegger-Tal (p. 163); and to the
E. (blue marks) over the Kalkstein-Jochl (7710') to (41/2 hrs.) Kalkstein and
(1 hr.) Inner- Villgraieii (p. 409). The, Eochkreuzspitze (8990'; easy; fine view)
may be ascended from St. Magdalena in 4V2hrs., or from the Gsleser Tori
in 21/2 hrs. (with guide).

The train crosses the Pragser Bach (to the right the Hohe
Gaisl and farther on the Seekofel), and ascends slightly to —

351/2 M. Niederdorf (3790'; *Post, R. IV2-3V2, pens. 6V2-
71/2 K.; Schwarzer Adler ('Frau Emma'), R. 21/2-372, pens. 6-8 K.;

Bahihof Hotel, 11. 1V2^-) ^^H fair; Qoldner Adler, well spoken of;

Ooldner Stern; Bachmann ; rooms at the Villa Ebner, Schiffereyger,

etc.), a large village in a broad green valley, much resorted to in

summer. About 1/2 M* to ^^e E, is the Weiherbad (*Grasser's Inn,

pens. 5-8 K.), and IV2M. to the S.E. is Bad Maistatt (4080'; *Inn,

R. 2-4, pens. 4-6 K.) , in a quiet situation on the hillside, with

shady promenades and mineral springs.
Walks (guide, Michael Straggeneg). Via Weiherbad to (3/4 hr.) Qraisch

(Hermeter's Inn) and to (V4 hr.) Toblach (p. 408). To (40 min.) the
village of Aufkirchen (4340'; inn), to the N.E., on a terrace of the Egger-
berg, and to the (V2 hr.) Wetterkreiiz Hdtel (p. 403) , with an admirable
view of the Prags and Hohlenstein Dolomites. The (25 min.) Brandhansl
(inn, R. 2-3 ii.), the (1-hr.) Thalerhof {vimis.) , and the Aussicht (V2 hr.
farther on) are also good points of view. — To the Pragser-Tal and over
the Pldtzwiese to Schluderbach, see p. 416.

At Qraisch the train crosses the Rienz for the last time, and
soon reaches the Toblacher Feld (3965') , the watershed between
the Rienz and the Drave and the highest point on the line. To
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the right opens the narrow Hohlenstein - Tal fp- 419), enclosed by
pinnacled Dolomites (to the left the Neunerkofel, to the right the

Sarlkofel and Diirrenstein, in the background the Cristallino).

38 M. Toblach. — Hotels. Near the station: 'Hotel Toblach or

SuDBAHN-HoTEL, a large house, opposite the station, finelj' situated close
to the wood, R. 3-10, B. li

-j, dej. 3, D. 4, pens. 9-16 JT. ; *Union, R. 2-6,
pens. 8-12 A"".; ^Germania, R. 2V2-5, pens. 7-10 if. ; 'Bellevue, with cafe,
R. 2-4, pens. 8-9A'. ,• *H6tel Ampezzo, R. 11/2-8 A^ ; Hotel Bahnhof, well
spoken of 5 Sonnenhof (hotel garni): •Pension Villa Laner; ^Pension
Villa Santek; Pens. Villa Mittich; ^Ploner's Hotel, pens. l-l^j>K.;
Hot. Baur, on the lake of Toblach (p. 419). — In Dorf Toblach (see below):
Mutschlechner, R. IV2-2V2, pens. 5V2-6V2 A. ; Schwarzee Adler, Kreuz,
Stern, Lowe, all very fair. — Post and telegraph-office at the station.

About 3/4 M. to the N. of the station lies the large village of

Toblach {Dorf Toblach; 3965'), with a handsome new church. The
view from the village is much finer than that from the hotels in

Neu-Toblach, which lie too close to the mountains.
Excursions (guide, Joh. Taschler). A pleasant path on the bank of

the Toilacher Wildbach ascends the Sylvester- Tal, where large embankments
have been constructed to prevent floods, to the ('/« hr.) Enzian-Hiiusl, con-
taining some sketches by Defregger. As we return we have a pretty view
of the Dolomites. — On the Ehrenberg, the wooded spur of the Haselberg, to
the E. of Toblach, are laid out the pleasant shady grounds of the Kaiser-
Park, affording charming views of the Toblacher Feld and the Dolomites
of Prags and Ampezzo. A marked path (f5ne views) skirts the slope and
finally descends and crosses the Drave to (I1/4 hr.) Innichen. — From the
village of Toblach a carriage -road ascends in windings via Aufkirchen
(p. 407) to the (3 M.) Wetterkreuz Hotel (5100'; R. 2, pens. 6V2-7 A'.), with a

splendid view of the Prags and Hohlenstein Dolomites (more extensive view
from the Schone Aussicht, 1 hr. farther up). — Maistatt and Niederdorf, see

p. 407. — To the Rienz, a brewerv ^4 *!• to the W. of the station. To
the (3/4 hr.) Toblacher See (p. 419; hotel; boats). To the (1 hr.) Hackhofer-
kaser, at the foot of the Neunerkofel. — The ascent of the ^Toblacher
Pfannhorn (8730') is ea.'^y and interesting (4-4V-.' hrs.

;
guide, not indispen-

sable, 7 K.). From the village of Toblach a narrow road (practicable for
small carriages) ascends to the (3-3V2 hrs.) Bonner - Hiitte (7740'; inn in
summer), whence a footpath leads to the (1 hr.) summit. Excellent view
of the Dolomites, the Tauern, the Zillertal Alps. etc. — From the
Pfannhorn active walkers may proceed by an interesting high-level route
(Bonner Hohenweg) to (8-9 hrs.) St. Jakob in Deferegsen (guide advisable,
20 A.). The path (red marks) leads via the (1/4 hr.) Pfanntdrl (8230') and
the (V4 hr.) Grubevlenke (8105') to the (IV4 hr.) Kalkstein-Jochl (7710') and
thence to the (IV2 br.) saddle of the Waldkuster (8530') at the foot of the
Ileiinicald (9020'; easily ascended by adepts in 1/2 br. ; lieautiful view).
From the saddle we descend to the right through the Riepental. skirting
the slopes of the Riepenspiize, and again ascend to the (1 hr.) sombre
Schwarzsee (82C0') , in grand environs, where the path comes to an end.
Crossing the Pfoischarte (8390'), we now proceed to the (IV2 hr.) saddle
(8i65') above the small P/oisee, below the Hochkreuzspilze (8990'; ascent in

1/2 hr., see p. 407), and descend the Ragdtzen-Tal to (2V2 hrs.) St. Jakob
(p. 163). — From the Gruberlenke, the Kalkstein-Jochl, Waldkuster, etc.,

blue- marked paths descend to the Villgratten and Gsies vallejs. — From
the Pfannhorn we may descend to the E. to the ridge of the Terneck (8150*)

and thence tn the Sylvester- Tal (see above) and Toblach, on the S.
Sarlkofel (7740' ; 4-4'/2 hrs.

;
guide 7 A.). About 1 hr. from Toblach,

beyond the Toblucher See, we ascend to the right past the Sarl-Hiiite
to the (2V2 hrs.) Sarl-Sattel (6860') and to the right to the (3/4 hr.) summit
over steep .slopes of debris. Descent to Alt-Prags (guide 8 A.), see p. 416.

From Toblach to the *Val Ampezzo. see p. 419.
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The train now descends, passing the insignificant source of the

Drave on the right, to (41 M.) Inniclxen (3855' ; *Pens. Saxonia,

7-iOK.; *Bdr, R. IV2-6, pens. 6-7 K. ; Schivarzer Adler, pens.

5-7 K., Goldner Stern, Rossi, all very fair; Ortner's Inn, at the

entrance to the Sexten-Tal, pens. 5V2-^V2 ^0) another summer-
resort (1200 inhab.), prettily situated at the mouth of the Sexten-Tal

(p. 417). The Romanesque Stiftskirche, dating from the 13th cent.,

has an interesting portal: on the high-altar is a crucifix of the

8th century. The first chapel to the left on entering the village

is a 17th cent, imitation of the chapel of the Holy Sepulchre at

Jerusalem and served as a model for the burial chapel of Emp.
Frederick III. at Potsdam.

A bridle-path (red marks; guide 7 A'., useless) leads to the E. from
Innichen to the (4 hrs.) summit of the Helm (7985'; see below and p. 417). —
Another marked path leads to the S. to the (3 hrs.

;
guide 5 K.) top of the

Haunoldkopfl (7080'; fine view); the descent may be made to the Innicher
Wildbad.

Beyond Innichen the line follows the right hank of the Drave,

passing (43 M.) Vierschach and (46 M.) the baths of Weitlrmhrunn

(*Hotel, R. 2-7, pens. 7-11 K.), to (48 M.) Sillian (3600'; Adler,

R. 1Y2-'^V2 ^'i Hossl; Goldner Huf; Neuwirt; Oherhdch), the highest

market-town in Tyrol (pop. 640). To the N., at the mouth of the

Villyraten-Tal, stands the castle of Heinfels (3916').
Excursions. The Helm (7985'), ascended by a shady bridle-path via the

Forsc/iey Alp in 4 hrs., is an admirable point (guide unnecessary ; see above).

A road ascends the monotonous Villgraten-Tal to (IV2 It-) Ausser-
Villgraten (4195'; Leiter), at the mouth of the Winkel-Tal {ov&v fhe. Villgrater-

Joch to Hopfgarlen, see p. 163) and to (IV4 hr.) Inner -Villgratcn (4510';

Ahammer; Steidl). About 1 M. farther the narrow Kalksteiner- Tal opens
on the left; from the (V4 hr.) village of Kalkstein (5370') we may ascend
the Pfannhorn (see p. 408), or proceed over the Kalkstein-JdcM to G&ies

(see p. 407). — In the Arntal, or upper Villgraten-Tal, which is watered
by the Staller-Bach, a red-marked path ascends to the (I1/2 hr.) Unterstaller

Alp (5460'), where the valley bends towards the E. A marked path goes
on to the N. over the Villgrater Tori (8235') to (41/2 hrs.) St. Jakob in the
Deferegger-Tal (p. 163). The Unterstaller-Alp lies 3/4 hr. below the Oher-
staller Alp, whence the Rotspitze, Weissspitze, Gi'osse Degenhorn, etc.. may
be ascended (p. 163).

From Sillian ao Kotschach (p, 510), 13-14 hrs. (one-horse carr. to

Ober-Tilliach 8 K., thence to Luggau 6 A".). Following the highroad to

the E. as far as (^/4 hr.) Tassenhach, we diverge to the right by a new road,
cross the Drave valley and ascend on the right side of the wooded Kartilsch-
Tal, via (1 hr.) St. Leonhard or Kartitsch (4450'; "Irin), to (2 hrs.) the saddle
In der Innerst (4980'), the watershed between the Drave and the Gail, and
descend through the Lessach-Tal, as the upper Gailtal is called, to (!'/•.' hr.)

Ober-Tilliach (4745'; poor inn) and (21/2 hrs.) Maria-Luggau (8720'; *Post;
Bdckerwirt), a pilgrimage-resort. (Over the Kofel to Lienz, see p. 411.) A
good new road leads hence to (6V2 hrs.) Kotschach through the deep and
thickly wooded Gailtal, following its sinuosities and crossing numerous water-
courses descending from the Kreuzkofel chain. From (1 hr.) St. Lorenzen
(3610'; "^Mitterberger; Wurzer) the ' Paralba {Hoclmeis$itein, 8840'), a splendid
point of view, which is visible towards the S.E., may be ascended without
much difficulty in 51/2 hrs., with guide (10 K. ; Job. Rautter of Luggau
or Seb. Tiisswalder of St. Lorenzen): to the Enzian-Brenn-Hiitte in the
Frohntal (night- quarters) 2'/2 hrs.; thence over the Ofner-Joch or Veranis-
Joch (7220') and the Forcella delV Oregione (7590') to the top (3 hrs.). The
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descent may be made via the Bladner - Joch iPcuso di Setu, 7570') and
through the Val Sesis to Sappada (see p. 428), or through the Val Degano
to Forni Avoltri (see p. 539). — In the Radegund-Tal, 2 M. to the N. of
St. Lorenzen, lies the rustic watering-place of Tuffbad (4125'). From
St. Lorenzen over the Zochen Pass or the Lavanter Tori to Lienz, see p. 411.— The next places are (3/4 hr.) Liesing (33i5'; Post); lV2hr. Bierbaum (3400';

*Huber); 13/4 hr. St. Jakob (3280'; 'Kofler); and (IV2 hr.) Kotschach (p. 510).

The train crosses the Drave and descends to (53 M.) Abfalters-

bach (3220'; Aigner). Fine view down the valley. To the right

the Lienz Dolomites with the Spitzkofel (see below) are seen.

i)'7 M. Mittewald (2890'; Wauner's Hotel & Baths, pens. 3-4 5'.);

(31 M. Thai (2660'). To the S.W. opens the interesting Gamsbach-
Klamm(ya,\k of "/4 hr. as far as the waterfall, 230' in height).

Beyond a defile 8 M. long the train traverses the Lienzer Kinase^

which was successfully defended by the Tyrolese in 1809.

661/2 M. Lienz (2215'; *Post, R. from 11/2 K. ; Rose, with garden,

R. 11/2"'^ ^- > Lamm; *Adler ; Sonne; Huber; Traube, well spoken

of; *RaiL. Restaurant, R. 2^/2 -^•)) the easternmost town in Tyrol,

with 4300 inhab., is delightfully situated near the confluence of the

Drave and the Isel, a river three times as large. The Lieburg, a

large edifice of the 16th cent, with two towers, in the Platz oppo-

site the Post, is now the seat of the district-authorities. To the S.,

on the opposite side of the Drave, rise the wild and jagged Rauch-

kofel (6270' ) and Spitzkofel (8920'), belonging to the Lienz Dolo-

mites, which separate the valleys of the Drave and Gail.
Walks. To the (20 mln.) -Schiessstand (shooting-range) on the Schlossberg,

with veranda commanding a fine view ; thence to ('/•.; hr.) the *Venediger-
Warte, overlooking the valley of Lienz, with the surrounding mountains,
and the Isel-Tal, with the Gross-Venediger in the background (adm. free). —
To the X.W., on the slope of the Schlossberg, rises (!/» hr.) Schloss Bruck
(2375'), once a seat of the Counts of Lurn and Puatertal, now a brewery and
hotel, with view-terrace (R. from 21/2, pens. 7-9 K.). The chapel contains
Kome old frescoes. — Via (V2 hr.) Bad Leopoldsvuhe (2370'), with chalybeate
springs, to (1/2 hr.) Leisach (2350'; ^Rienzner, pens. 5-6 K ; Geinse), finely

situated near the end of the Lienzer Klause. — To Amlach (2250'; *H6t.-

Pen$. Amlaeher Hof, pens, from 6 K.), charmingly situated at the foot of
the Rauchkofel, IV2 M. to the S., on the right bank of the Drave. Thence
a marked path leads to the (1 hr.) romantic Tvistacher-See (2660' ; Restaurant
on the N.W. bank; bathing and boating) and to (V4 hr.) the baths of

Jungbrunn (2230'; *Hotel), embosomed in wood, 1 M. from Dolsach (p. 173).

MouNTAix Expeditions (guides. Matth. Marcher of 'L\&m.,Matth. Ortner of
Leisach). The Schonbichele (^oc/isi'em, 6600') is easily ascended in 81/2-4 hrs.

(guide, 5 K. 40 h., not indispen^^able) by a marked path via the Venediger-
Warte and the Taxer-Gassl (4775'); at the topis the Hochstein-Hiitte (inn in

summer). Splendid view. — The Bose Weibele (8275'), ascended without
trouble from the Schonbichele via the Blosseneck in IV2 hr. (guide 8 K.), is

another grand point of view. — The Rauchkofel (6270'), ascended from
P.ad Jungbrunn (see above) via the Tristacher-See in 4 hrs. (with guide),

is rather difficult (belvedere at the top).

Tn the (4-41,2 hrs.) ^-Kerschbaumer Alp, interesting (guide Q K.). We
proceed by Amlach (marked path) to the (1 hr.) Galize/i-Schmiede, at the
mouth of the imposing *Galiz6n-Klamm, and follow this ravine to the

(lV4hr.) Klamm-Bvilcke (6050'); thence to the right in 274 hr;^. to the grandly
situated Kerschhaumer Alp (5800'; quarters). Rich llora. The ascent of the
•Spitzkofel (8920'), 3-3>, 2 hrs. (guide 12 K^ from this point is not difficult

for adepts. The route ascends over the Hallebach-Tdrl (8010') tu the (2^2 hrs.)

poor Linder-Hutte (8805') and to the (1/2 hr.) summit (splendid view). The
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ascent of the Kreuzkofel (8826'), accomplished from the Kerschhaumer
Alp via the Eallebach-Torl and Kuftboden-Tsrl in 3 hrs. (guide 12 K), is

toilsome but remunerative. A trying route (guide 10 E.) leads from the
Alp over the Zochen Pass (7390') to the Tuffbad in i'h&Wildensender-Tul aind.

to (41,2 hrs.) St. Lorenzen in the Lessach-Tal (p. 409).

A visit to the -Karlsbader-Hiitte (01/2-6 hrs.
;
guide 7 K.) is very inter-

esting. From the (21/4 hrs.) Klamm-Briieke a path (red marks) ascends to

the left, past the Oedenwand and Innstein huts, to the (31/4 hrs.) Karlshader
(formerly Leitmeritzei) Hiitte (7390'), on the small Laserts Lake., in the grand
basin of the Laserts Dolomites. The ascent hence of the Grosse Sandspitze
OSoO*; 31/2 hrs.. with guide), the highest summit of the Lienz Dolomites,
via the Scharten-Schartl^ is difficult and suited only for adepts with steady
heads. — The Lasertswand (c590'; l'/4 hr.) is easv and attractive; Grosser
Lusertskopf (GalUen-Spitze, 9150'), i^U hr., over the Bose Schartl, difllcult

;

Wildensender (E. summit, 9030'), via the Laserts -Tori in 2 hrs.; Roter Turm
(9120'), 2 hrs., for expert climbers only; Lasertser Seekofel (9020') and Wilden-
sender (W. summit, 8900'), via the Oedekar-Scharte, both difficult; Teplitzer-

Spitze (8555' ; 1^/4 hr.), LeitmerUzer-Spitze (8665' ; 2 hrs.), Simonskopf (Ga7)sko/el,

8735'; 2V2lirs.). all fit for adepts only, with guide. Still more difficult is

the Keilspitze (9015' ; 3Vi;hrs.), climbed via the Scharten-Schartl, the Scharten-
kamm., and the Keilklamni. — An interesting pass leads over the Kerschbaumer-
Tovl (7495') tti the (2 hrs.) Kerschhaumer Alp (p. 410) ; that over the Laserts-Torl
(8125') and the Lavanter-Torl (see below) to (6 hrs.) St. Lorenzen in the
Lessach-Tal is fatiguing.

The ascent of the *Ederplan (6500'; 3V2-4 hrs. ;
guide 6 K.) from Dolsach

or Xikolsdorf (bridle-path), or irom Winklern in 3 hrs., is interesting (^nna
Refuge Hut, 1/4 tr. below the top, see p. 173). — The *Zietenkopf (8140'

;

21/2 hrs. from the Anna Schutzhaus, by a marked path) is fatigning but highly
remunerative (guide 9 A'., not essential for adepts).

The Schleinitz (9520'; 6V2 hrs.
;
guide 10^.) is another splendid point

of view. The path ascends steeply to the N., via Thurn in the Schleinitz-

iobel, to the (3 hrs.) shooting-hut on the Thurner Alp (8915'); thence a
difficult climb to (31/2 hrs.) the top. — The ascent of the *Hochschober
(10,660'; 10 hrs.; guide 16 A".) is trying but very fine. The route leads via
Nussdorf and through the monotonous Debant-Tal to the (6 hrs.) Lienzei'-

Hutte (6530'), and thence over the Schober-Torl (9525') to the (4 hrs.) summit
(superb view). The descent may be made to the S.W. to St. Johann (p. 162),
or to the N.W. from the Schober-Torl via the Rolf-Ferner., to the Lesach-
Tal and Kals (p. 170). — The ascent of the Petzeck (10,770'; 5-6 hrs.) from
this side is fatiguing (better from Dollach through the Graden-Tul^ see

p. 173). The route runs from the Lienzer-Hiitte over the Feld-Scharte or
See-Scharte (8305') to the Wangernitz Lakes in the upper Wangernitz-Tal, and
then via the Bdrschiitzkopf (10,405'). — Toilsome passes (8 hrs. each) lead
from the Lienzer-Hiitte to the Zesac/i-iTaZ and Kalsover fixe Schober-Torl {db'2b'),

between the Ralfkopf and the Kleinschober: over the Kaiser- Tori (9195'),

between the Ralfkopf and G-lodesspitze; and over the Glodes-Torl ov Goasnitz-
Torl (9290'), between the Glodes and Kleine Gossnitzkopf. The route over
the Hofalm-Schartl or Gossnitz-Schartl (8965') to the Gossnitz-Tal (p. 172) and
(8 hrs.) Heiligenblut is fatiguing and not recommended. That over the Feld-

^

Scharte (SeeScharte; see above) to XIlq Wangernitz-Tal and (6i/-j hrs.) i)y«o<-7t'

(p. 173) presents no difficulty. Over the Gartel-Scharte (8575') to the Leibnit/-
Tal and (5 hrs.) St. Johann im Wald (p. 162), an easy and attractive route.

The route from Lienz to Maria-Luggau viii the Leisacher Ko/elpass {Giiib')

is toilsome (7 hrs., with guide). That over the Lavanter-Torl (8240) to

(10 hrs.) St. Lorenzen (p. 409) is laborious also.

From Lienz to the Isel-Tal, see R. 34; to Kals. see R. 35; to the
Mblltal (Heiligenblut), see R. 36. The interesting excursion to the "Kals-
Matreier Tori (p. 170) may be made in (me day from Lienz by driving
to Windisch-Matrei (starting at 4 a.m.), and ordering the carriyge to be
in waiting at Huben at 6 p.m.

From Lienz to Villach and Marburg, see R. 91.
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75. The Enneberg Valley or Gader-Tal.
Carriage Road from St. Lorenzen to (20' 2 M.) Corvara (diligence twice

daily in summer in 61/4 hrs. ; fare 4 K. 40 h.) and to (8 M.) 81. Vigil (omnibus
from Bruneck to St. Vigil thrice daily in 3-3V2 hrs. ; fare 2 K. 20 h.). One-
borse carr. from St. Lorenzen to St. Vigil 10, two-horae 15 iT., to St. Leonhard
3i or 48, to Copvara 50 or 10 E. — The Language spoken in the Enne-
berg, Groden (p. 375), and Livinallongo (p. 483) valleys is '•Ladin\ which
resembles the Romance C Romontsch'') of the Grisons. Each of these valleys
has a slightly different dialect. Philologists may consult Joh. Alton^s
'Ladinische Idiome in Ladinien, Groden', etc. (Innsbruck, 1879) and 'Beitriige

zur Ethnologie von Ostladinien' (Innsbr,, 1880) ; also Viands 'Der Grodner und
seine Sprache' (Botzen, 1864), and Oartnev's 'Gredner Mundart' (Linz, 1879).

St. Lorenzen (2665'), see p. 405. The road ascends the left

bank of the Gadtr and crosses that stream below Montal (above,

to the right). It then, with the aid ol cuttings and tunnels, tra-

verses the narrow ravine, passes (4 M.) the Neu-Palfrad Inn^ and

reaches (IV2 M.) Zwischenwasser, Ladin Longhieya (3330' ; two
inns), situated at the junction of the Viyilhach and the Gader.

[The name Enjiefter^ strictly belongs to the Vigil-Tal, which
opens here to the S.E., and above St. Vigil is called the Rau-TaL
St. Vigil, in Ladin Flan de Mar6 (3940'; *Hdt. Monte Sella,

R. from 2, pens, from 6 K.; '''Stern or Post, R. 1V2-2V2» pens. 57^-
6'/2 -^- J Krone, unpretending; rooms at Villa Mutschlechner, from

IV2 K-\ tlie chief place in this valley, and a summer-resort, lies

21/2 M. above Longhiega, amid grand scenery. To the S.E. rise

the Neunerspitze, Crostafels or Paresberg, and Eisengabel, to the E.

are the Mte. Sella di Sennes, Paratscha, and Piz da Peres, to the N.

the Kronplatz. About 3/^ M. to the S., on the Vigilbach, are the

small baths of Cortina.
ExccRSioNS (comp. Map, p. 404; guides, Franz and Joh. Kastlunger,

Al. Elliscases, and Frz. Obwegs of St. Vigil, Frz. Clara of Piccolein. Andr.
Flo/ier of Wengen). To the Jochl (5030'), with view as far as the Marmo-
lata, 1 hr. (steep descent to Piccolein, V* hr.). The easy and attractive

ascent of the Km'spitze or Kaarspitze (6210') may be made from the Jiichl

in 11/4 hr. (guide 5 A"".). — 'Kronplatz (7455'; 3-3V2 hrs.
;

guide, not in-

dispensable, to Olang 6, to Bruneck 10 K.). An easy marked path ascends
through pastures and woods in the direction of the Furkel (see below),
diverging to the left (attention necessarv) before reaching the latter, to the

(2^4 hrs.) St. Vigiler Signal (IzlQi) and
(V'.j

hr.) the summit (p. 406). Descent
t<. Bruneck or Olang, see p. 406. — To Olang (p. 406) over the Furkel (5700'),

an easv walk of S'/z hrs.; descent bv Geisehberg or past the small baths of

(2 hrs.) Berg/all or Per/all (4910*) and along the Furkelhach. — To Neu-
Prags over the Kreuzjoch (5 hrs.), see p. 417. From the (3 hrs.) Joch the
Paratscha (8040'), to the S., may be easily ascended in 1/2 hr. The Piz
da Peres (8225'; 1 hr.). to the N.W., should not be attempted without
a guide (10 A'.). The Monte Sella di Sennes (9145'), ascended through the
Krippes-Tal in 4 hrs., requires mountaineering skill (guide 14 A.; slightly

easier route from the Se7ines Alp, p. 413).

To St. Cassian (p. 414), a charming expedition (01/2 hrs. ; marked path;
guide 11 A'.). The path leads over the (2 hrs.) Riedjoch, or Rittjoch (0255'),

to the W. of the Paresherg (7740'; ascended from the pass in iyji hr.

;

laborious), to (8/4 hr.) Spessa in the upper Wengen-Tal (5115'; Wiribung's
Inn); then over the lofty Alpine terraces of Armentara, which command
a splendid prospect (to the left , the Neunerspitze or Nonoros , Zehner,
and Ileiligkreuzkofel), to the (I'/a hr.) church oi Beiligkreiiz (p. Hi) and to

(1 hr.) Abtei, (13/4 hr.) Stern, ur (.2 hrs.) -S7. Cassiaji.
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The Val Ampezzo may be reached from St. Vigil by two routes (pro-

vipions should be taken). — a. The easier, but less interesting of the two
leads via Fodara Vedla (to Cortina S'/s hrs. ;

guide, unnecessary for adepts,

14 K.). A road (one-horse carr. to Pederii 7 A'.) ascends the Rauicil past the

(21/4 M.) small Kreide-See (4205') to the entrance of the Krippes Valley and

(4V2 M.) the Tamers Alp (4710'), with a shooting-box of Baron Sommaruga.
A bridle-path leads hence to the (3/4 hr.) grand head of the valley, known
as Pederii (4950'). We then mount the steep slope of the Col de Rii, keeping

to the right at the top, to (IV* hr.) the Alp Fodara Vedla (Rtido di Solto,

6520') and to the (10 min.) cross at the head of the pass (6700'). We next
descend rapidly, enjoying a view of the Croda Rossa and Mte. Cristallo,

to the Campo Croce Hut (5785'), at the mouth of the Val Salata, and to the

(IV* hr.) Alia Stua Alp (5560'), whence the Ampezzo road is reached in

3/4 hr., at the apex of the long curve below Peutelstein (comp. p. 423; to

Cortina 5 M. more). — The ascent of the "Seekofel (9220') is easily com-
bined with the route to Ampezzo or Prags. In this case (guide to Prags 17,

to Cortina 20 K.) we turn to the left 40 min. beyond Pederii (see above),

and ascend to the (1 hr.) splendidly-situated Serines Alp (Rudo di iSora,

GGSO" ; plain accommodation) ; thence over the depression of the Ofen (Porta

Sora al Fom, 7840 to the (2V2 hrs.) summit, which commands a strikingly

grand view. Descent through the Nabige Loch to the Pragser Wildsee (p. 417),

by the Col di Fosses (78C0') and the Ross Alp to Alt-Prags (p. 416), or by the

Fosses Alp^ with the Egerer Hiitte (under construction), and past the small

Remeda Lakes to La Stua (see above).

b. Via Fanes (to Cortina 10-11 hrs.; guide 16 if.), a highly interesting

route, full of variety (provisions should be taken). From (3 hrs.) Pederii

(see above) this route leads to the right through the Vallon di Rudo,
passing the little Lake FiccodH (6135'), to the (IV2 hr.) Klein-Fanes Alp
(6660'; rfmts.), beautifully situated above the small Oriinsee, whence the

Heiligkreuzkofel (9550*), the Ze/jwer (9930'; 3-3V2 hrs. each; guide), and La
Varella (10,040*; 4-5 hrs.; guide) may be ascended (descent to Abtei or St. Cas-
sian, see p. 414). A toilsome route leads hence to the N. over the Antoni-

Joch (8095') to (3Vs hrs.) Spessa (p. 412). — From the Klein-Fanes Alp we
turn to the S.E., and proceed via the (1 hr.) Limo-Joch (7085') and the

Limo-See (7065') to the (3/4 hr.) Gross-Fanes Alp (6900"), where the route
from the Col Tadega (p. 414) descends on the right. We next traverse the
Fanes Valley, between the Furcia Rossa (8805') on the right, and the Vallon
Bianco (8806'), Croda del Becco (9165') and Col Becchei di Sotto (8956') on the
left, pass the Logo di Fanes (6030'), and reach the Ponte Alto di Progoito

(p. 426) and the (3 hrs.) Ampezzo road (41/2 M. to Cortina, p. 424). Those
bound for Ospitale should ascend beyond the bridge over the Campo Croce
brook to the left to the Ampezzo road. 1

The Road to Corvara crosses' the Vigilbach and ascends the

right bank of the Gader to (3 M.) Piccolein (3660'; Post, fair; over

the Jbchl to St. Vigil^ see p. 412). To the S. appears the Marmolata.

St. Martin in Thurn (3730'; Dasserwirt), with the old castle of

Thurn, is seen on the left bank of the Gader.
A cart-road, from St. Martin, passing the castle of Thurn, leads over

the hill to the (IV2 hr.) Batht of Val d'Ander (4735'; inn) and to (1/4 hr.)

Untermoi (4970'; Inn, above, to the right, near the church), whence an
interesting route leads via the Wiirzjoch (6580') and the Kofeljoch (6120')

to (5V2 hrs.) St. Peter in the Villnos-Tal (p. 308). — The ascent of the
'Peitlerkofel, Ladin/Sa* de Butgia (9440' ; 6-7 hrs.

; guide 10^:.) from Piccolein,
via St. Martin and the saddle (6935') to the W. of the Col Vercin (7240'),

and thence over the E. arete to the summit, is not difticult for adepts
(descent to the Schliiter-Hiitte, see p. 308; guide ib K).

11/2 M. Preroman (inn), at the mouth of the Campill Valley.

About 41/2 M. up the Campill Valley lies Campill (4590'; Frenes, poor),

whence the Peitlerkofel (see above) may be ascended by the Peiiler-Scharte
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(7745') in 5-5V2 hrs., with guide. — Over the Kreuzkofel-Joth (7690'), on
which is the Franz-Schliiter-Hutte, to Villnos, see p. 308; over the Forcella
da VEga ut the Forcella della Roa to the Regenshurger-Hutte

., see p. 378;
over the Fvez-Joch to the Puez-Eutie, see p. 415.

The road crosses the Gader twice. At [2 M.) Pederoa (3810';

inn) opens the Wengen-Tal, with the hamlet of Wengen (4440')

and the small baths of Rumesilun. Farther on we ascend a narrow
valley, crossing the tracks of several large mud-torrents. After 3 M.
the road crosses to the left hank of the Gader and beyond a bridge

over the Irschara-Mure (mud-torrent) reaches (1 M.) Fedrazes ( 4350';

Nagler, with baths; Zingerle ^fPost), vfiih sulphur-springs. Opposite,

on the right bank, lies —
St. Leonliard or Abtei (4510'; Craffonard's Inn, Kreuz, both

unpretending), Ladin Badia
, the chief place of the valley (here

called the Abtei-Talj, overshadowed by the -pTecipitous Heiligkreuz-

feo/ei(9550'). On the W. rises the GTierdenacia, or GardenazzaiJlOO').
Pleasant walk to the (2 hrs.) pilgrimage -church of Heiligkreuz ((jliO' •,

poor inn); admirable view and echo. — Ascent thence of the Heilig-
kreuzkofel (9550*; 31/2 hrs.; guide 12 K.. Franz Delucca nf St. Leonhard),
difficult, for adepts only. We ascend by a steep and dizzy route to the
pass (ca. BSSOO and to the Klein-Fanes Plateau, then to the E. to the summit,
which affords a noble prospect. The ascent from the Klein- Fanes Alp
(p. 413) is much easier. — The Zehner {Rosshauikofel, 99300, to the N. of
the Heiligkreuzkofel, is difficult (3-3V2 hrs. from Klein-Fanes ;

guide 18 A'. ,•

see p. 413). — From Heiligkreuz over the Riedjoch to St. Vigil, see p. 412.

[A road, which diverges to the left from the Corvara road (p. 415

)

at Ailing, 3 M. beyond St. Leonhard, and ascends the valley of the

Gader to (3 M.) St. Cassian or Armentarola (5060'; Crazzolara's

Inn, bed 1 K.), near which fossils abound.
Mountain Ascents. The Heiligkreuzkofel (SdOO*; 5 hrs.

; guide 10 A'.),

via the Medes-Joch (Varella Saddle, ca. 85300, is laborious. — La Varella
(10.040'

;
guide 15 A.), ascended via the Medes-Joch in 6 hrs., laborious but

repaying (descent to the Klein-Fanes Alp, 3 hrs., see p. 413).

Feom St. Cassian to Cortina via Tka i Sassi (6-7 hrs.), an interesting

route (club-path; guide, not indispensable, 8 A'., horse 18 A.). We ascend
through pastures and past the mouth of the Lagacio Valley (see below)
to the (11/4 hr.) Valparola or Eisenofen Alp (5700'). Below the chalets we
cross the brook and then ascend steeply through -.vcod and afterwards over
grass and debris to the (l^/ahr.) Valparola Joch {Castello Pass; 7050'), to the

N.E. of the Mte. Castello (7755'), which commands a retrospective view of

the Enneberg Valley, the Heiligkreuzkofel, the Peitlerkofel. and the Ziller-

tal Mts. (to the N. , in the distance). Beyond the pass , above a small
lake, the path divides. The lower and better ro\ite descends to the right,

soon affording a fine retrospect of the Marmolata, and afterwards leading
through wood, to (IV2 hr.) Andrar (p. 433). The upper path follows the
slope to the left, traversing dreary tracts of debris, to the saddle of Tra
i Sassi ('Tre Sassi', 7215'), defended by a fort, between the Kleine Lagacid
(9120') on the left and the Sasso di Stria (8125') on the right, and reaches
the (3

'4 hr.) Falzarego Pass (p. 433; to Cortina 21/2 hrs. more).
To the Ampezzo Vallet over the Col Lodgia, a laborious route (to

Cortina 9 hrs.; guide 14 A.). After V2 hr. we diverge to the left from the
Valparola route (see above) and ascend along the Sav^, through the Lagacid
Valley. Passing through a rocky amphitheatre we reach the (3 hrs.) Col
Lodgia (Tadega-Joch; 7030'). between the Cunturines-Spitze (9655') on the
left and the Campestrin-Spitze (8700') on the right. We then descend to the

(V2 hr.) Gross-Fanes Alp (6900') and proceed through the Fanes Valley to

the Ampezzo road (cump. p. 413). — To Pikve di Livinallongo via Val-
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parola (to Andraz i'/zhrs.), see p. 414. Another route (guide advisable, 8 K.)

leads over the Stuore Meadows (numerous fossils) and the saddleof Prelongie
(7()20'), with fine view of theMarmolata, etc., to (5 hrs.) Pieve di Livinallongo

(p. 433). Extensive panorama from the -Settsass (W. peak, 8405'), reached
from Prelongie by following the arete for IV2 hr. to the S.E. 1

The road from Pedrazes to Corvara follows the bank of tlie

Gader to the (3 M.) hamlet of Alting (4620'; to St. Cassian, see

p. 414) and then ascends to the right in windings, passing helow

(1 M.) Stern (4925'; Ladinia, on the road ; another inn farther on ).

It then descends via Varda (Dolomites Inn, R. 1 K.') to the (II/2 M.)

Corvara-Bach (before the bridge on the right the direct road to

Colfosco, 1 hr.) and ascends on the right bank to (1 M.) —
201/2 M. Corvara (5110' ; Post, R. 2 K., clean), a finely-situated

village. About I74 M. farther up in the N.W. arm of the valley,

which ascends to the Grodner- Joch, lies Colfosco or Colfuschg

(5400' ; Cappella Inn, bed I1/2 ^Oj *^^ ^^^^ picturesque point in

this interesting dolomitic region (^S. the Pisciadil and Mesules; N.

the Sas Songher, Chiampatsch, and Tschierspitzen).
Excursions (guides, Jos. Dapunt of Stern, Jos., Franz, and Joh. Kostner

of Corvara, and Peter Pescosta of Colfosco). The Sass Songher (8750' ; from
Colfosco in 4 hrs. ; guide 8 K.), trying, commands a fineview. — A marked
path leads from Colfosco to the^.W., passing the small ZaA;e Chiampatsch
(7210') and crossing the Gabel (Chiampatsch-Joch ; 7835'), to the (3 hrs.) Puez-
Hiitte or Ladinia-Hiitte (8070'; provision depot), on the Ptcez Alp, whence
the Col de Montigella (8760' ; 3/4 hr. ; fine view) and the E. and W. Puez-Spitze

(9546', 9615' ; IV4-IV2 lir. ; more trying) may be ascended (guide 5 K.). The de-

scent from the Puez Hut to Groden may be made through the Langm-Tal
(steep at first) to Wolkenstein (2V2 hrs'), or via Forces de Sielles to the
Regensburger-Hiitte(^.31S). From the Gabel (see above) over the Crespeina
Joch to Wolkenstein, see p. 379. — From the Puez-Hiitte a route leads to

(4 hrs.^ guide advisable) Campill (p. 413) via the Puez-Joch (8245') and the
Zwischenkofel Alp. — Ascent of the Boe (10,340'), from Colfosco 6-7 hrs.,

with guide (12-14 K), see p. 380.

Feom Corvaka to Pieve di Livinallongo, 12 M. . a carriage-road
(diligence daily in 3 hrs., 2 K. 40 h.) ascends the verdant valley of the

Ruioi't to the (4V2 M.) saddle of Campolongo (6125'; Dander's Inn), at the

E. foot of the Sella (hence to the top of the Bo^ 5 hrs., with guide, see

p. 380), and descends via Varda and Arahha to (71/2 M.) Pieve (p. 433). —
Another and more attractive path (red marks), to the left, crosses the
Incisa-Joch (about 6400'), which affords a fine survey of the Marmolata,
Civetta, etc., and descends via Contrin and Corte to (4 hrs.) Pieve.

From Corvaka to the Val Fassa there are two routes : one leading
as above to (3 hrs.) Arahba, and then crossing the Pordoi-Joch (p. 394) to

Canazei in 3V2 hrs. ; the other, far more attractfve, crosses the Grbdner-
Joch and the Sella-Joch to Campitello in 6 hrs. (guide, 12 K., not indispen-
sable). This route ascends from Colfosco to the (I72 hr.) Grodner -Joch
(6910'; see p. 378; horse from Corvara SK.). Descending through the upper
region of the valley (Plan de Frea), we cross the Frea and follow the path
(visible from the Joch) close to the precipices of the Mesules, till we cross the
stony bed of a brook, where the bridle-path from Plan is reached. We
now ascend to the (2^/z hrs.) Sella-Joch (^. 379; inn); thence to (IV2-2 hrs.)

Campitello, see p. 379.

To the Groden Valley over the Grodner-Joch (5 hrs. to St. Ulrich),
see p. 378.
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76. The Pragser-Tal.
From Niederdorf io Alt-Prags (5 M.) diligence twice daily in summer

in 11/4 hr. (1 A'. 20 h.)-^ omnibus from the Pnsf Hotel to Bruckele twice daily
in 2 hrs., returning in IV2 lir. (2 A'.); Io Platzwiese once daily in d'/z hrs.
(f.-ire 5 A'., descent 4 A'.j. — One-horse carriage to Alt-Prags 4, two-horse
8 K. — To Xeu-Prags. omnibus from the Post Hotel to Ihe Prao:?er-See
(71/2 M.) thrice daily in summer in 1 hr. 50 min., returning in 1 hr. 35 min.
(!<iV2 K.). One-horse carriage to Neu-Prags and back 7, two-horse 17 A".

Omnibus from the Pragser See twice daily to Alt-Prags and Bruckele.

About IV2M. to the W. of Niederdorf, and about the same
distance to the E. of Welsherg (p. 407) , the charming *Prag8er
Tal opens to the right. The road leads round the foot of the Golser

Berg (or we may take the shorter path diverging to the left at the

railway-station, crossing the hill, and passing the Lercher Hbfe) to

the (3 M. from Niederdorf) Hofstatt in Ausser-Prays and the (^4 M.)
hamlet In der Sag (3960'). where the valley divides into Alt-Frags
on the left (S.), and Inner-Prags on the right (W.). About 2'/4 M.
up the S. branch of the valley lie the baths of Alt-Prags (4535';

Hotel, R. 2-3, board 5 K., usually crowded in summer), amidst
line scenery (S.E., the precipitous slopes of the Diirrenstein ; S.,

the lofty Hohe Gaisl; W., the Rosskofel group). Pleasant walk to

the (20 min.) Heinrichshdhe (4920').
Excursions (guide. Jakob Schwingshackl). Ascent of the Sarlkofel f7740'),

via the /SaWriedeZ (6865') in 31/2 hrs.. with guide (6 A".), easy and attractive,

see p. 408. — The =Groase Rosskofel (8410*5 41/2 hrs.; guide 8 AT.), ascended
via the Fostmeister Alp (6400'; rfmts.), is not difficult; splendid view. A
trying descent leads down to the Pragser-Wildsee. — Good walkers may
ascend (a fine route) via the Ross Alp to the Col di Fosses (7800'), and
descend via the Fosses Alp and the Forcella di Giralhis (7280') to Ospitale,

or to the right to La Stua and the Ampezzo road (to Cortina 10-11 hrs.

;

guide 13 K. ; comp. p. 413).

To ScHLUDERBACH an easy and very fine route crosses the Fldtzwiese

(41/2 hrs.
;
guide useless : omnibus to Bruckele see above). A road leads

past the base of the Heimwaldkofel and up the valley to (1 hr.) the *E6tel
Bruckele (4970'; R. 2V2-3, pens. 7-8 K.). Thence we proceed on foot up a
wooded slope to the left (with the Daumkofel and the Schwalbenkofel
behind us and the rugged crest of the Diirrenstein on the left) to the

extensive pastures of the Pl&tzwiese and to (1^/4 hr.) the *E6lel Diirren-

stein (Qbi(y: R. 3-7, pens. 9-13 A^, generally crowded in summer), at the

S. base of the Diirrenstein (9320'), which is easily ascended hence in 2V2 hrs.

(see p. 421). On the right rises the imposing Croda Fossa (Hohe Gaisl,

10,330'; see p. 422). Our route crosses the plateau. Before us rise the

Cadini (p. 422) and the huge Monte Crislallo (p. 422). At the O/2 hr.) end
of the pastures the path passes below a fort, and then descends to the left,

past the Knollkopf (122(i' ; ascent in I-IV2 hr., interesting) into the Seeland-

Tal, and through wood (keep to the left) to (1 hr.) Schludevhach (p. 420).
— From the Plafzwiese via the Foss Alp to the Pragser-See, see p. 417.

To THE Pragsek-See. a very interesting excursion (x^arriages, see

above). Through the Inner-Prags, or S.W. arm of the valley, a

road leads from (3^/4 M-) I^ der Sag (see above), via the hamlet of

Schmieden (3995'; two inns), to the baths of (2 M.) Neu-Prags

(4350'; *Hotel, R. 2-3 A'.). About 1/3 M. farther on, near the last

houses of St. Veit (4430'), the road crosses to the left bank of the

brook, and then ascends through wood to (IY2 M.) the beautiful,
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dark-green *Pragser-Wild8ee (4910'
; "Hotel Wildsee-Prags, R, 3,

board 6 K. ; boats for hire, i/o ^ir. 60 A.), in which the huge See-

kofel is reflected (see below; best light 10-11 a.m.).

Excursions (guides, Jot. Appetibichler, Ant. Trenker, Jakob Leitner, and
Martin Steiner). The ascent of the 'Kuhwiesenkopf (7035'), accomplished
from Neu-Praga or the Hotel Wildsee-Prags in 2 hrs., is easy and attractive;
tine panorama from the view-tower. A marked path ascends also from
Welsberg in 31/2 hrs. —

- The Hochalpenkopf (;S420'), ascended from Wild-
see-Prags in 3V2 hrs. (guide advisable, 6 K), commands a splendid view.
Edelweiss grows abundantly on this mountain. — The Kerrstein (8035';

31/2 hrs.; guide 6 K.) is fatiguing but reprfNing. — The Ricegon - Turni
(8770'), from the Pragser-See via the Senneser Ka)' in 41/2 hrs. (guide 15 A'.),

is difficult, but very interesting for good climbers. — The ascent of the
*Seekofel (92-20'), 41/2 hrs. from the Pragser-Wildsee, through the Nabige
Loch and the Ofen (Porta Sora al Forii, 7840"), is toilsome but well worth
the trouble (comp. p. 413; guide 8, with descent to St. Vigil or to Peutel-
stein 15 A'.).

Fkom the Pragser-See to the Platzwiese (7 hrs.; guide d K.. not
essential for adepts) , a club-path ascends through the Nabige Loch past
the Seebel to the (3Vj hrs.) Upper Ross Alp., whence it skirts the slopes of
the Hohe Oaisl to the left to the (31/2 hrs.) HOiel Diirrenstein (p. 416;
where the path begins to descend, about 8 min. to the left, is a view-
point commanding a magnificent survey of the Dolomites).

From Neu-Prags over tue Kreuzjoch to St. Vigil, 5 hrs., uninterest-
ing (guide, not indispensable for adepts, 9 A".). The path leads from the
(3 M.) S.W. end of the Pragser-See, through the Griinwald-Tal, and past
the Orunwald-Biitte And Altkaser-Hiitte to the (2 hrs.) IIoch-Alpe (6970') and
the (Vj hr.) Kreuzjoch (7395'; abundant edelweiss), between the Paratscha
(7990*; ascended fri>m the pass in 1/2 hr.) on the left and the Dreifinyerspitze
(8125') on the right. We then descend through the narrow Foschedura-
Tal to (i'/u hr.) St. Vigil (p. 412).

77. The Sexten-Tal.
Post-Omnibus from Innichen to Sexteu twice daily in summer in 1 hr.

{i K. 20 A.), returning in 50 min. {{ K.)-., omnibus from Sexten to the upper
Fiscbeleinboden twice daily, 1 K. One-horse carr. from Innichen to Wild-
bad lunichen and back 5, two-horse 8, to Moos 7 and 12 K.

Innichen (3855'). see p. 409. The road into the Sexten-Tal
(driving advisable as far as Moos) crosses the Sextenbach and
ascends on the left bank. After 1 1/4 M. a road diverges to the right

to the (V2 M.) Wildbach Innichen (4315'; *Hotel, R. 2-G, board
5-7 K.), pleasantly situated amid woods (fine view from the Her-
minenJiohe, 8 min.). The road then passes the mouth of the Inner-

feld-Tal (see below; fine view of the Haunold on the right, and
the Gsellknoten and Dreischuster on the left), crosses the Ixenbach
near the Sommerer-Milhle (4105') and then the Sextenbach, and
reaches (41/2 M.) Sexten or St. Veit (4320'; Post, R. 11/2-3, pens.

5-6 K.; Kreuz, Mondschein, both very fair; Hofer, R. iV2-'2'^'2,

pens. 5 K.'), frequented as a summer-resort.
Excursions (guides. Ant. Bergmann Jun. and Jakob Messner, of Innichen,

J. A. Forcher., Ign. and Ant. Schranzho/er, Christian, Sepp, Veit, Mich , and
Joh. Innerkojler, Jos. Rogger, and Joh. Reider of Sexten). The Helm a985';
guide unnecessary) is ascended from Sexten bv a somewhat steep and
shadeless path via Mitterberg in 31/2 hrs. Comp! p. 409.

An interesting route leads through the wooded Innerfeld- Tal and

BAEPEKicn's Eastern Alps, lith Edit. 27
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over the Wildgrahen-Joch to Landro (7 lirs.; guide 10 K.). The path (red
marks), first on the left, then on the right bank of the Ixenbach^ leads
via the Hochgriesel to the (2 hrs.) Unter-Hiitte (o390'J ; it then ascends
(path and marking defective) to the right to the (1 hr.) Oher-Hiitte (6400'),
which affords a fine view of the Dreischusferspitze, Schusterplattei
Schwalbenkofel, BuUkopfe, etc. Thence through the Innicher Wildgraben
to the (11/4 hr.) Wildgraben-Joch (7530'), aflording a picturesque view,
between the Schwalbenalpenkopf (8805') on the left, and the Schwalbenkofel
(9410'), on the right. Steep descent to the Rienztal and (I'/a hr.) Landro
(p. 419). — The ascents of the Hochebenkofel (9530') and the Birkenkofel
(9555'), accomplished from the Ober-Hiitte via the Liickele (8300') in
4 hrs., are laborious (guide 14 E. ; comp. p. 422). — The Haunold (9535';
from the Unter-Hiitte via the Kohlenbrenn-Tal in 5-6 hrs.; guide 16 K.) is

trying. A toilsome and uninteresting pass leads over the Birken-Schavtl
(8290, between the Haunold and Birkenkofel, to the Birkm-Tal (p. 419) and
the (41/2-6 hrs.) Ampezzo road. — The Sreischusterspitze (10,875'), ti'/z-i hrs.
from the Fischeleinboden (see below) via the Weisslahn (guide 20 ^.)> is

fatiguing and difficult (from Innerfeld much more difficult; guide 36 .ff.).

About Y2 ^r- above St. Veit (tlie direct path to the baths diverges

to the right, 2 miii. from St. Veit) we reach Moos (4365'), where the

valley forks (two forts). In the right arm lies ('/4 hr.) the un-
pretending Bad Moos (4455'; * KasUunger' s Inn)^ whence a new road

leads past a tablet commemorating the visit of Crown - Prince

Frederick William of Prussia on Sept. 19th, 1887, and through
sparse larch-wood to the (I3/4 M.) Dolomiten-Hof Fischeleinboden,

finely situated on the margin of a woodgirt meadow on the

Fischeleinboden (4785'), w^hich affords an admirable view of the

imposing head of the valley (Gsellknoten, Dreischusterspitze,

Schusterplatte, Oberbacherspitze, Einser, Elfer, Zwolfer, and Rot-
wand). The traveller should go as far as (1/2 tr.) the 'Mauern',

where the ascent begins and the valley branches into the Altenstein-

Tal to the right (W.) and the Bacher-Tal to the left (E.).
An attractive route leads through the Altenstein- Tal (route marked;

guide to Landro for the inexperienced 9, to the Toblinger Riedel 8 A'.),

via the Sextner Boden and the small Boden Lakes, to the C^Vs lirs-)

Toblinger Riedel (7895'; two inns, see p. 421); descent through the Schwarze
Rienztal to (2'/2 hrs.) Landro (p. 419), or over the Patern-Sattel to (4 hrs.)

Misurina (p. 420). The Toblinger Riedel commands a fine view of the Drei
Zinnen (p. 422), to ascend which we must cross the Patern-Sattel to the
S. side (guide from Sexten to the Grosse Zinne 16, Kleine Zinne 30 A".)

:

comp. p. 421. — In the. Bach ev- Tal ^ 2 hrs. from the Fischeleinboden (guide
4 A., not indispensable), is the Zsigmondy-Hiitte 320' ; inn in summer),
the starting-point for the ascent of the Oberbacherspitze (8770' ; 2'/2-3 hrs.

;

guide 10 A.,- not difficult), the Hochbrunnerschne ide {iOMO'
-^
3 4 hrs.; guide

16 A^.; toilsome), the Zwolfer (10,150*; 4-4V2 hrs.
;
guide 30 A.), and the Elfer

(10,220'; 4V2-5 hrs.; guide 26 A.), the last two very difficult. Attractive
passes lead hence to the W. across the Oberbacher-Joch (8325'). between
the Sandebiihel (8550') and the Oberbacherspitze, and then to the right
across the BiiUele-Joch (8215') to the Boden Alp and the (21/2 hrs.) Toblinger
Riedel (see above and p. 421); or from the Oberbacher-Joch to the left

past the little Lago del Pian del Cavallo (7635') to the Pian di Lavaredo.
and then either to the right over the Patern-Sattel to the (3 hrs.) Toblinger
Riedel. or to the left over the Forcella Lungieres to Rimbianco (to Misurina
4V2-5 hrs. ; see p. 422). — From the Zsigmondy-Hiitte over the Sandebiihel-
Joch (8235'), between the Sandebiihel and Zwolfer

^ and over the Forcella
delV Agnello (S430') to Auronzo (p. 429), 7 hrs., with guide, toilsome; over
the Forcella di Giralba (8t!05'). between the Zwolfer and the Monte Giralba,
6 hrs., with guide, not difficult.
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From Bad Moos (p. 418) a poor road ascends steeply to the (i'/t hr.)

Kreuzberg, or Monte Croce (5340'; Lowen; Zum Tiroler), where it crosses

the Italian frontier. Thence to the Val Comelico, see p. 429. From the
Monte Croce a rough path leads to (1 hr.) the Schuss or Cima Collesei (6230'),

commanding a fine view to the N. and E.

78. From Toblach to Cortina. Val Ampezzo.
20 M. Post Omnibos from the Toblach station to Cortina twice daily

in 4 hrs., starting at 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. (fare i K., there and back IK.).
Omnibus from the H6tel Germania via Schluderbach, Misurina, and Tre Croci
to Cortina, returning by the Ampezzo road, daily in summei- in 12 hrs.

(12 A'.). — Cakkiage with one horse from Toblach to Landro 5 K. CO h.,

with two horses 10 K. ; to Schluderbach 6 and 12, to Cortina 14 and 26 K. (to

the Hotel Faloria 18 and 30 K.). To Cortina and back, with one horse 18,

two horses 32 A"., if kept overnight 22 and 36 E.'^ to Cortina via Misurina 22,
with two horses 32, and back by the highroad 40, if kept overnight 46 K.
From Toblach to Pieve di Cadore (2 days) 28 and 52, there and back 40
and 68 K. ; to Belluno 60 and 108, Vittorio 70 and 128 K. From Cortina
to Schluderbach, one-horse carr. 91/2, two-horse 18 K. ; to Landro 11 and 21,
to Toblach 14 and 27 K.

A visit to the Limestone Alps of S. Tyrol, enclosed by the Drave,
Rienz , Eisak , Adige , Brenta , and Piave , and generally known as the
Dolomites (from Dolomieu , the geologist , who first examined this

magnesian limestone formation), is greatly facilitated by the Pustertal
railway. Strictly speaking, the term Dolomite belongs to the Fassa Mts.,
the Langkofel, Rosengarten, and Schlern, but does not apply to the
Cristallo, Hohe Gaisl, Tofana, Sorapis, Antelao, Pelmo, and other peaks
of the Ampezzo Limestone Alps ; but as these mountains are widely known
as the -Ampezzo Dolomites', the popular nomenclature is adhered to in
the Handbook. Alike to the man of science and the mountaineer the
curiously fissured Dolomites ofl'er a rich and varied field of interest, in
their innumerable large and small peaks, pinnacles, caverns, canons, and
subterranean water-courses. The most striking formations are generally
found about halfway up the mountains, as from the summits as well as
from the valleys many of their most characteristic features are lost to
view. The Dolomites consist of non-sedimentary rocks, and some geologists
see in them an analogue of the coral formations. Comp. Tlie Dolomite
Mountains^ by Gilbert and Churchill (London).

The Ampezzo Road quits the Pustertal at the Toblach station

(3965'; p. 408), leads due S., between the Sarlkofel (ll'iO') on
the right and the Neunerkofel (8420'} on the left, into the Hohlen-
stein- Tal, watered by the Rienz, and passes the small, dark Tob-
lacher-See (4130'; *H6tel, R. 3-4, D. 21/2 ^O- The valley soon
contracts to a wild gorge. To the left opens the Birken-Tal (p. 418)
and on the same side, farther on, the Klausenkofel (Nasswand) is

conspicuous; to the right the jagged spurs of the Durrenstein. The
view up the valley to the S. is bounded by the Mte. Plan (see

p. 420). Above the Klaus-Brucke (A3iO') the Rienz (p. 421) issues
from its sub terranean channel. On the left slope of the valley

rises a curiously-shaped isolated rock, called by the natives the
Muttergotteskofel. Near Landro the road passes a new fort.

7 M. Landro, Ger. Hohlenstein (4615'; *H6telBaur, R. 3-7, pens.

8-12 K.}, a pleasant summer-resort. At the head of the valley of

the Sohiuarze Rienz, which opens here to the left, rise the lofty

27*
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and glistening Drei Zinnen (p. 422). A few paces farther on, at

the N.W. base of the Mte. Pian, is the light-green Durrensee. In

the background rise the huge ^Monte Cristallo (10,495'), with its

glacier, and its neighbours, the Piz Popena (10,310'J and the Cristal-

lino (9140'), presenting a most striking picture. The lake, into

which the Schwarze Rienz flows, is sometimes dry in autumn, but

tills again in spring. — 1^9 M. —
Bi/oM. Schluderbach(4730'; *PLon€r'sH6t. Schluderhach, R. 2'/2-

41/2, D- 3, pens. 8-12 K. ; '^'Hot. Sigmundsbrunn, R. 2-4, pens,

from 8 -fir.}, beautifully situated at the mouth of the Val Popena
(see below). The Monte Cristallo is here concealed by the sombre
Kauhkofel (6570') ; to the left are the lower CristalUno and the

Cadini, rising beyond the Val Popena. To the right rises the im-
posing red limestone pyramid of the Croda Kossa (^Rotwand, or

Hoke Gaisl, 10,330').
Walks and Excursions from Landro and Scliluderbacli (guides, Jos.

Innerkojlev ^ Fr. Mosca, Amhros Vergeinei\ aud Andrei Filler of Schluder-
l)acli3. Round the Durrensee (about 11/4 hr.), part of the way lying in

woud. — From Schluderbach to the ('/•-• hr.) Eduardsfelsen and through
the picturesque Val Fonda to the (IV2 hr.) Cristallo Glacier; to the ('/z hr.)

Sigmunds-Brunnen in the Schonleiten-Tal; from Schluderbach or from
Landro to the (1 hr.) Helltal- Sommerklamm. From Landro by a new
path (tunnel) in 2'/2 hrs., or from Schluderbach by the road through the
Seelaad-Tal \n2h.rs. to the Pldtzwiese (Hot. Diirrenstein; see pp. 416, 421).

The Monte Piano (7630') is easily ascended from Schluderbach in

2'/-j-3 hrs.
;
guide not indispensable (7" K.). We ascend the Val Popena

Bassa by the 'Erzatrasse', and beyond the first bend of the road (1 hr. ;

carriage thus far 5 .ST.) diverge to the left and follow a steep path (marked
with red) over the ForceUa Alta (6480') to the (ii/2 hr.) summit, an
extensive plateau, with curiously fissured rock-formations. On the W.
margin (yellow marks, 20 min.) is an open refuge-hut (7590'; rfmts. in

summer). The panorama is very fine and includes even the Zillertaler

Ferner and the Gross-Glockner. "— The Monte Pian may also be ascended
from Landro (p. 419) through the Riemtal and via the Katzenleiter. Rimbianco
Valley (p. 421), and ForceUa Alfa. The route through the woods from
Rimbianco to the ForceUa is, however, not easily found (guide desirable).

Descent via the ForceUa Alta and ForceUa Bassa (6165') to the (.V/2hv.) Lago
Misurina (see below).

'From Schlddebbach to Cortina via Misdrina and Tse Cboui,
4'/2-5 hrs. (guide 8 £"., unnecessary), a highly attractive excursion (carriage-

road, see p. 419-, omnibus from Schluderbach to the Hotel Misurina twice

daily in I1/2 hr., 3 £".). This expedition is best made from Schluderbach,
as the ascent is more gradual than in the opposite direction, while the
finest views are in front of the traveller; the return should be made by
the Ampezzo road. — The Erzstrasse, diverging to the left at the Hotel
Sigmundsbrunn, crosses the Italian frontier, and ascends the wooded Val
Popena Bassa (the ascent of the Mte. Pian. on the left, adds 2-3 hrs. to

the expedition; see above.) Beyond the Col Sanf Angela (5905') we reach
the (I3/4 hr.) -Lago Misurina {dl&y ; '^HOt. Misurina^ at the N. end, R.

from 2, pens. 8-12 K.) , a sheet of pale-green water, amidst beautiful sur-

roundings (the Drei Zinuen on the N.E., the Cadini on the E., the Marma-
role, Antelao, and Sorapis on the S.). We follow the W. bank of the

lake to its S. end, where, to the left, are the 'Grand-ffdtel Misurina, a

large Italian house (R. 5-8, ddj. 31/2, D. 41/2, pens. I2V2-I6 fr.), and the

Alhergo alia Posta (plain), and proceed i)ast the small Restaurant Sorapis

and via the Misurina Alp; then, at a (25 min.) guide-post (5385'; Austrian
frontier), take the narrow road entering the wood to the right, and ascend
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gradually along the slope of the Crepe di Rudavpi, with line views of the

Harmarole and Sorapis on the left, and of the huge clifl's of the Cristallo

on the right. In ^/i hr. our route joins the narrow road from Valbona
(p. 429), and then ascends to the right to the (20 min.) Passo Tre Croci
(5930'; *H6tel Tre Croci, R. 2-3V2, B. i K.), whence the *View of the
beautiful Ampezzo valley suddenly discloses itself, to the W. Opposite
us rises the huge Tofana; to the left, adjoining the Nuvolau , appear
the serrated Croda da Lago and, farther distant, the snow-covered Mar-
molata; immediately to the right is Mte. Cristallo. (To the Pfalzgau-
IliUte, see p. 425; ascent of Mte. Cristallo, p. 426.) We descend through
woods and pastures, along the Bigontina Valley and passing the hamlets
of Lareito and Alverii, to (IV2 hr.) Cortina (p. 424).

Ascent of the *I)iirrenstein (9320' 5 4-4V4 hrs.
\

guide 8 Z., not indis-

pensable for experts), very attractive. A road leads through the Seeland-

Tal to (2 hrs.) the Hdtel Durrenstein (6540'; guide, Jak. Messner), whence a

stony path ascends to the right to the (21/4 hrs.) summit (shelter -hut
1/4 hr. below). The fine view includes the Tauern, the Ortler and Adamello
groups, the Dolomites, and the Pragaer-Tal and Pustertal (panorama by
F. Burger). Caution should be exercised in plucking edelweiss. This ascent
may conveniently be combined with the route via the Pldtzwiese to Prags

(p. 416; guide 10^.).

The Flodige (6 hrs. there and back from Landro; guide not necessary).

The route diverges to the W. from the Ampezzo road a little beyond the

(IV2 hr.) Toblacher-See, and ascends (red marks) into the Sari (5600'), a
beautiful sequestered valley between the Sarlkofel (right) and the Kasamutz
(left). From the (21/2 hrs.) Sarl-Riedel (6860'), to the N. of the Sarlkofele

(7576'), we obtain a picturesque glimpse of the Prags valley (descent to Alt-

Prags IV2 hr. ; ascent of the Sarlkofel^ 1 hr., see p. 416). We now retrace

our steps, descend a little , and proceed towards the S. over the pastures
of the Sari Alp. We then ascend by an easy route to the (3/4 hr.) Flodig-
Sattel (7180'), immediately in front of the rugged precipices of the Durren-
stein j then descend over grass and follow the path (indicated by marks)
through the Flodige Valley to the (IV4 hr.) Klaus-Briicke (p. 419).

To the Rienztal and the Toblinger Riedel, 31/4 hrs. (marked path, guide
7 K., unnecessary, but desirable if the return be made via the Patern
Saltel and Rimbianco or Misurina; 10 K.). A stony track from Landro
traverses the Rienztal as far as the i^|^ hr.) rocky barrier that seems to

close the valley, and above which tower the Drei Zinnen ; to the right

is the Monte Pian. A steep path (Kutzenleiter), beginning opposite the
shepherd's hut (5100*), ascends the Rimbianco Valley, backed by the Cadini,
to the (1 hr.) Rimbianco Alp (6035'; rfmts.; poor accommodation for the
night; see p. 422). — The path to the left in the Rienztal divides in

20 min.; one branch leading steeply to the N., through the Orosse Wild-
graben, to the (i'/z hr.) Wildgraben-Joch (p. 418); the other (marked with
red) running to the E., via the Rienzboden, to the (2 hrs.) Toblinger Riedel
(7895'), a saddle strewn with needle-like rocks, between the Paternkofel (9000')

on the right and the Toblinger Knoten (8580') on the left. Above the saddle to

the left stand the Dreizinnen-Eiitte of the G.A.C. (7895'; inn in summer)
and the Hotel zu den Drei Zinnen (B. 2 K.), in a grand situation opposite the
perpendicular cliffs of the Drei Zinnen (p. 422). The 'View embraces
the Rienztal, Mte. Cristallo, Hohe Gaisl, etc., to the W., and the Altenstein-
Tal to the E., with the Boden Lakes, lying but a few min. below the
Riedel (to Sexten 3 hrs., see p. 418; guide from Landro 10^.). From the
Dreizinnen-Hiitte to the top of the Schusterplatte (9700') , via the Innicher
Riedel (7840'), 2 hrs., with guide, not difficult for adepts. — A stony but
tolerable path diverges sharply to the left a short distance down the
path to Landro, skirts the rubble-strewn flanks of the Paternkofel (9000'),

and finally ascends again to the (1 hr.) Forcella Lavaredo or Patern-Sattel
(8040'), to the E. of the Kleine Zinne. View hence of the Cadini, Mar-
marole, and Antelao to the S. We descend to the Pian di Lavaredo, with
its two small lakes (route over the Oberbacher-Joch to the Zsigmondy-
Hiitte, see p. 418), then skirt the S. side of the castellated Drei Zinnen
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(ascent from this side, see below), to (he Forcella Lungieres (.7610'), whence
we descend to the (V/^hr.) Rimbianco Alp (p. 421) and thence to (l'/-2hr.)

Landro via the Katzenleitcr and Ihe Schwarze Eienztal^ or from the
Forcella Lungieres we skirt Ihe slope of the M(e. Campedelle (7750') to the
left to the saddle at the head of the Val Rimbianco and thence follow
the cart-track to the left, which leads past the small Logo Vantorno (6080')

to (2V2 hrs.) Misuvina.

The ascent of the Cristallino (highest peak, 9140'^ 4'/2 hrs.; guide
9 K.) is not difficult for adepts. The view from the summit embraces the
valley of Hohlenstein as far as Toblach, the Tauern in the distance, and
in the foreground the wild precipices of the Popena and Cristallo.

The 'Monte Cristallo (10,495'-, 6i/2-7 hrs.; guide 18 K.) is fit only for
expert climbers with steady heads. The route leads through the Val Fonda
(Val del Monte Cristallo) to the (2V2 hrs.) Cristallo Glacier, which it crosses
to (11/2 hr.) the Cristallo Pass (9260'), between the Mte. Cristallo and the
Popena. We then ascend the 'Lange Band' on the S. side of the Cristallo
and finally clamber over rocks (the worst point being the 'Bose Platte')

to the arete and the (2'/2-3 hrs.) summit. The view is magnificent. The
descent may be made from the Cristallo Pass over snow and debris to

Tre Croci and Cortina (guide 20 -ST.; see p. 426). — The Piz Popena (10,310';

6-7 hrs.
;
guide 18 K.), ascended from Schluderbach via the Val Popena

Alta^ is difficult (more interesting, but also much more difficult, from
Tre Croci by the S. arete).

The Croda Rossa or Hohe Gaisl (Roluand, lOiSSO*) is ascended from
Ospitale (p. 423) in 6-7 hrs. by a very toilsome and difficult route via the
Val Gottres and the scree-slope on the N.W. side of the Col Freddo (guide
20 A'.). The ascent from the Platzwiese is still more difficult and exposed
to falling stones. — Of the Drei Zinnen {Tre Cime di Lavaredo ; 9755', 9850',

9020'), the central peak (4V2-5 hrs. from the Rimbianco Alp up the S. side;

guide 16 K.) is both the highest and the easiest, but is fit only for experts
with steady heads (see pp. 421, 418). The Vordere or Westliche Zinne and the
Klein e Zinne are more difficult, especially the latter (guide 30 A'.).

The Hochebenkofel (9530'; 5 hrs.; guide 12 A'.) is accomplished by
adepts without difficulty from Landro over the Toblacher Scha/alm. It is

connected with the slightly higher Birkenkofel (9555'), to the N., by a
narrow arete, requiring a steady head. Descent via the Lilckele to Sexlen,
see p. 418.

The highest peak of the Cadini (9320') may be ascended from Misurina
via the Passo di Tocci (7765') in 3V2-4 hrs. and is not difficult for adepts
(guide 14 A.). More difficult are the neighbouring Ci7na Eotros (9305'), ihe

N.W. Cadinspitze (8930'), and the Torre del Diavolo (8600'; first ascended
in 1903).

From Schludekbach to Auronzo via Misurina^ see p. 422. (itber

attractive but more toilsome passes lead from the (2 hrs.) Rimbianco Alp
(p. 421) over the Forcella lAingiercs (7610') or the Forcella di Rimbianco
(7190) to the Val Marzon and (5-(j hrs.) Auronzo (p. 429).

The road ascends, crosses the Seclandhnch^ and then the bed of

the Knnppenfussbach ^ which is generally dry, and reaches the

(2 M.) Gemdrk (5065'; Alhergo Cimabanche), the watershed be-

tween the Eienz and the Boite, which forms the boundary of the

Ampezzo district. To the right rises the majestic Croda Bossa

(10,330'), with the precipices of the Col Freddo (9230'1, and next

it the Croda delV Ancona (p. -423), appearing above the wooded
Crepa di Zuoghi; before us the peaks of the Tofana overtop the

Col Rosa ; to the left is the Punta del Forame ; behind us, the

Monte Plan and the Cadini. The road descends gradually, passing

the shallow Logo Bianco (_4950'), and crosses the Rufreddo, -which
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descends from the right. We next cross the Gottresbach and soon

reach (2 M.) —
121/2 M. Ospitale (4835'; Inn, good wine), once a hospice,

picturesquely situated at the base of the Crepa di Zuoglii (6745').

Opposite is the VeccMo del Forame (9415'), from which descends

the Fclizon. Farther down is the Val Grande, flanked on the W.
by the Pomagagnon (see below), and to the S.W. rise the Tofana,
Col Rosa, and Furcia Rossa.

Beantifiil Walk in the Gotlres Valley^ between the Col Freddo on the
right and the Croda ddV Ancona on the left, to the (2 hrs.) La Rosa Alp
(6700'), at the S.W. foot of the Croda Rossa (p. 422), which commands
a fine .view of the mountains of Fanes and Travenanzes (p. 426). We may
then proceed over the Forcella di Giralhis (7280') to the (2 hrs.) large sheep-
pasture of Fosses (7015'), with the new Egerer-Hiltte (under construction)
and several small lakes, whence we may proceed over a chaos of debris
and the Col di Fosses or over the Porta Sara al Fom (p. 417) to Prags
(p. 416). Ascent of the (2V2 hrs.) ^Seekofel, and route via the Sennes Alp
to St. Vigil, see pp. 413, 426.

Through the Val Grande to Cortina (41/2 hrs. ; with guide), not
very attractive. A good track descends, crosses the Felizon, and ascends
to the S. in the Val Grande, between the Pomagagnon (7910') on the right
and the Gresta Bianca (9625') on the left, to the (2 hrs.) Padeon Alp (6070').

Thence we ascend to the (1 Ijr.) Sonforca (6880'; to the Crepe di Zumelles,

20 min., see p. 425), and descend to (IV2 hr.) Cortina (comp. p. 425).

For some distance the road, now level, skirts the slope of Monte
Cadini [Croda delt Ancona, 7750'), the side of which is pierced by
an aperture high above us. On the left are the ravine of the Felizdn

and the Val Grande. (A finger-post by the telegraph-post numbered
464 indicates a short-cut which crosses the deep gorge of the

Felizon by the *Ponte Felizon, rejoining the road below the Ponte
Alto.) The road ascends for a short distance, and then descends.

About 11/4 M. beyond Ospitale the conspicuous Peutelstein or

Podestagno (4945') rises on the left. The rock was formerly crowned
with the ruins of a castle which were removed in 1866. The road

bends sharply to the right, and winds down into the Arnpezzo or

Hayden Valley, watered by the Boite. In the foreground is the Col

Rosa, to the right of which are the Furcia Rossa, Col Becchei, Croda
d'Antruilles, and Lavinores. The apex of the long curve, where
a finger-post near the hunting-lodge of St. Hubertus (Mrs. Potts)

indicates the way to St.Vigil to the right (comp. p. 413), commands
a fine survey of the valleys of Fanes and Travenanzes; in the distance

to the S. are the Croda da Lago, Becco di Mezzodi, and Pelmo.
The road now descends to the S., skirting precipitous slopes,

and crosses the deep gully of the Felizon by the (l^/^ M.) Ponte Alto

(to which the path mentioned above descends from the Ponte
Felizon). The following stretch of the valley is monotonous ; the

Boite flows through a broad stony bed, between pine-clad banks,

over which tower the rocky masses of the Tofana on the right and
the Pomagagnon on the left. About 3/4 M. farther on a finger-post

indicates the route to the right to St. Cassian (p. 414) via Fanes;
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and after V/2 M. more we pass the inn of Fiammes (4255'). The
road then (l'/2 M.) quits the wood, and descends to (1 M.") —

20 M. Cortina. — Hotels. -Hotel-Pension Bellevue, at the N. end
of the village, in an open situation, R. 2'/2-3, dej. 3, T>. 4'/2, pens. 8-9 A'. ;

Hot.-Pens. Santabella, well spoken of; *Aquila Nera , the dining-room
and the exterior of the dependance of which are decorated with paint-
ings by the sons of the late landlord Ghedina. R. 2V2-3, D. 3, S. 2K.;
= Croce'Bianca, with baths, R. 2-8, D. 3, pens. Q-QK.; *H6tel Cortina,
R. 2-3, D. 8V4, pens, from 7 K. (good rooms in the Villa Apollonio); 'Stella
d'Oro, pens. 6-7 K. ; *Vittoria, at the S. end of the village, R. 2-3, pens.
6-8 K. ; Ancora: Menardi, very fair, R. 2 K. ; Hot.-Restaurant Dolomiten-
HOF ; Hotel Garni zur Post. — Outside the village: *H6tel Faloria,
with baths, 1 M. to the S.E., finely situated high up and close to the
woods, R. 31/4-5, D. 3, pens. 1-lOK.; *H6tel Cristallo. adjacent, R. 2-3,

D. 4, pens. 6-8 AT. ,• *H6tel Miramonti, at Pezzie, 1 M. to the S. of Cor-
tina, E. 2-6, B. 11/2, dej. 3, D. 4, pens, from Q K. (these three of the first

class); 'Hot.-Pens. Maioni, pens. 6-8 A"., well spoken of; Pens. Villa
DK BiGONTiNA; Pens. Verra. — Swimming Baths., 'AM. below the Aquila
Nera; baths also at the Croce Bianca, Vittoria, and Faloria hotels. — Views
of the Dolomites on sale in CeccMni's Studio. — English Church Service
in summer.

Guides : Ant. and Pietro Dimai, Arcangelo Dibona, Mantueto, Oiov,^ and
Bartolo Barbaria, A7ig., Ant., Tobia, Gius., Luigi, and Sigismondo Menardi.
Giov. Cesare, Sera/., and Arcang. Siorpaes, Pietro Costantini, Angela
Zangiacomi, Giac. and Giv-s. Colli. Zacc. &\iA.>Flor. Pompanin, Aug. Dandrea,
Ang. Gaspari, Luigi Piccolruaz, Ang. Maioni, Agost. and Bald.'Verzi. Most
of the guides speak a little German.

Cortina d'Ampezzo (4000'), a village of 600 inhab., superbly

situated and admirably adapted for a prolonged stay, is the capital

of the valley and the seat of the district-authorities. The Indus-

trial School deserves a visit (filigree-work and wood-mosaic tasteful

and not expensive). The Church contains a rich altar, wood-carvings

by Brustolone, etc. The gallery of the handsome detached Campanile
(about 250' in height; 235 steps) commands an admirable *Survey
of the surrounding landscape. On the N.E. rises the Cristallo group,

with the Pomagagnon and the highest Cristallo peak ; E ., the Tre Croci

saddle and Crepedel ; S.E., the Punta Nera, Sorapis, and Antelao

;

S., thePelmo, and (nearer) the Rocchetta and Becco di Mezzodi

;

S.W., the Croda da Lago, and, in the foreground, the Crepa, Nu-
volau, and Cinque Torri ; W., the Lagacio and Tofana; N., Col

Rosa, Lavinores, Seekofel, and Croda dell'Ancona. Pleasant prome-

nades have been laid out on the Boite, to the W. of the church.
A fine view is obtained from the (20 min.) H6tel Faloria (see above).

— The best survey of the valley, for which the evening -light is most
favourable, is aflforded by the (1 hr.) ^Belvedere on the Crepa (5060'),

a prominent rocky hill on the W. side of the valley. We ascend the
Falzarego road to (2*/2 M.) the finely situated Albergo Tofana (p. 432),

and proceed thence to the left to (5 min.) the Restaurant on the nearer
side of the rock. In the wood, near the Belvedere, are several deep
fissures in the rock, of which the traveller should beware. — A marked
path, diverging to the left from the way to the Crepa after about 3/4 M.,
leads through the hamlet of Mortisa to the Grottoes of the Chiesa Maria
di Zanin or di Volpera , at the S. foot of the Crepa, ^/t hr. from Cor-
tina. These ravines, with their grotesque rock-formations, have been
made accessible by foot-bridges and ladders. Below, at the foot of the
mountain at the end of the Costeana ravine O/2 hr. from Cortina), lie the
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baths of Campo di Sotto^ destroyed by an inundation in 1882 (small Cafe-

Restaurant Tiziano adjacent). In the wood on the opposite side of the

Costeana is a curious deep rocky gorge, with ice, known as La Quaire

(13/4 hr. ;
guide necessary, 2 K.). — Other good points of view are the Col

Alfiere, near Gillardon (1 hr.), and the Col Druscih (5S40'; 2 hrs.), above
the Eomerlo Alp, at the S.E. base of the Tofana.

Another attractive walk leads to the (3 M.) Ghedina Lakes (4750'; rfmts.),

embosomed in woods at the foot of the Tofana (guide unnecessary). We
diverge to the left from the Schluderbach road at the kilometre-stone 29,4,

or at the Hot. Verra, a little farther on, cross the Eoite, and ascend by a

marked path. The return-route commands a fine view of the Val Ampezzo.
— A good path leads via Mortisa (p. 424) and the Federa Alp through
wood to the (iJVz hrs.) Reichenberger-Hiitte (6770'; inn in summer), pictur-

esquely situated on the little Lago da Lago , at the foot of the Croda da
Lago (p. 426) and the Becco di Mezzod'i (p. 426). Thence to the (3/4 hr.)

Forcella da Lago, see p. 434. Interesting return-route (tiuide desirable) via

Casone di Formin, Fezzi^ di Palii (p. 434), and Pocol to Cortina.

To the Crepe di Zumelles (7290'; 3 hrs.; guide convenient, to Ospitale

8 K.). The route ascends to the left after following the Tre Croci road for

IV4 hr. ('Via Sonforca-Ospitale'') and crosses the Sonforca (p. 423). We may
return through the Val Grande to Ospitale, across the Feiizon Bridge to

the Po7i(e Alto, and by the highroad to (5 hrs.) Cortina.

To the Tondi di Faloria on the Monte Casadio (3 hrs.
;
guide 8 K.).

The path diverges to the right from the Tre Croci route (p. 421) by a

finger-post about V2 in*, below the pass, and ascends to the wooded Plan
della Bigontina. We cross (10 min.) a bridge, and (V4 hr.) where the path
forks we proceed to the right to the grassy hill of the Faloria Alp and
the (IV2 hr.) Crepedel (7690'), which commands a splendid view of the

Sorapis, etc. Steep descent to the Hot. Faloria, on the W. slope (p. 424).

To the 'Pfalzgau-Hiitte, 4-5 hrs. (guide 8 K.^ unnecessary). From
(2 hrs.) Tre Croci (5930'; p. 421) a marked path leads to (2 hrs.) the hut
(inn in summer), finely situated near the Sorapis Lake (6350'), in the wild
Sorapis Valley, shut in by the huge clifls of the Sorapis (with the Ditta di

Dio), Punta Nera, and Cesta. The Sorapis (10,520*) may be ascended hence
by experienced climbers with steady heads by two routes. The old 'Groh-
mann-Weg' (5V2-6 hrs.

;
guide 23 E.), crossing the W. flank of the Sorapis,

joins the San Vito route near the summit (see p. 427; difficult). The new
'Miiller-Weg'" (41/2-5 hrs.; guide 48 iT.), which traverses the E. glacier and
ascends direct over the huge precipices on the N.E. side, is one of the finest

tours in the Dolomites, but also one of the most difficult and fatiguing.

In unfavourable weather it is exposed to danger from falling stones. —
The Pfalzgau Hut is also the starting-point for the ascents of the Punta
Nera (8900'; 272 hrs. ;

guide 12 A^), the Cesta (9080'; 2V2-3hrs.; 12 a:.), both
toilsome, and the Punia Sorelle (6865'; guide 40 K.; very difficult). —
We may return via Valbona (p. 429) and Tre Croci (41/2 hrs.), or via the
Laudo del Cadin (7805'; 43/4 hrs.; guide 12 AT.).

The ascent of the *Nuvolau (8460'; 4V2-5 hrs. ; marked path ;
guide, 8 A.,

not necessary; horse to the Nuvolau Saddle 16V2A'.) is very attractive and
not difficult. We follow the Falzarego road (p. 432) via Pocol to a (2 hrs.)

finger-post, where we diverge to the left and ascend by a bridle-path through
larch-woods and the pastures of the Averav Alp (on the right the Cinque
Torri Inn and the curious Cinque Torri, see below) to the (2 hrs.) Nuvolau
Saddle {Forcella; 7875'), between the Nuvolau and Nuvolau Alto. From
this point we ascend to the left over the broad rocky ridge to the (20 min.)
Sachsendaiik Hut (8460'; inn in summer), on the summit, which commands
a noble panorama of the Dolomites, extending to the Konigsspitze, the Oetz-
tal and Stubai glaciers, and the Grossglockner. — In returning from the

Nuvolau we may ascend the S. peak of the Cinque Torri (7750'; Alhergo

alle Cinque Torri at the foot, R. 2 A., very fair). This apparently in-

accessible rock is cleft and fissured in such a way as to otter no serious

difficulties to an expert climber (ca. 3/4 hr.
;
guide 8 K.). The ascent of
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the N. peak, or Torre Inglese, is short but very difficult (guide 36 A'.). —
The Alto Nuvolau (8685'), ascended in 1 hr. (guide 10 E.) from the Nuvolau
Saddle, is a difficult climb. The view is much finer than that from the
Nuvolau, the Tofana being especially well seen. — From the Nuvolau
Saddle to (3 hrs.) Colle Santa Lucia or (2 hrs.) Andraz, tee p. 434.

The interesting Val Travenanzes (9-10 hrs. round the Tofana and
back; guide iO K. ; provisions should be taken; one-horse carr. to Pont'
Alto 6-7 K.) is well w^orth a visit. At the (IV4 hr.) guide-post on the
Ampezzo road beyond Fiammes (p. 424) we turn to the left and cross the
Filizon below the road. Farther on we cross the Acqua di Campo Croce
and the Boite^ and skirt the foot of the Col Rosa to the (1 hr.) Fonte Alto
di Progoite (4(83'; restaurant), spanning (at a height of 260') the gorge of
the Travenanzes brook, at the point where the road from Fanes (p. 413)
debouches. Beyond the bridge we turn to the left, recross the stream in

10 min., and ascend the narrow Val Travenanzes. To the left rise the
huge cliffs of the Tofana^ and to the right the Furcia Rossa, Vallon Bianco.,

Mte. Casale, Mte. Cavallo, and Fanesspitze. About P/i hr. farther on is the
poor Travenanzes Alp (6560'; i-efuge-hut under construction), whence we
ascend (latterly no path) to the (I1/4 hr.) Col dei Bois (T5S0'), between the
Tofana di Roc'es (10,550') on the left and the Cima Falzarego (S355') on the
right. Beyond the pass we obtain a splendid view of the Marmolata (still

finer from the Cima Falzarego, easily ascended in V* l^i"-)- The descent
leads across steep Alpine pastures to the (i hr.) Falzarego road (p. 432),
by which we proceed to the left to (IV2 hr.) Cortina.

The -Seekofel (9220') is reached from Cortina in 61/2-7 hrs. (guide 16 K.).

We follow the Ampezzo road to the (2 hrs.) chateau of St. Hubertus
(p. 423), thence ascend to the left to (i hr.) the Alia Slua Alp (5560') and
the (1/4 hr.) Campo Croce., and proceed to the right via the Fosses Alp
(Egerer-Hiitte) to the (3V2-4 hrs.) summit (comp. p. 413).

Among the more important ascents from Cortina, all fit for adepts
only, that of the Tofana (To/ana di Roces or Prima, 10,565'; Tofana di Mezzo
or Seconda., 10,635'; Tofana di Ftiori ov Terza, 10,600') is the easiest, though
fatiguing on account of the long scree-slopes. The night is spent in the
Tofana Hut (8490'; provision-depot), on the saddle between the Tofana di

Koces and the Tofana di Mezzo, 41/2 hrs. from Cortina; thence to the
Tofana di Roces 2V2-3 hrs., to the Tofana di Mezzo or the Tofana di Fuori,
3 hrs. each (guide 18, for all three summits in one day 30 K.). — The
Becco di Mezzodi (8430'), ascended from the (3V2 hrs.) Reichenherger-Hiltte

(p. 425) via the Forcella da Logo (p. 434) and the Forcella Col Duro (7520')

from the S. side in 2 hrs. (last ^ji hr. a difficult climb), commands a
magnificent and highly interesting view (guide 13 K.). — The Croda da
Lago (BSS5'; guide 30 ^.)i ascended from i'h.Q Reichenberger-Hiitle in ^-i hrs..,

via the E. face or the N. arete, is very difficult, but not dangerous for

expert climbers with good guides. The ascent from the W. side via the

'Pompanin chimney' is very difficult (guide SO A'.). — The Monte Cristallo

(10,495'), ascended from Tre Croci (p. 421) via the Col da Varda (7235') and
\h.Q Cristallo Pass in 41/2-5 hrs. (guide 14, with descent to Schluderbach
20 A'.), offers to adepts an interesting climb (comp. p. 422). — The Sorapis
(10,520'), ascended from the Pfalzgau-Hiitte (p. 425) in 51/2-6 hrs. (guide 28-

48 A".), or from San Vito via the Forcella Grande (p. 427) in 9 hrs. (guide
18 fr.), is toilsome and difficult.

From Coktina to Schluderbach via Tre Croci (41/2-5 hrs., or includ-
ing Mte. Plan 61/2 hrs.), a very attractive route (preferable i^i the reverse
direction, comp. p. 420). One-horse carr. to Misurina 13, carr. & pair 24,

via Misurina to Schluderbach 151/2 and 26 K.). The route diverges to the
left from that to the Valbona, about V* l""- heyond Tre Croci (guide-post),

and cannot be missed (from Cortina to Misurina 3 hrs.).

Pleasant day's drive to Pieve di Cadove (see p. 427). — From Cortina to

Piece di Livinallongo and Campitello, see pp. 432, 433; to Caprile, see p. 432;
to St. Castian, see p. 414 ; to St. Vigil^ see p. 413.
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79. From Cortina to Pieve di Cadore and Belluno
(Venice). Comelico and Auronzo Valleys.

46V'2 M. Post Ojinibus from Cortina twice daily in summer via Fieve
di Cadore in 9V2 hrs. to Belluno (fare 8V2 A".); aliO twice daily in ii/4 hr.

to San Vito (fare I K. 40 h.). Carriage with one horse from Cortina to

Pieve di Cadore and back 17, vv^ith two-horses 32^., returning by Auronzo
32 and 58 K. From Toblach via Cortina to Pieve di Cadore and back
(2 days) one-horse carr. 40, two-horse 64 K, returning by Auronzo and
Blisurina 68 K.; via Cortina to Vittorio &h days) 70 and 128 K. From
Cortina to Belluno 36 & 68, to Vittorio 55 & ICO K. One-horse carr. from
Pieve di Cadore to Belluno 16 fr., with fee of2fr. ; from Belluno to Cor-
tina 40, two -horse 75 fr. ; from Belluno to Toblach two -horse carr.

100 fr. Good carriages may be hired of Kratter, in Perarolo (p. 429), who
on receipt of a letter or telegram will send carriages to meet travellers at
Toblach, Vittorio, or Belluno. — From Belluno I0 Venice, 72 M., railway
in 3-5 hrs. — The journey from Cortina to Venice via Belluno is easily made
in one day; but travellers in the other direction should spend the night at

Belluno and start early next morning. The custom-house barrier at San Vito
(see below) is closed at 8.30 p.m.

Cortina d'Ampezzo (4000') see p. 424. The road next reaches

Zuel (splendid view down the valley) and then (3 M.) Acquabuona,
the last Tyrolese village, crosses the (II/2 M.) Italian frontier at the

Dogana (custom-house, 3660'), and descends rapidly to (IV2 ^''^^0

Chiappuzza (3475') and (7-2 M.) —
6V2 M. San Vito di Cadore (3315'; Alb. alV Antelao'j, finely

situated at the base of the Antelao. To the right (S.W.) towers

Monte Pelmo (10,395'), a colossal rock, forming the most conspicuous

feature in the landscape.
Ascents from San Vito (guides, Gius. del Favero, Gius. and Arcang.

Fordon, G. B. Zanucco, and Gius. de Vido; tariff lower than that at Cor-
tina). — The ascent of the Scrapis (10,520'; 71/2-8 hrs.

;
guide 18 fr.) is very

laborious. From San Vito we ascend to the (272 hrs.) Rifugio San Marco
of the Italian Alpine Club (6036'; inn in summer) and thence to the left

via the (1 hr.) Forcella Grande (7380') and the rocky walls of the Cima
Marcora (10,350') to the (4 hrs.) summit (see p. 425). — The Monte Antelao
(10,710'; 7-71/2 hrs.), though very toilsome, offers no special difficulty to

experts (guide from Cortina 24 X., from San Vito 15 fr.). From the (2V2hrs.)
Rifugio San Marco (see above) we ascend by the Forcella Ficcola (696u') and
the N. arete to the (5 hrs.) summit, which commands a most magnificent
view. — The Monte Pelmo (10,395'; 8-9 hrs.

; guide 18 fr., from Cortina 24 E.)
is difficult, and should be attempted only by expert climbers with perfectly
steady heads. The route leads to the S.W. via Serdes and the Val Fedarola
to the (3V2 hrs.) Rifugio Venezia (inn in summer), on the Rutorto Pass (6624'),

and to the (41/2-5 hrs.) summit. Comp. p. 430.
From San Vito (or Borca) over the Col delta Poina or the Forcella Forada

to Caprile, see p. 434; to the Val Zoldo over ih^ Rutorto Pasa^ see p. 430.
— To the E. over the Forcella Piccola (6960'), between the Mte. Bel Pra
and the Antelao, and through the Val Oten. to Pieve di Cadore (p. 428),
6 hrs. (with guide ; fatiguing).

Between San Vito and (2 M.) Borca (2980' ; *Palace Hotel des

Dolomites, 1st class, R. from 41/2, B. 11/2, <i^j. 3, D. 5, pens, from

121/2 fr.; Hot. Pelmo, R. 2-4, pens. 7 fr., very fair; Tre Corone) the

road runs high above the Boite on the slopes of the Antelao, a land-

slip from which in 1816 overwhelmed the villages of Marceana and

Taulen. The road then leads past Cancia, Vodo, and Peajo to (5M.)—
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131/2 M. Venas (2895'; Alb. Borghetto)^ opposite the mouth of

the Val Cibiana (p. 430), below which the Vallesina unites with the

Boite. Then (272^1^0 ^'^^^^ ^^ Cadore (Stella Alpina, very fair), where
a fine view of the Cadore Alps (Cima dei Preti, Mte. Duranno, etc.)

is disclosed to the S.E. , and (2 M.) Tai (2795'; Hot. Cadore e

Venezia). The road forks here: to the right to Belluno (p, 431), to

the left, passing the finely situated Alh. Venezia, to (1/2 ^0 —
I8V2 M, Pieve di Cadore (2905'; Hot. Marmarole,^new; Pro-

gresso ; Angela; Sole^ very fair; Cafe Tiziano^^ the capital (pop. 700)
of the Cadore district, beautifully situated on a mountain-spur high

above the Piave. In a corner of the chief piazza stands the humble
dwelling in which Titian was born in 1477 (d. 1576 ), denoted by a

tablet. In 1880 a bronze statue of the great painter, by Del Zotto,

was erected in the piazza. The school contains a small Museum of

natural history objects, coins, and antiquities, and Titian's patent

of nobility (1533). The church possesses a Madonna by Orazio

Vecelli and other pictures by Cesare and Marco Vecelli, etc. The
Municipio is adorned with a monument to the heroes of 1848 and
a medallion-portrait of the patriot P. F. Calvi ('morto per la patria'

1855). Two rooms inside are adorned with fine panelling and
portraits of celebrated natives,

A new fort (no admission) has been built on the site of the old Castello,

above Pieve. The garden of Signora Eomana Vecellio on the Roccolo di
Sant' Alipio. 1/2 M. from the Piazza, commands a fine view (adm. 25 c).

Attractive excursions to the Cappella San Dionigi (63S5'; 3-4 hrs.). to

the top of the Mte. Vedorchia (5890'; 6 hrs.), etc. — From Pieve to Cimolais
by the Forcella Sph (9 hrs., with guide), see p. 431.

From Pieve a good road leads through the beautiful Piave Valley, which
is enclosed by picturesque Dolomites (right, the Mon/alcone and Mte. Cridola

;

left, the Marmarole), to the picturesque mountain-hamlets of Calalzo (~H6t.
Marmarole, E. from 2 fr.). Domegge (*Alb. Belvedere, pens. 5-6 Ir.), and
(7 M.) Lozzo (2480'; Stella). About IV2 M. farther on it crosses the Piave
by the Ponle Xuovo (2370'; road to the right to Pelos and Lovenzago., p. 539),
and again at (3/4 M.) Tre Ponti (2400*), beyond the influx of the Antiei.
which descends from the Val Auronzo (see p. 429). About IV4 M. farther
on, at (8V2 31. from Pieve) Gogna del Cadore (2610'; -Bot. Barnabd, with
baths, R. 2-3, pens. 6 8fr.; Alb. Cella., unpretending), the road to Comelico
diverges on the right.

[Val Comelico. Above Tre Ponti the Piave dashes through a series of
wild ravines. The road runs from Gogna to the N.E. through the nar-
row vallev. crossing from the right to the left bank by the Ponte delta
Lasta, to (7 M.) San Stefano di Cadore (SgSC ; *Aquila d'Oro, R. 2-3, pens.
6 8 fr. ; Albergo Kratter, fair), the capital of the Comelico Inferiore., pleasantly
situated at the junction of the Padola and the Piave. (By the Kreuzlevg
to Sexten, see p. 429 ) From San Stefano we ascend the valley of the
Piave past Campolongo and Presenaio to the (4i 2 M.) Ponte del Cordevole
(3323'), above the confluence of the Piave with the Cordevole, which emerges
here from the deep Vat Visdende, to the X. We then follow the right bank
of the Piave to (31/2 M.) Granvilla (4280'; Kratter, by the church; Posta), the
chief hamlet of the parish of Sappada, Ger. Bladen, picturesquely situated
at the foot of several precipitous rockv peaks: to the 8. the Terza Grande
(8485'), Hinterkerl (8160'). and Sieraspi'tz (S040') , to the :t7. the Monte del
Ferro (7855') , Flachkopf (7090'). etc. The villagers are Germans, probably
medifeval immigrants from the Pustertal. A cart-road leads from Granvilla
by Cima Sappada (Ober-Bladen, 4245') to (21/4 brs.) Forni Avoltri (p. 539).
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The Terza Grande (8485') may be ascended from Sappada in 41/4 hrs., with
guide (not difficult for experts). Over the Bladnev-Joch and Oefner-Joch

to (8-9 hrs.) Si. Lorenzen in the Gailtal, see pp. 410, 409 (with this may
be combined the ascent of the "/'araZ6a, 8840'; guide 15 fr. ; P. Kratter of

Sappada). — From San Stefano a good road (one-horse carr. to the Kreuz-

berg 12, to Innichen 25 fr.) leads to theN.W., making a wide bend (short-

cut for walkers) past San Nicolb di Comelico in the Upper Com^lico Valley.

to (5 M.) Candide (4035'; Alb. alle Alpi), with a handsome charch, whence
it continues on the left bank of the Padola via Dosoledo (4160'), passing

(IV4M.) Padola (4430'; Alb. alle Grazie) and the Bagno Veil Grande (sul-

phur-baths) on the right bank, and crosses the Italian frontier at the

(2 hrs.) Kreuzherg (5840'; p. 419). A rough road descends hence to (11/2 hr.)

Moos, and a better one thence to (2V2 hrs.) Innichen (p. 409).]

In the Val Auronzo (road to Schluderbach; diligence from Pieve to

Auronzo daily in summer in 21/2 hrs.), 3 31. above Gogna (see p. 428; IIV2M.
from Pieve) lies Auronzo, ctmsisting of the villages of Villapiccola (2770'),

with a large new church, and Villagrande (2850'; Alh. Centrale, R. 2-4, D.

3 fr., very fair: Alb. delle Grazie; Alb. Cadore, R. 2, pens. 6-7 fr.
;
guides

Pacifico Orsolina, Val. and Carlo Zandegiacomo, and Flor. Vecellio). The
Mte. Calvario (3050') affords a good survey of the environs. An attractive

route leads to the N. through fine woods to the (2 hrs.) Forcella di Mte.

Zovo (4910'), commanding good views of the Sexten Dolomites, Mte. Aiarnola,

Sasso Lungherin, etc., to the N., and to the S. of the Mts. of the Comelico
and Piave vallevs as far as the Mte. Cridola. Thence we descend to (1 hr.)

Padola (see above). The route via the Colle VizelHo (4640') to Danta and
(2-3 hrs.) San Nicolb (see above) is also easy and attractive. — The road
through the upper Val Auronzo (diligence to Misurina daily in summer in

5 hrs., fare 5 fr. ; returning in 32/4 hrs.) follows the left bank of the

Ansiei via Reane and Ligonto to (i^A hr.) Giralba^ at the mouth of the

Giralba Valley (over the Forcella di Giralba to Sexten, see p. 418). We next
pass the mouth of the Fa i Marzon (on the right; at its head rise the Drei

Zinnen or Tre Cime di Lavaredo, p. 422) and the (3 M.) Miniera Argentiera
(3250'; lead and zinc mines; inn) to (3 M.) Stabiziane (3570'; inn). To the

S. rises the imposing chain of the Monti delle Marmarole, the E. chief

summit of which, the Mte. della Fvoppa (9620"), may be reached in 71/2 hrs.,

with guide (not difficult for experts). From Stabiziane or the Casa San
Marco we ascend to the (3V2 hrs.) Rifugio Tiziano (7340'; provision-depot)
and thence to the (4 hrs.) summit (splendid view). Other ascents from the

Rif. Tiziano are the Croda Alia (8680': 21/2 hrs.). Groda delV Arbel (8973';

3 hrs.), Le Selle (9315'; 3 hrs.), Cima Valtanna (8800'; 31/2 hrs.), Monticello

(9515'; 41/2 hrs.), and Cima ScMavina (9020'; 3 hrs.). The highest peak of

the Marmarole, rising in its W. part, is the Pala Meduce (9715'; a difficult

ascent of 7-8 hrs. from the Casa San Marco). — Beyond Stabiziane we pass
the (IV2 M.) toll-house and inn of Casa San Marco (8710'). From the (21/4 M.)

Ponte delle Acque Ros.%e onwards the Ansiei forms the Tyrnlese frontier.

About 11/2 M. farther on, on the opposite bank, is the OsteiHa FaZ&ona, with
a good view of the Sorapis. (To the Pfalzgau-Hiitie., 2 hrs., see p. 425.)

A road (not very good) to the left leads via Valbona and over the (41/2 M.)
Fasso Tre Croci (p. 421) to (41/2 M.) Cortina, while the 'mineral road' to

the right, first on Austrian, then on Italian soil, passes the (41/2 M.) Lago
Misurina and leads to (41/2 M.) Schluderbach (comp. p. 420).

From Tai the Road to Belluno describes a long circuit round
Mte. Zucco (3930'), and descends in windings, being hewn in the

rock and supported by masonry at places, to the (41/2 M.) valley of

the Piave, into which the Boite here falls.

24 M. Perarolo (1735' ; Corona dfOro, kept by Kratter, R. 2-3,

pens. 5-6 fr. ; carr. and pair to Yittorio 25, to Cortina 40 fr.; Alh.

Sant' Anna'). The Piave runs for many miles through a narrow ravine,

in which there is barely space for the road. I72M. Afac/iicffo, with
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the small pilgrimage-church of Santa Maria delta Salute. Farther

on are the villages of Riicorvo and Rivalgo. To the right, near

(^3'/2 M.) Ospitale, is a fine waterfall; opposite the hamlet of(^2M.)
TerminCj on the left bank of the Piave, is a second fall (La Pissa).

Beyond a cutting, 50' deep, the road reaches (1 1/4 M.) Castel Lavazzo,

the ancient Castellum Laebatium. Then (2^4 ^0 —
341/2 M. Longarone(1455'; Posta, R. 2Y2fr. ; ^oma, unpretend-

ing but good ; Lepre"), charmingly situated opposite the deep gorge

of the Vajont (see below), near the junction of the Mae, which issues

from the Val di Zoldo, with the Piave.
The attractive Val di Zoldo is entered by a narrow ravine, through

which a road (diligence from Longarone daily in 2 hrs., II/2 fr.) leads to

(iO 31.) Forno di Zoldo (2780'; ''Cercenas Inn; Posta, fair), the capital of
the valley, with iron-works. To the E. rises the Sasso di Bosconero (7995';

ascended in 5 hrs. from Forno ; easy and attractive). To the N. rise the
three huge rocky peaks of the Mte. Pelmo (10,395'), which may be ascended
hence in 6 hrs. (difficult ; able guides requisite, comp. p. 427). The route
leads via Zopp& to the (4 hrs.) Rifugio Venezia on the Riiiorto Pass (see below)
and thence to (41/2-5 hrs.) the summit. Easy and attractive routes lead
from Forno to the N.E. over the Forcella Cibiana (5010'; guide unnecessarv)
to (41/2 hrs.) Valle or Venas fp. 428); to the N. over the Col Botei (5175')

to (4 hrs.) Vodo (p. 427), and over the Passo di Rutorto (6624') to (6 hrs.)

Borca (p. 427); to the S. through the Val Pramper and over the Moschesin
Pass (p. 436) to (6 hrs.) Agordo (p. 435). — Above Forno lies (3/4 hr.) Dont
(3040'; Alb. al Pelmo}., where the route from the Duran Pass descends from
the left (p. 436). The church contains a handsome monument (by Besarel)
to the sculptitr Andrea Brustolon (d. 1782), a native of the villag'e. — The
bridle-path then leads to the right through the narrow valley of the Mae,
via Fvsine (3860': Alb. dal Mas. very fair) and Pianaz, to (IV2 hr.) Mareson
(4390'; plain inn near the church), where the valley forks for the last time.
"Through theW. branch an easy and interesting path leads by Pecol (4590'),

at the E. base of the huge Civetta\see below), and over the Forcella d'Alleghe
(6970'), to (31/2-4 hrs.) Alleghe (p. 435). From the Forcella, a marked path,
skirting the Mte. Coldai, leads to the (1 hr.) Rifugio Coldai (p. 435), whence
the Monte Coldai (7865'; beautiful view) may be ascended in 1 hr.. and the
Gireiia (10,565') in 5 hrs. (see below and p. 435). — Through the N. branch
(Val Pallafaveva) a path ascends, with admirable views of the Pelmo and
Civetta, to the (2 hrs.) Forcella Staulanza (5815' ; striking view), between
the Pelmo on the right and the Mte. Crot on the left, and then descends
into the F«Z Fiorentina. leaving the (V2 hr.) Malga Fiorentina (5345') to the
right and passing Pescul and Selva., to (3 hrs.) Caprile (p. 433). Or (a very
attractive route) we may proceed to the right from the Forcella Staulanza
straight across the upper end of the Val Fiorentina, leaving the Malga
Plorentina (see above) below us to the left, and ascend to the Malga Duroua
(629C) and the (IV2 hr.) Forcella della Poina (6650'; to Borca. see p. 434).
We then continue to the left along the base of the Rocchetta and the Becco
di Mezzod'i and cross the Forcella Col Duro (7520') to the (1V4 hr.) Forcella

da Xrt^o (7485'), whence we descend to the Reichenherger-Hiitte and (2 hrs.)

Cortina (p. 424). — The Mte. Civetta (10.565'), reached from Pecol across
the E. side either directly, or over the Forcella della Maiazzetta (7900') in
6-7 hrs. (guide), first ascended in 1867 by Mr. F. F. Tuckett'. is difficult and
dangerous on account of the frequent falls of stones. The first ascent on
the W. side, from Caprile, was made in 1895 by Messrs. Raynor and Phil-

limore. The ascent is now easier from the Eifugio Coldai (p. 435).

The Cadore Alps between Tagliamento and Piave are most conveniently
visited from Longarone (6 hrs. from Claut). A stony bridle-track ascends
steeplv on the N. side of the Vajont Ravine., along the slope of Monte Put
(4055'j to (2 hrs.) Caiso (31S0') and (1 hr.) Erto (2380'). Thence a carriage-

road leads via Sanf Osvaldo (2710') to (IV2 hr.) Cimolajs (2140'; modest
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inn), a village charmingly situated at the mouth of the Vol Cimoliana,

whence are made the ascents of the Monte Duranno (8754': 7V2-8 hrs., with
guide; difficult and exposed to falling stones), and the Cima dei Preti (8868';

8-9 hrs.. with guide; fatiguing). An attractive and not difficult route leads

hence via the Forcdla Spe (6693') to (9-10 hrs., with guide) Pieve di Gadore.

The Cima Spi. (7605': fine view) is easily climbed from the Forcella in 1 hr.

— Beyond Cimolais we cross the stony channel (550 yds. wide) of the Cimo-
liana by wooden bridges and take the carriage road, over the Seitimana, to

(11/2 hr.) Claut (2035'; Alhergo Stella^ Giordani, both unpretending), a large

village in the broad valley of the Cellina, the starting-point for the ascents

of Monte Turlon (7582'), Monte Pregaiane (7615'), Monte Caserine (7575'), etc.

The ascent of Monte Pramaggiore (8127'; 6-7 hrs.; guide, Al. Giordani of

Claut), via the Tacca del Pramaggiore and the l^.E. arete, is highly attractive

and not difficult for experts; comp. p. 539. Through the Val Settimana and
over the Forcella di Laresei (5655') to Forni di Sotto (p. 539), 7-8 hrs., with
guide, not difficult. A more fatfguing route leads over the Forcella Caserata

(4974') to (9 hrs.) Tramonti di Sopra (1446'; good inn), and thence over the

Forcella Tramonti (3751') to (6V2hrs.) Ampezzo di Carnia (p. 539), or over the

Forcella Zoppareit (4606') to (51/2 hrs.) Socchieve (p. 539).

Beyond Longarone the valley expands, without at first losing its

wild character. 38 M. Fortogna. The road divides at (411/2 M.)

Ponte nelle Alpi or Capodiponte (1275'; Campana, very fair ; Stella)^

the left branch leading to Vittorio, the right to Belluno.
The road to Vittobio (201/2 M. ; one-horse carr. from Longarone 20 fr.)

crosses the Piave, turns to the E., and follows the left bank of the Rai,

which issues from the (6 M.) Lago di Santa Croce (1255'; 2V2 M. long). At
the S. end of the lake is the hamlet of Santa Croce (Osteria Marin). The
road then crosses the debris of an extensive old landslip (1600') and descends
steeply to Fadalto. It next skirts the E. bank of the Lago Morio (925'),

passes two other small lakes, and traverses a picturesque defile, at the end
of which lies (12 31.) Serravalle (510'), connected by a fine avenue, 3/4 m.
long, with the larger village of Ceneda. These two places together form
the town of Vittorio (510'; '"Hdtel Vittorio, not far from the station, with
garden, R. 2V2-3, pens, from 7 fr. ; ~Edt. Billi; Oiraffa, in the town). In
the Piazza is a statue of Victor Emmanuel II. by Del Favaro, erected in

1882. Railwat from Vittorio to Venice via Conegliano in 2^/3 hrs., see

Baedeker''s Northern Italy.

From Vittorio a road ascends to the N. in numerous windings to the

Bosco del Cansiglio, a magnificent forest on a wide plateau. In the middle
of it (5 hrs. from Vittorio) is the Real Palazzo (3380'; *Hotel, frequented

by Italians as a summer resort), in a wide clearing (celebrated echo).

Pleasant wood-walks; fine views from the verge of the plateau. Experts
may ascend the Monte Cavallo (7385'; 4-5 hrs., with guide; 10 fr.).

The Bklluno Road (omnibus from Longarone to Belluno, at

4 and 7 p.m., in 2 hrs. ; fare IV2 fr.) turns to the right and follows

the broad valley of the Piave at the base of Mte. Serva (6692') to —
46V2M. Belluno (1330'; Hot. des Alpes, near the station, R. 2-4,

B. 11/4, pens. 8-10 fr. ; Hot. Belluno, R. from IV2 6'-; Cappello; Leon
d'Oro'), an old town with 6900 inhab., situated on a hill betw^een the

Ardo and the Piave, which here unite. The Cathedral, built in 1517
by TuUio Lombardo, was restored after the earthquake of 1873, and
contains some good altar-paintings. The campanile, 216' high, com-
mands a beautiful view. In the Piazza del Duomo are the Palazzo

dei Rettori (now the prefecture), a handsome early -Renaissance

structure of 1496, the modern Gothic Municipio, adorned with

colossal busts of Victor Emmanuel II. and Garibaldi, and the Museo
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Civico, coiitaiiiiiig paiiitiiigs, bronzes, coins, a natural history col-

lection, etc.

The CoUe Visentin (5785'), 6 hrs, to the S,, commands a splendid view
of the Dolomites and Cadore Alps, and to the 8. of the Lombard plain as
iar as the Adriatic. On the top is the Rifugio Budden of the I. A. C.

Fkom Belluno to Primolano (321/2 M.J. Railway to (iG'/zM.) Feltre in

V4-I1/4 hr.-, fmm Feltre to (13 M.) Primolano diligence twice daily in 3 hrs. —
The railway traverses the fertile valley of the Piave. on the right bank of
the impetuous river. Beyond (8 M.) Sedico-Bribano (to Agordo. see p. 434)
the train crosses the Cordevole. Near (IOV2 M.) Santa Oiustina, to the right,

rises the Mte. Pizzocco (7175'). 15 M. Cesio-Busche. Kear Feltre the valley
contracts; the line skirts the Piave, and then quits it entirely.

I9V2M. Feltre (850'; *Alberffo Doriguzzi, near the station;" Tre Corone;
Stella dOro), an ancient town of 3700 inhab., is the Feltria of the Rhaetians.
The principal street leads through the modern town, skirting the hill (1065') on
which lies the picturesque old town. The Piazza in the latter is surrounded
by the modern Venetian-Gothic Palazzo Gvarnieri^ adorned with mural
paintings, the church of San Rocco, in a debased style, the ruinous old
Castle (fine view; fee), and a building embellished with the gilded lion
of St. Mark, the lower story of which is used as a school and the upper
as a theatre. — From Feltre'to Cornuda and Treviso, see Baedeker'^s Northern
Italy (to Venice, 53 M., in 31/2 hrs.) ; to Primiero (diligence dailv in summer),
see pp. 398, 397.

The beautiful road to Primolano passes Arten (where the Primiero road
diverges to the right; p. 399) and (8V2 'Hi..) Arsie^ and descends through the
Val Brenta in windings to (13 M.) Primolano (p. 402).

80. From Cortina to Caprile and via Agordo to

Belluno. Cordevole Valley.

Fkom Cortina to Caprile there are several routes : the easiest (19 M.)
leads by Falzarego (one-horse cariole to Andraz 15, two-horse 25 K. and
fee; driving thence to Caprile not recommended). K^ew ^Dolomites Road'
from Cortina to Falzarego under construction (comp. p. 394). More at-

tractive (also easy) are the routes via Giau (p. 434), the Nuvolau., or the
Forcella da Lago '(Qy2-T^/2 hrs.

;
guides, 13-15 K., scarcely necessary for ex-

perts). — From Caprile to Agordo (16 M.) diligence daily in 4 hrs. (one-

horse carriage 12, two-horse carr. 20 fr.). From Agordo to Belluno (I8V2M.)
diligence twice daily in 3V2 hrs. ; one-horse carr. 12, two-horse 20 fr. Those
bound for the Val Sugana strike the Belluno and Feltre railway most con-
veniently at Sedico-Bribano (see above and p. 436). — From Cortina to
THE Fassa, either direct over the Fedaja Pass, or by the longer, but like-

wise interesting route via Agordo and the Cereda Pass to Primiero, and
thence by the road via San Martino di Castrozza to Predazzo (comp. R. 72).

Cortina (4000'), see p. 424. Our road descends to the right

immediately to the W. of the church near the Osteria del Parco,

crosses the Boite, and ascends to the left past Lacedel and through

meadows and fields, skirting the Crepa (p. 424), and at places rather

steep, to the (2^/4 M.) Albergo Tofana and the (74 ^^0 Alhergo Pocol

(4985'), beyond which the route to the Giau Pass (p. -434) diverges

to the left. The road then ascends the N. slope of the wooded Falza-

rego Valley^ passing on the right the huge slopes of the Tofana, high

up in which is the Grotta di Tofana, a large cavern accessible by
ladders (visit interesting, 2^/4 hrs., guide with light 8 K.\ and on

the left the fissured Croda da Logo, the curious Cinque Torri, the

Mte. Averau, and the Nuvolau with the Sachsendank Hut. Beyond
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(21/2 M.) the guide-post to tlie Nuvolau (p. 426) and the (3 M.)
unpretending Hospice of Falzarego (6510'J we reach the (IY2 M.)

Falz^rego Pass (6945'), a wide, rock-strewn depression at the S.

base of the Sasso di Stria (8125'; see p. 414). To the S.W. appears

the snow-covered Marmolata, with the distant Pala di San Martino

and the Civetta to the left; in the foreground is the Col di Lana.

The path in a straight direction leads between the Sasso di Stria and

the Lagacid (9120') via I'm i Sassi to (3 hrs.) St. Cassian (p. 414).

The tine new 'Dolomites Road' turns to the S. and descends in

numerous windings and threading two tunnels, past the (IY4 M.)

Dolomitenziel Inn (6360') and the picturesque cascle of Andraz or

Btcchenstein (5625'; partly restored),when("e the route from St. Cassian

over the Valparola Pass descends on the right (see p. 414), to (3 M.)

Andraz (4685'; Cel. Finazzer, R. I1/2 K., fair), a village at the base

of the Col di Lona^ in the E. branch of the Yal Livinallongo.

Excursions. The Monte Pore (TSW; 31,2 hrs.; guide 6 -S"), an easy auil

highly attractive ascent via the Montagna di Andraz (chalets) and the Federe

Pastures, commands a view similar to that from the Col di Lana (see below).

The descent may be made to Colle Santa Lucia (p. 4b'4) or to the Nuvolau
saddle (p. 425). — The -Nuvolau (8460'; 4 hrs.-, guide 8 A'.,- horse to a

point 1/4 hr. below the Nuvolau Saddle 10 K.) may be ascended from Andraz
via the Montagna di Andraz, or by the Falzarego road 5 see p. 425.

From Andraz the road continues on the same level round the slope

of the Col di Lana, with charming viev^s of the Alleghe Lake, Mte. Civetta,

etc., and past a fort, to (3 M.) Pieve di Livinallongo or Buchenstein (4815';

-Albergo Alpino, R. 1V2-2 K.; Post, R. 174-2 AT., well spoken of), the chief

place in the Val Livinallongo, or tipper Cordevole Valley, pictviresquely

situated high above the ravine of the Cordevole. Guides : Pietro Palla,

Luigi and Pietro Delmonego. — The 'Col di Lana (8085') , ascended from
Pieve in 2V2-3, from Andraz in 3 hrs. (guide 6 or 5 K.), commands a superb
view. A shelter-hut has been built 1/4 hr. below the top. — A somewhat
laborious route leads to the W. from Pieve via Ornella and the Fasso di

Padon f?795'), which affords a splendid view of the Marmolata , to the
(4-4' '2 hrs.) Fedaja Pass (p. 393; the shortest way from Cortina to the
Jfarmolata; guide from Pieve to the top of the Marmolata 24, with descent
to Campitello 30 K.). — A steep and unattractive path leads from Pieve
direct to Caprile in 2 hrs., via Salesei and Digonera.

From Pieve to Corvara via Camjjolongo (diligence daily in Bi/u hrs.)

or Incisa, see p. 415. — New road from Pieve to (5'/2-6 hrs.) Campitello

over the Pordoi-Joch, see p. 394. Travellers bound for Ovdden via the
Sella-Joch (p. 379) need not descend to Canazei, but may diverge to the
left by a finger-post on the Alp Mortiz, V2 hr. short of Canazei, and ascend
to the bridle-path leading to the Sella-Joch.

The Road from Andraz to Caprile crosses the stream at a saw-

mill, and then descends on the left side of the Val Cordevole, pass-

ing several hamlets, and commanding a fine view of the Val Livinal-

longo and the long Sella group. Farther down, on a spur of Mte.

Migogn, rises the tower-like Col di Roccia ; to the S. appears the

majestic Civetta (p. 435). The road descends steeply, crossing the

Italian frontier, to (6 M.) Caprile (3375'; Posta, R. IV2-2, pens.

5-7 fr.), picturesquely situated in a beautiful valley.
ExcDRSioNS (guides, Bortolo dalla Santa, Clem. Callegari, Agostino

Svppelsa, and Ant. Pellegrini.) The Monte Migogn (7825'; 3Vj-4hrs., with
guide), rising to the N.W. between the Val Pettorina and the Val Livinal-

l(mgo, commands an admirable view of the Marmolata, Civetta, etc. —
Baedkkek's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 28
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An easier point is the *Mte. Fernazza (6895'), to the E, of Caprile (2 hrs.)-,

ascent through wood and then over pastures. Splendid view of the Pelmo,
Civetta, Marmolata, Tofana, etc., and of the valleys of the Cordevole (with
the Lago d'Alleghe far below) and the Fiorentina.

Fkom Cortina to Caprile several easy and attractive passes. —
a. Over the Giau Pass, 6 hrs. (guide, 13 K., nut essential, but advisable
in the reverse direction ; horse to the pass 12 K. ; provisions should be taken).
The marked path diverges to the left from the Falzarego road at the (3 M.)
Albergo Pocol (p. 432), and at the (20 min.) Pezzii di Palu Alp it crosses
the Coeteana^ 10 min. beyond which it crosses the Giau and ascends the
wooded Val Cernera, after 1/2 hr. recrossing the stream. Quitting the wood
(25 min.) we next ascend the pastures of the Giau Alp (with the jagged
crest of the Croda da Lago on the left, the Mte. Gusella and Nuvolau on
the right, and the Tofana behind us), to the (1 hr.) 'Giau Pass (7520'),

between the Fwita di Zonia (7520') on the left, and the Monte Gusella (8520'),

on the right, with a superb view. We descend by a somewhat steep path
(red marks), soon obtaining a tine view of the huge Civetta and the Pelmo,
to the (V2 hr.) Rifugio in Som le Creppe (6035'; inn in summer), in the
Codctlunga Valley ^ at the junction of the path descendinti from the Nuvolau
Saddle (p. 425), and then descend either on the left bank of the Codalunga
to (1 hr.) Selva (see below), on the road to (4V2 M.) Caprile ; or dn the right
bank, along the wooded slope of the Mte. P6re (p. 433). lastly by a stony
path to (1 hr.) Colle di Santa Lucia, or Villagrande (4830'; Carlo Finazzer,
R. I-IV2 .ff., very fair; guides, Fit. Pallua and G. B. Agostini), beautifully
situated on a mountain-terrace, with a striking view of the Val Fiorentina
and the Pelmo. From Santa Lucia across the Italian frontier to Caprile, 1V4 hr.

b. Over the Nuvolau Saddle, 672-7 hrs., guide not indispensable
(15 K. including the ascent of the 'Nuvolan., see p. 425). To (4 hrs.) tlie

Xuvolau Saddle (ca. 7870'), see p. 425. Thence we descend to the (3/4 hr.)

Rifugio in Som le Creppe (see above; to Colle Santa Lucia, 1 hr.). The
desceut may also be made to the right, via the Moniagna di Andraz to

(2 hrs.) Andraz (see p. 433 ; iu the reverse direction we diverge to the
right under the hill of Cernad6i, about 1 M. above Andraz, a pleasanter
route than that via Falzarego).

c. Over the Fobcella da Lago, 7^/-^ hrs. (guide to the Forcella
8 E. , not indispensable). A good wood-path leads via Campo di Sutto

(p. 425) to the (3 hrs.) Reichenberger Hiitte (p. 425), and thence along the foot

of the Croda da Laga to the (2/4 hr.) Forcella da Lago or d'Ambriciola (7435*),

between the Croda da Lago and the Becco di Mezzodi. Hence we have a
beautiful view of the verdant Ampezzo Valley, the Cristallo, Drei Zinnen,
and Sorapis, to the S. the Pelmo, Civetta, and farther off the Primiero
Alps (Cimon, Vezzana, Pala di San Martino, Cima di Cauali). A rough and
insufficiently marked path descends to the Mondeval Alp, and, entering
the wood to the right, to (2 hrs.) Costa iu the Val Fiorentina. Thence a
carriage-road leads via Selva to (o'/zM.) Caprile.

From Caprile to San Vito on the Ampezzo road (p. 427), a pleasant
route (road to Pescul, thence bridle-path) leads in 7-8 hrs. through the Val
Fiorentina^ past the villages of Selva Bellunese (4320'; 'Alb. Valle Fiorentina).,

Costa., Santa Fosca, and Pescul (4640). and over the Forcella Forada (6480'),

on the N. side of the Pelmo, or over the Forcella della Foina (6650'), a
little to the N. The Pelmo (10,395') may be ascended from the Val Fiorentina
(difficult, comp. pp. 427, 430; from Selva, where guides may be procured,
8-9 hrs.). The night is spent at the Malga Fiorentina (53450- — Over the
Forcella Staulanza to Zoldo. see p. 430.

From Caprile over the Fedaja Pass to (7 hrs.) Campitello, see p. 393;
guide, 10 fr., not indispensable.

The KoAB FROM C.^PRiLB TO AooKDO (13 M.) follows the left

bank of the rapid Cordevole (leaving Le Orazie on the right bankl
to the beautiful *Lago d'Alleghe (3170'), 1 V4 ^I- lo»g» t'le E. bank
of which it skirts (ferry across the lake preferable, to the S. bank
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1 fr.). The lake owes its origin to a landslip from the Mte. Forca

(9700'), which in 1772 buried three villages, but is gradually

being filled up by accumulations of debris. The surface of the green

water reflects the towering rocks of Mte. Civetta (10,6Gb' ; ascent,

see p. 430). On the E. bank lies fli/., M.) the hamlet of AUeghe
[3215'; Alb. al Pol Nord, R. 1, pens. 5 fr. ; Alb. delle Alpi, both

well spoken ofj, charmingly situated at the mouth of the Val Lander.
Over the Forcella d'Alleghe to the Val di Zoldo see p. 430. — A more

interesting, though somewhat more toilsome route crosses the Fasso di

Coldai G040'), 31/2 hrs. from Alleghe. with the Rifug'-o Coldai (if the Ital.

Alpine Club, oa the sombre Logo di Coldai^ in a grand situation between
the Mcmte Coldai (7805'), to the left (ascent in 1 hr. ^ beautiful view), and
the huge ncky walls of the Civetta (10,565'), on the right (ascent in 5 hrs.,

for first-rate climbers only with steady heads ; see p. 430). A path lead.s

round the E. side of 3Ite. Coldai to the Forcella d Alleghe (p. 43u).

At the S. end of the lake, beside the Hot. -Pens. Regina
d'Italia (R. 11/25 pens. 7 fr.}, the road crosses the Cordevole (beyond
the bridge is the Albergo al Monte Civetta, pens. 5 fr.) and traverses

the scene of the above-mentioned landslip. It then leads through
a picturesque valley, in view of the Cima di Pape and Pale di San
Lucano on the right, and with the Mte. Alto di Pelsa on the left,

to (51/4 M.) Cencenighe (2540'; Stella, Alb. al Viandante, both

very fair), at the confluence of the Biois with the Cordevole.
In the Val Biois (Val Canale) a road leads to (3 M.) Forno di Canale

(3'200'; Gallu, moderate; guide, Giov . D edorigo) , picturesquely situated at
the mouth of the Val di Garbs (see below), whence it aacends the left bank
uf the Biois to the (3 M.) "Albergo Fiocobon at Pede Falcade (3755') and
t(. dV-j M.) Falcade (3965'). Thence over the ValUs Pass (6665') to (5 hrs.)
Paneveggio (fatiguing and uninteresting), see p. 395; those who are bound
for San Martino di Castrozza need not go as far as Paneveggio, but descend
to the left below the Piano di Casoni (p. 395) into the Val Venegia and
cross the Juribello Alp direct to the Rolle Pass (guide desirable; see
p. 395). — Over the San Pellegrino Pass to (5 hrs.) Aloena. see p. 390.— About 11/2 hr. to the S. of Forno di Canale lies Gares (4530'; rfmts. and
hay-beds at the lowest chalet), in a magnificent situation. Thence over the
Forcella Cesuretfe (5928') and the Fradusta Pass (8365') to the Pravitale-HUtte

(p. 398), 5-6 hrs., with guide; through the wild Val delle Comelle and over
the Rotetta Pass to San Martino di Castrozza. 8 hrs., with guide (see p. 397).

The Cima di Pape (8288'), a very fine point of view, is ascended from
Cencenighe via Chioit without serious difficulty (5 hrs.: guide, Cesare Laz-
zarini). — Another attractive but toilsome ascent is that of the Monte Alto
di Pelsa (7930' ; 51,2 hrs., with guide), accomplished from Listolade via the
Valle di Corpassa and the Manzoni Alp (6000').

The road crosses the Biois, and at (3/4 M.) Fae the Cordevole,
and enters an imposing, rock-strewn gorge, at the end of which
lies the (3 M.) hamlet of Listolade, at the mouth of the wild Val
di Corpassa. To the left rises the Cima di Framont (7525'). To
the right, at (1 M.) Taibon, opens the Val di San Lucano (p. 398),
with the huge Pale di San Lucano (7905') on its N. side. Then
(IV2M.)-

12 M. Agordo (2000'; Albergo alle Miniere ; Alb. Roma, R. 2-3,
pens. 6-8 fr.), the capital of the valley (3200 inhab.), beautifully

situated amid imposing mountains (N., Mte. Alto di Pelsa and Cima
di Framont; E., the Pramper Mts. ; W., Pale di San Lucano, etc.).

28*
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The church o( Rivamonte (3195'), 372 M. to the S., commands a

splendid view.
Fkom Agoedo to Pkimiebo over the Ckbeda Pass, T'/a-S hrs., easy

and attractive (guide, 10 fr., not indispensable ^ horse 20, to Gosaldo 9 fr.).

At (10 min.) Brugnac we cross tlie Cordevole and ascend to the left, ob-
taining fine retrospects of the Val Agordo (to the right the jagged crest
of the Mte. Agner, 9430', as far as th"e Croda Grande, 9315') , pass Voltago
and Miana, and reach (2 hrs.) the picturesquely situated village oi Frasteul
(3550'; *Alb. Venezia, pens. 6 fr.). About ^k hr. farther on (short-cut to the
right, by the last house) beyond a beautiful forest of chestnuts and oaks,
is the Forcella Aorine (4260'), between Mte. Luna (5785') and Mte. Gardellou.
Thence we descend again via Villa to (V* hr.) Gosaldo (3610'; Alb. alia Pusta.
plain), in the Val dei Molini, at the font of lofty limestone peaks. Over the
Forcella dWltro to the Canali Hut., see p. 398. We nciw follow the path (road
above to be avoided), high above the 3Iis valley (opposite is Sagron, .see

below, above which rises a long rocky ridge with the picturesque Fiz di
Sagron, S140'), to (IVa hr.) Mis (3740'), cross the stream (Austrian frontier),

and ascend to the (40 min.) Osteria (poor) 10 min. below the grassy
depression of the Cereda Pass (4520"), where there is another poor inn.
On the other side the stony track descends gradually through meadows
and woods to the (i hr.) Castel La Pietra, a ruin most picturesquely
perched on an inaccessible rock (3410') at the mouth of the Val di Canali.
(Before the castle is reached the route to the Canali and Pravitale Club
Huts diverges to the right, see p. 398.) A good road now descends the
hill, crosses (1/4 hr.) the stream descending from the Cereda Pas.s. and
proceeds (crossing the Canali) via Tonadico to (2 M.) Fiera di Primiero
(p. 397). — Another route from Agordo to the Cereda Pass leads via Tistr.

Ren, Valalta (quicksilver -mines, interesting to geologists), and Sagron.,
but is longer and less attractive than the path by Gosaldo. — The Sasso
di Mur (Monte Cimonega, 8365') and the Piz di Sagron (8140') may be as-

cended from Sagron via the Forcella di Comedon (7635') or the Forcella
Cimonega respectively (both difficult). Guides, Giu^. Preloran, Eugenio and
Pietro Condera of Agordo.

Fkom Agoruo to Fokno di Zoldo over the Duran Pass (5360'; 5Vahrs.),
a somewhat fatiguing and not very interesting route. The path (rough
aud swampy at places) ascends via Rif and Piasent to the pass, between
Mte. Mojazza (8670') and the Cime di Sun Sebastiano (8170'). Descent either
direct, or by San Tiziano di Goima (4175'), to Dont and Forno (p. 430). — The
route over the Forcella Moschesin (6430') and through the Val Pramper to

(6 hrs.) Forno (guide not indispensable) is less difficult and more attractive.

From Agordo to Primiero over the Canali Pass, 12-13 hrs., with
guide, a fine and not difficult route. Road via Taibon through the Val di
San Lucano to (1^/4 hr.) Pra ; thence a marked path through the Val d'Angoraz
aud over the Forcella di Miel (8325') and the Forcella di Canali (8290') to the
(8 hrs.) Canali Hut (p. 398) and (27-.' hrs.) Primiero (p. 397). — From Agordo
to the Pravitale Hut, see p. 398; to San Martino di Castrozza, see p. 397.

Below Agordo the valley contracts. The road (driving preferable)

is flanked with huge masses of rock. It leads over the Ponte Alto,

and farther on crosses the Cordevole three times more in this magni-
licent defile (*Canal d'Agordo), the narrowest part of which is

guarded by a fort. 6V2 M. Alb. alia Stanga. The valley expands
at (31/2 M.) Pero7i (inn), and at (1 M.) Mas (inn) the road forks,

the left branch traversing a hilly district to (6 M.) Belluno (p. 431),
the right skirting the Cordevole to (6 M.) Sedico-Bribano, on the

railway from Belluno to Feltre (p. 431).



Y. ALPS OF UPPER AND LOWER AUSTRIA.

STYRIA. CARINTHIA. CARNIOLA.

81. From Vienna to Gratz 439
Kaltenleutgeben. Anninger. llelenen-Tal. Eiseine Tor.
Merkenstein, 440. — Gutenstein. From Neustadt to As-
pang, 441. — Weclisel. From Keustadt to Puchberg.
Schloss Wartenstein. Kirchberg on the Wechsel, 442. —
Reichenau. The Hollen-Tal. Nagswald, 443. — Schnee-
berg, 444. — Raxalpe, 445. — Semmering. Sonnwend-
stein. Stuhleck. 446. — Drahtekogel. Pretul-Alpe. Hohe
Veitsch. Teufelstein, 448. — Tragos-Tal. Pribitz. Mess-
nerin. Rennfeld. Breitenau. Barnschutz. Hochlantsch,
449. — Hochalpe. Gleinalpe. Lur Grotto, 450.

82. From Murzzuschlag to Mariazell and Bruck an der Mur 451
Schneealpe, 451. — Eiaern Tori, 452. — Hohe Veitsch.
From Miirzsteg to Mariazell via Frein and the Frein-Sattel,

452, 453. — Excursions from Mariazell. Biirger-Alpel. Er-
laufsee. Lassing Fall. Oetschergraben. From Mariazell
to Gaming, 453, 454. — FromWegscheid to Weichselboden
over the Kastenriegel, 454. — Hochschwab. Aflenz, 455.
— Mitter-Alpe. Folzsfein. St. Ilgen. Karl- Hochkogel.
Sonnschien-Alpe. Hochschwab, 456.

83. From Mariazell to Gross-Reifling via Weichselboden
and Wildalpen 457
Obere Ring. Hochschwab. Hochstadl, 457. — Excursions
from Gschoder. Excursions from Wildalpen. Eisenerzer
Hohe, 458. — Schafwald-Sattel. Kraus-Grotte. 459.

84. From Vienna to Linz 460
From St. Polten to Leobersdorf. Gfohlberg. Kleinzell.
Hocheck. Schopfl. Steinwandklamm. Peilstein. From
St. Polten to Mariazell. Lilienfeld. Reisalpe. Tiirnitzer
Hoger, 460, 461. — Jauerling. From Pochlarn to Kien-
berg-Gaming. 462. — From Kienberg-Gaming to Waid-
hofen. Tormauer. Uetscher. Lunz. Diirrenstein. Gostling.
Hochkaar, 463. — Voralpe. From Amstetten to Klein-
Eeifling. Waidhofen and its environs. 465. — Environs
of Linz. Pcistlingberg. Giselawarte, 465.

85. From Linz to St. Michael via Steyr and Admont . . 466
Damberg. Schoberstein. FromGarsten to Agonitz. Hohe-
nock,466. — Buch ilonument. St. Gallen. Voralpe. Karl-
August-Steig. Tamischbachturm, 467. — Hartlesgraben.
Lugauer. From Hieflau to Leoben via Eisenerz and Vor-
dernberg. Radmer-Tal. Reichenstein. Wildfeld. Frauen-
mauer-Hohle, 468, 469. — Tamischbachturm. Grosse
Buchstein. Hess Club Hut. Johnsbach-Tal, 470. — Treffner
Alp. Sulzkarhund. Excursions from Admont. Schloss
Rotelstein. Kaiserau, 471. — Katterriegel. Hexenturm.
Grosse Pyhrgas, 469, 472. — From Trieben to Judenburg
via Hohentauern. Bosenstein. Griesstein. Zeiritzkampel.
Reichart. Sekkauer Zinken. Reiting, 473.

86. From Linz to Selztal via Wlndisch-Garsten. Stoder 473
Bad Hall. Excursions from Kirchdorf and Micheldorf.
Steyrling-Tal. To the Almsee via the Bernerau, 474.
— Kleine and Grosse Priel. Spitzmauer. To Tauplitz over
the Salzsteig, 475. — Excursions fronrWindisch-Garsten.L

28,29
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Source of the Pieslins;. Gleinker-See. Warscheneck, etc.,

475, 476. — Grosse Pyhrgas, 476.

87. From Selztal to Aussee and Bischofshofen .... 477
Lietznereck. Hochmolbing. Wolkenstein. Piirgg, 477. —
Irdning. Grimming. Lopernstein, 478. — Stein. Gumpen-
eck. Solktal. Grosse Knallstein, 479. — Stoder-Zinken.
Kammspitze. Seewig-Tal, 480. — Excursions from Schlad-
ming. liamsaxa. Austria-Hiitte. Dachstein. Riesach-See.
Holie Wildstelle. Hoclistein. Hochgolling, etc., 480-482.
— Preunegg-Tal. Filzmoos. Rettenstein. Bischofsmiitze.
Rossbrand. Grieskareck. From Radstadt via Wagrein to

St. Johann in the Pongau, 483.

88. From Radstadt to Unzmarkt over the Radstadter

Tauern. Lungau 484
Speiereck. Murwinkel. Rotgiilden Valley. Weisseck, 484.
— Mosermanndl. Lasaberg-Alpe. Preber. Roteck. Pre-
digtstuhl. Moosham. Schilcherhohe. Tnrrach. Ebene
Reichenau, 485. — Krakau-Ebene. St. Peter in the Katsch-
Tal, 486, — Oberwolz. Hohenwart, etc., 487.

89. Gratz and Environs 487
Short Excursions. Buchkogel. Schockel, 490. — Tobelbad.
From Gratz to Koflach and over the Stubalp Pass to

Judenburg. From Gratz via Schv?anberg to Klagenfurt.
The Schvp-anberg Alps. Koralpe, 491.

90. From Gratz to Trieste 492
St. Urban, 492. — Gonobitz. Baths of Rohitsch. Donati-
berg. Baths of ]S^euhaus, From Cilli to Wollan, 493. —
The Steiner Alpen, 494, 495. — Kumberg, 496. — Ex-
cursions from Laibach. Gallenberg. St. Katharinaberg.
Krimberg. From Laibach to Stein; to Gottschee. Javor-
nik. Quicksilver Mines of Idria, 497. — Zirknitzer-See.

Krainer Schneeberg. Adelsberg Grotto, 498. — Poik-
hohle. Lueg. Pravs'ald. !N^anos. From St. Peter to Fiume.
Abbazia. Monte Maggiore, 499. — Crown Prince Rudolf
Grotto. Cascades and Grottoes of St. Oanzian, 500.

91 . From Marburg to Lienz 501
Welka Kappa. From Tnter-Drauburg to Wollan. Ursula-
berg, 501. — From Unter-Drauburg to Zeltvreg. Lavant-
Tal, 502. — Schvparzenbach. Petzen, 503. — From Kiihns-
dorf to Krainburg via Eisenkappel and Bad Vellach.
Hoch-Obir. Grintovc. Skuta, 503-505. — Rosegg. Stern-
berg. 508. — Excursions from Villach. Bad Villach. Os-
waldiberg. Landskron. Gerlitzen Alp. Faaker-See. Mit-
tagskogel. Treffen. Afritz. Dobratsch. From Villach
to Hermagor. Gailtal, 508-510. — Millstatter-See. Gold-
eck, 511. — Weissensee-Tal. Kreuzberg. Kreuzeck. From
Ober-Drauburg to Tolmezzo via Kotschach and the
Ploken. Wolayersee Hiitte. Hochstadl. Pirker-Schartel,

512 518.

92. From Spittal to Gmiind. Malta-Tal 513
Excursions from Gmiind. Schirneck. Konigstuhl.
Gmeineck. Reisseck, 514. — Gossgraben. Hochalpenspitze,
515. — Preimelspitze. Schwarzhorn, etc. Passes to Gross-
arl, St. Moritzen, Gastein and Mallnitz, 516.

93. The Molltal 516
Excursions from Ober -Vellach. Lonzahohe. Polinik.
Triestenspitze, 517. — Excursions from Mallnitz. Sauleck.
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Gamskarl.'jpitze. Geiselkopf. Lonzahohe. Sonnblick, 517,
518. — Hannover-Hiitte. Ankogel. Hochalpenspitze, etc.

Over the Gross-Elend-Scharte to the Malta-Tal, 518, 519.
— Fragant-Tal. Schober-Torl, 519.

94. From Bruck an der Mur to Villach 620
Mugel. Gleinalpe. Sekkau. Zinken, 520. — Ingering-
Tal. Hoch-Reichart, etc., 521. — Excursions from Juden-
borg. Zirbitzkogel. Rosenkogel, etc., 521, 522. — Ober-
zeiring. Grebenzen, 522. — From Friesach to Feldkirchen
via Fladnitz and St. Leonhard. Eisenhut. From Treibach
toKlein-Glodnitz. Gurk,523. — FromLaunsdorf to Hiitten-
henr. Saualpe. St. Georgen am Langsee. From Glandorf
to Klagenfurt. Zollfeld, 524. — Kreuzer- Schlosser, 525.

95. From Laibacli to Yillach 526
From Bischoflak to Podbrdo. Politsch. Veldes, 526. —
The Wochein. Savica Fall. Terglou, 527. — The Terglou
Lakes. Cerna Prst. Baca Pass. Skerbinja- Joch. Stou.
Golica, 528. — Ascent of the Terglou from Moistrana.
Vrata Valley. Luknia Pass. Voss-Hiitte. Prisang. Razor.
Moistrovka Pass, 529. — Planica Valley. Weissenfels
Lakes. Manhart, 529, 530.

96. From Klagenfurt (Villach) to Trieste. Karawanken,
Wochein, and Isonzo Valley Railways 530
From Klagenfurt to Krainburg over the Loibl. Boden-
Tal, 531. — Zell-Tal. Baren-Tal. Stou, 532. — Excursions
from Rosenbach. Golica or Kahlkogel. Frauenkogel.
Mittagskogel, 532, 533.

97. From Villach to Udine. Pontebba Railway .... 535
Excursions from Tarvis. Graf - Karl - Steig. Bartolo-
graben. Goriacher Alp. Romer-Tal. Luschariberg,536.

—

Seisera Valley. Barenlahn-Scharte. SomdognaPass. Uggo-
witzer Alp. Osternig. Mittagskofel. Over the Lusnitzer
Alp to Dogna. Poludnig, 537. — Rosskofel. Trogkofel,
538. — The Friulian Alps. From Tolmezzo via Forni
Avoltri to Cadore, 538, 539.

98. From Trieste to Yillach via the Predil 540
Dante Grotto. Km. Canin. Prestreljenik. Rombon. Baum-
bach-Hiitte, 540. — Excursions from Raibl. Manhart.
Wischberg. Jof del Montaslo. Cimone. From Raibl to

Chiusaforte through the Racoolana Valley, 541, 542.

81. From Vienna to Gratz.

1391/2 M. Railway in 41/2-8 hrs. (fares 19 K. 60, 14 K. 70, 2 K. 60 h. ;

express 25 E. 50, 19 K. 10, 12 K. 50 /?.). Best views as far as Gloggnitz
on the right, then generally to the left. — For fuller details of places
near Vienna, see Baedeker's Handbook to Austria.

Vienna, see Baedeker s Austria. — The line runs at a consider-

able height, affording an extensive view to the E. as far as the

Leitha Mts., and to the W. overlooking the city, numerous villas,

and populous villages at the base of a picturesque range of hills.

To the left lie the cemetery of Matzleinsdorf and the Protestant

cemetery. The suburbs of the city extend as far as (21/2 M.) Meid-
ling. 372 M. Hetzendorf, with an imperial chateau; 51/2 M. Atz~

gersdorf. — 6 M. Liesing.
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A branch-line (i'/eM., in 22 min.) runs hence via Perchtoldsdorf (AiieT)
to Kaltenleutgeben (USO*), a village charmingly situated in the Valley of
the Diivre Liesing, -with many villas and two hydropathic establishments.
Pleasant excursions (marked paths) may be made from Perchtoldsdorf to

the (1 hr.) Fram-Ferdinand-Schutzhaus on the Parapluiberg (1835'; R. 2V2-
5 K.), and from Kaltenleutgeben via the Gaisberg-Wiese (inn) to the (1^2 hr.)

HoUenftein (2120'), where the Julieniurm commands a splendid view.

8 M. Brunn am Gebirge. From (10 M.) ModlingX^Ob'; Hot.

Kursalon; Goldnes Lamm; Hot. Modling), an old town (11,100 in-

hab.) at the entrance to the picturesque Bru/ti, a branch-line leads on

the left in 10 min. to Laxenburg. an imperial chateau in a fine park.
The •Anninger (2210') may be ascended from Modling in IV2-2 hrs. We

ascend by the 'Goldne Stiege' to the (I'/z hr.) Wilhelmswarte on the top
of the ffochanninger, which commands a magnificent view. About 1/4 hr.

below, near the Buchbrunnen, is the Anningev-Haui (inn in summer), whence
wc may proceed to the (20 min.) Eschenkogel (2130'), with an iron belvedere
80' in height called the Kaiser-Jubildums-Warte. The Anninger may also

be ascended (paths marked) from Gumpoldskirchen, Baden, the Briihl, etc.

12^ 2 M. Guntramsdorf; 13 M. Gumpoldskirchen (Bayrischer Hof),

famous for its wine; 157-2 ^1- Pfaffstdtten.

17 M. Baden (695'; '^Central Hotel; *Gruner Baum; Goldener

Lowe; Goldener Hirsch; Stadt Wien) is a famous watering-place

(12,400 inhab.}, the warm springs of which (72-97° Fahr.) were
known to the Romans (Thermae Pannonicae). The chief spring

(Ebmerquelle, or Ursprung) rises copiously in a cavern in the shady
Park, at the base of the Kalvarienberg (1070'), the summit of which

(20 min.) affords a good view of the town. The Theresien-Warte

(^1365'; 35 min.) is another good view-point.
Electric tramway from the rail, station through the town to Rauhen-

stein (*Sacher's Hotel), at the entrance of the picturesque 'Helenen-Tal,
which is watered by the Schtcechat. To the left is the Weilhurg, a chateau
of Archduke Frederick, and on the hills, to the right and left, are the
ruins of Ravhenstein, Rauheneck, and Schco'/eneck. Pretty walk (also om-
nibus) to the Urtelsteiii (tunnel) and the (iV2 hr.) Kramer-HiiUen (inn). —
To the *Eiserne Tor {Hohe Lindkogel, 2775'; 2V2-3 hrs. from Baden) is

another attractive excursion. We follow the path indicated by blue marks
to the (11/4 hr.) shooting-lodge in the Weichsel-Tal (restaurant) and thence
reach the (fi 2 hr.) summit (Alhre''htshohe), on which there are a view-
tower and a refuge-hui (restaurant). ^larked routes also ascend the Hohe
Lindkogel from the Krainer-Hiiiten (see above) and from Merkenstein (see

below) in IV2-2 hrs.

A little beyond Baden the ruins of Ranhensteln and Rauheneck
(see above) axe visible to the right. The broad plain to the left,

sprinkled with villages, is bounded by the Leitha Mts. Near

(191/2 M.) Voslau (810' ; *H6tel Bellevue ; '^Hot. Hallmayer ; Vos-

lauer Hof; Bahnhof-Hotel), another watering-place (4000 inhab.},

the best Austrian wine is produced.
About 1/2 M. to the W. of Voslau is the prettily situated village of

Gainfarn (9*^4'; Weintranbe) , with a hydropathic, visited as a summer-
resort. — Excursion to (2 hrs. to the N.W.) Merkenstein, with a ruined
castle, a chateau, and a belvedere in the park.

201/2 M. Kottinghrunn. Near (211/2 M.) Leobersdorf (870';

-Adler) the Schneeberg (p. 444) appears on the right. To the E. is

(II/4 M.) Schonau, with a beautiful park.
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Fkom Leobebsdorp to Gdtenstein, 22^2 M., railway in IV2 hr. The
line diverges to the left from the St. Pollen railway (p. 46U) beyond (1^/4 M.)

Witimannsdoyf
,

passes Matzendorf, and enters the smiling valley of the

Piesting. Stations Steinabriickl, Wdllersdorf (with large sandstone-quarries),

Piesting (Lowe-, Hirsch), and DreistStten, IV2 M. to the S. of which is the

extensive ruin of StarJiernberg, once a seat of Frederick 'der Streithare'.

12 M. Ober-Pietting (1165'; Griiner Baum). Beyond (13 M.) Wopjing (Adler)

we reach (UV2 M.) Waldegg, the station for the villages of Waldegg (Binder)

and Peisching (Zuni Touristen). Interesting excursion to the Hohe Wand :

over the DUrrenberg in 3 hrs., or through the Diirnbach-Tal (waterfall)

by the Waldegger Steig, a marked path (steep at places, and provided with
wire-rope and ladders), to the (3 hrs.) Waldeggev-Hutte on the Hiniere Wand
(8'290'; view-tower). Thence we may proceed (blue marks) to the (Vi: hr.)

Kleine Kanzel (35E0') and the (3/4 hr.) Grosse Kcinzel (3610') on the S. margin,
with a refuge-hut and splendid view. From this point a steep descent
leads down to (li/2 hr.) Grilnbach (p. 442).

The valley contracts. The train runs through deep cuttings and
crosses a viaduct. — 151/2 M. Oed (1285'i Karoly), with a large tin-plate and
wire factory. From Oed the Vordere Mandling (2()40') is ascended in IV2 hr.,

the Hohe Mandling (3178') in 2V2 hrs. (both attractive). — 16 M. Miesen-
bach; 18 M. Ortmann; then (20 M.) Pernitz (1410'-, Singer; Adler), in a broad
and pleasant valley. About IV2 M. to the N.W. lies Muckendorf {YL^vzog),

whence the TJnterberg (4400' ; splendid view) is ascended in 8V2 hrs. (shorter

from Gutenstein through the Sieinapiesting-Tat); about V2 ^^- below the

top is the Unterberg-Haus , a club-hut (3S20' ; inn). The descent may be
made to Bain/eld (p. 460). Above 3Iuckendorf are the (20 min.) fine Mira
Falls (Karner's Inn), whence the Kieneck (3630'; club-hut) may be ascended
in 2 hrs. (see p. 461). Via Kreut and the Steinwandklamm to the Further-

Tal, seep. 461. — 22V2 M. G-utenstein (1580'-, *Bdr; ~Ldwe; Zum Touristen),

a prettily-situated village 1 M. to the W. of the station. Fine views from
the ruined castle (access across the Lange Briicke through the gorge of the
Steinapiesting), from several points in the park of Count Hoyos, and from
the (3/4 hr.) Mariahilfberg (2815'; inn), with a pilgrimage-church. A marked
path leads over the Oehler (3868') to (3 hrs.) Puchberg (p. 442). A road leads

from Gutenstein through the Kloster-Tal, and over the Klostertaler Qscheid
(2575'), to the (10 M.) Hochbauer (from this point to the Schneeberg, see

p. 445), and to the (81/2 M.) Singerin, at the head of the Hollen-Tal (p. 443).

241/4 M. Solenau; 25 M. Felixdorf; 27 M. Theresienfeld.

301/2 M. Wiener - Neustadt (930'; Rail. Restaurant; Hirsch;

Kreuz; Krone), an ancient town.with 28,700 inhab., rebuilt since

a firein 1834, is an important manufacturing centre. The ancient

ducal Castle of the Babenberg family, built in 1192 and altered by
Emp. Frederick III. in 1457, was converted into a military academy
(450 pupils) by Maria Theresia in 1752. The court contains a statue

of the empress by Gasser. Beneath the high-altar of the chapel Emp.
Maximilian I. is interred (comp. p. 194).

From Wiener-Necstadt to Aspang, 22 M., railway in 11/4 hr. (from
Vienna to Aspang 3 hrs.). Stations: Klein- Wolkersdorf,, Erlach, and (8 M.)
Pitten (1110'; Manhalter; Wagner), an old village with an extensive ruin,

beyond which the line follows the pleasant Piiten-Tal. — IOV2 M. Seeben-
stein (*Fuch3) is commanded by the (1/2 hr.) handsome castle of that name,
the property of Prince Liechtenstein, erected in 1092, and still partly pre-
served. In the valley is a modern chateau, with a fine park. A pleasant
forest-path leads hence to the (1 hr.) Tiirkensfurz (1825), with a pictur-

esque view Ciyiuller''s Inn, at the foot). — 14 M. Scheiblingkirchen. I6V2 M.
Edlitz{WO'; Treitl; Post; Lackner), with a fortified church. About 8 M.
to the S.W. is the Grimmenstein Sanatorium (R. 4-10, board 12 K.)x above
it (V2 hr.) is the Gerbers-Warte on the Kulmriegel (2485'). — 2OV2 M.
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Feistriiztal, station for (3 M.) Feittritz (p. 443). — 22 M. Aspang (1555';

Rail. Restaurant), 'A M. to the N. of the pleasant village of Ober-Aspang
(1660'; Aspanger Hof ; Hirsch; Kreuz; Lowe; Adler), a favourite summer-
resort, with a chateau of Count Pergen. A marked path leads hence
to the E, to the Aepanger-Warte on the Kulmariegel (2660'; fine view;
inn in the vicinity).

Aspang is the starting-point for the ascent of the 'Wechsel (5-6 hrs.).

We may either follow the road to the W. through the Pitching- Tal
('Grosse Klause") to (2V2 hrs.) Mariensee (2810'; Berger), and ascend by the

(2 hrs.) Aspanger Schwaig (4810'; inn) to the (3/4 hr.) summit; or ascend by a
steep road to (2V4 hrs.) Monicfikirchen (32i5' •, Lang; Oberaudorfer), a high-
lying village with a fine view, and thence by the Vorauer Schwaig (4840';

tavern) in 31/2 hr?. ; or mount in 3 hrs. by the Sleinerne Stiege and the
Niedere Wechsel (5475') to the summit {Hochwechsel or Hohe Umschuss, 5700'),

with a refuge-hut (rfmts. on Sun. and holidays) and splendid view. Descent
by the Kra?iichberger Schwaig (5020'; 'Inn; ascent of the Stu?deck hence in

4" hrs., see p. 447) to (3V2 hrs.) Kirchberg (see below). — From Aspang to

(8 M.) Kirchberg diligence daily via Feistritz in IV4 hr.
; p. 443.

From WiENEB-KEnsTADT to Puchberg , 22 M., railway in IV4 hr. —
The railway ('Schneeberg-Bahn') runs to the W. across the Stein/eld. From
(31/2 M.) Fischau (920'; Trofer; Habeler), with a lar^e military orphanage,
a branch-line runs to (3V2 M.) WoUersdovf {-p. 441). — 71/2 M. Winzendorf^
with the ruin of Emmersberg (r.) and a church containing interesting

monuments. The line enters the mountains at (li M.) Willendorf (1245')

and ascends on the S. side of the ffohe Wand (p. 441) to (16 M.) Oriinbach
(1800'; Jagersberger). Beyond (18' 2 M.) GrUnhach-Klaus (2225'), with coal-

mines, it descends again to (22 M.) Puchberg (1910'; Rail. Restaurant; Hdtel
Schneeherghahn, at the rail. -station; Schwarzer Adler ; Schildhahn), a prettily

situated little town, at the E. base uf the Schneeberg (a?cent, see p. 444).

351/2 M. St. Egyden; 39 M. Neunkirchen [1210' ; Adler), a manu-
facturing place [10,800 inhab.). At [42 M.) Ternitz [1290' ; Restau-

rant zur Siidbahn) the train crosses the Sirningbach. 431/2 M.
Pottschach [1415'; Rabensteiner; Pichler), with manufactories.

461/2 ^1- Grloggnitz [1480' ; Baumgartner ; Adler ; Griiner Baum

;

Restaurant opposite the station), a pretty market-town (3000 in-

hab.), watered by the Schwarza, is frequented as a summer-resort.

On a hill is Schloss Gloggnitz^ a Benedictine abbey down to 1803,

and now a private residence.

From the rail, station a steep path ascends to the Is^. to the (V4 hr.)

Heinrichshohe on the Silbersberg (2355'; view-tower and restaurant). — A
road (omn. from the station to Schlagl lA'., carr. and pair 10 A.) leads to

the S.W., past (41/2 M.) the picturesque Schloss Wartensiein (2490'; Prince
Liechtenstein), to (V2 M.) the"Hdtel Schlagl (2580'; extensive view). Hence
we may proceed to the W. via Gostritz to (IV4 hr.) Schottwien or to (IV4 hr.)

Maria-Schutz (p. 447), or to the E. to the (lOmin.) village of Raach (Wester-
mayer), whence a blue-marked path returns to (IV4 hr.) Gloggnitz. -- 'The

Semmering road (omnibus to Schottwien in connection with the train?)

leads to the S.W. from Gloggnitz to (3 M.) Weissenbach (1607'; *Pfletschintrer),

a summer-resort in the plea«ant Auerbach-Tal (swimming-baths), and
thence via Aue (Ehrenhofer) and its spinning-mill to (3 M.) Schottwien
(1790'; *Zuni Touristen; Post; Drei Lerchen; Zum Wasserfall, at the entrance

to the Adlitz - Graben), another resort, with swimming-bath and hydro-
pathic, at the foot of the Semmering, V* hr. below the station of Klamm
(p. 446). To Maria-Schutz, etc., see p. 447. — A road leads from Gloggnitz
to the S.E., via Schloss Kranichberg and the Rams (2685'; inn), to (71/2 M.)
Kirchberg on the Wechsel (1890'; ' Dannhauser ; "Orilner Baum). from
which the Wechsel (5700') may be ascended via the Kranichberger Schwaig
jn 4V2-5 hrs. (see above). — To the W. of Kirchberg is the (1/4 hr.)

.. Hermanns-Hohle, a fine stalactite cavern (adm. IK, less for a party; the
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visit takes 11/2-2 hrs.). — To the E. of Kirchberg (33/4 M.) lies Feistritz

(Grill \ Zoll) with a chateau of Prince Sulkowski (no admission). Thence
to (4V4 M.) Aspang, see p. 442.

The *Senimeriiig Kailway, which begins at Gloggnitz, the old-

est of the great continental mountain-railways, constructed by Hr.

von Ghega in 1848-53, is remarkable for the boldness of its engin-

eering and the grandeur of the scenery it traverses. Between Glogg-

nitz and Miirzzuschlag, a distance of 3372 M., there are 15 tunnels

and 16 viaducts. The maximum gradient is 1 : 40. The line reaches

its highest point (2940') in the long tunnel (p. 447).

The train now ascends. In the valley is the large paper-manu-
factory oi Schioglmuhl. On the left rises the Sonnwendstein (p. 447)

;

to the W., in the background, the Raxalpe (p. 445).

51 M. Payerbach (^1510'; Rail. Restaurant i^- Villa Kampitsch,

R.2-4 K.; '^Payerbacher Hof, R. 21/2-4, pens. 7-10^. ; Hot. Hiittl,

R. 2-21/2? pens. 6-8 K., very fair), a summer-resort with swimming-
baths and numerous villas. Fine view (marked path ; ^/^ hr.) from

the Anions-Hohe (tower).

To Reighenau and the Hollen-Tal, a very attractive excursion from
Payerbach (post-omnibus twice daily in summer to the Singerin, lO'/z M.,
in 3 hrs., fare 2 K.; carr. 9, with two horses 12, there and back 11 and
14 Jr.). The road passes under the railway-viaduct and reaches (IV2 M.)
Reichenau (1590'; "Hdtel Fischer, R. 3-6, pens. 9-12 E.; "Hdtel Thalhof, 1 M.
to the N., R. 3-9 K. ; Rudolfshof Hydropathic, V2 M. to the N. ; Goldner
Anker; H6t. Wieninger; guides, Alois Baumgartner, Ch. Reisenauer, Jos. Klima;
omn. from the station to the village 60, to the Thalhof 80 A.), in a sheltered
situation in the beautiful green valley of the Schwarza, a fashionable resort
of the Viennese, with many villas and lodging-houses (visitors' tax 2 K.
per week). The road then passes the imperial chateau of Wartholz and
the mouth of the Preintal (p. 445), and reaches (IV2 M.) Hirschwang (1620';

Fink, R. I'/z K.), with a cellulose factory. The valley now contracts, and
we enter the *Hollen-Tal. The road crosses the Schwarza several times,
and next reaches (3 M.) Kaiserbrunn {il&(y \ *Schnepf's Inn). Adjoining the
inn-garden is the walled enclosure of the ' Kaiserbrunnen\ which, together
with other springs, supplies Vienna with excellent drinking-water (through
the Klaus-Oraben to the Baumgariner-Haus, 2^/i-3 hrs., see p. 444). We
now pass through a very picturesque part of the valley. After twice
crossing the Schwarza, we reach (I'/j M.) the 'Weichtal Inn (1780'; to the
Kiental Huti see p. 444). About 1 M. farther on, to the left, is a finger-

post showing the way to the (3/4 M.) "Qrosse Hollen-Tal (restaurant at the
entrance) , a grand basin, enclosed by the rocky slopes of the Loswand on
the left and the Kloben on the right, with the Loshiihel to the left in the
background. (Chamois are (iften seen.) Good view from the (10 min.) first

meadow. Ascent of the Raxalpe, see p. 445.
The main road next passes (2 M.) the former Weimettel Inn (1800'). The

valley becomes more open, and we reach the (17-2 M.) inn Ziir Singerin
(1890'), picturesquely situated at the mouth of the Nasstal. The Schwarza-
Tal now turns to the N., and after IV2 M. again ramifies. The road through
the Voistal to the right ascends to the (I1/2 M.) Hochbauer (2075'; inn; as-

cent of the Schneeberg, see p. 445), and crosses the Klostertaler Gscheid
(2565') to (12 M.) Qutenstein (p. 441).

Few tourists proceed beyond the Grosse Hollen-Tal, or at farthest the
Singerin ; but the following prolongation of the excursion is very attractive.

From the Singerin we ascend the Nasstal to the (IV* M.) Reithof and

(V2 M.) Oberhof (2025'; Engleithner). The valley again contracts, and we
reach (2V2 M.) the scattered village of Nasswald (2330'

;
plain inn ;

guides,
Daniel Innthaler, alias Binder, and Anton Winter), a Protestant community,
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founded at the end of the 18th cent, by woodcutters from Gosau, situated
in a grand basin. The Sonnleiitiein (SBlh' ; splendid view) may be ascended
heace by experts in 3 hrs., with guide. — The Reieslal,, at first a narrow
gorge, diverges here to the S. ; at the upper end of it (^4 hr.) is the Binder
Inn (2655'), finely situated, with the Scheibwald-Mauer on the left and the
huge Kaldinduer beyond it. Thence to the Raxalpe, see p. 446. — From
the Binder Inn we ascend through beautiful wood to the (1 hr.) Nasskamm
(3955'), a saddle between the Raxalpe and Schneealpe. (Ascent of the latter,

see p. 451 ; over the Gamsecktteig to the Raxalpe. see p. 446.) We then de-
scend to the A'assbauer, and proceed via AUenberg to (2 hrs.) Kapellen (p. 451).

The *Schneeberg (6810') is now usually visited from Pnchberg by means
of the Schneeberg Railway (from Puchberg to the Schneeberg Hotel, 6V4 M.,
in 11/4 hr., fares 6 K. 20 or 4 K. 10, there and back 9 K. 30 or 6 K. 20 h. ; from
Vienna to fhe Schneeberg Hotel, 33/4-4V2 hi-s. by rail). The line, constructed
in 1897 on the Abt svstem, with a maximum gradient of 20 : 100, leads
past the station of ('/2 M.) Schneebergdorjl (2010'), IV2 M. to the E. of the
village (see below), and then ascends through the wooded Hengst-Tal on
the E. and S. slopes of the Eengst to the (13/4 M.) Hatislitz- Sattel >Sia(ion

(2TS5'), whence we have a fine retrospect of Puchberg. The line then ascends,
with steadily improving views, to (3 M.) Hengst (station) and across the
Kaltwasser-8aUel (4355') to (5 M.) Baumgartnev (4590'; station), 1 M. from
the Paumgartner-Haus (see below). The final steep ascent, traversing two
tunnels, brings us to the (6V4 M.) terminus Hoch-Schneeberg (5900'), near
the }a.Ti.e 'Hdiel Hochschneeberg (U. from 4, D. 4, pens, from 10 A".). Adjacent
is a chapel erected in memory of the Empress Elizabeth (d. 1893). Hence
to the Waxriegel (G180'), 20 min ; to the Kaise7'stein, IV4 hr. (see below).

By pedestrians , the Schneeberg ia usually ascended from Payerhach
or from Puchberg (guide, not indispensable, i.0 K.). From the Payerhach
station (01/2 hrs.) the path ascends steeply to the right to the (1/4 hr.)

Schneedorfl and through wood (notice-boards and red marks) to the (V2 hr.)

Eng, a defile between the Feuchter and the Sauriissel. We then mount
the Mariensteiy and through the Gahnsrlese (a timber-slide in a steep gorge)
to the (11/4 hr.) Lackerboden (3870'-, inn). We next ascend in a straight
direction by the Piirschhofweg, and then to the left over the Alpeleck and
the Krummhach- Sattel (4300') to the (IV4 hr.) -Baumgartner-Haus (4710';

60 beds), situated on the steep S. slope of the Hoch -Schneeberg. From
this point we ascend either by the Emmysteig (shorter but very steep), or
to the right past the Fischer-Ruhe (view-point vrith benches), crossing the
railway several times, to the (1/2 hr.) Hochschneeberg Hotel (see above), and
then either past the Dambockhaus (rfmts. on Sun.), or by an easy new path
round the !X. side of the Waxriegel to the (IV4 hr.) Kaiserslein (6760'),

with the open Fischer Hut (rfmts. on Sun. and holidays) and thence to the

(20 min.) KlGSterwappen or Alpengip/el (JoSiO). The ''View is very exten-
.sive, stretching to the W. as far as the Dachstein. — There are several
other ascents of the Schneeberg leading from the Hollen-Tal, on the S.W.
side (all for experts only, with guide). The easiest of these is by the
bridle-path ascending from the Kaisevbrunnen (p. 443) through the Klaus-
Graben and Krummbach-Graben to the (3 hrs.) Baumgartner-Haus. A more
difficult, but attractive route leads from the Weichtal Inn (p. 443) through
the highly interesting Weichtal- Klamm (some rock-climbing necessary,
wire-ropes) to the (2V2 hrs.) finely si\.\xa,iQA Kientalei'-Hiitte (ca. 4265'; rfmts.
on Sun.), on the Turmstein. Thence we may proceed either by a path to

the left (red marks) to the (2-2^ '2 hrs.) Kaiserstein, or by a path to the right

(blue marks) to the (2 hrs.) Klostericappcn (see above). Still more difficult

are the ascents over tlie Pretlschacher, through the Lahngraben, over the
Ldrchkogel-Grat, and (steady head essential) via the Hochlauf.

Pedestrians from Puchberg (p. 4i2} follow the road to the W. to (3 M.)
Sonnleiten, then take the easy and attractive /'''«rfe/?-<S/e'V (yellow marks; pro-
hibited in the shooting season) to the (2 hrs.) Sparbacher-Hiitte (4183'; key
and provisions should be brought), whence a steep ascent (no danger for

those free from dizziness) leads up the Faden- Wande to the plateau and
past the Vestenkogel to the (2V2 hr^j.) Kaisei'stein. — An easy bridle-path
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skirts the toothed railway to the summit; another leads from the Schnee-

hergdorfl (2276'; Bock, unpretending), 2V4 M. to the W, of Puchberg, through
the Miesel-Tal and over the Kaltwasser-Scttel (p. 444). — Only adepts, with
guides, should attempt the difficult ascents from the Schneebergdorll through
the Schneidergraben or the Krumme Riss, or through the Breite Riss and via

the Herminen-Steig. The Biirklepfad is difficult, but very interesting for

practised climbers. — The ascent from the Hochhauer (pp. 441, 443) is by
a somewhat steep path, at first through wood, to the (21/2 hrs.) Hochhauer
Inn (4690'), on the N. margin of the Kuh-Schneeberg (5090'); then across

the furrowed plateau, past the Outer Chalets, to the (2 hrs.) Kaiserstein.

The ascent of the *Raxalpe, an extensive plateau bounded on every

side by precipitous slopes, is very intereating and oflfers special attractions

to the botanist. The highest point is the Heukuppe (6590'), on the S.W. side.

In the middle of the plateau rises the Scheibwaldhohe (6380'). The buttress

projecting into the Hollen-Tal and culminating in the Freinerwand (5S80')

and the Jakobskogel (5700') is called the Orunschacher. The ascent is best

made from Prein (see below), 6 M. from Payerbach station (diligence twice
daily in IV2 hr., 1 K. 20 h.-^ one-horse carr. 6, two -horse 10 K.; hotel

omnibus 1 K. 40 h.). The road diverges to the left from the Hollenlal

road near the chateau of Wartholz and ascends ihe. Preiner Tal to (8^/4 M.)

Edlach ("Edlache)- Hof, R. 8-8, pens. 9-17 K.; ''E6t. Rax; Dr. Konried's Sana-
torium; guide, Jos. Kli?na), a summer resort. [An attractive marked path
leads hence to the S. through the Eselbach-Graben to (IV4 It.) the Orthof
(3030'; inn) and on to the (40 min.) station oi Breitenstein and (IV2 hr.) the

iSemmering Hotel (p. 447).] — The road then proceeds via (4^/4 M.) Edlach-

Dorfl., where a marked path to (40 min.) Knappendorf diverges to the right

(see below), to (6 M.) Prein (2260'; 'Hot. Preinerhof, well situated, R. 2-4, board
QK.; ^Kaiserhofs^Edt. Eggl;- Obere Eggl; guides, J. Frisch, J. Wamenbock.,
Ad. Rumpler), a summer -resort in wooded environs, at the foot of the
Raxalpe. — From Prein we follow the road to the E. as far as the (SVi M.)
Preiner Gscheid (3510*), the frontier of Styria. (The continuation of the

road descends to Kapellen, p. 451; 6 M.) We now ascend to the right

through the Siebenbrunnen-Kessel (a fine rocky basin) to the (3/4 hr.) Halter-

Hiitte (4320'), and thence by the easy Schlangenweg (brown marks) to the

(lV2hr.) Karl-Ludwig-Haus (5915' ; */nn, open in winter also), situated on
the plateau. From this point, passing the Lackenhofer - Hiitte (6450'), we
reach the summit of the Heukuppe in 3/4 hr. (6590'; extensive and beautiful
view). A shorter route for experts (green marks) ascends direct from the
Gscheid to the (3/4-I hr.) Reisstaler-Hutte (4800') and thence by the Wetter-

kogel-Sleig to the (IV4 hr.) Karl-Ludwig-Haus, or by the Reisstaler-Steig (for

adepts only; wire-rope) through the Raxenmauer to the (2 hrs.) Lackenhofer-
Hiitte. — The Oriinschacher is ascended as follows : from Edlach (see above)
we ascend to the left to the (1 hr.) Knappendorf CilCK)')., and thence follow
the winding 'Torlweg'' (way-marks) to the (2'/2 hrs.) Tori (5625'), on which
is the finely-situated Erzherzog-Otto-Haus (5625'; */«n, open in winter
also). From this point to the Jakobskogel (5700'), distinguished by its rich

flora, 10 minutes. A more toilsome ascent leads from Prein via the Preiner-
schiitt (the Preinerwand is more difficult) to the (SVa hrs.) Schrockenfuchs
kreuz. Thence we may proceed to the left via the Trinkslein- Hattel to the
(11/2 hr.) Karl-Liidwig-Haus {see above)., or via the (V2 hr.) See-Hiitie (shel-

ter-hut) to the (3/4 hr.) Erzherzog-Otto-Haus.

From Kapellen (p. 451; guide. Job. Holzer) we reach in 20 min. a
ppint where several routes diverge (Auer's Inn). One route leads to the
right through the Raxengraben via Stojen and Raxen (inn) to the (1^/4 hr.)
Preiner Gscheid. and as above to the Karl-Ludwig-Haus. Another turns
to the left at Stojen and ascends to the (2V2 hrs.) Reisstaler Hiitte and
the (IV2 hr.) Karl-Ludwig-Haus. A third leads to the N. to (2 M.) Allen-
berg ('Perl), and ascends through the Kern-Graben to the right to the
(2 hrs.) Karrer Aim (4855'); it then proceeds to the left to the (1 hr

)

Hohe Stein (*"View) and mounts by a good path in windings to the (1 hr.)

plateau (6050'), near the Gamseck (6090'), whence it ascends to the right
to the (1/2 hr.) Heukuppe. Another route leads from Altenberg through the
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Altenberg-Oraben to the (IV2 hr.) Nasskamtn (3955'-, p. 444), proceeds to the
right to the (1/4 hr.) Oamsecker-Haus on the Gvuher Alp (4325') and thence
to the (20 min.) Gupf-Sattel, and lastly ascends by the steep and stony, but
perfectly safe Gamsecksteig (with steps, chains, and a ladder) to the (I'/a hi-.)

Eohe Stem and to the (1/2 hr.) Heukuppe. — From the Grosse Hollen-Tal

(p. 443) the Gaisloch-Sieig ascends (at one point by an iron ladder, 13' high)

past the Gctisloch to the Rax (to the Eig-Eiltieii on the Griinschaclier 3 hvs.;

thence over the Trinkstein-Sattel to the Karl-Ludwig-Haus I72-2 hrs.). More
interesting, but difficult (steady head essential), is the Teufels-Badstuhen-

Steig^ ascending to the (2V2 hrs.) top of the Loswand. Thence to the

Erzherzog-Otto-Haus (p. 445), IV4 hr. — A number of other routes, vary-

ing in difficulty and danger {PreintaUr - Steig , Klobenwand - Jagdsteig, etc.)

lead from the Hollen-Tal to the plateau. From the Kaiserbrunn an inter-

esting path (for experts) leads over the Brandschneide tf) the (3 hrs.) Otto-

Haus. — From the Reisstal (p. 444) a route, beginning at the Binder Inn,

leads via the Kaisersfeig, to the (IV2 hr.) Zikafahnler Alp (4820'; small
inn); thence to the (1 hr.) Habsburg-Haus (5970'; inn) on the Grieskogel

and past the (1 hr.) LiecMenstern-HiiUen to the (V2 hr.) Karl-Ludv^ig-Haus.
A new serpentine path, diverging to the right 1/2 br. before the Karl-Lud-
wig-Haus is reached by the route from Prein, leads to the (IV4 hr.) Pe-

hofer-Haus. Other paths (suitable only for experts with steady heads) lead

from the Binder over the Kleine Gries to the (2V2 hrs.) Habsburg-Haus; and
by the Grosse Gries, the Bdrenloch, the Wild/dhrtensteig, or the Zerbenrlegel

to the (3 hrs.) Karl-Ludwig-Haus.

Beyond Payerbach the Semmering Railway crosses the Schwarza

by an imposing viaduct of 13 arches, and then ascends (gradient

1 : 40) the S. slope of the valley. 531/2 M. Kilh (1968'; *Hot. Kastell

Kiib, R. 4-6 K.~). 56 Y2 M. Eichberg. The paper-manufactory of

Schloglmiihl (p. 443) again becomes visible far below, while to the

W. the Raxalpe still forms the background. Two short tunnels; to

the left an extensive view of the plain.

The train next skirts the Gotschakogel (two tunnels). On a rocky

pinnacle, at (60M.)Klamm(2255'; Deininger ; Mooshammer, in the

village, 1/2 ^1- from the station), rises an old castle of Prince Liech-

tenstein, once the key of Styria, but now half destroyed. Far below

are the white houses of Schottwien (p. 442) in a ravine. Beyond the

next tunnel a picturesque retrospect of the castle of Klamm. Farther

on, a fine view is obtained of the deep valley with its rocky walls

and pinnacles. The train traverses a long gallery, with apertures

for light, and a bridge, skirting the Weinzettelwand, and reaches

(631/2 M.) Breitenstein (2540'), with a convalescent home. Two
more tunnels. It then crosses the Kalte Rinne by a viaduct 310 yds.

long and 150' high, the loftiest on the line, and ascends in a wide

sweep (fine retrospect, in the background the Raxalpe) to the last

large viaduct (175 yds. long, 90' high), which spans the Untere

Adlitzgraben.

After three more tunnels (station Wolfshergkogel , beyond the

second) the train stops at (691/2 M.) Semmering (2840'; *Hdtel Ste-

phanie, R. 3-4, pens. 8-10 K. ; Dr. Vecseys Sanatorium ^ Hydro-

pathic). A monument to Karl von Ghega (p. 443), the constructor

of the railway, has been erected on the rocks to the right.

On the slope of the Kartnerkogel. about 11/4 M. to the N. (omnibus at

the station, 80 h. ; one-horse carr. 3, two-horse 4 E.), is the huge *Sudbahn.
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Hotel Semmering (3260'; R. 5-12, board 8 ^.)> in a fine situation, frequented
as a summer-resort. In July and August rooms should be engaged before-
hand. A little lower are the two 'dependances'' belonging to the hotel, and
1/2 M. to the S., nearer the station, is the *H6tel Panhans (R. 3-8, pens.
8-15 5'.). Numerous picturesque walks in the neighbourhood (paths marked)

:

to the Meierei, 25 min.; to the Doppelreilerkogel (_&ne \ie-w)^ V-t lir. ; to the
PinJcenkogel {1035' \ refuge-hut, fine view), 1 hr., etc. — From the Hot. Pan-
hans we may follow the ^Hochweg'' (^4 M- •-, road from the station 1 M.) to

the *Grand-H6tel Erzherzog Johann (R. 4-16^.), at the highest point of the
Semmering road (3216'), near a monument in honour of Emp. Charles VI.,

the constructor of the road in 1728. Fine view from the Emmahohe (iOmin.).
Near it is the H6t. Einsiedelei, with cafe'-restaurant.

The *Sonnwendstein orGostritz (4995'; guide unnecessary), ascended from
the Erzherzog Johann Hotel in P/t hr., commands an extensive and beautiful

panorama. Far below is the .Semmering railway. About 8 min. below the
summit is the Friedrich Schiiler Alpenhaus (4765'; ''Hotel, R. from 272, pens.
S K.). — A zigzag path ('Fischersteig") descends on the N. side to (IV4 hr.)

Maria-Schutz (2490': '=H6telBellevue; Touristenhaus), a resort of pilgrims, in

a cl'arming situation. A diligence plies hence twice daily in summer from
the station of Semmering (3/4"hr.; fare 1 K.; one-horse carr. 5, two-horse
8 K.). From Maria-Schutz we may proceed by the Semmering road via
Schottwien to (6 M.) Gloggnitz (p. 442).

The line now avoids a farther ascent of 275' by means of a

tunnel, 1564 yds. in length, which penetrates the Semmering, the

boundary between Austria and Styria. The middle of the tunnel is

the culminating point of the line (2940'). The train then descends

rapidly. From [73 M.) Steinhaus (2750'; Post) onwards it is carried

high up on the N. side of the Froschnitz-Tal by means of long

embankments and deep cuttings. — 76 M. Spital am Semmering
(2520'; Hot. Stummer ; Hirschenhof; Schwan ; Krone; Pension

Schloss Sommerau), a summer-resort.
Excursions. A marked path leads to the N. to the (2 hrs.) Kamp-

Alpe (5035'; fine view: thence to the Drahtekogel, 3/4 hr., see p. 448). —
The "^Stuhleck (5850'; 3-3V2hrs.; guide, Joh. Konrad of Spital, not indis-

pensable), ascended via the (2V4 hrs.) Spitaler Alp, with the Stuhleck-

Schutzhavs (4820'; inn in summer), commands a fine and extensive view.
About 10 min. below the summit (N.W.) is the Nanten-Hiitte (5700'), belong-
ing to the Ski Club. The descent may be made to Steinhaus (see above),
or by the Schwarzkogel Alp and Schoneben to (2'/2 hrs.) Miirzzuschlag^ or to

(3 hrs.) the Kranichberger- Schwaig (p. 442
;
path marked).

80 M. Miirzzuschlag. — Hotels. *Post, R. 21/2-31/2^.; *Schwarzf.r
Adler, R. IV2-2 K.; Hot. Rieder. near the station; Goldner Hiesch

;

*Sandwirt; Erzherzog Johann ; Hot. -Pens. Lambach, well situated 1 M.
from the station, R. 2, pens, from BE. — 'Railway Restaurant, R. 2V2 K. —
Swimming Baths in the Ganstal (1 31.).

Miirzzuschlag (2230'), an old town (4900 inhab.) with im-
portant iron-works, picturesquely situated near the junction of

the Froschnitz and the Miirz, is a favourite summer-resort, -with a

hydropathic establishment and pleasant promenades. In winter ski-

ing is a favourite pastime here.
Short walks lead hence to the (20 min.) Ganster, the (V2 hr.) Oriiblbauer,

the (IY2 hr.) Rauchengraben ; and via the Steinhaner to the (I'/o hr.) top of
the Gansstein (2860'; shelter-hut, fine view). — Through the Eleine Lambach-
Graben to the (2 hrs.) Washington-Eiitie of the Ski Club on the Anbauei- Alp
(4430'), 10 min. below the top of the Kreuzschober (4620'); thence to the
E. to the Kaarl (4580'), or to the W. to the Rosskogel (4865'), with the
Nordentkjdld-Eiitte of the Ski Club. — An easy route (indicated by blue
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marks) leads to the N. from the station to the (21/4 hrs.) Bieralpl (20 min.
to the W. of which is the Scheiben-Eiitie, 4840'J and the (y* hr.) top of the
Drahtekogel (5140'), which commands a fine view of the Schneeberg, Rax-
alpe, Schneealpe. etc. Descent by the Kamp-Alpe to (2 hrs.) Spitall(p. 447).— To the S.E. a path (red marks) leads via Schdnehen and the small Scheffel-

Eutte of the Ski Club (4165') to the (3 hrs.) Schicarzkogel (5290'), and thence
to the left by the arete to the (40 min.) Stuhleck (5850'; p. 447): or to the
right (blue marks) over the Oraizer Stuhleck (53i5') to the ('/2 hr.) JPretul Alp
(5520'), with the Rosegger-Alpenhuus (inn) and charming view. — From Miirz-

zuschlag to Maria zell. see p. 45 1.

The line follows the pleasant, pine-clad valley of the Milrz,

which is enlivened with a number of iron- forges. Near (85 M.)
Langenwang (2110': Sigl), on a hill to the right, is the ruin of

Hohenwang or Hochschloss, and to the left is the chateau of Neu-
Hohemcang. — ST^/o M. Krieglacli (1970'; Voglsang; Maurer

;

Rumpf). a prettily situated village and summer-resort. Eosegger,

the poet, horn in 1843 at Alpl, 3 hrs. to the S.E., has a villa here.

The Weikerhoh. 1 hr. to the N.W., commands a good view. — 90^2 M.
Mitterdorf (1635'; Eggl; Gri'inicald ; Leitner}. To the right, at the

mouth of the Veitschtal, rises Schloss Field, with its four towers.
A road from 3Iitterdorf ascends the picturesque Veitschtal to (31/2 M.

;

diligence twice daily in 1 hr.) Veitsch (2180'; Wedl; Priller) , where the
valley divides into the Grosse (W.) and Klein e Veitschtal (E.). Road through
the former to the (41/2 M.) Inn im Bad (2690'): then an ascent to the left

to the (2 hrs.) SchaUer Alp. and over the Eschriegel to the (1 hr.) Oraf
Meran Refuge Eui (6160'; inn in summer), and thence to the (20 min.)
summit of the Hohe Veitsch (6500'; 6 hrs. from Mitterdorf; fine view).

Descent past the Rotsohl Alp and through the Aschbach-Oraben to (S'/a hrs.)

Wegscheid (p. 454) : or through the Fluchgraben or the Ddrrngraben to (3 hrs.)

Miirzsteg (p. 452).

Farther on, near (92 M.) Wartherg-Mxlrzial (1885'), to the left,

is the ruin of Lichtenegg. The train makes a wide sweep round the

WartbergJcogcl (2820'), crossing the Miirz twice, and reaches (95 M.)

Kindberg (1880'; *Wolfbauer, with brewery and bathing-establish-

ment, R. 1 '/4-2 K. ; Lowe; Rail. Restaurant, with rooms), a summer-
resort (1700 inhab.), with a chateau of Count Attems. •

A road to the S.E. ascends the Sianzer-Tal to (6V2 M.) Stanz (2130';

Gesselbauei') and thence in wide curves (short-cuts for pedestrians) to the

(2 hrs.) saddle Auf der Schonz (3835' ; inn). To the N.E. (easy path ;
1 'A hr.)

rises the Teufelstein (4920'), on the top of which are two boulders 30' in

height, accessible by means of steps (fine view) Descent to (9 M.) Mitterdorf
or (10'/2 M.) Ericglach (see above).

99 M. Ma rein (Trifter).— 103 M. Kapfenberg(1670'; Ramsaiier;

Hirsch; Oriiner Baurn), with Schloss Wiedhof, and to the left, high

above us , the picturesque ruin of Ober-Kapfenberg (2315'). The
Fiir.denhof Hydropathic and Boehler^' Co's. large steel-works are si-

tuated here. Narrow-gauge railway to Au-Seewiesen, see pp. 456,455.
About 1 M. to the W. lies Bad Steinerhof {\%1?»'

;
pine-needle baths).

106 M. Bruck an der Mur (1695'; Rail. Restaurant; Hotel Fost,

at the station, R. 2-3 K.; ^Schwarzer Adler; Lamm; .Lowe; Ochs)

is a small town (7600 inhab.) at the confluence of the Miirz and the

Mur, with a Gothic church of the 15th century. In the principal

square is the late-Gothic Kornmesser-Haus (1497-1505), with arcades
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and an open loggia. The Oloriette, to the E. of the station, and the

Kaloarienherg, on the right bank of the Mnr, afford the best surveys

of the town and environs. On a crag to the N. of the station rises

the old castle of Landskron. — To St. Michael and Villach, see R. 95

;

to Mariazell, see R. 82.
A pleasant excursion may be made hence to the Tragos-Tal (from

Bruck to Oberort, iV/2 M., diligence daily in 4 hrs. ; fare 3 K.). A carriage-
road runs to theN.W. through the pretty valley, which is watered by the
Laming, via Schorgendorf and Untertal, to (S M.) St. Kathrein (2140'; inn),
whence the Floning (5195') may easily be ascended in 2'/2 hrs. (p. 456).
Thence it goes on via Niederdorf, Oherdorf, Unierori, and Pllchel (inn), to

(171/2 M.) Oberort (2560'; ^Tost; "Zum Griinen See; ReHenoirt; guides, Joh.
Klachlei\ Carl Kohnli miser), the chief village of the valley, frequented as a
summer-resort, 1 BI. to the S.E. of the pretty Oriine See, at the base of the
Pribitzmauer. The Pribitz (5175'; 2V2hrs.; attractive) is ascended hence
by a route leadir.g thioueh the Klamm to the ('.^ hr.) saddle between the
Pribitz and the Me-'sneiin, and thence to the left (red mark?) to the (iV4 hr.)

Pribitz-Hittten (456V) and the ('/2 hr.) top. From the Pribitz Chalets a marked
path leads to the Sonnschien Alp (p. 456) in 1 hr. — The Messnerin (6025';
'6 hrs.) is ascended by a path (blue marks) leading to the N.E. from Ober-
ort via the Schneebauer to the (2V2 hrs.) Halter-Hiitte and the (1/2 hr.) top
(fine view). Descent, if desired, via Wie. PillHeiner Alp to St. Ilgen (p. 456).— From Oberort to Eisenerz through the "Frauenmauer-Hohle. 7 hrs., see
p. 469. — A carriage-road runs to the S.W. via the Hieselegg (3S25'; inn)
to (41/2 hrs.) Trofaja'ch (p. 469) or (4 hrs.) Vordernherg (p. 469). — To the E.
through the Haringgrahen and via the Gruheck (3S26') to (41/2 hrs.) St. Ilgen

(p. 466). — To the N. a path (yellow marks) leads through the Klamm and
over the Plotschhoden (4586') to the (21/2 hrs.) Sonnschien Alp (p. 456).

The train now enters the narrow valley of the Mur. At(112'/.2 M.)
Pernegg (1555') is a large chateau, built in 1582, and now the pro-
perty of the Lippitt family. Above it are the ruins of an interesting

older castle. Opposite, on the right bank of the Mur, is Kirchdorf
(Bruckenwirt; Linde, 1 M. to the N.), with a chalybeate spring.

Ascent of the Rennfeld (5345') from Pernegg, interesting and easy;
either through the Galvaun-Grahen in 3V2 hrs., or through the Bveitenau
(.see below) by carriage-road to the (li'2hr.) foundry, and then through the
Feistevgrahen in 3-3V4 hrs.; descent to the N. to (I'^hr.) Fravenlerg {Maria-
Rehkogel; 30?5'), a favourite resort of pilgrims (Lowe; Linde), and thence
either to (31/2 M.) Kapfenbei-g (p. 448) or (5 M.) Bruck.

Through the Breitenau, which opens to the E. halfway between Pernegg
and Mixnitz, a carriage-road, passing Schaffer's Foundry, lead.s via St. Jakob
(1985') to (2V2hrs.) St. Erhard (2160'; Post), a frequented pilgrim-resort.
The Hochlantsch (see belo^ ) may be easily ascended hence in 81/2 hrs. The
ascent of the Hochschlag (5190'; 2V2-3 hrs.) is also attractive. The Renn/eld,
31/2 hrs. from St. Jakob, see above.

114 m. Mixnitz (1510'; Scharlner; Stager), a village pictur-

esquely situated at the foot of the Rotelstein (4050').
ExouKsioNS. Oa the slope of the Rotelstein, about 155'j' or I'/j hr.

above the village, is an extensive stalactite cavern, called the Drachen-
Hohle or Kogellucken (marked path, guide 2 A'^.). — A pleasant excursion
may be made to the 'Barnschiitz. The route leads through the valley
of the Mixnitzbach to (IV4 hr.) a charcoal-burner's hut, and tlience (guide-
post) along the cliff to (20min.) the BcirnschiUz {2^%'), where the Mixnitz-
bach breaks through a rocky wall (accessible by a club-path).

The Hochlantsch (5650'; 4-41/2 hrs. ; guide, not indispensable , 8-10 K.)
is also well worthy of a visit. We follow the right bank of the Mixnitz-
bach to the (I1/4 hr.) charcoal-burner's (see above), thence to the left to
the (1/2 hr.) Schwaigerbauer (2900'; inn), and to the (8/4 hr.) Inn 'zum Guten

Ba.edbkbr''s Eastern Alps. Uth Edit. 29
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Hirten'. Then to the left (the path to the right leads to the Teich Alp,
see below) to (2/4 hr.) Schiisserlbrinm (4470'), a pleasantly situated pilgrimage-
chapel (inn), and by the arete to the (IY4 hr.) summit, which commands an
admirable view of the .Styrian Alps and possesses a rich flora. Descent by
Schiisserlbrunn. and through the Breitenau to (3 hrs.) Pernegg (p. 449); or
on the S.E. to (1 hr.) the Teich Alp (3855'; Altes Gasthaus and Jagdhaus;
*Alpen-H6tel, 10 min. farther on), and thence through the Mixnitz-Tal
back to (8 hrs.) ifixnitz, or via the Aibel (4185') and through the Tyrnauer-
Ordben to (472 hrs.) Frohnleiten.

122 M. Frolinleiten (1425'; ""Stadt Strassburg; Krone; Sonne),

a summer-resort with a liydropatliic establishment.
Numerous walks in the neighbouring woods. Schloss Weyer, ^4 lir. to

the N.W., see below. — Adriach, 1 M. to the S.W., possesses one of the
oldest churches in this region, with interesting tombs.

The Brucker Hochalpe (5870; 5 hrs.) is an easy and attractive ascent
from Frohnleiten. We follow the Bruck road for IV2 M. to the N.W., turfi to
the left into the Oamsgrdben, passing Schloss Weyer, and reach the (2 BI.)

Traninger Inn, at the bifurcation of the valley. We then ascend to the
right through the Gamsgrahen ('Diebsweg') , turning to the left at (1 hr.)

the cross, to the (1 hr.) Almwirt (3865'), and thence to the right (route
marked) along the arete to the (I3/4 hr.) summit, where a fine panorama
is enjoyed. We may descend to the N. to the (V2 hr.) Trasattel (4310')

and by the Eleine Oossgraben to (2 hrs.) Leoben (p. 520).

To the right of the railway is Schloss Neu-Pfannherg or Grafen-

dorfj on a height to the left are the ruins of the castle of Pfann-
herg, and on the right again is the restored castle of Rabenstein.

The valley now expands for a short distance, and then contracts to

a narrow detile, through which the line is carried along the Badl-

wand by means of a gallery of 35 arches (440 yds. long"). Above
the railway runs the highroad. At (1261/2^.) Peggau (1350'; Post;

Hochhuber') the Schockel (p. 490] is seen to the left. Opposite, at the

mouth of the Uebelbach, lies the village of Deutsch-Feistritz, with

lead and zinc smelting-works. Near it, on the left bank of the Mur,

are some interesting caverns (the Badl-Hbhle the most convenient

to visit; 1 hr,, with guide).
The Grleinalpe is an interesting point (71/2-8 hrs.). From Feistritz we

follow the road (diligence to Uebelbach twice daily in 2 hrs. ; fare 1 K. 20 h.)

on the left bank of the Uebelbach, to (3 M.) Waldsiein (inn), with a chateau
and ruined castle, and the village of (3 M.) Uebelbach (1895'; Jagerwirt

;

Brauhaus; Kolblinger). The road terminates at Eojer (inn), 6 M. farther

up the valley. Thence an ascent of 21/2 hrs. to the -Alm-Wirtshans {b^W),
an inn beside a church, IV4 hr. from the top of the Speikkogel (6525'),

the highest peak of the Gleinalpe, commanding a beautiful and extensive
view. From the inn we may descend to the (274 hrs.) Krautwasch Inn
(3740'), and then through wood and past the Sattlicirt to the (I72 hr.)

Abraham Inn (2100'), in the Stiibhig-Oraben. From this point we ascend to

the right to the (1 hr.) Pleschwirt' (3335'), whence the Pleschkogel (3488'), a
good point of view, may be ascended in 7* ^^- Lastly we proceed by the
16ih cent, church of (I72 hr.) Eein to (I72 M.) the rail. stat. Gratwein (see

p. 451). — Descent from the Gleinalpe into the Murtal,' to St. Lorenzen
or Kniitelfeld, see p. 520.

A road leads to the E. from Peggau, passing the ruin of Peggau and
crossing the Taschen, to (13/4 hr.) Semriach (2320'; Fleischer), a village with
1940 inhab., whence the Schockel (p. 490) may be ascended in 272 hrs. In
the Rotschgraben, about 72 hr. to the S.. is the *Lur Grotto, an extensive

stalactite cave (lighted with electricity 1-4 p m. daily in summer; adm.
3 K., on Sun. 1 K.). Near it is the interesting Kesselfall-Klamm (Sandwirt).

We may descend the Rotschgraben to (272 hrs.) Stubing (p. 451).
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The train crosses the Mur, and follows the right bank to Gratz.

At (129 M.) Stuhing (Hirsch) is the handsome chateau of Prince

Palffy. The line then runs between the river and a wall of rock

to (132 M.) Gratwein (1290'; Fischer; Stern; Kreuz), where there

is a large paper-mill. The valley expands. — 134 M. Jndendorf
(*H6tel Styria, R. 2-4. pens. 7-10 K.; Hot. Wolf; Materleitner

;

Bahnhof-Hotel) is a favourite summer-resort with fine woods and a

well-equipped hydropathic establishment. On an eminence to the

right stands the pilgrimage-church of Maria-Strassengel, a graceful

Gothic building with an open tower (1355). 137 M. Oosting (p. 490),
with a ruined castle and a handsome modern chateau. The train

now enters a fertile basin, where the isolated Schlossberg of Gratz

rises on the left, with the ancient capital of Styria at its base.

1391/2 M. Gratz, see p. 487.

82. From Miirzzuschlag to Mariazell and Bruck an
der Mur.

Railway from Miirzzusclilag to (J^/2 M.) Xeuherg in 28 minutes. —
Diligence fromNeuberg to (8M.) Miirzsteg, twice daily in summer in IV2 hr.

(1 K. 60 h.) ; from Miirzsteg to (21 M.) Mariazell daily in 41/2 lirs. (5 K.) ;

also omnibus daily from Neuberg via Frein to Mariazell. One-horse
Carriage from Neuberg to Miirzsteg 4. two-horse 6 5".; two-horse carr.

to Mariazell in 5 hrs., with two seats 24, four aeats ?>2 K. — Between
Mariazell and Au-Seewiesen (23 M.) Diligence twice daily in summer in

5V2 trs. (fare Q K. 3Q h). Railway from An-Seewiesen to (14 M.) Kapfenberg.
in 1 hr. 35 min. and thence to (3M.) Bruck in 6-8 min. — From Oaming to
Mariazell. see p. 454; from St. Polten via. Kernhof to Mariazell, see p. 461.

Murzzuschlag (2230'), see p. 447. The railway crosses the Milrz

and ascends the wooded valley of that stream on the right bank,

passing several iron- works, to (41/2 M.) Kapellen (2310'; Rail.

Restaurant, with rooms; Hirsch). Ascent hence of the Raxalpe,

see p. 445; of the Schneealpe, see below; via the Nasskamm to the

Singerin, see p. 444. — 6 M. Arzbach.

71/2 M. Neuber^ (2400'; *Post, with garden ; Ooldner Hirsch
;

Stern; Kaiser von Osterreich). with 2900 inhab., finely situated at

the base of the Schneealpe (see below), is a favourite summer-resort.
The extensive old Cistercian Abbey, founded by Duke Otho the

Joyous (d. 1339) and suppressed in 1786, is now partially used as

an imperial hunting-chateau. The handsome Gothic Church, with
its fourteen slender octagonal pillars and large rose-window, was
consecrated in 1471, and has recently been restored. A little to

the N. of Neuberg are the extensive iron -works of the Alpine
Montan-Gesellscha'ft (800 hands). At the foot of the (10 min.)
Kalvarienberg is a triangle carved from the rock in 1882, with a

bronze portrait of Archduke John (p. 455).
The Schneealpe (6245': 31/2 hrs. ; giiide, not indispensable for adepts,

8-10 K.) is easily ascended from Neuberg or from Kapellen (see above). A
marked path ascends from Kapellen past the cemetery , to the right of
the Kapellenkogel, to the (1/2 hr.) chalets Im Greith, and to the (iVa lir.)

29*
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Kampl (5B85'). Thence it crofses the plateau <o Ihe fi hr.) Schneca^p-
nr WindhergHiitlen (5720'; inn): fo the summit (Windberg, 6245') in '/2 hr.
more. Extensive view of 1he Styrian Alps. — From (1 hr.) Altenberg
(p. 445) a marked path leads to the N.W.. through the Lomgraben to the
(3'/2 hrs.) Schneealp-Hiitten. — From Neuberg wc may either follow the
steep marked path via Neudvrjl to the Farfelwand snd cross the plateau to

the ("3 hrs) Schneealp-Hiitten; or take the easier route through the Lich-

ienbach-Oraben. which diverges V2 ^r. to the E.. to the (l'^ hr.) Michel-
hauer and (1 hr.) Kampl (see above). — From the Schneealp-Hiitten via the
Ameishiihel and the jS'as^Jcamm to the Raxalpe (p. 445). 5 hrs. (yellow marks).

Over the Eiseek Torl to the Frein, 51/4 hrs.. attractive. From
(^4 hr.) Krampen (see below) a carriage-road ('Kaiserweg') runs to the N.W.
through the Innere Erampengrahen., past the Qh hr.) hamlet Im Tirol, to

the (IV2 hr.) Eisern Tori (4420'), whence the Windberg (see above: 3 hrs.),

to the E., may be ascended via the Gmsse Boden Alp, and the Lach Alp
(5135': 1 hr.; fine view) (0 ihe S.W. — From the Tori the road goes on
to (2 M.) the shooting-lodge in the Kasskohr (inn), 1/2 ^I- to^ the N. of the
imperial Jagdschloss (4510'). Thence a marked path leads via the (20 min.)
Ilinferalm (i735'; rfmts.) down to (IV2 hr.) Frein (?ee below).

Above Neuberg the valley becomes narrower and more pictur-

esque. The road, skirting the clear and rapid Miirz (shady path on

the right bank"), ascends via (2i/2 M.) Krampen (_2480'; *Forelle)

and (41/2 M.) Lanau (Linde) to the pretty village of (1 M.) —
8 M. (from Neuberg) Miirzsteg (2570'; *Goldner Adler, with

garden ; Zur Hohen Veitsdi). with an imperial shooting-box.
The Hohe Veitsch (65(X)' ; 4i/o-5 hrS.) . an interesting point, is easily

ascended from Miirzsteg. We follow the Wegscheid road for I'/z M., di-

verge to the left by a marked path leading io ihe {i'^/2iiT. ) Senkstein Shoot-
ing Lodge (4200'; rfmts ), ascend steeply to the ridge, and cross the plateau
by a path indicated by blue and white marks to the (2'/2 hrs.) Graf-Meran-
Haus and the (20 min.) summit (comp. p. 448). Another route, entering
the Barengraben about 1 M. short of Miirzsteg. ascends past the Diirntal
Alp to the (272 hrs.) finely-situated Veitsch Alp (4690'); thence across the
plateau to the summit 21/2 hrs. more. — From Neuberg (p. 451) a path in-

dicated by blue marks ascends via the Veitschbach-Torl {mW). X\i& Draxler-
kogel., and the Hainzelkogel to the (4 hrs.) Veitsch Alp. — From the Nieder-
alp (see below) to the Hohe Veitsch via the Sohlen Alp (4480') and the
Barntaler Alp (4165') a path (indicated by red marks) ascends in 4 hrs. —
The descent may be made on the S.W, side to the (1 hr.) Rotsohl-HUtien
(4695'), through the Rotsohl-Graben to the Aschbach-Tal. and bv road to

(6 M.) Wegscheid (p. 454).

The valley divides here. The highroad ascends the Dobrein-

Tai to the W., passing (1 M.) an inn and the (4 M.) village of

Niederalp (3110'; inn), and crosses the (3 M.) Niederalp Saddle
(4000'; fine view of the Veitsch Alp and Hochschwab) to (4 M.

;

20 M.) Wegscheid, a village 91/2 M. to the S. of Mariazell (p. 454).

The Road via Frein is much preferable. This runs to the N.

through the gradually widening valley of the Miirz to the (31/2 M.)
Scheiterboden (2700'; inn), and then leads through wild ravines,

between the cliffs of the Rosskogel on the right and the Prolesvaiid

on the left, past the waterfall Zum Toten Weib (100' in height, ac-

cessible by steps). The valley finally expands into a green dale,

surrounded by lofty, pine-clad mountains, in which lies the hamlet
of (21/2 M.) Frein (2840'; Mayer's Inn; accommodation at the

curb's). From Frein the road continues to the W. through the
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Frewer-Tal, passing (3 M.) Gachxvand, and then ascends in wide
curves to the (2^/2 M.) Huhnerreit-SaUel or Schonehen-Sattel (3750'),

between the Student and the Fallenstein. Descending to (1 M.)

the Schonehen Inn (3630'), wlience a marked path leads to the

right, through the Wasliuhemvald, to {2^U hrs.) Mariazell, we follow

the road through the pretty Fallen steiner~Tal to the (51/4 M.) Guss-

icerlc (p. 454), 31/4 M. to the S. of Mariazell.

The Footpath from Frein over the Frein- Battel to Mariazell (4V2 hrs.) is

more attractive and saves 1 lir. Guide (6 E.) not necessary. The marked
path diverges from the road to the right at (3 M.) Gschicand (see ahove),
and ascends into the wood to {3/4 hr.) the Frein-Sattel (3670'; inn). To
the left rises the Strident (4960'), and to the N.W., in the background,
the bald summit of the Oetscher (6210'). Then a steep descent. After
20 min. we descend by the path to the left (following the brook) to the
Halltal. in 1/2 br. cross the Salza to the Kernhof and Mariazell road
(p. 462), and follow this to (2 hrs.) Mariazell.

29 M. Mariazell (2830' ; -*8chwarzer Adler; *Krone; *Goldnes

Kreuz; *Weintraube; Lowe; Greif; Rossi; Goldner Ochs), very

picturesquely situated in a wide basin , surrounded by beautiful

wooded mountains, is the most frequented shrine in Austria, being

visited annually by upwards of 200,000 pilgrims. The village consists

almost entirely of inns and taverns, all of which are crowded at the

time of the great pilgrimages (from Vienna on July 1st, from Gratz on

Aiig. 14th) and during the latterhalf of August. In the centre of the

village rises the imposing Church, erected at the end of the 17th cent.,

with its four towers, of which the handsome Gothic central tower

belongs to the original structure of the 14th century.
The Interior is 207 ft. long and 69 ft. broad. Behind a silver railing

in the nave is the chapel containing the miraculous wooden Image of the

Virgin, 20 inches high, on a silver altar. The Pulpit is of red marble.
On the High Altar are an ebony crucifix and two iifesize silver figures,

God the Father and God the Son, presented by Emp. Charles VI. Beneath
the cross is a silver terrestrial globe, 6 ft. in diameter, surrounded by a
serpent. The rosaries and .similar articles placed by pilgrims on a long
table in the corner to the right are blessed by a priest from time to

time. In the upper ambulatories are numerous votive pictures, and over
the arches are larger and more ancient paintings representing remarkable
occurrences connected with Mariazell. A staircase in the S.W. tower
leads I0 a room containing a plastic group of the Nativity, with the
Adoration of the Magi to the right, and a number of Styrian peasants to

the left. — The Treasury contains numerous vessels of the precious metals,
reliquaries, gems, pearls, and ornaments 5 miniature altars of rare stones :,

old mass-books, etc. Over the altar is a Madonna, by an eai-ly Italian
master, presented by King Lewis I. of Hungary.

The semicircle of booths and stalls beside the church is devoted
to the sale of religious articles and mementoes.

EXCUKS10N.S (guides, Amhr. Weiss, Ferd. Kahlich). To the Kalvarien-
herg ('/< hr.), by the rifle-range; the adjacent Carolinenhohe commands a
cliarming view. Fine view of the Hochschwab, etc., also from the ('/a hr.)
Krettzherg (2985'), on the Halltal road (p. 462). — The (IV2 hr.) Franz-
Karl-Hiitte on the Biirger-Alpel (4155'; inn; forest-path indicated by red
marks) commands a striking view. A path (yellow marks) descends hence
to the (^/z hr.) interesting cavern in the Hohlenstein, with stalactites and a
•small waterfall; thence we may regain (IV4 hr.) Mariazell by a psth (white
marks) via the Hundseck and the Eeiligenbrnnn-KapelU.
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Pleasant excursion (one-horse carr. there and back 6-8 K.) through
the Oriinau (Maria Waterfall; refreshments at the Klitznerbauer's) to the
(4V2 M.) Erlaufsee (2740'; '-Seetcirt, at the upper end, trout; lake-baths;
boats for hire), from which we may return by the S. bank to the '^Hdiel

Herrenhaus (R. from 1 K. 60 h.)^ at the E. end, and thence either by the
direct road to (3 M.) Mariazell, or by a path to the N.E. (red marks)
viTi Filzwieser to (1 hr.) AHtterbach (see below).

To the *Lassing Fall, 3V2-4 hrs. (carr. 12, there and back 16 E.). We
follow the road to the N. to (41/2 M.) Mitterbach (Steiner; Racher), and
over the Jose/sberg (3365'; Holzer) in numerous windings (short-cuts by the
old road) to (6 M.) Wienerhriickl (2620'; 'Burger), and descend thence to
the left to the (25 min.) fall, 260' high, which the Lassing forms before
its union with the Erlauf, amidst grand rocky environs. (The fall, in itself

insignificant, may be improved by the opening of a sluice; fee ^ K.

;

tickets at Burger's Inn.) About halfway up the fall we cross the Lassing,
descend its right bank to its junction with the Erlauf (2260'), and cross
to the left bank of the latter, where we meet the path from the Tor-
mauer (p. 463 ; to Oaming^ 6 hrs.)- "We then follow a narrow path (yellow
marks) to the left, which is hewn for the most part out of the rock and
leads through the romantic "Oetschergraben and past the Mira Fall to
the (2 hrs.) Klause (2855'). From this point we may follow a path through
wood to the (1 hr.) Eintere Spielbiichler (inn) and ascend rapidly to the
(1 hr.) Riffel-Sattel (4210'). between the Grosse and the Kleine Oetscher
(p. 463), whence we may descend in a straight direction to (1 hr.) Lacken-
hof (p. 463), or ascend to the right to (25 min.) the Oetscher-ffaus (red
marks), and thence to the top of the (IV4 hr.) "^Oetscher (6210'; comp. p. 463).

From the Oetschergraben a marked path leads direct back to Mariazell
via the Eintere and Vordere EaagenboAiev and (I1/2 hr.) Mitterbach (see
above; from the Oetscher-Klause to Mariazell 31/2 hrs.).

From SIariazell to Gaming (25 M.). The road (carr. 36 K.) leads
through the Griinau or past the Erlaufsee (see above) and across the
Zellerrain (3510'). the boundary of Lower Austria and the watershed be-
tween the Erlauf and the Ybbs, to (8V2 M.) Neuhaus (3235'; Eonrad), with
a fine new church; and then through the picturesquely wooded Neuhauser-
Tal, between the Zwieselberg (4710') on the left and the Buchalm (4840')

on the right, and past the EolzMHten-Boden. with a large shooting-lodge
belonging to Baron Rothschild, to (15 M.) Langau (2260'; clean inn), in the
Oisial^ or upper valley of the Ybbs. The route to Lackenhof diverges to
the right, 11/4 M. farther on, and the new road to Ltmz (p. 463), by the
Sag., to the left, 2'/4 M. farther on. The road now leaves the Ybbs, ascends
to the N., over the Fvllbaum-Eohe, to the (2t'/2 M.) Grubberg Inn (p. 463), and
descends to (25 M.) Gaming (p. 463).

From Mariazell via /lernAo/ to St. Polten, see p. 462; to Weichselboden,
IVildalpen, and Gross-Reifling, see R. 83. — Carriages may be hired of
C. Rohrbacher, Haupt Platz 26, Mariazell, who will also send" to meet trav-
ellers at other points if required.

The Road from Mariazell to Seewiesen leads through the

pretty valley of the Salza. To the right, on a wooded rock, stands

the Sigmunds-Kapelle, originally fortified and surrounded with lofty

walls to protect it against the Turks, who in the 16th cent, frequently

invaded these remote valleys. At the (32/4 M.) Gusswerk (2450';

Bogensberger's Inn, R. 1-3^.}, with abandoned iron -works, the

road to Weichselboden diverges to the right (see p. 457}. Our road

now quits the Salza, ascends the Aschbach-Tal to the S.E., uniting

at Stromminger's Inn with the road from Frein (p. 453), and reaches

(91/2 M.) the small village of Wegscheid (^2670'; Post, very fair). —
To Miirzsteg hy the Niederalp (3i/o hrs.), see p. 452.

From W^kgscheid to Weichselboden over the Kastenriegel, a plea-
sant route (carriage-road, 11-12 M.). About V2 M. to the S.W. of Wegscheid
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the road turns to the right by a finger-post into the narrow entrance
of the Hammer-Tal, and ascends through wood and meadow to the (5 M.)
Kastenriegel (3545'), a depression between the Zeller kind A/lenzer Staritzen

(6525'), at the head of the Nolle (p. 457). It then descends, running at

first high up on the S. slope in wide curves (short-cuts for walkers), and
afterwards passing the mouth of the Untere Ring (p. 457), to (6V2 MJ Weichsel-
bodeii (p. 457).

The road ascends by the GoUradbach to (4 M.) the important

iron -mines of Gollrad (Hasslwander's Inn), and 2 M. farther on

reaches the Brandhof (3r)40'), formerly a country-seat of Archduke
John (d. 1859), finely situated at the foot of the Seeherg.

The villa is adorned with stained glass, statues, and reminiscences of

the chase. The small Gothic chapel, with two paintings by Schnorr, is

interesting. One of the saloons contains statues of Ferdinand of Tyrol,
Charles II. of Styria, Emp. Maximilian I., Francis I., and Maria Theresia.
In the 'room of the chase' are portraits of Maximilian I. andHofer; beneath
the latter Hofer's rifle; also weapons, antlers, sportsmen's gear, etc.

The road now ascends steeply to the (I72 M.) Seeberg Pass

(4115'), where we enjoy a fine view of the Seetal, enclosed by the

rocky walls of the Hochschwab chain, and then descends in long

windings (short-cut to the left) to (II/9 M.) the village of—
181/2 M. Seewiesen (3175'; *Post; Zum Hochschwab; guide,

Mich. Neubauer), picturesquely situated.

The *Hochschwab (7475' ; 51/2 hrs. ; marked path; guide, not indispens-

able for adepts, to Weichselboden iO K.) is frequently ascended from See-

wiesen. We ascend the Seetal to the (ii/2 hr.) Untere and (IV4 hr.) Obere
DullwitZ'JSmen, with the Voistaler - Hiitte (5475'), follow the valley for

1/2 hr. more past the Ooldbrunnen; and then ascend to the right to the
(I3/4 hr.) Schiestl-Haus, on the Schwabenboden (7085'; inn in summer), and
to the (I/2 hr.) summit, on which are a trigonometrical pyramid and a

memorial tablet to Archduke John. Extensive *View, reaching to the

Danube on the N., and embracing the whole of the E. Alps from the

Schneeberg to the Dachstein. On the S. side the Hochschwab descends
in a sheer precipice. — Descent by the Edelboden to (3 hrs.) Weichselboden,

or through the Antengraben to Gschoder. see pp. 457, 458. To St. Ilgea., see

p. 456; to Eisenerz., see p. 467; to Wildalpen, see p. 458.

The road now leads through the narrow See-Graben and past

the little Diirr-See (2968') to (31/4 M.) Au bei Aflenz (Gemse) and

(11/4 M.; 23 M. from Mariazell) Au - Seewiesen {Post or Auwirt.,

3 min. from the station), the terminus of the Styrian Narrow Gauge
Railway to (14 M.) Kapfenberg. From (2 M.) the station of See-

bach-Turnau a diligence plies in V2 l^^- to Turnau, a prettily

situated village in the Stubming-Graben, 21/2 M. to the E. Thence
the railway descends the pretty Stubming-Tal, via (3 M.) Hinter-

berg and (5^/2 M.) Wappensteinhammer., to (6 M.) Aflenz (Rail. Re-
staurant; Hot. Karlon, opposite the station).

From the station a road leads to the N. to (IV2 M. ; omn. 60 h.) Aflenz
(2510*; Hdt. Daniel; Bochreifer; Karlon; guide, Ant. Heitler), a thriving village
with an old church, and to (3V2 M. ; omn. 1 E.) the "II6tel Hochschwab., finely

situated in the Folz (ca. 2620'; guide, Joach. Gutjahv). From this point
we proceed for 3/4 m. straight on through the Folzklamm. The road then
divides. The left branch (yellow marks) leads through a narrow ravine to

the (6 31 ) Folz Alp. The" right branch crosses the bridge to the finely

situated Schwabenwirt (cofi"ee), whence a path (red marks ; easier than the
above) leads over the AlmTorl to the (2 hrs.) Folz Alp (4830'). Thence a
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path ascends (to the E.) to the (2 hrs.) Mitter Alp (6490'}, a plateau bounded
by huge precipices on every side (Fine view from the Kampl^ the highest
point.) A direct path'leads hither in 2'/2 hrs. al50 from Aflenz, through
the Biirgergrahen to the (2 hrs.) Biii'ger Alp (4930'; rfmts.), and then over
the Schonleiten and the Zlacken- Battel (5720'). — Ascent of the (IV2 hr.)

Fblzstein (6635') from the Folz-Alpe. attractive; thence an easy ascent nf

1/2 hr. more to the top of the Karl-Uochkogel (see below) and past the Karl
Alp to (2V2 hrs.) St. Jlgen (see below). — A path (red mark^) leads from the

Folz Alp to the Hochschwab via the Ochsensteig and the (lV2hr.) Voistaler-

Hutte in the Upper Dullwitz (see p. 455).

At (7 M.) Thorl (2065' ; Sommerauer}, with wire-works, the

brooks from the S. slopes of the Hochschwab combine to form the Thorl-

bach. Above tlie village rises the picturesque ruin oi Schachenstein.

A road (diligence dailv in summer to Eodenbauer in l\2hr.) leads

from Thorl to the N.W. through the pretty St. Ilgner-Tal to (3'/2 M.)

St. Ilgen (2400'; Pierer), and thence bv Ober-Zwain to Buchberg and the

(41/2 M.) ''Hdtel Bodenhuuer (2S75'), beautifully situated at the head of the

valley, and a good starting-point for excursions (guides, Kasp. Sauprigh
Paul Bolter). — The easy and attractive ascent of the Euchbergkogel
(6220) is made via the Hausl Alp in 2 hrs. — Ascent of the Messnerin
(6025'; 31/2 hrs.) by the Pillsteiner Alp., interesting (from St. Ilgen also in

3 hrs.; descent to" Oberovl in the Tragos-Tal, p. 448. 2 hrs.). — The Karl-
Hochkogel (G870'), a fine point of view, is reached by the Tvawiesen Alp
and the Gehackt-Bvunnen (,-ee below) in 3 hrs., or from St. Ilgen by ih&Karl
Alp in 33/4 hrs. Descent by the Trawies-Sattel to (3 hrs.) Seewiesen; to

the Folzsteiii (IV4 hr. from the Karl Alp) and to Aflenz., see above. — The
Sonnschien Alp (4970'), the finest Alp in the Hochschwab group, is

ascended (marked ptith) by the Hdusl Alp. the Sackwiesen Alp (4788'; to

the N.W. lies the pretty 'Sackiciesen-See), and the Plotschboden (4586') in

3V'.; hrs. (quarters at the woodcutter's, hut). We may thence ascend the

Ebenstein (6970'), a superb point of view, in 2 hrs.; also the Brandstein
(6570'). by the Spitzboden in 2 hrs., another fine point. Through the Klamrn
to Oberoit in the Tni'jds-Tal, see p. 448. — The *Kochschwab (7475') is

ascended by several routes. The easiest (marked) leads by the Hdusl-Alpe
(see above) to the (2'/4 hrs.) Hochstein-Hiitten (5600'), and ascends thence
through the Hirschgnibe and via the Hundsboden and the Grcsse Speik-

boden (p. 457) to the (,2i/-j hrs.) summit. A shorter route leads from the

Bodenbauer by the (^4 hr.) Tvawiesen Alp., with a shooting-hidge of the

Duke of Parma and a refuge-hut, to the (1' 2 hr.) Gehackt-Brunnen (5690');

then, skirting the slopes of the Gehacktkogel and over the Gehackte'^ by
a path indicated by red marks to the (1 hr.) Ferdinand Fleischev-Haus (6725'),

and the (V2 hr.) summit. Descent to Seewiesen, to Weichselboden, or to

Gschoder, see pp. 455, 457, 458. — A good bridle-path (red marks) leads

from \\\& {2 hrs.) Hdusl Alp to the N. over the Hochalpe (5iOo') and through
the Antengraben to (3'/.; hrs.) Gschoder (p. 457). Another fine route crosses

the Sonnschien Alp and the Schafwald-Sattel (51CK3') to the the Sieben-Seen-
Tal and (6 hrs.) Wildalpen (with which route an ascent of the Ebenstein or

the Brandstein may easily be combined; see above and p. 453). — From
St. Ilgen over the Grubeck to (4V2 hrs.) Oberort in the Tragos-Tal., see p. 449.

We next traverse the narrow Thorltal, passing the iron-works

of (8 M.) Margareten-Hiitte and (10 1/2 M.) Hansen-Hutte, at the

E. base of the Monin^ (5195'; *Viewl , which is easily ascended

hence in 21/2 hrs. — I2V2 M. WinkeL I3V2 M. Kapfenberg-Lokal-
bahn, station for Bad Steinerhof(^, MS). 14 M. Kapfenberg-Siidbuhn

(p. 448). Hence to (3 M.) Bncck an der Mur, see p. 449.
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83. From Mariazell to Gross - Reifling via Weichsel-

boden and Wildalpen.

44 M. Diligence from Mariazell to the Gusswerk (d^/i M.) twice daily

in 3/4 hr. (fare 80 h.) ; from the Gusswerk to Weichselboden (13 M.), daily in

3 hrs. (3 K. 20 h.) ; from Weichselboden to Wildalpen (11 M.) daily in summer
in 21/2 hrs. (2 K. 80 A.) ^ from Wildalpen to Gross-ReifHng (16 M.) daily in

474 hrs. (4 A".). One-hokse Caeeiage from Jlariazell to Weichselboden in

4 hrs. (12 a:.); thence to Wildalpen in 21/4 hrs. (8 A".); from Wildalpen to

lleifling in 4 hrs. (12 A.). Carr. and pair from Mariazell to Wildalpen 36,

to Klein-Eeifling 60 A^. A tolerable Walkee takes 5V2-6 hrs. from 3Iariazell

to Weichselboden, thence to Wildalpen 4 hrs., and thence to Reifling 6 hrs.

Mariazell (2830'), see p. 453. The road quits the Bruck road

at the (33/4 M.) Gusswerk (p. 454), and leads to the S.W. through

the picturesque valley of the Salza. Beyond (6 M.) Greith (2405';

Hohn, R. 2-21/2 -^-j ±'air) it ascends through wood to the Hochschlag

or Hals (2745') and descends in windings (short-cut to the left) into

the Radmer-Tal, to (6^4 M.) —
I6V2M. Weichselhoden (2220'; *Posf, R. 2-3 iT.,- *Schutz€n-

auer, in the Holle, 1 M. to the E., R. 11/2-2 K.)^ a small village at

the union of the Radmerbach with the Salza.
The road from Wegscheid over the Kastenriegel is preferable (comp.

p. 454; from Mariazell to Weichselboden 20 M.). — The neighbouring
mountains abound in game, especially the Eoile and the Ring^ formerly
the chasse of the Archduke John. Pleasant walk through the Vordere
Holle (inn, see above) to the (3/4 hr.) shooting-lodge (2530'), and thence
(with guide) to the Untere and (2 hrs.) '=Obere Ring (5415'), a magnificent
rocky basin, into which hundreds of chamois are driven on the occasion
of a grand battue.

The *Hochschwab (7475'; see pp. 455, 456; marked path; guide not
indispensable for adepts) is ascended from Weichselboden in 51/2 hrs. We
may either ascend direct via the Weichselleiten^ or to the right (steep),

10 min. beyond the Schiitzenauer, over the Miessatiel (48s5'), to the (2/4 hr.)

Edelboden (4385'; no accommodation), and thence by the Samstatt and the
(21/4 hrs.) Weihbrunnkessel to the (1 hr.) Schiestl-Haus. Descent to Gschoder,
see p. 458; to Seewieseu, see p. 455; to the Bodenbauer, see p. 456. —
Feom the Hochschwab to Eisenekz theough the Feauenmadee-Hohlk
(9-10 hrs.

;
path indicated by red marks ;

guide, not indispensable for adepts,
24 a.). The first part of the route leads past the Gehcicktkogel via the Grosse
Speikboden and the Eundsboden to the Birschgrube and then via the Hdusl
Alp to the (31/2 hrs.) Sackwiesen Alp (p. 456). Above the houses we
ascend to the right to the saddle and skirt the near side of the Sack-
wiesen Lake to the (1 hr.) Sonnschien Alp (p. 456). Farther on. beyond
the Horn d lb den Alp (5134'), we at first ascend, then descend a little,

and proceed to the right, by a path high up on the right side of the val-
ley (indistinct at first), under the precipices of the Eorndlmauer (5655'), to
the KulmAlp (4600') and the (IV2 hr.) Neuualdegg Alp (4400'). Thence we
proceed through the (25 min.) Frauenmauer-Eohle (guide and torches at the
uppermost chalet) to (2^/4 hrs.) Eisenerz, see p. 469.

The Hochstadl (63Co'), ascended without difficulty from Weichselboden
via Rolinoos and the Bcirenbach- Satiel (4680') in 4V2-5 hrs., with guide,
affords a good survey of the Schwaben chain. Other paths ascend from
Gschoder and from Wildalpen via the Bdrenbach-Sattel in 4 or 5 hrs.

The Road to Wildalpen (11 M.) follows the rocky and pictur-

esque ravine of the Salza. At the (1 1/4 M.')BTesceni-Klaicse (timber-

dam) the road passes through a small tunnel; it then (8/4 M.) crosses
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the Kldffer-Brucke to the left bank, and reaches the (3 M.) hamlet
of Gschoder (2050'; Oschoder Inn), at the mouth of the Antengraben.

Excursions. To the top of the 'Hochschwab (7475'; 0-5V2 hrs. ; not
difficult) through the Antengraben, with its grand rocks, to the (I'/z hr.)
Schiitthauer Alp in the Antenkar and the dilapidated (I1/2 hr.) Hochalpen-
Hiitten (5105'): then by the 'Dolinensteig' (red marks), via the Kleine and
Grosse Speikboden, and past the Gehacktkogel, to the C2'/'2 hrs.) summit. Or
from the Schiiitbauer-Hiitte to the left to the (8/4 hr.) Kavlboden; then via
the Grosse and Kleine Hochwart to the Grosse Speikboden and the (3 hrs.)

summit (path with blue marks). — The Riegerin (6370' ; 4 hrs. ; with
guide), ascended through the Antengraben , is an attractive point. — The
Ebenstein (6970'; 5'/2 hre.) is reached via the Hochalpe (see below) and the
Bolster (6520); the last part difficult (see p. 456 and below).

A bridle-path (red marks) ascends from Gschoder to the S., via the
Hochalpen-Eiitten (5100'), to the Hdusl Alp, whence a path with blue marks
leads to the (5V2 hrs.) Bodenbauer (p. 456). From the Hochalpen-Hiitten
we may ascend by the Hochalpe (60S5') and cross the saddle between the
Seemau'er and the Wilde Kirchen to the (IV-'hr.) Sackwiesen-See {WoQ' ; see

p. 456), and thence proceed across the Plotschboden to the Klamm Alp
and (2V2 hrs.) Oberort in Tragos (p. 448) ; or from the Hochalpe nearly
to the Sackwiesen-See, and then to the right to the (2 hrs.) Sonnschien
Alp (p. 456), from which we may cross by the Androt-Hiiiten. the Zerm-
riegel (5210"), and the Fohes-Tal (p. 459) to the (4V2 hrs.) Leopoldsfeimr-See

(p. 46S). or proceed (red way-marks) via the Borndlboden Alp and the Kulm
Alp to the Neuwaldegg Alp, and thence through the Frauenmauer-Hohle
to (4 hrs.) Eisenerz (pp. 468, 469).

The road next leads between the Riegerin (6370') on the left

and the .ffoc/jsfadi (6300'} on the right, past the (3 M.) entrance of the

Brunntal, with its small lake and hunting-lodge (Prince Hohenlohe),

to (3 M.) —
271/2 M. Wildalpen [2000' ; *Zum Sleirlschen Alpenjdger; Pens.

ZisUrhof, with several villas), a pleasant village and summer-resort,

charmingly situated on the Wildalpenbach, which here falls into

the Salza.

Excursions (guide, Andr. Bittner). A visit to the Arzherg-Hohle is

interesting. We descend the road in the Salza -Tal to the "Steinbruch-
mauer' inn and ascend to the left to the (1/2 hr.) grotto. The Torstein-

Hohle, IV2 hr. from the inn, and the Eis-HohU in the Beilstein (4500":

attractive ascent in 2'/2 hrs., with guide) are also worth visiting. — Ascent
of the Hochstadl, see p. 457. — The Brandstein (6570' ; 5'/2 hrs. ; with guide)

and the Ebenstein (6970'; 51/2-6 hrs.; with guide), ascended by the Schaf-
wald-Sattel (p. 459), are also fine points. — To the Hochschwab (p. 457;

SV2 hrs.: guide HE.): we ascend the (IV4 hr.) Brunntal to its end (l'/4 hr.)

and then mount steeply, skirting the Turm and Staduvzlogel to the

(2V2 hrs.) Hochalpen-Hiitten (p. 457) and (21/2 hrs.) the summit.
Fkoji Wildalpen to Eisenerz, direct, over the Eisenerzer Hohe, an

attractive route (7 hrs. ; marked path; guide, 10 K, not indispensalsle).

From Wildalpen we ascend the valley of the Hintericildalpenbach towards
the S.W. to (3 M.) Hinter-Wildalpen (2580'). Here we take a footpath to

the left, cross the Eisenerz torrent, and gradually ascend to the (25 min.)
Raninger Bauer (plain inn). We now ascend rapidly, cross > bridge (^A hr.),

and (1/4 hr.) ascend a steep and stony slope to the left, to the (20 min.)
Eisenerzer Hohe (5060'); fine view of the Kaiserschild, Keichenstein, and,
on the left, of part of the Schwaben chain. The steep path now descends
over loose stones and rock to the (20 min.) chalets in the Arzerboden (4365';

rfmts.). From this point a cart-road, hewn in the rocks and protected by
a parapet, leads through the Seegraben, wiih. the perpendicular cliff of the

Zargenwand on our right, to the (1/2 hr.) Rohr-Hiitte, and then descends in

long windings to the base of the mountain, where (IV4 hr.) a forester's
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house is situated in the heautiful meadows of the Seeau (2142'). The road
now crosses the Seebach, which falls into the Leopoldsteiner - See (p. 468),

ascends slightlv through dense pine-forest, crosses the Frossen (2630'), and
finally descends to the left to (IVz hr.) Eisenerz (p. 468).

A longer but more picturesque route crosses the Sc?tafwald-Battel

(l^h hrs. from Wildalpen to Eisenerz; red way-marks; guide not indis-

pensable for adepts). We ascend the Wildalpen-Tal to the i^/i M.) bifurca-
tion (see p. 458) \ here we ascend on the bank of the Seisenlach to the left

to (40 min.) Siebensee, a pretty valley with seven small lakes, and via the
Kreuzpfdder and Schafwaldioden to the (2 hrs.) Schafwald-Sattel or Hals-
Sattel (5100'), between the Brandstein on the right and the Ehenstein on the
left (see p. 4-58). Descent by the Zennriegel (5210') to the (iV2 hr.) Halter-
Hutte (4610') in the Fobes-Tal, the (2 hrs.) Seeau (see above), and (IV2 hr.)

Eisenerz. — From the Schafwald-Sattel the traveller may prefer to go to

the (1 hr.) Sonnschien-Alpe (p. 456). and then either to the right (marked
path, see p. 456) to the Frauenmauei-Bohle, or to the left over the Sackwiesen
Alp and Hdusl Alp to the (2 hrs.) Bodenbauer (comp. p. 456).

The Road to Rbifling follows the narrow, wooded valley of the

Salza. After 3^2 M- ^^^ Lassing joins the Salza on the right (about

V2 M. up the former, above the bridge, to the right, is a huge
timber-dam), '^ear Stickler's Inn (fair), 31/2 M. farther on, on the left

bank of the Salza, is a remarkable gorge known as the Wasserloch,

rendered accessible bypaths and ladders. At (1^2 M.) *Jagerbergers

Inn zuT Kaisergemse (1690'), in Erzhalden, the easternmost hamlet

of Palfau, the road through the valley of the Mendling to Gostlmg

(p. 463) diverges to the right. 1 M. (Qi/o M. from Wildalpen) Zur
Wacht Inn, with the post-office of Palfau, beyond which the road

"divides. The shortest route to the Ennstal leads through the scat-

tered commune of Palfau, passing the (31/2 M.) church (Hinter-

buchinger's Inn), and follows the right bank of the Salza to its con-

fluence with the Enns, which it crosses to (372 M.) Gross-Reifiing

(railway-station, see p. 467).
The longer but more picturesque road to Eieflau (11 M. ; diligence daily

in 3 hrs.) descends to the Salza, ascends on the left bank to the (3 M.)
Eschauer Inn, and then leads towards the S.E. through the Gamsgraben to

&I2 M.) Gams (1800'; Fallmann), a prettily situated village.

About I'/zM. above Gams is the picturesque gorge of the Noth (ac-

cesible only to visitors free from dizziness). The ('/•-' hr.) *Kraus-Grrotte,
an extensive cavern containing beautiful stalactites and crystals, is worth
seeing. "Visitors must be accompanied by an authorized guide {i K. 20/?.

for a party); a charge of iOh. for way-money and QOh. for torches (ob-

tained from the guide) is also levied on each person. The way leads past
the "Villa Grottenheim, the tepid baths, with a large swimming-basin (bath,
incl. towels, 60/8.), and the Prince Rudolf Monument, to the entrance to

the Noth, before which diverges the ascent to the Kraus-Grotte. The visit

to the grotto and the return to Gams take 2^/2 hrs. — By the Karl-August-
Steig to Gross-Rei/ling, see p. 467. — To Wildalpen over the Ooss (4370'),

5 hrs., attractive; guide not indispensable for adepts. The top of the pass
commands a fine view of the Hochschwab and the Ennstal Alps. On the
saddle is the Teufelsstein, to the right of which are three isolated rocks
known as the 'Three Tailors' (Drei Schneider).

The road now turns to the right and crosses a hill (1950'; fine view)
to (IV2 M.) Lainbach and (1 M.) Biejlau (p. 468).
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84. From Vienna to Linz.

1171/2 M. Railway. Express train in 3-372 hrs. (fares 22 A'. 20, 13 A'. 70.

7 A". iOh.), ordinary trains in 5V2-7 hrs. (fares 15 A. 90, 9 A. 50, 5 A. 30 ft.).'

For further particulars as to the environs of Vienna, the Danube, etc.,

see Baedeker''s Austria.

The train starts from the Westhahnhof (*Eestaurant) , outside

the former Mariahilf line. Soon after starting we observe the imperial

palace of Schonbrunn on the left. 2 M. Penzing, and opposite to it

Hietzing, two suburbs of Vienna. On a height to the left near [3 M.)
Baumgarien stands the archiepiscopal chateau of Oher-St-Veit. To
the left, beyond (3^/4 M.) Hiltteldorf-Hacking, are the walls of the

extensive imperial park. 5 M. Hiitteldorf Bad. To the left lies

Mariabrimn, with its pilgrimage-church and old monastery, now a

school of forestry. 6 M. Hadersdorf-Weidiingau; l^/o M. Purkers-

dorf, with numerous villas. The line here quits the old road and
runs to the left, through the well-wooded valley of the Wien, to the

hills of the Wiener Wald, passing the stations of Kellerwiese and
Vnter-Tullnerbach. To the S.W. of [I2V2 M.) TuUnerbach-Press-
baum (1040') are the sources of the Wien. 13Y2 M. Pfalzau-Press-

baum. Beyond (151/.2 M.) Kekawinkel (1185' ; Railway Hotel & Re-
staurant) the train crosses the watershed. About 3' 2 ^^- tt) the S.

is the Wienerimld- Warte on the Jochyrabenberg (2120' ; fine view)

;

thence via Hochstrass to the top of the Schopfl (p. 461), 31/0-4 hrs.

— Our train now traverses two tunnels, crosses the Eichyraben by
means of a viaduct, 80' in height, and passes the stations of Eich-

yraben and Anzbach. The Mariazell Alps, with the Oetscher (p. 463),

gradually come into sight. — 23^2 M. Neulengbach-Markt, prettily

situated on a height, with a chateau of Prince Liechtenstein above

it. To the N.E. rises the Buchberg (1520'). — 24 M. Neulengbach

;

26 M. Ollersbach; 271/2 M. Kirchstetten ,-31 M. Boheimkirchen. Beyond
(34 M.) Pottcnbrunn the train crosses the Traisen, on which lies —

38 M. St. Polten (875'; '^Eail. Restaurant ; '^Hotel Pitlntr, 11.2-10,

pens. 10-20 K. ,• Kaiserin von Osterreich. Railway Hotel, these three

near the station; Goldener Lowe'), a well-built town with 14,510
inhab., and the seat of a bishop. The Cathedral, founded in 1030
and rebuilt in the 18th cent., contains interesting tombstones.

Fkom St. Poltex to Leobeksuukf, 47 M., railway in 3-3^4 hrs. — The
line traverses the Stein/eld to the S.. on the left bank of the TraUen. 3 M.
Spratzern; 5'/2 M. St. Georgen am St-in/eld^on iheleit. Schloss Ochsenberg):,

7'/2 M. Wilhelmsburg (1045'; Lamm ; Krebs), a large village; 12 M. Scheib-
tniifil (branch-line to KernJiof, p. 462). The train turns to the E. into the
valley of the Golsen. 15 31. St. Veit an der Golsen (1225'; Hauer; Perihold),

a prettily situated summer-resort. Excursions may be made hence to the
Kerschenbach - Tat ; to the Oaisgraben; through the Brillergraben to the
ilhT.) Hochstaff(2515'; 2 hrs.); to the (2 I^t^s.) Kukubauer-Wiese (see below);
through the Wob(ichgra'>en to the top of the Hochreiferkogel (3l65'; 2 hrs.),

etc. — I8V2 M. Rotirbach (1325'; inn, at the station). — 20 M. Hainfeld
(1380'; Lee's Hotel, Ploberger, both at the station), a manufacturing place and
summer-resort (2400 inhab.), at the influx of the Kamsau into the Golsen.
Marked paths lead hence to the X.W. via Rohrbach (see above) to the

(21/2 hrs.) Kukubauer-Wieee (2550'; pretly view); to the N.E. to the top of
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the (2 hrs.) Gfohlberg (2895'; fine view from the belvedere); and to the N.
to the top of the (1 hr.) VoUberg (2045'). A pleasant excursion leads from
Hainfeld via (1 hr.) Ramsau (Zum Touristen) to (1 hr.) Adamtal (2125';

^Inn), whence the Unterberg (4400') is easily ascended in 2V2-3 hrs. (comp.
p. 441). The Kieneck (3630'; p. 441) may be ascended from Ramsau in 3 hrs.
(green marks). — A road leads to the S. from Eohrbach through the Hall-
bach-Tal via (6 M.) Salzerbad, a small watering-place, to (71/2 M. ; 1/2 br.)
Kleinzell (1540'; '^ Weintraube : Brandl), a hamlet pleasantly situated at the
N.E. base of the Reisalpe (4665'; ascended in 3-3V2 hrs. by a blue-marked
path; see below). A diligence plies twice daily in IV2 hr. from Hainfeld
station to Kleinzell ; hotel-omnibus to Salzerbad four times daily, 1 K. 20 h.

;

carr. and pair 8-10 K.).

The train crosses the watershed between the Traisen and the Triesting
at the (24 M.) Genchtsberg (1885'), and descends to (271/2 M.) Kaumbevg
(2615'; Bar). In the Triesting-Tal we next reach (30Vz M.) AUenmarkt-
Thenneberg (1348'), the station for Thenneberg (Zwei Goldne Ldwen), and
(3IV2 M.) Altenmarkt (Lamm), on the Triesting. Ascent, to the S., of the
(2 hrs.) *Hocheck (3400'), with the Francisca-Warte, a belvedere affording an
extensive view (rfmts. on Sun.). To the N,, by (3/4 hr.) Klein-Maria-Zell

(inns) and (1 hr.) St. Corona (Zum Touristen) to (IV4 hr.) the summit of
the Schopfl (2930'), another fine point (p. 460).

The next stations are (33V2 M.) Tasshof and (351/2 M.) "Weissenbach
an der Triesting (1150'; "'Weintraube; Heini's Restaurant)-, a frequented sum-
mer-resort, at the mouth of the Further- Tal. [About 3 M. from Weissen-
bach is the Furthner Inn., at the entrance to the Steinwandgraben, in which
(omn. daily), about 4 M. up, is the interesting *Steinwandklamm (Kohl's
Inn), rendered accessible by means of bridges and ladders. From (20 min.)
the upper end a picturesque path (indicated by marks) leads through the
Tilrkenlucke , a rock- tunnel, to the (20 min.) hamlet Am Kreut (inn in
summer), with a pretty view, whence it descends to (40 min.) Muckendorf
(p. 441). — Ascent of the Kieneck (3630'), 31/2 hrs. from the Furthnerwirt
(red marks), see p. 441. — From Neuham (1310'; *Hot. Neuhaus ; *H6t.
Stefanie; Lechner), a summer-resort I1/2 M. to the N., the attractive ascent
of the Peilstein {Wexenberg. 2290) is made either direct (yellow marks)
in 1 hr., or via Schwarzensee in I1/4 hr.] — The valley of the Triesting
expands. 37 M. Fahrafeld; 38 M. Pottenstein ; 40 M. Berndorf, with a large
metal -ware factory. 42 M. St. Veil an der Triesting (Krone); 431/2 M.
Hirtenberg ; 44'/2 M. Enzesfeld, with a chateau on the hill to the right
(Baron Rothschild's) ; 4572 M. Wittmannsdorf (p. 440). — 47 M. Leobersdorf,
see p. 440.

From St. Polten to Mabiazell, 53'/2 M., railway to f35V2 M.) ^ern^o/
in 21/2 hrs. ; thence diligence in 41/4 hrs. — To (12 M.) Scheibmiihl, see p. 460.
Thence our line ascends the Traisen-Tal to the left, via Traisen and Sfarktl,

to (16 31.) Lilienfeld (1260'; Duffek, at the station; DreiLilien; Zur Pforte;
Zu den Weissen ffahnen, with garden; good wine at the Klostevstiibl) , with
its famous Cistercian abbey (late-Romanesque abbey- church of the 13th cent.,
with splendid cloisters). Visitors are admitted to the park of the chateau
of Berghof. A fine view is obtained from the Muckenkogel (4090'; 81/2 hrs.

;

yellow marks), and a still more extensive view from the Reisalpe (4585';

5 hrs. ; red marks), which, however, is more conveniently ascended from
Inner -Fahrafeld or Hohenberg (see p. 462). Near the top is a club -hut
(inn in summer). — The train then passes Stanc/ental, (I71/2 M.) Schram-
bach (1290'; Zum Steg Inn), and Tafern, and reaches (20 M.) Tiirnitz (1335'),
at the junction of the Tiirnitzer Traisen and Hohenberger Traisen. — The
next station is (2I1/2 M.) Inner-Fahrafeld (1480'), whence the Reisalpe (see
above) is easily ascended in 3 hrs. through the DUrntal. Then (23 M.)
Furthof, with large iron-works. A marked path leads hence through the
Weichgraben to the (3 hrs.) Turnitzer Hoger (4505'; Tiirnitzer-HUtte), which
is reached also from Hohenberg (see p. 462) in 3 hrs. by a path via the
Stadelberg. Fine view. The descent to (2 hrs.) Tiirnitz is steep. — The
Reisalpe (see above) may be reached in 31/2 hrs. from Furthof or from
Hohenberg by a marked path through the Andersbach- Graben. — 24 M.
Hohenberg (1560'; Singer, E. 1V2-2 K.) ^ a village with a ruined castle,
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frequented as a pummer-regort. — The railway now crosses the Traisen
twice and ascends a prettily wooded valley via (26V2 M.) In der Bruck to

(301/2 M.) St. Aegyd am Neuwalde (1870'; ^Maggritzer; "Vogelleitner). another
prettily situated summer-resort, with large iron-works. The line is now
hounded by finely wooded hills (to the S.E. the Gippel, blW). — 35V2 M.
Kernhof (2225'; *Inn) is the present terminus of the line.

The road from Kernhof to (18 M.) Mariazell (6V2-7 hrs\ walk; diligence
daily in 4V4 hrs., 3 K. ; carr. and pair 18-20 K.) ascends the Kehrtal to

the W. to the (2i|2 M.) Sadelho/ (.2570'; 'Inn), and thence skirts the N. and
W. base of the Goller (57S0') to the saddle of the (2 M.l Obere KnoUmhals
(32'25' ; inn). We descend to the (3/4 M.) Unteve KnollenhaU (2980), whence
an attractive footpath (green marks) diverges to the right, leading via
WoUter to (4 hrs.) Mariazell. The road goes on through the gorge of the
Salza. which rises here, to the (41/2 M.) hamlet of Terz (2/85'; *Zur
Steirischen Grenze; Maderthoner), on the border of Styria; and thence
follows the Halltal^i watered by the Salza, passing the Inn 'Zum Touristen'
(Frsin-Sattel , see p. 453) . and finally crosses the Ereuzberg (2995' ; fine

view) to (8V2M.) Mariazell (p. 453).

Feom St. Polten to Laubexbachmdhle, 30 M., railway in 2^/4 hrs., via

(71/2 M.) Ober-Grafendorf (branch to Ruprechtshofen., 16 M., in IV* br.) and
(20 M.) Kirchberg mi der Fielach (1292'; 'Hotel), through the picturesque
Pielach-Tal. From (30 M.) Lauhenbachmuhle the railway is to be continued
via Fnchensiuben and Wienerbruck to Mariazell and the Gusswerk.

40/2 ^I' Friesing; 43 M. Prinzersdorf, on the Pielach, a good

fishinjr-stream. On a hill to the right is the castle of Hohenegg.

441/2 M. Markersdorf; 46V2 M. Oross-Sirning ; 49V2 M. Loosdorf,

with a large cement-factory, the handsome chateau of Schallaburg

(S.), the ruined Osterburg, and the castles of Sitzenthal and

Albrechtsherg. Beyond the Wachberg Tunnel we reach the finest point

on the line at (53 M.l Melk or Molk (803'; ^MelkerHof. R. 2-6 K.

;

Goldner Ochs ; Hotel Bahnhof), a town with 2300 inhab., on the

Danube, at the foot of a rock which is crowned with a famous

Benedictine Abbey (185' above the river), founded in 1089, and

rebuilt in the Italian style in 1701-38. The terrace commands a

beautiful *View of the Danube.
The Jauerling (3145'), on the lelt bank of the Danube, may be reached

from Melk in 31/2 hrs. We cross by electric launch to Etnmendovf and
ascend (marked pisth) via (2 hrs.) Maria-Laach (inn) to the (IV* hr.) top

(Burgsiock), on which are the Staufer-HiiUe (rfmts.) and a belvedere com-
manding an admirable view.

The train crosses the Melk and descends to the Danube. On

the opposite bank is the ruin of Weitenegg, and higher up the river

is Artstetten, a handsome chateau of Archduke Francis Ferdinand.

— 581/2 M. Pochlarn (G9S' ; Rail. Restaurant; Hotel Bahnhof; Gold-

enes Schiff, on the Danube), on the Erlauf, the traditional seat of

Riidiger of Bechelaren, one of the Nibelungen heroes.

From Pochlarn to Kienberg- Gaming, 23' 2 M., railway in i^/t hr.

Bevond (3 M.) Erlauf the train crosses theErlauf, and passes Wieselburg

and Purgstall (with a chateau of Count SchatJgotsch). — 17 M. Scheibbs

(1050'; "Reinohl; Adler ; Rose^, a summer-resort, prettily situated among
wooded hills, with the Oetscher in the background. Beautiful walks in

the environs; charming views from the Blassenstein (2760'; Urlinger-Warte),

iV-hr. to iheE. (vellow marks), and from the Greinberg(2150' \ Burghofer-

Warte), IV2 hr. to the S.E. (yellow marks). — 191/2 M. Jfeubruck. — 23V2 M.

Kienberg- Gaming (Hiibner, at the station).
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Fbom Kienberg-Gaming toWaidhofen, 49 M.. railway ('Ybbstal-Bahn')
in 3V2-43/4 brs. — 2 M. Gaming (1410'; *Eollriegl; Lechner), a pleasant village

with the ruins of a Carthusian monastery, suppressed in 1782.

ExcrRSiONs. Pretty view from the (72 hr.) Kirchstein (1835'). —
An attractJA'^e walk leads via Filzmoot to the (50 min.) Urmannsau, and
thence by a good footpath (yellow marks) up the left bank of the Erlauf.

After IV2 hr. we cross to "the right bank by the Falkensteiner - Steg,

pass the Firtt Neitelhevg-Steg and the Nestelberg-Oraben opening on the
right (fine view of the Oetscher), and enter the striking ravine of the
*Tormftuer, in which is the (40 min.) Trefling Fall. We recross to the left

bank by the (6 min.) Second Nestelberg-Steg and proceed either via Nestel-

berg, the Gsoll. and the foresters' house of Ranek to (3 hrs.) Lacketihof
(see below), or farther up the Erlauf valley to the Trubenbach-Boden, and
past the Teufelskirche to the (3/4 hr.) Vordere Spielbuchler Inn and the

(V2 hr.) Erlauf-Boden, where the Erlauf turns southwards. Hence to the

Lasting Fall (p. 454) through the picturesque Einiere Tormauer, P/t hr. —
Ascent of the Oetscher. recommended and not difficult (Stellwagen daily

in summer to Lackenhof in 31/4 hrs.). We follow the Lunz road to (3 M.)

the cross-roads near the Grubberg (2470' ; inn), diverge there to the left by
a road crossing the FollbaumhoJie (2680') to the Oistal or upper Ybbstal,

and ascend to the left to (21/2 hrs.) Lackenho/ (21W; *Schrottmulier), which
may be reached also from Gaming by a marked path via the PoUberg-Sattel
in 3 hrs., or from the railway-station of Kienberg-Gaming by a steep foot-

path via Gaisstall and Sterngrabenkreuz in S'/z hrs. From Lackenhof we
ascend bv a path indicated bv red marks (guide unnecessary) via the (1 hr.)

Riffel- Saitel (i210') anA the (25 min.) Oetscher-ffaus (iQGO' \ inn in summer);
lastly we ascend by the arete to the cross and the (IV4 hr.) pyramid on
the top of the *Oetseher (6210'; superb and extensive viev^; panorama by
Trlinger). — The Oetscher-Hohlen, ice-caverns on the S. slope on the side
next the Erlauf-Tal, are reached from the summit in IV2-2 hrs. (with guide;
steady head necessary). — Descent from the RifFel-Sattel through the
Oeischevgraben to (4 hrs.) Wienerbruck (p. 464), or (blue marks) via the
Mittereck, the Feldwies Alp, the Pfadl Alp, and past the source of the Erlauf,
to the (31/2-4 hrs.) Erlatifsee (p. 454). — From Lackenhof via Nestelberg
to the Tormduer in the Erlauf valley, see above. A road leads from
Lackenhof through the Oistal to (71/2 M.) Lunz (see below.)

Bevond Gaming the narrow-gauge Ybbstal Railway ascends the wooded
Aubach-Tal to (IOV2 M.) PfaffenscMag (2276'), on the watershed, and then
descends, describing a wide curve round the Lunzberg (3288'}. to (13V2 M.)
HoUapfel and (16 M.) Lunz (1920'; Grnhmavr; Ltinzerhof; Kamleitner),
charminglv situated on the Ybbs, and much frequented in summer (comp.
Map, p. 466). To the E. is the (V2 M.) Lunzer-See (2025'; I'A M. long).

From the (I1/2 M.) Seehof (inn), at the upper end of the lake, we may
cross the Durchlass-Battel (2483') to the (I1/2 hr.) Oistal (p. 454), the road in

which leads to the left to (2 M.) Lackenhof (see above), and to the right to

(IV2 M.) Langau (p. 454). — The Diirrenstein (6160') is ascended from the
Seehof in 5 hrs. with guide (fatiguing but interesting) : through the -See/ai,

between the Seemauern and. Hackermauern and past the (20 min.) forester's

house in the Neuland, to the (3/4 hr.) Mittersee (2515') and the (I3/4 hr.)

grandly situated *Obersee (3665'). Thence we ascend by the Herren Alp
(abandoned) to the (2 hrs.) summit, which affords an excellent view. De-
scent through the Goldau-Graben to Gostling, S-S'/z hrs., difficult; see below.

211/2 51. Gostling (1745'; -Reichenpfader; Mitterhuber), prettily situated at

the mouth of the Gostlingbach. Fine view from the Ealvarienberg. Beautiful
walk to the '^Steinbach-Tal, and through the grand ravine of the Not (with
its bold bridge) to the (IV2 hr.) splendidly situated hunting-lodge of Baron
Albert Rothschild. — The Diirrenstein (see above) may be ascended from
Gostling in 51/2-6 hrs, with guide, through the Ooldau-Graben (fatiguing). —
The *Hochkaar (5935'; easv), a superb point of view, deserves a visit. We
take the road through the Gostling-Tal to (5', 2 M.) Lassing (2275'; *Anderle),
whence (or from Mendling, see p. 461) a marked path (guide, unnecessary,
^E.) ascends via the {2^2 hrs.) Eochkaar Refuge Hut (4590'; provision- depot)
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fo the (1 hr.) top. — Beyond Lassing the road deFcends the Mendlmg-
Tal via (20 min.) Mendllng (1935': *Staudinger) to (I hr.) the Jagershei-ger
Inn at Palfau (p. 459) in the Salza-Tal, in which we may either proceed
to the left to (10 M.) Wildalpen, or to the right to (41/2 M.) the church of
Palfau (diligence from Goatling to Palfau daily in 3 hrs. ; from Palfau to
Wildalpen in 2V4 hrs., to Hieflau in 3 hrs.).

The railway follows the right bank of the Ybbs via (24V2 M.) Kogelshach
and (26V2 M.) St. Georgen am Beit to (83V2 M.) Gross -HoUenstein (1595';
'Dietrich; Pachinger)., charmingly situated at the confluence of the Lassing
and the Ybbs. The *Voralpe (5665'; splendid view) may be ascended hence
in 4,-41/2 hrs. (red marks; guide not indispensable); the descent may be
made via the Essling Alp to (3 hrs.) Altenmarkt (p. 467).

From (351/2 M.) Klein- HoUenstein a road leads to the W. across the
Sauriissel (1S15') to (51/2 M.) Weyer (see below). The Ybbs is crossed beyond
(38 M.) Waidach. 39 M. Seeburg. 41 M. Opponitz; the pleasant village (1384';

Wickenhauser) lies 1/2 M. to the E., beyond the Ybbs. The valley con-
tracts; the line crosses and recrosses the Ybbs and follows its left bank
via (46 M.) Gstadi (branch-line to Ybbs'tz^ see below) to (49 M.) Waidhofen
on the Ybbs (see below).

Beyond Pochlarn (p. 462) the railway crosses the Erlauf. On the

right Marbach.^ and on the hill ahove it the pilgrimage-church of

Maria-Taferl (1450'). Gli/oM. Krumnussbaum ; 641/9 M. Sdusen-

stein. Near (67 M.) Kemmelbach-Ybbs we quit the Danube and

cross the Ybbs. the valley of which we now follow, 71/2 M. Huberten-

dorf^ with a chateau of Prince Starhemberg; 731/2 M. Blindenmarkt

.

— 7772^1- Amstetten (OOO'j Railway Hotel ^^ Restaurant, R.2-3 K.,

Hot. Schmidl^ both very fair; Goldenes Lamrn), prettily situated.

To Klein-Eeifling, 29 31., railway in I-21/2 hrs. (this line is traversed

by the Vienna and Innsbruck trains). Stations Ulmerfeld, Krollendorf, Hilm-
Kematen (Litzellachner). Rosenaii, Sonniagberg . Then across the Ybbs to

(15 M.) Waidhofen on the Ybbs (1170'; ''Lowe, R. 2-3 K.; -H6t. Infiihr,

R. lV2-2\2 A'.,- Pflxig: Dr. Werner's Hydropathic, R. 2-8, board 5 E.), an
old town (4500 inhab.) and summer-resort, once fortiGed. in a pleasant
dale. Adjoining the chateau of Baron Albert Rothschild is the church of

St. ifagdalena, of 1279, containing an interesting silver monstrance of the
loth century. On the right bank of the Ybbs (view from the bridge) lies

the village of Zell, below which there is a good bath-house on theUrlbach.
On the Buchenberg (2575'), to the S. of the town, are extensive shady walks.
Beautiful excursions in the vicinity (paths marked with red): Sonntagberg
(2310': 11 2 hr.), with pilgrimage-church, inn, and fine view (ascended via

Lneg in ii/2hr., or from stat. Sonntagberg in V* hr. by the easy and shady
Wanglsteig) ; Schnabelberg (3120'; 2 hrs.), with view- tower; 'Spmdeleben
(3495'; 31/2 hrs.), through the Redtenbach-Tal and past the Unteregg Inn;
and Lindauer (3610'; 4 hrs.), through the Redtenbach-Tal via. Predboding. —
From Waidhofex to Ybbsitz, 71/2 M., railway in 1 hr. I1/4 M. Waidho/en
(local station). From (3 M.) Gstadt (see above) the line ascends the valley

of the Eieine Ybbs to (71/2 M.) Ybbsitz (1325': Windischbauer : Hafner'), a

pleasantly situated town with ironworks, whence the ' Prochenberg i^^i'
:,

2 hrs. ; easy) may be ascended. Refage-hut (inn in summer) on the summit;
fine view from the belvedere. — From Gstadt to Kienberg- Gaming, see above.

The train now quits the Ybbstal, ascends the Seeberger-Tal to the
S., and at (201/2 M.) Oberland (1690') crosses the watershed between the Ybbs
and the Enns, the frontier between Lower and Upper Austria. We now
descend via Ga/tem (Heuberger) to (2oi/2 M.) Weyer (1300'; -Bachbauer;
Krenn), with 1700 inhab., prettily situated in a narrow dale. We then
cross the Enns to Kastenreith and (29 M.) Klein-Reifling (p. 467).
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The train quits the Ybbstal. 82 M. Mauer-Ohling ; 841/2 JVI.

Aschbach; 871/2 M. Krenstetten ; 90 M. St. Peter (l^/o M. to the 8.

of which is the Benedictine abbey of Seitenstetten^ founded in 1112)',

921/2 M. St. Johann in Engstetten; 94 M. Hang (>vith Schloss Sala-

herg on the left); 96 1/2 M. Markt Hang; 99 M. Vnterwinden. —
1021/2 M. St. Valentin (885'; Rail. Restaurant; Hot. Eisdmeyr), th<!

junction of the line to Selztal (p, 466). The train crosses the Enns,

the boundary between Lower and Upper Austria, beyond (105 M.

)

Ennsdorf and reaches —
106 1/2 M. Enns (825'; *Ochs; Krone^ a picturesque old town

(4370 inhab.) on the site of the Roman Laureacum. On a height

stands Prince Auersperg's chateau of Ennseck^ with pleasant grounds.

— 1091/2 M. Asten-St-Florian; 111 1/2 M. Pichling ,- 113 M. Ebels-

berg. Near (114 M.) Kleinmicnchen the train crosses the Traun.

iil^/^M. Linz (Railivay Restaurant). — Kotels. Ekzherzog Kaki,,

R. 2V2-6 K.; *R0TER Krebs, R. 2-5 K., both on the Danube. In the town :

*Stadt Frankfurt, Goldener Lowe, both in the Franz -Josefs -Platz

;

GoLDENE Kanone, Goldnes Sciiiff, both in the Landstrasse; Stadt Wien,
5 min. from the station, with garden. — •Hot. Aciileitnek, in Urfahr.

Linz (870'), the capital of Upper Austria, with 58,800 inhab.,

lies on the right bank of the Danube, across which an iron bridge,

300 yds. long, leads to the suburb of Urfahr (electric tramway
from the station). The large Franz - Josefs - Platz, which ascends

from the river, is embellished with a lofty Trinity Column, erected

by Emp. Charles VI. in 1723. In the Museum-Strasse, to the E.,

is the Museum Francisco-Carolinum, containing interesting histor-

ical and scientific collections. In the vicinity is the Cathedral of
St. Mary, in the Gothic style, designed by Statz, and containing

beautiful mosaic paintings and good stained glass. — For a more
detailed account, see Baedeker's Handbook for Austria.

Environs. The Freinberg (1100') is reached in V2 I^^m ^Y ^ road
passing large deposits of quartzose sand. From the Jesuit convent on tlie

top a level road leads to the N. to the (V4 hr.) Restaurant Jagermayr and
the promenades of the 'Verschonerungs-Verein', with numerous points of

view. The best survey is obtained from the 'Franz-Josefs-Warte, a tower
65' in height on the N. edge of the plateau. Beneath us lie the Danube,
the town, and its environs ; to the S., in the distance, stretches the chain
of the Alps of Salzburg and Styria, as far as the eye can reach.

The view from the -Postlingberg (1765'), on the left bank, to the
N.W., 1 hr. from Urfahr, is still more extensive, and is particularly fine

by evening-light. (Good panorama by Edlbacher.) PiJgrimage-church and
hotel on the top. Electric tramway from the terminus of the street-tram-

way to the top in 25 min. (fare up 50, down 30 h.').

From the Postlingberg a marked path leads to the (I'/a hr.) '* Giselawarte
on the Lichtenherg (3130'), a tower commanding an extensive distant view
(inn). — St. Magdalena (1020'), a pilgrimage-church Avith an inn, a charming
point of view, ^/i hr. to the N.E. of Urfahr, attracts many visitors.

From Linz to Salzburg, see E. 22; to Kremsmiinsler (Bad Hall) and
WindiscJi-Qarsten^ see R. 86.

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 30
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85. From Linz to St. Michael via Steyr and Admont.
141 M. Railwat, express in 6 hr?. (fares 27^:.. 16 K. GO. 8 K. 90 ft.)-

ordinary trains in 9 brs. (fares 19 K. 20, 11 K. 40, 6 K. 30 h.); dinner (2 K.)
handed into the carriages at Klein-Reifling, Selztal, and St. Michael.

To (15 M.) St. Valentin (880'), see p. 465. Our line here

diverges to theS.W., and at (19^/2 M.) Ernsthofen enters the valley

of the Enns. 25 M. Ramingdorf.

271/2 M. Steyr (990'; Rail. Restaurant ; '^Hotel Steyrerhof, R.

3-6 K.; Schiff, R. 2-3 K.; Roter Krehs, R. IV2 K.\ a town with

17,600 inhab., at the confluence of the Steyr with the Enns, is noted

for its iron-wares. The town, situated between the two rivers, is

connected with its suburbs Ennsdorf and Steyrdorf by three bridges.

On a hill rises Burg Steyr (10th cent.), the property of Count Lam-
berg. (Admission to the park on application to the gardener.) The
Gothic Church, built in 1443-1680, contains fine stained glass and

a font in bronze, with reliefs of 1560; also a modern altar in carved

w-ood by Guggenberger of Munich. The tower (288') was rebuilt in

1885-89 after plans by Schmidt of Vienna. The Rathaus, in the

Rococo style, and the extensive Austrian Rifle Factory, founded by
Jos.Werndl (d. 1889; adm. on application), are also worthy of notice.

The Industrie- S' Ausstellung s-Halle in the Oarl-Ludwig-Platz con-

tains a permanent industrial exhibition and a historical museum of

local interest.

"Walks. Pretty views of the town and its environs are enjoyed from
the (1 2 hr.) Hohe Ennsleite., the Qji hr.) Tahov. and the (V2 hr.) Dachsherg.

St. Ulrich, Garsten. and the pilgrim-resort of Christkindl (Hinteregger Inn)

are each within Vs-'A hr. of the town. — The tower on the ^Damberg
02450'), affording a splendid view, is easily reached in 2 hrs. ; about 1/4 hr.

below the top is the inn 'Zwr Dambergwarte". Marked paths lead to the

summit from the suburbs of Ennsdorf and Schonau and from the railway-
station of Sand (comp. the official list of marked paths, which is to be
found everywhere). — The Schoberstein (41B0'), the shortest really Alpine
expedition from Steyr. may be scaled from Traitenbach (p. 467; inn) via

the KlausriegUv (2120'; inn) in 3 hrs. Descent to MoUn, see below.

Beyond Steyr the train crosses the Enns to (29 M.) Garsten

(984'), the junction of the Steyrtal railway.

Fkom Gaksten to Agonitz. 20 M.. railway in 2 hrs.. through the prettv

Steyrtal, with its numerous factories and iron-works. The train runs via

Stei/rdorf (.llai]. Restaurant), Unterhimmel., Schloss Eosenegg, (41/2 M.) Pergern

(Rail. Restaurant ; branch to Bad Hall, see p. 4741. Netizeug, Letten (with large

arms-factories), Aschach on the Steyr (Kritzbach: Ebner), Mitteregg
.,
and

Waldneukirchen to (I2V2 M.) Griinburg-Steinbach, two considerable villages,

with numerous cutlery -factories (Nussbaumer's Inn. at Unter-GrUnburg

;

Krone, at Obev-Gi'Unburg ; Schmid's, at Steinhach'). Excursions may be made
hence to the (V2 hr.) Linde (tine viewt and to the (IV2 hr.) Jdgei'-im-Saitel.

— The next stations are Unterhaui. Haunold-Milhle, and (18 M.) Leonstein
(1410',- ""Linde; Wagner; Schlader), a favourite summer-resort with a chateau
and park belonging to Count Sallburg. — 191/2 M. Molln. Opposite, above
the mouth of the krumme Stevevling. lies the (','2 hr.) beautifully-situated

village of Molln (Hdl'dhn^er; Eemptner), noted for its manufacture of .Tews'-

harps. The fuUowing ascents may be made hence: Schoberstein (4190'

;

3 hrs.; see above); Boclb'ichherg (4175'; 3V2 hrs.); via Ram^au and the

HopUng to the (5 hrs.) Feuchtau Lakes (1555') and the top of the (2 hrs..

with guide) Hohenock (6430'). the highest peakof the /S€ft^sen-(T«i)i'r^«(p.476),
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with an extensive view. Descent to (3 hrs,) Windisch-Oarsten (p. 475). —
The line ends at (20 M.) the scythe-works oi Agonitz. A marked path
leads hence to (1 hr.) Micheldovf (p. 474), and a carriage-road through the
gorge of the Steyr and past the pilgrimage-church oi Frauenstein to (81/2 M.)
the station of Klaus, on the Kremstal railway (p. 474).

The line now follows the left bank, opposite the road (called

'Eisen-Strasse', from the iron-ore traffic). uO^/2^1. Sand; 331/2 M.
Diirnbach; 3672 M. Ternberg (inn), with a fine iron bridge over

the Enns; 3672 M. Trattenbach (Rail. Restaurant; ascent of the

Schoberstein, see p. 466); 41 M. Losenstein (inn at the station), a

village inhabited principally by nail-makers, with an old church

and a ruined castle. 451/2 M. Reich-Raming (1145'), with a brass

factory. — 49 M. Gross - Kaming (*Schwaiger, beyond the Enns
bridge ; inn at the station), prettily situated on the right bank.

A road leads N. from Schwaiger's inn to 0/2 hr.) Ascha (*Stiglehner's)

and thence (red marks) through the romantic Pechgraben to the (1 hr.) Buch
Monument, a large granite boulder, bearing an inscription in honour of

Leopold von Buch, the geologist. — A pleasant excursion (white marksl
may be made to the S., via the Lampel-Graben, to the top of the Grosse
Almkogel (5155'; 3V2 hrs.; fine view). Descent to the E., through the
pretty Mayevhofer Tal , to (2V2 hrs.) Klein-Reifling.

The train next crosses the Hammergraben by a viaduct, and
passes through the Ennsberg Tunnel, 350 yds. long, to (54^/2 M.)
Kastenreith, junction of the line to Amstetten (p. 464). 5672 M.
Klein-Reifling (1200'; Rail. Restaurant; Mitterhuber, Aigner, both

in the village, 72 -^I- from the station).— We now traverse a pictur-

esque valley, pass through two tunnels, and cross the Laussa to

(65 M.) Weissenbach-St-Gallen (1300'; *Gruber, at the station),

172 ^1- to tlie N.E. of which lies Altenmarkt (Lohner; Post).
A road leads from (21/4 M.) St. Gallen (1680'; "Hensle; Rappel), with

the castle of Gallenstein. built by the abbots of Admont to command the
valley, through the Buchcni (Eisenzieher Inn) to (12 M.) Admont. Pleasant
excursion (guides, Kaspar Gruber, Barth. Hadler, and Joh. Dirninger) from
St. Gallen to the romantic ""Spitzenhach-Grabeii:, from (IV2 hr.) its farther
end a marked path leads via the Sauboden-Alpe (3S50') to the (2 hrs.) Maier-
eck (5785'), an excellent point of view. — From Altenmarkt through the
Laussa to (20 M.) Windisch-Garsten. see p. 476. — The ascent of the *Vor-
alpe from Altenmarkt is recommended (path marked) : by ihe. Essling-Alpe
to the (4 hrs.) S. peak (Tamboden, 5665'), with the Voralpen-Haus (rfmts.j :

extensive view of the plain of the Danube as far as the Bohemian Forest,
of the Styrian Alps to the S.. the Dachstein to the S-W., etc. ; the descent
may be made to Hollenstein (p. 464).

At (72 M.) Gross-E-eifling (1400'; *Baumann, at the station;

Posthof) the Salza falls into the Enns. (To Wildalpen, see R. 83.)
A very pleasant expedition may be made by the Karl-August-Steig,

a footpath constructed by the Austrian Tourist Club, to Gams (visit to fhp
K)-(tiis-Grotte, p. 459). Leaving the railway-station, we cross the Enns, and
then the (1/4 hr.) iSalza and follow the path (indicated by red marks, and
provided with railings and benches) along the precipitous S. bank of the
latter to (IVshr.) (?a/«s (p. 459). —Ascent of the -Tamischbachturm {QG'O'

\

5 hrs.), very attractive and not difficult; fn m Gross-Reilling (red mark?)
vi.i the Hackenschmiede and the Tamischbach-Graben to the (S'/v brs.) Enns-
taler-Eutte (p. 470) and thence to the left to (IV4 hr.) the top (descent to

Gslatterboden, see p. 468).

The train threads two tunnels , and crosses the Enns. Beyond

30*
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{IPI2M.') Landl, neftr Lainbach, the Schwab I-Ta I opens on the left

(to Gams, see p. 459). Two short tunnels. Then (78 M.) Hieflau
(1700'; Rail. Restaurant; *Po$t, R. 2-7 K.; Steiriberger , Rotten-
manner'), with iron-works, finely situated at the confluence of the
Erzbach and the Enns.

Excursions (guide, Jakob Pirlcner). To the Hartlesgraben and back.
5 hrs. We follow the road to the Gesause (p. 470), and beyond the (1 hr.j
second bridge ('Hartles-Briicke") cross the railway and ascend the romantic
ravine by a good cart-road (yellow marks') to" the (I3/4 hr.) Jdgerhaus
(across the Sulzkar to Johiishach, see p. 471). Hence we cross the Wag-
Sattel, or Weinberg- Sattel (4052') to the N.E. to the Wag-Graben, and follow
the road back to (2 hrs.) Hieflau. — The *Tamischbachturm (6(370'; with
guide: yellow way-marks) may be ascended via the Ja?irlingbdden (shortest,
but steep ascent), or via the Eochscheiben Alp and the Lurzertteig in 4V2-5 hrs.
(better from Gross-Reifling, p. 467, or from Gstatterboden, see p. 470). —
The Lugauer (7235'; 4V2-5 hrs.; guide; red way-marks), ascended via the
Wag-Graben (see above) and the Scheucheck Alp, is fatiguing but remuner-
ative (see below).

From Hieflau to Leoben via Eisenerz, 34 M., railway in 31/2-4 hrs.
The line threads a short tunnel, passes the goods-station, and enters the
pretty valley of the Erzbach. To the right, at (2'/2 M.) Radmer, diverges
the Radmer- Tal, in which, 4'/2 M. distant (diligence daily from Hieflau
in lV2hr.). lies the village of Radmer an der Siube (2295'; Oberer Wirt;
Unterer Wirt), v.ith an imperial shooting-lodge ; 3 31. farther up is Radmer
an der Ea^el (2985'; inn), with the old chateau of Greifenberg, finely
situated at the foot of the Lugauer (7235'; ascent in 41/2 hrs., with guide";
pee above). Hence across the Radmerhals (4300') to Eisenerz, 4 hrs., attrac-
tive ; to Johnsbach, see p. 471. — 71/2 M. Leopoldsteiner-See. On a height to

the left stands the chateau of Leopoldstein; beyond it (not visible from
the line) lies the beautiful, dark-blue '-Lake of Leopoldstein (2030': restau-
rant), over which tower the bold precipices of the Seemauer. Hence to
Eisenerz. marked path in IV2 hr. ; to Wildalpen via the Eisenerzer Hohe,
see p. 459).

91/2 M. Eisenerz (2445'; Rail. Restaurant; '-Konig von Sachsen ; "Zum
Eeiligen Geist; Rudolfbahn , near the station), with 6500 inhab., an old
mining-town, as its name ('iron-ore') imports, is commanded on the E. by
the abrupt Pfajfenstein (6140'), and on the W. by the KaiserscMld (6830').

The Church of St. Oswald, a Gothic structure founded in 1279 and rebuilt
in 1471-1517, is a good example of a mediseval fortified church. By the
approach to the church is an interesting ' Eistorical Museum (adm. 20,
catalogue 30 /i.). The terrace in front of the Schicht-Tuvm commands a
fine view (direction tablet).

To the S. the red Erzberg (5040') closes the valley. This 'ore-moun-
tain'' is so productive that the ore is quarried in summer without the
aid of mining operations. In winter, however, the subterranean mode of
excavation is more convenient. The greater part of the mountain belongs
to the Alpine Montan-Gescllschaft. The mines, some of which have been
in operation for 1000 years, employ 4500 hands in summer and 2800 in
winter and yield over 1,OC)0,000 tons of iron annually. Visitors are admitted
without a guide to the portion of the mountain between Eisenerz and the
Barbara-Kapelle and Barbaia-Haus; thence to the Berghaus, guide 1 A'.,

to the station of Erzberg on the Prebichl railway over the workings, 1 K.
The best plan is to take the Erzberg railway to the station of Prebichl

(see p. 469). thence take the mine-railway tn the (1/4 hr.) Wiesmat-Eaus (80 h.

and fee) proceed to the Vordernherger Berghaus (restaurant), and descend
over the terraces of the mine to the (3/4 hr. ; guide 1 K.} Barbara-Kapelle
C'Restaurant Barbara-Haus) and (3/4 hr.) Eisenerz.

The *Erzberg Railway, interesting both from its bold engineering and
from the beautiful views it commands (best to the left), was constructed
mainly for the mineral traflic, on Abt's cogged-wheel system. With an
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average gradient of 68:1000 it runs to the S., through the ScHcht-Turm
Tunnel (below the above-mentioned tower), to the (10 M.) station of Krum-
pental (2365'), where the toothed-rails begin. The gradient now becomes
steeper. The train threads the Klammwald Tunnel (260 yds.) and the
Ei'essenberg Tunnel (165 yds.), traverses lofty viaducts and wide curves,
crossing the Ramsaugraben, the SauerWunngraien^ and the Weiritzgrahen^
and stops at (13V2 M.) Evzhevg (3510'; restaurant), above the mining terraces
(see p. 463). Beyond the Flatten Tunnel (1520 yds.) and the Prebichl Tunnel
(645 yds.) is the station of (I6V2 M.) Prebichl (3950'; Railway Restaurant;
Spitalei'^s Reichensteininn, R. '2-QE.). Several interesting ascents may be made
hence (guides, Job. and Silv. Mitter, and Jos. Rappl at Eisenerz, Em.
Schweiger, and Mich, and Flor. Zechner at Prebichl). The Erzberggpitze
(5030'; guide unnecessary), in i hr. from Wiesmat, and the Polster (6270';

IV2-2 bra.
;

guide 3 E.) are both easy. The ''Vordernberger Reichenstein
(7435'; 21/2-3 hrs.; guide 6 E.)^ fatiguing but attractive, is ascended from
Prebichl via the Gi'ilbl (5380') and the Rossel (6180'), or (preferable) from
Wiesmat via the Plattenkreuz (4440'), the Plattalm (4590'), and Ihe Rossel.
Near the top is the Reichenstein- Hiltte (6980' ; inn in summer). An interesting
high-level route leads hence to the W. across the Niedertorl (5413') to the
(472 hrs.) Wildfeld (6710'), whence we may descend to the S.W. to (21/2 hrs.)
Eallwang (p. 473), to the S.E. to (3 hrs.) Trofajacli fsee below), or to the
N. to (21/2 hrs.) Eisenerz. — Two other ascents from Prebichl are the Hoch-
turm or TrencMUng (6830'; 31/2 hrs. ; attractive), and the Griesmauer (6673';

4 hrs. ; difficult). — The line now descends to (18 M.) Glaslbremse (3420')
and (2OV2 M.) Vordernberg-Markt (2660'; -Erone or Post; 'Adler, R. IV2-
21/4 E. ; ^'Zelinka)^ a prosperous place with a brisk trade in iron. The
toothed-rails end here. The Hochturm (see above ; 4V2-5 hrs. with guide)
and the Reichenstein (51/2 hrs. ; better from Prebichl) may be ascended hence.
Over the Hieselegg (3825'j to (41/2 hrs.) Obei'ort in the Tragos~Tal, see
p. 449. — 2172 M. Vordemberg-Staalsbahnhof {2b2(y ; Restaurant Kettler, at
the station); passengers for Leoben change carriages here. The train now
runs via Friedauwerk and Hafning to (271/2 M.)" Trofajach (2160'; ~Hdt.
Fvchs, R. 2-3 E. ; BrduJiaus; Goldner Ochse), a freqnented summer-resort
in a tine situation. Good view from the (1 hr.) Rudolfswarte (2920') and
from the Friesingwand (8475'; IV2-2 hrs.). The Thalerkogel (5430' ; 21/2-3 hrs.),
the Reiting or Gosseck (7265'; 51/2 hrs.; comp. p. 473), and the Wildfeld
(6710'; 6 hrs.) may be ascended from Trofajach. — Thence the line pro-
ceeds via Gmeingrub, St. Peter-Freyenstein, and Donawitz to (34 M.) Leoben
(p. 520).

For Pedestrians the route from Eisenerz through the Frauemnuuer Ca-
vern and the Tragos-Tal to Bruck is much more attractive (II1/2 hrs.; from
Eisenerz to the cavern and back 6-61/2 hrs.; torches and guide, 7 Z'.,

necessary for the cavern; magnesium-wire useful). We diverge to the left

from the Prebichl road at (V2 hr.) Trofeng (Zur Frauenmauer), and ascend
the wooded Gsollgraben to the (li, 2 hr.) Gsoll Alp (3695'; inn), at the foot of
the Frauenmauer (8000'), a range of mountains stretching from the Schwa-
ben chain to the Griesmauer. Another half-hour's ascent in zigzags through
wood, and then a level path bring us to the (i/i hr.) W. entrance (4705')
of the *Frauenmauer-Hohle, an imposing cavern perforating the whole
mountain, 900 yds. in length, without including the numerous side-
galleries. .Soon after entering the cave (wraps advisable) we descend by
an ice-clad and slippery ladder to the Eiskammer, which contains columns
of ice. We then remount the ladder and ti-averse a series of large halls,
floored with limestone debris, to the (3/4 hr.) E. mouth of the cavern (5120'),
where we obtain a striking view of the imposing group of the Hochschwab,
Ebenstein, etc. (An alternative route for the return direct to Eisenerz
leads to the right over the Neuwaldegg- Battel (5265') to the Gsoll Alp in
about 11/4 hr.) We now descend to the Neuwaldegg - Alpe (4390') and
through the ^'vt\l-woo^&^ Jassing-Gvaben, with the Bochturm (6830') rising
on the right and the Pribitz (5173') on the left, pass the Griine See, and
reach (3 hrs.) Oberort in the Tragds-Tal (p. 449). Thence a carriage-road
(diligence daily in 3 hrs.) leads to (I71/2 M.) Bruck an der Mur (p. 448).
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The Ennstal now turns towards the "W., and we enter the

*Gesause, a profound defile, 12 M. in length, flanked by the Ta-
mischbachturm and the Grosse Buchstein on the N., and the Hoch-
zinbdl, Planspitze, Hochtor, Oedstein^ and Reichenstein on the S., and
traversed by the Enns, which forms a series of wild rapids (from

Admont to Hieflau fall of 400'). The railway (best views to the

right as far as Gstatterboden, then to the left) enters the imposing
ravine at the foot of the sheer rocky wall of the Ennshrand and
threads the short Ennsmauer Tunnel. The road, which runs opposite

on the left bank, well repays the pedestrian as far as Admont (carriage

and pair from Hieflau 24 K.). On the left opens the Hartlesgraben

(p. 468). from which a foaming torrent issues. The train next
pierces the Hochsteg Tunnel and crosses to the left bank of the

Enns above the Kummer-Briicke. The rocky walls recede and the

Enns flows tranquilly through the Ennsflur, an expansion of the

valley, dominated on the right by the massive cliffs of the Grosse

Buchstein (7295'), and on the left bv the precipitous Planspihe
(6950'). — 831

'2 M. Gstatterboden (1850'; "-Hotel Gesduse, R.

from 2 K.\ in a grand situation.

ExcDRsroNs (guide, B. Zetielmaier). Pleasant walk through wood to the
C/z hr.) Gstatterboden- Bauei% a solitary forester's house on a meadow
encircled by imposing mountains. This is the best starting-point for the
ascent of the *Tamischbachtunn (G6T0' ; 4 hrs.: guide not indispensable).
The marked path ascends through the Klaussfraben, passing the Buttevhriinnl
(spring), to the (21/2-3 hrs.) Ennstaler-Hutte (5415': inn in summer), and
thence by the arete to (I1/4 hr.) the summit. Magnificent view (panorama
by L. Haas). — The Grosse Buchstein (5-6 hrs. ; laborious) is ascended
from Gstatterboden via the Bruck-Sattel (3585'), the Evautgctrtel, and the
gorge between the Buchstein and Frauenmauer. The descent may be made
to the Eisenzieher Inn on the road from Admont to St. G-allen (p. 467).

To THE Hess-Hutte (4-41/2 hrs.), a very attractive excursion for climbers
with steady heads, by ih.Q ~ Wasserfall-Weg , a club-path, shady in the fore-

noon. From the (40 min.) Kummer-Briicke (see above) we follow the blue
marks up the Wasserfall-Kessel to the Kamel (fine view), and thence (wire
rope for i/-2 hr.) proceed to the (21/2-3 hrs.) abandoned Ebersangerl-Alpe (4G70)
and the (1 hr.) Hess Club Kut on the Ennseck (5380' ; inn in summer; Franz
Lechner, the landlord, acts as a guide). The Zinodl (71S5'; I1/2 hr. ; blue
way-marks), the Planspitze (6950'; 21/2 hrs.; red marks), and the Hochtor
(T780'; 21/2 hrs.; via the Josetinen-Steig) may be ascended hence. The
first two are not difficult; the last is for adepts only, with steady heads.
Pleasant passes lead via the Pongratz ProTnenade. the Stadl Alp, and the
Koder Alp to (21/2 brs.) Johnsbach; and via the Sulzkarhund to the Hartles-
graben and (31/2-4 hrs.) Hieflau (pp. 468, 471).

Skirting the Bruckstein (4527'), the railway reaches the station

of (87 M.) Johnsbachtal.
To the Johnsbach-Tal, a very interesting excursion (umnib^us to Johns-

bach twice daily in summer in 1 hr.). We cross the Enns and follow the
road through the wild and picturesque, gorge, between the Reichenstein to

the right and the Oedsiein on the left, to the (31/2 M.) finely- situated
village of Johnsbach (2.535'; Donnenoirl^ very fair: Kolblwirt, V-ji^l. farther
up the valley). Near the Wol/bauer (rfmts.), 1/2 ^I- from the Kolblwirt,
is a pretty waterfall, and farther to the E. is a shooting-box belonging to
Count Featetics. The Admonter Reichenstein (7370'; 31/2-4 hrs. from the
TrefTner Alp) and the Oedsiein (7660'; 5-6 hrs.), are ascended from Johns-
l.ach (both difficult and dangerous; guide.", W. Stecher and Ftor. Brettscherer.
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The Zinodl (7185') is ascended in IV2 hr. without difficulty from the

(31/2 hrs.) Hess-Hiitte (p. 470). — A magnificent view is enjoyed from
the Treffner Alp (4855'), 2 hrs. to the S.W., ascended from the Donner
Inn through wood (yellow marks ; thence over the Flietzen Alp to the

Kaiserau, 3 hrs., see below). — To Radmee, 5 hrs. (red Avay-marks
;
guide

unnecessary). A path ascends from the Kolbl Inn to the E., passing

the Schrecker Alp and Neiiburg Alp, and crosses the (3 hrs.) Neuburg Saddle

(4720'), oetween the Haselkogel (6120') and the Pleschberg, to (1 hr.) Radmev
an der Easel and (3 M. ; road) Radmev an der Stube (p. 463). — Over the
SuLZKARHUND TO HiEFLAD (7 hrs. , With guidc) , attractive. The route

(vellow marks) ascends to the left from the Kolbl Inn to the (IV2 hr.)

Koder Alp (4390') and the (8/4 hr.) Stadel Alp, finely situated at the foot

of the Hochtor (hence to the Hess Hut, blue-marked path in 1 hr., see

p. 470). It then ascends in windings to the (1 hr.) Sulzkarhund (5740'),

between the Launeckiurm (6935'; on the right) and the Zinodl (asceut

hence in 21/2 hrs., very steep and not advisable; see p. 470). Thence we
descend to the Sulzkar Alp (4900') and through the Hartlesgrahen (p. 46S)

to (31/2 hrs.) Hieflau (p. 468).

The railway crosses the Brucksteinbach
,
passes hetween the

Himierstein (right) and the Haindlmauer (left), and crosses the

Enns. Beyond the Haindl Tunnel (245 yds.) is the (897.2 M.) station

Gesduse-Eingang. The train then enters the broad green dale of—
921/2 M. Admont (2105'; *Post, R. 2-4 K. ,• Sulzer; Buchbinder;

Kroswang; Traube; Windisch; Bartu; Siebenbrunner ; good wine

at the convent) , a picturesqne village and summer-resort (swim-

ming and other baths). The celebrated Benedictine abbey of Admont
('ad montes'), founded by Archb. Gebhard of Salzburg in 1074,

was almost entirely burned down in 1865, but has been partly

rebuilt. The Gothic abbey-church, St. Blasius-Miinster, with its

two slender spires, is modern. The library, in a richly-decorated

hall, comprises 80,000 vols, and 1000 MSS. (open daily 10-11 and

4-5 ; adm. 40 h.).

ExcDKSioKs (guides, Andr. Feistlinger and B. Zettelmaier of Admont,
P. Stall of Hall). Above Admont, to the S., stands (^4 hr.) Schloss Hotel-

stein (2680'), the property of the abbey, which affords an admirable survey
of the Ennstal: to theN.W. is the wooded Pleschbevg (5636'), with the

church on the Frauenberg (p. 472) at its base; to the N. rise the ^Haller

Mauern\ consisting of the Gros)^e Piihrgas (7360'), Scheiblingstein (7220'),

Eexeniurm (7155'), and Natterriegel (6650'); to the E. is the Grosse Buch-
sfein (7295'); to the S.E. the Sparafeld (7365'). — Good views of the

environs are also obtained from the Friedrichshohe (restaurant at the foot),

IV2 M. to the E., and* from the bridge over the Enns, 1 M. from the

railway-station. In the neighbourhood, on the right bank of the Enns, are

the Schiess-Statte (rifle-range; restaurant) and the shady Eichelau; on the

left bank the Caf4 Panorama. — At the foot of the Dorfelstein (3485';

ascent in V|^ hr.), IV2 31. to the N., is the picturesque village of Hall
(2200'; Wolger, Ledmer, both plain); and about 2 M. farther on lies Miihlau
(2405'; Alpenheim Inn), with iron-works, charmingly situated at the foot

of the Haller Mauern. Hence an attractive route (at first a cart-track,

then a marked footpath) leads across the (2 hrs.) Pyhrgas- Gatterl (4420'),

between the Grosse Pyhrgas and the Bosruck, to (iV4 hr.) Spital am Pyhrn
(p. 476) in 3 hrs.

A road (two-horse carr. 17 E.) leads from Admont towards the S.,

past a scythe-work and the (II/2M.) 'Paradies" (*Inn and summer-lodgings),
through the Feitelgraben to the (3V2 M.) Kaiserau Inn (3560') and the

(3/4 M.) Kaiserau (3700'), a picturesque glade surrounded by pine-woods,
with an old castle belonging to the Abbey of Admont, where permission
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I') enter it must Le obtainefl. An attractive excursion leads liencc over tlie

Kafling-Qatteyl {b^W) to the (2lirs.) upper 'Flietzen Alp (5050'), immediately
beneath the clifTs of the Sparafeld and Reichenstein. (Thence to Johns-
hach by the Treffner Alp, see p. 471 •, 2V2 hrs., with guide.) The Kalbling
(7180') and Sparafeld (7365') may each be ascended from the Kaiserau
in 2-2' 2 hrs. (guide S-9 K.; blue way-marks from the Kalbling-Gatterl), both
easy; the Admonter Eeichensiem (7370'; p. 470), ascended from the Fiietzen
Alp or Trefiner Alp in 3'/2-4 hrs. (guide 12, incl. descent to Johnsbach
16 K,), is very difficult and dangerous. — Footpaths cross from the Kaiserau
to the W. to Bai'ndorf and (2 hrs.) Roitenmann. and to the E. to Dietmanns-
dorf and (IV2 hr.) Trieben (see below).

Mountain Ascents. — The *Natterriegel (6650': 5 hrs.; guide 8 A'.,

not indispensable for adepts) is a fine point of view. A marked path
ascends from (1/2 h.r.) Hall (see p. 471), on the W. slope of the Ldrcheck, to

the (31/2 hrs.) Admont Club Hut (inn in summer), on the Grabnertovl
(5740'), between the Gvabnerstein (6015') and the Xatterriegel (charming
view from the Admonter Warte. 5910'; V* hr.); thence to the left to the
(1 hr.) summit. — The Hesenturm (7155). reached from the Natterriegel
in IV2 hr. with guide (10 K.). is an attractive climb for adepts. — The
Grosse Pyhrgas (7360': 6-6V2 hrs.; guide 10 A'.) is not difficult; marked
path via Miihlau to the (31/2 hrs.) Pyhrgas-Gatterl (p. 471) ; then to the right
10 the W. arete and the (2V2-3 hrs.) top. Comp. p. 476.

The train follows the broad valley of the Emis. To the right,

near (97 M.) Frauenberg. rises the Kulmberg or Frauenhery (2500'),

^ith a pilgrimage-church and an inn (view), and farther on lies

the pretty village of Ardning, at the foot of the Bosruck (6580';

Pyhrn railway, see p. 476). At the confluence of the Palltnbach

with the Enns, the line turns towards the S. ; to the W. rises the

Grimming (p. 478).

101 M. Selztal (2080'; '^Rail. Restaurant,- '^Bahnhof -Hotel

;

Krone, plain), the junction of the line to Aussee and Bischofshofen

(R. 87).
A marked path on the left bank of the Palteu leads from Selztal

Ihrough wood, passing the Heiligen-Brunnen, to (2 M.) the village of Strech-
hof (Strechmayer's Inn), above which rises the castle of Stvechau (no adm.).
About 1 M. dl-tant (red way-marks) is the *Strechau-Klamm, a gorge with
picturesque rocks and waterfalls. At the entrance to the Strechau-Graben
is the hydropathic establishment of Klamm.

The train skirts the slopes of the Diirrenschoberl (5700'), and
enters the wooded Palten-Tai. On a pine-clad hill to the right rises

Burg Strechau (see above). — 105 M. Eottenmann (2210'; *Fost;

^Tirolerhof, R. 2-3 K; '^'Goldbrich, R. 1 1/2-5, l)ens. 5-6 A^), a small

and ancient town (1400 iuhab.) with iron-works.
ExcuKsioxs. Picturesque walks lead hence to various points of view

in the ('2 'H.) Burgevwald. — To the Strechau-Klamm (see above), 1 hr. —
The ascent of the Diirrenschoberl (5700'; 2V2-3 hrs.) via the Messner-Alpe,
is easy; descent (red marks) to Selztal. 2 hrs. — The ascent of the
Bosenstein (3035'; 6-7 hrs.; with guide) through the Strechau- Grabea and
across the Bdriciirz-Alpe (5415'), where the night is spent, is 'toilsome. —
The Hochhaide (7750'; 4-5 hra.

;
guide), via St. Lorenzen and the Petaler-

Alpe, is an easy and attractive ascent.

The train continues to follow the Palten-Tal, passing (106 M.)
Rottenmann Station (U 2 M. from tLe town) and (109 M.) Bdrndorf
(to i\iQ Kaiserau . see above). — i\1\o^l. Trieben ( 2320'; A'me
Post; Seebacher, R. 172-3 A'.), at the entrance of the Trie6m-2'ai.
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Feom Teieben to Judenbdeg via the Rottenmanner Tauekn, 33 M.
The road ascends the Trieben-Tal^ passing the (3 M.) mouth of the Sunk-
tjraben (shorter road through the rocky gorge of the Sunk to Hohentauern,
41/2 M.), and leads through the picturesque Wolfsgvahen to the (2/4 M.)
Brodjuger Inn (3800'), where a route diverges to the left over the Ketten-

Torl or Triebener-Torl (6135') to the (5 hrs.) Ingering-See (p. 521). We,
however, ascend to the right to (3 M.) the hamlet of Hohentauern (4150'

;

Fost), finely situated on the top of the pass. The descent leads through
the monotonous Polstal via (6 M.) St. Johann am Tauern (345;)'; inn),

Moderbntck, Unter-Zeiring., and Talheim^ to (20 M.) Judenburg (p. 521). —
from Hohentauern a path, indicated by marks (guide advisable), leads
to the top of the *B6senstein (8035'; 41/2 hrs.) via the Scheibl-Alpe, the
Bosenstein-See (5735'), and the Gamsgrube. ihe summit commands a

splendid and extensive view. The Bosenstein may also be ascended from
T}'iebenv\& the Holler-Alpe ani Kot-Alpe in 51/2 hrs. ; from. RoHenmann, see

p. 472. — The ascent of the Griesstein (7670'; 51/2 hr. ; with guide), from
the Brodjdger Inn (see p. 472j via the Triebener Alv and the Bdrental-Sattel

(6266'), is easy and attractive.

The next station, (iW/2M.) Ga.isTa.oin (2bo0' ; Post; Bidu),

a village of considerable size, is situated near the entrance of the

FUetzen-Tal (to the left"), in which tower the cliffs of the Reichen-

stein (p. 472; to the Flietzen Alp, l^/., hrs.). To the right lies the

little Gaishorn Lake (2315'). The line ascends via (118 M.) Tregl-

wang to (122 M.) Wald (Pacherneggj, on the Schober Pass (2775'),

the watershed between the Enns and Mur, and then descends the

Liesing-Tal to KaUwang (^ilO'-, Reitmaier; Post; Pichler), Ehrnau^

the thriving village ofMautern (2275' ; Thewanger ; Klosner), Kam-
mern, Seitz, and Trahoch-Timmersdorf. Then (141 M.) St. Michael

(p. 520).
ExcDKSioxs (guide, Joh. Lieber of Blautern and Robert Richter of Kall-

wang). The -Zeiritzkampel (6972'; 4-41/2 hrs.; guide 8 A'".), a line point
of view, may be ascended from VVald or Kallwang without difficulty,

via the Zeiritz Alp (5260'). Rich flora (edelweiss). The descent may be
made via the Kammerl to Radmer (p. 468). — Another attractive but
fatiguing ascent is that of the Hoch-Reichart (7930'; 6 hrs.; with guide),
from Kallwang via the Pisching-Grabeii and the Flois Alp (4590'). Descent
to Ingering, see p. 521. — TheWildfeld (6710'), ascended from Kallwang
by the Ttichengrahen in 4V2 hrs., with guide, is a line point of view (high-
level route to the Vordernberger Reichenstein, 41/2 hrs., see p. 469). — The
'Sekkauer Zinken (7865'; 51/2 hrs.; with guide) is easily ascended from
Mautern, through the Hagenbach-Graben and past the Go'tstal Alp. Magni-
ticcnt view from the summit. Descent to Sekkau, see p. 520. — The *Reiting
or Gosseck (7265') is ascended from Mautern (marked path) via the Schrecker
Alp (accommndation), or from Kammern (see above), by a route passing the
l)icturesque ruins of Ehrenf&ls and Kammerstein and crossing the Seiwald
Alp in 51/2 hrs. (guide). Grand view. C'omp. p. 469.

88. From Linz to Selztal via Windisch-Garsten.

Stoder.

69 M. Railway in 3i/2-4'/2 hrs. ; fares S K. 40, 5 K. 10, 2 K. SO h.

Linz, see p. 465. The line crosses the Traun beyond (o^/.j M.)
Traun, and at (8 M.) Nettingsdorf enters the smiling Kremstal.
In the distance, to the S., rises the Priel group. On the hill to the

right, near (10 M.) Nostelbach-St-Marien, stands Scldoss Weissen-
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berg. IIY2 ^^' Neuhofen, with the ruined castle of Gschwendt;

13 M. Piberbach ; 14 M. Kematen^ with the chateau of Weyer. —
171/2 ^1- TJnter-Eohr (Rail. Restaurant) the junction of a line to

Wel^ (p. 108). On the hill to the right is the chateau of Achleiten.

A branch-line runs (in 12 min.) throngh the Sulzbach-Tal to Eehenberg
and (5 M.) Bad Hall (1230'; ""Kaiserin Elisabeth, R. 3-10, pens. 8-15 Jf. ;

Erzherzog Karl; Budapest; Silssinayer), with famous springs, containing

iodine and salt, and tasteful promenades. The Kurhaus and Baths and the

Theatre are new. — The Steyrtal Railway runs hence to (13 M.) Steyr

(p. 466) in I3/4 hr., via Adlwang, Sierning, Sierninghofen, and Pergern.

20'/2 M. Kremsmiinster [1085'; Kaiser Max ; Sonne; Post), a

prettily-situated village (1000 inhah.), with the venerable Bene-

dictine abbey of that name, founded by Duke Tassilo of Bavaria

in 777. The present extensive buildings date from the 18th cent-

ury. The library and the treasury contain many curiosities. The
well-equipped observatory, 154' in height, has natural-history and

other collections on the lower floors.

251/2 J^^- Wartberg ; 29 M. Schlierbach, with an old Cistercian

abbey. — 31i/2M.Kirchdorf (1395'; *Post, with garden; *SchoberS'-

berger\ a pleasant village, with the chateau of Pernstein.

An attractive excursion may be made by the ruin of Alt-Pern stein to

the top of the Hirschwaldstein* (3586' ; 2 hrs.), on which there is a bel-

vedere commanding a wide prospect. Descent by a picturesque path through
the woods, over the Proller, to (1 hr.) Micheldorf, or through the Rinner-

bergklamm, to (I'/s hr.) Leonstein (p. 466).

331/2 M. Micheldorf (1455'; *Rail. Restaurant, with rooms;

Sense, in the village).

Through the Kremstal to the S.W. to the (3/4 hr.) Ursprung (Baths

and Inn), and thence to the right through wood to the (IV2 hr.) Graden
Alp (4360'; good quarters), a pleasant expedition. Thence to the summit
of the Pfannstein (4672' ; 1/2 hr.) , attractive ^ to the Kremsmauer (5246'),

over the Tdvl 2 hrs., with guide, not difficult for adepts.

The railway leaves the Krems valley at (341/2 M.) Ober-Michel-

dorf&nd turns to the S.E. Beyond (37 M.) Schon (1568'), we thread

a tunnel 570 yds. in length, on the the watershed between the

Krems and Steyr, to (381/2 M.) Klaus (1540'; Railway Hotel), in

the Steyr valley, 1 M. from the village (Zur Mauth Inn). We then

ascend the narrow valley, passing through theer tunnels, and cross

the Steyrling by a bridge 130' in height, to (41 M.) Steyrling

(1617'), at the foot of the Sperring (5255').
Through the Steyrling-Tal a road leads via (IVs M.) Steyrling (Kaiserin

Elisabeth) and past the (3 M.) Villa Starhtmberg to (37-2 M.) Steyrreit

(1970': inn). About V* ^i- higher up is the hunting-lodge in the. Bevnerau
(inn). Thence we ascend through wood to the top of the Ring (2936'

;

Vji hr.). and descend to the (V4 hr.) Jiigerhaus in the Hetzau (near the

sniall Oedenseen). whence a path leads through the Straneck-Tal to (IV4 hr.)

Habernuu (1S80'; inn) and the (1/2 hr.) Almsee (p. 109). — From Steyrreit

to Stoder, via the Haslau-Alpe (2230'}, 4 hrs. with guide, attractive.

The train now crosses the Steyr and skirts the Falkensteinmauer

(view of Steyrbruck and the Stodertal with the Kleine Priel to

the right), beyond which it crosses the Teichlbach to (431/2 M.)

Dirnbach-Stoder (1656'; Post).
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[*To THE Stoder-Tal, a very pleasant digression. From tlie

station, a road descends to the W. to (1 M.) Steyrbruck (i63S'; inn),

where it crosses the Steyr, and it then ascends its left, and farther

on its right hank, hetween the Tamberg on the left and the Kleine

Priel on the right, passing the Stromboding Fall, a tine cascade of the

Steyr, 84' high, to —
71/2 M. Hinter-Stoder (1920'; Jaidhaus; Schmalzerwirt ; *Pens.

Schachinger, R. 2-3, pens. 51/2-7 K.
;
rooms at the Stegbauernhof,tbe

curate's, etc.), situated in a beautiful green valley, enclosed by the

sombre precipices of the Tote Gebirge [Kleine and Grosse Priel,

Spitzmauer, Ostrawitz, Kraxen, and Hehenkas); to the N. rises the

Sengsen-Gebirge; to the E. the Hochmolbing and Warscheneck.
Excursions (guides, Jos. Riedler, Qeorg Aue)\ H. Buchegger^ tind Anton

Schoiswohl). The Kleine Priel (7000'-, 4 hrs.
;
guide G A^), a line point, is

ascended via the Prieler Alp without difficulty. About 1/4 hr. below the
summit is the Kreidenlucke, a cavern 1870' long (guide and torches ne-
cessary). — The Grosse Priel (8250'; 7-7V2 hrs.

;
guide 10 K.), the highest

summit of the Tote Gebirge, affords a splendid prospect (panorama by
Miihlbacher). We ascend through the valley of the Krumme Steyr to

(11/4 hr.) the Polsterlucke (picturesque head of the valley) and the (2 hrs.)

Karl-Krahl-Schutzhaus (3860'); thence over turf, debris, and snow to the

(3 hrs.) Brodfall-Scharte (7770'), and then to the right to the old pyramid
and across theW. arete to the (2/4 hr.) summit, marked by an iron cross
25' high. Descent to the Grundlsee, 71/2 hrs., laborious: through the Schneelal
to the JSlmsee, 4 hrs.; to the Grosse Lahngangsee, IV2 hr. 5 to Gossl (p. 1'26),

2 hrs. — Ascent of the Spitzmauer (8025'-, 6 hrs. : guide 10 A.), toilsome,
either from the Krahlhaus over the KUnsev-Schai'ie (6710') and the Weit-

grtibe., or (more troublesome) from Hinterstoder through the Bietlhohle^ a

grand rocky valley at the base of the Ostrawitz, and the S. side.

To Tauplitz (p. 478) over the Poppen-Alpe and the Salzsteig (5525'; wire
rope). The interesting route (7-8 hrs.; guide iO K.) leads down past the
Schwarze See and Tauplitz. From the Schwarze See to the Grundlsee
(guide 16 A.), see pp. 127, 126.

From Hinter-Stoder a road (diligence daily in 2^/4 hrs. ; one-

horse carr. 12 K.') leads to the E. via (81/2 M.) Vorder-Stoder (2650';

Stocker; Steiner) and (472 ^0 Kossleiten, wi^ii scythe-works, to

(41/2^^0 Windisch- Garsten (see below). A pleasant round for

walkers (-^ '4 hr. more) leads past the Source of the Piesling and the

Gleinker-See (p. 476).]

The railway continues from Dirnbach on the left hank of the

Teichlhach to (451/2 M.) St. Pavkraz and then crosses the Teichl

by a bridge 590' in length to (481/2 M.) Piessling (1846' j, finely

situated opposite the mouth of the Piessling-Tal, in which the

Warscheneok is visible to the S. (p. 476). — 51 M. Rosdeiten.

521/2 M. Windisch-Garsten (1970'; *Goldne Sense, Erzherzog
Albrecht, R. 2-4, pens. 6 ^. ; Kemetmiiller ; Rossi; Zur Schbnen
Aussicht ; Brduhaus'), a summer-resort, finely situated 3/^ M. to

the N. of the station. The Kalvarienberg, IM. to the N.W., affords

a good view of the pretty environs.
ExcuiisiONs (paths well kept and indicated by marks). To the

Garstnereck C2iW), 1 M. from the station, a picturesque woodland walk.

—

Good view from the Wtihrbauerkogel (2815'), 3 M. to the N.E. — By the
Dirnbach road to the (li/s M.) Teichlbruck (inn) and to (21/2 M.) Gradau
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(Inn); by the Stoder road to the (I'/'i M.) SeebacMof (-Inn), and thence
to the top of the (^A hr.) Schweizersharg (2610'). — By the Spital road to
the S. to the (274 M.) Griaidner (inn), thence ascent to the left (red way-
marks) via Oberweng and Goslilztal to the (2 hrs.) charmingly situated
JJolzcr . Alp (3770') and the (3/4 hr.) Gowiel Alp (4360'), commanding an
admirable view of the Garstner-Tal. — To the 'Source of the Piesling
(13/4 hr.), we ascend the Piesling from the Seebachhof, via Rossleiten

(p. 475), to the (I1/2 hr.) Ureprung- Stein and to a grotto from which the
Piesling issues in a cascade. — To the 'Gleinker-See (2650' ; lake-baths

;

rinits. at the Seebauer's), at the foot of the Seestein (SloO"), a pleasant
expedition, I1/2 hr.; thence to the source of the Piesling via the Thomerl-
hof, IV2 hr.; to Spital. I'o hr.

Ascents (guides, Joh. Stummer, Engelhert Rammer). The Kohenock
(6430' ; 472 hrs.

;
guide 8^.), the highest peak of the Sengsen-Gebirge, is easy

and attractive. Descent past the Feuchiau Lakes to Molln. see p. 466. —
The '^Warscheneck (7828'; 6-672 hrs. : guide 9 5". ; magnificent view) is

ascended via the Gleinker-See and the {o'^ji hrs.) DUmler-Hiitte on the Staffer
Alp (4995'). It is still more easilv ascended from Vorder-Stoder , via the
(3 hrs.) Zellev-Eutte on the Lagels'berg Alp (5137'), in 572 hrs. Descent to
Lietzen, see below. — A road runs to the E. from Windisch - Garsten
along the X. slope of the Haller Mauern (p. 471), via the Hengst (3280')

and thrtiugh the Laussa ('Zur Sag Inn', at the mouth of the Polzgraben).
to &)~il.)Alteninarkt (p. 467). — To J/oZ/wvia Vix& Hohenock, see pp. 467,4^'6, and
above. Another attractive pafs (red way-marks) leads across the Wuhrbauer-
kogel (p. 475) and the (272 hrs.) Haslers Ga'ter (3825') and descends intf)

(I72 hr.) the Boding- Graben and to (4 hrs.) Molln (p. 466).

The railway threads a tunnel 600 yds. in length and enters the

valley oiih.e.Edelbach ; to the S.E. rise the rocky slopes of the Grosse

Pyhrgas (see below}. — 57 M. Spital am Pyhrn (2120' ; *Posi; Al-

penhof; Sieghardt; Schredlwirt), prettily situated at the foot of the

Grosse Pyhrgas and Bosruck, with 1100 inhab. and a former abbey-

church in the baroque style. About 1/2 ^^- to the S. the interesting

double church of St. Leonhard.
The ascent of the Grosse Pyhrgas (7860' ; 472-5 hrs. : guide 6 E.) is at-

tractive and not difficult. The route leads through the Griinau (inn) to the
(2 hrs.) Hof Alp (4430'; rfmts.) and thence over the arete to the (272-3 hrs.)

top. Comp. p. 472. — Over the Pyhrgas-Gattevl to Admont (47^ hrs.
;
guide

S A'., not indispensable), see p. 471. Guides, Peter and Gottfried Duckkowit/.
— Over the Pyhrn §ass (3100') to (972 M.) Lietzen, carriage-road (recom-
mended to pedestrians).

The railway skirts the E. side of the village and ascends the

slope of the Bosruck to the N. entrance of the large Bosruck Tunnel,

on the frontier between Upper Austria and Styria. This tunnel,

the coiistruction of which, impeded by the brittle nature of the rock

and numerous springs, required four years, is 3 M. in length; it

ascends with a gradient of 8 : 1000 to its highest point, 2380' above

the sea and 3707' below the top of the Bosruck, and then descends

(13 : 1000). Near the E. end. in the Ardning-Graben, is the (64 M.)

station of Ardning (2210'; inn), 100' above the Ennstai, with a fine

survey of the valley and the Ennstal Alps. Thence the railway

descends rapidly to the bottom of the valley, and crosses the Enns
and the Paltenbach to (69 M.) Selztal (p. 472).
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87. From Selztal to Aussee and Bischofshofen.

Railway from Selztal to (29 M.) Aussee in 1V2-2 hrs.; to (61 M.)

Bischofshofen in 2\\-^/i hrs.

Selztal, see p. 472. The train crosses the Paltenbach (with

Schloss Strechan to the left; p. 472) and runs towards the W.
through the broad and in parts marshy valley of the Enns (peat-

cuttings), crossing the Enns and the Pyhrnbach, to —
31/2 M. Lietzen (2160'; *Post; *Fuchs; Brunnleitner, opposite

the station; Pens. Ussner, 5-7 A'.), a small town with 1700 inhah.,

pleasantly situated on the Pyhrnbach. Good survey of the environs

from the Kalvarienberg : to the W. the huge Grimming, S. the Hohe
Trett and Blosen, and E. the Diirrenschoberl.

Excursions (guide. Anton Zechner). From the Kalvarienberg a path
leads to the (2 hrs.) ^alberg (4576') and Ohere Reiterweg ; the 'Kikolaus-
Waldweg' leads to the N. to the Irenen-Quelle. — The "Lietznereck (4680';

2-2i/o hrs. \ easy) may be ascended via Oberdorf and Schlagerhauer (see

below) : or by a path diverging to the right after 10 min. from the Weissen-
bach road and leading via Antoniklause and Waldandacht to the (1 lir.)

Schlagerhauer (cafe, with view). Thence we ascend to the Dachsteinhank

on the Lietznereck (view). From the Lietznereck a path leads to the Hinter-

eckalp-HuUen , whence there is an accent to the (2V2 hrs.) Angerhohe (6740'). —
The ascent of the Hochmblbing (7650'; 61/2-7 hrs.; guide 10^.; not diffi-

cult) is recommended. We follow the road from Lietzen to the W. as far

as (2 M.) Weissenbach, and ascend to the right through the Weissenbach-
Graben to the (20 min.) Brucksteger ; then to the left over the brook and
through wood in the LangpoUner-Graben to the (fi/z hr.) Ries-Hiitte, and
the (1 hr.) Langpoltnev Alp (ca. 5250'). Thence we may either ascend by
the Nieder-Hiitte and the Kirchfeld, or by the Briinn-Alpe, to the (3 hrs.)

summit, which commands an admirable panorama of the E. Alps from
the Schneeberg to the Glockner, and a view to the N. as far as the Bohe-
mian Forest. — The Warscheneck (7830'), 7-7V2 hrs., with guide, via the
Langpoltner Alp (see above), is toilsome but attractive (p. 476).

From Lietzen over the Pyhrn Pass to (Ji/2 31.) Spital am Pyhrn, see p. 476.

The line skirts the hills on the N. side of the valley. On the

right stands Schloss Grafenegg. At Weissenbach (Weichbold) the

bald rocks of the Angerhohe (6740') peep from a wooded valley on

the right. 8V2 M- WoVsc/iac/i (2100' ; Huter, at the station ; Post,

Stiegler, in the village, 1 M. to the N.E.).
Eomantically situated among woods in the Worschacher-Tal^ 1/4 M. from

the village, are the small sulphur-baths of "Wolkenstein (bath 1 K.). The
valley ends in a partly accessible ravine 1/2 J^I- farther on. A rough path
leads to the (20 min.) ruiu of Wolkenstein (with belvedere).

We next pass (on the right) Meitschern and Niederhofen, with
the chateau of Friedstein. At (11 M.) Stainach-Irdning (2105';
Raihvay Restaurant; *Wurschingers Railway Hotel, R. 1-3, pens.

4 K.; Post; Steinbacher, in the village, 1/3 M. from the station) the

line divides : the right branch goes to Aussee, the left to Bischofs-

hofen. Baths at the Bad Sonnenbichl, 3/^ M. from the station.
ExcL'KsiONS. TheKulmberg (3000'), '/2 hr. to the S.E. (marked path),

commands a fine view. — A pleasant walk leads to the W. by anew rood
to the -Chapel of St. John, with frescoes of the ll-12th cent. "(recently in

part restored). A good view of the Grimming and Lower Tauern is ob-
tained from (21, '2 M. farther on) Piirgg (2580'; Adamicirf), a picturesquely
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situated village ^vith an elaborately adorned church. The station of Trauten-
fels (p. 479) lies l'/2 M. below, via Unterhuvg. — Another pleasant walk
(marked path) leads to the X. to the (I'/z br.) Leisien Alp (rfmts.), on the
little Leisten-See (3425'). — Aboat 2i

4 51. to the S. of Stainach (omnibus)
lies Irdning (2190'-, Zum Touristen. with garden 5 Siegl; Gabriel; guide, Aug,
Priinster), with a convent and two chateaux, at the entrance to the Ird-
ning-Tal or Donnevshach-Tal. Pleasant excursion thence via Erlsherg to the
("ii/z-i brs.) Molbegg (6310'), alYording an admirable view of the Enn? Valley,
the jTote Gebirge, etc. — A carriage-road a:cends the Donnersbach-Tal
via (31/2 M.) Donnersbachau to (6 M.) Donnershach-Wald {^iib'

-^
inn), whence

an easy pass leads over the Qlattjoch (6520') to (6 hrs.) Oberwolz (p. 4S7).

The railway to Ausseb soon begins rapidly to ascend the N.
slope of the valley, affording fine views of the Ennstal. Above,
to the right, is Vurgg (p. 477); below us , to the left, lies the

village of Unter-Grimming, at the base of the Grimming. Beyond
two tunnels (the second of which, the Burgstaller Tunnel, is

365 yds. long) the train enters the narrow and romantic Grimming-
Tal, and ascends in windings high up on the left side, while the

road runs on the opposite bank. The Wallerbach, in its deep ravine,

is crossed, and then the Grimmingbach.— I6V2 ^J- Klachau (2730';

Vasold), finely situated at the N. base of the Grimming. To the

N.E. rise the barren peaks of the Tote Gebirge.
The Grimming (7710') may be ascended from Klachau, \ia, Kidm (4C80')

and the Larchkogel (5-6 hrs.; difficult: guides L. Feuchter of Kulm M.
Lackner of Stainach, and Max Hirzegger of Klachau). Fine view : Enns-
tal, the Tauern as far as the Gross-Glockner, Dachstein. Tote Gebirge. —
From Tauplitz (2920'; Peer, rustic), situated on the hillside. V2 br. to the
N. of Klachau, a line route (guide), leading through the Tragl-Gebirge,
passes the Schicavze See and crosses the Salzsteig (5525') to (7 hrs.) Stoder
(p. 475). — To the Steprer-See and ascent of the Lopernstein., see below.

From Klachau (highest point on the railway) the line runs to

the W. across meadows and marsh to (20 M.) Mitterndorf-Zauchen
(2615'; Restaurant). To the N.W., V2 ^^- f^o^i the railway, lies

the large village of .l/i^ienidor/" (*Oberascher; *Post), with a sul-

phur-spring.
ExcDRsioNs. From Mitterndorf a path (white marks) leads to the X.

to the (11/4 hr.) Simony- Warte (3917'), on the Planicipfel (4030'); return via
the Lederer Alp. — To the 'Lopernstein (6434': 4 hrs. : easy). A path (red
and white marks) leads to the X. through the Salza-'Tal for 20min., then
ascends to the right to the Riesen Alp and Lopern Alp. and proceeds over the
saddle between the Hohe and the Niedere Lopernstein to the summit (lelt),

which commands an admirable view of the Tote Gebirge, Grundl-See. etc.
— From the above-mentioned saddle a route, indicated by red and white
marks, leads past the Niedere Lopernstein to the Kraiter- See

.,
then to the

GiHis Alp and the Gross-See at the foot of the Traweng (6325'). and pa'-t

the (IV2 hr.) Tauplitz Alp lo the (V4 br.) Steyrersee Alp {v&h\gQ-h.\ii), beauti-
fully .situated at the base of the Traweng and Sturzhahn, with the pictur-
esque Steyrer-See (4780') far below. We descend to the right to the (IV2 br.)

village of Tauplitz (see above) and (20 min.) the >tation of Klachau (see above).
From the station of Grubegg (see below) a road lead to the S. through

the Stein to (9 M.) St. Martin (p. 479).

To the left, above the green lower hills, appear several peaks

of the Dachstein group. To the right, on a wooded hill, stands

the pilgrimage-church of Maria- Kumnltz. 21 M. Grubegg (Maierl;

omnibus in 23 min. to the baths of Heilbrunn, with hot springs).
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25 V2 M. Kainisch (2525'; restaurant at the station; Muss), on the

Oedensee-Traun or Kainisch- Traim ^ which issues from the Oeden-

see [2510'), 1 V2 M. to the S. A pretty road leads hence to the right

over the Radling-Sattel to (5V2 M.) Aussee (ascent of the Rotel-

stein, see p. 126). The train now follows the right bank of the

wooded Trauntal to (29 M.) Aussee (p. 124).

From Stainach to Bischofshofen. The train crosses the

Grimmingbach to (14 M.) Trautenfels (2105'; Perger), with a hand-

some chateau of Countess Lamberg. It then skirts the base of the

Grimming, and at (16 M.) St. Martin an der Enns, below the influx

of the Saha^ crosses the Enns.
The Salza, which rises on the Tote Gehirge, forces its way, to the

S. of Mitterndorf, through a profound gorge between the Grimming and
the Kammer-Gebirge, called the *Stein, througb wbich a road leads from
the station of St. Martin (see p. 478), via (21/4 M.) St. Martin (inn) and the

(IV2 M.) SagmUhl Inn, to (6 M.) Grubegg-MUterndorf (p. 478j.

171/2 M. Nieder-OeUarn; then (I8V2 M.) Oeblarn (2225';

*Fischer; Hot. Waldeck; Grogger; Sahinger], a frequented summer-

resort.

The Gumpeneck (TSCXX), scaled from Oeblarn via the Walcheren-Grahen
and the Anger-JS^eder Alp in 5 hrs., commands a magnificent view of the

Dachstein, Tote Gebirge, Tauern. etc. — The Zachenschoberl (5660') is as-

cended by a marked path in 31/2 hrs. — A path leads to the N. from Oeblarn

via Edml im Wald to the Sagmiihl and the Stein Pass (see above).

The train skirts the S. slope of the valley to (21 V2 M.) Stein

an der Enns (2625'; Gamsjager^ V4 ^^- ^^^^ *^^ station), at the

mouth of the Solkbach.
The Solktal divides, 3 M. from Stein, into the Gross-SoUdal to the

left, and the Klein-SUlktal to the right. Following the Gross-Solktal, we
reach the villages of (IVi hr.) Gross- Solk (26?5'; Zum Backen or Ober-
wirt), with a chateau and church, (2 hrs.) Mossna, with a shooting-lodge

belonging to the Duke of Coburg, and (3/4 hr.) Si. Nicolai (3690'; inn).

Fine scenery at the head of the valley. — Exouksions. From Gross-Solk

to the top of the Gumpeneck (see above), through the Feister-Graben, in

4 hrs., an interesting walk (path through the woods nearly the whole
way; guide not indispensable). — Ascent of the *Grosse Knallstein (8525')

from St. Nicolai, via the EaUherhevg Alp in 5 hrs. (guide), not difficult;

superb panorama. The descent via the Frankstall Alp to the Klein-Solkev

Untertal is fatiguing. — From St. Nicolai over the Gross-Solk-Hohe (58 lO')

and through the Katschgraben to (6 hrs.) Schoder (p. 486), not difficult

(guide not indispensable). Another easy and attractive route leads over
the ScJiimpel- Scharte (7457') to the (5 hrs.) Budolf-Schober-Hutte (p. 4S6).

In the Klein - Solktal, IV2 hr. above Stein, lies Klein-Solk or Wald
(3210'; Keller's Inn), IV4 hr. above which the vallev divides into the

Untertal on the left (see p. 480) and the Obertal on the right. The latter

contains the (IV2 hr.) splendidly situated *Scliwarze See (3780'; quarters at

the chalets), whence the Predigtstuhl (8350'; 41/2 hrs.; with guide) may be
ascended through the Euttkar. Fine view. Two toilsome passes lead

hence to the Lessach-Graben and (8 hrs.) Tamsweg (p. 485), one over the

Landsckitz-Scharle (7690'), the other over the Kaiser-Scharte (7525') ;
two

others lead to the N.W. to the (4-5 hrs.> Preintaler-Eiitte (p. 482) over the

Tratten-Scharte (7900') or (shorter tut more difficult) over the Schareck-

Scharte ilbSO') :,
and finally two others (repaying), leading to the S.E., cross

the Futzental- Scharte (7195') or the Ranten-Torl (7065') to Krakau - Ebene

and (10 hrs.) Murau (p. 486). — A path (blue marks) ascends the Klei7i-
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fiolker Untertal (p. 479) from Klein -Scilk, passin;,^ the Duke of Coburg'a
shooting-lodge, and then to the right along the Waldhach, via the Spiegel
Alp., Kot-Hutten, and Strigler-Hiltten. to the Huhenhauer-Tdrl (6765'), an«l

through the Etrach-Tal to (6 hrs.) Krakau-EintermiihUn (p. 4S6).

The train crosses the Solkbach. — 231/2 M. Grobming (2200';

Zum Landl); the village (Post; Mandl; Hofmaning's Hotel)., with

an old Gothic church and a Protestant chapel, lies 2 M. to the N.,

on a hill on the left hank of the Enns (omnibus 80 h.). To the left

of the station, Schloss Thurnfeld.
Excursions (guide, Joh. Miiller). The *Stoder-Zinken (6715') may be

ascended without difficulty in 4 hrs. A road (carr. 14 K.)., diverging to

the left from the main road beyond (IY4 M.) Winkel, ascends to its highest
point at (4 M.) Kohr (6230'), whence a footpath leads to the right to tlie

(20 min.) Friedens-Kirchlein ('Chapel of Peace"), erected in 1903, with a striking
view (Dachstein, Tote Gebirge, Tauern). A similar view is enjoyed from
the top (25 min. from Kohr). About 1/2 br. below the summit on the
N.W. side is the Briinner Hiitte (5730'; inn in summer), near which is the
Stoder Alp., with coal-mines, where the road terminates. A steep descent
(path marked) leads through the Ahornkar. with the Grafenberger-See (52S0')

and the finely situated Ahornsee (4S00'), to (41/2-5 hrs.) Hans (see below).
— The Kammspitze (7025'; 4 hrs. •, with guide), the highest summit of the
Kammer-Gebirge, commands a magnificent view, but should be attempted
only by adepts. About P/i hr. below the summit, on the N. side, is the
Kamp (or KarV) Alpe (rustic quarters).

251/2 ^>I- Pruggern; 28 M. Aich (2276'; Barenwirt).
A path, (red marks) leads through the Gumpen-Tal and ascends the

Hochstein (b'^/2-6 hrs.-, p. 4S2). — A visit should be paid to the Seewig-
Tal, which diverges from the Ennstal here (to the upper lake 31/2 hrs. ;

guide not indispensable). From Aich or Haus marked paths ascend to the
S. to the (3/4 hr.) Aigner, on the W. slope of the valley. Thence a pleasant

path continues to the (1 hr.) Bodensee (ca. 3035'), embosomed in woods,
and then ascends steeply to the right to the (lf/4 hr.) Hans-Wodl- Hiitte

(4930'^ proVisicn-deput) on the beautifully situated .ffiVMewsee ,- at the S. end
is the Pergantschen Alp. About V2 br. farther up is the. (1/2 hr.) Oberse^

(9346'), at the foot of the Eochstein (8345') and the EoJte Wildstdle (9010'),

either of which may be r.scended hence in 3-4 hrs. by experts (comp. p. 482;
guide, Traugott "Wieser, nicknamed Rodler). A route, not difficult for

experts (with guide: 41/2 hrs.), leads hence across ih.& Eochstein-Sdi arte

(7220') to the Eiescich-See (p. 482).

29 M.Haus {Grogger's Restaurant.^ at the station, with beds); the

village ( Zur Taverne) lies 2 M. to the E. On the left rise the Hbcli-

stein and the Hohe Wlldstelle. — On the left bank of the Enn?, about

4 M. to the N., is the picturesque Grattenbach-Fall. The Enns is

then crossed to (32 M.) Oberhaus and —
351/2 M- Schladming (^2400'; '^Alte Post, R. 2-3 K.; *Neue Post,

R. l'/2-3i/2 K.; Tutter; Krenn; Angerer; Lebzelter; Pensions Villa

Dachstein. Hof Rettenbach, Seebacher, Villa Gratz, Kuschar,Wehofer

;

Cafe Miiller), a large village (1200 iiihab.) with two- churches,

pleasantly situated on the right bank of the Enns, and much fre-

quented as a summer resort. To the N. stretch the wooded hills of

the Rarnsdu, which conceal the Dachstein.
ExcUESiON.s (guides, Joh. and Peter Gerharter^ Flor. Wenger. and Joh.

Perhab of Scbladming: Gottlieb Gerharter, nicknamed Wieser, of Untertal;

Joh. Steiner or '• Bartlhans'' , Karl Fischer, Joh. Schrempf, Georg Lackner, M.
Simonlechner and Engelbert Walcher oi Eamsau). A very attractive walk
leads through the picturesque gorge of the Talbach (Brisker Klamm) to the
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(2M.) Brucker-Wirt (2375') where the valley divides into the Untertal (left)

and Obertal (right; see p. 482). — Good view uf the neighbourhood from
the (V^ hr.) Schlossl (restaurant), on the edge of an abrupt cliff at the
entrance of the L'ntertal. More extensive view from the Kohrmoosberg^ on
the W. side cf the Untertal (1 hr. to the highest farm), and from the Schlad-
minger Kaibling or Planai(6250'; 31/2 hrs. ; marked path, but guide advisable),

reached via Ihe Fastenberg, the (i'/2 hr.) Aigner, and the Kyaberger-Alpe.
Pleasant excursion to the Ramsau , a fertile upland plain, 5 ^l. long

by 2V-2 31. wide, 3300-3900' above the sea-level, separated from the Enn.stal

on the S. by a chain of pine-clad hills (Ramsau-Leiten), and bounded on the
N. by the precipitous sides of the Edelgrieshohe, Scheichenspitze, and Esel-
stein, three imposing limestone peaks of the Dachstein group, v/hile the
Dachstein and the Torstein rise more to the W. The Ramsau is inhabited
by Protestants, and is dotted with numerous farm-houses. In order to

obtain a glimpse at this district (to the Aust. ia-Hiitte 3^/4 hrs.) we ascend
from Schladming to St. Rupert am Kulm (3520'; *J/. Prngger's Inn. moderate ;

carr. to Schladming 8, to the Brandalp 12 K.)^ which may be reached either
by a rough road in 13/4hr., or, better, by a footpath (IV2 hr.). leading lo

the right along the Enns beyond the bridge, passing under the railway
after 5 min., and ascending, at first somewhat abruptly, through wood.
From Kulm we follow the road past the '"'Hot.- Pens. Ramsauhof (3i:85'; R.
from 4, pens. T-14 A'.), or the shady path through wood, diverging to the

left at the smithy, to the (l'/4 M.) handsome new Protestant Chwch (Perhab
Inn), and thence (shadeless) to the (IV2 M.) Karlwirt (beer). Hence we
proceed by a marked path to the (3/4 hr.) foot of the Brandriedel, and
then ascend to the left to the (8/4 hr.) Austria-Hiitte (5350'; */«« in summer),
above the Brand Alp and 20 min. below the summit of the ^Brandriedel
(5656'), which commands a splendid view of the Dachstein, Tauern, etc.

(panorama by Zoff). — To the N.W. (1/2 hr.) lies the finely situated Neustatt
Alp (5455')- From this point a pleasant expedition leads via the (1 hr.)

Schaidl Alp (48550 to the (IV4 hr.) Sulzenhals (5970'), between the Bettenstein

(ascent, see p. 4S0) and the 'Torstein, commanding a view in both directions,

and thence down via the Sulzen Alp (5016') to (2 hrs.) Filzmoos (p. 483) or
by a red-marked path to the (2V4 hrs.) Hofpiirgl-Hiltte (p. 483). The direct

route from Ramsau to Filzmoos, via Hirseck (Auwirt) and Hachau, takes
31/2 hrs.

The Dachstein (9815') is ascended from the Austria-Hiitte in 5-6 hrs.

(comp. p. 129), but is fit for proficients only (guide from the Ramsau to

the summit and back 18, from Schladming 20, with descent to Hallstatt

or Goaau 26 or 28 E.). From the Austria-Hiitte we cross the lower end
of the Edelgries-Schlucht and the pasture of the Brandstell, then descend
to the broad stretch of debris at the foot of the lower Schwadering cliffs,

and cross it, ascending to the right. At the upper end the path ascends
abruptly, turns to the right over rocky slopes (at first stanchions and
rope), and enters the Schwadering, a large basin enclosed by lofty and
perpendicular rocks, through which we have a long and fatiguing ascent
over debris and grassy slopes (keep to the right). From the head of this

basin we ascend the steep and difficult clitTs by the 'Ramsauer Steig'

(ropes and stanchions) to the (3 hrs.) Huner-Scharte (8200'), between the
Hunerkogel and the Koppenkarstein, at the head of the Schladming Glacier.

We traverse this glacier and the Hallstdtter Glacier (Karls-Eisfeld, p. 129),
passing the two ^Dirndln'' (9185'), and reach the summit in 2V2 hrs. more
(comp. p. 129). — The direct ascent by the almost perpendicular S. face
was first accomplished in 1904 (extremely difficult).

Among the other peaks of the Dachstein, the Scheichenspitze (8735';

splendid view) is the easiest (from the Kulm Inn via the Feisterkar and
Grubach-Scharte in 4-4V2 hrs. ; guide 12 K.). The Koppenkarstein (9442':,

8V2-4 hrs.; guide 24 iT.), a toilsome ascent, suitable for adepts only, is

accomplished from the Austria-Hiitte via the Edelgries-Schlucht and the
small Edelgries Glacier (more difficult from the Huner-Scharte., see above,
in 1 hr.) — The ascent of the Torstein (9660'; 6 hrs.), from the Schaidl-

Alpe (see above) by the Windleger-Scharte C/550') and the Uatere Windlilcke

(p. 130) is very troublesome (comp. p. 130; guide 28, with descent to

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 31
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(iosau 34 A'.). — The Bischofsmiitze (8050'; guide from Kamsau 20 A'.), see
p. 483. — From St. Rnpert am Kulm to the N. over the Feister-Scharte
(7250'), between the EseUtein (8370'; ascended in 11/4 hr.) and the Sinahell
(76S5; easily ascended in J,/2hr.

; fine view), and then over the dreary
rocks of the '•Siein\ via the Schonbichl Alp ^ to the Krippeneck and lu

(10 hrs.) Hallstatt (p. 127). a toilsome route (guide 18 K.).

.\nother pleasant excursion from Schladming is to the S., past the
i^l'H.) Brucker-Wirt (p. 4S1), up the Schladniinger Ilntertal. About lOmin.
beyond the (i^/i hr.) Weissewand Inn (3445'), at the point where the valley
divides, we turn to the left (the Steinviesen-Tal to the right, see below),
and ascend past the (V* br.) 'Riesach Fall (190' high; 3 min. to the right
of the path), to the (I hr.) Riesach-See (4370'), at the upper end of which is

the (1/4 hr.) Wieser-Hiitte. Thence past Herr Fleckner's shooting-lodge, the
Kerschhaumer Alp, and the Kot Alp, to the (IV2 hr.) Preintal Club Hut
(5576': provision-d3pot; key at Vasold's at Schladming), on the Waldhorn-
Alpe. — A very interesting expedition (fatiguing; guide nece3S:»ry) may
be made hence via the Klaffer-Schai'te to the *Klaffer-Kessel, an imposing;
upland valley containing several lakes, as far as the Raultenberg Lake (7465'),

3 hrs., and thence to the top of the Oreifenherg C8745'; good view) in

11/4 hr.. with guide. We may descend through the SteinriesenTal to the
Hocfigolling-Hiitte (seehelow). — Another attractive excursion from the Prein-
taler-Hutte may be made to the (2Vi brs., with guide) Sonntagskar-Seen
(upper lake 6345')- — The *Hohe Wildstelle (9010') is ascended from the
Preintal Hut in 3V2 brs. , with guide (13 K. ; toilsome). The summit
affords a magnificent view. The descent may be made via the Wildloeh-
Scharte, the Neu-Al2ye, and the Brand-Alpe to the Riesach-See. Over the

Hochstein-Scharte to the Seewig-Tal, see p. 480; over the Tratten - Scharte
to Klein- Solk, see p. 479. — The *Kochstein (8345'; 3-31/2 hrs.; with guide),
presenting no difficulty to climbers free from dizziness, is another attract-

ive ascent, made from the Wieser-Hiitte, via the Kalieabach-Schafer-Hiltfe.
The descent may be made on the N.E. side to the Seecig-Tal (p. 4^0) to

the small Filz Lakes and the (2 hrs.) Hans-Wodl-Hiitte, or to the N. via
the FilZ'Schartl (7275') to the (3 hrs.) Mar Alp in the Gumpen-Tal and
thence to (2 hrs.) Haus (p. 480). — A difficult but highly attractive pass
leads from the Preintaler- Hiitte over the Waldhorn - Tori (7475') to the
Lessach-Tal and (8 hrs.; with guide) Tamsweg. The route ascends steeply
through the Klaffer - Kessel to the (2 hrs.) Tori, lying to the W. of the
Waldhornspitze (-^860'; ascent, I1/2 hr., not recommended owing to the brittle-

ness of the rocks); thence we descend rapidly via the Zwertenherg Lake
(6620') and the finely-situated 06e?'e Gamsen Alp (ca. 6235') to (4 hrs.) Lessach
and (2 hrs) Tamsweg (p. 485). — The ascent of the Hochgolling (9395';

9 hrs. - guide 14. with descent to the Lungau 20 A.) is toilsome, but pre-

sents no difticulty to experts. We ascend the Steinriesen-Tal from the

(2V2 hrs.) Weissewand Inn (see above), passing the (IV* br.) Uniere Eibl

Alp (4240'), to the (1 hr.) Eochgolling-Eiitte on the Obeve Eibl Alp (5410':

quarters); thence across the (2 hrs.) Goiling-Scharte (7960') to the (2 hrs.)

top. Descent through the Goriach-Grdben to (5V2 hrs.) Tamsweg, see p. 485.

A route leads through the Schladminger Obertal (see p. 481) to the
(21/2 hr^. from Schladming) Hopfriesen-Hutte (3410'; inn in summer), at the
mouth of the Giglach-Tal, whence an easy pass crosses the Liegniizhohe
(6955') to the Liegnilz-Tal and (7Vj-8 hrs.) Tamsweg. A slightly longer,
but more picturesque route leads up the Qiglach-Tal. past the beautiful
''Landauer- See (V2 hr. from the Hopfriesen-Hiitte) and the Giglach Lakes
and across the Znach-Sattel {Giglach-Scharie, 6710') to the Sieglhof {Tii'd') in

the Weissbriach-Tal, and to (7V2 hrs.) the railway -station of Maria-P/arr
(p. 485). The Lungauer Kalkspitze (8095' ; fine view) may be easily ascended
from the /nach-Sattel in IV2 hr. ; thence we may proceed to the N. by
the arete to the Steirische Kalkspitze (p. 485). — Over the Preunegg-Sattel
to the Preuaegg-Tal, see p. 485.

The Ennstal contracts. 881/2 M. Pichl (2560'; Pichlmayr's Inn),

station for the W. Ramsau (p. 481 ; 81/2 hrs. to the Austria-Hiitte).
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An interesting excursion may be made from Pichl to (IV4 lir.) the
charcoal-burners' hut in the Preunegg-Tal, which opens to the S. From
this point a path leads to the right to the (I1/4 hr.) Pichlmayer Alp, whence
the Schober (102)') and the Rippeteck (6980') may easily be ascended in l^/i hr.

each (line views of the Dachstein, etc.) We ascend the valley farther on,
passing the (IV2 hr.) Klaus Alp, to the (3/4 hr.) Ursjyrung Alp (520Lt'; quar-
ters), beautifully situated at the foot of the precipitous Sfeirische Kalkspitze
(8055'). The last may be ascended (2V2-3 hrs., with guide) by a palh leading
via the Preunegg-SaUel (ca. (560), between the Kalkspitze and the Hahu-
karap, to the upper Oiglach-Tal, and to the Znach-Sattel (p. 482)-, (hence
to the right bv the ridge between the Lungauer and Steirische Kalkspitze
(see p. 4b2).

The train runs through the formerly fortified Mandling Pass and
near (41 M.) Mandling (2660' ; FLubacher), crosses the Mandling-
bach, the frontier between Styria and Salzburg.

Cart-road from Mandling to the N.W., through the Mandling- Tal , to

(4V2 M.) Filzmoos (3380'; Inn ; guides, Joh. Hofer, Ant. and Fra7iz Vier-

ihaler), a prettily-situated village, with a pilgrimage-churchy whence the
Rettenstein (736*5'; tine view of the Dachstein, etc.) is ascended without
difficulty via the. Bote Wand in oV'jhrs., or via the Bachler Alp (quarters)
and the Sulzenhals in 5 hrs., with guide (8 E.). — About 2 hrs. above
Filzmoos is the Hofpiirgl-Hiitte (5585'; inn in summer), the starting-point
for the ascents of the BischofsmiUze (higher peak, 8050', guide 15 K.;
lower peak, 7925'; guide 24 ^.)", 3-3V2 hrs., very difficult; Grossii:and ijib^b';

31/2 hrs.; guide 15^5:.); Mosermandl (6S30'; 2 hrs.; guide 10 K.)i, Rettenstein

(see above, via the SuUenhals in 21/2-3 hrs.), etc. — Over the Sleigl to

Gosau, see p. 130; by the 'Hinter dem Stein' route to the Zwiesei Alp, see

p. 181; to the Rams'au, see p. 481. — From the Hofpurgl-Hiitte to the
Adamek-Hiitte by the Linzer Weg, 4 hrs., with guide, not difficult and highly
interesting.

46 M. Radstadt (2725'; '^Post; *Michaelis; Stockl; Bahn, good

and moderate), an old walled town, with 1014 inhab., stands on a

rocky hill to the right (2810'). To the S. opens the Tauern-Tal

( see below), with the Gaisstein and Seekarspitze.

ExcuKSioNs. The 'Rossbrand (5800'; 2V2-3 hrs.; guide unnecessary;
path indicated by marks), ascended by the Scliwemherg - Sattel (4840'), com-
mands a magnificent view. On the top is the Linzer-Hiitle (inn in summer).
An easy route also ascends from Filzmoos (see above), via the Kar Alp, in

2-2V2 hrs. — The Grieskareck (6520'), ascended from Flaclmu (3035' ; inn),

41/2 M. to the S.W. of Altenmarkt (see below), in 3 hrs., with guide, is

also a fine point.
A road leads to the W., from the station of Altenmarkt (see below)

via (9 M.) Wagrein (2740'; Neuwirt) to (6 M.) St. Johann im Pongau (p. 133).
— Over the Radstddter Tauern to Mauterndorf, see R. 88.

At (48 M.).4ifenmar/i;Uhe line quits the Enns, which rises 12 M. to

the S.W. in the Ftoc/iaw, and runs N.W. to (0O1/2 M.) Eben (2790'),

on the watershed between the Enns and the Salzach. It then passes

through a deep cutting, crosses the Fritzbach by a bold bridge (strik-

ing *View of the Dachstein to the right), and descends the narrow
Fritztal to the W., crossing the stream repeatedly. At (54^/2 M".)

Huttau (2320' ; *Post) diverges the road to Annaberg (p. 131). The
*noch- Griindeck (p. 133) is ascended hence in 31/2 hrs., by a

marked path. Several tunnels. The train crosses the Fritzbach six

times, penetrates the Kreuzberg by a tunnel, 770 yds. long, descends

to the left, and crosses the Salzach to —
61 M. Bischofshofen (1795'; Rail. Restaurant; see p. 132).

31*
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88. From Radstadt to Unzmarkt over the Radstadter
Tauern. Lungau.

731/2 M. Diligence from Radstadt to (25V2 M.) 3/a«/erwdor/ in summer
twice daily in 6^4 hrs. (fare S K. 807».); extra-post with two horses 40^.
From Mauterndorf to (48 M.) Unzmarkt^ Eailwat in 41/2 his. (fares % K. 10,
4^. 10 A.; no first class).

Radstadt, see p. 483. The road crosses the Enns, and ascends the

valley of the Taurach towards the S. to (71/2 M.) Unter -Tauern
(3295' ; *Post). Fine retrospect of the Bischofsmiitze and the Tor-

stein. We then ascend through the Tauernklamm, past the falls of

the Taurach. The finest falls are the Gnadenfall, to the left, and the
*Johannesfall ,

460' in height , reached in 5 min. from the road by
a path diverging to the right at a guide-post, 51/4 M. from Unter-
Tauern.— 131/2 -^l^- Tauernhaus at Oher-TauernibMO'-, *fl6t.Wiesen-

egg). with a chapel, whence the Seekarspitze{7700') may be ascended

in 2^/2'^^s. (marked path, but guide advisable). About 1 M, farther

on, beyond a burial-ground, is the top of the Radstadter Tauern
(5700' ), with a limited view. The road descends steeply via the

(IV2 M.) Scheidberg to (51/4 M- ; 19V2 M. from Radstadt) Ticeng

(4090' ; *Post), the first village in the Lungau. Then through the

Taurach- Tal to (<d M.)

—

251/2 M. Mauterndorf (3660'; *Post; Wallner; Poschacher;

guide, Joh. Auer), a small town with a mineral spring and a well-

restored castle (tower 145' high), the terminus of the Murtal Railway.
The Speiereck (7900': S'/a hrs. from Mauterndorf, or 4 hrs. from

St. Michae], with guide) afiords an excellent survey of the Lungau, Niedere
Tauern, etc. About 1 hr. below the top on the Mauterndorf route is the
Speiereck-Hiitie (6580'] of the Austrian Alpine Club.

From Maltekndoef to Gjiund, 25V2 M., diligence daily in 6 hrs. (fare

6K. 5Qh.). The road leads via, A^ei/sess and the Staicf,, passing the chateau
of Moosham (p. 485), to (51/2 M.) St. Michael (3505'; Post; Wastlwirt , both
fair), a small town on the Mur, whence the Murwinkel (see below) is

visited. Thence the road crosses the Katschhei'g (5385') , separating Salz-

burg from Carinthia, and beyond (15 M.) Rennweg (3730'; *Post) descends
the pretty Lieser-Tal via KremshrUcken. Leoben, and Eisentratten, to (25V2 M.)
Gmund (p. 514). Thence to Spital, see R. 92.

The Murwinkel (upper Murtal; two-horse carr. to the Blasner-Bauer
and back 16 K. ; provisions should be taken) is interesting on the whole.
From St. Michael (see above) road to the W. to (2 M.) Niederdorf, at the
mouth of the Zederhaus-Tal (to Zederhaus 3 hrs.; thence to Kleinarl, see

p. 135) ; then to the left by a rough road through the narrow Murtal to

Schellgaden^ (6 M.) ifa^r (3630'; three rustic inns), and (31/2 M.) i\iQ Blasner-
Bauer (4135'; rfmts.), at the mouth of the Rotgiilden Valley, in which lie

the (IV2 hr.) beautiful RotgiildenSee (5560) and (^4 hr. farther up; visitors

must be accompanied by a gamekeeper) the Obersee , at the N. base of
the ZTa/nej-ecA- (10,040'; ascent difficult; better from the Malta- Tal, p. 516).
— About 11/2 hr. above the Blasner-Bauer, in the Murtal, lies the Moritzen
Alp (4990'; accommodation at Konig, the gamekeeper's), at the mouth of
the Moritzen-Tal, with its three lakes (attractive excurison to the picturesque
Kawasser-See, I72 hr.). Over the Moritzen- Scha7-te and Marchkar-Scharte to

the Malta-Tal, see p. 134. The Mur rises about 2 hrs. above Moritzen, at

the W. base of the Marchkareck (8790'). — Across the Mur-Torl (7425') to

Orossarl (from Moritzen to Aschau, 6 hrs. with guide), see p. 134; via the
Haslloch to Kleinarl, see p. 135. — The attractive ascent of the Weisseck
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(8885'; 4 hrs. with guide) is made from Moritzen wilhout difficulty by ex-
perts; the descent may be made via the Rieding-Scharte to the Rieding-
Tal or np^er Zedeyhatis-Tal, S'/a brs. to Zederhaus (3985'-, two rustic inns).

The Mosermanndl (8790'), ascended from Zederhaus in 4 hrs., with guide,
is fatiguing but repaying.

The narrow-gauge Murtal Railway descends the Taurach-

Tal to the E. via (3 M.) Maria-Pfarr [3675'; Post, R. 1 K.~), with

a noted pilgrimage-church, (5 M.) Lintsching, and (6 M.) St-Andrd-
Wolting, to (Ti/a M.) Tamsweg (3350'; Rail. Restaurant; *Traube;
*Post, moderate; Hofer; Daum; Platzbrdu; Lebzelter), a pleasant

little town flloO inhab.) on the Mur, with the loftily-situated Gothic

church of St. Leonhard.
Excursions (guide, Michael Pernev). The Lasaberg Alp (6345'; 2V2hrs.;

with guide) afiords a good survey of tlie environs; descent to (i'/z hr.)

Ramingstein or (2 hrs.) Predlitz (see below). — A road leads to the E. to (6 31.)

Seethal (inn), with its small lake, whence the Gstoder-Hohe (7025') may
be easily ascended in 3 hrs. — The *Preber (8990'; C-7 hrs. ; guide not in-

dispensable) is a splendid point of view. Cart-road to the (2V'i hrs.) sombre
Prebersee (4895'). ^/-i hr. above which is the Prodinger Alp (5580'; quarters for

the night); thence Bhrs. more to the summit ; or from the lake to the(li/2hr.)

Gratzev Hiitte (6225'; inn in summer) on the Saitel-Kogel, and thence to the
summit in 2'/2-3 hrs. Descent to Krakau-Ebene, see p. 486. — The Roteck
(9000'), ascended from the Gratzer-Hiitte by a marked path via the Preherkessel
and the Miihlbachkav in 3 hrs., with guide, is also attractive. — The Predigt-
stuhl (^350'), 5 hrs. from the Gratzer-Hiitte, is fit for experts only, with
guide (see p. 4S6). — To Schladming by the Golling- Scharte, and ascent
of the Hochgolling (9 hrs. from Tamsweg), see p. 480 ; through the Lessach-
Tal and across the Waldfiovn-Torl, see p. 482; through the Liegnitz-Tal
and across the Liegnilzhohe, see p. 482; through the Weissbriach-Tal and
across the Znach-Sattel^ see p. 482. — To Solk, through the Lessach- Tal and
over the LandscMtz-Scharte or the Kaiser-Scfiarte, see p. 479.

Beyond Tamsweg the railway crosses the Mur to (8 M.) St. Leon-
hard, with an old Gothic church, follows the narrow valley, and
recrosses the stream near (101/2 M.) Madling.— Between (I21/2 M.)

Thomatal (3170'; Grubl) and (13 M.) Ramingstein (3050'; Post;

Backerwirt) we traverse a short tunnel.
About 9 M. to the W. of Thomatal (road via Pichlern and Pichelsdovf)

is the handsome chateau of Moosham, the property of Count Wilczek, re-

cently restored and fitte«l "p with old furniture. From JMoosham to Mautern-
dorf 3 M., to St. Jlichi. j"2 M. ^. oni Ramingstein the interesting ascent
of the Sehilcherhohe (74u>j') jd , . in 4 hrs. (guide); descent via
Inner-Krems to Kremsbriicken k^ . 4»ay, ^ uis.

15 M. Kendlbruck. At (IG3/4 M.) Predlitz (3035'; Steiner), the

first station in Styria, we cross the Turrach; and beyond (171/2 M.)
Turrach (2985') we once more cross the Mur.

A road leads through the Turracli-Gvahen to (10 51.) Turrach (4135';

Bergmann; guide, Conrad Glanzer), with large iron-works, whence the
Eisenhut (8010') may be ascended in S^/a hrs. with guide (comp. p. 523),
and the Konigstuhl (7645') in 4 hrs. with guide (see p. 514). From Turrach
the road ascends steeply to the (41/2 M.) furrac?ier-See (5785'; Seewirt), and
then descends on the bank of the Seebach to (7'/2 M.) Ebene Reichenau (3560';

Post; Schiestl) in the Gurktal, whence a road leads to the W. via Klein-

Kirchheim (3520'; Defner; Huber) , Radenthein (Enzhauaer; JIahr), and
DOhriach (202u'; Zauchner; Huber), to (18 M.) MUlstatt (p. 511).

From Ebene-Reicbenau ascent of the Falkert (7470') and Moschlitzen

(Rodresnock, 7565'), 41/2 hrs. (to the W.) ; ascent of the Wollaner Nock (7020'),

5 hrs. (to the S.E.). Descent from the last to (21/2 hrs.) Feld (p. 509) or
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(2 hrs.) Afritz (p. 509). — Ascent of the Rosenock (70!- 5') from Radenthein,
4y-'-5 lirs., attractive. The route leads to the N. to (^4 hr.) Kaning (3320,;
Miissler), thence to the summit in 4 hrs. (with guide); fine view. — Ascent
of the Mirnock (6900'), 4V2 his. from Dobriach; comp. p. 509.

18M. Emacft. 201/2 M. -S'^adZ (2920'; Rail. Restaurant; Post;
Hofer), at the mouth of the Paalgraben (road in 5 hrs. to Fladnitz,

p. 523). The valley expands and we pass the stations of Wand-
ritschbriicke, Caeciliahrucke , St. Lorenzen, and Kaindorf.

31 M. Murau (2610'; Bail. Restaurant; Post; Sonne; Krone),

a small town (IGOOinhab.) with three old churches, commanded by
the castle of Ober-Murau. Pretty walks on the KaWarienberg.

Pleasant excursions may be made hence to the (3 hrs.) Frauen-Alpe
(6575'; to the S.W.; refuge-hut 1 hr. below the top) and the (21/2 hrs.) Stolz-

Alpe (5960'; to the N.E.). — A road runs to the N.W. through the Rantenhach-
Graben and after I1/2 hr. forks. The right branch leads over the Freiberg-
Sattel to (1 hr.) Schoder (see below). The left branch leads to (21/4 hrs.)
Ranten (2955'; Hammerschmied) and (3/4 hr.) ,Seebach, whence a cart-track,
to the right, leads via (3/4 hr.) Krakaudorf (3S45'; Brandl ; guide, Jos.
Sumann) and Erakau-Hintermiihlen to (IV4 hr.) Krakau-Ebene (4265'; Stiegen-
wirt; "Tauernwirt, '^jo M. farther to the W.), and thence to the (IV2 hr.)
picturesque Jetach-See or Etrach-See. On the Grafen Alp., 1 hr. above the
lake, is the Rudolf-Schober-Ham (5740'), whence the Predigtstuhl (8350') may
be ascended by experts in 4 hrs. via the Bnhenbauer- Tori (comp. p. 485).
Passes lead from the Rudolf- Sohober- Haus over the Schimpel-Scharte to
Gross-Solk (see p. 479); from Krakau-Ebene to the ^.W. through the EtracJi-
Tal and over the Hubenbauer-Torl (6765') to Ele'n-Solk, see p. 479; through
ih.Q Rantengvaben and over the Ranten- Tori {Feldschavie ; 7065'), or through
the Prebergraben uni over the Puizenial-Scharte (7125'), to Grobming (p. iTi))-^

and to the \V. over the Preber-Battel (4995') to (4 hrs.) Tamsweg (see p. 485).
The ascent of the -Prober (SOGO*; 4V2-5 hrs., with guide; see p. 485), easy
and interesting, is made from Krakau-Ebene via the Gratzer-Eutte (p. 485;
IV4 hr. from the Tauernwirt) ; or (rather fatiguing) via the Eramer Alp and
Spitz Alp. The descent may be made (route marked) to (3V2-4 hrs.) Tams-
weg (p. 485).

The line follows the right bank of the Mur, through a finely

wooded valley, passing (35 M.) Triebendorf and the mouth of the
Katsch-Tal. To the N. is the ruin of Katsch. 38 M. Frojach-
Katschtal (2500'), near the village of Frojach (Schattner), with its

old church.
A road runs hence to the N.W. through the pretty Eatsch-Tal via

Eatsch (ruin, see above) and Althofen to (71/2 M.) St. Peter (2675'; BroKhaus;
Puizenbdc/ier; Fleischer), a summer-resort. Roads lead hence to the E. over
the Eammersberg to (6 M.) Oberwolz (p. 4'^7), and to the W. via Feistritz
and Baierdo7'f, at the mouth of the Eatschgrahen, to (41/2 M.) Schoder (2965'

;

Post; Hirsch). From Schoder throujih the Rantenbach-Graben to (2V2 hrs.)
Murau. see above; through the Katschgraben and over the Gross-Solk-Eohe
(5870') to (8V2 hrs.) Gross-Solk, see p. 479. — The Greimberg (S105'; 41/2 hrs.,
with guide) is easily ascended from St. Peter via the Hartl Alp.

Farther on we have a view of Schloss Schrattenberg (p. 522) to

The E. and of the ruined Steinschloss, high up, to the right, 41 M.
Teufenbach (2440'; Bleismeier; Heigl), with an interesting church
and an old castle (partly restored), 21/4 M. to the N. of the station

of St. Lambrecht (p. 522). — We cross the Mur. 42 M. Niederwolz
(2430'; Rail. Restaurant; Siegl, Eichwaldner , Lechner , in the
village), at the mouth of the Wbher-Tal.
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A diligence plies hence twice daily, in li/i hr., to (57-2 M.) Oberwdlz
(2715'; Battmer; Graggoh^'y), a small town with < Id chun-lies and the chateau
of Rotenfels. Interesting ascent of the Hohenwart (7745'; 6 hrs., with guide)

:

through the Schottlgrahen to the (3 hrs.) Siederer-Hiitte (4700') and (1/2 hr.)

Laxen-HUtte (4750'), with a shooting-lod^e ; then past the (1 hr.) Fisch^ee to

the (IV2 hr.) Pdlsegg-Battel (6750') and the (1 hr.) summit, which affords

an admirable panorama. — The ascent of the Schiesseck (7465'; 3V2 his.;

guide) is also attractive. — A road leads from Obenvolz to the W., over
the Kammersberg (3595'), to (2 hrs.) St. Peter in the Katsch-Tal (see p. 486). —
Over the Glattjoch (6520') to the Donnersbach-Tal and (9-10 hrs.) Irdning.
see p. 47S.

From the (43^2 M.) station of Lincl a bridge crosses the Mur to

the (3/4 hr.) village of Scheifling, the station of which (p. 522) lies

3/4 M. higher up. Our railway remains on the left bank, passes

under the bridge of the government-line, and reaches its terminus

at (48 M.) Unzmarkt (p. 622).

89. Gratz and Environs.
Railway Stations. 1. Sud-Bahnhof (South Station ; PI. A, 4, 5), for all

trains. 2. Koffacher Ba/.nhof {beyond PI. A, 5), subsidiary station for trains

to Koflach and Wies. 8. Staats-Bahnhof (PI. D, E, 8), subsidiary station

for trains to Gleisdorf and Fehring (Raab, Budapest).
Hotels. On the right bank of the Mur, near the S. Station: ^Elephant

(PI. a; C, 5), Mur-Platz 13, R. 2V2-6 A'.. B. SOh.; 'Daxiel (PI. h; A, 5j, at

the S. Station, R. 210 A"., B. 80 h.; ':^RAN-D-Hr3TKL Wieslee, Gries Quay,
R. 2-5 K. ; Floeian (PI. d ; C, 5) , Gries Quay 12, R. 3 K. ; Dkei Raben
(PI. c; B, 5), Annen-Str. 43, v/ith garden; Dectinger, Elisabelhengasse 12,

very fair; Goldene Sonne, Goldener Lowe, both 3Iariahilf-Str.; Schwan,
Annen-Str. 3. — On the left bank: "Eezhekzog Johann (PI. b; C, 5), Sack-
Str.. R. 2-6 K., with a good restaurant; Grand-Hotel Steirerhof (PI. f;

D, 5), Jakomini-Platz, R. 2-10 AT. ; Deutsches Gasthavs, Elisabeth-Str.

;

Kaiseekrone (PI. e; D, 4), Farbergasse 6; Goldene Bibne (PI. i; E, 5),

Leonhard-Str. 80.

Cafes. Thonethof, Herrengasse; Kaiserhof, Bismarck -Platz; Union,
Lichtenfelsga;se 21; "Cafd Wirth, in the Stadt-Park (concerts in summer);
Stadt' Theater, Karl-Ludwig-Ring (PL D,5). by the theatre: Promenade, Burg-
Ring (PI. D, E. 5). — On the right bank of the Mur: Goldner Helm, Mur-Platz

;

Oesierreichischer Hof, Annen-Str. lU. — Confectioners (ices). StuchVk, Hof-
gasse 5: Herzog, Sporgasse 14; Theater-Conditorei, Franzens-Platz.

Restaurants (beer). Theater -Restaurant, Karl-Ludwig-Ring 1 ; jVeu-

Grate, Hamerlinggasse 4 ; Schwechater Bierhalle, Grazbachgasse; Nussdorfer
Hofbrdu. Kaiserfeldgasse ; Wittingauer Bieihalle, Heinnig-Str.; etc. — Military
music several times weekly at the Annen- Sale, opposite the S. Station;
Orphevm, Jacobigasse 8. — Wine. "Klemoscheg, Herrengasse 18; Romischer
Kbnig , Sporgas=e 13; Landhauskeller, Schmiedgasse. — The best Styrian
wines are Li/ttenberger (strong) , Pickerer, Kerschbacher, Sandberger, and
Nachtigaller. The turkeys and capons of Styria are highly esteemed.

Baths. Military Swimming Bath, above the Ferdinand-Brlicke (PI. C, 3);
Kodella''s swimming and other baths, Tegethoffgasse 3; Forster, Lichtenfels-
gasse 9 (PI. E, 4).

Theatres. Theater am Franzens-Platz (PL 11; D, 4), dramas and com-
edies; Stadt-Theater (PI. D, E, 5), Karl-Ludwig-Ring, operas and dramas.

Post & Telegraph Office (PL C, 5), Keutorgasse 44a.

Cabs. Ttco-horse, 1 K. for the first 1/2 hr., 1 K. QQh. for 1 hr., 40 h. for

each additional V4 hr. ; one-horse, 60 ft. for the first 1/4 lir., 1 A. for the
first 1/2 lir., 1 iT. 60 for 1 hr., 40 h. for each additional 1/4 hr. — To or

from the South Station: middle of the town, one-horse 1 A". 40ft., two-horse
IK.; Mur suburb (right bank) 1 A. or 1 A^. 60ft. — For balf-a-day, for
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drives within a radius of5M., forenoon 5 or 6, afternoon 6 or 8K.; whole
day 9 or 14 K. — Omnibuses ply to every part of the environs.

Electric Tramways (fares 14-26 h.). a. From the principal station (Siid-

Bahnhof) via Annen-Str., Jakomini-Platz, and Leonhard-St.r. to the Hilm-
teich. — b. From the S. station via Jakomini-Platz. Geidorf-Plafz, and
Kepler-Str. back to the S. station. — c. From the Schiller-Platz via Jakomini-
Platz to the Lend-Platz. — d. Staatsbahnhof to Wickenburggasse. —
c. Dietrich?tein-Plat'. to St. Peter. — f. Cavalry barracks (Leonhard-Str.) to

St. Leonhard. — g. G-ries-Platz to Puntigam. — h. Annen-Str. to Eggenberg
(p. 490). — i. Annen-Str. to Wetzclsdorf. — k. Lend-Platz to Go.sting. —
1. Wickenburggas-e to Andritz (p. 4S0). — m. Zinzendorfgasse via Hilm-
teich to jMariatrost (p. 490).

Gratz (1135'), the capital of Styria, with about 149,000 inhab.

and a garrison of 5165 men, picturesquely situated on both banks

of the Mur, which is crossed by seven bridges, is one of the pleasantest

and healthiest of the Austrian provincial capitals, and is the resi-

dence of numerous retired officers and civilians. On the left bank

lies the Inner Town, adjoined on the S. by the Jakomini Suburb,

on the N. by Oeidorf; on the right bank are Lend and Ories,

The chief connection between the centre of the town and the

principal railway station is offered by the Franz Karl Bridge (PI.

C. 5), built in 1891, with bronze figures of Austria and Styria, by

Brandstetter, on the central buttresses, handsome candelabra sur-

mounted by eagles, and a tasteful iron balustrade.

In the Haupt-Platz (PI. C, D, 4) is the handsome Rathaus
(PL 10), a German Renaissance building erected in 1892 by Wiele-

manns and Renter. The staircase is 'decorated with a fresco by

Scholz, representing Gratz in 1635. The Council Room contains a

Court Scene of 1478. by N. Strobel. — In front of the Rathaus rises

a bronze Statue of Archduke John (d. 1859), by Ponninger.

In the Franzens-Platz (PL D, 4), to the N.E., is the Theatre of

that name (PL 11), in front of which stands a bronze Statue of
Emperor Francis I. (PL 2), by Marchesi (1841). Adjoining the

theatre is the old Imperial Palace, now occupied by municipal offi-

ces, with a curious spiral staircase at the end of the first court.

The Gothic Cathedral (PL 5 ; D, 5), of 1449-62 (the copper roof

of the tower added in 1663), has an interesting W. Portal.

Interiok. The high-altar-piece in the choir, representing the Miracles
of St. .^gidius, is by Jos. Flurer. On the wall is a votive painting by
Peter de Poinis , representing the Archduke Charles II. with his family
before the crucifix and the Virgin. To the right and left of the approach
to the choir are marble pedestals supporting two ebony reliquaries, brought
from Italy in 1617. The six small '^Reliefs in ivory, choice Italian works
of the 16th cent., represent the triumphs of Love, Innocence,'Death, etc.

{from Pctrarch\s ^I Trionfr).

The Mausoleum (PI. 8), adjoining the cathedral, was built by Emp.
I'erdinand II. (d. 1637), who sought refuge in Gratz at the outbreak of
the Thirty Years' War. The vault contains his tomb and that of his wife
Maria Anna.

The Landhans (PL D, 5), or Hall of the Estates, in the Herren-

gasse, the busiest street in the town , was erected in the Renais-

sance style in the 16th century. Interesting portal with two bal-
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conies, to the right of which is a curious painted notice of 1588,

cautioning those who enter against quarrelling or 'drawing their

daggers or bread-knives'.
The first court, with the arcades (new cloister of 1890) and a finely-

executed fountain in cast and wrought iron of the 16th cent., is partic-

ularly pleasing. Memorial tablet to Johann Kepler^ the astronomer. Ritter-

saal and Landtags-Saal ('Hall of the Diet') in the interior.

The interesting old *Landes-Zeughau3, or Arsenal (erected in 1640-44),

adjoining the Landhaus on the S., is maintained in exactly the same con-
dition as it was 250 years ago. (Admission daily 10-2, 60 h. ; Sun. free.)

Farther on, to the left, is the Parish Church (PI. D, 5), a late-

Gothic edifice of the 15th cent. , containing an Assumption by Tin-

toretto. At the end of the Herrengasse is the tasteful Auersperg

Fountain (PI. 1 ; D, 5).

The Joanneum (PL D, 5), founded in 1811 by Archduke John,

now includes two buildings (separated by a garden) occupied by
various collections. In the old Joanneum (Raubergasse 10) are the

Natural History Museum and tlie '"^Cabinet of Coins and Antiquities

(daily, 10-12, 40 h. ; Sun, free). The Library, consisting of over

140,000 vols., is accommodated in a new building; on the first

floor is an exhibition of rare books, etc. (adm. 10-1 and 4-7). The
Museum^ built in the baroque style by Gunolt in 1895, contains an

interesting ^Historical and Industrial Collection ]and the Collection

of Paintings and Engravings (adm. Sun. 10-1 free, Thurs. 10-2,

1 K., other days 9-1, 50 /i.).

Opposite, in the Neutorgasse, is the Post & Telegraph Office

(Pi. C, 5), a handsome Renaissance building by Fr. Setz. Adjoining,

on the Stadt-Quai, rise the Law Courts (PI. 9; C, 5), built by
Wielemanns and Renter.

Between the inner town and the former suburbs is the *Stadt-

Fark, 30 acres in area, with the Stadt- Theater and charming
grounds, adorned with a Bust of Schiller by Gasser, the ^Waldlilie'

(a bronze figure by Brandstetter, illustrating a novel by Rosegger),

marble statues of Count Alexander Anton Auersperg (^Anastasius

Griin, d. 1876) and of Robert Hamerling (d. 1889), the poets, by

Kundmann, and the handsome bronze *Franz-Josefs-Brunnen, by
Durenne of Paris.

In the Glacis-Str. is the Leech-Kirche (PL E, 4), an interesting

Gothic church of the 13th cent., with an altar-piece of the Cologne

School , a graceful tabernacle of 1499, and old stained glass, —
The Harrachgasse leads to the E. to the University Buildings
(PL E, 3), erected in 1890-95 by Kochlin, with the University

Library (150,000 vols.), at the back. — The Technical High School
(PL E, 5) occupies an imposing Renaissance edifice (1888) in the

Rechbauer-Strasse, on the S.E. side of the park. — The Herz-Jesu-

Kirche (PL F, 5), in the Naglergasse, with a tower 360' in height,

is a handsome modern Gothic building.

The *Schlossberg (1545' ; PL C, D, 3, 4) towers above the town.

The fortifications, constructed in the 15th cent, to protect the town
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against the Turks, -were bloAvu up by the Frencli in 1809 in con-

sequence of the armistice, after they had been successfully defended
for four weeks by a garrison of 500 Austrians against 3000 French
under General Macdonald. Halfway up, on the E. side, opposite

the chalet (restaurant) is a Statue of General Welden (d. 1853),
tlie originator of the promenades. On the S, slope are a quaint

Clock Tower (50' high) and the Tilrken-Brunnen (300' deep). On
the upper platform (restaurant) are a Belfry., GO' high, and four

topographical indicators. The noble *Yiew from the castle-hill is

justly celebrated. The valley of the Mur and the populous basin,

surrounded by mountains of beautiful form, present a most pictur-

esque scene. To the N. rises the Schockel, N.W. the Alps of Upper
Styria, S.W. the chain of the Schwanberg Alps, S. the Bacher Mts.

A Cablk Tbamwat ascends the Schlossberg in 3 min. from No. 37 Franz
Jo?ef Quai (PI. C, 4); fares, up 40. down 20 A., monthly ticket 4 K. The
line is 230 yds. long and ascends at a gradient of 60 : 100. — Pedestrians
ascend (20 min.) from the W. side of the Karmeliter-Platz Tguide-board).
On the N. side the hill is ascended frcm the Wickenburggasse (PI. C, 3).

En\'ieons. About 1 ]M. to the X.E. of the Stadt-Park (tramway, see

p. 4c8) is the *Hilmteich (PI. F, 2), with pleasure-grounds (restaurant)
and a large pond (boats for hire). The EHmicarfe (10 min.) affords an
extensive view (belvedere-tower 98' high; 1S3 steps; adm. 20 A.).

The following short excursion is recommended: starting from the
Oeidorf-Platz (PI. D. 3), we t^illow the Korblergasse, Rosenberggasse, and
Panoramagasse. and ascend the Rosenherg (1570^) past the Rose Inn as far

as the (I hr.) Stofbauer Inn (1570'). Thence we ascend the (3/4 hr.) Platte

(2135'). an admirable point of view (belvedere-tower 38' high); then descend
to the church of (V2 hr.) Maria-Gi'iin (1460: inn), and proceed by the finely

situated Sanatorium Mariagriin and the Ealtenhrunn Inn to the (35 min.)
Hilmteich (see above). — Other excursions, on the left bank of the ]Srur:

to Steinberg (2hrs.), with a splendid outlook on the mountains of the
Carinthian frontier : to the chateau of Lustblihel ( 1 V4 hr.). on the Ruckerlberg
(restaurant), and on to Honigtal (IV2 hr.), returning by the Riesherg

:,

via AndHtz to the Andritz- Ursprung (2 hrs.) ; Maria-Trost (1540' ; *Restaurant
Weitzer; '^Pobeheim; IMoschitz), a pilgrimage-church (IV2 hr. : or ^2 hr.

hy electric tramway, p. 4S8). On the right bank of the 3Iur: the chateau
and hydropathic of Eggenherg (8/4 hr.) ; by the ruin of Gosting (1 hr. ; near
which is the Jung/erntprung., rising abruptly from the Mur) to (Lhr.) Tf>ai

(Kirchenmichel Inn); Plabutsch (2d0'), with an excellent view from the
Fiirstenwarte (2 hrs.. ^^a Algersdorf or via Eggenherg)-. ./udendorf-Strass-
engel. the first station of the Vienna railway (p. 451: a walk of 2 hrs.),

and thence to the (1 hr.) Fravenlcogel (view-tower: 2440'); St. Oswald (1840";

J-leisclihauer), charmingly situated, reached via Plankenwart in 2 hrs.

The *Buchkogel (2150'); 2V2 hrs. to the S.W., may be reached by driving
as far as the (41/2 ^I ) Mai'tins-Brunnen or Briindl (*Imi) in 3/4 hr., and
walking thence to the top in 1 hr. more by a marked path passing St. Martin,
with its old chateau. Refreshments at the forester's, 10 min. below the
top. On the summit is the Rudolfs -Warle, a belvedere 36' in height. The
"View embraces the broad valley of the Mur; X.. Gratz, the pilgrimage-
church of Maria-Trost. and the Schockel; N.W., the Upper Styrian Mts.
(Hochschwab); W., the .Schwanberg Alps; S., the Bacher Mts.

The * Schockel (4745': 41/2-0 hrs.) is most easily ascended from Bad
Radegund (2340'; Hydropathic, with numerous villas, R. 2-4, D. 2, board
4-5 .ff.), at the S.E. base of the mountain (12 M. distant, road through
the Annagraben ; omnihus tv.-ice daily in 3 hrs., fare 3 K.). Thence by
the marked Jdger-Steig to the (IV4 hr.) upper Schockel- Kreuz (3695'), and
towards the left to the (8/4 hr.) Semriacher-Hutte (4430*; rfmts.) and the

(Vi hr.) Sivbenberg-Haus of the Styrian Alpine Club (inn; telephone to
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Gratz), lOmin. below tlie top. Extensive view (panorama by Presubn).

—

Direct ascent from tbe (2 hrs.) Andritz-Ursprung (see p. 490) via (V* hr.)

Buch and the (I hr.) GSstinger Alp-Hiitte (rfmt3.) to the (20min.) saddle (view
to the N.) and the (V2 hr.) summit. From the saddle we may descend to

the N.W. to (lV2hr.) Semriach {Lur Grotto^ ?ee p. 450), whence a road
leads via the Taschen to (IV'2 hr.) Peggcm (p. 450).

To Tobelbad, 71/2 M. to the S.W., either by the road via Stratsgang
(carr. and pair in 1 hr.) or by train (see below) to (23 min.) PremstdUen,
and thence on foot to the (1/2 hr.) baths ("Eurhaus; Kdnigsbrunn)., prettily

situated among pine-woods.

From Gratz to Koflach, 25'/2M., railway in li/2hr. (comp. Map, p. 520).

The line, constructed for the coal-traffic, descends the broad valley of the
Mur, nearly due S. via (41/2 M.) Strastgang to (TV2 M.) Fremxtdlten (to the
Tobelbad^ see above), where it turns to the N.W. into the valley of the Kai-
nach^ and ascends past (10 M.) Lieboch and a number of unimportant sta-

tions. From (251/2 M.) Koflach (1450'; Rail. Restaurant, with rooms; "BrdUf
haus), with coal-mines, a road leads to the N.W. over the Sluhalp-Sattel

(5090'-, inn) to Weistkirchen and (10 hrs.) Jv.denbnrg (p. 521), in the upper
valley of the Mur. Another route leads to the S.W. via Edelschrot, Pak^
and the Vier Tore (4810') to (10 hrs.) Wolftberg (p. 502).

From Gratz to Klagenfurt via Schvvanberg. Railway in 2'/4 brs. to

(411/2 M.) Wies; then carriage-road to (15 M.) Wuchern-Mahrenberg. — At
(10 M.) Lieboch (see above) our line diverges to the left from the Koflach
line and leads via Lannach, Preding-Wieselsdoi'f (branch-line to Slainz,

7 M.), and Gross-Florian to (29 M.) Deutsch-Landsberg (1220'; Fritzberg

;

Treiber ; ''Stelzer), a prettily-situated village with an old chateau.' We
next pass the handsome chateau of HoUenegg, the property of Prince
Francis Liechtenstein. 34 M. Sehwanberg; the village (Grasser; Neincirt;

Mollak) lies 3 M. to the W. (omnibus 4 times daily in 3/4 ^^.)- Tbe next
stations are St- Murtin-Welsberg and Polfing- Brunn. 4IV2 M. Wies (1120';

Kurz), the terminus of the line, pleasantly situated on the Weisse Sulin
with iron-works and forges, commanded by the old castle of Buvgstall. —
We now follow the road towards the S.W. to (3 M. ; diligence thrice daily

in 50 min.) Eibiswald (1190'; Gensinger), with iron- works, and ascend
thence by a steep but well-kept road over the Radlberg (2200'; inn), which
commands a fine view. The road then descends the valley of the Drave
to (11 M.) Mahrenberg (1220'; Ltikas; Brdu)^ a straggling village, with a
chateau and a ruined monastery, from which we cross the Drave by means
of a ferry to (l'/2 M.) the railway-station of Wuchern (p. 501). To prevent
disappointment, travellers coming from Klagenfurt should order carriages
at Mahrenberg beforehand (to Wies 12-14^.).

The Schwanberg Alps attract many excursionists from Gratz (guide,

not necessary. Ant. Peierl at Schwanberg). We take the train as far as

Deutsch-Landsberg (see above), cross the Lassnitz, and ascend to the right
via (21/2 hrs.) Trahiltten (3265'; inn) and the Parfus Inn (3245'; fine view)
to (IV2 hr.) St. Maria or Glashiitten (4180'; *Inn). Thence we follow the
road to the right to the (11/4 hr.) Weineben Saddle (5465'), the boundary
between Styria and Carinthia, and skirt the fence to the left (footpath)
and along the E. slope of the Brandhdhe (6100') and Moschkogel (6285') to

the (1 hr.) depression between the Hiihnerstiitzen and the Moschkogel, in
which, a little below us, is (1 hr.) the Grillitsch-Hiitte (5725'; plain inn).

From this point we mount in IV2 hr. more, through the Grosse Kav, to the
summit of the *Koralpe or Grosse Speikkogel (70'i5'j, tlie highest peak of
the Schwanberg Alps. The Koralpen-IJaus (6435'; inn), V2 hr. from the top,
is on the W. side. View to the W. of the Lavant-Tal, Klagenfurt with its

lakes, and Villach; part of Carinthia, the Gross-Glockner, Gross-Venediger

:

N., the Hochschwab, Schockel, and Gratz; S., the Mts. of Carniola ; E.,

over Gleichenberg and Riegersburg to Hungary and Croatia. — Descent
on the E. side via the Brendl-Eiitte to (41/2 hrs.) Schicanberg (see above);
on the W. via the Hipfl-Hiitten or through the Pomsgraben to (4 hrs.)

Wolfsberg (p. 602), or via the KollnUzer Alp and Gemersdorf to (4 hrs.)

St. Andra (p. 502).
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90. From Gratz to Trieste.

227 M. Eailwat. Express trains in T'/s-S hrs. (fares SQ K. 90, 27 J. 80,
ISK.oSh.); ordinary train? in 12-l3hr;. (fares 23 £:. 50, 21^. 42. UK. 28 7i.).

Gratz^ see p. 487. — oi/o ->!• Puntigam. On the hill to the

right stands the chateau of Premstdtten (p. 491). 6 M. Abtissendorf;

8 M. Kahdorf. Beyond (12 M.) IVemdcr/', on a hill to the left,

above the Mur, is Schloss Weissenegg. Near (15 M.) Wildon (980';

Stifts Inn) the Kainach is crossed ; on the height is the ruined
castle of O&er - inZcion ('Heidenturm' ; 1480'; restaurant and fine

vie^v). At (171/2 M.) Lebring the Lassnitz-Tat, and near ('221/2 M.)
Leibnitz (8S5') the valley of the Sulm (p. 491) open on the right.

Between these valleys rises the vine-clad Sausal-Gehirge. In the

Leibnitzer Feld, a peninsula between the Sulm and Mur, numerous
Roman antiquities have been found, this being the site of the Roman
Flavium Solvense. The episcopal chateau of Seggau, IV2 M. to the

W. of Leibnitz, contains a collection of Roman inscriptions.

The train crosses the Sulm and approaches the Mur. 26V-2 M.
Ehrenhausen (8-45'), with a chateau of Baroness Salvi on a wooded
heighj to the right, adjoining which is the dome-covered burial-

chapel of the princes of Eggenberg. — 29 M. Spielfeld, with a

chateau of Baron Bruck.

The train quits the Mur. turns to the S. into the Windisch-

BUJieln. a range of hills separatins- the Mur and Drave. and pen-

etrates the watershed (974') by the Egidi Tunnel (200 yds. ; station).

Near (36 1/0 M.) Possnitz it crosses the Possnitz-Tal by a viaduct of

64 arches. 700 yds. in length; it then pierces the Posruck by means
of the Leitersberg Tunnel (725 yds.) and descends to —

41 M. Marburg (885': Bail. Restaurant; ^Hotel Meran; ^Mohr;
*Erzherzog Johann

;
good restaurant at the Casino), a town with

24,600 inhab.. picturesquely situated on the left bank of the Drave.

at the foot of the Posruck. The Tegetthoff-Platz is embellished
with a statue of Admiral Tegetthoff {iS27-iSli). the hero of Lissa.

who was a native of Marburg. Adjacent to the N. is the Stadt-Park,

with monuments to Emperor Joseph II. and Archduke John. Marburg
is the centre of the Styrian fruit and wine cultivation. In the sub-
urb of St. Magdalena, on the right bank, are the e's.tensive work-
shops of the 'Siidbahn'.

The (25 min.) Ealvarienberg and the (i 2 hr.) Phramidenherg afford a
fine survey of the town and environs. — Pleasant excursion to the IS.W.
to (2 hrs.) St. Urban (1950'; inn), a pilgrimage-church with' an extensive
view (driving is practicable as far as the foot of the mount-ain, the ascent
of which is easily ascomplished in 3/* hr.). — To (9 31.) St. Wolfgang
am Bacher (SiDO')., to the S.W., another interesting excursion (refreshments
and beds at the forester's).

From Marburg to Villach and Framemfesie, see RE. 91, 74.

The train crosses the Drave by a long bridge ; on the right bank
the Tillach line diverges here (p. 501). A broad plain is now-

traversed ; to the right, at the foot of the Bacher-Gebirge, is the
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chateau of Haus am Backer. 487-2 M. Kranichsfeld ; 52 M. Prager-

hof (Buffet), the junction for Budapest (see Baedeker s Austria ^
Hungary). The train enters a hilly district and passes through

two tunnels. oG'/oM. Windisch-Feistritz, 2 M. to the S.E. of the

village. — 61 M. Poltschach (860'; Baumann, at the station ; Post^

in the village), at the N.W. base of the WotscA (3215'; ascended

via St. Nikolai in 272lirs. ; fine view).

A railwuv runs from Poltscliach to the W., via Heiligengeist and Gaf-

tersdorf, to (91/2 M. ; 1 hr.) Gonobitz (1090' ; Hirsch), a pleasant little

wine-growing town, with two chateaux of Prince Windischgratz.

71 M. Ponigl; 731/2 M. Grobelno.
Beancii Railway (18 M., in IV2 hr.) to Rohitsch, via Si. Martin, Mosiin^

and (iSVz M.) Rohitsch-Sauerbrunn, with renowned springs containing
sulphate of soda (600 R. at IV2-I2 A'.). About l^j-z M. farther to the E., on
the Sottla or Sattlbach , which here forms the frontier of Croatia , lies

Markt RoMtsch (Post), at the foot of the conical *Donatiberg (2S95'), the

Mons Claudius of the Romans (ascended via St. Georgen in 21/2 hrs.-, splen-

did view). About 8 min. below the summit is the Frdlich-Hiitte (2535').

76 M, St. Georgen; T9Y2 ^1- Store, with several foundries. An
extensive view of the Sanntal, a hilly, well-cultivated, and populous

plain, bounded by the Steiner Alps (p. 494), is now suddenly

disclosed.

821/2 M. CiUi (790'; *Stadt Wien, R. 3-4 K.,- *Erz?ierzog Johann,

R. 2-4 K.; Hot. Terschekzum Weissen Odisen; Mohr), a pleasant old

town with 6713 inhab., founded by the Emperor Claudius (Colonia

Claudia Celeia), attracts visitors by the picturesqueness of its en-

virons and its river-baths in the Sann (temperature in summer
71-81° Fahr,). The Museum contains some interesting Roman
antiquities (Thurs. & Sun. 10-12; at other times on application).

On the right bank of the Sann is the pretty Stadt-Park (Restaurant

Waldhaus).
The (20 min.) Josefiberg (98i') commands a charming view. A still finer

point is the (3/4 hr.) Laisberg (1545'; inn), ascended from the Waldhaus
Restaurant (see above) in 35 minutes. On the wooded Schlossberg (1350';

1 hr.) stands the ruin of Ober-Cilli (restaurant).

Pleasant excursions may be made from Cilli by Hohenegg and Schloss

Sternstein to (12 M.) Gonobitz (see above); via Hohenegg (diligence daily in

3V-2 hrs.) to (13 M.) Weitenslein\ to (6 M.) Deutschenthal, in the San7ital,

with a large china and earthenware manufactory ; and to the top of the
Dostberg (2750': 2 hrs.), which commands a good view.

The Baths of Neuhaus (1160' ; ''Kurhaus)^ frequented chiefly by ladies,

lie IOV2 M. to the N. W. of Cilli, on the spurs of the Bacher-Gebirge
(diligence twice daily in 2 hrs., via Hohenegg and NeuMrchen). The thermal
water resembles that of PfaflPers in Switzerland. Charming environs, and
beautiful walks in every direction

,
particularly to the (V2 hr.) ruined

Schlangenburg (1(J90'), with a picturesque and extensive view.

From Cii.li to Wollan, 23V2 M., branch-railway in 2 hrs. The line

runs to the N.W. through the fertile Sanntal via Sachsenfeld to (8V2 M.)
St. Peter (inn), with stafactite caverns. To the left, beyond the Sann, is

Schloss Pragwald, to the right is Schloss Straussenegg. The railway proceeds
in the gradually narrowing valley to (11 M.) Heilenstein-Frasslau and (15 M.)

Rieizdorf (1035'; *Post), situated on the Pak^ near its confluence with the

Sann. (To Prassberg, see p. 494.) We then traverse the narrow Pakgraben
to (21 M.) Schonstein (1205'; Bresnig), a prettily situated village (2V2 M. to
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the N.W, is Bad Topolschitz, witli a well-managed sanaforium), and via
(•2IV2 M.) Eundsdorf to (23V2 M.) Wollan (1305'; *Inn), with its large chateau
(picturesque view from the terrace). Abi.ut 6 M. to the N. on the Unter-
Drauburg line (p. 501) is the interesting EudaluJctia- Klamm (inaccessible).

The *Steiner or Sanntaler Alpen form the S.E. portion of the
Carinthian Alps, situated on the frontier of Carinthia, Carniola, and Styria.
They present many beautiful and interesting points, and are well worthy
of a visit. The inhabitants are Slavonic (Slovenians), but most of the
innkeepers and guides speak German. — From Cilli we go by railway
to (15 M., in 11/4 hr.) Rietzdorf (see p. 493), whence a road (diligence twice
daily to Oberburg) leads to (5 M.) Prassherg (1140': Post: Krone). The
ascent of the Bela Pec t (51u4'; 3^4 hrs. ; fine view) is made hence via the
(3 hrs.) Prassberger - Iliitie (7G90'; inn in summer), situated ^/t hr. below
the summit. About 71/2 M. to the N. is the Liffai-Ursprung^ in an imposing
rocky gorge. — The road proceeds via Rietz and FraUmannsdorf to (141/2 M.)
Laufen (1335'; Petek; Flvdernik), lying in a wide basin, and to (2iV2 M.)
Leutsch OT Leutschdovf (llOb'

:,

-Hot. Raducha, R. 70-1 ^. 20^. ; guide, Franz
Deschman>i), picturesquely situated at the influx of the Leutsch into the
Sann. The Eaducha (6775'), a good point of view, may be ascended hence
in 472-6 hrs. (guide 5 K.). A finer point is the *Oistrica (7710'), which
commands a superb view (772 8 hrs., guidel2.fi'.; not difficult for adepts).
The good path leads chiefly through wood to the Planinsek (3565'; good
night-quarters), a large and prettily situated farm-house, 2V4 hrs. from
Leutsch. Thence we may proceed via the Alp Vodou (515)') to the (2 hrs.)
Kochek-Hiitte (5525': inn in summer) and thence to the (2 hrs.) summit.
Or we proceed via the Alp Vodou and the Vodotocn'k Alp to the (33/4 hrs.)

Korosica-Hiitte (5930'; provision-depot), and in 13/4 hr. more to the narrov,-

arete of the summit. A third route, diverging to the left from the Sulz-
bach road 1 M. to the N. of Leutsch. ascends to the (372 hrs.) Leutscher-
Hutte (5075') and thence along the S. slope of the Veliki vrh (6330') to the

(IV4 hr.) Kocbek-Hiitte. A fourth route (interesting and free from danger
for adepts with steady heads) from the Gabelicirt (see below) ascends the
picturesque Rohan-Tal and then by a well protected rocky path leads up
to the Kochek-Hiitte. — The descent via the Skarje-Sattel (6980') to the
Klemensek-Alp (3920') and the Logar-Tal is steep and toilsome (372 hrs. to
the Logartal-Haus. see below). Or we may descend to the S. from the
Korosica-Hiitte to the Bela-Tal and through the Feistntz-Graben to (572 hrs.)
fiteiJi (p. 497).

At Leutsch the Sanntal turns to the N. At the (25 min.) Logar/els
the road crosses to the left bank : beyond the (40 min.) JS'adel {Igla; 18U5'J,
near which is an intermittent spring, it returns to the right bank, and soon
reaches the (72 hr.) Gabelwirt (a spring), at the mouth of the Roban-Tal,
with the Oistrica in the background. On the left bank is situated (1 hr.)

Sulzbach (2170'; Herle; Sturm). Interesting excursion hence to the 'Logar-
Tal. In 174 hr. we reach the Logav-Bauer (2240'), near which the Sann.
after pursuing a subterranean course for some distance, appears above
ground : then (72 hr.) the Logartal-Haus of the Cilli Alpine Club (2485'

;

inn, open in winter also). The Logar-Tal is a basin 5 M. long and V2 J^I-

broad, the head of which is enclosed by a huge amphitheatre of dolomites,
extending from the Oisti'ica to the Rinka. The route (guide advisable, Joh.
Kramer of Sulzbach, Joh. Piskernik of the Logartal-Haus) ascends from
the Logartal-Haus for I72 hr. more, partly through wood, past the Logar-
Alpe, to the Rinka Fall (3970'), a fine cascade of the Sann. Thence we
continue to the right, ascending a zigzag path (indicated bv marks) to
the G/2 hr.) Source of the Sann, and to the (74 hr.) Okresd'-Hutte (4520';

inn in summer), amid grand scenery (N. the Merzlagora, W. the Rinka,
S. the Brana, S.E. the Baba and Oistrica). The Rinka (SOOC; 3 hrs., via
the Rinkator) and the Brana (7370'; 3 hrs., over the Steiner-Sattel) may be
ascended from this point (neither difficult for adepts; guide 6.fi^.); the

+ In the Slovenian dialect c is pronounced like <?, c like tsh., s like

«/», z like s, z like «//, and v like m.
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Bala, or Planjava (7845'; 4 hrs., over the Steiner-Sattel; guide 7 Z.), and
the Merzlagora (7245'; 31/2 hrs., over the Sanntalei'-Sattel) are more difficult.

— From the Logartal-Haus via the Klemensek Alp to the Skarje-Sattel (6980'),

4 hrs. ; thence to the left to the (1 hr.) top of the Oistrica (7710'
;
guide 8,

with descent to Leutsch 10 K.). — An interesting route (for experienced
climbers only) leads from Okresel across the Steiner-Sattel (6iB5'; refuge-
hut), between the Brana and the Baha., to the (4 hrs.) Uvsic-Bauer (1940')

and through the Feistritz-Orahen to (3 hrs.) Stein (see p. 497). — From
Okresel across the Sanntaler Sattel (6970') to Ober - Seeland (Stuller Inn)
5 hrs., by a marked path (for experts only, with guide); less difficult via
the Sanntaler Sattel and Vellacher Ko6na to (41/2 hrs.) 5arf Vellach (p, 504).

From the North-East the direct route to Sulzbach is from Pr&vali
(p. 503; carr. from G. Uranschek): road to (12 M.) Schwarzenbach (p. 503);
thence along the Missbach to (2^2 hrs.) St. Jakob (rustic inn) and over the
Koprein-Sattel (4415') to (2^/2 hrs.) Sulzbach ; or (less interesting) across the
Wistra-Saltel (4125') to (5 hrs. ; guide G K.) Sulzbach. — From the North-
west, an easy route from Eisenkappel (p. 503): we follow the Vellach
road to the S. for 1 M., then diverge to the left through the RemscJienig-

Qraben, and after V2 hr. enter a gorge on the right and ascend to the
(lV4hr.) shrine of St. Leonhwd. The shortest route from this point is by
a footpath to the left, ascending to the (V2 hr.) church of St. Leonhard (4360';

rustic inn) and the (1/2 hr.) Leonhard-Sattel (4715') whence the Uschowa (W.
peak, 6235') may be ascended in lV2hr. by adepts, with guide; descent to

(20 min.) Heiliggeist (4090') and (IV2 hr.) Sulzbach. Or, instead of turning
to the left by the shrine of St. Leonhard, we naay proceed straight on
to the (3/4 hr.) Pastirk-Sattel (4675'), whence a good path descends past
the Pastii'khof into the (1 hr.) Jeseria-Tal and either to the left to the

(50 min.) Logartal-Haus., or to (IV2 hr.) Sulzbach (guide 6 E.). — From Bad
Vellach (p. 504): a path (red marks) diverges to the right from the Eisen-
kappel road at the Christoph Rock^ 1 M. to the N., and ascends past the

(8/i hr.) large farm of Paulic (fine cliff-scenerv in a wooded gorge V* M- ^'^

the N.) to the f 1 hr.) Paulic-Sattel (4390'), with a fine view (still finer from
the Paulicova Stena, 5435', 3/4 hr. to the S.). It then descends through wood,
past the (1 hr.) Schibovz-Bauer (3410') to the (IV4 hr.) Logartal-Haus or to

(IV2 hr.) Sulzbach.

From the South: railway from iai6ac/< to (I474M. ; I'^hr.) *'<ej« (p. 497
;

guide, Mich. Ursic, Lorenz Potocnik). Three routes lead^hence to Sulzbach.
The longest and least interesting is the road via the Cerna-Sattel (2960')

and Oberburg (Joschk) to (18 M.) Lau/en (p. 494). The pleasantest is the
footpath vi|L (6 hrs.) Leutsch: from Stein^we ascend the Oberburg road to

(2V4 hrs.) Cerna Dolini, then follow the Cernabach to the (IV2 hr.) Krainski-
Rak saddle (3380'), the boundary between Carniola and Styria, and descend
to PodwoUouleg (2115'), and through the Leutsch-Tal to (2V2 hrs.) Leutsch.
The third route leads via Streine through the picturesque Feistritz-Tal,
past the curious natural bridge of Predasel (65' high) and the Source of the

Feistritz, to the (31/2 hrs.) Ursic-Bauer (1940'; inn in summer). It then
crosses the Steiner-Sattel (6165'; steady head required) to (5 hrs.) Okresel
(p. 494); or from Ursic we may ascend (marked club-path) to the (3 hrs.)
Zois-HUtte on the Kanker-Satiel (5905'; ascent hence of the Grintovc in 2 hrs.,
of the Skuta in 3 hrs., see pp. 504, 505) and descend to the Poschner Inn
(p. 504). — The Oistrica (7710'; 5Va-6 hrs.. with guide) is ascended from the
Ursic-Bauer by a route leading through the Bela Dolina to the (4 hrs.)
Korosica-Hulte (5930'), which is IV2 hr. from the top (p. 49i).

Beyond Cilli the train crosses tlie Sann twice, and enters the

picturesque ravine of this river. Several of the hills are crowned with

churches and chapels.— 89 M. Markt Tuffer (760'), situated at the

foot of the dolomitic Humherg (1920'), with the Franz-Josefs-Bad
and a ruined chateau.



T In the Slovenian nialeit c is prononncetl like <?, c like tsh, s like

ah, z like s, z like «/', and u like «.
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Balia, or Planjava (7845'; 4 hrs., over the Steiner-Satlel; guide 7 Z.), and
the Merzlagora (7245' ; 31/2 hrs., over the Sanntalev-Battel) are more difficult.

— From the Logartal-Haus via the Elemensek Alp to the Skarje-Sattel (6980'),

4 hrs. ; thence to the left to the (1 hr.) top of the Oistrica OIW ;
guide 8,

with descent to Leutsch 10 K.). — An interesting route (for experienced
climbers only) leads from Okresel across the Steiner-Sattel (6iU5'; refuge-
hut), betveeen the Brana and the Baha^ to the (4 hrs.) Ursic-Bauer (1940')

and through the Feistritz-Grahen to (3 hrs.) Stein (see p. 497). — From
Okresel across the Sanntaler Battel (6970') to Ober-Seeland (StuUer Inn)
5 hrs., by a marked path (for experts only, with guide) ; less difficult via
the Sanntaler Sattel and Vellacher Ko6ua to (41/2 hrs.) Bad Vellach (p. 504).

From the North-East the direct route to Salzbach is from Prdvall
(p. 503

•,
carr. from G. Uranschek): road to (12 M.) Schwarzenbach (p. 503);

thence along the Missbach to (21/2 hrs.) St. Jakob (rustic inn) and over the
Koprein-Sattel (4415') to (21/2 hrs.) Sulzbach ; or Oess interesting) across the
Wistra-Sattel (4125') to (5 hrs.; guide Q> K.) Sulzbach. — From the North-
west, an easy route from Eisenkappel (p. 503) : we follow the Vellacli
road to the S. for 1 M., then diverge to the left through the Remschenig-
Oi'dben, and after V2 hr. enter a gorge on the right and ascend to the
(lV4hr.) shrine of St. Leonhavd. The shortest route from this point is by
a footpath to the left, ascending to the (V2 hr.) church of St. Leonhavd (4360';

rustic inn) and the (1/2 hr.) Leonhard-Sattel (4715') whence the Uschowa (W.
peak, 6'235') may be ascended in lV2hr. by adepts, with guide; descent to

(20 min.) Heiliggeist (4090') and (IV2 hr.) Sulzbach. Or, instead of turning
to the left by the shrine of St. Leonhard, we may proceed straight on
to the (3/4 hr.) Pastirk-Sattel (4675') , whence a good path descends past
the Pastirkkof into the (1 hr.) Jeseria-Tal and either to the left to the
(50 min.) Logai'tal-Haus, or to (IV2 hr.) Sulzbach (guide 6 E.). — From Bad
Vellach (p. 504): a path (red marks) diverges to the right from the Eisen-
kappel road at the Christoph Rock, 1 M. to the N., and ascends past the
(3/4 hr.) large farm of PauUc (fine cliif-scenerv in a wooded gorge 8/4 M. to
the N.) to the rihr.)Paulic-Sattel (4390'), with a fine view (still finer from
the Paulicova Siena, 5435', 3/4 hr. to the S.). It then descends through wood,
past the (1 hr.) Schibovz-Bauer (3410') to the (IV4 hr.) Logartal-Haus or to

(IV2 hr.) Sulzbach.

_
From the South: railway frumirtj6«t7< to(i474W. ; lV2hr.) >S'<ej/i (p. 497 ;

guide, Mich. Ursic, Lorenz Potocnik). Three routes lead^hence to Sulzbach.
The longest and least interesting is the road via the Cerna-Satlel (2960')

and Oberbuiy (Joschk) to (18 M.) Laufen (p. 494). The pleasantest is the
footpath vi|l (6 hrs.) Leutsch: from Stein^we ascend the Oberburg road to

(2V4 hrs.) Cerna Dolini, then follow the Cernabach to the (IV2 hr.) Erainski-
Rak saddle (3380'), the boundary between Carniola and Styria, and descend
to Podwolloiileg (2115'), and through the Leutsch-Tal to (2V2 hrs.) Leutsch.
The third route leads via Streine through the picturesque Feistritz-Tal,
past the curious natural bridge of Predasel (65' high) and the Source of the

Feistritz , to the (31/2 hrs.) TJrsic-Bauer (1940'; inn in summer). It then
crosses the Steiner-Sattel (6165'; steady head required) to (5 hrs.) Okresel
(p. 494); or from Ursie we may ascend (marked club-path) to the (3 hrs.)
Zois-Hiitte on the Eanker-Sattel (590.5'; ascent hence of the Grinlovc in 2 hrs.,
of the Skuta in 3 hrs., see pp. 504, 505) and descend to the Poschner Inn
(p. 504). — The Oistrica (7710'; 51/2-6 hrs.. with guide) is ascended from the
Ursic-Bauer by a route leading through the Beta Dolina to the (4 hrs.)
Eorosica-HUtte (.5930'), which is IV2 hr, from the top (j). 49i).

Beyond Cilll the train crosses the Sann twice, and enters the

picturesque ravine of this river. Several of the hills are crowned with
churches and chapels.— 89 M. Markt Tiiffer (760'), situated at the

foot of the dolomitic Humherg (1920'), with the Franz-Josefs-Bad
and a ruined chateau.
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The Kaiser-Franz-Josefs-Bad, on the right bank of the Sann, possesses
three warm springs (95-102°j, resembling those at Gastein and Pfafers.
Visitors received at the ''Kui'/taus (R. 2-1 K.; pleasant grounds) and at the
lodging-houses Herrenhaus, Zvm Flosser, Zur Briicke. and others.

93 M. Romerbad (690'; Post, at the station); opposite are the

celebrated baths of that name, Slav. Teplitza (i.e. 'warm bath';

981/2''}) the thermal springs of v/hich were known to the Romans,
with several ^Kurhduser (200 R. at 1-6 iT.), charmingly situated in a

large park (visitors' tax for a stay ofmore than 7 days?, music tax 5 ^. j.

A pleasant excursion may be made to the park (rare coniferse) of the
small chateau of Weichselsiein, overlooking the Save, 2^/i M. below Stein-

briick, and beyond the vilhige of Ratschach (carr. from Romerbad in l'/4 hr.,

10 K.). — Through the Graschnitz-Tal.^ diverging from the valley of the
Sann, with remarkable dolomite rocks, to Gairach, with its castle and
waterfall, 12 M. from Romerbad (carr. in 2 hrs., 14^.), etc.

98 M. Steinbruck (665'; *Ra'd. Restaurant, with rooms, D.2V2 K.\
an increasing place on the Save or Sau, which here unites with the

Sann, is the junction for Agram (see Baedeker's Austria').

To the W. is the long ridge of the Kumberg (4000'), which may be
ascended in 81/2 hrs. (marked path). On the summit, are two churches
(quarters at the sextons').

The train now follows the narrow valley of the Save, enclosed by

lofty and precipitous limestone clilis. 1021/2 M. Hrasinig ; lOS'/o M.

Trifail (700'), with one of the most important coal-mines in Austria

(yielding from 500,000 to 600, 000 tons of coal annually), or rather

a coal-quarry, as the operations are carried on above ground. The
seam is 65-80' thick, but where it has been displaced or folded

over by a convulsion of nature it measures twice or thrice that

thickness. — IO8V2 M. Sagor ; llS'/i, M. Sava (810').

The valley now expands. Beyond (118 M.) Littai the Save is

crossed by an iron bridge , and the train passes through a short

tunnel. To the right is *5c/i^ossPo^anefe. I221/2M. ^re^nifz; 128 M.
Laase. At the confluence of the Laibach and the Save the line

quits the latter, and then follows the right bank of the Laibach,

which it crosses at (13272 M.) Salloch. The lofty mountains towards

the N.W. are the Steiner Alps, with the Grintovc (p. 504).

137 M. Laibach (940'; Rail. Restaurant; Grand-Hotel Union;
^Elephant, R. 21/0-6 K.; Hotel Lloyd, R. 11/2-2V2 ^-i Stadt Wien,

R. 21/2 ^•; Hotel Sildhahnhof, at the station; Casino Restaurant'),

SloYenish Ljubljana, the capital of Carinthia, with 36,500 inhab.

(majority Slovenes), is situated on the Laibach. The town was

much injured by an earthquake in 1895, but has since been rebuilt.

The old Schloss towering above the town is now" a prison; the tower

commands a beautiful view. The Cathedral, in the Italian style, is

adorned with stucco mouldings and frescoes by Quaglio (1703). The
Landes-Museum (Sun. 10-12 and Thurs. 2-4 free ; other times 60 h.)

contains interesting mineralogical and archaeological collections (in-

cluding lacustrine remains from Carniola and Roman antiquities

found in the environs). The Stern-Allee is adorned with a bronze

Bust of Marshal Radetzky, by Fernkoxn.
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Pleasant walk through Latiermanris AlUe, an avenue with beautiful
old chestnuts, to the (3/4 M.) park and chateau of Tivoli., commanding a
charming view ('Restaurant Schweizerhaus) and to (3/4 M.) Unter-Rosenback
(cafe), both favourite resorts. Thence through wood to (20 min.) Ober-
Eosenbach (1280'; inn), with fine view. — Longer excursions: to the E. by
the Laibach-Tal via (3 M.) Kaltenbrunn, with its pretty park and waterfalls,
to the (IV2 M.) paper-mill of Josefstal. — To the S.E. via the Golovc (1435')

and the ridge of the Dolyihrib (1545') to (71/2 M.) Laverca (see below}, a pretty
woodland walk (marked path). — The Grosse Gallenberg (Smarna Oora.,
2200') ib' ascended in IV4 hr. from stat. Vizmarje (p. 526); splendid view
from the summit (inn). — To the St. Katharinaberg (2395'), a grassy cone
with inn and fine view in the Billichgvaz Mis., marked path in 2 hrs. from
Zwischenwdssern (p. 526), via. SL Margareten or \\& St. Jakob. The^Gerniada
(2955'), an interesting dolomite peak, with views, is ascended from St.Katha-
rina in 1/2 hr. ; descent to (1 hr.) Billichgraz (omn. every afternoon to Lai-
bach in 33/4 hrs.) or to (21/2 hrs.) Bischoflack (p. 526). — Ascent of the
Krimberg (3630'), 51/2 hrs.j ruad to (71/2 M.) Brunndorf, and thence by a
path (generally good), via Iggdorf and Oberigg. to the (3 hrs.) summit
(extensive panorama).

Fkom Laibach to Steix, 141/2 M., railway in ii/4 hr. From (7 M.)
Tevsain the attractive ascent of the Uransica (3100'; fine view) may be made
in IV-j hr. — SV2 M. Domschale; IO1/2 M. Jarsche-Mannsburg ; 11 M. Homez. —
I4V2M. Stein (1335'; "Fischer; Rode; Kenda). a small town charmingly situated
im the Feistritz and adapted for a stay of some time ("Kurhaus -Aixd Hydro-
pathic). On a steep rock to the S. is the ruin of Kleinfeste (views), below
which is a little church of the 12th cent., with three chapels built one on
the top of the other. Hence to the "Feistritz- Graben and to the Steiner
Alps., see p. 495.

From Laibach to Gottschee, 47 M., railway in 3 hrs., via Zawrca,
St-Marein-Sap, Grosslupp (branch to Strasc/ia, 38V2 M.), Zobelsberg, Gulen-
feld, Gross-Laschitsch, and Reifnitz. — 47 M. Gottschee (1545'; Post; Stadt
Triest), a German-speaking town (2200 inhab.) in the Karst, has deposits
<if lignite. About 6 M. to the W. is the Friedrichslein Ice Cave., made ac-
cessible by the Austrian Alpine Club.

From Laibach to Villach, see R. 95.

The railway traverses the Laibacher Moor (now drained) by
means of an embankment nearly 11/2 M. long, and crosses the Lai-
bach, which already becomes navigable here, though it issues from
the mountains at Ober-Laibach, only 3 M. higher up. This river is

perhaps identical with the Poik , which rises near stat. St. Peter

(p. 499), disappears in the cavern of Adelsberg (p. 498), re-appears
as the Vnz at Planina (see p. 498), and after a brief career is

again lost to view to the S. of Loitsch. — Before reaching (151 M.)
Franzdorf the train crosses a viaduct borne by a double series of

arches, 625 yds. in length and 125' high in the centre, passes Ober-
Laibach, and stops at (161 M.) Loitsch (1555'; *M. Petric or

Krammer; Wirand, at the station, well spoken of).

ExcuKsiONS. The ascent of the *Javornik {Spik; 4075') is interesting
(5 hrs.). We proceed to the S.W. by the road through the Birnbaumer
Wald until we reach its highest point (2895'), 1 M. beyond the (21/2 hrs.)
St. Gertrud Inn (2845'). Thence we ascend to the right to (I1/4 hr.) Pri
Skvarce, the last farm-house (where the night may be spent), and to the
(1/2 hr.) summit, which commands a magnificent view.

QuicKsiLVEK Mines of Idkia, 21 M. to the N. W, of Loitsch. Diligence
twice daily in 41/4 hrs., 2 K. ; carriage there and back in 6-8 hrs., 12-15 K.

;

inspection of the mines and mining appliances, 3 hrs. The road leads via
Ilodeterschitz and Godowitsch and thi-ough the picturesque gorge of the Sala
to Idria (1095'; "Schwarzer Adler)., the largest town (5500 inhab.) in Car-

Baedkkeks Eastern Alps, ilth Edit. 32
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niola but one. The mines, discovered in 1497, have been worked by the

state since 1580 (ticket of admission 2 K. 40 h.). The ore, containing on
an average 86 per cent of quicksilver, occurs chiefly in the form of cinnabar.
Pure quicksilver occurs very rarely here. The foundries at which the ore is

smelted lie on the right bank of the Idriza, 1/2 M- ^"^ the X.E. of Idria. The
quicksilver is obtained by smelting and distillation, and particularly by
mixing the heated and pulverised cinnabar with unslaked lime, which
combines with the sulphur and sets the metal free. The annual yield is

about 500 tons of quicksilver, (if which a tenth is converted into pigment on
the spot. The miners, about 1200 in number, form a kind of regulated col-

ony; the women employ themselves in lace-making. The chateau of Ge-

werkenetjg .,
built in 152 < and now the mine-office, the theatre built under

Maria Theresa, and the school should be noticed. — Pleasant walk from
Idria to the (1/2 M.) Zemlja Park and the (I1/2 M.) Wildensee.

The train continues to traverse the partly wooded Karst district,

following the valley of the Unz to (166 M.) Planina and (leO'/oM.)

Rakek (1725'; Post).

Of the numerous caverns in the vicinity the most interesting is the
imposing Planina or Kleinhausl Grotto, through which the Unz tlows, near
Obej'-Planina, 5 M. to the W. (only partly explored). — To the S.W. of

Rakek are the interesting natural bridge over the Rakbach and the Prince
Windischgratz Caverns. — ^About 4 M. to ihp S.E. uf Rakek, to the S. of the

little town of Zirknitz (1890'; Post), is the Zirknitzer See (1805'), the Lacits

Lugeu.'i of Strabo, 6 31. in length and iV2-2V2 M. in breadth, abounding in

fish. The lake is drained by means of funnel-shaped apertures and fis.sures

in the rocks. It di-ies up aimost annually: and at other times, after pro-

tracted rain, it causes inundations. Innumerable waterfowl here aflbrd

excellent sport.

Ascent of the Kraiser Schneeberg, very interesting. A drive of

3 hrs. via Zirknitz and Laas (inn) brings us to the cross-roads near Iggen-

dorf rSIlaker): we then follow the road to the right, passing (20 min.)
Schloss Schneeherg, to the (274 hrs.) foresters house in the Leskova Dolina
(2G3u'; no accommodation), and ascend through wood (with guide and
pvnvisions; path marked with blue and red) to the (2'/4 hrs.) destroyed
refuge-hut in the hollow of Nova Gracina (5050), and to the (IV4 hr.) ^summit
of the 'Krainer Schneeberg (5S95') , called Schneekoppe (Slov. Snesnik) by
the peasants, where the beautiful edelweiss abounds. 'The extensive and
magnificent view includes the whole of Carniola, Istria, the Friuli, Julian,

and Steiner Alps, the Bay of Quarnero, and the X. part of Dalmatia. The
ascent is shorter and easier from stat. St. Peter (p. 499) ; we follow the
Fiume road to the S.E. to Sagurie (Copic) and (6 M.) Grafenl/runn (1980';

inn); then ascend by a road to the left, via Koritenza, to the (9 M.) head-
forester's house of Masun (3370') and to the S.E. (with guide) to the (4 hrs.)

top; or we follow the road to (5 M.) Leskova Dolina (see above; S'/^ hrs.

more to the top).

177 M. Adelsberg [1800'; ''AdeUherger Hof, R. 4-5, B. 1 A'. 20 h.,

D. 4 K.; Hot. National; Ungarische Krone). Slov. Postdjna, with

1700 inhab., is a summer-resort of the Triesters. Fine view from

the Schlossberg or castle-hill (2215'; 25 min.), with its ruined castle.

The celebrated * Adelsberg Grotto is illuminated with electric light

daily in summer (March 1st -Oct. 31st) at 10.30 a.m. (adm. 5 K. for each
person, 3 K. ou Sun. and holidays ; no extras). Omnibus from the rail,

stat. 1 A'. Gratuities are forbidden. Total length of the cavern, so far

as accessible, upwards of2i2M.: tramway for about IV2 M. (return-ticket

2 A".). The visit usually takes 2 hrs. (chair with four bearers 12 K.).

Temperature of the interior 48° Fahr. (warm clothes desirable).

An avenue of lime-trees ascends to the Entrance (1740'), closed by a

gate, 3/4 M. to the W. of Adelsberg. To the left, below, the Poik enters the
grotto. The cavern consists of several different chambers with stalactites,

designated by names which are mentioned by the guide. We first enter the
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— 1. Cathedral, 92' high, 14S' long, 9S' broad, whence we descend by a stair-

case of 84 steps, cross the Poik by an iron bridge, and ascend another
flight of 82 steps to — 2. The Emperor Ferdinand Grotto, with the Ball
Room, 154' long, 92' broad, 46' high, where balls take place on Whit-Monday
and August i5th, with brilliant illumination. — 3. The Francis- Joseph
& Elisabeth Grotto, originally consisting of two galleries united in 1856. At
the end is the Belvedere. — 4. The Maria-Anna Grotto, with the 'Brilliant'.

We now ascend to the — 5. The "Grosse Kalvarienberg, in a large hall 164'

high, with the '3Iilan Cathedral'. Passing the 'curtain', we return through
the Kaiser Ferdinand Grotto (tramway, see p. 498), and past the Ball Room
to the entrance.

About 1 M. to the S.W. of Adelsberg is the 'Otok Grotto, 380 yds. in
length, the pure white stalactites of which are of wonderful beauty (adm.
for 1-5 pers. 4 K. each, 6-10 pers. 3, larger parties 2 K. each, extra illu-

minatifin 10 K.).

About 41/2 M. to the,N. of Adelsberg (red way-marks) is the Magdalen
Grotto or Black Grotto (Cerna Jama), now seldom visited (paths neglected),
to which the Proteus Anguineus (Germ. Olm) was at one time thought to be
peculiar. That rare and strange animal is, however, found in other caverns
in the Karst. — About i'/'i M. farther to the N. is the Poikhohle (Pivka
Jama), a subterranean gorge, 210' deep, through which the Poik ilows ; it has
been made accessible by the Austrian Tourist Club as far as the fourth lake
(paths defective; not recommended to ladies). In the depths of the interior

are a huge dome, with the curious *'Dolenzpforte, and four small lakes.

Fkom Adelsberg to Pkawald, 8 M., diligence twice daily in 1^/4 hr.

About 41/2 M. from Adelsberg a road diverges on the right to Landol and
(4V-J M.) Lueg (1660'; plain inn), a village with a castle, situated at the foot
of a wall ot rock, 405' high, containing several fi)rtified caves. At its base
is a grotto, in which the Lokva is swallowed up. - Prawald (1905'; Brduhaus),
with 350 inhab., is a summer-resort of the Triesters. The Nanos (4265')

is frequently ascended hence (3'/-' hrs., with guide; specially interesting for

botanists and entomologists). Spendid view, extending to the Carinthian
Alps, the Adriatic, and the coast of Istria.

Tlie train now traverses the valley of the Poik to Prestranek and
(185 M.) St. Peter in Krain (1895'; *RaiL Restaurant; Hotel

Sudhahn; Stadt Fiwne, plain but good). Ascent of the Schneebery,

see p. 498.
Fkom St. Peter to Fiume, 39 M , railway in l'/2-2 hrs. — The line

traverses the undulating district of the Karst (see below). IOV2 M. Dornegg-
Feistritz; ITV2 M. Sapiane; 25 M. Jurdani , witli a lary,e cave. 30 V2 31.

Abbazia-Mattuglie (690'; rooms at the station, apply to the guard), the station

ibr (31/2 M.) Abbazia (carr. with one horse 6, with two horses 8 A'. ,• omn.
2 K. 40 ;».). Abbazia (''Hotel Ste/anie, 'Hotel Quarnero, both belonging to

the Southern Railway, with restaurant and cafe; ~Grand-H6tel Zehentner;
Hot. -Fens. Wienerheim; HOt. Schalk d- Neues Kurhaus ; Hot. -Pens. Quitta; Hot.-
Pens. Lackner; H6t. Victoria; H6t.-Pens. Seidl; Pens. Bellevue, Quisisana, Villa

Irenea, etc.), in a beautiful and sheltered situation, with woods of ever-
green laurel, has recently become a favourite summer and winter resort.

English Church Service in winter. Near it is the old abbey of San Gia-
como delta Priluca. — The -Monte Maggiore {Vela Ucka; 4580') is a delightful
object for an excursion (5 hrs.) on foot or by carriage (1-2 pers. 28, 3-4 pers.

36 K.^. We follow Ihe old road to Pola as far as the (10 31.) Stefanie-
Schutzhaus (3040'; inn), on the Poklon Saddle, then turn to the left and
ascend to the (IV2 hr.) summit, whence we have an extensive and beau-
tiful view.

From Mattuglie (above, to the left, is the small town of Castua, once
capital of Liburnia) the line descends towards the sea, afibrding a fine

view of the Gulf of Quarnero, with the islands of Veglia and Cherso.
39 M. Fiume, see Baedeker's Austria d: Hungary. A steamboat plies from
Fiume to Abbazia every 1/2 br. (fare 80 /i.)

Beyond St. Peter the train enters the Karst (Ital. Carsn, SIov.

32*
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Kras), an inhospitable limestone plateau recently planted with trees

in many places, and intersected by gorges and funnel-shaped cavities.

The fierce N.E. wind (Bora) which often prevails here has been known
to overthrow loaded waggons. The train threads several tunnels.

19'2V.2 M. Ober-Lesece. — 200 M. Divaca (1415'; *Railxoay Hotel

^ Restaurant, R. 2 K. 80 h. ; Restaurants Obersnel and Mahorcic or

Baraka, both with rooms), the junction for the Istrian railway (see

Baedeker's Austria ^f Hungary).
About IV2 M. from the ytation is the *Crown Prince Rudolf Grotto.

containing magnificent stalactites of the most varied forms, particularly

in the 'Ct)bur^-Dom\ It has been made conveniently accessible. Tickets
(if admission (1 K.) at the railway restaurant. Guide, for 1-10 pers., 1 K.

20 h.; candles, 20 Jt. per pers. 5 magnesium wire for 1-10 pers., 1 A'. The
visit takes about I'/a hr.

A visit should also be paid to the * Cascades and Grottoes of

St. Canzian, 1^/4 M. to the S.E. of Divaca, which are among the most
magnificent natural phenomena of the kind. The Reka., flowing straight

towards a massive cliff, 330' high, on which the village and church
of St. Canzian are situated, forces its course through it (forming the

Mahorcic and Marinic Grottoes), and then winds through the Kleine

Doline ('funnel'), amid a labyrinth of crags and scattered rocks, to a second
lofty wall of rock, through which it finds its way by another deep and
narrow canon , falling at the farther end in a beautiful cascade into a

small lake in the Grosse Doline. Issuing from the lake, the river again
enters a narrow rocky gorge, and finally disappears from the light of day.

The grottoes and waterfalls are easily accessible from all sides by
means of paths and bridges constructed by the local Alpine Club. —
From the station at Divaca we may walk to Matavun in 3/4 hr. (carr. 2,

there and back incl. waiting 5 A'.). On leaving the station we turn to

the right. At the first fork we continue in a straight direction (not to

the left) and cross the railway. At the cross -roads (5 min. from the

station) we turn to the left, pass (10 min ) the church of Unter-Lesece on
the right, and proceed straight on to the Stephanie -Warte and thence to

(V2 hr.) Goinbac''s Hotel at Matavun (•
'2 M. to the S. of St. Canzian), the

headquarters of the Alpine Club. Tickets of admission are obtained
here or at the railway restaurant. Admission to the grottoes, 60 h. each
pers.

;
guide for 1 pers. 40 h. per hr., for more than 1 pers. 20 h. each

(guide advisable for every 3-4 pers. in a party). Torches (a half, price 1 ii'.,

enough), candles (10 A.), magnesium wire, etc.. are sold at a fixed tariff.

The visit requires 2-3 hrs. The most interesting points are the Lugeck
(with the 'Giant Gate Gorge'), the Tommasini Bridge, the Guttenberg Halle,

the Schroder Gang, the Oblasser Warte (amidst foaming waterfalls, reached
by a natural subterranean passage), the Nordlinger Weg, the Tominz Grotto

(interesting prehistoric remains), the Plenkei'steig, and the striking Schmidt
Grotto (with lofty vaultings and fine stalactite formations), and the subter-

ranean passage from the last grotto to the Rudolf Dome (into which the
Reka dashes in waterfalls and rapids from the rocky gorge mentioned
above). Thence we may go on via the bold DeviVs Bridge, the Brunnen-
Grotte, the Svetina Dome, and the Valvasor-Wand, passing the sixth water-
fall, to the Mailer Dome (280' high; with a small lake) and the Lutteroth

Grotto., discovered in 1904 (magnificent stalactites), whence we return by
the 'Hohe Gang' (148' above the river) to the Brunnen-Grotte. — The tower
in the blacksmith's meadow at St. Canzian, on the outer verge of the Doline,
commands an interesting survey; and a fine view of the open valley of

the Reka may be obtained from' behind the church. It^Q^Stefante -Warte
(1425' above the sea-level; 525' above the Reka Lake) also offers a magni-
ficent view of both Dolines with their cataracts, St. Canzian, the Krainer
Schneeberg, Gaberk, Nanos, etc. — From Trieste Matavun is reached by
carriage in about 2'/2 hrs., via Corgnale (with a large grotto).

Beyond (2O61/2 M.) Sessana (1210') and (210 M.) Opcina the
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train descends to (2121/2 M-) Prosecco and (2171/2 ^I- ) Nabresina
(555'; *Rail. Restaurant ^' Hotel Garni Andre), where the line to

Gorizia and Venice diverges. As Trieste is approached by long

curves, a magnificent view of the blue Adriatic is enjoyed. 2221/2 M.
Grignano (Hotel Grignano, pens. 8-9 K.) is in a straight direction

less than V/o M. below Prosecco. 223 M. Miramar; 1 M. to the S.,

on the Punta di Grignano, which here projects into the sea, is the
handsome chateau of Miramar.

227 M. Trieste (Hotel de la Ville; Hotel Delorme; Europa; Hotel

Moncenisio ; Volpich ; Central, etc.), the chief seaport of the Austrian

empire, situated at the N.E. end of the Adriatic Sea, contains

170,800 inhabitants. For details, see Baedeker's Austria.

91. From Marburg to Lienz.

1671/2 M. Railway in 5-8V2 hrs. (fares 21 K 42, 16 K. 7, 10 K. 72 ;*. ; ex-
press 27 K. 80, 20 K. 90, 13 K. 93 h.).

Marburg, see p. 492. The train diverges, on the right bank of

the Drave, from the Trieste Railway (p. 492), and stops at the (2M.)
Karniner Bahnhof, or 'Carinthian Station', near the suburb of St.

Magdalena. A^/o M. Lembach. To the left, at the foot of the Bacher-
Gebirge, rises Schloss Rotwein; to the right, on the opposite bank
of the Dxave, is the village of Gams, prettily situated on vine-clad

hiUs. — 6 M. Feistritz, opposite which is the chateau of Wildhaus

;

8^2 J^« Mariarast, with a pilgrimage-church. The line crosses the
Lobnitz and passes through a tunnel. — 121/2 M. Faai (965'), with a

chateau and park of Count Zabeo; 16 M. St. Lorenzen; 2279 M.
Reifnig-Fresen (950').

A road to the S., through the Velka-Graben , leads to (6 M.) Reifnig
(2345'; Puhr), at the foot of the Velka Kappa (5060'), the highest peak of
the Bacher-Gebirge. Ascent interesting (3 hrs. ; with guide). The descent
may he made on the W. side to (2 hrs.) Windischgratz (see below).

28 M. Wuchern-Mahrenberg (1055'); the small town of Mahren-
berg (p. 491) lies on the opposite bank of the Drave. 33 M.
Saldenhofen, on the Feistritz, opposite Hohenmauten, with its iron-

works. — 401/2 M. Unter-Drauburg (1195'; Railway Restaurant,

with rooms), at the influx of the Missbach into the Drave. The
village (Domaingo; Gonitzer), dominated by the ruined Drauburg,
lies on the opposite bank.

From Unter-Draubcrg to Wollan, 271/2 ^L, railway in IV2 hr. — The
line ascends the Missling-Tal via St. Joharvn oh Brmihurg and ^S^^. Gertravd
to (71/2 M.) Windischgratz (1340'; Gunther; Post; Sandwirt), a small town
with iron-works and the chateau of Rottenturm. Above ('/z M.) Altenmarkt
rises the Schlossberg, with the ruined ancestral castle of the Princes of
Windischgratz, burned down in 1511 ; the only part now left is the chapel
of St. Pancratius. The '^Ursulaberg f5565') is ascended hence in 4-4V2 hrs. :

extensive view of the E. Alps, from the Dachstein and the Tauern, as
far as the Croatian Mts. (on the top a pilgrimage-church and inn). The
descent may be made by Roxank to Bad Rdmerquelle (1740'; good ac-
commodation), and via Kdttelach to (2i/2 hrs.) Gtdenstein (inn), o M. to the
E, of Prdvali (p. 503). — Beyond Windischgratz the line proceeds via
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Tiirkendorf and Dottsche to (16 M.) Missling. where if quits the Misslin;:

vallev. At (20V2 M.) Hilda Lvkna it enters the grand rockv gorge of the
Pale, and leads via (23V2 M.) Pak to (27i/2 M.) WoUan (p. 494).

[From Untbr-Dkauburg to Zelttneg, 64 M., railway in 31/2-

4 hrs. The train crosses the Miss and the Drave and ascends the

left hank of the latter to (6'/4 M.) Lavamiind (Eherwein), at the

influx of the Lavant. It then proceeds through the fertile Lavant-
Tal, passing (8 M.) Effendor/ (Lipphauer) and (12 M.) St. Georgen

an der Lavant, to (131/2 M.) St. Paul (1310'; Eail. E€staurant,vfit\\

rooms; Zantoni, at the station ; Fischer; Klinghacher'), a prettily-

situated village (1000 inhab.). commanded by an extensive Bene-
dictine ahhey, founded by Count Sponheim in 1091, with a Roman-
esque church. The valuable collections of the abbey (ornaments of

the 10th and 1 1th cent., coins, library, etcl are shown on application.

Excursions. To the ruin oi KoUnitz (1495'). V2 hr. to the N.W.: to

the pilgrimage-chapel St. Josef (2245'), ^/i hr. to the S.E. : to the ruin of
Rabenstein (2265') 3/4 l"'-, and thence to the top of the (1 hr.) -Easparstein
(2760'), a splendid point of view. The Koralpe (see below) is easily ascended
via Rojach, Gemersdorf, and the Goding in 6 hrs.

18m. St. Andra (1420'; Deutscher; Fischer; Maierhofer), a small

town (800 inhab.) prettily situated, once the residence of the prince-

bishops of Lavant. To the N. rises the h&ndsome Loretto Church, in the

Italian baroque style. — 21 M. St. Stefan; 23 M. Priel.

24 M. Wolfsherg (1505'; Eail. Restaurant; *Kinzl, R. 'IK.;

Pfundner; ScheUander; Eami), the largest place in the Lavant-Tal,

with 2800 inhab., is finely situated at the base of the Koralpe. Above
the town rises the handsome modern ^Chateau of Count Henckel
von Donnersmarck (1740'), in the Tudor style, with a fine view.

In the Park, 7-2 M. to the S., is the sumptuous ^Mausoleum of the

late Countess (ne'e Princess Hardenberg, d. 1857), by Stiiler and Kiss.
Excursions (giiide, Matthias Knauder). To the N.W. is (V4 hr.) Schlou

Kirchhichl, the property of Baron Herbert, charmingly situated (interior also
worth seeing). — To the W. lie (V4 hr.) ' St. Jakob and (3/4 hr.) St. Michael
(inn), with the old chateau of Himmelau; to the S.W. are St. Thomas and
(1 hr.) St. Marein, with a handsome Gothic church. — Ascent of the Kor-
alpe (i025'; 5-6 hrs., with guide). The route (marked) leads via the Zoder
Alp and the SchCfherkogel to the Lneg-Wiese and thence past the Hipfl-
Hiitten to the Kovalpen- Hans, ^j-i hr. below the summit on the W. side

(p. 491). — Ascent of the Saualpe (6830'; 5V2-6V2 hrs.), a gradually sloping
Alpine chain, covered with pastures and forests. We follow the road via

(3/4 hr.) St. Michael to PoUheim and the (IV2 hr.) Church of St. .^.gidim (3310')

and thence proceed via the Hirschenkogel (3680') and the Hofkogel (4435')

and finally over pastures direct to the (3 hrs.) summit; or we may ascend
by St. Margareten and Fcrst to the (5 hrs.) Forst-Alpe (6645'), and then
proceed to the S. via the Kienherg and the Gertrusk to the (IVz hr.) top.

Descent to Lolling or to St. Oswald, see p. 524.

Beyond (26'/2 M.) Frantschach-St-Gertraud (^iQbS'; Schutting,

Schober), a plain summer-resort, the train enters the picturesque

ravine of the Tvimberger Grahen. 331/9 M. Twimberg, pleasantly

situated, with a ruined castle, is followed by a long tunnel. From
(351/2 M.) Preblau-Sauerbrunn (Schlattwirt) a road to the W. leads

to the (2 M.) baths of Prehlau (2565'), a health-resort with an alka-
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line spring (^*Kiirhaus, R, 3-8, board 5-7 A'.). 36 M. Wiesenau. —
3S1/2 M. St. Leonhard ('2365'; Schlaffer; Post), a small town with
an old Gothic church (over the Klipitz-Torl to Mbsel, see p. 524).
The line ascends via (44V2 M.) Reichenfels (2655'; Reiter; Wein-
berger), a prettily situated village, to the frontier of Carinthia at the

(46 M.) Taxu-irt (*Inn) and crosses the Obdacher Sattel (3120') to

(52 M.) Obdach (2885'; Wolf; Grogger), whence the Zirbit%ko(jel

(p. 522) may be ascended in 41/2 trs. Thence via Eppenstein and (61 M.)
Weisskirchen to (64 M.) Zeltweg (p. 521).]

Beyond Unter-Drauburg the Lienz line quits the Drave and
turns to the S. into the wooded Misstal. 451/2 M. Gutenstein-Streit-

eben (for the baths of Romerquelle, see p. 501). —
- 47 M. Pravali

(1400'; Uranschek; Zimmerl), with abandoned iron-works.
A road ascends the Miss valley to the S.W. via Missdorf to (11 M.)

Schwarzenbach (1885'; Prah), a summer-resort pleasantly situated amid
woods, whence the Petzen (6935'; 5 hrs.), UrsuUiberg (5565'; 41/2 hrs.), etc.,

may be ascended. Route to Svhbach, see p. 495.

The Miss valley contracts ; the train turns to the right into the
Langsteg-Tal and passes through two short tunnels. — 541/2 ^l*

Bleiburg (1555'; Rail. Restaurant); the small town (*Elephant;
Ochs), with a chateau of Count Thurn, lies on the Feistritz, IV4M.
to the N. of the station.

To the S. rises the Isolated Petzen (6935'; 5V2-6 hrs.; guide 5 K. ;

laborious). From stat. Bleiburg to the S. to Feistritz (-'Kraut) 3/4 br., to the
lead-foundry 25 min., to the Berghaus Kolscha (4870' ; rustic inn) i^/t hr.,
to the W. peak 21/2 hrs. more. Fine view, but interrupted toward the E.
by the Ursula Mts. A path, indicated by red marks, leads to the E. along
the crest to the Knieps-Quelle and to (IV4 hr.) the top of the Knieps (6970'),

the E. summit of the Petzen. The descent may be made, if preferred, from
the W. summit to the S.W. to the Lvscha Alp, and through the Leppen-
Grabe/i or the Lohnig-Grciben to (3 hrs.) Eisenkappel (see below).

59 M. Mittlern. — From (621/2 M.) Volkermarkt - Kiihnsdorf
(1415'; Rail. Restaurant) a fine view is enjoyed ; to the S. the long

chain of the Karawanken, from the Ursulaberg and Petzen to the

Mittagskogel near Yillach ; to the N. the green hills of the Saualpe
and Koralpe. About 21/4 M. to the S.W. is the little Klopeiner-See,

with lake-baths (*H6tel Martin, Paternusch, both on the lake).

—

A'w/in.sdor/'(*Leitgeb; Reitter) is the station for ViJlkermarkt (1610'

;

Alte Post; Adler; Stern; Rossi), a town on the left bank of the

Drave, 32/4 M. to the N., and for Eisenkappel and Bad Vellach, to

the S. (road to Krainburg).
From Kuhnsdoef to Kkainbdrg, 40 M. ; railway to (11 M.) Eisenkappel

in 1 hr. 5 min. ; from Eisenkappel to (8V2 M.) Ober-Seeland diligence daily
in 33/4 hrs. : from Ober-Seeland to (20 M.) Krainburg daily in 4V2 hrs. —
The railway leads via Eberndorf (Zanker), with its old abbey, Gossels-
dorf (Eberwein), with a small lake, and Sittersdorf to (7 M.) Miklauzhof iib\.b' :,

*Inn), whence the "Wildenstein Waterfall (p. 505) may be reached in 2 hrs.

via Jerischach. The line proceeds through the picturesque Eechberg Gorge,
past the /?ec?i&ergr paper-mill and the smelting-works of Viktorhiitte, to (11 M.)
Eisenkappel (1830'; *ff6t. Gregorhof, R. 2^/2-6 A. ; " Niederdorfer ; Waitzer;
Milller ; Sonne), a large village (1200 inhab.) at the influx of the Ebriach-J^ach
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into the Vellacfi-Bach, with mineral springs and baths, good headquarters
!or the exploration of the Karawanken and Sanntal Alps. About i

4 M. to

the S. is jScfiloss Hagemgg. Among the picturesque walks that may be taken
from Eisenkappel are those to the Ebriach-Klamm (1 hr. ; Ebriach Inn, near
a strong carbonic spring); to the Kupitz-Klamm (l>/4 hr.) and Jeraviza-

Klamm (2 hrs.) in the Remxchenig-Graben (p. 495); and to the Wildenftein
Waterfall (3 hrs., via Rechherg and Jerischach^ see p. 505).

An interesting excursion, especially for mineralogists and botanists, is

the ascent of the *Hoch-Obir (7025'; 41/2 hrs., guide, not indispensable, 5, or,

if a night is spent, QK.), a very fine point of view. The shortest route ascends
through the Ehriach-Tal and "by the well-marked ^Jovausteig' on the slope of
the Jovanherg to the (21/2 hrs.) Potschula-Sattel (4790') , then crosses the
^eealp to the telephone-wire and follows the latter, passing the Kalte Quelle,

to the (13 4 hr.) Rainer Refuge Hut (6860'; inn), a meteorological station,

connected with Eisenkappel by means of a telephone 8 M. long. In 10 min.
more we reach the summit, on which stands the Jlann-Warte^ cimtaining
various meteorological instruments and commanding an admirable *View
(panorama by Kofler). Another route (5 hrs.) leads through the Ebriach-
Tal to the (3/4 hr.) Baracke, before the Ebriach-Klamm, and then ascends
to the right (red marks) by the miner's house of Fladung and the Pogansch-
Hxibe to the (41/4 hrs.) refuge-hut. A third route follows the Kiihnsdorf road
tor IV2 31- to the N., then, following the telephone, ascends the Zauchen-
Graben to the (I1/2 hr.) Lower Schaffler Alp (3680'), with its lead-mine and
grotto (adm. 2 £".), and traverses wood and meadows to the (IV4 hr.) Potschula-

Sattel (see above). We may descend to the Wildenstein Waterfall (p. 505);
Or, to the S.VV. uf the refuge-hut, to the (2V2 hrs.) Terlcl Inn in the Zell-

Tal (p. 532), and thence either to the W. via ZeU-Pfarre to (31/4 brs.) Oher-

ferlach (p. 532), or to the E. over the Schaida to (3i/4 hrs.) Eisenkappel. —
The Petzen (6935'; 6 hrs.

;
guide IK.), the Uschoica (6330'; 41/2 hrs.: guide

51,2 ^.)i the PauUtschMhe (5480'; 82/4 hrs.), and the Carinthian or Seelander

siorschitz (5780'; 4 hrs. ; guide 4 K. 60 /'.) may also be ascended from Eisen-
kappel; see p. 503 snd below. — From Eisenkappel to Sulzbach. see p. 496.

Beyond Kappel, 51/2 M. to the S., amid fine woods, lies Bad Vellach
(2765'; 'Hotel, usually crowded in summer. R. l-l'/z, B. 2 A".), with a chaly-
beate spring. To the S.E. opens the Vellacher Kotschna, enclosed by fine

mountains at the (I1/4 hr.) upper end. Interesting expedition from the
baths to the top of the Carinthian or Seelander Siorschitz (57v''0'; 21/2-3 hrs.

;

guide 3 /T.). Mountaineers may ascend Wig, Koschutnik-Turm (l(llOb'\b-^'iirs..

with guide), the highest peak of the Koschuta group. Across the Panlifsch-

Sattel to Sulzbach, see p. 495.

From Bad Vellach the new road mounts rapidly to the (3 M.) saddle
of the Seeberg (3995'; fine view, best from the 'Kanzel', a rocky knoll by the
house 5 min. to the right), descends as rapidly to the (ii/4 M.) Stullericirt in

Ober-Seeland, near the post-office and church of St. Andrd (2975'), and to

the (I1/2 M.) "Kasino Jnn (29i5'), amid grand scenery. Thence it descends
the Schanzriegel (with traces of old entrenchments, 'Schanzen') to (I1/4 M.)
Ci'ter-Seeland and the (2/4 M.) Kanonier Inn iPodlog: ca. 2295'), at the miuith
of the Fodstorschitz- Graben. [From this point we may ascend, via the
liaschel-Sattel (5350'), to the top of the Carniolan Storschitz {Krainer Stor-

schitz; 7U(XJ'; 41/2 hrs., with guide), a magnificent point of view. The de-

.''cent may be made via Baschel to Tupalitsch (p. 503).] Beyond Podlog our
route traverses the picturesque Kanker-Tal to the (II/2 M.) fuchs Factory.

1/4 W. Kanker (2100'; Zander Inn, rustic); 33/4 M. Poschner Inn. — The
' Grintovc or Grintouz (8395') , the highest of the Steiner Alps (p. 494), is

ascended from the Poschner Inn in 6 hrs., with guide (Franz Kremser).
At the notice-board 3/^ M. above Poschner, we ascend to the E. by a path
indicated by marks to the (1 hr.) favmof Suhadolnik ('2diO') and thence via

the Egger Alp, or by a new club-path skirting the precipices of the Qveben
to the (21/2 hrs.) Zois-Hlitte (58S0'; inn in summer), finely situated on the

Kanker-Sattel. Thence either by the old route via the Kleine Grintorc (7740'),

or (better) by the new path past the imposing 'rock-gate' of Male Vratce to

the (2 hrs.) summit. — The ascent from Ober-.Seeland also is interesting,
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bnt is fit for expert climbers only (7-8 hrs. ; guide 7 K.): from the Ka'iino
to the Sfidler-Alpe lV2hr.; to the Untere Ravni (refuge-hut) 13/4 hr.; thence
bv a bold rock-path (steady hend necessary) to the Seeldnder-Scharte (Tiieu*)
'2
"hrs., and to the top, I'.^iir. — The Kanker-Zotschna (!^335'), a difficult

climb, is ascended from the Zois-Hiitte in 3^,a hrs., or from the Untere
Ravni via the Seeldnder-Scharte (see above) in 41/2 hrs. — The ' Skuta (8300';

guide 5 X.) may be ascended from the Zois-Hiitte in 31/2 brs. A marked
path leads via Male Vratce (p. 504) and over the rocky ridges of Pod
Podeh and iVa Podeh, to the arete and then to the E. to the summit.

11/2 M, Unter- Ranker (1720'; plain inn). At (SVz M.) Tupalitsch (inn)
the valley expands (to the right lies Hoflein^ a substantial village, with
good inns, frequented as a summer-resort) ; the road enters the broad Save-
Tal and reaches (6 M.) Krainhurg (p. 526).

South Railwat (continued from p. 503). Beyond Vulkermarkt-
Kiilinsdorf and (671/2 M.) Ruckersdorf the train crosses the Drave,

on the opposite bank of which are the chateau of Neudenstein and
the provostry of Tainach, below the month of the Gurk. — 72 M.
Grafenstein (1380').

To the S. rises the Skarhin (2670'; I1/4 hr.), a fine point of view. —
The 'Hoch-Obir (p. 50i) is also ascended hence (S'^brs.; marked paths).
l\oad via (V2 M.) Grafenstein (Seebacher), with a chateau and park of Prince
Orsini-Rosenberg, to the {^i^j-zVi..) Anna-Briicke over the Drave; then to (l'/2M.)

Galizien (1435'; Teyrowski). from which a path (red marks) ascends to the
right to the {]. hr.)'Wildengtein Waterfall (2040'), which dashes over a pro-
jecting cliff, 170' high (pretty view of the valley of the Drave through the
water from the hollow behind the fall). Thence a path (marked) ascends
to the 0/4 hr.) Rinerfichte (to the left the ruined Wildenstein) and through
the Wildensteiner Ordben to the (IV4 br.) Hofmanns-Alm (4075')- Turning
Iiere to the left, we reach the Wildenstein Sattel in I1/4 br., and thence
follow the ridge to the right via the See Alp to the (1 hr.) Rainer Refuge
Ilvt (p. 504).

The train next crosses the Gurk and the Glnn. On the left,

Ebental, a chateau of Count Goess ; on the right Prince Rosenberg's

turreted chateau of Welzenegg.

79 M. Klagenfurt.— Hotels. 'Kaisee vox Oesterkeich (PI. a; B, 2),

Heu-Platz, R. 2V2-6 A^; *iIoSEK (PI. c; B, 3), Burggasse, R. 2-4, B. 1 K.

:

*Sandwirt (PI. b; A, 3, 4), PemLartgasse, with garden. R. from 2 A.."

Grommer (PI. d; C. 4) . Adlergasse; 'Ieabesinuer, Volkermarkt-Platz 5;
.Tanach, Bahnhof-Str. 5; Lamm" (PI. f; B. 3), Alter Platz; CxonoNER Bak
(PI. g; B, 3), Stern-Allee.

Restaurants at the above-named hotels. Also: Roth, Pfarrhofgas'^c;
Glockenbrdv, Sonne, Bahnhof-Str.; ifaurer, Frohlichgasse ; Siidbahn Restau-
rant. — Cafes. Madner, Wienergasse, with garden; Schiberth, Bahnhof-
Str.; Dorrer, Neuer Platz. Joos, confectioner, Neuer Platz.

Baths. In the town: Romerbad (PI. A, 3; Turkish and other baths),
Villacher-Str.; Fichten-Lohbader , St. Veiter-Str. 21: Papier- Miihle, in tlie

Glanfurt (1/2 hr. ; omn. hourly. 20 h.). — Military Swimming Baths in the
Wurther-See (railway-station, see p. 507; train in 10 min.), 3 M. from
Klagenfurt (tramway, see below; one-horse carr. there and back, will)
stay of 1 hr., 3 A". ; bath with towel M)h.; Restaurant; *Hot. Worther See,
with fine view). — Loreito Baths, at the efflux of the Lend Canal fr(.>m

the Worther-See (p. 507), 3 M. from Klagenfurt (steamer from the Military
Swimming Baths once or twice an hour in 6 min., 12 h.; Restaurant).
The various summer-resorts round the Worther-See have each their larger
or smaller bathing-establishment.

Tramway from the Siidbahnhof (S. Railway Station) through the town
(10 ft.) to the Military Swimming Baths (see above) in 40 min. (fare 30 ft. J.
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Cabs. To or from the station, one-horse 1, two-horse 1 A'. GO A.,- at

night 2 or 4Zr. — By time: first 1/4 hr., with one horse, 50 h. ; V2 hr. with
one horse 1, with two horses 1 K. 20 h. ; whole day 12 or 16 K. ; 1/2 day,

forenoon, 5 or 7, afternoon 7 or 9 A".

Klagenfurt (1450'), the capital of Carinthia. witli 25,000 inhab.,

is charmingly situated on the Glan, which is connected with the

Wnrther-See (p. 507) by the Lend Canal, 3 M. in length. The town,

^^ Inch is nearly square in form, possesses broad and straight streets.

The fortifications, destroyed by the French in 1809, have been con-

verted into a Ringstrasse, adjoined on the E. by a residential quar-

ter. The Museum Rudolfinum (PI. 0, 4, 5) is situated in the Yik-

tringer-Ring. On the gronndfloor are the exhibition of the local

Industrial Society and P. Oberlercher's fine relief of the Gross-

Glockner (scale 1:2000), 40 sq. yds. in area (adm. 40 /i.). The
first story contains the Museum of Natural History (adm. 9-1 and

3-5, 40 h.) : in the second story are the collections of the Carinthian

Historical Society (Sun. 10-12, Wed. 2-4, free; other days, 9-1

and 3-5, 60 /i.), including Roman and prehistoric antiquities, small

mediaeval and modern works of art, coins, a library, and the provin-

cial archives. In one of the corridors is a large panorama from the

top of the Gross-Glockner. The glass-covered court and garden con-

tain a large collection of Roman inscriptions. To the right of the

museum is the School of AgricuUure and Mining, with a bronze

bust of the Emperor Joseph XL, and the Musikvereinshaus. The

principal hall of the Landhaus (PI. A, 3). or House of the Estates,

built in the 16th cent, by the Estates, who were at that time Pro-

testant, is adorned with the arms of Carinthian nobles and contains

the ancient stone on which the Dukes of Carinthia sat to receive

the homage of their vassals. In the Neue Platz (PL B, 3), the prin-

cipal square , is a fountain with a huge dragon of chlorite slate,

placed here in 1590. Adjacent is a bronze Statue of Maria Theresa,

by Ponninger (1872). The obelisk in the Kardinal-Platz (PI. C, 3)

was erected by Cardinal Salm in memory of the Peace of Pressburg

(1805). The gallery (154') of the tower of the Parish Church (PL B,

2, 3) commands a fine panorama of the environs (40 /i.).

The "Franz-Josefs-Anlagen on the Kreuzberg (L915'3, 1 M. to the N.W.
of the town, contain a restaurant and a tower (82'; adm. 20 h.) commanding
a beautiful view of the entire chain of the Karawanken Alps, ftc. A little

below the tower are some interesting traces of glacial action. A fine

forest-path fred marks) leads hence to the (3/4 hr.) Military Su-imming School

(p. 507). — Similar views are obtained from Maria-Rain fl825' ; ''EirscJiner),

6 M. to the 8. (railway in 20 min.; carr. in 3/4 hr.), and from the Predigt-

stuhl (2350'), 13/4 lir. to the S.E., via Ehental (Schlosswirt). — Excursions may
be made also to the Woriher-See (p. 507); to (2 M. ; rail, in 5 min.) Viktring

(see below), at the base of the Amerika-Kogel (25S0'; ascent in IV2 hr. : good
views); to Hoch-Osterwitz (p. 52i) the Magdalensherg (p. 524), etc.

Karawanken Bailtcav from Klagenfurt via Rosenbach to Assling., and ex-

cursions into the Boden'-Tal, Bdren-Tal Loibl-Tal, and Zcll-Tal, see E. 96. —
From Klagenfurt to Glandorf, see p. 524.

At the station of (8OV2 ^O Klagenfurt-Lend the train crosses

the Lend Canal. To the left is the old abbey of Viktring, now a
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cloth -factory. At the (82 M.) Military Svnmmlng Baths (*Hotcl
Worthersee, R. 2-4 K. ,• tramway to Klagenfurt, see p. 505) the

train reaches the pretty *W6rther-See (1440'), 10 M. long, the N.
side of which it skirts.

Steamboat on the Worther-See (pleasant break in the railway jour-
ney \ holders of circular tickets may proceed hy steamboat to Velden

;

military and civil officials and members of tourist-clubs are entitled to
1st cl. accommodation on paying 2nd cl. fare). The steamers 'Helios'' and
'Neptun' ply six times daily in summer from the Military Swimming
Baths to Velden and back (IV2 hr. each way). The local steamboat 'Ca-
rinthia', in connection with the tramway, plies several times hourly to
Loretto and Maiernigg. Stations: ililitary Swimming Baths. Loretto, Maier-
nigg, Kruinpendorf, >Se*ir» (*H6t.-Pens. Dreher; Kollitsch), Reifnitz (Strand
Hotel ; Walcher; Makouz), Maria-Worthy Dellach, Porischach (stations at
the Wahliss and Werzer Hotels), Toschling, Auenhof-Schiefling^ and Velde7i
(stations at the Pundschu and Wahliss Hotels, p. 508).

To the left , on a promontory at the month of the Lend Canal

(p. 506), is Prince Rosenberg's chateau of Maria-Loretto, with the

baths already mentioned (p. 505). Farther on, on the S. bank, which
is skirted by the 'Kaiser-Franz-Josef road, lies Maiernigg, with

its garden-restaurant and baths [Alpen Inn, 1 M. to the S.E.). To
the S. rise the green hills of the Sattnitz, which separate the

valley of the meandrous Drave (here called the Rosen-Tal) from the

plain of Klagenfurt, and beyond them the imposing chain of the

Karawanken. — 84 M. Krumpendorf {*Restaurant Sonntag, near
the station, D. 21/2) board 5 K. ; lodgings at the Gut Krumpendorf^
with baths, garden, etc.; Schiitzenauer, Alte Post, in the village),

with baths and numerous villas. The Pirkerkogel (3200'), 3/4 hr.

to the N.W., has a belvedere. — 86V2 M. Pritschitz; opposite, on a

rocky promontory on the S. bank, the village ol Maria- Worth (Pir-

ker; Bellevue, on a hill 3/^ M. from the lake), with an ancient

church. The Pyramidenkogel (2800' ; charming view), to the S. W.,
is ascended hence in 1 1/2 ^^- Farther on, on the S. bank, is Dellach

(Hugelmann's Establishment; electric launch to Portschach). —
871/2 M. Portschach am See (* Wahliss'' s Establishment, consisting of

a hotel and twelve villas, with restaurant, large park, etc., R. 2-10,

board 5 K.; * Werzer s Establishment, similar; *H6t.-Pens. Bellevue;

^Hotel am See; Lessiak, unpretending; *Pens. Julienhof; Balm-
Hotel), a favourite summer-resort, with lake-baths and two hydro-
pathic establishments.

Fine view from the Grosse Linde in fr(jnt of Villa No. III. and from
the Koschutta-Blick, on the peninsula near Herbeck's Monument. The Kleine
Olorieti, 1/4 hr. above the station, and the ' Hohe Gloriett, Vg hr. to the W.
of the village, command more extensive prospects (evening-light favour-
able). A charming walk may be taken to the ruin of Leonsiein in the
woods (3/4 hr. there and back; yellow way-marks).

The hills on both banks of the lake become higher and are clothed

with dark woods. We next pass (89 M.) Leonstein and (891/2 M.)
Toschling (Wallerwirt).

921/2 M. Velden (*H6tel Ulbing, R. 2-8, pens. 7-15 K.,*Wahlisss
Establishmertt in the old chateau, both recommended for a stay;
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*Hotel Wrann, these tliree with swimming and other batlis : *Richtcr

;

*Kointsch; *Pens. Fundschu ; Cafe MoroJ, a favourite health-resort,

is pleasantly situated at the W. end of the lake. At Auen. V/2 M.
to the E., is the Sanatorium and Pension Auenhof (R. 21/2-8, pens.

71/2-10 K.).

A beautiful excursion may be taken to the S. to (3 M.) Rosegg (1585'

;

7n», by the bridge^ Bernold; Eeber) ^ with a chateau and deer-park of
Prince Liechtenstein, charmingly situated in the Rosen-Tal (see p. 507),
on a peninsula formed by the Drave, and commanding a beautiful pro-
spect. (Park closed when the family is in residence; enquire before-
hand.) — The ascent of the Grosse Sternberg (2405') from Velden (in 11/4 hr.)
or from Lind (marked path in 1 hr.) is also recommended. It commands a
delightful *View. The pilgrimage-church occupies the site of an old castle
(restaurant).

The line quits the lake, traverses a wooded, undulating tract,

passes (95 M.) Lind-Sternberg (ascent of the Grosse Sternberg, see

above) and beyond (97 M.) Foderlach - Faakersee (Glaser; to the

Faaker-See, see p. 509) crosses the Drave twice. To the right is

the castle of Wernherg . Farther on, to the N., are the picturesque

ruins of the castle of Landskron (see below). — 102 M. Seebach.

103 M.ViUach (1640'; *Rail. Restaurant; *Hotel Mosser . near

the station, with garden-terrace above the Drave, R. 2-4 A'.,- *Bahnhof-
Hotel, R. 11/2-3 K.; *Post, R. 2-6 K.; Hotel Meran, R. from li/o K.

;

Fischer., with garden, well spoken of; *Po.H; Goldnes Lamm: Hot.

Meran; HirscK), an old town on the Drave, with 8600 inhab., the

junction of lines to St. Michael (R. 94), to Laibach (R. 95), and
to Udine (R. 97), is picturesquely situated in abroad, fertile basin

at the base of the Dobratsch (p. 509). The Gothic Parish Church
(15th cent.) contains numerous tombstones of noble families; fine

*View from the tower (310' in height). The Hans-Gasser-Platz is

adorned with a monument to Hans Gasser^ the sculptor (d. 1868),
by Messner, and on the Kaiser-Josefs-Platz is a statue of Emp.
Joseph IJ.., by Messner and Kundmann.

Environs (comp. the Map). At the foot of the Dobratsch, 21/2 M. to

the H.W.. lies the *Warmbad Villach (rail, stat., p. 535), with warm sulphur-
springs and a good bath-house (restaurant). About 2 M. farther to the
8., at the mouth of the Gailtal, is FedeJ'aun, with a ruined chateau and
a park (ascent by the church 1/2 hr.; direct path through the woods from
the ruin of Federaun to Bad Villach, 8/4 hr.).

About IV2 M. to the X., on the road to TrefTen (see p. 509), lies the small
t^t. Leon hnrffei-- See (pleasant lake-baths ; warm water), at the fnot of the Os-
waldiberg (3190*; ascent hence in 1 hr.. vis, Klemtea.osacfi),) on which is the
church of St. Oswald (rfmts.), commanding a charming view of the Kara-
wanken, Ossiach Lake, etc. — The ruins of -Landskron j 2200') may lie

visited via (1 hr.) St. Andrd (*Schoffmann, with garden), which lies about
l'/2 M. from the old fortress (sec above). A pleasant footpath leads hither
from Amienhehn (p. 525) in 8/4 hr. — The Gerlitzen Alp (6265'), ascended
from Sattendorf {\*. 525) via Deutsch-Ossiachhevg in 4 hrs.. or from Treffen

(p. 509) in 4', 2 hrs.. commands a view similar to that from the Dobratsch.
The 'Faaker-See (1840), 5 M. to the S.E., may be reached by carriage

in 1 hr. (omn. twice daily in summer; 80 h.'). The road leads via Maria-
Gail (Glaser), with its Gothic church, and the (21/4 M.) Restaurant zur
Schonen Anssicht to (I/3 M.) Frosehowitz and thence (short-cut to the left)

through wood to (3 M.) Droholach (Peterwirt), on the N.W. bank of the
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lake, which nestles aumng the wooded outliers t>f the Karawanken group.
Thence we ferry (10 h.) to the island (12 acres in area) in the middle of
the lake, with its '^Bdtel-Restaurant (good lake-tish, especially 'Renken' or
'Rainangen"). — From the station of Foderladi- Faukersee (p. o08) a road,
crossing the Drave, leads to (2i/4 M.) Egg, at the N.E. end of the lake,
whence there is another ferry {20 h.) to the island. — Woodland paths lead
from the Peterwirt in 5<) min., or from Maria-Gail in 1 hr. 10 min., to

Faak, 3/4 M. from the S.W. end of the lake (see p. 533). On a lofty rock,

3/4 hr. farther to the S., rises the picturesque ruin of Finkenstein'(llQa').
— The ascent of the *Grosse Mittagskogel (7035'; 6-7 hrs.) is attractive
but fatiguing. From Faak (see above) a road leads to (l',j hr.) Latschac/i
('2125'; Gailer; Woschitz), where we obtain a guide (G, with descent to

Lengenfeld 10 A'.). The marked path ascends hence via Olschena to the
(3 hrs.) Berta-HiUte (5575'; inn in summer) on the Jepica Alp and thence,
partly hewn in the rock (wire -ropes at two points), to the (lV-2 hrs.)

top (fine view). The descent may be made by the Mlinca-Sattel to Evsen-
bach (p. 532), or from the Berta-Hiitte to the Belca-Sattel (4730') and through
the precipitous Belca-Graben to (21/2 hrs.) Lengenfeld (p. 528).

From (2V2 M.) St. Ruprecht fp. 525), at the E. base of the Oswaldiberg
(see p. 508), a road leads to the N. via Tohring (Annenhof) to (2V4 M.)
Treffen (1790': " Untencirt ; Oberwirt), a charmingly situated summer-resort,
with a chateau and park belonging to Count Latour. Beyond Treffen the
road leads along the Afritzer-Bach, passing Winklei-n and Einode, at the
(31/2 M.) mouth of the Arriacher-Tal (in which, 2 M. to the right, lies

Arriach, a summer-resort), to r6 M.) Afritz (2350'-, Post). (From this point,

we may easily ascend the WoUaner Nock (7020'; 3i 2-4 hrs.) or the Mirnock
(6900*; 41/2-5 hrs.), two attractive points of view. From the former we may
descend to (3 hrs.) Ebene-Reichenau, from the latter to (2V..' hr.'*.) Dobriach ;

comp. pp. 485, 511.] The road continues hence past the Afritzer-See and
over the watershed (2525') to the smaller but more picturesque Brennsee,
at the N. end of which lies (4V2 M.) Feld am See (2440'; Nindler; Modi),
a Protestant village, and proceeds thence via (3 M.) Radenthein (p. 4S5) and
(3 M.) Dobriach (p. 485) to (5 M.) Millstatt (p. 511).

The *Dobratsch (7110'), or Villacher Alpe, the E. spur of the Gailtal
Alps, is one of the most famous points of view among the Eastern Alps.
Carriage-road (one-horse carr. to Bleiberg in V-j-z hr., 6 K. 40 ^., two-horse,
10 AT. ; omnibus twice daily in summer in 21/2 lirs., fare 1 A'. 60 /i.) from
Villach via St. Martin (Gruber), Vellach, and (41/2 M.) Mittewald (.2295' ; -Hdtel-
Pension <& Hydropathic, R. 3-9, board b^/^K.), a frequented summer-resort, and
through the wooded Bleiberg-G^raben to {%^1-z M.) Bleiberg (2950'; Mohren;
Stern, both very fair), with lead-mines. A narrow road, stony towards the
top, leads hence to the summit in 3'

'2 lirs. (guide, 6 A'., unnecessary; horse
13 K.). Refreshments at the Otto-Hiitte, about halfway. G^od walkers should
go from Villach via Vellach (see above) to (71/2 M.) Heiligengeist (2920';

*Winkler; a drive of l**/4 hr. from Villach; one-horse carr. 8 A".), whence
a path (red marks), mostlv through wood, leads to the (i*/2 hr.) Dominicus-
Ruhe (4655') and then by the Bleiberg road to the (21/4 hrs.) top. On the
summit are two churches (German and Wend) and the Villacher Alpenhduser
(Inn, bed 2-3 K. ; telephone). The *View embraces to the N. the entire
range of the Hohe and Niedere Tauern; to the S.E. are the Karawanken
Alps, to the S. the Julian Alps with the Terglou, and to the S.W. and W.
the Venetian, Carnian. and Dolomite Alps as far as the Marmolata. In the
foreground below lie the fertile valleys of the Gail and the Drave, with
the lakes of Ossiach, Worth, and Faak. Traces of an appalling landslip,
which overwhelmed ten villages in 1348 and converted the Gailtal into

a vast lake, are still observable. — The descent to the Gailtal may be made
on the S.W. side via Sack to (3 hrs.) Mtsch (p. 510).

The Lower Gailtal is a broad valley with luxurious meadows, bounded
on the N. by the Gailtal Alps, and on the S. by the E. offshoots of the
Carnian Alps. Railw.\y from Arnoldstein (p. 535) to Hermagor., 19V2 ^I-,

in I'/s hr. — The railway turns sharply to the N. in the direction of the
Dobratsch, ti'averses the remains of the landslip of 1348 (see above) on
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lake, which nestles aiiiong the wooded outliers nf the Karawanken group.
Thence we ferry (10 h.) to the island (12 acres in area) in the middle of
the lake, with its "Hdtel-Restaurant (good lake-lish, especially 'Renken' or
'Rainaugen'). — From the stati<m of Foderlach- Faukersee (p. 508) a road,
crossing the Drave, leads to (2i/4 M.) Egg, at the N.K. end of the lake,
whence there is another ferry [20 h.) to the island. — Woodland paths lead
from tlie Peterwirt in 5f) min., or from Maria-Gail in 1 hr. 10 min., to

Faak, 3/^ M. from the S.W. end of the lake (see p. 533). On a lofty rock,

3/4 hr. farther to the S., rises the picturesque ruin of Finkenstein (2765')-

— The ascent of the *Gro3se Mittagskogel (7035'; 6-7 hrs.) is attractive
but fatiguing. From Faak (see above) a road leads to (1^/2 hr.) Latschach
(2125'; Gailer; Woschitz), where we obtain a guide (G, with descent to
Lengenfeld 10 A'.). The marked path ascends hence via Olschena to the
(3 hrs.) Berta-HUlte (5575'; inn in summer) on the Jepica Alp and thence,
partly hewn in the rock (wire -ropes at two points), to the (lV-2-2 hrs.)

top (flne view). The descent may be made bv the Mlinca-Sattel to Rosen-
bach (p. 532), or from the Berta-Hiitte to the Belca-Sattel (4730') and through
the precipitous Belca-Graben to (2'/^ hrs.) Lengenfeld (p. 528).

From (21/2 M.) St. Ruprecht (p. 525), at the E. base of the Oswaldiberg
(see p. 508), a road leads to the N. via Tobring (Annenhof) to (2V4 M.)
Treffen (1790'; "Untenoirt; Oberwirt), a charmingly situated summer-resort,
with a chateau and park belonging to Count Latour. Beyond Treffen the
road leads along the Afritzer-Bach, passing Winklern and Einvde, at the
(31/2 M.) mouth of the Arriacher-'Tal (in which, 2 M. to the right, lies

Arriach, a summer-resort), to (6 M.) Afritz (2350'; Post). [From this point
we may easily ascend the Wdllaner Nock (7020'; 3*2-4 hrs.) or the Mirnock
(6900*; 41/2-5 hrs.), two attractive points of view. From the former we may
descend to (3 hrs.) Ebene-Reichenau, from the latter to (21/..' hrs.) Dobriach

;

comp. pp. 4S5, 511.] The road continues hence past the Afritzer-See and
over the watershed (2525') to the smaller but more picturesque Bremisee,
at the If. end of which lies (4V2 M.) Feld am See (2440'; Nindler; Modi),
a Protestant village, and proceeds thence via (3 M.) Radenthein (p. 4S5) and
(3 M.) Dobriach (p. 485) to (5 M.) Milhtatt (p. 511).

The *Dobratsch (7110'), or Villacher Alpe, the E. spur of the Gailtal
Alps, is one of the most famous points of view among the Eastern Alps.
Carriage-road (one-horse carr. to Bleiberg in \}k hr., 6 A'. 40 A., two-horse,
10 K. ; omnibus twice daily in summer in 21/2 hrs., fare 1 K. 60 h.) from
Villach via St. Martin (Gruber), Vellach, and (4V'2M.) Mittewald (2295' ; '-Hdtel-

Pension dc Hydropathic, R. 3-9, board 5V2 A.), a frequented summer-resort, and
through the wooded Bleiberg-Qraben to (91/vj M.) Bleiberg (2950'; Mohren;
Stern, both very fair), with lead-mines. A narrow road, stony towards the
top, leads hence to the summit in 3* 2 hrs. (guide, 6 A'., unnecessary; horse
13 A.). Refreshments at the Otto-Hutte, about halfway. Gi-od walkers should
go from Villach via Vellach (see above) to (71/2 M.) Heiligengeist (2920';

"Winkler; a drive of 1^/4 hr. from Villach; one-horse carr. 8 A.), whence
a path (red marks), mostly through wood, leads to the (iV2 br.) Dominicus-
Ruhe (4655') and then by the Bleiberg road to the (2V4 hrs.) top. On the
summit are two churches (German and Wend) and the Villacher Alpenhduser
(Inn, bed 2-3 A. ; telephone). The '-View embraces to the N. the entire
range of the Hohe and Kiedere Tauern; to the S.E. are the Karawanken
Alps, to the S. the Julian Alps with the Terglou, and to the S.W. and W.
the Venetian, Carnian. and Dolomite Alps as far as the Marmolata. In the
foreground below lie the fertile valleys of the Gail and the Drave, with
the lakes of Ossiach, Worth, and Faak. Traces of an appalling landslip,
which overwhelmed ten villages in 1348 and converted the Gailtal into

a vast lake, are still observable. — The descent to the Gailtal may be made
on the S.W. side via Sack to (3 hrs.) Notsch (p. 510).

The Lower Gailtal is a broad valley with luxurious meadows, bounded
on the N. by the Gailtal Alps, and on the S. by the E. offshoots of the
Carnian Alps. Railway from Arnoldstein (p. 535) to Hermagor. 19V2 '^^,

in I'/s hr. — The railway turns sharply to the N. in the direction of the
Dobratsch, traverses the remains of the landslip of 1348 (see above) on
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the right bank of the Gailitz, crosses the Gail, and skirts the base of the
Dobratsch towards the N.W. 1o (51/2 M.), Notsch am Do'^ratsch (1855'; Michor).
To the N.E. is the (V4 hr.) village of Sack^ with the chateau of Wasserleon-
hurg. The ascent of the Dobratsch (7110'; 41/2 hrs.) from Nutsch, via the
Notsch-Grahen and the Alpel, U not dificult, though steeper and more
fatiguing than the ascent on the N. side (see p. 509). A road leads to the
S. from Notsch to (l',.; M.) Feistritz an der G-ail (1870'; Achats; Janach;
Leiler), the largest village in the Lower Gailtal (815 inhab.), with a Gothic
church on a steep rock. Hence to the (3V2 hrs.) Upper Feiitrilz Alp and ascent
of the (4V4 hrs.) Osternig, see p. 537; over the Bartolo-Sattel to Tarvis, see

p. 536. — The railway goes on via (8 M.) Emmersdorf (Rapp) and past the
chateau of Bodenhof to (IOV2 M.) St. Stefan -Vorderherg (1840'). On a hill

2 M. to the N. lies the village of St. Stefaa (2390'; Post), whence a road
leads to the right over the Windische Hohe to Paternion (p. 511). On the
right bank of the Gail, 1 M. to the S. of the station, lies the village of
Vorderberg (1865'; inns), with the pilgrimage-church of Maria im Grahen,
at the foot of the Osternig (6675'), which is easily ascended hence in
4-41/4 hrs., via the Lom-Sattel (4805') and the Upper Feistritz Alp (p. 537). —
From (14Y'j M.) Govtschach - Forolach (2(j00'), the next station, a pleasant
excursion may be made to the (3 hrs.) Latschacher Alp (4930'). — The
station of (16 M.) Pressegger-See is situated on the N. bank of the pretty
Fressegger- or Pass^'ietcher-See (-'Frenzl, with baths, on the S. bank). — I71/2 ^I.

Vellach-Kiihnburg. — 19V2 M. Hermagor (2010'; Post; Gnawer), the principal
place (830 inhab.) in the lower Gailtal, charmingly situated at the moutli
of the Gitsch-Tal, through which a road (p. 512) leads over the Kreuzberg
Iti (5 hrs.) Greifenhtirg (p. 512). Near Moderndorf, 3 M. to the S., is the
romantic Garnitzen-Klamm (closed at present). Near the beginning of this

gorge the steep '•Enzian-Steig^ ascends to the left to the (2 hrs.) Egger Alp
(4595'; good quarters), with the little Egger-See (now almost dried up), a
summer-resort. The 'Poludnig (6570') is easily ascended hence in 2 hrs.

via. the Dellachev Alp; see p. 537'. — Near Hermagor grows the Wulfenia
Carinthiaca, a beautiful plant with dark-blue tlowers, found nowhere in

Europe except on the slopes of the Gartnerkofel (7210'), which rises to the
S.W. and may be ascended from the (5 hrs.) Nassfeld-Haus (night-quarters

;

p. 538) in 274 hrs., or via Moderndorf and the Kiihweger Alp in 5V2 hrs.,

with guide (J. Goberndorfer, J. Astner, and Matth. Essl of Hermagor).

From Hermagor the road follows the left bank of the Gail through the
Upper Gailtal (diligence twice daily to Kotschach in 4i/'2 hrs.) via Jenig,
Weidegg. and Tresdorf to (lOM.) Kirchbach (2185'; *Berger ; Unterberger : guide,
Paul Dollinger), whence the Hochwipfel (7180' ; fine views) may be ascended in

4 hrs. (with guide). — iVz M. Reissach (2235'; Pirschl ; guide, Phil. Waldner),
with a Gothic church. A path leads to the N.W. through woods to the

(3 hrs.) rustic Reisskofelbad (3265'), at the S. base of the Reisskofel (7770'),

which may be ascended in 4-5 hrs. (difficult: steady head essential). —
The road now passes Grafendorf and reaches (41/2 M.) Dellach, near which,
on the Gurina, interesting remains of Pioman and pre-Roman times have
been brought to light. Beyond St. Daniel, another small watering-place, we
reach (41/2 M.) Kotschach (2325'; Rizzi, Kiirschner, Post, all very fair), the
principal village in the L-pper Gailtal, and a summer -resort, prettily

situated. About 1 M. to the S.. on the right bank of the Gail, lies Maulhen
(p. 518). The Vorhegg (3420'; to the W.), ascended in 11/4 hr., aflforda a tine

survey of the Gailtal. A still more comprehensive view is commanded
by the Mussen Alp (6380') and the Schatzbuhel (6875'), 81/2-4 hrs. to the N.W.
(rich flora). — The Jauken (Jaukenhohe, 7335'), easily ascended in 41/2 hrs.

with guide (5 A'.) , commands an extensive panorama. The marked path
ascends, at lirst through wood, via Dobra and the Dellacher Alp and past

the Jaukenhaus (disused zinc-mine) to the summit. The E. peak {Jaukenberg
or Torkofel, 7390') is difficult (steady head essential). — From Kotschach
via Maria-Luggati to Sillian, see p. 409; over the Gailberg to Ober-Dratiburg
and over the Ploken to Venetia, see pp. 512, 513.
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"We continue to follow the left bank of tlie Drave , wltli the

Dobratsch (p. 509) to the left. IO8V2 M. Gummern (Post); 115 M.
Patemion-Feistriiz

.

From (3/4 M.) Feis/ritz (IMO*), near the confluence of the Weissenbach
and the Drave, a road leads to the S. W., via. Kreuzen and the Windische
Hohe (3615') , to the Gailfal (to St. Stefan, 5 hivs. , see p. 510). — Through
the Weissenbach- Tal to the (4V'2-5 hrs.) Weissensee, see p. 512.

II6V2M. Markt-Paternion{i?20'), 1 M. to the N. of the village

(Tell; Post). — 120 M. Rotenturm has a red-roofed chateau [io the

Millstatter See, see below, i^j-yhr.-^ marked path). We cross the

Lieser. To the left, beyond the Drave, is the chateau oi Schiittbach.

1251/2 M. Spittal an der Drau (1770'; '^Alte Post, R. 1-2 K.

;

Makoru; Sorgo's Brduhaus, with garden; Pichler zur Post; Ertl, at

the station, well spoken of), a considerable village (3000 inhab.)

on the Lieser, with a handsome chateau of Prince Porcia.
To the Killstatter-See, a very attractive excursion (omnibus from

the railway-station to Seebriicke 5 times, diligence to Millstatt 4 times daily
in IV2 hr., 1 K. 40 h. ; one-horse carr. 4, two-horse 8 K.). Good road (p. 513)
on the right hank of the Lieser to (P/z M.) the wood-pulp mill near See-
hach. Here we cross the Lieser and continue via Seeboden (*Hut. See-
boden; Peterwirt-, Dietrich} and Teche7idorf (Ertl; Pauli) to (3 M.) :.iill-

statt. Or (preferable for walkers) we follow the '^Liesersteig, a beautiful
walk on the left bank of the Lieser, to the (1 hr. from Spittal) 'Hdiel Seehof
and the ''Hdt. Steiner, near the steamboat-station of Seebriicke, at the^V,
end of the lake. Thence a steamboat plies 5 times daily in summer in

Vzhr., touching a.t Seeboden, Techendo?-/, and Orifschach, to Millstatt (1905'

;

-Hot. Lindenhof., near the lake, K. 3-8, pens. 8-12 E. ; Hot. Btu-gstaller <t

Seevilla, on the lake, R. 2-4 A'.; ^Post, R. 2-i K. ; De/ner; Kahlhofer, all

with gardens; Cafi Marchetti, on the lake, with roitms; Dr. Weiss's Hydro-
pathic; two bathing- establishments on the lake; apartments at several
villas), charmingly situated on the K. bank of the lake, with an old
abbey-church (Romanesque cloister; very aged lime-tree in the court).

Near the village is a pleasant Pa7'k with cafe and view-tower. Fine vie\\'

from the Kalvarienberg (25 min.). A path leads through the gorge of the
Riegerbach and then to the right via (20 min.) Ober-Millstatt (Sixt) to the
(10 min.) group of rocks known as the Estrella-Kap, and thence descends to

(V-ihr.) PliigVs Inn, on the lake, 25 min. to the E. of Millstttt. — The lake,
which is very deep and well stocked with fish, is Ti ^M. long and V2-I M. broad.
The steamboat goes on from Millstatt via Dellach to Dobriach (inn), at the E.
end (3/4 M. from the village, see below), which may be reached also by a new
road from Millstatt (diligence in summer). — ISxcuesioxs (guide, Rich.

Stampfer). A marked path ascends the romantic worided gorge of the Rieger-
bach (see above) to the (SV-i hrs.) Alpenhans (5900'; inn in summer) and
thence to the N.W. to the (V2 hr.) top of the Tschierweger Nock (65T0'),

which commands an admirable view. A more extensive panorama may be
enjoyed from the Schimeck (6830'), 1 hr. to the N.W. of the Tschierweger
Nock (descent to Gmiind, 2i,2 hrs.; see p. 514). — The Millstatter Alpe
(6340' ; 41/2 hrs.) also is attractive. From the (3V4 hrs.) Alpenhaus (see

above) we ascend to the N.E. to the (1/2 hr.) Tori (6250'), whence the ridge
to the right is followed to the (3/4 hr.) highest point. — The Mirnock (6900'),

ascended from Dobriach via Oberwinkl&r (plain accommodation) and the
Bodeneck (6420') in 4 hrs., with guide, is another fine point.

The Goldeck (7020'-, 4 hrs., with guide), to the S. of Spittal, is an
attractive ascent. We cross the Drave to the (V2 hr.) Platzer-Eeuschc and
thence ascend by a good club-path mostly through wood to the (3 hrs.)

Goldeck-Haus (6320'; inn in summer), 3/4 hr. below the summit.
From Spittal to Gmiind (Malta-Tal), see R. 92; thence to Mauterndorf

and to Radstadt, over the Radstadter 'Tauern, see R. 8S.
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On a slope to the left is the ruin of Ortenburg. At St. Peter im
HoLz, to the right, several traces of a Roman settlement have been
found. Beyond [129 M. ) Lendorf-Pusarnitz, where the new Tauern
Railway diverges to the right fp. 516), we traverse the fertile plain

of the Lurnfeld and cross the MolL. — 132 M. Mollbriicken-

,

Sachsenburg (1840'; Fleischhacker, Taschler, both at the station), at

the mouth of the Molltal (p. 516).
The Salzkofel (SISC), ascended from Mollhriicken throut,h ih& MUai-Tul

in 6 hrs., or from Kolbnitz (p. 516) through the Teichel-Tal in 01/2 hrs., with
guide, is remunerative and not difficult. About I hr. below the summit is

the Salzkofel-Hutte (6865'; provisiun-deput).

1331/2 M. Markt- Sachsenburg; I'd! M. Klehlack - Lhid (Post);

142 M. Steinfeld ha Drautal. — Uoi/g M. Greifenburg (1900';

/n?i, 1/4 ^^' from the station, plain); the village (Assam; Poit) lies

1 M. to the N.
To Pateeniox-Feistkitz an interesting route leads through the Weissen-

see-Tal in 11-12 hrs. The road (diligence to Techendorf daily in summer
in 21/2 hrs.) leads by Waisach to the (41/2 M.) Kreuzwirt, where it forks,
the right branch continuing to Weissbriach (see below), the left to

Oatschach (Pletz) and (3 M.) Teckendorf (Post, plain), on the N. bank of
the narrow Weissensee (2940'), bere spanned by a bridge. We either row
across the lake (i hrs ; uninteresting) or follow the X. bank for I1/2 M.
farther (preferable for fair walkers) and then ascend by a narrow foot-

path close to the blue liike, of which we enjoy repeated fine views, with
the Lieuzer Unholde, etc., in the background. From the (3 hrs.) E. end of

the lake, where remains of lake-dwellings have been found, a better
path leads through the Weissensee-Tal, skirting the Weissenbach, over fine

meadows and through pine-woods, to (212 M.) Weissenbach (*Cavallar,
bed 1 A'. 20 A.), with large saw-mills. Thence a good road (one-horse carr.

in 21/2 hrs., 7 K.) leads at first through a narrow defile via Stockenboi
(Fischerwirt) and then by a steep ascent, commanding a series of pretty
views of the Weissenbach-Tal and Drautal, and passing numerous little

hamlets. Finally a steep descent via Feistritz to the (ISVa M.) station of
Patemion-Feistritz (p, 511).

To THE Gailtal. Pleasant road over the Kreuzberg (3595') to Weiss-
briac/i (2685'; Lolfele), and through the wooded Gitschtal to Hermagor
(p. 510), 15 M.

A path (impossible to mistake) leads to the X. from Greifenburg through
the wooded Gnoppnitz-Tal, passing several chalets, to (4V-.' hrs.) the Feldner-
Hiitie on the Glanzsee (7200'

;
provision-depot), whence the Kreuzeck (8825')

may be ascended via the Wolla-Tovl (SOTO') in I1/2 hr. Splendid view.
Descent from the Wolla-Torl to the W. to the Gossnitzer Alp and through
the Wolla-Tal to (2V2 hrs,) Wollatratten in the Molltal, 1/2 lir. from Stall

and 11/2 hr. from Fraganl (p. 519). — The Hochtristen (SoOO* ; 6V2-7 hrs.)

is an interesting ascent from Greifenburg via the Asam Alp. Guide, M.
Karner of Greifenburg.

1511/2 M. Dellach. The Drave is now crossed to (I56Y2 M.) Ober-

Draubnrg (2035'; '*Stern; "^Post; Hirsch; Kdssl), on the" left bank.
Walks. In the Bu7'g-Fo7'st, 'Aj M. to the X. (pretty points of view); to

the (IV2 M.) picturesque Silber Fall in the Gailberg-Graben; to the (3 M.)
chateau of Steiri , by road on the left bank, or pleasant foot-path on the
right bank.

To ToLMEZzo via Kotschach and the Ploken (13-14 hrs.), an interest-

ing route. As far as Mauthen a road (diligence to Hermagor via Kotschach
twice daily in 6 hrs.: carriage to Mauthen with one horse 8 K.); thence
to Paluzza a cart-track or bridle-path, beyond it a post-road. The road
cr.isses the Drave, and im units the wooded slope of the Gailberg to the

(L hr.) Gailberg' Sal/el Cii^So'
•,

rustic inn). A short-cut for walkers joins
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the road at tlie bold Stuhenwand Bridge. From tlie pass the road descends
via Zrms to (l'/4 hr.) Kotachack (p. 510), and crosses the Gail to the village

of (20 mill.) Mauthen (2330'; 'Ortner:, guide, Simun Ainetter), the Roman
Lontium. at the mouth of the Valentin -Tal. The read now ascends this

valley through beautiful beech-wood. After 1 hr. a route descends 1o the
left to the Valentin-Tobel; V< tr. farther on is iheEderJnn; ^/thr. guide-

post to the Wolaver See (see below; 5 hrs. from Kcitscbach direct). Then
(1/2 hr.) In der P'loken (4135'; *7««, R. IV2 K-)- a summer-resort, prettily

situated in a green Alpine valley. To the N.E. rises the PoUnigg (7825'j,

a fine point of view, easily ascended from Ploken in 81/2 hrs. or frnm
Mauthen in 4 hrs. (guide 8 K.). More laborious accents are the KolUnkofel
(8830'; from Ploken 41/2 hrs., with guide), and the Kellerwand (9105'; 51/2;

6 hrs.; difficult). Pleasant excursion (guide. Q K.., not indispensable) via

the Unteve and Obere Valentin Alp., and the Wolaver -Tori or Valeniin-

TSvl (7000') to the (3V2 hrs.) "Wolayersee-Hiitte (6425'; Inn in summer),
finely situated at the W. end of the picturesque little Wolayef-See. This
hut is the starting-point for ascents of the Monte Coglians (0120';- 51/2 hrs.;

laborious), Seekopf (8365'), Monte Canale (8160'), Cima di Sasso Nero (8090').

and Mooikofel (8i55'). Guides, Obernostei-er of Mauthen, P. Samassa of

Collina.
—

' Over the Wolayer Pass (6505') to Forni Avoliri, 3 hrs. From
the pass (10 min. from the hut; Italian frontier) a rough zigzag path
descends through a rocky valley (chamois often seen) and then through
pastures to (1 hr.) Collina (3985'; Falleschini's Inn, rustic), picturesquely
situated beneath the castle of Tuglia (ascent of Mie. Coglians hence in

71/2 hrs., with guide, via the Ricovero Oiov. MarinelU on the Forca di

Moreretto (6615'; comp. above). Thence via Sigilletto and Frasseneito to (2 hrs.)

Forni Avoltri (p. 539).

An ascent of V2 hr. from the Ploken. passing several Roman mile-

stones and inscriptions, brings us to the Ploken Pass {Monte Croce, 4470';

rfmts.), commanding a fine view to the S. and E. The path now descends in

zigzags to the Val Grande., (13/4 hr.) Tischlicang, Ital. Timau (2730'; Bee),

and (IV2 hr.) Paluzza (1985'; Moser), the principal village in the Val di San
Pietro, which is watered by the But. Good road hence through the pictur-

esque valley to the small baths of Arta (1450'; 'Hot. -Pens. Grassi),

Zuglio (Julivm Carnicum, with Roman remains), and (71,2 M.) Tolmezzo

(p. 538), in the Val Tagliamento, and (6 M.) Stazione per la Carnia, on
the Pontebba Railway (p. 538). — From the Ploken Pass an attractive

route leads over the Forcella di Plumbs (6460') to (6 hrs.) Rigolato (p. 539;
guide desirable).

The train returns to the left bank and crosses the frontier of

Carinthia shortly before reaching (IQi M.)Nikolsdorf [2070' ; Stem).
The *Hochstadl (8785'; 6-6V2 hrs.; guide 12^.), the highest summit

of the Lien/. Dolomites, is an easy and attractive ascent. From Kikolsdorf
we descend the Drave to i^/i hr.) Pirkach (or in 1 hr. from Oberdrau-
burg), ascend the bridle-path via the Ferdinands-Brunnen to the (2V2-3 hrs.)

Hochstadl-Hiitte (6330'), and thence to the summit in 2 hrs.

From iNikolsdorf or Ober-Drauburg to Bierbaum, in the Lesach-Tal

(p. 410), over the Pirker-Schartel (4995'), to the W. of the Schartenkogel

(6655'), 5-51/2 hrs., with guide, rather fatiguing.

The train traverses the broad Pustertal to (165 M.) Dolsach

(p. 1733. Finally we cross the/sd and reach (1671/0 M. )LJenz (p. 410).

92. From Spittal to Gmiind. Malta -Tal.

91/2 M. Diligence thrice daily in i^i hr. (fare 2 E. 40 h.)-, one-

horse carriage 6, two -horse 10 E. The express-post, leaving Spittal at

10 a.m., runs to (35 M.) Mauterndo7'f (p. 484) in 8 hrs.

-Spi/fai (1770'), see p. 511. The new road runs through the deep

and narrow Lieser-Tal via Seebach (*Harfe ; to Millstatt, see p. 511)

Bakdekee's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 33
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and Lieserhrucken (Grud). The picturesque old road, high up on

the W. side of the valley, via Lieserhofen (Bliem), Trebesiny, and

Radl, is preferable for pedestrians (81/2 ^^"8. to Gmiind).

91/2 M. Gmiind (2400'; *Feldner, R. 11/2-3 K.; *Kohlmayr,

R. 1-2, pens. 4V2-5 K, ; Lax; Hofinger ; Post), a quaint little town

(900 inhah.) with a new and an old chateau of Count Lodron, at

the mouth of the Malta- Tal, is much visited as a summer-resort.

Environs. Good survey of the district from the Malta bridge, from
the Kalvarienberg (V4 hr.), and from the grounds on the Schober and Lieser-

hergl (}lz hr.). Walks to the 0/2 hr.) Magdalenen-Qtielle., in the woods (white

way-marks); to (1 hr.) Schloss Dorribach; to Eisenfratten (p. 484), 2/4 hr.,

or by a woodland-path via Budi (yellow marks), IV4 hr. ; to (3/4 hr.) Bad
Radl (yellow marks), at the end of the v^ilA Radl-Graben (see below); and
via (1/2 hr.) Treffenhoden to the (i'/4 hr.) Huhmbauer (blue marks), with

views of -the Hochalpenspitze. — Ascents (guide, Matth. Hofer). The
Schimeck (6830'), a good point of view, is easily ascended (red marks \

guide 5^., not indispensable) via Oherbuch and the Hofer-Alpe (hay -beds)

in 472 hrs.. or (steeper; blue marks) via Unierbuch and Gartenhiitte in

3 hrs. Beautiful view. Descent to Millstatt^ 3 hrs. (see p. 511). — The
ascent of the *Konigstuhl or Karlnock (7645'; 7 hrs.) is not difficult.

From (IV2 hr.) Leoben (p. 484) we traverse the Leoben-Graben (to the right)

to the (4 hrs.) Karlbad, an unpretending 'Ead', where we spend the night,

and thence ascend to the summit in IV2 hr. Descent through the Krems-
graben to (5 hrs.) Kremsbrucken (p. 484) and (27--' hrs.) Gmiind. Descent to Tw-
rach, see p. 485. — The ''Gmeineck {Hiifinersberg^ 8485'; 51/2 hrs.; red way-
marks; guide IK., not indispensable) is an easy and attractive ascent via

Radl., Neuschitz, the (3 hrs.) Obere Gamper-Eiiite (5905'; inn in summer),
and thence to the (21/2 hrs.) top (line view). — The Reisseck (9710' ; 8 hrs.

;

guide 13 £".) is laborious. We ascend (blue marks) through the wild i?a(ii-

yraben to (3 hrs.) the Ruhentaler Hiitte (4265'; night-quarters), and thence

to the (3 hrs.) grandly situated Hohe See (7940'j and over the Kalte Herberg-

Scharte (8895') to the (2 hrs.) summit. Magnificent panorama.

From Gmund to Millstatt, 4 hrs. We pass through the archway
marked 'nach Millstatt', on the E. side of the market-place, cross the

Lieser, and ascend by pleasant paths (blue marks) through wood to Trefling

(inn), where we join the picturesque and shady road via Tangern to Mill-

siatt (p. 511).

The Malta-Tal (5 hrs. to the Gmiinder-Hiitte, 9 hrs. to the Osna-

briicker-Hiitte) is a partially wooded valley, with numerous water-

falls. A road (omnibus to the Pfliiglhof daily in summer in II/2 hr.,

2 K.; one-horse earr. there and back 7, two-horse 12 K.) leads

from Gmiind via Fischertratten and Hilpersdorf to (41/2 M.) Malta
or Maltein (2750; Stutzl , very fair), the principal village, with

300 inhab. and the old chateau of Kroneck.
Excursions (guides, Karl Fercher, Jos. and Andr. Klampferer, and Jos.

Slrasser). The Faschauner Tori (5790'), with a fine view of the E. Tauern
5lts.. may be ascended in 3 hrs. via Maltaberg, and Faschaun (guide 3 A'.). —
The Winkelnock (S605'; 5 hrs.; guide 7 A^) is ascended via the Untere and
Obere Tandl-Alpe; view of the Gross-Glockner and Hochalpenspitze. — The
Reitereck (9135'), via Maltaberg and Faschaun 51/2 hrs., with guide (S K.),

is not difficult. Beautiful view from the top.

The road is continued along the left bank of the Malta via Feistritz

to (3 M.) Koschach (to the right the pretty fall of the Fallback, 490'

high), where the road to the Gossgraben diverges to the left (see

p. 515), and then divides. The right branch leads past Egarters

Inn to (1 M.) Brandstatt. The left branch, crossing the Malta and
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the Oossbach (to the left, 1 M. farther up, are the three *Gdss Falls)

leads to (1 M.) the *Alpen-H6tel Pfluglhof [2800'; R. 2-21/2 ^0,'

beyond which we recross to the left bank of the Malta, about 1/4 M.
before reaching Brandstatt.

From the Gossgraben, a valley with numerous fine waterfalls (to the
* Zwillings - Fall , I3/4 hr. , a new path; quarters at the Kohlmayer Huite,
1 hr. from the Pfluglhof), fatiguing routes cross the Kapponig-Torl (ascent
of the Triettenspitze, see p. 517) to (8 hrs.) Ober-Vellach (p. 516) and the
Dostner or Mallnitzev Scharte (8780') to (8 hrs.) Mallnitz (p. 517). The night
may be spent at the Upper Tomanhauer's (5260'; hay-bed), 2 hrs. from the
Kohlmayer Htitte. The Sftuleck (10,105') may be ascended from the Dossner-
Scharte in IV2 br. (see p. 517-, guide 16, or incl. the Sauleck '2,0 K.).

Beyond Brandstatt (guides, Joh. Klampferer, sen. and jun.) the
path ascends the Malta-Graben (red marks; guide unnecessary; to

the Osnabriicker-Hiitte 12 -K".), passes tlie Schleier Fall, and reaches

the Kersclilmkl-Hutte and (40 inin.) the Faller-Hiitte (2915'). A
guide-post here indicates the path to the left to the Faller Tiimpfe,

or cascades of the Malta, falling into a rocky basin. The narrow
gorge of the Malta is crossed by the (20 min.) Hochstey (3075'); to

the right is the Melnik Fall ; to the left a view of the Preimelspitze
and Oberlercherspitze. The path now divides. The club-path on
the right bank (over the Hoclisteg, then to the right) has the ad-
vantage of being shaded and of commanding finer views. The bridle-

path on the left bank is about 1/2 M. shorter and leads via the
Lower Veidlbauer - Alpe. The two paths reunite at the (^/4 hr.)

Hoch-Brucke (3780'), whence we gradually ascend to the (20 min.)
Gmiinder-Hutte in the Schonau (3885'; inn in summer), and the

(1/4 hr.) waterfall of the Blaue Tumpf; to the left the Hochalpenbach
forms a waterfall, 200' high. We now follow the Elend-Steig, a

club-path on the right bank of the Malta, leading mainly through
wood. Beyond the (1/2 h^r.) Klamm-Fall and below the Preimel Falls

we cross the Preimel brook and the Malta to the (3/4 hr.) Adambauer
HiXtte (5150'), on the left bank. Then (8/4 hr.) the Wastelbauer-
Hutte (6610' ; rustic quarters) ;

S/^hr., the Samer-Hutte (2320'; hay

-

beds), adjoining which is a shooting-box (generally closed). The
Malta-Tal now turns to the W. and (1/4 hr.) ramifies into the (left)

Gross-Elend and (right) Klein-Elend-Tal. On the Ochsen Alp, ll/4hr.

up the former, is the Osnabriicker-Hiitte (6690'; Inn in summer),
in a grand situation opposite the magnificent Gross-Elend Glacier.

Ascents. The ='=Hochalpenspitze (11,010'; 8V2-9 hrs. from the Pfluglhof,
or 4-5 hrs. from the Osnabrucker-Hiitte; guide 18-20 iT), the highest peak
of the E. Tauern, is not difficult for experts. The route leads from the (1 hr.)

Hochsteg, via the Paukersicand, the Straner Alp, and the {^\iTS.) Hochalm-
Ochsen-Hiitte (6190'), to the (1 hr.) Villacher-EiiUe (7710'

; provision-depot) on
the Lange Boden, beneath the Schwavze Schneide. This club-hut is also
reached direct from the Gmiinder-IIiitte (see above), by a red-marked path
via the Annemann Alp in 3V2-4hrs., with guide. Thence to the summit,
via the Eochalpenkees, 372-4 hrs. Slagnificent view. Interesting descent
by the Preimel-Scharte (9765') and the Gross-Elend-Glacier to the Gross-
Elend-Tal (3V2 hrs. to the Osnabriicker-HUtte); or by the Preimel-Scharte.,

Gross-Elend Glacier, Hannover-Scharte, Kalberspitz Glacier, and Gross-Elend-
Scharte to the (5-6 hrs.) Hanover Hut (p. 518). Adepts may also descend

33*
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from the Hochalpenspitze to tbe Hanover Hut in about 5hrs. by the Ar»old-

Weg, via the Gross-Elend and Kalberspitz Glaciers (comp. p. 518). — The
Preimelspitze (10,420'; 3 hr?.)i fr^m the Villacher-Hutte via the Hoch-

nlpenkees and the Preimel-Scharte (see p. 515). is not difficult. — The Hafncr
{^Hafnereck^ 10,040'), ascended from the Gmiinder-Hutte via the Mahr-Alpc
(poor accommodation) and the S.W. arete in 51/2-6 hrs. (guide 13 A".), is

fatiguing but repaying (p. 484). — The -Schwarzhorn (9&40'; 31/2 hrs.
;
guide

J 8 A'.) is ascended "from the Osnabriicker-Hiitte past the Schwarzhorn Lakes

^

nver the Schwarzhornsee-Scharte (8760') and the S.W. arete. Admirable view.

Descent to the S.W. over the Gross-Elend-Scharte to the (4 hrs.) Hanover
Hut; comp. p. 518. — The *Ankogel (10,670' ; 41/2-0 hrs.; guide 20 A'.),

from the Osnabriicker-Hiitte past the Upper Schwarzhorn Lake and across

the neve of the Klein-Elend Glacier^ and finally over the E. arete, presents

no difficulty to proficients (comp. pp. 518, 146). — The Tischlerspitze (9880')

and Tischlerkarkopf (9855'), two difficult rocky peaks surrounded by serrated

glaciers, may be ascended from the Osnabrucker-Hiitte in 6-8 hrs., via the

Sc/twarzJwrnsee-Scfiarie and the Elein-Elend Glacier (guide 22 K ). The descent

to Gastein is very difficult (6 hrs.:, guide 28 A".). — The Grosse Sonnblick

(11,890'; 6-7 hrs.; guide 10 AT.), from the Hochsteg via the Melnik Alp, or

from the Gmiinder-Hutte via the Malir Alp, is another interesting point

(uot to be confounded with the Eauris Sonnblick, pp. 149, 518).

Passes. From the Samer-Hiitte a marked club-path leads to the Is.

(iver the Arlscharte (7385') to the Gross-Arltal (6 hrs. to Hiittschlag, p. 134:

guide 17 Z.); another to the N.E. over ih.& Marchkar - Scharte {71W) and
Moritzen-Scharte to (6 hrs.) St. Moritzen in the upper Murtal (p. 484; guide
23 A'.). — From the Samer-Hiitte over the (4 hrs.) Klein- Elend- Scharte
(8955'; view) to the Koischach-Tal and (6 hrs.) Wildhad Gastein (p. 142), rather

laborious (guide 20 A'^.). — From the Samerhiitte over the Tischlerkar-

Scharte (8>1'0') to (10 hrs.) Gastein, difficult (guide 27 A.). — From the

<")suabriicker-Hiitte over the Gross-Elend-Scharte (8770'), marked path to

the (4 hrs.) Hannover-Hutte (guide 17 A".) or (less attractive) direct to (5 hr.^.)

Mallnitz (guide 20 A".), see p. 519.

93. The MoUtal.
From Mollbriicken to (I2V2 M.) Ober-Vellach, diligence twice daily in

summer in 2V2-3 hrs. (2 AT.); from Ober-Vellach to (6';4 M.) MallnUz, once

daily in 21/2 hrs. (2 A'.): from Ober-Vellach to (22 M.) TFm/.?em, once daily

in 6" hrs. (3 K. 60 h.). One-horse carriage from Sachsenburg station (at

Fleischhacker's) to Ober-Vellach in 21/4 hrs., 7 A. ,• from Ober-Vellach to

Winklern in 4'/2hrs., 12 A'. — From Dolsach via Winklem io Heiligmhlut,

see p. 1'72. — The new Tauern Roilwa>j (comp. p. 141), expected to be

open in 1808, diverges from the Marburg and Lienz line at Pusarnitz-

Lendorf (]}. bi2) and runs via Milhldorf, Penk, and Ober-Vellach to (17 M.)

Mallnitz (p. 517), and thence through the "Tauern Tunnel to Gastein, see p. 141.

From Mdllbrucken-Sarhsenburg (station, p. 512) a carriage-road

leads to tlie N.W. via Pattendorf (*Mosser, with baths
j
Berger) to

(2V2 M.) Miihldorf {i%0'- Hopfgartiier), 3/^ M. above wbicli are the

steel-worksof the same name (2300'; *H6t. -Pens. Waldschlosschen,

R. IV2-8, hoard 5 7t.), whence the picturesque Kiinzerschlucht with

its waterfalls may he visited (1 hr. there and hack). The road then

passes Kolhnitz (Meixner; ascent of the Salzkofel, see p. 512) and

leads round the Danielsherg (3150') to (81/2 M.) Penk, whence it

proceeds via Stallhofen^ below the ruined castle of Falkenstein, to—
121/2 M. Ober-Vellach (2250'; *Post, R. 11/2-^ K.; Bwr^w, clean

and moderate; Wenger; Egger)^ a pleasantly situated and thriving

village, frequented as a summer-resort. The Gothic church contains
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a winged *Altar-piece by Job. Schoreel (1520). Close by is the

chateau of Trabtischgen, now a summer-resort, with baths and pret-

tily decorated rooms.
Excursions (guide, Joh. Welch selbraun). Pleasant walks to the rifle-

range ^ the ruin of Falkenstein ; the Polinik Fall and the Klausen Fall ('/2hr.),

and to (Vs hr.) the fine ''Grojypenstein Waterfall of the Mallnitzbach. On
a crag above the last rises the picturesque Schloss Groppenstein (2395'),

built in the 10-13th cent., and recently restored in the ancient style. Fine
view (fee 40 h.). — The Lonzahbhe (7105'), ascended without difficulty in

41/2 hrs. (guide 6 K.), via the Steiner Alp, is a fine point of view (see below).

The ascent of the *Polinik (9120'), the highest summit of the Krsuzeck
group (p. 512), makes an attractive expedition of 51/2-6 hrs. (guide 10 K.).

The route leaves Ober-Vellach on the S., and traverses the Boden and the
Spilalwiese to (3 31/2 hrs.) the Polinik-Hau$ on ihe Slampfer Alp (6000'; inn in

summer), 2V2 hrs. below the summit, which affords a magnificent panorama
of the Carinthian and Tyroless Alps. Interesting high-level route from
the Polinik-Haus over the Kreuzeck to the Feldner-Eutte (6-7 hrs. : p. 512). —
The Triestenspitze (9596'), ascended in 7-8 hrs., with guide, past the

Pfaffenherg Lakes and over the Kapponig-Torl^ is laborious but repaying.

Descent to the (3V-.' hrs.) Tomanbaiier in the Gdssgraben, p. 515.

[The interesting Mallnitz-Tal opens to the N.W. of Ober-Vellach

[diligence to Mallnitz, 6 M., daily in 21/2 hrs- ; cair. 6 K.). A car-

riage-road gradually ascends along the Kalvarienberg, crossing the

Mallnitzbach at the Bruckerwirt, to (S'/o M.) Lassach, where to the

right, at the head of the Dossner-Tal^ the Sduleck (see below) comes

into sight. It then leads over the Rabisch (3955') to (1^4 M.) Mallnitz

(3890'; *Drei Gemsen, with baths and trout-breeding ponds; Zur
Tauernbahn; Josef &ud. Alois NoislernUjg)^ a picturesquely-situated

summer-resort, often crowded.
The shady Schluchtweg, though slightly longer than the carriage-

road, is preferable for walkers, but has been partly destroyed by floods

and is not available at present. We follow the narrow lane above the
church at Ober-Vellach, which runs behind the houses, to the (1/2 hr.)

Schloss Groppenstein (see above) ; a path diverges to the right near the
bridge and ascends on the E. side of the ''Groppenstein Waterfall to a (1/4 hr.)

guide-post indicating the way to the (5 min.) 'Zechner Fall. The path
crosses the carriage-road at the Bruckerwirt near Lassach (see above),

turns to the right, and beyond the picturesque falls of the Mallnitzbach,
rejoins the road, 1/4 hr. from Mallnitz, which may also be reached hence
by the meadow-path skirting the brook.

The belvedere on the Winklerpalfen., V* hr. from Mallnitz, commands
a beautiful view: to the N.W. is the depression of the Niedere Tauern,
with the Geiselkopf and Feldseekopf; more to the N. the Ramettenspitze,
the conical Lieskehlspitze, Gamskarlspitze, Scheinbretterspitze, Ebeneck,
Grauleitenspitze, Ankogel, and Torlspitze ; to the E. the Auernig and
Maresenspitze; and to the S.W. the long Lonzahohe. The, Birnbachev-Weg
traverses the woods below the Lonzahohe. In the (V2 M.) Seebach-Tal is

a park (benches beside the weir).

Excursions (guides, Jos. and Joh. Gfrerer. Jak. Rosskopf., Ulr. Ladinig,
and Chr. Manhart). An attractive walk leads through the Seebach-Tal to the

(IV2 hr.) Stapitzer-See (4135'), with fine views of the Ankogel and Hochalpen-
spitze. — The Sauleck (10,105' ; 7-8 hrs.

;
guide 12, with descent to Maltein

22 K.) is an interesting though fatiguing ascent. The route leads through
ihQ Dossner-Tal (numerous chamois) to the &l-> hrs.) Egger Alp (6480'; hay-
beds), and past the (3/4 hr.) picturesque Dossner-See, and then to the left over
rocks, debris, and snow to the S.E. crest and the (3-4 hrs.) summit. Or tVom
the lake we may ascend to the right to the (IV4 hr.) Dossner-Scharte (p. 515),

then turn to the left (N.) and ascend the S.E. arete to the (IV2 hr.) summit
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(line view). The direct descent into the Gossgraben should be attempted
only by experts. — The *Gamskarlspitze {Hochtauevnkopfy 9270'; 5-6 hrs.

;

guide 10, to Bockstein 16 K.) is laborious. It may be ascended either from
the S.W., via the Woigsten-Tal (we diverge to the right from the route to the
Mallnitzer Tauern, at the Stacker Alp, after about 1 hr.), or (more difficult)

from the Grunecker-See (p. 519). — The *Geiselkopf (9735'; 6-7 hrs.; guide
10 K.) , highly attractive, is ascended from the Mallnitzer Tauernhaus
(p. 147) or from the Sonnblick route (see below). The summit afifords an
imposing view of the Tauern. — The Lonzahohe (7105'; 3-4 hrs.; guide 5,

with descent to Ober-Vellach 7 K.) is best ascended by the club-path
in the Tauern-Tal, diverging to the left at a (20 min.) guide-post to the
Walliger-Alpe and crossing the broad ridge to the cairn on the top. The
other ascents are steep and fatiguing. Rich flora. — The Maresenspitze
(9585'; 5-6 hrs. ;

guide 8 K.), Feldseekopf {^m<J ; 4V2-5 hrs. ; 8 A^), Boses Eck
(9290'; 5-6 hrs. ; 10 K.\ and Lieskehle (7880' ; 3 hrs. ; 6 K.) may also be ascend-
ed from Mallnitz. — Over the Dossner-Schurte to Maltein (10 hrs,

;
guide

20 ii.), see p. 515 ; the ascent of the Sduleck (see p. 517) may be combined
with this route. Over the Mallnitzer Tauern or Niedere Tauern to Gastei/i

(9 hrs.
;
guide to Bockstein 10 K.), see p. 147. — The ascent of the -Sonn-

blick (10,190' ; 91/2-10 hrs. ; guide 20 E.), though fatiguing, is a fine expe-
dition for adepts, to whom it presents no difficulties. From Mallnitz we
follow the Medere Tauern route (p. 148) as far as (2 hrs.) the Mannhard
Alp (5735'), whence we ascend to the left in windings to the (1V2-2 hrs.)

Feldsee-Scharte {SldO' ; fine views to the E. and W.), between the Feldsee-
kopf and Geiselkopf (see above). A steep descent of about 200' brings us

to the moraine of the glacier stretching down from the Geiselkopf, after

crossing which we follow a nearly level path (about 8200) on the slope of
the upper Wurlen-Tal, beneath the precipices of the Murauerkopf, Schlap-
perebenspitz, and Weinflaschenkopf, to (2V2-3 hrs.) the Wurten-Kees. We
cross this glacier to the Niedere £fc/iar/e (8890*), and ascend past the Windisch-

kopf and Tramerkopf (p. 150) and over the Vogelmaier - Ochsenkav - Kees to

the (3 hrs.) Zittelhaus (p. 149).

From Mallnitz a path (red marks
;
practicable for horses) ascends

the Seebach-Tal to the N.E., past (1/2 hr.) the S. opening of the

Tauern Railway Tunnel (p. 146), and then (1/4 hr.) follows the

Korn-Tauern route, to the left (p. 146). After 1 1/2 ^^' more we turn

to the right at the Viktor-Quelle (guide-post) to the (IV2 t^r. ; S^/o-

4 hrs. from Mallnitz
,
guide 6 K.) Hanover Hut (8830'; inn in

summer), magnificently situated on the Elsche-SatteL The (_^/i hr.)

*Arnoldhdhe (8830') commands a splendid view, extending to the

Glockner group.

3I0UNTAIN Ascents (guides, see p. 517). — The ascent of the *Aiikogel
(10,670' ; 2-2V2 hrs. ; guide 8, with descent to the Osnabriicker-Hiitte 14, to

Bockstein 16 A".) is not difficult for the moderately expert, though the
upper half is fatiguing. The panorama is very line. The descent to the
Grots-Elend-Scharte, or via the Klein-Elend Glacier and the Schwarzhornsee-
Scharte to the (31/2-4 hrs.) Osnabriicker-Hiitte, offers no serioua difficulty

(see p. 51G) ; but that to the Anlauf- Tal (p. 146) is troublesome. — The
-Hochalpenspitze (11,010'; 7-8 hrs.; guide 15, with descent to the Osna-
brucker - Hiitte 22, to the Villacher-Hiitte 50 A.), ascended via the Gross-

Elend-Scharte, the Hannover-Scharte, the Gro$s-Elend Glacier, the Preimel-
Scharie (9765'), and the Hochalpen Glacier, is not difficult for proficients. The
Arnold- Weg offers a shorter (5V2-6 hrs.) but more difficult route. This lead';

from the Hannover-Scharte (see above) across the Gross-Elend Glacier to the

right to the foot of the Gross-Elend-Kopf {iO,%%'), ascends that peak, passing
to the Lassach side about halfway up (wire -rope) and finally ascends
through a snow -couloir to the top of the Hochalpenspitze. Descent to

the Villacher-Hiitte, 2 hrs., see p. 515. — The Gamskarlspitze (9275';

472 hvs.
;
guide 7, with descent to Bockstein 14 A'.) is laborious. We follow
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the Korn-Tauern route to the small Tauernsee (7530'), then ascend to the
W. across scree-slopes past the Oriinecker-See to the Oamskarl Glacier, and
finally mount over steep slopes of neve and the S. arete to the summit
(p. 518). The descent may be made to the Woigsten Glacier and via the Woig-
sten-Scharte (8010') to (4-5 hrs.) Bockstein. — The Grauleitenspitze (9035';

V/a hr. ; guide 2 K.) is easy and attractive. — The Tischlerspitze (QSlCf) and
HolUorkogel (9515'), 5-6 hrs. v/ith guide (12^.), should be attempted by
practised and powerful climbers only. They are best ascended after crossing
the Ankogel from the Klein-Elend Glacier (comp. p. 516).

Over the Gross-Elend-Sghakte to the Malta-Tal, 3V2hrs. tn theOsna-
briicker-Hlitte (guide 10 Z^.), an easy and attractive expedition. A marked path
leads from the Hanover Hut to the (IV2 hr.) Gross-Elend-Scharte (STW),
whenc it descends over fhe, Plessnitz Glacier i*^ the Gross-Elend-Tal and the

(IV2 hr.) OsndbrUcker-Hiitte (p. 515). Crossing the glacier in a diagonal direc-
tion to the N.E. from the Scharte, we reach the (I72 hr.) Schivarzhorn?.ee-
Scharte (csi. Sl&y), commanding fine views of the glaciers of the Klein- and
Gro8s-Elend-Tal, whence the "Schwarzhorn (p. 516) may be ascended in IV4 hr.
From the Scharte to the (2 hrs.) Osnabriicker-Hiitte (p. 515; guide 10 Z.). —
To Gastein an easy pass leads over the Hohe Tauern, or Korn-Tauern, in
5-6 hrs. (path marked with red; guide, not indispensable for adepts, to
Bockstein 8 K. ; comp. p. 146). — Over the Ebeneck (8736') or the Radeck-
Scharte (9435') to Gastein, 6-7 hrs. with guide, difficult, to be attempted
only by proficients.

Travellers from Mallnitz to Heiligenblut save about 3/4 hr. if they
proceed from Latsach (p. 517) to the right round the mountain-slope, pass-
ing above the castle of Groppenstein (p. 517), direct to Semslach (to Flattacli,

2 hrs., see below). The finest route for adepts leads via the Feldsee- Scharte
and the Sonnblick; from Mallnitz to Heiligenblut 13-14 hrs. (see p. 518).l

From Ober-Vellacli the road leads past Semslach (right, Schloss

Groppenstein
, p. 517) to (41/2 M.) Flattach (Gradnitzer; Huber),

opposite the mouth of the Ragga-Tal (paths destroyed), and to

(11/2 M.)Ausser-Fragant (2375'; *Mayer), at the entrance to tlie

Fragant- Tal.

A shady club-path leads through the Fragant-Tal to (IV2 hr.) Ltner-
Fragant (3385'; rustic inn), and then ascends the Wurten-Tal via the(V2hr.)
shooting-lodge of Badmeister (3889') to the (IV2 hr.) Wurten Alp (5420')

and the (1^/4 hr.) Gussenhauer - Hiitte (7285'; ruined). The Rauris may be
reached hence either via the Wurten-Kees, the (2V2 hrs.) Fraganter- Scharte
(p. 149), and the (3/4 hr.) Goldberg - Knappenhaus (p. 149; guide to Kolm-
Saigurn i&K.); or via the Niedere Scharte and the (3V2 hrs.) Zittelhaus

(p. 149; guide 20 K.). The ascent of the Schareck (10,270'; 3 hrs. from the
Gussenbauer-Hiitte

;
guide 16 K.), via the Wurten-Kees, presents no difficulty

;

descent Gastein (steady head essential), see p. 147. To Mallnitz over the
Feldsee-Scharte (10 hrs. from Fragant; guide 12 iT.), see p. 518.

From Inner-Fragant over the Schober-T5rl (7730') to Dollach, 6-7 hrs.,
with guide (13 Z), easy (comp. p. 174). From the (4 hrs.) Schober-Torl,
the Stellkopf (9340'; fine view) may be ascended in I1/2 hr. (comp. p. 173).

The Molltal now contracts. The road passes (41/2 M.) WoLla-
tratten (p. 612), Stall (1^/2 M. ; Post; Martischnigg), with the ruin

of Wildegg , and (41/2 M.) Rangersdorf (2825'; *Post ; Wabnig). It

then crosses the Moll to (21/4 M.) Lainach, a prettily situated village

and bath, on a tongue of land formed by the deposits of the Zlai-

nitzbach.

B'/o^I. Winklern, on the Dolsach and Heiligenblut road (p. 173).
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94. From Bruck an der Mur to Villach.

i26V2 M. Railway in 5'/4-7V2 hrs. ; fares 18 K. 55, 10 K. 55, 5 K. 70 h.

The express train has a dining-car (D. 3 K. 60 /«.)•

Bruck an der Mur, see p. 448. The train diverges to the right

from the main line, crosses the Mur^ and turns to the W. into the

narrow Murthal. 7 M. Niklasdorf. It then crosses the Mur to —
101/2 M. Leoben (1745' ; Rail. Restaurant and Hot. Siidbahnhof,

at the station ; *H6tel Garner, 1/4 M. from the station, R. 2-7 K.

;

^Steirerhof; "^Post, R. 1^.2-2^12 K. ; Kindler; '^Mohr; Wilder Mann;
Stadt Gratz)^ a town with 10,200 inhab., on a peninsula formed by
the Mur, the centre of the mining and cognate industries of Upper
Styria, and the seat of a school of mining. In the market-place are

a column of the Trinity, erected after the cessation of the plague in

1716, and two fountains, one of them with the figure of a miner.
The grammar school contains natural history and other collections

of local interest. Fine Town Park (restaurant in summer). Pretty

view from the height 5 min. above the modern Church of the

Redemptorists, on the Mur.
Pleasant excursion via the (2 hrs.) Schmalhuhe (3935'-, rfmts ) to the

(I1/4 hr.) top of the Mugel (3555'), on which is the Mugel-Huite (inn in
summer). Fine view. — From Leoben to Hieflau via Eisenerz, see p. 469.

The train describes a wide circuit round the town, and to the S.

of the suburb of Waasen stops at the (12 M.) Staatsbahnhof or State

Railway Station (Hotel Rudolfsbahn). It then follows the left bank
of the Mur (passing the chateau of Goss, now a brewery, on the left)

to (18 M.) St. Michael (1955' ; *RaiL. Restaurant; Hotel Kron-prinz

R'udolfbahn, at the station, R. 2K.; Ahornery at the mouth of

the Liesing-Tal, the junction fox Selztal [R. Sb). The best views
are now to the right. — Beyond Kaisersberg and Krauhath the Mur
is crossed. 28 M. St. Lorenzen (1980'; Ebner').

ExcuHSiONs. Beyond a slight eminence to the S.E. lies (3 M.) Glein,
whence a picturesque route leads through the romantic Glein-Graben to
the (2V-.i hrs.) Gleinalpen Inn (.5210'), on the saddle in the direction of
the Uebelbacher-Tal and the (S.) Kainach-Tal (to Voitsherg. 31/2 hrs). The
Sjpeikkogel (6525'; comp. p. 450) may he ascended in IV4 hr. from the
inn, and thence we may proceed to the (^4 hr.) summit of the Wildegij-

kogel (5S80'), both commanding fine views. An easy path, chiefly on the
level of the saddle, leads to the S.W. from the ini) to the (4 hrs.) Rachauer
Alpen. Thence we may descend to the S.E. to Koflach (p. 491) or to the
W. to the pleasant mountain-village of (2 hrs.) Rachau (.2503'; Forellen-
wirt). whence a carriage-road leads to (8^/4 M.) KnUtelfeld.

At the foot of the Sulzberg (2260'), 1 M. to the X.W. of St. Lorenzen,
is the Fentschei- Sauerbruiinen, with mineral springs. To the N.W. are

(2V4 M.) Si. Marein (inn), with an ancient Gothic church, and (6 M. ; IV2 hr's.
drive from Knittelfeld) Sekkau (2760'; "Eofwiri), with a handsome abbey-
church ('Mausoleum of Duke Charles II. of Styria). Interesting ascent of
the *Zinken (7865'; 4V2-5 hrs.; fine view), through ihe SteinmUlleV'Graben
to the (2 hrs.) Jiirgbauev (4395'; night-quarters), and thence to the top in

2V2 hrs. more. Descent to Mautern, see p. 473.

317.2 M. Knittelfeld (2115'; Fintze; Alte Post'}, a prettily-situ-

ated industrial town (8100 inhab."), with the workshops of the state-

railway and a hydropathic establishment. An ancient monument
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in the chief square commemorates the ravages of the plague, the

Turks, and locusts. About 2 M. to the W. lies Schloss Spielberg

(2300'), commanding a fine view.
ExcDRSioNS (guide, Sim. Leclmev). The G-leinalpe (pp. 450, 520) may

be ascended from Knittelfeld in i'/a-S lira. We drive via Oobernitz and
Margareten to (6 M.) Glein^ and thence proceed as above ; or walk via
Gobernitz and Kirschhaum. To Rachau (p. 520J, a drive of V* ^ir- — To
the S. lies Baron Sessler's chateau of Orosslobming, with a collection of
weapons and fine grounds.

Attractive excursion through the Ingering-Tal, via (6V2 M.) Bischof-

feld (Zeilinger) , and past the handsome chateau of Wasserhevg (2955';

'Sanatorium), to (6 M.) Count Arco's Shooting Lodge (3770' ; night-quarters)
and the (1/2 hr.) picturesque little * Ingering-See (3975') , surrounded by-

mountains. To the N. are the Hoch-Reichart (7930' •, S'/a-^ hrs. ; not difficult),

Grieskogel G^^^^)-, Saukogel (7935'); to the S.W. and W. the Hirschfeld
(7105'), Pletzend^W), Zinkenkogel {T2S0'), Sonniagskogel (imb'); all abound-
ing in game and commanding line views. Those ascending from the shoot-
ing-lodge should be accompanied by a gamekeeper. Pleasant walks may be
taken to the N.W. over the Ketten-Torl, or Triebner-Torl (6135') to (7 hrs.)

Trieben (p. 472), and to the N.E. over the Brandstatter-Torl (6625'; ascent of

the Hoch-Reichart, IV4 hr.) to (6 hrs.) Mautern in the Liesing-Tal (p. 473).

The valley of the Mur now expands to its greatest width. 35 M.
Lind. — 36 1/2 M. Zeltweg (2220'; JKai/. Restaurant ; *Gumpel\ with

2600 inhah. and large iron-works, the junction of the Wolfsberg

and Unter-Drauburg line (p. 503).
About 3'/2 M. to the N.W. (railway in 20 min.) is Fohnsdorf-Kwnpilz

(2440'; 'Pernthaler) with extensive coal-mines, some of which are upwards
of lOOC deep.

41 M. Judenburg (2380' ; *Post, with carriages for hire ;
*Brand;

Fichtner; Frank, with garden), a very ancient town (4900 inhab.),

once a Celtic settlement (/dimww, from idun, a high hill), situated

on a height on the right bank of the Mur, at the foot of the Seetal

Alps, has been almost entirely rebuilt since a fire in 1841. In the

Platz is a fountain with a large marble basin. Here, too, rises the

Romerturm (235'), erected in 1449, with its Gothic portal (line

view from the gallery, 20 /i.). In front of the former Jesuits' Church

(tasteful Gothic choir and good stained glass) rises a column in

memory of the plague, erected in 1719. The Church of St. Maydalena
in the suburb of that name, dating from the 9th cent., contains a

curious pulpit and some ancient stained glass. The oriel-window

of the 'Post' is adorned with a Jew's head in stone, upwards of

500 years old, which is regarded as the cognisance of the town. In

the environs are several important iron-roiling mills and scythe-works.
Excursions (at the Romerturm is a direction-indicator, with explana-

tion of the path-marks). Fine view from the "Anlagen on the N. and E.
sides of the town; also from the Kalvarienberg (2515') and from the grounds
in Oherweg. A pretty walk leads to the (IV2 M.) romantically-situated but
otherwise insignificant Stalactite Cave. To the E. (V4 hr.) rise the cha-
teau and the ruin of Liechtenstein, the latter of which was the seat of the
minatrel Ulrich von Liechtenstein. The Liechtenstein-Berg (3395'), above
the ruin, affords a fine view (marked path via the Kalvarienberg from the

Weyer suburb). — To the E. (2 M.), near the Weisskirchen road, is the

handsome Gothic pilgrimage-church of Maria-Buch, built in 1455 (-'Kien-

berger's Inn) ; the preferable route leads via the Feenberg coal-mine and
the Mariabucher Hohe 0126'). Fohnsdorf(see-d\)ove), 3M. to the N., is reached
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via the chateau of Oabelho/en. or via the large iron-works of Wasendorf
or Hetzendorf. — Mountain Ascents. The *Zirbitzkogel (7865'; 6-61/2 hrs.),

a very fine point, is best ascended •fis.Reiter and (3 hrs.) .S'i. Wolfgang {hllb' -^

*Eckmann), and thence either via ih.& Lindei'-Alpe or hy ihe Schmelz ^ with
the pretty Winterleit Lakes (more interesting, but more fatiguing). Exten-
sive view of the Styrian and Carinthian Alps from the summit 5 10 min.
below it is the Erzherzog-Franz-Ferdinand-Schutzhatu (7840' ; inn in summer).
The descent may be made to the W. to Neumarkt (see below), or to the E. to

Obdach (p. 503). — The Schafkogel (5730'). another fine point, is easily

ascended: road to (41/2 M.) St. Peter; then to the left through the Moschitz-

Grdben to the top in 3 hrs. — The Rosenkogel (6310'): we drive by the
Tauern road in 2 hrs. to St. Oswald and ascend thence via the Sommer- Tori

and St. Loretto (5985'; inn) to the top in 2i/2 hrs. more. — The Bosenstein
(8035'): we drive by the Tauern road in 41/2 hrs. via St. Johann to ('26 M.)
Hohen-Tauern ; thence by a marked path in 41/2 hrs. (comp. p. 473).

Roads lead from Judenburg to the N.W., via Hohen-Tauern^ to (33 M.)

Triehen (see p. 472); to the S.E. to (3^ 4 M.) Weisskirchei} (p. 503) and over
the Stubalp Pass (5090') to (31 M.) Kojlach (p. 491).

44 M. Thalheim (2295') is the station for the road to Hohen-
Tauern (p. 473), to the N. To the right appears the chateau of

Sauerhrunn.
About 71/2 M. to the N.W. lies Oberzeiring (3050' ; Kdstner), with iron-

mines, a summer-resort. The (1/2 hr.) Franz- Jos eft- Hohe commands a
pretty view.

49'/2^I- '^i' Georgen an der Mur; the chateau of Pichelhofen lies

to the rfght. — 53 M. TJnzmarkt (2400'; Rail. Restaurant; Resch)-

the village (2460'; Post; Fleischer) lies opposite, on the right hank
of the Mur. On a steep rock to the N. W. is the ruined Frauenbury,

with a chapel containing the alleged tombstone of the minstrel

Ulrich von Liechtenstein (see p. 520).
Murtal Railway from Unzmarkt to Mautei^ndorf, see p. 487.

The train crosses the Mur (fine view to the right, up the valley)

and reaches the station of (57 M.) Scheifling (2600'), high above

the village (2505' ; *Po5(), prettily situated on the Felsnach stream.

The line skirts the village in a wide curve, crosses the Felsnach,

and passes the handsome chateau of Schrattenberg (2805'; *II6tel-

Pension, 6 K. per day), picturesquely situated 1 1/2 ^^- from Scheifling

station (p. 487), and adapted for a stay of some time (good fres-

coes in the interior). The line now quits the Murtal. — 62 M.
St. Lambrecht (2915'; Rail. Restaurant, with rooms; Mandl), on

the watershed between the Drave and the Mur. (The village of

that name, with its famous Benedictine abbey, lies in the Taya-

Tal, 6 M. to the S.W.) — 65 M. Neamarkt (Rail. Restaurant).

The village (2750'; *Hdt. Hinken, R. 21/2 K. ; Reiterer'), 1 M. to the

E., pleasantly situated, with a Kurhaus and Sanatorium, attracts

summer-visitors (apartments in Schloss Pichl, Schloss Forchtenstein,

Villa Schlossleiten, etc.).

ExGDBSioNS. The ascent of the Grebenzen (6220'; 4 hrs.) is easy and
attractive. A marked path leads via Qraslupp and Zeitschach to (3 hrs.)

the Orebenzen-Hutte (5445' ; inn in summei*), whence the summit (wide view)
is reached in 1 hr. more. The descent mav be made via Schonanger to

(l»/2 hr.) St. Lambrecht (see above). — The Zirbitzkogel (7865'; 6 hrs.) is

also easy. There is a carriage-road to (2 hrs.) MiiUn (SlSlJ*), whence the

summit is reached in 4-4'/^ hrs. (see above).
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We now pass St. Marein and enter the Klamm, a defile in which
the Olsa forms a series of small cascades. On the right, near (70 M.)
Einod (2225'), are the baths of that name (warm alkaline water,

a cure for gout). The castle of Durnstein, the traditionary prison

of Richard Coeur-de-Lion, situated on the frontier of Styria and
Carinthia, guards the entrance to the Olsa-Tal.

76 M. Friesach (2075'; *H6t. Petersberg; Primig ; Kaiserhof,

opposite the station, R. 2-4 K. ; Bahnhof Hotel; Rauchenwald

;

Koppel; Bauer), an old town (2000 inhab.), still surrounded with

walls and moats, and commanded by the ruined castles of Geierti-

burg, Lavant, and Petersberg (old pictures in the chapel) and the

remains of the provostry of Virgilienberg, is much frequented in

summer. Gothic Parish Church of the 15th cent. ; Dominican Church

of the 13th cent., in the transition style. The octagonal fountain in

the principal square was erected in 1563.
A pretty view of the town and ita environs may be obtained from

the pavilion on the Fischerkoffel (about 230C/), 12/4 M. from the station.

Via Fladnitz and St. Leonhard to Feldkirghen, 15-16 hrs., an at-

tractive route. Road (diligence twice daily to Metnitz in 3 hrs., i K. QO h.

;

one-horse carr. to Fladnitz ISK.) through the Metnitz- Tal, via Grades (2560'^

Wurmitzer; Liedl), with an interesting church (15th cent.), Metnitz (Leb-
zelter), Miidring ('-Seppmiiller), and Oherhof, to (24 M.) Fladnitz or Flatt-
nitz (4o60'; '*KottmiHler), a health-resort with mineral springs, in a shel-

tered situation. — The Eisenhut (8010' ; 4 hrs.
;
guide), the highest peak of

the Stangalpen Group, may be ascended from Fladnitz; view very striking.

Descent to (2V2 hrs.) Turrach, see p. 485. — A pleasant footpath descends
from Fladnitz across the Haidnerhohe (5930') to (81/2 hrs.) Griffen, whence
a road (one-horse carr. 6 K.) leads to (9 M.) Bad St. Leonhard (3615' \ "Haf-
7ier), a summer-resort with a mineral spring, finely situated, and tu (9 M.)
Stat. Feldkirchen (p. 525 5 one-horse carr. from St. Leonhardto Feldkirchen 7,

two-horse i2 K.).

79 M. Hirt (2035'; inn). At the influx of the Metnitz into the

Qurk, IV2 ^1- *o the S., lies Zwischenwdssern, with Schloss PiJck-

stein, the summer-residence of the Bishop of Gurk. The valley

of the Gurk expands. To the E. is the long crest of the Saualpe

(see p. 524); to the S. rise the Karawanken and the Terglou. —
At (82 M.) Treibach-Althofen (2005'; Buffet) is the chateau of

Dr. Auer, the inventor of incandescent gas-light. To the left, on a

hill, stands the village of Althofen (2355'; Prechtlhof), with baths,

a 16th cent, church, and fine views.
FfiOM Tbeibach-Altenhofen to Klein-Glodnitz, 191/2 M., railway in

IV2-2 hrs. The line ascends the valley of the Gurk via (21/2 M.) Pockstein-

ZwischenwcUtern (see above) and (81/2 M.) Strasshuvg, to (12 M.) Gurk (2070';

Poit; Ztisner), which possesses a fine Romanesque minster of the ilth cent-
ury. The porch contains several groups in carved wood of the 15th cent.

;

in the interior, a Descent from the Cross by Raf. Donner, and in the nuns'
choir well-preserved mural paintings of the 13th century. — Beyond Gurk
the line proceeds via (141/2 M.) Zweinitz and (17V2 M.) Weitens/eld (2300'

;

Post) to (191/2 M.) Klein-Glodnitz ; ruads thence via Glodnitz and Weissberg
to Fladnitz (see above), in 3 hrs. ; and through the Gurktal to Bad Ht. Leon-
hard (see above), 31/2 hrs.

841/2 M. Kappel am Krappfeld; 861/2 M. Krappfeld; 89 M.
PliUing.
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9OV2M. Launsdorf(169rj'; *Rail. Restaurant). The most inter-

esting of the old ancestral castles of the Carinthian nobles which
abound in this district is *Hoch-Osterwitz, 2 M. to the S.W. of

Stat. Launsdorf, the seat of the Khevenhiiller family since 1571.

This imposing and well-preserved stronghold , on a rock 590' in

height , is reached by a winding path hewn in the rock
,
passing

through fourteen turreted gateways and crossing three drawbridges.

The chapel, with its numerous monuments , and the armoury are

in good preservation. Fine view from the balcony and the bastions.
The Magdalensberg (3465'; 2 lirs.), to tlie S. of Launsdorf, which is

easily ascended by a marked path, is a still finer point of view. (Roman
antiquities have been found here.) The descent may be made to St. Michael
and (ii/z hr.) Zoll/eld (see below).

Fkom Launsdorf to HOttenberg (SO'/a M.), railway in I1/2 hr. The
train traverses the Giirtschitz-Tal, the principal seat of the Carinthian
iron-industry. 41/2 M. Briickl (inn), with large chain-works. Marked path
hence to the (2 hrs.) Lippekogel (3530'; splendid view). About 1 M. to the

N.E. is St. Johcmn am Briickl. Si/zM.Eberstein (I860'; ^' Kussdorfer ; Tallager),

with a chateau of Count Christalnigg. (Ascent hence of the Saualpe. 6830',

via St. Oswald in 4 hrs., attractive.) — 11 M. Klein St. Paul; iSVz M.
Wieting. From (I5V2 M.) Mosel (2250'; Moselwirt) a road leads to the N.E.
to (8 M.) Lolling (2970'; -Siedlwirt), with abandoned iron-mines, and then
to (15 M.) St. Leonhard in the Lavant-Tal (p. 503), through the Stelzing and
over the Klipits- Tori (5390'), between the ffohenwariiddlO'; easily ascended
in 3/1 hr.), on the N., and the Geievkogel (6270'; 1 hr. ; see below), on the S.

The Grosse Saualpe (6S30') may be ascended from Lolling direct, via
the Kirchberger Alp, in 3V'J hrs."; easier, however, via (H/z hv.) Stelzing

(4625'; inn), whence we may ascend the Geievkogel (6270') in IV2 hr. ; we
then follow the crest to the S. via the Forst Alp (6645'), the Kienberg (6710'),

and the Gertrusk (66S5') to the (21/4 hrs.) Saualpe (6830'). Descent to Eber-
stein (see above) 3 hrs., to Wol/sberg 3 hrs., to St. Andra 81/2 hrs. — 2O1/2 M.
Hiittenberg (2525'; Krone; Mitteregger; Sacherer), the chief village in the
Gortschitz-Tal (2237 inhab.), lies at the base of the Erzberg, which yields

a large proportion of the iron of Carinthia. A visit to the mines, which
pierce the hill on three sides, is interesting. We take the road by He/t
to the (3 M.) Knappenberg (Rudolfshohe, 4200'), where the mines and miners'
houses are situated. (The traveller may go through the principal shaft,

attended by a miner, to the Lolling side of the hill in 25 min.) From
the Knappenberg a road with fine views leads round the hill to Ober-
Semlach and (3 M.) Semlach (3300'; Glanzerwirt), where we enjoy a

splendid panorama (the whole of the Karawanken chain to the S.); it then
descends to (iVz M.) Lolling (see above), or past the Preisenhof to (3 M.)
Hiittenberg. — A good path leads from Hiittenberg to the S.W. to the

(1 hr.) large pilgrimage- church (16th cent.) of Maria -Weitschach (3785';

inn), a fine point of view.

The train now turns to the W. and beyond (92 M.) St. Oeorgen

am Ldngsee enters the valley of the Glan.
From St. Georgen (carr. at the station) a road leads to (13/4 M.) St.

Georgen (ISOC/), formerly a Benedictine nunnery, now a *H6tel- Pension

(R. IV2-3, pens. 6-71/2 A^), prettily situated near the small Ldngsee, well

stocked with fish. From St. Georgen, via Tagenbvunn, with a ruined
castle, to St. Veil (p. 524), 4 M.

95 M, Glandorf (1540'; ^Railway Hotel and Restaurant).
From Glandorf to Klagenfdrt (11 M.), railway in 40 min., traversing

the ZoUfeld, an extensive and at places marshy plain, where many
Roman coins and other antiquities have been found. To the left, just

short of (3 M.) Willersdorf, is the handsome chateau of Stadelhof. To
tlie left of (41/2 M.) ZoUfeld is the chateau of ToUschadt, probably erected
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on the site of the Romau station Virunum; to the right, on tlic hill, on
the opposite bank of the Glan, rises the castle of Tunzenherg. b^/2 M.
Maria- Saal (1655'; Neuwirt) has a pilgrimage-church of the 15th cent,

with Roman stones built into the walls. Between these two stations, to

the right of the railway, is the ancient Ducal Chair (surrounded by an
iron railing), on which the Dukes of Carinthia were formally invested
with their possessions. Beyond (8 M.) Annabichl we soon obtain a view
oH the long chain of the Karawanken. 10 M. Klagenfurt Staatsbahnhof, ou
the E. side of the town. — 11 M. Klagen/uri , Central Station, see p. 505.

96V2 M. St. Veit an der Glan (1540'; '^Stern, with garden; Post,

fair; Ebssl; Restaurant Dorrer, at the station, R. from I1/2 K."), an
ancient town with 4700 inhah., was the capital of Carinthia down to

1519. A fountain-basin of white marble in the market-place, 30'

in diameter, excavated in the Zollfeld, is said to be Roman. Interest-

ing local Museum (Thurs. and Sun., 10-12). Pretty promenades
at the St. Vitus-Brunnen (baths) and on the Kalvarienberg.

Fine view from iht Maraunherg (2220'), IV2 SI- to the S. — Interesting
excursion to the N.W., via Oher-Aliihlhach. to (1 hr.) Schloss Frauenstein
and the (V2 hr.) Kreuger-Schlosser, consisting of the picturesque ruins of
Alt- and Neu-Kreug. We may return past the little Kreuger See and
Ilungerhrunn to (IV2 hr.) St. Veit. — The Schneehauerberg (4405'), to the
W., easily ascended via Sorg in 3 hrs., commands a wide prospect.

The line follows the marshy valley of the Glan. 99 V2 M. Leh-
mach. — 101 M. Feistritz- Pulst (1590'). Pulst (Sandwort), witli

an old lodge of the Teutonic Order, lies I74 M. to the N., at the

foot of the ruin of Liebenfels (2360'), a fine point of view. To the

left rises the ruined castle of Karlsberg^ with its huge tower; then
that of Hardegg. — 105 M. Glanegg, Avith another old castle. The
train winds through the narrow wooded valley of the Glan, and
beyond (IO8V2 M.) St-Martin-Sittich enters the broad valley of the

Tiebel. — 111 M. Feldkirchen (1800'; Rauter; Stadt Gratz;

Schulzer; Rail. Restaurant, with rooms), a considerable village

(9 M. to the N.W. of which are the baths of St. Leonhard, p. 623).
On the left are the iron-works of Buchscheiden; on the right the

loftily situated church of Tiffen. The line traverses an extensive

moor, and then at (II61/9 M.) Steindorf [Listner) approaches the

Ossiacher See (1620'), a lake 7 M. in length. From (118 M.) Ossiach
(Rail. Restaurant; Hotel Fischer ; Pens. Waldfriede, with a large park)
a ferry plies to the village of that name (Mandl; Brugger), with an
old monastery (now a stud-farm). The Ossiacher Tauern (3140';

good view) may be ascended hence in I1/2 br. — I22V2M. Satten-
dorf (*Pens. Gorlitzenhaus , with lake -baths; Niendler; *Pens.

Julienhohe, on a hill, I1/4M. from the station), charmingly situated

at the foot of the Gerlitzen Alp (p. 508), and frequented as a summer-
resort. Steam-launches ply from (123 M.) Annenheim (Waldner) to

the *Kur-H6tel Annenheim (R. from 2-3, board b^l^K.'), attheS.W.
end of the lake, with shady grounds, lake-baths, etc., commanded
by the ruin of Landskron (p. 508). The train crosses the Treffner Bach
hear (1251/2 M.) St. Ruprecht (p. 509) and turns to the S,

1261/2 M. Villach, see p. 508.
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95. From Laibach to Villach.
811/2 M, Railway (StaaUbahn) in 41/2-5 lirs. Views generally to the lcf«.

Laibach, see p. 496. Vo ^^- Laibach Staatsbahn. The train

traverses the broad plain of the Save, towards the N.E.. and beyond
(4^2 M.) Vizmarje approaches the river (ascent of the Grosse Gallen-

berg, see p. 497). Beyond (8 M.) Zxcischenwassern, with paper-

mills, w^e cross the Zeier (Sora) and enter the broad basin of

Krainburg, with the Steiner Alps on the right and the Terglou on

the left. — 13M.Bischoflack; the town (1185'; Deisinger; Stemer-

hof), with 2200 inhab., lies IV2 M. to the W., at the confluence of

the Selzacher Zeier and the Pbllander Zeier.

To PoDBEDO in the Isonzo Valley, to tlie W., an easy route. Diligence
from Bischoflack twice dailv in 23/4 l>rs. via Selzach to (10 M.) Ei^nern
(ISW); road thence bv (IV4 hr.) Zalilog to (IV2 hr.) Zarz (2680'^ inn), and
footpath across^ the saddle of Na Kotscha (3280') to (I3/4 hr.) Podbrdo
(1710'; Valentincic, tolerable), in the parish oi Dentschruth (railway-station,

see p. 534). — To the N. of Zarz (see above) an easy route crosses the
Zarz-Sattel (3970') and traverses the Jelovca Forest to (4 hrs.) Wocheiner-
Feistritz (see p. 527).

I8V2M. Krainburg (1260'; *Alte Post, with garden, R. IV2 ^-i
Neue Post), a small town ("2500 inhab.) on a hill, at the influx of

the Ranker into the Save.
Ronte hence over the Loibl to Klagenfurt, see p. 531; via Ober-Seeland

to Kiihnsdorf (Steiner Alps), see p. 504 (carr. at V^^'ohlgemuth's). — The
at. Margaretenberg (2145'; 1 hr.) and the Jodociberg (2S20': l'/-.' br.) atford

line views of the Terglou, the Steiner Alps, etc.

2OV2 M. St. Jodoci; 25 M. Podnart-Kropp. The train crosses

the Save and beyond (26I/2 M.) Ototsche threads a tunnel. Fine

view of the Julian Alps (Terglou). 31 V2 M. Radmannsdorf (1610';

Wastl ; Hirschmann), with an old chateau, at the union of the

Wiirzener Save and the Wocheiner Save. — 321/2 M. Lees-Veldes

(1655'; Bail. Restaurant; Zum Triglav, outside the station).

About 2 M. to the N.E., at the foot of the Karawanken, lies Politsch

(1785; ^Sturm's Inn), a favourite summer-resort. Adjoining it, to the E.,

is Vigaun, with a large prison, whence a picturesque road leads along the
hillside to (6 M.) Neumarktl (comp. p. 531). The ascent of the Begunschitza
(eTTC; 41/2 hrs. , with guide), from Politsch via the Prevale Alp, is re-

commended to mineralogists and botanists.

From stat. Lees-Veldes a road (omnibus in summer from every train

in Vzbr., 50 7i. ; one-horse carr. 2 K.) leads to the W., crossing the Save,
to (3 M.) Veldes (1645'; *'ff6tel Mallner. -Louisenbad, R. 3-8, pens, from
8 K., both on the lake; Steidl; Jdger; Petran, 3/4 M. to the S.), a favourite
watering-place and summer-resort, charmingly situated on the * Veldes Lake
(1570'). On an islet in the lake rises the pilgrimage-church of St. Maria
im See. On a precipitous rock on the N. side stands the picturesque ScMoss
Veldes (1980': fine view). Near RiklVs Sanatorium is a park with a Eur-
hau4 (cafe). Swimming-bath in the lake. — A road leads from Veldes to

the N. via ReUchiz and Vnter-GoHach to (6 M.) stat. Jaiierburg (p. 528). —
A pleasant excursion may be made to the *Rotwein Waterfall (one-horse
carr. 3, two-horse 6 K.). A road leads to (4^/2 M.) Asp, whence we proceed
on foot via the little church of St. Eatharina and through beech-woods
to the (1 hr.) picturesque fall. We return through the 'Rotwein Klamm
to the (3/4 hr.) inn at Unter-Gdriach and drive thence to (1/2 hr.) Veldes. —
From Kernica, 3 JI. to the W. of Veldes via Ober-Gdriach, a marked club-

path leads to the (V2 br.) *Pokluka Ravine, with its precipitous cliffs, and
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thence lliruugh a natural rocky gate to the (1 hr.) exit. Thence a marked
path leads across the extensive wooded Pokluka Plateau^ passing the alps
Merzli-Studenez (I'/z hr.) or Kranjska Dolina (IV2 hr. ; night-quarters in the
shooting-lodge), Javornik (V2 hr.), Rudnopolje (1 hr.), and Konsica (1 hr.),

to (2V* hrs.) Belopolje and the &li hrs.) Maria-Theresien-HiiUe (see below).

The Vallet of the Wocheinek Save (or 'Savitza\ little Save) affords

a favourite excursion from Veldes (railway to Wocheiner-Feistritz see

p. 533; one-horse carr. to the Wocheiner-See and back 10 E.). The road
skirts the S. bank of the lake of Veldes, crosses a low ridge, and near
(3 M.) Wocheiner Vellach (S] oyenish Bohinska Bela) enters the smiling green
valley of the Wocheiner Save. On the opposite bank of the Save rise the
cliffs of Babji Zob ('woman's tooth", 3705'), with a large Stalactite Cavern
(3 hrs. from Veldes; guide necessary, 2-3 K.). The railway imd road
continue, via Stiege (p. 533) and Netiming^ to (I41/2 M.) Wocheiner-Feistritz
(1660'; "Timnel-Restaurant, with rooms; "Post; Triglav), situated in a basin
at the junction of the Feistvitz with the Save. — The Wocheiner-See is

3V2 M. from Feistritz (1/2 hr.'s drive) via Savica (whence the Rudnica, 3105',

may be ascended in I72 hr. ; fine view). On the lake is the "Hdtel St. Johann
(R. 2V2-5, pens. 6V2-8'/2 K.; adapted for a stay of some time); and op-
posite, on the left bank, is the church of St. Johann am See. Pleasant walk
hence to the W. via AUhammer to the (IV2 M.) Teufels-Briicke, spanning
the deep and wild gorge of the Mostnica. — The sequestered Wocheiner
See (Bohinsko Jezero, 1730'; 2^/4 M. long, V2 M. broad) is enclosed partly by
wooded, hills and partly by lofty walls of rock (on the S.W. the
jagged Skerhinja). A road skirts the S. bank to the (3 M.) head of the
lake and ascends the valley about 2V2 M. farther; but the pleasantest way
to the upper end of the lake is by boat (1 hr. ; 1-4 pers., there and back
4 K.., incl. stay of 3 hrs., each additional person 1 K.). — From the chalets
at the head of the lake a narrow road ascends gradually through meadows
to (^4 hr.) a bridge over the Savica, which, however, we do not cross,
but take the footpath to the right through the wood; beyond a wood-
man's hut on the right we cross the Savica and proceed finally by a flight

of steps to the (V2 hr.) *Savica Fall (2745'), the picturesque source of
the Save. The infant river is precipitated from an aperture in the rock,
200' in height, into a dark green pool at the bottom of a narrow ravine
enclosed by huge perpendicular cliffs.

ExcDBSiONs (guides, Peter Logar., Ant. Sest, and Lor. Skantar). The
ascent of the *Terglou or Triglav (9400'), the highest peak of the Julian
Alps, is laborious, but not difficult for adepts (9-10 hrs., with guide). The
ascent is usually made from the N. side (p. 529j. From the Woehein
valley (guide 12, with descent to Veldes 16, to Moistrana 18 K.) the best
starting-points are the Hdtel St. Johann (see above) and Mitterdorf {20^0'-., inn),

IV2 hr. to the N.W. of Feistritz. A marked path leads from the Hotel
St. Johann via AUhammer and the Teufels-BrUcke up the Mostnica Valley to

the pastures of (IV2 hr.) Voje (2210*); then up steeply to the left to the

(IV4 hr.) Grintovc Alp (4105'), past (3/4 hr.) a chalet with a spring, and
over a steep and stony saddle to the (lV2hr.; 5-6 hrs. from the hotel)
Belopolje Alp (5555'; good drinking-water), with the Vodnik-Hutte of the
Slov. Alpine Club (inn in summer). Thence we proceed to the (1 hr.)

Eerma-Sattel (6645'), where the route from Moistrana via the Kerma-Tal joins
our path, and to the left over rocks to the (IV4 hr.) Maria-Theresien-Hutte
(7885'; inn in summer), in a grand situation. The ascent hence (iron
stanchions and wire -rope) over debris and through a rocky cheminee,
known as the 'Gate of the Terglou', brings us to the (1 hr.) top of the
Little Terglou (8990'). Hence a narrow arete, about 80 yds. long (wire-rope),
to the E., brings us to the (1/2 hr.) summit of the Great Terglou, on which
stands the iron Aljac Tower, 6V2' high. To the left, ISO' below the summit,
is a cave hewn in the rock. The view, one of the njost sublime among
the Alps, embraces a large portion of the Adriatic (panorama by Pern-
hart). — A shorter but more difficult ascent (iron stanchions) leads direct
from the Maria-Theresien-Hiitte to the top in I1/4 hr., via the Flitscher
Scharte and the S. arete. — Descent to the Tteschmann-Haus and through
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the Kotial, or from the Maria-There.'^ien-Hutte over the Kerma-lSaltel to

(5 hrs.) Moisi7'ona, see p. 529 ; to the Trenta-Tal, see p. 540.

Good mountaineers may descend past the Terglou Lakes to the (LO hrs.)

Wocheiner-See (marked path, but guide advisable; fee, including the Ter-
glou, 18 A'.), a long and fatiguing route. After a weary walk of 31/2 hrs.

from the Maria-Theresien-Hiitte, over the bouider-strewn plateau of Eriberce
(to the right the Kanjavec, 8430'; ascended in ii/4 hr. ; comp. p. 541), we reach
the fifth lake (6600'), and in 3/4 hr. more the Gross-See (6085'), the fourth
and finest of the seven lakes. We then descend by a somewhat better path
to the (I1/2 hr.) Triglav-Seen-Hiitie (5520') near the Doppelsee (consisting of
tvro lakes united when the water is high), and through fmc woods, now
much Ihinned, to the (IV2 hr.) sombre Schwarzsee (4595'). About 1/2 hr.

farther on the plateau suddenly ends, and we find ourselves on the brink
of the Komarca, an almost perpendicular precipice, about 2(X)0' high (grand
view), which we descend by a steep but safe path (to the left is a wire-
rope tramway, 650 yds. long, formerly used for transporting timber). In
1 hr. we reach the path leading from the Wocheiner-See to the Savica
Fall (p. 527; fine view upstream from the bridge), and follow the road un
the S.' bank of the lake to the (IV2 hr.) Edtel St. Johann (p. 5'27).

Passes. From Feistritz to the S. by a marked path to the , (21/4 hrs.)

Mallner Refuge Hut (4525'), and thence to (11/4 hr.) the top of the *Cerna Prst
(Schicarze Berg, 6050'), an admirable point of view (panorama by Sie<_'l);

descent via (2^/i hrs.) Deufschrtith (p. 526) and to (IV4 hr.) Graliovo (p. 534;
guide to Deutschruth, 8 A".). — An easier route (4 hrs.; bridle-path), also

attractive, crosses the Baea Pass (guide convenient, to Podbrdo 5 K.) : from
Feistritz through the Jelovca Wood to the pass (4175') 21/2 hrs., descent to

Podbrdo (p. 534) IV2 hr. — From the Hotel St. Johann over the Skerbinja-
Joch (6240') to Tolmein 8-9 hrs.. fatiguing but interesting (guide 12 K.). The
Kuk (6845'). to the W. of the pass, may be ascended thence without trouble

in 3/4 lir. — Over the Zarz-Sattel to Bischoflack, see p. 526,

To the left of (35 V2 ^^0 Scheraunitz is the mouth of the Rot-

wehihacJi (p. 526)." The valley contracts. — SS'/o M. Jauerhurg

(1855'; Kolbl, very fair).

The ascent of the Stou or Stol (Hochsiuhl, 7345') is made from Jaiierburg

or Scheraunitz in 5 hrs. (guide 5-6 5'., with descent to the Boden-Tal or

Baren-Tal, 11 K.). We follow the road by Karner-Vellach (guide, Franz
Auseneck) to the (2 hrs.) Valvasor-Eiitte [k5iQb^ \ inn), and thence ascend to

the (21/2 hrs.) Stou - Sattel (6375') and from the W. to the (1 hr.) summit.
Descent to the Boden-Tal or to the Baren-Tal , see p. f32. — Via Unter-

Goriach to (6 M.) Teldes CBoticein Fall), see p. 526.

4OV2 M. Assling (1900'; Post), with iron-works, is the junction

of the Karawankeii Railway (p. 533).
Excursions. The ascent of the -'Golica or Kahlkogel (6350'; 4 hrs.;

guide 4 K.) is easy and attractive. A road ascends the Jesenica-Tal via Alpen
or EeiUgeJikreuz {SOQO') to the ii\ 2 hv. ) KarlstoUen (3S05'). whence we ascend

by a marked path to the (IV2 hr.) GoUca-EUtte (5190'; inn in summer)
and the (2/4 hr.) summit, with refuge-hut and fine view. Descent to

liosenhach, see p. 532. — An interesting expedition leads by the ridge

to the W. from the Golica across the Jekel-Sattel and along Wve Eahnkogel
iPetelen, 5755) to the (2 hrs.) Rozca-Saitel (5230'), whence we m^ay either

descend direct to (I3/4 hr.) Lengenfeld, or ascend the (8/4 hr.) Rozca (5825')

and, beyond the Za Selom Saddle, the (3/4 hr.) Baba or Frauenkogel (6210';

iine view of the Terelou); thence bv a club-path (stanchions and ropes)

to the (3V2 hrs.) top of the Mittagskogel (7035'; pp. 509, 533), whence we
descend to the (1 hr.) Berta-Eiitte (p. 509). — Over the Rosca-Sattel to

(51/2-6 hrs.) Rosenbach, see p. 533.

Near (42 M.) Birnbaum (1950'), on the right, is the entrance

of the large Karawanken Tunnel (p. 533). — 461/2 M. Lengenfeld

(^Inn at the station) ; the village (2305' ; Jansa) lies 3/^ M. to the E.,
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at the foot of tlie Karawanken. On the opposite bank of the Save lies

('/4 hr.) Moistrana ('2135'; '^Sclunerz; i2a6/c}, with cement works.
ExcLRSioxs (guides, Petei' Kovac alias Dercej, F. Skumavc or ^Schmerz"

Clem, and Jos. Hlebajna, Joh. and Peter Rabic., and Fr. Urhas of Moistrana).
The ascent of the •Terglou (9400'^ 9 hrs.

^
guide 12, with descent to the

Wochein valley 2Q K.) is laborious and should be attempted by adepts
only (comp. p. 527). From Moistrana a path ascends the Kottal (for 2 hrs.
leading through wood), with the Vrata-Tal on the right and the Kerma-
Tal on the left, beyond which we cross stony slopes, passing the large
'doline'" (funnel) of Pekel. to the (5 hrs.) Deschmann-Haus (7220'; inn in
summer). The Urhanova'{lb2b' \

i 2 hr.), Kvederca (8065'; 1 hr.), Rjovina
(8315' ; 1 hr.), and Cmir (7845' ; IV2 hr.) may be conveniently ascended from
this hut. — We now ascend to the left to the (1 hr.) Krederca-Hutte of
the Slov. Alpine Club on the Krederca Saddle (8250': inn in summer) and
ascend by a good path (rock-steps and iron stanchions) to the (V4 hr.)
junction of the path from the Wochein Valley (p. 527) and over the (V2 hr.)
Little Terglou (8990') to the (V2 hr.) summit."— Instead of proceeding to
the Deschmann-Haus we may take the path from Moistrana leading through
the Kerma-Tal and over the Kerma-Sattel (6645') to the (6V2-7 hrs.) Jlaria
Theresien-Hiitte^ and thence reach the summit the following morning. There
is also a new path from the Deschmann-Haus to the (IV4 hr.) Maria-
Theresien-Hiitte from the Krederca Saddle (see above). Descent from the
Maria-Theresien-Hiitte to the (4^/2 hrs.) Edtel St. Johann, see p. 527; via
the Dolec-Sattel to the (5 hrs.) Baumbach-EHtte, see p. 541.

The *Vrata Valley is worthy of a visit. A good road (practicable for
driving) leads from Moistrana on the left bank of the Feistritz to the (3V2 M.)
"Perisnik Fall, a picturesquely-situated cascade, behind which the visitor
can pass. In IV2 hr. more we reach the imposing head of the valley, on
the S.E. side of which the huge Terglou rises precipitously. A new club-
path (steady head essential) leads hence to the (3 hrs.) Deschmann-Haus
(see above). — A rugged route leads from the head of the valley over the
(2 hrs.) Luknia Pass (5835'), between the Terglou and Steiner (8220'), into the
valleys of the Zacfmca and homo i;^. 535; from Moistrana to the Baumbach-
Hiitte 8 hrs.; guide 15 K.).

_
Ascent of the Golica (4V2-5 hrs.) from Lengenfeld, see p. 528. Over the

Eosca-Sattel to the Golica-Butte, 4 hrs. by a marked path. — The Mittags-
kogel (7035' ; 5 hrs. ; with guide) is ascended from Lengenfeld via the Belca-
Sattel and the Berta-Hiitte (p. 509).

54 M. Kronau (2665'; *Razor, R. I72 K.,- Post; Robitsch~), at

the mouth of the Pischenza Valley; in the background rise the Pri-

sang and Razor.
A pleasant expedition may be made hence to (3/4 hr.) Wald by road and

thence to the right by a marked path to the (i^/t hr.) 'Martulik Watei'fall.
A path to the left, V* lir. short of the fall, ascends to (2 hrs.) Za Akam
(Martule), a striking upland valley at the foot of the precipitous Skerladca
and SuMplaz.

Ov£K THE MoiSTEovKA Pass TO Flitsch (to the Baumbach-Hiltte 5-

6 hrs., to Flitsch 10 hrs.; guides, Joh. Rogar, Joh. Pecar, Joh. Kosmac,
A_l. Koschir, and Mich. Oitzl of Kronau, 9 or 14 A'.), the easiest and most
picturesque approach to the Valley of the Isonzo. A rough path ascends
the Pischenza Valley to its beautiful termination, and then mounts rapidly
to the (3 hrs.) Voss-Hiitte (4995'; Inn in summer), in a highly picturesque
situation, the starting-point for the ascents of the ~Mois(rorka (7765'), via
the Moistrovka Pass by a club-path in 2 hrs. (easy and attractive); iVi-
sang (8330'), 3^2 hrs., with guide (14 Z".), difficult, 'for experts only, from
the Moistrovka Pess by the Vetterweg and the Fenster ; and FMzor (8535'),

6 hrs., not difficult for adepts. — The route to the Isonzo Valley from the
Voss-Hiitte ascends to the (25 min.) Moistrovka Pass or Versec-Sattel
(5300'), between the Moistrovka and Prisang, and descends to (1 hr.) Ober-
Trenta (interesting excursion from the tirst houses to the Source of the

Isonzo, in a rocky cleft at the foot of the Travnik, ^/i M. to the W.) and

Baedekek's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit. 34
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IV2 lir.) tlie churcli of Santa Maria di Trenla (2455'). We next descend to

(V2 hr.) Loog (1970'), at the influx of the Zadnica into the Isonzo (near
the Bau?nbach-Hutfe^ p. 540) and (new road from this point) through the
bleak valley of the Isonzo to (2V2 hrs.) Soca (1560'; poor inn), whence
the Km (p. 540) may be ascended (7-8 hrs.) via the Lepenja-Tal and the
Napolje-Alpe (guides, And. Komac and Job. Sor6 of Loog). Thence through
a desolate but imposing vallev, with the Grintovc and Sauriissel on the
N., to (2V2 hrs.) Flitsch (p. 5i0).

From Wurzen (2785'; Post), 2 M. above Kronau, a road crosses

the Wurzen-Sattel (3515') to (15 M. ) Villach (p. 508).
About halfway between Wurzen and Ratschach the Save ( Wurzener

Sau) flows out of a morass. The source of the river (3946') is in the wild
Planica Valley, which opens opposite; it emerges (IV2 hr. from Ratschach)
from an aperture in the rock, and falls from a height of 330' in considerable
volume. It then pursues a subterranean coiirse for some distance, and
re-appears at Ratschach.

59 M. Eatschach-Weissenfels (2790' ; Inn near the station),

on the watershed between the Save and the Drave. The village of

Ratschach (2850'; Jalen) lies 1 M. to theE., and Weissenfels (2590';

*Stiickl, near the park; Post: Erlach), with the iron-works Im
Stilckl, 2V4 M. to the W.

The Weissenfels Schlosshery (4010' ; 1 hr.), on which is a ruined castle,

commands a fine view of the Carinthian and Carnian Alps, the Gailtal,
Kanal-Tal, etc.

To the two picturesque ^Weissenfels Lakes (3060'), 1 hr. (guide, 2E.^
not indispensable). A new path leads from the station or (better) a shady
path from the village of Weissenfels, to the (V4 hr.) forester's house and
thence along the Seebach to the (^2 hr.J first and (V* hr.) second lake. From
the Rudolf- Fels (3120'), between the lakes, there is a fine view of the
towering Manhart. Beside the first lake is a small inn (fair) ; beyond the
second lake is the See-Alpe. — The ascent of the Manhart (8785') from this

side, across the Travnik-Scharte (7380'), is laborious (6'/2 hrs.; guide 10^.,
.Toh. Eichletter, Job. Juvan of Weissenfels) ; easier from Raihl (p. 541).

The train crosses the Schwarzenbach, then the Weissenbach, which

forms the frontier of Carniola and Carinthia, and the deep ravine

of the Schlitza (p. 636) by a bridge 230' high. 64 M. Tarvis, and
thence to (81 V2 M.) Villach, see pp. 536, 535.

96. From Klagenfurt(Villach) to Trieste. Karawanken,
Wochein, and Isonzo Valley Railways.

Alstuias State Railway from Klagenfurt to Trieste, 136 31., ex-
press in 5'/* hrs. (fares 25 K. 40, 16 5"., S K. 50 h.), ordinary trains in 6V2-
7 hrs. (18 iT. 80 7i., 11 K., 6 iT.). — This line, built in 1901-6 in face of great
engineering difficulties, provides, in connection with the Tauern Railway
(p. 141), a more direct connection between Salzburg and S.E. Germany
and Trieste. The railway, itself an object of interest with its numerous
tunnels and viaducts, traverses a beautiful district, hitherto untouched by
any main line of communication.

a. From Klagexfubt to Rosenbach, 23 M. — Klagenfurt
(Central Station, see p. 505). The railway describes a wide curve

to the S. to (I3/4 M.) Viktring, crosses the Glanfurt (the discharge

of the Worther See), and ascends, at un increasing gradient (finally

21 : 1000), to the plateau of the Sa ttnitz. 51/2 M. Maria-Rain (1710'),
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on the watershed towards the Drave, 72^- to tlie N.W. of the vil-

lage (p. 506). The line, commanding fine views of the valley of the

Drave, here known as the 'Rosen-Tal', and the Karawanken Alps,

now descends the steep slopes (25 : 1000) beneath the chateau of

Hollenburg (sec below) to the Drave and crosses that river. 10 M.
Weizelsdorf (1433'). View of the Hollenburg to theE., and of the

Dobratsch and the Mittagskogel in the distance to the W.
A narrow-gauge railway (41/4 M., in 17 min.) leads hence via (2V2 M )

UiUerhergen to (4V4 M.) Ferlach (p. 532). — Walkers from Klagenfurt follow
the bigliroad, running parallel with the Karawanken Railway, which leads
to the (11/2 M.) Glan/uri-Briicke (1433'), and then ascends the Sattnitz (1890';
"View of the Karawanken range). It passes (3'/2 M.) the chateau of Hollenburg
(1915'), situated on a precipitous rock above the Drave, V< M. to the left

(line view from the terrace), descends in a wide curve (avoided by a
footpath) to the Rosen-Tal (see above), crosses the Drave to Kirschenteuer
(Ratz), and remounts to (3V4 M.) Unterbergen (1570'; Oblassev, Post, both
rustic). At (V2 M.) Unter-Loihl (1635'; Merlin) the valley contracts. A pleas-
ant walk may be taken to the rocky ravine of Kotla and thence by the
Tscheppa-Schlucht to the (I'/z hr.) Deutsche Peter Inn (see below).

OvEE THE LoiBL PA8s TO Krainburg, 29 M. From Unter-Loibl the
road ascends to the (2V2 M.) Kleine Loibl (2385'), where the road to Windiseh-
Bleiberg (see below) diverges to the right at the iSapotnica Chapel or Chapel
of St. Magdalena ; it then descends in zigzags, and is carried by the bold
Tetifeh- Brilcke across the wild gorge of the brawling Bodenbach (path to
the picturesque Tschauko Waterfalls to the right; 5 min.). The Loibl-Tal
now begins. The (IV4 M.) Deutsche Peter Inn has been a tavern since 1500.
A marked path leads hence to the right, via the Gaisrilcken to the (2hrs.)
Boden-Tal, and a road runs to the left via the Eselsberg (Oselca) to the
(i hTS.) Zell-Tal. The Gerlowc (6043' ; fine view) may be ascended from the
inn in 3 hrs. Beyond (IV2 M.) St. Leonhard our road ascends in numerous
windings (cut off by footpaths) to the (6 M.) Loibl Pass (4495'), a cutting
in the rock marked by two pyramids with long inscriptions. The road
now rapidly descends in zigzags to the (3 M.) hamlet of St. Anna (3395'; inn),
and thence through the picturesque St. Anna-Tal., passing some deserted
quicksilver works and Schneider's Inn, to (7 M.) Neumarktl (1680'; Post;
Radetzky), at the influx of the Moszenik into the Feistritz. (The *Teufels-
Briicke^ in a romantic gorge IV2 hr. to the N.E., is worth a visit.) Hence
via the Jauernik-Sattel (4500) to the Kankertal, 4 hrs.; via the Bresnina
and Trogern Aim to the Seeberg-Sattel (p. 504), 6 hrs. — From Neumarktl
we may either follow the left bank of the Feistritz to (8 M.) Krainburg
(p. 526; electric tramway projected); or cross the hill to the right, by a
picturesque road affording a series of fine views, to (6 M.) Vigaun and
(3 M.) the station of Lees (p. 526).

The "Boden-Tal, the most beautiful valley among the Karawanken
Mts., with the imposing precipices of the Verlaca, is well worth a visit. From
the (IIV2 M.) Kleine Loibl (see above) a road leads to the W. to (iV2 M.)
Windisch-Bleiberg (3110'; Lausegger), whence the Singerberg (5220'; extensive
and picturesque viewj may be ascended in 2 hrs.; descent on the N. to

(2 hrs.) Unterbergen or to (2 hrs.) Weizelsdorf (see above). — About 1/2 M.
before reaching Windisch-Bleiberg we turn to the left into the Boden-Tal,
which we ascend to the (3 M.) Bodenbauer (3440'; inn in summer), 6 M.
from the Deutsche Peter Inn (see above). "Thence we go on to the (6 M.)
Ogris Alp (3805'), commanding a superb view of the imposing head of the
valley, and follow the rocky path, known as the Stinze, to the Matschacher
Sattel (5625') and the (1 hr.) Klagenfurter-Hiitte on the Matschacher Alp
(p. 532). — From the Matschacher Alp we may proceed to the S. to the
(1 hr.) Bielsica- Sattel, and thence ascend either the Vertaca (7150'; 2V2 brs.

;

difficult), to the E., or the StouilUb'; 2 hrs.; see p. 532), to the S.W. —
Tourists are not permitted to cross from the Bnden-Tal to Krain by the
Veriaca-Sattel (6080'), on account of the game.

34*
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The Zell-Tal. From Weizelsdorf (p. 531), a narrow-gauge railway
leads via Unttrhej-gen (p. 531) to (4V4 51.) Ferlach or Ober-Ferlac?, (1555';

Just; Melchior) ^ a lar^e village (1081 inhab.) with an importaDt small-
arms factory. This village may he reached also from llnterbergen in

V2 hr., and from the bridge over the Drave near Ilollenburg (p. 531) via.

Kivschenteuer and Gdrischach in 1 hr. From Maria-Eain (p. 506) down to
the ferry at Unter-Ferlach V^ hr., thence to Ober-Ferlach 1/2 ^"^'i *o
Waidiscii IV4 hr. — The MaUen (5330'), ascended from Ober-Ferlach in

3V-' l»i"s., is easy and attractive. We follow the carriage-road to the E. to

the (V-j hr.) Josef-Kapelle, cross the Waidisch, and ascend via the plateau
of Rauth to the (3 hrs.) summit. About 1/2 tr. below the top is the con-
spicuo\is pilgrimage-chapel of St. Anna (5085'). The descent to Waidisch
takes 2 hrs. — From Ferlach a road runs to the S.E. to (41/2 M.) Waidisch
(ISIO'; poor inn), a mining-village in a narrow valley, from which the
Qerlouc (p. 531) may easily be ascended in 3 hrs. From Waidisch a steep
ascent of IV2 hr, brings us to Zell-Pfarre (3ll6'; two rustic inns; guide,
Nik. Maurer), beautifully situated in the centre of the Karawanken Alps
(to the N. rises the Setice, to the S. the Roschuta). The Koschutnik-
Ttirm (7005') may be ascended hence in 5 hrs., with guide (see p. 504). —
A picturesque route leads hence to the E. to (1 hr.) Zell-Freihach (2810';

Terkl), whence the Hoch-Ohir (7025'; 41/2 hrs.) may be ascended (comp,
p. 504), From this point we may either cross the Schaida (350'0') to (372 hrs.)

Eisenkappel (p. 503), or proceed to the N. through the picturesque gorge of
the Freihach. between the Hoch-Obir and Klein-Ohir on the right, and the
Setice and the Schwarze Giipf on the left, to (li'g hr.) Freihach (*Inn: 3V4 M.
to the E. is the Wildenstein Waterfall, p. 505). Frtim Freihach we return
to tbe left, via St. Margavethen and Unter-Ferlach, to Maria-Bain (p. 506).

Beyond Weizelsdorf tlie railway a^ain ascends (16:1000) and
reaches (IS^/o M.) Feistritz im Bosentale (1575'), V2 M. to tlie N.

of tlie Tillage (1810'; Kraiglier, R. 1 A'.), which lies at the mouth
of the £aVen-TaL

A visit to the Bftren-Tal is attractive. A road, afterwards degenerating
into a cart-track, ascends throuah the narrow ravine of the Barenbach to

the Kanaut:, the bighest farm, "with the (13/4 hr.) Stou-Hutte (3170'-, pro-
vision-depot), beside which is a rustic inn. Hence a marked path goes on to

the (2 hrs.) Klagenfurter-Hutte of the local Alpine club (5250': inn in summer)
finely situated on the Matschacher Alp (via the Matschaclier-Sattel to the
Bodenbauer in the Boden-Tal, 2 hrs., see p. 531). — The ascent of the
'Stou {Stol or Hochstuhl, 7345'; 3 hrs., with guide), the highest peak of the
Karawanken Mts., from the Klagenfurter - Hiitte via the Bielsica- Saltel

(p. 531), is fatiguing but interesting (magnificent view). The descent may
bo made on the S. to the Valvasor-Hiiite and (4-4V2 hrs.) Jauerhvrg (p. 528),
or (difficult) from the Bielsica-Sattel to the (3V-.-4 hrs.) Bodenbauer in the
Boden-Tal. — On the W. side of the Baren-Tal, i/o hr. above the Stou-
Hiitte (marked path from Feistritz via Matschach in 2 hrs.), is the high-
lying farm of Poautz (nightquarter.O, whence the BarentaUr Koischna (0383';

fine view), may be ascended without difficulty in 2 hrs. — From Poautz
over the (IV2 hr.) Bdren-Satiel (5525') to (2 hrs.) Jauerhurg, see p. 528.

The railway crosses the Feistritz -Bach, passes the village of

Suetschach , and skirts the mountain-slope , finally crossing the

stony course of the Sucha-Bach, to (I872 M.) Maria-Elmd (17'20'),

with its pilgrimage-church. The line crosses the Radisch-Orahen
and then the deep gorge of the Rosenbach (viaduct, 170' high), and
beyond a short tunnel makes a wide bend to the S. At (23 M.)
Rosenbach (1970'; Rail. Restaurani) we join the line from Tillach

(p. 533). Beautiful view of the Drave valley and the Karawanken Alps.
ExcuKSiONS. The Golica or Kahlkogel (6350') may be ascended hence via

the Quadia in 3 hrs. (easy and interesting : see p. 52S1. — The Baba or Frauen-
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kogel (6210'; 33/4 hrs.; easy and repaying) is ascended via ihe Ardetclitzen-

Graben to the (3 lirs.) Mli?ica-battel, and thence to the S.E. by the arete;
comp. p. 528. — For the Mittagskogel (7035'; 51/2 hrs.; guide useful) we
proceed as above to the (3 hrs.) Mlinca-Saitel and thence follow the ridge
to the W. (club-path), in view of the Terglou-, comp. p. 509. — An at-

tractive route leads from Rosenbach via the (2 hrs.) Rosea Sat'el (5230')

to (2 hrs.) JBirnbaum in the valley of the Save (p. 528).

b. FromVillach to Rosenbach, 17 M., in 52 minutes.— Villach

(Sonthern Station), see p. 508. The railway crosses the Drave to the

(1 V4^I0 State Railway Station (p. 535) and runs to the S., parallel with

the Pontebba Line, passing [3 M.) Bad Villach and crossing the G'atV,

then diverges to the left nesiT MiiUnern (p. 535). — 5 M. Finkensiein

(1675'), "With the ruin of that name (p. 509) above, to the right. After

crossing the Seebach twice the line traverses marshy meadows to

(8V2 ^i-) Faalc (1870'), situated near the S. bank of the pretty

Faaker-See (p. 508), and then ascends past (12^/2 M.) Ledenitzen

(1985'), at the foot of the Petelin (2645'; easily ascended in 1 hr.;

view). From the summit-level of the line (2030'), on the slope of

the N. foot-hills of the Karawanken range, we descend to the S.

in a long curve, traversing embankments and cuttings, to (17 M.)

Rosenbach (p. 532).

Beyond this point the railway has a double track. It rapidly

ascends in the narrow Kosenbach-Tal, crosses the Gradschiza-Graben,

and enters the Karawanken Tunnel (5 M. in length), which unites

the valleys of the Drave and the Save. This tunnel, the boring of

which was accompanied by great difficulties, ascends at a gradient

of 3 : 1000 from its N. entrance (2055') to the centre (2090'), and

thence descends at a gradient of 6 : 1000 to its S. end (2015'), near

Bimbaum in the Save valley (p. 528). After a wide bend to the

S.E., with the Karawanken chain, including the Stou, rising before

us, on the left, our line intersects the state-railway and runs parallel

with it to (3IV2 -^1- from Klagenfurt) Assling (1900' ; Rail. Restau-

rant), the junction for the line to Laibach and Tarvis (see p. 528).

The WocHiiN Railway turns to the S.E. on quitting the station

and crosses the Save by means of a viaduct (180 yds. in length)

beyond the village of Sava. Thence it skirts the hillside, with line

views of the Save valley and the Karawanken Alps, to (35 M.)

Dohrava (I860'), another fine point of view. Beyond a short tunnel

and a bridge over the Roticein Gorge (p. 528) we traverse the

Rotwein Tunnel (8/4 M. long). 38I/2 M. Veldes (1715'), on the W.
bank of the picturesque Veldes Lake, li/^M. from the health-resort

of Veldes (p. 526) on the N.E. bank.

Three more tunnels. 41 1/2 M. Wocheiner-Vellacli (1595'), i"

the deep ravine of the Wocheiner Save (p. 527). Beyond the Oberne

Tunnel (2/4 M. long) we reach the basin of Oberne (on the left the

cliffs of Babji-Zob, p. 527), whence the line is carried by skilful

engineering along the rocky left bank of the Save, finally crossing

the river, to (441/2 M.) Stieye (1575'), where the timber brought

down from the mountains by means nf cable-railways is shipped.
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We recross the Save to (48 M.) Nmming (1615'; p. 527); but return

to the right bank before (51 M.) Woclieiner-Feistritz'(1710'), the

station for the Wocheiner See and the Terglou (p. 527).

Crossing the Sternizki-Bach the line enters the Wochein Tunnel

(1720'), 4 M. in length, which pierces the chain of the Julian Alps

at its narrowest point below the Crna Gora. At the S. end of the

tunnel, on the left bank of the Baca-Bach, lies (55 M.) Podbrdo

(1 660'; Valentincic), the first station in the^Austrian Littoral' (Kiisten-

land). The station stands on a mound of ruhbish, e:vcavated from

the tunnel, 1/2 M. ^to the S. of the village (p. 526). Fine view; to the

N.W. rises the Crna Prst (p. 528). — The railway proceeds high

up on the left side of the Baca valley, crossing the Porzen-Schlucht

and the Seidelbach, and beyond a short tunnel reaches (59'/2 M.)
Hudajuschna. Several more tunnels follow {Bukovo Tunnel 1000 yds.

long) and the Baca is crossed twice. 65V2 ^'- Grahovo (835'), 1 M.
from the village of that name, situated opposite the mouth of the

Koritnica valley (to Deutschruth, see p. 528). Tunnels and via-

ducts are numerous all the way to (6672 M.) Podmelec (710'), lying

below the prettily-situated village, and to (72 M.) Santa Lucia-

Tolmein (^590'), at the junction of the Baca with the Idria. The
latter river, which the railway crosses before entering the station,

tlows into the Isonzo, IV4 M. lower down. Fine view to the N.AV.

of the mountains of the upper Isonzo valley (Krn, Kanin, etc.).

From San' a Lucia to Tolmein and via the Predil Pass to Raibl., see p. 540.

Beyond the Santa Lucia Tunnel (670 yds.) the line enters the

gorge of the Isonzo, along the precipitous left bank of which it is

carried by means of a series of tunnels. The high-road runs on the

right hank. 77^/2 M. Auz%a (425'). Two long viaducts and a bridge

over the Isonzo. 81 M. Canale (365'); the picturesque village (Leone

d'Oro), with its chateau and handsome church, lies on the oppo-

site (left) bank. The vegetation is now quite southern in character;

vines, slender cypresses, mulberry, fig, peach, and other fruit-tree?

abound. We traverse vineyards on the right bank. 85 M. Plata is

followed by two tunnels and a wooded gorge, 41/2 ^Jf- ^ong, above

which, on the left, rises the Monte Santo (p. 535). At Salcano, at

the end of the gorge, the railway crosses the Isonzo by a bridge,

240 yds. in length(centralspan280', the largest stone railway-arch in

the world), and enters the wide and fertile plain of Gorizia. The
station at (93 M.) Gorizia (295') lies to the N.E. of the town, about

21/2 M. from the Siid-Bahnhof.

Gorizia, Ger. Gorz (280'; *Siidbahn-H6tel, R. 3-10, pens, from

6 K.;*Postn; Union, with garden-restaurant; ^Hot. Central, R. 1-5,

pens. 5-7 A'.; Angela d'Oro; Cafe Corso, Central, del Teatro), the

capital of a province, and an archiepiscopal see, with 25,432 inhab.,

charmingly situated on the Isonzo, is a favourite winter-resort. The
Cathedral (14th cent.) merits inspection ; its treasury contains several

costly Romanesque works from Aquileia. The Provincial Museum,
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adjoining the cathedral, contains natural history collections, anti-

quities, etc. (open on Sun., 11-1; at other times on application).

In the Piazza Grande are a tasteful fountain and the elaborately

adorned church of St. Ignatius (17th cent.), formerly belonging to

the Jesuits. Close by, in the Via Giardino, is the Giardino Pubblico,

with its luxuriant vegetation. In the upper part of the town is the

ancient Castelto of the Counts of Gorizia, now used as a barrack (fine

yiews). The public bath-establishment is well-equipped.— About
71/2 ^1- to the N. is the Monte Santo (2245': two inns), with a pil-

grimage-church and a fine view.

The train passes through a tunnel beneath the convent of Castayna-
vizza, skirts the E. side of the town, and at (95 M.) Volcijadraga

(175') joins the Wippach Valley Railway (Gorizia to Haidenschaft,

171/2 M. in IV2 lir-): which it follows to (100 M.) Proacina (185'),

with a fine view of the wooded and precipitous Trnovan Mts. on
the N. Leaving the line to Haidenschaft on the right, our line now
crosses the Wippac/i several times, then quits the valley of that river,

and ascends tlie Branica-Tal at an increasing gradient (finally

25 : 1000). 104 M. Reifenberg (370') has a handsome and well-

preserved castle. A succession of embankments, viaducts, and

tunnels carries the line (gradient still 25:1000) to (llOVoM.)
St. Daniel-Kobdilj (900'), situated on the waterless Karst Plateau

(
p. 499), which is enlivened only here and there by green oases.

115 M. Dutovlje-Skopo (910'). Beyond several cuttings and the Dot
Tunnel we reach the station of (119 M.) Repen-Tahor, and after

another tunnel (650 yds. long) we cross the Siid-Bahn (p. 500).
121 M. Opcina (1020'j, see p. 500. The Opcina- Tunnel, 2/3 M.
in length, pierces the S. edge of the Karst, and the line descends
in a wide curve round Trieste, commanding beautiful views of that

city and the Adriatic Sea, to (128 M.) Guardiella. Then, beyond
the Revoltella Tunnel, nearly 1 M. long, and (131 M.) Rozol, the

train arrives at the terminus of (135 M.) Sanf Andrea in Trieste

(p. 501).

97. From Villach to Udine. Pontebba Railway.
82V2 M. Railway. Express in 4 hrs.-, ordinary trains in 6 hrs. (Ex-

press from Vienna to Venice in 15 hrs.; fares 76 fr. 5, 53 fr. 85 c).

Villach (Siid-Bahnhof), see p. 508. The train crosses the Drave;
on the right bank is the station (IV4 M.) Villach-Staatsbahn. 3 M.
Warmbad Villach (p. 508). Crossing the Gail, we next reach (41/2 M.)
Miillnern (Karntner Hof; hence to the Faaker-See, i^j-i hr., see

p. 508) and (51/2 M.) Fiirnitz (1660'), opposite Federaun, with its

ruined chateau (p. 508). Then (l^/o M.) Neuhaus an der Gail and

(91/2 M.) Pockau.

101/2 M. Arnoldstein (1935'; "^Railway Hotel, R. li/o-^A'.;

Grumm; Michor) is the junction of the Gailtal railway (p. 509).
To the right rises the long Dobratsch (p. 509), on which marks of the
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great landslip of 1348 are still traceable (p. 509). The train crosses

the Gailitz(Schlitza). 131/2^. T/ior^-Ma(;^em (Strasshof ; Luftliol).

The line runs high up on the left side of the deep valley of the

Gailitz, threads two tunnels, and crosses the Wagenhach to —
1772 M. Tarvis (2395'; Railway Hotel c^- Restaurant ; Mortl, at

the station^. The large and finely -situated village, a summer-
resort, consists of Unter- Tarvis (Hot. Schnahlegger . R. 3-5 K.;

Teppan ; "Wiedenhofer), 7'^- from the station, and Oher-Tarvi,^

(2465'; Hotel Gelhfus,"v.ith garden, R. 11/2-2 K.; Fillafer; Sch."u-

berg; Holer), on the hillside, 3/^ M. farther off (see below).
Excursions (guide, Franz Schonberg). The Villacli road, a few min.

from the station of Tarvis, near the mouth of the last tunnel, comnumds
a heautiful view. — To the Graf-Karl-Steig and back, IV4 tr. About V* ^^^

from the station we descend to the left into the wild and picturesque

Schlitza Gorge, follow the path on the left bank passing under the impos-
ing railway bridge, proceed through wood to the Oreuter-Steg over the

Schlitza, ascend the left bank to the road, and follow the latter to the left

back to the station.

A picturesque walk leads to the Bartolo-Graben (2V2 hrs. from Ober-

Tarvis and back) ; from the (IV4 In-.) farther end a cart-track crosses the

Bartolo Pastures to the (1 hr.) Bartolo-Sattel (3895) and thence descends to

the N.E. through the Bisiriiz-Graben (picturesque gorge) to (IV-J hr.) Feistritz

an der Gail (p. 510), or to the W. to the (l^/i hr.) Upper Feistritz Alp (p. 537). —
The Goriacher- Aim (5560'). which affords a picturesque view, is easily

reached from Tarvis in 4 hrs. (guide, 4 K.., unnecessary), via Goggau, by
a path running mostlv throush wood. -— A beautiful excursion may be
taken in the Ebmer-Tal, via Greuih, to the (I3/4 hr.) Weissenbach Alp (3345').

The route hence over the Verssec-Sattel (5720") to the ifanharl Alp and
the (31/2 hrs.) Predil Road, and that t; the S.E. (steep) via the Romertal-

Scharte or Schutzhaiis-Scharte (69S0'} to the (4 hrs.) jIanhart-Hiitte, are bi th fit

for adepts only (p. 542). — To the Kalticasser-Tal and across the Braschnik-

Satlel or Karnica-Sattel to the Seisera, see pp. 537, 541.

The Luschariberg (see below) is frequently ascended from Tarvis: we
take the Saifnitz road to the W. to the (I1/4 M.) stone angel (see below);
then ascend to the left to the (21/4 hrs.) top.

From Tarvis to ^Eaibl (one-horse cair. there and back in 1/2 day 6. whole
dav 8, landau 10 and 14 iT. ; to the lake 7, 9, 12, or 16 K. ; to the Predil 8, 12.

16," or 22^.), see p. 540
-, to the ^ Weissenfels Lakes (7, 9. 12, or 16 A'.),

see p. 530; to Poiitebla and Chiusafovte (carr. 16 or 28 K.), see p. 538.

The train runs to the W. to (I979 M.) Ober-Tarois, and ascends

to (2272 M.) Saifnitz (2615'; Po~st, R. 172-2/!:.; Restaurant

Kranner, with rooms, near the station), on the watershed between

the Black Sea and the Adriatic.
The 'Luschariberg (5S80'), the most frequented pilgrimage-resort in

Carinthia, is generally ascended from Saifnitz (3-3V2 brs.; guide unneces-
sary; horse 8 A".). We follow the Tarvis road to a (I'-j M.) stone angel,

ascend the pilgrims' path to the right, through the Luschari-Graben, to the

{\.\iv.) Annabriindl, and mount to the (IV2 br.) Luschari Alp (5185'; rfmts.)

and the (V2 hr.) pilgrimage-church (Inn, moderate), a little to the N. of

the summit. Extensive 'View (panorama by Siegl, 60 7j.). — A shorter

ascent is by the so-called Steilweg , on the wooded N.W. slope (to the

church 2 brs.). Descent on a grass-sledge in 20 min. (3 K. ; safe enough,
but not pleasant). Descent to Kaltwasser and Raibl, see p. 541.

The train gradually descends on the hank of the Fella to (25 M.)

Wolfshach (2575'), opposite the mouth of the Seisera Valley (splemlid

view, with the jagged Wisohherg in the background).
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Seisera Valley. Uoad to (i^/i^i-) Wol/sbach (2&S0' :, two inns; guide,
Anton Oilzinger); then an Alpine track to the (11/2 hr.) Seisera-Hiitte (3340';

inn in summer), grandly situated (Wischberg, Kastreinspiize, Balitzen,
Montasio, K(3pfach, Mittagskofel), From the Spranje, the head of the
Seisera Valley, a fatiguing route crosses the (81/2 hrs.) Barenlahn-Scharte
(6960'), between the Cregnedul and the Kastreinspiize, to the Fischbach Alp
and (31/2 hrs.) Eaibl (see p. 542); guide 10, including ascent of the Wisch-
berg 12 K. On the W. side of the pass is a steep slope of snow (35-50°),

where steps must sometimes be cut. — From Wolfsbach through the Sattel-

Graben and across the Braschnik-Sattel. or through the Zapraha-Tal and
across the Karnica-Saitel to Ealtwassev and Raibl or Tarvis (6-7 hrs.

;
guide

6 7l.), see p. 542. — From the Seisera-Hiitte. to the W., an easy route
crosses the Somdogna Pass (5250'), between the Kripfach and Mittagskofel
(ascent of 2 hrs. from the pass, see below) to the Dogna Valley (with the
huge precipices of the Montasio and the Cimone on the left) and (5 hrs.)

Dogna (p. 538).

26 M. Uggowitz (2580'; Kanduth's Railway Hotel; Ehrlich).

Excursions. A path, steep at first, ascends to the N. through the
Uggwa-Tal to the (IV2 hr.) Uggowitzer-Alpe (4780'), with its numerous
chalets (quarters ; whey-cure) and to the (1^/2 hr.) Upper Feisiritz Alp (5640'

;

*H6tel Oslernig, R. 1-3 A'.). The *Osternig (6675'), a very fine point of
view, mav easily be ascended thence in 1 hr. Descent from the Feistritz

Alp to (2 "hrs.) Feistrilz an der Gail (p. 510); or over the Lom-Battel (4805')

to (21/4 hrs.) Vorderberg, in the Gailtal (p. 510); or to the S.E. to the Bartolo-

Sattel and (3 hrs.) Tarvis (p. 536).

The train crosses the Uggowitz torrent, passes the picturesque

Fort Malborghet, situated on a rocky barrier which intersects nearly

the whole valley (with a monument at its base, in memory of the

heroic defence of the fort by Capt. Hensel in 1809) , and then

crosses the Fella to (28V2M.) Malborghet (2395'). The large village

(*Schnabl€gger ; Oberlerchner ; Errath) lies on the opposite bank.
Excursions. The Mittagskofel fJos di Mezzanotie, 6860'), a fine point

of view, ascended from the Seisera Hiitte via the Somdogna Pass in 4 hrs.j

or from Uggowitz via the Schwarzenberg-Graben and the Strekiza Alp in

4'/2 hrs. (guide 6 AT.), is toilsome. — Over the Lusnitzer-Scharte to
Dogna c7V2hrs.; guide 8 A.), an attractive tour. We proceed through the
Granuda-Qvaben to the (3 hrs.) Gramida Alp (5235'), and then to the W.
via the Lusnitzev Alp to the (I3/4 hr.) Lusnitzer-Scharte (4855'), between the

Brda (6080'), on the left, and the Lipnik (6405'; ascended in IV2 hr. ; not diffi-

cult for adepts), on the right. We then descend via the chalets of Bieliga and
Chiout to (21/2-3 hrs.) Dogna (p. 538). — The ascent of the -Poludnig (6570'

;

41/2-5 hrs.
;
guide 6 A.) is easy. The route leads through the Malborghet-

Graben to the (IV2 hr.) Tschurtschele Alp (3520'), then either to the left

across the Gaisviicken (5780') or to the right through the Kesselwald. to the
(3-81/2 hrs.) summit, which commands an extensive view. Descent on the
N.W. side to the Egger Alp (p. 510) and thence to Moderndorf and Her-
magor (p. 510).

The train threads its way through a narrow rocky valley. On the

right rise the precipices of the Guggherg and the Schinoutz, on the

left those of the Lipnik (see above). 32V2 M. Lusnitz (2070'}, with a

small sulphur-bath. The train crosses the Fella and is carried along

its right bank by means of cuttings and embankments. Near (36 M.)

Leopoldskirchen the line crosses the vfiliPlanja-Graben, and farther

on the Picker- Graben and the rapid Vogelhach.

38 M. Pontafel (1875'; Rail. Restaurant; in the village, Post,

unpretending; KemWc^t; Lamprecht, moderate), the Austrian frontier-

station.
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Excursions (guide, Josef Platzer). A marked cart-road leads to the
N. througli the Bombasch- Oraben to the (S^/t hrs.) Nassfeld-Haut (5000'; inn
in summer), finely situated (numerous fossils). Hence to the Auernighohe
(6060'-, 3/4 hr.), attractive; to the Oartnerko/el (7210'; 21/4 hrs. ; comp. p. 510),
easy. — The *Rosskofel (7330'; 3V2-4 hrs.; guide 10^.) may be ascended
via the Tresdorfer Alp and the Rudniker - Satiel (splendid view) without
difficulty. — The Trogkofel (7540'), ascended over the Rudniker-Sattel in

4 hrs., with guide (12 K.), is fit for experts only.

The train crosses the Pontebbana, the frontier between Austria

and Italy, and reaches —
391/2 M. Pontebba (I860'; Ital. custom-house; Rail. Restaurant

;

Albergo alle Alpl; Alb. Pontebba), a village of quite Italian character.

Interesting carved altar in tlie old Gothic church.

The construction of the line from Pontebba through the wild,

rocky ravine of the Fella to Chiusaforte necessitated an almost un-
interrupted series of rock-cuttings, tunnels, bridges, and viaducts,

and well deserves a closer inspection (walk of 2'/2 l^rs. to Chiusa-

forte ; one-horse carriage 6, two-horse 10 7^.). The train descends

rapidly on the right bank of the Fella, and crosses it at Pontedi Muro
by means of an iron bridge, 160 yds. long, 131' high. 44 M. Dogna
[ 1520'), at the mouth of the Canale di Dogna (p. 537), at the head

of which, towards the E., rises the grand pyramid of the *Montasio

(p. 542).

48 M. Chiusaforte (1285'; Albergo Pesamosca alia Stazdone, with

garden; Alb. Martina), below which, on the left, opens the wild

Raccolana Valley (p. 542). At Peraria we cross the Fella for the hist

time, by a bridge 184 yds. in length. We next cross the Resia to—
53 M. Kesiutta (1030'). The village (Alb. Morandini) lies on

the opposite bank, at the mouth of the Resia Valley, which ascends

towards the E. to the Canin (p. 535).— 54 M. Moggio (970'; Osteria

Franz). The village lies opposite, on the N. side of the Fella valley,

at the mouth of the Aupa, with view of the imposing Mte. Sertiio

(liSb'; ascended by experts in 7 hrs., with guide), and other grand

mountains.
The valley of the Fella expands, and its rock-strewn floor is in-

tersected with numerous water-courses. — 58 M. Stazione per la

Carnia (850'; *Albergo della Stazione).

[The Friulian Alps. — From Per la Carnia a road (diligence

to Tolmezzo in connection witli the trains, 1 fr. ; one-horse carr.

to Ampezzo 10 fr.) ascends the wide valley of the Tagliamento

via Amaro, at the foot of tlie Monte Amariana (6250' ; ascended from

Amaro or Per la Carnia in 5 hrs., with guide; splendid view), to

(7 M.) Tolmezzo (1060'; *Alb€rgo Roma; Stella d^Oro), a town of

1700 inhab., near the influx of the But into the Tagliamento.
Through the valley of the But or Valle di San Pietro to Paluzza, and

over the Ploken to Koischach, see p. 513. Below Zuglio (p. 513), 41/2 M. to

the N. of Tolmezzo, a road, divei-ging to the right, ascends the picturesque
Canale d'Incarojo and leads via Cedarchis and Salino (fine waterfalls) to

(10 M.) Paularo (2190'; Alb. Qerometta; Pens. Fabiani, unpretending), splen-

didly situated in a wide basin commanded by Mte. Tersadia and Mte. Sernio
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to the S., and Mte. Zermula and Mte. Paularo to the K. — From Paularo
to Paluzza (p. 513) 21/2 lirs., cart-road via Ligosullo and Treppo.

About 3^2 M. above Tolmezzo lies Villa Santina (1195' ; inn),

where the valley of the Tagliamento divides. Through the N. arm,

the Canale di Oorto, watered by the Degano, a road (diligence

from Tolmezzo to Forni daily at 1 p.m., I1/2 fr.) leads via Ovaro

to (9 M.) Comeglians (1640'; *Albergo della Posta; Albergo delle

Alpi), at the mouth of the Canale San Canciano, a picturesque

valley with fine waterfalls, at the head of which (71/2 M. ; road via

Prato) is the village of Pesariis (2490'; Osteria Gonaiio, fair), at

the foot of the Mte. Pleros (7595'). — From Comeglians a moun-
tain-road (practicable for light vehicles only), passing Mieli and
Valpicetto, ascends to (3^2 M.) Rigolato (2490' ; Alb. Zanier, rustic

;

over the Forcella di Plumbs to the Ploken Pass, see p. 513). About
11/2 M. farther on we cross the Degano (charming view) and in

3 M. more we reach Forni Avoltri (2880'; *Sottocorona's Inn, R.

1 fr.), finely situated at the N. base of Monte Tuglia (6385').

Hence to Sappada, see p. 429. — A tine route towards the N. crosses

the Veranis-Joch and Oefner - Joch (7220') to (7 hrs.) St. Loremen in the
Gailtal (comp. p. 408; ascent of the "'Paralia., SSil/, from the Veranis-Joch,
2 hrs., easy and very attractive). Another fine route leads to the N.E. over
the Wolayer Pass (6505'j and past the Wolayer-See-Hutte to the (6V2-7 hrs.)

Plolcen Alp (p. 513).

The prolongation of the valley of the Tagliamento towards the

W., above Villa Santina, is called the Canale di Socchieve. A road

(omnibus from Tolmezzo to Ampezzo 2-3 times daily, l^/o ^J"-) leads

by Socchieve to (71/0 M.) Ampezzo di Carnia (1835' ; Alb Grimani,

R. 1-2, D. 21/2; pens. 6^/2 fr.; Gsteria Benedetti, moderate), the

capital of the valley, picturesquely situated on the Lumiei. The
road (diligence to Lozzo daily) next leads via (9 M.) Forni di Sotto

(2495') to (6M.) Forni di Sopra or Vico (3265'; Rosa; Ancora,

poor), whence the Mte. Premaggiore (8135'; admirable view) may
be ascended in 5-6 hrs., with guide. Thence a new road (old road

shorter for walkers) crosses the Mauria Pass (4260') to (9 M.) Loren-
zago (2890'). We then either descend via Pelos, crossing the Piave

by the Ponte Nuovo, to (3 M.) Lozzo (p. 428) ; or by a new road to

the left, crossing the Piave by the Ponte Cridola, to Vallesella and

(71/2 M.) Pieve di Cadore (p. 426).

To the N.W. of Ampezzo, in the upper part of the Val Li(rniei, lie

the sequestered villages of Sauris or Zahre (Sauris di Sotto, 3975'; ISata'is

di Sopra, 4470'), which, like Sappada (p. 429), are inhahited by Germans.
There are two rustic inns at Sauris di Sotto, and another (indifferent) at

Sauris di Sopra. From Ampezzo over the Mte. Pura (4705') to Sauris di

Supra 5 hrs. ; thence a bridle-path across the Col di Razzo (5725') to (2 hrs.)

Campo in the upper part of the Val Frisone. From Campo we may either

descend the valley northwards to (2^/2 hrs.) San Stefano in the Val Comelico

(p. 428) or proceed to the W. via Losco to Pelos and (4 hrs.) Lozzo (p. 428).

Another interesting route from Sauris crosses the Passo Tragonia (5915'),

to the K.W. of the imposing Monte Clapsavon or Vetperkogel (SOSC), to

(5 hrs.) Forni di Sopra (see above). — From Forni di Sotto to Claut over
the Forcella Laresei (56550- 7-8 hrs., with guide, see p. 431.1
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A little lower down , in a wide plain, the Fella falls into the
Tagliamento . We then cross the Venzonazza to —

61 M. Venzone (755'), a quaint little town on the Tagliamento.
The train crosses the marshy Rughi Bianclii by an imposing viaduct

of 55 arches, 855 yds. in length, and quits the Tagliamento.

—

641/2 M. Gemona-Ospedaletto ; 68^2 ^1- Magnano-Artegna; 71 M.
Tarcento; 73^/2 M. Tricesimo ; 11 M. Reana del Rojale. — 82V2 M.
Udine (Italia; Earopa). see Baedeker's Northern Italy.

98. From Trieste to Villach via the Fredil.

127V-' M. Railway to (.62 M.) 8anta Lucia in 2V2-3 hrs. Diligence from
Santa Lucia to (41/2 M.) Tolmein twice daily in 3/^ hr. ; from Tolraein to

(43'/2 M.) Tarvis dailv in 12 hrs. From Tarvis to (17V2 M.) Villach railway
in 8/4-IV4 lir.

From Trieste via Gorizia to (6'2 M.j Santa Lucia-Tolmeln, sec

p. 534. From the station a carriage-road crosses the Baca to (1 1/2 M.)

the village of Santa Lucia (675'), picturesquely situated near the

junction of the Baca with the Isonzo, and then follows the left bank
of the latter to (41/2 ^1-J Tolmein, Ital. Tolmino (660'; Posta, dirty),

in the chateau of which Dante, according to a doubtful tradition,

•wrote several cantos of his Divine Comedy.
ExcDKSioxs (?;uide. Franz Tutta). To the Dante Grotto in the gorge

of the Tolmeiner Bach {Tominslca Dolina). 3 31. to the X.E. (guide 3 A'.).

—

The ascent of the Km ('Kern'; 7370'; 8 hrs. •, guide 10, with descent to Flitsch

or Soca 12 K.) is toilsome but attractive and especially interesting for

botanists. We ascend on the Vv . side of the Tominska Valley to the (i hrs.)

Sleme Alp (hay-beds), traverse the saddle leading to the Napolje Alp., and
ascend to the left to the Kvn Saddle., and the summit (extensive view). The
weather-worn limestone rocks and the huge fields of stone and debris are

prominent features in an impressive picture. The descent may be made
to (7 hrs.) Flitsch or to (6 hrs.) Soca [t^. 529). — From Tolmino over the

Skerhinja-Joch. the Baca Pass, oviheCrna Prst to Feistritz (guide 13 K-)., see

p. 528; via Deutschruth to Bischoflack., see p. 526.

151/2 M. Caporeito, Ger. Karfreit (1015'; Dentschwirt). To the

right are the precipices of the Km (see above) ; to the left rises

the Matajur (5390' ; easily ascended in 4 hrs.
;
guide 7 K.). The

next places are Ternova, Serpenizza, Zaga, and —
28V2 M. Flitscli, Ital. Pkz (1470'; Post; Ruber), a pleasant vil-

lage in a sequestered basin. On the W. rises the huge Canin group.
Ascents (guides: Jos., Andr., and Joh. Mrakitsch of Flitsch, Ant. Krohath

of Serpenizza, A. Stviickl of Mittelbreth. Andv. and Joh. Komatsch and Joh.

Sortsch of Trenta). The ascent of the Canin (8470'; 7-8 hrs.- guide ib K.)

is laborious. A marked path leads via the Gojezd Alp tu the (4 hrs.) Canin-

Hiitie (5940'; provision-depot), and thence via the Kleine Canin to the (3'/2 hrs.)

summit of the Grosse Canin (tine view). — The Prestreljenik (8220'; not
difficult for experts

;
guide from Flitsch 12 A".) is ascended in 21/2 hrs. from

the Canin-Hiitte via the pass between the Prestreljenik and the Kojnc (7675').

The descent may be made via the Prevala-Sattel (8595') to the Nevea-Hiitte

(comp. p. 542). — The Rombon (or Veliki Vrh ; 7250'), via the Goricic'a Alp
in 5 hrs. (guide 10 A.), is not difficult.

From Flitsch to the Valley of the Trenta (passes to the Fischenza and
Vra(a vallevs), see pp. 529, 580. Kear Loog. at the mouth of the Zadnica
Vallev, 41'2'hrs. from Flitsch (new road), is the Baumbach - Hutte (1970';
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provision depot). The accent of the Terglou (9395'; 8-8V2 hrs.
; guide 18 7i. ,-

p. 529) from this point, via the Skok path (steady head essential), the DoUc-
Sattel (7220'), and the Maria -Theresien-Eiitte, is difficult and not without
danger. The so-called Ktigy Path from the Zaduica valle}' direct to the top
of the Terglou is still more difficult (guide 2i A'.).— The ascent of the Prisang
(8380') from (5 hrs.) Santa Maria di Trenta (p. 530), via the Kronauer Alp
in 4V2 hrs. (guide 13 AT), is easier than from the K. side (p. 529). — The
Razor (8530' •, 51/2 hrs. ; with guide), ascended from Santa Maria via the
Kronauer Alp and the saddle between thePrisanig and the Razor, is difficult.
— The Flitscher Grintouc (7710' ; 6 hrs. ; 12 K.), ascended from (572 hrs.)

Ober-Trenta (p. 529) via the Zepotocco Alp (4285'), and the Jalouc (8710';

{j-7hrs. ; 20 A'.), ascended by the Trenta Alp (4480'), are also difficult, the
latter not without danger. — Another arduous ascent is that of the
Kanjavec (8430'), accomplished from the Baumbach-Hiitte via the Trebisnje
Alp in 6 hrs., or via the Dolec-Sattel in 6V2 hrs. (guide 14 A".). Fine view.
The descent may be made to the Terglou Lakes (p. 528; guide 18 A.).

The road now quits the Isonzo valley and follows the course of

the Koritnica towards the N., into a fortified defile called the

Flitscher KLause (1745'). Beyond this pass, near (35V2 M.) Vnter-

breth (Post), a view of the imposing Manhart (see below) is disclosed

;

to the E. rises the abrupt Jalouc (see above). The road ascends

in long windings (short-cut for walkers) past Mittelbreth (2135';

inn) to Oberbreth, grandly situated, passes the mouth of the Man-
hart Valley, and Fort Predil (^3680'), where a handsome monument
commemorates the death of a Capt. Hermann, who fell in a skirmish
with the French here in 1809, and reaches (401/2 M.) the highest

point of the Predil Pass (3810'; Zum Manhart Inn, plain). We de-

scend (choosing the 'Sommer-Strasse' or upper of the two roads),

enjoying fine views of the light-green Raibler-See, and of the See-

bachtal with the Seekopf and Wischberg, to —
42 M. Raibl (2925'; Post; Graferikrone ; Bierl; Hot. Ztatorog,

with picturesque grounds), a finely situated summer-resort, on the

Schlitza, with lead -foundries. To the N.W. rises the Konigsberg

(6295'), and opposite to it is the Filnfspitz (6240').
Excursions (guides, Rud. Baumgartner. father and son, Mich. Filafer,

and Jakob Pinter of Raibl). Pleasant walk by the 'Winter-Strasse' to the
(I1/2 M.) 'Lake of Raibl (3250'), on the N.E. bank of which is a 'Restaurant
(boats for hire), and on the W. bank a fort. — Ascent of the Luschariberg
(5880'), via Kaltwasser in 3V2-4 hrs. (guide, 5 K. 20 ft.), easy and attractive
(descent to Saifnitz, p. 536). — Pleasant excursion of V2 day to the Kalt-
wasser-Tal, with the grand scenery at its head. Interesting day's excursion
(7 hrs.

; guide 7 K. 60 h.) across the Raibler-Scharte (4345'} to the Kaltwasser-
Tal; then over the Braschnik- Sattel (4885'), between the Steinerne Jager
(6S20') and the Schwalbenspitzen (6il0'), or (steeper but more interesting)
across the Karnica-Sattel (ca. 5230'), between the Schwalbenspitzen and the
Gamsmutter (8275'), to the Seisera Valley and to Wolfsbach and Tarvis
(p. 536). — The Konigsberg (6295'; 3 -31/2 hrs.; guide 5 JT.) is ascended
without difficulty and commands a fine view. — The Filnfspitz (6240';
31/2-4 hrs.

; guide 5 AT.) is a difficult peak, fit only for those who are free
from giddiness. — The ascent of the Lahnspitzen (6295'; 3-3V2 hrs.; not
difficult) is made via the Torl-Eibl Alp; the summit commands a fine
view. — Ascent of the 'Manhart or Mangart (8785'; 6V2-7 hrs. ;

guide 10,
with descent to Weissenfels 16 A'.), not difficult for adepts and very in-
teresting. Beyond the (1 hr.) Predil Pass we turn to the left and ascend
the Manhart Valley to the (a/* hr.) Manhart Alp (4140') and to the (2 hr.s.)

Manhart Club Hut (6560'; inn in summer). Thence to the top by a -iood but
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somewhat dizzy path in 21/2 hrs. m'.re. past the Trar/ivik- Scharte (T3^i')

and skirting the Kleine Manhart (8220'). Descent over the Travnik-Scharte
to Weissenfels (p. 530), steep and trying; across the Romerial- Schavte t'"

Tarvis (steep hut interesting), see p. "536. — The 'Wischberg (8755': 61/2-

7 hrs.; guide 10^.), ulso ascended from Raibl, is laborious. We pass the
Eaibler See and ascend the Seebach-Tal to the (3 hrs.) Fischbach Alp (6125';

Alpine fare; Lay-beds), cross the Fischbach, and mount to the N. to the

(^v/ihT.) Findenegg Chtb Hut (6560': inn in summer), in the Lower Karnica.
Thence to the summit through the Upper Karnica and over the Gamsmutler-
Scharle in 2V2-3 hrs. ; superb view. Descent across the Barenlahn-Schavte
(6960') to the (3 hrs.) Seisera Hut, toilsome (steep snow-field in the Baren-
lahn. see p. 537). — An interesting excursion, which may be especially

recommended to botanists, leads from the Findenegg-Hiitte across the
Sliege to the Cregnedul Alp and Pecol Alp, returning hy the Nevea Alp
(from Raibl and back 10 hrs. : guide 9 A'.). — The Jof del Montasio {Bram-
kofel, 9030'; 8V2-9 hrs.) is very difficult, and fit for experts only (guide
14 K.). The previous night should be spent at the Nevea Hut (see" below).
3 hrs. from Raibl (5 hrs. from Chiusaforte). Thence via the Pecol Alp
(4920') to the summit, a magnificent point of view, 5-6 hrs. more. — The
Mte. Cimone (7810'), 3V2-4 hrs. from the Pecol Alp, is also repaving. —
The Canin (S470'; 10-11 hrs. ; guide UK.) and the Prestreljenik (S220'": 9 hrs.

:

12 K.) are both difficult (betteT from Flitsch, p. 540). From the (3 hrs.) Nevea
Hut (seebelow^) we proceed to the (21/2 hrs.) Ricovero al Canin (6590'; open
only to parties with Italian guides), whence the Canin may he climbed in 5,

the Prestreljenik in 4 hrs. (comp. p. 5i0).

To Chiusafokte, an interesting route (71/2 hrs.; guide 10 A'.). We
pass the Eaihler-See. ascend the Seebach-Tal, crossing the Italian frontier

(3490'; path easily missed here) and the Nevea Saddle (3920'), to the (3 hrs.)

finely-situated Ricovero di Nevea (3780'; inn in summer; guides, Ignatz and
Moritz Piussi). We then descend through the shadeless Raccolana Valley

(with the Montasio and the Mte. Cimone on the Is"^.) to (IV2 hr.) StretH,

(I'/ahr.) Salefto (Inn, primitive, good wine), and (i^f-zhr.} Raccolana, ^4 M.
to the S. of Chiusaforte (p. 538).

From Raibl (one-liorse carr. 6, two-liorse 10 K.") tlie road leads

past tho Hot. Zlatoroy (p. 541) through the valley of the Srhlitza,

via KaltiL-asser [2690' ), with a lead smelting-mill, and FUtschl, to

(471 4 M.) Unter-Tarvis, 8/4 M. from the railwav-station of —
48 M.' Tarvis (p. 636J.

Thence to (171/2 M-; I'^'^i^ M. froui

Trieste) Villach. see R. 97.
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Assa, Val d' 401.
Assling 68. 528.

Asia, Cima d' 397.

Astegg 213.

Astico, Val d' 401.
Astjoch 404.

Atterkar 282.

Attersee 111.

Attnang 109.

Atzwang 309.
Au in the Vorarlberg 244.
— near Berchtesgaden 84.
— in the Oetzlal 281.
— near Schliersee 65.
— near Tegernsee 59.

Aubach Fall 131.
Auenfeld Alp 245.

Auen-Joch 315.
Auer 346.

— , Chateau 322.

Auer-Klamm 275. 280.

Auernig-Hohe 538.
Auerspitze 66.

Aufacker 42.

Aufkirchen 407.

Augsburger-Hiitte 279.

Augstenberg 255.

Augstenbergler Kopf 239.

Aurach 66.

Auronzo 429.

Aussee 124.

Ausser-Fragant 519.
— Raschotz 376.

Austria-Hiitte 481.

Avio 349.

— , Passo d' 366.

— , Val d- 352.

Aviolo, Mte. 353.

Axams 274.

Baba 495.

Baca Pass 528.
Bach 247.

Bacher Mts. 501.

Bachertal (Rein) 225.
— (Sexten) 418.

Bachgart 404.

Bachlenke 168.

Baden 440.

Badersee 37.

Badia 414.

Badile, Piz (Val Masino)
346.
— (Val Camonica) 355.

Badl (St. Isidor) 312.

Baeckmann-Hiitte 336.

Bagolino 368.

Baione, Cima 355.

Baitone, Capanna 354.

— , Corno 354.
— , Roccia 354.

Baldo, Monte 371.

Ball. Cima di 386.
— , Passo di 397.

Ballino 364.

Ballunspifze 253.

Balschtespitze 247.

Balzers 234.

Bamberger-Haus(Fedaia)
392.

— Hiitte (Sella) 380.

Barbellino, Pian and
Passo del 356.

Barbian 309.

Barenbad 270.

Barenbart-Joch 297.

Biirenfalle 382.

Barenkopf (Achensee) 63.

Barenkopfe (Heiligen-
blut) 152. 176.

Barenlahn-Scharte 537.
Barenloch 883.

Barensattel 532.

Barental 532.

Bargiindele 27.

Barmer-Hiitte 163.

Barmsee 53.

Barmstein . the Kleine and
Grosse 106.

Barnschiitz 449.

Barnstatt 205.

Barth-Hiitte 247.

St. Bartholoma 88.

Bartholomaberg 250.

St. Bartholomew, Lake
of 87.

Bartolograben 536.

Bartiimmeljoch 235.

Bassano 403.

Bauernbrachkopf 150.

Baumbach-Hiitte 540.

Baumgartenschneid 59.

Baumkirchen 189.
Bayerdiessen 33.

Bayersoien 32. 42.

Bayrisch-Gmain 79.
— Zell 66.

Becher 267.

Becherhaus 267. 273.
Bedole 366.

Begunschitza 526.

Belca-Sattel 509.
Belluno 4.31.

Belopolje Alp 527.
Bendelstein 259.

Benediktbeuern 51.

Benediktenwand 51. 55.

Berchtesgaden 81.

Berg 30.

Bergamasque Alps 356.

Bergen 71.

Bergerkogel (Fusch) 153.
— (Virgental) 166.

Berger Tori 172.

Bergl-Hiitte 329.

Berliner-Hiitte 218.
— Spitze 219.

Bernau 71.

Berndorf 461.

Bernerau 474.

Bernhards-Tal 247. 14.

Bernkogl 148.

Bernried 31. 50.

Berta-Hiitte 509.

Bertiasa, Mte. 403.
Bevwans: 246.

Bettega, Passo 396.

Bettelwurfspitze 190.

Bettler-.loch 235.

Beuerberg 50.

Bezau 243.

Bezegg 243.

Bezzeca 372.

Bianco, Corno 366.

Biberkopf 14.

Biberwier 24.

Bichl 50.

Bichlbach 23.

Bielerhohe 254.

BielSica Sattel 531.

Bierbaum 410.

Biessenhofen 4. 16.

Bildstein 281.

Bildstockl-Joch (Matsch)
299. 288.

— (S tubal) 273,

Billichgraz 497.

Binsalp 63. 188.

Biois, Val 435.
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Birchabruck 386.

Bircbkogel 275. 277.

Birgsau 12.

Birkenkofel 422.

Birkenstein 64.

Birnbaum 528.

Birnborn 139.

Birnliicke 162. 229.

Bischoffeld 521.

Bischofshofen 182.

Bischofsmiitze 483.

Bischofswiesen 81. 84.

Bladen 428.

Bladner-Joch 410.

Blaichach 8.

Blankahorn 240.

Blankajoch 240. 257.

Blankakopf 257.

Blaser 259.

Blassenstein 462.

Blaue Gumpen 40.

Blaueis Glacier 92.

Bleiberg 509.

Bleiburg 503.

Bleikogel 131.

Blender 5.

Bletschental 382.

Blickspitze 293.

Blockenan 19.

Blomberg 54.

Bludenz 235.

Bliihnbach-Tal 132.— Tori 89. 132.

Blumau 310.

Blumone, Cornone di 368.
Bliintau-Tal 89. 107.

Boai, Cima di 351.
Boazzo, Malga 368.

Boccbe, Cima di 395.
Bockkar Glacier 152.
Bockkar-Scharte (Algau)

13.

— (Tanern) 152. 155. 176.

Bocklweiher 84.

Bockstein 146.

Bodele 231.
Boden (Lechtal) 246.
— (Pflersch) 263.
— (Fimbertal) 256,
Bodenbauer 456.
Bodenschneid 65.

Bodensee, see Lake of
Constance.

Bodental 531.
Boe 879. 891.
Bolladore 344.

Bolven, the 185. 205.
Bombia, Forcella 354.
Bondione 856.
Bondo 368.

Bondone Cometto di 348.— , Monte 348.

Bonner-Hiitte 403.

Ba£D£K£k's Eastern

Borca 427.

Borgo di Val Sugana 402.

Bormio 341.

— , Bagni di 332.

Borzago 364.

Boschberg 84.

Bosconero, Sasso di 430.

Bosenstein 472. 473. 522.

Bdses Eck 518.

Bose Weibele 410.

Bosruck 472.

Botei, Col 430.

Botzen 810.

Botzer 267.

Botzer-Scharte 263.

Bramberg 153.

Bramkofel 542.
Brana 494.

Brand 236.

Brandberg 213.

Brandberger Jocb 211.

213.
— Kolm 211.

Brandenberg 186.

Brandenberser Jocb 185.
— Tal 186.^

Brandbof 455.

Brandis , Alt- and Neii-
318.

Brandkogel 183.

Brandkopf 86.

Brandlscharte 150. 156.
Brandner Tal 238.
Brandriedel 481.

Brandstatt 514.

Brandstatter Tori 521.
Brandstein 456.

Brannenburg 63.

Branzoll 345.

Brascbnik-Sattel 537.
Brate, Val di 356.

Bratscbenkopfe 152. 176.
Bratz 237.

Braulio, Monte 331.
Braiinarlspitze 245.
Brauneck 55.

Brauningzinken 126.
Brannschweiser - Hiitte

292.

Brecherspitze 65.

Bregenz 229.

Bregenzer Wald 242.

Breguzzn, Val 368.
Breitacb-Klamm 10.

Breitbrunn 33.
Breitenau 449.

Breitenstein 446.

the 64.

Breitenwang 23.

Breitborn 138.

Breitkopf 152. 176.

Breitlabner 218.

BreitlebnerJochI 282.292.

Alps, lltb Edit.

Breitnock 220.

Bremer-Hiitte 260.
Brennbicbl 278.

Brenner 261.

Brennerbad 262.
Brenner-Spitze 270.
Brennkogel 153. 177.

Brennkopf 76.

Breno 355.

Brenta Alta and Bassa
361.

— , Bocca di 361.

— , Canale di 402.
— , Cima 360. 361.
— , Crozzon di 361.
— , Torre di 361.

Brentenjocb 183.

Brentonico 372.

Breslauer-Hiitte 284.

Brett 87.

Brettscbarte 149. 150. 173.
Briol 309.

Brione, Monte 371.

Brisio, Passo di 366.

Brixen (Brixental) 208.
— (on the Eisak) 306.

Brixlegg 185.

Brocbkogel, Hintere 284.

295.

Brocbkogel-Jocb 294.

Brocon Pass 402.

Brogles Alp 308.

Bruck on the Mur 448.
— on the Amper 3.

Bruck-Fusch 136.

Briickele 416.
Briickl 524.

Bruggen (Defereggen)163.
— (Landeck) 241. 279.

Brugnac 486.

Bruneck 405.

Brunnenkogel, the Hin-
tere and Vordere (Stu-
bai) 271. 275.

— (near Solden) 283.
— (Pitztal) 292.

Brunnenkogel-Scbarte
271.

Briinner-Hiitte 480.

Briinnling Alp 72.

Brunntal 458.

Brunone, Rif. della 356.
Briinstein 69.

Bscblabs 246.

Buchau (Achensee) 62.
— (Admont) 467.

Bucbauer-Scharte 139. 89.

Bucbberg (near Mattsee)
110.

— (near Tolz) 54.

Buchbergkogel 456.

Bucbboden 235.

Bucbenstein 433.

35
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Buclien>:teiDwand 140.

Buchkugel 490.

Buchloe 4.

Buchs 233.

Bnchstein 59.

— , Grosse 4T0
Buin, Piz 254. 255.

Buinliicke 2.54.

Biillele-Jocli 418.

Burgau 111.

Burgberg 8.

Burgeis 297.

Biirgeralp (Mariazell) 453
— (Aflenz) 45B.

Biirgermeister Alp SO.

Biirelhutte 157.

Burgstall (Adige) 819.

— , the Holie (Stubai) 269,

— (Heili^enblut) 176.

Burgnm 221.

Burgwie3 157.

Biirkelkopf 256.

Biirs 286.

Busazza 366.

Cadina, Cima 393.
Cadini 422.

— , Punta 843.

Cadore 423,

Caffaro 368.

Cagno 359.
Calaita Lake 397.

Caldonazzo 400.

Calls, Mte. 348.

Galliano 348.

Camino, Cima di 355.

Camonica. Val 353.

Campelli, Passo di 355.

Campellio, Mte. 36S.
Campi 371.
Campislio 359.
Campil 413.

Gampitello 391.

Gampo, Lago di 368.
— Carlo Magno 359.

Campolongo 415.
Canale, M .nte 513.
— , Val 435.— S. Bovo 397.

Canali, Cima di 39S.
— , Forcella di 398. 43G.
— , Val di 398.

Canali Hut 398.
Canazei 392.

Candide 429.
Canin 540.

Canisflub 244.

Cansiglio, Bosco del 431.

.<t. Can/.ian 500.

Caoria 397.

Capo di Ponte (Val Ca-
monica) 855.

— (near Bellunu) 431.

iCaporetto 540.

Cappello, Sasso di 394.

iCaprile 433.

ICaprino 372.

jCare Alto 367.

|Carl-August Steig 467.

Carl-Ludwig-Haus 445.

Carlsruber Hiitte 289.

Carnia. Staz. per la 588.

Caronella Pass 356.
Carso 499.

Casino Boario 356.

Casseler-Hiitte 225.

St. Cassian 414.

Castelfondo 359.

Castellazzo, Monte 396.

Castello, Monte 368.

,— Pass 414.

jCastel Tesino 402.

'Castua 499.

;S. Caterina 341.
ICavalese 389.

Cavallazza 396.

CavaUera, Sasso 398.

Cavareno 358.

Cavedine, Val 362.

Cavelljocb 287.

Cavento, Corno di 354.

Cedeaolo 354.
Cedeb Hut 339. 840. 342.
— Glacier 340.

—, Val di 342.

Celva, Mte. 348.

iCembra 400.

Cencenitrbe 435.

Ceneda "431.

Cengalo. Piz 345.

Ceniga 370.

Cenone, Eifugio 397.

iCercen, Passo 352.

Cercena Pass 351.

Cereda Pass 436.

,Cesta 425.

'Cesurette, Forcella 397.
Cevedale, Monte 337. 342.

]— . Passo 340. 342.
— Club Hut 351.

Cbalaus-Scbarte 255.

Chegol 34S.

iCbemnitzer-Hiitte 223.

Chiampat?ch-Joch 379.
Cbiarano 370.

jChieming 71.

iChiemsee 70.

IChiesa 345.

Cbiusaforte 538.

Chorinskv-Klause 123.

,St. Christina 377.

I

St. Christoph 233.

Ciampedie 385.

Ciapela. Malga 393.

Ciavalatsch, Piz 298.

Cibiana. Forcella 430.

jCilH 493.

ICimone, Mte. 542.

j- della Pala 396.

Cimonega, Piz di 398.
Cinque Groci, Passo 397.— Torri 425.

Cirelle Pass 394.
jCismone 403.
iCivetta, Monte 430.
Cividate 356.

Glara-Hiitte 168.

Claut 431.

Cles 350.

Clusone 356.
Cmir 529.

Coburger-Hiitte 24.

Coca, Pizzo di 356.

Coglian>, Mte. 513.

Cogolo 351.

Colbricon Pass 385.

Coldai, Mte. 435.

—, Lago 435.

— , Passo 435.

Col Dure, Forcella 426.

Colfosco 415.

Colico 345.

CoUaz 393.

Colle S. Lucia 434.

Collina 513.

Collio 368.

S. Colombano, Corno 341.

Colombine, Mte. 368.

Comano 363.

Comeglians 539.

Comelico 428.

Comelle, Val delle 397.

Compatsch 256. 257.

iConca, Sasso di 343.

'Gondino 36S.

Contin, Fuorcla del 254.

Confinale, Monte 842.

Constance. Lake of 230.

St. Conftantin 309.

Contrin Alp 393.
'— Haus 393.

Coppetto. Passo del 354.

Cordevole, the 438.

Coredo 350.

Cornate, Punta 392.
Cornet, Piz 293.

Coro, Cima del 398.

St. Corona 461.

Coronelle 385.

Corteno. Val di 353.

Cortina di Ampezzo 424.

jCorvara 415.

.Gostalunsa Pass 388.

!Craistalta, Piz 296.

.Cresnedul 537.

iCrepedel 425.

iCrespeina-Joch 379.

Creto 368.

Cridola, Mte. 428.
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Cristallino 422.

Cristallo , Monte (Am-
pezzo) 422.

— (Ortler) 330.
— Pass 422.

Cristannes, Piz 293.

S. Cristoforo 400.

Crna Prst 528.

S. Croce, Lago di 431.

Croce, Mte. 393.
Croce Domini Pass 868.

Croda Grande 398.
— Rossa 422.

Cromertal 254.

Curo, Rifugio 356.

Daberspitze 169.

Dachstein 129. 130. 481.

Daimerhiitte 227.

Dalaas 287.

Dalgone, Val 363.

Dam, Sass da 391.

Damberg 466.

Damiils 244.

Daniel, the 24.

Danofen 287.

Danta 429.

Dante Grotto 540.

Danzebell 297.

Daone , Val 368.

Darmstadter Hutte 239.

Darzo 368.

Daumen 27. 12.

Daunb libel 271.

Daunjocb 273. 232.

Daunkopf 273. 282.

Daxspitze 263.

Deferegger Tal 163.
— Tori 168.

Defregger-Hutte 167.

Degenborn 163.

Delago-Tarm 385.
Dellacb 510.

Denza, Rifugio 352.

Descbmann-Haus 529.

Desenzano 374.
Deutscb-Landsberg 491.

Deutscbnofen 387.

Deutscbrutb 526.
Dezzo 355.

Diamantidi-Turm 387.

Diavolo, Pizzo del 356.

— , Crozzon del 367.
— , Torre del 422.
Dieci, Cima 402.
Diemkogel 286.

Dienten 135.

Diesbach 92.

Diesbacb-Scbarte 89. 139.
Diessen 33.

Dietenbeim 405.
Dimaro 351. 359.
Dirndln, the 481.

Dirstentritt 25.

Disgrazia, Mte. 345
Diva^a 500.

Dobratscb 509.

Dobriacb 485.

Dodici, Cima 402.

Dogna 538.

Dognagraben 537.

Dolec-Saltel 541.

Dollacb 173.

Dolomites 419.
— Road 394.

Dolsacb 173.

Domegge 428.

Dominikus-Hiitte 219.

Donatiberg 493.

Donna Pass 385.

Donnerkogel 130.

Donnersbacb-Tal 478.

Dont 430.

Dorfelstein 471.

Dorfer Oed 157.
— See 157.

Dorigoni, Rifugio 334.

351.

Dornauberg 216.

Dornbirn 231.

Dosde, Capanna 343.
— , Corno , Passo , and

Pizzo di 343.

Dosso Alto 368.

Dostberg 493.
Douglas-Hutte 236;

Dracbenbohle 449.

Dracbenlocb 105.

Dracbensee 24.

Dracbenstein 113.

Drabtekogel 448.

Drei Briider 136. 209.

Drei Brunnen, see Three
Holy Springs.

Dreiecker 161.

Durcbeck Alp 151.

Durcblass 463.

Durnbolz 315.

Diirnstein 523.

Duron Valley 392.
|Durone Pass 364.
iDurreck 225.
Diirrenscboberl 472.

Diirrensee (Styria) 455.
— (Ampezzo) 420.

Diirrenstein (Ampezzo)
421.

— (Austria) 463.
Diirmbacbborn 75.

Diirrnberg 105.

Diisseldorfer-Hiitte 336.
Duxerkopfl 183.

Duxer Tal 214.

Ebbs 77.

Eben 187. 483.

Ebeneck 519.

Ebene Reicbenau 485.

Ebenfeldalp 211.

Ebenhausen 49.

Ebensee 120.

Ebenstein 456.

Ebenwand Glacier 336.
Ebenzweier 119.

Ebersberg 67.

Eberstein 52i.

Ebnit 232.

Ebriacb-Klamm 504.

Eckbauer 37.

Ecker-Sattel 86. 107.

Eckborn 254.

Edelbiitte 213.
Edelsberg 20. 21.

Edelweisslabnerkopf 92.

Ederplan 173.

Edlacb 445.

Edlitz 441.

Dreiberrnspitze 168. 162. Edmund Graf-Hiitte 240.

228.

Dreikircben, Bad 309.

Dreilanderspitze 254.

255.

Dreiscbusterspitze 418.

Drei Scbwestern 234.

Dreispracbenspitze 331.
Dreitorspitze 41.

Dreitorspitz-Gatterl 39.

Drei Tiirme 251.

Drei Zinnen 422.

Dreizinnen-Hiitte 421.

Dremelscbarte 246.

Dremelspitze 246.

Dresdner-Hiitte 273.
Dro 363.
Drusenfluh 251.

Drusentor 252.

Duran Pass 436.

Duranno, Mte. 431.

Edolo 353.

Ega, Fore, da T 308.

Egard 326.

Egern 58.

Eget-Joch 267.

Egg 242.

Eggen Alp 74.

Eggenberg, Chateau 490.

JEggenspitze 351.

Eggental 3S6.
Egger-Alpe 504.

Eggerbof 323.

Eggessen-Grat 273.

Egna, see Neumarkt.
Ehrenberger Klause 23.

Ebrenburg 405.

Ehrenbausen 492.

Ebrwald 24.

Ehrwalder Schanze 41.

Eibiswald 491.
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Eibl Alp 482.

Eibsee a7.

Eidexspitze 405.

Einod 523.
Einodsbach 12.

Eisbruck-Joch 223.

Eiseler 27.

Eisenerz 46S.

Ei5?enerzer Hobe 458.

Eisenbut 4S5.
Eisenkappel 503.

Eisenspitze 211.

Eisentratten 514.

Eiser, the 156.

Eisern-Torl 452.

Eiserne Tor 440.

Eisbof 288.

Eisjocb 290.

Eisjocbl am Bild 289. 301.

Eiskarlspitze 56.

Eiskogel (Trafoi) 330.

Eiskogele (Heiligenblut)
176.

Eissee Pass 334. 337.

Eissee-Spitze 337.

Eiswandbiibel 176. 152.
Eita 343.

Elbigenalp 247.

Elendalp 65.

Elferkofel 418.

Elferscbarte 222.

Elisabeth-Haus 267. 273,

Elisabetbrube 175.

Elles-Jocb 264.

Ellmau 41. 205.

Ellmauer Haltspitze 184.

206.
— Tor 184. 206.

Elmau 41.

Elmen 246.

Elmgrube 127.

Elm-See 127.

Elsbetben 105.

Emmersdorf 510.

Empfing 72.

End der Welt, Glacier
340.

Endorf 70.

Enego 403.

Eng (Riss) 57. 188.

Enge Tiirl, tbe 267. 272.

Enneberg Valley 412.

Enns 465.

Ennstaler-Hiitte 470.

Enzisweiler 8.

EOtvos, Cima 422.

Eppan 316.

Erfurter-Hiitte 63.

St. Erbard 449.

Erlakogel 120.

Erlauf 462.

Erlauf-See 454.

Erlsattel 48.

Erlabacb 163.

Erpfendorf 206.

Erzberg 468.

Erzhalden 459.

Erzberzog Jobann-Hiitte
171. 177.

Erzb. Otto-Haus 445.

Escbenlobe (Ulten) 325.
— (Loisacb) 34.

Eselstein 482.

Essener-Hiitte 302.

Esterberg Alp 37.

Ettal 43.

Ettaler Mandl 43.

Ettenberg 85.

Eurasburg 50.

Euringer-Spitze 382.
Evis-Tal 223.

Ewiger Scbnee 133.

Eyrs 327.

Faak 533.

Faaker See 508.

Faal 501.

Fadnerspitze 253.

Fai 363.

Faistenau 106.

Faistenauer Scbafberg
106. 114.

Falbeson-Tal 271.

Falcade 395.

Falepp 65.

Falgin-Jocb 294.

Falken (Riss) 56.

Falkenstein , ruin , near
Knfstein 69.

— , the (Abersee) 114.

— , near Pfronten 21.

Falkert 485.

Falkner, Cima 360.

Falknis 234.

Fall 56.

Fallwand 334.

Faloria, Tondi di 425.

Falschauer-Joch 325.

Falschungspitze 289. 301.

Falzarego, Cima 426.
— Pass 433.

Fanatjoch 287.

Fanes, Gross- and Klein
413.

Farcbant 35.

Fasano 375.

Faschauner-Torl 514.

Faschina-Joch 244.

Faselfadspitze 239.

Fassa-Joch 392.
— . Val 388.
Fasultal 239.

Fauken 36.

Faulenbach 16.

Fedaja Pass 393.

Federa, Alp 425.

Federann 508.

Federbett Glacier 215.

217.

Feenberg 521.

Feilnbach 68.

Feiler 281.
Feisterscbarte 482.

Feistritz on the Drave
501.

— on the Mur 450.

on the Gail 510.

near Aspang 442.

in the Rosental 532.

— , Windisch 493.
— in the Wochein 527.

Feistritzer Alp 537.

Felber-Tauern 165.

Feld 89.
— am See 509.
Feldafing 31.

Feldalpe 184.

Feldberg 184.

Feldern-Jocbl 41.

Feldjochl 214.

Feldkircb 233.

Feldkopf 217. 218.

Feldringer Boden 277.

Feldscharte 173. 218.

Feldseekopf 518.

Feldsee-Scharte 149.

St. Felix (Val di Non)
853.
— (Val Fierozzo) 400.

Felizon, the 423.

Fellhorn (near Oberst-
dorf) 13.

— (near Waidring) 74.

206.
Feltre 432.

— , Vette di 398.

Fend, see Vent.
Fensterlekofel 222.

Fentsch 520.

Feodaspitze 390.

Feodo, Passo 386.
Fercheusee 45.

Ferdinandshohe 331.

Ferleiten 151.

Fermedaturm 378.

Fermunt, see Vermunt.
Fernau-Joch 273. 283.

Fernazza; Mte. 434.

Fernerkogel(Sellrain)271.
275.

— (Pitztal) 285.

Fern Pass 24.

Fernstein, Chateau 25.

Ferrara di Mte. Baldo
372.

Fersina, Val 400.
Fervall 239.

Fetaner-Joch 257.

Feuchtau Lakes 466.
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Feuchten 294.

Feuersteine, the 260. 264.

267. 272.

— , the Apere 272.

Fieberbrunn 140.

Fieberhorn 132.

Fiecht 187.

Fiemme, Val 388.

Fiera di Primiero 397.

Fierozzo, Val 400.

Filadonna 848.

Filzen-Sattel (Urslau-
Tal) 139.

— (Windau) 202.

Filzmoos 483.

Filzschartl 482.

Fimber Pass 257.

Fimbertal 256.

Finailjoch 288.

Finailspitze 286. 287.

Findenegg-HtLtte 542.

Finestra, Passo della 398.

Finkenberg 214.

Finsterbach, the 314.

Finstermiinz 296.

Finstertal-Scharte 275.

Fiorentina, Alp 430.

-, Val 430.
Firmian Alp 104.

Firmisan-Joch 290.
Firmisanschneide 290.

Fischbach 69.

Fischbachau 64.

Fischbach-Tal 53. 75.

Fischeleinboden 418.

Fischen 8.

Fischhorn, Chateau 136.

Fiss 295.

Fiume 499.
Flachau 483.

Fladnitz 523.

Flarsch-Joch 248.

Flatschspitze 262. 263.
Flattach 519.
Flattnitz Alp 523.
Flaurling 276.

Flaurlinger-Scharte 276.
Fleck 55.

Fielding 203.
Fleims, see Fiemme.
Fleischbachspitze 225.
Fleiss, Grosse and Kleine

177.

Flexensattel 249.

Fliess 293.

Flietzen Alp 471.
Flimjoch 334.
Flirsch 240.
Flitsch 540.
Flitzer-Scharte 303.
Flodige 421.
Floitenjoch 227.
Floitenspitze 217. 227.

Floitental 216.

Floning 449.

Fluchthorn 255. 256.

Fluchtkogel 285.

Fluhspitze 253.

Fobes-Tal 458.

Fochezkopf 155.

Fockenstein 55. 59.

Fodara Vedla, Alp 413.

Foderlach 508.

Fohnsdorf 527.

Folgaria 401.

Follbaumhohe 463.

Folz 455.

Folzstein 456.

Fondo 358.
Fontane Fredde 389.

Fonzaso 399.

Forada, Forcella 434.

Forame, Punta del 422.

Forca 423.
— Rossa 390.

Forcella Grande 427.
— Piccola 427.
— Rossa 354.

Forcellina, Passo 368.

Forchtenstein 522.

Formarin-See 249-

Forni Avoltri 539.— di Sopra and di Sotto
539.

Forno di Zoldo 430.

Forno Glacier 341. 342.
— Pass 339.

Forst 323.

Forst Alp 502.

Fosses 423.

Fradusta, Cima and Passo
di 397.

Fraele, Val 332.

Fragant 519.
Fraganter-Scharte 149.

Fragsburg 321.

Frankbach-Joch 214. 228.

Frankbach-Tal 228.
Frankenmarkt 110.

Franzensfeste 265.

Franzenshohe 330.
Franz-Josefs-Bad 496.

Franz- Josefs -Hohe 175.

Franzosensteig 45.

Franz - Schliiter - Hiitte

308.

Franz-Senn-Hiitte 270.

Frassen, Hohe 236.

Frassene 436.

Frastanz 234.

Frauenalpl 39.

Frauenberg 449.

Frauenchiemsee 70.

Frauenkogel 528.
Frauenmauer Cavern 469.

Frauenwand 215.

Franhitt-Sattel 48.

Fravort 401.

Freiberg-See 11.

Freibrunnerspitze 297.

299.

Freiburger-Hiitte 249.

Freienfeld 265.

Freiger, Wilde 267. 272.
— , Apere 272.

Freiger-Scharte 272.
Freilassing 73. 77.

Frein 452.

Freinsattel 453.

Freithof 215.

Frerone, Mte. 355.

Freschen, Hohe 231.232.
244.

Freshfield Saddle 352.
367.

Fridolins-Joch 360.

Friedrichstein Cavern
497.

Friesach 523.

Frischmann-Hiitte 231.

Frisone, Val 539.

Frisozzo, Mte. 355.
Fritzens 188.

Friulian Alps 538.

Frohnleiten 450.
Frohnwies 92.

Frommerhaus 381.

Fronau 80.

Froppa, Mte. 429.

Froy 303.

Frusnitz Glacier 171.

Fucine 351.

Fugazza, Passo della 349.

Fiigen 210. .

Fulpmes 269.

Fumo, Val di 368.

Fundelkopf 235.

Fundus-Feiler 281.

Fiinffingerspitze 377.

Fiinfspitz 541.

Funtensee-Haus 89.

— Tauern 89.

Furgl-Joch 257.

Furgler 257.

Furka, Grosse 235.

— , Kleine 235.
— (Laterns) 244.
Furkel 412.

Fiirkele-Ferner 334.

Fiirkele-Scharte 334.

Furquetta 378.

Fiirstenbrunn 103.

Fiirth 156.

Fiirther-Hiitte 226.

Furtschagel-Hau3 220.

Furva, Val 341.

Fusch 150.

—, Bad 151.

Fuscher-Torl 153.
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Fusclierkarkopf 175.
_

Fuscherkar-Scharte i52.

Fuschl 114.

Fusine 430.

Fiissen 16.

Fussstein 219. 261.

Futschol Pass 255.

Gabbiolo, Mte. 367.

Gabel, the 379.

Gabelkopf 161. 212.

Gable r 307.

Gache Blick 291.

Gacbt, Pass 29.

Gader-Tal 412.

Gaflei 283.

Gagliarda 361.

—,,Bocca di 361.

Gaidner-Scharte 359.

Gailberg 512.

Gailtal 509.

Gainfarn 440.

Gairach 496.
Gais 222.

Gaisberg 102.

— Ferner 289.
— Jocb 802.

Gaisborn 473.

Gaisloch 446.

Gaisstein 204. 133. 157.

Gaistal 46.

Galizen-Klamm 410.

Gall 318.

St. Gallen 467.

St. Gallenkircb 252.

Gallinakopf 234.

Galtenberg 186.

Galtseit-Joch 246.

Galtiir 255.

Galzi^ 240.

Gaming 463.
Gampen Pass 359.

Gamperton-Tal 234.

Gams 459.
_

Gamseck 445.

Gamsfeld 124. 130.

Gamsborn 255.

Gamskarkogel 142. 145.

Gamskarlspitze 47.

Gamskogel 281.

Gamslabnernock 226.

Gamsmutter-Scbarte 541
Gam«scbarte l(jl. 214.

Gamsspitze 63.

Gamsspitzel 162. 167.

Gamsstein 279.

Gan Alp 188.

Gand 333.

Ganera-Tal 253.

Gansebicbl-Joch 225.

Ganskofel 411.

Gansstein 447.

Gantkofel 816. 359.

jGarberbacb Inn 269.
'Garda 373.

j— , Lago di 372.

I

Gardecia Chalets 335.

Gardena 375.
Gardenazza 414.

Gardone-Eiviera 374.

Gares 435.

Gargellen 252.

Gargnano 375.

Garibaldi, Rifugio 352.
866.

Garmisch 86.

Garsten 466.

Gartel-Scbarte 163.

Gartnerkofel 510.

Gascbnrn 253.

Gasteig (Stubai) 271.
— (Achental) 184. 76.

Gastein, Dorf 141.

— , Hof 141.

— , Bad 142.

Gatscbkopf 2S0.

Gaudeamus-Hiitte 206.

Gauer-Tal 251.

Gaul 323.

Gauting 29.

Gavardina, Val and Cima
363.

Gavia Pass 342.
Gazza, Monte 362.

Gebbardsberg 230.

Gefrorne Wandspitze 215.

219. 261.

Gebackte 456.

Geiereck 103.

Geierkogel 524.

Geiersbiihl 173.

Geige, Hobe 282. 292.

Geigelstein 71. 74. 76.

Geigen-Scbarte 203.

Geiger, Grosse 162. 167.

iGeigerstein 55.

Geisalp-See 11.

iGeisel-Jocb 189.

Geiselkopf 147.

Geiselsberg 406.

Geisborn 27.

Geislach 283.

Geislacher Kogel 283.
IGeislerspitzen 378
Geisskar Glacier 273.

Geisswandspitze 267.

Geister Pass 330.

iGeisterspitze 331.

IGeltendorf 4. 33.

iGelttal 225.

Gemspleiskopf 257.

Gemsspitze '.^55.

Genova, Do?son di 366.

— , Val di 365.

Gentschel-Jocb 245.

St. Georg (Afers) 307.

St. Georgen am Liingsee

!

524.
— an der Mur 522.
— am Eeit 464.

St. Georgenberg 187.

IGepatsch Glacier 286. 294.
Gepatsch-Haus 294.
Gepatsch-Joch 285. 294.

Geraer-Hiitte 261.

Geral-Scbarte 156.

Gerling 138.

iGerlitzen Alp 503.
Gerlos 211.

i— Pass 212.

|— , Wilde 212.

,

Gerlos Lakes 160. 212.

JGerloswand 210-

Germada 497.
iGern 84.

iGemkogel 160.

iGerstruben 11.

St. Gertraud (Sulden) 335.
— (Ultental) 325.

Gertrusk 5 .-2.

Gesause 469.

IGetschner Scbarte 255.

iGfall 258.

Gfallwand 324.

iGfoblberg 461.

jGfrill 859.
Gbedina Lakes 425.

Giau Pass 434.

'Gigelitz 217.

jGiglacb-Scharte 482.

iGilfen-Klamm 266.

ISt. Gilgen 114.

iGimpel 29.

jGindelalpe 59 65.

Giner, Cima 360.
'Ginzling 216.

S. Giovanni (Fassa) 390.
— (Primiero) 397.

Giralba 429.

— , Forcella di 418.

Girlan 316.

Giselawarle 465.

Gitsch 404.

Git3cbtal 510.

Giudicaria 362.

S. Giuliano, Lago 365.

JGiumella, Mte. 348.

S. Giustina' Bridge 350.

iGjaidstein, Hobe 123.

iGjaidtrogbobe 177.

IGlandorf 524.

Glaneck, Chateau 103.

JGlanegg 525.

Glaning 313.

Glasbiitte (Bavaria) 61.

Glattjoch 487.

Gleckspitze 325.

Gleif Chapel 316.

Glein 521.
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Gleinalpe 521.

Gleinker-See 476.

Gleinser-JocM 259.

Gleirsch-Jochl 275.

Gleirsch-Tal 48. 275.

Gleiwitzer-Hiitte 150.

Glemmtal 138.

Gleno, Mte. 35(j.

Glieder-Ferner 221.

Glieder-Schartl 221.

Glieshofe 299.

Glockenjoch 330.

Glockenkarkopf 160. 161
Glockerin 152.

Glockner, see Gross-
Glockner.

Glocknerhaus 175.
Glocknerscharte, Obere
and Untere 171.

Glockturm 294. 295.
Glockturm-Joch 295.

Glodes 171.

GliJdes-Torl 411.
Gloggnitz 442.

Glonn 68.

Glungetzer 190. 191. 201.
Glurns 298.

Glurnser-Kopfl 298.

Gmain 79.

Gmeineck 514.
Gmund (AdigeJ 348.
— (Tegernsee) 58.

Gmund (Carinthia) 514.

Gmunden 117.

Gmundner Berg 118.

Gnadenwald 190.

Gobbera 397.

Gobra-Eanken 140.

Goflan 326.

Gogna 428.

Going 206.
Goinger Haltspitzen 184.

206.

Goisern 124.

Goldberg Glacier 149.

Goldberg-Tauern 149.

Goldeck 511.

Goldegg 135.

Goldkappel 260.

Goldrain 326.

Goldzecb-Scbarte 178.

Golica 528.
G611, Hohe 86. 107.

Goller 462.
Golling 107.

Golling-Scbartc 482.

Gollrad 455.
Gomagoi 828.
Gonobitz 493.
Goriach 526.
Goriacher Alp 536.
Gorizia 534.
Gfirz 534.

Gosaldo 436.

Gosau 129.
— Glacier 130.
— Lakes 129.
— Mill 129. 124.

Schmied 129.

Gosauer Stein 130.

Goss 459.

Gosseck 473.

Gossensass 262.

Gossgraben 515.

Gossl 126.

Gossnitz Scharte 411.

Gosling 451.

Gostling 463.

Gotscben 105.

Gottesackerwande 14.

Gottschee 497.
Gotzenalp 88.

Gotzis 232.

GowielAlp 476.

Goyen, Cbateau 323.

Grabagruben-Nieder 271

Grabnerberg 404.

Gradau 475.

Graden-Alpe 173.

Gradental 173.

Grades 523.

Grafendorf 510.

Grafenstein 505.
Grafing 67.

Grafrath 4. 33.

Grainau 37.

Gramais 247.

Gramai-Joch 63.

Gramul 171.

Gran 28.

Granate, Corno andPaaso
delle 354.

Granatenkogel 290. 302.

Granatkogel-Scbarte 302.

Granat-Scbarte 157. 165.

Granatspitze 157.

Gran Cront 885.

Grande, Val (Ampezzo)
423.

— (Tolmezzo) 513.

Gran Odla 378.

Granuda Alp 587.

Graseck 37. 41.

Grasleiten Hiitte, Pa,<

and Valley 384.

Grasleitenspitzen 384.

Grasstein 265.

Graswang 43.

Gratlspitze 186.

Gratsch 407.

Gratwein 451-
Gratz 487.

Gratzer-Hiitte 485.

Graukogel 145.

Grauleitenspitze 519.

Graun 296.

Grawand 288.

Grawand Alp 218.

Grebenzen 522.
Greifenberg 33.

Greifenbnrg 512.

Greifenstein, ruin 31-3.

Greimberg 486.
Greiner, Grosse 219. 220.

Greitb 457.

Greizer-Hiitte 217.

Grenzeckkopf 255.

Griankopf 296.

Gries (near Botzen) 312.

(Brenner) 261.
— (Fassa) 892.
— (Pinzgau) 136.

(Sellrain) 275.

(Sulztal) 282.

Griesen 44.

Griesenau 76.

Griesjocb 275.

Grieskareck 483.

Grieskogel, the Breite

282.

— , tbe Rietzer 276. 277.
— (Seckau) 521.

(near Solden) 283.

Griesmauer 469.

Griesner Alp 184.

Tori 184.

Gries-Scharte 132. 220.

Griesspitzen 24.

Griesstein 473.

Grignano 501.

Grigno 402.

Grillitscb-Hiitte 491.

Grimming 478.

Grimmjocb 387.

Grins 279.

Grintovc or
Grintouz (Sannthal Alps)

504.
— (Flitscber) 541.

Grobgestein-Hiitte 130.

Grobming 480.

Grodener Jocb 378.
— Tal 375.

Grodig 104.

Grodiger-Torl 104.

Grobmann-Hiitte 267.

Grohmannspitze 377.

Gromo 356.

Groppenstein 517.

Grosina, Val 343.
Grosio 344.

Grosotto 344.

Gross-Aim llS.

Grossarl 134.

Grossberg-Jocli 248.

Gross-Elend-Scharte 516.

Gross-Glockner 170. 176.

Gross-Gmain 79.

'Grossbesselobe 49. 58.
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Gross-Litzner 254.

Gross-Kaming 467.

Gross-Reifling 467.

Gross-Seehorn 254.

Gros3-Solk 479.

Gross-VenedigerlG5. 166.

162.

Gross -Vernagt Ferner
287. 284. 294.

Groste, Cima del 360.

— , Passo 850. 360.

Grubberg 463.

Grubeck 449.

Grubegg 246.

Gruben 164.

Grubenkarspitze 188. 56.

Gruben Pass 252.

Gruben-Scharte 175.

Grubigstein 24.

Grubjoch 301.

Grlibl Glacier 272.

Grubschai-te 222.

Griinau (Almtal) 108.

— (near Mariazell) 454.

Griinbach 442.

Griinburg 466.
Grundl-See 126-

Grundscbartner 213.

Griinecker-See 146.

Griinmoos 163.

Griinsee (Ultental) 334.
— (Schafberg) 112.
— (Spronsertal) 324.
— (Steinerues Mecr) 89.

— (Stubacbtal) 157.
— (Tragos) 449.

Grunstein 24. 25. 86.

Griinstein-Scbarte 24.

Griinten 8. 20.

Grutten-Hiitte 206.

Gscheid,Klostertaler441.
— , Preiner 445.

Gscbliiss 164
Gscbnitztal 259.

Gscboder 458.

Gscbiitt, Pass 130.

Gscbwandner Bauer 37.

Gsieser Tori 163.
— Tal 407.

Gstatterboden 470.

Gsteinskogel 240.

Guard a 254.

Gubach-Spitze 167.

Gufelgra?joch 247. 279.

Gufelsee-Joch 246.

GufiFert, tbe 61.

Gufidaun 308.

Guggental 114.

Guicciardi, Eifug. 357.

Gummern 511.

Gumpeneck 479.

Gunkel 217.

Guntenhang 214.

Guntscbna-Berg 313.

Gurgl 289.

iGur«iler Ferner 289.
:— Eisjoch290.
I— Tal (Oetztal) 289.

(near Imst) 25.

jGurk 528.

jGurtisspitze 234.

Giirtlscharte 268.
JGuscbgfiel Joch 234.

Gusella, Mte. 434.

|Guslar-Jocb 285. 293.

jGussenbauer - Hiitte 519.

Gusswerk 454.

iGutenstein 411.

'Gweiljocb 252.

jHaarlassanger 203.

IHabach-Hiitte 158.
— Kopf 158.
— Scliarte 158.

Habberg 76.

Habicbt 270.

Habsburg-Haus 446.

Haf^lekar 199.

Hailing 324.

Hafnereck 516.

Hagen-Gebirge 103. 132.

Hasgen 275.

Habnkogel 528.

Hahntenn 247.

Haidnerhobe 523.

Hainfeld 460.

Ilainzen 123.

Hainzenberg 210.

Haldensee 28.

Haldenvvangereck 15.

Hall near Admont 471.
— in Tvrol 189.

Hallebacb-Torl 411.

Hallein 105.

Haller Anger 47. 190.
— Mauern 471.

Hallescbe Hiitte 337.

Hallstatt 127. 124.

— , Lake of 124. 127.
— Glacier 129.

Hallturm, Pass 81.

Halsl 274.

Haltspitze. Ellmauer 184.

—, Goinger 18 i. 206.

Hammersbacb 38.

Hanauer-Hiitte 246.

Haneburger 191.

Han-endeFerner264.267.
Hangerer 289.

Hannover-Hiitte 518.

Hans-Wodl-Hiitte 480.

Haring 185.

JHarpprecht-Rinue 340.

jHartkaserkopfl 206.

iHartlesgraben 46S.

Haseck 142.

|Haselburg 312.

liaselgebr 247.

iHaslaub 170. 231.

Haslloch 135.

'Hauenstein. ruin 381.

iHaunold 418.

'Haunoldkopfl 409.

JHaus (Ennslalj 480.

|Hauselhorn 209.
'llausbam 64.

Hiiusl Alp 4'j6.

Hecbtsee 183.

Heidelberger- Hiitte 256.
Heilbronner Weg 14.

Heilbrunn, baths 50. 54.

Heiligenblut 174.

Heiligenbluter Tauern
148. 153.

Heiligengeist (Abrntal)
225.

— (near W.-Kappel) 495.
— (near Villacb) 509.

:Heiliggeist-Jocbl2l4.229.
Heiligkreuz 189. 284.

Heiligkreuzkofel 413.

Heimgarten 34. 52.

'Heimspitze 253.

iHeinr. Schwaiger- Hiitte
I 155.

Heissback-Scbwaige 377.

Heiterwand 246.

Heiterwang 23.

Helenental 440.

Heilbrunn, Chateau 103.

Helm 409.

Hengst 476.
Hermagor 510.

Hermann v. Barth-Hiitte
247.

Hermanns-Hohle 442.

Herrenchiemsee 70.

Herrsching 32.

Herrstein 417.

Herzog Ernst 147. 149.

Herzutistand 52. 34.

Hes8-Hiitte^ 470.

Heuberg 63. 76.

Heukareck 135.

'Heukuppe 445.

'Heutal 208.

Hexenkopf 257. 295.

Hexeuturm 472.

Hieflau 468.

Hildesheimer- Hiitte 233.

Himineleck 12. 13. 27.

iHindelang 26.

Hinteraut'al 47.

JHinterbarenbad Hat 184.

Hinterbergl, Wilde 271.

iHintereis-Joch 286. 297.

I

299.
Hintergraslspitze 285.

Hintere Grat 336. 340.
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Hinterhom 207.

Hinterkirch 297.

Hinter-Riss 5b.

Hintere Schwarze 287.

Hintersee 91.

Hinterstein 27.

Hintersteiner See 184.

Hintertal 139.

Hinter-Tux 215.

Hinter-Wildalpen 453.

Hirbernock 228. 225.

Hirlatz 128.

Hirschberg (near Bre-
genz) 230.

— (near Tesernsee) 59.

Hirscbbichl 92.

—, the Kleine 92.

Hirschbichlkopf 39.

Hirschegg 15.

Hirschfeld 521.
Hirschstall Alp 59.

Hirscbwaldstein 474.

Hirschwang 443.

Hirscbwiese 90.

Hirt 523.

Hirzbach Alp 150.
— -Tori 150. 156.

Hirzer 325.

Hittisau 242.

Hittisberg 242.

Hochalpe. Brucker A50.
— (Achental) 56. 61.

— (Kaisergebirge) 184.
— (Karwendeltal) 47.

— (Hochschwab) 458.
— (Partenkirchen) 39.

Hocbalpenkopf 417.

Hoclialpenspitze 515.

Hochalpental 13. 15. 248.

Hocliklpele 243.

Hocbalt 299.

Hocharn 149. 178.

Hocbbauer 441.

Hochberg 72.

Hochblassen 41.

Hocbbrunnerschneide
418.

Hochbuchberg 466.

Hochebenkofel 418.
Hocbeck 461.
Hocheder 276.

Hocheiser 156.

Hocheisspitze 92.

Hocb-Eppan 316.

Hochfeiler 220. 221. 223.
Hochfelln 72. 75.

Hocbfilzen 139.

Hocb-Finstermiinz 296.
Hocbflachkofel 226.
HocMrottspitze 13.

Hochgall 163. 225.
Hocbgern 72. 74.

Hochgewand 267.

Hochgliick 56.

Hochgolling 482.

Hocbgrat 242. 6.

Hocbgmber Glacier 152.

Hocbgriindeck 133. 134.

Hocbgundspitze 14.

Hocbbadricb 242.

Hochhaide 472.

Hocbborn 72.

Hochiss 63.

Hocbjocb (Oetztal) 288.

— (Ortler) 341.
— (Montafon) 251.
— (Pflerscb) 272.

Hocbjocb-Hvitte 341.

Hocbkaar 463.

Hocbkalmberg 124.

Hocbkalter 92.

Hocbkeil 133.

Hocbkogel 140.

Hocbkonig 133. 139.

Hocbkopf 52. 132.

Hocbkreuzspitze 407.

Hocbkrumbach 245.

Hocblantscb 449-

Hocbleitenjocb 329.

Hocbleitenspitze 329.337.

Hocbmaderer 253.

Hocbmolbing 477.

Hocbmunde 26. 46. 270.

Hocbmut 123.

Hocbnarr 149. 178.

Hocbnissl 183.

Hocb-Obir 504.

iHocbofenwand 337.

jHocb-Osterwitz 524.

iHocbpfeiler 182.

iHocbplatte 63. 74. 19.

llocbplatter 324.

iHocbreichart 473.

Hocbreiterkogel 460.

iHocbries 71.

iHocbsalm 108.

Hochschlag 449.
Hocbscbober 162. 171.

Hocbscbwab 455. 457.

Hocbseiler 133. 139.

Hocbstadl (PustertalJ

i

513.

|— (Styria) 457.

iHocbstauflFen 81.

iHochsteg (Maltatal) 515.
— (Zillertal) 216.

iHocbstein 4S2.

Hocbsteinbaus 410.

JHocbstubl 532.

Hocbtenn 150. 151. 153.

Hocbtbron , Berchtesga-

I

dener 104.

— , Salzburger 104.

Hocbtor 470.
Hocbturm 469.

Hocbtristen 512.

Hochvernagtspitze 285.
Hocbvogel 27. 13. 14.

Hocbwand 26.

Hocbwanner 41.

Hocbwart (Troveis)j358.
— (near Meran) 324.
Hocbweisstein 409.
Hocbwieden263.
Hocbwilde 289. 290. 301.
Hocbwipfel 510.

Hocbzink 138.

Hocb-Zinodl 471.
Hof 114.

Hofats 13.

Hof-Ga^tein 141.

Hofmabd 325. 358.
Hofmannsbiitte 175.

Hofmannsspitze 267.

Hofmannsweg 177.

Hofpiirgl 483.

Hobe Brett 86.

Hobe Dock 152.

Hobe Ferse 266.

Hobs First 280. 302.

Hobe Frassen 236.

Hobe Freschen 232. 231.

244.
Hobe Fiirleg 158.

Hobe Gabel 161. 212.

Kobe Gaisl 422.

Hobe Geige 282. 292.

Hobe Gleirscb 48.

Hobe G511 86. 107.

Hobe Ken 14.

Hobe Jocb 298.
Hobe Kugel 232.
Hobe Licbt 13.

Hobe Munde 26. 46. 276.

Hobe Mutt 289.

Hobenascbau 71.

Hobenberg 461.

Hobenburg (Kaprun) 155.

Hobenburg. Cbateau 55.

Hobenems 232.

Hobenferner-Jocb 334.

Hobenock 466.
Hobenscbiiftlam 49.

Hobenscbwangau 17.

Hobentauern 473.

Hobenwart 487.

Hobenwartscbarte 177.

Hobe Rad 254.

Hobe Riffl 170. 177.

Hobe Salve 202.

Hobe Saule 165.

Hobe Schrott 120. 123.

Hobe Tauern 146.

Hobe Tenn 150. 151. 155.

Hobe Veitscb 448.

Hobe Wand 272.

Hobe Wandspitze 220.

Hobe Weisse 324. 289.

01.
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Holie Wilde 289. 301. 290.

Hohe Zieten 411.
Hohlenstein 419.
Hoierberg 8.

Utille (Stvria) 457.
— (Pflerschtal) 264.
— (Verinunt) 254.

Hollen-Gebirge 120.

Hollenstein 464.

Hiillental (Semmering)
443.

Hollental-Klamm 38.

HoUer-Hiitte 299.

Hollersbach 157.

Hollersbacli-Tal 157.

Hollkar 113.

Hblltobel 11.

Holltorkogel 519.
Holzgau 248.

Holzkirchen 53.

Hongar 118.

Honigkogel 136.

Hopfgarten CBrixental)
202.
— CDefereggen) 163.

Hopfreben 245.

Hopfriesen-Hutte 482.
Horn Glacier 218. 227.

Hornbacb, Vorder
Hinter 14. 246.

Hornbacb-Jocli 14.

Horndljoch 214. 229.

Hornle 42.

Hornspitzen (Zillertal)

- 219. 227.

Horntaler Joch 276.

Hottinger Bild 199.

Huben (OetztalJ 282.
— (Iseltal) 163.

Hubenbauer-Torl 480.

Hulinerreith-Sattel 453.

Hiibnerspiel 263. 265.

j-Hiitte 44.

Igls 201.

Ilfeuspitze 247.

St. Ilgen 456.

Ilmenspitze 358.
Ilsank 89.

IJalouz 541.

Jamjocb 255.

Jamspitze 255.
j.Iamtal 255.

iJamtal-Hiitte 255.

Imbaclihornl36. 150.155.'Jauerbtirg 52-3.

Imberger Horn 26.

Imer 393.

Immenstadt 5.

Immenstadter Horn 6
Immink, Gima 398.

Imst 277.

Incisa Jocb 415.

Ingent 217.

lingering 521.

Ilngriine 231.
ilnnerfeld-Tal 417.

ilnnerkoflerturm 379.

jinnicben 403.

[Innicber Wildbad 417.

{Innsbruck 191.

Ilnnsbrucker-Hiitte 270.

Inzell 72.

Inzing 276.

Ippeleskogel 267.

Irdning 477.

Ischgl 256.
Ischl 121.

and Isel. Mil. near Bregenz
230.

— , near Innsbruck 197.

Iselsberg 173.

Iseltal 166.

Iseo 357.

— , Laeo d' 357.

Isera 349.

St. Isidor 312.

Isidor-Nieder 273. 283.

Iss Alp (Stubai) 27U.
— (Gerlos) 211.

jlssanger 190.

Jlstalanz-Tal 257.

Itonskopf 251Hundiu
Hundsbacber Jocbl 282. Itter, Chateau 202
Hundskebl-Jocb 213. 229. 'itzling 113
Hundstein 136. 138. 139
Hundstnd90. 89.

Huner-Scharte 481.

Huna;erburg 198.

Hiittau 483.

Hiitteltalkopf 160.

Huttenberz 52i.

Ijachenau 55.

Jackl 297.

Jagdhaus 164. 226.

Jiigerkamp 65.

Jagersberg 10.

.Tagerscbarte 380.

Hvitteneck-Alp 123. 124. St. Jakob CArlberg).240
Hiittenkogl 145.

Hiittenstein 114.

Hiittschlag 134.

Hiittwinkel-Tal 149.

Idria 497.

Idro. Lago d' 368.

Ifen, the Hobe 14.

I linger 324.

I-gendorf 498.

— (Defereggen) 163.

— (Gailtal) 410.
— (Gardena) 376.
— im Haus 140.
— (Lavanttal) 502.
— (Pfitscb) 221.
— (Prettau) 228.
— am Turn 102.
— (Villnoss) 308.

Jakobskogel 445.

'Jauerling 462.

Ljaufen 300.

jJaufenspitze 300.

Jauken 510.

Javornik 497.

Jenbach 186.

.Jenesien 313.

.Tenner 86.

Jepica Alp 509.

Jes-Fiirkele 234.

Jettenbera 80. 91.

Jocbberg 204.

— , tbe 52.

Jochgrabenberg 460.

Jocb-Grimm 387.

Jocb-Scbarte 303.

.Jockel-Riedel 131.

Jodociberg 526.

St. Jodok 260.

St. Jobann in Ahrn 228.

— am Briickl 524.
— im Pongau 133.
— am Tauern 473.
— in Tirol 140. 206.
— im Wald 162.
— in Villnoss 308.

Johauneskofel 315.

Jobannisberg 176.

Jobannisbiitte 166.

Jobnsbach 470.

Judenburg 521.

Judendorf 451.

Judenstein 190.

Judicaria 362.

Julinger-Jochl 185.

Juifen 61.

Julian Alps 527.

Jungbrunn 410.

Jungbrunn-Tal 382.

Junsjocb 189.

Juribell Alp 435.

Juribrutt, Passo di 390.

Kaarkopf 281.

Kaarleskogel 292.

Kiifertal lo2.

Kahlersberg 87.

Kablkogel 532.

Kaibling 481.

JKaindl 268.

iKaindlgrat 155.

iKainisch 479.
_

IKainzenbad 35.

Kaiser, the Hintere 205.

— , Vordere. or
— , Wilde 205.

'Kaiserau 471.
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Kaiserbrunn 443.

Kaiserin-Elisabeth-Haus
267.

Kaiserjoch (Lechtal) 240.
248.'

— (Kaxinertal) 295.

Kaisers 248.

Kaiser-Scharte 479.

Kaiserstein 444.

Kaisertal (Lechtal) 248.
— (Kaiser-GeMrge) 183.

Kiilberspitzkees 516.

Kalbling 472.

Kalditsch 389.

Kaliaberg 3i8.

Kalkkogel 270.

Kalkspitze 4S3.
Kalkstein 409.

Kalkstein-Jochl 409.
Kallwang 473.

Kals 170.

Kaiser Tanern 156.
— Tori 411.

Kals-Matrcier Tori 170.

164. 172.

Kalteber^ 2-38. 240.

Kaltenbach (Ischl) 122.
— (Zillertal) 210.
Kaltenbrunn (Tegernsee)

58.
— a^annertal) 294.

Kaltenhausen 105.

Kaltenleutgeben 440.

Kalterer See 317.

Kaltern 316.

Kaltwasser 542.

Kaltwasserkarspitze 48.

56.

Kammer 111.

Kammer-Gebirge 480.
Kammerkohr- Alp 206.

207. 208.

Kammerlinghorn 92.

Kammern 473.

Kammersberg 486.

Kammersee (near Aussee)
126.

— (Upper Austria) 111.

Kammspitze 480.
Kamp Alp 480.
Kampen 55. .59.

Kampenn 312.

Kampenwand 71.

Kanin 540.

Kaning 486.

Kanjavec 541.

Ranker 504.

Kanker-Kotscbna 505.
Kanker-Sattel 495.
Kapellen 451.

Kapelljocb 251.
Kapfenberg 448.
Kappl 257.

Kappler-Joch 240.

Kapponig-Torl 515.

Kaprun 154.

Kapruner Tal 153.

— Tori 156.

Karawanken 509.

Kardaun 310.

Kardeis 134.

Rarer Paas 38S.

Karer-See 387.

Hotel 387.

Karfreit 540.

Karl, Altes 404.

Karlbad 514.

Karlesjoch 287.

Karleskogel 292.

Karlesspitze 286. 301.

Karl-Hochkogel 456.

Karlinger Glacier 155. 1.56.

177.

Karl-Ludwig-Haus 445.

Karlnock 514.

Karlsbader-Hutte 411.

Karlsruher-Hiitte 289.

Karlspitze, Vordeve nnd
Hintere 203.

Karlsteg 216.

Karlstein 80.

Karneid 386. 310.

Karnervellach 5'Z^.

Karniza-Sattel 537.

Karres 277.

Karspitze 412.

Karst 499.

Kartbaus 288.

Kartitach 409.

Karwendelspitze 46.

Karwendel-Tal 47.

Kasberg 108.

Kasereck 151.

Kaserer-Spitzen 215.

Kasern (.Scbmirn) 216.

260.
— (Prettau) 161. 228.

Kassianspitze 309.

Kastelnith 380. 209.

Kastenreitb 467.

Kastenriegel 455.

St. Katbarina in der
Scbart 324.

— (near Laibacb) 497.

St. Kathrein 449.

Katscbberg 484,

Keilbacb-Joch 214. 228.
Keilbacbspitze 214. 228.
Keilscharte 153. 176.

Kelchsau-Tal 202.

Kellenspitze 29.

Kellerjocb 188. 210.
Kellerwand 513.

Kematen (Inntal) 274.
— (Taufers) 224.
— (Pfitscb) 221.
Kemetscharte 316.
Kemetspitze 164.

Kempten 5.

Kemptner-Hiitte 14.

Kennelbacb 242.

Kenna-Sattel and Valley
.529.

Kern 540.

Kernhof 402.

Kerscbbanmer Alp 410.
— Tori 411.

Kesselberg 51.

Kesselfall-Alpenhaus 154.

Kesselkogel 384.
Kesselwand-Joch 286.

Kettentorl 473.

Kiefersfelden 69-

Kienberg, Inzeller 73.

—, Seebauser 75.
— Gaming 462.

Kieneck 441.

Kiens 405.

Kientaler-Hiitte 444.

Kimpfel-Scbarte 65.

Kindberg 448.

Kinzelspitze 235. 244.

Kircbbacb 510.
Kircbberg (Brixental)

203.
— on tbe Wecbsel 442.
Kircbberger-Joch 325.

Kirchbichl 185.

Kircbdacb-Scbarte 28.

Kircbdacbspitze 260.

Kircbdorf 449.

Kircbenkogel 290.

Kircbental 207.

Kircblispitzen 252.

Kircbstein 55.

Kitzbiibel 203.

Kitzbiibler Horn 204. 140.

Kitzloch-Klamm 135.

Kitzsteinborn 155.

66.

Katzenstein,Chateau 322. jKlacbau 478,

Kaufbeuren 4.

Kaufbeurer Hiitte 14.

Kaufering 4.

Kaumberg 461.

Kaunergrat Hiitte 291.

Kaunertal 293.

Kauns 294.

Keeskarspitze 160.

Keblstein 86.

Klafferkessel 482.

Klagenfurt 505.

Klagenfurter Hiitte 532.

Klais 45.

Klamm, ruin , near Ob-
steig 26.
— (Semmering) 446.

Klamml-Jocb 226.

Klara-Hutte 168.
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Khaus (near Mellau) 244.
— (near Giitzis) 232.

Klause, the Bregenzer
230.

— near Kufstein 183.

Klausen 308.

Kleinarl-Tal 184.

Kleinboden 329-

Klein-Elend-Scliarte 145.

Klein-Glodnitz 523.

KleinhSusl Grotto 498.

Klein-Kirchlieim 485.

Klein-Maria-Zell 461.

Klein-Rei fling 467.

Klein-Solk 479.

Klein-Soil 185.

Kleinweiss-.Tocli 301.

Klein-Zell 461.

Klein-Zirlinitz-Seharte
150.

Klemensek Alp 494.

Klingspitze 135.

Klinserscharte 475.

Klipitztorl 524.

Klobenstein 314.

— , Pass 74.

Klopeiner-See 503.

Klopfelstaudacli 210.

Klosterle 237.

Kloster Pass 254.

Klcister-Tal 237.

Klosterwappen 444.

Knallstein, Grosse 479.

Knaufelspitze 86.

Kniepass. near Reutte22,
— , near Unken 208.

Knieps 503.

Knittelfeld 520.

KnollenLals 462.

Knollkopf 416.

Knorr-Hiitte 40.

Knutten 225. 226.

Koburger Hiitte 24.

Kocbek-Hiitte 494.

Kocliel 51.

Kocbelsee 51.

Koclienmoos, Baths 326,

Kodnitz Glacier 171.

Kodnitz-Tal 170.

Kofeljoch 308.

Koflach 491.

Kogelseespitze 246.

Ko2l Alp 62.

Kohl grub 42.

Kohlntal 76. 184.

Kolbnitz 516.

Kollern 312.

Kollinkofel 513.

Kolm Saigurn 149.

Kolner-Hutte 388.

Kolomansberg 113.

Kolowrat-Hohle 104.

Konigsberg 541.

Konigshofspitze 267.

K6nigsjoch(Snlden) 339.

Konigskogel 302.

Konigspitze 339. 342.

Konigs-See 87.

Konigsstuhl 485.

Konstanzer-Hiitte 239.

Koppen 124.

Koppenkarstein 481.

Koprein-Sattel 495.

Kor-Alpe 491.

Korntauern 146.

Korosica-Htitte 494.

Korspitze 329.

Koschutnik-Turm 50L
Kossen 76.

Kotalpen-.Joch 62.

Kotbachspitze 41.

Kotschach 510.

Kotschach-Tal 145.

Krabacher-.Tochl 248.
Krainburg 526.

Krainsky-Eak Saddle
495.

Ki-akauebene 486.
Kramer 38.

Kramerspitze 221.

Krampen 452.

Kramsach 186.

Kranabet-Sattel 120.

Kranebitter Klamm 199.

Kranichberg 442.

Krankenheil, Baths 54.

Kranzberg. the Hohe 45.

Kranzhorn 69.

Kratzenberger-See 158.

Kratzer 13.

Kransgrotte 459.

Kraxentrager 262. 221.
Krederza 529.

Kreh 119.

Kreilspitze 339.

Kreit 269.

Kremsbriicken 484.

Krerasmauer 474.

Kremsmiinster 474.

Kreuth, Wildbad 60.

— , village 60.

Kreuzberg(Carinthia)506.
— (Mariazell) 462.
— (Sexten) 419.

Kreuzeck 13. 39.

Kreuzjoch (Gerlosl 210.

211.
— (Oetztal) 281. 279.
— (Sellrain) 277.
— (Prags) 417.

— , the Hohe 299.

Kreuzkofel 411.

Kreuzkofel-Joch 412.

Kreuzkogel 145.

Kreuzschober 447.

Kreuzspitze (.Oetztalj286,

IKreuzspitze, Wilde 221.
' 265.

Krieglach 448.

Krimberg 497.

Krimml 159.

— , Wilde 210.

Krimmler Glacier 161.

229.
— Tanern 161. 229.
— Tauernhaus 160.
— Tori 162. 167.
— Waterfalls 160.

Krippenstein 128.

Krippes Valley 413.

Kristberg 237.

Krn, the 540.

Kronburg, ruin 279.

Krone, the 256.
Kronplatz 406.

Kronprinz Rudolf Grotto
500.

Kropfsberg, ruin 186.

Krottenkopf (Algan) 13.

2i7.
— (Partenkirchcnl34.39.
Krumbach ob Holz 245.

Krumgampental 294.

Krumpendorf 507.

Kriin 53.

Kiib 446.

Knchelmoos Alp 214.

Kuchelmcosspitze 161.

214.

Kiichelspitze 239.

Kuchenjoch 239.

Kuchenspitze 239.

Kuchl 106.

Kufstein 182.

Kugel, Hohe 232.

Kugelbachbauer 80.

Kiihberg 9.

Knhflucht 36.

Kuhkarkcipfl 151.

Kiihnsdorf 503.

Kiihtai 275.

Kiihwiesenkopf 417.

Kiihzagl 66.

Kuk 528.

Kuka Sattel 376.

Kukubauer-Wiese 460.
Kulm (Grimming) 478.
I— (Samina) 234.

Kulmariegel 442.

iKulmspitz 113.

iKumherg 496.

[Kundl 185.

Kiirsinger-Hiitte 159. 167.

JKurtatsch 346.

jKurzras 28S.

'Laaggers 278.

|Laas 327.

Laascr Scharte 327.
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Laaser Spitze 327. 334.
— Tal 327.

Labauner Joch 296.

Labauner Kopf 296.

Lackenbof 463.

Ladinia-Hiitte 415.

Ladis 293.

Ladiz 56.

La fats Cher 47.
— Jocb 48. 190.

Lafraun 401.

Lagacio 414.

Laeaunspitze 299.

Lago, Forcella da 420.

— , Croda da 426.
— Inghiacciato, Passo

del 367.
— Morto 431.
— Nero, Passo di 360.
— Spalmo, Cima 343.

Lagorai, Passo 397.

Lagoscuro, Passo 366.
— . Corno 366.

T.ahngang-Scen 127.

Lahnscharte 542.

Lahnspitzen 541.
Laibach 4f6.

Lainbach 459.

Lainkar-Scbavte 146.

Laisberg 493.

Lajen 309.

Lajone, Passo di3c5. 368.
Lalider 56.

Lambach 109.

St. Lambrecht 522.

Lammerofen 131.

Lainprecbts-Ofenloch208.
Lamsen-Joch 188.

Lamsenspitze 188.

Lana 319.

— , Col di 433.

Landeck 279.

Landeck-Tal 165.

Landl (near Kufstein) 67.

— (Ennstal) 468.

Landro 419.

Landsberg on the Lech 4.

Landschitz-Scharte 479.

Landshuter Weg 220.
— Hiitte 262. 221.
Laudskron 508.
Landsteg 148.

Lanersbach 215.

Langan 454.

Langbath 120.

— Lakes 120.

Langen 7. 238.

Langenfeld 281.

Langenferner 337.
— Joch 334. 339. 340.

Langentaler Alp 275.— Joch 276.

Langenwang 8.

Langestei 257.

Langetal (Stubai) 272.
— (Gardena) 379.

:Langgrub-Joch 288. 299.

Langkampfen 185.

iLangkofel 377.

Langkofel-Joch 377.

Langsee 324. 325.

iLangsee 524.

Langtaiiferer-Joch 286.— Spitze 586.

Tal 297.

Lang'tal (O'etztal) 289.
Langtaler-Joch 280.
— Jochspitze 301.

Langwies 120.

Lans 200.

Lanser Kopfe 200.

Lapen-Scharte 214.

Lapones Alp 260.

Lappach 223.

Lappacher-Jciehl 223.227.
Larcheck spitze 184.

Lares, Vedretta di 367.

{— , Crozzon di 367.

!— , Passo di 366.

I— Hut 367.

Largatz 190.

iLarmkogel 1.58.

I

— Scharte 158.
— (near Kitzbiihcl) 203.

I 204.

Laroswacht 84.

Larsec, Dirupi di 385.
iLasertskopf 411.

JLaserts-Torl 411.
Lasorling 163. 166. 163.
Lassach 517.
Lassing 463.
— Fall 454.

Lat, Piz 296.
Latemar 887.
jLaterns 232.
Latsch 326.

JLatschach 509.
iLatten-Gebirge 86.
Latzfons 309.

Laudach-See 118.

Laufen (near Ischl) 123,
— (Sanntal) 494.

Laugenspitze 325. 358.

Launsdorf 524.
Laurein 358.

Lausa, Cima di 385.
Laussa, the 467.

Lauterach 231.

Lauterbach 203.

Lanterer-Seejoch 260.
271.

Lautersee 45.

Lavace-Joch 387.

Lavamund 502.

Lavanter-Torl 411.

]Lavant-Tal 502.

JLavaredo, Cime di 421.
— Saddle 418.
jLavarone 401.

iLavazzo, Castel 430.
jLavena Alp 234.
ILavis 346.

Xazins 301.

Lebenberg, Chateau 323.
Lech 249.

JLechleiten 248.

Lechthal, Upper 246.
Leckner-See 242.

Lede, Cima delle_398.
Ledro, Lago di 3(2.

— , Val di 372.

Lees 526.
Leibnitz 492.

Leibnitz-Tal 163.
Leifers 345.

Leipziger-Hiitte 366.

Leipziger-Spitza 366.
Leiten 61.

Leiterhiitte 172.

Leiterspitze 246. 248.

Lend, on the Lech 247,

— , on the Salzach 135.

Lend-Canal 506.
Lengenfeld 528.
Lenggries 55.

Lengmoos 314.
Lengstein 314.

— , the Grosse 225.

Lenkjochl-Hiitte 228.

Lenzumo 372.

Leoben (near Gmiind) 484.— (on the Mur) 520.
Leobersdorf 440.
Leogang 139.

Leoiansjer Steinberge
139. '

St.Leonhard (Deferegger-
Tal) 163.

— (Enneberg) 414.
— (Carinthia) 495.
— (Lavanttal) 503.— (Murtal) 485.
— (Passeir) 300.
— (Pitztal) 291.
— (Unteraberg) 105.
Leonhards-Sattel 495.
Leoni 30.

Leonstein (Styria) 466.
— (Carinthia) 507.

Leopoldskirchen 537.

Leopoldskron 103.

Leopoldsruh, Baths 410.

Leopoldstein 468.

— , Lake of 468.

Lerchkogel 56.

Lermoos 23.

Lesach 170.

Lesach-Tal 171.
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Leskova Dolina 498.

Leukental 202.
Leutasch 46.
— Klamm 4.0.

Leutsch 494.

Levico 401.
Lichfenberg (Pinzgau)

138.
— (Vinschgaul 298.
Lichtspifze 247.

Liebener-Spitze 290. 301.

Liebocb 491.

Liechtenstein, Castle 233.

Liechtenstein-Klamm
133.

Liegnifz-Hohe 482.
— Tal 482.
Lienz 410.
— Dolomites 411.

Lienzer-Hiitte 411.

Lienzinger 153.

Liesing 410.

Liesing-Tal 520.
Lieskehle 518.
Lietzen 477.

Lietznereck 477.

Lilienfeld 461.

Limo, Jocb 413.

Limone 375.

Lind 508.

Lindau 7.

Liudauer 464.

Lindauer-Hiitte 251.

Lindenberg 7.

Linderbof 43.

Linderhiitte 410.
Lingenau 242.

Linkerskopf 14.

Linz 465.

Linzer Haus 483.

Lipnik, the 537.

Lippekogel 524.

Lischanna, Piz 293.
Lisenser Glacier 275.
— Tal 275.
Listino, Passo 355.
Listsee 79.

Litzner, the 254.
Litznerspitze 299.
Livinallongo, Val 433.
Lizum Alp 274.
Lizzana 349.

Loas-Sattel 188. 210.
Lobbia Alta 366.

, Passo della 354. 366.
Lobspitze 251. 252.

Locchia, Col 414.

Lochau 8. 230.

Lockstein 83.

Lodner 324. 301.

Lodner Hut 324.

Lodrone 3G8.
Lofer 207.

Loferer Alp 207.
— Steinberge 206.

LoflFelspitze 228.

Loffler, the Grosse 214.
217. 227.

— , the Kleine 217.

Logar-Tal 494.

Loibl 531.
Loitsch 497.

Lolling 524.

Lomsattel 510.
Longarone 430.

Lonzahcihe 518.
Loog 530.

Lopernstein 478.
Loppio 369.

Loiena 243.

St. Lorenz (Mondsee) 113.
St. Lorenzen (Pustertal)

405.
— (Carinthia) 501.
— (GailtalJ 409.— (Styria) 520.
Lorina. Val 372.
Lose 231.

Losenstein 467.

Loser 126.

Lotzer Klamm 279.— Tal 279.
Lovere 356.
Lozzo 428.

S. Lucano, Val 435.

— , Pala di 435.

S. Lucia, Colle 434.
— Tolmein 534.
— (Valtellina) 343.
Liickele, the 418.
Lueg 499.

— , Brauhaus 115.

— , Pass 107. 132.

Luftenstein, Pass 208.
Lugauer 46S.

Luggauer Scharte 142.

Luitpold-Haus 27.

Lukaskreuz 164.

Luknia Pass 529.
Liiner Krinne 251.
— See 236. 251.
Lungau 484.
Lungieres, Forcella 422.
Lungotz 131.

Lunz 463.

Lunzer See 463.

Lurgrotte 450.
Luschariberg 536.
Liiserna 401.

Lnsia Pass 380.
Lusnitz 537.

Lusnitzer Scharte 537.

Lustenau 231.

Luttach 224. 226.
St. Luziensteig 234.

Lyfispitze 327.

Mackner Kesael 315.
Madatsch Glacier 330.
Madatschjoch(Ortlerj 330.— (Pitztal) 291.

Madafschspitzen 330.
Madau 247.

Madelegabel 13.

Madelejoch 14.

Maderer 253.
Maderno 375.

Madlener-Haus 254.
Madonna di Campiglio

359.
— della Corona 372.
— di Tirano 344.
— . Cima della 396.
— , Pala della 398.
Madrisa 253.
Madrishorn 253.

Wadritschjoch 334. 337.
Madritschspitze 337.
Magasa 372.

Magdalen Grotto 499.
St. Magdalena (Gsies) 163.— (near Linz) 465.
Magdalensberg 524.
Magdeburger-Hiitte 264.
— Scharte 264. 267.

Magerstein 226.
Maggiore, Monte (Mte.
Baldo) 372.
— (Istria) 499.
Mahlknecht 883.

Mahlknecht-Joch 383.
Mahrenberg 491.

Maiern 268.

Maiernigg 507.
Miiierspitze 272.

Mainzer-Hiitte 152.

Maipitschcn, Piz 298.
Mairalm 119.

Mairhofen 212.
Mairspitze 272.
Maishofen 13S.

Maistatt. Bad 407.
Malag 295. 297.
Malborghet 537.

Malbun-Tal 234.

Malcesine 373.
Male 351.

Malenco, Val 345.

Malghette, Passo delle
360.

Malghetto, Lago di 360.
Malgriibler 191.

Malhamspitze 169.

Malinverno. Cima 391.
Mallnitz 517.

Mallnitzer-Scharte 515.
— Tauern 147.

Malosco 358.
Mais 297.

Malta-Tal 514.
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Maltein 514.

Manderio]a. Cima 401.

Handling 483.

— , the 441.

Mandlkaikopf 161. 212.

Mandron Glacier 366.
— Hut 366.

-, Monte 366.

— , Passo di 352. 366. 367.

Manhart 530.

Manina, Passo della 355.

Maniva, Colle 368.

Wanstorna, Cima 398.

Marburg 492.

Marclikareck 484.

Marchkar-Scharte 134.

Marchreisenspitze 270.

Marchspitze 186. 247.

Marco 349.

S. Marco 429.

— , Rifugio 427.

Mare, Palon della 342.351.

— , Col della 342. 352.

— , Valle della 351.

— , Vedretta la 339.
Marein 448.

St. Marein 502.

Jlareit 266.

Mareaenspitze 518.

St. Margarethen 231.
Margreid 346.

St. Maria (Gardena Val-
ley) 378.

— (Miinstertal) 298.
— (Stelvioj 331.
— (Val Trenta) 530.
— (Glashiitten) 491.

Mariaberg 5.

Maria-Bucb 521.
Maria-Eck 76.

Maria-Einsiedel 49.
Maria-Griin (near Feld

kirch) 233.
— (near Gratz) 490.
Maria-Loretto 507.
Maria-Luggau 409.
Maria-Pfarr 485.
Maria-Plain 103.

Maria-Rain 20.

Maria-Pehkogl 449.
Maria-Saal 525.
Blaria-Schutz 447.
Maria im See 52G.
Mariastein 185.

Maria-Strassengel 451.

Maria-Theresien-Hiitte
527.

Maria-Trost 490.

Maria-Waldrast 259.
Maria-Weitschacb 52i.
Maria-Worth 507.
Mariazell 453.

Marienberg-Joch 24.

Mariensee 442.

Marie-Valerie-Haus 147.

Marinelli. Ricovero 513.

Markt-Tiiffer 495.

Marling 323.

Marlt Glacier 339.

Marltgrat 339.

Jlarmarole 429.

Marmolada 392.
— Pass 393.

Marmorklamm 266.

Marmotra, Cima 334.

Marocaro, Passo di 367.
Marquartstein 73.

Marson, Val 429.

Marteller Alp 333.

Martell-Tal 332.

St. Martin (Ahrn) 227.
— (Ennsthal) 479.
— (Gaderfhal) 413.
— (Gsies) 407.
— (near Hall) 190,
— (Passeir) 300.
— (on the Saalach) 208.
— (Schneeberg) 268.

S. Martino (Val Masino)
345.

— di Castrozza 396.

— , Pala di 396.

Martinsbrxick 2S6.
Martinswand 276.

Marzell-Ferner 286.
— Joch 287.

Marzle 11.

Marzola 348.

Masino, Bagni del 345.

— , Val 345.

Masner-Joch 257. 295.

Mastaun-Joch 288.
Masuccio, Mte. 344.
Matajur 540.

Matavun 500.

Mathon 256.

Matrei 259.

— , Windisch 164.

Matreier Tauernhaus 165.

Matsch 299.

Matschacher Aim 532.
Matscher Joch 297.
— Tal 299.

Matschon-Joch 235.

Matschunerkopf 253.

S. Matteo, Punta 312. 351.

Matterott Alp 366.

Mattsee 110.

Matuglie 499.

Matzen. Chateau 186.

Mauerscharte 89. 132.

Mauls 265.
Maultasch, ruin 318.
Maurach 63. 187. 281.
Mauverkeeskopfe 162. 167
Maurerspitze 264.

Maurer-Tal 167. 228.
— Tori 167. 162.

Mauria Pass 539.
Mautern 473.

Mauterndorf 484.
Mauthiiusl 80.

Mauthen 513.

Blaxhutte 72.

Mavenfeld 234.

Mavrhofen 212.

Medratz 270.

Medriggrat 2.57.

Medriol-Tal 279.
Meduce, Pala di 429.
Mehlweg 105.

Meilerhutte 39.

Melcher-Schartl 217.
Melk 462.

Mellau 244.

Melleck 209.

Melnik Alp 516.

Menimingen 5.

Memminger-Hvitte 248.

Mendel Pass 817.
Mendling 464.

Mendola, see Mendel.
Meran 319.

Meraner-Hiitte 324.

Merbjoch 229.

Merkenstein 440.

Merzlagora 495.

Messnerin 449.

Metnitz 523.

Mezza Malga,Passo di 355.
Mezzana 351.
Mezzodi, Becco di 426.

Mezzolombardo 350.

Mezzotedesco 35'J.

St. Michael (Lungau) 484.
— (near Leobcn) 520.
— (Ueberetsch) 316.

Micheldorf 474.

S. Michele 346.
Mieders 269.

Miel, Forcclla di 398.
Mieminger Mts. 24.

Miesbach 64.

Mieselkopf 259.

Jliesing 66.

Migogn, Mte. 433.
Miklauzhof 503.

Milan Hut 342.

Miller, Corno 3.54.

I—, Pas.'jo del .354.

-, Val 354.

Millstatt 511.

'3IiIstatter-Alpe 511.

Millstatter-See 511.

Mils 278.

Mintsche-Joch 247.

Mira Falls 441.

Miramar, Chateau 501.

iMirnock 486.
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Mis 436.

Misone, Mte. 364.

Missenstein Joch 324.

Misurina , Lago 420.

Jlittagscharte 139.

Mittagskogel (Pitztal) 292.
— (Carinthia) 509.

Mittagspitze (Bregenzer
Wald) 244.

— (Montafon) 251.
— (Vomp) 188.

Mittelberg (Walsertal) 15.

— (Pitztal) 292.
— Glacier 285. 292.
— Joch 292. 295.

Mittenwald 45.

Mitterbacli 454.

]\Iitterbach-.Toch 227.

Mitterbad 325.
Milterberg 133.

Mitterberger-.Toch 223.

Mitterdorf 448.

Mitterhorn 207.

Mitterkar-Jocb 284.

Mitterndorf 478.

Mittersill 157.

Miftertal 4C6.

Mitter- "Weissenbach 150.

Mittewald (Brenner) 265.
— (Pustertal) 410.
— (near Villach) 509.

Mixnitz 449.

Moarer Spitze 267.

Mocenigo 358.

Miiderndorf 510.

Moders 265.

Modling 440.

Modring 623.
jVToena 3C0.

Moggers 7.

Moggio 538.

Mobnenfluh 245.

Moistrana 529.

Moistrovka Pass 529.

Molbegg 478.
Molignon 384.
— Pass 384.

Molkenbaner 80.

Mollbriicken 512.

Molln 4R6.

Molltal 516.

Molveno 363.

Mondin, Piz 256.

Mondsee 112.

Mondspitze 230.

Monichkircben 442.

Monoccola, Passo 355.

Montafon 250.

Montagnaga 400.

Montal 405.

Montan (Jlartell) 333.
— (near ^eiimarkt) 389
Montasio 542.

Monte, Val del 343. 351.

Monte Croce 398.
— , Pass 419.

Monteneu 251.

Monte Rovere 401.

Monfigella, Col di 415.
Montiggl Lakes 316.

Montisola 357.

Montozzo,Forcel]a di 352.

Monlpitschen 298.

Monzoni, Val 391.

Moos (Passeir) 301.
— (Sexten) 418.

Moosbam 485.

3Iooskofel 513.

Mo( sstock 225.

Moostal 238.

Morbegno 345.

Morcbner,Gros."5e 217.218.
227.

Morcbner-Scharte 217.

Mordau 91.

Morgenkofel 222. 226.
Mori 340.

Moritzen-Scharte 134. 484.

Moritzen-Tal 484.

Mortirolo P;iss 353.
Mortscbach 173.

Morzelspitze 231. 244.

Moscbesin, P'orcella 436.

Moscblitzen 485.
Mosel 524.

Mosele, the Grosse 227.

219. 220.

Mosele-Scbarte 219.

Moser-Alpe 74.

Moserboden 155.

Blosermandl 485.

Mosern 48.

Mostizzol Bridge 350. 359.

Mostnock 225.

Motz 277.

Muckendorf 441.

3Iugel 520.

Mugoni, Cime di 391.

Mugoni Pass 385.

Muhlau 198.

Miihlbach (Pinzgau) 158.
— (Pongau) 133.
— (Pustertal) 404.
— (near Taiifers) 222.

Miihlbacber Joch 222.

Miibldorf 516.

Miiblen 222.

Miiblsturzborn 92.

Miihlwald 223.

Miihlwald-Tal 222.

Bliiller-Hiitte 268.

Mullitz-Tal 166. 167.

Miillnern 535.

Mullwitz-Aderl 167.

Miinchner Haus 40.

Miinster (Grisons) 298.

Muntaniz 172.

Mur 484.

— , Sasso di 398.

SItiranza, Val 298. 331.

Murau 486.

Murfrait-Turm 379.
iMurnau 34.

Murnauer Scharte 137.

Blurtorl 134.

JMurwinkel 484.

Miirzsteg 452.

JMiirzzuschlag 447.

3Iusau 21.

Musauer Alp 21.

Miitmalspitze 286.

Mutnock 220. 227.

Mutspitze 324.

Muttekopf 278.
Mutterberg, Alp 272.

Mutterberger Joch 273.

Mutters 269.

Muitler 258.

Naafkopf 234.

Nabige Loch 413.

Nabresina 501.

Nadelspitze 161.

Naglerspitze 330. 328.

Nago 369.

Naifer Pass 324.

Nals 318.

Nambino, Val 359. 364.

— , Laso di 260.

— , Mte. 360.

-, Passo di 360.

Kambron, Val 360. 365.

Klamlos-Tal 246.

Nanos 499.

:N'ansen-Hiitte 447.

Napfspitze 213.

Narcane, Val 352. 366.

Nardis Glacier 367.

"Nassereit 25.

INassfeld (Fusch) 153.

— (Felber-Tal) 165.
— (Gastein) 146.
— (Pfandltal) 152.

— (Pontafel) 538.
Nassfelder Tauern 147.

Nasskamm 444.

Nasswald 443.

Natterriegel 472.

is^atters 269.
Naturns 326.

Nauders 296.

Naunspitze 184.

Xavene, Bocca di 372.

jXavisjoch 191.

Nebelhorn 12.

Neder 270.

Nenzing 234.

Nenzinger Himmel 235.

Nesselgraben 80. 209.
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Nesselwang 20.

Nesselwangle 29.

Nestelberg 463.

Neuberg 451.

Neubeuern 68.

Neuhaus (Abrntal) 228.

—, baths (Styria) 483.

— , in Bavaria 65.

— , near Mariazell 454.

Neukirchen 158.

Neumarkt on the Adige
346.
— in Salzburg 110.
— in Styria 522.

Neumarktl 531.

Neuming 534.

Neunkirchen 442.

Neu-Prags 416.

Neu-Ealteis 289.

Neureut 59.

Neu-Schvvanstein 18.

Neustatt-Alpe 481.
]>^ eustift, near Brixen 306.

— , in the Stuhaital 270.

Neuwaldegg Alp 469.

Nevea Hut 542.
— Saddle 542.

Neves-Sattel 220. 227.

223
Neveser Joch 223. 226.

St. Nicolai 479.

S. Nicolo, Val 391.

]S^iederalp 452.

Niederaschau 71.

Niederdorf 407.

Nicdere, the 242.

Is^iederjoch (OetztajJ 287
Niedermunde 24

277.
Niedernsill 156.

Niederreich-Scharte 275,

Niedere Scharte 150.

Niedertai 275. 281.

Niedervintl 40i.

Niger 383.

Nikolsdorf 513.

Noana, Val 397.

Nockspifz 269.

Nockstein 102.

Noderkogel 283.
Non, Val di 349.
Nonn 79.

Nordlinger Hutte 48.

Nossach 259. 261.

Notsch 510.

Niirnberger-Hiitte 272.
— Scharte 260. 272.

Nussdorf 68. 111.
Nussensee 122.

Nnssingkogel 164.
Nuvolan, Monte 425.
— Saddle 425.
Niiziders 235.

Obcina 500.

Obdach 503.

Ober-Ammergau 42.

Oberau (Bavaria) 34.

— (Tyrol) 265.

Oberaudorf 69.

Oberbacherjoch 418.

Oberbaeherspitze 418.

Oberberg (Stubai) 270.

Oberbotzen 311.

Oberdorf 16.

Oberdorf, baths 27.

Oberdrauburg 512.

Oberettes Ferner 288. 299
Oberettes-Joch 288. 299.

Oberferlach 532.

Ober-Grainau 37.

Oberlahmajochl 247.

Oberlahmspitze 248.
Oberlaibach 497.

Oberlana 323.

Ober Luttach 227.

Obermadele-.Joch 14.

Obermais 321.

Obermieming 26. 277.

Obernach 52.

Obernbergtal 261.

Oberort 449.

Ober-Perfuss 274.

Oberrain, baths 208.

Obersee (Krinigssee) 88.

Ober-Seeland 504.

Oberstaufen 6.

Oberstdorf 8.

Obersulzbach Glacier
159. 162. 167.

— Tori 167.

26. 46.lOber-Tarvis 536.

Obertal (Solk) 479.
— (Schladming) 482.
— (Sellrain) 275.

Ober-Tilliach 409.

Obertraun 124.

Ober-Vellach 516.

Ober-Weissbach 92.

Ober-"Weissenbach 123.

Oberwielenbach 403.
Ober-V^^olz 487.

Oberzeiring 522.

Obir, the 504.

Obladis 293.

Obsteig 25.

Ochsenfurkel 255.

Ochsengarten 275.

Ochsenhorn 208.

Ochsen-Scharte 255.

Ochsner 218.

Oeblarn 479.

Oedensee 474.

Oedenwinkel-Scharte,the
Upper and Lov^er 177.

Oederntorl 127.

Oedkarspitze 47.

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 11th Edit.

Oedstein 470.
Oefen (Salzach) 107.
— (Waidring) 207.
Oefen Pass 251.
Oehler 441.
Oelgruben-Joch 293.

Oelgrubenspitze, Vordere
and Hintere 293. 294.

Oetscher 463.

Oetscher-Graben 454.
Oetz 580.

Oetztal 280.
— (station) 277.
Ofen 413.
Offensee 120.

Ofner-Joch 409.
Ohlstatt 34.

Oistritza 494.
Okresel 494.

Olang 406.

Oliero 403.
Olperer 219. 215. 260.

Hiitte 219.
Olsa-Tal 523.

Oltro, Cima d' 398.

Forcella d' 398.

Ombert, Col 393.

Ombretta, Cima d' 393.

Pa-^so d' 393.
Val 393.

Ombrettola, Passo d' 393.

Om^eshorn 249.

Opcina 535.

Opponitz 464.

Oregione, Forcella deir
09.

Orgelspitze 327.

Orobian Alps 356.

Orsi, Col degli 343.

Ort, Chateau 118.

Ortbauer 445.

Ortiga, Sasso d" 398.

Ortler 329. 339.

Ortler Glacier, Upper
and Lower 340. 341.

Ortler Pass 341.

Gsnabriicker-Hiitte 515.

Osol 359.

Ospitale 423.

Ossiach 525.

Ossiacher See 526.
— Tauern 524.

Osternig 537.

St. Oswald 490.

Oswaldiberg 508.

Otok Grotto 499.

Otto Mayr-Hiitte 21.

Ovaro 539.

Oy 20.

Oytal 11.

Padaunerkogel 261. .

Padinger Alpe 79.

36
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Padola 429.

Padrio, Monte 353.

Paganella, Mte. 362.

Paghera, Case di 355.

Pahl 33.

Pala, Cimon della 396.
— della Madonna 398.
— di S. Martino 396.
— di Santa 386.

Palaccia 379.

Palai 400.

Palazzolo 357.

PaleRosse, Colle339.342.
Palfau 459.
Palon della Mare 342. 351.
Palii 400.
Paluzza 513.

Panarotta 401.
Pana-Schavte 378.

Panchia 390.

Paneveggio 395.
St. Pankraz (Ulten) 325.
— (near EeichenhallJ 80.
— (nearWindischgarsten)

475.
Paniiler SchrofFen 236.

Pape, Cima di 435.

Paralba 409.

Paratscha 412.

Pai-esberg 412.

Pari, Mte. 372.
Parsch 102. 105.

Parseier-Spitze 279. 248.

Parfenkirchen 35.

Partnachklamm 36.

Partnun-Staffel 252.

Partschins 328.

Parzinnspitze 246.
Pasing 3. 29.

Paspardo 355.

Passauer-Hiitte 139.

Passeier Tal 299.

Passen-Joch 223.

Pasterze Glacier 176. 152.

Pastirk Saddle 495.

Patenen 253.
Paternion 511.
Paternkofel 418.
Patern-Sattel 418.

Palrol-Scharte 248.

Patsch 258.

Patscher Kees 163.
Patscher Kofel 201.
Patscliger 145.

Pattendorf 516.
Patteriol 239.

Patznaun-Tal 250. 255.
St. Paul 502.

Paularc 538.

Paulic-Sattel 495.
St. Pauls 316.

Pavione, Mte. 398.

Payer, Cima di 366.

Payerbach 443.
Payer-Hilt te 337. 340.

Payerapitze 330.
Pecollo Alp 542.

Pederoa 414.

Pederspitzen 327. 333.
337.

Pedrazes 414.
Peggau 450.

Peiljocb 272. 268.
Peilstein 461.

Peischelkopf 239.

Peiscblacli-Torl 172.

Peissenberg 31.

Peitlerkofel 413. 307. 308,

Pejo 351.

S. Pellegrino 390.
Peller, Mte. 350.
Pelmo, Monte 427.
Pelsa, Mte. Alfo di 435.
Pendling 183.
Penegal 317.

Penia 392.

Penkenberg 213.
Pens 315.

Penser-Joch 315.
Penzberg 50.

Penzl Inn 309. 314.
Perarolo 429.
Peres, Piz da 412.
Pergine 400.
Peri 349.

Perisnik Fall 529.

Perneck (near LschlJ 122.
— (Styria) 449.

Pernitz 441.

Perra 391.
Persa, Val 361.

— , Rocchetta di Val 360.
Persal 138.

Pertisau 63.

Pesariis 539.
Peschiera 373.

Pest-Kapelle (near Ehr-
wald) 24. 46.
— (near T61/) 54.

St. Peter (Ahrntal) 223.
— (near Botzen) 314.
— (near Enns) 465.— (Gardena) 376.
— im Holz 512.
— (on the Carso) 499.
— (Villnos) 308.

Peter-Anicb Hut 277.
Petersberg 277. 69.

Petersenspitzen 285. 294.

Pettneu 240.

Petzeck 173.

Petzen 503.

Petziner Spitze 257.

Peutelstein 423.
Pfaff, the Apere 272. 283,

—,theWilde267.273.283

Pfaflfenjoch 267. 283.
PfaflFennieder 273. 268.
Pfaffennock 226.

Pfaffen-Sattel 273.

Pfalzen 405.

Pfalzgau-Hiitte 425.
Pfandelscharte 152.
Pfiinder 230.
PfandlerAlp 271.

Pfandlhof 300.
Pfannhorn (Toblach) 403.— (Defereggen) 163.
Pfannstein 474.
Pfanntorl 408.

Pfeiferin 126.

Pfelders 301.

Pfitscher-Joch 220.

Pfitsch-Tal 221.
Pflach 22.

Pflegersee 36.

Pflersch 262.

Pilerscher Hochjoch 260.

272.
— Piiikel 260.

Pflerschtal 263.

Pflunspitze 239.

Pforzheimer-Hiitte 298.

Pfossental 288.

Pfronten 20.

Pfunders 404.

Pfunders-Joch 221.

Pfunders-Tal 404.

Pfunds 295.

Pfundser Tal 295.

Piano, Monte 420.
— della Piegina 354.

Plans 241.

Piavac 390.
Piazzi, Cima di 341. 343.

Piccolein 413.

Pichea, Cima 370. 372.

Pichl 112.

Piding 77.

Pieres, Col delle 378.

Piesendorf 156.

Piesling, Source of the
476.

Piesting 441.

Pietra, Castel la 436.
— Grande 360.

S. Pietro, Val di 538.
Pieve di Cadore 428.— di Ledro 372.
— di Livinallongo 433.
— di Val Rendena 364.
— Tesino 402.

Pigeno 316.

Pihapper Spitze 157.

Pillerjoch 291.

Pillersee 140.

Pine, Val 399.
Pinkenkogl 447.

Pinniser Joch 270.
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Pinzgau 138. 156.

Pinzgauer Hohe 212.
— Platte 212.
— Spaziergang 137.

Pinzolo 364.

Piombi, Malga 372.

Piosmos 291.

Pipurger See 2S0.
Pirkach 513.

Pirkerkogel 507.

Pirker-Schartel 513.

Pisclienza Valley 529.

Pisciadii 380.

Pisciadusee-Hiitte 380.

Pisgana, Passo 367.

— , Mte. 366.

Pisogne 357.

Pitschberg 376.

Pitten Ml.
Pitzberg 378.

Pitztal 291.

Pitztaler Jochl 233. 292.

Pizzano 352.

Plabutscb 490.

Plan (Pfelders-Tal) 301.
— (Groden) 378.

Plana! 481.

Planeil-Scharte 297.

Planeil-Tal 297.

Plangeros 291.

Planina 498.

Planitza Valley 530.

Plankenau 133.

Plansee 44.

Planspitz 470.

Planv/ipfel 478.
Plasseggen-Jocli 252.

Plassen 128.

Piatt 301.

Plattei 284.

Plattenkogel 212.

Plattenspitze 337.

Plattkofel 377.

Platzers 325.

Platz-Wiese 416.

Plauenei-Hiitte 161. 214
Pleisshorn 329.

Plem, Cima di 354.

Plenitz-Scliarte 158.

Pleschkosel 450.
Pletzen 521.

Ploken 513.

Plomberg 112.

Plose 307.
Plotschboden 449.

Plumbs, Forcella di 513
Plumeskopfl 193.

Plumser Joch 57.

Pochhard-Scharte J 47.
Pocblarn 462.
Pocol 425.
Podbrdo 534.
Podnart-Kropp 526.

iPoik, tlie 497.

jPoikhohle 499.

jPoina, Forcelladella 430.

Pokluka Eavine 526.

Polinigg 513.

Polinik 517.

Politsch 526.

Polles Glacier 292.
— Joch 292. 282.

Polsterlucke 475.

St. Polten 460.

Poltscbach 493.

Poludnig 510.

Pomagagnon 423.

Ponale Fall 371.

Pongau 133.

Pontafel 537.

Ponte Alto 347.
— di Progoite 413.

delle Arche 363.

di Legno 352.

della Selva 356.
— nelle Alpi 431.

Pontebba 538.

Pontet 398.

Pontigl 263.

Pontlatzer Briicke 293.

Pope, Cima delle 385.

Pupena, Piz 422.

— , Val 420.

Poppen-Alp 475.

Poi-doi-Joch 394.
Pore, Mte. 433.

Porta, Pas.so della 354.

Port-Jochl 261.

Portschacli 507.

Possenbofen 30.

Possnitz 492.

Pdstlingberg 465.
Potscben 124.

Pozza 391.
Prad 327.
Pradidali, see Pravitale.
Pragerbof 493.
Prager-Hiitte 165.

Priigraten 166.

Prags, Alt and Neu 416.

PragserWildsee 417.
Pramper, Val 436.

Pranzo 364.

Prassberg 494.

Prato Beghino, Malga342
Pratzen 297.
Pravali 503.

Pravitale, Cima 398.
— , Passo di 398.
— , Val 398.
— Hut 398.

Priiwald 499.

Praxmar 275.

Preber 485.
— Sattel 486.
— See 485.

Prebicbl 469.

Preblau 502.

Predazzo 390.

Predigerstuhl (Drave)
506.
— (near Ischl) 123. 124.
— (Kaiser- Gebirge) 184.
— CMurtal) 485.
— (Solk) 479.

Predil 541.

Predlitz 4S5.

Pregajane, Mte. 431.

Preimel-Scbarte 515.

Preimelspitze 516.
Prein 445.

Preinerwand 445.

Preintal Hut 482.

Prelongie 415.

jPremaggiore, Mte. 539.

Premassone, Cima 354.

j

— , Passo 353. 354.

iPremstatten 491.

(Preroman 413.

Presanella 352. 366. 367.

Hut 367.

Prese, Le 343.

Presena, Passo 367.

, Cima 366.

Presolana 356.

Pressbaum 460.

Pressegger-See 510.

Pressura, Monte 331.

Prestreljenik 540.

Prettau 228.

Pretul-Alpe 448.

Preunesg-Tal 483.

Prevala^ Saddle 540.
Prevail 503.

Pribitz 449.

Priel, tbeGrossel27.475.
— , the Kleine 475.

Prien 70.

Priental 70.

Primiero 397.

Primolano 402.

Prinz-Luitpold-Hau.s 27.

Prisang 529.

Prissian 318.

Pritscbitz 507.

Prosecco 501.

Prosegg-Klamm 1G4.

Prosliner-Schwaige 381.

Prossau 145.

Proveis 358.
Pruggern 480.

Prutz 293.

Puchberg 442.

Puchheim 109.

Pufels 376.

Puflatscb 876. 380.

Puikogl 292.

Pullach 49.

Pnnta Nera 425.

36*
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Puntigam 490.
Fara, Mte. 539.
Pdrgg 477.

P-orkersdorf 460.
PtLTtsoheUer-Haus 36^

1U6.
Pustertal 404.

PTitzenjoch 313. 315.
Fatzental-Sciiarte 4T9.
Puz-Alp<e 415.
— Hurte 415.
— Spitze 415.

Pvlirsas, the Grosse 472.
'476.

Pyhrgas-G-atterl 471.

Pyramidenspitee 1S4.

Ckiiadratliofe 323.

Qnellspitze. Innere and
Axissere 2ST. 299.

Sc, QTiirin 58-

Eaach 442.
Eabbi, Baths of 351.

i— Joch 325.

Eabenspitze 63.

Eabenstein (.Passeir) 30'-.

— (Penser Tal) 315.

Eaccolana Yalley 542.
Eachau 520-
Eadeck Alp 146.
— S«harte 146.

EadegTuxd, Bad 490.

Eadem389.
Badenth^n 509.
Eadiay.
Badlberg 491.

Eadling-Sattel 126.

Eadmaniiidjrf 526-

Eadmer 468.— an der Hasel 468.
— an der Stube 46)3.

Ead5tadt 483-

Ead5tadter Tauem 4S4.

Eaducha 494.

Eadurschel-Tal 295.
Eaeada 366.

Eaggal 235.

Eagga-Schlucht 519-

Eaibl 541.

EaiMer Seharte 541.
— See 541.

Eainbach-Scharte IflO.

Eainerhom 165. 167.

Baineriuitte 154.

EaiBer-Sebatzhaai 504.

Eaineiiorl 167.

Eakek 49B.

Bamboldplatte 69.

EametZr ehiteau 324.

Eamiagaitein 4S5.
Eanunelsteia 406.
Eamol-Joch 290-

IBamolkogel, the Grosse EeiehenhaU 77.
2S5. 290. jEeiehenspitze 161. 212.

Earns, the 442.
|

214.
Eam^au . near Berehtes- Eeichenstein (Admont)
gaden 91. r 470.

—, near Goisem 124 i— (Vordemberg) 469.
—, on the Golsen 461. iBeich-Bamins 467.— (Ennstal) 481.

Ramseider-Scharte S9.

138.

Eamwald 406.

RanalE 271.

Rankwea 232.

Eanten4a6.
Banten-Torl 479.
Eappenalp^i-Tal 15.

Eappensee^Hntle 13.

Basehotz 376. 3Q6w
Basw 539.
Easpenhohe 106.

Eassas-Scharte 296.

Eas5a5spitz 296.

Eastkosel 1S9. 215,

Eatsoha-.-h 5-30.

?.,'.-? :b:rce.5-Tal 265. 3a">,

;:.;.-:- -r; 185.

Ea:2e.? 661.

Eancheck 132.

Eauchkofel (Pastertal)

410.— (Ahrntal)213.222.229. Eeicerjoch 356.
Banbe Bfihel 324. Eeith IS. 136.

Banheck 13. Eeitherkogel 1S3.

Banhe Kopf, the Grosse Eeiiherspitze 43.

Eeifenstein 965.
Eeifh-m 2lD6-

Reillins 467.
Eeifnig 501.
Eeifnitz 507.
Eein 225.

Eeinbaeh Falls 324.
Eeindler-Tal 69.

EeindlmoM 118.

LBeinhart 233.
^eintal (Fasaen) 21.— (PartenMrelieii) 40.— (Tanfers) 2K.
Eeintaler Hof 40.

Reisalpe 461.

Eei5chach 405.
Eeissach 510.

Eeisseck 514.
Eeisskofel 510.

Eeisstal 444.

Eeissialer-Hutte 445.

Eeit 208.

Eeit im Wiokel 74.

Eeiteralp 2C>9.

and Kleine 29L
Bauhenkopfhatte 286.

Banzis 148.— Kifzloch 135-

[— VaHey 14S.

Baoriser Taiiern 14S.

BanaeJiberg 73- 75.

Banfal413.
Eanth 386.
Eaxalp 445.
Eaxen 445.
Eaxma-aer 445.
Bazio, Col di ^9.
Bealspifze 215. 217.

Be CasteUo, Piixo 356.

Bedasco, Ctma 34B.

Bedebna. Passo del 40O.
Eedival 35L
Bedorta, Piazo 357.

Eeedaee 145.

Begenaburger Hutte 378.

Eeggen-Torl 167. 228.

Begnano, Yal 400.

Beiebart 473.
BeicbeKan 443.

BeiehenbeigerHntte^S. Eeutte IQ.

Beicbenfels dOSL Eero 359.

B.eitins 469.
Eekawinkel 460.

Eellstal 25ij. 251.
Eemsspitze 299.

Eemuser Joch "37.

Rendel5pitze 239.

Eendena, Vaile di 364.

Eennerspitze 255-

Rennfeld 449.

Eennweg 484.

Eentsch oSti.

Ee^chen 296-

Reschen-Scheideck 296.
Eesiutta 53?.
Sester Hohe 205.
Eettenbachfemer 298.
Eettenbach - Tal (near

IschJ) 123.
— (Oetztal) 292.
Eettenkogel 123.

Eettenstein (Eamsan)
4S3.
—, the Grosse 208- 159.

—, the Kleine 2M-
Eetierschwana-Tal 27.

Eeute, baths 244.
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Ehaetikon 250.

Rice^on, Col di 417.

Richter-Hiitte 161.

Richter=pitze 161. 214.

Ridnaun 266.
— Tal 2oo.

Ried on the Ammeriee 33.

— on the Inn 295.

Riederstein 59.

Eieding-Scharte 485.

Riegerin 458.

Riegler-Joch 223.

Riemann-Haus 138.

Riepen-Schart« (Hoch-
gall) 225.

— (Zillertal) 215. 219.

Riepen^pitze 403.

Eiesach-See 432.

Rieserferner 22-D.

Rietz 277.

Rietzd-rf 493.

Riezlern 15.

Riffel-Sattel (Detacher)

463.

Riffelscharte (Rauris) 147.

— (Partenkirchen) 38.

Riffian SOO.

Riffl Glacier and Joch
294. 156.

Riffl. Hohe 176. 177.

Rifficr (Stanzer-Tal) 240.

257.
— (Zillertal) 217. 215.

Riffler-Hutte 217.

RiSler-Schane 215. 217.

Riffl?ee 292.

Riffltor 153. 155. 177.

Rigais, Sa? 378.

Rigolatu 539.
Rimbianco 421-
— . Forcella di 422.

Rindalphorn 6.

Rin2, the Obere 457.

Rinselstein 2-23. 2-26.

Rinka 494.
Rinn 190.

Einnen 246.

Rinnennieder 271.

Riss 56.

Rissersee 36.

Risserkosel 60.

Eistfeichthorn 209.

Ritorto. Mte. 300.

Ritten 313.

Eittioch 412.

Rittnerhorn 314. 309. 315.

Riva 370.
Eivoli 349.
Rjovina 529.
Eoa, Forcella della oCtS.

378.

Rocca Pietore 393.—
. Ciiua di 3S7.

jRocchetta 350.

Roccolo. ilonte 375.

.RochoUspitze 254.

'St. Rochus 234.

Roda. Val 396.

Rodella 379.

Rodeneck 404.

[Rodresnock 485.

iRoen. Monte 317.

jRofan 63. 186.

iRofelewand 291.

'Eofen 2&7.

iRohitsch. Baths o

iRohrmoos 15.

iRojen-Tal 296.

lEolf Glacier 171.

EoUe Pass 395.

Eolbpitze 263.

Roma, Cima 360.

Romariswandkopf
ITS.

iRombon 540.

S. Romedio 358.

Romen.j 353.

Romerbad 496.

JRomerqaelle 501.

lEomersattel 139.

Eomertal 536.

iRonach 212.

iRoncegno 4u2.

Ronc.gn • 399-

Eonzano 357.

Ropanzen_l84.
iR.ippen 2^^
,Eosa. La 423.
I—. Col 4>2.

iRosegg bos.

Eosenbach 497.

Rosenberg 490.

Rosensarten 354.
— Spi'tze 384.

Rosenheim 68.

Rosenkogel 522.

Rosenock 486.

Eosskopf 160. 212. 263.

265.

iEossola, Passo della 355.

Eossmckjoch 219. 227.

iB-ossstein 55.

iRosszahne 3S1. 333.

Eostitz-Joch 293.

Rosiitzkogel 291.

Eotbiihelspitze 252.

Roteck 32i.

R-te Fliih 29.
— Furka 255.

f 493. — Grat-Scharte 2^4. 267.

272.
— Knopf, the 172.

Rotelsee 119.

Rotelspiize (Meran) 324.
— (Stelrio) 331.

Eotelstein 126.

1.1. jEjtenbnmn. baths 275.

Rotenmann-Joch 164. 2®.
I— Tori 169.

lEotenturm 511.

jRoterd-Spitze 382. 3S4.

lEote Einnscharte 1S4.

I

206.
iRote Saule 165.

iRote Schrofen 294.
iRote Wand (Fassa) 333.
'— (Antholz) ¥.^.
— (near Meran) 324.

Roigiilden-Tal 4?4.

Rotsnndfpitze 14.

iRotis 232.

iRotkopf 218.

Rotlech-Tal 246-

Rotmoo3-Joch 290.

jEotpleiaskopf 257. 279.

jRotspitze (Brenner) 261.
— (Defereggen) 163.

!— . Hintere 333.

Rot^pitze 163. 226. 2'28.^

E;it5pitzen(;Gardcna)37S.
Eotsteinko2el 324.

Rosental (;Carinthia) 532. Rottach d'J.

— (Pinzgau) 158.

Roseita 396.
— Pass 396.

— , Eifngio 396.

Eosim-Boden 336.

Eosim-Joch 327. 341.

Falls 59.

jRottal 228.

Eottenbach 32.

,Eottenkogel 164. 1'

Eottenmann 472.

Eottmannshohe 30.

Rosittenalp. Upper and Rotwand (Ampezzo) 422
'— (Bavaria) 65.

— (near Botzen) 312.

— (Fassa) 858.
— (Pfitscher Joch) -220.

Eotwand-Spitze 249.

Rotwein Fall 526.

Rovereto 34S.

Roica 52S.
— Saddle 528.

Rnbih m 11.

Ruckerlbepg 490.

Lower 1C4
Rosole Glacier a42.

Rossberg-Joch 287.

(Rossbrand 48:3.

Rossfeld 86. 107.

Eosshag 217.

Bosshautkofel 414.

Rossi, Cima 394.

iRosskar-Schane 161.212
Rosskofel 41tl.

JRosskogel 275.
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Ruderhof-Nieder 271.

Riiderhofspitze 271. 282.

Rudnig 162.

RudolfSchober-Hiitte 486.
Rudolfs-Hiitte 157.
Rufifre 357.

Ruhpolding 76.

Runkelstein, Chateau
314.

St. Rupert am Kulm 481.

Russbachsag 130.

Rutorto Pass 430.

Saalbach 138.

Saalfelden 138.

Sabbia, Val 368.

Saberjoch 302.

Saberspitze 301.

Sabione 364. 365.
Sachenbach 55.

Sachrang 71.

Sachsenburg 512.

Sack 510.

Sackwiesen-Alpe 456.
Saderer-Joch 296-

Saent Alp 325.

Sagewandspitze 220.

Sagron 436.

— , Piz di 398.
Saifnitz 536.
Saile 269.

Saladinaspitze 237.
Salarno, Passo di 367.
— , Rifugio di 354.

Saldenhofen 501.
Salegg 881.
Sallent-Joch 334. 351.
Salletalp 88.

Salm-Hiitte 177.
Salo 374.

Salober-Alp 16. 21.

Salt, baths 333.
Saltaus 300.
Salurn 346.
Salurn-Spitze 299.
Salve, the Hohe202.
Salvesen-Tal 278.
Salzach-Joch 202.— Oefen 107.
Salzberg, near Berchtes-
gaden 85.

— , near Ischl 122.
— , near Aussee 126.
— , near Hall 190.—

. near Hallstatt 128.
Salzburg 95.

Salzburger Hiitte 155.

Salzerbad 461.

Salzkammergut 117.

Salzkofel 512.

Salzsteig 127.

Samer Hiitte 515.- Tal 48.

Samina-Tal 234,

Sammoar-Hiitte 286.

Samnaun 256.

Samspitze 241.

Sand (Taufers) 223.
— (Passeier) 300.

Sandebiihel 418.

Sandesjoch 260. 264.

Sandhof 300.

Sandjochl 221. 261.

Sandkopf 177.

Sandling 123. 126-

Sandspitze 411.

Sanntal 494.
— Alps 494.

Sanntaler Sattel 495.

Santig-Jochl 261.

Santner Pass 384.

Santnerspitze 382.

Sanzeno 358.
Saoseo, Cima 343.

Sappada 428.

Sarca, Val 362.
Sarche 362.

Sardagna 348.
Sareiser Joch 234.

Sarlkofel 408.

Sarlkofele 421.

Sarl-Sattel 403.

Sarner Scharte 315.

Sarnico 357.

Sarntal 814.

Sarnthein 315.

Sarstein 126. 12"^.

Sass Maor 396.
Sassi Rossi, Punta 343.
Sasso Bissolo, Val 345.
— Nero, Cima di 513.
— Rosso 350.

Satteljoch 386.

Sattnitz 507.

Sau-Alpe, Gr. 502.
Sauleck 515.

Saulgrub 42.

Sauling 19.

Saumspitze 239.
Sauris 539.

Sausteiejen 138.
Sautens 280.

Sava 496.

Save, the 496. etc.

the Wocheiner 527.

the Wurzener 530.
Saviore 854.
Savitza Fall 527.

Saxalpen-Sattel 262.
Scale, Monte delle 832.
Scalieretspitze 384. 385.
Scalve, Val 355.
Scarpaco, Passo 360.
Scesaplana 236. 235.
Schaan 283.
Schachen (Lindau) 7.

]Schachen(Partenkirchen)

Schadona Pass 235.

Schafberg (Salzkammer-
gut) 115."

— (Faistenauer) 106, 114.
— (Vorarlberg) 249.

Schafbodenberg 253.

Schafbuchjoch 239.

Schaffler-Alpe 504.

Schafkogel 522.

Schafkopf 297.

Schaflahnernock 226.

Schaflkopf, the Hohe 160.

Schafseitenspitze 259.

Schaftlach 53. 58.

Schaftlarn 49.

Schafwald-Sattel 459.

Schafwanne 28.

Schalambert, Piz 293.

Schalderer Scharte 307.

Schalders, Bad 307.

Schalf-Ferner 286.

Schalfkogel 286. 289,

Schareck 145. 147. 149.

Scharer 260.

Scharfling 112. 113.

Scharfreiter 56.

Scharitzkehlalp 86.

Scharling 59.

Scharnitz 47.

Scharten-Schartl 411.

Schattwald 28.

Schaubach-Hiitte 336.

Schaufeljoch 274.

Schaufelnieder 274. 283.

Schaufelspitze 274. 283.

SchefFau (Lammer) 131.

— (near Soil) 205.

Schefiauer Spitze 205.

Scheibbs 462.

Scheiberkogl 301.

Scheibler 239.

Scheiblingstein 471,

Scheibmiihl 460,

Scheibvraldhohe 445.

Scheichenspitze 481.

Scheidegg 7.

Scheifling 522.

Schelleberg 262.
Schellenberg.85.
Schenna 322.
Schgums 327.

Schiesseck 487.

Schiestlhaus 457.

Schilcherhohe 485.

Schildenstein 61.

Schildspitze 333. 337.
Schilpario 355.

Schimpel-Scharte 479.
Schinder 61. 65.

Schindlerspitz 240,
Scbio 349.
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Schirneck 511.

Schlachtertauern 160.

Schladming 480.
— Glacier 481.

Schlagl 442.

Schlandernaun-Tal 288.

Schlanders 327.

Schlapperebenspitz 147.

Schlappiner Jocti 253.

Schlappolt 13.

Schlaten Glacier 165. 167
Sdileching 74.

Schlegeis-Scharte 223.
— Tal 220.

Schlelidorf 51.

Schlenken 106.

Schlenkerspitze 246.
Schlern 380. 376.

Sclilicke, the 22.

Schlicker Alpe 270.

— Schartl 275.
— Seespitze 270. 274.

Schlieferspitze 162.

Schliersberg 65.

Schliersee 64.

Schlinigtal 293.

Schlitters 210.

Schlitza, the 530.

Sclilotterjoch 265.

Schluderbach 420.

Schluderhorn 334.

Schluderns 299.

Schluder-Scharte 327.

Schluderspitze 327. 334.

Schlussel-Joch 262.

Schluter-Hiitte 308.

Schluxenwirt 19.

Schmalzkopf 296.

Schmalzscharte 134.

Schmidt-Zabierow- Hiitte

208.
Schmiedinger 155.

Schmirn 216. 261.

Schmirner Joch 216.
— Tal 216. 260.

Scbmitten 137.

Schmittenhohe 137.

Scbmittenstein 106.

Schnabelberg 464.

Schnaizlreut 209.

Schnalser Tal 288.

Scbnann 240.

Schneealpe 451.

Schneeberg (Austria) 444.

— , the Dientner 133.

— , the Krainer 498.— (Passeir) 268.

Schneebergdoril 445.

Schneebige Nock 225.

Schneefernerkopf 41.

Scbneeglocke 330.
Scbneespitze 260. 264.
Schneetal-Scharte 260.

SchneewinkeLkopf 176.

Schneibstein 87.

Schneidjochl 239. 257.

Schnepfau 244.

Schnepfegg 244.

Schober (Carinthia) 163.
[

(Mondsee) 113.

Scbober Pass 473.

Sehoberstein 466.

Schober-Torl 171. 174.

Schockel 490.

Schoder 134.

Schollang 8.

Schonacb-Tal 211.

Schonalpen-Joch 56.

Schonau (Passeir) 302.

(Berchtesg.) 85.

Scbouberg (Brenner) 202.

258.
— (Isar Valley) 55.
— (Samina) 234.

Scbonbichele 410.

Schonbichl 21.

Schonbicblerhorn 219.

220.
Schondorf 33.

Schoneben 453.

Schcineck 337.

Schonfeldspitze 89. 138.

Schonfervall 239.

Scbongau 4.

SchonjocM 293.

Schonleiten 171.

Schonna, Chateau 322.

Schonpleisjoch 239.

Schonpleiskopfe 239.

Schontaufspitze 334. 337.

Schonwies 279.

Schopfl 460.

Schoppernau 244.

Schosswend 166.

Schottlkarspitze 47. 53,

Schottmalhorn 89.

Schottwien 442.

Scbrainbach, the 88.

Schiammacher 219. 220,

261.

Schrandele 271.

Schrankogel 271. 282.

Schrattenberg 522.

Schrocken 245.

Schrofen Pass 15.

Schrott, Hohe 123.

Schrotterhorn 339.

Schramspitze 400.

Schruns 250.

Schuss 419.
Schiisserlbrunn 419.

Schussgrubenkogel 283.

Schiitzensteig 19.

Schutzhaus-Scharte 536.

Schwabenkopf 291.
Schwabmiinchen 4.

Schwaiger-Haus 155.

Schwaighof 60.

Schwalbenspitzen 541.

Schwalbenwand 138.

Schwanberg 491.
— Alps 491.
Schwansee 17.

Schwarzach (Pongau)
135.

— (Vorarlberg) 231.

Schwarzach-Tal 163.

Schwarzbach Falls 107.

Schwarzbachwacbt 91.

Schwarzberg-Klamm 203.

75.

Schwarzenbach (Carnia)
85.

(Carinthia) 503.

Schwarzenbach-Joch 227.

Schwarzenbach-Scharte
227.

Schwarzenberg 243.

the 64.
— (Wochein) 528.

Schwarzenberg-Hiitte
152.

Schwarzenberg-Joch 271.

Schwarzenstein 218. 217.

227.
— Glacier 218.
— Hiitte 227.

Schwarzenkamm 290.

Schwarzer-Joch 325.

Schwarze Schneide 292.

Schwarze Tori 164. 169.

Schwarze Wand 161. 222.

226. 261. 329.

Schwarzhorn (Jlontafun)

251.
— (Maltatal) 516.
— (Fassa) 387. 389.

Schwarzhornsee-Scharte
516.

Schwarzkopf 151. 161.

214.
— Scharte 158.

Schwarzsee (near Kitz-

biihel) 204.
— (Moritzental) 484.
— (Ridnaun) 267.
— (Schafberg) 115.

— (Solk) 479.
— (Terglou) 528.
— (Zemmgrund) 218.

Schwarzsee-Scharte 267.

Schwarzseespitze 267.

Schwarztorl 24.

Schwarzwand-Scharte
267.

Schwarzwandspitze 285.

Schwarzwassertal 28.

246.

Schwaz 187.
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Schweizer-Tor 252.

Schwemser 299.

Schwendt 76.

Sebi 71. 77.

Sebleskogel 282.

Seceda, the 376.

Sechsegerten Glacier 285
Seckau 520.

Sedico-Bribano 432.

Sedole, Cima 398.

See fMondsee) 112.
— (Patznaun) 257.
Seebacb 511.

Seebach Alp 160. 164.

Seebensee 24.

Seebenstein 441.

Seeberg, the 455.

Seeberjoch 302.

Seeberspitze 301.

Seebi-Seen 248.

Seebichl-Haus 177.

Seebrack 71.

Seefeld 48. 32.

Seehaus 75.

Seejoch 329.

Seejochl 239. 257. 270.

274.

Seekarkopf 160.

Seekar-See 160.

Seekarspitze (near Ead-
stadt) 483.

— (Achensee) 62.

Seekirchen 110.

Seekofel (Prags) 413.

— (Laserts) 411.

Seekogel 248.

Seekopf (Patznaun) 239
— (Gastein) 147.
— (Seebi-See) 248.
— (Wolayer See) 513.

Seelenkogel 301.

Seeon 71.

Seescharte 173. 245.

Seeshaupt 31.

Seespitz (Achensee) 63.

— (Plansee) 44.

Seespitze, the SchUcker
270. 274.

-, Ostliche 271.

— , Mutterberger273.282
Seesvenna, Piz 298.

Seetal (Stvria) 455.
— (Raibl) 542.
— Alps, the 521.

Seewiesen 455.

Seewig-Tal 480.

Segantini, Rif. 367.

Segonzano 400.

Seidlwinkel, the 148.

Seis 381.
Seisenbergklamm 92.

Seiser Alp 381.
— Alpenhaus 383.

Seisera 537.
Seiter-Jdchl 285.

Sekkan 520.

Selbhorn 139.

Sella, the 378.

— , Dente di 360.
— di Sennes, Mte. 412.

— , Val di 402.

Sella Joch 379.

Selle, Passo delle 391.

Sellrain Valley 275.

Selva 434.

Selztal 472.

Semmering 447.

Semmering Railway 446
Semperspitz 401.

Semriach 450.

Senders tal 274.

Sengsen-Gebirge 476.

Sennes Alp 413.

Serfaus 295.

Seriana, Val 356.

Serio. Cascata del 356.

Serlesjochl 259.

Serlesspitze 259. 270.

Sernio, Mte. 532.

Serodoli, Mte. 360.
Serrada 401.

Serraia, Lago 899.

Serravalle 349.

Sesis, Val 410.

Sesvenna, Piz 298.

Sette Comuni 403.

Settsass 415.

Sexten 415.

Sexten-Joch 285.

Sexten-Tal 417.

Sextner Bad 417.

Sforcella Magna 397.

Sforcellina Pass 343.

Sibratsgfall 15.

Siebeneich 318.

Siebensee 456.
Siegsdorf 76.

Sielles, Forcella de 378
Sislitz-Tal 147.

Sigmundskron 316. 818.

Sigmund Thun-KIamm
154.

Signalhorn 254.

Signalkuppen 380.

Silberpfennig 147.

Silbertal 250. 252.

Silissi 343.

Sillian 409.

Silvrettahorn 254.

Silvretta Pass 255.

Silz 277.

Similaun 286.

Similaun-Joch 287.

Simming-Jdchl 260. 272.
— Glacier 272.

Simm-See 70.

Simony-Spitze 162. 169.

228.
— Hut 129.

SinabeU 482.

Singerin 443.

Sinnabeleck 176.

Sinnesbrunn 278.

Sirmione 874.

Sistrans 190. 200.

Skarbin 505.

Skarje-Sattel 494.

Skerbinja 527.

Skerlatica 529.

Skuta 505.

Sobretta, Mte. 342.

Sobutsch 308.

Soca 530.

Soiern Lakes 53.

Sojal 885.

Solden 283.

Soldenkopfl 90.

Sole, Val di 350. 349.

Solk, Gross- and Klein-
479.

Solkhohe 479.

Soil 205.

Sollereck 13.

Solstein, the Grosse and
Kleine 276.

Solstein-Hiitte 276.

Somdogna Pass 537.

Sommerberg Alp 215.

Sommerstein 138.

Sommerwand 271.

Sondrio 344.

Sonforca 423.

Songher, Sass 415.

Sonklar-Hiitte 224.
— Scharte 267.
— Spitze 267.

Sonnblick (Rauris) 149.

173. 178.
— (Malta-Tal) 516.
— (Stubach-Tal) 157.

Sonneck 184. 205.

Sonnenwelleck 176.

Sonnjoch 63.

Sonnleitstein 444.

Sonnschien Alp 456.

Sonnspitze 24.

Sonnstein 119.

Sonntag 235.

Sonntagberg 464.

Sonntagshorn 209.

Sonntagskogel 134.

Sonntagskopf 162.

Sonnwend-Gebirge 63.

Sonnwendjoch, the Vor-
dere 63. 186.

, the Hintere 67.

Sonnwendstein 447.

Sonthofen 8.

Sora al Forn 413.
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Sorapis 425. 1

— Lake 425.

Sorda, Val 386.

Sorelle, Punta 425.

Sorgsclirofen 20.

Sottoguda 393.
Soyjoch 334.

Spannagel-Haus 215.

Sparafeld 472.

Sparbacher-Hlitte 444.

Spaten-Spitze 161.

Spe, Cima and Forcella
431.

Speckkar-Spitze 47.

Speiereck 484.

Speikboden 224.

Speikkogel (Gleinalpe)
450.
— (Schwanberg) 491.

Sperten-Tal 203.

Spessa 412.

— , Cima 368.
Spiegel Glacier 290.

Spielberg 138. 140.

Spielbiicliler 454,

Spielfeld, Chateau 492.

Spielist-Jocb 57.

Spieljoch 62.

Spielmannsau 11.

Spinale, Monte 360.
Splndeleben 464.
Spinges 404.
Spisser Miihle 256.
Spital (Semmering) 447.
— am Pyhrn 476.

Spittal an der Drau511.
Spitzenbach-Graben 467.
Spitzige Lun 298.

Spitzing-See 65.

Spitzkofel 410.
Spitzmauer 475.
Spondinig 299. 327.
Sporer Alp 251.

Sprecbenstein 265.

Spritzkarspitze 56.

Spronser Jocb 324. 301.
— Tal 324.

Spuller-See 249.

Stabelerturm 385.
Staben 826.
Stadelhorn 92. 209.
Stadl 486.

Stadler-Hiitte 166. 167.
Staftelsee 34.

Stafflacb 260.
Stain ach 477.
Stainz 491.
Stallen-Tal 188.

Staller-Sattel 407.— Tal 407.
Staltach 50.

Stammerspitz 256.
j

Stams 277.

Stamser-Alpe 277.

Stangen-Jocb 203. 159.

Stangenspitze 214.

Stans 187.

Stanser-Joch 63. 188.

Stanz 279.

— , the 149.

Stanzach 246.

Stanziwarten 173.

Stapitzer-See 517.

Staritzen 455.

Starkenberg, Alt and Keu
25. 278.

Starkenburger-Hiitte 270.

Starnberg 29.

— , Lake of 30.

Starzeljoch 15.

Staubfall (near Jetten-
berg) 80. 91.

— (near Unken) 75. 203.

Staudach 73.

Staulanza,Forcelladi430.
Stavel, Val 352.
Stazione per la Carnia

538.

Steeg 248.

St. Stefan 510.

Stefanie-Warte 500.

S. Stefano (Giud.) 365.
Stefans-Briicke 201.

Steg (Lechtal) 248.
— (Hallstatt) 124.

Stegen 33.
Stein an der Traun 73.
— (Ennstal) 479.
— (Carnia) 497.
— (Schladming) 128.

Steinach (Brenner) 259.

Steinberg 61.

Steinberge, the Leogan-
ger 139.

— , the Loferer 208.
Steinberger-Spitze 61.

Steinbriick 496.

Steindorf 110.
Steineberg 6.

Steiner Alpen 494.— Sattel 495.

Steinerhof, Bad 448.

Steinerne Meer 89. 138.
— Stiege 184.

Steinfeld 512.

Steingrabenschneid 128.

Steinhaus (Ultirztal) 447.
— (Ahrntal) 228.
Steinkogl 120,
Steinpass 209.
Steinscharte, Grosse 15.

Steinschlag-Joch286. 287.

Steinwandklamm 461,
Stella, Corno 345.
Stellkopf 173.

Stelvio Pass 327. 331.

Stempeljoch 48.

Stenico 363.
Stern 415.

Sternal, Cima 351.

Sternberg 508.

Sterzing 264.

Sterzinger-Hiitte 221.

Stettiner-Hiitte 301.

Steyr 466.

Steyrer See 478. 127.

Steyrling 474.

Steyrreith 474.
Steyrtal 466.
Stickle Pleiss 329.

Stierkopf 241.

Stilfs 323.

Stilfser Joch 331.

Stillach-Tal 12.

Stillup-Klamm 213. 214.

Stillup-Tal 214.

Stivo, Monte 348. 370.

Stocklen Inn 270.

Stoder 475.

Stoder-Zinken 480.

Stoehrhaus 104.

Stoisser Alpe 80. 72. 76.

Stoppani, Rifugio 360.

Storo 368.

Storschitz 504.

Stou 532.
Stou-Hiitte 532.

Strass 186. 209.

Strassberg, ruin 263.

Strassburg 523.

Strassburger-Hiitte 236.

Strassenhaus 2.35.

Strasswaichen 110.

Strechau, Chateau 472.

Strechau-Klamm 472.

Streden 167.

Streichen 74.

Strengen 241.

Stria, Sasso di 433.

Strigno 402.

Stripsenjoch 184.

Stripsenkopf 184,

Strittkopf 253,

Strobl 116,

Strubpass 207.

Stua, La 413.

Stnbacher Tauern 157.

Stubach-Tal 156,

Stubai-Tal 269.

Stubalp Pass 491,

Stuben on the Arlberg
238.
— on the Inn 295.

Stuben Glacier 264,

Stiiber-Fall 254.

Stiibing 451.

Stiibming-Tal 455.

Stiidl-Hiitte 171.

Stuhleck 447.
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StuMfelden 157. iTaschach Glacier 284
Stuiben 6. 292.

StuibenFall(Plaiisee)23.'— Haus 292.

(Oetztal) 281
— (Ovtal) 12.

— (Pitztal) 291.

Stuiber Falls (Passeir)

3G2.

Stuls 265.

Stumm 210.

Slurmanns-Hohle 10.

Stuttennock 225.

Siicca. Alp 234.

Siigana, Val 402.

Subiplaz 529.

Sulden 335.— Glacier 336. 337.

Suldenspitze 339.

Sulden-Tal 334.

Sulz, Bad 81.

Sulzau 132.

Sulzbach 494.
— Alps 494.

Sulzbach-Tal. Ober ai

Tnter 159.

Sulzberg 6. 20.

— , the 350.

Sulzbrunn 20.

Sulzenau 272.
— Glacier 272.

Sulzenbals 481.

Sulzfluh 251.

Sulzkarhund 471.

Sulztal (Oetztalj 282.
— Glacier 273. 282.

Sunk 473.

Siinser-Joch 244.

Tabaretta Hiitte 339.
— .Joch 329. 3iO.

Tabarettaspitze 387.

Tade-aJoch 414.

Taiiliamento, the 538.

Taf di Cadore 423.

Taibon 435.

Taistener Rudl 407,
Taiakopt 24.

Tajo 350.

— Joch 285,

iTaschel-Joch 288.

iTasna Pass 257.

'Tatzelwnrm 66.

Taubenberg 64.

Taubensee 91.

Tauern (near Reutte) 23.

'—, the Hohen 146.

:— , the Xiederen 4S2.

Tauernkogel 165.

Tauernkopf 157.

,Tauern-Tal 164.

Taufers (Ahrntal) 223.
— (Munstertal) 298.

iTaufkar-Joch 2S5. 292.

Taufkarkoeel 285.

Tauplitz 478.

Taviela, Pizzo 351.

Taxenbach 136.

Techendorf 511.

dlTegelberg-Alp 19.

iTegernsee 58.

Teges-Tal 246.

Teich Alp 450.

Teichlbnick 475.

Teischnitz-Scharte 171.

Teisenberg 80.

Teisendorf 73.

Telfer Weisse 265.

Telfes 269.

Telfs 276.

Temii 353.

Tennen-Gebirge 132. 138.

JTenno 364. 371.

'Teplitzer-Hiitte 267.
— Scharte 267. 272.

Terenten 405.

Terfens 188.

Terglou 529. 527.
!— Lakes 528.

Terlago 362.

Terlan 318.

Ternberg 467.

Ternitz 442.

Terrarossa 348.

Talggenkopf, Grosse 220. Terz 462.

Talleitspitze 284.

Tamberg 475.

Tamers Alp 413.

Tamischbachturm 467.

Tarnsw eg 485.

Tannberg 110.

Tannheim 28.

Tannheimer Hiitte 29.

Tappenkar-See 135.

Taramelli, Eif. 391.

Tarrenz 25. 278.

Tartsch 299.

Tartscher Aim 329.

Tarvis 536.

Tesero 380.

Tesino, Val 402.

Teufelsgesass 39.

Teufelskanzel 183.

Teufelslocher 139.

Teufelstein 448.

Teufenbach 486.

Texelspitze 324.

Tezze 402.

Thai (Martell) 333.
— (near Gratz) 4S0.
— (Pustertal) 410.

Thalerkogel 469.

Thalgau 113.

,Thalham 64.

iThalheim 522.

Thalkirchen 49.

Thaneller 23. 246.

Thaur 189.

Theresienklause 85.

Thialspitze 279.

'Thorl (Thorltal 456.
— (Gailitztal) 536.

Thortal 66.

Three Holy Springs 328.

Throneck-Sattel 134.

Thumersbach 137.

Thumsee 80.

Thiiringen 235.

Thurn, Pass 205.

Thurnerkamp 219. 227.

Thurwie?er-Joch 339.

Thurwieser-Spitze 330.

339. 342.

Tiefenbach, Baths 10.

Tiefenbach-Joch 285.

Tierberg 183.

Tiers 383.

Tiersee 67.

TierserAlpl382. 3S3.384.
'— Tal 3S3.

Tilisuna Hut 251.

Tillfuss-Alp 24. 46. 277.

Timau 513.

Timmel-Joch 233. 302.

Timmels Alp 267.

Tione 364.
Tirano 344.

Tirol, Dorf 822.

— , Schloss 322.

Tiroler Kopf 132.

Tisch 145.

Tischlerkarkopf 145.

Tischlerkar Scharte 145.

Tischlerspitze 146.

Tischlwang 513.

Tisens 318.

Titschen 312.

Tiziano. Eifugio 429.

Tobelbad 491.

Toblach 408.

Toblacher See 419.

Toblinger Riedel 418.

Toblino, Cast el 362.

Tofana. Monte 426.

Tognazza 396.

ToL'nola 396.

Toinis 166.

iToll 323. 326.

Tolmein 540.

Tolmezzo 538.

Tolz 53.

Tombea, Cima 872.

Tonale Pass 352.

Toplitz-See 126.

Topolschitz 494.

Torbole 373.
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Torena, Mfe. 356.

Torhelm 211.

Tdrlen 41.

Torlspitze 169.

Tormauer 463.

Tormini 369.

Tornello, Monte 355.

Torrener-Joch 89.

Torscharte 132. 139.

Torstein 130.

Torstein-Hohle 458.

Tosa, Cima 361.

Toschling 507.

Tote Gebirge 126.
Tofe Mann 86.

Totenkirchi 184.

Toval 317.

Tovel, Val di 350.
Trafoi 32S.

Trafoier Eiswand 330.
— Joch 330.

Tragos-Tal 449.

Tra i Sassi, Pafso 414.

Traithen 66. 69.

Tramin 346.

Tramonti, Forcella 481.

Trattenbach 467.

Tratten-Scbarte 479.

Tratterjocb 219. 227.
Tratzberg, Cbateau 186.

Traualp-See 28.

Trauftal 11.

Trauljoch 271.

Traun 473.

Traun Fall 109. 118.

Trauner-Alpe 152.

Traunkirchen 119.

Traunsee 119.

Traunstein 72.

— , the 119.

Traunsteiner-Hutte 209.
Trautenfels 479.
Travenanzes, Val 426.

Travignolo, Val 390.

Travnik-Scharte 530.

Traweng 478.
TreCroci, Passo421.
Tredenus, Cima and Val

355.

Tredicesima, Passo 352.
Treffauer 205. 206.
Treffen 509.

Treffner Alp 471.
Trefling 514.

Treibach 523.

Tremosine 375.

Trenchtling 469.
Trent 346.
Trenta 529.
Tre Ponti 428.
Tre Sassi, Passo 414.
Tresenda 344.
Tresero, Piz 342.

Tie Signori, Corno del

!
343.

Tressen-Sattel 126.

iTressenstein 126.

Trettachspitze 13.

Triazza, Piz 298.
Tribulaun, Gschnitzer

260.

— , Obernberger261.
j— , Pflerscher 260. 263.

iTrieben 472.

iTriebner-Torl 473.
Trient 346.

JTriesen 234.

[Triesnenberg 234.

I
Trieste 501.

JTriestenspitze 242.

Trifail 496.

iTriglav 527.

Trinkerkogi 301.

iTrinkstein-Sattel 446.

JTrins 259.

[Trippach Sattel 217. 227.

iTrippachspitze 217. 227,

Trischubl 90.

Trisselkopf 160. 212.

jTrisselwand 126.

iTristach 410.

jTristenspitze 223.

Tristner 217.

Trittkopf 238.

Trofajach 469.

Trogkofel 538.
Trojer-Torl 168.

jTrompia, Val 368.

iTroppauer-Hutte 327.

Trostberg 309.

Triibwand 324.

Truden 389.

jTrunajoch 260.

JTschagerjoch 385. 388.
Tschagguns 250.

Tschamin-Tal 383.

Tschavon 383.

Tscbeinerspitze 388.

jTschengls 327.

iTschenglser Hochwand
!

327. 337.

Tscheyer Schartl 296.

Tschey-Joch 296.

Tschierspitzen 378.

Tschierweger Nock 511.

Tscliigatspitze 324.
Tschirgant 278.
Tschotsch 307.

Tuckett-J.jch 330.

Tackettpass-Hutte 360.

1 Tucket tspitze 330.

Tuffbad 410.
Tiiffer, Markt 495.
Tuglia 513.

Tumpen 281.

iTurchlwand 142.

Tiirkenlucke 461.

Tvirkensturz 441.
Turnau 455.

Turnerkamp 219.
Tiirnitz 461.

Tiirnitzer Hoger 461.
Turrach 485.
Tutzing 30.

Tux 215.

Tuxer Joch 216. 260.

Tuxer Tal 214.

Tweng 484.

Twimberg 502.

Uderns 210.

Udine 540.

Uebelbach 450.

Uebeltal Glacier 266. 272.

Ueberetscb 315.

Uebergossene Alp 133.

Uebersachsen 232.

Ueberschall 188.

Uenschellerspitze 244.

Uggowitz 537.

St. Ulrich on the Piller-

see 207.
— in Gardena 375.

Ulrichsbriicke 21.

Ultental 325.

Umbal Glacier 168.

Umbal-Tal 168.

Umbaltorl, the Vordere
and Hintere 169. 228.

Umbrail, Piz 831.

Umbrail Pass 331.

Umhauseh 281.

Unken 20S.

Unniitz 62.

Unser Frau in the
Schnalser Tal 288.

im Walde 358.

Unterach 111.

Unterau 265.
Unterberg (Gutenstein)

441.
— (Stubai) 271.

Unterbergen 531.

Unterberghorn 76.

jUnter-Drauburg 501.

Unter-Grainau 37.

Unter-Loibl 531.

Untermais 319.
Untermoi 413.

Unter-Rohr 474.

Untersberg 103.

Unter-Sujzbachtal 159.

Unter-Sulzbachtorl 159.

Untertauem 4S4.

Untertal (Schladming)
482.

— (Solk) 479.

Unter-Weidach 46.

iynter-Wessw 74.
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Unzmarkt 522.

Tpsbers 24.

St. Urban 492.

TTrbeleskarspitze 14.

Urezas-Joch 255.

T^rfeld 52.

Urkund, Oetztaler 284.

T^scblaii 75.

Ursic-Bauer 495.

Urslautal (Pinzgau) 139.

l^rspring 67.

T'rsulaberg 501.

Uschowa 495.

Uttendorf 156.

rttenheim 222.

Vacca, Lago della 368.

Vaduz 233.

Vahrn 306. 307.
Vaiolet Pass 386.
— Hiitte 384.
— Tiirrae 385.

Vajolon Pass 3S8.

Valbuonkogel 384.

Valdander 413.

Val Dritta, Cima di 372.

Sf . Valentin auf der Haid
297.

— on the Enns 465.
— (Prettau) 228.

S. Valentino, Val 364.

Valentin-Tori 513.

Valfredda, Sasso di 393.

ValJaccetta, Mte. 341.

Vallacia, Punta 391.

Vallazza.Bocca della 361.

Valle 372.

Valles Pass 395.

Vallesinella, the 359.

— , Rocca di 360.

Vallming-Tal 263.

Vallui^a 240.

Valluia 253. 264.

Valparola-Joch 414.

Vals 404.

Valsaviore 354.
Valschaviel 253.
Valser-Joch 404.

Valsertal (Brenner) 260.

Valsorda 400.

— , Cima di 386.

Valstagna 403.

Valvasor-Hutte 628.
Vandans 250.

Varda, La 399.

Varella, La 414.

Varignano 370.

Varone 370. 371.

Varos 393.

Vedorchia, Mfe. 428.

St. Veit (Carinthia) 525.
— (Defereggen) 163.

— an der Golsen 460.

St. Veit (Pongau) 135.
— fPrags) 416.
— (Sexten) 417.
— an der Triesting 461.

Veitsch 448.

Veitschalp 452.

Veitschbach-Torl 452.

Velber Tauern 165.

Velden 507.

Veldes 626.

Vellach, Bad 504.

1— (Wochein) 527.

Velthurns 307.

iVenas 428.

Venediger 165. 166.

iVenegia, Val 395.

Venerocolo, Mte. 352. 366.

— , Passo 352.

!— , Val 352. 366.

Venetberg 279. 291.

Venezia, Rifugio 366.

— , Val di 35 r.

Veneziaspitze 333.

iVennatal 262.

Vent 284.

Ivenzone 540.

Veranis-Joch 409.

iVerdins 325.

Vereins Alp 46.

Verena, Mte. 401.

Vergaldner Jochl 253.

Vermunt, Gross 264.
— Pass 2.54.

Vern;igt Glacier 284.

iVernagt-Hiitte 2S4.

iVernale, Sasso 393.

jVernel 393.

Vemungapitze 298.

Verona, Ghiusa di 349.

Verpeil-Hiitte 292.

Verpeil-Joch 291.

Verpeilspitze 291.

Versailspitze 253.

Vertainspitze 337.

Verva, Passo di 343.

Verwall-Joch 290. 302.

Ve?perkogel 539.

Vestone 3b9.

Vesulspitze 256.

Vetriolo 401.

Vezena 401.

— , Cima 401.

Vezzana, Cima di 396.

Vezzano 362.

Victorsberg 232.

Viehkogl 89.

Vienna 439.

Vier Tore 491.

Vier-Wenzelspitze 360.

Vigaun 526.

St. Vigil 412.

Vigiljoch 824.

Vigo di Fassa 391.

Vill 200.

Villach 508.

|— , Baths 508.
Villacher-Hiitte 515.

IVillanders 309.

Villazzano 348.

Villerspitze 275. 271.

Villgraten-Tal 409.

Villgrater Joch 163.
— Tori 163.

Villnos 807.
Vilminore 355.

Vilpian 318.

Vils 21.

Vilsalp-See 28.

ViltragenGlacier 158.165.

Vinaders 261.

Vinscheau 298. 326.

Vintl 404.

Viola, Val 343.

—, Cima 343.

Vioz, Monte 351.

Virgen 166.

Virgl 312.

Virgner-Torl 168.

Visentin, Colle 432.

Vitelli, Cima 330.

S. Vito 427.

Vittorio 481.

Vocklabruck 109-

Vogelkarspitze 47.

Vogelweidhof 309.

Voistaler-Hntte 455.

Volderau 271.

iVolderer Bad 190.

Volders 189.

Volderwald 190.

Volkermarkt 503.

Vollan 318. 325.

Vollandspitze 239.

Vollberg 461.

Vols near Botzen 382.
— near Innsbruck 274.

jVdlseck 383.

;Vomp 188.

jVomper Tal 188.

Voralpe 464.

Voran 324.

Vorarlberg 230.

Vorderbrand 85.

Vordereck 86.

A''order-Graseck 37.

IVorderjoch 28.

Vorder-Kaiserfelden Hut
184.

Vorderkaser-Klamm 208.

Vordernberg 469.

Vorhegg 610.

Vorst 323.

Voslau 440.

Vosshiitte 529.

Vrata Valley 529.

Vulpmes 269.
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Wacht (near Ischl) 116.
— (Grossarl) 134.

Wagendrischelhorn 209.

Waging 72.

Wagrein 134.

Waidbruck 309.

Waidhofen 464.

Waidring 206.

Walchensee 52.

— , the 51.

Walchsee 76.

Walchstadt 32.

Wald (Liesingtal) 473.
— (Sellrain) 275.
— (Pinzgau) 159.

Waldbach-Strub 128.

Waldbrunn 407.

Waldegg 441.

Waldegger Htitte 441.

Walder Alp 190.

Waldhorntorl 482.

Waldraster Spitze 259.

269. 270.

Walgau 53.

Wallberg 60.

Wallersee 110.

Wallfahrt-Jochl 291.
Walser Schanze 10.

Walser Tal, the Grosse
244.

, the Kleine 10. 15.

Walten 300.

Waltenberger-Haus 13.

Wampeter-Schrofen 24.

Wangernitz-Tal 173.

Wank 38.

Wanneck 25.

Wanschnss 172.

Wamsdorfer-Hiitte 162.
167.

Warscheneck 476.

Wartberg 448.

Wartenstein 442.
Warth 249.

Wartstein 91.

Wasach 9.

Wasenspitze 236.

Wasserberg 521.
Wasserburg 8.

Wasserfallboden 154.

Wasserfallspitze 224.
Wattens 189.

Watzespitze 291.
Watzmann 90.

Waxeck Alp 218.
Waxenstein 38.

Wechsel 442.

Weerberg 188.
Wegscheid (Bavaria) 55.— (Styria) 454.
Weichselbachhohe 151.
Weichselboden 457.

Weichtal 444.
Weiherbad 407.

Weiherburg 198.

Weilberg 440.
Weiler 7. 232.

Weilheim 31.

Weissbach (Pfronten) 20.
— (near Inzell) 73.

Weissbachl-Scharte 139.

89.

Weissbriach 482.

Weisseck 484.

Weisse Kogel 285.

Weissenbach on the Lech
29. 246.

— (Ahrntal) 226.
— (Attersee) 111.
— (Ennstal) 477.
— (Semmering) 442.— on the Triesting 46 1.— (Weissenaee-Tal) 512.— St. Gallen 467.

Weissenecker Scharte
158.

Weissenfelg 530.
— Lakes 530.

Weissensee (near Ler-
moos) 24.

— (Carinthia) 512.
Weissenstein, Chat. 164.
— , Monastery 387.
Weisse Wand 162. 229.
Weisshaus 22.

Weisshorn 387.
Weisskirchen 491.
Weisskugel 287. 288. 297.

299.

Weisskugel-Hiitte 297.— Joch 297.

Weisslahnbad 383.
Weissmaurach-Joch 292.
Weisssee-Joch 295.
Weissseespitze 294. 297.
Weissspitze 163.

Weisswandspitze 264.
Weisszint 220. 221.
— Scharte 221. 223.
Weitensfeld 523.
Weite Scharte 260. 272.
Weitlanbrunn 409.
Welitz Glacier 169.

Welka Kappa 501.
Wels 108.

Welsberg 407.

Welschnofen 387.
Welzelach 166.

Wendelstein 64. 66. 68. 69.

Wengen 414.
Wenns 291.

Werdenfels 36.
Werfen 132.

Werfener Hiitte 132.
Wertach 20.

Wessen, Ober and Unter
74.

Westendorf 203.
Wetterkreuz 280.
Wetterspitze, the Innere
and Aeussere 260. 272.— (Lechtal) 248.

— (Namlos) 246.— (Ridnaun) 266.— (Stanzer Tal) 241.
Wetterstein Alp 39.— Gatterl 39.

Wettersteinwand 41.

Weyarn 64.

Weyer 464.

Widderstein 245. 15.

Wieden 221.

Wielinger-Scharte 152.

155.

Wienerbruck 454.
Wiener-Hiitte 221.
Wiener-Neustadt 441.
Wiener-Neustadter Hiitte

40.

Wiener Wald 460.

Wie3bachhorn,the Grosse
151. 155. 176.

Wiesbach-Schartl 150.
Wiesbadener-Hiitte 254.
Wiesberg 241. 258.
Wiesjackelskopf 295.
Wiessee 58.

Wildalpen 458.
Wildbichl 71.

Wildeggkogel 520.
Wilde Mann (Algau) 14.

(Uetztal) 284.
Wildensender 411.
Wildenstein, Ruin 122.
— Waterfall 505.
Wilde See (Aussee) 120.— (Sterzing) 265.
Wilde Turm 271.
Wildfeld 469.
Wildgall 225.

Wildgerlosspitze 161. 212.
214.

Wildgraben-Joch 418.
Wildkarkopf 160. 212.
Wildkogel 159.

Wildon 492.

Wildseeloder 140.

Wildspitze, Venter 284.

292.

, Stubaier 273.

Wildatelle, Hohe 482.

Wilhelmsburg 460.

Willersalp 27.

Wilma, Cima 398.

Wilten 197.

Wilzhofen 31.

Wimbach-Klamm 90.

Wimbach-Tal 90.
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Windach-Tal 274.

Windau-Tal 203.

Windbach-Scharte 161.— Tal 229.

Windisch-Bleiberg 531.— Feistritz 493.
— Garsten 475.

Windischgratz 501.
Windiscbe Hohe 511.
Windischkopf 150.

Windisch-Matrei 164.

Windisch-Scharte 150.

Windleger-Scharte 130.

Windlucke 130.

Windschar, Grosse 222.

Winkel (Isartal) 55.

Winkelmoos-Alp 75.

Winkelnock 514.

Winklern 173.

Winklerturm 385.
Winnebach-Joch 276.

AYinnebacb-See 276. 282.

Winnebachspitze 282.

Winterjochl,Gafluner252.
— , Gascburner 253.

—, Silbertaler 239. 252.
— , Verbellner 239.

Winferstaude 242.

Wippacb-Tal 535.

Wirl 254. 255.

Wischberg 542.
Wistra-Sattel 495.

Wittmannsdorf 441.
Wocbein 534.

Wocbeiner See 527.

Woigsten-Kees 519. 146.

— Scharte 14G. 519.

Wolayer Tori 513.
— See 513.

Wolfendorn 262.

St. Wolfgang (Rein) 225.
— (Salzburg) 115.
— (Stvria) 492.
St. Wolfgang-See 114.

Wolfratshausen 50.

Wolfsbacb 536.

Wolfsberg 502.

Wolfsegg 109.

Wolfsgruben 314.

Wolfsklamm 187.

Wolkenstein 378.

Wollan 494.

Wollaner-Nock 485.
Wollatratten 512.

Wollbach-Joch 214. 229.

Wollbachspitze 214.
Worgl 185.

Wormser Jocb 331.

Worner 46.

Worscbacb 477.

Worth (Rauris) 148.

Wortber See 507.
Worthsee 32.

Wucbern 491.

Wubrbauer-Kogel 475.
Wiirmsee 30.

Wurmtaler-Joch 293.
Wurten Glacier 149. 150.

Wiirz-Jocb 308.

Wurzen, the 530.

Wiistelau 154.

Ybbs 464.

Ybbsitz 464.

Ybbstal 454.

Zachenscboberl 479.
Zahnkofel 377.

Zabnspitze 256.

Zabre 539.

Zalim-Hiitte 236.

Zamangspitze 251. 252.

Zams 279.

Zamser Alp 219.

Zanders-Jocb 257.

Zangenberg 386.

Zanzenberg 281.

Zaucben 478.

Zayjocb 827. 341.
Zaytal 386.

Zebles-Jocb 256.

Zebrii, Mte. 339. 342.

— , Val del 342.

Zederbaus-Tal 485. 135.

Zebnerscbarte 222.

Zeiger 12. 27.

Zeinis-Jocb 254.

Zeiritzkampel 473.

Zell, Bayriscb 66.

— am See 136.
— am Ziller 210.
— Freibacb 532.
— Pfarr 532.

Zeller-Hiitte 476.

Zeller See 187.

Zeltweg 521.

Zemmgrund 218.

Zemmtal 216.

St.Zeno (ValdiNon)358.
— (near Reichenball) 79.

Zerbenriegel 459.

Zerzer-Tal 297.

Zesen-Jocb 2'23.

Zieljocbl 324.

Zieltal 324.

Zietenkopf 411.

Zikafabnler Alp 446.

Zill 106.

Zillergrund 218.

Zillerplattenspitze 214.

Zillerscbartenspitze 214.

Zillerspitze 161.

Zillertal, tbe 209.

Zimbaspitze 237.
Zimitz 123.

Zingben, Passo del 390.
Zinken, Sekkauer 473.

Zinken (near Aussee) 126.

Zinodl 471.
Zinseler 265.

Zirbitzkogel 522.

Zireiner See 186.

Zirknitz 498.

Zirknitz, tbe Kleine 150.

— , the Grosse 150. 173.

Zirknitzer See 498.
Zirl 276.

Zirler Mahder 276.

IZirmsee 177.

IZischgeles 275.

IZistel Alp 102.

iZittauer-Hiitte 212. 161.

jZittelhaus 149. 178.

iZitterklapfen 244.

iZnachsattel 482.

Zocben Pass 411.

Zoisbiitte 495.

IZoldo, Val di 430.

IZoUfeld, tbe 524.

jZoppareit, Forcelia 431.

Zovo, Forcelladi Mte. 429.

IZsigmondv-Hiitte 418.

Zsigmondvspitze217. 218.
Zuckerbiitl 267. 273. 283.

Zufall, see Cevedale.
Zufall Glacier 337.

Zufall-Hiitte 383.

Zufrittjocb 334.

Zufrittspitze 333.

Zuglio 513.

Zugspitze 38. 24. 40.

Zumelles 425.

Zunderkopf 190.

Zunig 164.

Zlirs 249.

iZwickauer-Hiitte 801.

IZwiesel (near Tolz) 54.
'— (Reichenball) 80. 73.

Zwiesel Alp (near Rei-
:

chenhall) 81.
— (Gosau) 130.

Zwieselbad 131.

Zwieselstein 283.

jZwingsteg 10.

Zwischen - Sulzbach-
j Tori 159. 165.

Zwischenwasser 412.

Zwischenwassern 523.

Zwolfer 418.

Zwolferborn 114.

Zwolferkogel 128.

Leipzig. Printed by Breitkopf & Hartel.
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